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Jpanish liquid

Makes any hair beautifully curly
in 20 minutes

THE SPANISH BEGGAR'S
PRICELESS GIFT
By Winnifred Ralston

FROM the day we started to school. Charity Winthrop
and I were called the touseled-hair twins. Tom
Harvey nicknamed us that—horrid, red-headed Tom
Harvey, who used to put burrs in our pigtails and

angle worms in our inkwells.
Our mothers despaired of us. Our hair simply wouldn't

behave. There were Martha Brown, Helen Stahl, Betty
Davis and Leah Cohen—all with wonderful curly hair.
But Charity and I could never coax ours out of a straight
line.
As we grew older the hated name still clung to us. It

followed us through the grades and into boarding school.
Then Charity's family moved to Spain, where her father
was in diplomatic service, and I didn't see her again for
Ave years—not until last New Year's Eve.
A party of us had gone to the Drake Hotel for dinner

that night. As usual I was terribly embarrassed and
ashamed of my hair. When the bobbing vogue first came
in I had my hair cut, hoping against hope that would im-
prove its looks. Realizing my mistake, I permitted it to
grow again and by New Year's Eve it wasjustlongenough
to be unmanageable.

Horribly self-conscious I was sitting at the table,
scarcely touching my food, wishing I were home. It
seemed that everyone had wonderful, lustrous, curly hair
but me and I felt they were all laughing or, worse, pitying
me behind my back.
My eyes strayed to the dance floor and there I saw a

beautiful girl dancing with Tom Harvey. Her eye caught
mine and, to my surprise, she smiled and started toward
me.
While there was something strangely familiar about her

face I didn't recognize her—then. No—it—it couldn't be.
About this girl's face was a halo of golden curls. I

think she had the most beautiful hair I ever saw. My
face must have turned scarlet as I compared it mentally
with my own straggly, ugly mop. I had never been so
thoroughly ashamed of my hair before.
Of course you have guessed her identity—for it was

really she—Charity Winthrop who once had dull straight
hair like mine.

It had been Ave long years since I had seen her. There
was everything to talk about, but I simply couldn't wait.
I blurted out—"Charity Winthrop—tell me—what
miracle has happened to your hair?"
She smiled and said mysteriously, "Come to my room

and I will tell you the whole story." She was stopping at
the hotel. We excused ourselves and rushed to Charity's
room. I listened breathless while she told me this
strange story:

Charity tells of the

beggar's gift.
"Our house in Madrid faced a

little, old plaza, where I often
strolled after my siesta.

"Miguel, the beggar, always
occupied the end bench of the
south end of the plaza. There he
it-all day long, asking alms from
e passersby. I always dropped
~>w centavos in his hat when I
?d and he 30on grew to know

e day belore I was leaving
I stooped to bid him good-
pressed a gold coin in his J Matchltss Marcclle

palm. That was the best investment I ever made.
" ' Hija mia,' he said, 'You have been very kind to an

old man. Digamelo (tell me) senorita, what it is your
heart most desires.'
"I laughed at the idea, then said jokingly, 'Miguel, my

hair is straight and dull. I would have it lustrous and
curly.'

" 'Olgame, senorita,' he said—'what you wish Is even
simpler than I thought. Many years ago—a Castillan
prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty. Her hair was
black as a raven's wing and straight as an arrow. Like
you, this lady wanted los pelos rlzos (curly hair). Her
husband offered thousands of pesos to the man who would
fulfil her wish. The prize fell to Pedro, the droguero. Out
of roots and herbs he brewed a potion that converted the
princess' straight, unruly hair into a glorious mass of
ringlet curls.

" ' Pedro, son of the son of"Pedro, has that secret today.
Years ago I did him a great service. Here you will And
him,—go to him and tell your wish. Adios, senorita, voya
con Tios.'
"You can't Imagine, Winnifred, how funny it made me

feel. I did not take it seriously, of course. I never ex-
pected to look up this mysterious Pedro, but some whim
changed my mind and I called a coche and gave the driver
the address Miguel had given me,
"At the door of the apothecary shop, Pedro, a funny

old hawk-nosed Spaniard, met me. Nervously I stam-
mered out my explanation. When I had finished, he
bowed and vanished into the rear of his store. Presently
he returned with a bottle which he handed to me.
"By this time I was terribly excited—could hardly wait

until I reached home. When I was finally in my room
alone, I took down my hair and applied the liquid as
directed. In twenty minutes, not one second more the
transformation, which you have noted, had taken place.

" Come, Winnifred—apply it to your own hair and see
what it can do for you."

Breathlessly I watched Charity, take a bottle from her
wardrobe trunk. Tremblingly my fingers undid my hair
and applied the liquid.
Twenty minutes later, as I looked into Charity's mir-

ror, I could hardly believe my eyes. The impossible had
happened. My dull, straight hair had wound itself into
curling tendrils. My head was a mass of ringlets and
waves. It shone with a lustre it never had before.
You can Imagine the amazement of the others in the

party when I returned to the ballroom. Everybody
noticed the change. Never did I have such a glorious
night. I was popular. Men clustered about me. I had
never been so happy.
The next morning when I awoke, I hardly dared look inmy mirror, fearing it had all been a dream. But it was

true—S'oriously true - My nair was curly and beautifulThen the thought came to me I had no right to keep
this great secret to myself. There were thousands of

women just like me who would
give anything to knowmy precious
secret.

So it has been made available
through the Century Chemists.
They have agreed to act as dis-
tributors under a most liberal
offer, which places this new found
beauty secret within reach of all
women, regardless of their finan-
cial status,
Now the golden opportunity is

yours. You no longer have to
spend large sums of money in
beauty shops, or endanger your
hair by Injurious "permanent
waves," for this remarkable
Spanish Curiing Fluid, called
'Wave-^i? ," will bring you beau-

New Wavy Bob
"Wave-Sta" solves the curl-
ing and marcelling problem
for bobbed heads. Just a few
drops when dressing your
"bob," 20 minutes' drying
and presto! you have a mass
of beautiful ringlets, waves
and curls. "Wave-Sta" will
keep your hair beautifully
curly for a week or more and
protect it from the damage
that constant exposure to
artificial heat will bring. Read Wavy Bob

the details of this liberal trial offer below.

tlfully curly hair in 20minutes. One application will keep
your hair beautiful a week or more.

Don't delay another minute. Take advantage of this
liberal trial offer now and always have the beautiful
curly hair you want.

Liberal Trial Offer
(Only One Bottle to a Family)

For a limited time we are offering a full-size bottle of
"Wave-Sta" (Spanish Curling Fluid) at a price that
covers only the cost of compounding, advertising, and
selling, which we figured down to $1 .97. (Please remem-
ber that this Is a special offer for new users only and we
cannot fill more than one order for each family at this
price.) If you are not perfectly delighted with results
after using "Wave-Sta" for 5 days, simply return the un-
used portion and your money will be refunded.
Under the terms of our special trial offer you do not

have to send any money in advance. Simply sign and
mall the coupon. Then when the postman brings this
remarkable beauty aid, just pay him $1.97, plus a few
cents postage, and your hair worries are ended forever.

This offer may not be repeated. We urge that you take
advantage of it at once. Remember, we take all the risk.
If "Wave-Sta" doesn't make your hair beautifully curly,
give it new life, new lustre, new silky sheen, all you have
to do is notify us and your money will be returned in full.

Have you ever heard of a fairer offer?

CENTURY CHEMISTS
Illinois at La Salle Street. Chicago

Send no money—simply sign and mail the coupon
— COUPON

I CENTURY CHEMISTS Chicago, 111. I

I Illinois al La Salle St., Dept. 15

Gentlemen: Please sendme, in plain wrapper, by
insured parcel post, a full sized bottle of "Wave-
Sta" (Spanish Curling Fluid). I will pay postman 1

" the special trial price of $1.97, plus few cents post- i

. age, on delivery, with the understanding that if, I

after a 5-day trial, I am not perfectly delighted .

* with this magic curling liquid, I may return the
unused contents in the bottle and you will immedi- I

ately return my money in full. ,

Name.

Address

.

Lovely Curls
in SO minutes

Town State 1

NOTE: If you are apt to be out when the post- (man calls, you may enclose $2 and "Wave-Sta"
,

will be sent to you postpaid.
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Paramount
greater than ever

in 1928!

q "Beau Geste," "Chang," "Underworld," "The

Way of All Flesh," "Wings"—only a few of the high

spots but enough to show that 1927 was Paramount's

year by a wide margin. €| Now look at 1928!

These eight are only the start! Then there are

Clara Bow, Richard Dix, Bebe Daniels,

Adolphe Menjou, Pola Negri, Wallace

Beery, Raymond Hatton, Thomas

\ Meighan, George Bancroft, Esther Ral- 1

^V^^^ ston, Florence Vidor and the rest!
|

" Paramount will be greater than I

ever in 1928! Because only

Paramount is making pictures

for this "new world" with

stars attuned to these

lEGIOff OF Tiff

\^ changing times! <f See

them or you miss the

best screen entertain-

ment of 1928!

NUT
4ft

TILLIES

(Paramount ^Pictures
Produced by Paramount Famous Lasky Corp., Adolph Zukor, Presf, Paramount Bldg., NY. C.

_
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Just What Does Fame Amount To?
/^LORIA SWANSON, high priestess of its glamour, tells also

of its disillusionments in the next number of Picture Play.
You will admit that she knows her subject, for no star has tasted

the sweets of greater success, nor has any star been more beset

by the problems of maintaining the stellar position than Miss
Swanson. Nor, we may add, of rising above the rumors and gos-

sip that have followed every step she has taken toward the topmost
rung of the ladder of success. In this extraordinarily candid inter-

view will be found something to interest every fan, while Miss
Swanson's own adherents will find their idol revealed as never
before.

Other Revelations in the April Picture Play

will include Virginia Morris' delightful "Memoirs of a Fan/' in

which this popular writer gives early impressions of certain stars

before they became famous. Dorothy Mackaill discusses with
Myrtle Gebhart the Hollywood personality, that picturesque com-
posite of clothes, manners, conversation, and interests, which has

evolved from the continuous display of success in the motion-
picture colony. This is a most unusual story. Margaret Reid
tells, in her customary authoritative fashion, all about the vaude-
ville engagements which man)' of the stars are filling nowadays.
William H. McKegg gives his impressions of the new picture on
which Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor are working, and Mal-
colm H. Oettinger contributes, as usual, an interview which is

sure to arouse controversy. All in all, next month's Picture
Play will fairly bristle with interest and "aliveness."
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For Your Entertainment

—

The Following PathcDe Mille

Studio Productions

Lentrice Joy
in

"The Blue Danube'*

Rod La Rooque in

"Stand and Deliver"
and

"Hold 'Em Yale"

William Boyd in "Skyscraper"
and "The Night Flyer"

Jacqueline Logan in "The

Leopard Lady" and "Midnight
Madness"

"CHICAGO"
Phyllis Haver and Victor Varconi. A giddy wife who tries to fool her husband,

does fool a jury, but doesn't get away with it after all. From the stage success

by Maurine Watkins. Directed by Frank Urson. Easily the sensation of 1928.

"THE BLUE DANUBE"
Leatrice Joy; with Joseph Schildkraut and Nils Asther. All the romance
that's in the famous waltz. Austria, land of lovely ladies, where romance is a

delight and an art. . . Paul Sloane, Director. Ralph Block, Associate Producer.

"STAND AND DELIVER"
Rod La Rocque; picturesque, keen, sparkling. He fought—he had to. He hated,

for it was natural. He loved, for what an alluring girl she was! A Donald
Crisp Production, Ralph Block, Associate Producer.

"SKYSCRAPER"
William Boyd, fresh from his success in" "Dress Parade" is a riot as a
roughneck riveter. Laughs and love in a delectable drama. Howard Higgin,
Director. Ralph Block, Associate Producer.

"HOLD 'EM, YALE"
Rod La Rocque; a drama of youth, joyous, likeable, unrestained, E. H. Griffith,

Director. Hector Turnbull, Associate Producer.

"THE NIGHT FLYER"
William Boyd; a railroad drama that's an entertainment special straight

through to the trans-continental popularity terminal. What a succession of

successes for this engaging young star! Walter Lang, Director, James Cruze,
Supervisor.

"MIDNIGHT MADNESS"
Jacqueline Logan, with Clive Brook and Walter McGrail. Its very title reeks
of strange people, mystery, suspense! Harmon Weight, Director. Hector
Turnbull, Associate Producer.

"THE LEOPARD LADY"
Jacqueline Logan, Alan Hale* and Robert Armstrong. Mystery melodrama. . .

Thrills. . . Chills. . . Suspense. From Edw. Childs Carpenter's stage success.
Rupert Julian, Director. Bertram Millhauser, Associate Producer.

Pathe
Inc.
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What the Fans Think

Does Paramount "Kill" Stars?

PARAMOUNT has become the "killer" of stars—
and their worst crime, has been the killing of Pola
Negri as a star. Recently I noticed a beautiful

front-page picture of Pola in a newspaper. The accom-
panying news -item explained that upon the expiration

of Miss Negri's contract, Paramount will not renew it,

due to the fact that lately she has not been the drawing
card of her early American years. Also, this would
place her in the ranks of the has-beens. To Paramount
I would say, is it any wonder your stars "die,'" when
you consider the screen material given them ?

Wallace Reid was on the verge of being "killed" at

the time of his death, due to the namby-pamby stories

Paramount gave him. What happened to those Realart

stars—Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels, Mary Miles Min-
ter, and the rest ? They all passed out because Realart

was more or less of a passing fancy of Paramount.
Jack Holt, Agnes Ayres, Warner Baxter, Betty Bron-
son, Alice Brady, Lila Lee, Dorothy Dalton. all excel-

lent star material, "died" because of the dictatorship of

Paramount.
Very soon Paramount will realize that they them-

selves are slipping, if they have not already read the

handwriting on the wall. Valentino's fight with them is

proof of the pudding. The fact that they are issuing

two-reel comedies and a news-reel is evidence to me that

Paramount has slipped from its high horse. Not that

this is a disgrace, because other large concerns have
been and are doing it, but Paramount, due to its exclu-

sive production of feature photoplays and specials in

past years, has always seemed to me everything that its

trade-mark implied : Paramount—above par. But not

any longer. In their efforts to commercialize art, they

have overlooked talent and ability.

Florence Vidor evidently did not turn out to be an-

other Gloria Swanson
;
Betty Bronson never was star

material—they should have known that—Clara Bow
won't: last, either ; her stuff is a rehash of Realart ma-
erial. You can't blame Lois Wilson for quitting.

3ebe Daniels proved a good sport, but her pictures are

again falling back into their old rut. Consider "Swim,
Girl, Swim" and "She's a Sheik." "Senorita" was her

best, but to Paramount Bebe is a type, not an actress,

which I declare is wrong. Thomas Meighan is not an
actor, either, any more. He's a problem. There's too

much of the Paramount influence in all his pictures,

even though it is said he has the upper hand, so far as

his productions are concerned. They can get new talent

cheaper, it is true, and put it across as well, if not better,

than the old, reliable talent. But does the reaction of

the public remain the same ? The answer is emphatically

NO!
Pola Negri, unfortunately under contract to Para-

mount, naturally comes to such an ultimate conclusion.

An ambitious foreigner, she came to this country to

establish herself. She was a wonderful actress. 'She is

a wonderful actress, with her emotional powers ever

growing. Paramount, in its quest for new and cheaper

talent, has ignored the talent of their established stars.

Pola Negri suffered not so much from poor stories as

she did from neglect. Paramount was too busy bring-

ing trivial players to public notice, so, naturally, we saw
a great deal of such players and their reliable talent had

to take a back seat. This is dangerous and most unfor-

tunate for any star, but to think that the star of "Pas-

sion" and "Gypsy Blood" should meet with such a fate

is outrageous.

Perhaps it is for the best that Pola does separate from
this company. Pola can be independent, now, and she

can show Paramount her real worth and what they

have missed—that is, if she chooses to join another

company. Carl L.

Edinboro, Pennsylvania.

Novarro Perfect? Well, Nearly.

» Quite a few times Ramon Novarro has spent his vaca-

tions in New York, but always as he would arrive /

would be leaving for the other end of the earth. I had
just about resigned- myself to the cruel fate which
denied me a glimpse of my favorite star, when the im-

probable happened

—

both in the same place at the same
time

!

Have you ever noticed that those whose paths have
crossed that of Ramon Novarro always describe his

raven locks, his olive complexion, his unassuming man-
ner, the cut of his clothes, et cetera? But his voice, the

keynote to his personality—they overlook that

!

Somehow voices have always affected me. Ever since

babyhood I have catalogued persons according to their

voice—the curse of a trained ear, but nothing can irri-

tate me quicker or more thoroughly than an uncultivated

voice—a voice shrewish or screechy. Obsession?

Oulen sabef
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Believe . me, when Ramon Novarro
speaks, the gift of sight is not necessary.

You can shut your eyes and see vividly,

what he is describing. From his voice you
know he is slight, witty, interesting, con-

fident, versatile, quiet, respectful, deter-

mined and, above all, an innate gentleman.

Oh, yes, he has a decided accent, but

doesn't that enhance his attractiveness?

After hearing and seeing him, I shall here-

after believe anything Herbert Howe and
others choose to say concerning him.

What? Did you ask me if Novarro can

play the piano? Can Padercwskif
Florence Simoni.

New York City.

Some One Please Explain.

I wonder if any of the fans who read
your excellent magazine can explain some-
thing to me. Why is it that the foreign
actors are so much more attractive than
the home-grown variety?
Not long ago, the thought occurred to

me that the only movie actors in whom
I am interested were born in other lands.

They are, in the order named—Ramon
Novarro, Ronald Colman, Victor Varconi,
Clive Brook, and Gilbert Roland.

In this list we have a Mexican, two
Englishmen, a Hungarian and a Spaniard.

It seems to me that the American ac-

tors are not good looking and can act

only fairly well. Or, perhaps, the answer
is that the gentlemen of the screen who
are born in Podunk, or New York, are too

much like the boy next door to be roman-
tic. Marie Price.
San Pedro, California.

"The Big Parade" Overrated?
After witnessing what was reputed to

be one of the most stupendous motion-
picture productions, and also one that was
boomed from the four corners of the earth
by American publicity agents, I feel it only
just to express my keen disappointment.

It is my personal belief that if ever a
film came under the heading of being
overrated, that film is "The Big Parade."
Had it not been for .'the gestures, and

all around good acting done by Karl Dane,
it would, in my opinion, have lacked in-

terest altogether.

I do not wish to pull anything to pieces,

but I hate to hear that film classed with
such pictures as "The Four Horsemen" and
"Beau Geste." They were pictures worthy
of the name.

Lawrence Boyer.
10 Colton Street, Harpurley, Manches-

ter, England.

Can Olive Borden Act?
I have come to the conclusion, after

seeing "The Joy Girl," that Olive Borden
has no acting ability. All she did was
pose—there wasn't a natural movement
about her. I had hopes for her after
"The Monkey Talks," but thev are blasted
now. Yet, I really think that if the little

lady would come down to earth and be
herself, instead of having such an exalted
opinion of her own importance, it would
show in her work. It will be to her ad-
vantage the sooner she learns that she
isn't the piece de resistance of the screen.

I had occasion to spend a few days in

Hollywood, and what amused me most was
seeing Olive and her retinue pile out of
her big car at the Fox studio. I thought
a scene was being taken and looked around
for the camera, but the gentleman with
me explained the amusing situation. I cer-

tainly expected to see a boy in nothing less

than Arabian garb, step out next with a
marmoset in his charge, but apparently
Olive hadn't thought of that.

I should like to have seen the expres-
sion on Elinor Patterson's face had she

been there, and I felt sure Jerry Miley

must have got a kick out of Olive's osten-

tation. I suppose snobBishness_ and the

vulgar display of sudden prosperity are to

be expected in the picture business.

Give me human beings like Charles Far-

rell. Success hasn't gone to his head, and

I cannot visualize la petite Gaynor drag-

ging a retinue along with her to the studio

that would bring a blush to the face of an

East Indian potentate. Fortunately, the

potentate would have the good taste not

to flaunt his wealth in such a manner,

for the simple reason, that he has had

it all his life.

Yes, when Olive comes down to earth

once more, her work will show an im-

provement. Rene Volney.
795 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia.

Important— if True.

May I make my predictions for 1929?

Don Alvarado will have succeeded Val-
entino as the greatest idol of the screen.

John Gilbert will lose rather than gain

in popularity.

Ronald Colman will not succeed as a star

and will go back to featured leads.

Virginia Bradford and Frank Marion,

DeMille costars, will have become indi-

vidual stars.

Janet Gaynor will have become the only

worthy successor to Lillian Gish.

Maria Corda will be established_ as the

greatest foreign actress in America.
Greta Garbo, like Theda Bara, will have

faded into oblivion.

Dolores del Rio, and not Vilma Banky,
will wear the mantle of Gloria Swanson.

Buster Keaton and Sydney Chaplin will

have failed t6 click as star comedians.
Thomas Meighan and Viola Dana will

have retired from the screen.

Conrad Veldt, unlike Emil Jannings,
will prove a dismal flop in the country as

a character actor.

Phyllis Haver will be hailed as the most
versatile actress on the screen.

George A. Abbate.
630 Mary Street, Utica, New York.

It Isn't Fair.

I've been reading the various criticisms

of the fans in Picture Play for many
months, and I should like to say I am of

the same opinion as Maeve Crofton con-
cerning Conrad Nagel.

I readily agree with her that Mr.
Nagel's wonderful expressions in the pic-

ture "The Snob" were something worth
speaking of. It seems strange that he

hasn't made greater strides, as I think he
is a very fine actor.

I should also like to know what has be-

come of the little girl who worked in

that picture with Mr. Nagel. I shall

never forget her. Somehow or other that

child seems to stand out in a class of her
own. To me, her acting was the greatest

example of juvenile talent I have ever

witnessed, but I have failed to see the

child again.

What is the trouble with the motion-
picture industry? Don't they care to give

the public the best actors and actresses,

or is it true that the whole business is

a family affair?

Mary E. Leutz.
New Orleans, Louisiana.

Sweet Revenge.
Thumbs down on Maria Corda who is

appearing in "The Private Life of Flelen

of Troy," a picture I never expect to see,

nor any other that she makes. She has
already shown her professional jealousy,

and lack of sportsmanship, by trying to

slur Vilma Banky in the eyes of her own
profession, as well as with the fans, 'by

naming a collie pup of questionable pedi-

gree "Miss Banky!" That is all I ever

want to know or hear of the Corda per-

son.

Personally, I've had my revenge. A
friend of mine was presented with an
iguana from Central America and as the

poor thing had no name I suggested "Miss
Corda," which she now answers to.

Vilma Banky is the sweetest, most ap-

preciated gift Hungary has ever given
to American filmland, and the majorty
of the fans love and respect her, because
her private life demands respect.

Alma Gordon.
2119 Addison Street, Berkeley, California.

A Couple of Protests.

Just recently I saw "The Way of All
Flesh." It is a picture every one should
see. Emil Jannings is great. He isn't

handsome. I do not know whether he has
"it," or anything of that sort, but he has
something far better—an understanding of
human nature. Therefore, he acts like a

human being. He has a tremendous ap-
peal, for no matter what sort of a role

he plays you cannot help but sympathize
with him.

Now for a protest. Why was Belle
Bennett cast in such a mediocre part as

the wife in the above-mentioned picture?

Was some one trying to be funny?
Protest number two. In regard to the

Wallace Reid Memorial. It is all right

to honor the dead, but is it all right to

spend one hundred and fifty thousand dol-
lars on a momerial that can never do any
one the least good? What about the liv-

ing who are suffering and even dying from
the lack of a little money? If you must
have this memorial, zvhy not make it of

some benefit? I'm sure Wallace Reid would
be the first to agree with me and, not

meaning to be sarcastic, here is a place

where Mrs. Wallace Reid can apply some
of the principles she preaches.

If I were to say just what I thought
of such a waste of money, this probably
wouldn't be printed, so I'll close by just

saying, "Think it over, Fans."

Mrs. G. H. Bode.

Orchard, Iowa.

Well, Well!

Every one is saying the stars should live

their own lives and, of course, they should

;

but aren't they in the public eye? They
teach us beautiful lessons in love and
life; we lift them to a pedestal, and then

if they fall off through their own fault,

isn't it heartbreaking? We are disap-

pointed and disgusted.
*'

I want- to disagree with "A Fan" about

Ronald Colman. Of course, Mr. Colman
is a gentlemanly lover, and if a lady

once had his love I'm quite sure she

wouldn't have to worry about his loy-

alty.

Mr. Colman was lucky to have a good

cast in his big pictures—for his acting

helped them—and I'm sure, after watch-

ing him for years, that he has as nice

a personality as John Gilbert, and "A
Fan" is sadly mistaken in thinking him
incapable of doing a little acting on his

own hook.

I'm eternally thankful that Mr. Gold-

wyn finally broke up the Colman-Banky
starring team. A few more pictures likt

"The Magic Flame" would have ruined

him.

I want to mention a new star, Glenn

Tryon. Wasn't he great in "Painting the

Town?"
And last, but by no means least, the

hero in "What Price Glory"—Edmund
Lowe.
A new kind of a hero and a real re-

lief from college sheiks and soulful-eyed
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nien. Mr. Lowe had the pleasant task

of being a human and a hero at the same
time. ' Pretty stiff proposition, wasn't it?

But didn't he do it? And hoiv!

"Jim."
Memphis, Tennessee.

It Isn't Fair to Mr. Colman.

With the disappointment of witnessing

Ronald Colman in "The Magic Flame"
fresh in my memory, may I voice a pro-

test at the type of picture in which Mr.
Colman is cast?
Simply because we go to sec him re-

gardless of what he plays, isn't any valid

reason for casting him in mediocre films

—foolish and unjustifiable nonsense—that

we wouldn't think of going to see under
other circumstances. Such films send one
away disappointed, not in Roland—he will

never prove uninteresting—but in a fate

which gives him so little chance to do his

best. Granting that he deserves all the
praise accorded him, isn't it deplorable
that he is given so little opportunity to
demonstrate that ability with which an
admiring public has discerned in him?

If only a few of the fans who sent
replies to . my letter in the July issue
would register their opinions in Picture
Play, I believe wTe might gain a little

satisfaction. Out of the vast number
of letters which I received, there was
only one which disagreed with the general
opinion that Ronald did not possess that
colossal conceit attributed to him. It-

came from a gentleman who claimed a
personal acquaintance with Ronald and
who suggested that I be less vehement in

my defense and less critical 'of another's
views: that Ronald might by my type, but
some people liked parsnips. Considering
the fact that I had been very cautious,
that was a rather severe rebuke, but I
should like to pass it on as a gentle re-
minder to some of the contributors to this
column. Peggy Marshall.
Richmond, Virginia.

There "Ain't" No Justice.

The movie magnates should know how
to run their business better than I, but
some things puzzle me. Why does Para-
mount sign up such potent charmers as
Georgia Hale, Arlette Marchal, and
Jocelyn Lee—players of real individual-
ity, depth, and versatility—give them a few
small, thankless roles and then let them go,
while such vapid cuties as Mary Brian and
Esther Ralston—all right in their way-
are given the run of the place? Let's
hope this talented trio will have as much
.uck as Gilbert Roland ; after being idle
a year under a Paramount contract.

Todd B. Franklin.
Box 309, Celeveland, Ohio.

Without Benefit of Greta.

John, John, Ramon, and Ronald seem
to be taking up the mos.t space these days
and this fan thinks the following about
these four.

I have liked John Gilbert for years—
away back in such pictures as "Truxton
King," "A Californian Romance," "The
Love

_
Gamblers," "The Exiles," "St.

Elmo," and so on, and I hope I never miss
any of his pictures. In those days he was
merely known as "Leatrice Joy's handsome
husband," so it was not, as one fan stated,
John._ who made Leatrice prominent, nor
was it Leatrice who finally brought John
to the place he now holds. He got there
by his own work, especially in "The Big-

Parade." May he have oodles of good
starring vehicles in the future—but with-
out Greta Garbo. We can do without her
very nicely.

John Barrymore looked ridiculous in

"The Beloved Rogue" and "Don Juan."

If he would shave off that hideous thing
on his upper lirj and put a little meat on
his bones, he might look almost human.
Ramon Novarro won my heart with his

acting in "The Prisoner of Zenda." I

have seen practically all his pictures since,

but think he did some of his best acting
in this first one. I do hope he will soon
have some good pictures. It would be a
shame if he should leave the screen. He
is a great actor.

As for Ronald Colman, I think it is a
shame to spoil Vilma Banky's pictures
with him.

I also think it would be fine if some
one would put a tack on Adolphe Menjou's
chain He needs to have a terrible lot of
conceit taken out of him.

It is a shame that Viola Dana is not
given some decent pictures to act in.

There isn't a better little actress on the
screen. I know she is a good emotional
actress, because I can still remember
"Blue Jeans," "A Weaver of Dreams" and
many other pictures in which she played
years ago

;
Then they started putting her

in comedies and it was all over.
Among those I like of the newer celeb-

rities are Louise Brooks, William Haines,
and James Hall, and among those wdio
make me wonder how they ever got there
are Dolores del Rio, Olive Borden, Betty
Bronson, Joan Crawford, and Lois Moran.

Janet Gaynor is a wonderful little ac-
tress and is plain enough to appeal to
everybody as a "regular girl."

College pictures get rather monotonous,
but there are usually several laughs in
them. "Brown of Harvard" was, of
course, the best of all.

I like historical pictures, too. They save
you no end of reading, or else make you
want to read. For instance, my interest
in "Madame Pompadour" has been thor-
oughly aroused since seeing this picture,
and right here I wish to sav that I do
hope Antonio Moreno will not desert the
screen for the megaphone. He is a con-
sistently good actor and looks as young
to-day as he did ten or more years ago,
arid he is some looker.

Clara Bow is a wonderful actress and
gets better looking with every picture.
Lars Hanson is a fine actor whom I hope
to see in many pictures, and—I hope to
read hundreds more fan letters in Picture
Play.

Another Fan.
Toronto, Canada.

Hurrah! for Bebe.
Here's to Bebe Daniels! May she never

aspire to be other than the world's great-
est comedienne

!

The popularity of Bebe's pictures is

proof positive that the public welcomes a
relief from the heavy, melodramatic, sex
pictures now in vogue. The most delight-
ful thing about Miss Daniels' plays is, she
does not resort to slapstick or risque situ-
ations to make a laugh. Her comedies
are wholesome, the gags sensible, her per-
formances superb.

I saw- her "Senorita" twice. Why?
Simply because I knew I could relax, for-
get occurrences of the day, enjoy a play-
full of action, thrills, heart interest and
see a priceless imitation of a girl Fair-
banks.

I am not soured on the highly romantic
dramas, but too much is too much, and
Bebe's pictures offer the quickest relief

from utter boredom. It is evident that

other people are of the same opinion, for
there always is a spontaneous burst of ap-
plause during the showing of her pictures
which proves the soundness of her per-
formances.

Janette Raybocld.
2045 Clairmount Avenue, Detroit, Michi-

gan.

A ' Comeback" from Corinne and
Juanita.

We are just two more girls ready to de-

fend the memory of our beloved Rudy.
Let Elinor Garrison call our letters "silly

and sickening." We do not mind what she
says. Speak up, all you Valentino fans,

and let us tell the world that we are al-

ways ready to defend Rudy's memory and
to uphold him on all occasions. Rudy is

not gone. "In our hearts he lives for-

ever."

A word to Miss Joan Perula and El-

freda Peel. If you are growing so tired

of Ramon Novarro, keep away from his

pictures. There are others who love and
admire him. Maybe we need a new set

of brains, Elfreda Peel; but, all the same,

we know a good actor when we see one,

We also wish to thank Carmencita and
Lolita of Manila, Philippine Islands, for
their recent letter in Picture Play.

Corinne and Juanita.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Additions to the New Game.
You were kind enough to publish my

letter in the December issue, under the

heading "A New Game for the Fans." As
a result, I received several letters from
fans, telling me how much they enjoyed
the game. Some asked me to send in

additions to the game, so I add the follow-

ing:
.

If he saw Edie Cantor through his

garden, would Charley Chase him?
If they had Malcolm Waite, would peo-

ple think Philip Strange because he had
Olive Tell him not to?

If her mother says Barbara Kent en-

ter the beauty contest, will it make Hazel
Keener to have Janet Gaynor mother's
consent?

Didn't Arthur Rankin first place be-

cause he had Ben Bard through a mis-
understanding?

If some one asked, "Has Josephine
Dunn the best work of any of the Junior
stars?" would it make Nancy Nash her
teeth and almost Turner Savage ?

If they had Jack Pen-in potatoes to pay
a bet he lost, would Bob Steele them be-

cause he felt sorry for him? Would he
then have Anita Loos them, accidentally

on purpose? Leona Weber.
6306 San Bonita Avenue, St. Louis, Mis-

souri.

Stars in the Flesh.

My first glimpse of Clara Bow, the

super flapper of the screen, occurred as

I stood in line at the Paramount studio.

With her flaming-red hair—not natural

—

her big brown eyes and thickly made-up
face^—she is most spectacular. Full of

pep—that's Clara !

I spotted the temperamental Jetta Gou-
dal, tripping daintily out of the DeMille
Studio. She is most assuredly quite ex-

otic, but I won't say that she's a raving
beauty. Fascinating, yes—and how !

Don Alvarado is positively handsome
—no foolin'—and unless I am wrong, he
is going to prove a sensation in "The
Drums of Love," D. W. Griffith's new
production.
Behold sweet May McAvoy, whom I had

the pleasure of seeing many times dur-
ing the filming of "Ben-Hur" and "The
Fire Brigade." She has big, blue-gray
eyes. Pretty as any young lady would
want to be—and as small as a minute.

Lon Chancy, the man of a thousand
faces, whom I see often, is just ordinary
looking—but what a dandy fellow

!

Now, I'm not going to tell you that

Gloria Swanson is beautiful—she isn't.

Her eyes are slanting, her nose pecul-
iarly shaped and her skin dark, but nev-

Coniinued on page 12
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"Dont make a monkey
of yourself

*

cried Bob as
BOB was always putting his foot into

things.

I was spending my vacation with him
when I met his cousin, Helen. Instantly

all other girls faded out of my life. It was
love at first sight. But unfortunately she
didn't seem to feel the same way about me.
Like all young lovers, I confided my

troubles to the nearest willing ear. It hap-
pened to be Bob's.
"You've got nothing to worry about,"

he insisted when I finished my tale of woe.
"Just leave it to me. All you need is a
little publicity. . .

."

Right then and there I knew I should
have kept my mouth shut.

The very next day he announced that

he'd just had a long talk with Helen and,

according to him, "put me over big!"
"Boy ! What I didn't tell her about you

is nobody's business!" he exulted. "When
I got through with my little song and
dance about what a whiz you are at the

office, I pulled my trump card . . . and
believe me, it boosted your stock sky high !"

'What was it?"

"Well, you see, she's crazy about music.
So I

.
conveniently forgot that you can't

play a note, and told her you are an ac-
complished pianist!"
"But Bob "

"Not another word ! I've got you sitting

pretty, now. If by any chance you're asked
to play—just say that you've sprained your
wrist playing tennis. I'm some little fixer,

eh, what?"
That very night we were all invited to

the Carew's party. On the way over I

sensed a big difference in Helen—a differ- •

ence that made my heart beat fast with a
new hope. Perhaps, after all, Bob was a

good fixer.

A- little later in the evening we were all

gathered around the piano, listening to the
rather indifferent performance of one of
the guests.

I Am Asked to Play the Piano

"I'm just dying to hear you play!" oried

Helen. "I've heard so much about your
talent! Won't you plav something for us?"
"Yes!" "Yes!" "Please!" came from

all sides.

With a smile I bowed low . . . and re-

plied that it would be a pleasure!
Glancing up I saw Bob's grin change to

amazement. This was not part of the
plan ! Calmly ignoring his frantic signals

I walked over to the piano.

Quick as a flash Bob followed me. "For
the love of Pete get away from that
piano," he whispered excitedly, "don't
make a monkey of yourself. If Helen ever
hears you play she'll think everything else

I told her is bunk, too !"

Turning to the guests in an effort to save
his own skin, Bob announced, "Perhaps we
should wait until some other time. You
see, his wrist was slightly sprained in ten-

nis this afternoon, and . .

."

"Oh, that's nothing!" I broke in, and as

he looked at me dumbfounded, I sat down
at the piano.

I sat down at the piano

Without any further hesitation, and with a
secret smile at the surprise I hail up my
sleeve, I began the first notes of Irving Ber-
lin's famous 'Russian Lullaby !" The tanta-
lizing, irresistible strains seemed to throw a
spell over the guests. One by one they
quietly moved nearer the piano until soon I

was completely surrounded by rapt listeners.

Bob was so stupifled that all he could do
was to stand there in open-mouthed amaze-
ment.
On and on I played—losing myself in my

music. I forgot Bob's astonishment—forgot
the glow of admiration in Helen's eyes—for-

got everything but the beautiful melodies
that always opened a new world for my en-
chantment. Swept away by the sheer magic
of Berlin's gonitis, I was unaware of the
silent tribute that followed my playing until
thunderous applause shook the room.
That brought me to myself with a start.

For the rest of the evening I was the lion

of the party.
Bob could hardly restrain his curiosity un-

til we were safely home.
"Boy ! You sure stopped that party dead !"

he exclaimed. "You could have knocked nie

over with a feather when I heard you ac-
tually iihn/iiirj .' Why didn't you tell me you
knew how'.'"

"You never asked whether I knew how to
play !" I countered.

"Of course not ! Last summer you didn't
know one note from another—how was I to
guess you'd blossomed into an accomplished
pianist overnight '!"

"Not overnight, exactly !" I smiled. "Al-
though it almost seemed that way ! Remem-
ber that Free Demonstration Lesson in music
I sent for?"

"You don't mean the one that was sup-
posed to show you how to play without a
teacher, do you '!"

"The same! All the fellows said it was a
fool stunt and that I was crazy to send for
it. Well, it happened to be the best bit of
luck that ever came my way ! I didn't say
anything about it because I didn't want
every one laughing at me when I sent for
the course. That course certainly is won-
derful !"

"So you really arc an 'accomplished' pian-
ist ! The joke's on me, all right !"

"Oh, I wouldn't say 'accomplished'," 1

laughed. "But enough of a pianist to get a
lot more fun out of life than I used to !"

You, too, can learn to play
without a teacher

The above story is typical. You. too, can
learn to play your favorite instrument by
this remarkable "at home" method that has
helped almost half a million people all over
tlie world to increased pleasure and financial
gain. You don't have to know the slightest
thing about music. First you are told what
to do—then a picture shows you how to do
it—then you do it yourself and hear it. No
private teacher couid make it any clearer.
You learn at home in your spare time. You

study when you please—and as much or
as little as you please. There are no tiresome
scales—no laborious exercises. You play
simple, familiar melodies by note right from
the start.

Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

Our wonderful illustrated free book and
our free demonstration lesson explain all

about this remarkable method. They prove
just how any one can learn to play his favor-
ite instrument in almost no time and for just
a fraction of what
old, slow methods
cost.

If you really
want to learn to
play — if new
friends,- good times,
social popularity
and increased in-
come appeal to you—take this oppor-
tunity to make your
dreams eome true.
Now ! sign the cou-
pon and send it be-
fore it's too late.
Instruments sup-
plied when needed,
cash or credit. U.
S. School of Musie,
533 B r u n s w i e k
Bldg., New York
City.

PICK YOUR
INSTRUMENT
Piano
Organ
Ukulele
Cornet
Trombone
Piccolo
Guitar

Hawaiian
Sight

Violin
Clarinet
Flute
Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin
'Cello

Steel Guitar
Singing

Piano Accordion
Voice and Speech

Culture
Harmony and Composition

Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger

Control
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String

or Tenor)

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
533 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons in.

Your Own Home." with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane, Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
offer. I am interested in the following course.:

Have you above instrument ':

Xame .

.

Address

City .

.
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ertheless she is a great actress, a loyal

trouper and photographs wonderfully.

Wait till you see the good-looking James
Murray on the screen! You know, he is

King Vidor's discovery and plays the lead

in "The Crowd" and "In Old Kentucky."
Girls, as well as boys, are going to rave

about him.

Any one would fall for the charm of

Irene Rich. She is very, very attractive,

and is a wonderful person.

"The Extra Boy."
Culver City, California.

Whew!
So Ramon Novarro would flop were it

not for his publicity, would he? Though
now I read every word that is written of

him, and never buy a magazine unless it

contains his picture or an article about

him, he was my favorite actor long be-

fore I ever read a ivord about him.

When first I saw him in "Trifling

Women," I was immediately attracted by
his marvelous acting, his youth and fresh-

ness, his purity of countenance and, of
course, by his physical beauty. What I

read later, of his gentle and idealistic

nature, mere!y confirmed what I already

knew. To deny that he is an actor, is as

ridiculous as to deny that he is hand-
some. I try not to allow pulchritude to

influence my opinions of a man's per-

formance. Raymond Keane, for instance,

may be very handsome, and a nice enough
young man, without being my idea of an

actor. But Ramon Novarro, who could

not possibly be handsomer, is, in my opin-

ion, the greatest actor of them all. He
has been forging ahead quietly but stead-

ily. Each performance is an improve-
ment over the preceding one. "When it

seems that no one, not even himself, could

do better, he astounds us by improving
upon perfection !

Those who claim that his friends paint

him as an impossibly perfect human are

unfortunate in their prejudices. When
they insinuate that his admirers lack

brains, they become positively insulting.

I, for one, prefer to believe that there is

such a person as Ramon in existence.

Though I have read of great souls in "The
Lives of the Saints/' Novarro is the only
one whom I have had the pleasure of see-

ing in the flesh. I cannot describe the sen-

sations I felt while near him. It was
as if I were in the presence of some-
thing sacred.

And now it seems as a dream. Yes, I

can almost agree that Ramon Novarro
is too wonderful, too beautiful, too, too
good to be true. C. R. M.

415 North Sweetzer, Hollywod, Cali-

fornia.

What is an Artistic Picture?

There is a ' tendency among some in-

terviewers and magazine writers to wax
enthusiastic about the more "popular"
variety of films and to pretend a con-
tempt for art. A famous director is

quoted as saying that he believes in mak-
ing pictures for the majority, and that

as far as he is concerned, he doesn't give

a darn if he never makes an artistic pic-

ture. An actor in slapstick comedies passes

the opinion that he's tickled to death he
can play in films that please the mob, and
that he wouldn't appear in an artistic pic-

ture on a bet.

Now, if by artistic pictures something
dull or miserable is meant, I heartily agree
with them. However, if they are being
contemptuous about such pictures as

"Faust," "The Merry Widow," "The Way
of All Flesh," "The Little Journey," "Va-
riety" or Chaplin's films, I'm afraid I can't
join in with their jeering. In fact, it is

just such films as these that have kept up
my enthusiasm for the movies.

Directors and actors who are incapable

of understanding art, are quite right in at-

tempting nothing beyond their comprehen-
sion, but surely they shouldn't boast of

their ignorance. A great respect shown
their more talented coworkers would be
more in order, I think. Joan Perula.

San Francisco, California.

A Lecture.

Why do some fans "pan" the incom-
parable Gloria so? Don't you ever stop

and wonder what the, screen would be
without her? That you once raved about
her when she made a successful picture

;

how you used to boast about the photo-
graph she sent you? Oh, yes, you have!
And you still like Gloria Swanson—you
just won't admit it, that's all

!

Don't be a hypocrite and condemn her
when she is not riding the waves. Be-
sides, what good will this petty criti-

cism do, anyway? Nothing except per-
haps reflect on your opinion.

Oh, "The Loves of Sunya" was a fail-

ure, and so you think "Sadie Thompson"
will be.

A true fan does not desert her favorite
when she has made a bad picture. Just
wait until "Sadie Thompson" is released,

won't you simply run to see Gloria's sec-

ond independent venture? You know, deep
down in your heart, that you will!

I've been a movie fan so long that the
usual picture fails to interest me, but I

still like Gloria Swanson, best of all—be-
fore, now, and to-morrow ! In my opin-
ion she is the best actress on the screen,

and although Miss Swanson isn't the most
beautiful, she is true to life, a superb
woman

!

So let's give Gloria a hand, and please
don't turn traitor. If this letter has in

any way helped you again to become her
devoted admirer then my little lecture

hasn't been in vain

!

Miriam: Rosenbloum.
South Valley Street, Collinsville, Ala-

bama.

Syd, the Brother of Charlie.

Having had the honor of meeting the
most charming, patient, diplomatic, and
humorous man on this earth, I wish to

state that America, England, and Holly-
wood should be proud he belongs to them.
He is Syd Chaplin.

I have just finished appearing as an
extra in his new film "A Little Bit of
Fluff," during seven strenous days—but
I feel it would take seven years to de-
scribe adequately the never-failing kind-
ness that characterized all his behavior,
and the charm of manner pervading all

his work.
Say, did you ever try to climb a bal-

cony, in a glaring, stewing light, -with

hands pulling roughly at you both ways?
Ever take a hand at chasing under and
over tables ; at being elbowed and knocked
and roughly trodden underfoot by a surg-
ing crowd? If you did, I'll bet you didn't

come up smiling.

Syd did

—

all of that and more—some-
times six or seven times a day. Do you
wonder that we extras were tired ? But
not for long. For Mr. Chaplin seemed
always to come forward at the right mo-
ment with some amusing absurdity or silly

gesture, to start us all laughing, and
hearten us again. A disheveled, exhausted
Mr. Chaplin—but still smiling.

He performs all his stunts himself.
Knocks, grazes, bruises and trampled fin-

gers are all part of the day's work for
him ; and you can take it from me that,

if a dummy was used in that balcony
scene, it did not represent him.
One day there was a row on the set.

Such things will happen, and there was a
great deal of shouting and noise. We
gathered around interested, but alarmed.
The dispute was very vehement. Up on
the balcony a heated voice was clearly

heard above the din

:

"You mind your own business ! What's
it got to do with you?"
We swung round in one movement, and

saw two other combatants, engaged in a
far fiercer argument than the original

couple, who were instantly forgotten.

Arms were whirling wildly around as

the antagonists writhed here and there.

They were Syd Chaplin and the Dummy!
I never heard such a roar of laughter

in my life, followed by deafening ap-

plause. Some diplomatic way of ending
a row, eh?
But Syd smiled modestly and made the

dummy bow to the clapping.

I am proud to be one of his most faith-

ful and sincere admirers.
Mary Lytton.

146 Norwood Road, West Norwood,
S. E. 27, London, England.

Tell Me What You Like—and I'll Tell

You What You Are.

Looking back, it appears that the prin-

cipal argument in "What the Fans Think"
has been the attempt to convince others

that our ideal lover is the screen's "per-

fect lover." Many and varied have been
the arguments employed to bring about the

conversion of others to our manner of
thinking.

Perhaps this letter might help solve the

problem.
To those of us who are bored with the

ordinary, everyday type of lover, such as

perhaps our own Bill, Bob, or Jack might
be, and who long for an ardent lover

who cares naught for consequences, John
Gilbert is the ideal lover.

Or perhaps some of us are stirred by
love-making of a gentler type. The kind
that is serious, sacrificial, and solemn.

To these Ronald Colman is the ideal

lover.

To lovers of anchovies, caviar, orchids,

ermine, first nights, and sophistication to

the (ith degree, I offer Adolphe Menjou
as the ideal lover.

To the spoiled, pampered beauty, sur-

feited with admirers—or, yes men—and
who longs for a lover who is different,

does not the nonchalant, devil-may-care.
Jack Mulhall appeal as the ideal lover?

Would not the timorous maiden whose
life is perhaps dominated by a fanatical

parent, look upon that bold, rash, self-

confident Bill Haines as an ideal lover?
For would not his egotism and intrepidity

overcome such inconsequential obstacles

as a fanatical parent?

The zealous maiden who looks upon
love as God's greatest gift would find

in the pure, sacred, devoted and inspired

love-making of Ramon Novarro her ideal.

Then, too, there may be some who, like

the writer, find a screen lover who em-
bodies in his love-making all the qual-

ities enumerated above. In other words,

one whose technique is well-nigh perfect.

To this humble scribe Clive Brook sug-

gests such perfection.'

So you see, dear fans, the screen has
any number of "perfect" or "ideal" lovers.

It all depends on what manner we indi-

vidually measure their perfection.

Grace O'Donnell.
2242 West Ninety-eighth Street, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

Something Ought to be Done.

Much has been said recently about break-

ing up the costarring team of Ronald Col-
man and Vil'ma Banky, and I wish, how-

Continued on page 115
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Where dbYOU
to GrowNewHair?

Decide NOW! Let me cover that spot with new hair in 30 days,

or I'll mail you a check—I'll be the LOSER, not you!

\X7HEN approaching baldness threatens—when
* * hair gets thinner and thinner on the temples,

the forehead, the top of your head

—

that's the time
to accept this no risk offer. I positively grow new
hair—or you pay NOTHING

!

New Hair in 30 Days—Or No Cost!
Thinning hair, falling hair, dandruff, dry

scaly scalp—DANGER SIGNALS ALL

!

Stop delaying. Stop wasting time and money
on ordinary salves, massages, tonics and
oils, which you know from experience cannot
possibly 'bring worth-while results ! Save
yourself from baldness this quick, easy way
—through my iron-clad contract

—

zvithoilt

risk! For I GUARANTEE to end dandruff
—stop falling hair—grow new healthy hair

in 30 days—or / don't want a penny of your
money!
Why does baldness begin to appear? Why-

do ordinary tonics fail to help? In most
cases of baldness the hair roots are- dormant—sleeping through lack of nourishment.
And tonics fail to help simply because they
treat only the surface skin. To make a tree

grow you don't rub "growing fluid" on the
bark. You get to the roots. That's the
simple secret of my scientific treatment.
It goes beneath the surface—nourishes dor-
mant roots directly—stimulates them to new
activity— encourages quick and healthy-

growth of new, vigorous hair.

At the Merke Institute, 5th Avenue, New
York, many people have paid as high as

$100 for results secured. Now you can secure
equally beneficial results at home for only a

few cents a day—AT MY RISK. You grow
new hair where you need, new hair—or I

pay, not you

!

Coupon Brings FREE BOOK Ex-
plaining Treatment Fully

!

Some" cases of baldness are hopeless. I

admit it. But so many thousands have
benefited through my remarkable treat-

ment that the facts are certainly worth
knowing. Mail coupon for vitally intercsting

FREE booklet, giving the complete story

—

and, in addition, telling all about my iron-

clad contract, which enables you to take

the treatment without a penny's risk. No
obligation. Sign and mail the coupon NOW !

Allied Merke Institutes, Inc., Dept. 353,

512 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Allied Merke Institutes, Inc.,

Dept. 353, 512 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Please send me—without cost or obligation—.in plain wrapper, a copy of your book, "The
New Way to Grow Hair," describing the Merke
System.

I

Name
(State whether Mr., Mrs. or Miss)

Address

City State ...

(My age is.
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This Singular BookWields a
StrangePower Over Its Readers
Giving them a MAGNETIC PERSONALimalmost instantly>/

Will You Read It 5 Days FREE-to Prove
It Can Multiply Your Present Income?

ASTRANGE book! A book that seems
to cast a spell over every person who

turns its pages !.

A copy of this book was left lying on a
hotel table for a few weeks. Nearly 400
people saw the book—read a few pages

—

and then sent for a copy!
In another case a physician placed a copy

on the table in his waiting-room. More than
200 of his patients saw the book—read part
of it—and then ordered copies for them-
selves!

Why are men and women so profoundly
affected by this book?—so anxious to get a
copy. The answer is simple. The book re-

veals to them fof the first time how any
man or woman—old or young—can develop
a Magnetic Personality instantly! It ex-
plains how to gain overnight the personal
charm that attracts countless friends—the
self-confidence that insures quick success
in any business or profession.

It tells how to draw people to you at once,
irresistibly—how to be popu-
lar everywhere, in any soci-

ety—how to overcome almost
at once any timidity or self-

consciousness you may have
:—how to be a magnet of
human attraction, popular
and well-liked wherever you
go

!

It not only tells exactly
how to accomplish these
things—it tells you how to
accomplish them without
delay

—

instantaneously!

Whence Comes This
Uncanny Volume?
Forty years ago, Ed-

mund Shaftesbury, famous
student of .the human mind,
set out to discover the secret
of that rare quality—Mag-
netic Personal^. He first

applied his discoveries in his

Book Tells You
How to develop a Magnetic Per.

sonality

How to use Certain Oriental
Secrets

How to gain perfect nerve con-
trol

How to read people's feelings by
watching their mouths

How to read people's thoughts
by watching their eyes

How to develop a magnetic eye

How to make yo'jr face appear
20 years younger

How to control others by a
glance

How to use Magnetic Healing

How to end awkwardness and
timidity

How to attract the opposite sex

How to get ahead in your busi-
ness or profession

How to make your subconscious
mind work wonders

And dozens of other vital topics

own circle of friends. Results were as-
tonishing! His methods seemed to have
the power of almost instantly transforming
people into entirely nezv beings!

Quietly, almost secretly, Shaftesbury's
fame spread. Great men came to him. His
students and friends embraced such names
as Gladstone, Qtieen Victoria, Edwin Booth,
Henry Ward Beecher, Cardinal Gibbons,
and others of equal fame.

Until recently, Shaftesbury's teachings
have been available only to people who
could pay $25 or $50 each for instruction
books. But now, through the efforts of a
group of his students, his wonderful teach-
ings have been collected into a single vol-
ume, at a price within the reach of all!
And furthermore, S' aftesbury has con-
sented to reveal hundreds of new discover-
ies never before put into print.

Strange Effect on Readers
Readers of this book quickly become mas-

ters of a singular power to
attract others—to influence
men and women around
them. Not by force—not by
loud argument. But rather
by some subtle, insinuating-
power that sways men's
minds and emotions. They
are able to play on people's
feelings just as a skilled
violinist plays upon a violin.

Folks are never the same
after reading this book. Their
manner changes. The tone of
their voice, the expression in
their eyes—yes, even their ac-
tual features seem to change—seem to grow more cultured,
more refined.

The eyes—windows of the
soul—become clear, beautiful,
expressive, luminous as a
crystal sphere. The voice
grows rich, resonant—mellow
as a golden bell. Folks listen
spellbound—charmed by the
tine modulations—the cultured
fluency of the tones.

What Others Say
What priceless benefits ! So profound ! So

far-reaching ! Is it any wonder that thour
sands of men and women say that they are
overjoyed with the results they have re-

ceived? One enthusiast said of this volume,
'•Things I have read there I would never have
dreamed of." Another wrote, "Certainly
wonderful ; like walking up a stairway to a
higher life." Another wrote, "I would not
give up what Shaftesbury has taught me for
$100,000 !"

In your everyday life—iu social life—and
especially in business, you will find what
those people say to be true. You will find
this book of immense value. You will quickly
learn to fascinate people you meet—to attract
new friends—to gain the speedy promotion
and big pay which always come to men and
women who have developed that most won-
derful of all qualities—a MAGNETIC PER-
SONALITY !

Read This Book 5 Days Free
You must see this book for yourself—exam-

ine it—let it influence indelibly your own per-

sonality. Merely mail coupon below and this
remarkable volume, with cover 'in handsome
dark burgundy cloth, gold embossed, will be
sent you by return mail for 5 days' free ex-

amination. If you aren't stirred and inspired
in the 5-day free period, return it and it costs
you nothing. Otherwise keep it as your own
and remit the Special Price of only $3 in

full pavment. This volume was originally

published to sell at $5—but in order to reach
as many readers as possible—it is being of-

fered at this special reduced price. This offer

may never appear again, so you are urged to

act at once, before it is withdrawn. Remem-
ber—you do not pay unless you decide to
keep the book. You risk nothing—so clip

and mail this coupon NOW. Ralston Uni-
versity Press, Dept. 130-F, Meriden, Conn.

RALSTON UNIVERSITY PRESS,
Dept. 130-F, Meriden, Conn.

All right—I'll 'be the judge. You may send me the
volume "Instantaneous Personal Magnetism" for 5 days'
FREE Examination in my home. Within the 5 days I
will either remit the special low price of only $.1.00 in

full payment, or return it without cost or obligation.

Name

Acldn

City
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A proud beauty of the sixteenth century is Vilma Banky, as Dona Lenora, in "Leatherface," her last picture

with Ronald Colman. Despite its rather forbidding title—which will probably be changed—it is a glam-

orous romance of the period when Flanders was under the oppression of Spain, and the

lovely Lenora sacrifices herself for the sake of her country to marry one of the

hated enemv, only to learn to love him and to make his cause her own.
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Buneari
y
Dolores Costello, even more

than most stars, needs suitable

roles to maintain her stardom.

A RE the new stars plac-

ing in the discard the

old favorites?

This is a question animated
with interest to-day in Hol-
lywood. And with it the old

query, How long is the life

of a stellar player?

Answers to both riddles

are fraught with complica-
tions.

For this is a strange era

in the films—one largely

given to doubts and perplex-

ities as to who is who in the

movie hall of fame, <- and
whether it is a period of

monarchy, imperialistic gov-
ernments, or of revolutions.

Thrones are toppling, is

the cry that goes up on all

sides. There is an eager
throng hammering at the

doors, desirous of breaking
down traditions, or endeav-
oring to find a place at the

banquet table where celebrity

and shekels are duly served.

The Battle
The success scored by newcomers has

thrones occupied by the older stars are

Janet Gaynor, Greta Garbo, and Dolores

ford, Gloria Swanson and Norma Tal

light on the subject of popularity in rela

By Edwin

Speaking in courtly terms, the metaphor
may be carried further by saying that the

king or queen is lucky, who has not some
hardy and aspiring rival seeking to wrest the

scepter from his or her hand.
Even worse than this is the fate of being

unenvied, with their positions quite undesired

—from which state of mind certain of the

major luminaries are beginning to suffer to-

day.

Great success and great prominence on the

screen is regarded as a dangerous thing. It is

better to be only mildly in the public eye, and
to stay there, than to attempt to climb to some
high peak where there is danger of slipping

down.
All this pertains to star-making as it goes

on to-day. One bright beam cast upon the

screen is not sufficient to conjure a light eter-

nal. It requires a consistent repetition of
rays for the player to

win out. Yet, perhaps,

it was ever thus.

A few years ago
Gloria Swanson built

up her popularity
through her appearance
under the direction of
Cecil DeMille, and then
in her own starring pic-

tures. She arrived fully

and finally with "Man-
handled" and "The
Humming Bird." Since
then destiny has not
treated her so kindly.

Her pictures, in them-
selves, have been weak.
Yet for all that, so the

legend goes, she re-

mains the last surviv-

ing queen.

Rudolph Valentino,
in one quick, sudden
burst, left an impres-
sion in the movies that

cannot be forgotten.

He is the last great

king, and there is no
heir apparent to the

throne.

There have been
many successes of other
stars during the past

Mary Brian has made a

surprising gain in popu-

larity in the past year.

Photo by Spurr
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of the Stars
been so pronounced of late, that the

thought by many to be toppling. Are
del Rio destined to supplant Mary Pick-

madge ? This article casts an illuminating

tion to the new, as well as the old, stars.

Schallert

five years. The rise of Colleen Moore and
Norma Shearer among the women has been
continuous and brilliant, while John Gilbert

and Ronald Colman may be nominated high
favorites among the men.
Within the past two or three seasons there

have glowed on the screen the magnetic per-

sonalities of Clara Bow, Greta Garbo, Dolores
del Rio, and Janet Gaynor, all apparently en-

joying huge acclaim.

Men players have not hit so dazzlingly, al-

though one must credit with an excellent show-
ing such favorites as William Haines, Gary
Cooper, Charles Farrell, Charles Rogers, and,

most recent of all, Gilbert Roland and Don
Alvarado.

Nearly all these players are regarded as star

material. Some of them are actually starred.

Thev are supplemented by others who were
established earlier, including Leatrice Joy,
Bebe Daniels, Billie Dove, Marie Prevost,

Vilma Banky, Dolores

Costello, Laura La
Plante, Madge Bellamy,

Esther Ralston, and
others who are rated by

their respective organi-

zations as good box-

office material.

Dix,

Ra-

goo

background

Among the men there

are Richard
George O'Brien
mon Novarro, Reginald

Denny, Rod La Rocque,

Fred Thomson, and if

one wishes to go into

the character field, such

players as Lon Chaney,

Wallace Beery, Jean
Hersholt, and others,

all considered

drawing cards

As the

for these

groups there are Doug-
las Fairbanks, Mary
Pickford, Charles
Chaplin, Norma Tal-

madge, Constance Tal-

madge, Gloria Swan-
son, Richard Barthel-

mess, Corinne Griffith,

and others, mostly in-

cluded under the ban-

Greta Garbo, though virtu-

ally a star on her first

appearance, has been intro-

duced slowly to the public.
Photo by Ball

auto" Jane Collyer has the con-

fidence and backing of the Fox
organization.

ner of United Artists. John
Barrymore is also anions

these, although it is only in

the past few seasons that he

has permanently identified

himself with the screen:

Tom Mix in lonely isolation

. is the great small-town fa-

vorite, and, of course, there,

is Harold Lloyd.

Filmdom to-day is a vast

panorama of names, most of

them meaningless. The angle

of vision alters one's per-

spective. The player that

shines in New York is not

in the same bright position

in Twin Buttes. The star

who is glimmering brilliantly

as the latest sensation in

Chicago may never have been
heard of in Key West.

Success in pictures is a

large order. There are many
polls at which the popularity-

vote is counted, and it is

sometimes a long while be-

fore all the

come in.

returns finallv
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Photo by
Ball William Hiiines has steadily

progressed, because of the definite

roles he plays.

Guided by past experience,

producers contend that it

takes about two years to

make a player's name famous
all around, requiring about
this length of time for the

average picture to circulate

to the smallest hamlet. Some
pictures—big specials „and
road shows, which are often

responsible for exploiting

some individual as a "find"

—take even longer to reach

the uttermost audiences.

It requires quite an astute

prophet, therefore, to declare

who may be nationally the

idol this, next, or any other

year. The chances are that

many towns have not pro-

gressed beyond believing,

for example, thatrajNorma

V

Shearer is the reigning charmer of the

day, who are totally oblivious to the al-

lurements of the much-talked of Greta

Garbo, and to whom Janet Gaynor's suc-

cess, in "Seventh Heaven," is as yet

nothing but a rumor.
Fortunately, publicity departments are

endeavoring to keep the world better ac-

quainted with the latest happenings that

shake the movie throne room to its foun-
dation. You can read about the new dis-

covery, find out every detail of his life,

what he eats, and what he looks like in

his photographs, even before you have
seen him even in a single film.

Probably the excitement over Janet

Gaynor's virtual debut, in "Seventh
Heaven," hasn't fully swept the country

as yet. But, at least, a great many people

already know something of what it is

about. The increase in Miss Gaynor's
fan mail, in the past few months, which
has amounted to several hundred per

cent, would indicate that. The world at

large has accepted the dictum of movie-
land, and rated her as one of the most
fascinating and appealing little girls that

has ever come to pictures, with a per-

sonality akin to that of Mae Marsh, in

"The Birth of a Nation."

Dolores del Rio has gone even farther,

because she had an earlier start. "What
Price Glory" has already been widely

seen. Perhaps not every
one who reads this arti-

cle has viewed the pic-

ture yet, but almost
every one is aware of

her success, either
through some one who
has seen her, or the

printed page. Miss del

Rio has also been ad-

mired by many for her

performance in "Res-
urrection." Her Car-

men, in "Loves of Car-

men," a cheap and vul-

gar production, unfor-

tunately, is beginning

to be known.
All the same, Holly-

wood, or more prop-

erly, filmland—and that

comprises a vague area

outside of Hollywood
itself, principally cen-

tered in executive of-

fices in New York—is

many leagues ahead in

its choice of celebrities

that will hit nationally.

And it is amazingly
cocksure of its judg-

ment. Whether this

judgment is always
right is, of course, an-

other question.

Gloria Swanson, the last

surviving queen of the old

regime of stars.
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For example, there is the boy, James
Murray, who was selected by King
Vidor as an ideal type for the leading

role, in "The Crowd." Hired orig-

inally at a salary of sixty dollars a

week for that picture, he has so im-

pressed Metro-Goldwyn officials that

they have more than trebled that sti-

pend, and have given him leading

roles in three more pictures. These
include "In Old Kentucky," "The Big
City," and, lately, "Rose-Marie." And
at this writing, he has only been seen

by a comparative few, in "In Old
Kentucky," and the still smaller num-
ber who witnessed the previews of

"The Crowd," in Los Angeles.
His employers, nevertheless, feel

sure that he is star material and are

pushing him straight along the road
to fame. If the gamble isn't as good
as they think, they are safeguarded,
of course, by the fact that their in-

vestment in his talents is compara-
tively small, and none of the pictures

in which he lias taken part depend
wholly on his own personality.

Paramount is predicting much for

Fay Wray, about whom you have un-
doubtedly read considerable, because
of her choice as Erich von Stroheim's
leading lady, in "The Wedding
March." That picture is not as yet

finally cut and titled, after nearly two
years in the making. Maybe it never
will be. Yet Fay Wray
has already clone two
more leads, one in "The
Street of Sin," with

E m i 1 Jannings, and
more recently in "The
Legion of the Con-
demned." She is con-

sidered remarkably ca-

pable in dramatic work.
Incidentally, she is al-

ready receiving five

hundred fan letters a

week.
Will James Murray

and Fay Wray actually

hit? This can only be

answered after their

pictures have been seen.

But the producers feel

so sure of their possi-

bilities that they are

willing to take the

chance.

Really, though, such

occurrences as these

are nothing new. The
probable triumph of

Rudolph Valentino in

"The Four Horsemen''
Avas forecast before the

picture was released.

Even in "The Miracle

Of all masculine stars,

Ramon Novarro has the

most reverent fans. £pedk
by

Photo by Duncan

Audrey Ferris is expected by the

Warners to add luster to their name.

: Man," the success of

Thomas Meighair and Betty

Compson was prophesied.

The star that sneaks up,

so to speak, upon the pro-

ducer unawares, is really

more striking.

This was the case not long

ago with Alice White, of

First National. She had
been rated a very doubtful

bet and her contract was al-

lowed to lapse. Shortly af-

terward, "The Sea Tiger"

was released, with Alice

White in a secondary role.

It proved a popular success

and Alice scored sensation-

ally.

Before long, First National

began to receive telegrams

and letters from theater

managers and exchange men—"Give us more of Alice

WKite." They didn't lose

time in getting in touch with

her, either, and hired her

again.

Continued on page 100
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Things I Shouldn't Tell
The returned tourist does some

pardonable pointing in touch-

ing certain high points of

Hollywood hitherto neglected.

By Malcolm H.

Oettinger

Illustrations by
ui Trugo

ONE of the many fascinating angles of Hollywood
is the abnormally bloated wage scale. What a

place, one exclaims, harboring natives who draw
a thousand, two thousand, even five thousand weekly

!

What a place indeed.

Do they really get such fabulous salaries? If they

get them, what do they do with them?
By asking the right people, I discovered that over

a hundred and twenty-five^players are enjoying weekly
wages well over the thousand mark. These wages are

bona fide, paid in American money, earned many times
over at the box office.

By research that was little short of diligent I deter-

mined how the average star distributes the proceeds of

the weekly check.

If you are earning twelve' hundred a week you have
a beautiful home, a handsome car, a French chauffeur,

a Danish cook, a Japanese butler, and an African maid.
You entertain once a week. Champagne costs a hun-

dred and a quarter a case. Los Angeles modistes have
a special (high) price for professional trade. The
good old income tax operates as far West as Califilmia.

And there you are.

That, ladies and gentlemen, is how a lady of means
becomes a lady of moans. That is how the twelve
hundred a week shrivels to two or three hundred for

incidentals, recreation, and savings

!

A former "Scandals" beauty sports about in an im-

ported cabriolet, basks in the sun at her beach house,

A certain star is said to

make two pictures at once

bv this method.

sits pretty, and does occasional decorative bits in pic-

tures.

"Is it true," I asked her, "that out here the woman
must pay and pay and pay?"

"Honey," she replied earnestly, "out here every day
is pay day

!"

However extravagant the picture plants may be about
some things, they are decidedly economical in other re-

spects. Once a set is built it is used again and again,

in "picture after picture, with only the merest sugges-

tion of change each time. A window may be shifted

to a different wall, a new color may be splashed over
the woodwork, the doorknobs may be replaced, but for

the most part the set is the same. And there has been

no new erection expense.

Similarly, costumes see service not once but many
times. Every big studio has an army of dressmakers

refurbishing gowns. Some of the more regal stars

manage to demand certain special designs, but once they

are fitted, the gown is a permanent prop, to be adjusted

to some one else in a coming picture. A smart rear-

rangement of a bow or a newly placed series of frills

makes a gown sufficiently different to get it past the

eyes of the most critical.

In Western pictures a single thrilling chase over hill

and dale serves to enliven as many as three pictures. In

each picture the chase is presented from a different

angle. Tom Mix is said to make two pictures at once

by wise use of this method. Two sets of heroines and
villains convince the Mix fan

that the two pictures are dif-

ferent.

Impressed by his director's

sagacity and cunning in fash-

ioning smart dramas, Adolphe
Menjou presented him with a

jeweled cigarette case elabor-

ately inscribed on the inside

of the cover : From Adolphe
Menjou to Harry d'Arrast.

"As usual," remarked a wag,
who shall be anonymous, "the

star takes top billing."

The following letter indi-

cates how the wily Los Ange-
les merchant stalks his prey

:
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My Dear Miss Prijjgle:

A few nights ago at one of the neighborhood show houses

I saw your picture "The Great Deception," which I enjoyed

very much, and I want to congratulate you on your splendid

work in this picture.

I was very much impressed by your good work, and had I

not been I probably would not have written you at such a late

date.

Your efforts showed that you were working for success, and
I am sure you have already received a great deal of credit.

Congratulations and best wishes,

President Inc.

P. S. We have just received some very beautiful decorated
grand pianos and would like you to see them when you are

downtown.

Once back East after his final work on "The Big
Parade," Laurence Stallings gave vent to numerous
caustic ci'iticisms of the picture industry. Conse-
quently, there .is a clause in his current M.-G.-M. con-

tract, which entitles him to a bonus of ten thousand
dollars if at the completion thereof he has refrained

from commenting adversely—in the public prints

—

on pictures and picture-making.

Liquor is not altogether unknown on the Western
seaboard, but in the same fragrant breath let it be

whispered that intoxication is unheard of. Parties

do not always end at eleven o'clock, as Will Hays
would have us believe, but they seldom run beyond
one. And they are orderly, amusing, and eminently

respectable.

This, of course, refers to parties staged under the

auspices of recognized and recognizable players. I had
no traffic with property men, stunt men's cousins, or

extra people's agents, all of whom usually figure in the

headlines as film stars.

The exception that proves the rule was the party

thrown by a director and his wife, a sometime actress..

By ten the host had disappeared, and before midnight

nothing was to be seen of the hostess. The party

began to disperse. As each couple left, a gracious

colored maid showed them to the door with this speech

:

"I'm so sorry Mr. and Mrs. are indisposed.

You'll excuse them, I hope. Come soon again. It was
so nice to have you."

At lunch in the studio cafeteria, the charming fem-

inine half of a well-known comedy team ordered green

onions. Eyebrows arched about her in polite surprise.

The lady explained

:

"If you had had Scotch breathed in your face for a

whole morning of affectionate close-ups, you'd want

revenge, too
!"

Quickies are not confined to

the studios of Poverty Row.
The biggest dramatic

canneries harbor hit-

and-run units.

Fox makes the Van
Bibber pic-

tures in the

same time it

takes Von
Stroheim to

.shoot a close-

up. At times

they take
three days to

evolve those

Sunshine
comedies.

"Mr. and Mrs. are

indisposed," said a well-

trained maid to the guests

at a party.

Behind the proud Moorish gates of Paramount such
fellows as Jack Luden and Lane Chandler gallop

through horse opera in ten days—including three or

four days off for bad weather—while even M.-G.-M.
has its time saver in Tim McCoy, whose motto is a film

a fortnight.

At Universal and Warner Brothers speed is required

on all productions save Super-Jewels and Extra-Special

Classics. It should be needless to explain here that

F. B. O. is simply a quick way of saying Fast Box
Office.

Film folk find matrimony entertaining but unstable.

Picture marriages are not very durable. But as one
delightful star explained the matter, it was all crystal

clear. " 'Tis better to have wed and lost," she said,

"than never to have wed at all."

The original pair of comedians that started the regret-

able deluge of comedy teams turned out a picture that

was broad in certain aspects. And the following snicker

epic was even broader. The home office decided that

the racy gags would
have to be toned

down. The edict

went West, and in

a week the studio

Liquor is not unknown in Holly-

wood, but intoxication is unheard of.

shipped a

fresh print

to New
York for proper criticism.

"As clean as a hound's

tooth," wired the home office,

"and just about as funny."

Nowhere will you find sharper contrasts than

in Hollywood. Edward Sedgwick, the director,

told me of his embarrassment at being approached

! Continued on pnge 108
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Viola Dana was rediscovered by

the quickies.

Claire Windsor is always

a box-office asset.

IT is only a short

time ago that
quickies meant

mysterious little pic-

tures, which multi-

plied with unhealthy
rapidity down on Pov-
erty Row.
They were immedi-

ately rushed out of

Hollywood and sent

into that vast, lonely

area known as "the

sticks." One never
directly heard of any
one actually working
in, or making, a

quickie
; but, with

kind condescension
toward the way the

other half lives, it was
acknowledged

Kenneth Harlan is still

every inch a leading

man.that
they existed. West-
erns predominated among these unobtrusive
productions, and a week was a generous
working schedule.

This frail branch of the mother industry
budded late, only within the last year or so

having sprouted out of its arrested develop-
ment. The first indications of growth came
when, here and there, it was whispered by
some one who had been told by a man whose
cousin had seen a cast-sheet, that names were
beginning to appear. The shy monikers of
extras still predominated in their casts, but
scattered among them were a few names,
which implies players whose labels have sig-

nificance at the box office.

Francis Ford, Maurice Costello, former fa-

vorites whose vogue had passed ; Cullen Lan-
dis, whose luck at the big studios had in-

explainably died ; Helene Chadwick, who had
the screen since her Goldwyn days—these wer
the better-known quickie artists.

The majority of those discovered working- on

The Quickies
A short time ago the quickie was
actor whose career had waned be

popular players are working in them

—

pictures have outgrown their stigma

petition with the best. This inform

By Mar

Row were wont to explain at length

that they were "between pictures"-—
presumably at Paramount and M.-G-
M.—and were only filling in the idle

interlude. Their journeys to and from
the shabby row of buildings on Sunset
Boulevard were almost furtive.

Then suddenly, within the last few
months, names of astonishing im-
portance appeared in- quickies. Not
only that, but the names drove in their

expensive cars along the most public highways to

work on Poverty Row. And what is even more
significant, in casual conversation the names would
volunteer the information that they were doing

quickies. And this without apologetic explanation,

but in the same tone of voice used in mentioning a
job at Paramount. To the surprise—and, in some
quarters, chagrin—of the business, the quickie be-

came an element to conjure with.

Most important of the independent companies

to-day are Columbia and Tiffany-Stahl. Columbia,

the less ostentatious of the two, blithely crashed

the Roxy Theater, in New York, with one of its

productions a few months ago.

Look at the names on its cast-sheets : Lois Wil-
son, Bert Lytell, Conway Tearle, Betty Compson,
Tom Moore, Jack Holt, Ricardo Cortez, Claire

Windsor, Kenneth Harlan, Ben Turpin—to men-
tion only a few. All seasoned troupers, whose
names have definite drawing power and command
large, salaries. To understand this, it is necessary

to have some comprehension
of the growth of this particu-

lar quickie company. The
head of the concern, Harry
Cohn, is a young man ob-

viously under thirty. Seven
years ago, he was secretary to

Belle Bennett has one of her best

roles in "Wild Geese."

been off

Poverty

Conway Tearle has re-

turned to his fans via

the quickies.
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Grow Up
considered the last resort of the

yond rejuvenation. But now that

and are making no secret of it—these

and are unfurling themselves in com-

ative article traces their growth.

garet Reid

Carl Laemmle in the New York office

of Universal. Obeying the accurate

hunch that is the birthright of the

successful business man, he decided

it was time to light out toward bigger,

if not better, things. He took with
him his brother and Joe Brandt, also

of Universal.

The three formed a small, very
small, company in Hollywood and be-

gan to turn out a picture a week on a

modest scale. If possible, which was
frequently, the)" turned out two a week, the cost

of each production setting them back unbelievably
little. They released through States rights

—

meaning that in every hamlet they sold almost
directly to the exhibitor. But, all the while, they

were working valiantly toward a releasing com-
pany of their own, which would insure nation-

wide sales.

Their company was called the C. B. C. Film
Corporation. In time, Harry Cohn became sole

head of its studio activities. Deciding that the

name rather suggested corned beef and cabbage,

he changed it to Columbia and began a deadly

onslaught on the film market. The technicalities

involved in his struggle and rise to his present

success are too complex for me to understand, let

alone report to vou. Anyway, with a relentless,

increasingly prolific output of good box-office pic-

tures, he stormed the exhibitors. Each pictui
-e

costing him so little, comparatively, that he had
plenty of profits stored away with which to ex-

pand production in the future.

Tentatively, he tried paying

a high price to get a first-rate

name in a cast here and there.

This so manifoldly repaid him
that he continued along the

Bert Lytell scored in "Alias

the Lone Wolf."

V

Helene Chad wick was one of the
,

to act on Poverty Row.

Jack Holt has joined

this active group.

son,

othe

Dorothy Revier has a
Columbia contract.

same trend, until now
he has at least one

drawing card in every

picture, as well as a

new studio covering: a

block, with his own
laboratory and prop

rooms, and spacious

offices with a complete

outlay of dictaphones,

telephones, radios, and
other bewildering

paraphernalia for con-

veying his voice all

over the lot. He super-

vises every detail of

production and often

works into the wan
hours of dawn. He
has built this much in

six years. I wonder
if mightier movie-

nionarchs are a little

nervous of what he may do in another six.

Players of high degree no longer con-

descend when they occupy Columbia dress-

ing rooms. Dorothy Sebastian, Hobart

Bosworth, Jacqueline Logan, Pauline Ga-

ron, Shirley Mason, Viola Dana, Robert

Agnew—all have appeared on the Columbia

set and have worked as earnestly there as

at the more pretentious movie mills.

There are various reasons why people of

dependable drawing power are available to

Mr. Cohn. Most of those he uses are free

lancers, Jacqueline Logan, under contract to

DeMille, and Dorothy Sebastian, under con-

tract to M.-G.-M., being among the few

he has borrowed. Generally, however, he

uses former contract players who are now
free-lancing; many of whom, like Lois Wil-

Jack Holt, Claire Windsor, Betty Compson. and

rs, demand the high salaries of their heyday. The
Continued on piige 114

Robert Agnew is in

constant demand.
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cwdnoif Oilda Gray was m New York to start a
personal-appearance tour with her new picture ''The

Devil Dancer.

"

IT'S really too bad that, years ago, I

signed a pledge never to use that poor
overworked word, "elegant." Because

that's just the word that would come in

handy right now in describing Marion Da-
vies' New York apartment. It is simply
elegant.

Most New Yorkers go around and brag
if they have a nice little cubby-hole living

room, with a spot in the corner where they
can sit and eat their dinner. And then along
comes Marion with an apartment that has
tzvo living rooms—beg pardon, them is sa-

lons !

—

and a dining room, and bedrooms,
and baths. Oh, a mere hovel of a place,

which includes the whole twenty-seventh
floor of a swanky apartment hotel. All
around is a balcony about twelve feet wide,
where Marion can take the well-known
daily dozen whenever she feels that hy-
gienic. Or she can lean over and look
down on everybody in the world—even the

Prince of Wales if he should ride by at

the moment Marion was looking.

The rooms are all dressed up in early
Spanish and Italian furniture worth a for-

tune in itself. All this, however, is really

nothing—only a little place to flit to, on
Marion's visits to New York—compared to

her more fancy home in California, with
ten master bedrooms and a sitting room to

match each one.

Manhattan
Chatty interviews with the stars on their

By Alma

But even Marion has her problems. She had,

for instance—but never say I told you !—put on a

little weight. And her face and neck and arms
were covered with freckles—that California sun

doing its homework ! But Marion didn't mind

;

she was in New York on a vacation, not worrying
about her screen face and figure. Anyhow, she's

the kind of good scout who would let herself get

freckled and not give a hoot. The kind of girl

who, for years, for all her money, made her own
clothes. Now, she and Bebe Daniels are a sort of

Girls' Aid Society, with an agreement to make
dresses for each other. In fact, Marion was all

put out because she owed Bebe three dresses.

"Bebe sent me over three," said Marion, "but

she can't fool me! Those weren't dresses; they

were gowns. All beaded and embroidered—oh,

just little creations from Poiret, or some one. I

took one look—and I knew darned well Bebe never

made dresses like that ! Sure enough, I found she

had put her maid to work on those masterpieces."

Well, after that, Marion really couldn't send

Bebe the kind of little frocks she could toss off

with her own needle. She was in for some heavy
shopping.

Now you see why Marion's the most popular

girl in Hollywood. And if I seem to lay stress

on her fancy homes, it's only because I want to

tell you everything.

Don't think I'm an en-

vious girl. I should say

not! Why, if I had that

grand apartment on the

twenty-seventh floor, you
know what would be

just my luck? I'd come
in at four a. m. and find

that the elevators had all

gone balky, and there I'd

be! Walking home

!

Incidentally, you might
like to hear about Fanny
Ward, who called on
Marion while I was
there/ Looking half her
real age. And, always in

her role of The Breath

of Spring—even on a

chill, winter day—all

tricked out in an apple-

green ensemble. Green
chiffon frock. Hat to

match. Coat to match.
Fur on the coat dyed
green, also to match.

Just an evergreen. And,
paradoxically, a match-
less lady.

Mona Ray and Virginia Grew
the Topsy and Eva of "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," were too tired

to talk.
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Medley
flying between-picture trips to New York.

Talley

If you will have, your study in contrasts, let's

flit from Marion's house over to see Gloria Swan-
son. Now there's a girl who never made her own
clothes—not since she could help it. She was
swathed in trailing, close-fitting white satin, re-

clining languidly on a couch.

Her secretary fluttered about. Her maid flut-

tered about. "Shall I order tea, marquise?" "I

asked downstairs, marquise, if they could change
your rooms, but, marquise, they haven't another

suite in the house."

It was a noisy room and Gloria was quite right

in wanting to change. The whole steel riveters'

union was making merry right outside the window
of the Marquise de la Falaise de la Coudray, and
if you've never had riveters outside your window,
then really you don't know life.

Gloria was very busy in New York reading

scripts and scripts and scripts, with, alas ! not even

one in which she could see a picture. Of course,

she has already arranged to make "The Last of

Mrs. Cheney," a recent stage success, but that

won't be ready to film for six months. It's one

of those gay, sophisticated comedies that has lots

of fun in its dialogue, and maybe you think it's

child's play to transfer such conversational capers

into action

!

And what to do in the next

six months? We working girls

can't be idle. So here was
Gloria, looking for another story

to film. She was quite happy
over the way "Sadie Thompson"
turned out. There was the cut-

est map on the wall,

descriptive of the

story. The Island of

P a g o p a g o . The A
trader's hut: "You'd
be very A
much sur-

prised what
went on / ;>

S
h
a?rw

y
i5Sise Marion Davies has a new apartment which occupies the entire

floor of a hotel.

here," said a caption underneath. Funny little gags

like that.

The marquise was most apologetic at not having much

to say. She was awfully sweet about it, but she did

have a dreadful headache. From eating cabbage, dis-

guised as Russian boursche.

Six weeks isn't long for a trip from Hollywood to

Budapest and back, but Victor Varconi and his wife

were going to be out of this country by Christmas. In

their native Hungary, in fact, to spend the holidays wuh

all the Varconi relatives. They hadn't been home in three

years, so it was quite a gay vacation.

But they do love it here, and from

all accounts, their neighbors return

the compliment. Their hospitality is

famous in Hollywood. And no won-

der. Thev are both delightful: Vic-

tor, tall, dark, rather Latin in manner

;

Mrs. Varconi quite his opposite. Blue-

eyed, fair-haired, a little plump.

She's a singer, of course; singers are

allowed to be plump. They both have

exceptionally gracious manners, and

if you're one of these people who are

always writing letters about foreign

actors in this country, I just wouldn't

do it any more. Not when they're as

nice as the Varconis.

Strangely enough, Victor, who is

definitely of the romantic type, does

not want to be a screen lover. He

Judy King accom-

panied her sister

Mona Ray, to Nen

York.

Photo by Witzel
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Pho o by
ChidnoLt Constance Talmadge left her balky voice in P.iris.

wants to play everything. Ro-
mance. Character. Rich man.
Poor man—don't worry, I

shan't recite the whole piece.

I'm not counting buttons.

To prove his point, he cited

the fact that Paramount tried

to borrow him for Emil Jan-
nings' film, "The Patriot."

A/arconi was all for it, but

Papa DeMille said no. He paid

Victor's salary ; he wanted to

keep Victor's public. And Var-
coni, who really wanted to

work with Jannings, under-
stood very well, because he's

that kind of man. He would
understand another's point of

view.

He had recently finished play-

ing in the film version of "Chi-
cago," the famous satire on
murder trials, and, on his re-

turn, was going right to work
on "Tenth Avenue," an under-
world story. From Hollywood
and "Chicago" to Budapest,
and back to "Tenth Avenue"

—

why, the man's just a walking
geography.

Isn't it cute of Constance
toTalmadge wear a wedding

ring only, she says, when she's not married? What
a really newfangled idea ! Connie, as you know—

-

or don't you?—returned from Paris with a di-

vorce. With new frocks. With new jewelry.

And without her voice.

It's a very balky voice that Constance has;

every time she catches cold, her vocal organs sud-

denly say no, and stop. They take, usually, one
day's vacation a year. But this time—you've

heard of European weather?—her voice went on
a six weeks' strike, and Constance returned to

America quite literally speechless.

Did she buy some new clothes in Paris? Did
she? You ought to see! A photographer was
there taking fashion pictures : Constance in a black

velvet gown with white lace yoke and cuffs. Con-
nie in a black velvet coat, trimmed in chinchilla.

And she wore a new ring, the latest thing from
Paris, a square-cut crystal with C. T. on it in

black enamel. Even the circlet was of crystal,

and I do hope she doesn't drop it.

Yes, Connie had a pretty successful vacation,

and she's all ready, now, to go to work on her new
United Artists contract. Some girls are naturally

lucky, and others achieve luck. Connie is both

kinds.

I suspect that Gilda Gray is annoyed at all these

stories which have come out about her lately.

You know—about her separation from her hus-

band, Gil Boag. I don't know whether it's true

;

Gil was with her when I saw her. I'm not the

girl to talk scandal ; I merely mention all this be-

cause, when I saw her, Gilda wasn't herself.

Usually you laugh at everything Gilda says.

You have fun. She's one of the three most amus-
ing people in the world. But
this time, something was
troubling our Gilda. She
talked only of her work, most
formally. Of her new pic-

ture, "The Devil Dancer."

Good, safe conversation. You
know the kind.

She came to New York to

begin a personal-appearance

tour with the film. It's the

best picture she has made so

far; Gilda thinks so herself,

but she was careful not to

brag. She liked the others,

when no one else did.

She does two dances in the

film, the devil dance and a

nautch dance. If you get all

worked up worrying" about

these poor, professional danc-

ers, who practice themselves

into a decline, don't you fret

over Gilda. Her footwork is

all spontaneous. The devil

dance is a religious one, quite

symbolical
;
every little move-

ment has a meaning all its

own. And the nautch dance

is no cinch, either. But they

didn't bother Gilda. She didn't

do any little glidings, in front

of her mirror, by way of re-

Alma Talley found Lars Hansen

charming, but terribly discreet.
Photo by Ruth Harriet Louise
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hearsal. Xo, indeed. She didn't even think out
steps. When they came to that scene in the picture

and the camera's started to click, Gilda merely went
into her dance. So don't you trouble looking for

any hidden significance in her performance.

Often I've wondered why they say, "including
the Scandinavian." But now that I've met Lars
Hansen, I'll never wonder again. Of course they
include him. He's charming, of course. But the
point is, he's the most discreet man in the world.
Try to catch him ever saying the wrong thing

!'

Does he like Hollywood ? Yes. Does he like

New York ? Yes. And he likes his native Sweden,
of course. Probably if you pressed him for an
answer, he'd like Mesopotamia and think the Sa-
hara a really delightful spot. But try to find out
what he likes best of all. You try. I give up.
Lars is careful about offending any one ; no one
could be as careful as he is without having prac-
ticed at it for years, like learning to play the violin.

Didn't he ever commit himself about anything

?

I asked him. He didn't know what "commit your-
self" means. All his English has. been acquired in

the past two years—-and a good job, too !—so he
doesn't know all our words.

Well, he explained, when you're talking for

publication, in an alien language, a young man
can't be too careful. He might think he was say-

ing one thing, and, in print, it would turn out to

mean something entirely different. He quoted
Mark Twain: "Ninety-nine men out, of a hundred
die in bed; the moral is, don't go to bed." So
when you ask Lars a question

he would- rather not answer ; he

says, in his odd English, "I

don't have to tell."

Of course he doesn't. Not
with me. I know my stuff.

Never make a young man do
anything he doesn't want to do.

Mr. Hansen was in New
York only a few days, yust—
pardon my Swedish ; I caught

it from him—on his way home
to Sweden for Christmas.

There's a three-day celebration

over there : Christmas Eve,

Christmas Day, and the day
after. What can they do all

that time? Well, they all get

presents, and the rest of the

time they eat and drink. They
know how, those Europeans.
But, personally, when waking
up on December 27th, the

morning after, I'd just as lief

not be a Sweetie in Sweden.

"Come along while I send a

telegram?" said Ann Rork. A
telegram became two, and then

three
;
by that time I feared

something dire had happened in

Ann's life and she was sending

out S O S's to all the Rork
relatives. But it turned out

that they were all beaus who
were to get these telegrams.

dashe

be th

i

Victor Varconi was on his way to

his native Budapest for the liolidays. Hi

chidno
1

!? Ann Rork is one of those girls who likes to play practical

jokes on nice young men.

them off so speedily I knew they

same message, so I asked her why she

didn't have them mimeographed. And
what would she do if all the young
men got together around the fireside

and compared notes—telegrams, rather?

But it's all right, girls, quite all

right. One young man was at Prince-

ton, another at Yale, and a third in Los
Angeles. It was the least Ann could

do to let her young men know she was
leaving New York for Hollywood, a

week sooner than she had expected.

New York is an old story to Ann,
who went to school in the East at Miss

Knox's, not many years ago. She may
come back to go on the stage.

Ann is a girl who will have her little

practical joke. For instance, there was
a youth in Hollywood, a rich man's

son, trying to get into the movies. Ann
phoned him saying she was Miss Rose,

assistant to M.-G.-M.'s casting director.

She might have a job for him. Could

he ride horseback? Oh, yes, said the

youth, who, as Ann well knew, paled

with terror at mention of a horse.

"How much do you weigh?" said Ann.
"A hundred and thirty-nine." "Let's

see," said the fake casting director.

"This is Thursday. Could you take off

Continued on p;ige 108
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The
Big Laugh
Some of Hollywood's

heartiest laughers show
what real mirth means.

When Charles Farrell, left, hears

a joke he gives his laugh-wrinkles

full play.

You don't have to hear the joke

to laugh with Rod La Rocquc,
right—his own laugh is enough.

-
-

George Ban-
croft's laugh,
left, is deep-

seated, like his

cbarac teriza-

tions.

And Wallace
Beery's, right,

just defies de-

scription.

Victor McLaglen, left, has a

man-size laugh, which makes
the Fox lot reverberate when

he gives wa;r to it.

Fred Kohler, right, has a dia-

bolic gleam in his eyes, as befits

a villain.
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The Stars Set the Styles
While mannequins in Paris can reach only the moneyed few, the

screen teaches thousands how to dress according to their own types.

By Mignon Rittenhouse

T T T ILL fashions in dress, as well as fashions

%/%/ in beauty, be synonymous with the name
of Hollywood in the future? Those in

the know say yes.

They go even further
;
the}- say that Paris and

New York, style centers of the world, are already

falling behind in the big dress parade, and that

each year they will be more outdistanced by

the motion-picture capital.

And who arc those in the know ? Such men
as Wallace Smith, Carl Oscar. Board, Travis

Banton, and Gilbert Clark, formerly associated

with Lady Duff-Gordon ("Lucile") in France
and England.

To the average fan these names may mean
nothing, but they are all expert designers of

millinery and gowns—the cream of their pro-

fession—who have been attracted to Holly-

wood, as they themselves admit, by the exorbi-

tant prices offered

them to clothe and
advise the film stars.

And the stars them-

selves, faced with

the constant neces-

sity of giving the

public always some-
thing origi-

nal and mod-
ern in dress,

have brought
their own
talents into
play.

"Where
you have a
creative

H force as

definite as

motion pic-

tures," de-

clares E. P.

Lambert,
vice president

I of the West-

I ern Costume

H Company, in

I Los Angeles,

1S| and an expert

designer himself, "it can't

help but draw, like a

0} magnet, creative minds of

every description.

''Unquestionably, many
of the finest designers in

the world have come to the pic-

ture mecca with their innova-

tions, and each year more are

coming. The

will reach a much larger

Photo by Dyar

Charles Rogers can give colle-

gians afew hints—should their

tastes run to colorful pajamas

and socks.

that their creations

and more impressionable public when worn
by screen players, than they ever could if

worn by mannequins.
"Pictures are shown in every country in

the world. They say that even the dark-

skinned belles of the South Seas are

discarding their picturesque, scant

costumes for the up-to-date, if

just as scant, costumes of their

American sisters, due entirely to

having seen them on their favor-

ite movie actresses. Walk down
Main Street of any town in our

own country and you will see in-

numerable women—flappers, ma-
trons, and grandmothers—prome-

nading in copies of dresses and hats

worn on the screen by Corinne Grif-

fith, Clara
Bow, Gloria

S w a n s o n,

and others.

"It often

happens, too,

that the men
are to blame.

A husbanc
or sweet-
heart takes

his wife or

girl to see

Greta Garbo,

or some
other fas-

cinating si-

ren of the

screen. He
doesn't
know what
she has on,

but sees her

in some-
thing that

looks great

Lois Wilson is an
excellent example

ofwhat thesmart

woman of the

world should
wear.

screen is the

greatest medium
for visual educa-

tion ever thought

of. They know

to him.

'"Gee, but

wasn't she

marvelous
in that slinky dress?' he asks

his girl when they come out

of the theater, or his wife

over the breakfast table next

morning. Of course, girly

and wifey sniff. But at the

same time they begin to wonde
"They have taken in every d

tail of the costume worn by tli

shadow rival, and resolve

draw wandering
interest back to

their own indi-

vidual personali-

ties by copying

Mary Brian ca

be trusted
puide the

nues.

ing
Photo bv
Rich.

e
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single

the model and springing it on the unwary
male.

"Sometimes they achieve the right effect

—

if they happen to be of the right type.

Though they don't always, I'm sorry to say.

"Jetta Goudal came in here and
hunted through our wardrobe for a new
sort of turban to wear in 'The For-

bidden Woman.' She didn't find what

she wanted, but happened across a

black corded-silk berretta of the early

eighteenth century—a small, three-

cornered hat adorned with a

pompon.
"She tried it on at a rakish

angle and decided that it was ex-

actly what she wanted. For her,

it was. So she had a turban

made up on the same order, with

minor changes which she herself

supervised, and wore it most ef-

fectively in the picture. How-
ever, she is of an exotic type,

and only one woman in a thou-

sand can follow her style of

dress with happy results.

"A. matronly woman with

round, pink cheeks, wide blue

I

m

"Yes, if they follow blindly without taking
into consideration their own type. But maga-
zines and newspapers are continuously waging
campaigns to keep men and women from let-

ting styles make fools of them. There are so

many varieties of fashionable clothes

worn by the numerous picture players,

that there is no reason why every man
and woman who attends the movies
shouldn't be able to find the apparel

suited to his 'or her individual style and
needs.

"The Lorcleis can find a Lorelei to go
by. The ingenue can follow

Mary Brian, Betty Bronson,
Lois Moran, Fay Wray, and
innumerable others. The ma-
tron can emulate Irene Rich
'and Florence Vidor. The man
of the world can make Adolphe
Menjou his model. The colle-

gian can let Charles Rogers be
his guide.

"They can't go very wrong
if they know their type and
stick to it. If they were to go

to a dress house in Paris where
models displayed the season's

Hi-

Loretta Young exemplifies the quaint, old-fashioned girl.

Clifford

Holland-

is a safe

model for

the well-

dressed

voting

man to

copy

.

eyes and slightly up-

turned nose, would ap1

pear simply ridiculous

in sue h a get-up

;

whereas if she were to

choose the sort of hat

that Laura La Plante

might select, she would
look attractive and
make her gentleman
friend stop, look, and
admire. For w h i 1 e

Laura is of the youth-

ful flapper type herself,

her choice of dresses

and hats can be fol-

lowed without fear by
the more mature woman
as well."

"Then don't you
think there is danger
that men and women
will be misled by try-

ing to emulate the style

of some particular
screen favorite?"

modes, they would be
far more apt to err in

selecting clothing—if

they lacked good judg-

ment and taste. For
Madame de ,

though she might sug-

gest that the short,

stout lady past forty

choose something black,

rather than the baby-

blue taffeta gown worn
by the doll-like blonde

J|
mannequin—would sell

her the taffeta if she

weren't wise enough to

follow madame's sug-

gestion, rather than lose

a customer.

"They have a far

wider field from which
to choose on the screen

than any establishment

could offer, for the cos-

tumes seen in pictures

Continued on page 111

ml

Gentlemen
seem to

prefer
blondes in

flower-
decked
chiffon

gowns
such as
Ruth
Taylor
wears.

Photo b?
Kichee
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A New Accent in Hollywood
Bernard Gorcey and Ida Kramer played the roles of Mr. and Mrs. Cohen, in

"Abie's Irish Rose" on the stage for five years, so they have much to talk about.

By Myrtle Gebhart

ANEW accent has been added to the Hollywood
jargon. The soft, lilting syllables of the Latin;

the guttural of German explosives ; the staccato

vocal pyrotechnics of the French.; the nasal clacking

and snorting of Russian phrases, all give to Holly-

wood a Tower of Babel effect that is hard on native

ears.

And now Poppa and Momma Cohen have arrived to

teach us Yiddish.

For five and a half years Bernard Gorcey and Ida

Kramer played Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Cohen, in "Abie's

Irish Rose." Now they are to portray the roles for

the gelatin copy. When the picture is completed they

will return to New York for- the drama which Anne
Nichols has written as a sequel. "Abie" has given them

lifetime jobs.

They are unique. First, be-

cause no other team has played

together in the same roles for

such a long consecutive period.

Secondly, an unusual bond of af-

fection exists between them.

Though each is happily married

to a nonprofessional, they are

Momma and Poppa to each

other. The buxom woman, who
fairly radiates maternal love,

bosses and pampers Poppa. The
little man beams upon, and obeys,

Momma.
Five years of friendship with

never a quarrel, except on the

stage

!

On their fourth day at the

Paramount studio they had found
the fountain which is in the cen-

ter of the lot. Momma was
standing guard, while Poppa
used the leisure hour by thinking

up titles to submit for Bebe Dan-
iels' new picture. Poppa is very

brainy—I caught sight of one

-title, '"Her Constitution." Oh,
Poppa's all there.

"So you've found a swimming
pool," I remarked.

"But no bathing beauties,"

Poppa said sadly. "Momma
don't approve. Why, at the ho-

tel, already, last night two calls

I get from blondes to come to

parties, but Momma says nix.

I went one night to the wrastlin'

match, but I tell the clerk first lie

should keep tabs on Momma.
Too many Hollywood sheiks

around."
"Don't believe a word what he says,"

Momma broke in. "We get along like

the dove turtles. He understands me
better than what my own husbanc

does, and I'm telling you he minds bet-

ter."-

"And Momma, she knows how to

Bernard Gorcey and Ida Kramer have a jargon

all their own—which sends Hollywood into roars

of laughter, even though it is accustomed to all

sorts of foreigners.

handle me," Poppa admitted. "When I'm in a mood,
like thinking up these titles, which, if I win the award
I give the money to charity, she keeps still and don't
let me be bothered, except"—he added hastily

—
"it's an

interview lady."

Both Poppa and Momma Cohen have been on the
stage practically all their lives. I dragged Momma
away to a cafe for luncheon. Between worried mur-
murs for fear Poppa would get lost—or maybe cap-
tured by a blonde—she told me a story that in its

bravery and struggle, could not but touch the heart.

Momma hasn't yet learned the artifices of the inter-

viewee. She talked simply, with eloquent sentiment, of
the Yiddish theater on New York's East Side, where
she played thirteen performances a week, supported an

invalid husband, and brought up
two children.

"Miss Nichols, want my young-
est for Abie ; but no, I say. No
play-acting for them. My boys
are both big business men, mak-
ing lots of money. A wonderful
grandchild I got already. See,

here's her picture from a kodak.
When I was thirteen, I start

on the stage. After I marry, I

quit for a while, but my hus-

band's health isn't so good, so

we go to Colorado, and there I

act, too—for we got to live. Ah,"
she sighed with complacent sat-

isfaction, "back in Colorado,
when this picture gets there,

everybody will be so proud and
happy because I make good.
"Back to New York—then I

have hard times. A baby crawl-

ing around, and another on my
knee, and my washing to do, and
my house to keep clean, and learn

my part—three and four a week
I'm telling you—propped up
against the sink, while I wash
my dishes.

"When the kids grow up, I'm
still at it. I get the kids off to

school and do the housework,
and at eleven I got to be at the

theater, so I leave their lunch.

They come home and take their

lunch by themselves. Matinee

H't every day, mind you. I hurry
home to fix dinner and back to

theater, and it's one-two o'clock

I 3
when I get home."
She was discovered in the Yid-

dish theater, tried out a vaude-
ville sketch, then was chosen for Mrs,
Cohen, and given a week in which to

memorize her role.

"I ask them, why so much time? In
a day I know it, and the rest I fool

around—on salary, too, mind you."
Continued on page 112
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The first step, above, is a

strut ; then, right, you

take a step forward with

a little fling of the right

foot, meanwhile supply-

ing the necessary anima-

tion with smiles and hand
movements.

In the third step,

shown at upper right,

a step forward is

taken at the same
time a full-sized kick

is- executed.

A right pivot is taken

in the fourth position,

left, by turning the

body completely
around and coming

into the fifth move-
ment, shown at the

right. This consists

of placing the right

foot f of war d and

clapping the hands
over the head.
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—Gigolo Dance
dancer, gives her impressions of

sweeping the country. Let's go!

Next, you come up swiftly, as illus-

trated at lower left, swaying the body
back and forth slowly and

Back again to the simple

strut, above, center, an-

other strut as a prelim-

inary to position eight, in

the upper right corner, in

which a version of the

swaying movement of the

black bottom is gone into.

A leap and a

jump, right, and
hey ! hey ! that's

Gigolo !
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After Success—What?
Following his success in "Camille," Gilbert Roland faced many problems he had never known
before. This story explains how he has kept his balance in a situation where others have failed.

By William H. McKegg

LET us say that a former extra has made an over-

night success in an important picture; we hear

that he has become a social lion. Strange rumors

are broadcast about him. He is eulogized by his new-

found acquaintances as a good fellow ; he is bitterly de-

nounced by extras—who "knew him when," even if

they didn't—they fling his name into the category of

the upstagers. They tell you he has become swellheaded

and altogether too big for himself.

Whether these stories are true or false, no one really

cares, so long as they are provided with a new topic of

conversation.

Success does change a person—but not always for

the worst! Success, in fact, does

not alter him so much as the un-

reasonable demands and requests

that come to him from others less

fortunate than himself. To fully

realize what a person in such a po-

sition has to contend with, one must

look at things from his viewpoint.

With that idea in mind, we called

on Gilbert Roland, who had just

finished a session with the medicine

ball. :

"Well, I don't know," he ad-

mitted, mentally weighing the sub-

ject. "Success does change a fel-

low's mode of living, if nothing

else. For instance, what person

wants to walk when he can afford

a car? And who wants to live in

a musty third floor back, if he can

reside at a comfortable hotel?"

To-day, Gilbert still drives the

blue two-seater he purchased in the

flush of his "Plastic Age" days, and

he occupies" a modest apartment

at the Hollywood Athletic Club.

'

Otherwise, his mode of living is

very quiet. If anything, he has be-

come more of a recluse—more
stabilized.

How Gilbert has managed
to keep so, might be of inter-

;

est to more than a few. For
he, too, has had the chance to

jump into the whirlpool of

the "enjoy - life - while - you -

may" advocates, right after he
won his laurels in Norma Tal-

madge's "Camille." Wisely,

Gilbert has steered clear of

such a course.

It is easy enough for the

average individual, when he

has won success of any kind,

to step along with such

a crowd, should he feel <

so inclined.

"I dare say I've been
very fortunate." Gilbert

remarked on this point.

"All the people I have

met—I mean those I have met personally and have vis-
ited since 'Camille'—are splendid people to know. Nat-
urally, I have had invitations from people whom I

never could have met when I was an extra. To meet
them now seems quite, all right.

"Yet, I have also had invitations from people who do
not know me. Their motives are very mysterious to

me. Maybe they thought I should feel honored to be
counted amontr their guests- -even if I am a total

Gilbert Roland finds the medicine

ball more companionable than he

does many people.

stranger.

What has made Gilbert Roland the philosopher he
now is, is hard to say. His screen personality is of a
tense, impetuous type which may make him a close

rival to John Gilbert when he becomes better

known. From such a temperament one never
expects reasoning. Nevertheless, Roland's
aloofness from the glitter and carnival that so

often surround the average newcomer is ab-

solute.

Some newly successful actors are entirely

to blame for their rapid eclipse. One clever

young actor of my acquaintance,

after a burst of success just about

the time Gilbert won his, allowed his

egotism full play. He has, for the

last ten months, been vainly

seeking work.
Another newcomer nearly

lost his foothold, because of

the stupid scrapes he got

into and the very
undesirable company
he associated with.

These sycophants,

praising his looks,

his genius, and, his

future, were able to

get a share of his weekly check. Nowadays
he gets no big roles ; none in the studio like

him for his silly vanity, and his condescending
manner is met with ridicule. He is vacantly
wondering why he has dropped within the last

year, when he had started out with such
promise

!

"I'll tell you one thing that often makes a
fellow who has arrived seem upstage to many
who knew him before," Gilbert expounded.
"I have met chaps whom I worked with as an
extra. I did not know them as friends, for I

never had any. I never even associated with

them, except when working with them on

the sets. They all had their own cliques.

They made me sense that, too.

"When various ones learned that I was
to play in 'Camille,' they sought me out

and tried to make me feel that I was the

greatest fellow on earth. The real purpose

of their visit was to beg me to get them a

part in the picture, or to give them an in-

troduction to some director—or even to

Miss Talmadge and Joseph Schenck.

"That would have been impossible. I

couldn't have done that, even if I wanted to.

Continued on puge 98



GILBERT ROLAND, who achieved instant favor

as soon as he played Armand, has since faced the

problems that beset the young actor who meets with

overnight success. In the interview opposite he frankly

discusses this new phase of his life.
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Fboto by Preston Duncan

ALL of a sadden Helene Costello burst the ingenue s
L cocoon that had so long inclosed her and became a

dazzling leading woman, in "Good Time Charlie." Her
next picture, "Husbands for Rent," indicates that sophis-
ticated roles will be hers from now on.

{
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Photo by Melbourne Spnrr

THOUGH photographed in- a serious mood, Neil

Hamilton is jubilant over the realization of his

heart's desire—a dramatic role in an .mportant picture,

his first since "Beau Geste." Tentatively called "Honka-
tonk," it is a story of the Texas oil wells.



Photo by Melbourne Spurr

DIMINUTIVE, sparkling, Pauline Garon can always
be depended upon to bring to her roles the sureness

of genuine ability, though she appears in more pictures

than the fans can keep up with. Two of her latest are

"Merry Wives of New York" and "The Heart of

Broadway."
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LAURA LA PLANTE adds to the gayety of nations

with a smile that never grows stale. In "Home,

James!" her next picture, she has the role of a small-

town girl who comes to New York and is suddenly

forced to make her relatives believe she is a success.



Pbcto bj Both Harriet Louiaa

ASTROLOGERS, palmists and crystal-gazers predict
k a distinguished career for Dorothy Sebastian, and

she is doing all she can to make their prophecies come true

by improving each shining hour—which means that the

girl from Alabama is making her roles stand out these

days.
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Ptxrto br W. F. BtlT

IF yon saw "Captain Salvation," you have no doubt of

Pauline Starke's dramatic gifts. If you did not, you
will find proof of them in "Fallen Angels." Whether
the angels are rising or falling, Pauline knows how to

make them interesting heroines.
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/^BORGE BANCROFT, in the interview opposite,
vJ- reveals himself as a former matinee idol of Broad-
way who began his career as a dancing comedian and
who, besides being as sensitive as a child, yearns for the
affection of his unseen audiences.

Pb«to by Homme!
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"I am as sensitive

asachild."—George

Bancroft.

A Plea for Sympathy
George Bancroft craves the love of the fans instead
of their hate or their laughs, and reveals the gentler
side of his nature in order to prove worthy of it.

By Margaret Reid

GEORGE BANCROFT, the menace of "Underworld,"
was in New York for the first time in three and a half
years. He was on one of those stellar vacations—

meaning a few days away from home, talking to interviewers,
posing for photographs, and talking to more interviewers.

I waited for him in the lobby of his hotel. An elevator
swept back its doors, disclosing the Bancroft bulk towering
above the outpouring crowd. An enormous man, with deep-
set blue eyes, peering out of a sunburned face. His hair,
worn just long enough to indicate his profession, is sandy-
brown ; his big hands glowingly manicured.

"I'm sorry I can't ask you upstairs," as he guided me to a
quiet corner of the lounge, "but Mrs. Bancroft is very busy
with hairdressers and so forth. You understand."

Finding a divan not too close to the nearest chattering
post-luncheon groups, the interview began with agreeable
alacrity; Mr. Bancroft requiring none of the usual prodding
or prompting and leading questions.

A compliment on his fine work in "Underworld" was re-

ceived graciously.

''Do you know, my dear, I have seen
that picture five times. But don't think
that is personal vanity! I don't have the
sensation of viewing myself at all. I'guess
I subconsciously look for the old romantic, sylphlike
figure ; and when this monstrosity comes on I can't

recognize it.

"People get such a wrong impression of me. Seeing
my pictures, they think I really am a big, hulking brute.

It isn't so. At heart," he spoke earnestly, "I am a
child. I have the heart of a little child."

It is difficult to reconcile this with the great, bluster-

ing gangster of "Underworld," or the hefty comic of
"Tell It To Sweeney."

"I give my affections impulsively. There are no
halfway measures with me. I love people—or else I

am just not conscious of them. I never hate—I pre-
fer to put those whom I cannot like, out of my mind.
I am generous, as a child is generous. To help some
one I loved I would gladly give my all. And I am as

sensitive as a child, too. You have no idea how terrible

it is to be so easily hurt by unkindness."
But if he has been emotionally at the mercy of life,

life has dealt very tenderly with him
;
presenting him

with a charming wife, an adored little girl, a successful

career, wealth, public acclaim.

Of course you want to know how it all came about

;

and here is the story—as well as a rather incompetent
reporter remembers it. For Mr. Bancroft speaks in

symbols and parables, illustrating his statements with a

match, an ash tray or anything handy.
Born in Philadelphia—September 30, 1882, if you

are of a technical turn—he was carried on the stage at

the age of six months, in a stock company show. At
the age of four he was a regular performer in the stock

company, his career continuing, intermittently, through-
out his schooling, which ended in Annapolis.

"It has been said of me that I danced my way three

times around the world. You see, from Annapolis I

went into the navy and, while serving, I instituted a

theater on board ship. I . wrote the sketches, produced
them, and acted in them. One sketch was a dancing act

in which a pal of mine and I did blackface."

When he left the navy he and his friend went into

vaudeville, doing the same blackface dancing and patter

that had so pleased the crew.

But in a few months the limitations of this particular

field of the theater began to depress young Bancroft
and he quit it abruptly. His heart yearned toward
drama. Waiting stoically through a barren period, re-

fusing all offers of vaudeville engagements, he finally

landed his wish. In the company of a character actor

he toured a ten-twenty-thirty circuit in a play called

"Drink." George was the juvenile and he says it was a
very good play

;
exposing, I gather, the evil results of

the liquor habit in harrowing fashion. This was fol-

lowed by another engagement with the same company,
this time in "Escaped From Sing Sing." In it he played

a trying role—having to escape from handcuffs, ropes,

strait-jackets, and other impediments, right on the stage.

Klaw & Erlanger, the famous Broadway producers,

chanced to see Bancroft in one of these heroic dramas
and forthwith signed him. On Broadway he played,

with auspicious success, "The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine," "Paid in Full," "Old Bill, M. P.," "The Rise of

Rosie O'Reilly," and others.

"Do vou know that 'Underworld' was the first time I

ever kissed the heroine ? On the stage I always por-

trayed the rather shy, diffident type—boys whose "great

reverence for womanhood prevented them from doing

more than give a timid glance, or clasp of the hand."

From drama he went into musical comedy. "Honey-
dew" is the most notable of his singing-dancing ventures.

"At this time," he told me. "I was the matinee idol of

the country. I was the biggest bet thev had on Broad-
way."

It is of interest that Octavia Broske, the prima donna
of "Honeydew," became Mrs. Bancroft almost im-

mediately .after that production. Bancroft speaks of

her, her talent and charm, with pride.

I believe it was during an engagement in a George
Continued on page 105
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ATYPICAL Mexican patio. Irregular stones,

. brass urns filled with long, sweeping ferns;

bright-red flowers everywhere; colorful blankets

—splashes of crimson against the gray of adobe walls.

On a bench sits a girl in a black cotton dress. She

does not droop so much as she suggests the suspension

of all action. She looks into space with vacant eyes.

There is such a lack of gesture, that a trembling finger

is potent with meaning. Slowly, humbly, memory be-

gins to dawn; a fragment of it is seen in the slight ques-

tioning of her eyes; a brief quivering of her lips to still

their humorous, quirk, and Dolores del Rio is in the

character of Ramona.
A moment before she had been laughing, . a gay

little figure, eloquent brown hands gesticulating, as

she related an amusing incident to the crowd on the

set. With the camera call had come an abrupt change.

She is an artist of rare caliber,

skillfully restraining her rich, in-

herent feeling. Though Ramona
offers her a role of less flame than

Carmen and others, trust her to

make it individual and less sac-

charine than it might be done by

an actress less clever.

The long-popular Helen Hunt

Jackson novel has for its setting the

picturesque, somnolent days of early

California before the invasion of

the gringo, the immediate action

taking place at the great ranch of

Senora Moreno.
A severe, uncom-
promising figure

is the Senora,

ruling her estate

in feudal gran-

deur. She be-

lieves in the let-

ter, rather than

Warner

Baxter,

all bronzed

for his role

of Aless-

andro, the

son of an

Indian chief,

who wins

the hand of

Ramona.

The Story That
"Ramona," the famous Helen Hunt Jackson

to the screen, with Dolores del Rio and

By Myrtle

the spirit, of her creed. Beyond her on the hillsides

vast llocks of sheep graze.

In the languid shadows of late afternoon she searches

for Ramona, the maid wdiom she has adopted, but whom
she cannot love. There is a mystery about Ramona'

s

birth which none save the Senora and the good Padre
know. Carefree, laughing, barefoot, Ramona is found
riding a burro with Don- Felipe, the handsome youth of

the family.

Edwin Carewe's new discovery, Roland Drew,
plays Don Felipe, the sheep-herder who loves

Ramona with all the fire of his Castilian blood,

while for him she feels only a sister's affection.

Dancing the fandango, while he strums his

guitar, she is charming to behold in her youth

and gayety.

But there comes Alcssandro, son of a

Temecula chief, leading his Indians for the

sheep shearing. Warner Baxter plays the role

of the bronze, lithe, handsome Alessandro.

ilessandro saves Felipe from an accident.

And it is the song of Alcssandro that awakens

, the sheep-herder from uncon-

sciousness, for the bond between

them is strong.

Ramona is won by the Indian's

love. The Senora is furious, and

ten the truth is told: Ramona is

of Indian blood, a half-breed.

Despite various obstacles, Ra-
mona weds Alessandro,

whose village has been

sacked by the whites,

whose pride has gone.

^ For three years life smiles

upon them. Then come
outlaws, once again to

plunder and slaughter the

Indians. From a moun-
tain canyon Ramona, Al-

cssandro, and their child,

watch the destruction

down below.
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Never Grows Old
story of early California, is again coming
Warner Baxter in the leading roles.

Gebhart

Their child dies, and Alcssandro is killed for horse
stealing. Then Ramona loses her mind. For days she.

lies alone in the hut, until Felipe, who has searched for
hef, comes, and gradually revives her memory. Knowing
that it will make Felipe happy, though her heart is not his,

Ramona marries him.

Piute Indians from the reservation near Cedar City,

Utah, furnished the tribe sites of scenic grandeur never
before filmed, and were caught with beautiful photography.
Georgeotis, sweeping scenes were filmed at an altitude of

ten thousand feet. One spectacular panorama shows fif-

teen thousand sheep grazing, resembling a great field of

snow. Daily the company climbed the mountain on horse-

back and on foot. Storms delayed progress and it was
very cold, but eventually Mr. Carewe got the scenic splen-

dor, not to forget the sheep, that he wanted.

Upon the return of the company, I lunched with Dolores

one rainy day, in a

quiet corner of the

Ambassador. There
were many things of

which we conversed

:

styles, a mutual habit

of erratic shopping,

her collection of

funny toy pups, re-

ligion, art, and
drama, friends in

common, Americani-
zation, Mexico—
what didn't we talk

about?
She gives one a

charming degree of

friendliness which
barely touches upon
intimacy—neither a

gush of revelation

nor a semblance of

pose. I have known
no star to change so

little with fame. One
calls her Dolores, or

"Chili." She wears a

platinum link-brace-

let with her nick-

name lettered in dia-

mond-set bangles.

"I am an Indian
Mary Pickford," Do-
lores shrugged. "For
once, twice—yes, T

like to be sweet, but

I'm telling you not

for always."
The role, admitting

its demureness and
strong motif of spir-

ituality, is not in-

Roland Drew and Miss del

Rio in a tender scenefrom
"Ramona.' Photo by

Nealson Smith

Ramona—Dolores del Rio—receiving

the blessing of Father Salvierderra
—John T. Prince.

sipid. There is the mischievous

Ramona. who upsets the disci-

pline of the household by
pranks, such as racing two
turtles, each with a parrot on
its back, in the patio. Mostly,

however, there is the Ramona
who sews fine stitches on an
altar cloth, and washes it in the

brook among the willows ; the

meditative Ramona at her pray-
ers ; the sorrowful Ramona, a

broken reed, crushed before her
beloved Madonna. There is a-

hint of flame in her love for

Alcssandro, but it, too, merges
into calm tranquillity.

It is in the scenes of mental
blankness that her skill is

tested. She plays the episode

with a superb quietness.

"Last night, you w ould
laugh," she said. She had been
moving into a new home. "All

day they work, Jaime and the

maids. When I go home,
Jaime droop, so. in a chair.

My secretary is exhaust". In

the kitchen, the cook slump. I

must laugh, it is all so funny.

We have no gas, no light, no
food. So we eat from milk
bottles, and Jaime go to a deli-

catessen for sandwiches."
I asked about her feelings

while making her first pic-

ture.

Continued on page 98
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Once more Billie Dove will play a

"Follies" girl in her next picture.

FOR days and days Fanny the

Fan had been absent from
her usual haunts ; the rattle ,

of the teacups at Montmartre was
unaccompanied by her voice ; she

was not at the opening of ''Sun-

rise"—so I knew something was
radically wrong. For her to miss
being among those present to ap-

plaud one of Janet Gaynor's ma-
jor triumphs, was unbelievable.

But all was explained when I got

word that Fanny was in the hos-

pital.

It seems that many of her
friends in the film colony had re-

cently parted with tonsils—or an
appendix—and Fanny felt so out
of the conversation that she up
and went off to the hospital and
sacrificed her appendix, that she
might be able to join in the con-
versation when people speak of

operations. As a matter of fact,

influenza was more fashionable in

the film colony at the moment, but

Fanny just went into the thing

precipitately, without studying the

reigning modes.
It reallv seemed like a hoax to

l'lioto by HartaooK

From all sides come tributes for Margaret Livingston's

performance in "Sunrise."

Over the
Fanny the Fan, being in the hospital and too

tors for conversation, but she didn't miss

By The

make her friends come to see her en 'masse,

and save her the trouble of rushing from
studio to studio to see them. She re-

ceived flocks of guests; the only air of

strangeness was contributed by the fact

that Fanny was too weak to talk—but

what an opportunity for her friends!

Virginia Valli and Julanne Johnston
were among the first and the merriest of

her visitors. They volunteered to bring

"their ukeleles and grass skirts and do their

Hawaiian sister act, but insisted that the

performance should be given while Fanny
was helpless and unable to throw things

—there's modesty or foresightedness for

you

!

About that time Julanne was engaged
for a role in "The Whip Woman," a

Robert Kane production for First Na-
tional, and what at first looked like a few
days' engagement developed into one of

those things that drags on and on for

weeks, so we heard from her only by tele-

phone.
Robert Kane, according to those who

know him well, is a confirmed New
Yorker—such a confirmed New Yorker,

in fact, that when he finds himself bound
by contract to come to California to make

pictures, he decides to

get the disagreeable

llifclk
business over with as

lWHg^> ' quickly as possible.

jj^ So, with the congenial

aid of Allan Dwan,
who also likes New
York, he set out to

make five feature pro-

ductions at a speed that

would make Jimmy
Cruze, and the hastiest

of Poverty Row pro-

ducers, seem like Von
Stroheim.

Lois Wilson was
signed up and all fin-

ished with the first,

''French Dressing," al-

most before she became
familiar with the road

out to the Burbank stu-

dio. But with "The
Whip Woman" a snag

was struck.

It was practically

completed in eleven
days, according to re-

port, but in that state it

was a picture that not

even its producer could

love. So added scenes

and retakes were re-
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weak to talk, had to depend on her visi-

a thing—not even some important films

Bystander

sorted to, and one of the most enticing-

casts gathered together in many a day-
Antonio Moreno, Estelle Taylor, Lowell
Sherman, and Julanne Johnston—were
given more than a chance to display their

talents.

At least once a day a violent argument
arose in Fanny's room among the players
who had dropped in to see her, over who
worked their actors hardest—the big com-
panies who have players tinder contract,
or the little ones that hire them by the
picture and guarantee them two weeks'
work, if they live that long.

The point was never settled; in fact,
the only conclusion unanimously reached
was that, failing to cut players' salaries
ten per cent, the producers had decided to
take that much off the term of their nat-
ural lives.

The players who aren't being worked to
death are arriving at a dangerous state of
nervous tension through not working at

all. They are not a joyous
care-free lot, these picture

players—particularly just
now.
And that, I suppose, is

one reason I find Ruth Tay-
lor so refreshing. She is just

on the threshold of success,

and still a little wide-eyed
and surprised over every-
thing that happens to her.

She and Madeline Hur-
lock, friends since their Sen-
nett days, stopped in to see

Fanny just as they were
starting for Arrowhead
Springs. They belong
to that enviable minor-
ity that has to consult

the diet expert there

for advice on how to

put on weight.

Ruth had stayed in

town, anxiously await-

ing the preview of

''Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes." Now it was
over, she had no more
qualms about its suc-

cess. There was simply

nothing for her to worry about,

unless she wanted to start wor-

rying about her next picture.

Ruth is a tiny person and she

With the anxiety of previewing

tlemen Prefer Blondes" over,

Taylor went away to put on weight

Gen-

Ruth

Apeda
b?

At last every one, including Joan Crawford herself, is beginning

to take her career seriously.

has a priceless talent that is. denied most little girls—she

wears smart clothes with the air of distinction usually associ-

ated only with tall, slender ones. Travis Banton, who designs

the clothes for Paramount stars, finds her a never-ending joy

to work for. So, you can depend on it that he will provide

some lovely costumes for her forthcoming" pictures.

Arrowhead Springs, our visitors reported, resembled a

motion-picture convention hall every week-end—so many
Hollywoodians were there. Colleen Moore went up for a

rest after days of arduous work at the studio, and had the

time of her life renewing friendships with people she was
fond of, but just hadn't had time to look up. Zasu Pitts was
there, as well as Virginia Valli, Carmelita Geraghty, and Julanne.

Of course, the main topic of conversation in Fanny's room for

days was the opening of "Sunrise"—how exquisite Claire Wind-
sor looked and how stunning Jane Winton was, how glorious it

was that Janet Gaynor followed "Seventh Heaven" with another

triumph—a triumph of acting over the almost unsurmountable
obstacle of an atrocious—and ludicrous—wig.

It was during one of these raving spells that Janet herself

phoned her regrets that she couldn't get down to see Fanny, be-

cause she was working so hard on "Lady Cristilinda.
-

' For days

and days she had been wandering- around in a heavy fog looking

frantically for Charlie Farrell, and he, likewise, had been plung-

ing through a fog looking for her, and the director hadn't yet

confided to them whether or not they ever did find each other.

.But to get back to the opening of "Sunrise." It brought into

prominence a gifted character actress Fanny has been raving

about for months—Bodil Rosing; and Margaret Livingston's

work in it was little less than a sensation

!
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Louise Fazenda eneo untered a

comedy bomb with tragic results.

Margaret is a philosophi-

cal soul who takes things as

they come, without squawk-
ing. But all the time she

knew that, once given a

chance to appear in some-
thing besides the brazen
trappings of a conventional
movie siren, she could por-

tray a part with real feeling

and understanding.

Margaret was a little dis-

couraged about her career

for a while, though she
would be the last person in

the world to let any one
know it at the time. As one
stereotyped, hard-boiled role

followed another, she got
disgusted and fled, to New
York. There she had a flat-

tering offer to go on the

stage and was about to take
it, when ''Sunrise" opened
and she just had to come
back to Hollywood. She
could bear more months of
waiting, if she just got an-
other chance to show that

she was an actress.

Margaret rushed in one

Photo by Duncan

day to see Fanny—bringing an air of intense

vitality and joy of life with her. Every sick

room should have a Margaret Livingston pass
through it, to electrify the patient into a de-

sire to become as one hundred per cent alive

as she is.

After sitting on the side lines of Fanny's
sick room, I have decided that hospital visiting

has been developed into a fine art in Holly-

wood. Never before have I seen such evi-

dences of thoughtfulness. Of course, mem-
bers of the film colony have had vast experi-

ence in visiting the indisposed—there is such

a high percentage of accidents and ,illness

from exposure, in their work.
After careful deliberation, I decided that

hospital visiting is the third largest industry

within the motion-picture industry, the first

being posing for publicity pictures, and the

second attending story conferences.

But to get back to the subject of how Hol-

lywood makes its sick rooms brighten. Flowers
by the ton, of course—and each lot as raptur-

ously received by Fanny as though it wTere the

only one ; soft eider-down pillows to make her

head rest more comfortably; scented soap and
bath powder and perfumes galore ; cosmetics

to rescue the complexion from sallowness

;

flamboyant chiffon nightgowns to celebrate

fittingly the release from surgical jackets; a

gay-colored quilted robe
—"This will make you

sit up," Bebe Daniels wrote on the accompany-
ing card. A radium-dialed clock in an ex-

quisite leather case, and books galore—silly

books, philosophic- books, shocking books.

And all day long the telephone ringing and the

nurse being questioned, "Is there anything she

wants?" And then there was that most glori-

ous surprise of all, which
was enjoyed by many
others in the hospital be-

side Fanny. Thanks to

Louis B. Mayer, Fanny
had movies shown in her

room.
I never will forget the

first one. Fanny wasn't

quite able to sit up, but

just had her head
propped up so that she

could see. A screen was
hung over one wall of

the room, her bed was
pushed to the other end,

and the projection ma-
chines were mounted on

tables out in the hall.

Selecting the first pro-

gram might have offered

an embarrassment of

riches to some people,

considering all the fa-

vorites on the M.-G.-M.
lot. But not to Fanny.
She knew without hesi-

tation that she wanted to

see John Gilbert and
Jeanne Eagles, in "Man,

Jane Winton has just finished a

role in ''Honeymoon Flats."

rhnib by Spurr ~ -
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Woman and Sin." Mr. Mayer's representa-

tive was obdurate. And she wanted an "Our
Gang" comedy and miles of news reel. A few-

patients who were able to sit up in wheel
chairs were invited, as well as all the nurses

and internes who could get off duty. How'
grateful the nurses were that Fanny shared
their devotion to Jack Gilbert and had asked
for one of his films! Besides myself, the only
guest from outside was Ann Sheridan, the

stunning blonde who played opposite Raymond
Griffith in one of his recent pictures.

Our picture show started at six thirty in the
evening, and I doubt if ever a Sid Grauman
premiere was greeted with such awe and de-
light. Real evening dress—nightgowns and
bath robes, in fact—were dc rigueiir for the
occasion.

The M.-G.-M. news reel had interesting

subjects, and the photography was marvelous.
One shot particularly of a flock of wild ducks,
had the quality of an exquisite Japanese print
in motion.

But everything else seems insignificant com-
pared to Jack Gilbert's achievement, in "Man,
Woman, and Sin." He has proved himself a
great actor before, but never has he been so

simple and human and ingratiating. For him
to be dashing, arrogant and gay amid all the
trappings of military grandeur, or in the pic-

turesque atmosphere of bootlegging, must
have been child's play compared to the de-
mands of this role. Here he is called upon to

be unsophisticated and unworldly—and he ac-

complishes it so thoroughly that even we, who
know him well, felt a lingering pity for that

poor boy we saw on the screen.

Nothing but the doctor's orders that the

show must be over by
eight thirty, kept us from
having one scene run over

and over after the picture

was finished—a scene
where Jack, in his rented

dress suit, goes to the

newspaper office where he

works, thrilled over the

sensation he expects his

appearance to cause, only

to find himself quite un-

noticed.

However, I have a feel-

ing that when Fanny is

out of the hospital, she

and I will make a tour of

outlying theaters wher-
ever "Man, Woman and
Sin" is being shown, to

see that scene again.

Any one might think

from all this that Jack's

was the only performance
in the picture—and they

would be all wrong.

Jeanne Eagles is tremen-
dously effective. Gladys
Brockwell plays a sympa-
thetic mother with such

power and understanding

Lois Wilson will make five pic-

tures for Columbia this year-

m°hlc
y Bebe Daniels just recovered

from influenza, had gone off on

location to film "Feel My Pulse."

that she ought never to play

a heavy villainess again,

unless she wants to.

There were other picture

shows, later, and good ones,

but nothing else could

cause the sensation the first
|

one did. After all, there is

only one John Gilbert and
one Monta Bell, and their

combined efforts are incom-

parable.

The next great sensation

in Fanny's room was the

next day just at dusk, when
all her visitors had gone,

when the last pages of the

papers had been exhausted

in a search for news of her

friends, and she was feel-

ing a little lonely. The
door opened quietly, and
there stood Mary Alden—
Fanny's adored Mary Al-

den, whom she hadn't seen

in more than two years.

Orders for her to be calm
meant nothing to Fanny

Continued on page 107
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John Gilbert beams his approved of what Airs. Thompson has written of

their visit.

IN sending this story for your potential interest I

believe I am being original, for to my knowledge
no interview has ever been written under similar

conditions. True, I've been sending periodical outbursts
to "What the Fans Think" for over five years, but in-

terviewing a star, myself—mercy, no! Yet that is just

what I did, completely "on my own!" And, inci-

dentally, this is written for the fans alone. To think
that / interviewed John Gilbert, and Picture Play is

publishing my impressions of him ! Isn't that something
to think about?

Every fan worthy of the name has probably dreamed
of seeing movie celebrities in their native haunts, yet

so few have their dreams realized. Important person-
ages—those who have attained eminence—are royally

escorted in and around the studios. But to the average
fan the studio gates are impregnable.
Time and chance are great wonder-workers and some-

how, after five dream-filled years, I broke down the

barriers of inertia and lack of self-confidence and de-

termined to make my dreams come true.

Rash as this determination may appear to be, I set

about to effect its realization. For two reasons, I de-

cided upon John Gilbert. He is one of the most popular
stars and has been my sole favorite for years. Too, I

realized that such a venture called for unusual nerve
and concentration, so it behooved me to select one whom
I had at least seen in person, if I were to render my
vocal and mental powers any assistance at all ! We are

so prone to become speechless when we most long to

create a favorable impression. Having seen Mr. Gilbert

at a premiere, I felt that the sight of him again could

not completely upset my confidence.

A Fan Visits
A frequent contributor to "What the

all readers of that department for her

of what she calls the

By Olive Dodd

It was easy to arrange an appointment
with the publicity department. Just why
I do not know. Perhaps 'twas my lucky

day. The results follow : Not as a critic

did I seek him, but as a fan, and as such

did he receive me.

The California sunshine, laden with a

soft breeze wafting from the ocean, made
meTeel I could brave almost anything on
the afternoon set for my introduction to

John Gilbert. ^Arriving at the impressive

M.-G.-M. studio, I was permitted to make
my way to the publicity department, there

to meet Howard Strickling. Pages might

be devoted to the praises of this unusual

voung man. whose friendly manner must
win him friends constantly, but I know
you are more interested in Mr. Gilbert.

His pleasant "Hello! how are you?" were
encouraging. It gave me the impression

that I was not considered a nonentity.

"Mr. Gilbert is ready for you. Mrs.

Thompson ; I asked him not to disappoint

you."
"I am quite sure Mr. Gilbert could never

disappoint me," is what I think I said.

Goodness knows what I did say!

"All right—let's go," said the genial Mr. Strickling,

as we began our little trek across the lot—to the dress-

ing room of the One and Only ! When one is treading

on air, one is not supposed to be observant. However,
as we passed through the outer room of Mr. Gilbert's

suite, I did notice the attractive young woman seated

at a desk on which were piles of photographs read}*

for mailing. This was Mr. Gilbert's beautiful secretary

whom Mr. Oettinger has mentioned in one of his stories.

Mr. Strickling's knock at the inner door brought the

desired response in the form of. Mr. Gilbert himself.

Mr. Strickling retired—and I was left alone in the

presence of one of the most popular stars in the world

!

The surprise, the pleasure, the thrill of a lifetime were
here, yet the only tiling I could fasten my unsteady mind
upon was the vivid' scratch extending from Mr. Gil-

bert's forehead down to his nose. Whether it was real

or faked I do not know, but I can say my sympathy
was real. Naturally Mr. Gilbert was in make-up, and

dressed in the picturesque costume for "The Cossacks."

which he wears in the photograph accompanying this

story, minus, of course, the shako.

Seating himself in a big, comfortable chair, having

taken refuge on a brightly upholstered davenport. Mr.
Gilbert asked politely, "Are you bv any chance a writer.

Mrs. Thompson?" "No," I admitted, "except that I

have, along with everv one else, written unaccepted

stories. But I am an inveterate letter writer."

Apparently Mr. Gilbert was determined to accept

this new bore, meaning myself, with a grace as pleasing

as it was unexpected, for as soon as he learned I had no
special questions to ask. he took up the reins of a not

too promising interview.
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John Gilbert
Fans Think," who is well known to

sound views, writes her impressions

thrill of a lifetime.

Thompson

"Do you think you can get anything
new from this talk of ours? Everything
has been written of me that is possible, I

should think."

"Yes, I am sure I can find something
new, Mr. Gilbert. For one thing, I am
a fan and you have received- me. That
is, at least, different."

"With you," he continued, "it is a thrill,

a thing you've never done before. Do
you realize that, for me, it is a matter of
routine, this being interviewed?"

"Indeed I do, but the fact that a star
of your prominence received a novice like
me -will be most interesting to the fans,
I think."

"Perhaps you are right," he said, and
I knew by the manner in which he shifted
his position that the time had come when
I could sit quietly by, and listen and
marvel and absorb all that was to follow.

"At first," he said, "I was interviewed
repeatedly. As might be expected, I was
at times indiscreet. But there's one thing
I have not been—and that is hvpocritical.
I am not a plaster saint and I never have
claimed to be. Rather, I am just a nor-
mal human being—a man. I am John
Gilbert, too, the actor, and I seem to be
unable to get away from that fact. The
things that John Doe might do are unimportant. But
let John- Gilbert do them and they are magnified. That
is the tragedy of success."
"Do you read the fan magazines, Mr. Gilbert?"
"Occasionally; yes. I resent the attitude some of the

fans have taken in regard to my personal affairs. They
have failed to take into consideration that I am first of
all a human being, who must live his life as best he can.
God and circumstances created John Gilbert the man.
Love of my work, an understanding of life and some
ability to interpret it on the screen, have made John
Gilbert the actor. Life is not and never will be all sun-
shine, or sweetness, or goodness. And so I have but
one aim in the portrayal of my roles ; that is, to interpret

life honestly. Those who have attained a maturity of
years can appreciate my characterizations. If there are
those who object to my method, they should stay away
from my pictures. Narrow-minded people, or those

who insist upon only goodness and beauty on the screen,

could never understand me. As long as I create roles,

just so long will I live up to my aim. If there comes a

time when I cease to receive the commendation of the

public, there is Europe—and the stage. Offers are plen-

tiful. I am not a hypocrite naturally, and I'll be damned
if I become one !•'

Here he paused. He had kept up a rapid-fire flow

of words until I had lost all thought of getting in a

question. However, this pause permitted me to remark,

"I fully agree with you, except that you must not go to

Europe !" He smiled boyishly, pleased and happy.

"One cannot please every one even part of the time,"

Photo by Ruth Harriet Louiae

Renee Adoree and John Gilbert are again united, in 'The Cossacks."

he continued, "so one should try to please oneself, if

in the endeavor one pleases some others."

You fans who have read the various letters that have
been written about Mr. Gilbert can well imagine how I

felt, listening to his vehement outburst of honest opin-

ion. I felt ashamed that we could be so unfair as to

wish to alter such a remarkable character as Mr. Gilbert

possesses. He believes intensely. He talks delightfully

and emphatically says what he thinks, regardless of

whether you or I agree with him. Can we not admire

the man for this very sincerity? For the courage to

have an aim and strive continually to live up to it?

Should we not praise his enthusiasm—the enthusiasm

so frequently mentioned, but never too often, since it

is so much a part of him?
"There are those," he began again, "who have ques-

tioned my regard for my wife"—yes, he referred to

beautiful Leatrice Joy as "my wife"
—

"but they lose

sight of the fact that we were two distinct personalities,

unable to be congenial and happy together. We are

the best of friends ; it is impossible to completely sever

two who have been as one, or to shut out of our lives

a factor as beautiful and dominant as friendship."

Here Mr. Gilbert shook off the moody depression he

had allowed to possess him and informed me that he,

too, was a fan.

"But not my kind of fan," I exclaimed in surprise.

"In a way, yes. I have my favorites—like to see and

enjoy them on the screen. In fact, I have learned much
from them that has benefited me. For instance, I find

Continued on page 110
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Lessons in Love
Karl Dane illustrates the technique of a successful

suitor for the heart of a lady—who must be nameless.

First, gently caress the

hand of the lady, as

shown above, and offer

her liquid refreshment,

right, at frequent inter-

vals.

Clasping her hand and
assuming a deferential

attitude, below, implies a

state of subservience hard

for any woman to resist.
When the critical moment arrives,

place your hand over your heart,

as above, and tell her how much
you love her.

The culmination of your efforts

will find the lady has succumbed
to your charms, as Mr. Dane

proves, below.
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Hollywood High Lights
Interesting odds and ends of news and gossip about studio folk.

By Edwin and Elza Schallert

TEMPORARY titling of babies may become the

next fad in the film colony. And if it does, King
Vidor and Eleanor Board'man will have to shoul-

der the blame.

When their youngster was born a few weeks ago,

they were living in the vague expectation that it might

be a boy, and had selected names accordingly.

Instead, it turned out to be a daughter, and Miss

Boardman, feeling it desirable

for a girl to have a very distinc-

tive name, .decided to conduct a

thorough search for one.

Some name, therefore, had to

be chosen in the interim, and
King and Eleanor made it

"Mike!" Then somebody hit

upon the idea of referring to

this as a "temporary title," that

phrase having been long in use

to indicate the name of a motion
picture which was likely to be

changed.

The Torrences' Silver Anniver-

sary.

A unique gift to Ernest Tor-
rence on the occasion of the

twenty-fifth anniversary of his

marriage was a silver mustache
cup. It was presented to him by
the members of "The Cossacks"
company, in which he was work-
ing at the time, the reason being
that Ernie wears a long, droop-
ing mustache in that picture. On
the accompanying card were the

words, "May your success be
long and lasting, and may you
never be trimmed in the cutting

room."

The Torrence anniversary
party, which was held at their

charming, hospitable home, was
one of the most delightful Holly-
wood has ever seen. There are

few couples in the colony who
can boast of twenty-five years
of wedded life together, and for

that matter there are few couples
in the film colony who are more
sincerely fine than Ernest and
Elsie Torrence, not to speak of
their sen, Ian, who has ambitions for a literary career.

The guest list, as usual, was interesting and repre-

sentative. And not the least exciting moment at the

affair was the one which witnessed jack Gilbert and
Ronald Colman sea-ted together on a davenport, engaged
in enthusiastic conversation.

Jack, Too, Would Celebrate.

Gilbert, incidentally, said one of the smart things of

the evening. People were talking of their own wedding
anniversaries, and recalling the number of years they'd

been married.

The wedding of Louise Fazenda and Hal H 'allis

was notable, among other things, for its huge

quantity of flowers.

"Yes, said Jack, "I'm going to celebrate my anniver-
sary soon, too. I've been married seven years

—

twice!"

With an Arsenal Setting.

Louise Fazenda and Hal Wallis, director of publicity
for Warner Brothers, were wed on Thanksgiving Day.
They had a reception following the ceremony, which
was attended by many of the couple's friends.

' The en-

trance to Louise's home was al-

most barricaded with flowers, and
the rooms themselves took on the

aspect of a conservatory.

Louise wore a most becoming
gown of dove-gray chiffon, which
reached the floor, and a large

picture hat of the same tone.

The wishes expressed to her and
Mr. Wallis were straight from
the heart of every one, because
she is one of the greatest favor-

ites among the players, and Hal
is very well thought of by the

colony.

The most amusing remark on
this occasion was made by John
Miljan. Noting a supply of an-

cient firearms which Louise has
collected, and which adorn the

hallway of her home, he ex-

claimed, "Gee, this must have
been a shotgun wedding."

Too Much Pressure on Throttle.

The auto speed-craze* has lately

hit the picture folk with a venge-
ance. For a few weeks the pa-

pers were carrying reports nearly

every day or so of the arrest of

some one. Among those who
were brought under the law's

censure were Charley Chase,

Sally Rand, Kenneth Harlan,

Heclda Hopper, Reginald Denny,
and the Marquis de la Falaise

de la Coudray. All of them suc-

ceeded in getting off with fines,

but were duly downcast.
Charley Chase told a story

anent his appearance in court.

"Just as I arrived there," he

said, "the judge was sentencing

a man for speeding.
" 'Ten davs or ten dollars,' the judge said.

"'All right

the ten dollars.'
"
iudge,' exclaimed the culprit, 'I'll take

Safe and Nonexplosive.

F. W. Murnau. the director of "Sunrise," has an
assistant by the name of Herman Bing, and the story

of his latest picture. "The Four Devils" was written by
the Swedish .author, Herman Bang.
"With 'Bing' and ,'Bang' both connected with it, the

picture ought to be a smash at the box office," Edmund
Lowe, the studio wit, remarked.
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Doug's Smart Rejoinder.

The ready wit of Douglas Fairbanks can always be

depended on. Recently at an important civic function

in Oakland. California, he was introduced by a some-
what rattled master of ceremonies as Mr. Pickford.

Doug rose to his feet and said, "Ladies and gentlemen

:

I realize that I have married a wife who is, I am proud
to say, an institution ; but then 1 have been fortunate

enough, in so doing, to retain my maiden name."

More Make-believe Drama.

Jane Winton will never listen to a police officer again,

no matter if he comes to her with a warrant.
And the reason is a prank devised by Marion Davies

during the filming of "The Patsy." Marion is, of

course, always playing practical jokes on somebody,
and while working on "The Patsy" she found a more-
than-willing partner in crime in King. Yidor, who is

similarly addicted. It -
,.

was King, reallv, who r*

invented the prank that

fooled Jane, although

Marion was in on it.

Jane, it seems, had
been h a v i n g some
trouble with her income
tax, and K i n g had
heard her tell about it.

He evolved the scheme
of having some one
carefully make up as a

police officer, and come
to the set seeking Miss
Winton, with a view to

taking her to jail.

When the "officer"

arrived, Jane was as-

tonished, to say the

least. S h e flushed,

stammered, and finally

becoming very irate,

stamped her foot. Roth
Vidor and Marion came
over to console her, and
King offered the serv-

ices of his lawyer. But
nothing would comfort Jane, and. nothing would drive

the insistent officer away until, when she was almost in

tears over the unpleasant prospect of going to jail,

they finally told her of the deception.

Jane related the incident very amusedly, and said that

she thought she knew something about acting, but that

she wasn't so certain after her failure to detect the

make-believe officer, who seemed so relentlessly deter-

mined to lead her to the calaboose.

Variations in Escorts.

Who should be seated close to us at a party recently

given by Millard Webb, the film director, but Marie
Prevost. Her escort was Ward Crane. At the same
affair were, among others, Vera Steadman. who was
accompanied by Buster Collier, and Alice Day with

Carl Laemmle, Jr. The engagement of Miss Day and
young Laemmle has been rumored, but diligently de-

nied also.

Marie told us that she had never received so much
publicity in her life as during the time she was pro-

curing a divorce from Kenneth Harlan.

Apropos of Simian Melodrama.

Charlie Murray can always be depended on for a
good, old-fashioned Irish joke when he makes a per-

sonal appearance. The last occasion for such a public
bow by him was in connection with the showing of
"The Gorilla," at the Million Dollar Theater in Los
Angeles.

Charlie came out on the stage holding a little monkey
in his arms as a mascot. He told of a fight between
a chap called Muldoon and another called Clancy. "The
two had not met for a long time," Charlie related, "and
when they encountered each other on the street one

dav, Muldoon immediately commenced to pound the

head of Clancy.
" 'What the divil are ye doing that for !' exclaimed

Clancy.
" 'Why, the last time we mit,' said Muldoon, 'ye called

me a gorilla
!'

" 'Well, what about it ?' said Clancy peevishly. 'That's

all of six months ago.'

'Okay, okay,' replied Muldoon, 'but thin I never

saw one until vis-

terday.'
"

Farina is the only player who is

never worried about his roles, or

the dread of appearing in un-

successful films.

Good News of

"The Circus."

If you like a

good, old-fash-

ioned Charlie
Chaplin corned}",

you are going to

have the time of

your life when
you see "The
Circus." It is just

like the films that

he used to make
years ago, except

that it is full fea-

ture length.

Charlie has lit-

erally packed this

picture with gags
of the most amus-
ing sort, and we
laughed ourselves

weary when we
saw it not long

ago at a preview.
It isn't a picture that one can tell about and give any

of its real flavor. Only Charlie could make such a de-
lightful comedy as this, in which by turns he essays to

be a sleight-of-hand artist, an unintentional lion-tamer,
a tight-rope walker, and does various other things that

are both delightful and uproarious.

There is no moment funnier than that in which the

star is seen on a slack wire at the climax of the picture,

trying to retain his equilibrium while three monkeys
cling to his neck and ears, tear off his. coat, and trousers,

and stick their feet and tails into his eyes and mouth,
as he strives all the while to balance himself. The frantic

expression on Charlie's face in this episode is inspired

comedy, but equally enlivening are dozens of other

scenes in this production, which will probably mean a

great renewal of his popularity.

Corinne in Dizzy Farce.

We saw recently also Corinne Griffith's first picture

for United Artists. In this, Corinne continues her trav-

els along the highway of comedy. The film is "The
Garden of Eden"—just another name for Monte Carlo

—and after a rather serious beginning becomes a farce

with a rare, Frenchy flavor. At the finish, Corinne, in

fury at the relatives of her fiance, who have interfered
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Hector, who is said to be the

only dog that smokes cigars,

extends a bored paw to Fay

Webb—which isn't polite at all.

with her marriage, tears off her wedding garments, and
in full view of the guests dashes downstairs into the
hotel lobby, clad only in her teddies.

The picture is more laughable than the telling of this

incident might indicate. Nobody would hail "The Gar-
den of Eden" as the classic of Corinne's career, but it is

thoroughly amusing. At the preview a big round of
applause went to Charles Ray, who plays opposite the
star.

Tempests in "Tempest."

John Barrymore will probably hold the permanent
record for changes in directors and leading women in

"Tempest." Frank Lloyd was first selected to guide
the destiny of the star, but shortly resigned. He was
followed by Ivan Tourjansky. a Russian, brought to

this country by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He was fol-

lowed by Sam Taylor.

There have been four leading women—Greta Nissen,
'Vera Voronina, Dorothy
Sebastian, and Camilla
Horn. It would appear
that Miss Horn will

complete the production,

as she is in great favor
because of her acting-

ability, though this is

not to be construed as

condemnatory of the
other fair ladies who
played opposite Mr. Bar-
rymore.

Erich von Stroheim
wrote the scenario of

"Tempest," but this has
probably nothing to do
with the vicissitudes it

has encountered ! And,
by the way, it is said to

be a great script.

Discouraging Statistics.

The approximate num-
ber of leading actors

available for film work-

in Hollywood has re-

cently been determined.
The Actors Equity estimates them at four thousand.
These are players who have either received screen credit,

or are potentially deserving of this credit, and are not

merely bit players.

Not more than five hundred or six hundred actors

are used at any one time in current productions. So
there are always bound to be about seven waiting for a

job while one is busy. Contract players, naturally, are

paid for this waiting time, but not the free-lancers.

On the basis of these figures, the player who averages

a five-thousand-dollar annual income is considered very
lucky indeed. Only the bigger favorites far surpass

this average, and- their number is small.

Many players among the free-lancers do not now-
adays approach the five-thousand-dollar figure, even

when they get only one or two roles a year. The wages
of the most fortunate extra player do not run more
than fifteen hundred dollars to two thousand dollars

yearly. Some are said scarcely to make their carfare,

but these generally have some other means of earning

a livelihood.

Certainly these figures do not hold any golden allure

for the person who is ambitious to enter the movies,

because for every hundred that try, probably only one

gets a chance even to be an extra.

Laurels for Bodil Rosing.'

Bodil Rosing won the most amazing demonstration
from the audience at the premiere of "Sunrise." She
received as much if, not more, applause, even than

George O'Brien, Janet Gaynor, Margaret Livingston,

and others who appeared in the production. Miss Gay-
nor was her only competitor.

This might seem surprising to many fans who have
not even heard of Miss Rosing. The role that she

plays in the picture is the secondary one of the nurse,

who takes care of the child of the young couple during
their absence from home.

There is more to it even than this. Miss Rosing is

well known and loved in Hollywood. She is' the mother
of Tove Blue, the wife of Monte, and is exceedingly

charming and intelligent.

Duos and Trios.

Pal ships between girls will be the next thing exploited

on the screen, in all

likelihood. A ten-

dency in that direc-

tion is indicated in

"The Mad Hour,"
in which Sally
O'Neil and Alice

Day play flapper

pals. "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes"
promises to carry

out the same idea,

what with the close

friendship of Lore-
lei and Dorothy.
Miss O'Neil is the

star of "The Mad
Hour," and Miss
Day is featured.

Another new de-

velopment in the

team line is the

trio. Karl Dane,
George K. Arthur,
and Louise Lor-
raine have been to-

gether in several

pictures, the latest

being "Circus Rookies." When we were down, on the
set watching this, Dane -was pursuing Arthur around a
knife-thrower's target. The knife-thrower got into ac-

tion, too, while the chase was going on, and if he hadn't
timed his hurling correctly, we would probably have
seen Dane and Arthur lose a large portion of their ear
lobes. Fortunately, the episode ran like clockwork.

Abie's Rose Wedded.

"Mr. Solomon Levy requests your presence at the
marriage of his beloved son, Abraham, to Rosemary
Murphy, on Tuesday, at 5451 Marathon Street, Holly-
wood. Please omit presents, but be present—and bring
along a pencil and paper."

If you know that address to be Paramount's. you
might guess that the embossed invitation pertained to a

studio wedding, and that the participants were none
other than the famous couple who are responsible for

all the plot complications in "Abie's Irish Rose." that

plav which had a run of over five years in New York.
The Paramount publicity department took this unique

means to notify writers- of the impending film ceremonv.
The scene was acted by Charles Rogers and Nancy
Carroll. We stayed away, as weddings always make
Elza cry ; but we heard that it was grand.
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Miss Carroll who plays Rosemary is such a hit with

the company that she has been given a contract and
will do other pictures.

A Premiere and a Faux Pas.

The opening of the new United Artists Theater in

Los Angeles was the climaxing event of 1927. This is

a lavish downtown picture house goldenly opulent that

has for its sponsors the organization with which Doug,
Mary, Charlie, Norma, Gloria, and others are identified.

There is no need to mention their last names.
A flurry of excitement was caused in advance of the

premiere largely because of two mural paintings, in

which various stars and the characters they play, were
represented. Somebody had conceived the idea that

this would add materially to the decorative scheme of.

the theater, and there was no doubt of its being inter-

esting. However, the arrangement was not as. ideally

diplomatic as possible, it seemed, and among other

things there was some slight temperamental dissatisfac-

tion over the circumstance that certain stars in the

United Artists com-
pany were not included,

while one or two others

were twice represented.

We can't go into de-

tails, unfortunately, as

it would take too long

to tell.

The most amusing-

thing of all, though,

was that photograph of

Gloria Swanson a n d

Wallace Beery—the lat-

ter as Richard the Lion-
hearted—were placed

side by side, with Wally
looking naively over
Gloria's shoulder. This
was deemed entirely

inappropriate, because
of the fact that they

'had been married and
separated and so the

artist working on the

mural was instructed

to give Beery a disguise

of extra whiskers. Al-
though he wore the garb of his role in "Robin Hood,"
he looked neither like Richard nor like Wally, but very
slightly like a certain gentleman identified with a fa-

mous brand of cough drops.

Nevertheless the premiere was glorious and brilliant,

with everybody in filmland present, and the introduction

of throngs of celebrities from the stage. Mary Pick-

ford's "My Best Girl" opened the theater, this being an

honor truly deserved by her as one long associated with

motion pictures, and whose name is actively linked with

their growth and development.

Two Stars Suffer Injuries.

The jinx must be after the handsome heroes. In-

juries to several of them have been reported lately,

the most serious happening to Richard Dix and George
O'Brien. Dix all but fractured a vertebra as a result

of a fall. He slipped and fell when preparing to get

down from the top of a huge rock, and landed with

his spine against another rock. They had an X-ray
examination in a neighboring town, but found no- bones
broken, although Dix was out of the picture for a day
or two.- He was shortly after taken very seriously ill

with influenza.

George O'Brien had to come to the premiere of "Sun-
rise" on crutches. He had been injured a few hours
before the opening during a fight scene in a picture.

During the wrestling, a portion of the floor gave way,
George's foot caught, and he broke a small bone and
strained a ligament. He used the crutches for several

weeks after.

Olive Borden accompanied him to the opening.

Problems for a Chiropodist.

Lon Chaney's latest feat of make-up is always a

source of fascination to us, and we glimpsed him just

as he was starting "Laugh, Clown, Laugh" at the M.-
G.-M. studio. He was en route across the lot and an
audience had gathered in front of the office buildings

and dressing rooms to observe him. They laughed and
kidded him as he went. Especial mirth was caused by
the exceedingly large and flat feet that he had acquired

for this portrayal. The toes were tipped with long,

brass nails. In such-beruffled clown's garb he looked

like the fantastic and weirdly proportioned figures that

one sees fashioned

of toy balloons.

"Laugh, Clown.
Laugh" will prob-

ably bear a resem-

blance to "He Who
Gets Slapped," as

far as Chaney's
role is concerned.

Somebody re-

marked that he

would have to get

a cold chisel to trim

his toenails.

Lionel Barrymore
Speaks.

Lionel Barry-

more, it might be

noted, played
"Laugh, Clough,

Laugh" on the
stage in New York,

Wary Brian confronts Chester Conldin with a caricature of his famous

make-up—and Chester isn't too pleased, either.

and also did it re-

cently in Los An-
geles. It is a curi-

ous thing that al-

though he is under contract to Metro-Goldwyn, Chaney
is doing the film version. Only another added proof,

perhaps, that things aren't the same in the footlights

and the flickers. Barrymore was the idol of the film

folk on the night that his play had its Coast opening.

The Foreign Question Again.

The argument about the respective capabilities of

American and foreign actors, which has been going on

for months, reached a rather disturbing peak not long

ago. It was suggested at a meeting of actors in Holly-

wood that the bars be raised against the foreigners and

a few of the more revolutionary souls present even

advocated their deportation.

Of course, Hollywood has been suffering from a

European complex for the past several years, even to

the extent where girls and men of this country have

changed their names to Polaski, Naginska, Petrovska,

and suchlike, besides cultivating a foreign accent, to get

into the movies. '

' However, the complex will pass. It is rather silly to

talk of excluding gifted Europeans from pictures, just

because they happen to be- momentarily in the ascendant.

Continued on page 96 - - -
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Leatrice Joy plays the part of a Russian peasant-girl in "The Blue Danube" and Nils Asther is the officer on horseback,

Gayly Seeking Drama
While Leatrice Joy likes playing comedy, she wants to be serious, too. With the fresh start given

her by "The Angel of Broadway," there's no telling how dramatic "The Blue Danube" will be.

By Helen Louise Walker

FOR five years it has been Leatrice Joy's ambition to

surpass her own performance in "Manslaughter."
She has measured all her pictures, since that one,

by the standard she set for herself in the role of the

spoiled maiden who won' regeneration—and married the

prosecuting attorney—after she had been sent to prison

as punishment for killing a motor-cycle policeman
through reckless driving.

But the DeMille organization, recognizing her val-

uable and unusual flair for comedy, has given her little

opportunity to display her ability in dramatic roles. -

With her hair slicked back from her heart-shaped
face, looking like a naught}" little Pierrette, she has
frolicked unwillingly through one corned}- after another,

wearing boy's clothes, sailor suits, canteen uniforms
and frothy negligees, until we nearly forgot she could

do anything more than merely look roguishly lovely,

and be vivacious and amusing.
Then came "The Angel of Broadway." The idea. I

understand, was Leatrice's own. based on a bit of real

life. She told Lenore Coffee about it and Miss Coffee

saw story possibilities in the situation. Thus, Leatrice's

return to drama.
The picture has been a distinct success and -Leatrice

is delighted.

"I am so happy about it ! I was beginning to fear that I

should have to resign myself to comedy forever. Comedy

is interesting and I enjoy it, because it keeps one in a nice
frame of mind." Leatrice is concerned about maintain-
ing the proper frame of mind. She is like that.

"But," she went on, "I want to do other things. Ro-
mance—great romance—is what we need. There is

something in every one of us that cries out for it.

Most of us do not get enough of it in life. So we seek
it in books, plays, and pictures.

"We all like a story about a great love. After all,

Shakespeare's best box-office bet was 'Romeo and
Juliet !'

"

We were sitting in her dressing room while she was
making up for .her role as the Russian peasant-girl, in

"The Blue Danube."
"This picture has a beautiful love story," she went

on. busy with grease paint and mascara. "I have per-

suaded them to add a sort of epilogue, to give that note
of romance of which I spoke.

"It is hardly a critic's picture, I think, but I fancy
the public will enjoy it. That is, of course, what really

counts, but—somehow—those bouquets from the critics

do warm our hearts!

"If the critics are not pleased, we can say, 'Oh. well!

Who are these birds, anyhow? It is the public that

counts.' But if the critics say nice things, we pat ourselves

on the back and conclude that they are smart chaps
!"

She told me of a gag she was to play on Mr. DeMille.
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Joseph Schildkrauf, as the hunchback in the doorway, wistfully watches Leatrice Joy and Nils Asthtr, as the young lovers.

"Everybody in the world ha
Godless 'Girl',' Mr. DeMille's

plained. "Everybody, that

is, except me. He has em-
phasized the fact that she

must be young

—

young! So
I am going to curl my hair

and put on socks and this

funny little dress"-—exhibit-

ing a fluffy, juvenile costume—"and I am going to make a

Lest and run it in among the

serious ones. Like this."

She put her finger in her

mouth, stood pigeon-toed,

and burlesqued a wide-eyed,
j

childish stare.

"Ith there no Thanta 1

Clauth?" she lisped. And
then, clapping her hands and
skipping toward the "cam-
era," she shouted, joyfully,

"Oh, yeth ! Papa DeMille
ith Thanta Clauth

!

"Don't you think it will

make him laugh?" she asked.

I thought it should, but

did not feel competent to

prognosticate in regard to

the DeMille sense of humor.
Leatrice has been one of

my favorites ever since the

very first time I had lunch-

eon with her at her home in

Beverly Hills.

s taken a test for 'The
next picture," she ex-

Photo uy Bi Union,* Studios

Leatrice Joy is as sentimental and generous as movie folk

traditionally are.

She squeaked with delight, upon that occasion, when
I took off my hat and she discovered that I was wearing

my hair slicked back, too.

She rushed from the room
and came back with an ex-

quisite little tortoise-shell

comb which she insisted I

take, "because people like

us are always losing combs,
and this is a sweet one and
I'd love you to have it, be-

cause you wear your hair

like mine !"

She is very well named—
Miss Joy. Never have I

seen a more vivid, delight-

ful, laughing creature, nor
one more filled with the

sheer joy of living.

And her house radiates

her happiness for it is de-

ightfully filled with musi-
surprises. She takes

vocal lessons and practices

diligently upon the guitar

in her spare moments. And
she owns, besides, an enor-

mous electric grand piano,

an old-fashioned melodeon
and a huge old music box,,

which stands in her dress-

ing room and tinkles cheer-

fully while she is dressing.

Cigarette boxes play tunes
Continued on page 104
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The Young sisters deserted school for the movies. Sally Blane, center, Loretta, left, and Polly Ann, right.

From High School to the Movies
It is the most natural thing in the world that Hollywood's hi»h-school girls should

join the movies—for they breathe, think, feel, talk and see nothing else but movies?

By Ann Sylvester

rolling-skating kids whoTHOSE little bob-haired
were born and raised right in Hollywood—the

college kids, the high-school kids, and even the

grammar-school kids—are going in the movies

!

Yes. sir! They're tucking their schoolbooks away
for studio contracts, before the ink on their diplomas is

dry. Even the undergraduates are jumping a couple of
the day's classes to double in on some big set. And the

funny part of it is that the little amateurs are making
good

!

There may come a time when the studios will choose
their future stars from the supply of school talent right

in the old home town. At any rate, it begins to look
that way.

It is probably natural that the children of Hollywood
.should absorb the movie atmosphere. It is in the air.

They can't cross the streets without pausing for some
star's limousine to pass. They can't go tea dancing,

without powdering their noses at the same dressing

table with Claire Windsor or Joan Crawford. Comedy
companies shoot exteriors in their front yards, or mavbe
they live next door to Jobyna Ralston, or Norma

The corner drug storesShearer, or Vera Remolds.

flaunt fan magazines. School recesses are spent clip-

ping and trading pictures of their favorites and, among
the older classmates, swapping opinions of the . latest

divorce.

Stardom is imitated to the nth degree. Soft, youth-
ful high-school lips are bowed after the scarlet curve of
Clara Bow's ; or maybe some individualist will go en-
tirely without make-up, after the fashion set by Eleanor
Boardman.
My apartment is just a couple of blocks away from

the Hollywood High School. I watch these glorv-
struck children pass my window twice a day. They are
amazingly pretty. They have graceful heads poised on
youthfully slender necks, and their feet are as daintilv

and modishly shod as May McAvoy's. They don't sim-

per or gush over their boy friends
; they drawl over

them with the blase accent that Aileen Pringle might
use. They are as sophisticated as one of F. Scott

Fitzgerald's heroines and as young as a first lilac-

blossom in spring. They are altogether amazing—and
they are going in the movies

!

When one of them lands a contract with the studios,

high is the excitement, carefully hidden is the envy,
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Photo by
Cannons Virginia Whiting stepped from high school into Fox comedie

you stop to count how many stars began via the

and many are the plans to go and do likewise. With a
movie contract, Miss Seventeen and Miss Eighteen be-
come personages. The school football heroes dangle on
their telephones. The school's social leader, who mo-
tors to her classes, goes in for them heavily on her
party lists. It is an honor to be seen with them. A
pleasure to recall that once one attended classes with
them. The most popular girls in town are not the

slightly weary stars, but the pretty little girls who play

bits in their pictures.

At the tea dances at the Coconut Grove every Satur-

day afternoon, their tables are surrounded by a beehive
of young blades who try to get themselves in on the first

live dances. They cut in religiously. The popular lady
can't get more than a couple of feet away from her own
table, before she is claimed by another partner. They
try to hide their thrilling excitement under a surface of
unnatural calm. But their eyes are bright and their

feet are twinkling. I've often had the hunch that they
are probably the only happy people in Hollywood. I

mean entirely and fully happy.

They aren't rich or particu-

larly famous, as yet, and pro-

ducers aren't cutting each
other's throats for their serv-

ices. They aren't exotic, or

temperamental, or dramatic, or

combustive, or scandalous, but

they're the cutest kids in town.

They've got the dearest
mouths. The cutest cloche

hats. The shortest skirts. The
longest bobs.

For instance, there are the

Young girls. They were born

Betty Jane, Gretchen, and
Polly Ann Young, but along

came the movies and now they

are Sally Blane, Loretta
Young, and Polly Ann, re-

spectively. Polly Ann is the

only one who has managed to

retain her name without stu-

dio interference ; but then

Polly Ann is the only one not

under contract somewhere.

The former Gretchen, now
Loretta, is adorning the stock

company of First National

and Sally Blane is a Para-

mount baby. A couple of

years ago they were high-

school girls. Now they are

movie celebrities.

I have a hunch that the

world is going to hear from
all three of them. They look

like an embryo Talmadge
squad, with Sally furnishing

the heart appeal, Loretta the

comedy touch, and Polly Ann
the sex appeal. Their clothes

are the last word in chic and

their make-up a couple of

shades ahead of the current

color. Sally dresses in dark

satin things, Polly Ann af-

fects the sports mode, and

Loretta goes in for ruffles and
organdies.

Outside of the fact that we
are slightly acquainted, T don't know much about them.

But I have asked about them.
'"The Young girls?" answered a young man so youth-

ful that his voice hadn't quite settled, as he piloted me
through the tea crowd of the Coconut Grove. "They're
lilies, aren't they?" Lilies, in the Hollywood tongue,

are ladies who are knock-outs, riots, swells, and other

superlative adjectives. "Say, I used to go to school

with them. They had the movie bug even then. We
used to kid them about it because, gee! we didn't know
they were going to grow up to be such

"

"Lilies?" I put in.

"Right. Sally was so thin she rattled, and Loretta

was like a straw—she was so skinny and small. Polly .

Ann was the prettiest then, but a lot of people think

Sally is beginning to sneak up on her. Which do you

think is the prettiest?"

"Sally is the prettiest, Polly Ann is the most seduc-

tive, and Gretchen is the cutest," I sputtered.

"You mean Loretta," he corrected. "You mean
Continued on page 110

s. Not a bad beginning when
comedy route.
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A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.

"Beau Qeste"—Paramount. A grip-
ping film production of this unusual
mystery melodrama of the French For-
eign Legion. Ronald Colman, Neil
Hamilton, and Ralph Forbes score in-

dividual hits as the three devoted
brothers. Entire cast excellent.

"Ben=Hur"—Metro-Goldwyn. A beau-
tiful and inspiring picture, directed

with skill and originality. Ramon No-
varro, in title role, gives earnest and
spirited performance ; Francis X. Bush-
man excellent as Messala; May Mc-
Avoy, Betty Bronson, Kathleen Key,
and Carmel Myers all handle their

roles well.

"Big Parade, The"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Grippingly realistic war picture. Story
of three tired, dirty doughboys, one of

whom is John Gilbert, who falls in

love with a French girl, played remark-
ably well by Renee Adoree.

"Cat and the Canary, The"—Univer-
sal. One of the best mystery stories

yet filmed. Very spooky and exciting.

Excellent cast, including Laura La
Plante and Creighton Hale.

"Garden of Allah, The"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Alice Terry and Ivan Petro-
vich in poetic film version of this fa-

mous story of Trappist monk who for-

sakes his monastery, meets a young
Englishwoman in the desert, and mar-
ries her without revealing his identity.

"Old Ironsides"—Paramount. Mag-
nificent historical film featuring the
frigate Constitution and manj sea bat-
tles. Esther Ralston and Charles Far-
rell furnish the love interest, Wallace
Beery and George Bancroft the com-
edy.

"Rough Riders, The"—Paramount.
Interesting picture built round Theo-
dore Roosevelt's part in the Spanish-
American War, and interwoven with
the simple, human love story of a girl

and two soldiers—Mary Astor, Charles
Emmett Mack, and Charles Farrell.

"Seventh Heaven"—Fox. Tale of a

Parisian waif whose first taste of hap-
piness is snatched from her when her

hero, a sewer worker, is swept off to

war just as they are about to be mar-
ried. Admirable performances by Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

"Slide, Kelly, Slide"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Corking baseball picture, featuring

William Haines as a wise-cracking
Yankee recruit, with Sally O'Neil as

the girl who helps to take him down
several pegs.

"Stark Love"—Paramount. Unusual
film that was produced in the moun-
tains of North Carolina, with the moun-
taineers themselves enacting the sim-

ple but intensely interesting story.

"Sunrise"—Fox. One of the best of

the season. Skillfully directed tale of

a farmer, his wife and a city vamp.
George O'Brien, Janet Gaynor, and
Margaret Livingston.

"Way of All Flesh, The"—Paramount.
Emil Jannings' first American film.

Simple, human story revealing the star
at his be?t in a tragically pathetic role.

Belle Bennett, Phyllis Haver, and Don-
ald Keith.

"What Price Glory"—Fox. Swift, en-
grossing film, version of the unusual
war play. Racy story of the rivalry

-

between a captain and a sergeant over
a French girl. Edmund Lowe, Victor
McLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.

FOR SECOND CHOICE.
"Adam and Evil"—Metro-Goldwyn.

Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle in amus-
ing domestic farce of the complications
stirred up between a bored married
couple by the unexpected arrival of the
husband's t.vin brother.

"Angel of Broadway, The"—Pathe-
DeMille. Excellent picture of enter-

tainer in rowdy cabaret who tries to

mock the Salvation Army, but is even-
tually reformed. Leatrice Joy and Vic-

tor Varconi.

"Back to God's Country"—Universal.
Renee Adoree in thrilling tale of trap-

per's daughter rescued from the villain

by a handsome young engineer—Rob-
ert Frazer.

"Barbed Wire" — Paramount: Pola
Negri and Clive Brook in unique war
drama of French peasant girl who falls

in love with a German prisoner and is

shunned by her fellow townsmen.

"Callahans and the Murphys, The"—
Metro-Goldwyn. Entertaining sure-fire

film of Irish brawls and reconciliations,

notable chiefly for the comedy of Marie
Dressier and Polly Moran.

"Camille"—First National. Norma
Talmadge lovely in unconvincing mod-
ern version of Dumas' tragic love tale.

Gilbert Roland shines in romantic

role of Armand.

"Captain Salvation" — Metro-Gold-

wyn. Somber film of religious bigotry

in New England of the '40s, and sub-

sequent sinister happenings on board

a convict ship. Lars Hanson, Pauline

Starke, and Marceline Day.

"Chang"— Paramount. Thrilling ani-

mal picture photographed in the jun-

gles of Siam and showing the actual

struggle of a native family against the

onslaughts of the wilderness.

"College"—United Artists. Buster

Keaton in amusing college comedy of

awkward bookworm who, to impress

his girl, strives vainly to become an

athlete.

"Desired Woman, The"—Warner.
Another of those desert films. Irene

Rich in role of titled Englishwoman
at British army post whose cruel, jeal-

ous husband sends on a perilous mis-

sion any man who dares look at her.

"Drop Kick, The"—First National.

Richard Barthelmess in melodramatic

college film of young student who be-

comes dangerously mixed up with a

scheming vamp.

"East Side, West Side"—Fox. Ex-
cellent film of a boy prize fighter

whose ambition to become an engi-

neer leads him away from his Bowery
sweetheart and into the life of a
treacherous society girl. George
O'Brien and Virginia Valli.

"Fighting Eagle, The"—Pathe-De-
Mille. Rod La Rocque in excellent role

of patriotic French country youth in

the service of Napoleon whose affair

with the emperor's spy, Phyllis Haver,
gets him into trouble.

"First Auto, The"—Warner. Melo-
drama, laid in the '90s, of a father's

estrangement from his son because of

the son's ardor for the newly invented
horseless carriage. Charles Emmett
Mack and Patsy Ruth Miller.

"Forbidden Woman. The"—Pathe-
DeMille. Engrossing film of lady spy
and her machinations.

_
Full of sus-

pense and exciting complications. Jetta

Goudal, Victor Varconi and Joseph
Schildkraut.

"Gay Retreat, The"—Fox. Entertain-

ing war comedy featuring Sammy
Cohen and Ted McNamara as two
doughboys who go through all sorts

of idiotic nonsense but eventually

emerge as heroes.

"Gentleman of Paris, A"—Paramount.
Adolphe Menjou at his best in deli-

cately acted French farce of a philan-

derer who is discovered by his valet

to be having an affair with the valet's

wife.

"High School Hero, The"—Fox. Gay
comedy of high-school life, featuring

youngsters who really look like high-

school girls and boys. Nick Stuart and
Sally Phipps.

' "Hula"—Paramount. Clara Bow, in

thin story of Hawaii, is the wild daugh-
ter of a rich planter who sets her cap
for a cold, reticent irrigation expert

—

Clive Brook—and gets him.

"Jazz Singer, The"—Warner. Vita-
phone picture, featuring Al Jolson and
his voice, also May McAvoy. Story
of Jewish cantor's son who is disowned
for going into musical comedy, but
eventually returns to take his dead fa-

ther's place in the synagogue.

"Jesse James"—Paramount. Fred
Thomson in glorified chronicle of the
life of the famous bandit. Full of

thrills and suspense.

"Judgment of the Hills"—F. B. O.

Strong, simple tale of a hard-fisted
mountaineer who is afraid to go to war,
but eventually becorhes a hero. Orville

Caldwell and Virginia Valli.

"King of Kings, The"—Producers Dis-

tributing. Sincere and reverent visual-

ization of the last three years in the

life of Christ. H. B. Warner digni-

fied and restrained in central role.

Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Ru-
dolph Schildkraut.

"Loves of Carmen"—Fox. Robust and
entertaining, but not much like the

original "Carmen." Dolores del Rio is

the ragamuffin gypsy heroine, Don
Alvarado her soldier lover, and Victor

McLaglen the toreador who comes be-

tween them. > (Continued on page 117)
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Douglas Fairbanks, in "The Gaucho," brings to the screen a young Mexican actress destined for a notable career—Lupe Velez

The Screen in Review
Critical comment on the latest films, for your information and guidance.

By Nort

MORE than ever before, it is your solemn duty,

to see the latest Douglas Fairbanks picture.

For beauty, intelligence, novelty, spirituality—
and drama, too—it is one of the really significant ones.

It is quite unlikely that the new year will bring forth

any film which will even approach the particular niche

occupied by "The Gaucho." It is less a fairy tale than
"The Black Pirate," and, beautiful though the memorable
"Thief of Bagdad" was, it had not the substance of the

new picture.

First of all, a gaucho was a bandit of long ago Avho

roamed the plains of the Argentine—a fearless, reckless

fellow, of Indian and Spanish blood, whose sense of

humor might have been Fairbanks' own, so well does it

fit into the role.

A beautiful prologue in color shows the miracle

whereby a little girl, while tending her father's sheep,

is saved from death when she falls from a high ledge.

A shrine is built, the afflicted are healed by the prayers

of the child, and as the years pass, the City of the

Miracle is built from the offerings of those who have
been cured. The child, now a beautiful young woman,
is known as The Girl of the Shrine. Ruiz, the usurper,

sends his aid to capture the city, but The Gaucho,

ft Lusk

with a reward of ten thousand pesos on his head, de-
termines to circumvent him. Of course he does. This
is the major motivation of the story, with thrilling

chases, a magnificent cattle stampede, and a minimum
of acrobatics—but quite enough to keep Fairbanks in
his supreme position. But there is much more to it

than this. Religion and belief in prayer are strongly
stressed in the partly barbaric and partly mystic tale.

When The Gaucho frees the prisoners in celebration
of his victory over Ruiz, a leper is discovered among
them. The Gaucho sentences him to do away with
himself, saying he would do likewise if he were in a
similar plight. This paves the way for a later moment
of intense drama, which occurs when The Gaucho's
wounded hand is seized by the leper with diabolic in-

tent. He then reminds The Gaucho of the sentence
imposed on him. Desperately The Gaucho is about to

kill himself, when the Girl of the Shrine gently reveals

the power of prayer. They pray, and The Gaucho,
plunging his hand in a spring, withdraws it healed.

Eva Southern is The Girl of the Shrine, as beautiful

a picture of calmly illumined spirituality as the screen

has ever seen. But to Lupe Velez, a Mexican actress,

falls a more colorful role, that of The Mountain Girl,
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a wayward gypsy wholly devastating in her pro-

vocative appeal. She has an electrifying screen

presence and is a capital artist as well. There
is no telling how the high place she will achieve

among the outstanding personalities in motion
pictures, for the nimbus of greatness shimmers
above her.

Love in the Himalayas.

If only the stories told on the screen equaled

the settings! Months of research and hundreds
of thousands of dollars are. spent in capturing

beauty and accuracy in scenes, costumes and
lighting; we know, too, that infinite pains are

taken with the adaptation of the story.

But the pains of the adapter are nothing to

our own as we see that the story has been re-

duced to the puerility that seems necessary to

put over the picture. "The Devil Dancer,"
Gilda Gray's latest, is a case in the point.

As. a production it is marvelous; it is sheer

beauty allied with high intelligence. But close

your eyes to. its beauty—if you can—and what
have you? The rather silly romance of a run-

away white girl from Tibet and an English ex-

plorer, who takes her to his sister in India with

the. intention .of marrying her.

The sister looks to be the sort of woman wdro

wouldn't countenance her brother's marriage to

any one, but the explorer evidently knows noth-

ing of her nature, for he never suspects that she

has bribed the head of a troupe of traveling

Nautch dancers to kidnap the girl. Eventually

his search culminates in the discovery of the

girl, and the usual fight with her captors, during

which the ringleader is quickly killed, together

with an emissary from Tibet who had arrived

to take the girl back there.

As against this trite story, there are innumer-

able scenes of breath-taking beauty, though the

sequences of which they are a part communicate
little else than a sense of mystery, of exotic

ritual, of a strange, forbidden civilization.

On this score "The Devil Dancer" is little

short of a masterpiece, as well as an enterpris-

ing novelty, for it is the first time the screen has

concerned itself with Tibet. Its strangeness will,

I think, sustain the interest of any one, but I

doubt if so large a .portion of the public will be

moved to an emotion stronger than admiration.

Gilda Gray, as Takla, the daughter of a missionary

murdered by bandits and reared by the Grand Lama as

a temple dancer, is picturesque ; and in her "devil dance"

she is, of course, the one and only. But as for suggest-

ing unhappiness, loneliness—or bewilderment when she

finds herself with English-speaking people—Miss Gray
remains a pretty stoic. Clive Brook, as Stephen Athel-

stan, the impetuous explorer, will be forgiven his senti-

mental adventure because of his sincerity in acting it.

Fascinating glimpses—all too short ones !—are to be

had of Anna May Wong, Sojin, James Leong, Ura
Mita, Oriental players of programmed roles ; and Serge

Temof, Michael Vavitch, Albert Conti, Kalla Pasha,

and Clarissa Selwynne are some of the others, all of

whom have conspired to make the casting of the picture

perfect.

A Cartoon of Ancient Greece.

"The Private Life of Helen of Troy" is funny,

though 'no more private than married life as it is found

in the comic strips. That is the chief reason why it

evokes hearty laughter : the incongruity of the domestic

squabbles of 'our neighbors, in settings of ancient Greece.

Len is Stone and Maria Corda, in "The Private Life of Helen of Troy,"

burlesque modem marriage in the splendor of ancient Greece.
,

The book of the same title began where the picture

leaves off, so the only relation between the two is found
in the title and the characters. But don't worry about

that ; the picture is hilarious enough to stand on its own.

In fact, its impudence virtually disarms criticism. The
only way to accept it is to throw restraint to the winds,

and prepare to shriek at the wise-cracking titles.

In lively fashion the story recounts the difficulties of

Menelaos and his wife, Helen, who has all the faults

that querulous husbands find in their wives to-day—she

wears her skirts too short, spends too much money on

clothes, et cetera. Chiefly because Menelaos snores.

Helen elopes with Paris, only to find that he has the

same fault. Menelaos comes to Sparta with his army to

retrieve Helen, the famous wooden horse of the Trojans

is impressively wheeled through the palace gates, and

eventually she is only too glad to go back home. She is

flirting with another man before the end.

The picture has been produced with all the pomp of a

solemn spectacle, but the mood of gayety has been skill-

fully struck by the lighting, which is almost wholly de-

void of shadows.
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Maria Corda, a Hungarian actress, as Helen, makes her first

appearance in Hollywood films. She is statuesquely handsome, but

proves superficial, probably because she plays the role in only one
mood, that of fixed coyness. The honors for a real characteriza-

tion go to Lewis Stone, the Menelaos, which he plays with all the

resources of the accomplished comedian he is. Ricardo Cortez, as

Paris, is not much in evidence ; when he is, the result is rather

negative. George Fawcett, Alice White, and Tom O'Brien are

some of the other principals in a picture you ought certainly to

see, if for no other reason than the novelty of it.

Why Wives Leave Home.
Any picture which brings forth John Gilbert and Greta Garbo is

important to many, however unimportant the picture itself may
be. Paradoxically, "Love" is just that. "Man, Woman, and Sin,"

reviewed elsewhere in this department, is a far worthier picture,

but I shall not expect many to agree with me. So let us to "Love."
In the first place, it is based on Tolstoi's novel "Anna Karenina,"

but the basis is slight enough to have warranted giving the picture

a name in keeping with what people expect of a Gilbert-Garbo
romansa. For example, in the novel, Vronsky—the character

played by Mr. Gilbert—kicks his horse! And Vronsky is only one
of man)r loves encountered by Anna in her insatiable quest of the

absolute.

Now, neither of these details, would ever do in a screen hero

and heroine, so J'ronsky does not punish his horse for throwing
him in the steeplechase, and Anna casts her slumberous eyes on no
other gentleman. In the novel, she throws herself in front of a

locomotive in despair, because all her experiments with love have
left her unrequited. But in the picture she sacrifices her life to

bring about J^ronsky's reinstatement in his regiment. But the

characters, as I see them, are unsympathetic, and the story, a

Russianized "East Lynne." trite and unimaginative, in spite of the

glamour of a superb production and the indisputably greater

glamour of Mr. Gilbert and Miss Garbo.
In the first place, the screen has shown us a multitude of other

ladies who have cast home, husband, and child aside, in order to

run off for a holiday in the country with a younger and handsomer
man. Usually, pains have been taken to justify such rashly im-

portunate conduct. In "Love" there is no justification. The only

fault I could find in Anna's husband was a poor complexion, which
should have been more than overbalanced by Phillipe de Lacy, as

her child. The mother who could desert such an offspring

—

wouldn't you say she deserved to be run over by a train?

Of course, the subtitles and the actors would have us believe that

the high blood pressure that took possession of Vronsky and Anna
at first sight, was of such intensity that it sublimated their emo-
tions into a great love—a love great enough to make selfishness

heroic, and the elopers sympathetic people with the courage of

their convictions, rather than cowardly weaklings like the majority

of humanity who don't elope.

All of which is by way of saying that "Love" is false. Not false

to life, because impetuous lovers do persuade wives to forget their

vows, but false in attempting to romanticize ignoble characters by
fine acting, luxurious settings and sensuous atmosphere, when the

same story, if transpiring in the suburbs or the slums, would bring

down the wrath of picturegoers because of its sordidness—that is,

if the roles had not in the first place been rejected by the players

as harmful to their reputations.

Now that the end of my tirade is reached, it is only fair to say

that Mr. Gilbert and Miss Garbo do succeed in making romantic

figures of T"ronsky and Anna, that Edmund Goulding has achieved

all the luxury, glamour, and sensuousness he strove to capture

—

and that "Love" remains at best a superficial and unsatisfying pic-

ture. But who am I to say that superficial pictures don't pay?

Somber Minnesotans.

"Wild Geese," filmed from the prize-winning novel, has a grip-

ping quality that holds one's attention from beginning to end. Yet it

is hardly a notable picture, nor yet a fine one. But is is interesting.

This is far more important than if half a million dollars had
been spent to make it dull, as often happens now that it is the
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fashion to lavish so much care on the production, that the story
and acting aren't worthy of the background. No such fault can
be found with "Wild Geese," for the production is unimportant,
consisting for the most part of farmhouse interiors and views of

the Minnesota landscape. It is the story that counts—and the

characterizations.

They all center around Caleb Garc, a despotic father, whose wife
and children eke out a miserable existence in fear of what he will

do to humiliate and crush them. His wife, Amelia, has most to

fear, for Caleb threatens to reveal to their children the indiscre-

tions of her youth. Her frantic efforts to avert this catastrophe

constitute most of the story. However, there is the problem of the

young daughter, Judith, who looks yearningly at the wild geese
circling freely in the sky, wdhle she is chained to a life of drudgery.
The timely death of Caleb brings freedom to them all, but some-
how you think they will find new ways to be miserable.

Surely not a lively 3'arn, but it has moments of poignant appeal,

largely due to the remarkable presence of Eve Southern, as Judith.

Here is a young actress who is strangely arresting, though her
beauty is not obvious. Her acting is strange, too, for it implies

more than it actually conveys. A sidelong glance from her curious

eyes might mean anything, though you don't know exactly what.
She is mysterious, elusive, cerebral,' and without doubt is capable
of occupying a conspicuous place on the screen, if given the oppor-
tunity. The large cast of principals includes Belle Bennett, as . the

distraught and suffering mother ; Russell Simpson, Donald Keith,

Anita Stewart, Jason Robards, Wesley Barry, and an especially

talented little girl named Raida Rae.

An American Tragedy.

If you ask me, John Gilbert does the finest acting of his career,

in "Man, Woman, and Sin," but I fear many of his admirers
will disagree with me, because the majority will not care for the

picture. It is realistic rather than romantic, you. see, and Mr. Gil-

bert is far from the triumphant lover whose impetuosity sweeps
the lady off her feet. In this picture it is Mr. Gilbert who is swept,

not only off his feet but into prison for love of an unworthy lady,

charming but weak, whose very weakness claims one's sympathy.
Nor is there an Alice-sit-by-the-fire sweetheart, waiting to soothe

the audience with a "happy" ending. It is uncompromisingly grim.

But Mr. Gilbert's acting sheds a light as bright as the sun in the

heavens.

The picture begins with a long drawn-out sequence showing the

childhood of The Boy, his poverty, and the devotion between
mother and son. The story does not become interesting until The
Boy gets a job in the pressroom of a Washington newspaper, and
is eventually promoted upstairs to the reporters' room. The society

editress requires an escort to a ball and he is assigned. He falls

in love with her and she is amused, but incredulous. Piqued by
the neglect of the publisher, she spends an afternoon with The Boy
and wantonly leads him on. But -The Boy sees in her only a

beautiful ideal. When finally the publisher enters her apartment
with a latchkey and orders The Boy out. there is a fight in which
the young man kills the older one in self-defense. He is tried and
convicted, but the woman remains silent rather than besmirch
herself. Eventually, through the entreaties of the hero's mother,

she goes to the judge and the prisoner is freed on her evidence. She
waits for him outside the penitentiary in a closed car, but The Boy
disappears down the street in the opposite direction with his

mother.

Not a story of fiery passion, but the picture which John Gilbert

presents of youth in love is beautiful in its simplicity and sincerity.

His touches of boyish awkwardness and belief in the goodness of

his love, are among the luminous moments of a great portrayal.

Jeanne Eagels, as the wicked lady, is about as fascinating as any
lady could be and quite unlike any one else on the screen. I hope

she stays there.

A Father Who Pays and Pays.

"Good Time Charlie" is a small-time actor who is given to

bathos and being sorry for himself. The role is played by Warner
..... Continued on page 92

"Good Time Charlie."

"The Gorilla."

"Man, Woman and Sin.''
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The Stroller
Humorous slants on the life that makes Hollywood what it is.

By Carroll Graham Illustrations by Lui Trugo

FOR all their enor-

mous salaries, fancy
homes, eight-cylin-

der cars and other attri-

butes of stardom, there

are a number of reasons
why I pity our screen

celebrities.

I have \vatched them
perform under varied cir-

cumstances, and I have
concluded that were I a star I should have,

very probably, the reputation

of being Hollywood's most
temperamental celebrity.

boulevard in old clothes and drive a modest
car ? Then he is a tightwad and looks tacky and
shoddy and, besides, is no doubt intoxicated.

Or does he sport a red-and-purple Rolls-Royce,
with a driver in green livery? And does he

wear trick sweaters and double-
breasted vests? Then he is a typi-

cal actor, showy and conspicuous,
with no vestige of taste or refine-

ment.

Go to the goldfish, thou actor, ob-

serve his ways and be wise.

A significent note on the taming of
Hollywood and the gradual approach

Being possessed of a proverbially unpleasant and
repellent disposition, with an irascible manner which I

have been carefully developing for years, and which
has gathered for me more sincere calamity wishers
than another person could collect in a century, I

should be a total loss as a star who is constantly on
display.

For a star, or more particularly, a featured player

just short of stardom, must always wear company man-
ners. He must remember the name and occupation of

every one of the hundreds of persons in his studio, or

prepare to hear the rumor that he is upstage. In addi-

tion, he must make a manful effort to remember the

names and faces of all the representatives of the press

who circulate about the studios, or be set down in the

public prints as any number of unpleasant things.

If an underling about the studio dislikes a coworker
because he is an obnoxious oaf, it is only natural. But
if a player is anything but cordial to him, that oaf can

persuade his circle of friends, by tireless propaganda,

that the player in question is a fatuous and conceited

nitwit, and thus start a fiction which eventually will

become a fact to thousands.

If an assistant director or an electrician is taciturn

and forbidding, it is because God made him so. But if

a leading man acts that way
and fat-headed.

The problem of the ac-

tor, in public, is no less per-

plexing. Does he turn and

smile in friendly fashion

when he hears a group

murmur his name in recog-

nition as he passes? Then
he is an unctuous and pre-

suming fellow, thrusting

himself on every one, and
seeking the spotlight. Does
he take no notice of this

recognition? Then he is

"ritzy" and holds himself

above his fans.

Does he appear on the

it is because he is upstage

of the movie industry toward the complete Babbittism

which is enveloping our other American cities, is the

fact that a Kiwanis convention was held here recently.

The old-time actors, stage directors, and producers were
as far removed from such American doings as people

of Siberia. But Hollywood has made thoroughgoing
Elks from erstwhile bohemians. With Rotary, Ki-

wanis, Lions, Optimists, film associations of all kinds,

and the two hundred and thirty-three Masonic and
kindred organizations, the movie folk are becoming as

rabid joiners as any of the residents of Mr. Sinclair

Lewis' city of Zenith.

I am worried about the future of that gent who
formerly earned his living by pacing up and down
as a sentinel on the roof of Grauman's Egyptian The-

ater.

With the decline of that once-famous theater into a

second-run house, the sentinel has been discharged to

cut down the overhead, no. doubt.

The same man did this nightly patrol for six years,

and is now probably out of work. What will he do?

It is probably the only job of its kind in the world, and

discontinuing it means casting the sentinel out on Holly-

wood Boulevard, his profession removed forever, and

forcing him to face the task of starting life anew.

I should like to be able to

breeze through life with the

nonchalant unconcern of Reg-
inald Denny, who has plenty

of money, four airplanes, a

yacht, a mountain home, and

a number of expensive auto-

mobiles to amuse him.

Doing a scene with an ac-

tress in one of his recent pic-

tures, Denny was called upon

to embrace the lady. She pro-

tested that his wrist watch

gouged her, whereupon he re-

moved the article and pre-

sented it to a passing extra.

en a

press

agent

will turn

and bite

back.
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"How's that?" he said, doing the scene a second
time. ;

-

The watch had cost upward of two hundred dol-

lars, it is said.

Even a press agent will turn and bite back in re-

taliation, if you kick him hard enough and often
enough.

I heard a representative of a scandal publication
cross-examining the personal representative of a cele-

brated star concerning the actor's impending mar-
riage. The scandal seeker was indicating by in- '

nuendo that a scandal was brewing in the star's

private life, particularly concerning his engagement.
"I'm glad I'm not sitting on a garbage can," she said,

smiling venomously.
"Yes." the press agent commented, "I'm glad I'm not

working for one."

I am quite distinctly not a. social personage in Holly-
wood, and consequently can derive considerable amuse-
ment from some of the society doings of this village.

One indication of the industry's status is the fact ; 4hat
the Los Angeles newspapers do not include movie af-.

fairs with the real social news, but devote a separate
page to such items.

In the Hollywood Citizen, a very creditable publica-
tion, I discover that Mrs. Clarence Brown is enter-

tained at a luncheon by Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle.
Having met Airs. Brown in Tijuana", California's

rendezvous on the Mexican border, Mrs. Arbuckle car-

ried out the idea of the border town in her decoration
scheme, and turned one room into a miniature Tijuana,
with gambling dens and other things suggestive of
Mexico's center of art and culture. Quite a neat and
charming idea, I call it.

A scenarist friend of mine recently married an ac-

tress, who announced she would thereupon retire from
the screen. Shortly after, a society editor phoned to

ask if the actress really had retired.

''If she has," the editor explained, "I'd like to run
her photograph in the society section."

Miss Olive Kennedy, of Cleveland, Ohio, doesn't like

me a bit, nor does she appreciate my opinion of mo-
tion pictures.

In a very neatly written note received recently, she
takes me severely to task for my slurring remarks con-

cerning "The Heart of Maryland," which seems to have
been her favorite picture of recent months.
The criticism, she declared, was written in the tone

of a freshman. It shows me as silly, childish, and con-

ceited, a belief no doubt shared by those of the Warner
Brothers who may have happened to read it.

v MPS? ...

Noah Beery is promoting a mountain-

trout club somewhere north of Holly-

wood.

do lo the goldfish, thou actor, observe his ways and be wise."

But the real blow in Miss Kennedy's letter was de-

livered by her -inadvertently. It arrived in a Picture
Play envelope, having been forwarded from that office,

just at a time when my automobile payment was a week
overdue. My trembling hands tore it open, only to

discover an umbrageous letter when I had expected a
check.

Must I refer continually to Glenn Tryon?
I am really not in this young Thespian's pay, but he

gave me so heartv a laugh recently that another refer-

ence to him seems necessary.

In ''Thanks for the Buggy Ride" he was featured

opposite Laura La Plante. The picture was directed by
William Setter, the very estimable gent who is Miss La
Plante's husband in real life. So Glenn arrived on the

set for the first morning's work, with make-up applied

only to the back of his neck and ears.

"That's all they'll ever see of me in this picture," he

explained.

Robert Leonard, director of the Lew Cody-Aileen
Pringle comedies, is possibly Hollywood's most enthusi-

astic football fan.

When the big game of the year took place for the

University of Southern California, Hollywood's favorite

team, Leonard staged a football party all his own.
He chartered a double-decked bus to collect a load of

his guests, who arrived at the stadium in a state of great

hilarity.

After the game, the bus returned the guests to their

various homes to dress, then collected them again for a

dinner party at the Mayfair Club.

Bonaparte, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's new dog star, is

quite an exceptional animal, and no less a person says so

than Harry Rapf, who ought to know, inasmuch as he

is an official of that company.

"Just as many people who look well to the eye, do

not photograph," said Mr. Rapf in an interview, "and

do not reflect the three essential qualities—personality,

mentality, intelligence—so it is with

dogs. In fact, in my country-wide

search for a new clog star we gave ex-

haustive tests to no less than three hun-
dred animals—all wonderfully well

trained, perfectly bred—specimens that

would take prizes in any show, most of

them intelligent as human beings. But

— they lacked the one thing necessary to

make the grade as a star. They didn't

have screen personality."

Mr. Rapf went on to say that a per-

sonal friend saw Bonaparte in Chicago
and was so overcome by his screen pos-

sibilities, that he wired the producer

and a contract was arranged and drawn
up—no doubt by the dog. [C't'donpugelOo]
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Monte came to New York with Mrs. Blue, the former Tove Janscn

daughter of Bodil Rosing, the character actress.

TO Monte Blue—if you don't mind a very bad
pun—earnesty is the best policy. He is such an
earnest young man. Earnest in his film work,

in earning his salary, in knowing his luck.

All of which makes Monte just a little different from
most film stars, who don't know their luck. Mr. Blue
doesn't take his good fortune for granted. Indeed, no.

He doesn't tell himself that—well, really, his success is

no more than he deserves, because look how hard he
has worked for it. Of course he has worked hard for

it. We all have. The world is just full of people who
have worked hard for their success, yet have never
been inside a limousine or a fur coat.

No one appreciates better than Monte that the only

difference between himself and hundreds of equally

good-looking young men who mix your chocolate sodas,

or try on your shoes, is largely luck.

"I don't say," said Monte, "that if I weren't in the

movies, I'd be driving a truck or something like that

;

but it seems probable that whatever else I might be

doing, I wouldn't be making more than one one hun-
dredth of my present salary. I appreciate the fact that

I've just been lucky.

"And I don't mean that I'm not earning my salary.

I'm in the movies and I get paid on a movie-salary basis.

I work hard and conscientiously. But not half as hard,

and no more conscientiously, than I worked those two

Nothing Ungrate
No! No one could accuse Monte
he is thankful for his position in

couldn't possibly earn the money

By Alma

and a half years when I fired a locomotive
engine. Now that's work! Chucking
great lumps of coal on the fire"—he
chucked an imaginary lump with a hand
almost large enough, I am sure, to pick up
a ton

—"your face and chest burning up,
your back, likely as not, almost frozen
from the cold outdoor air. That's work !"

After the coal chucking, Monte chucked
logs. He was

:
a log loader in a lumber

camp. That was work, too. Great blis-

ters and callouses on his hands. An ach-
ing back. Tired feet. And a pay envelope
that would just about keep a star in pa-
jamas.

No wonder Monte knows how to be
grateful for his luck. But it's refreshing

to meet an actor like him—six feet three

of sound common sense. Actors, as a
whole, are so notoriously dissatisfied—as

who isn't? Always complaining.

They're not getting paid enough. "Look
at Reginald Reel," one will complain,
"getting twice as much money as I do. If

he's worth three thousand a week, then
I'll tell the world I'm worth four." And
he does tell the world.
Or they're not getting good roles. "John

Gilbert? Well, certainly. But give me
a role like his, in 'The Big- Parade' or

'The Merry Widow,' and I'd make 'em sit

up and notice me, too."

Perhaps they've had bad breaks. "If

that blankety-blank director had only let

me play that sequence the way I wanted
in the first place ! But of course he wouldn't—and then

/ get blamed for a bad performance."
Oh, an actor's lot is not a happy one. But if he's not

sitting on top of a heap of fan mail, it's never through
his own lack of ability or personality. It's just that

some one, somewhere, has been giving him a dirty deal.

He doesn't know his luck until it's too late. Until he's

through, and only too glad to accept any crumb of a

role.

So, now. you see why it's refreshing to meet an actor

like Monte Blue, who, in all humility, says "Thank
you !" every week for his pay check.

"Some of these picture people make me sick," he de-

clared, "always yowling about the hard times they have.

They come out to Hollywood, right out of school, or

perhaps after a few years on the stage, or clerking in

an office. Hard times? Sure. They have their strug-

gle to get> ahead, of course; they have to worry some-
times about their bed and board. But what's that, com-
pared to exhausting physical labor that makes you ready

to drop dead with fatigue at night ?"

As Monte talks, he clenches that massive fist of his

and pounds it down gentlv on his knee, by way of

emphasis.

"They don't know what real work means, some of

these actors. And because they don't know, they are

unable to appreciate their success or their good luck.

who is the
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ful About Monte
Blue of being that. On the contrary,

the movies and fully realizes that he
he does in any other line of endeavor.

Talley

Even some of the down-and-out actors or. the ex-
tras, in need of a square meal,' aren't always grate-

ful for the small roles that are life-savers to

them."

It has happened over and over, Monte said,

that when he gets a role for some starving player

of bits, he is given reason to regret it. An extra

comes to him with a hard-luck tale; he's behind
in his room rent ; he hasn't been eating regularly

for weeks. Couldn't they give him a bit in

Monte's new picture ?

"I'll see what I can do," Monte tells him, all

sympathy, and arranges for him to play a small

role.

"You'd certainly think," Monte pointed out to

me, "that in circumstances like that, a man would
feel a little grateful and would at least try to do
his best in the picture. But do you know what
Usually happens? Nine times out of ten, the man
hangs around the set, idling, until he is called

for a scene.
" 'Now, this is where you come in,' the director

tells him. 'But what am I supposed

to do—who am I in this picture?' the

bit player will ask. He hasn't even

bothered to borrow a script and find

out what the picture is about.

And, of course, we lose a lot

of time explaining it to him.

He's even hurting himself by
not making the most of his

opportunities."

Monte clenched that huge
fist again and pounded it on
his knee. I began to worry
that some time he might get

too emphatic—but after all,

it was his own knee

!

"Or sometimes," he con-

•tinued, "this player who
needed work so desperately

will call me aside, about the

second day or so on the set.

'Hey, Blue,' he'll ask, 'could

you do me a favor? Do you
suppose you could fix it up
for me so I could get off to-

morrow afternoon at four

o'clock? Important date!'

And that's the man who's
been whining for a few days'

work, because he's in such

desperate straits

!

"He has no idea, appar-

ently, of giving his money's
worth. If an actor like that

ever did, by any chance, be-

come successful, you can just

A comparison of Monte Blue's six

feet three inches with Betty Bran-

son's five feet no inches, shows
how tall he really is.

Fhoto by Duncan

When the economy ware swept

Hollywood, Monte Blue devised

ways and means of saving time—and Iheie-

fore money—for his company.

see how he would take his good
luck for granted. It takes experi-

ence and hard work to make you
appreciate luck when it comes your

way."
It's those years of coal stoking and

lumber loading which make Mr. Blue

appreciate all he has now. It's those

hard, lean years which make him
grateful to the company which em-
ploys him, which make him eager to

cooperate with them.

When the wave of economy struck

Hollywood, and actors' salaries were

allowed to remain uncut on condition

that the players help in reducing ex-

penses, Monte was eager to show his

gratitude. He even evolved a plan

of his own for cutting down ex-

penses in his pictures.

"Every one knows how much time

is wasted in studios," Monte said,

"with overhead and salaries going on

just the same. So it seemed to me
that if actors, directors, prop men,

and every one got together to take

care of those wasted minutes, pro-

duction expenses could be

cut down enormously."
Continued on page 104
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Among Those
Interesting bits of information about a

Nita Martan. -

She's a Composer, Too.

IF the stage doesn't prove too great

a temptation, Nita Martan promises

to become quite an asset to the

screen. Those who have seen this

clever girl from musical comedy in the

few film parts she has played, are al-

ready prophesying much for her. These
parts have consisted of a French girl,

in "Lost at the Front," a lead opposite

Reed Howes, in "A Royal American,"
and the role of a dancer, in "No Place

to Go."
Western by birth, she went to New

York and studied music and dancing,

and in her several years

before the footlights won
recognition.

A year ago she came to

California to pay a Christ-

mas visit to Billie Dove.
She obtained some bits to

do, but nothing important,

and so after a time went
back East again.

The lure of the screen

had won, though. She
was in California again in

a few months, determined
to enter pictures for good.
Billie aided her, and she
began to obtain a few
parts, culminating with
"Lost at the Front."

Miss Martan has com-
posed a variety of songs.

Among these is one called

"You're the Big Wonder-
ful You to Me," dedicated
to Miss Dove.

Let's Hear About Edna May.

Mothers are cautious creatures when daughters step out

into the world, and there is a mother down in St. Joseph. Mis-
souri, who exhibited great caution when her tow-headed
daughter said, "Mother, may I go out in the Hollywood
swim ?"

"Yes. my darling daughter," mother replied, "but first you
must learn something to keep the well-known wolf's appetite

in fine fettle."

"Fine fettles make fine birds," daughter smiled. "I will

become a milliner."

And that, boys and girls, is the way pretty, blond, Edna
May started for Hollywood, felt her way around and was
discovered br Tohnnv Hines, the comedian, and his producer,

C. C. Burr."

Edna May is just a kid who hails from Missouri and is

willing to be shown. Equipped with a diploma in the millinery

arts, she arrived in Hollywood. She got a job in the ward-
robe department of one of the larger studios, and for a year
worked on clothes for girls she has already left behind in her

big parade toward cinema fame.
Then things began to happen.

Came a day when Edna May
was seen by Paul Bern, who was
then directing. He was im-

pressed- and asked her to play a

bit in "Flower of the Night."

That was the beginning.

Edna got her first real break
when Johnny Hines signed her

for a small part in "Home
Made." A contract for five years

made a sudden appearance and
she signed on the dotted line,

i And now we will see Edna in

Johnny Hines' pictures.

Thanks to Mexico.

If Lupe Velez had shone forth

in the cinema firmament before

Dolores del Rio caught the pub-

lic eye, there is no telling to whatEdna

May. magnitude of brilliance she might,

have attained. Various people

made this comment when Miss
Yelez made her debut, in "The Gaucho."
And it is a partial summing up of her

advent on the screen.

Yet if you should meet her, you would
find Lupe altogether different from Do-
lores. She has a sparkling and spicy

quality that is not at all similar to the

reserved girl from Mexico now so well

known.
Lupe was born in Mexico, too, in San

Luis Potosi, and before coming to Hol-
lywood had danced in Mexico City.

It was a theatrical agent who induced

her to try her fate in Hollywood, and
her first engagement there was at the

Hollywood Music Box. Hal Roach
placed her under contract. Later, Doug

Fairbanks was looking for a lead-

ing lady for "The Gaucho," and

his attention was called to Lupe.

Lupe

Velez.
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Present ^
few of the less-prominent players.

Alice Lake Returns.

Perhaps it is her pronounced resemblance to Norma Tal-

madge that has kept Alice Lake back. Perhaps it was premature
stardom—that pitfall into which so many players fall before

their film destinies have become full-fledged. Perhaps—but

what matter? Alice is appearing once again in pictures, and
many are jubilant, judging from the letters of inquiry regard-

ing her.

Alice's association with films dates from the time when
Vitagraph was active at their studio in Brooklyn. It reached

its peak when she was a star in her own right for Metro before

it was Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
When she left Metro she was in the mystery plays, "Red

Lights" and "The Unknown Purple,
-

' and then took the route

of the lesser independents—good pictures, perhaps, but very

often poor releases. This was discouraging, and so she took

a turn in vaudeville.

Alice is back again, though, determined to buck the film

game with a vengeance. She has played in "Roaring Flames,"

and "The Angel of Broadway," with Leatrice Joy, and her

most recent effort was in "The Ghost Ship."

Alice is a diamond in the rough, a girl with a heart ^k
of gold and a sense of humor. Perhaps that last is the

reason why she has survived setbacks that would have

caused most other players to turn their backs on Holly-

wood. Some time Alice is going to make a great hit,

because she has personality and

talent and is a great trouper be-

sides.

A Heart Courageous.

Mrs. Charles Emmett Mack is

picking up the threads of her hus-

band's career, and is endeavoring

to carry on.

Charlie Mack was killed in an

automobile accident last year on lo-

cation, and because the way to suc-

cess had been precarious, his wife

was left with but small means for

the support of herself and child.

Mrs. Mack had worked in pic-

tures at one time, so naturally

turned to them for a livelihood.

Producers have been kind when
they could, and she has won several

roles—a small one, in "A Harp in

Hock," and' a fairly important bit

as a cashier, in "The Jazz Singer,"

with Al Jolson.

The Griffith studio at Mamaro-
neck, New York, was the scene of her first

meeting with Charlie Mack, about the time he

got his first chance, in "Dream Street." They
were married in 1922, and as Mrs. Mack her-

self tells it, Charlie introduced her to his Irish

relatives in Scranton, Pennsylvania, as a little

dago whom he found carrying a monkey, her

father wearing corduroy trousers and playing a

hurdy-gurdy.

"I'liave memories," she said, "of a boyish,

smiling face, and of Charlie's chasing .me

round the house, of going to the movies, just

he and I, after counting our money
to see if we could make it, of the MaudeTurner

planting of forget-me-nots under Gordon.

Mrs.Charles
Emmett
Mack.

my window—how little we both thought that one year
later they would bloom only to decorate his dead body.

"He told- me that day he said good-by at the Mission

Inn, 'I am late and must hurry back.

You finish your lunch.

" 'Good-by, M i k e'—he always

called me Mike—'I'll see you at half-

past four,' and left. That was all.

About ten minutes later they told

me he had left me forever."

She Has the Grand Manner.

Maude Turner Gordon was so de-

termined to become an actress that

she mortgaged her small fortune and

worked for six weeks without salary,

just to get some experience on the

professional stage.

Acting was really an afterthought

in her life, for she was married at

one time to a prominent' government

official, a daughter being born to

them who is now the wife

of Commander R. A.

White, of the battleship

Pennsylvania. Mrs. Gor-

don's
' husband died after

a short wedded life, and

the estate that he left was

not sufficient' to maintain

his family.

She has appeared in per-

haps a dozen pictures dur-

ing the past year or so.

Tn nearly every one she

has portrayed a woman of

wealth—a strong contrast

tn her own early struggles.

In "Love" she is cast as the

Countess Vronska, John
Gilbert's mother.
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A Cheerful Carol.

If you can imagine Clara

Bow transformed into a deli-

cate pastel of herself, with
laughing eyes and sparkling-

dimples in the bargain, then you
will have a picture of Sue
Carol, the cutest little girl to

appear on the screen almost

since the first baby spotlight

was born.

Sue Carol was the inspira-

tion for raptures on the part of

critics who saw her when Doug-
las MacLean's "Soft Cushions"
was shown. It did not seem
right for an ingenue to be .so

beautiful in view of the fact

that so many ingenues look just

prettily alike. Sue was lus-

cious loveliness itself in that

film, not in a full-fledged and
grown up way, but delicately

and r a v i s h i n g 1 y miniature.

Garbed after the Queen of

Sheba fashion she presented a

voluptuousness that
would have been daz-

zling enough to bring

on an attack of Kleig

eyes, had she not been
such a childlike thing.

Sue came into pic-

tures about a year ago.

Her family is inde-

pendently wealthy,
and she does not have
to work, but studio

life is enticing and
she is enjoying the

new experience
mightily.

Sue was educated

at Kemper Hall, a fa-

mous girls' school at

Kenosha, Wisconsin,
and later at the Na-
tional Park Seminary,
a well-known finish-

ing school in Wash-
ington, D. C. Her father died while
she was at the latter institution causing
her to leave before she graduated.

It was at a party given by a school
chum that she met an assistant casting-

director, who prevailed on her to have
a screen test. The result was sur-
prising to her, for she was immediatelv
engaged for a bit in "Is Zat So?" and
then as ingenu,e in "Slaves of Beauty."
Douglas MacLean's attention was then
called to her, and the, next thing Miss
Carol knew she had signed a contract

with his organization.

A New Style of Comedian.

William Austin? Who is William
Austin? Well, there isn't a picturegoer
who doesn't know, if he will

recall a few comedies like William

"It," "Ritzy," "Swim, Girl, Austin:

Sue Carol.

Leila Hvams.

Swim," "Silk Stockings," and "Hon-
eymoon Hate." Even if they haven't

all been funny comedies, Austin has

always been amusing in them. His

personality, his slender, - ambling-

presence, his waxed mustache, his

occasionally silly-ass manner, have

stuck in the minds of fans.

Paramount thought so well of his

talents that they gave him a long-

term contract,, and so he'll probably

gladden eyes for many months.
Austin's struggle to get a foothold

in pictures is a story of almost epic

length. So far back does it go, that

it is almost completely lost in the

mists of the past.

Two or three times he almost suc-

ceeded. Once it looked as if he were

sure to win, when he appeared as

Belknap-Jackson, in "Ruggles of

Red Gap." Always, though, there

were long weary waits between pic-

tures. Then Elinor Glyn placed her

official stamp of authority on his per-

sonality, in "It" and "Ritzy," and

the world was—nearly, anyway—his.

Austin was born in British Guiana, South

America, his father being the owner of a sugar

plantation there. He was educated in England,

and. for a time was in business in Shanghai. In

school he had been interested in dramatics, and

when he came to America, in about 1915, his

liking for the theater was reawakened.

The first part that Austin ever played pro-

fessionally was in Los Angeles. As soon as

he came on the stage he got a laugh. The re-

action that he produced was so hysterical that

it continually upset the equilibrium of the other

actors. Quite unintentionally he managed to

steal nearly every scene.

A Daughter of the Stage.

Leila Hyams is one of the newest of film-

land's newlyweds. But the circumstance of a

wedding to a Hollywood business man is not

to interfere with her pursuit of a career.

Leila's ambition is to play Camillc and Juliet,

and it doesn't matter to her whether she fulfills

this dream on the stage or screen.

Childhood influences were a natural

inspiration for Leila's desire to become
an actress. It would have been diffi-

cult for her to escape the lure, in view

of the fact that her parents, John
Hyams and Leila Mclntyre, have long-

been a famous pair in vaudeville and
musical shows.

When she was a youngster she

played with them in a musical comedy
calfed "The Girl of My Dreams," and

toured with them later in vaudeville.

A couple of years ago she made her

debut in the play "Going Crooked,"

and about the same time played her

first bit in the films, in "Dancing-

Mothers," with Clara Bow. A lead

in "The Kick-off," with George Walsh,

and an important role in "Summer
Bachelors," paved the way to a con-

tract with Warner Brothers.
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Breeding distinguishes Miss Hyams
as one of Hollywood's most charming
film debutantes. She reminds one of

Alice Joyce, though she is fair, while

Miss Joyce is dark.

She Began as a Writer.

Virginia Bradford came to Holly-

wood to write about the studios for

her home-town paper. But the lure

proved too much, and so she stayed

on. Writers are supposed to preserve

a nice perspective on the subject that

they write about, but what does per-

spective amount to anyway when it

comes to a career toward stardom ?

. Virginia is a DeMille contract play-

er, and if you have seen "The Country
Doctor," )'ou already know her. She
is also in "The Wreck of the Hes-
perus," and "Chicago." She played
the heroine in the former, and a sym-
pathetic lead, not in the original play,

in the latter.

Born in Brownsville, Tennessee, Virginia claims de-

scent from cavalier, Puritan, and gypsy strains—cer-

tainly an odd combination. One of her fore-

fathers was Governor William Bradford, of the
Pilgrim Colony at Plymouth.

It was a Memphis newspaper that sent her
West to write "A Girl's Experiences in Holly-
wood," choosing her as an unusual type for such
an excursion. Her first articles attracted atten-

tion,, so the rest were syndicated.

In the course of this she became so interested

in the movies themselves that she approached
L. M. Goodstadt, then casting director for Para-
mount, and asked him what he thought of her
photographic possibilities.

"He was discouraging," said Virginia. "He
told me, 'We haven't anything here—I don't think

you'll get anything anywhere, but if you do, come
and tell me about it !'

"

Later—much later—for Virginia had become
discouraged and gone back to Memphis mean-
while, she obtained a small engagement at Uni-
versal, with Janet Gaynor, Fay Wray, and others.

They all were lucky in the long run, and all ob-
tained real opportunities at about the same time.

"It's An III Wind "

Because he once had all his money stolen, Nicholas
Soussanin is now in motion pictures. Undoubtedly you
know him, for his impersonation of the waiter who
wept, in Adolphe Menjou's "Service for Ladies," and
he was also the valet, in "A Gentleman of Paris." Two
parts that have identified him as possessing both a

sense of comedy and ability to characterize.

Soussanin is a Russian, from the historic region of

Crimea. His parents being wealthy in prerevolution-

ary days, he received an education at the University of

Petrograd, where he obtained his degree as a lawyer.

The stage proved enticing, however, and he joined

a traveling theatrical company finally ending in China.

Here he tried various expedients to earn a livelihood

and for a time maintained a dramatic school. Know-
ing the French language he felt that he could, perhaps,

best succeed in that country.

He was just about ready to journey there from
Shanghai, when his mone)' was stolen,

thereby changing his destiny. Taking
all sorts of odd jobs, he managed to

save some money. During

Virginia Bradford.

Nicholas

Soussanin.

this period he heard much of

America and decided to come
to this country. He had heard
of Hollywood and decided to

go there. A few of the Rus-
sians in the picture colony

helped him to get.some bits to

do in pictures. He got screen

credit for a small role or two,

and then was selected for

"Service for Ladies." Now
he has the outstanding mas-
culine role, in Esther Ralston's

"The Spotlight."

The Boy Grows Older

What happens to the little

stars of the movies? Answer :

They grow up to be big stars

—sometimes. _

Frank Marion is a fair ex-

ample. He is a find of the

DeMille organization, but his

career actually began long before he had arrived at his

present stage of juvenility. Frank, you may remember,
was the son of the village

capitalist, in "The Country
Doctor," in love with the

genial old physician's ward.

At that time there was
thought of costarring him
with Virginia Bradford, who
played the girl, as the two
were placed under contract

at just about the same time.

Frank made his debut in

pictures when he was nine,

with the D. W. Griffith or-

ganization. In "Hearts of

the World" he was cast as

Benny Alexander's brother,

but Benny had the better

break in this. Marion played

kid parts in "The World and
Its Woman," starring Ger-

aldine Farrar, and with Con-
stance Collier and Sir Her-
bert Tree during their ven-

ture in the films. Later he

was with Mary Pickford, in

' Little Lord Fauntleroy," - which spelled the end of his

movie work as a youngster, and according to all expecta-

tions, of his further

continuing in the

films.

Marion went to a

Jesuit school in Los
Angeles, and is said at

one time to have con-

templated becoming a

priest. Pictures looked

like a remote dream
and, in fact, he had no
desire to return to

them.

But a friend of the

family, a theatrical

agent, refused to let

Marion forget about

a film future. He
Continued on page 111 J

Frank Marion.
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A Photoproof Pippin
Phyllis Haver sums herself up as "shanty Irish, born O'Hara, and hoping to get along," but you
will find there is more, much more, to be said of her, if you have not already said it yourself.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

ONE of those delectable blondes, Phyllis Haver
suggests a dainty ice. There is something dis-

tinctly appetizing about her. In fact, there are

several things.

Her eyes are cerulean, but interesting, her complexion
pink and white, her smile bright but not innocent. There
is about her fair beauty nothing of the innocu-

ous. At no time do you brace yourself to hear

her ask, "What's beer?" She is not a de-

termined ingenue.

In a word, Phyllis is a Far Western version

of the oft-sung Lorelei (German, not Loos)
;

her, golden hair and fresh charm are memor-
able: Phyllis is another good reason for going

West, young man.
When you. are to meet the sparkling

at Montmartre for lunch, you have no

trouble in finding her. Unlike many a

screen beauty, she is just as galvaniz-

ing: in her pulchritude off the screen

She needs no spotlight, no

-shanty Irish, born

Haver

J
t3

as on
smart camera man, no trick angles.

Here is a photoproof pippin.

She is a delicious, dazzling blonde

whose opinions don't amount to much,
because you don't hear them. A girl

with the break nature gave Phyllis

doesn't have to talk, as far as I'm con-

cerned. Man wants but little here in

Hollywood.
Phyllis left high school and applied

for a job at the Mack Sennett studio,

presario looked at her in a one-piece bathing suit

and signed her then and there. Pier sisters in

surf togs were Gloria Swanson, Mary Thurman,
Marie Prevost, and Mae Busch. Eventually all

went dramatic in their respective ways, but Phyl-
lis was the last to get a chance. Oddly enough,
this was in "The Christian," a picture starring

Mae Busch and Richard Dix.

To-day only Gloria stands out as a better ac-

tress. Marie Prevost has displayed a fetching

figure, but never anything approaching talent.

Mae Busch languishes among the States-rights

productions. Haver is climbing fast.

Phyllis has been running wild in the iris-

in and fade-out industry. There was her
grand larceny of "The Fighting Eagle," os-

tensibly designed to star Rod La Rocque.
There was her triumph in the first Jannings
picture made in America. Now she is about
to be seen in "Chicago," with its flamboyant
central role which was sought by every stel-

lar lady in filmdom.
Playing with Jannings, yet retaining audi-

ence interest, was a feat. Stealing

a La Rocque picture was easier

;

others have managed it, the most
recent being; Del Rio
rection. 'Chicago"

in "Resur-
will make

Phyllis a star.

"I'm awfully nervous about it,"

she confessed, turning on her 1,000-

candle-power smile. "But I'm not

inflated—honestly ! I'm just myself-
O'Hara, hoping to get along."

After such an introduction I knew that Phyllis w as
all right. No one but a regular could carry off such
ingenuous candor with such undeniable ease.

Phyllis is not too sure' of herself, another point in her
favor. Too much poise is so much poi-

son. 'She still manages to worry about
her acting; she is still concerned about
her next role. She is just as ambitious

as she was when she was a gamboling

figurante, disporting on endless beaches

in comedies without end.

Her work in "The Way of All Flesh"
brought her the plum of the DeMille
lot, the chance to play Roxie Hart, in

"Chicago," that blistering satire on

justice that tickled Manhattan play-

goers last season.

LTn fortunately, it can never be

the sensation in pictures that it was
on the stage. W'hat with Haysian
edicts, Hollywood reticence, and
all the respect due law and order in

fillums, "Chicago" will lose much
of its sting. The teeth will be ex-

tracted, the bite lessened.

Even in denatured form, how-
ever, treated as straightforward

melodrama, it should offer the

Haver girl rare opportunities. It

is a big part that she has drawn

;

in all likelihood she will play it for

all it is worth.

"People think I've been sitting

pretty ever since that bit in 'The

Christian' took me out of

slapstick comedy," she said.

"That's far from the truth.

I've had a long, hard struggle

all the time. Two or three

pictures a year don't keep the

wolf very far from the door.

In this game you need break

after break, not just a break.

I've had luck, but it hasn't all

been good
!"

Phyllis has been fortunate,

though, in her selection of

stars. Her earliest dramatic

venture was with Richard

Dix, later she supported Bar-

rymore in the steam-heated

"Don Juan," and more re-

cently she served as a naughty

vis-a-vis to Jannings.

"He is a marvelous actor.

He approaches each scene as though it were the

most important in the whole picture. He studies

every camera angle with camera man and di-

rector. He's really the most conscien-

tious artist I've ever seen. Playing in

scenes with him was thrilling.

Continued on page 109

The role of
Roxie Hart in

"Chicago," will

establish Phyllis

Haver as a star.
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Dell Henderson, Marie Dres-
sier, and Marion Davies,
left, have a domestic scene
which may be familiar to

many households.

Miss Davies, below, finds that

Lawrence Gray is beginning

to take notice of her, in

spite of Jane Winton.

A lovers' quarrel between Miss uavico
and Mr. Gray, above, is a comic high

light of "The Patsy."
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Circus

Life

Alan Hale and Jacqueline

Logan are shown, right,

in "The Leopard Lady,"

the story of a girl's at-

tempt to solve the mys-
tery of the morder which
follows each visit of the

Alan Hale, above, as Caesar, forces his attentions npon

Miss Logan, as Paula, little dreaming that she is a

detective.
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A Stir in the

Betty Compson, as Helen,
above, is the confederate of
Lon Chaney, and of course is

m love with him, as the heroine
of a crook picture should be.
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Underworld
Betty Compson, James
Murray, and Lon Chaney,
above, are in danger of
discovery. Marceline
Day, Betty Compson,

below.

James Murray, as Curly, left, is

spurred on J>y Lon Chaney,

who has rescued him from the

gutter and trained faim to be a

crook.
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Photo by Melbonrn* Sporr

Nena Quartaro is another sign of the times in Holly-

wood, for she has been given the leading role in James

Cruze's "The Red Mark," despite the fact that she is

unknown to the fans and many established players were

eager for it Will she, then, be one of to-morrow's stars?
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All About Epics
Humorous slants on the

business of making big

pictures.

By Grace Kingsley

Illustrations by Lui Trugo

THE epic epidemic is still raging unchecked on the

screen.

We have had and are having epics of nation
building, epics of war, of the sea, of the air, epics of
wild-animal life—even the epic of the railway engine
and of the auto.

Really, it does seem as if no subject had been left

untouched, except the epic of the chewing gum—show-
ing how chewing gum snapped into being and set the

jaws of a world wagging overnight, as you might say.

It is about time, is it not, to pause and
inquire, with the Two Black Crows,
"What causes that?"

Possibly it is the newly aroused inter-

est in history since historians have been
muckraking. We do so love a joke, even

on our greatest hero.

If you ask me, I think that epics are

the result of the insane desire of us all to

obtain intimate knowledge
of every detail concern-

ing the people we hear

about, dead or alive.

This is the age of gos-

sip. There is no privacy

at all any more, what with
radio and sleeping porches

and short skirts and the

yellow journals and the

"art" magazines. -

So, having found out

absolutely all about our
contemporary heroes and
movie stars, including the

favorite color of the

Prince of Wales and the

kind of soap Mary Pick-

ford uses, we needs must
dig into the gossip about
the poor old boys and
girls, long since dead,

who for one reason or

other became famous, and
whose heroism or beauty

we have read about all

these years, and in whom
our ancestors have had
such great faith.

We think no more of .

telling the fact that Du Barry's wig was probably full

of cooties than of telling that some movie star paints

her legs instead of wearing stockings. What has be-

come of hero worship anyhow?
Of course there is the other side, too. We get at the

real human quality of our heroes, and get a sneaking
liking for them that was missing before. For instance,

it isn't likely that Cleopatra took her whole time vamp-
ing good-looking Roman army officers. We learn she

was quite a smart girl in affairs of state, and even if

she did kill a close relative or two,

she was a pretty fair mother.
But to return to film epics.

"What makes an epic?" I in-

quired of a couple of people the

other day, just for fun.. Of course

I knew the dictionary definition,

but I wanted to see what the film

What with the radio and

sleeping porches, there

isn't any privacy any more.

folks thought.

"What makes a

film epic?" repeated

Clarence Brown,
'Why, a good direc-

tor, of course
!"

"Any picture that

costs over a million

dollars is an epic,"

defined Polly Mo-
ran, who continued

:

"An epic is one of

those pictures into

which you have to

inject about a reel

of something like

'The Callahans and
the Murphys' to

make it go over big."

There are a ter-

rific lot of difficulties

in the way of mak-
ing epics.

Some epics, for

instance, are made
in foreign lands.
"Ben-Hur" saw
many a man turn

gray and many a

small child grow up
Continued on page 100
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Blame It On
Or is it just the joy of living in Hollywood
that would act as fire alarms in a town

Raymond
Keane, right,

finds that gray

and black
match his pen-

sive mood.

Gar)' Cooper,
,
above, despite his serious expression, is

far from serious in his choice of colors—a medley of

tan, orange, brown, and Harding blue. .

Below, Churchill Ross, of "The Collegians," is youth-
ful enough to be forgiven his combination of green,

orange, and black.

Hoot Gibson, above,

dazzles the eye with

an arrow design in

gray, light blue, and red.

While Grant Withers,

right, almost soothes it

by means of black, gray,

and white.
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the Climate
that causes these chaps to wear sweaters

less used to shrieking color combinations?

George Lewis, above, as be-

fits the hero of "The Col-

egians," is conspicuously

dashing in maroon and gray.

To some, Donald Reed, left,

probably has the most inter-

esting sweater of all, for it

is white and heavily ribbed,

with black dots at regular

intervals.

William Haines,

right, in "Spring
Fever," was his

exuberant self in

this scrambled-egg
design of brown
and tan, with
stockings to match.

James Hall, left, is

a jazz symphony in

buff, brown, and
white.
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facie IV. McElveny, who began his imposing collection

at the age of twelve.

BREATHES there a fan with soul so

dead, who never to his favorite player

hath written a letter?

Is there such a fan who has not also hoped
that the recipient would acknowledge his letter

with a photograph—and perhaps a reply?
Since most fans do write for photographs

of the stars, my experience may be of interest

as I have received a large number of auto-

from

Photo © by Hartsook

Mary Pickford, says Mr.

McElveny, is very atten-

tive to her fan mail.

graphed pictures and personal letters

our idols.

At an exceedingly early age I began to

write words of appreciation to the stars.

Sometimes I asked for a photograph and some-
times I didn't, but I always hoped that the

actor "honored" with one of my letters would
send a picture of himself, whether requested

to do so or not. He usually did.

At the age of twelve I wrote for my first

photo. The letter was to Eugene O'Brien,
then a star for Selznick. I recall quite clearly

my funny businesslike note, which wasworded
something like this: "My dear Mr. O'Brien:
Will you kindly send one of your autographed photographs and oblige,

Yours truly, Jack McElveny."
If Mr. O'Brien saw that letter, I'll wager he laughed heartily, for it

really was funny, that I had the audacity to send such a letter and
expect anything in return, but no doubt Eugene sent the photo because

he was just amused. During this same stage of my letter-writing, I

received pictures from Mary Pickford, Monroe Salisbury, Viola Dana,
and William S. Hart, thereby proving that they, too, had a sense of

humor.
I have always found that the players are delighted to receive letters

of appreciation. More than that, they are grateful for honest criticism

of their work. The screen actor must rely largely upon
his fan mail to know whether his work is pleasing. Can

Do the Stars An
They certainly do, as you will learn from

of seven hundred photographs and nearly

By Jack W.

ing "Little Annie Rooney" I wrote her a lengthy letter, in

which I commented upon the picture and expressed my pleas-

ure in her return to child roles. Not that she was unconvinc-

ing as Dorothy Vernon and Rosita, but no actress can portray

a forlorn little street gamin as Mary can, and that is why we
like her as a child in preference to a grown-up.
Mary herself responded with a note of thanks. Among

other things she said, "I am so pleased that you liked 'Little

Annie Rooney.' A thousand

thanks for telling me so ! It

was such a joy to return to

child roles, and to know that

mv choice is vindicated is a

source of great happiness to

me."
The character actor,

though his work is nearly as

important as that of the

star, does not receive the

recognition he deserves.

Marcia Harris, who was'

seen in "The Reckless
Lady." wrote, "It always

pleases a player to hear that

his public is satisfied, and

we are doubly pleased to

know that our public would
like to see us more often

!

Our problem is, how to con-

vince the producers that the

public likes character work
as well as pretty faces."

Players doing bits, and
those who have not yet at-

tained stardom, are invari-

ably appreciative of fan let-

ters.

you imagine his being indifferent to it?

Mary Pickford is very attentive to her mail, and not

a request for a photograph is overlooked. After see-

Bebe Daniels,

when she was
Harold Lloyd's

leading lady.
Thuto by Witze]
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swer Fan Letters?
this most interesting story of a fan's collection

a hundred letters from stars past and present.

MoElveny

Let us take Rex Lease for an example. Rex, you will remember,
was the young evangelist in "The Woman Who Sinned" and had a

very good role in "The Last Edition." He
has written me often and requested that I

write him after each of his productions.

John Roche, too, encourages the fans to

make suggestions which may better his act-

ing. He writes, "Hope to have better and
more sympathetic roles. Write me again,

and don't be afraid to tell the truth, for in

that way I can improve my work."
Lois Moran wrote, "I loved doing Laurel

in 'Stella Dallas' and hope that you will en-

joy the picture. Won't you please let me
know your opinion of it?" Harry Lang-
don wrote, "It is just such letters as yours
which spur us on to greater efforts, and after

all is said and done, you are the ones we
try to please. Shall- be glad to receive your
criticism of any or all my productions at

any time."

These are but a few random excerpts, but
they leave no doubt of the value placed by
a star on a sincere note from an admirer.

Not long ago, I thought of writing an
article about Lillian Gish. I wrote her for

some additional data which I found neces-

sary, and received it along with several

photographs and a letter saying, "If there is

anything else you wish to know, please

write me. I wish you every success."

These examples not only show that

the stars treasure sensible letters from
their public, but that by acknowledging
a fan letter with a photograph, the star

and the fan are brought into a more in-

timate relationship, which partly atones

for the distance between star and pub-
lic. When one stops to consider, it is

amazing that a fan. can feel so much

Photo by Hartsook '

Douglas Fairbanks was quite

different without his mustache.

This autogr aphed picture of

Charlie Chaplin has been treas-

ured eight years.

enthusiasm for a player

who is really but a shadow
upon the screen. As Bev-
erly Bayne wrote, "When
one is just a flickering

shadow on a painted screen,

it is difficult to inspire a

warm personal interest, and
that is perhaps the reason

I have so enjoyed your let-

ter."

On the stage, an actor

can readily tell whether his

work is going over by the

reaction of his audience.

On the screen this of

course is not possible. Fan
letters and reviews consti-

tute a star's only applause.

In glancing through my
collection of photographs,
I find an ancient one of

Bebe Daniels. Do you re-

member Bebe when she

was Harold Lloyd's lead-

ing lady, with her charac-

teristic pout ? This pho-

tograph was taken seven

or eight years ago, but she

is far lovelier and more
vivacious to-day.

Here is a profile of

Gloria Swanson and one
of Valentino, an early idol,

and here are old photo-

graphs of the "Big Three,"

all received about the same time. Mary Pickford, in a

frilly dress, is curtsying prettily. Charlie Chaplin with
his floppy trousers, cane, derby, and funny mustache
is laughing, and Douglas Fairbanks with his whole-

hearted smile looks much different sans mustache.
Continued on page 106

rhoto by National

Theda Bara was the first star to thrill the

author with a personal appearance.

And Eugene

O'Brien evoked

his very first

fan letter.
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"Sweet Ade-li-ine!

The heavy-hearted, toiling stars just

have to forget themselves once in a

while and burst into carefree song.

Right, Raymond Hat-
ton, Adolphe Menjou,
and Wallace Beery sup-

ply the words, and

Kolia Negin the music,

for a rendition of the

old song that would
bring operatic prices if

the fans were allowed

to buy tickets.

Malcolm .McGregor, Eddie Gribbon, Les Bates, and
Bud Jamieson, above, step out of their roles in

"Buck Privates" to pay homage to "Sweet Adeline."

Left, Glenn Tryon, Laura La Plante, and William
A. Seiter, the director, can be depended upon to push

dull care aside whenever the spirit of song lures

them from work.
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Legs a Specialty
Scores of girls in Hollywood have found an

opening in the movies just because of their

shapely limbs. Read this story of the most

successful ones, including the girl whose beau-

tiful legs stood in the way of her ambition.

By Dorothy Wooldridge

LOS ANGELES newspapers a few years
ago blazed forth headlines which read,
"Actress Deliberately Spoils Her Too-

Beautiful Legs." The story stated that Lotus
Thompson was in a hospital suffering from
self-inflicted acid burns, because casting di-

rectors had persisted in placing her in roles

which called for the display of her nether
limbs.

"I'll go mad if the}- don't stop it!" she had
wailed to her mother. "I know I can play
parts, but they won't give me a chance. It's

legs—always legs ! I hate them !"

Lotus had left Australia because stage pro-
ducers had always sent for her when there

was something to do which required a display

of pretty limbs. She arrived in Hollywood
with the determination that no studio should
know anything about her former experience.

She submitted photographs to casting direc-

tors and waited for the first call. One day
she went to the Hal Roach studio and applied

for employment.
. "Nothing:, right now," she was

told.

When she reached home, the

telephone was ringing, furiously..

"Why didn't you show
us that bathing picture in

'the first place?" a voice

from the casting office

said. . "Come out here to-

morrow morning. There's

work for you." .
The

.

bathing picture inadver-

tently had been

taken along.

Dejectedly
Lotus went to

work. The y
dressed her in a

pair of musical-

comedy overalls

from which most
of the legs had
been torn, leaving

her legs bare
above the knees,

and thus she
worked in the pic-

ture. Her secret

was out. The
fame of her legs

Miss Thompson de-

cided there was no fu-

ture for her when she

was invariably forced

to wear costumes such

as this.
'

Lotus Thompson succeeded in becoming a full-fledged

actress after she marred her legs rather than continue

to display them.

spread through the studios and presently Lotus
was back in the old rut.

Her mother and her sister tried to

console her, and encouraged her to be

patient. But one afternoon, while ter-

ribly dispirited, Lotus bought a small

bottle of nitric acid. She crept into

her bathroom, closed the door and pres-

ently screamed. When her mother and sis-

ter rushed in, they found her with livid

streaks slowly forming on each leg.

Suffering agonies, she was rushed to a

hospital—and the newspapers published the

whole story. That very night came a mes-
sage from Rudolph Valentino. . "I am very

sorry," it said, "that you have taken such

extreme measures, and I sympathize with

you. Come to the studio when you are able

"to be out, and I'll let you try that 'something

better' for which you have yearned."

And Valentino kept his promise. Lotus
Thompson's "leg days" were over. She
demonstrated her ability in a bit with Rudy
and in that way came to the attention of all
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Rita

Smith's

legs and

feet are

constantly

being

used in

close-ups.

the big companies

and eventually got a

contract with Para-

mount.
"During the years I was try-

ing to develop symmetrical

limbs and shapely feet," says

Lotus, "I avoided toe dancing,

because it makes the bones of

the feet large and the legs mus-
cular. Growing girls past the

age of eight should wear high

shoes as much as possible. I

used nothing else when I at-

tended dancing school. Going
barefoot occasionally, relaxes

the muscles of the feet and is

therefore beneficial. When
one's legs are tired they should

be massaged with olive oil by
another person, to keep the

muscles from becoming knotty

and hard. Too much exercise

will take away the feminine

contour of a girl's legs and em-
phasize the muscles. This is

the main thing to be avoided in

developing pretty limbs."

Getting work in motion pictures through the posses-

sion of beautiful legs, ankles, and feet is no small task

in Hollywood, where there are so many striking beau-
ties. Yet there are some who are kept busy because of

the shapeliness of those members, and not a few have
found their use a stepping-stone to good roles. Many
girls double for the stars when an exceptionally pretty

pair of ankles or feet is needed in a close-up.

From Silver City, New Mexico, there came a few
years ago Lillian Knight, an auburn-haired girl who
never had thought herself a beauty and who hadn't
paid any attention to the development of her figure.

She had no idea of entering pictures. Time hanging
heavily on her hands, however, she telephoned

one day to Clare West, who was putting on a

fashion show for Cecil DeMille at the Ambas-
sador Hotel.

Just what Miss West thought when she saw the

perfect proportions of the girl from New Mexico
never has been told, but she called in Mr. Good-
stadt, the casting director, and Lillian suddenly

found a flock of appraisers looking at her. She
was hustled into a bathing suit which had been
worn by Gloria Swanson. Twenty-five other

girls had tried to wear it, but it wouldn't fit. Lil-

lian was a success as a model and entered pictures

immediately. She is in great demand where pretty

bodies are needed for the films.

How does she keep her lines ? For breakfast she lias

half a cup of black coffee and two figs. For lunch she
eats filet of sole and salad. At night she eats chicken

with salad, and thrice each week a bit of meat. No
desserts, no pastries. She has tasted ice cream only

once in a year. She swims, plays tennis moderately,

and religiously does her daily dozen on arising.

One of the most interest-

ing girls in the ranks of

young players is Madeline
Sheffield, whose pretty feet

are known to every casting

director in Hollywood.
Madeline's home is in Bir-

mingham, Alabama. When
Marguerite Clark was mak-
ing personal appearances
there ten years ago she of-

fered a pair of her diminu-
tive shoes to any girl who
could wear them. They were
133/2-B, when specially made,
or the usual 1-A factory

model. Madeline Sheffield

easily slipped them on and
the newspapers heralded her
as "The Cinderella of the

South." A little later she

matriculated to the "Follies,"

in New York, where she be-

came known as the smallest

show girl on Broadway, as

well as the girl with the tini-

est feet. Just a few months
ago the movies called and
she arrived in Hollywood
with that 1-A foot and her

well-earned reputation. Her
first good role was with

Mary Pickford in "My Best

Girl."

"Never wear a shoe that

does not exactly fit you," ad-

Continued on page 106

Patsy 'Byrne calls herself the home-

liest girl in Hollywood, but among
casting directors her legs are the

most in demand. Photo by
Witze]
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MEET THESE GOOD PALS
Here are some thrilling novels costing but seventy-five cents apiece, any one of which

is guaranteed to give you the best of good reading of the sort you prefer. These stories of
romance, mystery, adventure, detectives, and the Great West appear for the first time between
book covers. They are not reprints of old novels.

Powdered Proof
A Detective Story

By MADELEINE SHARPS BUCHANAN
When little Nancy Barnes was found dead,

beside the pool of the Dahlgren Country Club,

suspicion was evenly apportioned among several

of the club members, and a notorious robber.

Who did it?

The Girl from Shanty Creek
A Western Story

By EMART KINSBURN
In spite of the efforts of a desperate gang to

follow him and learn the secret of his gold,

Sim Fannan always succeeded in giving them the

slip. And when his secret was in real danger
Kathleen Dancy helped him out.

Petals of Cathay
An Adventure Story

By JOSEPH MONTAGUE
A strange mission, the search of a priceless

talisman, led "King" Keeler into the wilds of
Tibet. Through the mysterious channels of the

forbidden Orient he slipped, at enormous peril

to himself.

The Outlaw Tamer
A Western Story

By DAVID MANNING
A lot of men called "Sandy" Sweyn a half-

wit—because he was different from themselves.

But follow the adventures of this lad who had
such an uncanny gift of understanding animals,

and see for yourself!

ir. Clackworthy, Con Man
A Detective Story

By CHRISTOPHER B. BOOTH
A droll pair indeed, are this Mr. Clackworthy

and his roughneck henchman, James Early, alias

"The Early Bird !" Their exploits are masterly
revelations of the bunko game as played by
experts.

Alias the Thunderbolt
A Detective Story

By JOHNSTON McCULLEY
John Flatchley, with the aid of Saggs, an

underworld waif, bewilders the police in an
effort to recover a large sum of stolen money
from his uncle's former partners and restore it

to the rightful owners.

75 Cents a Volume

Wolf Country
An Adventure Story

By STANLEY SHAW
In the remote northern wilderness of Ungava

Peninsula, the lives of Neal Trevana, his wife
Alice, and the mysterious wolfer, Jack Davidge,
became entangled in a curious skein of thrilling

intrigue.

The Sunset Trail
A Western Story

By JOSEPH MONTAGUE
A caravan of red-topped prairie schooners

with the magic word "California" painted on the

canvas, set out to cross the plains from Fort
Independence, and reach the promised land be-
yond. A tale of the picturesque pioneers of
early Western fame.

The White Rook
A Detective Story

!By HUGH McNAIR KAHLER
A master cracksman, who made a laughing-

stock of the police, and will delight lovers of
mystery spiced with a dash of humor, is the
clever "White Rook."

"Hell Bent" Harrison
A Western Story

By A. T. LOCKE
Being a star rider and roper in the corral of

a ranch and performing in a circus are two very
different things, but "Hell Bent" Harrison made
a big hit with both.

Who Dares?
An Adventure Story

By LORING BRENT
To Jimmy Webb, adventurer and mining en-

gineer, the ad, for one who dared, had a special

appeal, for he had been informed in a mysterious

manner that it held the key to the secret of his

father's violent death.

The Canyon of Conflict
A Western Story

By GEORGE C. SHEDD
When Mark Pitkin's water rights of a valley

down in Turquoise Canyon in the Humberto
Mountains of New Mexico, were disputed, he

decide to fight—hard.

At Your Bookseller's

CHELSEA HOUSE, Publishers :: 79 Seventh Avenue, New York
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Guess
Who?

Fans have to be pretty

clever these days to

guess who their favor*

ites are under their

make-up or—sometimes
lack of it Try your
skill at these puzzles.

How would you like to find yourself

on a desert island with this, above,
for a companion? Although you
probably could reform him, he is

none other than affable George
Lewis.

Horrors, what a person ! Raymond
Keane, 'below, misplaced his vanity

long enough to apply whiskers, a

gash and a close-fitting sweater—all

in a spirit of fun.

No, this isn't Al Jolson dressed as a

woman—it is Laura La Plante,

above, looking as though her mis'

tress had just informed her she

couldn't have her usual Thursday
afternoon off. She is made up for

her role in "Thanks for the Buggy
Ride."

"Gee, but I'm mean!"—just another

case of the younger generation

going wrong with a vengeance. But
don't he alarmed, it is only Arthur

Lake, below, in make-up.

To make you guess

who this little lady

is, above, wouldn't

be fair—even if

you have seen
''Uncle Tom's
Cabin"—for she is

Mona Ray, as
Topsy, in that pic-

ture, so, of course,

wears black make-
up.
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Oland, heretofore seen as a villain,

and more often as not a Mongolian
villain at that. Charlie, it would
seem, was created just to show the

martyred mothers of the screen that

a father could get a raw deal, too.

He begins in a stock company,
where his wife is killed in trying to

escape the attentions of Hartwell, the

manager. Though Bill Collins,

Charlie's friend, sees the accident, he
says nothing of it then or in the years

that follow. Neither does any one
send for a doctor as Charlie's wife
lies in her dressing room.

Fifteen years later, Charlie and
Bill are performing in a cheap caba-

ret with Charlie's daughter, Rosita,

as their partner. She attracts the

attention of Hartwell, who is now a

powerful producer, anxious to in-

troduce Rosita to Broadway. But
there is no place for Charlie. So
Rosita deserts and achieves one of

those quick, enormous hits known
only on the screen. And so it goes,

until Charlie and Bill are in an ac-

tors' home, Charlie blind and Bill, his

devoted companion, who spares him
all the knocks he can. The ultimate
sacrifice comes when Charlie gives
Rosita the money that Bill had saved
for an operation to restore his sight.

Consistently maudlin, the picture
manages to miss fire all around,
though Helene Costello is radiantly
lovely and authoritative, as Rosita,
and Clyde Cook, Hugh Allan, and
Montagu Love do as they doubtless
were told.

Who Killed Mr. Balfour?

Every picture Lon Chaney makes
challenges comparison with "The
Unholy Three," whether the com-
parison is voiced or not. So it be-

hooves the critic to say at the outset
that "London After ' Midnight" is

good, very good, but is not quite the

equal of the earlier picture. It is

mysterious, eerie, but has not the

human quality of the first-named
film, nor its prodigious suspense.

Yet it undeniably ranks among Mr.
Chaney's best and will not soon be
forgotten, embodying as it does the

solving of a murder mysterv that

really baffles. Mr. Chaney is Burke,
of Scotland Yard, who sets about in

his own way to discover who mur-
dered the father of Lucille Balfour.
His methods are devious, subtle, and
uncanny; but needless to say, Burke
succeeds, after he has assumed a dis-

guise that is as horrifying as any Mr.
Chaney has perpetrated in his long

and distinguished career. It is not

fair to tip off a reader who may be-

come a spectator, so Burke's secret is

safe with Picture Play. Enough to

say that vampires—the human, not

the movie species—play a vital part

in clearing away the mystery and
heightening the pulse of the audi-

ence ; and that excellent players such

as Marceline Day, Conrad Nagel,

Henry B. Walthall, Polly Moran,
and Claude King give Mr. Chaney
expert support in supplying life and
movement to one of the best of mys-
tery pictures.

A Murderous Chimpanzee.

"The Wizard" is another mystery
picture with a chimpanzee trained by
its owner to commit murder by re-

quest. There have been several of

this kind lately, which may mean
there is to be an epidemic of Simian
impersonators. Fervently I hope not.

At any rate "The Wizard" is not a

skillful picture. It is more outland-

ish than mysterious, and the effort to

inject rollicking comedy, by me^ns
of a wise-cracking reporter, is out of

keeping with the attempt to tell a

blood-curdling stoiw the rest of the

time. The wizard is one Paul Cario-

los, a "professor" who grafts the

face or head of a man on the body
of a chimpanzee and trains him to

kill. Judge Webster, who sentenced

Cariolos' son, is the object of the

villain's special hatred, nor is Web-
ster's debutante daughter overlooked.

Mysterious notes warn the victims

that they're next on the list. But the

reporter, in the person of Edmund
Lowe, puts a stop to the whole thing

by ferreting out the mystery, and in

the melee Anne, the daughter, shoots

the beast. Leila Hyams, as Anne,
is charming to look upon.

A Genteel Termagant.

Far from being as violent as its

title, "Honeymoon Hate" is a confec-

tion of comedy and, as Florence Yi-
dor is the star, every one in the cast

is polite, refined, well dressed, and
Miss Vidor herself glories the art of

trailing lacy negligees as no one else

trails them. She is Gail Grant, a Pitts-

burgh- heiress who is traveling in

Italy, and in spite of her wealth and
beauty, antagonizes every one by her
high-handed ways. When the hotel

suite reserved for her meets with her

dissatisfaction, she orders it redec-

orated forthwith. It seems that steel

heiresses are like that. But Gail

meets her Waterloo when she visits

the palace of an impoverished noble-

man, to buy antiques. Prince Dan-
tarini refuses to sell her a valuable

tapestry when she says she wants to

cut it up for a dress. After a tan-

trum, she employs him as her guide,

a post that Dantarini willingly ac-

cepts in order to tame her. But it is

he who is tamed, for he falls in love

and they marry. After the wedding
Gail asks him the meaning of the

motto on his ring: "We must be
obeyed," he reads. Whereupon she

takes up a magazine and points to

an advertisement. "Grant steel," she

smiles, "famous the world over for

its resistance!"

From then on the sedately merry
business of taming this modern
shrew goes on, to the accompaniment
of considerable laughter, for- the

story has unexpected turns, the di-

rection is deft, and the subtitles are

at times audaciously amusing. Tul-
lio Carminati is Prince Dantarini,
and William Austin has an important
comic role.

Miss Bow Conquers the French.

Who else could better live up to

the motto, "Get Your Man," than
-Clara Bow? Her picture of that

name projects her into the atmos-
phere of high society—and in France
at that—but she gets her man not-

withstanding the lack of a hula skirt.

She is alluring enough in chiffons to

make her technique just as fatal.

Furthermore the role of Nancy
Worthington, the American girl who
sets French conventions at naught,
enables our Clara to give one of her
best—because it is legitimate—per-

formances. She is vivacious without
being hoydenish, fascinating without
straining to be so. She falls in love

with young Robert de Bellecontre,

only to discover that he has been be-

trothed in childhood to a friend of

the family. Whereupon Nancy takes

matters in her own hands by com-
promising Robert as well as his

father. An especially amusing and
novel sequence occurs when Nancy
and Robert find themselves locked

for the night inside a waxwrorks

museum.
The picture has been richly pro-

duced and tastefully directed by Dor-
othy Arzner, whose talents could not,

of course, be expected to make a

French youth out of Charles Rog-
ers, of Kansas ; but as he remains an
agreeable sophomore, no one will

mind. Josephine Dunn, as his de-

mure fiancee, is fetching.

Another Naughty Simian.

"The Gorilla" is a mystery story

relieved by hilarious comedy—quite

the best of its kind. Like other stor-

ies of this genre, the plot begins with

the murder of an old recluse in his

home on the—yes, you guessed it

—

Hudson. Every one in the house-

hold, including an ingenue, is sus-

pected of being the murderous go-

rilla, and it is the antics and wise-

cracks of the two detectives, Mullr

Continued on page 94
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It's a Grand Old Name
Somehow the Marys come into the world en-

dowed with sweetness, simplicity and kindness

—and the Marys of the movies are no exception.

\ Mary Brian, below, adds

a little aloofness to the

sweetness found in

other Marys.

Mary Philbin, above,

certainly proves the rule,

for she brings to the

screen exactly the femi-

nine qualities associated

with her first name.

One glance at Mary
McAllister, below, tells

you that Mary is the

right name for her. Mary Pickford, above, has immortal-
ized the name of Mary on the screen

by all the name symbolizes, as well as

her own particular genius.

Mary Alden, above, plays character roles that

radiate the gentle philosophy of all the Marys
who are matured by experience..

Mary Astor, right, typifies patrician beauty

added to the other Marylike qualities.
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gan and Garrity, that furnish the

laughter which is sure reward for any
spectator. Fred Kelsey and Charlie

Murray, respectively, play these roles,

but they have a highly effective rival

in Syd Crossley, as the Butler with

a perpetually incredulous expression.

Alice Day and Gaston Glass, with

little to do, sustain the sentimental

side of the proceedings, and Walter
Pidgeon, Tully Marshall, Claude Gil-

lingwater, and Aggie Herring are

some of the others who make the

picture excellent.

Troubles of An Actress.

The blond and radiant Esther
Ralston chooses to be brunette and
Russian, in "The Spotlight." The
reason comes from Daniel Hoffman,
a play producer who, incensed by the

temperamental outburst of his star,

swears that he can train the first girl

he lays his eyes on to be her equal.

He comes upon Lizzie Stakes wait-

ing in his anteroom, forthwith
christens her Olga Roscnova, buys
her a black wig and some tricky

gowns, and announces to the news-
papers that the greatest actress in

Europe has come to garner new tri-

umphs.
The situation is absurd, of course,

but theatrically effective—all the

more so when Rosenova scores a suc-

cess after so brief a period of coach-
ing. As might be expected of a

story that moves with such smooth-
ness, love brings about the dramatic
climax. Norman Brooke wants to

marry the supposed Russian, but
Lizzie Stokes fears he wouldn't love

her if he could see her as she really

is. But when she tears off her wig,

it doesn't make any lasting difference

to Norman! Miss Ralston is hand-
some, Neil Hamilton, as Norman, is

quietly distinguished, and Nicholas
. Soussanin is interesting, as Daniel

Hoffman; but the sum total of their

efforts does not relieve the lethargy

of the picture.

Should a Lawyer Tell?

Francis X. Bushman, first of the

great profile artists, plays the leading

role in "The Thirteenth Juror" with

the technique that made him famous.
His is a unique presence. His role

is that of Henry Desmond, an un-

scrupulous criminal lawyer,, whose
skill in winning the acquittal of crim-

inals by trickery has made him rich.

But at last the tables are turned
when he finds himself accused of

murder—and able to present an alibi

only by compromising the woman he
loves. It is a theatrical situation

—

yes, but the majority will be pleased,

because it has been directed and acted

in a way that audiences like. There
is considerable mystery and suspense,

to say nothing of a capable cast

—

Anna Q. Nilsson, Walter Pidgeon,
Sidney Bracey, George Siegmann,
and Martha Mattox.

Up in the Clouds.

There is no mystery and little sus-

pense, however, to be found behind
"The Shield of Honor," a rip-roar-

ing melodrama dealing with airplanes

and a diamond robbery, as well as a

policeman, who is retired from the

force because of his age, but wins
back his place by heroism. Though
the plot is involved and the action

includes burning buildings, the hero-

ine locked in a vault, airplane chases,

et cetera, the picture conveys no emo-
tion, because you don't believe

what is supposed to be happening to

the players—and you wonder if they

do. Yet Neil Hamilton, as Jack
MacDoivell', a sort of aviator-detec-

tive, is earnest and sincere in his ef-

forts to run down the jewel thieves,

and Dorothy Gulliver is rather

charming. Ralph Lewis, as the el-

derly policemen, suffers in his accus-

tomed fashion. As this has been go-

ing on for years, it must bring en-

joyment to some.

Classy Crooks.

In seeing "Cheating Cheaters," it

is well to remember that the stage

original was the first of its kind and
inspired many of the crook pictures

that persist to this day. If you do

not remember this, it may seem re-

miniscent of its imitations. Whether
you think so or not, the new picture

remains very nearly at the top of its

class. It is all about a gang of

crooks who masquerade as idle rich

in order to plunder the jewel caskets

of their supposedly wealthy neigh-

bors, only to discover that they are

crooks, too, and are biding their time

to prev on the first group. The ac-

tion is punctuated with many laughs

and telling lines from the play. Betty

Compson is at her best, as Nan
Carey, who joins the crooks and be-

comes the most important pawn in

their operations, only to spring a sur-

prise on them all in the end. Excel-

lent characterizations must also be

credited to Kenneth Harlan, Lucien
Littlefield, Sylvia Ashton, and Eddie
Gribbon, as an amusing, expert, and
likable roughneck.

The Majesty of the Redwoods.

In "The Valley of the Giants,"

Milton Sills has his best picture in

months. It also brings Doris Ken-
yon back to the screen after a long

absence. The Peter B. Kyne story

transpires, for the most part, in a

stretch of magnificent redwood trees,

for it primarily concerns virgin lum-
ber and the efforts of one faction to

wrest power from the other. Bryce
Cardigan, son of one of the lumber
kings, returns from the East to

plunge into the task of saving his

father from ruin which, of course,

he does. The direction has yielded

novel touches and a great deal of
suspense, particularly when a ca-

boose, containing the heroine and her
father, runs wild down a steep

and treacherous mountain railroad.

George Fawcett is finely convincing,

as Cardigan, Sr., and irresitible com-
edy is furnished by Arthur Stone.

Altogether, "The Valley of the
Giants" is worth seeing.

Better Late Than Never.

It is no news that "Ladies Must
Dress," nor is there aught that is

new in the story of the picture of
that name. However, there are nu-
merous fresh touches that lift it

from banality into the realm of tol-

erable entertainment. Some of these

touches are supplied by the cast,

which includes Virginia Valli, Law-
rence Gray, Hallam Cooley, and a
newcomer, Nancy Carroll, who is

very good indeed in the role of a

blond, married flapper.

Miss Valli is Eve, who has worked
as stenographer to the head of a de-

partment store for ten years, without
picking up a single idea about how
to dress. She is taken in hand bv
Mazie, who manages to look like the

proverbial million dollars on the sal-

ary her husband earns in the tin-

ware department. And, of course,

Eve blossoms forth like a rose of the

Rue de la Paix. A slim little love

story is worked in somewhere, but
it really doesn't matter.

Gunplay and Good Acting.

Conrad Nagel will surprise and
delight his fans when they see "The
Girl From Chicago," because his role

of Handso)ne Joe is startlingly un-
like any of his others that I remem-
ber. The story holds ' one's inter-

1

est and the acting of Miss Lov,
Mr. Nagel, and William Russell is

far above the questionable taste

shown in tinting a black-and-white

picture.

The story is about the efforts of a

Southern girl, Mary Carlton, who
mingles with crooks in trying to

track the man guilty of the murder
for which her brother has been sen-

tenced to the chair. This is hard!-/

new, but the development of the plot

is extremely interesting, with a great

deal of suspense and, as mentioned

before, acting of a high order.



Looking Backward

Several stars obligingly dress as

children, just to show you how
they looked when very young.

This, left, is what Anne Cornwall must have looked like when

she was still going to school. Don't you love her hair ribbon?

Sally Rand, right, resembles a ballet dancer more than a little

girl, probably because she always wanted to be one.

You can easily see

that Sally Blane, be-

low, must have been
one of those children

who had to be closely

watched, or she might
take a notion to cut

capers when the minis-

ter came to tea.

Clara Bow, above, is so thoroughly modern

that she has no patience with the way children

used to dress. Besides, we know she is still a

child.

Ruth Taylor, left, remembers the day she

received a prize from teacher—no doubt for

good conduct.
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There is no question but that stars

from abroad have, in many instances,

added materially to the appeal of pic-

tures as a whole.

"Parting is Such Sweet Sorrow."

Romantic Ronald Colman and
lovely Vilma Banky have played their

final love scenes together, if official

pronunciamientos are to be believed.

The attractive pair are to be sep-

arated, as is known, and "Leather-

face" is announced as their last pic-

tues as costars.

It has been one of the most satis-

fying associations of two players in

the history of pictures. There have
occasionally been some difficulties in

obtaining stories for the two, but

their last looks very promising. It

is a romantic costume film, the title

being descriptive of a disguise worn
by the principal male character. This
will add a note of mystery to the

unfoldment, which is rather unique

in a historical feature of this type.

There are many attractive scenes

for the two players together, Vilma
being exquisitely clad in velvets, bro-

cades, and gold-embroidered laces of

the sixteenth century. The plot deals

with the conflicts between Spain and
the Netherlands during that period,

and Colman plays a swashbuckling
role, in addition to being again the

ideal romancer.

Norma's Good Story.

When Norma Shearer was mar-
ried, the story was told around Hol-

lywood that somebody had asked,

"What's Irving Thalberg giving his

bride for a wedding present?" And
the answer made by a studio wise-

cracker was, "Oh, he's going to give

her a good story for a change."

It must be admitted that some of

the stories thrust upon Norma have
been pretty bad, but it looks as if

"The Actress," which she has now
completed, will be charming and dif-

ferent. It ought to be good, because

it is taken from a fine old stage play,

almost a classic, by Sir Arthur Wing
Pinero, called "Trelawny of the

Wells."

It may be recalled that John Drew,
the famous actor, was appearing in

the revival of this play at the time

of his death, in San Francisco.

There was a huge cast of celebrities

in the production, which started in'

New York and toured the country.

It was a treat for those who liked

acting of the good, substantial kind,

and the play itself was delightful in

its sentiment.

Trclcvwny is an actress, and the

Wells is the name of a theater in

London. The plot deals with the

question of whether a stage artist can
marry out of the profession, and
really be happy. It is laid in the

crinoline period, and is the first im-

portant costume-role that Miss
Shearer has done.

Immediately after this she and
Mr. Thalberg are to go to Europe
on their delayed honeymoon trip. By
the way, they have been occupying
the house in which Pauline Fred-
erick formerly lived.

Greetings, Pauline

!

Speaking of Miss Frederick re-

minds us that we caught a brief

glimpse of her, en passant, at a the-

atrical premiere recently, and that

she appeared as magnetic and beau-

tiful as always.

While she was abroad the past*

year she starred in an English film

with a mother-love theme, and we
hear that she may soon be seen again

in a Hollywood production. This

would be a welcome event ; her

screen portrayals are so rare nowa-
days that they are events.

Emil Becomes Wild Man.

Emil Jannings is one of the gay-

est souls in Hollywood, nowadays.
He is very happy over his success in

America, but curiously enough, he

doesn't learn English very rapidly.

Once in a while he picks up a new
slang phrase, and not long ago at a

party he was joking and cutting up
in German with his friends, Ernst

Lubitsch, and F. W. Murnau, the

directors, and others. By and by, he

stopped short, looked smilingly

across the room and said

:

"Oh, gee ! but I am a wild, wild

man to-night."

Busy Mary Brian.

Three years—twenty-one pictures.

That is the record of little Mary
Brian since she started as Wendy, in

"Peter Pan." She is one of the

busiest little girls that has ever

worked at any big studio.

Charlie Attends—and "Attends."

No end of interest was occasioned

recently when Charlie Chaplin ap-

peared in an upper box at the open-

ing of "The Coconuts," with the

Four Marx Brothers, famous stage

comedians. There was a party of

six, of which Harry Crocker was a

member, and Josephine Dunn, until

recently under contract to Para-

mount, who sat next to Charlie. We
have always thought that she was a

very interesting-looking girl, and she

looked particularly attractive that

evening. She is a blonde, and she

wore a black gown with a full-

length skirt.

Charlie laughed as much, if not
more, than anybody at the antics and
patter of the Marx Brothers, who
have been a great hit for some sea-

sons in New York. It was their first

visit to the Coast since they were in

vaudeville, and all filmdom turned
out for the opening night.

Spoken and Silent Won't Mix.

There' is a difference between the
stage and rcreen

!

Arguments have been advanced to

prove it again—this time by Ralph
Forbes and Ruth Chatterton, who
have separated. Mr. Forbes has been
making a constantly bigger place for

himself in M.-G.-M. pictures, and
Miss Chatterton has long been a fa-

vorite on the stage.

Forbes and Miss Chatterton de-

clared that they did not contemplate
an immediate divorce, and that they
were parting as the best of friends.

This last, however, is almost a rub-

ber-stamp remark in Hollywood.
The more significant thing was '.

that Mr. Forbes averred that the

separation was brought about solely

because Miss Chatterton is in the

spoken drama, and he is in the si-

lent. This necessitated their fre-

quently being away from each other,

and a growing divergence of inter-

ests, he said.

Others at Parting Ways.
Divorce action was also taken by

Edwin Carewe and his wife, for-

merly known as Mary Akin on the

screen, who were considered one of

the most happily married couples in

the films. It may be remembered
that they were married in Mexico,
at the same time as Bert Lytell and
Claire Windsor. They have two
children—one born only a few
months ago.

Dorothy Cumming, who played the

part of the Madonna, in "The King
of Kings," recently was granted a

decree from her husband. There
was, for a time, opposition to this

from the DeMille studio, which made
the picture, because of an agreement
they claimed with her preventing a

divorce. It was asserted that this

was entered into because of the char-

acter of the role she enacted in the

picturization of the biblical story.

To Drive the Rumors Away.
Mabel Normand met Lew Cody at

the train when he returned from his

vaudeville tour. She also traveled

with him for a part of the trip. Now
will the idle rumors that they are

about to separate please go where

they belong? Proof's proof—but to

the contrary this time.
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Jinks—and Low

A group of petite feminine players

show us some towering leading men.

Victor McLaglen, left, is quite proud of
his six feet three inches of tallness

—

which doesn't frighten Sally Phipps in the

least, even if she is only five feet two.

Lupe Velez, right, seems to fit quite cozily

into Rod La Rocque's arm, in "Stand and
Deliver," though there are thirteen and a

half inches between them.

Charles Farrell, below,

towers one foot and one

inch over dainty Janet

Gaynor's five feet.

Duane Thompson, above,

misses being as tall as

James Pierce by about thir-

teen inches. He is six feet

four.
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Few realize a player's position. It

was useless to try and make them
understand. So a stop had to be put

to their repeated calls. Undoubtedly
they take pleasure in saying they

'knew me when' and how upstage

I've become."
One incident which occurred dur-

ing the making of "Camille" is in-

teresting. During a rest, Norma
Talmadge and Gilbert visited her

sister Connie's set where "Venus of

Venice" was being made.
A young fellow, merely playing

atmosphere, knew Gilbert but did

not like to recognize him, for Miss
Talmadge, her sister and others of

the high and mighty were with him.

But Gilbert did not pass him by.

He probably recollected the day,

some three years ago, when he was
a down-and-out extra and was
forced to walk, after a hard day's

work, all the way from the F. B. O.

studio to Hollywood Boulevard—no
short distance. It was this young
player, then playing a small role, who
stopped his car and gave Gilbert a

lift. Gilbert had not forgotten and
told Miss Talmadge about it.

Another thing that makes a new-
comer to success a trifle aloof, is

some of the ridiculous reports about
him that emanate from unknown
sources.

Gilbert has not been an exception.

"Not long ago," he related, "a ru-

mor spread around that I had been
in a fight, and had had my face

slashed with a knife, and my eyes

blackened

!

"Two or three people from the Los
Angeles newspapers called up to con-

firm the report. I explained that I

was too busy right then, working
every day in 'The Love Mart' for

First National, to have had any
fight ; that if I we're in such a state,

no company would even dream of

letting me go before a camera."
Gilbert is so well placed now that

he does not give a second thought to

such disturbing events. Norma Tal-

madge thought so well of his abilities

in "Camille" that she chose him to

play in "The Dove" and in "A
Woman Disputed," and it is prob-

able that he will be her leading man
in "The Darling of the Gods," if she

does the Japanese story.

"She's the most marvelous woman

I've ever met," he rhapsodized. "I'll

never forget how kind she was to

me the first day I started in 'Ca-

mille.' It was my first important

part. I was nervous. The first

day's work consisted of my visit to

Camillc's apartment, then the scene

where I see her taken with a fit of

coughing. No one can realize how
kind and thoughtful Miss Talmadge

was to me, a newcomer—a stranger

to her. She was the star; she need

not have bothered, but she did."

He is something of a rover. He
likes to go off by himself. After

finishing "The Love Mart," Gilbert

disappeared for a while and returned

to Hollywood with an eleven-day

growth of beard after doing some

shooting up North.

For a young, romantic actor to

lead such a lonely life augurs well

for his career. For one thing, it

means that he has been strong enough

to avoid all the delusions and pitfalls

that success puts in your way if you
don't side-step them. For success

has its drawbacks only if you stoop

to pick them up.

The Story That Never Grows Old
Continued from page 45

"I think for a lark it will be fun.

I have no thought of career. I play

in the movies for a while, then I go

home. Soon I get this bug—ambi-

tion. I see that maybe I can do
something good, and I wish to try.

Now I am crazy about it and want
never to stop.

"I love the set, the feeling, the

camera, the make-believe. But to-

night I may fool them and run away.
They give me to-day a vacation. I

might know. Night work. A beau-

tiful garden set. Those clever boys

make a lovely moon. But the ground
is wet from the rain. Everybody
else wear warm coats. Chili alone

freezes. I wear a thin little dress.

I tell Mr. Carewe I get sick and that

mean much money. No"-—her eves

twinkled
—

"I think maybe not we do
that scene until it gets dry and
warm."

Sehor Jaime, her husband—pro-
nounced Hymie—and Senora Dolores
are popular in Hollywood. Their
parties are lavish, yet marked with a

touch of intimacy. To them hospi-

tality is a subconscious art.

"I love it in here—when it does
not rain," she exclaimed, meaning
Hollywood. "I meet many people,

all different. At home important
people, maybe, but not always inter-

esting."'

One more Fox picture, "The Red

Dancer of Moscow," by a previous

arrangement, must be made before

she starts her United Artists con-

tract, by the terms of which she is

to star in seven productions during

three years. The announcement that

"The Cockeyed World" would re-

unite the entire cast of "What Price

Glory" proved to be an error.

"I tell the cockeyed world I do not

play in that picture. Mr. Carewe
stand up for me. I must have good
role.

"We visit all sixteen 'home of

Ramuna —she must have been a

movie star, so many historic places

they call 'home of Ramona.' And
the—how do you pronounce p-a-

g-e-a-n-t?—which show her life. It

is up in the hills, and rustic and
beautiful."

While she finds the present pro-

duction interesting, she does not ap-

prove of the dictum that she shall

forthwith play the ingenue.

"Ramona is sweet and sympa-
thetic. Mr. Carewe say I shall no
more play Carmen roles, that then I

would not have long life on the

screen. So I must not be Chili, but
PcIIyanna. I want to do wild, gypsy
women—strong roles."

Sitting in her crimson car after

luncheon on our way back to the

studio, clad in a chic frock under a

coat of fur with a green leather col-

lar, a white felt hat framing her

piquant face, two pearls her only

jewels, she expressed smart sophisti-

cation.

I agreed with her. Dolores is no
sweet girl graduate.

"You will speak, then, to Mr. Ca-

rewe? Yes ?" she said.

"I shall. And he will say, 'Yes,

dear girl,' and promptly forget what
I have said."

"But I get many to speak to him,

or maybe the public will write to

him ; then he will let me plav the wild

girl."

Tosca is her dream role. The
play, not the opera. *'They expect

Carmen and Tosca so " She
puffed out her cheeks. "I do slim

little Carmen, the Carmen I find in

Spain."

Back at the studio, we laughed
over some new portraits of her.

Only one met with her approval.

Scrutinizing others, she made gay
fun of her own face. "I look like

I have no job, yes?"
Twelve years ago "Ramona" was

made with Adda Gleason, Monroe
Salisbury, and Nigel de Brulier. If

recollection does not fail me, Mary
Pickford also once made a short

film of it. The story, with its sen-

timental charm against a picturesque

background, is a perennial. I think

we can trust Chili's skill and Ca-
rewe's direction to make the present

version interesting.
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100 All About Epics

Continued from page 83

and lose its first teeth, before it was
completed.

The desire for realism is the cause

of much trouble in epics.

James Cruze wanted a storm in

"Old Ironsides," and waited three

weeks for one. When it came, the

ship was wrecked.

No mere miniature whale would
do for ''The Sea Beast," so Warner
Brothers built one. It looked like a

perfectly good whale, with a blow
apparatus and everything. But that

whale had a Jonah. When it came
to taking the picture, no whale was
to be found. Attendants in charge
of his whaleship rushed up to the di-

rector excitedly to tell him the whale
had sunk.

And now there is "The Trail of
'98." Up in the Klondike a man
was drowned in the rapids. In Col-

orado, there was an avalanche and
a man was buried. The altitude af-

fected everybody's wind and power
of resistance.

And so, back to the miniatures and
back to the good old studio lot.

What an avalanche of breakfast-

food blizzards ! What a bunch of

washtub hurricanes

!

Even the West is passing. Direc-

tors have to build the West on the

studio grounds.
Another difficulty is whether the

public will take to any particular

sort of epic.

For instance, the public, it turns

out, doesn't care for fire pictures.

It likes fires, but it wants them real

—and hot

!

Then of course there are the cen-

sors. What a tough time they give

the makers of epics.

As one critic put it, the ancients

insisted on living their own lives in

their own way, with a total disre-

gard of what the movie censors were
going to say about them several cen-

turies later.

And the lawsuits

!

Somebody's feelings are always
getting hurt over the treatment a

picture gives an ancestor. Some-
body's family is always getting in-

sulted over something. In "The
Covered Wagon," somebody's grand-
father was insulted.

"My great-great-grandmother never
wore a hat like that!" one indignant

lady wrote concerning a supposed
ancestor who appeared in one of

these epics.

The stock in trade of some par-

ticular epic sometimes runs low,

too. For instance, when they wanted
to portray the old cattle country, in

"Sundown," they had to corner all

the cattle in Texas and run them
ragged, to get the right effect. And
in "The Last Frontier," a buffalo

epic, they frazzled the only herd of

buffalo still extant by running them
round and round to make them look

like enough buffaloes.

They always employ a lot of ex-

perts on every epic these days. Di-

rectors can't get by with inaccura-

cies any more.

No longer, for instance, can a man
in a Western keep firing and firing

his gun indefinitely without ever re-

loading, as they used to do in the

good old Westerns of other days.

Even those remote souls, the

Northwestern Mounted Police, come
in for experting. They have an ex-

pert, Guy Pearce, formerly of the

Mounted Police, on "Rose-Marie."

"The mounted police are always

shown riding horseback," he said the

other day, "but in winter they use

dog teams. In some places the. po-

lice kill their horses every fall, be-

cause there is no food for the ani-

mals in winter, and the British gov-

ernment sends out fresh horses in

the spring.

"And the members of the Mounted
aren't always dressed up to the

nines, either. Before the public,

yes ; but out in the country they take

off their coats and wear khaki

shirts."

About the historical characters

used in epics : the producers must
be very careful, or the illusion is

completely destroyed. Somehow it

is natural for human nature to pick

flaws in anybody pretending to rep-

resent an historical character.

But epics are certainly great for

one thing: they give jobs to all our
Indians and ex-soldiers.

The Battle of the Stars
Continued from page 19

An even more amusing circum-

stance is the fact that she gained this

sudden success largely because the

subtitles she had to speak were very
funny. They happened to suit her
flapper personality. Since then Alice

has played various roles, culminating

with Dorothy, in "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes."

Paramount is naturally counting
on Ruth Taylor to make a hit as

Lorelei, and they have extensive

plans for her future. A few years

ago they hoped for much from Betty
Bronson under somewhat similar

conditions, but their speculation did

not turn out well. Betty never really

had a follow-up for "Peter Pan."
On the other hand, little Mary

Brian, who has never really had a
fair chance, except in "The Little

French Girl"—in which she was very
prematurely starred—has gradually
climbed to a position where she is

getting more fan mail than any but

the bigger stars on the Paramount
lot.

I have mentioned these instances

just to show some of the sidelights

on the way players win their places

to-day. It is impossible to forecast,

as yet, how far the majority of them
will go. Certainly there is great

demand for pictures in which Miss
Gaynor, Miss del Rio, and Miss
Garbo appear, but the producing
organizations with whom they are

allied are hardly starring them as

yet. In the instance of Miss Garbo
I know the policy has been to hold

back, and her first stellar film, "The
Divine Woman," is only now ready

for release. Temperament, perhaps,

caused a part of this delay.

Will these players eventually sup-

plant those who have been on the

screen for a number of years?

Judging from recent results, it

might be said that picture-goers are

showing a slight preference for the

new. Doug, Mary, Norma, Gloria,

and others have not been enjoying

their wonted favors, according to

some reports. Furthermore, they

have made their pictures so slowly

that they are to a certain extent "out

of sight, out of mind." They are

in the position of having to make
everything super-excellent to attract

attention, now. Perhaps if they

produced their pictures more rapidly

it would be an advantage, but that

would mean a sacrifice of quality and
prestige, which they have won as

producers as well as stars.

On the strength of personality, the

old stars will always be popular.

They came into pictures at a time

when versatility was- demanded, and
when the player was not, as to-day,

required to fill some particular niche.

Naturally, their type is bound to be

limited to certain roles, but their

range of experience is on the whole
greater than that of the newcomers.

If the screen bears any parallel to

the stage at all, it might be said that

an" actor or an actress in the future

will be lucky if he or she gets, one
great role in a lifetime. Consider,

for example, Jeanne Eagels, in

"Rain." It is very doubtful whether
she will ever find any role as sensa-

tional, however long she may search.

Luck does play a large part in

Continued on page 107
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Esther Ral-
ston, left cen-

ter, has a neck-

lace of clus-

tered pearls

and diamonds
to match her

earrings.

Exotic

Touch
Bizarre earrings nowa-
days add something to

the loviliest faces.

Gilda Gray, in "The Devil

Dancer," left, displays the

rich ornamentation of Tibet.

What could be more strik-

ing on a blonde than the dia-

mond earrings worn by
Lilyan Tashman, right, with

a black satin gown ?

Dolores del

Rio, right cen-

ter, as a study

in black and
gold—her hair

the black, her

massive ear-
rings the gold.
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Information, Please
A department where questions are answered, advice

is given, and many interesting phases of motion-
picture making and pertinent side lights on the lives

and interests of motion-

picture players are dis-

cussed.

By The Picture Oracle

Mm:

OERNICE MITCHELL.—wrong again!
*-* My hair won't be snow white by the time
I answer your questions. You've got me all

mixed up with Santa Claus. And I refuse
to be mixed up with Santa Claus ; he lives

beyond my income, traveling around the
world once a year. Gary Cooper was born
in Helena, Montana, May 7, 1901. He is

six feet two, and has black hair and dark-
blue eyes. He is not married. He will
next be seen opposite Florence Vidor in

"Doomsday." If anybody answers Charles
Farrell's fan mail, he probably does it him-
self. Charlie was born in East Walpole,
Massachusetts, about twenty-two years ago.
He is now working in "The Red Dancer
of Moscow," with Dolores del Rio. He is

not married. Joseph Striker has been on
the screen five or six years, and now
works at the DeMille studios. His newer
films, besides "Annie Laurie," are "King
of Kings," "The Climbers," "Cradle Snatch-
ers," "A Harp in Hock," and "The Wise
Wife." Joseph is about five feet eleven,
and has very dark-brown hair and eyes. I

don't think he is married.

A Fan of All the Stars.—You are a

regular correspondent. I even recognize

your handwriting, among all the stacks of

mail that come in. Harry Langdon was
born in Council Bluffs, Iowa. As a kid,

he was a newsboy; then he became a jani-

tor's assistant in a theater. He made a

hit on amateur night, and then traveled

with a medicine show, and in vaudeville.

Mack Sennett saw him on the stage and
signed him. Ernest Torrence was born
in Edinburgh, June 26, 1878. He was
formerly a musician. Ernest is six feet

three, and has brown hair and eyes. He
is married to Elsie Riemer and they have
a son, Ian, who is twenty. Vera Reynolds
was born in Richmond, Virginia, in 1905.

She is five feet one and has brown hair

and hazel eyes. She is divorced from
Earl Montgomery. Jetta Goudal goes in

for mystery and no one knows anything
about her except that, occasionally, she
forgets to remember her French accent.

Billie Daniels.—You call me "pop."
Dear, clear, how one does age ! So you
"crave to know" a few things about
Leatrice Joy? Well, that's a simple crav-
ing and easy to satisfy. Leatrice was
born in New Orleans, in 1897 ; I don't
know the month. She has been married
only once—to John Gilbert—and they are
now divorced. Their daughter, Leatrice,

Jr., was born in September, 1924. As to

whether Leatrice smokes, I'm sorry, but
I never noticed.

Miss Saucy.—I don't like that promise
—that if I'm good to you, Santa will give
me a whistle to call all the stars together.
I don't want all the stars together

;
you

know I do love peace. Louise Fazenda
was born in Lafayette, Indiana, in 1895

;

I don't know the month. She is five feet

five and weighs 130. See Bernice
Mitchell. Edmund Lowe is six feet.

Born in San Jose, California; he doesn't

say when.

Peggy of Erie, Pennsylvania.—It's

just terrible, the way I have to work.
You fans keep getting interested in some
film newcomer faster than I can get biog-

raphies. I don't know all the answers to

your questions, but here are those that I do
know. Myrna Loy is five feet six, Fran-
cis X. Bushman, Jr., six feet two. Danny
O'Shea was born October 8, 1901 ; Rich-
ard Allen, 1898, Barry Norton about 1904.

Lieutenant Moore, in "What Price Glory,"

was played by Leslie Fenton.

Madalyn Graeme.—As you wanted
what you called your "ignorance" en-

lightened, your letter addressed to the

"What the Fans Think" department was
referred to me. It would be just my luck

that you don't read this column. Victor
Varconi was the young man you so ad-

mired in "Silken Shackles." He is under
contract to Cecil DeMille, at whose studio

you may write him. He is Hungarian and
has played recently in "For Wives Only,"
"Fighting Love," "Angel of Broadway,"
"The Forbidden Woman," and "Chicago."

Miss B. Gaby.— I do get so distressed

when fans ask for answers in the next
Pictltre Play, because I just hate to say
no! But while you're reading one issue of
Picture Play, the next one is traveling all

over the country to news dealers, and the

one after that is already being printed. So
what can a poor answer man do? Ginette
Maddie, I understand, works at the Para-
mount studio. Robert Florey I know noth-
ing about.

Kay.—Three cheers for Gilbert Roland

;

he seems to be going over in a big way.
And yet, he played on the screen for some
time as Luis Alonzo—in, for instance,

"The Plastic Age"—and no one noticed
him. Then, I believe, he had a contract

. with Paramount and was given nothing
to do. Gilbert was born in Mexico City
in December, 1905. He is not married.
Following "Camille," he played in "Rose
of the Golden West," with Mary Astor,
with Norma Talmadge again in "The
Dove" and he is also scheduled to play-

opposite Norma in "The Woman Dis-
puted." Also, opposite Billie Dove in "The
Love Mart." The only address I know for
him is United Artists studio—see list be-
low. Pola Negri's film, "Camille," was
a foreign importation for which I have not
the cast. After "The Stolen Bride," Billie

Dove and Lloyd Hughes played together
again in "American Beauty." But I think
that ends the combination, as Lloyd's con-
tract with First National is now completed.

August Palko.—Of course, Crane Wil-
bur no longer has any connection with the
screen, but I ju^t happen to know that he
lives at the Hotel Algonquin, 59 West 44th
Street, New York City. The players in

"Ain't Love Funny?" were Alberta Vaughn,
Tom Wells, Syd Crossle}-, Johnny Gough,
and Charles Hill Mailes.

John Macker.—What I want to know
is, what do you fans do with all those
photographs after you get them? Dolores
del Rio is under contract to Edwin Ca-
rewe, Hollywood, California. Margaret
Quimby has not, at this writing, signed
a new contract since the expiration of
her agreement with Paramount ; I don't
know where she can be reached just now.
Ruth Taylor is at Paramount Studio. Al-
berta Vaughn lives at 248 S. Oxford Ave-
nue, Hollywood. Greta Nissen has been
working at the Fox Studio lately.

Dorothy Darling.'—I always thought
it was such a good idea for a girl to

have a name like yours, so that every
one who addresses 3'ou sounds affection-

ate, whether intentionally or not ! Vir-
ginia Valli is not a star, but a featured
player. She has been working for Fox
for the past two years, on a three or

four-picture contract basis. Write her

there. She is divorced from Demarest
Lamson.

Parisian Fan.—Writing all the way
from Paris to learn about Wilfred Lucas;
think of that! He was born in Canada
—doesn't say when—and educated at

Montreal High School and McGill Uni-
versity. He formerly played on the stage

Continued on page 119
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Mirador Treasure
An Adventure Story

By FRANK LILLIE POLLOCK
One of the most stirring chapters in modern

fiction is the description in this exciting novel

of the thundering call of the Speaking Stone
that sent the natives .of a South American
peninsula in wild revolt against their oppressors.

An adventure story in a thousand—one you
won't forget.

The Man Who Awoke
A Detective Story

By MARY IMLAY TAYLOR
He awoke to find himiself in a strange house,

surrounded by strangers, transferred from a
hard-working salesman into the heir of a great
fortune. It soon developed that he was the

victim of a conspiracy, and then mystery and
more mystery until

But you must find out for yourself how it

all works out.

Western Tommy
A Western Story

By DAVID MANNING
Slouching, sleepy, good-for-nothing Tommy

to his family, but once mounted on the most
beautiful of horses with gun in hand and fife in

pocket, an altogether different and most baf-
fling character and one of the most fascinating

you've ever met.

Beyond the Frontier
A Western Story

By JOSEPH MONTAGUE
A tale of the heroic, pioneer days of Fre-

mont and Kit Carson, and how a Louisiana

dandy took the long and perilous trail that

teemed with adventure all the way out to the

California gold fields. Plenty of red-blooded

action—and a girl at the end of the trail worth
all the struggle.

Grizzly Gallagher
A Western Story

By REGINALD C. BARKER
It was a job and a tough one at that to

make a man out of young, red-headed Ted
Blaine, the son of the partner of one of the

old-type mountaineers. But Grizzly Gallagher
tackled it and the adventures of the two in

the rugged Idaho wilderness makes the sort of

reading that takes you clean out of yourself.

The Avenging Twins Collect

A Detective Story

By JOHNSTON McCULLEY
Another bang-up novel about the two re-

sourceful youngsters who started out after the

big financial magnates who ruined their uncle.

A fast-stepping novel of intrigue and ingenuity

of the sort that only Mr. McCulley can write.

75 Cents a Volume
Ask your dealer for these cloth-bound novels
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J 04 Nothing Ungrateful About Monte
Continued from page 69

So Monte put his ideas into effect.

It seems that he has considerable

authority in the making of his own
pictures, so he arranged a new re-

gime. Rigid economy of time was
the rule. Every one on the set by
eight thirty, instead of nine. Prop
men and electricians were to be on
hand even sooner—say about eight

—

to change the carbons in their lights,

and do whatever else it is they

usually do before the actual shooting

begins.

"The result is," Mr. Blue declared

with justifiable pride, "we really start

shooting at nine o'clock, instead of

dawdling around until ten. Promptly
at nine, now, the camera begins to

whir."
. No, indeed ; no one wastes any

time on the Blue set ! There is

steady working, from nine until one,

from two until five thirty. None of

this fooling around ; a flirtation going

on in one corner ; an actor turning to

the orchestra, "Say, play that little

thing from 'Rio Rita' again, will

you?"
Efficiency is the motto. And if

this sounds a little like a factory, at

least, like a factory, the day's work
is over at five thirty. To the actor,

the crudest words—except "Nothing
to-day"-—are, "Sorry, folks, we'll

have to work to-night."

In arguing for his scheme, Monte
pointed out that really you don't get

any more tired working hard all

day, than if you sat around for

hours, waiting. And isn't it better

to work hard in working hours than

to stay late at night, or work all day
Sunday trying to catch up with a
delayed schedule ?

"It's amazing," Monte continued,

"how much is accomplished in those

odd half hours that formerly were
wasted. Why, do you know, ever

since we started this efficiency busi-

ness, my pictures have been finished

from four to six days less than their

scheduled time!"

He admitted, though, that many
players and directors no longer want
to work in his pictures. Especially

the directors with years of experi-

ence, who like doing things in their

own leisurely way and resent any
young upstart telling them how to

speed up production. But there are

plenty of directors who are glad to

accept suggestions. They like get-

ting their work done in business

hours
;
they like getting credit for

finishing a picture in less than the

time scheduled for it.

In keeping with the new motion-
picture war cry of "Economy," all

the big companies are trying'to learn

something from the small producers
on Poverty Row, who make quickies

in twelve to fifteen days. How is it

done? The big companies want to

know, and, according to Monte, they

are even having some of their big

Broadway films made by these com-
panies, just to find out what makes
quickies quick.

All these notions about efficiency

may make Monte Blue sound like a
very prosaic young man. If earnest-

ness and sincerity make one so, then

he is. He's the kind of young man
you could turn to for sympathy, and
get it. The.kind of young man who
is considerate of others, eager to

help them get ahead.

Leila Hyams told me a little of
his consideration for her. Leila had
been playing opposite him in quite a

few of his recent pictures : "The
Brute," "The Bush Leaguer," "One
Round Hogan."

"You know," said Leila, "a be-

ginner on the screen could hardly
expect much consideration. And
many stars wouldn't have bothered

with me at all. But Monte kept see-

ing to it that I got in front of the

camera as much as possible. In one
of the love scenes I was supposed to

look up at him, away from the cam-
era.

" 'You can cheat a little on that

look,' Monte whispered. 'Don't look

straight at me, but turn a little more
toward the camera.' He was always

thinking of something to put me at

greater advantage in the picture."

"Yes," Leila's mother spoke up,

"no one could have been nicer to

Leila. "I'd do anything in the world
for Monte Blue."

So, since those who work with him
feel that way about Monte, perhaps
it is just as well for a young man in

the movies to feel that life is real,

life is earnest.

Continued from page 58

when they are opened and a powder
box in her bedroom startles you, by
bursting into a jumpy and jovial air

when you lift the lid to powder your
nose.

She told me about "The Angel of

Broadway" that day. It was months
ago, and the story was just in the

process of being written. She
perched herself, precariously, upon
the edge of a little stool and panto-

mimed the thing—almost scene by
scene—until she made it live before

my eyes, there in her living room.
She had great hopes for it even

then. Hopes that it might release her

from innocuous comedy roles. And
she talked, wistfully, about "Man-
slaughter."

"If I could only get another story

like that !" she sighed.

Weeks later the two of us con-

nived with a kindly newspaper man
to be smuggled into a courtroom
where a famous murder trial was
being held. Leatrice wanted to study

Gayly Seeking Drama
the reactions of the woman on the

stand, "because she hoped to get an-

other role like the one in 'Man-
slaughter' and one should see these

things, and study them, if one is to

give an adequate performance."
She was almost hysterical with

pity and the sense of drama when
we left. "Life is so cruel!" she

wailed, "and we are all so helpless

when circumstances get the better of

us
!"

Leatrice is as sentimental and im-
pulsively generous as theater and
picture folk "traditionally are.

She is intensely and sympatheti-

cally interested in people. And she

confided to me, once, that she wanted
to write.

"When my youth is gone and with
it my value as a motion-picture ac-

tress," she said, sad-eyed, "life will

be terribly empty unless I have some-
thing to do.

"Life surges and swirls about us,

filled with color, romance, pathos,

drama—waiting for some one to

write it down, sympathetically, with
understanding.

"I can see the drama, but I don't

know whether or not I have the

knack of interpreting it in words. I

am going to try very hard to culti-

vate it."

But now, with "The Angel of

Broadway" bringing her back to the

kind of roles she longs to play

—

roles which will not depend entirely

upon beauty and the ability to wear
frivolous clothes, perhaps Leatrice

will not need to find something to fill

the empty years after her picture

career is done.

Ah adequate actress is never

through. And Leatrice is all of that.

She feels it and many other people

also feel it.

And, perhaps—who knows?—if

the good roles keep on coming, some
day she may get a story as good

—

or even better—than "Manslaugh-
ter!" She is living for that role,

dreaming of it, working for it.

Let us hope she gets it

!
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A Plea for Sympathy
Continued from page 43

M. Cohan play, that Bancroft could

no longer endure the separation from

their small daughter, who was with

her grandmother in California, fol-

lowing an illness. On a Saturday he

and his wife decided to leave, and

the following Monday found them
on the train.

In California, they took a house

at the beach, having no concern at

all with Hollywood and its chief in-

dustry.

"Several companies kept asking

me to do pictures, but I wasn't in-

terested. I had done a couple of

short pictures in the East, but only

for the fun of the experiment. Wliy
I thought, should I spoil my holiday

by accepting engagements in the

movies—and at amounts less than I

was receiving on Broadway?"
However, after a few months,

more to dispel ennui than anything
else, he did agree to play the heavy
in a Tom Mix picture. This was
followed by another Mix film. After
this his screen career became in-

volved, for some reason or other,

and he wasn't seen for many
months.

"I was signed by Paramount for

'The Pony Express' at the largest

salary ever paid a beginner in pic-

tures. Although," he added quickly,

"I probably get less now than any
other actor of my standing."

His progress, from then on, is a

matter of common knowledge. Par-

amount recently conceived the prom-
ising" idea of teaming him with the

hilarious Chester Conklin in come-
dies. But after one or two of these

Bancroft demurred.
"I have the feeling that the pub-

lic doesn't want to see Bancroft as

the 'funny man.' After all, what can

you give of yourself to a farcical

situation? And I give everything

when I work. I hold nothing in

reserve. The moment I step before

the camera I am the person I am
playing. I think his thoughts. I

rage with his anger," he scowled

fiercely at me. "I suffer his griefs,"

his eyes suddenly filled with tears,

and I was vaguely embarrassed.

"I enjoyed doing 'Underworld'
and Pd like to do more stories along

that line. There is more scope and

I have freer rein. Being one of a

team is very hampering. However,
I don't want to become limited to

one type, and I want all my charac-

ters to have sympathy. Rest assured

you will see me in no more comedies."

Although, for that matter, Pd go

to see his pictures anyway—whether
comedy or drama. For, in my opin-

ion, he really is a darn good actor.
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Beauties

Advise this

Method
of removing cold cream

7-Day Test Free

YOU use cold cream for many beauty
purposes. And then remove it

—

1

how? With towels, which are ruined by
cream, oils and frequent laundering. With
old cloths soiled from too frequent use!

Skin specialists say careless removal

of creams makes for sallowness. Now
a new way of removing cold cream as-

sures radiant, glowing skin; absolute

cleanliness; and it is most economical, too!

Kleenex 'Kerchiefs are soft, thin tissues

made for removing cold cream effec-

tively, gently. You use once, then dis-

card. They absorb all surplus oils —
leave the skin lovely.

Stars of stage and screen were first to

adopt this new beauty method—women
whose complexions are of vital importance.

FOR COLDS
For colds, Kleenex 'Kerchiefs eliminate damp
handkerchiefs, possible reinfection and irri-

tation. You use them once, then discard them.

Absorbent, non-irritating, economical.

KLEENEX
ABSORBENT
'KERCHIEFS

At all drug and toilet goods counters

In 2 size packages (sheets 90 sq. in.) Introductory size

(generous supply) 25c. Regular size (230 sheets) 30c.

P. P. -3

7-Day Supply—FREE

The Stroller
Continued from page 67

Letters from movie fans in "weird

English have been used as thousands
of sour publicity gags, but I insist

upon reprinting this one, which I

guarantee to be the real thing:

First National Pictures,

Hollywood, California.

Dear Sirs: Indebting of your address
to your First National Office here, as in-

dicated by the same and being journalist

of several films reviews and neespapers,

I beg you if possible kindly the purpose
of publish them in the mentioned Reviews.
Can you facilitate them to me?

I will be very much obliged to you if

you can facilitate to me if possible, some
photos of your studios with interesting

particulars about them catalogue of your
films and argument or stories of the same,
that I will publish with great interest.

It is also of special interest to me some
information and different portraits of
Corinne Griffith, and of the horse Tarzan
and others animal which was working in

your films.

Thanking you in advance always at your
disposal, I remain, Dear Sirs.

The letter was signed by the repre-

sentative of a film publication in

Spain.

And still the movie folk continue

to go into various financial pursuits

as a side line to their picture work.
Noah Beeery is promoting a moun-

tain-trout club somewhere north of

Hollywood. The club bears his name
and seems to be quite a place.

Charlie Murray has been made the

director of a bank, and George Lewis
and Eddie Phillips, respectively, hero
and villain of the two-reel series of

"Collegian" pictures, are financing

an exclusive haberdashery shop.

Personally, I have a great idea for

an investment when I get the money
to finance it. That is, a shop to

print titles for motion pictures. As
far as I can see now, there is a great

deal of waste going on in the indus-

try, because every subtitle is printed

and photographed separately. If I

can persuade all the studios to pur-

chase by the foot their "Came
dawns," and "That Night," and "Red
Feather Wins," and "The Limited is

Running into an Open Switch," I

can manufacture them wholesale and
make a fortune.

Think of the profit alone on the

one title, "The End."

KLEENEX CO.,

Lake-Michigan Bldg\, Chicago, 111.

Please send sample of Kleenex 'Kerchiefs.

Name -

Address

City State
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Genuine Diamonds Guaranteed
CASH OR CREDIT '

Beautiful Diamonds from the Importer!
Diamonds from Europe at a great saving I Daz-
zling gems of fine blue white color—all special
importations—exquisitely set in mountings of
solid 18-k white gold. Buy direct from Loftis,
the importer, and save what others pay to mid-
dlemen. Order now—direct from this ad I

Satisfaction guaranteed, or .

money back. Goods sent Oo
for your free examina- "vO

-7-* tion on request. Credit
—„ Terms: Pay one-tenth ~k

down; balance weekly, -s>-T
semf-monthly, or monthly :

'

at your convenience. All
Roods delivered on first
payment.

Diamond
Catalog Free!

I/// Big 132-page book, il-
wX^ lustra ting our Dia- \

SSSjeffiTi-si-' monds. Watches, -n>v
^v^TssJy.^r Jewelry, Silver- -^^p

ware, and gift ar-
tides for all occa-
sions, sent absolutely

free. Write today.

IP
No. 878

$100
$2.50

1 wh.

'//, Rectangular
•^1Wrist Watch No. 868J

Solid 14-k white cold,
S> 15 Jewels, Gold filled
V* bracelet to match. $35.

S3.60 dowo. $3.60 amoDth.S

Cushion Nickel, 6 Jewels-high tfo Cf|
Strap Watch gradeLeatherstrap. Special "P -*"*

Railroad
WatcheS-

Guaranteed to Pass
Inspection

HAMILTON NO. 992, 21 Jewels.
Adjusted to 5 Positions. Gold
tilled 25-Year Quality

Jjjglj

ELGIN'S LATEST RAYMOND.
21 Jewels. 8 Adjustments. Runs
40 hours one winding. Gold ffcc
filled 20-Xear Quality Case

ILLINOIS "BUNN SPECIAL."
21 Jewels. Adjusted to 6 Posi-
tions. Gold filled 25-Year
Quality Case. 60 hours, 1 ffLn
winding v3w

Credit at Cash Prices

Wedding Rings
No. 824— The "Elite"
solid 18-k 0*7 cgl
white gold . . .

$f-3W
Set with S Diamonds,
S22.50; 5 Diamonds.
$32.50; 7 Diamonds,
542.50; 9 Diamonds,
£52.50; 12 Diamonds,
S67.S0. All platinum.
S25. With 8 Diamonds,
$50; 6 Diamonds, S70;
7 Diamonds, $80: 9 Dia-
monds. $100; circled by
Diamonds, $200.

Send for Free CataBogI

to beautiful
proportions—

while you sleep!

JuniTFt ROSE dPJUSTER
3fiC is SAFE, painless, comfortable.

Speedy, permanent results guar- t

anteed. Doctors praise it. No
i

Gold Medal rnetal to harm you. Small cost.

Won 1923 Write for FREE BOOKLET ' before-after

ANITA CO., 390 ANITA Bldg., NEWARK, N. J.

Play Tune in 10
these New Amazing
INSTRUMENTS
New Kind of E-Z Playing
Tenor Banjo, UkuBele,
Mandolin and Guitar

©Quipped with exclusive patented
invention that enables you to play ^
tunesinafewminutes. Simple a?
Ji. B. C. PrcsB'keya and play tunes

jjat once. No knowledge of muaio
required. No long months of tire-
Eome practice. No expensive lea-
eons. Flay by numbers at first

—

learn to play by note automat-
ically while playing tunes.

Popularity! ®ig Money
Astonish your friends. Be center of attraction at all parties. Produce rich
iiarmony, syncopated jazz. Loads of funl Money-making chances.

10 DAY TRIAL—EASYTERMS
cm Special 10-Day Free Trial Offer. Play tunes at once or trial cosib you
nothing. If satisfied, pay at rate of few cents a day. Send for

(^«4«Ba jm> °* P^ayinK Instruments. ContainsP *^^CStoBv j?k»S m 01 "?.v-saving values. (If you have
•3 instrument, you can secure E-Z Play-

ing. Method ceparatcly.) You risk nothing. No obligation. Send today ,

FERRY & CO., Dept. 9752, Chicago. U. S. A.

Do the Stars Answer Fan Letters?
Continued from page 87

There are many other pictures of

players who have changed consid-

erably. Mary Miles Minter, May
McAvoy, Pauline Frederick, Anita
Stewart, Norma Talmadge, Charles

Ray—all are represented here.

One of the biggest surprises is

Constance Talmadge, who has not

only improved in her acting, but has
altered her entire personality by
bobbing her hair. A very charming
Connie then, but not the ultra-chic

sophisticate of to-day. Here is a

photo of Mary Alden, my first screen

favorite, and the only one who has
endured, with the exception of

Mary Pickford. Blanche Sweet has
made quite as remarkable a change
as Constance Talmadge. From
something of an ingenue, she is to-

day right up in the foreground of

the sophisticated moderns.
And here is Theda Bara, with a

huge feather fan, her eyes heavily

made up. I remember rewriting my
letter to her several times before it

reached the mail box. She was the

first player I had seen in person and
I was thrilled.

I have many photographs of play-

ers who have become important
within the last few years. Among
them are Pauline Garon, Aileen

Pringle, and John Roche, who with
his shirt collar open looks more lik-

able than the trifler of the screen.

Ethel Wales sans make-up is really

an attractive woman. Ruth Roland
poses astride Joker. Surely every
one remembers Joker, who carried

Ruth through all sorts of perils in

her early serials. She is waving her

hat and having a glorious time. On
the picture she has written, "Ride
'em, cowboy!" Turning the re-

maining pages hurriedly, one catches

a glimpse of Clara Bow, Gilda Gray,

Irene Rich, Rex Lease, and many
others ; and there are Myrtle Gebhart
and William H. McKegg, both on
Picture Play's staff of capable

writers. One cannot overlook Roy
d'Arcy, that engaging villain, who
looks more wholesome than on the

screen—not at all the menace with

his eternal grin and swagger. And
so we pass on, page by page.

This is the collection which has

taken eight years to gather. Each
photograph represents a letter writ-

ten in all sincerity, if nothing else.

Are the stars indifferent to their

fan mail? I think not. Seven hun-
dred photographs and nearly one
hundred personal letters are positive

proof to the contrary.

Legs a Specialty
Continued from page 90

vises Madeline. "Every girl who
cares for the condition of her feet

should be fitted by an expert, and
absolutely refuse to leave the shop

until she has found that her new
shoes fit snugly and comfortably

from toe to ankle. On arising in

the morning, step up and down on

the toes at least fifty times and then

kick the feet backward and upward
to get the blood coursing below the

knees."

Rita Smith, a New York girl, is

another whose feet and ankles have
earned her a name in Hollywood.
Countless fans have seen her pretty

feet walking upstairs or down, have
supposed they belonged to the star,

and have marveled at their shape-

liness. Miss Smith arrived in Hol-
lywood two years ago and was walk-

ing along the street, when Mrs. Rose
McOuoid of the Central Casting

Bureau stopped her.

"You have the prettiest feet and
legs I have ever seen !" she ex-

claimed. "Won't you come up to

the office and let us register you for

motion-picture work?"
When Rita appeared a few days

later, Mrs. McOuoid called every

one in to look. "Can you beat 'em?"
she asked. Which meant that Rita

Smith would be used in countless

pictures.

"I go to the chiropodist once a

week," Miss Smith says. "And
here's a funny little thing I do for

exercise. I place a rubber ball be-

neath my bare foot and roll it

around, back and forth. It loosens

all the muscles. When I'm dress-

ing, I walk on my toes two or three

minutes. I never wear low heels and
I've never gone barefoot in my life."

But when all the legs are measured
and appraised, the studios hand the

palm to Patsy O 'Byrne, who calls

herself the homeliest girl in pictures.

Not since the days when Phyllis

Haver was a bathing beauty on the

Mack Sennett lot, and her legs were

acclaimed the most perfect on the

screen, have there been any to

equal Patsy's.

Pretty hands, pretty arms, pretty

feet, ankles and legs have opened the

tightly barred doors of studios to

many girls. From all over the

United States these girls have come
to bring beauty to the movies.
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The Battle of the Stars
Continued fr

success. It was a propitious chance

that brought Janet Gaynor to Fox in

time for her possibilities to have
come to the surface when they were
seeking a Diane, for "Seventh Heav-
en." There were any number of

candidates for the role. None of

them could have done it more per-

fectly than Janet. Will she ever get

another to suit her so perfectly ? Let
any one try to answer this if he can.

Janet is, however, a personality.

With the right pictures she may go
far. Only the most foolhardy

prophet or seer can say how long her

fame will last, or whether ten years

from now she will or will not be

reckoned among the Norma Tal-

madges. the Gloria Swansons, and
the Mary Pickfords of tradition.

I don't believe that any one look-

ing at the screen from a fan's view-
point, cares much about the failures

of a star. It is their successes that

count. The names of Talmadge,
Pickford, Fairbanks, and others spell

ora page 100

success, probably because they came
into the movies when they were as

young as motion pictures themselves.

Looking back, their triumphs, indi-

vidually and separately, look much
more sweeping. Furthermore, they

worked hard and bitterly for them in

the early days, and this undoubtedly
makes them longer-lived.

On the other hand, the players who
are coming on the screen to-day face

a stiffer competition and a more
fickle public.

The latest favorite of Hollywood
may not be your favorite at all.

Possibly you are just as devoted to

Gloria, or Mary, or Norma, as you

ever were. But there may be thou-

sands who aren't.

And so it is perhaps just as ridicu-

lous to say that one star is greater

than another to-day, as it is to de-

clare that the new stars are displac-

ing the old, or that the old are better

than the new.

Over the Teacups
Continued fr

then ; she wept—which was no way
to show joy and gratitude.

Miss Alden had come direct from
the studio where she was working in

"The Cossacks" with John Gilbert

and Ernest Torrence, and character-

istically had arrived just when she

was most wanted.
Fanny has always worshiped at

the shrine of Mary Alden, not only
because she plays every role with
sympathetic understanding and con-
summate skill, but because she is a

very wise and philosophic person
who never scatters her wisdom un-
less she is asked for it.

Whenever I think of Mary Alden,
1 recall the afternoon when Fanny
and a group of young players, who
for obvious reasons shall be name-
less, got into a crazy discussion about
faces.

They decided that few people on
the screen had really satisfactory
faces from every point of view. In
fact. I believe Mary Alden and Mary
Pickford were the only ones unani-
mously agreed upon. The rest they
divided into masks and explosions.
All the exquisitely beautiful girls like

Claire Windsor, Billie Dove, and
Esther Ralston were rated as masks,
because while they are sweet and
tranquil and lovely, they seem al-

most too idealized to reflect life in

its harsher aspects.

The explosions were the Clara
Bow-Alice White type, who have a

om page 49

of nervous intensity in their faces,

expressing too much. and suggesting

that nothing is held in reserve.

To rate being considered a first-

class face, as Mary Alden and Mary
Pickford were, one had to have
beauty, but it had to be secondary to

an effect of restrained power or pas-

sion ; the expression had to reflect

understanding and tolerance.

Applying their specifications to

the young up-and-coming players,

the one that seems most eligible to

the ranks of real faces is Joan Craw-
ford. And speaking of Joan, isn't

it gratifying to find that in one short

year she has lived down her jazz-

dancer reputation? Every one takes

her career seriously now, including

Joan herself.

From the moment that Fanny was
able to sit up, she spent hours every

day searching through the papers for

news of her film friends.

She found that Bebe Daniels, only

recently recovered from influenza,

had gone off to Balboa to film loca-

tion scenes for "Feel My Pulse," and
every day Fanny clutched the papers

to see when she was to return.

"I feel as though I had been away
from everything for years," Fanny
said, when she finally summoned up
strength enough to use her voice.

"When I get out. I'll expect every-

body to look different to me."

And perhaps they will.
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Do This
to have bright eyes
To restore the lustre of youth to dull,

lifeless eyes, simply apply a few drops

of harmless Murine. Also use it when
your eyes are bloodshot to quickly

clear them up. Many women use

Murine every day to keep their eyes

alivays clear and radiant. 6oC buys a

month's supply. Try it!

Write Murine Co., Dept. 28, Chicago, III.

FREE Books on Eye Beauty and Eye Care

f-OR Y°UR

Kill The Hair Root
My method is the only way to prevent the hair from grow-
ing again. Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free.
Write todav enclosing 3 red stamps. We teach beauty culture
D.J. Mahler, 93-A Mahh-r Hark, I 'rovidence, R. I.

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY,makesthem appear
naturally dark, long and luxuri-
ant. Adds wonderful charm, beauty
and expression to any face. Perfectly
harmless. Used by millions of lovely
women. Solid form or water-proof liq-

uid. BLACK or BROWN, 75c at your
dealer's or direct postpaid.

MAYBELLINE CO.. CHICAGO

Liquid fj|

FAT

State of New

GET RID
OF YOUR
Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. A sit for lily "pay-

ivhcn-reilueed" olfer. I hiivo successfully
reduced thousands of persons without star-
vation diet or burdensome exercise, often
at a rapid rate. Let me send you proof at

my expense.

Dr. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician
York. 2Rfi Fifth Avenue, N. Y.. Desk M

Kissable

Lips that tantalize can be yours in two months. Perfectly sli:ip> <1

and without cost or discomfort. M. Trilety's new lipshaper has been
used with miraculous results, by thousands of men.
women and girls. Reduces thick, protruding,
prominent lips to normal size. Wear it at night for ,

two months and you will have lips that rival those of
,

the most famous beauties of screen and stage.
Write for full information and copies of letters

from many who have used the Trilety Lipshaper.
No obligations on your part.

M. TRILETY
207 S P, W. U. Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

Manhattan Medley
Continued from page 27

nine pounds by Saturday? It's for

a jockey role in Greta Garbo's pic-

ture."

The youth eagerly sard he would
try. Ann saw him somewhere Fri-

day night, pale, haggard. "Gosh,"
he explained, "I haven't eaten for

two days. I'm reducing."

Saturday he appeared at the studio

demanding Miss Rose. There was
no Miss Rose. He hung around all

day, insisting forlornly that he was
engaged for Greta's picture.

Now that I think of it, I wonder
what was in those telegrams Ann
sent. Perhaps she told all those

young men to run and jump into the

ocean. Just a girl who likes to have
fun.

Judy King looks eighteen her next
birthday, but she fooled me. She's

been married seven years to Tom
Whelan, continuity writer for United
Artists, and so successful at it that

Judy takes her screen career or

leaves it alone. Mostly, she leaves

it alone. Which is too bad, because

she's very cute ; small, very dark,

animated. Rather French. Her real

name, in fact, is Priscilla Delaphone,
but that's too long for movies.

She was here with her sister, Mona
Ray—Ramona Delaphone—and Vir-

ginia Grey, the Topsy and Eva of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin." They were
having a hard life, Topsy and Eva.
Up at seven thirty, into clothes and
make-up for visits to New York
public schools. In the afternoons
they played assistant to Santa Claus

in one of the big department stores.

And they made personal appearances

with the film at matinees. It was
very tiring. So tiring, indeed, that

Topsy refused to wake up at five

p. m. for the interview. Sprawled
on the bed, lying on her bathrobe,

because she was still in blackface.

Too tired even to take it off!

Little Eva, aged twelve, is a pale,

pretty child, who says nothing. Or
almost nothing. "Mamma, can I

have some chewing gum?" Five
minutes later : "Well, mamma, why
can't I have chewing gum? Tell the

bell boy to bring me some." At this

writing, little Eva is still without

her chewing gum.
Virginia, alias little Eva, was asked

by Mrs. Grey to try on her wig.

"I don't wanna."
"Just for a minute," said mamma

;

"show the lady how- you look in it."

"I should bibble," with a grin at the

interviewer. "I don't wanna." Mrs.
Grey finally jammed the wig on Vir-

ginia's head, and ethereal little Eva
was all ready for the angels.

There was a ritzy luncheon—yes,

at the Ritz—for Maria Corda, whom
we all know now as Helen of Troy.
And what a Helen she made ! Beau-

tiful. Charming. She is all that in

real life. A little plump, perhaps,

for our current standards. She was
holding forth at the luncheon, in

her broken English, and was sur-

rounded by admirers. You could

tell she came right from Hollywood,

because, at a mid-winter luncheon,

Maria was gowned in white trans-

parent velvet, with only fringe for

sleeves.

Things I Shouldn't Tell
Continued from page 21

by a star of other years looking for

work, even extra stuff. "I remember
hanging over the gallery rail wor-
shiping that man's acting on the

stage," said Ed. "And here he was
down and out, ready to carry a

spear."

Being successful in Hollywood is

about as ephemeral as the front page

of a newspaper. But while the rage

is on, there is a golden harvest.

Diplomatic handling goes almost

as far in star making as any other

single factor. Two examples come
to mind, without so much as a

wrinkle of the brow.

Betty Bronson and Lois Moran
may be classed together—sweet stuff,

idyllic ingenues, nice girls. Lois was
brought to the screen by that astute

showman, Samuel Goldwyn. She
was advised how to act, when to

speak, and what to say for publica-

tion. To-day she is firmly estab-

lished.

The Bronson child was a studio-

made star who was given her own
way. She was properly cast in

"Peter Pan" and "A Kiss for Cin-

derella," then mediocre vehicles

slowly submerged her. The fact re-

mains that poor handling did it. Her
talents are marked, her personality

charming.

Now that she is under the wing of

Margaret Ettinger, who knows more
about discreet publicity than any one

else in Hollywood, it will be inter-

esting to see if Betty can come back

into her own.
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A Photoproof Pippin

Continued from page 74

"I never dreamed of having the

privilege of playing with him. It

was simply inspiring, and I'm not

saying that in a burst of girlish en-

thusiasm. Jannings is a marvelous

actor, and all of us in 'The Way of

All Flesh' simply felt that we had to

do our best to be worthy of the great

artist."

When Phyllis is in earnest, her

dimples disappear and her blue eyes

reveal unsuspected depths. There is

still sparkle, of course. But the co-

quetry vanishes for the moment.
"Being courted by Barrymore was

a great kick, too," she admitted.

''You never know what he's going to

do. He has all the unexpected twists

of genius. In the midst of our most
impassioned love scenes he'd whis-

per a naughty joke in my ear and
I'd break into a laugh, spoiling the

scene. But Alan Crosland under-

stood all the Bariymore moods, so it

was all very pleasant."

The various farces which she has

adorned have interested her only as

stepping-stones. "The Nervous
Wreck" and similar extravaganzas,

she pointed out with no little sagac-

ity, are only elaborate slapstick.

Phyllis is all for the straighter forms
of drama, silent though it may be.

She looks like a "Follies" girl, but

isn't. She is not dizzy. Her work
is of prime importance. She doesn't

play the Coconut Grove and the

Biltmore on alternating evenings, and
she knows nothing at all of that new
place out near Santa Monica.

She takes acting pretty seriously.

And she knows that actresses must
train almost as strenuously as prize

fighters. She is aware of the dangers
lurking in. late parties, fancy pastries

and kindred temptations. And she

is studiously dodging them.

"You wait so long to get a good
part, that when it finally arrives it

deserves all your attention," she ex-

plained. "There will always be time

to have fun, after you've caught up
with the parade. Right now I'm

still anxious to get a place in the

front ranks."

That sounds fairly sensible. Phyl-

lis impressed me as being a sensible

girl—one of the few blondes in the

world with a practical streak.

So there she is, well on her way to

the top of the ladder, another deco-

rative alumna of Professor Sennett's

torso courses. But there is this dif-

ference, to be sure. Hundreds have

graduated, yet only half a dozen

diplomas have been exchanged for

starring contracts.

That Extra 20 lb
Watch It Disappear

This is to men and
women who weigh an
extra twenty pounds or
more. It mars your
beauty, quells your vi-

vacity, threatens your
health. You owe to
yourself the removal of
that excess, as people
all around you now are
doing.

Not by abnormal ex-
ercise or diet. That is

too hard and too long,

and sometimes too
risky. You have prob-
ably tried those methods. Now try the
modern way.

Twenty years ago scientific men dis-

covered, by long research, a cause of excess
fat. And they found a way to remedy that

cause. They proved it first by thousands
of experiments on animals, then on human
beings.

When effects were proved, the factors

were embodied in Marmola Prescription
Tablets, now used for two d; cades. Many
people used them and watched the results,

then told those results to others. Thus the
use has grown until Marmola has attained

an enormous sale.

MARMOLA

Whereveryou lookto-
day you can see how
excess fat has disap-

peared in late years.
Slenderness prevails.

You must realize that

people are employing a
more efficient help.

The use of Marmola
requires no starvation,

no over- exercise. But
moderation helps. Sim-
plytake fourtablets daily
until the weight comes
down to normal. Then
stop, unless a later gain

suggests some further use.

The complete formula of Marmola comes
in every box. Also an explanation of all

good results that come. This is done to

banish for you any fear of harm.

Go start Marmola now. Order a box
before you forget it. Watch the results,

not only in reduction but in new health and
vitality. Weigh yourself every week. You
will be amazed and delighted, we believe.

Your whole life may be changed.

Marmola prescription tablets are sold by all

druggists at $1 per box. Any druggist who
is out will get them from his jobber for you.

Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant Way to Reduce

MINSTRELS
Musical Comedies and
Revues, with full in-

_ structions for staging.

You can stage your own show with our books. Full line

of plays, stage songs, crossfire, monologues, afterpieces,
vaudeville acts and make-up. CATALOGUE FREE.
T. S. 0ENIS0H & CO., 623So. Wabash. Dept.07 Chicago

Become a MOVIE PHOTOGRAPHER./
Fascinating Work - BIG PAY ** Learn Quietly

A^/vlH5 C, Earn S50 to S250 Weekly
>j Write for Free Fascinating Illustrated

Book. Tells how you can become a suc-
cessful Movie Photographer. Learn in

r—
t

your spare time at home or at our New
York studios— also portrait, news and
commercial photography. Free Em-
ployment Service.

NEWYORK INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
10 West 33rd St., New York, Dept. 3

THRILLS!Good Times -Popularity!

/^IRLS, CHOOSE f
\f Your Partners •

Why not—isn't it stupid in this age of feminine

freedom for you not to take a vital interest in

choosing your life's partner? Your whole life's

happiness depends upon your getting the man you

love, and all too often a girl does not interest the

one she loves because she doesn't understand the

secrets of man's manner of thinking and his reac-

tion to certain feminine traits. With your life's

happiness at stake, isn't it worthwhile to learn

the things that will make it possible for you to

attract and win the love of the man you want

—

and not merely sit on the sidelines waiting—per-

haps to see the man you care for marry someone
else? We have many letters from girls who tell

us they owe their happy marriage to the helpful

suggestions disclosed in "Fascinating Woman-
hood"—that wonderful book on marriage psychol-

ogy—now in its eleventh edition—more than
100,000 copies having been sold. It not only tells

a girl how to win the man of her choice but helps

the married woman hold the love of her husband.
Cut out this ad ; write your name and address on
the margin and mail to us with 10 cents and a
little booklet entitled "Secrets of Fascinating
Womanhood," giving an interesting synopsis of

the revelations disclosed in "Fascinating Woman-
hood," will be sent postpaid. No embarrassment
—the plain wrapper keeps your secret. Send
your dime today.

THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
4865 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo. Dept.l6-C

BLONDES!
Are you dulling the

golden beauty of

your hair with

ordinary shampoos?
TO preserve its true beauty—blonde hair must be

given special care—must have a shampoo specially

suited to its sensitive texture. Blondex, the new
shampoo for blondes only, prevents darkening. Brings
back true golden color to dullest hair. No dyes. No
harsh chemicals. Fine for scalp. Over a million users.

At good drug and department stores, or send coupon
below for free trial package.

Swedish Shampoo Laboratories,

Dept. 103, 27 West 20th Street, N. Y. C.

I would like to try Blondex. the special new shampoo

for Blondes. Please send me a Free Trial Package.

Name

Address. .. . .> ... . -

City ...State .i.....
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A Fan Visits John Gilbert
Continued from page 51

how to round off a rough edge in my
own performance, or how to polish it

and give it a smoother finish."

At this moment word came that he
was to report on the set, which was
a signal that the interview was over.

He rose, smiling as though he had not

just given a portion of a beautiful

clay to a mere fan, and inquired, "Is

there anything else I can do for

you?"
I hesitated, having by this time

reached the door. Finally I said,

"You have a fan in Seattle, a friend

of mine. She is well worth your in-

terest, and requested me to mention
her to you."

"What is her name ?"

"You will perhaps remember her
by her nom de plume, 'The Lady of
the Aching Heart.'

"

He broke into the broadest grin

and most wholesome laugh that I

have ever seen and heard. "Surely
I remember her," he said. "I'll have
my secretary send her a picture right

away."
So, with a "Thank you very much,

Mr. Gilbert," the door closed and
my thrilling interview was ended.

But not the thrill! For that can

never completely be forgotten.

Now for a few impressions.

Mr. Gilbert cannot be described

too often as charming and romantic,

but there is a firmness, a friendliness,

in his handclasp that hints of other

fine qualities. For the benefit of

those fans who have often asked me
if John Gilbert is as handsome off

the screen as on, I can truthfully say

he is. To all appearances he is the

same handsome, impetuous fellow

that we enjoy in motion pictures.

Years ago, when Fox was not

what it is to-day, many fell under
the spell of the sparkle and vigor
that have made John Gilbert so popu-
lar to-day. Now, Mr. Gilbert feels

he has much to learn. I admit it is

nice to know that though, at the top
of his profession he still desires to

improve, but to me no amount of
polish and rounding of rough edges
could ever equal in importance the

intensity and realism that have in-

variably dominated Mr. Gilbert's per-

formances.

So let us take off our hats to a
star of the first magnitude who re-

ceived a fan courteously, and who, if

honest effort and conscientious striv-

ing are of any value, is worthy of
his place in the sun. I confess it

has been hard to refrain from the

use of superlatives in writing this.

In fairness to both Mr. Gilbert

and myself I should say that all of
our, or I should say his, conversa-
tion has not been included in this

story. Dear me, no! It would have
taken pages and pages. For Mr. Gil-

bert can converse as capably as he
can act—which is saying-

a good deal.

From High School to the Movies
Continued from page 60

A Volume of a

Thousand Wonders

The Marvel

Cook Book

by

Georgette MacMillan

There is a recipe to suit every

one for every occasion in this re-

markable book. The favorite rec-

ipes of the leading stars of the

stage and screen are included.

There are

28 recipes for beverages

57
"

breads

71
"

cakes and cookies

31
" it

candy

57
" it

canning and preserving

11
it

cereals

10
" tt

chafing dishes

76
" tt

desserts

31
"

eggs and omelettes

20
" tt famous people's dishes

17
" it cooking fowl

26
tt

frozen desserts

9 r. It

fruits

19 ,

: tt

icings and fillings

10
"

invalid cookery

39 meats

12 .

" tt
one-dish dinners

18
" tt

oysters

41 .

" It

salads

10
it

salad dressings

28 " sandwiches

28
" it

sea foods

32
" tt

soups

79 « • it

vegetables

9
it

vegetarian dishes

AND MANY OTHERS

This Volume Should be in

Every Home

Price, $1.00

CHELSEA HOUSE
Publishers

79 Seventh Ave. New York

Loretta is the cutest." He added
with dignity, "That's her new movie
name. The nice part about the

Young girls is that being in the pic-

tures hasn't changed them at all.

Some of the girls get ritzy and don't

want to go around with anybody but

actors and directors, but Polly Ann
and Loretta still have dates with the

boys. They aren't trying to put on
any swank at all. They still live

where they used to, when we kids

dropped in Sunday afternoons dur-

ing the school term." He went on
proudly, "I've got a date with

Loretta next Saturday afternoon."

I was sorry when the - orchestra

stopped "Pretty Baby," because I

would have liked to hear more about
the popular and democratic Youngs.

Virginia Whiting is another high-

school graduate who has taken to

the movies successfully, so far. She
works in Fox comedies. She has a

smile as enigmatic as Mona Lisa's or

Gloria Swanson's. Hollywood High
School points to her with pride. A
couple of years ago she was en-

rolled as a pupil. As some of her
friends are still attending classes

there, she drives up and waits until

school is over, and either takes them
clown to the studio to watch movies
being made—or to a picture show.
The Fox people think she is going to

be a big star some day. So does

Hollywood High School.

And as for the boys—well, the

football teams and the baseball teams
are borrowed for college movies all

the time.

If you think their stock didn't go
up, it is because you don't know how
Hollywood's children feel about the

movies. And if all the rest of the

kids turn out as well as Sally Blane,

Loretta and Polly Ann Young, and
Virginia Whiting, the movies are

going to start feeling the same way
about Hollywood's children.
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The Stars Set the Styles
Continued from page 30

are the product of more than one
designer."

"Do the stars themselves ever

show bad taste in selecting their

wearing apparel?"

"Of course. Not all people who
have their names in electric lights

have good judgment, although most
actors and actresses have an instinc-

tive sense of costume. Many, too,

have cultivated a precise knowledge
of the art of design and dressmak-
ing. They aid in the selection of
their clothing if they have time, but,

of course, are open to suggestion.

More often, they leave it entirely to

the designer to choose the right

thing, merely approving the sketch

when it is ready to be made up.

Naturally, there are some differences

of opinion but usually a compromise
is effected.

''You often hear that such and

such a screen player, who dresses ex-

quisitely in pictures, looks almost
dowdy when not before the camera.
However, this is seldom because she

does not know how to dress, but

because she doesn't want to dress.

It is relaxation for her to wear just

anything. When she returns to her

work, she can feel the same thrill

in wearing smart garments that Cin-

derella must have felt when her fairy

godmother waved the wand over her.

"On the whole, I think that Amer-
ica has never been such a well-

dressed country as it has since the

movies have come into their own.
Before, only the rich and near rich

could afford to attend fashion ex-

hibits. Now, every little Jane Marie
working in the 5-and-10 is getting a

liberal training in the art of decking

herself out becominglv and mod-
ishly."

Among Those Present
Continued from page 73

kept constantly reminding him with
the question

:

"Well, Frank, when are you going
back into pictures ?"

Frank would laugh at him from
day to day, saying, "Oh, quit kidding

me. I'm through with pictures. You
couldn't get me back into them for

anything in the world."
"All right," the agent would reply,

"we'll see."

Then the tests for the juvenile lead

in "The Country Doctor" were un-
der way. They were looking for a

new player and a new type. The
agent heard about it.

"Now's your chance," he said. "If

you're going back you'd better step."

The agent argued hotly for about

an hour, and then after Frank had

said, "Oh well, all right," the ap-

pointment for the test was arranged.

Before he knew it, Marion had

signed a contract and was being

billed as a bright hope by the De-

Mille studio. After "The Country

Doctor" he had played the hero, in

"The Wreck of the Hesperus."

He is a descendant of General

Francis Marion, of Revolutionary

War fame.

How I Spent My First Big Pay Check
Kathryn Perry.

A grand piano was the fruit of

my first large movie pay check.

Music has been my chief recreation

eve - since, as a tin}' tot, I began les-

sons. I can play myself out of

moods. It calls in the spirits, com-
poses the thoughts, delights the ear,

revitalizes the mind—oh, it is such an
inspiration.

My grand piano, which replaced

an old upright, has given me many
hours of quiet delight, has recalled

the' bright hopes of early youth and
brought them all back, to dance their

trills again.

Gayne Whitman.

Having inveterate beach hounds
in the family—my wife and two

small daughters—I naturally used
my first big movie check to trans-

port them to Catalina for a week.

June Marlowe.

I hated to cash that precious slip

of paper, nicely signed by Warner
Brothers, because it represented my
first milestone on the road to suc-

cess. I come of thrifty stock, but

there was a perfectly stunning decol-

lete evening gown in a certain shop,

and it fitted me like a glove. How
did I know? I wish I had a dime
for every time I had tried it on

!

Finally, I cashed the check and,

to the clerks' amazement, actually

bought the gown. I got the check

back after it was canceled, and I

framed it.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN, Tlie Muscle Builder
Author of "MuscU Bidlding," "Science of Wrestling,"

"Secrets of Strength." "Here's Health," "Endurance," etc.

The Man I Pity Most
DOOR OLD JONES. No one had any use for him.
* No one respected hiin. Across his face I read one
harsh word—FAILURE. He just lived on. A poor
worn out imitation of a man, doing his sorry best to get
on in the world. If he had realized just one thing, he
could have made good. He might have been a bril-

liant success.
There are thousands and thousands of men like Jones.

They, too, could be happy, successful, respected and loved.

Rut they can't seem to realize the one big fact—that prac-
tically everything worth while living for depends upon
STRENGTH—upon live, red-blooded, he-man muscle.
Everything you do depends upon strength. No matter

What your occupation, you need the health, vitality and
clear thinking only big, strong virile muscles can give
you. When you are ill the strength in those big muscles
pull you through. At the office, in the farm fields, or on
the tennis courts, you'll find your success generally de-
pends upon your muscular development.

Here's a Short Cut to Strengili and
Success

"But" you .say, "it takes years to build my body up to
the point where it will equal those of athletic champions."
It does if you go about it without any system, but there's
a scientific short cut. And that's where I come in.

30 Days is All S Need
In just 30 days I can do things with your body you

never thought possible. With just a few minutes work
every morning, I will add one full inch of real, live

muscle to each of your arms, and two whole inches across
your chesrt. .Many of my pupils have gained more than
that, but I GUARANTEE to do at least that much for

you in one short month. Your neck will grow shapely,

your shoulders begin to broaden. Before you know it,

you'll rind people turning around when you pass. Women
will want to know you. Your boss will treat you with a

new respect. You'll look ten years younger, and you'll

feel like it, too. Work will be easy. As for play, why,
you'll realize then that you don't know what play
really means.

I Strengthen Those Inner Organs Too
But I'm not through with you. I want ninety days in

all to do the job right, and then all I ask is that you
stand in front of your mirror and look yourself over.

What a marvelous change! Those great squared shoul-
ders! That pair of huge, lithe arms! Those firm, shapely
legs! Y"es, sir. They are yours, and they are there to
stay. Y'ou'll be just as fit inside as you are out, too,

because I work on your heart, your liver—all of your
inner organs, strengthening and exercising them. Y'es

indeed, life can give you a greater thrill than you ever
dreamed. But, remember, the only sure road to health,
strength and happiness always demands action.

Send for my New Book, 64 pages and—IT IS FREE

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It contains forty-eight full-page photographs of myself

and some of the many prize -winning pupils I have
trained. Some of these came to me as pitiful weaklings,
imploring me to help them. Look them over now and you
will marvel at their present physiques. This will not
obligate you at all. but for the sake of your future
health and happiness do not put it off. Send today

—

right- now before you turn this page.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1403, 305 Broadway, New York City

It

Is
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i
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E

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1403, 305 Broadway, New York City

|
Dear Sir : Please send me, absolutely

FREE and without any obligation on my
|

part whatever, a copy of your latest book, I
"Muscular Development." m

Name

City State

(Phase write or print plainly.)
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Gray Hair

1 You try it first on a
single lock of your

hair to see what it does.
Thus have no fear of
results.

2 Then simply comb
this water-like liquid

through yourhair. Clean
. . . Safe. Takes 7 or 8
minutes.

NO more dangerous
"crude dyes." In-

stead, natural shade is

called back to hair by
clear, colorless liquid

100% safe, called Mary
T. Goldman's Hair
Color Restorer. Faded
graying streaks disap-
pear. Hairbecomeslive
looking and lustrous.

Stays easy tocurl. Does
not wash off.

This way embodies
elements that take
place of color pigment and give natural effect.

Auburn hair reverts to auburn— black to

black. Used by 3,000,000 women.
Send coupon for free test—or get bottle at

drug store. Few cents' worth gives perfect
restoration. Money returned if not amazed.

3 Arrange hair and watch
color gradually creep

back. Restoration will be
perfect and complete

-TEST FREE-
I Mary T. Goldman, 150-C Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
' Check color: Black dark brown medium
' brown auburn (dark red) light brown
' light auburn blonde [Print name]

Name..

Street.

City...

MARY T. GOLDMAN'S
Hair Color R estorer

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Multitudes of persons with defective hearing and Heac5

Noises enjoy conversation, go to Thea-
treandChurch becausethev useLeonard
Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums. Tiny
Megaphones fitting in the Ear entir

outof sight. No wires, batteriesor

headpiece. They are Unseen Com-
forts and inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement of the

inventor who was himself deaf.

ft. 0. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 28, 70 5th Ave., New York

FRENCHLOVE
DROPS

An enchanting exotic perfume
of irresistible charm, clinging
for hours like lovers loath to

part. Just a tiny drop is

enough. Full size bottle 98c
or $1.25 C. O. D. Secrets
free.

D'ORO CO.
Box 90, Varick Sta., New York

Dept. P. P. 2

How to Obtain
A Perfect Looking Nose
My latest improved Model 25 cor-
rects now ill-shaped noses quickly,
painlessly, permanently and comfort-
ably at home. Tt is the only nose-
shaping appliance of precise adjust-
ment and a safe and guaranteed
patent device that will actually give you a
perfect looking- nose. Write for free booklet
which tells you how to obtain a perfect look-
ing' nose. M. Trilety, Pioneer Noaeahaping
Specialist. Dept. 2922, Binghamton, N. Y.

A New Accent in Hollywood
Continued from page 31

Almost three thousand times did

Poppa and Momma Cohen say the

same lines. "Tired of it?" She re-

buked me. ''How could we be? I'm
telling you that play is greater than
what that Shakespeare, or anybody,
ever wrote.

"It has heart," she said, and I

could see that she has taken it all

very, very seriously these five and a

half years, and never will anybody
convince her that "Abie"' isn't the

finest drama ever in the theater.

"It is natural. Just like an Irish

and a Jewish family sitting down to

talk the evening. And the humor of

it—you wouldn't find it in any other

play. Like the line where Rose says,

'He's my father,' and I say, 'Veil,

you couldn't help that, could you?'
"

How many times she has chuckled

over that line I don't know, but her

appreciation was as keen as though
it were new.

I am one of those million indi-

viduals who saw "Abie's Irish Rose"
and still cannot account for its amaz-
ing popularity. But Momma and
Poppa Cohen almost make me be-

lieve in the darn thing

!

"Mrs. Cohen is me. She is all

Jewish women. I am so tired many
times, but when I get in my dressing

room and make-up I feel great. She
is like a tonic to me."
They find the movies wonderful.

A week's free vacation before they

started work, somebody nice to take

them "on drivings," everybody
friendly—they think Hollywood's
great. Neither anticipates the diffi-

culty about the transition from stage

to screen ; neither is camera shy.

"We got experience already,"

Momma beamed.. "Seventeen years

ago I play in a movie, but back to

the stage I went because I think it's

not any money in these movies. And
eleven years ago Poppa has a fillum

test made. So we know all about
camera acting."

Listen to what Momnia has to say

about fame. "The Cohens all write

me that I am their kin, and ask for

a donation. Maybe they don't get it,

but a lot they do. And Miss Nichols

and the' manager told me, 'Remember
to act dignified. Don't forget you
are Madame Kramer.'

"Forget it? I'm telling you I hire

a taxi and I think I give the driver

a quarter tip. He recognizes me and
says, 'You're the lady what plays

Mrs. Cohen? I like your play swell.'

So I got to give him fifty cents. On
the train I get fifty cents out for the

porter, just because he dusts me off

—and I could as well do it myself.

Then he smiles at me and tells me
he saw me act Mrs. Cohen, and that

no lady could play the part better.

So I say—like this behind my hand
to Poppa—'I guess I got to give him
a dollar.' He recognizes Poppa, too,

and gets two dollars. I tell Miss
Nichols, 'Sure I remember I'm Ma-
dame Kramer, but it's expensive.' In

New York sometimes I put on a

veil and on the street nobody knows
me—and it's cheaper. I do better

would I be just Mrs. Kramer."
When they arrived in Los Angeles,

four hundred and seventy-five Co-
hens were at the train to greet them.
I asked Momma what she thought

of all the "relatives."

"I think," she held her hands
against her breast, "it is all a dream.
I work all those years in the Yiddish
theater and get nowhere. 'Abie'

makes me famous."
"I'm absorbing atmosphere," Poppa

said when we found him, faithfully

waiting beside the fountain. "I

mean"—winking—"locating exits if

Momma gets mad."
"Oh, look," Momma beamed upon

Gary Cooper, lanky lad of the range,

"a nice Jewish boy, I bet."

All the studio is chuckling over

Momma's ingenuous way of labeling

everybody she meets as a nice Jew-
ish boy or girl. In so calling them,

she is to her mind paying them the

highest compliment. Bebe Daniels

was rendered quite inarticulate when
Momma rushed up and embraced her

with a flood of Yiddish. The first

day, she located a kosher restaurant

and in four days had invited at least

a hundred people—everybody she

had met—to a kosher meal.

"Maybe you would rather I go

away while you talk to Poppa," she

suggested so. half-heartedly that I

solemnly insisted she remain. "Poppa
is a genius. You," to Mr. Garcy,

"tell her all about it."

"When I am a child I act in the

ghetto in children's plays. I recite

so loud nobody else got a chance.

So at elocution school, when they

put on 'The Prince and the Pauper,'

I am the star. Mark Twain comes

to see the play and likes me so well

he brings the managers to see me, so

I go on the stage."

There was more to it than that,

what with the frequent interruptions

of Momma, who insisted that this or

that incident of Poppa's career be

given due credit.

That they will add to the enter-

tainment of "Abie's Irish Rose" on

its screen tour, there isn't the slight-

est doubt.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted

AGENTS—$60-$125 A WEEK. Free sam-
ples. Gold letters for stores and office win-
dows. Metallic Letter Co., 428 N. Clark,
Chicago.

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. Every
owner buys gold initials for bis auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily

easy. Write for particulars and free sam-
ples. American Monogram Co., Dept. 170,

East Orange, N. J.

WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
2860. St. Louis, Mo.

AGENTS—WE START YOU IN BUSINESS
and help you succeed. No capital or experi-
ence needed. Spare or full time. You can
earn $50-?.100 weekly. Write Madison Manu-
facturers, 564 Broadway, New York.

YOU ARE WANTED TO RESILVER
Mirrors at Home. Immense profits plating
auto parts, tableware, etc. Write for infor-
mation. Sprinkle, Plater, 333, Marion, Indi-
ana.
~ WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories" anywhere. Booklet free. W. Hill-
yer Ragsdale, Drawer 29, East Orange. N. J.

SALESMEN SELLING TO MEN : We
have side line for you that will sell along
with any line you may now be handling
and make more money for you, provided you
are now selling tc men. Get full facts at once.
Address Salesmanager, 844 West Adams,
Dept. 360, Chicago.

YOU ARE WASTING TIME working for
other people. Let us show you how to con-
trol .your own business and make $100 a
week. Capital unnecessary ; immediate prof-
its. American Products Company, 1674
Monmouth. Cincinnati, O.
OH, HELLO ! WHY DIDN'T I SEE THIS

Before. Christy's Iron Rust and Stain Re-
mover sells like blazes. Write for free sam-
ple. Christy, Inc., 5080 B'way, Newark, New
York.

$13.80 DAILY IN ADVANCE (Send for
sworn proof) Introducing New Insured
Hosiery. 57 styles, 40 colors, guaranteed
seven months. No capital or experience re-
quired. You simply take orders. We deliver
an

,2,
collect (or you can deliver, suit your-

self) Credit given. Pay You Daily, monthly
bonus besides. We furnish samples. Spare
time will do. Macochee Textile Company,
Park 4a03. Cincinnati. Ohio.
$14 50 DAILY EASY—PAY IN ADVANCE,

Introducing Chieftain Guaranteed Shirts 3
ror .>4.9o. No experience or capital needed.
Just write orders. We deliver and collect.
bull working outfit Free. Cincinnati ShirtCompany, Shop 1923, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Help Wanted—Male

FOREIGN WORK—Men interested in
working in romantic, sunny South America
write at once for information. South Amer-
ican Service Bureau, 14,600 Alma, Detroit,
Mich. *

Help Wanted—Female*:

$6—$18 A DOZEN decorating pillow tops
at home, experience unnecessary ;

particulars
for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 110, La-
Grange, Ind.

Male Help—Instructions

MEN, GET FOREST RANGER JOB ;

$125-$200 mo. and home furnished ; hunt,
fish, trap. For details write Norton, 268
Temple Court, Denver, Colo.

EARN .$120 to $250 monthly, expenses
paid as railway traffic inspector ; we assist
you to a position after completion of three
months' spare time home study course or
refund your money. Write for free book-
let CM-28, Standard Business Training
Inst.. Buffalo. X. Y.

Help Wanted— Instructions

Personal

YOUR HANDWRITING REVEALS CHAR-
acter. Practical guide to success. Send Ink
sample of own or friend's writing for helpful
analysis of surprising facts. 25c (silver). D.
Pencraft, Coscob, Connecticut.

How to Entertain

MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK, qual-
ify for forest ranger position. Start $125
month ; cabin and vacation

;
patrol the for-

ests, protect the game
;
give tourists informa-

tion. Write Mokane, Dept. M-10, Denver,
Colo.

ALL MEN-WOMEN, 18-55, wanting Gov-
ernment positions, commence $110-$250
month, write for Free copy "How to Qual-
ify." Instruction Bureau, 308 Arcade Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.

WANT U. S. GOVERNMENT JOB, com-
mence $115-$250 month? Men-women, 18-55,
trained at home in three weeks. Write, In-
struction Bureau, 308 Arcade Bldg., St.
Louis. Mo.

Farm Lands

MONEY MADE IN MICH. POTATOES.
$10. down now and easy terms buys land near
markets, lakes, streams. Write today. Swi-
gart & Co., S-1276, 1st Nat'l Bank Bldg.,
Chicago.

Coins, Stamps, Etc.

OLD MONEY WANTED—Do vou know
that Coin Collectors pay up to $100.00 for
certain U. S. Cents? And high premiums
for all rare coins ? We buy all kinds. Send
4c for Large Coin Folder. May mean much
profit to you. Numismatic Co., Dept. 440, Ft.
Worth, Tex.

PLAYS, Musical comedies and revues, min-
strel music, blackface skits, vaudeville acts,
monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments,
musical readings, stage handbooks, make-up
goods. Big catalog free. T. S. Denison &
Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 132, Chicago.

Patents and Lawyers

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for pre-
liminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references. Best results. Promptness as-
sured. Watson E. Coleman, Pate™t Lawyer,
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Pat-
ented or unpatented. Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS—Write for Guide Books and
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclos-
ing inventions. Send model or sketch of in-

vention for Inspection and Instructions Free.
Terms reasonable. Victor J. Evans Co., 767
Ninth, Washington, D. C.

INVENTORS—Write for our guide book,
"How to Get Your Patent," and evidence of
invention- blank. Send model or sketch for
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms rea-
sonable. Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Detectives Wanted

MEN—Experience unnecessary ; travel

;

make secret investigations
;
reports ; salaries

;

expenses. Write American Foreign Detective
Institute, 114, St. Louis, Mo.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great
demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wagner, 2190 Broadway, New York.

Salesmen

COLLECT AND KEEP $6.00 COMMIS-
sion each sale. 2 suits or suit and topcoat
$27.95. Unusual qualities. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Latest patterns. Extra Large
outfit Free. Deal Direct. LaSalle Gold Seal
Clothes, 527 Broadway, Dept. 36, New York
City.

plllllllllllim

| Sell Us Your Spare Time I

Probably you can think of a score of things right
now for which you would like to have some extra
money—a home of your own. a car, a college educa-
tion. Any of these is within your grasp if you
simply follow the successful course of thousands
of men and women, boys and girls, who are turn-
ing their spare time into cash taking subscriptions
for our magazines.

EASY TO START
The same plan that has made these folks prosperous
is now offered to you. No experience, no capital
necessary. Does not interfere with your regular
duties. Try it out ! It costs only a 2c. stamp, or a
penny post card to get full details and a complete

money-making outfit FREE. You have nothing to
lose and may gain hundreds of dollars—here's the
coupon.

MAIL IT TO-DAY!

J

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
j

79-89 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

I
Please show me how I can profitably sell you my spare

j
time.

NAME

STREET

OITY STATE

»» iiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiin ini iimi illinium in nun iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iim iiHiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii i HiiHiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii inn mm§
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CHELSEA

HOUSE
Popular Copyrights

Tales of the West, of Love and

Mystery and Adventures on sea

and land—you can have them now,

fresh from the pens of your fa-

vorite authors. They are real

books, too—no reprints of old-

timers but new books bound in

cloth, with handsome stamping and

jackets and all for 75 cents. Ask
your bookseller to show you some

of the books listed below

—

The Brand of Good Books

THE SUNSET TRAIL Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWORTHY, CON MAN

Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK

Emart Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT

Johnston McCulley
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
MIRADOR TREASURE
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
THE CARVED TRAIL
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
THE AVENGING TWINS
HAWKS OF HAZARD
HONEY OF DANGER
BANDIT'S HONOR
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
SILVER SPURS

Joseph Montague
Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Mary Imlay Taylor

Emart Kinsburn
William Morton

:. Whitman Chambers
Johnston McCulley

Joseph Montague
Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Arthur Mallory

Joseph Montague

TH1SEA HOUSE

79-89 SEVENTH AVE. V

I NEW YORK CITY

The Quickies Grow Up
Continued from page 23

big companies, beyond the need of

box-office names to sell their pictures,

prefer to use their own contract

people. The cost of employing a
free-lance at a tremendous salary for

four or five weeks of production, is

^naturally less profitable than giving

the part to some one who draws a
company pay check.

Mr. Cohn, to whom these names
are of vast importance, can afford to

give them the salary they ask, since

it is only for two weeks of produc-
tion. They are all given a two-week
guarantee, but they seldom work that

long—such being the way a quickie

is made. With economical produc-
tion, a close schedule and a nation-

wide market, it is easy for Mr. Cohn
to blow himself a bit on his stars.

"The Blood Ship," a rip-roaring

melodrama of the sea, featuring Ho-
bart Bosworth, Jacqueline Logan,
and Richard Arlen, was made in two
weeks and one day. It played the

Roxy in New York and the best

theaters in many of the key cities,

receiving enthusiastic notices every-
where. "Alias the Lone Wolf," with
Bert Lytell and Lois Wilson, also

ran at many of the better houses in

competition with releases of the big

companies. "The Isle of Forgotten
Men," with Dorothy Sebastian as the

dusky allure, brings Conway Tearle
back to his still-faithful fans.

For some reason which no one
quite fathoms, Conway Tearle has
been blacklisted at all the big studios.

For something like two or three years

he has been off the screen because
of this. But Columbia should worry
about the pique of its rich relations.

They use Tearle, and cash in nicely

on his still-evident popularity.

Others of their players who have
been pronounced "finished" by the

wiseacres of the industry, are Shirley

Mason, Viola Dana, Helene Chad-
wick, Betty Compson. It is Cohn's
theory that a player who has once
been good is never finished ; that the

whole difficulty lies in inaccurate

casting. By giving them suitable

roles he has proved his theory and
made money.
The rise of another quickie organi-

zation. Tiffany Productions, has been
made possible by the advent of John
M. Stahl. Well known for the ex-

cellent films he directed for M.-G.-
M., to whom he has been under con-

tract for several years, he raises con-

siderably the standard of Tiffany.

It is now known as Tiffany- Stahl,
with ever}- picture supervised by
Stahl himself. Operating at the
newly renovated Fine Arts Studio

—

birthplace of the historical Griffith

stock company—they are bringing
new life to that ancient pile which,
since Griffith, has housed only the

quickest quickies and comedies.

Producing on a proportionately

lavish scale, their pictures, at the

outset, stand ready to take important
places beside those of the big corpo-

rations. Like Columbia, they use in

their casts names already established

at the box office.

Evelyn Brent, Bert Lytell, Larry
Kent, and Gertrude Short head the
cast of "Women's Wares." "Streets
of Shanghai" features Pauline
Starke and Kenneth Harlan, sup-
ported by Margaret Livingston,

Jason Robards, and Anna May
Wong. "Once and Forever" dis-

plays Patsy Ruth Miller and John
Harron.
A particularly notable offering is

the picturization of Martha Osten-
so's novel, "Wild Geese." This is

an exception to the rule of inde-

pendent companies, where economy
forbids the purchase of expensive
rights to famous plays or books. In
this production Belle Bennett, Anita
Stewart, Russell Simpson, Donald
Keith, and Eve Southern, the saintly

miracle worker of "The Gaucho,"
appear.

Alice Day did her first work in

straight dramatics here, after exten-

sive training as one of Sennett's

brightest lights. The picture is

"Night Life," directed by George
Archainbaud, recently under contract

to First National.

In all these productions it is ob-

served that money is not spared to

give them dignity and quality. The
economizing is done in the working
schedule, which is ironed out in de-

tail before shooting begins.

The rise of the quickie in quality

is not, of course, general. On Pov-
erty Row there are still dingy, little

film factories turning out an abun-
dance of cheap, overnight produc-
tions. But with the development of

Columbia and Tiffany-Stahl it is al-

most inevitable that the others will

follow suit. And the end is in sight

for the quickie nobody sees—the

quickie featuring- Sally Smith and

Jimmy Jones, two of Hollywood's
less noted extras. And considering

the numerous minor players to whom
the quickies have proved a godsend,

to say nothing of those recognized

players who have found, them a

means of continuing their careers,

this offshoot of the movies must be

given credit for the good it has ac-

complished.
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What the Fans Think
Continued from page 12

ever, to say a word for the other side of
the controversy.
Many of us are looking forward to

the happy day, if it ever conies, when we
can enjoy a picture of our favorite Ronald
Colman without the necessity of looking at

Yilma Banky. We do not like her meth-
ods nor her style. It is very annoying
to say the least, to see the same woman
hanging onto one's favorite actor. There
is no longer anything romantic about it.

We were very much disappointed in "The
Magic Flame" which, as usual, was a Col-
man-Banky combination.

"Stella Dallas'" and "Beau Gestc" were a

relief, and we are looking forward to see-

ing Mr. Colman in more such excellent

pictures in the future. He would be
splendid in any picture, and does not need
Miss Banky's assistance ; in fact, he does
far better without it.

The foregoing also holds true of John
Gilbert and Greta Garbo. We hope there

won't be too many pictures with that com-
bination. We think Mr. Gilbert is a won-
derful actor, but don't like the Greta Garbo
type. We would much prefer to see Amer-
ican actresses opposite such excellent ac-

tors as Colman and Gilbert.

Eleaxore Marsh.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

He Cannot Fail Now!
Attention, fans ! Have you discovered

Gilbert Roland? No, he is not, as you
might judge from his name, another cal-

low American youth, too gauche for any
sort of roles but those in college pictures.

He is, on the contrary, distinctly foreign

—

his father was a famous Spanish torea-

dor—and his real name is Luis Alonzo.
There is nothing in the senstive facial

expressions of Gilbert Roland, those swift

changes which mirror each shaded emo-
tion even to suggest the commonplace.
Xor is there, in his finished savoir-faire

and unconscious grace, any trace of the

rough brutality of a bull. ring. Still, he has

an intuitive, high-voltage personality and a

way of moving with quick, deliberate abil-

ity which is traceable, no doifot, to the ru-

mored toreador parentage.

With all this devastating ensemble, he
breaks into "Camille" and almost takes the

picture away from Norma Talmadge. His
Armani is "lived with his whole heart and
soul—it is gripping and extremely roman-
tic! It is the finest piece of individual act-

ing that the screen has seen and there is no
one in pictures, now, who could come any-
where near duplicating it.

Highly original, with an amazing gift of
pantomime far exceeding that of his con-
temporaries—Gilbert Roland has "ar-
rived!'' He has, ahead)", overshadowed,
with his youth and his unique personality,

the host of older leading men—worn and
furrowed—who are, to-day, struggling,

painfully, to catch the spark of romance
so necessary to the roles they are attempt-
ing to enact.

Gilbert Roland is an artist. He is in-

teresting. He is different. I believe and
hope he will rise like a meteor up to the
heights of fame and attain whatever may
be his greatest histrionic ideals.

Trix MacKexzie.
Box 12, Station E, Atlanta, Georgia.

Clara—Stick to Your Type.
Just a word con erning a brightly twin-

kling little star, who richly deserves her
present success—Clara Bow.
In the role that won her such popularity

the flapper, she is a joy forever. She
simply radiates "It." With her bobbed

head, come-hither eyes and spontaneous
gayety, she is delightful to behold. But
it is to be hoped that those who guide
her destiny may realize that she is es-

sentially just that—a flapper type—and
keep her within her rightful sphere: for
Clara grown up, dignified, is not at her
best and loses much of her appeal. I

recently saw her in such a role—the lat-

ter part of "Children of Divorce"—and
the audience did not like her. When
she became emotional, she was not very
convincing.

In the first part of the picture, as the
irresponsible, irrepressible little flapper,

she was her most attractive self, but the
fair Esther Ralston simply walked away
with the rest of it. Clara's type is not
one for very deep roles, though her work
is good. Her face, while pretty, is of
the "cute" variety, and is far better suited
for smiles and gayety. She is essen-
tially the butterfly girl. Here's to the fas-
cinating Clara—may she wave long and
successfully as the—flapper.

Polly Laird.
Montgomery, Alabama.

An Answer to Miss Pauline

In the December issue, Miss Pauline
takes me to task for panning Carmelita
Geraghty, stating that I couldn't have seen
"The Great Gatsby'' or "The Last Trail."

Indeed, I did, and as Jordan Baker. Miss
Geraghty was a farce—the one flaw in an
otherwise excellent screening of the novel.

As for "The Last Trail," I must hang my
head and admit that I missed that screen
masterpiece. But surely even Miss Pau-
line wouldn't wish such agony on me as
sitting through a Mix Western. Miss
Pauline further states that Miss Geraghty
can play tennis. Of this I have no doubt.
I am quite willing to agree that as an
actress Miss Geraghty is a great tennis

player. George Pattersox".
100 Maryland Street, Winnipeg. Can-

ada.

Such Taste

!

To my mind the following list com-
prises the foremost exponents of the art

of acting.

Emil Jannings—the master artist of the

screen. I have never seen such acting

as his in his first American attempt, "The
Way of All Flesh." His eyes haunted me
for days after seeing the film.

Lillian Gish—the master artiste. She
is unparalleled in "The Scarlet Letter'"

and "La Boheme."
Lon Chaney—marvelous, even though he

does play such repulsive parts.

Gloria Swan son-—unusually fine and con-
vincing in all her roles.

Jean Hersholt—a superb character ac-

tor. He ought to get some good parts

;

he would then equal Emil Jannings.

George Bancroft—he was remarkable in

"LTnderworld." I am glad he is to do
drama instead of comedy, and I am ea-

gerly looking forward to his forthcoming
picture.

Janet Gaynor—she showed remarkable
promise in "The Return of Peter Grimm."
Dolores del Rio—truly wonderful in

"Resurrection," and I hear she has
equaled her success in "Loves of Car-
men."

Belle Bennett—in "Stella Dallas" she

was wonderful, but she has never made
another picture as good as that.

There are many screen players of un-
deniable charm and talent whose work
is so colored by their own personality

that all their characterizations 'become

\mifMoney
$or$)ancer$

A little spare-time preparation
at home tits you for a career

on the stage or in the movies.
Teachers also needed.

«^ jt^ ^'^)

$50 to $300
a Week

Why don't you go on the
Stage or in the Movies?
Hundreds of big-paying
positions for dancers. Or
start a dancing class in
you own home and earn a
fine income as a teacher.
Marion Chambers makes
S150 a week
dancing on the

Broadway stage; Grace Robin-
son, dancing star of "Artists
and Models" and other . yr^:'

hits earns S225 a week.
Yalodia, former-
ly a messenger
boy is now solo
dancer in
"Katia"
at S300 a

week. Beryl Sweeney makes S600
a month teaching in Utica, NT. Y.
Let Veronine Yestoff, world's fore-
most ballet master, train YOU, too,
for Professional Dancing.

No Experience Needed
Learn at Home

Wherever you live, Veronine Vestoff's won-
derful Motion Picture Method of instruc-
tion will teach you Ballet, Classical,
Eccentric, Greek, ' Interpretive, Oriental
and Toe Dancing. A few weeks of
spare time study at home give you pro-
fessional technique and prepare you for an
engagement.

Mail Coupon NOW
Send at once for Yestoff's wonderful offer to ambi-
tious dancers, men and women, and free booklet.No obligation. Mail coupon or write TODAY.
Vestoff Academie de Danse, (Dept. 83)
100 West 72nd St. New York, N. Y.

Vestoff Academie de Danse, (Dept. 83)
100 West 72nd St., New York, N. Y.
Dear Monsieur Vestoff: Please tell me about your

wonderful offer to ambitious dancers and how I can learn
at home-

Name

Address

Town ............ State..

IT0VIE STAR PHOTOS FREE
11 Latest poses. 25 photos Post Card size (inch^^^m 15 FREE miniature pictures) $1.00. 8 x 10—So^^W 1 hand colored FREt, each S5 order. Complet— 1 hand col«i

free. Film Star Port!
Los Anpeles, Cal ;e

C Co., Dept. 10

(including
" So doz.

1UC1 . win i.^tTe list
424 So. Broadway,

PIMPLES
Cleared Up—often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions on the face or body, barbers' itch,

eczema, enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin,
simply send me your name and address today—no cost
—no obligation. CLEAR-TONE tried and tested in over
100,000 eases—used like toilet water— is simply magical in
prompf rt-suits. You can repay the favor by telling your
friends: if nor, the loss is mine. WRITE TODAY.
E. S. GIVENS, 437 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

^jour "Personal

is now more than ever the key-
note of success, both in social
and business life. Improve your
personal appearance by using the
new patent "Liin-Slrai trier."
Model JS. Corrects now 3tow and

J

Knock -I; need logs safely, rillick-
' ly and permanently ;it I mine.
No cosily operation or discom-
fort. Is worn at night. Kasy
to adjust; its result will save
you soon from further humilta-
.Mori and will improve your per-

sonal appearance 100 per cent. Write todai
righted Physiological and Anatomical book
ence of others without obligatioi
postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST Dept. 15871, Binghamlon, N. Y.

for copy-
....(1 etperi-

Enclose a dime for
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Look for

COMPLETE
STORIES!

"the Magazine for Exacting

Readers."

When you get your copy of

March Complete from the

news stand, you'll have 115,000

words of the best reading mat-

ter you've come across in many
a moon.

You'll have thrills galore as

you follow the exciting pages
of

The Dark Disk

a complete novel, by Victor

Rousseau, of amazing mystery

and action—an attempt to mur-

der the entire population of

New York

!

If you like the blood-stirring

romance of early frontier days,

you'll get a real "kick" out of

Hal Dunning's

House of Sinister Men
It's a "Jim-twin Allen Story."

Dunning is a master of West-

ern yarns.

And when you've spent an

exciting evening reading

The Blue Fountain of

Jacinto

by the incomparable writer of

Mexican stories, Wright van

Deusen, you'll want to thank

us for telling you to "look for

Complete."

These and half a dozen other

gems of fiction are all "com-

plete" in the March issue of

COMPLETE
STORIES!

"the Magazine for Exacting

Readers."

On the Stands February 15th

20 Cents the Copy

more or less similar. By this I do not
mean that they are not good actors, be-
cause most of them are, but they are not
great. My favorite actor, Ronald Colman,
falls in this class, as do many other of
my favorites—Florence Vidor, Clive

Brook, Renee Adoree, Lars Hanson, and
Alice Joyce. A. L. King.

536 Lowell Avenue, Palo Alto, Califor-
nia.

Ben—Where Are You?
Why haven't we heard more of Ben

Lyon in "What the Fans Think?" Surely,
no one since Wally Reid has occupied
such a warm spot in the 'hearts of the pic-

ture-going public. He is the sort of chap
every mother wants her son to be like

;

the boy every girl longs for ; the friend
every boy hopes for.

But, sad to say, Ben has been the vic-

tim of poor stories, poor direction, and
miscasting in general. Sexy films are not
for Ben, and I do wish these foolish-

minded directors and producers would quit

casting him in this "soup-and-fish stuff."

And why must he play opposite stars so
much older than himself? The screen
has enough talent among the younger set

from which to choose a competent leading
lady.

I think Ben would be great in a clean-
cut story of college life. "For the Love
of Mike" came pretty near to being the
type and "The Perfect Sap" was cleverly

done. I still maintain that his greatest
picture is "Wages of Virtue."
Why doesn't some wise owl of a pro-

ducer cast him in a picture which will

show his good points to the best of ad-
vantage ?

Won't you Ben Lyon fans come to his

support, and demand that he be given bet-

ter parts? The producers cater to the
public, and if we insist on seeing Ben in

better roles, I'm sure they'll pay some
heed to us. "Miss Middle West."

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

And Still They Defend Novarro.

For over three years I have not missed
an issue of Picture Play, nor one letter

in "What the Fans Think." I have read
squabbles and arguments until I was quite
sure that most of the faultfinding was the
prattle of dissatisfied children.

With difficulty I have kept my peace.
To the majority of unjust criticisms I

have paid no heed, but when certain fans
begin finding fault with that most nearly
perfect of stars, Ramon Novarro, I con-
sider that it is time for me to rise and
defend him.

In the first place, if a fan like Elfreda
Peel has such unpleasant things to say
about a star, I would advise her to keep
them to herself. Letters like hers are not
going to do any good—they may do some
harm—and is not this department the place
for helpful criticism?

Ramon is not in need of fans so badly,

that it would prove a great shock to him
to learn that he had lost one, because of
the too-careful efforts of his press agent.
I am sure he does not desire the kind of
admirer who is easily influenced by her
whims. As for the article to which Miss
Peel referred as the cause for canceling
her subscription to a publication, I am
quite sure that I know exactly to which
article she was alluding. It was splen-
didly written, fired with enthusiasm and im-
agination, and did not, as she claims, make
Novarro an impossibly perfect person. It

brought out very clearly his faults and
those human traits which make him such
a splendid actor. Do you suppose Ramon
could possibly have played such a mag-
nificent character as Ben-Hur, had he not
been endowed with those human qualities

which brought out the greatness of the man
more clearly?

It is really absurd to imagine that mere
publicity could keep an actor in the high
position on the screen that Ramon holds.
Imagine calling him an "infant prodigy

!"

Novarro did not need a press agent to

give him a start, and now that he has
reached the top and has several years of
success behind him, it stands to reason
that he does not need a press agent to

hold him up. Since it is the custom for

every star to have one, Ramon has a press
agent—but not because he particularly

needs one

!

There seems to be no doubt that Miss
Peel cannot and will not "see" Novarro.
I really do sincerely pity her. You know,
friends of Ramon, what marvelous hours
of happiness she is missing, do you not?
And so, Miss Peel, I suppose it cannot

be helped if Ramon is becoming like so

much "sickly piffle" to you, since you are

determined that such shall be the case. If

you are "growing very tired of him," don't

bother about seeing his pictures. I doubt
if he would ever miss you, since he will

always have thousands of friends in the

persons of many fellow fans and myself.

Richard E. Pass more.
Media, Pennsylvania.

Eight "Best" Pictures.

What are some people howling about
when they say the movies are "going to

the dogs?" How can they make such a

statement when pictures like "The Big
Parade," "Rookies," "Michael Strogoff,"

"Beau Geste," "The Better 'Ole," "Faust,"

"The Cat and the Canary" and "Seventh
Heaven" are being shown? I think Janet
Gaynor, who played in the last-mentioned
picture, is one of our finest young ac-

tresses. I first saw Miss Gaynor in "The
Johnstown Flood."

In my judgment, "The Cat and the

Canary" was the best picture Laura La
Plante has ever played in. The one that

stood out in the cast of "The Cat and the
Canary" was Arthur Edmund Carew. I

wish I knew more about him—there is

something interesting and mysterious
about him.
What about actors like Cullen Landis,

Creighton H^ile, Julia Faye, Lilyan Tash-
man, and Robert Agnew—why don't they
occasionally get a leading part? I think

sometimes supporting actors do more work
than the stars, and often steal the pic-

ture. E. Hitchcock.
New York City.

Is There Such a Thing as Too Much
Opportunity?

Every fan when rooting for his favor-
ite bewails the lack of opportunities his

star received. And yet, each month
some unknown player makes an outstand-
ing performance out of a role that was
expected to be secondary to the star's.

I have decided that opportunities are not
presented, they are made, and the player

who is worth while will make a big role

out of a little one.

There is not a prominent star on the

screen to-day who has not worked for

his success. Just picking names at ran-

dom, I remember when Ben Lyon gained

our attention. He was just one of Col-

leen Moore's leading men in "Flaming
Youth," "but he made something out of

that small role. John Patrick, too, did

his famous lamp-shade dance in that pic-

ture.

The two young men had an equal chance
at that time. We saw both of them, fre-

quently, for the following two years, with
Ben pulling ahead until he reached star-

dom, and John Patrick still playing comedy
relief in some one else's pir+ure.
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We can go back a little further to "The
Miracle Man." Tom Meighah, Lon
Chaney, and Betty Compson helped to

make that the greatest picture of its time.

For several years the three had equal op-
portunities and kept abreast in popular-
ity. But the situation is different now.
First, Betty Compson dropped behind, de-
spite the fact that her husband, James
Cruze, was able to offer her the best of

opportunities ; Tom Mcighan stopped try-

ing, began giving dull performances, and
now only the most loyal of his fans watch
for him ; but Lon Chaney has surged ahead
until he is one of the outstanding charac-
ter actors in the world. He ranks with
Jannings in the opinion of many, and that

is saying something.
William Haines was slow in taking ad-

vantage of his opportunities. Years ago
he and Eleanor Boardman were trained
together and featured in the same pic-

ture. But Eleanor arrived first. How-
ever, once Bill got the bit between his

teeth, he ran away with everything and
has outdistanced Miss Boardman.
Coming down to modern times we find

Dolores Costello's followers asking for

better opportunities for her. Be reason-
able, fans ! What- young star has had better

chances? Featured or starred in every pic-

ture she had made since "The Sea Beast,'''

with direction and photography centered
on her, she has had ample opportunity to

show what she can do. I think she does
very well, considering how she has been
forced and pushed with too much oppor-
tunity. Give her a chance to develop
slowly.

Betty Bronson is one star who has not
had the right kind of parts. Unfortu-

nately for Betty's future, she is a type un-
common to the movies. There are not
many stories suitable for her, as she be-

longs in fantasy.

Don't harp so much on the big chance.
Every role the players get can be made a

big one if they have it in them.
L. M. C.

New York City.

A Tip to Leatrice.

After seeing Leatrice Joy in "The Angel
of Broadway," I find it impossible to let

the opportunity pass without broadcasting
a few of my thoughts.

I think -Leatrice Joy has found herself

at last, and this is the type of picture she

should cling to. She is more beautiful in

this than in any picture since "The Ten
Commandments." This is the first star-

ring vehicle she has had, in which her
true acting abilities are displayed. This
picture is proof enough that Leatrice Joy
is worth}' of great things. And I hope
that Leatrice just sets her foot down and
demands good stories. A little Greta
Garbo temperament would be of use to
Miss Joy

!

Let us at least hope that Leatrice Joy
is through with such namby-pamby pic-

tures as "Eve's Leaves" and "For Alimony
Only."

I cannot close this letter without thank-
ing Picture Play for printing my letters,

thus enabling me to make many friends,
with whom I would not part for the world.
I have received letters from New Zealand,
England, and all parts of the United
States. Martin Boyer.
80 Hemlock St., St. Thomas, Ontario,

Canada.

A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
Continued from page 61

"Madame Pompadour"—Paramount.
Colorful film based on the story of Ma-
dame Pompadour, favorite of Louis
XV., with Dorothy Gish in the title role,

and Antonio Moreno as a radical poet
who captures her fancy.

"Magic Flame, The"—United Artists.
Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman in

skillful but unreal melodrama of Ital-

ian circus queen, her clown sweetheart,,
and the villainous prince of a mythical
kingdom.

"Main Event. The"—Path e-DeMille.
Film of two prize fighters and a girl.

Unusually^ well done. Vera Reynolds
and Charles Delaney

"Man Power"—Paramount. Richard
Dix in implausible but interesting tale
of a tramp who arrives in a small town,
wins an heiress—Mary Brian—and
saves the town from a bursting dam.

"Mockery"— Metro-Goldwyn. Lon
Chaney in realistic' film of dull-witted
Russian peasant whose doglike devo-
tion to a countess leads to his death
at the hands of the bolsheviks. Bar-
bara Bedford and Ricardo Cortez.

"My Best Girl"—United Artists. Mary
Pickford's latest, and one of her best.

Tale of stock girl in the 5-and-10 who
falls in love with a new clerk—Buddy
Rogers—without knowing he's the
owner's son.

"Old San Francisco"—Warner. Old-
fashioned melodrama of girl who is

kidnaped by the Chinese, being srved
just in time by the San Francisco earth-
quake. Dolores Costello and Charles
Emmett Mack.
"Paid to Love"—Fox. Fairly enter-

taining film of beautiful dancer who is

paid to snare a crown prince, but falls

in love with him. Virginia Valli and
George O'Brien.

"Pajamas"—Fox. Pleasant picture of
spoiled millionaire's daughter in the
Canadian Rockies who is tamed and
won by up-and-coming young man.
Olive Borden and Lawrence Gray.

"Patent Leather Kid, The"—First Na-
tional. Richard Barthelmess in unusu-
ally good film of conceited little prize
fighter who tries to evade the war, is

drafted, proved a coward, but finally

redeemed by an heroic act.

"Poor Nut,
_
The"—First National.

Jack Mulhall in consistently amusing
college film of shy botany student who
pretends to his girl that he ii an ath-
letic hero and has a bad time living up
to it when she unexpectedly comes to
visit him.

"Prince of Head Waiters, The"—
First National. Interesting though un-
believable film of glorified head waiter
with a son in high society who does
not know his father. Lewij Stone,
Robert Agnew, Lilyan Tashman, and
Ann Rork.

"Quality Street" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Marion Davies and Conrad Nagel in

delicate adaptation of Barrie's charm-
ing comedy of demure English girl

who waits twelve vears for her sol-

dier lover, and then has to win him
back by strategy.

"Road to Romance, The"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Ramon Novarro capital as
spirited Spanish courtier of the early
nineteenth century who, to save the
fair heroine, Marceline Day, disguises
himself as a pirate.

"Rolled Stockings" — Paramount.
Lively college picture of the conven-

YOU'RENEXT
NowWatch YOUR
Muscles

BEFORE:
This boy looks pretty
hopeless, doesn't he? I'll
bet. he tinted to step out
on the beach in a bathing
suit, and he had to stand
a lot of bullying from the
uther boys in the gang.

30 DAYS LATER
Here's a real man! Just

look at the way those

muscles have developed in

30 days of Titus Train-

ing. That's going some,

isn't it?

ONE—two—three! Just like that, the boy you see.

above changed from a puny weakling into a

physical GIANT! Looks like magic, doesn't it?

But that's just an example of what Titus Training has
.

done for thousands upon thousands of men.
I've taken fellows of every size and condition and

I've transformed them almost overnight into perfect

specimens of manhood! "Miracles worked in Muscle"

—

that's what people call them.

In 30 Days I'll Increase Your
Muscles By INCHES

Yos, sir, that's all I want—30 days—and just 20 or

30 minutes a" day. In that short time I'll make you
over from head to foot. I'll put layer after layer of

muscle all over your body till they stand out like

iron bands.

Amazing Book of
Muscle Building Facts

Tear off that coupon! Mail it today! It will bring

you FREE the greatest book you've ever seen—tilled

with astounding photographs of men rebuilt—packed
full of Titus's own secrets of making muscles GROW.
No cost or obligation—just rush the coupon to Dept..
PP-124.

FREE!

The One
and Only TITUS 105 E. 13th St.

New York City

TITUS, Dept. PP-124,
105 E. 13th St., New York, N. Y.
Dear Professor Titus: Sure I'd like to have your

book. Send it free.

Name '. .'.

MIDGET NAME CARDS
Trade Mnrk Re<r. U S. Pat. Off.

THE LATEST NOVELTY 50c. Per Book
Each book contains 50 perfect littie name cards,
size \%yi% r in genuine leather case. Choice of

black, tan, green or red. A perfect
name card. Name in Old English type.
Price complete 50c, name only. Send
stamps. Coin or money order. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded. Agents
Wanted.

MIDGET CARD SHOP, INC.
Harrishurg, Pa.26 S. Market Sq.,

Develop Your Bust!
Our scientific method highly recommended

for quick easy development

LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement of bust, neck, face,

arms and legs

Used with great success by thousands. In-
expensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded. Full particulars
and proof (sealed) free. Write for special
offer TODAY.

LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
857-PW Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md

PEP UP THAT NEXT PARTY!
Lots of fun with our well-chosen assortment of mirth-
provoking novelties. Send your guests home with aching
sides. $1.50. If C.O.D., charges extra.

127 E. Burnett LLOYD 6. VEA2EY Louisville, Ky.
Large assortment especially selected
for club affairs, picnics, etc., $10.00

Stop Using a Truss
Free -Trial Plapao-Free

STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAO-
PADS are surprisingly different
from the truss—beingmechanico-
chemico applicators — made self-
adhesive purposely to keep the
muscle-tonic' PLAPAO"applied
continuously tothe affected parts,
and to minimize painful friction
and dangerous slipping. No.
straps, buckles or spring at-
tached. Soft as velvet— easy to
apply—inexpensive. Foralmosta
quarterof acenturysatisfiedthou- _

sands report success withoutdelay Grand Prix

from work. Process of recovery natural, so no subsequent
use for a truss. Awarded Gold Medaland Grand P|*PP
Prix. Trial of "PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely fhpp
Write your name on coupon and send TODAY. I BlLk
PLAPAO CO., 56 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Awarded
Gold Medal

Awarded

Name..

Address..
Rptnrn mail will brine Free Trial PLAPAO.
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Fashions in Etiquette Change

Good Form To=day is Different from

the Good Form of a Few Years Ago

The Very Last Word on the

Subject of Correct Behavior is

The Book of

ETIQUETTE
By

Laura Alston Brown

Every Possible Topic

dealing with the social relation-

ships in which human beings par-

ticipate is covered in this compre-
hensive volume of 244 pages. In
all, 176 topics are treated. These
include

:

The Etiquette of

Christenings

Conduct of the

Engaged Girl

Conduct of the

Engaged Man

Entertaining

Guests

Table Manners

Calling Customs

Letters of Intro=

duction

Wording of Invi=

tations

Accepting or Declin=

ing Invitations

Funeral Etiquette

Courtesy to Servants

The Woman who

Travels

Automobile Etiquette

Public Dances

Streetcar Etiquette

The Etiquette of

Sport

OTHER VOLUMES OF ETI-
QUETTE—MANY OF THEM
NOTHING LIKE AS COM-
PREHENSIVE AS THIS ONE
—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50
TO $5.

"The Book of Etiquette." by
Laura Alston Brown, the most
complete, up-to-date and authorita-

tive work of the kind ever issued,

is priced at

ONE DOLLAR
In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding

Order from Your Bookseller or from

CHELSEA HOUSE
Publishers

79 Seventh Avenue, New York

tional type, pleasingly played by James
Hall, Louise Brooks, Richard Arlen,
and Nancy Phillips.

"Rose of the Golden West"—First
National. Beautifully .filmed. Romantic
story of early California. Mary Astor
and 'Gilbert Roland.

"Satin Woman, The"—Lumas. Mrs.
Wallace Reid in well-acted film of
mother who, to save her flapper daugh-
ter from a foolish marriage, steps in

and vamps the daughter's beau.

"Shanghaied"—F. B. O. Surprisingly
good. Tale of the water front and a
seaman who abducts a dancing girl be-
cause he thinks she has double crossed
him. Ralph Ince and Patsy Ruth Mil-
ler.

"Singed"—Fox. Blanche Sweet and
Warner Baxter both capital in picture
of a mining-town girl's desperate strug-
gle to keep her ne'er-do-well wealthy
sweetheart from jilting her for a so-
ciety debutante.

"Smile, Brother, Smile"—First Na-
tional. Typical "success" story of mild-
mannered shipping clerk goaded to
higher things by his telephone-girl
sweetheart. Jack Mulhall and Doro-
thy Mackaill.

"Soft Cushions"—Paramount. Doug-
las MacLean in gay, diverting satire on
Oriental spectacles. Comedy .of agile

street thief who saves a beautiful slave

girl from the sultan.

"Sorrell and Son"—United Artists.

Adapted from the novel. Story of the
devotion between a father and son,
reaching climax when son gives father
death-dealing drug to end his suffering.

H. B. Warner. Anna Q. Nilsson and
Nils Asther.

"Spring Fever" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Very amusing golf-fiend farce. Wil-
liam Haines delightful as young office

clerk who suddenly .finds himself hob-
nobbing with a wealthy country-club
set, including a rich heiress—Joan
Crawford.

"Stolen Bride, The"—First National.
Gorgeous film of a bejeweled princess
who remains true to her childhood love
for a gardener's son. Billie Dove and
Lloyd Hughes.

"Student Prince, The"—Metro-Gold-
wyn. Ramon Novarro and Norma
Shearer in charming film adaptation of
"Old Heidelberg"—the story of a boy
prince at the famous university and of
his pathetic romance with the inn-
keeper's daughter.

"Ten Modern Commandments"—
Paramount. Esther Ralston and Neil
Hamilton in very good picture of the-
atrical life, based on the romance of
a chorus girl and a young composer.

"Topsy and Eva"—United Artists.

Hilarious but too long. The well-

known Duncan sisters in a film version
of their musical-comedy burlesque of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin."

"Twelve Miles Out"—Metro-Goldwyn.
John Gilbert in tale of what happens
when a swaggering, ruthless bootlegger
and a haughty society girl, Joan Craw-
ford, are thrown together on the
former's rum-running sloop.

"Two Arabian Kniahts" — United
Artists. Enjoyable comedy featuring
two soldiers who escape from a Ger-
man prison camp to Arabia, and fall in

love with a Moslem ladv. William
Boyd, Mary Astor and Louis Wolheim.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"— Universal.

Exciting screen version of this old-time
favorite. Full of thrills, horrors.

laughter and tears. Arthur Edmund Ca-
rewe, Margarita Fischer and George
Siegmann.

"Underworld"—Paramount. Exciting
melodrama of master crook who kills

for the sake of his girl, is sentenced
to death, and makes a thrilling escape
only to find the girl in love with an-
other. George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent
and Clive Brook.

"We're AH Gamblers"—Paramount.
Thomas Meighan in swift film of prize
fighter who, after being incapacitated
in an automobile accident, opens a
night club, with romantic results.

"Wings"—Paramount. Spectacular
picture of the heroism of the aviators
in the World War. Marred only by a
weak story. "Buddy" Rogers, Clara
Bow, Richard Arlen, and Jobyna
Ralston.

"Woman on Trial, The"—Paramount.
Well-acted film featuring Pola Negri
on trial for murder, with the late Einar
Hansen very effective as her artist
lover.

RECOMMENDED—WITH
RESERVATIONS.

"After Midnight"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Uninspired picture of a prim and proper
cigarette girl, her wild show-girl sis-

ter, and a crook who is reformed by
the heroine. Norma Shearer, Lawrence
Gray, and Gwen Lee.

"American Beauty"—First National.
Dull, superficial film of a hotel check
girl who tries to break into high so-
ciety in stolen finery, but is unmasked
before the entire party. Billie Dove
and Lloyd Hughes.

"Blood Ship, The"—Columbia. Sinis-
ter sea story full of bloodshed and re-

venge. Not very skillfully done. Hobart
Bosworth, Jacqueline Logan, and Rich-
ard Arlen.

"Broadway Nights"—First National.
Lois Wilson miscast as gawky, igno-
rant girl who marries a vaudeville ac-
tor, becomes a big success, and is

tempted by a rich producer, with hus-
band rushing to the rescue.

"Crystal Cup, The"—First National.
Exaggerated, boring film of a girl with
a violent antipathy toward men who
eventually marries a novelist only to
find herself more interested in his best
friend. Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
Mulhall.

"Dance Magic"—First National. Ob-
scure, archaic film of country girl who
comes to the big city to be an actress,
with the usual dire results. Pauline
Starke and Ben Lyon.

"Dress Parade"— Pathe-DeMille.
William Boyd miscast as smart-Aleck
cadet at West Point who is taken down
a peg or two. Bessie Love is the com-
mandant's daughter.

"Fast and Furious"—Universal. Typi-
cal Reginald Denny film, but not up to
his usual mark. Story of a young man
afraid of automobiles who is forced
into a race in order to win his girl.

"Figures Don't Lie"—Paramount.
Trivial, uninteresting tale of a stenog-
rapher, a go-getter salesman who is

jealous of her employer, and the em-
ployer's wife, who is jealous of the
stenog. Esther Ralston and Richard
Arlen.

"For the Love of Mike"—First Na-
tional. Ben Lyon in commonplace film

of boy from the slums of New York
who goes to Yale, becomes captain of

the crew, and wins the race with Har-
vard.
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"Gingham Girl, The"—F. B. O. Lois
Wilson in innocuous film of sweet coun-
try' lass who sells homemade cookies in

the city and attracts the eye of a vil-

lain in spats.

"Girl in the Pullman. The"—Pathe-
DeMille. Silly farce based on the em-
barrassment of a young doctor when
he discovers his ex-wife in the same
Pullman with himself and his bride on
their honeymoon. Harrison Ford and
Marie Prevost.

"Hard=boiIed Haggerty"—First Na-
tional. Milton Sills miscast as a
roguish, frolicsome ace .of the air who
chases his ladylove through leafy
glades.

"Heart Thief, The"—Producers Dis-
tributing. Dull film of a Hungarian
peasant girl who marries a rich old
landowner, is almost compromised by
his scheming relatives, but is saved in
time by the handsome hero. Lya de
Putti and Joseph Schildkrant.

"Irresistible Lover, The"—Universal.
Norman Kerry in role of a rich philan-
derer with a comic lawyer to settle
his numerous breach-of-promise suits.

Lois Moran is the policeman's daugh-
ter who brings him to his senses.

"Joy Girl, The"—Fox. Silly picture
of mercenary young girl in Palm Beach
who goes out to get a millionaire who
is really a chauffeur, and ignores a
chauffeur who is really a millionaire.
Olive Borden and Neil Hamilton.
"Last Waltz. The"— Paramount.

Willy Fritsch in artificial film about
love tangle involving a caddish crown
prince, his ingratiating aid and a prin-
cess.

"Lonesome Ladies"—First National.
Slow, silly picture of a wife who, to
spite her husband, flounces off with a
villain, but is rescued at the critical mo-
ment. Anna Q. Nilsson and Lewis
Stone.

"Man's Past, A"—Universal. Conrad
Veidt in somber melodrama of escaped
convict who tries to hide his past by
impersonating a friend whose sight is

failing. Barbara Bedford and Arthur
Edmund Carew.
"Moon of Israel"—F. B. O. Heavy,

spectacular German film, laid in bibli-
cal times and based on the love story of
an Egyptian Pharaoh's son. Cast in-
cludes Maria Corda and Arlette Mar-
chal,

"One Woman to Another"—Para-
mount. Florence Vidor in feeble film

of woman who sets out to sacrifice
her life to her brother's children, but
comes to when she discovers her re-

jected beau in the toils of a scheming
blonde.

"Painting the Town"— Universal.
Glenn" Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller in

an energetic but tiresome comedy of a
smart-aleck young inventor and a "Fol-
lies" girl.

"Publicity Madness"—Fox. Weak,
mildly amusing film of aggressive
young man who forces himself into
the job of reorganizing a soap com-
pany, incidentally transforming the
heroine from a frump to a wise-crack-
ing beauty. Edmund Lowe and Lois
Moran.

"Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary, The"—
Pathe-DeMille. Old-fashioned farce of
speed demon who deceives his aunt into
believing he's a doctor, and has to
hastily improvise a sanitarian, when
she suddenly pays him a visit. May
Robson, Harrison Ford, and Phyllis
Haver.

"Surrender !"—Universal. Tedious,
gloomy war picture of a Russian prince
and a rabbi's daughter who martyrs
herself for her country. Mary Pbil-
bin and Ivan Mosjukine.

"Three's a Crowd"—First National.
Harry Langdon is his usual plaintive
self in monotonous film of a boy who
rescues a runaway wife in a snowstorm
and develops a dumb devotion for her,

only to be deserted in the end.

"Two Girls Wanted"—Fox. Good
stoi'3r ruined by too much slapstick.

Janet Gaynor in role of girl who takes
a job as maid in the home of her beau's
"business competitor and aids him in

putting through a big deal.

"Vanity" — Producers Distributing.
Leatrice Joy in absurd film of high-hat
society girl who snubs a sailor and suf-
fers for it by Being kidnaped by him on
the eve of her marriage. Charles Ray
and Alan Hale.

"When a Man Loves"—Warner. John
Barrymore in a stagy, artificial screen
version of "Manon Lescaut," the tale of
the troubles of a French cavalier and
his flirtatious mistress. Dolores Cos-
tello miscast as Marion.

"Wise Wife, The"—Pathe-DeMille.
Tedious film of a wife who cures her
husband of a love affair bv taking his

ladylove into the household. Phyllis
Haver, Tom Moore and Jacqueline
Logan.

Information, Please
Continued frcm page 102

in light, and grand opera, both in Europe
and in America. He has played in pic-

tures about ten years. Recently he has
appeared only now and then, and I have
no idea where you might reach him. His
latest film that I know of is "The Nest,"
made bv Excellent Pictures, a small in-

dependent company which, to the best of
my knowledge, has no regular studio. You
see, with so many featured players to

keep track of, it is impossible for me to

have on record the whereabouts of all

the minor free-lance actors.

Wun Lung.—Well, I should say I

shouldn't be blamed for the screen stars'

failure to send their photos! I couldn't

have all that on my conscience. Perhaps
the reason your English stars are more
obliging about it, is that they don't get

the hundreds and hundreds of requests

for photos every week, which our stars

receive. No, I shouldn't advise you to

send your autograph book through the

mails to Hollywood: Lloyd Hamilton
has his mail sent to the Los Angeles Ath-
letic Club, Los Angeles. I'm sorry, but
"Rock of Ages" was produced so many-
years ago I have no record of its cast,

and it isn't mentioned in Tom Meighan's
biography. Perhaps a reader of this col-

umn can tell us whether Tom played in

that film?

Audrey.—So you've just got back from
North China, to Hongkong? Well, if it's

any treat for you to watch some one turn

green with envy, watch me, turn! Gloria

Swansnn was born March 27, 1899, and
is five feet three; weight 112. It's against

the rules for an answer man to publish

answers about screen stars' religious

faith ; most players feel that is quite a
private matter. Your friend is right

—

If You Can Tell It

From a DIAMOND
—Send It Back! Orange Blossom Solltairo
Startling introductory offer on brilliant Rallte Diamonds. <f»g0 AAHave all the dazzling apn rkle, living rainhow kites per- «p*m tJV
feet cut of genuine diamonds. Deceive even dia* Hmond experts. Your friends will believe them genuine. JSLomTw
Set fn beautiful Feralov mountings having soft vel- ONLY
vety sheen of genuine platinum, and pierced in very latest deafens.

SEND NO MONEY l^^riz*
.. . CLlJ , , , „ ber and size (send

strip of paper fitting end to end around finger). On arrival deposit
with postman only $1.98, plus postage, (two for $3.50) Or send $1 98
.cash, check or money order and we pay postage. Wear ring for five
days. If not delighted send ft back. Satisfaction guaranteed or
deposit refunded. Make test at our risk. Send for ring today
FERRY& CO. - Dept. 1752 Chicago, liU

ALMOST/MMED//ITELY/
DR.WALTER'SSpea'alextrastrong

Ankle Bands, will* sup pert and
shape the ankle and calf while reduc-
ing them.

They fit like a glove. Can be worn un-
der any kind of hose without detection. /

You cannote thedifference in shape of /
ankle at once. Can be worn at night / ,

and reduce whileyou sleep, orduring y A
the day deriving then extra benefit
of the support.
Write for Dr. Walter's Special
Ankle Bands for $3.75. Pay by
check or money order (no cashj or
pay postman.

Send Ankle and Calf measure to

DR. JEANNE G.A. WALTER
389 Fifth Avenue New York

Dr.
Walter's
reducing

rubber is
known the
world over
for its 25
years of
success and
reliabilty

DEVELOP BUST
14DayTreatment FREE

My old original Three Part Treatment,
Standby of women for 21 years, has made thou-
Eanils happy. Only tested one that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing, massage, ex-
ercises, pumps or dangerous appliances.
Send 10c for 14-Day Demonstration—

>

to cover postage. Why pay more when I give)
big proof treatment FREE to all except mere
curiosity seekers. Dime back if not satisfied.

Madame Williams. Dk-13, Buffalo, N. Y.

— EARN .

100.
AWEEK

- EVERY WEEK.
» SAMPLES

FREE
GEO.U., N.Y.
averages $15.00
a day profit—

s

can you easily

Sell Carlton's Custom Quality

Shirts, Pajamas and Underwear.
Free Sample Line goes in pocket.

Biggest commissions. Extra bo-

pus and Profit Sharing. Write to

CARLTON MILLS, Inc., Dept. 376-H
114 Fifth Ave., New York

Life Steps In
Ruby M. Ayres' newest

and greatest love serial is

running now in Love
Story Magazine.

Don't miss this story

of a girl's sacrifice for

love and a friend.

Ask your news dealer

15c per copy
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The Brand of

a Good Book

Chelsea House

Popular Copyrights

The biggest and fastest selling

line of cloth-covered books. Ask

your druggist—your bookseller to

show you any of these latest titles.

There's something doing all the

while in a "CH" book. These

books which have never before

been published were written for

men who love the sweep of the

great West, the mysteries of big

cities, the conquest of man over

his environment.

THE SUNSET TRAIL Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWORTHY, CON MAN

Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK

Emart Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT

Johnston McCulley
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
MIRADOR TREASURE
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
THE CARVED TRAIL
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
THE AVENGING TWINS
HAWKS OF HAZARD
HONEY OF DANGER
BANDIT'S HONOR
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
SILVER SPURS

Joseph Montague
Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Mary Imlay Taylor

Emart Kinsburn
William Morton

i. Whitman Chambers
Johnston McCulley
Joseph Montague

Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Arthur Mallory

Joseph Montague

Per Copy

fHELSEA HOUSE
VJHWTOBUSnER

79-89 SEVENTH AVE-,

NEW YORK CITY
5

Ralph Forbes is English, and came to

America about five years ago with the
stage company of "Havoc." He was en-

gaged to play in the film version of this

drama, and his screen career has contin-
ued merrily since. He is married to Ruth
Chatterton, well known on the American
stage. James Murray is a New Yorker
and isn't married. He was at one time
a doorman in one of the big Broadway
movie palaces. Then he went to Holly-
wood and had the usual struggle for sev-

eral years as an extra, until King Vidor
saw him, gave him a screen test and the
lead in "The Crowd." Such is fame ! I

should think the reason film stars get di-

vorces so often is that in almost any
marital combination, one of the two has
to be dominant. Two strong personal-
ities are almost certain to clash.

Teddy.—Y.es, indeed, when I collect

enough good wishes for a wishing well,

you may be the first to wish on it. Then,
if it does you any good, I'll wish myself

!

It was nice of Renee Adoree to write
to you; unfortunately, plans were changed
about her playing in "Rose-Marie ;" Joan
Crawford is featured in it now. I can't

recall any picture in which Eugene O'Brien
and Lois Wilson played together. Mary
Pickford's leading man in "Through the

Back Door" was her brother, Jack. I'm
sorry if Picture Play seems to neglect

Richard Barthelmess. You see, it's rather

hard to find anything new to say about the
old established stars, whose views on
everything have been in print dozens of
times already. Johnny Mack Brown, ap-
parently, is one of those overnight suc-

cesses on the screen. He is just out of
college ; was half back on the football

team of the University of Alabama. "The
Fair Co-ed" was his very first picture,

but he will continue to work for Metro-
Goldwyn. Glenn Tryon is now being
starred by Universal ; Charles Delaney
and Alice Day can be reached at the
Metro-Goldwyn studio. Gilbert Roland
and Don Alvarado, United Artists. I be-
lieve Pauline Starke is now free lancing,
but you could probably reach her in care
of her new husband, Jack White, pro-
ducer of Educational comedies, 7250 Santa
Monica Boulevard,, Hollywood.

Pearl H. McLaughlin.—Well, I call

that very considerate, wishing me a nice,

long hpliday ! Not too long, though ; I

wouldn't know what to do with all that
spare time. Robert Dixon, in "The Fair
Co-ed," was played by John Mack Brown;
see above. No, Antonio Moreno is not
divorced, but on the contrary, is most
happily married to Daisy Danziger. War-
ner Richman's new film is "Stop That
Man" (Universal). In "The Forhidden
Woman," Jetta Goudal's husband is played
by Victor Varconi, the "other man" by
Joseph Schildkraut.

Kay of Canada.—Jerry the Yankee
writes from Montreal, in answer to your
question, that Norman Shearer's former
residence in Montreal was in Westmount,
the city's most exclusive west side suburb.

G. Sato.—Here you've been waiting to

receive a photo from Charles Emmett
Mack and, apparently, haven't heard of
his tragic death in an automobile acci-

dent in March, 1927. Mary Pickford
turns over all her requests for photos to
her favorite charity, which sends pictures

on receipt of a quarter. William Boyd
was born in Cambridge, Ohio ; he doesn't

say when. Neither does Allene Ray.
Allene was born in San Antonio, Texas.
Mrs. Sojin played in "The Devil Dancer;"
write her at United Artists. Address be-

low. I don't think Ben Alexander has
made any pictures since "Scotty of the
Scouts," a serial.

Nancy.—Would you really have stars

keep their right names ? Should you pre-

fer Claire Windsor under the name of Ola
Cronk, Lila Lee as Gussie Apfel? There
was a mistake about Richard Dix's real

name; it is Ernest Brimmer. Pete is his

nickname. Yes, Adolphe Menjou uses his

real name. He is American—born in

Pittsburgh—of French parentage. I don't
know what Paddy O'Flynn was christened,

but Paddy of course is a nickname for
the good old Irish Patrick.

C. Howard.—I do try to be obliging, so

I always turn over your requests for in-

terviews to the editor. I have nothing to

do with that. After a long absence from
the screen, Jack Holt is now appearing in

a Columbia picture, "The Tigress"

—

which doesn't sound to me like a West-
ern.

Dode.—I'm glad to know that Buster
Collier answers his fan mail ; I can't at-

tempt to keep track of which stars do and
which don't. At present, Buster is work-
ing at the Tiffany-Stahl Studios, 4500 Sun-
set Boulevard, Hollywood. He and Patsy-

Ruth Miller have been playing together in

"The Tragedy of Youth." The editor of
Picture Play would be glad to publish

Buster's photo, I* am sure, if a new and
good one were sent to the office. That's
the trouble with free-lance players—they
have no big company behind them send-
ing out new photographs to editors

!

Ralph Forbes is an English actor, born
September 30th—I think, in 1902. He
played on the English stage and came to

America about four years ago, with the
English company playing "Havoc." When
this play was transferred to the screen,

Fox gave Ralph Forbes a role, and his

screen career began ; but not without in-

terruptions. Several years ago he played
the title role, on the stage, in "The Little

Minister," opposite Ruth Chatterton, to

whom he is married. His more important
screen appearances were in "Beau Geste,"
"Mr. Wu," "Tillie the Toiler" and "The
Trail of '98."

A. J. S.—Thanks so much for the in-

formation, which I am printing for the
benefit of Anxious below.

Addresses of Players.
Richard Arlen, Raymond Hatton, Theodore

Roberts, Lawrence Gray, Pola Negri, Esther
Ralston, Mary Brian, Neil, Hamilton, Rich
ard Dix, Adolphe Menjou, Kathryn Carver.
Wallace Beery, Florence Vidor, Clara Bow.
Chester Conklin, Clive Brook, Kathlyn Wil-
liams, Charles ("Buddy") Rogers, Fred
Thomson, Margaret Quimby, Gary Cooper,
James Hall, Douglas MacLean, William Pow-
ell, Bebe Daniels, Louise Brooks, Noah Beery,
Emil Tannings, Evelyn Brent, and Margaret
Morris, at the Paramount Studio, Hollywood,
California.

Rex Ingram, Gwen Lee, Roy d'Arcy, An-
tonio Moreno, Alice Terry, Ramon Novarro,
Norma Shearer, John Gilbert, William Haines,
Lon Chaney, Sally O'Neil, Helena dAlgy,
Renee Adoree, Marion Davies, Conrad Nagel,
Lillian Gish, Eleanor Boardman, Karl Dane,
Dorothy Sebastian, Lionel Barrymore, Tim
McCoy, George K. Arthur, Lars Hanson, Joan
Crawford, Ralph Forbes, Buster Keaton, at
the Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver City, Cali-
fornia.

Vilma Banky, Ronald Colman, Douglas
Fairbanks. Jack Pickford. Mary Pickford,
Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge,
Corinne Griffith, and John Barrvmore, at the
United Artists Studio, 7100 Santa Monica
Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.

Lewis Stone, Colleen Moore, Jack Mulhall,
Myrtle Stedman, Natalie Kingston, Joyce
Compton, Doris Kenyon, Milton Sills, Billie
Dove, Ken Maynard, Richard Barthelmess,
Ben Lyon, Dorothy Mackaill, Harry Lang-
don, Mary Astor, Larry Kent, at the First
National Studio, Burbank, California.

Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson, Mary Phil-
bin. Laura La Plante, Marian Nixon, Lola
Todd, Art Acord, Nina Romano, Josie
Sedgwick, Norman Kerry, William Desmond,
Edmund Cobb, Jack Daugherty, George Lewis,
Raymond Keane, at the Universal Studio, Uni-
versal Citv, California.
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William Boyd, Rod La Roeque, Leatrice
Joy, Edmund Burns, Rita Cavita, Vera
Reynolds. Majel Coleman, H. B. Warner,
Victor Varcoui, Sally Rand, Elinor Fair,
Jacqueline Logan, Kenneth Thomson, and
Joseph Striker, at the Cecil Deilille Studio,
Culver City, California. Also Julia Paye.
Lou Tellegen, Buck Jones, George O'Brien,

Tom Mix, Edmund Lowe, Earle Foxe, Janet
Gaynor, Richard Walling, Barry Norton,
Charles Farrell, Madge Bellamy, Clifford Hol-
land, Victor McLaglen, Lois Moran, Nick Stu-
art, at the Fox Studio, Western Avenue, Hol-
lywood, California.

Irene Rich, Dolores Costello. Louise Fa-
zenda, Monte Blue, John Patrick, Dorothy
Devore, May McAvoy, Warner Oland, at the
Warner Studios. Sunset and Bronson, Los An-
geles, California.

Marie Prevost, John Bowers, Jack Hoxie,
Harrison Ford, Phyllis Haver, at Producers
Distributing Corporation, Culver City, Cali-
fornia.
Ruth Hiatt, Mary Ann Jackson, at the Mack

Sennett Studio, 1712 Glendale Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Tom Tyler, Bob Steele, Frankie Darro,

Buzz Barton, Kit Guard, Al Cooke, at the
F. B. O. Studio, 780 Gower Street, Holly-
wood, California.

Bill Cody, Buddy Roosevelt, Walter Miller,
at the Associated Studios, Mission Road,
Hollywood, California.

George Hackathorue, care of Hal Howe, 7

East Forty-second Street, New York City.
Allene Ray, 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,

Hollywood, California.
Robert Frazer, 1903 Wilcox Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Patsy Ruth Miller, 808 Crescent Drive,

Beverly Hills, California.
Robert Agnew, 6357 La Mirada, Hollywood,

California.
Dorothy Revier, 1367 North Wilton Place,

Los Angeles, California.
Betty Francisco, 117 V2 Gower Street, Hol-

lywood, California.
Julanne Johnston, Garden Court Apart-

ments, Hollywood, California.
Malcolm McGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,

Hollywood, California.
Ruth Clifford, 7627 Emelita Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Rosemary Theby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,

Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,

'

England.
Mabel Julienne Scott, Yucca Apartments,

Los Angeles, California.
Ethel Gray Terry, 1318 Fuller Avenue,

Los Angeles, California.
Harold Lloyd, 6040 Santa Monica Boule-

vard, Hollywood, California.
Anna May Wong, 241 N. Figuera Street,

Los Angeles, California.
Eileen Percy, 154 Beechwood Drive, Los

Angeles, California.
Buddy Messinger, 1131 N. Bronson Avenue,

Hollywood, California.
Nazimova, 8080 Sunset Boulevard, Holly-

wood, California.
Creighton Hale, Selig Studio, Hollywood,

California.
Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,

Los Angeles, California.
Forrest Stanley, 604 Crescent Drive, Bev-

erly Hills, California.
Gertrude Astor, 1421 Queen's Way, Holly-

wood, California.
Lloyd Hughes,

wood, California.
Virginia Brown

Hollywood, California
Johnny Hines, care of B.

prises, 135 West Forty-fourth
York City.

Theodor von Eltz, 1722^ Las Palmas, Hol-
lywood, California.
Henry Walthall, 618 Beverly Drive, Bev-

erly Hills, California.
William S. Hart, 6404 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood, California.
Vivian Rich, Laurel Canon, Box 799, R.

F. D. 10, Hollywood, California.
George Fawcett, care of The Lambs Club,

West Forty-fourth Street, New York City.
Betty Blythe, 1361 Laurel Avenue, Holly-

wood, California.
Estelle Taylor, Barbara Hotel, Los Angeles,

California.

Pat O'Malley, 1832 Taft Avenue, Los An-
geles, California.

Sally Long, 261 Crescent Drive, Beverly
Hills, California.

Gordon Griffith. 1523 Western Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Ruth Roland, 3828 Wilshire Boulevard, Los

Angeles, California.
Wallace MacDonald, 405 Laurel Lane, Hol-

lywood, California.

Marceline Day, 1337 North Sycamore Ave-
nue, Hollywood, California.

Gilda Gray, 22 East Sixtieth Street, New
York City.

Bert Lytell, S012 Waring Avenue, Holly-
wood. California.

Alice Calhoun, 626 South Lorraine Boule-
vard, Los Angeles, California.

616 Taft Building, Holly-

Faire, 1212 Gower Street,

& H. Enter-
Street, New

Free Proof That

WAISTLINE FAT
Can Be Quickly Reduced
—without drugs, diets or exercises

INSTEAD of wasting your time—instead of
risking your health by weakening diets, ex-
hausting exercises and pill-taking, in an

effort to get rid of bulging waistline fat—try
the popular Weil Reducing Belt for 10 days

—

at our expense.

Made of scientifically treated rubber, it

causes a gentle, unnoticed massage action as
it comes in contact with flabby flesh. So that
with every move you make unwanted fat is
being moulded away

—

and kept away for good—and at a fraction of the price charged by
expert masseurs.

Look Thinner Instantly!
Take your waist measurement before and

after this Free 10-Day Trial. Note the dif-
ference in inches. Feel the improvement in
your general condition. According to the
terms of our absolute guarantee, you must be
thoroughly satisfied with the results secured—or you pay nothing.

Coupon Brings Free Details
Write us at once and you will receive our

Special 10-Day Trial Offer—a detailed de-
scription of this most successful reducing
method, the principles of which are highly
endorsed by leading physicians and profes-
sional athletes everywhere. For the sake of
your health and appearance take advantage
of this offer at once. Send no money. Write
now. The Weil Company, 4912 Hill Street,
New Haven, Conn.

THE WEIL COMPANY,
4912 Hill Street, Now Haven, Conn.

Gentlemen: Please send me complete description of the
Weil Scientific Reducing Belt and also your Special
10-D3y Trial Offer.

Name

Address

City Stata

ALWAYS Ask Far DENISON'S-52 Years of Hits

Comedy -Dramas, Q| lUA Vaudeville Acts,
Farces, Musical PI B W Jfc Monologs. Dialogs,
Comedies,Revues, W Entertainments,
Chalk-Talk, Amateur Circus and Magic Books.
Black-faceSkits,jU||M<»TDp| # Snappy Posters,
Opening Choruses.""™* BtW WindowCards,
Complete First-Parts, with Song Programs.
New CleverCOWIEDY SONGSforyourshow.
Make-up Goods, Wigs. CATALOGUE FREE.
T. S„ DENIS0H & CO., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 52 Chicago

MfChalf
All Standard Makes
Your choice of the World'o beat
typewritera— Underwood. Rem-
ington, Oliver — full size, late
mode), completely rebuilt nnd irawg
refinished brand new. Prices
cmaahed down to half. Act quick.

s2 and it's yours
Just send your name and address and we will mail you our
complete FREE CATALOG prepaid, fully describing and showing
actual photographs of each beautiful machine in full colore. Telia
every detail of our direct ro-you small-payment plan. Write now for
tremendous saving. No obligation whatever. Still time if you act now.

International Typewriter Exchange
184 W. Lake St. Department 373 Chicago, Illinois

rtComerY>arFictures-Ai'bum
j. where you can keep them saf© end
eojoy them always.

Styles J'jj^rtCorners")
1

Colors

era on eale at Photo Supply and
Album counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick. Easy, Artistic,
No Paste, No Fold way to mount
Kodak Prints. A dime brings 100

D,» rA and samples to try. WriteDUyS ENGEL. MFG. CO.
%O QDept.

4

4C 4711 N« c,arh St - • Chicago

V
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Appealing lips . . .

full of color . . . full

of promise . . . red
with youth and beauty
—never were there lios

like these. Their magic
—a touch of Phantom
Red, the shade that
has electrified Paris

—

the shade of your next
lipstick. Waterproof

—

1 a s t i u g . Day-long,
night-long, beauty.
Regular size, $1.—.Jun-
ior, 50c. Phantom Red
Rouge Compact, 75c,

Send this adv. and 10c
for beautiful Vanity Size
Phantom Red Lipstick. An-

10c brings Daintybthe
CHEATED f O ft

MARY PHILBIf
iUNlVEH/AL J" T A K

Dept. 104—CARLYLE LABORATORIES, Inc.
54 Dey Street New York City

Model Phantom Red Rouge
Compact,

in;

AreYbuEverAshamed
of Your English?

Do you say "who" when you shouM say "whom"? Do you say "between you and I"
instead of "between you and me"? Do you mispronounce common words in your speech «^ l

or use them incorrectly when you write? ^ INTERNATIONAL I

Many a man has been held down all his life and suffered untold embarrass- ^ ^ SCHOOL OF ENGLISH,
ment because of mistakes in English. ^ Division of the \
You do not need to make these mistakes any longer. Eight at home, ^ International Correspondence

in the privacy of your own room, you can make up the education you ^ Schools 1
missed in the days that you should have been at school. ^ Dept. 4555-E Scranton Penna

The International School of English will teach you, just y Without cost nr nbliratinn tiIps'sa cend t

as it has taught thousands of other men and women, by y ^
me £i s of your horned

a simple new method which shows you instinctively y me Iuu
EBGUSH I

which word to use and how to use it. ,>• '

Mail Coupon lor Free Booklet
^ Name..

Address
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| When they broke the lock |

| and rushed into her room j

[ it was empty. There lay |

| the bridal robes in their vir- |

| gin white— downstairs the |

wealthy bridegroom waited |

| — but Barbara was gone! |

| The thrilling story of Barbara
j

| a new serial f

| By Georgette MacMillan \

is running now in |

LOVE STORY I

| Magazine |

| Don't miss the f.rst installment of |

j The Disappearance of Barbara
|
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Pyramids ofEgypt more
than 5000 years old STANDARD SIX SEDAN, $1165 Fully Equipped F. O. B. Moline

Durability-^"*"*^by the World
Velie durability is without equal
among motor cars. 81% ofall Velies
produced ... during 19 years ...
are today giving owners the same
degree of lower-cost mileage that

has ever been a source ofamazement
to the industry, and a source ofgrati-
fication to Velie owners. This un-
paralleled record is a tribute to the
steadfast policy of making every
vital part in the motor and chassis

over-strength." Other features

assuring durability through the years
are the Airplane Type Motor . . .

Oilless-Noiseless Rubber Shackles
... and Full Force-Feed Lubrication
that maintains a constant film ofoil

between all moving parts, reducing
friction and wear to a minimum
and insuring silence. Velie is the
only car selling under $1200 that

offers you these features, and its

sound design will be as smart and
beautiful years hence as it is today.

VELIE MOTORS CORPORATION, Moline, Illinois

Representatives: Velie sales prove this to be a banner Velie
year. Write for information on our valuable, co-operative

Franchise—your greatest opportunity today.

LO NG

Velie offers three fines of fully equipped cars, ranging from
the Standard Six 2-Door Sedan at $1115 to the Velie Eight

Sedan at $2095, F. O. B. Moline.

LIFE

VELIE MOTORS CORPORATION, Moline, Illinois
More Valuable Than Ever Before The Velie Cooperative Franchise



Camel
The most popular cigarette

in the United States

Quality put it there—quality

keeps it there* Camel smokers

are not concerned and need not

be concerned with anything

but the pleasure of smoking*

© 1927, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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It Was Mary's First Dance
at a Fashionable Restaurant

She was distinctly ill at ease. She
didn't 'know just what to do. For
one thing, she wasn't certain

whether she should have kept her
hat on. Other women were danc-
ing without hats, and Mary won-
dered whether she were making
a "bad break" by wearing hers.

All the time, little doubts as to the

correctness of her behavior kept
cropping up in her mind, so that,

on the whole, she spent a most un-
comfortable evening.
Now if Mary had only been one

of the "wise virgins" and had se-

cured a copy of

The Book of

ETIQUETTE
By

Laura Alston Brown
before going out that night, and
had read up the section devoted to

"Restaurant Dancing," she would
have enjoyed herself every moment
of the time, instead of being
harassed by a series of annoying
perplexities. She would have
known just how to proceed, what
to do regarding her hat, wrap,
gloves, and other belongings, what
to order at table

—

everything, in

fact, that would tend to make the
evening pass smoothly and pleas-
antly.

The dollar spent for THE
BOOK OF ETIQUETTE would
have been one of the best invest-
ments of her career.

No one can afford to be
without this book

Fashions in Etiquette Change

Good Form To-day is Different from

the Good Form of a Few Years Ago

The Very Last Word on the Subject of

Correct Behavior is

The Book of

ETIQUETTE
By

LAURA ALSTON BROWN
Every Possible Topic

dealing with the social relationships in which

human beings participate is covered in this

comprehensive volume of 244 pages. In

all, 176 topics are treated. These include:

The Etiquette of

Christenings

Conduct of the Engaged

„
Girl

Conduct of the Engaged

Man
Entertaining Guests

Table Manners
Calling Customs
Letters of Introduction

Wording of Invitations

Accepting or Declin-

ing Invitations

Funeral Etiquette

Courtesy to Servants

The Woman who
Travels

Automobile Etiquette

Public Dances

Street-car Etiquette

The Etiquette of Sport

OTHER VOLUMES OF ETIQUETTE
—MANY OF THEM NOTHING LIKE
AS COMPREHENSIVE AS THIS ONE
—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50 TO $5

"'The Book of Etiquette," by Laura Alston
Brown, the most complete, up-to-date and
authoritative work of the kind ever issued,

is priced at

ONE DOLLAR
In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding

Order from Your Bookseller or from

CHELSEA HOUSE, "Publishers

79 Seventh Avenue, New York
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"Don't make a monkey
of yourself

*

cried Bob as
BOB was always putting his foot into

things.

I was spending my vacation with him
•when I met his cousin, Helen. Instantly

all other girls faded out of my life. It was
love at first sight. But unfortunately she
•didn't seem to feel the same way about me.
Like all young lovers, I confided my

•troubles to the nearest willing ear. It hap-
pened to be Bob's.

"You've got nothing to worry about,"

he insisted when I finished my tale of woe.
"Just leave it to me. All you need is a
little publicity. . .

."

Right then and there I knew I should
have kept my mouth shut.

The very next day he announced that

he'd just had a long talk with Helen and,

according to him, "put me over big!"
"Boy! What I didn't tell her about you

is nobody's business!" he exulted. "When
I got through with my little song and
dance about what a whiz you are at the
office, I pulled my trump card . . . and
believe me, it boosted your stock sky high !"

'What was it?"

'Well, you see, she's crazy about music.
So I conveniently forgot that you can't

play a note, and told her you are an ac-
complished pianist!"
"But Bob "

"Not another word ! I've got you sitting

pretty, now. If by any chance you're asked
to play—just say that you've sprained your
wrist playing tennis. I'm some little fixer,

eh, what?"
That very night we were all invited to

the Carew's party. On the way over I

sensed a big difference in HeleA—a differ-

ence that made my heart beat last with a
new hope. Perhaps, after all, Bob was a
good fixer.

A little later in the evening we were all

gathered around the piano, listening to the
rather indifferent performance of one of
the guests.

[ Am Asked to Play the Piano

"I'm just dying to hear you play!" oried
Helen. "I've heard so much about your
talent! Won't you play something for us?"
"Yes!" "Yes!" "Please!" came from

all sides.

With a smile I bowed low . . . and re-

plied that it would be a pleasure!
Glancing up I saw Bob's grin change to

amazement. This was not part of the
plan ! Calmly ignoring his frantic signals
I walked over to the piano.
Quick as a flash Bob followed me. "For

the love of Pete get away from that
piano," he whispered excitedly, "don't
make a monkey of yourself. If Helen ever
hears you play she'll think everything else
I told her is bunk, too

!"

Turning to the guests in an effort to save
his own skin, Bob announced, "Perhaps we
should wait until some other time. You
see, his wrist was slightly sprained in ten-
nis this afternoon, and . .

."

"Oh, that's nothing!" I broke in, and as
he looked at me dumbfounded, I sat down
at the piano.

I sat down at the piano

Without any further hesitation, and with a
secret smile at the surprise I had up my
sleeve, I began the first notes of Irving Ber-
lin's famous "Russian Lullaby !" The tanta-
lizing, irresistible strains seemed to throw a
spell over the guests. One by one they
quietly moved nearer the piano until soon I

was completely surrounded by rapt listeners.

Bob was so stupified that all he could do
was to stand there in open-mouthed amaze-
ment.
On and on I played—losing myself in my

music. I forgot Bob's astonishment—forgot
the glow of admiration in Helen's eyes—for-
got everything but the beautiful melodies
that always opened a new world for my en-
chantment. Swept away by the sheer magic
of Berlin's genius, I was. unaware of the
silent tribute that followed my playing until
thunderous applause shook the room.
That brought me to myself with a start.

For the rest of the evening I was the lion
of the party.
Bob could hardly restrain his curiosity un-

til we were safely home.
"Boy ! You sure stopped that party dead '."

he exclaimed. "You could have knocked me
over with a feather wliea I heard you ac-
tually playing! Why didn't you tell me you
knew how?"

"You never asked whether I knew how to
play !" I countered.

"Of course not ! Last summer you didn'S
know one note from another—how was I t©
guess you'd blossomed into an accomplished
pianist overnight?"

"Not overnight, exactly !" I smiled. "Al-
though it almost seemed that way ! Remem>
ber that Free Demonstration Lesson in musie
I sent for?"

"You don't mean the one that was sup-
posed to show you how to play without a
teacher, do you?"

"The same ! All the fellows said it was a
fool stunt and that I was crazy to send for
it. Well, it happened to be the best bit, ot
luck that ever came my way ! I didn't say
anything about it because I didn't want
eveijy one laughing at me when I sent for
the course. That course certainly is won-
derful !"

"So you really arc an 'accomplished' pian
ist ! The joke's on me, all right !"

"Oh, I wouldn't say 'accomplished'," 1

laughed. "But enough of a pianist to get a
lot more fun out of life than I used to !"

You, too, can learn to play
without a teacher

The above story is typical. You, too, can
learn to play your favorite instrument by
this remarkable "at home" method that hag
helped almost half a million people all over
the world to increased pleasure and financial
gain. You don't have to know the slightest
thing about music. First you are told what
to do—then a picture shows you how to do
it—then you- do it yourself and hear it. No
private teacher could make it any clearer.
You learn at home in your spare time. You

study when you please—and as much or
as little as you please. There are no tiresome
scales—no laborious exercises. You play
simple, familiar melodies by note right from
the start.

Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

Our wonderful illustrated free book ana
our free demonstration lesson explain all

about this remarkable method. They prove
just how any one can learn to play his favor-
ite instrument in almost no time and for just
a fraction of what
old, slow methods
cost.

If you really
want to learn to
play— if new
friends, good times,
social popularity
and increased in-
come appeal to you—take this oppor-
tunity to make your
dreams come true.
Now ! sign the cou-
pon and send it be-
fore it's too late.
Instruments sup-
plied when needed,
cash or credit. TJ.
S. School of Music,
533 Brunswick
Bldg., New York
City.

J
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC

I 533 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

I Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons in
Tour Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank

1 Crane, Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
i offer. I am interested in the following course:

1

PICK YOUR
INSTRUMENT
Piano
Organ
Ukulele
Cornet
Trombone
Piccolo
Guitar

Violin
Clarinet
Flute
Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin
'Cello

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing

Piano Accordion
Voice and Speech

Culture
Harmony and Composition

Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger

Control
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String

or Tenor)

1 Have you above instrument ?

Name

I
Address

1 City State /
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E POSES OF THE STARS
f^NE of the most interesting and amusing articles ever published

in Picture Play will appear in the May number. For that

matter, there will be many amusing stories. But about the little

poses the stars affect. Did you know that John Gilbert, for ex-

ample, has what might be called a gutter complex? That Wallace
[3eery goes to pains to put himself across as a regular guy? That
Joan Crawford likes to represent herself as unhampered by any
inhibitions at all? And so it goes. It seems that every player just

lias to play a role off the screen, as well as on. You will learn all

about these little "acts," in Helen Louise Walker's kindly, but

searching, story—so don't dream of missing it.

Should Foreign Players Become Americans?
Constantly the fans are agitating this question, some of them

even going so far as to hold it against those natives of other

countries who have won success—and dollars—by the grace of the

American public. This question has been carefully gone into by
William PI. McKegg, whose informative story in the next number
will cite some of the outstanding cases of foreigners who have,

and who have not. become American citizens.

Another storv will refute the error of those who believe that

some of the stars are lacking in intelligence, by proving their mani-
fold talents off the screen. Anions; other items—to mention but a

few—are novel stories about Ronald Colman. Louise Dresser,

Corinne Griffith, and Lane Chandler, the Yellowstone Park guide,

who has become a sought-after actor. Picture Play for May will

be as welcome as the daisies of spring by reason of the freshness

and gayety of its contents.

>*'<
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WILLIAM BOYD ROD LA ROCQUE

LEATRICE JOY

Romance-
\W11 live it!

Drama-Youll thrillwithit!

in these splendid
DeMille Studio Productions

JACQUELINE LOGAN

'CHICAGO"—Phyllis Haver and Victor Varconi.
Daring and sensational. Fresh from its

phenomenal success at the Gaiety, New York.
Lauded by critics as an outstanding attraction.

From the stage success by Maurine Watkins.
Frank Urson, Director.

'THE BLUE DANUBE"—Leatrice Joy, with
Joseph Schildkraut and Nils Asther. A de-

lightful romance, with this favorite star at her
best. It's as appealing and alluring as Strauss'

famous waltz. Paul Sloane, Director, Ralph
Block, Associate Producer.

STAND AND DELIVER"—Rod La Rocque. A
young veteran of the Great War tires of peace
and seeks romance and adventure in the

mountains of Greece. He finds it,—in chunks.
See Lupe Velez in this stirring drama. You'll

not be surprised that the young officer finally

fell for her. How could he help it? A Donald
Crisp Production. Ralph Block, Associate
Producer,

SKYSCRAPER"—William Boyd, the fastest

rising young male
star in pictures today.

You saw him as the

spruce, debonair
young cadet in
"Dress Parade." See
him now as a hero in

overalls. Alan Hale, Sue Carol and Alberta
Vaughan in the cast. Howard Higgin, Director.

Ralph Block, Associate Producer.

"HOLD 'EM YALE"—Rod La Rocque. A drama
of youth, fizzy, frothy, yet sound at heart. As
up to date as tomorrow. E. H. Griffith, Direc-
tor. Hector Turnbull, Associate Producer.

"THE NIGHT FLYER"—William Boyd. No
matter how blase you are, you're going to get

a big kick out of this rarely entertaining rail-

road story. Jobyna Ralston is the girl. Walter
Lang, Director. James Cruze, Supervisor.

"MIDNIGHT MADNESS"—Jacqueline Logan,
with Clive Brook and Walter McGrail. If you
like mystery,—and who doesn't? you're going
to like this one sure. Harmon Weight, Direc-
tor, Hector Turnbull, Associate Producer.

"THE LEOPARD LADY"—Jacqueline Logan,
Alan Hale and Robert Armstrong. One of

the most thoroughly satisfying mystery melo-
dramas of the year,

from Edward Childs
Carpenter's stage

success. Rupert
Julian, Director,
Bertram Millhauser,
Associate Producer.

EXCHANGE, INC.



What the Fans Think

What Do You Think of Mr. Oettinger ?

ALCOLM H. OETTINGER'S interview with
Pola Negri was amusing. Mr. Oettinger is a
nice young man, but he takes himself so seri-

ously for his age. He is a variant of that tiresome per-
son, the laugh, clown, laugh ; the tragic story he con-
ceals beneath his gay and flippant attitude, is nothing-
more nor less than an inflated ego. And he reads like

the correspondent of a "frat" monthly.
Just why should a mature and accomplished woman

treat an affectedly blase and cynical boy scout as if he
were Igor Strawinsky? I very much suspect that the
cause of Mr. Oettinger's ingeniously disguised bad
temper, was the fact that Miss Negri did not consider
him her choice of a traveling companion, and did not
"beam affirmatively, 'Every day is a laugh!'

"

Mr. Oettinger "attempted to blast her into a spon-
taneous outburst. 'Of course,' I remarked, 'you con-
sider your German pictures far superior to those you
have made in America?'" The one question which
Miss Negri is never called upon to answer. No wonder
her answers sounded memorized. If that question was
an attempt at blasting, I am surprised Miss Negri did

not terminate the interview long before.

Mr. Oettinger should confine himself to the Wampus
Baby Stars. It is not "Pola" which is another word for

pose. It is "Oettinger."

Melville Abbett.
302 South 26th Avenue East,

Duluth, Minnesota.

You Can't Fool Her.

What is Fanny the Fan's idea in trying to create the

impression that Mary Nolan is an English actress, when
every one who knows anvthing about the theater knows
that she is the Imogene Wilson, who achieved notoriety

by breaking up Mrs. Frank Tinney's home? So far as

I know, she has never expressed one word of regret

for the damage she wrought. Women—or men—who
break up other people's homes never get any sympathy
from me.

At that, I wouldn't care a rap about Imogene Wilson's

purple past, if she had not been introduced on the

screen by the very producers who refused to give

Roscoe Arbuckle a fair chance. He has been vic-

£
timized by conscienceless females, even though he had
had a long and honorable career on the screen. It

seems to me that such outrageous, utterly inexcusable
discrimination should be resented by that part of the

public which would like to see Mr. Arbuckle on the

screen again. That his public is still a large one is

amply demonstrated by the crowds and cordial recep-

tions that have greeted him on the stage, all over the

country, during the past six months.
Elizabeth Kapitz.

124 McCall Street,

Bennington, Vermont.

It's Too Late, Now.
Do you remember Charles Emmett Mack? How he

sprung up from the masses, and went alone to gain his

goal? When offered assistance, he refused. He was
determined to strive and succeed alone, only to gain

fame after death.

How odd that his ability was seen, but passed up, in

"Dream Street," "The White Monkey," and "America."

Then, in "The Rough Riders," he showed us just how
he had fought a lone battle on the field of life for suc-

cess.

Perhaps his wistful look of not knowing what it was
all about, hindered his immediate success, but we do not

think so. It was blindness on the part of those who
see nothing until it is actually brought to their attention,

and then ofttimes it is too late.

Yes, it is too late now for praise—tributes seem so

futile. Those things should have been said when Charles

Emmett Mack would have heard and appreciated them,

when it would have brought joy to his heart and made
his climb to success easier.

Yet Charles Emmett Mack is not the one who has

lost ! We are the losers, by our own blindness.

Georgia McKay.
1723 Polymnia Street, Nancy Lewis.

New Orleans, Louisiana.

Praise for Evelyn Brent.

Among the many beautiful and popular screen stars,,

there is one who gets all too little mention. I refer to

lovely and talented Evelyn Brent. I, for one, want to

see her a great deal more than I do, and in pictures

with more scope for her undoubted talent. She is sweet

and womanly—a refreshing change from the overflow

of vamps supposed to possess "It." I prophesy that in

Continued on page 10
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MISS ANDERSON'S STATEMENT

When I arrived at the Kaufmann & Fabry Studio
my hair was straight as you may see in the picture
above. I had very little faith in any of the so-called
hair-wavers and expected I would have to visit my
hairdresser before keeping my other posing appoint-
ments in the afternoon. To my delight, as you will

see from the center photograph, it was not necessary.

My hair was perfectly waved. I have proved to my
own satisfaction, that Maison Marcellers will save
time, money and the bother of waiting to have one's

hair marcelled. They can be worn any time, which
means that (you may be doing useful work while the

hair is being waved.

(Signed) Miss Evelyn Anderson.

NOTICE TO READERS
A Chicago representative of this
magazine and representatives of
over 100 other publishers, witnessed
a successful and satisfactory dem-
onstration of these wavers*

KAUFMANN & FABRY CO.

Commercial Photographers.

Maison de Beauite,

Chicago, Illinois.

I, Edward J. Cook, hereby certify that these are
actual photographs taken by me while Miss Evelyn
Anderson's hair was marcelled with Maison Mar-
cellers. The one at the left shows Miss Anderson's
hair as she entered my studio. That at the right
shows the Maison Marcellers in place. The center
photograph shows Miss Anderson's hair as it ap-
peared 30 minutes later.

(Signed) Edward J. Cook.

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 24th day of March, 1926.

Emma W. Stolzenbach,
Notary Public.

Yours . . . The Lovelies

Marcel Imaginable
Just 30 minutes—once a week—at home

BE FREE—free from slavery to your hair, from the tyranny of the hot
iron, the expense of the beauty shop, the inconvenient "appointments."

Of course you're weary of your unceasing
slavery to your hair. You are sick of the
endless round of beauty shop appointments,
the indifferent operators, the difficulty of ap-
pointments, the disastrous results of hot
irons, the tedious process of the "permanent,"
the bother of water waves, the constant ex-
pense.

But, more than ever, you know how impera-
tive it is to keep looking your best. "If other
women can take the time and trouble, if they
can afford the money, to keep their hair con-
stantly waved, then I must, too." And you
go the weary round again.

End—TODAY—the expensive, time-
consuming, hair-ruining "beauty

shop" habit

Don't be a slave to hair care a minute
longer. It isn't necessary. You can be im-
mediately and permanently free from all the
nuisance of hot iron marcels, "permanents"
and water waves. But that doesn't mean
that you must let your hair go, that you are
doomed to straight, straggly, unkempt locks.
Far from it !

A More Beautiful Marcel Than You
Have Ever Known

You can have the most gloriously wTaved
hair you have ever had—a coiffure of smooth,
loose, becoming waves framing your face,
showing off your hair in all the beauty of its

natural lustre, giving new grace to your
shapely head. Just 30 minutes with the
Maison Marcellers once a week—of home—
gives you this marcel of unbelievable love-
liness.

Think what an untold convenience it will
be—never to have to step outside your home
agalin for a wave—never to bother with ap-
pointments—never again to experience the
disastrous effect of the hot iron.

A $1.50 Marcel Saved Every Time You
Use Them

You know how appallingly your waving ex-
pense mounts up—particularly in summer.
Often the wave on which you have spent a
dollar or more is gone before you reach home.
Or a few minutes in a hot, steamy -kitchen
ruins it. Frequently you are forced to forego
a dip in the lake, or other sport, for fear
you will spoil an expensive new marcel.
The Maison Marcellers save all this ex-

pense and worry. Just the price of a marcel
or two. and you are free forever from further

expense. In no time at all, you have saved
the price of a new hat ; in but little more
time, you can afford the little frock you want—paid for out of the money saved by the
Maison Marcellers.

Be the Envy of All Your Friends
Think how your friends will envy you your constant

good grooming! Think what, a reputation you will earn
for unfailing smartness, with hair never straggly and un-
kempt, but always in the loveliest of soft, becoming
waves

!

Now you can do what you please, when you please
—and have beautifully marcelled locks week in and week
out. What does it matter if outdoor sports—skating

—

swimming—motoring or tennis—straggle your locks?
Thirty minutes with the Maison Marcellers—just the
time it takes you to bathe and change into fresh clothes—restores your 'hair's glorious wave.
What if your morning is spent in heating housework ?

By the time you have slipped into your crisp afternoon
frock your hair, thanks to your Maison Marcellers. will
look as if you had just been waved by the finest operator
in town.
What if you do have a last-minute invitation, just as

you are washing your hair? By the time it's dry, the
Maison Marcellers, slipped on in a jiffy, will have formed
every strand into deep, undulating waves smoother and
more perfect than it is possible to attain by ruinous
hot irons.

It Waves While You Dress
All you do is slip the Maison Marcellers on slightly

dampened locks—and while you dress, your hair is wav-
ing. At the end of thirty minutes you slip the Maison
Marcellers off—and your hair lies in a wave as utterly

charming as the one pictured above. Does it sound too

good to be true? Let your mirror decide. It will prove
the almost unbelievable wonder of the Maison Marceller
results.

Bring Back Your Hair's Natural Beauty
No matter how ruined your hair has been by previous

waving methods, your Maison Marcellers give it a chance
to regain its own soft, silky lustre. It's amazing how
quickly you will find it recovering from the harmful re-

sults of its mistreatment. As you know, every time you
have your hair waved by a hot iron, each tiny, fragile,

hollow tube of hair is bent and twisted first in one direc-

tion and then another. This constant bending back and
forth breaks the hair off, leaving you with brittle, uneven-
lengith hair.

Once you are freed from the tyranny of hot irons that
burn, break and discolor the hair and dry the scalp, the

hot blast of water-wave "setting." that makes the hair

so dry and brintle, or other waving methods, that take

out all the life and lustre and make the hair harsh and
kinky, your hair begins to return to health and vigor.

Six months of the Maison Marcellers, and you won't
know your hair, so thick, even and lustrous will it have
become.

Ideal for Any Type of Hair—Any
Arrangement

It doesn't matter how you wear your hair, in a shingle

bob, Ina Claire, horseshoe wave or pompadour, center or

side part, the Maison Marcellers give it the correct line

for that style. And it doesn't matter whether your hair

is soft and fluffy, coarse and straight, long or short—you
will have a wave thait is utterly lovely.

It is the simplest thing imaginable to marcel your hair

with the Maison Marcellers. Just slip them on, catch the

locks in place, and slip them off again at the end of

thirty minutes. Anyone can do it. You can marcel your
whole head, or you can simply reset the difficult side

locks or a few unruly strands in the back. You can

sleep with the Maison Marcellers on, if you want. They
are made of soft rubber, light and flexible, scientifically

designed.

Our Special Between-Seasons Offer

Our heaviest rush of business comes during the wanner
months; so to keep our factory busy during the fall and
winter we are making a special low price for a short time
only. Eight now you can buy these wonderful Maison
Marcellers direct from us for only $2.98, plus a few

cents' postage. Think of it! Less than you spend in a

few "appointments." And with every order we will in-

clude, absolutely free, a new and authentic marcel fashion

chart to show you the latesit coiffure styles and also a bot-

tle of the famous Maison Shampoo, a most delight-

ful wash for the hair. If you wish to be envied and ad-

mired for your beautifully waved hair this winter, act

quick and send for your marcellers at this special price.

Send No Money—Just Mail the Coupon
Even at this special price, you need not risk a penny.

Just sign and mail the coupon. In a few days, when
the postman brings your outfit, just deposit $2.98 with
him (plus a few cents' postage). And w<hen you put in

your first marcel, you'll say it was the best purchase you
ever made in your life, for your hair waving troubles are

ended. Every time you use this outfit, you'll get better

and better results and you'll never have to spend your

good time and money for marcels again. After you have
tried this marvelous new marcelling outfit for 5 days, if

you" are not deligihted with results—if it doesn't give you
the most beautiful marcel you ever had and improve your
hair in every way—simply return the outfit to us and your

money will be refunded quickly and cheerfully. But don't

put it off. Be among the first to take advantage of this

special introductory offer. Fill in and mail the coupon
today

!

Maison de Beaute
5 W. Austin Ave., Chicago, Illinois

COUPON

(P. P. 6)
|

I

MAISON DE BEAUTE
5 W. Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:
Please send me, at the special between-seasons price,

a set of Maison Marcellers, Marcel Style Chart, free

bottle of Maison Shampoo and complete directions for

waving, which I will follow. I agree tto deposit $2.98

(plus postage) with the postman when he makes de-

livery. If the marcellers do not give me a wave with

which I am delighted. I will return them within five

days and you are to refund the purchase price without
argument or delay.

*?ame

J
City State

J
.

I NOTE—If you expect to be out when the postman •

1 comes, enclose $3.10 with your order and the Mar- |

( celling Outfit will be sent postpaid.
%
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a short time, and given the right stuff to

work on, Evelyn Brent will rank among
the foremost dramatic actresses.

Before closing, -I should like to add that
in a recent issue Kit Murray spoke some
good words for the screen villains, but
she forgot to mention Roy D'Arcy, who, in

my opinion, should come first. His per-

formances, in both "La Boheme" and
"Bardleys the Magnificent,'' were perfec-
tion itself. Agnes Pearson.
34 Josephine Avenue, Brixton Hill,

London, England.

Why Not Oblige the Lady?
Salute to Mr. Malcolm H. Oettinger

!

Each month I turn to his interviews first

of all, because I know he will never dis-

appoint me. Writing with a rather terri-

ble honesty, he shows us the stars as they
impress him—therefore, as they would ap-
pear to us.

How I loved his inimitable "Such Popu-
larity Must Be Deserved," writing about
the gallant and moody John Gilbert.

Please, Mr. Oettinger, give us, in an
early issue, a story of Greta Garbo, the
incomparable. So that I may keep all my
illusions, let her be beautiful and appeal-
ing. May her hair really be gold, her eyes
blue, and make her remain glamorous—
oh, as only you could write of her

!

Since reading "The Green Hat" for the
seventh time, I never see any one but
Greta Garbo in the role of the shameless,
shameful lady, Iris March. Everything
about her

"She was tall, as tall as becomes a

woman- " There she is in all her grace-
ful height. "Thoughtful she was—al-

ways " "Her eves seemed somehow
lost—"

I even see the "striking emerald." I

hear her saying "nice" so effectively. And
you just know she uses a "faint, sweet
scent, whose name will now never be
known."
Once more, bravo, Mr. Oettinger.

You're great ! Ruth Munn.
Boston, Massachusetts.

And They Say Women Are Catty.

After having read the interview with
Florence Vidor in December Picture-
Play, in my opinion the time is already-

past due for her retirement. If we take
her last three or four films as a criterion,

it will be seen that she has slipped below
the high standard set by "Are Parents
People?" and "The Grand Duchess and
the Waiter."

One trouble, a minor one, with her films,

is that the lady villain in each one is more
charming, and usually more beautiful, than
Miss Vidor herself. Does any fan believe

that Miss Vidor could win a man from
Greta Nissen, in "The Popular Sin

;"

Jocelyn Lee, in "Afraid to Love.;" Mar-
garet Quimby, in "The World at Her
Feet," or Shirley Dorman, in "One Woman
to Another?" Therefore, her recent pic-

tures have all seemed a little less than
plausible. V. Keith Sutton.

Bethany, Pennsylvania.

She Wants Masculine Baby Stars.

Like the press agents of Hollywood, I

also have a list of Baby Stars, but, unlike

theirs, mine is composed of young men.
Charles Alorton, Barry Norton, Clifford

Holland, Nick Stuart, of Fox ; Richard
Arlen, Gary Cooper, of Paramount; James
Murray, of Metro-Goldwyn ; Jerry Miley,
who played in "The Joy Girl," and Cor-
nelius Keefe, of "The Poor Nut," are
my candidates for—well, hardly Baby
Stars, but, anyway, the Junior Stars.

Originally, Charles Farrell was on the

list, but I have graduated him into the
regular star class.

Now, for the king of directors my
choice is John Ford. You may remember
that he directed "The Iron Horse" and
that gem, "Upstream," and has just fin-

ished "Four Sons." Janet Day.
New York City, New York.

An Open Letter to Fans.
Far be it from me to criticize the fan

letters in Picture- Play. Some of them
are extremely interesting and others are
very amusing, but Miss Mary Floward
Gwynne's letter in the January issue—her
eulogy of Rudolph Valentino—was quite
the best slush letter I have ever read. I

agree that Valentino was worth while, but
I hardly think of him as "waves breaking
against the shore" or as "a glorious moon-
light night in summer."

It seems to me that some fans become
entirely too dramatic, too wildly emo-
tional. Why, the most of us have never
seen those actors we so personally and
intimately criticize and discuss. What
right have we to speak of them as if they
were our most intimate companions ? Why
should a fan take it upon himself to vouch
for a star's human characteristics—or his
inhuman characteristics—when, as a mat-
ter of fact, his real nature is not known?
The performance of an actor is not a

fair basis for an idea of this actor's actual
character. If he could not portray a char-
acter different from his own, in "carrying
out a story or plot, he would not be an
actor, for there are not many pictures in
which an actor can be himself. An actor
who can successfully portray a character
entirely different from his own is the one
who succeeds, because of his versatility.

Brickbats have been slung at Greta
Garbo, John Gilbert—and even Norma Tal-
madge has received her share of blows
from the fans—but they are the real thing,
and their acting, their marvelous ability to
stir an audience, is not lessened by criti-
cism. Those who criticize cannot deny
that funny little chill they experience when
they live through a story with John Gil-
bert and Greta Garbo ; or thrill, even as
the heroine does, when John Barrymore
cleverly handles a delicate situation ; or
when they live with Norma Talmadge and
love her for her kind eyes, her sympathetic
portrayal of a role that becomes real as
one watches her.

But I do not attempt to judge the real
Greta Garbo by her pictures. I do not
take it for granted that Greta Garbo and
John Gilbert are having an affair just be-
cause they are such perfect lovers on the
screen. I know that Barrymore's inner
nature cannot be judged by his pictures.
And Norma Talmadge may be as perfect
off screen as she is on, but / don't know.
I do not know them personally and have
no right to criticize their characters or
praise them for being noble. I know only
their screen personalities.

So I say, praise each one's beauty, if

she has it ; each one's acting ability and
charm; but, for Heaven's sake, let them
be responsible for their own characters

—

let them at least have one thing into which
the public cannot pry.

Harriette Eikel.
116 Third Street, N. E.,

Washington, D. C.

A Dignified Rebuke.
Certain persons have taken upon them-

selves to make false statements regarding
myself and The Valentino Memorial
Guild, and I cannot do other than reply.

Miss Joy Douglas seems to know a great

deal about me, and, knowing so much, I

am surprised she finds only "gush"—what-
ever that may be—in the guild.

In sixteen months we have won for our-

selves the respect and cooperation of some
of the largest cinemas in London and
abroad, all the members being treated as
privileged clients ; we have "adopted" one
of the homes for incurable children in
London, and the English members alone
have already subscribed over twenty
pounds for them, besides visiting the chil-
dren and bringing them all the happiness
it is in their power to give.

In January we gave a fairy party for
them, with all the old fairy-tale favorites,
and gave each of the forty patients just
the gift he or she most longed for. This,
I suppose, is "gush?" The oversea mem-
bers are doing similar things with local
charities. Then, on Armistice Day, we
gave several pounds to the British Legion—.more "gush"—and we have stopped slan-

derous articles about one who, after all,

is dead and unable to give the writers the
horsewhipping they deserve. Apart from
all this, we have unwritten laws of loyalty

to our country, patriotism, and good will

toward other nations. We are a band of
friendship, irrespective of any class dis-

tinction, and might almost be nicknamed
the Junior League of Nations. So much
for the "gush."
Now, Miss Douglas, because I write an

article for a paper, describing a meeting
with Mr. Valentino, does not mean that

my acquaintance ended there. I knew
"Rudy" very well indeed. Also, I have
never used the expression "gushing senti-

mentality."
I am glad Miss Barahm admired my

spunk, but I am afraid she will be disap-

pointed. In Europe, at any rate, we do
not forget old friends—and my American
members do not seem likely to do so,

either. As Rudy himself once said of
England : "When once you are a favorite

you may fail, or grow old, or retire, but

you are the favorite forever"-—and 'he
might have added "or die"—it is all the

same. He will always be loved and re-

membered. And don't forget that to four

continents the "sunburned Americans" are

foreigners.

If she was not protesting against Rudy,
she was certainly saying unkind and un-
true things of a dead man, and she must
be supremely egotistical not to see it.

May I suggest to Miss Alice L. King
that if she so dislikes "gush" she might
modify her own letter? She wishes to

know "why Claire Windsor is on the

screen." I don't remember having seen

Miss Windsor, but perhaps her directors

know their work better than Miss King

;

also, to calmly assert that Lillian Gish is

"without a single rival" is not only an in-

sult to the intelligence of thousands of

men and women who have other favorites,

but also an example of the most hysterical

hero worship. Mercia Stanhope.
"Highcroft," 3 Warltersville Road,

London, N. 19, England.

Pity Poor Mr. Oettinger.

For Pete's sake, what's the big idea in

letting Malcolm H. Oettinger give Perfect

Pola such an insulting write-up? The
idea of comparing her with Nazimova,
Louise Dresser, and Greta Garbo ! They
are all right in their place, but just who
could take Pola's place? And as to call 1

ing them greater actresses, he has no

proof, and we are all welcome to our opin-

ions. Certainly she's a good actress, else

how could she exist in the mediocre roles

that she has wasted herself on, while these

other actresses have been given only choice
roles.

Concerning Lillian Gish—well, words
fail me. Comparing that inane, helpless

little creature to the fiery, magnetic Pola.

As to her "art and her public," she has'

both, and it is certainly her privilege to

feel proud of her position without report-
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ers giving her such a dirty deal. It is

hardly fair to treat any star this way.
From all reports, ' Pola is frank, lovely,

humorous, and understanding. So why not

act your age, Malcolm? Could any one
else have taken her place in these old Ger-
man pictures, or in "Barbed Wire," "The
Woman on Trial," or "Hotel Imperial?"

I should say not.

I am for the new stars as well as the

old. Give them all a chance, because
there is room for all. Olive Borden,
Leatrice Joy, and Greta Garbo are peril-

ously near perfection.

I have recently read that Ruth Roland
is returning to play in serials. Can you
imagine anything more wonderful? How
I long to see her, Pearl White, Marguerite
Clark, and all the old favorites

!

My gosh! Have Mary Howard Gwynn
stop wearing her mourning for Valentino
all over the street. She could at least

write without such "goofy gushing." The
dear girl probably likes to think herself
poetic, but why the foolishness of being
idiotic over a person whom you have never
met? Even though you feel badly, imagine
what would happen if we acted that way
about every one. J. K. Hopkins.
2128 S. Monroe, Spokane, Washington.

True Nobility.

_
Myrtle Gebhart's surprise at the inclu-

sion of an Irish peasant maid in aristo-
cratic Florence Vidor's ancestry may be
lessened by the realization that one may be
a peasant—a rural worker—and yet be an
aristocrat in blood, manner, and soul.

If Miss Vidor's ancestress resembles the
Irish countrywomen with whom I am ac-
quainted, the actress should humbly thank
the fate that endowed her with gentleness,
wit, and poise, all characteristic of these
lovely ladies. Marion Hunt.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Are Million-Dollar Pictures the Bunk?
I wonder if other fans have noticed that

often the pictures lavishly advertised as
"Super-Specials" and "Million-Dollar Pro-
ductions" are usually disappointing and
below standard? It is time to protest
against the persons who control—and I ask,
is there any doubt that they do control-
pictures and theaters in big cities, and by
their control actually deceive the public
into spending money on trashy pictures, by
means of false advertising.

Take, for instance, "Tillie the Toiler,"
with Marion Davies. I notice even movie
magazines persist in rating this bit of
boredom as "good entertainment," "Mar-
ion Davies in her best hit," et cetera.
While the actual truth of the matter is

that the_ picture isn't worth a dime. As
for Marion Davies, she never could act and
she never will. The picture might have
been saved had a capable actress been
given the part.

Another example of this practice is "Don
Juan," with John Barrymore. Mr. Barry-
more is anything hut likable, as Don Juan,
simply because his vanity is growing so
rapidly that he is impossible in any role.
Yet Warner Brothers, who produced this
picture, do not hesitate to advertise it ex-
tensively, when they might better spend
their money on some of their less known,
but more worthy, actors.

I should like to ask why "The Desired
Woman," with Irene Rich, is classed as
second choice?" Miss Rich's admirers

have lamented the fact that she is cast in
stereotyped roles all too often. Here is a
picture that will make up for them. She
is infinitely lovely when dressed in careless
attire. She is far more natural, and really
has an opportunity to give forth . .some
startling evidences of genuine ability in
that picture. As the sullen, embittered

wife of an officer who is absorbed in his

duties, she displays a haunting knowledge
of human emotions.

Last night I saw a picture that thou-

sands of fans will probably miss, simply

because it is not advertised. But don't

miss it. "The Wreck of the Hesperus"
with Virginia Bradford and Frank Marian,
is taken from Longfellow's poem of that

name. It is a picture of beauty and stir-

ring, poignant love. The exquisite beauty
of Virginia Bradford, plus Frank Marion's
dark, wistful boyishness, is something that

will remain in your memory long after

you have seen the picture.

If the studios would have us believe the

worthy are promoted, why, I ask, is it

that Virginia Bradford and Frank Marion
remain practically unknown to-day? Aren't
newcomers given a chance at all, unless

they are backed by moneyed power? Both
these young people deserve far more suc-

cess than they are getting.

Let's boost these two young folks, who
have all the markings of deserving stars

!

Let's quit wasting our money on extrava-
gantly advertised pictures that make mil-

lionaires out of unworthy, untalented peo-
ple, and, instead, give our applause to

those who put sincerity and ability into

their acting.

Speaking of comparative unknowns, I

must mention Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell, who, since "Seventh Heaven," are
already acclaimed and on the road to a
lasting success. Don't fail to see this pic-

ture, for it is the dearest love story ever
shown on the screen.

"Holly from Hollywood."
Hollywood, California.

Consider Yourself Bawled Out, Miss
King.

I feel so disgusted about the continual
arguing over Valentino. He is gone, and
nothing that we do or say can bring him
back. He was a fine actor—yes, but there
are many others. Give your bouquets to

the living, for the dead don't need them.
Let us show our respect for a great actor

by not dragging his name through a lot

of public criticism and argument. Let him
rest in peace and live in our memories,
but let us drop the subject in print.

Miss King's rudeness in regard to Claire
Windsor is very unjust. She wants to
know why Miss Windsor is on the screen.

I wonder how she would feel if some one
asked why she was on earth. The screen
is Miss Windsor's chosen career. And
she has made many loyal fans who have
admired her for years, in spite of her being
cast in unsuitable pictures. Have you seen
any of her later pictures, Miss King—"The
Little Journey," "The Claw," and "The
Bugle Call," in which she has been more
suitably cast? She is beautiful, no one can
deny that, and some day some director will

realize her possibilities. If you really

knew her you couldn't help loving her,

she is so friendly and unassuming; smile

at Claire and she'll smile right back. She
has beauty, charm, and personality, and
some day you'll change your mind about
her.

Wouldn't it be a funny world if every
one of us liked the same persons and
things? If we can't say something nice

about a person, let's not say anything.
Silence never hurt any one, and thought-
less, unkind remarks have caused trouble

and heartaches. Helen Bennett.
8008 Rawlings Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Accept It Like a Gentleman, Mr.
Oettinger.

Mr. Oettinger angers me as a red rag
angers, a bulk From his first introduction
in Picture-Play as a "Little Theater art-

ist," who said none but Gilbert—or was it

Chaplin?—could act, he has passed to the

comfortable position of producing sar-

castic interviews with people who cannot

act. Those whom he likes receive the

usual gushing praise. Those he dislikes

receive his intellectual "thumbs down."

It seems to me a very sad thing that we
must wrangle endlessly about the person-

ality and soul of a man who is dead. It

is so cheap, this petty arguing.

I sincerely believe Rudolph Valentino

was a great lover and a splendid actor. I

believe great roles were in store for him.

I believe that his place will never be filled.

I believe the place John Gilbert enjoys

to-day will never be filled when he has

left it. There has never been and never

will be another Wallace Reid or a Harold
Lockwood. William Farnum, who is re-

turning to us, has made unforgetale pic-

tures that will never be duplicated or

equaled, and so has Norma Talmadge.

They are all wonderful, all artists.

Virginia Riebling.

10620 Foley Avenue, Detroit, Michigan.

She Just Can't See Novarro.

I quite agree with the two Joseph
Schildkraut fans that their favorite has

far more talent and personality than No-
varro. In fact, I, too, have often won-
dered why Joseph is given uninteresting

roles in mediocre pictures, while the in-

sipid Novarro is given splendid opportu-

nities in super-productions. Something is

wrong somewhere ! I should have been

very enthusiastic over seeing "The Stu-

dent Prince" if Joseph Schildkraut, or

some other equally talented actor, had

played the prince; but as it is I'll have to

pass the picture up, just as I did "Ben-
Hur." Novarro's former films have cured

me from ever taking another chance on
his pictures.

Other leading men whom I should en-

joy seeing receive a few of the super-

productions are Ralph Forbes, Ronald Col-

man, Lars Hensen, Ricardo Cortez, William
Haines, and Richard Dix. Also, I should

like to see Gosta Ekman again. He surely

did some fine acting and displayed a grace-

ful and charming personality, as Faust.

By the way, the two or three fans who
have contributed letters recently, express-

ing their disgust at the "gushy" letters

written by Valentino fans, impress me as

being people of very poor taste. Especially

the fan who suggested we forget the de-

ceased "foreigner," and turn our attenton

to American actors. Of course, the best

way to treat such letters is undoubtedly to

ignore them, but under the circumstances

it is very difficult to do so. Those people

who could not appreciate his wonderful
personality when he lived were indeed un-

fortunate, and those who could write let-

ters after his death expressing their "dis-

gust" toward people who commemorate
him are surely stupid, not to mention very
unkind. Joan Perula.

San Francisco, California.

Lost, Strayed or Stolen?

Oh, where has that charming boy, Pierre

Gendron, vanished? Not a word—not a

picture—not even a mere mention of his

evaporation to his many fans. It is as

though he were swallowed up by some
hard-hearted critics. For breakfast they
probably had his soulful eyes ; for lunch

they feasted on his head, and by the time

dinner came around they had gobbled him
up—legs, shoes, and all.

I can recall his superlative acting in

"Three Women," opposite May McAvoy,
where I first' noticed his increasing per-

sonal attractiveness. Inwardly I thought
that this boy would climb to heights yet

unattained. However, I viewed only one
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more picture, where he portrayed the part

of a snoopy detective, and then no more
Pierre.

Is there any fan who can enlighten me
on this? Annabelle Urban.

8027 East Hollywood Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan.

A Bouquet for Mr. Oettinger.

Picture-Play is indeed fortunate in

having Malcolm H. Oettinger on its staff.

He dares to be honest. When one reads
his interviews with the stars, one knows
one is getting the truth and not a lot of
apple sauce.

Mr. Oettinger's article about Pola Negri
summed up exactly the opinion I've al-

ways had of her; but so far he is the only
writer who has had the courage to draw
so true a picture of this star. Admittedly
Pola is a good actress, but therein her
fault lies. Such a poser may win applause
from her public, but never anything bor-
dering on affection.

Here's to more of Mr. Oettinger's true-
to-life interviews. He dares to be himself.

Allene E. Byberg.
1020_ Stoddard Street,

Missoula, Montana.

Just Who is Mary Nolan?

Evidently "The Bystander" has diag-
nosed Picture-Play readers as amnesia
victims, but another diagnosis like that and
we'll write "out" for "Fanny" and "Over
the Teacups."

Queer concoctions are found in cups
these days, but the tea in the January cup
of "The Bystander" had one ingredient
that just wouldn't dissolve. Mary Nolan,
the poor little orphan child who washed
so many stockings in the convent for other
children, and who struggled for years un-
til United Artists brought her over from
England under contract. Darn good sob
stuff ! Last time we saw Mary was shortly
after the Tinney-Wilson bout, when the
comedian followed Imogene to Berlin from
London, put a bug in her soup, or a snake
in a garter, or something. Anyway, the
party got too rough for "Bubbles" and
she quit playing. Now Universal has Mary
Nolan under contract, and we're glad she
is getting along. But it wasn't necessary
for "The Bystander" to get all tea-ed up
and write a lot of rot.

Interviews by Oettinger and McKegg
are dandy, unbiased and sane. Also Miss
Ge'bhart's, when she doesn't get mush}- over
Bystander's tea. F. S. Thorn.
San Francisco, California.

More About Ramon Novarro.
The letter in What the Fans Think,

written by "Two Joseph Schildkraut Fans,"
certainly riles me.
They say that Ramon is only fairly good

looking, and that he lacks magnetism. All
right, if a Greek god or a painting by one
of the old masters is only fairly good look-
ing, then so is Ramon. As for being un-
magnetic, he has the same spark in his
make-up that makes one look at him twice.
This same thing is true of Douglas Fair-
banks, Ronald Colman, and Antonio Mo-
reno.

Another statement they make is that
Ramon "is a perfectly ordinary, nonde-
script young man." No one who has had
the religious training that Mr. Novarro
has had could possibly be ordinary.
As for being nondescript, that talented

director, Rex Ingraham, would hardly have
taken him under his wing, and helped him
as he did, if Ramon hadn't had exceptional
talent. Then, too, he wouldn't have been
cast as Ben-Hur if he were "just ordinary."

These two English girls do not consider
"Ben-Hur" a great picture. If it wasn't a

great picture in every sense of the word,

then please explain to me why it was ac-

claimed as one of the two best pictures

produced in 1926, and as one of the three

best productions of all time. They say,

too, that Carmel Myers was the only one
in the film who was convincing. I will

admit she was all right, but what about
Betty Bronson, as Mary, the Mother of

Jesus, or Winter Hall, as Joseph, Claire
McDowell, as the Mother of Hur, and
Francis X. Bushman, as Messala? To my.
feeble mind, even The Star in the East was
convincing

!

Joseph Schildkraut is a very fine actor

or he would not be given the fine roles

that he invariably has, but when it comes
to comparing him with Ramon Novarro,
he, as well as many more, is out.

Olive McManus.
Gilmore City, Iowa.

A Tribute to the Cowboys.
I want to write a word of praise for

Hoot Gibson. I think he is a fine actor,

and that good-natured face and smile of

his would do a sick person good. I have
often seen him in a crowd, before he was
starred, trying to hide himself, but I could
usually spot him by that fine, friendly way
he has. He is not one of those "polished

to the finish" kind, and I wish we had
more of his type. Just wholesome, I call it.

I like good old Tom Mix, and I cannot
forget William Hart and Buck Jones, also.

I may be partial to cowboys, and I hope
you are, too. However, Lewis Stone is

my favorite society actor, and my favorite

actress—you guessed right—Mary Pick-

ford, forever and a day !

Alice Henle.
2815 South Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois.

Now for the Camera Men.
Sometimes I laugh at the silly adulation

written to the stars by adoring fans. One
would think these fortunate beings were
cast in a far different mold than common
clay. I've seen quite a few of the radiant

beauties and gallant heroes of the screen,

and really find them quite ordinary in the

cold light of day. Their screen reflections

are indeed a great tribute to perfect pho-
tography.
For instance, Rudolph Valentino was a

very ordinary Italian. I mean him no dis-

respect, for, indeed, I was one of those

fans who adored his silver shadow, but in

the interest of truth one must say that the

substance was far less alluring than the

shadow.
It takes the magic illusion of the camera

to give any semblance of beauty to the

square, boxlike face of Pola Negri, to the

"dished" nose and prominent chin of Gloria

Swanson, and Norma Talmadge's short

nose and imperfect neck are seen through
a veil which removes all blemishes. Mae
Murray stirs one's pity—all her foolish

affectations and make-up cannot conceal

the fact that long since she should have
been retired on an old-age pension. Jack
Gilbert's top-heavy nose and Ramon No-
varro's weak chin are glorified by that

great magician—the camera.

So, in closing, I say, drink a toast to

the camera men, who make homely and
aging screen stars beautiful.

Gene Charteris.
Renton, Washington.

A Word for the New Stars.

Almost every one in this department
raves over the Gilberts and the Barry-
mores, so I want to put in a word for the

less prominent players. I always look for

new faces on the screen
;
they interest me

far more than the old players.

I think Shirley O'Hara was beautiful in

"A Gentleman of Paris," and, speaking of

acting—well, she'll show you. I like Mari-
etta Millner, too, but she is too young to

play opposite Thomas Meighan. I cer-
tainly hope she gets better roles in her
next pictures. I don't see how any one
could fail to detect the possibilities of Alice
White. She is just the type we moderns
love, and in a very short time will be head-
ing all lists of favorites.

I wonder why Natalie Kingston isn't

given better parts. She certainly has
proved that she can act, and if she were
only put in hetter pictures she would be
very popular. Consider her work in "The.
Harvester." Wasn't it wonderful?
Along with Vida Dodd, I want to say a

word for Clive Brook. His manner is

very fascinating, and I think any one
would like him after his performances in

"Hula" and "Underworld."
I both agree and disagree with "J. G.

of Denver." Gilbert Roland was certainly

wonderful in "Camille," but what's the

matter with his name? I think Gilbert Ro-
land suits him, and I am very glad he
changed it. I dislike foreign names, be-

cause they are usually so hard to remem-
ber and many people mispronounce them.

Mrs. Blake.
St. Petersburg, Florida.

Something Ought to Be Done About
This.

I saw, the other day, something that

made me boil over with anger.

Do those who saw "What Price Glory"
remember Barry Norton, Mother's Boy?
Do you remember the young actor's mar-
velous performance, that was worthy of

the highest praise? Well, I saw this same
boy playing in a dumb comedy! There
was Mothers Boy, vainly trying to be

funny. His sensitive face distorted with
attempts to make his audience laugh.

That's what happens to boys like that.

After giving glorious and inspiring per-

formances, they are cast out and forced to

play in mediocre comedies in order to sur-

vive.

The same with Leslie Fenton, who was
also in "What Price Glory" and who gave
an equally stirring performance. I haven't

seen Leslie for ages. He's another one

who could do sublime things if given the

chance. I quite agree with the letter sent

in by "W. G. T." and published in the

January number of Picture-Play, con-

cerning Leslie. He would be divine in

the part of Clyde Griffiths, in "An Amer-
ican Tragedy."
Come on, fans ! Give these boys a hand

and those others, too, who have had a shot

at glory and are then forgotten, perhaps

not by the fans, but by the producers.

Three cheers for Barry Norton and Leslie

Fenton—two artists of beauty and feeling!

Make the producers give them a chance!
Rachel de Wolf.

421 Main Street, Warren, Rhode Island.

Again Novarro Versus Gilbert.

Please permit me to cast my vote in the

Gilbert-Novarro contest one hundred per

cent for John Gilbert. While Gilbert has

been accused of resorting to an "ear-to-

ear grin" to put him across, yet he has

never found it necessary to rely on a hard-

blowing press agent to keep him before

the public.

It makes me laugh to think of Novarro
as a second Caruso or a sedate priest. This
bunk, together with the so-called life

stories he has allowed to be published, have
thoroughly disgusted me. If we are to

believe what we read, the dear Ramon is

sprouting wings.

As for the handsome Gilbert, thank the

Lord that he has a touch of the devil in

him. He is at least interesting^, and hu-

man which is more than can be said for the

sugar-coated Novarro pill.

Roy F. Frazier.

204 East 10th Avenue, Topeka, Kansas.
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WSPJE ITCOMB/
FromBroadway at 2—perSeat

toyourlheotreat PopularPrices

THINK OF IT!—
16 weeks on Broadway!

7 weeks in Chicago—
6 weeks in Detroit . . .

THINK OF IT!

THINK what a THRIL-
LER it must be when
Great Critics call it "A
cinema knockout!"

—

"Close to perfection"—

"Barthelniess' best since

Tol'able David'!"

THINK
what an Entertainment

Event it's going lo be

when this great $2.00

hit comes to your town

at popular prices!!

Ask your theatre mana-

ger when.

Drama that sweeps from a Broadivay

Honky-Tonk through the frenzy of the

Fight Game to a Living Hell—then back

to a Heaven of Happiness two Lovable

Lovers had never DARED to hope for!

%*Mh> RICHARD A.ROWLAND bitRUPERT HUGHES
dkALFRED SANTEIX^c&w-— Dmchdb ALFRED SAN1HJL

. Ilationdl Mli« Picture*

Traduction mmaqemenir ' • • AL.ROCKEIT

A "3\ui national Picture
Takes the Guesswork Out of "Going to the Movies"
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Gary Cooper and Fay Wray have 'been nominated by Paramount as ideal screen lovers, and will play in a
variety of pictures designed to exploit their particular charm and talent, as well as their wholesome, ro-

mantic appeal. Picture Play predicted a conspicuous future for Mr. Cooper when he appeared
in "Children of Divorce," while Von Stroheim's choice of Miss Wray for the heroine of

"The Wedding March" left no doubt of her prospects. Bless you, my children.
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Gloria s Dis

photo by Chidnoff

"What a lot offace-lifts and dieting must be

undergone, if we want to keep on the screen

twenty years from now!" says Gloria.

WHAT have I contributed?"

Gloria Swanson flashed that

question at me. There was pain

in her eyes, and disillusionment, and
frankness. We were in the library of her
home, tree-shaded and vine-clad, in Bev-
erly Hills.

"What, exactly, have I contributed?"
she reiterated, with no suggestion of en-

nui, but with emphasis shining serenely

from her glance. In her tone there was
almost defiance.

"We of the pictures are dreamers—we
stars, I mean. We think we have brought
something enormously creative to the

screen, but when you come to analyze it,

can it actually be said that a star can give
anything of himself, or herself, that is

enduring?
"A personality? Perhaps. But, after

all, what is there of solid substance?
"I have made pictures that are enter-

taining, that have pleased—one or two that

have been described as extraordinary

—

but have I ever done anything which could
add to the history of the screen? I wish I

could believe that my personality alone
would do that, but somehow it seems to me that some-
thing greater than the impress of a personality should

In every career there comes the hour

of fame. Thus Miss Swanson, who
asks to-day what she has given in return,

remembered by. Rarely has she spoken

which reveals her in

By Edwin

be given as a heritage. One must bring

something more concrete, more actual."

The futility of fame!
And now Gloria Swanson is seeking

to capture the momentary fleeting spell

of personal accomplishment. For in her

separate domain Gloria, uniquely among
the stars of the screen, has enjoyed, and
perhaps will continue to enjoy, great per-

sonal triumphs.

The DeMille portrayals in the so-

called society plays, like "Male and Fe-

male," "Don't Change Your Husband,"

and "Why Change Your Wife?" and her

subsequent efforts, like "The Humming
Bird" and "Manhandled," which led her

to being proclaimed queen of the cinema,

have more than justified her career. Nor
can the fact that she has recently made a

few weak films obliterate the memory of

them. But, above all, Gloria is individual

and herself, which is a distinction that

few have acquired as dominatingly as she.

I remember the night of her corona-

tion—figuratively speaking, as far as

Hollywood is con-

cerned— at the
showing of "Ma-
dame Sans-Gene"
in Los Angeles.

Crowds of sight-

seers literally
massed in the

street, filling it to

overflowing, on

sidewalks and up
against buildings.

Within the thea-

ter was a stellar

multitude—all the

most brilliant in

Hollywood's gal-

axy represented.

Gloria entered,

and with one ac-

cord every one

stood up to bid her

welcome, while
the orchestra
played a martial

anthem. Gloria

was a pallid fig-

ure, nervous and

Photo by Ball

Often

trembling with
the emotion of

coming back a

conqueror.
Amid a quiet,

one might almost say tender and hushed, tribute of ap-
plause, she trod down the aisle, with her husband, the

charged with being upstage, Gloria

now denies it.
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illusionment
which brings realization of the futility

knows the music of the world's applause,

what she has given to the screen to be

as frankly as in this remarkable interview,

an introspective mood.

Schallert

marquis, and, poised for a moment on a

raised platform near the stage, tear-

dimmed and in an uncertain voice, mur-

mured, "Thank you." Then she veri-

tably drooped into the seat that awaited

her.

Gloria is rare. One catches varied

moods. Sometimes subdued, sometimes

gay, ever veering and changeable, but

always magnetic. The mood pensive, in-

trospective, and revealing prevailed the

day I saw her.

"That moment I will always cling to

as the great one of my career," she told

me, in speaking of the re-

ception accorded her by the

colony. "It wasn't the ap-

plause alone, for "that wasn't

uproarious. It was the quiet

of the tribute, the fact that it

was filled with heart feeling,

and came from all filmdom.

It is the one moment in my
career that I wish were
ahead of me, instead of in

the past—more, I think,

than any other moment.
"I often wonder," she

said, "what things will be

like twenty years from now ?

What a lot of face lifts and
dieting must be undergone,

if we want to keep on the

screen

!

"I love to conjecture the

future, though, and wonder
where we shall all be, we
who live in such a world of

glitter and pomp and cere-

mony to-day.

"I looked at myself, not

long ago, in films that I made
eight or nine years ago. It

was like seeing somebody
else—my sister or some re-

lation, perhaps, but certainly

not me. I had the tightly

drawn, the blooming skin of

youth. My face was like a

child's face, not modeled;
impressionable, but without^

character. If only eight or
nine years bring a change,
what will twenty bring?
"How old do you think I

am? Not really so old in

years. But one does seem

Sometimes gay, sometimes subdued,

but always magnetic—that's Gloria. PhotobyEaii

Photo by Ball

When she saw Janet Gaynor, in "Seventh Heaven," Miss

Swanson felt like an old shoe, she says.

to live ages in a week of the mad whirl of this pro-

fession, this art, or whatever it is.

"I do think, though, that what we lose physically

we gain mentally, as we grow older, and that some-

how gives us hope—saves us. I wonder if it is

really going to help us in the future, when the camera
catches lines and patches that weren't there yester-

day?
"The thrill of a first success! What equals it?

And of a second success ! Of building ! There is

nothing to compare with it in the world. There may
be greater successes ahead of us, but can that per-

sonal sentiment ever be recaptured again?

"When I saw Janet Gaynor, in 'Seventh Heaven,' I

felt just like an old shoe. I know what first success

meant to that little girl—adulation to be cherished,

because the full thrill of it exists only once ! So
often the dreadful acceptance of things diminishes

the thrill after that.

"I could tell you of the problems of a star, but

what are they? Conventional. What kind of pic-

tures to make. Whether to be a dramatic actress, or

play in comedy ; whether to work in Hollywood, or

some place else. I have been through all these per-

plexities.

"I went to New York when I did, because I didn't

want to be just a success in Hollywood. I felt that

a little success in the East would add to my prestige.

"And New York was a stimulus when I first went
Continued on page 96
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Do you remember when Claire Wltitney

was a Fox star?

FTER all, almost every-

body else in the world
has done it. Written

their memoirs, I mean. Crooks
and politicians, hobos and
queens have got away with it,

.so why not a fan ?
1

Get me right—I'm no his-

torian. Don't expect to find

out from me the name of the

Pullman porter, in "The Great
Train Robbery."

I'll confess to you, at once,

that I never saw that leaping

masterpiece until last summer,
when some one charged me two
dollars, plus tax, to get into one
of those little "art cinemas" that

specialize in prehistoric mon-
sters and modern freaks of the

movies.

But in my time I've seen a

lot of other pictures, just as

every fan has. Maybe I can
think of some that you forgot

to remember, or drum up a

recollection or two about the

dear, dead days when the mov-
ies and myself were kids.

Don't accuse me of

about my age, if I say

now that the infant films

even slightly my senior.

P'loto by Campbell Studio

lying

right

are

The Days
A fan reminisces about the movies of

train robberies, stagecoach holdups, ship

becurled ingenues. Read this and weep

By Virginia

When my parents vacationed at Narragansett
Pier, Rhode Island, in 1896, they clapped hands
at a train going from nowhere to further still,

on a sheet hanging in the Casino. The same bill

boasted a mammoth foreign production, called

"The Waves of Dover," which showed water
breaking on a beach with that touch of subtle

realism which is always noticeable in films made
abroad.

The first time I ever heard the words "mov-
ing picture," they were said with a sneer.

Perhaps you've heard of Chauncey Olcott, the

Irish singer, who was the first to discover the

box-office possibilities of high notes about the

Emerald Isle and "Mother Machree."
Chauncey was a friend of my family, and

when I was a little girl he used to visit us when-
ever his company was holding forth at the opera

house. It was shortly after the present century

turned the corner that he indignantly reported to

us, that he had been insulted with an offer to be
filmed in his play "Edmund Burke." He also

bemoaned the loss of a clever child actress, named
Gladys Smith, who had left the cast of the show
to make films. A few years later when Gladys

Smith evolved into
Mary Pickford, when
Enrico Caruso and
others were performing
for the camera—when
Chauncey would have
been delighted at the

opportunity himself

—

he discovered it was too

late.

His first opinion, how-
ever, worked against

me, for movies were
immediately set down
with ice skating, ride-

catching, and other
pleasurable diversions

.that were forbidden as

dangerous. Nice chil-

dren were not supposed

to be interested in the

brightly colored posters

of chokings, runaways,

and Indian raids that

blazed sensationally

over the shingle that

said : "Admission five

cents."

But like Christmas
;

and Easter, once every

year Lyman Howe's
travel pictures came to

Or when Lillian Gish played

in "A Romance of Happy

Valley?"
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That Were
long ago, when they consisted mainly of

wrecks, and mustached villains choking

for the good old days that are no more.

Morris

town. Starched dresses, new hair ribbons and
patent-leather shoes w7ere put on. Two-reelers
about the sheriff's daughter continued to be classi-

fied as depraving, but the private life of cannibals

was admitted to be educational, and Mr. and Mrs.
Everybody came with their children. Lyman
Howe exhibited in the largest auditorium in town
and took in a dollar for every seat. After three

hours of smooth rivers, South Sea islands and
Eskimo huts, I would have traded one good hold-

up for a trip around the world.

It was a cruel disillusionment when I learned
that my mother's judgment of screen drama could
not stand against that of our hired girl. That I

turned out to be a pale child was because the

afternoon walk with the latter only lasted long
enough for us to reach the dusty, vacuumlike
Bijou.

The owner of the Bijou was sold

on the idea of talking movies long

before Vitaphone was thought of.

The piano always stopped playing

right after the illustrated song,

which showed two lovers sitting on
a half moon. Then, when the big

heart drama itself went on, a man
stood near the sheet turning the

pages of a script and alternating

spoken lines in a high voice, or a

low voice, depending" on whether
the villain with his trailing black

mustache, or the ingenue with her

trailing blond curls, was having the

say.

In those days players were name-
less. If you knew them at all, they

were only the Biograph Girl or the

Kalem Girl. One of the first screen

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

at the age of eight

played a newsboy in

his father's film.

Photo© by
Lumiere Studios Or when Norma Talmadge played in comedies

with Francis X. Bushman?

and

names to be billed, in my remembrance at least, was
Helen Holmes, in the railroad dramas that made the

audience break out in a cold perspiration every time

the heroine was tied to the track, or the engine ran

away.
Pictures then were only talked about or identified

according to the company that made them, not ac-

cording to a star. In every scene, whether the action

called for a palace or a hut, the producing organiza-

tion's trade-mark was hung on the wall, like a stately,'

if incongruous, coat of arms. It developed that this

was necessary to avoid the pirating or theft of films,

both in this", country and abroad. For if, say, Vita-

graph's trade-mark was not on every foot of film, it

was impossible to prove that it belonged to the

company at all. i

I remember many epics on the Bijou screen.

Norma Talmadge and Francis X. Bushman appeared

in comedies together. D. W. Griffith turned out a

two-reel picture every week, the most memorable of

which was "After Many Years," with Lillian Gish,

based on the poem "Enoch Arden." I'll never forget

"The Greaser's Gauntlet," "The Drunkard's Ref-

dozen others that ought to be revised in the interestsormation,

of art.

In those days there was no Hollywood to set the world agog with gossip

and scandal. The movie magazines talked instead of the studios in Fort

Lee and Hoboken, New Jersey; in Chicago, and in Philadelphia. The

names that meant anything were Henry B. Walthall, Ruth Stonehouse,

Marguerite Clark, Naomi Childers, Maurice Costello, Bryant Washburn,

Edna Mayo, Leah Baird, Claire Whitney, King Baggot, Mae Marsh, Mary
Fuller, Florence La Badie, and others which have

Douglas Fairbanks in since completely faded out.

"American Aristocra- Jn 1910 it was solemnly announced to me that I

cy," in 1916. might go to a picture that Lyman Howe hadn't made.
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The cast of "Virtuous Wipes": Hedda
Hopper, Conway Tearle, William Boyd—not Bill of present fame—Edwin Arden,

George Loane Tucker, the director, and
Anita Stewart.

The movies had improved socially

and had captured, in 'bright post-

card hues, the coronation of King
George which constituted the first

Kinemacolor production, the mar-
vel of its day. After Broncho
Billy, however, the king looked to

me like a flop.

A couple of years later, Sarah
Bernhardt's film "Queen Eliza-

beth" came to town, and once
again it was thought good form
to go to the movies unashamed.
"Queen Elizabeth," as you know,
was the first five-reel picture, and
in the wake of its success came an
elaborate procession of costume
plays that did a whole lot to make
picturegoing less disgraceful.

There was, if you remember,
James K. Hackett, in "The Count
of Monte Cristo," there was a
French production of "The Two
Orphans," the first "Quo Vadis,"
and two other Italian-made films,

"The Last Days of Pompeii," and
"Cabiria."

But speaking from personal
preference, these big spectacles

were as nothing beside pictures

like Olga Petrova, in "The Heart
of a Painted Woman," supple-
mented by a comedy or two with

Pearl White shows how a popular star

of yesteryear looked.

Wallace Beery as a Swed-
ish servant girl, or a lad

named Harold Lloyd ap-

pearing as Lonesome Luke,

with his wistful little mus-
tache.

Em glad I looked old for

my age. If I hadn't, Ed
never have seen those pic-

tures, the like of which will

never be seen again. To
be sure, children under six-

teen were not supposed to

be admitted, but movie
ticket choppers, unlike car

conductors, are always
ready to believe that kids

are older than they really

are.

Missionaries, late of the

fur and buttonhole busi-

ness, sponsored these

dramas in the name of up-
lift and, incidentally, they

were very good for their

private bank accounts.

Most of the alleged pro-,

ducers didn't believe in the

stability of the picture in-

dustry anyway, and conse-

quently didn't hesi-

tate to place their

names on themes
they would scorn

now.
At any rate, these

were the films that

started the first rum-
blings of censorship.

The storm and strife

has never abated and
all sorts of things

have since come
about, including
State laws and Mr.
Will H. Hays. There
were ever so many
of these profitable, if

questionable, preach-

ments— "Traffic in

Souls," "The House
of Bondage," "The
Lure," "Damaged
Goods," and "Where
Are My Children?"

Second only to

them in sensational-

ism were several that

masked under the

name of art—
"Hypocrites." and
"Undine"— which
glorified everything

except the latest
fashion in dress.

One of the milder

forms of expression

for the movies in

their dissolute age

was the vampire, as

typified by a genus
Continued on page 111
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Open All Night
Don't miss this eloquent story of that picturesque quarter in Los Angeles,

where cheap theatres show ancient films—ghosts of the stars' yesterdays.

By H. A. Woodmansee Illustrations by Lui Trugo

IT is night on Main Street, Los Angeles, and the city's

other half is seeking its pleasure.

This is no Main Street of Sinclair Lewis' con-

ception. It is Los Angeles' shabbiest and most pic-

turesque thoroughfare. It is the ghetto and. the Bowery
of the Southland, from the old Spanish mission and
the shady Plaza, down past strange shops with Span-
ish signs, cheap, tawdry theaters ablaze with lights,

hock shops, secondhand stores, side shows, shooting

galleries, "chambers of horrors," emporiums crowded
with curios from strange lands, down to Sixth Street,

where the Pacific Electric launches its big red trolleys

for Mount Lowe and the orange grove country—and
the street becomes uninteresting and "respectable."

A mile of gaudy shabbiness, where half a dozen races

throng of an evening to shop and amuse themselves.

One of Los Angeles' oldest .streets', reminder of the

days when it was a sleepy Mexican village.

Here are Mexicans, lounging and talking ; Orientals

from near-by Alameda Street ; .sailors from battleships

anchored off San Pedro, and their girls
;
soap-box ora-

tors ; occasional bareheaded Indian squaws ; American
workingmen ; derelicts. And just around the corner are

Hollywood, Beverly Hills, and the whole of settled,

respectable southern California. Strange contrast

!

Here are to be found the "opera houses" of old Los
Angeles, to which the Angelinos of a former day drove
in their carriages from their clapboard mansions on
near-by Crown Hill. These small theaters, sunk in the

decaying splendor of last century, are still among the

amusement centers of Main Street. Their tawdry
fronts are ablaze with lights and plastered with gaudy
posters of gun fights and galloping cowboys. Signs
proclaim "Two features and a comedy—Ten Cents Ad-
mission." Who said the nickelodeon days are gone
forever ?

In the dark, evil-smell-

ing interiors the people

of Main Street watch the

ghosts of yesteryear

flicker over the cracked
screens. Pay your ten

cents and enter, if you
are homesick for the

"good old pictures" of
yesterday. But take
warning—it may be as

disillusioning as seeing

Napoleon in his bath-
tub.

Surely it can't be pos-
sible that Norma Tal-
madge and Bill Hart and

Theda Bara and Mary Pickford once appeared in such
absurd pictures. They are as funny as the fashions the

stars then wore. The action seems so jumpy, the direc-

tion so lacking. Even the epics of yesterday have lost

some of their kick. The screen has advanced.
What pictures still flicker across those dingy screens!

"The Birth of a Nation," "The Ten Commandments,"
"Broken Blossoms," Charlie Chaplin, in "The Kid,"
"The Pilgrim," and a host of shorter pictures. Mem-
ories of the early days of Rudolph Valentino, Mary
Pickford, Lillian Gish, and many others.

Here is the place to get your money's worth in stars.

Where else can you find Leatrice Joy, Richard Dix, Rod
La Rocque, Nita Naldi, Charlie Chaplin, Mack Swain,
Mabel Normand, Tom Mix, and Hoot Gibson all on one
program, for ten cents? On the other hand, one sees

recent pictures from Poverty Row, made directors and
players even the movie-wise have never heard of.

Sometimes the programs are surprising. A good
picture, only a few weeks out of the first-class theaters,

will be shown here. Sometimes the man of Main Street,

with a dime in his pocket, can see pictures before the

people of Hollywood can see them in the neighborhood
houses for thirty or forty cents. It's all in the game of

life and booking pictures.

Do the stars ever go to these theaters, only a few
miles from their homes, unreeling the silent records of

their yesterdays? The answer is that most of them
would not be seen in such places, for fear of losing

caste. But perhaps a Chaplin, incognito, sneaks in occa-
sionally to rub shoulders with the down and out and
enjoy their reaction to his tramp character on the screen.

A wise star could learn much about the strengths and
weaknesses of his pictures by listening to the comments
of these humble audiences. It would surprise many a

producer to see how
A star could learn much about himself by listening to the

comments of these derelicts.

quickly these patrons,
for whom stupid pic-

tures are made, catch on
to subtle bits. Perhaps
if they realized it, the
public would get fewer
dull, obvious pictures.

Three or four of these

dingy theaters flash

slides on their screens
which proudly announce,
"Only theater in the city

open all night." After
ten o'clock, when the
better theaters are clos-

ing for the night, these
Continued on page 98
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Frank Borzage, center, who directed "Seventh Heaven," teaches Charles Farrell, left, how to paint a picture of Janet Gaynor,

right, for "The Street Angel."

A Follow-up of "Seventh Heaven"
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell will be seen as Italians in their new picture, "The Street Angel," she as a circus

dancer and he as a poor artist. In this interesting article you will find much that has never been told about them.

By William H. McKegg

INO returns to his attic, pretending to be joyful,

jr though his heart is sad. Gino, dreaming of be-

coming a great painter, has had to take a job as

a theater attendant in order to buy food. He bluffs

about his forced happiness so as not to distress Angelina,
the girl he loves, and surprises her by bringing home
food and wine. Angelina, formerly a child of the cir-

cus, regards her protector from the opposite side of the
laden table. She, too, laughs at his comical byplay to
hide her own sorrow—for unknown to Gino, a police-

man waits outside to take her to prison for a paltry

theft she had previously committed, to feed her dying
mother. The kind-hearted officer has allowed her a
short space of time to say good-by to Gino, so that he
will never know where she has gone.

"I shall be a great painter like Michelangelo, carissima
mia," Gino says gayly. "I shall paint your picture and
you will be a great lady !" He becomes very gallant and
dances attendance on Angelina's wants at the table.

"Allow me to pour you a glass of white wine, Con-
tessa," he cajoles in Italian with an execrable accent.

"Very little, Signor Marchese," Angelina, laughing
through her tears, replies in the same tongue, just as
villainously pronounced. "I do not drink too much
wine. I am sick of it." This joke about their recent
poverty is fully appreciated.

"Just as you say, donna mia," the boy agrees, with
the bow of a courtier.

And so we watched Gino and Angelina trying to hide
their sorrow from each other—a most poignant scene.

What Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell did in "Sev-
enth Heaven" they will most likely do again, in "The
Street Angel." Their triumph in the former will un-
doubtedly be even greater in the latter, for the same
director, Frank Borzage, is guiding them once more.

It is difficult, now, to think of Charles without Janet,

and the public has already selected them as an ideal

couple. The Fox studio, where they are under contract,

seems also to realize this, even though in the interim

Janet was cast in "Two Girls Wanted" and Charles in

"Fazil." Janet conclusively proved that she could be

an inimitable comedienne, though the picture was en-

tirely unworthy of her talents. A great sorrow over-

took her during the making of the picture. In the be-

ginning of it, her mother was taken ill and had to go

to a hospital. In the middle of the picture her step-

father, whom she dearly loved, died. And Janet had
to go on making-

slapstick comedy

!

Charles was badly miscast when they placed him
opposite Greta Nissen in "Fazil," for it was evident he

was never cut out to be a fiery Arab. The Fox officials

evidently realized the slip in their judgment and chose

to remedy it. They now plan to costar Janet and
Charles in several pictures, and it is obvious that their

popularity will be just as great as that of Vilma Banky
and Ronald Colman.
One evening we chanced to sit next to Vilma Banky

at an opening. "I think Janet Gaynor is one of the

best players on the screen," said one in the party to

Vilma. Without seeming to consider the possible re-

flection on her own ability, Vilma fervidly exclaimed,

"She is most marvelous ! She is the best of all
!"

After the premiere of "Seventh Heaven"—and what
a night that was for every one !—Janet had many notes

of -congratulation. One was signed, "Your sincere fan,

Leatrice Joy." Meeting later at a reception, Leatrice

came over to Janet and said, "I'm going to hug you,

you wonderful child
!"

This same wonderful child also had visits on the set

from Mary Pickford and Gloria Swanson. Though
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if Leatrice, Mary, and Gloria only knew
it, Janet had a great thrill in meeting
them. For all this adulation has not

changed her from being a fan.

"I always get a thrill." she relates,

"when I see Ronald Colman on the

screen. I like to imagine myself in

Yilma's place and that's where the thrill

comes in !" Janet explained, while a mad-
dened groan came from the boy friend's

direction.

Of the ethereal Yilma Janet can talk

for hours. "She gives me such a strange

feeling when I see her on the screen.

Oh, it's so wonderful " she vaguely
describes the delicious sensation Vilma
gives her.

Mention has been made of>a boy friend.

The rumor is afloat that Janet ' and
Charlie are engaged or what not. This
is not so. Take our word for it ! Janet's

b. f. is an entirely different garcon. Sev-
eral times Janet and Charles have- been
paired off at dinners or openings, just as

George O'Brien and Olive Borden gen-
erally are. You see, they like to oblige

the publicity department—boy friends

notwithstanding.

Not long ago Janet broke her en-

gagement to Herbert Moulton, a former
newspaper man, whose experiences as an
actor are recounted in this issue of Pic-
ture Play. It was one of those kid

love affairs, Janet explains now that she
is grown up. So we can mention her boy
friend without any qualms.
On week-ends Janet and her mother

live in their little cot-

tage at the beach.

That the boy friend

is present goes with-

out saying. Two or

three other friends

are there also, often

much to the star b.

f.'s regret! There is

swimming. Lunch at

the cottage, or on the

sands, whichever is

desired. At night the

mystic, silent beauty
of a ghostly moon on
silvery waters, creeps

over the scene. The
strumming of a uke-
lele is heard, or Lu-
crezia Bori singing

Musetta's waltz from
"La Boheme" comes
from the phonograph,
until it is time to turn

in—the near-by Far-
rell hut accommodat-
ing the husky heroes,

the Gaynor abode,

with Mrs. Gaynor,
housing the maidens.

Janet has a pleas-

ing naturalness. One

Here Janet is ready for
her circus act.

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell have moments of ten-

derness and charm in the new picture.

young player, recently elevated to stardom,

reclines languidly in her chair on the set and
holds up a listless arm in greeting. But Janet

jumps up and comes over to any one she

knows, and grasps his hand with a spontaneity

that is very refreshing. Queenly gestures and
languid poses are far from Janet's idea of how
to act to visitors.

As a matter of fact, she is a little more
serious than she used to be. She is tak-

ing more interest in substantial things, such

as literature. It has long become a joke

to mention what a player reads, but there can

be no joke in Janet's tastes.

"No, I don't like to read deep subjects con-

stantly," she will candidly tell you. "At times

I like poetry. At other times I like a popular

novel, or to delve into something by Oscar

Wilde. The same applies to my tastes in

music. Sometimes I feel like hearing classical

music, and at other times I like jazz—depend-

ing on my mood."
Her stepfather, who was called by the affec-

tionate name of "Jonesey," was a man of keen

intellect. He often urged Janet—who re-

garded the comic supplements with glee—to

read something good. "It will help you in

your work later on," he would repeat. Janet

eventually took his advice.

"My one great satisfaction to-day, besides

Continued on page 104
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"We in Hollywood all like to pose

as intellectuals," says Dorothy

Mackaill.

IS
there such a thing as a

Hollywood personality ?

A garment of manner
worn by the film stars, found
only in the movie capital?

There is an amazing, in-

triguing, and at times amus-
ing "front," whose counter-

part you will find nowhere
else. Other people in other

places have their "fronts,"

but they are not so interest-

ing.

Hollywood doesn't play to

the gallery. Hollywood plays

to the orchestra seats.

Many stars who refuse to

make personal appearances

make them every day, with
far greater care than those

who fulfill the term literally

by appearing in public.

The majority, perhaps

without realizing it, are con-

tinually seeking to impress

each other and the producers.

There is an entertaining

show going on all the time,

for an audience limited to

Read Dorothy Mackaill's description of her—the

camera stops clicking, and who does everything

By Myrtle

the profession. The colony is engaged in a contin-

uous pageant which is never seen by the public. It

is not actually designed, but is rather a subconscious
cultivation of a personality entirely local, and whose
only aim seems to be to impress its own circle.

These deductions came out of a rambling dis-

course with Dorothy Mackaill one day, during
which I had commented on the way stars dress and
display their success among themselves.

Glancing at me sharply from shrewd, suddenly
narrowed eyes, the candid Mackaill said, "It's what
you might call a Hollywood personality, though I

hadn't actually defined it before. It has often

occurred to me how hemmed in by the movies we
are here, how everything reflects them. Clothes,

manners, conversation, interests, even viewpoint.

"When you meet any one from Hollywood in

New York, he or she seems different. I hadn't

realized why. There, or elsewhere, the star is but

one of a crowd, submerged in the realities of life

outside our little circle. At a dinner party, there

will be numerous people with other interests and
there is scant talk of pictures. There are topics of

greater interest, and people who bring more stimu-

lating contacts.

"In New York the star is just a person—not a
personage. She may be an individual personality,

but is not a uniform personality. She does more
as she pleases, fol-

lows her whims,
loses herself
among people.

"Once back in

Hollywood she
settles into her

place in the glam-

orous little circle

which moves for-

ever in the same
arc. Everything
is selected and
done with a view,

perhaps subcon-

scious, of impress-

ing Hollywood.
She does what is

expected of her.

Why does she buy
a new car every

year or so, and
parade fads and
f a n ci e s which
keep her in the

limelight, but for

which she really

Dorothy would much

rather curl up in a

chair and read a

magazine than go

to parties—but she

doesn't.
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lywood Girl?
girl who doesn't stop acting when the

with a view to impressing Hollywood.

Gebhart

cares little? Even of so unimportant

a matter as luncheon at the Montmar-
tre she makes an occasion.

"She dresses carefully. There is

even a little game to choose the most
psychological moment for her en-

trance. •

"You've heard the patter, from
even- table : 'My dear, how lovely

you're looking! Oh, I am so happy
to see you ! Please call me up soon
and we'll lunch together.' Bright

pleasantries that she may mean at the

moment, but that seldom carry a

sequel. 'Such a wonderful new role,

and whom do you think I shall have to

direct me? Yes, really, and have you
seen my new car? A cute little im-

ported model. I'm having my dress-

ing room done over.'

"

We paused at this point to take tea

and a dainty sandwich brought by a

trim little maid to Dorothy's wicker-
furnished dressing room.

"Do you ever hear any drab talk,"

Dorothy continued, "even when two
chums meet for luncheon? Are
troubles spoken of? If there is any
sign of financial skimping, is there

any evidence of it in that well-

groomed throng? I have heard stars,

who the day before had gone into

bankruptcy, chattering gayly.

"Is there any appearance of the

failure which we know beats just be-

neath this outwardly gay heart of
Hollywood? Not alone the abject

failure of the unknowns, but that fu-

tility many feel with life's riches spill-

ing generously into their laps. When
disappointments are mentioned—and
there are plenty in this game—they
are lightly shrugged aside, however
deeply they may have cut. We all do
our best acting away from the studios.

"It is a golden spray—gold of money, gold of smile.

A whirligig of gold, dancing at racing speed, everything
keyed to a high tempo.
"Always you sparkle, never do you droop. If you

feel dull, you spur yourself to renewed effort. If you
do not keep up the pace, somehow, without evident
ostracism, you find yourself dropped. Hollywood can
be impolite with such gracious tact and at the same time
the most perfect finality! This art is a part of her dis-

tinctive personality.

"It isn't so much how they do it, as why?" she went
on thoughtfully. "Even those who must feel absolutely

secure, financially and in prestige, go in for this show.
I do myself."

She would not be the Dorothy Mackaill so admired
for her candor, if she did not apply this ruthless ex-

amination to herself. "What are my motives for dress-

Photo by Russell Ball

With characteristic candor, Dorothy Mackaill admits that she moves with the Holly-

wood procession and does what others do.

ing up and joining the parade? Attending functions

and premieres when I would rather not? Buying new
frocks that I don't need ? Extravagances that I can
afford, but which are really useless?

"Looking backward, I don't know just when I put on
this Hollywood personality. I seem to have slipped into

it gradually, because it's the thing to do. Everybody is

striving to get ahead of each other. For what purpose,

this little competitive show? There might be some ex-

cuse for it among newcomers seeking to attract atten-

tion, but why do those of us who hold contracts bother?
"There is a Hollywood viewpoint, also. It, too, I

think, is a subconscious, gradual acquisition. It is a

viewpoint looking from the spotlight, outward, not

toward the spotlight. It is broader, more sweeping, with

the grand gesture with which Hollywood does every-
Continued on page 110
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Nancy was christened Ann, but that name
didn't suither impish, red-headed temperament.

HER mother should have known
better than to name her Ann.
She might have known this

red-haired imp would change it to

Nancy. There was that something
about her, even as she romped about

the Tenth Avenue flat, that was dif-

ferent from the eleven others.

From her birth, Nancy Carroll, who
is to be Rose in the film version of

"Abie's Irish Rose," was a disappoint-

ment to her good Irish mother. Out
of twelve children, mind you, Ann
was selected to outshine the others in

goodness. She would be demure, a

quiet little person—yes, perhaps, even

a nun

!

But it turned out that of them all,

Ann would be the one to get into

scraps.

It was all right for the others to be
boisterous young hoodlums, but Ann
shouldn't be playing down the street

with the gang of kids ; she should be
reading storybooks.

"It has been awfully hard on the

family," Nancy's blue eyes danced, as

she twiddled with a wisp of the red

hair that curled pertly over her round
cheeks. "Being the seventh child, so much was expected

A Rose of Tenth
Avenue

As one of twelve children, Nancy Carroll

didn't amount to much until she developed a

personality that placed her apart from the

others and eventually got her into the movies.

By Caroline Bell

of .me. And I always did the wrong thing,

until finally I demanded that I be called

Nancy, and they agreed it suited me."
I had met the crisp, serenely poised young

lady at a cafe near the Paramount studio

for luncheon. Trim in green jersey and a
brown fox, she might have been a college

girl, or a young business person. I have
never seen an actress so unflurried by her
first magazine interview. Indeed, I sus-

pect that, whatever secret thrills she may
have, Nancy has schooled herself to a su-

preme self-confidence with an almost de-

ceptive casualness.

At first, desultory talk Drought forth

comments anent her career, the movies,
friends on the stage. I gathered that Miss
Carroll was slightly bored. No, she hadn't

tried to get into pictures. The producers
had just sent for her. She was not at all

keyed up about anything.

Of a sudden, some little remark made
her forget she was a very correct and suc-

cessful young actress being interviewed for

her public, and be-

fore she had time to

remind herself, she

had broken into a

chuckle over some
childhood prank.
After that, there

didn't seem to be

much use in going
back to the grand
manner. It was then

that the interview

began to take on in-

terest, with the reve-

lation of various
youthful escapades.

A crowded, noisy

place, the flat must
have been, with
twelve children

!

"When we had
company at home,"
she grinned, "five of

us had to sleep

horizontally in the

same bed. Sure, we
scrapped all the
time."

At twelve she

graduated from pa-
rochial school, win-
ning a scholarship.

That was the one re-

deeming event of
her childhood. But she felt it would [Continued on page 107J.

Charles Rogers and Nancy Carroll are Abie and Rosie,

in "Abie's Irish Rose."
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Li/?fl Basquctte is the widow of Sam Warner, of Warner Brothers, whose untimely death sliocked all filmdom.

She Answered DeMille's Prayer
Yes, Lina Basquette did just that. And his choice of her for the title role in "The Godless Girl," was
an answer to her prayer for work that she might momentarily forget the grief of her husband's death.

By Laura Ellsworth Fitch

HE current DeMille discovery is always consid-

ered a reportorial treat. The first mention in

the morning paper of the signing of his newest
find is the signal for a deluge of interviewers to de-
scend upon the studio.

"DeMille has found a new star \" is an inexplainably
intriguing statement. The fact that he has found no

one of brilliant importance since Gloria Swanson in no
way dampens the curiosity of the public. Each time

there is the possibility that this one may turn out to be

of Swanson caliber. And perhaps this one may.
Lina Basquette her name is. She is dark and viva-

cious and inviting. She has shiny black hair and white

skin, liquid brown eyes, and a sullen mouth in the broad, 1
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full face of the Pole—part of her ancestral heritage.
She has a youthfully voluptuous figure and the grace
of the dancer is in her movements. She looks foreign,
spirited, intense. She is twenty years old, hut into

the brief span of her life has been crowded enough
drama to fill four decades. Behind the camera, as well
as before it, she embodies the glamour of the DeMille
heroine.

Born in San Mateo—a picturesque suburb of San
Francisco—a year and a day after the big earthquake,
the hour of her birth was governed by strange and con-
flicting astronomical signs. They prophesied an event-
ful life—and they told no lie.

For three generations, her mother's people—of Po-
lish extraction—had been natives of California. Her
father, whose ancestry was an international complica-

tion of French, English, and Irish, came of a famous
old Southern family. On neither side of the house can
Lina lay claim to theatrical forbears. Her mother had
always had an innate longing for the theater ever since,

in her youth, Charles Frohman had seen her and wanted
to train her for stardom—a project which parental

severity quickly disposed of.

In the months before Lina was born, Mrs. Basquette
lavished all her thoughts and attention on anything within

her reach that pertained to the theater—half for her

own enjoyment and half in the hope that her child

might absorb some of it. She was only a girl, herself,

at the time, and out of sheer happiness—in the hours
when she was alone—she would turn on the phonograph
and dance blithely through the rooms, steeped in the

music. And when Lina was born, it was with the

rhythm of the dance literally in her blood.

Almost immediately after she began to walk, Lina
unconsciously formed her steps into patterns and tem-
pos. It was an uncontrollable instinct. Later, at the

absurd age of six or seven, she began to prefer Greek
and Latin myths to the usual fairy tales. And her de-

light was to dance out the romantic legends that charmed
her so. The goddesses and their dramas were the fa-

vorite materials of this infant danseuse. With no un-

derstanding of what she was portraying, but with an

appreciation that

it was beautiful Una Basquette>
she interpreted ^Jjjjjjljft at sixteen> was
that beauty, her IMP' l§k premiere danseuse
little body sway- ^ of the «FoUies .

»

ing through elo-

quent move-
ments, her

dark little /

face rapt.
/

When she was eight years old, her family moved to
Los Angeles. And, it being inevitable that" Lina must
act, she was signed by Universal as a child star in two-
reelers and Westerns. The contract covered five years,

but only the first couple of years did she work. After
that, she abruptly and surprisingly was at an awkward
age. Being neither a little girl nor yet a young lady,

officials were at a loss what to do with her—so did
nothing.

Her father had died and her mother was remarried
to Ernest Belcher, head of a ballet school. Lina was
eager to study dancing seriously, so entered the Belcher
school. Progressing rapidly, in a short time she was
assisting her father in teaching. Between regular school

and dancing lessons she appeared—with enthusiastic

acclaim—at various local theaters and benefits.

She dances divinely—with fire, abandon, and breath-

taking gossamer grace. There is a rapturous intensity

in her movements that bespeaks the thespian as much
as the terpsichorean.

At fifteen, having stepped early into maturity, she

went to New York. And immediately fortune 'began to

lay down soft carpets for her to tread on. There was
no preliminary wait or novitiate in the chorus. At once
she was given a prominent place in a musical comedy
called "Jack and Jill." Here Charles Dillingham saw
her and engaged her for one of his shows. Florenz'

Ziegfeld heard of her, and next day bought her con-

tract from Dillingham. And her first engagement in

the "Follies" was as premiere danseuse

!

Broadway was at her feet. Unlike her professional

sisters, her social activities were not limited to green

rooms and cafes. Doors everywhere were open to

her. She was feted, but not lionized—a nice distinction.

It was at this time that she met the late Sam Warner,
of Warner Brothers.

They both attended a party celebrating the birthday

of a mutual friend. Warner was in a corner when Lina
entered. He followed her with his eyes across the room.
"Do you see that girl?" he asked his companion.

"Well, lam going to marry her!"

His friend, who knew he never touched liquor, looked

at him in alarm.

"Are you drunk? Or crazy?"

"I probably sound like both, but I am neither. I have
never been in love in my life. I've never cared enough
about any woman to ask her to marry me. But I'm in

love now, and I'm going to marry that girl—if she'll

have me."
"Why, do you know who she is ?" his friend re-

monstrated. "She's Lina Basquette. You haven't a

chance. In the first place, she doesn't care about any-

thing except her career. She's known to be just not

interested in men. In the- second place, she has a

mother who guards her like a dragon. I'd advise you

to forget it."

Five weeks later Lina Basquette became Mrs. Sam
Warner.

Lina was eighteen and her husband thirty-eight. But
the gloomy predictions of friends were
unfulfilled in the ensuing success of

the marriage. They were happy as it

is seldom given two people to be happy.

Their tastes and inter-

ests were alike, they

shared a deep under-
. standing, they were ex-

ceedingly in love.

Lina retired from the

stage and their daugh-



Not So Dumb!
What a "Follies" reputation couldn't

do, a Russian name and an accent

accomplished. With these weapons
Sonia Karlov acted herself into a

De Mille contract.

By Myrtle Gebhart

HOLLYWOOD is the rendez-

vous of the intelligentsia, we
are told. Yet Hollywood, the

shrewd sophisticate, has been taken in.

A slip of an extra girl with pale gold

hair, dumb blue eyes, and a lot of

nerve has made a fool of Hollywood.

She gave 'em a line, and they swal-

lowed it, hook and sinker.

A broken accent did for Jean Wil-
liams what prettiness and a "Follies"

past had failed to accomplish. She
proved that Hollywood is just a boob
town, after all.

Only some seventeen regiments of

pseudo-nobility had already sought
fortune in Hollywood. The film col-

ony, duped by spurious titles, grew
wary. So wary, that when a genuine
Italian contcssa of my acquaintance
came to Hollywood, lived quietly on a
large allowance from home, and wrote
stories, people said she was probably
a fake.

And yet, a "duchess" from the
plains of Kansas not long ago swept
the studios with a regal air. Now a

"Follies" girl has the laugh once again
on the brilliant minds of Hollywood.
Maybe it just takes Lorelei's face

and Lorelei's art. That's all Jean Wil-
liams had. A round, baby face, inno-
cent eyes and a broken accent. Had people listened

more intently and not been absorbed by her dramatic
gestures, they might have noticed that the accent was
slightly cracked.

Some time ago Jean, who had been in the "Follies,"
and an adventurer worthy of our modern age before
that, blew into Hollywood with many clothes, a wise air

and the bright smile that was not unknown to New
York. It was known to head waiters, reckless scions

of wealth, modistes, bell hops, and such others as dart

across the path of a popular show girl. Jean was
willing to broadcast it to the world.

There would be no difficulty. She would merely pick
the movies up in her hand and toy with their bright
glitter until she tired of them. Of one thing only was
she certain—she would succeed. She had, and retains,

a startling self-confidence.

A few months in Hollywood brought awakening.
Ex-"Follies" girls clutter up the place, and smiles are

unanimous. Nobody had ever heard of her. She was
sunk. She had met people and been entertained. Mack
Sennett had had her to parties. A famous photographer
had shown her attentions. She had been to the theater
with authors of some note. Somehow, though, social

engagements seemed to have nothing to do with work,
and promises failed to materialize. She got only extra
work.

She was hurt in an automobile accident, and during

When Sonia Karlov was Jean Williams, Hollywood gave her the cold shoulder.

six weeks in the hospital cogitated. She had done dar-

ing stunts before. Broken accents were popular in

Hollywood. Weren't there Garbo, and Negri, and
Banky, and Corda, and De Putti? Nobody heard of a

foreigner treading the extra's weary path. Only the

home-grown product was trampled—and by the alien.

Her mother is of Danish extraction. Her grand-

father was Russian. Hence she had a right to use the

name "Karlov." Also she had a right to brush up on
her Danish. It was her privilege to remember and
quietly practice—and exaggerate—her mother's accent.

The "Sonia" she stole, but only from the dictionary of

names.
Jean Williams disappeared. Nobody cared, particu-

larly. There are any number of show girls—little

powder-puffs. Sonia Karlov appeared at the office of a
manager noted for his acumen. The striking figure

brought him to his feet—yellow hair in an exotic cut,

a heavily made-up face, italicized gestures, a halting,

helpless accent. He knew his onions. He agreed that

she would be great in the movies.

He began to bicker with producers over his "discov-

ery," Sonia Karlov, of Danish and Russian ancestry,

new to Hollywood, a "panic," the most fascinating siren

of all Europe. When asked by the agent to have por-

traits taken by the photographer with whom she had
gone to parties as Jean Williams, she had a moment of

fright, but went. [Continued on page 122]
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Malcolm St. Clair needed a beautiful comedienne,

so he sent for Gertrude Olmsted.

WITHIN a few weeks the Wampas
will hold their annual election

of stars of to-morrow, and

every one is supposed to await

their decision with breathless

interest. But figuring that

Fanny the Fan might have

ideas of her own on the sub-

ject, I decided to look her up
and get her views.

"If you think that young
players wait around in an
agony of suspense wondering
if they are going to be elected

by the Wampas, you are even
further behind the times than

I think you are," she informed
me crisply. "Years ago the

election meant something, but

now it seems almost like a

jinx. I bet there are girls

who pray nightly that they

won't be elected. It was cer-

tainly no great help to the girls

chosen last year.

Over the
Fanny the Fan looks backward, forward,

concludes that you never know what will

By The

"Do you remember any of them?" she shot

at me suddenly.

I found I couldn't.

"Well, your memory is only a little worse
than the casting directors." Hardly any of the

girls did anything worthy of mention after all

the ballyhoo they received. There was Sally

Rand—her contract with DeMille expired and
wasn't renewed. Iris Stuart probably would
have done some effective things on the screen,

but she was taken sick and sent away for a
long rest. She came back a while ago, but

instead of going on with her career she got

married. Odamae Vaughn and Rita Carewe
have entirely disappeared from the screen, so

far as I know, and Patricia Avery has had
nothing but bad breaks. The only two glit-

tering exceptions, if my memory doesn't fail

me—and it probably does—are Helene Cos-
tello and Sally Phipps. And you don't hear

of them causing any stampedes in theaters.

"Of course, it is a pity that the Wampas
feel that they must hold this election annually,

whether there is any star material in sight or

not. But it is the best reason they can think

'of for inducing the public to part with ten

dollars a ticket for a big ball, and the proceeds
swell the treasury, of the organization appre-

ciably, so what do they care if their big bally-

hoo occasionally seems unwarranted?
"Luckily this year they have much more

promising material in sight than they had last

year. Lupe Velez's election is a foregone con-

clusion—and if I have to eat those words I'll

do it defiantly. Ruth Taylor ought to be elected,

and if she isn't, it will be only because 'Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes' will not have been widely shown
in time. Eve Southern, Leila Hyams, Virginia

Bradford, and Alice White are all possibilities, and
surely Myrna Loy will be chosen. They always
elect thirteen, though, whether they can find thirteen

any one has ever heard of, or not, so there are sure to

be some surprises in the list."

Fanny glanced around Montmartre, casting an ap-
praising eye on some youngsters at a near-by table, but
finally gave up the struggle to place them.
"What interests me more than the Wampas election

of stars of to-morrow," Fanny went on with real en-

thusiasm, "is their award of a cup for the best per-

formance of the year, or the most progress during the

Great plans are under way for Ann
Rork's first personal appearance in

Los Angeles.
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Teacups
and in all directions at once, and

happen in the picture business.

Bystander

year of one of their baby stars of previous
years. If they don't give it to Janet Gay-
nor this year, I, for one, will recommend
that they all visit an oculist.

"They usually do very well, though, in

awarding the cup. The first year they
gave it to Colleen Moore, and last year
they gave it to Clara Bow.

"Incidentally, the theater owners have
made their annual pronunciamcnto about
the ranking star of films, and once more
Colleen is it. She has held her popularity
as no other star has. There are a lot o'f

good reasons for her success, one of which
is her husband's unflagging energy and
interest in producing her films.

"She is making 'Lilac Time' now, you
know, and I won't be at all chagrined if,

six months from now, you remind me
that I prophesied it would be the greatest
success of her career. I stole into the
projection room the other day—it is

strictly against the rules, but I

got away with it—and the part
of the picture I saw made me
eager to see the rest.

"It is quite different from
anything Colleen has done be-
fore—much more picturesque,
more romantic, and more dra-
matic. From the brief glimpses
I got of Gary Cooper in the
film, I am perfectly willing to
grant that he will be the next
great matinee idol of the screen.
"He is far from a social

blight in person, as Colleen
learned soon after he started
to work with her. Girls whom
she hadn't seen or heard from
in months began to phone her,
and each and every one of them
had the same idea. 'Colleen,
darling, it's such ages since
I've seen you! Can't I come
out to the studio, to see you
some day?' And invariably
when Colleen set a day, the
question would follow, 'Will
Gary be working then?' And
if he wasn't, they'd always re-
member another engagement
and change the date to a time
when he would be working.
"He and Fay Wray are going to be

teamed as romantic young lovers in
Paramount pictures, and if she is

nearly as good as he is, they ought
adequately to fill the gap caused by

Loretta Young can now high-hat her sisters,

for she is playing opposite Lon Chaney. r
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Virginia Bradford will probably be a Wampas baby star.

the dissolution of the Banky-Colman partnership. I

do wish that they would hurry and release one of the

pictures that Fay Wray is in ; she has had so much
publicity over so long a time, that people are going

to be hypercritical when they finally do see her."

That is all right with me ; it always seems to me the

motion-picture players suffer from too little criticism,

rather than too much.
This is the season of the year when the first outburst

of big productions has abated and trade papers and
newspapers burst into their annual encomiums. A
glance at their summaries would lead you to suspect

that this year had been one parade of screen master-

pieces and great performances, whereas I remember
only a few pictures with any great joy. "The Calla-

hans and the Murphys" leads the list. And as for the

outstanding performances of the year, Emil Jannings
and John Gilbert gave them all.

Fanny is more enthusiastic ; I distinctly recall that

she became quite maudlin over some new picture or
player on an average of once a week. Some of them have
never been heard from since.

"It's quite time for the Film Daily to send their annual
questionnaire to reviewers about the ten best pictures of

the year," Fanny rambled on. "And I'll never be happy
until they make their inquiry perfectly clear.

"Best pictures for what? There are pictures that are

best for starting an argument, best for sleeping through,
and best to stay away from. If they'd only specify just
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Fanny thinks people are awfully slow to get

interested in Myrna Loy.

what they mean, it would make the

choice much easier."

Fanny and every one else is at

liberty to make what sense they can
out of those yearly lists of pictures

proclaimed the ten best. But what
bothers me is that popular players go
on and on growing in box-office

value, whether their pictures appear
among the ten best or not. Among
the ranking actresses, according to

exhibitors, are Colleen, Laura La
Plante, Clara Bow, Norma Shearer,
and Louise Fazenda ; and in all due
generosity of spirit, I can't remem-
ber any of them having been in a
particularly good picture. Except
possibly Laura, who had "The Cat
and the Canary." Oh, well, why
worry about the past? The future
always looks promising, at least.

"A lot of brave gestures from the
producers can now be forgotten,"
Fanny gloated. "They were going to

let popular players out as soon as
their contracts ran out; yes, they
were

!

"Just as Florence Vidor's contract
with Paramount expired, she was as-

signed Rowland V. Lee to direct her, and he
made such a marvelous picture of 'Doomsday'
that they rushed to sign Florence for a series of
pictures. M.-G.-M. let Lew Cody go just when'
theater owners were shouting with glee over
the Pringle-Cody comedies. He went off on a
tour in vaudeville and now he is back with a
new M.-G.-M. contract. What is more, Mal-
colm St. Clair has been borrowed to direct him
in his next picture, and no one could ask for

more than that.

"Paramount lent Mai St. Clair because they
had nothing for him to do, until Ruth Taylor
gets back from her personal appearance jaunt

across the country. What a trip ! Ruth was
thrilled to death over it—even jumps that would
make a hardened one-night stander groan, didn't

feaze her. But a few of us old crabs almost
blighted her young enthusiasm by telling her

that no star, least of all herself, could afford

to be seen in person ! By the time she reaches

New York, and the nine-hundredth interviewer

asks her if she wasn't thrilled to death over get-

ting the part of Lorelei, she'll feel like throwing
things.

"I'm surprised, though, that more players

haven't had personal appearance tours wished
on them now, while the studios are inactive.

The pictures on this year's program have prac-

tically all been finished, and many of the pro-

ducers are going off to sales conferences to

plan next year's pictures. There is little for

many of the actors to do, but stay at home and
spend quiet evenings with their press clippings.

"The shut-down of the Sennett studio was a

great relief to Carmelita Geraghty. She had
been working so hard, she never saw any one
or went anywhere. Just imagine ! She had
never even learned to play ping-pong. Still, I

couldn't expect any
one who doesn't go
about in the film col-

ony to realize what a

blight that is."

"If the studios are

so inactive, I should
think there would be
a lot of parties," I

suggested, always in-

terested in the more
serious side of Hol-
lywood life.

"But there aren't,"

Fanny moaned. "Of
course, there was the

Mayfair dance, but
they are all pretty

much alike. Simply
every one is there, all

the girls wear their

largest and shiniest

diamonds, and the

men look as though
they'd like to get

away to a good,

She just couldn't stay

idle, so Lucila Mendez
persuaded her husband

to let her act in pic-

tures.

Photo by Chidnoff
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quite crap game. Conrad Nagel draws the

thankless job of trying to shush the guests while

somebody or other sings. But the people won't
be shushed, and sometimes the performers—or

artists, as Conrad generously calls them—refuse

to compete with the noise. But that's all right,

as nobody notices whether they perform or not.

"Ben Lyon gave a party for his mother on
her birthday. Clarence Badger's cook made an
amazing birthday cake that had 'Mother, I love

you—Ben,' on the icing. Billie Dove and her

mother were there, Patsy Ruth, her mother and
father, Lois Wilson's mother, Leatrice Joy and
her mother, Gloria Swanson and her husband,
and quite a lot of others. I was there only a

few minutes, but the party looked like a great

success. No self-styled imitator of Jolson sang
'Mammy.' However, according to rumor, Lea-
trice Joy recited Gray's 'Elegy.' It's hard to

believe.

"The new Beverly-Wilshire Hotel held a

grand opening the other night, and of course

loyal citizens of Beverly Hills had to attend.

As one of the most successful real-estate opera-

tors in town, Corinne Griffith simply had to put
in an appearance. The first thing that girl

knows she will be elected to the Rotary Club

!

There are penalties for greatness and success,

even though they may not seem very real to the

girl struggling to make fifteen dollars a week."
"What about " but I had no chance to

finish.

"Yes, Corinne is going to make pictures for

First National again. She wasn't at all happy
at United Artists. If you are really interested

in making pictures, the long, slow process of

making a picture, and then waiting for the re-

turns to roll in before you make another one,

is too tiresome. She is delighted about re-

signing with First Na-
tional. The studio has

changed a lot since

she was there before.

New people are in

control and every one

is contented. The
area of contentment

varies from year to

year. For a while M.-
G.-M. was the center

of success and happi-

ness, then the Fox
company took a new
lease on life, but now
players look on First

National as the ideal

studio to work in.

Who can tell—some
one may yet have a

good word to say for

working at DeMille's.

"I suppose you've

heard that at last

Jacqueline Logan is

to be starred by De-
Mille. But I refuse

to wave any banners

Jobyna Ralston is reveling

in just being the wife of

Richard Aden.
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During the shut-down of the Sennett studio,

Carmelita Geraghty had time to get about

and renew old friendships.

or dance in the streets until I see

what kind of directors and stories

she gets. They do such strange

things out there. They had one

really superlative director working
for them, William K. Howard, and
they are letting him go at the com-
pletion of his contract. They must
have thought their other pictures

wouldn't look so bad, if not sub-

jected to the terrific contrast of

his!"

"I really don't see why Fanny
should get so excited about it.

Neither she nor the public will lose

by the transaction, because some
other company will snap up How-
ard's services right away, and he'll

go on making pictures as before.

However, if Ann Rork hadn't

come in just then, Fanny might

have been glowering yet.

"Ann's going to make a personal

appearance when 'A Texas Steer'

opens, and you've simply got to help

me make it an occasion she will

never forget," Fanny urged. "Of
Continued on pnge 98
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Once Seen, Never Forgotten
Greta Garbo justifies the barker's timeworn ballyhoo, for she eludes description, defies

analysis, and remains one of the most fascinating studies in allure ever introduced by

stage or screen. This is by all odds the most authoritative article ever written about her.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

GRETA GARBO is one reason you should go

West, regardless of weather con-

ditions, forgetful of dreary ob-

servation-car chatter, despite the Jesse

James regime of the dining car. And
when you shake the dust of travel from
your shoulders, when you swing past

the lions guarding the portals of Metro-
Goldwyn, when you finally clap eyes on
the Garbo herself, you will know why
you came.
There are lovely ladies in Hollywood,

ladies of wit and beauty, ladies you will

not forget in a world's tour, ladies of

charm and grace and spirit. But the

outstanding one at this writing is Greta
Garbo.

This may ban me forever from the

ping-pong courts of la belle Pringle ;

this may debar me from the Talmadge
lotto tournaments ; this may prevent me
from ever again being wheeled about
by Joan Crawford in her sedan ; this

may cut me out of dances innumerable
with Dorothy Mackaill, Dorothy Se-

bastian, Madge Bellamy, Phyllis Haver, and
Maria Corda; this may bring me scathing de-

nunciation from such taunting nymphs as

Kathleen Key and Blanche Sweet and Renee
Adoree; yet, in the face of such impending
disaster, I must face stern duty. Greta is the

ultimate gasp.

Probably nothing has ever taken the country

by storm in such a brief time as has the Garbo
craze. Greta is planting sex in every village,

hamlet, and farm. On street corners they talk

about her in hushed voices ; in drawing-rooms
they speak in awed tones of her hungry mouth,
her seductive eyes, her insinuating body. No
one has leaped from a foreign land to fame
quite as quickly as the volcanic siren from
Sweden.
Without doubt Garbo is one of the most fas-

cinating studies in allure ever introduced by
stage or screen. She is the soul of passion,

the embodiment of desire, a rare combination
of ice and fire. However normal your respira-

tion may be when you meet Garbo, you leave

with a high temperature and a leaping pulse.

She was in the arms of Jack Gilbert when I

first saw her. The air was surcharged.
The atmosphere glowed. As they em-
braced, unaware of my presence, the heat
curled the walls, blistered the chairs, all

but stifled in its intensity.

Slowly Greta's arms encircled his

shoulders, gradually she tilted her chin,

suddenly their lips met. It looked for
all the world like a close-up. In fairness

to the interlocked pair let it be said at

once that it was a close-up.

But it was not received with the ordi-

nary calm attending such routine affairs.
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Greta Garbo's smile renders

Mona Lisa's* ingenuous by
comparison.

Scene shifters edged nearer during the amorous pas-

sage ; calloused property men paused to watch
the tableau

;
script clerks blushed enthusiasti-

cally, and even extras awakened from their

lethargy long enough to follow the action.

The only people who remained unmoved were
three efficiency experts, and they were probably
worrying about the mounting overhead. For
Garbo is an extravagance. When she does not

feel dramatic she will not act. When she

chooses to delay in making her appearance upon
the set, she delays. Nothing can hurry her,

nothing can change her. At all times she is the

individualist, nor does she propose to permit
rank, efficiency to hamper her for an instant.

Gilbert, resplendent in the uniform he wore
as Vronsky, in "Love," was good
enough to introduce me to Greta.

Even with this auspicious start she

was difficult to coax into conversa-

tion. However, it was not at all

hard to look at her. For the first

minute or two after Gilbert had with-

drawn I found my time taken up
solely by her beauty.

Perhaps it is not beauty in the

strictest sense
;
certainly it 1's charm

in its most devastating form. Greta's

face is a pale oval with high cheek-

bones, smoldering eyes, sensitive nos-

trils. Her mouth is a crimson chal-

lenge. Her hair is blond and smooth,
carelessly arranged, but effective.

The only woman who
had the same irresistible

magnetism was beautiful

Barbara La Marr. In ad-
dition, Garbo has subtlety

and mystery.

She sits back and looks

at you through heavy-lid-

ded, half-closed eyes, her
lips parted in a taunting

smile, her slim hand daintily

holding a cigarette. She is fully

aware of her hypnotic influence, yet

she says nothing to bear this out-

She is sphinxlike in her silence, cryp-

tic in her comments when she does
talk.

When she is acting she seems to-

tally unconscious of the audience be- •

hind the camera and fringing the

set. She is unruffled, apparently nat-

ural, amazingly sincere in her inter-

pretation. Technique, she told me later,

she knows nothing of.

"I know the person I am in the pic-

ture, and I feel that I am that person for

the time being. How I get what you call

effects, I do not know. I do not under-
stand how I am here at all. I do not

know how I do it." [Continued on page 104]
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FACE to face with Greta Garbo was a memorable experience

for Malcolm H. Oettinger, whose report opposite glows with
color, enthusiasm and shrewd analysis, as well as recklessly

Jeopardizes his allegiance to all the other charmers he has met.
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KATHRYN 'McGUIRE will henceforth be Kathryn Landy, for

she has elected to use her husband's name on the screen.

This unusual step evidently appeals to the goddess of chance, for

she has given her an important role, in "Lilac Time."
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GAYLY flitting from studio to studio, Patsy Ruth Miller

scarcely finishes one picture before she begins another.

Which means that her current activities are too extensive for

publication here. Anyhow, as we gasped to press, her last pic-

ture was "We Americans."





EVELYN BRENT used to play crooks exclusively, but now she

has become a great lady, because of her vivid yet restrained

acting in every role she undertakes, even if the character is no
lady at all. Her next—"Captain Ferreol," with Menjou.



ALL hail Eve Southern! Nothing was said about her in the

^ advance hue and cry over the "discovery" of new faces, but

when she calmly revealed herself, in "The Gaucho" and "Wild
Geese," public approval promptly made her a star.
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FROM the first, Victor Varconi won loyal admirers because of

his sincerity, hot it is only now that his battalion of fans has
become an army of loyal adherents. The next reward of the

faithful will be Victor, in 'Tenth Avenue."
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"THE character of Norma Talmadge, based on her preferences
* and prejudices, was placed under the microscope by Margaret
Reid, and the result, on the opposite page, is one of the most
revealing articles ever written about the emotional star.
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Norma—AsShe Is
Much has been written about Norma
Talmadge, but never has her real char-

acter been revealed as it is in this frank

study—the first of a series of insights

into the souls of the cinema great.

By Margaret Reid

IN a business where success is built upon
personal politics, Norma Talmadge does
exactly as she pleases. If people like it,

or if they don't like it, is of no consequence
to her. She puts herself out to please no one
but Norma. She is supremely self-sufficient,

which sounds uncomplimentary only because
it is nearly unique. It is her method of living.

A method so starkly devoid of any pretense

that it is inevitably misunderstood. Particu-

larly in Hollywood, where the best acting of

.

all is done outside .the studios.

She is sometimes accused of hauteur, of

snobbishness—even of rudeness. That is be-

cause she likes comparatively few people, and
is too honest to pretend that she likes every
one. She forms friendships with caution, and
once formed they are never relinquished. Her
loyalty is unswerving at all times. Her friends

range from obscure nobodies, to Sid Grauman,
Mrs. Leslie Carter, Fannie Brice, Marion Da-
vies, Bebe Daniels, Diana Fitzmaurice, Roland
West.
Her sister Constance is her dearest friend

;

she loves to have her stay overnight with her.

They talk and giggle and exchange confidences

far into the night. She admires Constance
fervently.

She doesn't like to go to parties. She sits

in a corner and enjoys looking on, but escapes

in a panic should she find herself becoming the

center of a group.

She prefers to entertain at home, her parties

nearly always being informal. An instinctive hostess,

she throws the house open, .provides plenty to eat and
drink, and' doesn't bother about her guests after greet-

ing them.
She is happiest when entertaining a few intimates.

Then her reserve and diffidence disappear and she is a

frolicsome schoolgirl. She adores charades, but would
rather watch others—particularly Chaplin—do them,
than perform herself. She loves fun, but not practical

jokes. She has a droll humor that spices all her con-

versation.

She dislikes cafes and first nights. Terrified at being
agnized and pointed out, she goes into a theater late

7 ips out before the lights go up. It embarrasses

v to be approached by effusive fans. She is resentful
of Mulation and wants to be met on an equal' level.

tgant fan letters do not interest her. Letters
ox intelligent admiration or constructive criticism she
usually answers.
An. exceeding!) wealthy woman, money is now simply

a commodity to ex^ange for lovely things—the making
of it means nothing. She has reached the point where
picture work is not her business, but her pleasure. The
only time she is complete,, happy is in the middle of a
production. She works with every ounce of her nerv-
ous, emotional, anu physical energy.

Unlike Pickford and Gisn, she does not act as much

Talmadge forms friendships with extreme caution, and rarely

relinquishes them.

from the mind as from the heart. Rather than think-

ing her roles, she really—pardon the abused phrase

—

lives them. During "Kiki" she was a laughing, kidding
gamin, both at home and at the studio. During "The
Lady" her friends often found her unconsciously walk-
ing with the bent, uncertain step of an old woman.
During "Camille" she was habitually wistful and at

times a little sad.

She reads all reviews of her pictures. Critical praise

of her work gives her a businesslike satisfaction. She
studies a justified disparagement carefully, saying, "Oh,
whv couldn't I have thought of that when I was work-
iriS ! ".

'

Being of a shy, sensitive nature she often requires

the escape and peace found in solitude. She goes for

long walks, through quiet streets, along the beach, or
through the nearest thing to woods that Hollywood
boasts. She has the pleasure in walking that other

people find in driving. Usually Scottie, her West High-
land terrier, is with her. Dinky, a Pekingese she had
had for thirteen years, died a short time ago. She cried

inconsolably for days over his minute grave in the back
garden.

She takes up any new enthusiasm impulsively, usually

losing interest midway for something else. Deciding to

become an expert driver, she took lessons. On the

Continued on page 109
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The Life of the Party
William Haines demonstrates a method whereby an impecunious young man
can earn an honest living, by being invited to dine out every night—maybe.

The art of being funny at dinner

may be misunderstood at first, says

Billy, if your partner is as formal as

Alice Day, above.

Never admit discouragement, but ,go

ahead with tricks such as that shown,

Spurred on fry not having anything

thrown at you, Billy suggests his

Carmen burlesque, below, as your
next step.

Be prepared to have your comedy
mistaken for insanity, Billy explains

in reference to the grimace, above,

but don't give up the game for a little

thing like that.

In spite of herself, your dinner part-

ner will thaw, says Billy, if you follow

the example he sets below. Try it

!
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The Beerys, Rita and Wallace, have just moved into their new Beverly Hills home, and are ready to welcome their friends.

Hollywood High Lights
Interesting items of news and gossip from the studio world. 1

By Edwin and Elza Schallert

SAY what you will about it, talking pictures must be
catching on. And "The Jazz Singer" seems to

have given them the strongest impetus thus far.

There are about five or six minutes of spoken dialogue
in this film, as you possibly know, in addition to Al
Jolson's songs

—"Mammy," "Mother," ."Dirty Hands,"
and others.

In a later Warner Brothers feature, "The Lion and
the Mouse," there is conversation off and on, throughout
the picture, between Lionel Barrymore, May McAvoy,
Buster Collier, and Alec B. Francis. In "Tenderloin,"
Conrad Nagel, who has a naturally fine voice, and
Dolores Costello both talk. Incidentally, Dolores and
May have excellent speaking voices for registering on
the sound-producing device, according to all reports.

Jolson, who was the pioneer star in this work, came
to the Coast for just one day in order to be present at

the first showing of "The Jazz Singer" before a Los
Angeles audience. The premiere drew a tremendous
crowd, and after the picture was oyer Al made a kidding
speech from the stage.

Among other things, he discussed the matter of his

screen personality and in characteristic fashion, flashing

a naughty look at the audience, jokingly said : "Ah

—

what do you think Elinor Glyn told me in New York?
She said that if she had seen me before Tt,' she would
have made it 'Those.'

"

More May Be Heard.

Paramount, we heard from Jesse L. Lasky on his

recent visit to the Coast, is also perfecting with con-
siderable care a "talking-film" apparatus. Which may
mean the chance to hear the voices of a large number
of additional favorites, such as Emil Jannings. Richard
Dix, Bebe Daniels, Adolphe Menjou, Clara Bow, Esther
Ralston, and others some time in the future. Imagine,
too. what the effect might be if they ever turn Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton loose in a film with words

!

Colleen Twice Victorious.

Colleen Moore is the film exhibitors' pet, and that,

naturally, means she is a big hit with the public, too.

The reason for reiterating- this generally accepted
idea, is that Colleen was nominated the 1927 favorite

of a host of theaters throughout America, in the Ex-
hibitors' Herald, a motion-picture trade journal.

She topped the list with two hundred and twenty-three
votes, her nearest competitor being Clara Bow, with
one hundred and seventy-six. Next in order were
Laura La Plante, Norma Shearer, Marion Davies,
Norma Talmadge, Mary Pickford, Billie Dove, Vilma
Banky, Madge Bellamy, Dolores Costello, to name the

first ten. Gloria Swanson, by the way, was the eleventh

and Greta Garbo the twelfth, which doesn't spell the

most brilliant results for screen sophistication.

Among the men star-winners were Tom Mix, Fred
Thomson, Lon Chaney, Richard Dix, "Hoot Gibson,
Harold Lloyd, Ken Maynard, John Gilbert, Wallace
Beery, and Douglas Fairbanks, Rin-Tin Tin was listed

as No. 10, which we considered very funny. There
were no lady dogs listed, however, among the feminine
stars.

Colleen Moore has headed this list for two succes-

sive years by a large margin. It represents rather

largely the small-town vote.

Wins Initial Chance.

Loretta Young has had her first big chance. She
plays the circus performer, in "Laugh, Clown, Laugh,"
which is about as sympathetic a role as any girl could

have for the beginning of her career.

Miss Young, who is under contract to First National,

was lent to M.-G.-M. for this picture, in which Lon
Chaney is the Star. You may recall that she is a sister

of Sally Blane, who is under contract to Paramount.
She is still in her early teens, but looks a trifle older.

She bears some resemblance to Corinne Griffith.
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"Laugh. Clown, Laugh," will probably be one of the

best of the recent Chaney productions. Herbert Brenon,
who is directing, is responsible for a wise-crack about
this film. He said that the title ought to be changed to

"Laugh, Clown," because "The Last Laugh," has al-

already been made.

Temperamental, Stars Beware !

One phrase we often read in the Los Angeles news-
papers, and that we have never been quite able to under-

stand, is that such and such a director is "wielding the

megaphone" for a certain production. We asked Charlie

Murray about it not long- ago, and all we got from him
was the enigmatic replv

—"Aw, you don't know the half

of it."

Another pet phrase is that somebody is playing in

such and such a vehicle, and from all accounts this

doesn't mean a petting party, either.

Shades of Spring!

Maybe it's the influence of Paris, or perhaps it is

merely a natural change of

taste that is responsible for

Constance Talmadge's hair

this season being a light

brown, instead of the cus-

tomary highly bleached taffy

shade.

But Paris must have had
something to do with it, be-

cause Connie isn't the only

:
blonde returning from that

j

fair metropolis looking three

shades darker. Mrs. Tom
Mix, also recently returned,

may be classified as a light-

brown blonde.

"Letting the hair grow out
i natural" seems to be the new
beauty slogan

;
and, as a re-

sult, we expect to see a

magnificent assortment of

blondes, ranging all the way
from browns to reds, before
summertime.

Joan Crawford, by the

way, is wearing her hair a

stunning tone of deep terra

cotta, and this in contrast to

a colorless make-up, accen-

tuated by very red lips, which
emphasizes her fascinating

personality. Miss Crawford
is occasionally escorted to

parties by Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., whom we have
pointed out before as one of the potential beaus of
Hollywood. Young Fairbanks is proving to be a very
popular stage actor, having scored a second time in

Los Angeles, in "Saturday's Children."

John Barrymore addressed him during this with a sug-

gestion in English.

"Don't do that," said Taylor. "You confuse me."

Doug An Accordionist.

Douglas Fairbanks' talents as a musician won't be
credited hereafter. He managed to fool a group of

friends recently, but it will not occur again.

This happened at Harold Lloyd's new estate in Bev-
erly Hills.

There was a large gathering" of golfing" enthusiasts

be a thorough

New Tower of Babel.

A film director, by the way, has to

cosmopolite in some of the studios. Sam Taylor, who
'filmed "My Best Girl," with Mary Pickford, and who
'has completed John Barrymore's "Tempest," feels, how-
ever, that he deserves a special nomination. He had to

have a German interpreter for Camilla Horn, the Barry-
more leading woman, a Russian for the mob of extras,
and occasionally had to call on some one gifted in
translating French and Italian into English.

In the midst of one scene he grew very excited over
the babel of instructions issued by his various aides.

there for a reception on the grounds, and Fairbanks
in a sportive mood had a mechanical accordion, and was
pretending to play it. A mechanical accordion, it should

be explained, is similar to a player piano. It is provided
with music roles in the same fashion, and only requires

the pumping of the usual accordion bellows.

Doug played a jazz tune on the instrument with every
effect of reality. His fingers danced nimbly over the

false keys of the contraption. Everybody commended
his surprising talent.

When he wasn't looking.

Harold Lloyd changed the

rolls in the instrument, and

when Doug picked it up
again with lively animation,

and started briskly to play

on the keys, a slow and sol-

emn dirge issued forth.

Before he could change the

pace, everybody caught on

to it.

Hail the Character King.

This is the character ac-

tor's day of glory. Lon
Chaney is considered the

dominant star of the sea-

son,' and rated high are

lean Hersholt, Emil Jan-

nings, George Bancroft.

Charles Murray, Adolphe
Menjou, Lew Cody, Lionel

Barrymore, Noah and Wal-
lace Been', Ernest Tor-

rence, Raymond Hatton,

and others. Milton Sills.

Jack Holt, and Lewis Stone

might also be named, as

they are in this general

classification, though play-

ing" leads rather than char-

acter roles.

One player, who has re-

cently come into his own.
is Farrel MacDonald, of the Fox organization. He has

been signed for a five-year term, at a reported salary of

one thousand dollars a week. Mr. MacDonald, inciden-

tally, has dropped the J. before the Farrell in his name.

Lew Cody is back in the fold at M.-G.-M., having

finished a successful vaudeville tour. Cody appeared

in a monologue.
"At first I thought I would play a dramatic sketch,

but I decided not to," he told us

didn't, for it was much more fun to

poraneously, and the audiences seemed
didn't even use make-up on the stage,

with a powder puff, but threw that way.
much overhead," Lew smiled.

Incidentallv, we hear that Lew may soon produce

Almost every actor yearns to play Napoleon. Harry Langdon
gets his chance io do so in 'The Clmser."

I'm glad now I

speak extem-

to like it. I

I started out

It meant too

a picture starring Mabel Normand.
her Hal Roach contract.

She has finished
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A Blow to Jazz.

Not since the days when Peter Pan was selected, has

there been excitement on the Paramount lot to equal

the decision to pair Gary Cooper and Fay Wray in a

series of films. There must be some reason for the

extraordinary enthusiasm, though we have been able

to determine this only partially.

We did have the good fortune to get our first glimpse

of Miss Wray not long ago, in "The Legion of the

Condemned," and even though she has unquestionably

suffered from having her debut overpublicized, we felt

that she made a very pleasing impression. We liked

her better when the film was over than when it actually

started—and this isn't intended as a doubtful compli-

ment, though it may sound
like one.

Gary Cooper and she are

both in this "air epic," and
it is the first in which they
are seen together. "The
Wedding March," directed

by Von Stroheim, wherein
Miss Wray has her great

opportunity, will begin its

first showing about the time
this is published.

In studio announcements
of the costarring of Mr.
Cooper and Miss Wray, it

is prophesied that they will

mean the doom of the jazz
age of love-making. So they
have a lot to live up to.

Far Field Looks Greener.

Is an exodus to England
impending ?

We began to think so
when Raymond Griffith an-
nounced that he was going
over there on his honey-
moon, with the intention of
playing in a few films while
abroad. Sydney Chaplin
spent some time in England,
and we have heard that Lil-

lian Gish finds the British

atmosphere alluring. 'Sister

Dorothy has been a com-
muter across the Atlantic,

appearing frequently in Eng-
lish-made productions. Sev-
eral directors have gone
across lately.

There have been English
offers to quite a few players
in Hollywood, but most of
them haven't been accepted.
Even during the duller times,

with threatened salary cuts,

the lure of the game in Hollywood is too great for the

majority. We forgot to say that- Ray Griffith married
Bertha Mann, the stage actress, to whom he was de-
voted for all of eleven of twelve years. Without a
doubt, theirs was probably Hollywood's record engage-
ment.

Phyllis As a Fairy Godmother.

Phyllis Haver has a rare eye for discovering talent.

The proof is the recent good luck of a little depart-

ment-store girl, who is now working at the DeMille
studio. Her name is Dorothv Ward.

Phyllis saw Miss Ward while shopping in Hollywood.
She was struck by her charm and animation, and re-

lated this to an agent who obtains work for talented
people.

The agent didn't go into the shop until several weeks
later, and when he did he thought he had missed her
completely. She had only been engaged there during
the holiday rush.

After some difficulty he learned her address, and
quite like a bolt out of a clear sky offered her a chance
to become a picture star.

The girl is still going around in a daze, hardly credit-

ing the actuality of what has happened to her. And
Phyllis, of course, she refers to as her fairy godmother.

An Adventurous Honey-
moon.

Larry Kent, who used to be

sea and his

Probably the unique wed-
ding trip in movie annals is

that of Blanche Mehaffey.
If all expectations are to

be relied on, she is going
to India to shoot tigers

with her husband, George
Joseph Plausen. Mr. Hau-
sen is in the oil business,

but his favorite sport is

big-game hunting.

Another novel angle of

their courtship is that they
met in a traffic court in San
Francisco. Miss Mehaffey
had been arraigned for

speeding.

She will be recalled first

as a Hal Roach comedi-
enne, then as a Universal
ingenue, and was a Wam-
pas star three or four years

Dental Villain Gets a

Divorce.

It doesn't pay for a wife
to call her husband a "ham
actor."

Roy d'Arcy, whose teeth

are perhaps better known
than those of any other

player, found reason to ob-

ject to the derogatory
phrase, in his recent di-

vorce complaint.

D'Arcy and his wife
separated about two
months ago and he filed suit

shortly afterward. They
were married about the

time that he made his

screen debut in "The Merry
Widow," two years ago. Their community property
was estimated at twenty-eight thousand dollars.

Redheads Get Together.

Nobody who knows Clara Bow has doubted the fit-

ness of the title of her new picture "Red Hair." Clara's

favored color is auburn, and she has worn it a long
time.

You may glean some idea as to the shade when you
see the film, in case you have never beheld Clara per-

sonally. "Red Hair" will be partly photographed in

color.

in the navy, is wedded to the

new schooner.
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Just to make the effect a little more fiery, Clara is to

have a redheaded leading man. His name is Lane
Chandler. He is just a shade less auburn than she is.

Del Rio Talent Extensive.

Talent in the Del Rio family isn't a one-track affair.

Dolores is the bright luminary, of course, but it looks

as if she might have to share some honors with her

cousin and her husband.
Her cousin's name is Carlos Amor, which sounds

grandly romantic. He is exceptionally likable and
speaks English with ease. The reason for this, we
learned, is that he received most of his education in

this country. He attended college at Santa Clara, Cali-

fornia, from where Edmund Lowe was also graduated.

Amor has interested Douglas Fairbanks and may be

assigned by him to a part in "Twenty Years After," the

sequel to "The Three Musketeers." He played a bit

in "Ramona."
Dolores' husband, Jaime del Rio, has developed some

skill in scenario writing, which he may soon put to

good account. Heretofore he has only looked after the

business details of his wife's career.

Artist Lauds Mary Philbin.

Mary Philbin is finding more and more reasons to

be jubilant, and it looks as if 1928 will spell marked
success for her. She has been a long time waiting.

We hear many rumors about her probable great suc-

cess in the D. W. Griffith production, "Drums of Love,"

and shortly after this will come her appearance in "The
Man who Laughs," in the deeply sympathetic role of a

blind girl. If she follows this with Magnolia, in "The
Show Boat"—well, few stars

can hope for three such op-

portunities right in a row.

Lately Miss Philbin re-

ceived a high compliment
from a Swedish painter,

Svend Borjos, who said that

he had painted hundreds of

subjects, but never before had
seen such Madonnalike fea-

tures as Mary possesses.

A Flaming Season.

Damage by fire will prob-

ably be the next affliction of

the movie colony. We don't

want to be pessimistic, but

most ills from which the

cinema folk suffer seem to be epidemic.

Anyway, the fires have made a fair

start. Richard Barthelmess nearly lost

his home recently in Beverly Hills, due

to an overheated furnace which set the

dwelling ablaze, while Ford Sterling,

that dependable comedian, was injured

about the face and hands by the ex-

plosion of a gas furnace, which he was
trying to light in his home.

"Comedy parts for me,
humph !" Sterling said later.

"I'm going to be a juvenile,

now. Being burned is better

than lifting or peeling. I'll

recommend it to all girls."

Baby Stars Selected.

The Wampas Baby Star
list is mildly imposing. All ..

things considered, it may be

called a better list than usual. Of course, we base this

conclusion on the fact that it contains more than one
girl whom we ourselves might have selected, had we
been doing the choosing. Sometimes it looks as if the
winners were picked off with that perfected accuracy,
which a machine gunner might employ if he were trying
to knock down decoy clucks in a shooting gallery.

The baby stars are following : Lina Basquette, Flora
Bramley, Sue Carol, Ann Christy, June Collyer, Alice
Day, Sally Filers, Audrey Ferris, Dorothy Gulliver,

Gwen Lee, Molly O'Day, Ruth Taylor, and Lupe Velez.
From what we personally know, we would pick for

first places, on the score of accomplishment likely to

ensue, Miss Basquette, Miss Carol, Miss Collyer, and
perhaps Miss Taylor. Miss Gulliver, too, is interesting,

and may go quite a way toward becoming famous.
Lupe Velez, we fear, on the screen rather too closely

resembles Dolores del Rio, though she may develop
individuality. She has unusual personality off the

screen, which, it is hoped, will fully register.

Miss Basquette is the DeMille star of "The Godless
Girl." Miss Collyer is a new Fox discovery. Miss
Carol made a decided hit in "Soft Cushions," with
Douglas MacLean, and has been in demand ever since.

Miss Taylor, as is well known, is the Lorelei of "Gentle-

men Prefer Blondes," and at present is making per-

sonal-appearance tour.

Janet a Vocalist.

Janet Gaynor may become a comic-opera singer—not

in reality, perhaps, but by proxy. Janet is to star in

"Blossom Time," based on the famous musical piece,

which has been touring the country for several seasons.
' The film version will have both

talking and singing, supplied by the

Movietone device, which is some-
what similar to Vitaphone. Some
of the scenes may be made abroad,

and so a trip to Europe is in pros-

pect for Janet.

The greater part of the picture

will be made at the Fox's Western
studios, where they are to build two

special Mov-
ietone stages.

.

This new
project adds

fuel to our
argument that

talking pic-

tures are cap-

turing atten-

tion. The
Fox company,

which con-

trols the de-

vice, has re-

m a r k a b 1 e

plans for its

employment.
And when it

comes to filming "Blossom
Time," somebody naturally

will double for Miss Gaynor's
voice, unless she happens to

learn to sing before it is made.
Janet had a nervous break-

down during the making of

"The Street Angel," which is

the new name for "Lady Cris-

tilinda." She had to take a
Continued on page 94

Viola Richard takes

a lesson in the gentle

but effectual science

ofjujutsu, from Anna
May Wong.
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Forced Into Films
Sue Carol had no thought of the movies,

until somebody put her to the incon-

venience of a test, and almost before

she knew it she had a five-year contract.

By Dorothy Wooldridge

FIFTY pretty girls were lolling about a studio

set in Hollywood, waiting for screen tests.

A door slid open a trifle, and a tiny, black-

eyed beauty crept in to join the group. No one

spoke to her. No one had seen her before. No
one cared who she was. Aspiring kids come and
go with monotonous regularity. This one was
no different from the rest, save that her eyes

were a little bigger and blacker, and she looked

more frightened. So the experienced ones pro-

ceeded to high-hat her, as actresses will.

"How do you do?" said the newcomer timidly,

at the same time trying to force a smile.

"Howdy, kid!" replied one of the girls, and

moved away. Oh, the ice that can freeze some
feminine tongues in Hollywood ! And what a

difference that high-hatting made to that fright-

ened stranger! All the dormant courage, the

instinct of self-preservation, the consciousness

that "I am as good as thou," surged

through her. She swaggered through
that group as though the entire crowd
constituted only a small portion of her

vassals.

She was the last to be called. Her' test

was brief. Then she returned to her

dressing room, donned her street clothes,

stepped outside the studio and—beckoned
to her chauffeur to bring her car

!

This, may it please the court, was the

introduction of Sue Carol to Holly-

wood.
Though upstaged by fifty ac-

tresses, she has been the object of

the wildest scramble on the part

of producers of any girl who has

appeared in the colony in years.

And the funny part of it is, that

she never had any idea of going
into pictures when she arrived on
the Coast. She was literally hauled,

dragged, roped—almost shanghaied
—into the studios, made-up and
told to act. Which she proceeded
to do to the best of her ability.

Now all the studios are talking

about her.

Sue Carol is the daughter of the late

S. M. Lederer, millionaire Chicago
realtor, who died in Switzerland two
years ago. Her real name is Evelyn
Lederer. When the snow and sleet and
cold howled into the Windy City last

winter, with a chaperon she boarded a
train for California. She was the guest

of Janet Gaynor at the Breakfast Club
one day not long after her arrival, when
an assistant casting director saw her.

"Who is that girl?" he asked. No
one knew. But his eye, always hunting
for beauty, had singled her out, and he
approached her.

Key
t
es

by
On her first day of work, Sue Carol remembered a

social engagement which was more important to her than

the picture.

He explained who he was, and asked that she

come to the studio for a screen test. More as a

lark than anything, she went. It was there she

ran into that crowd of fifty high-hatters. Two days
later she was called to work in a short comedy.

"I waited all day," Sue said, in relating her ex-

periences recently, "and by five o'clock got ready to

go home. 'Everybody back this evening !' the di-

rector shouted. 'Be here on time, too
!'

" 'But,' I protested, 'I can't come back this eve-

ning. I have an engagement.'
" 'Can't help it,' he replied. 'You must be here.'
" 'Oh, no !' I insisted, 'that will be impossible.

You give my pay check to some other girl. I don't

care for it.'

"Of course, I didn't know, then, how unethical it

was to talk that way. I just didn't want to work
that night and told him so. By surrendering my
check, I thought that would make it all right. But
he promised to let me off at nine thirty, if I re-

turned, and I finally agreed. I was just a little

greenhorn, you know."
After that initial appearance, Miss Carol was

given a bit in "Is Zat So," then was made ingenue

lead in "Slaves of Beauty." By that time it was
becoming noised about that a little actress was prov-

ing a sensation at one of the
She is from Chicago, big studios, and that every one
and her real name is was crazy about her.

Evelyn Lederer. Continued on page 115
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Janii's Murray, as Jim Kenyon, pleads liis cause with Joan Cra

as Rose-Marie.

MUSICAL comedy outdoors.

No, that isn't a slogan for a natural amphi-
theater ! It's a new idea in motion pictures.

When you think of "Rose-Marie," don't the phrases

of "The Indian Love Call" and the

other songs run through your head?
Isn't it the color of the story, and the

vivacity and sweetness of the music
that you remember? You somehow
don't think of "Rose-Marie" in terms
of scenic grandeur, do you? It doesn't

exactly mean snow-capped mountains,
stately pines, calm lakes, and rushing

torrents. This is because you saw
"Rose-Marie" on the stage.

The musical comedy is being made
into a film, and with the exception of
a few interiors, it is being produced
outdoors in the center of natural splen-
dors.

When Metro-Goldwyn bought the
story, the studio set out to find a suit-

able location and discovered it in the

center of magnificent Yosemite Valley.
Beauty was the byword of this quest.

Feminine pulchritude had already been

Creighton Hale, as Etienne, tempts Rose-

Marie with perfume from Paris.

That Indian
If you saw "Rose-Marie," the musical

melody and dramatic significance of the

brought to the screen by Joan Crawford

of the lovers, with the splendors of

By Katherine

accounted for when Joan Crawford was given

the title role.

I've noticed that players who have been on the

stage seem to be delighted with the fact that, in

pictures, they may live in one place, have their

own homes and not indulge in the hectic traveling

about of theater folk. Yet, whenever there is a

location trip in prospect, there is excited ex-

pectancy among the members of the troupe.

This is, of course, the vagabond blood that flows

in the veins of all actors.

I ran up to Joan's house the day before the

trip and found her wailing that it had come un-

expectedly, that she had a dozen social engage-

ments to break, and that she hadn't bought a

thing in the way of clothes suitable for such a

journey. Things always are unexpected with

Joan. She's that sort of a girl.

Between disjointed conversations over the

phone
—"Oh, I'm so sorry. You see, I'm going

on location early to-morrow morning. Yes, I

should love to go, but you know how it is," she

flung out such questions as, "Do you suppose I

should take my riding habit?" "How long shall

we be gone, I wonder?" and "Boots—yes, I

must take boots—do you think I should?"
There was no time to wait for answers. She

expected none and the packing progressed rap-

idly, if not efficiently.

It seems a pity that any work must be done on
the first day of a location trip. Surely there

should be a chance to explore the beauties of such an
inspirational place as Yosemite. But perhaps the powers
that be are wise to catch the actors in their first flush,

when they are still impressed by the grandeur.

irford,
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Love Call
comedy, you remember the haunting

famous song. All its meaning is being

and James Murray in their portrayal

Yosemite Valley as a background.

Albert

It was with no "arty" motive, I'm sure,

that the atmosphere was kept so perfectly.

We were housed in cabins, tucked away
in< a deep forest, and our very living

quarters became a part of the set, for the

exterior of the cabins were used as a part

of the little Canadian village, around
which much of the action of "Rose-
Marie" centers.

This had a strange psychological effect.

Every player in the troupe—James Mur-
ray, House Peters, Creighton Hale, Gib-

son Gowland, Polly Moran, Gertrude As-
tor, Lionel Belmore, Ralph Yearsley

—

seemed to feel that he was literally living

the story.

Joan's suit cases remained virtually un-
packed. During the day she wore her
costume, consisting of a rough, brown
skirt and an equally rough, cotton blouse.

The heroine is a madcap youngster and
Joan's own locks were covered by -a wig
of shoulder-length red tresses. I've never
seen any one react to clothes as Joan does.

I could not reconcile myself to the fact

that this hoydenish, harum-scarum girl

was the same whom I'd seen dancing so
beautifully in the dignified atmosphere of the Mayfair
Club. The clothes, the cabins, the mountains, the woods
brought about the metamorphosis. Her grips, as I said,

were unpacked because she had decided to wear the
costume that so happily fitted into the scene.

Gertrude Astor furnishes comedy, as usual, in this scene with House Peters, whose return

to the screen will mean much to the fans.

Rose-Marie is Joan Crawford's most powerful rdle, given her as a reward for

her support of numerous masculine stars.

During those days of constant work I stood on one of
the hillsides, just behind the cameras, and watched the

story unfold. I saw the Indians working in the village,

the mounted police in their scarlet coats and sleek boots
riding over the hills, and then the denouement—the big

scene when the company worked
in a torrent for the flood. And
not even after the day's work was
done, and we were snug in our
own cabin, did Joan step out of

the character of Rose-Marie.
Despite the fact that the Yose-

mite trip was necessary for the

scenic effects, it was necessary for

another reason. So perfect were
the surroundings that the story be-

came real to every member of the

cast.

It was also a splendid thing that

the first scenes taken were those

in Yosemite, for it gave every one

a better idea of the complete story

than a hundred readings of the

script would have done.

James Murray, the hero, looked

more handsome than I have ever

seen him. It's the first time since

his discovery by King Vidor that

he has done an outdoor role. He
was born and reared in New York,

but he hated the confining life of

the city and refused to settle down
Continued on page 114
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The St ro
Humorous comment on this, that and the other thing by a rambler in the film colony.

By Carroll Graham Illustrations by Lui Trugo

TPi HE famous motion-picture director, who re-

ceived six thousand dollars a week and wasn't
satisfied with his salary, was aroused from his

palatial bed by his valet at exactly eight fifteen in the
morning.
He hurried through his bath, which had been brought

to the precise temperature prescribed by experts, then
dashed into a new set of garments, including a two-
hundred-dollar business suit, a lavender shirt, and a
green tie, all of which had been laid out for him. He
scampered downstairs to a breakfast perfectly timed
for him, then lingered half an hour over his second cup
of coffee to look for his name on the movie page of
the morning newspaper. On schedule he should have
finished breakfast in eight minutes, for he was due on
the set. But, he thought, his salary was six thousand
dollars a week, so he could keep his company waiting if

he wanted to.

Breakfast over, he hurried into the purple limousine
waiting at his door, and was whisked to the studio by a
competent chauffeur who knew every foot of the short-
est and most comfortable route. The limousine sailed
through the studio gate in a manner so regal you could
almost hear the trumpets, and stopped at the door of
his bungalow office. The director had to walk almost
five feet to his sanctum sanctorum, where he looked
over his mail, failed to speak to his secretary, and tore
up a bill three months overdue.
He demanded to know if everything was ready on the

set, learned that it was, returned to his car and was
driven seventy-eight feet to the stage on which the
day's work was to be done.

It was nine twenty-five by this time. Every one was
waiting reverently—camera men, actors, assistants.

"Set all ready?" he asked brusquely, grunting in re-
ply to'the chorus of respectful morning greetings.

\ es, sir.

"All the actors here ?"

"Yes, sir."

"Lights and camera ready?"
"Yes, sir."

"Where's my script ?"

The script clerk found
script book and said that

scene No. 138 was ready
for his attention.

From that point work
went briskly. A crew of

assistants leaped at his

his command. One was
assigned to hold his as-

sortment of megaphones,
another kept a cigarette

and match always handy.
At eleven thirty the di-

the place, handed him the

'The Gorilla" got the money, but

written first.

rector, exhausted after two hours of sitting by and
watching the actors act, the camera men photograph, and
the electricians light, called lunch ; and while the com-
pany straggled toward the studio commissary, he re-

tired to his office where the chauffeur brought him
dejeuner.

At one thirty the company returned to the. set. The
director did not. He had summoned a scenario confer-

ence of the producer and the misguided woman who
had written the script. The conference actually settled

nothing, but it gave the director opportunity to settle

himself in a favorite easy-chair.

At three forty-five o'clock the director went to the

projection room to see on the screen the film he had
taken the day before. This brought him back to the set

promptly at four o'clock, where, ready for more rapid

work, he announced he was too busy to see the girl to

whom he had promised a screen test at the party the

night before, and burst into feverish activity.

Followed a brisk hour of motion-picture making, in

which the director shot five scenes, three of which were
discarded later in the cutting room.

Promptly at five o'clock he disbanded his company in

a weak, exhausted voice. He stumbled wearily to his

limousine, sank back against the mauve upholstery and
murmured wanly to himself :

"This strain and overwork is killing me. I'll have
to go to Europe to rest when I finish this picture."

That same dignified and venerable producer—and I

still insist there are such—whom I mentioned in a recent

issue of Picture Play takes umbrage, I am told, at

my statement that he is venerable.

In any event, I have another item about him, this one
varied by another equally creditable eyewitness.

It was late in the day and he was conferring with

his scenario writer, somewhat anxious to get home to

dinner and inclined to be petulant. An old retainer,

who has been in the producer's employ upwards of

thirty years, came bustling into the office, interrupting

the conference, pointed dramatically at his employer,

and said, "I have an idea."

The producer, jarred by the interruption, arose ma-
jestically, 'looked fixedly at his

employee and replied softly,

"I've been waiting thirty years

to hear you say that."

Indignant, the subordinate

flounced out of the office with-

out another word. As he left,

the producer sadly commented,
"That's what comes of having
a quick tongue. Now it will

take me another seven years to

find out what the idea was."

'The Ape" was
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Hollywood has gone mad on the subject of changing

names, and somehow or other it seems to be effectual,

despite the fact that it fools no one.

Jean Williams, the "Follies" girl who adopted an ac-

cent and changed her name to Soni'a Karlov in order to

win a contract with DeMille, has received quite a bit of

publicity on it. She wasn't so well known as some
others who have been indulging in the sport.

Eileen Sedgwick, who played in Westerns for many,
many years, has suddenly become Gretel Yoltz, despite

the fact that everybody in Hollywood knows her.

Ena Gregory consulted an astrologer—or was it a

press agent?—and blossomed out as Marion Douglas.
Miss Gregory had played in quite a few features and
innumerable comedies as Ena Gregory, and was even
elected a Wampas Baby Star under that name.
Even the writers do it. William Branch became

Houston Branch after selling a story to Paramount,
presumably for the confusion of his friends and the

bank tellers.

To get off my subject, Branch some years ago was a

theater press agent in Dallas, Texas, his contemporaries
being another publicist by the name of George Waters,
and another by the name of Joe Steele.

All three are now in Hollywood. Branch, supplant-

ing "William" with "Houston," has sold one big story

and is writing scenarios. Waters has inserted the not
particularly decorative name of "Manker" between the
"George" and the "Waters" and, thus aided, has written
the New York stage success, "Burlesque."

Steele is now personal representative for Richard
Barthelmess, and no doubt will write a play or a novel

to bring him fortune as soon as it occurs to him to

alter his name.

The innocuous but hardly thrilling game of ping pong,
which first attained favor, I believe, during the era of

peg-topped trousers, has become a fad in Hollywood.
"Toto"—other name unknown to me—heralded as

the ping-pong champion of France, is quite the social

catch in Hollywood, and no moving-picture star's home
is complete without the ping-pong table prominently
displayed.

Inasmuch as this department is written for Picture
Play several weeks before it is published, ping pong is

almost certain to have been supplanted by a new Oriental
philosophy, or the ancient game of pangingi, or the
Polynesian method of playing bridge, before you read
it. In that event, the ping-pong table will have been
parked in the spacious attics of Hollywood homes, es-

pecially provided for old mah jong sets and other rem-
nants of forgotten fads, by the time you snatch this

month's copy off the news stands and tear it open with
trembling fingers at this

page.

When the film ver-

sion of Ralph Spence's

mystery play, "The
Gorilla," began a suc-

cessful engagement in

Los Angeles and started

to break records, it

dished up a neat bit of

irony to those who
knew the history of

this play and one writ-

ten at about the same
time.

More than a year be-

fore Spence's "Gorilla"

was produced, another

The innocuous, but hardly thrilling, game of ping

pong is—or was—the rage in Hollywood.

A crew of assistants leaped at the director's command; one was

assigned to hold his assortment of megaphones, another kept a

cigarette and match always handy.

mystery play, "The Ape," was registered at the Holly-

wood Writers' Club by Adam Hull Shirk, its author,

and a manuscript sent to a producer in New York.
The producer promised to stage the play as soon as

his plans shaped toward that end. But he kept putting

it off, while the author was trying to force some action,

or get his manuscript back.

Meanwhile Spence, never having heard of "The Ape"
sat down and wrote his play, it is said, in three nights.

It was produced shortly thereafter, made a tremendous

success, and almost completely nullified any possibility

the other play might have of success.

Yet the plays are entirely dissimilar in every particu-

lar and neither writer knew of the other author's work
when* they were written. "The Gorilla" is a burlesque,

"The Ape" a straight mystery play. They are totally

unlike in treatment, theme, and plot. Yet the unfor-

tunate similarity of names, and the fact that both in-

volve simians, prevents the second play from getting

consideration, where otherwise it would have had every

reasonable chance of more than ordinary success.

Strangely enough, to draw closer the parallel, two
weeks after the picturization of "The Gorilla" closed its

engagement, "The Ape" was produced in Los Angeles

on the stage by a stock company. The show closed in

the middle of the week, not because the play was to

blame, but because the producer was unable to pay past

bills and the salaries of his actors for* the preceding

engagement.

For years there has been across the street from the

United Studios—now owned by Paramount—a strange-

looking brick building, without windows, set in the

midst of a profusion of trees and shrubbery.

It is probable that three fourths of the residents of

© Hollywood and
Los Angeles have
speculated upon
the story behind it

—the other fourth

being a liberal

average of those

who may have
happened to

know.
I have heard

that it was a film vault for

the studio across the way ; I

was informed that an eccen-

tric old gentleman, who
didn't like windows, lived

there. Some one told me
that the executives of a film

Continued on page 108
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Breakfast in Bed
For some reason, almost every girl revels

in the luxury of taking her morning sip

and bite in informal fashion. And how
the stars dress up for it!

Phyllis Haver, above, as Roxic Hart, in "Chicago," cannot

dally with her bacon and eggs until she has first dallied with

her lipstick. Roxie would be like that, wouldn't she?

Ruth Taylor, as Lorelei, in "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," left,

just naturally breakfasts with her bracelets on, and appar-

ently has forgotten there is any breakfast at all, for she

looks as if she were welcoming another jeweled cuff.
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It is not only extras such as these whose fate hangs in the balance from day to day.

Uneasy Street
Far from being contented with their jobs, workers in all branches of the movies are fearful of being crowded out by

the process of elimination that goes on at the studios. Holding a movie job is as risky as gambling—and as fascinating.

By Mignon Rittenhouse

THE path to glory in the movies is not what it is

supposed to be. The trail upward is no straight

line—it's a zigzag one. The summit is reached,

if at all, only by a series of detours. It is not so much
a question of entering the charmed portals of Holly-

wood's make-believe world—but of staying there.

Whether the struggling, ambitious one seeks fame
as a star, scenarist, or private secretary to a big di-

rector, it's a long, hard pull. And even then the end is

not always the desired one. Oftener than not, it's hunt-

ing another job

!

From the outside looking in, it seems to the average

fan that those who sit in power, or emote to the tune

of several thousand a week, or take dictation from some
corpulent picture executive, are indeed on easy street.

Whereas if the truth were told, the constant pushing-

out process which goes on inside the studio gates, makes
the livelihood of those engaged in picture work far from
secure. The sword of Damocles is suspended over the

heads of the high and low alike.

The game itself is the villain. Producers, stars, office

employees, and prop boys are all made the victims at

some time or other. Big fish eat little fish. Then along

comes a whale and swallows the big fish.

Of course here, as in all businesses, the lesser lights

suffer more frequently than those firmly intrenched.

Though Greta Garbo may be threatened with deporta-

tion, because she refuses to enact a certain role, it is

not likely that executives will be foolish enough to re-

sort to such drastic action, as long as she remains a box-
office attraction. But should her popularity begin to

wane,, she would have cause for worry.
In the same way, though rumors may persist to the

effect that certain officials are being forced to resign,

due to Wall Street pressure, don't take it too seriously

until they actually tender their resignations.

But it is a fact that there is a constant coming and
going of studio employees. Players are very often put
under two and three-month contracts and released at

the end of that time, without having been given a single

role. M.-G.-M. recently let out all but a very few of

the eighty embryo scenarists employed before the econ-

omy wave hit Hollywood. When a head executive re-

turns from a trip abroad, or even from New York, a

reign of fear takes hold of the studio over which he
presides, for it is a known fact that many times a shake-

up accompanies these returns. New publicity directors

are often permitted to bring in their own assistants, and
the same goes for scenario editors.

There's one advantage that the movie job has over
many others. It is seldom boring. Usually you don't

have it long enough. Or if you do, you're too inter-

ested in figuring out how to keep it.

One gifted woman of my acquaintance has held eight

positions of varying importance in studios during the

past six months. Previous to that she had worked on
a San Francisco newspaper for twelve years without
interruption. And newspaper jobs have the reputation

for being impermanent

!

Another lady of repute in picture circles told me she

has been in the game for seventeen years, but feels that

if she were to lose her job to-morrow it would mean
beginning all over again.

She started back in the days when ladies were no
longer considered such, if they cast their lot with movie
people. She has seen good days and bad days, and is

destined to see many more of both if she continues in

pictures, as doubtless she will.

She has occupied swivel chairs in elegantly furnished
suites on booming movie lots. With a change of regime
she has seen her swivel chair and suite become the
holdings of some one else, has found herself relegated

to a leaky cubby-hole next to the paint shop, taken a
substantial cut in salary, and held her breath for fear

the next move would be a request for her to remove
herself from the premises entirely.

"If I only hadn't started in this uncertain business,"

she lamented to me.
But when I asked her why she didn't change to some-

Continued on page 106
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The Two-a-
About some of the stars, past and

ville—why they deserted the films

By Margaret

ns of a star's

greatly mis-

IT
is a popular fallacy

that when a movie
star goes into vaude-

ville, it is an indication

of his downward slide.

The best way to refute

this is to call your atten-

tion to the lines that

form at the box-office

when a screen luminary

is billed for an appear-

ance. "Sonia Sullen" or

"Harold Hearty" — in

person. That is all that

is required to stampede
the ticket booth, fill the

seats, crowd the aisles.

If such demonstrations are sij

wane, then our sympathy is

placed.

There is, of course, a certain amount of

truth in the notion, growing out of the en-

gagements in vaudeville of third-rate pic-

ture people, who are as vapid behind foot-

lights as behind Kleigs. But they are be-

side the point in question, which is that the

majority of screen players in vaudeville are

of excellent caliber.

It is admitted that many have come
to an impasse in the movies—perhaps

through mismanagement, poor stories, or

the surcease of the vogue they once en-

joyed. But the fact that they find, for

the present, the two-a-day a better me-
dium, by no means smacks of profes-

sional dwindling. Witness, as I said, the

excitement they create in every town.
Another reason for these ventures is Sessue \

the desire on the part of screen actors Hayakaxva.

for contact with that vast, distant ab-

straction—their audience. With the movie-bred
players it is a curiosity to see for themselves how their

fans react to them. With those who came originally

from the stage, it is the persistent nostalgia for lines and voices, and
the feel of an audience—weeping to a broken tone, sighing to a love

scene, laughing to a drollery. The stage actor can never quite escape

the fascination of playing upon the emotions of that mass out front.

The surge of laughter, the tense hush, the applause, the rapt faces

lifted to the footlights—that is principally why the stage-born actor

returns to the boards, even if just the two-a-day.
If you've had any luck at all, you've doubtless seen Bert Lytell

in his sketch, "The Valiant," the story of a gentleman who, for the

murder of a cad, dies valiantly. It is good dramatics and Lytoll's

characterization is sensitive and fine. He has a rich voice and clear

diction—a surprise to his fans, who had for-

gotten that he was originally of the theater.

For him, there was none of the nervousness
of the performer who, through years of si-

ent drama, has forgotten how to express him-
self audibly. It was a return to a more com-
plete method of expression, and one he under-
stood quite as thoroughly as the other.

Lowell Sherman, appearing on one of the

big circuits in "Lawful Larceny," is another

invaluable gift to the two-a-day box-offices.

An excellent actor, with a suave stage pres-

ence that bespeaks Broadway, he is a treat for

stage- starved Keokukians.
Managers presenting William Collier, Sen-

ior and Junior—Buster, you know—have con-

stant recourse to the S. R. O. sign. In New
York, because of the elder Collier ; outside

New York, because of the cinematic Buster.

Theodore Roberts, with cigar, has a plav-

let called "The Man Higher Up." Fans flock-

to see him and bring him out for encore after

encore. Their appreciation of his

good trouping is secondary to their

sentimental loyalty to the old trouper

himself.

Robert Warwick is another draw-

Fmncis X.

Bushman.
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Day Racket
present, who took a flier in vaude-

and what they brought to the stage.

Reid

ing card. More, now, because he is a fine actor than because of his

celluloid past, which has been more or less forgotten.

One of the impending debuts is that of Charles Ray. Charlie has
a nice gift for mimicry and can tell a funny story in a melancholy,
hesitant voice that is more than usually amusing. For several years,

now, he has devoted serious study to his singing, with the result

that his tenor voice is exceptionally easy on the ear. Charlie, it is

superfluous to add, will probably haul 'em in.

The greatest drawing card vaudeville has received from the mov-
ies is "Our Gang." These lovable bratlings, scrubbed clean and
shining, are far from infant prodigies in their act. Their blunder-
ing- naturalness is a delight to audiences surfeited with painted,
peroxided mites, who sing and dance with a semblance of grown-up
skill that is pitiable. The "Our Gang" children
sing a little, dance a. little, recite a little; all pretty
badly, but with an unself-conscious earnestness that
is hilarious. No audience, it seems, can resist them.
Baby Peggy, at the height of her fame, just after

leaving pictures, was put into vaudeville with con-
spicuous success. She was, next to Jackie Coogan,
the most famous child in America, and the public
crowded to see her. But in this

case, pity seemed the general re-

action, rather than amusement. It

is a picture that many New York-
ers will never forget—the ab-
surdly minute being in outstand-
ing ruffled skirt, all alone in the
bleak center of the vast Hippo-
drome stage, going through
her stilted act in a trem-
bling, baby treble. Just an

obviously frightened little

girl.

Ethel Clayton and Ian
Keith appeared in a farci-

cal sketch, unusually clever

for vaudeville. It was al-

Alla Nazimova.

Ethel Clayton.

most as popular for

the quality of the

piece, as for the rep-

utations of the stars.

Priscilla Dean, ap-

pearing in a crook

playlet, returned to

the type of charac-

terization which was
her forte in the hey-

day of her picture

career. Vera Gor-
don's vehicle wa?

comedy, with the in-

jection of pathos

necessary to a full

display of her tal-

ents. Sessue Haya-
kawa, in a somber tragedy, was received with as much
enthusiasm by his fans as if his picture career had
ended only yesterday. Ruth Roland, who warbled
pleasingly, brought in equally pleasing receipts. Lew
Cody did a monologue, which gave ample opportunity

for his bright, impromptu wit. This, coupled with his

friendly intimacy with the audience, gave his act a nice

spontaneity.

Everything, however, is not sunshine and thorn-

less roses for the adventuring movie stars. Their
main difficulty—the vaudeville equivalent to the

studio wail, "There are no stories !"—is lack of

material. The scarcity of good dramatic or comedy
sketches should be encouraging to aspiring play-

There are stars who would, at the present moment, be touring

in Orpheum and Keith-Albee vaudeville if they were not, instead, wait-

ing almost, hopelessly for vehicles.

~One type of vehicle in particular, has to be chosen with delicate care.

This is the one for the cinema lady, or gentleman, whose talents don't

quite measure up to the size of the billing on the posters outside. In

these cases, a sketch must be found—dramatically or comically sound

—

in which the central character does little, except stand around looking

decorative and replying "Yes !" and "No !" in easy
William places. Next comes the hiring of a dependable cast of
Collier, Jr. Continued on page 118

Baby Peggy.

wrights.
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It is hardly necessary to say that every one will flock to see

Charlie Chaplin and Merna Kennedy, in "The Circus."

ABANDONING symbolism and subtlety, Charles

Chaplin offers broad comedy of the old days, in

"The Circus." It will go down in the history of

his achievements as one of his superlatively successful

pictures, though the careful student will find it lacking

the inspiration of "The Gold Rush," nor is it compara-
ble to "The Pilgrim," or "The Kid." However, i't em-
bodies better showmanship than the first-named film and
is certain to give keen pleasure to any one who has ever
responded to Chaplin's artistry.

Chaplin, in the role of the tramp he has made familiar

to the world, blunders into a shoddy circus, and largely

through accident becomes its star clown. In protecting

the bareback rider from the brutality of her stepfather,

The Tramp first pities and then loves the girl. Her
admiration for Rex, the tight-rope walker, leads The
Tramp to practice rope-walking in secret, that he may
win the admiration, and perhaps love, of The Girl. Rex
rejoins the circus and does his act with spectacular suc-

cess, whereupon The Tramp tries to outshine him.
This is the high light of the picture. Chaplin has

never devised a sequence in which comedy and pathos
and the unexpected were more evident. The rope hold;
ing him becomes undone and he clowns in mid-air, un-
mindful of danger

;
monkeys swarm over him as he

labors through his stunt, one of them getting his tail

in The Tramp's mouth and nearly strangling him and.
of course, his trousers become unloosened in the proc-

The Screen in
The rush of new films reveals

ones, with the usual quota of com

By Norbert

ess of balancing himself under such enormous difficul-

ties. But he finishes in a blaze of glory, mounts a

bicycle and dashes down the inclined wire with such
enthusiasm that he crashes through a building outside

the tent. All this will never be forgotten. The con-

clusion of the picture is typically Chaplinesque. The
Girl, blissfully ignorant of The Tramp's love, promises
to continue with the circus if her stepfather will take

The Tramp back, but as she leaps into the wagon and is

driven off with Rex, The Tramp is unknowingly left

behind, a pathetic, helpless little figure against a misty
background of uninhabited space.

Page the Author of "Chicago!"

"Chicago" purports to be a satire on murder trials,

as the stage play was. But in the picture, satire is inci-

dental ; the rest is sentimental melodrama. It would
seem that those responsible for it did not have the

courage to carry out the intention of the author, but

wished to make sure the film would appeal by conform-
ing to screen conventions.

Therefore we have a story which annoys those who
are familiar with the play and may confuse those who
are not. Not that "Chicago" on the stage was a sacred

work, which must not be defiled by the alien hand of

the motion-picture director. Far from it. It was an
amusing caricature of a cheap young woman, who mur-
dered a man and luxuriated in self-satisfaction on find-

ing herself notorious; who assumed" the airs of a greedy
star while awaiting trial, and who was coached by her

lawyer to influence the masculine jury by the means
practiced by women of her class. In the picture she is.

thank Heaven, given no redeeming traits; but her bru-

tally ugly ones are more or less lost sight of, while the

sentimentality of her husband is played up to the extent

of too much footage. For love of Roxie he steals the

money for her defense from the unscrupulous lawyer
who has taken the case, and when she has been acquitted

and comes home expecting to find a joyous welcome, he

turns her out of the house. A heavy rain, dear to the

hearts of directors, is falling. You feel that it is in-

tended to be a symbol of the retribution that has over-

taken Roxie Hart, just as a newspaper whose headlines

proclaim her acquittal, is swept into the sewer to drive

home the fact that Roxie is a back number and isn't in

the public eye any longer. Meanwhile Katie, the house-

maid in the Hart menage, who looks to be about four-

teen years old, is casting sheep's eyes at Amos, so that it

takes only a half-conscious spectator to forecast a happy,

happy ending with the coming of dawn if the Children's

Society doesn't get busy.

All this is well directed, mind you, and at times well

acted. Phyllis Haver is the ideal Roxie, but for once

she overacts. Yet there are moments, one being when
she is rehearsed by the lawyer, when she is inimitably

perfect—a gorgeous comedienne. Victor Varconi, for

all his fine talents, is too fine to portray believably such

a sap as Amos. Though sympathy is pumped saturat-

ingly into the role, Amos is just a fool and his love for

Roxie an aberration with which one can have no pa-

tience. However, "Chicago" gives us a sight of players

we like, and it is far from dull. At least we are able to

condole with them.
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and her vindication by the chivalrous jury presided over by Chester
Conklin, as the Judge. These incidents, as well as Lorelei's brief

experience in the movies, were only touched upon in the book.

With the first appearance of Alice White, as the flippant Dor-
othy, the picture picks up enormously. From then on the story is

closely followed, except that Sir Francis Beckman, husband of the

lady whose tiara Lorelei acquires, has dropped his title. In the

picture he is plain "mister," evidently for the purpose of sparing

British audiences the spectacle of a nobleman behaving like a jack-

ass. But the characterization is there, as well as Airs. Beekman's
famous hats, which were described by Anita Loos, the author,

with a phrase that would never pass muster within the British

empire.

:
Ruth Taylor/s Lorelei is excellent. Her infantile blandishments

have just the proper undercurrent of shrewd calculation to put her

over as a convincing character. She may be said to have made a

hit in a difficult role which barely escapes monotony. However,
it is Alice White's Dorothy who injects pep into a picture that

verges on dullness before she springs her first wise-crack, but is

never lacking while she remains on the scene. In spite of this

advantage, as well as intelligent direction and acting, the picture

is not uproarious and is quite undistinguished. It is enjoyable,

but does not arouse enthusiasm, a condition you feel is the fault

of the scenario more than anything else.

Who Wants War, Anyhow?
"The Enemy" is a preachment against the hate and horror of

war, with Lillian Gish in the role of a young Austrian wife, whose
husband is torn from her by the call to arms. Her subsequent

struggles against poverty and starvation, pictured with the maxi-
mum of suffering, comprise the most interesting part of the pic-

ture and form the strongest argument against war. But there will

be other war pictures, so this one cannot be said to have put a stop

to anything.

Carefully as it lias been produced, it achieves only moderate
interest, in spite of the comparative novelty of scenes in war-
shocked Vienna and the intimacies Of Professor Arndt's household.

Miss Gish is Pauli, his daughter, and it is to her that the picture

owes its most valid claim to distinction. She acts with lovely sim-

plicity and has been photographed beautifully. Nevertheless the

fact remains that she has not enough to do to keep the story

moving. Even the sequence which shows Pauli timidly entering a

cafe frequented by bedizened harpies, for the purpose of making
the supreme sacrifice that she may buy milk for her famished
baby, fails to achieve the desired pathos. You feel, instead, that it

is an embarrassing example of bad taste, perilously near the ridicu-

lous. Excellent acting is found in all members of the cast : Ralph
Forbes, as Carl, the young husband, Frank Currier and George
Fawcett, as the fathers, and Polly Moran, as a servant. But on
no account is "The Enemy" a picture to get worked up over.

A Melodious Troubadour.

A more delightful example of smooth, light comedy than "Ser-

enade" you will go far to find. It is Adolphe Menjou at his best,

which means that the production is meticulous but unobtrusive—
in its quiet way a marvel of correct detail and convincing atmos-
phere— and the role played by Menjou is debonair and knowing.
He is an Austrian musician, who marries the daughter of his

landlady, becomes rich and famous as the composer of an operetta,

and wanders from his own fireside until the error of his ways is

brought home to him, in deft and amusing fashion, by his wife.

The story is a trifle—even more of a souffle than most Menjou
pictures—but it is enlivened by countless pungent details in the

telling and is exquisitely acted by the entire cast, which includes

Kathryn Carver, as the wife, Lina Basquette, as the tempting
dancer, and Lawrence Grant—a fine actor if there ever was one
—as an old musician. The titles alone are worth the price of

admission, for they are effortlessly sparkling and as tasteful as the

picture itself. But "Serenade" is a film to be seen rather than
read about.

Continued on page 92

'The Dove."

The Enemy."
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A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.

"Beau Qeste"—Paramount. A grip-

ping film production of this unusual
mystery melodrama of the French For-
eign Legion. Ronald Colman, Neil

Hamilton, and Ralph Forbes score in-

dividual hits as the three devoted
brothers. Entire cast excellent.

"Ben=Hur"—Metro-Goldwyn. A beau-
tiful and inspiring picture, directed

with skill and originality. Ramon No-
varro, in title role, gives earnest and
spirited performance; Francis, X. Bush-
man excellent as Messala; May Mc-
Avoy, Betty Bronson, Kathleen Key,
and Carmel Myers all handle their

roles well.

"Big Parade, The"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Grippingly realistic war picture. Story
of three tired, dirty doughboys, one of

whom is John Gilbert, who falls in

love with a French girl, played remark-
ably well by Renee Adoree.

"Garden of Allah, The"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Alice Terry and Ivan Petro-
vich in poetic film version of this fa-

mous story of. Trappist monk who for-

sakes his monastery, meets a young
Englishwoman in the desert, and mar-
ries her without revealing his identity.

' "The Gaucho"—United Artists. Doug
Fairbanks as a bandit of Indian and
Spanish blood, his usual reckless self

in a picture that not only has beauty,
but substance and drama. Eve South-
ern and Lupe Velez both excellent in

their respective roles.

"Man, Woman, and Sin"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Tale of a boy reporter who
idolizes the mistress of the publisher
and during a fight kills the older man.
He is finally freed. Jack Gilbert mag-
nificent as the shy boy and Jeanne
Eagles, as the scarlet woman, is unique.
Gladys Brockwell and Marc MacDer-
mott are also good.

"Old Ironsides"—Paramount. Mag-
nificent historical film featuring the
frigate Constitution and many sea bat-
tles. Esther Ralston and Charles Far-
rell furnish the love interest, Wallace
Beery and George Bancroft the com-
edy.

"Rough Riders, The"—Paramount.
Interesting picture built round Theo-
dore Roosevelt's part in the Spanish-
American War, and interwoven with
the simple, human love story of a girl

and two soldiers—Mary Astor, Charles
Emmett Mack, and Charles Farrell.

"Seventh Heaven"—Fox. Tale of a

Parisian waif whose first taste of hap-
piness is snatched from her when her
hero, a sewer worker, is swept off to

war just as they are about to be mar-
ried. Admirable performances by Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

"Slide, Kelly, Slide"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Corking baseball picture, featuring
William Haines as a wise-cracdng
Yankee recruit, with Sally O'Neil as

the girl who helps to take him down
several pegs.

"Sunrise"—Fox. One of the best of
the season. Skillfully directed tale of

a farmer, his wife and a city vamp.
George O'Brien, Janet Gaynor, and
Margaret Livingston.

"Way of All Flesh, The"—Paramount.
Emil Jannings' first American film.

Simple, human story revealing the star
at his best in a tragically pathetic role.
Belle Bennett, Phyllis Haver, and Don-
ald Keith.

"What Price Glory"—Fox. Swift, en-
grossing film version of the unusual
war play. Racy story of the rivalry
between a captain and a sergeant over
a French girl. Edmund Lowe, Victor
McLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.

FOR SECOND CHOICE.
"Angel of Broadway. The"—Pathe-

DeMille. Excellent picture of enter-
tainer in rowdy cabaret who tries to
mock the Salvation Army, but is even-
tually reformed. Leatrice Joy and Vic-
tor Varconi.

"Back to God's Country"—Universal.
Renee Adoree in thrilling tale of trap-
per's daughter rescued from the villain

by a handsome young engineer—Rob-
ert Frazer.

"Barbed Wire"—-Paramount. Pola
Negri and Clive Brook in unique war
drama of French peasant girl who falls

in love with a German prisoner and is

shunned by her fellow townsmen.

"Chang"— Paramount. Thrilling ani-

mal picture photographed in the jun-

gles of Siam and showing the actual

struggle of a native family against the

onslaughts of the wilderness.

"Cheating Cheaters"—Universal. Ex-
cellent and amusing tale of crooks
masquerading as idle rich to loot their

supposedly rich neighbors—who turn

out to be crooks, too. Betty Compson
at her best; others are Kenneth Har-
lan, Lucien Littlefield, and Sylvia Ash-
ton.

"College"—United Artists. Buster
Keaton in amusing college comedy of

awkward bookworm who, to impress
his girl, strives vainly to become an
athlete.

"The Devil Dancer"—United Artists.

Gilda Gray in unusual role of a Tibet-
an dancer. Costumes and settings mag-
nificent, but story too thin. Anna May
Wong, Kalla Pasha, Clarissa Selwynne
are all admirable.

"Drop Kick, The"—First National.
Richard Barthelmess in melodramatic
college film of young student who be-
comes dangerously mixed up with a
scheming vamp.

"East Side, West Side"—Fox. Ex-
cellent film of a boy prize fighter

whose ambition to become an engi-

neer leads him away from his Bowery
sweetheart and into the life of a

treacherous society girl. George
O'Brien and Virginia Valli.

"First Auto, The"—Warner. Melo-
drama, laid in the '90s, of a father's

estrangement from his son because of

the son's ardor for the newly invented
horseless carriage. Charles Emmett
Mack and Patsy Ruth Miller.

"Forbidden Woman. The"—Pathe-
DeMille. Engrossing film of lady spy
and her machinations. Full of sus-
pense and exciting complications. Jetta
Goudal, Victor Varconi and Joseph
Schildkraut.

"Gay Retreat, The"—Fox. Entertain-
ing war comedy featuring Sammy
Cohen and Ted McNamara as two-
doughboys who go through all sorts
of idiotic nonsense but eventually
emerge as heroes.

"Gentleman of Paris, A"—Paramount.
Adolphe Menjou at his best in deli-

cately acted French farce of a philan-
derer who is discovered by his valet
to be having an affair with the valet's

wife.

"Get Your Man"—Paramount. Ex-
cellent picture of fascinating Clara
Bow and an American girl in Paris,

who falls in love with a French youth
betrothed to a friend of the family.
She compromises him and "gets her
man." Charles Rogers and Josephine
Dunn are in the cast.

"High School Hero, The"—Fox. Gay
comedy of high-school life, featuring
youngsters who really look like high-
school girls and boys. Nick Stuart and
Sally Phipps.

"Honeymoon Hate" — Paramount.
Amusing and deftly told tale of an
heiress, who antagonizes an impover-
ished nobleman. They eventually
marry, and amusing situations arise
when he attempts to tame her. Flor-
ence Vidor is her usual charming self

and others are Tullio Carminati and
William Austin.

"Hula"—Paramount. Clara Bow, in

thin story of Hawaii, is the wild daugh-
ter of a rich planter who sets her cap
for a cold, reticent irrigation expert

—

Clive Brook—and gets him.

"Jazz Singer, The"—Warner. Vita-
phone picture, featuring Al Jolson and
his voice, also May McAvoy. Story
of Jewish cantor's son who is disowned
for going into musical comedy, but
eventually returns to take his dead fa-

ther's place in the synagogue.

"Jesse James"—Paramount. Fred
Thomson in glorified chronicle of the
life of the famous bandit. Full of
thrills and suspense.

"Judgment of the Hills"—F. B. O.
Strong, simple tale of a hard-fisted
mountaineer who is afraid to go to war,
but eventually becomes a hero. Orville
Caldwell and Virginia Valli.

"King of Kings, The"—Producers Dis-
tributing. Sincere and reverent visual-

ization of the last three years in the
life of Christ. H. B. Warner digni-

fied and restrained in central role.

Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Ru-
dolph Schildkraut.

"London After Midnight"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Excellent mystery film. Lon
Chaney, as Burke of Scotland Yard,
employs subtle and uncanny means of

finding a murderer. Marceline Day,
Conrad Nagel, and Henry B. Walthall
give expert support.
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The Vanishing Flapper
Alice White, who was—and is—considered

an exponent of flapperism, explains why she

is now subdued and demure—off the screen.

By Myrtle Gebhart

PHASES and transitions mean a lot to Alice White.
Stepping through the looking glass into the magic
world of movie personalities, she has tried out

first one, then another phase, each with rapt, delighted

glee.

There was the Alice of the staid Writers' Club; a

demure little Alice, who had an uncommon amount
of brains, took shorthand and typed scenarios ex-
pertly, smiled, and never answered back.

There was the Alice transformed into the second
personality, with her first movie success. She knew
the sort of roles she should have, and what costumes.
She was all set to roll her own career. Upon absurdly
high heels she teetered about, her skirt pretending to

touch her knees, her myriad bracelets all a-tinkle, her
flip way of dinging smart wise-cracks—I had the mer-
est glimpses of that Alice. She was a crimson butter-

fly, its wings gold-flecked. The cafes saw her bright-

ness and were intrigued by her flapper charm
baby face and round, brown eyes were
alway s acting the part.

And now there is the perplexing Alice,

the third personality in the throes of
definition. It is composed of the two,
with a hint of something new a-dawning,
a womanliness. Some of the sage, gray-
haired scenario writers, who
loved the winsome first

Alice, and who shook their

heads at the second, are now
brightening with renewed
faith. Alice the third is less

extreme, more subdued.
At the hour of our ap-

pointment a little figure in a

very brief blue silk, polka-

dotted frock, and an enor-

mous fox fur, appeared at

my door. She carried a wee black J
velvet purse and a silver box, witli I

her special cigarettes, mentholated.

During the walk to the cafe, we
disposed verbally of the chow dog
that had bitten her maid because it

was jealous of her monkey, of traf-
'

fic, of her new car, of her dissatis-

faction with the way First National
was treating her—which changed
next dav to beaming approval—and
of various conversational topics.

Upon all, she expressed decided
opinions; she would commit herself", it

was tacitlv understood, but politely.

Seated across a table for two, I took
appraisal. There was the red soliel hat
only partly covering her red, pert curls

—

hair, she admitted, of a most peculiar
hue, a cross between tangerine and to-

mato. There were the brown eyes that

so resemble Clara
Bow's. Something, She says she couldn't be

however, was miss- dumb, with French and
ing. There was no Italian grandparents.

flapper chatter.

1

1

er

Ms
•>>:»

Alice White is apt to change her personality to suit each new
man in whom she becomes interested.

"I'm in love," she informed me dreamily, as

though that should explain all.

"Again or yet? Dan Cupid has you for a

perpetual patient
"

The big eyes rebuked me. "Why, this is

only the second or third really serious one.

The boys you think you're in love with—the

playboys—prove to be just flat tires. Abso-
lutely minus. Oh, that was all apple gravy,

- '

she caught my murmur of Leslie Fenton's
name. "That happened during the flapper phase.

You know," she shrugged with the elaborate disdain

of a woman of the world, "we all have to go through
those youthful flings. But there wasn't anything
mushy between Les and me. Why, he used to con-

fide«all his troubles to me.
"That evening we had been at home talking with

the folks for hours, and decided to come up here
to Montmartre for supper. See that wall seat for

two in the corner?" Large eyes focused upon it, a

tiny finger pointed. "We were sitting right there.

Eddie Brandstatter said we should get married, be-

cause we made such a cute couple. Les said, 'Maybe
we are,' and nudged me. Then the orchestra played

something bridal and everybody clapped, and the

newspaper boys started calling up and we kidded
them. Next morning, in the papers, we "were mar-

ried. We found we were in the soup and de-

cided to go on pretending for a couple of days,

and when, finally, we told the truth, nobody be-

lieved us."

I smiled at the dramatics she used while tell-

ing the story. She sighed.

"The man I am in love with, now, doesn't like

flappers." Aha ! a light broke. "The last girl

Continued on page 117



How would you like to spend three weeks here, with the ther-

mometer 26 below zero and a 60-mile gale sweeping the coun-

try?

IT was while I was a reporter on a Los Angeles news-
paper that I was inveigled into playing the role of a
reporter in a motion picture. The casting director

looked at me with the critical eye that some casting

directors assume in order to hold their jobs.

''Won't do," he announced curtly. "You don't look
like a reporter." This happened in 1924, when Clarence
Brown was making "The Goose Woman" for Universal.
When the casting director made his statement I

laughed. He looked at me in amazement, for no one
had eyer laughed at him 'before. He was so upset, that

instead of ringing for a flunky to throw me out, he
asked me what was wrong.

"Nothing at all," I replied, still chuckling, "except
that that's quite a joke on you."
"On me?" he demanded.
"On nobody else," I said. "For whoever saw a

reporter that looked like a reporter—especially in the
movies ?"

Mr. Brown interceded, of course, and saved me from
the flunky. I was to work for one day. Something
went wrong and I worked for five.

Three years later Mr. Brown asked me if I would
like to act for him again. He said it would be a good
idea, because I would have to act for five or six months.
I thought so, too.

The result was that I signed my name to a contract,

which stated that I would let Mr. Brown photograph
my face and figure for as long a time as it took him
to make a picture called "The Trail of '98." After
serving for three years as a motion-picture critic and
roasting actors in the kindly fashion of critics, I signed
the contract with not a few misgivings, realizing what
a merry time my fellow critics would have when "The
Trail of '98" was released.

We who live in southern California are apt to forget

that such things as snow and ice exist. So it was with
joyous anticipation that the members of our troupe
entrained for Colorado and the Continental Divide one
winter evening.

Metro-Goldwyn had chartered a special train to carry
us. We were to spend three weeks in the snowy para-
dise, where Mr. Brown was to film the highly spec-
tacular Chilkoot Pass scenes of his Alaskan epic. It

was a monumental undertaking, both in the matter of
finances and physical hazards. The expenses of the
trip alone amounted almost to ten thousand dollars a day.

At length we came to Colorado. It was a white fairy-

When a Reporter
A graphic, intimate and humorous story of the

sent to the mountains of Colorado, in midwinter,

paper man who, though playing a role in the

powers of observation full play, as you will dis

By Herbert

land from the windows of our Pullmans. All one
afternoon we climbed up a winding trail, cut into the
sides of precipitous mountains. We spent the night in

a snowshed. No one had a wink of sleep.

The snowshed was three fourths of a mile long and
was situated at an altitude of eleven thousand six hun-
dred feet. When we heard that, we understood why
our hearts jumped about so noisily. I learned later that
there were only two locomotives in the snowshed that
night, but at the time it seemed as if at least six were
belching out great clouds of soft-coal smoke. When
we opened the windows the smoke rolled in and suffo-

cated us. When we closed the windows we suffocated
for want of air.

At breakfast time we were rolling down a long grade.
Hundreds of miles of snowy expanse met our gaze, and
far down in a valley that looked like a painting, we saw
the tiny town that was to be the scene of our first

week's work. When we arrived there at noon every one
felt better. The altitude was less and there were no
snowsheds. The air had that peculiar quality of making
one feel like rushing out and biting a tree in half.

Our first scenes were uneventful. For a week Harry
Carey, garbed in a bearskin coat and cap, rode furiously
up and down the street in a dog sled. Tully Marshall,
Ralph Forbes, Karl Dane, and George Cooper—the four
partners of the story—trekked back and forth, laden
with packs. Eight times the flatiron that Karl Dane
carried on his pack for luck, slipped and fell on Tully
Marshall's foot; and eight times Mr. Marshall's oaths
and imprecations filled the rarefied Colorado atmos-
phere. Polly Moran, swathed in sweaters and mufflers

until she looked like a huge ball, sAveated and groaned
through the long days as she pushed a heavily laden
sled up the hill. And the five Carolina boys of the

story, of whom I was one, dragged their sled onward
wearily without acting at all, for some one had loaded

the sled with three or four hundred pounds of lead—or

so it seemed.
Every night we settled down for an evening of

diversion in the club car. We had a radio, but as it
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Turns Actor
hardships endured by the company which was
to film "The Trail of '98," as told by a news-
picture, found many a chance to give his

cover when you read his fascinating narrative.

Moulton

refused to work during our entire stay in Colorado, we
were forced to rely on individual members of the troupe
for entertainment. Before it was over I was glad the
radio had gone wrong. Nothing is merrier than thirty
or forty actors and half a dozen actresses, striving to

outdo each other as entertainers.

During the first week we had been hearing ominous
rumors about a place called Corona. Reports came in

that Corona was a terrible place. The winds, they
said, never raged less than seventy miles an hour; the
temperature never changed from 26 below zero ; the
altitude would make an invalid out of you in one hour.
Otherwise Corona was all right, they said—it had a
nice view.

We listened to all of this intently, but were not par-
ticularly worried, because the word meant only a cigar

or a typewriter to us.

A week later we found ourselves in the snowsheds
again. Everybody was disgruntled and looked for-

ward to a sleepless night. We wondered how long the

agony would last. Then they told us that we were in

Corona

!

Some forty-odd actors would probably have started

walking back to Hollywood at once, had not the en-
gineer at that moment jerked us out on a siding that

had been especially built for the troupe. The lights

went out early in the evening and a blizzard raged out-
side, so there wasn't much else to do but crawl into our
berths and wait until the morning to cast an eye over
Corona.

That night the engine almost froze and they had to

pull it into the snowshed to keep it warm. After that

they kept it inside all the time, while it shot hot steam
through the long string of coaches.

In the morning we ventured forth to appraise Corona.
After we had picked ourselves up and stumbled back
into the train, we realized that the reports about the

60-mile wind and the 26-below temperature were not
exaggerated. Our unanimous verdict was that Corona
could wait 'until next summer before we explored it.

Mr. Brown, however, thought otherwise. He had

Day after day, for a whole week, the company tramped back and

forth over this location, cultivating chilblains, and frostbitten ears,

noses and fingers.

had another of his little villages built, and all he needed
to make a rippingly good picture were some actors to

wander through that town.
Accordingly, long before the sun could possibly have

risen next morning, we plowed three fourths of a mile

over the summit of a bleak and uninviting mountain.

On the other side we found a long, inclined track run-

ning down perhaps eight hundred feet to the little camp
Mr. Brown's men had erected. There was a sled on
the track, operated by a steel cable and a gasoline en-

gine. It wasn't built primarily for our pleasure, how-
ever, as we learned later. Its real purpose was to

convey the cameras and their operators at a slow and
steady pace, while pictures were being made of the

men on the trail, which paralleled the track.

We stayed at Corona for two weeks, in an altitude

so great that five of the members of the troupe were
forced to return to Hollywood. Every one had under-

gone medical examination before starting, but despite

this almost all of us were constantly affected. As the

days wore on, we became accustomed to walking very
slowly and making no sudden moves, for fear of over-

exerting already accelerated hearts. The only things

unaffected for the worse by the altitude were our appe-

tites, which increased almost daily, so that the railroad

was forced to run extra trains from Denver to keep us

in supplies.

It was at Corona that Mr. Brown staged what will

doubtless be the most spectacularly thrilling scene in

"The Trail of '98."

When Alaska swarmed with gold-seekers in 1898,

hordes of men found, among- other obstacles, a heart-

rending mountain directly across the route to the Klon-
dike fields. It was known as Chilkoot Pass, and for

countless hundreds of gold-crazed men it spelled Water-
loo. Blizzards shrieked around its summit, ice formed
along its steep trail and snowslides endangered all who
attempted to climb it.

Not more than half a mile from the main line of the

Moffat Railroad in Colorado, Brown found almost an
exact duplicate of Chilkoot. A village was constructed

at its base.

Twelve hundred men were sent up from Denver and
remained for three days. The poor fellows got a cold

reception. It was from 14 to 24 degrees below zero all

the time they were there, and on the last afternoon of

their stay a storm swept up and sent us to cover with

chilblains, and frostbitten noses, ears, and fmssg&i-sr'^
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cold and exposure during the

entire two weeks, they did it

only among themselves, and
promptly forgot their troubles

when they returned to the

warm train in the evening.

Many of them told me that,

henceforth, they will have alti-

tude and temperature clauses

written in their contracts.

I don't recall the names of

all the folk in the troupe now,
but their characteristics stick

in my mind.
I remember, for example,

the man who went through
the entire picture in a de-

licious state of intoxication

and the one who, despite his

prominence, was made the

butt of all our practical jokes

in the club car at night. Then
there was the chap who drove
every one insane with his

puns, and the one with the

mania for organizing quartets.

There was the lady who al-

ways had to have some one
pull off her boots at night—

-

and help her on with them in

the morning-—as well as the

lady whose entrance into the

m k >in - i signal for loud

This street in Nome, Alaska, was repro-

duced at the studio, where the company

worked for five months.

and raucous jollity

There was a lad, an actor, who should have been a camera man,
because that was the sole topic of his conversation; and another,

also an actor, who should have been a chauffeur for a similar

reason. There was a camera man with a banjo and an actor with

a harmonica, and a man with a toupee who played a juvenile role.

There was a tall man who used to deal faro in gambling halls of

the old West and a man who, between pictures, hauled gravel in

a truck.

Mr. Moulton, as he appears in the film.

Photo by Seely

Herbert Moulton, the writer who became an
actor.

During the two weeks we spent on
Chilkoot, from six to eight cameras were
grinding on the trail scenes. These were
of such importance that Brown could not
take any chances. In the completed pic-
ture I doubt if this sequence will run more
than five hundred feet, or half a reel, but
in order to get it, more than ten times
that amount of film was used. Most of
the time the fine, blinding snow made
visibility so poor that the cameras could
not register anything farther than ten feet

from their lenses.

12h. the actors grumbled at the

When a writer in-

terviews an actor,

the actor usually

opens the session

by pouring a drink.

The writers do not,

as a rule, object to

this, but they have
apparently never
been able to over-

come the barrier

the actor sets up.

He continues to act

for the writer's

benefit, with the re-

sult that the writer

transmits to an

eager public those

characteristics that

the actor desires to

impress upon the

world. The man
behind the actor is

never disclosed.

In order to get

around this barrier,

I reversed the pre-

liminary tactics and

offered the actor a
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drink. He took it and im-
mediately forgot that I was a

writer, for no one ever heard
of such liberality on the part

of a representative of the

press.

The result was that he took
it for granted that I was an
actor and treated me with the

intelligence that one actor ac-

cords another. Thus I dis-

covered that actors are much
like everybody else in the

world : they have the human
qualities of generosity, selfish-

ness, pettiness, cruelty, kind-
ness, uncouthness, and good
taste all wrapped around an
ego that has swelled to three
times normal since they be-
came actors.

The ego is one of the most
important things in their

make-up, for without it most
of them could not have suc-
ceeded in their profession.
An actor without ego is a
flop—or a miracle. In all

Hollywood I know of only
two such miracles.

An inflated ego in Holly-
wood should not be confused
with conceit. The latter is usually attached to the pain- "You don't look like an actor," one of them informed

J*

For a week Ralph Forbes and Harry Carey hurled chairs at each other, to get this scene.

fully beautiful young sheiks who wander around giving
the shebas a treat. The ego is a quality that the movies
adopted from the stage.

It is akin to, but more
potent and subtle than,
the familiar "day by day.
in every way," of a few
years ago.

In this instance the ac-

tor begins by thinking he
is a great artist. Before
long this thought regis-

ters in his subconscious
mind so strongly that he
does not. have to think
about it actively. He re-

alizes he is a great artist,

and henceforth devotes
his energies to a contin-

uous broadcast of that
belief to the world. He
does not do it blatantly,

as a rule. He strikes a
pose that is friendly, but

not familiar; aloof, but
not snobbish; dignified,

but not academic. He
transmits his belief to

others and they, in turn,

relay it on. Before long
the world believes so and so is a great artist, which so
and so has known all along to be a fact.

I do not remember the former occupations of all the
members of the cast of "The Trail of '98," but I know
the intimate details of the careers of all those who
formerly were on the stage ; how they went barnstorm-
ing through the country and how they won acclaim in

New York. It would seem that a glorious era has
passed unrecorded by historians.

waiting
me one day while we were killing time in the club car,

for a blizzard to subside. "I noticed that the

first time- 1 saw you."
"What does an actor look like?"

1 innocently inquired from behind
my beard.

"Well—er—it isn't so much what
he looks like," he explained, "as

what he says and does. You don't

act like one."

"I'm not paid to act like one," I

told him. "I'm paid to act like a

South Carolina boy who went to

the Klondike in 1898."

"My God !" he exclaimed. "You'll

never make an actor!"

He told me later that he knew I

was an "outsider" because I wasn't

talkative. He didn't seem to think

that one could be a good listener

and an actor at the same time. I

told him some of the greatest actors

T knew were the most difficult to

interview, because they were reti-

cent.

Clarence Brown, the director, planning the next day's

work in the car in which the troupe lived while on

location.
,

When Brown gave the word to

return to Hollywood, every one let

out a whoop of joy and dashed off

to send telegrams. If the Los An-
geles Chamber of Commerce could have read them, it

would have obtained enough testimonials to last for a

decade.. All one heard was "California!" They won-
dered how the orange trees were faring in their back-

yards at home, and if they'd be able to steal a few days
off for golf. Oddly enough, no one mentioned snow-
balls or skiing.

We returned to California exactly three weeks after

Continued on page 96



Around the Clock
Six little stars obligingly change their

frocks to keep up with the hours.

Maria Corda, left, the Hungarian actress, wears sports

clothes with Continental sophistication, as witness her

coat of futuristic design, with collars and cuffs of red fox,

the whole surmounted by a beret of red velvet.

Colleen Moore, right, displays a jacket of beige transparent

velvet, quilted in a conventionalized flower design, and a
skirt of sand-colored flat crape.

Esther Ralston, above, illustrates her festive mood
by means of a dance frock which would inspire a

statue to trip the light fantastic with her. It is

of the new off-shade white and consists of count-

less ruffles, scattered over with rosebuds.

Billic Dove, left, is partial to the mittenlike sleeves

which add to the originality of her afternoon frock

of lipstick-red georgette, with Battenberg inser-

tions.

Colleen Moore, right, in those rare moments when
she has time to pay formal calls, slips on this wrap-

around coat of transparent black velvet, em-
bellished with sumptuous white fox.



Around the Clock

Esther Ralston, left, illustrates the harmony of

simple lines in a neutral color by wearing a three-

piece street costume of soft gray. The blouse has

a sunburst design in silver, the kasha skirt is

finely plaited, and squirrel bands trim the jacket.

Billie Dove, right, is fond of red, as she proves

by wearing an evening gown of that color. The
bodice of transparent velvet sets off the skirt of

tulle, outlined in gold thread.

Molly O'Day, lower left, exhibits a lounging robe

of red georgette embroidered in gold and trimmed
with gold lame.

Loretta Young, lower right, wears a girlish evening-

gown of black taffeta and net, its only ornamenta-

tion being huge roses of pink velvet.
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Manhattan
Interesting close-ups of the stars as they

By Aileen St.

Photo by Spurr

Irene Rich came East primarily to place

her daughter in college.

NITA NALDI, late of Paris,

Vienna, Leningrad, Rome,
and the Riviera, is with us

again in all her brilliant plumage
designed by that past master,

Monsieur Paul Poiret.

Several years ago Miss Naldi,

who had vamped her' way through
many yards of film, tired of her
occupation and disappeared. She
bobbed up again one day in Paris,

only to be besieged by wires from
a frantic producer anxious to

know when she intended to come
back and get to work.

His pleas were met with icy si-

lence, for the wandering- star, who
thinks that European men are

wonderful, was enjoying life to

the full, merely finding time to

toss the offensive slips of paper
carelessly into the waste basket,

where they reposed till gathered to

the dust heap by a pretty French
bonne. The artificial glare of the
Kleigs no longer tempted this

buxom exponent of the art of fem-
inine allure, while the gay lights

of European capitals beckoned.

America heard little of its former vamp, but
in Europe she was making history—not film

history, either. In the words of one young
Parisian gallant with considerable familiarity

with American slang, "Nita hit Europe between
the eyes"—not literally, of course. She merely
dazzled them. Her gay insouciance, her unre-
strained manner and her untrammeled ways
struck a welcome response in the gay haunts she
frequented, where unhampered and unfettered
in the most bizarre costumes, she conquered not
only all Gaul, but the neighboring provinces.

Nita, you know, is a type, just Paul Poiret's

type, if you appreciate the allusion—tall, ex-

otic, with sparkling dark eyes shining forth from
an olive, sensuous face. She is frank, jovial,

totally uninhibited, and is nothing of a hypo-
crite.

She has never been coached by well-meaning
press agents in what the well-bred .star ought
—or ought not—to say. Nita boasts of not
having been well brought up. She has no pa-

tience with subtleties or evasions of any sort,

and always feels at liberty to speak her mind,"

regardless of consequences. Not that she is a

Mrs. Malaprop—she is just naturally honest.

You can picture Nita fighting like a tiger cat

for her rights, but it will always be in the open..'

If there is one person she loathes, it is the pro-

fessionally tactful being who pussyfoots her
way through the mazes of everyday life.

"Tact never got

me anything," says

the outspoken Nita.

"My ankles are the

key to my success."

And Nita's ankles, it

is only fair to admit,

are among the pret-

tiest on the screen.

"Sure, I know they
are good," admits
Nita. And if they
say she is a bit in-

clined to embonpoint,
Nita, unabashed, is

prepared to flout her
critics by disrobing,

if necessary, to prove
them wrong. She
has done it, too.

"Tact .'"sniffs Nita.

"Facts are what
count. I don't be-

lieve in 'schmoozling'

about from one topic

to the other. Either

you are a liar, or you
are not. It's the

Ifplans materialize,Marie

Dressier will be seen with

Buster Keaton.
Photo by Apsda
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flit about New York on pleasure bent.

John-Brenon

smooth-faced babies with taking ways who do
the harm. And believe me, they know how to

take, too—anything they can lay their hands on
—somebody else's husband along with the rest

of it."

Whereas most of our visiting luminaries will

picture film life as a replica of the Elysian
Fields, Nita is always ready, as she expresses
it, to give "the right dope." She never fails

to know what is going on.

No one can ever accuse her of being a back
number ; she is always strictly up to date. She
can tell yon if the new foreign princelet on the
celluloid horizon is of royal stuff, or a regal

bluff
; she- will divulge whether it is money or

meddlers which caused the most recent rift in

the matrimonial lute; and is equally frank about
relating the numerous rivalries and their de-
nouements which occur in the highest circles

of Hollywood. She will tip any one off to any
mystery; guide anybody to the nigger in the
woodpile, with never a thought of ill will or
malice, but just to make a mere statement of
facts.

On the other hand, she makes no conceal-
ments about herself. She never permits you
to labor even for five minutes under any de-
lusions about the comings, and goings, or phi-

landerings of this gay and pleasure-loving Nita.

Making pictures abroad was a matter of sec-

ondary importance to the slant-eyed Nita, while
dukes, counts a n d

pashas were dangling

about her heels, but

her film, "La Femme
Nue," is one of the

most successful in

Europe at the present

time. You see it billed

wherever you go. It

presents itself to you
with the regularity of

a passport inspector

at the border. It was
made, for the most
part, in Rex Ingram's
studio at Nice, and
the interiors were
filmed along the Ri-

viera. Miss Naldi's'

stellar billing was
proclaimed on posters

in countries where the

player's name is con-

sistently subordinated
to the film itself. This
in itself is significant

of her popularity

abroad.

Nita Naldi's devastating

frankness captivates as of
old.

Photo by Monroe

Pboto by Pach Bros.

Having made another hit, in "The

Noose," Alice Joyce sailed to make a

a picture abroad.

"I simply had to see this old

town again," explained Nita,

just after her arrival. "I've been

on my way twenty times. The
steamship officials must have
thought me crazy. Every few
weeks I would book passage, and
then some party or other would
turn up, and I'd dash down to

the offices. The moment they

saw me coming they'd get out

their cancellation blanks. I kept

this up for a year—then the long-

ing to see New York finally got

me!"
But it's to the theater that

Miss Naldi plans to devote her

future, though there is still an-

other film, written by Natacha
Rambova, one of her pals, to be
released by Pathe. She con-

fesses to a yen for her first love,

the stage. "I'd probably have
been there yet, if John S. Rob-
ertson hadn't considered me a

type for 'Doctor Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde,' and started me on my
career of crime."
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Photo by Duncan

May McAvoy signed a new contract with Warner

Brothers while in New York.

Miss Naldi, )
rou know, was once of the

"Follies," so there is more truth than fic-

tion, as she once confided, that unlike

George Washington, she did it with her

little ankles.

All the king's horses and all the king's

men, or perhaps, speaking about the films,

we should say all the Rolls-Royces and all

the film king's men failed to keep the

popular Meighans away from New York.
As soon as Tommy completed his last pic-

ture, 'Mr. and Mrs. Thomas were among
the passengers from Los Angeles to New
York. They came by a circuitous route,

stopping in the South for a time to peep
at their new home in Florida, then pro-

ceeding to that happy hunting ground, the

island called Manhattan.
The Meighans in the past year have been

adjusting their schedule. They have given

up their apartment in New York and plan

to divide each year between their houses
in Great Neck and Florida, with working
days spent exclusively in Hollywood. A
new contract enables them to winter in the

South and summer on Long Island, since

henceforth Meighan is to make only two
productions annually. In the face of his

ferity, this at first may seem incongruous

Meighan explains that 'he is eager to give more
attention to each individual picture, and feels that

with no immediate release date to hamper him bet-

ter pictures will be the result.

What manner of man is this Meighan who, many
seasons ago, in "The Miracle Man," first captured
the imagination of the public, and has been idolized

ever since? This question has been asked so

many times that on his recent visit to New York,
we decided to refresh our memory, and sought
him .one afternoon at his hotel.

He has changed little since those early days
when we first met him at Hugo Riesenfeld's

Sunday afternoon teas.

He has always been what his confreres at the

club call "regular" in his dealings with the other

fellow, and sincere about his job. He will tell

you that above anything else in the world he loves

to act. To him, acting is not simply a few hours

spent before the camera to earn a substantial re-

ward, but a vocation.

"Don't think for a moment," he says, "that I

mean mere self-gratification in watching my ef-

forts on the screen. I've three pictures now I

haven't even looked at. It's something deeper

than that, far deeper. The biggest kick I get out

of work is not only the sense of accomplishment
which we all have at our jobs, but the conscious-

ness perhaps of fulfilling one's niche to the best,

the very best of one's ability. I was never happier

in my life than during the filming of 'Tin Gods.'

I knew and understood that man, and I lived him.

There is satisfaction in bringing to life a person

of one's own imagination, and no amount of

praise or condemnation can destroy it. And there

is an equal sense of futility in attempting to bring

life to a role where none exists in the first place.

"It is difficult for me to vis-

ualize a day when I shall no
longer act. I've been

struck, you might say,

since I can remember."
So much for Meighan's atti-

tude toward his work. As for

his -life offstage, he's a charm-
ing, likable, fellow, unaffected

and direct. As shepherd of

"The Lambs," he was one of

the most popular men to hold

that office, and only gave it up
when his great interest in the

club, and the manifold duties

accruing therefrom, threatened

to swamp all other activities.

He's fond of outdoor diver-

sions, is an inveterate card

player, and confesses to the

most ardent admiration and
friendship for Booth Tarking-

ton and George Ade, not only

for their congeniality, but for

the earthy, human qualities

which have made them two out-

standing figures in literary

America. He loves the stimu-

lus of New York life—the va-

riety, the sense of competition,

the presence of people who are

accomplishing things in busi-

ness, the theater, music—in

other words, the rhythm from which spring vitality

and inspiration.

stage-

ever

Photo by Louise

Tim McCoy has enlarged his Wyoming
ranch to five thousand acres, thanks to

the movies.

great popu-
However,
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He finds in the innumerable activities of this big

city the impetus to carry on his own work, and

he draws from the life about him the desire to

progress, which is essential to accomplishment.

In making only two pictures a year, he feels

he will avoid the curse of the factory-made pic-

ture.

'Tew people realize," he says, "that a successful

picture is never the result of individual effort. It's

a glorious combination of circumstances, without

which unity no film can be complete. With my
new releasing arrangement, we can devote six

months to each production—not actual filming, of

course, but to the careful laying

tion.

of the founda-

May McAvoy was the victim, while in New
York, of that unfortunate institution known as a

"press tea."

A press tea is usually given at some fashionable

hostelry, at which members of the press are ex-

clusively among those present. Its object is pri-

marily, one supposes, to gather the press clan and
conserve a player's time and energy by consecrat-

ing those hours from dusk till dinner time to the

young ladies and gentlemen from the newspapers.

The star is always decked out in her prettiest and
most modish afternoon frock. Photographs of

the hostess and her guests are taken, but before

the afternoon has progressed far some young mas-
culine worthy has fallen prey to the charms of the

visitor from Hollywood, while the bewildered ob-

ject of his attentions, herded relentlessly in a cor-

ner, watches furtively the other ladies and gentle-

men of the press, who sit about and talk shop, or

discuss the efficacy of the taxi or the subway as

the better method of making time to their respec-

tive offices.

In other words, the press

tea invariably defeats its

own purpose, for getting a

word with the star becomes
more complicated than a

cross-word puzzle. It is to-

tally different, of course,

from the tea to which the

press" is incidentally invited.

This is accomplished most
effectively by Colleen Moore
when she gives a tea dance,

to which a variety of persons

are invited. They are seated

in groups of fours and sixes

at small tables, at each of

which the tactful hostess

spends fifteen to twenty
minutes chatting. Gloria

Swanson, too, while in New
York entertains with con-

siderable aplomb. At her
"afternoons" one is sure to

discover a gathering of con-

genial spirits, of one sort or

another, who lend color to

the occasion. Many of the

stars of the more sophisti-

cated genre initiate informal
meetings at unexpected hours
and places, adding thereby
considerably to the camara-
derie of the occasion. Here, indeed, many a choice

morsel is culled for the public prints. Never is a con-

Photo by Ball

Thomas Meighan hereafter will make

two pictures yearly.

joyed

Photo by Monroe

Hedda Hopper is the personification of well-bred

sophistication.

fidence broken or abused, but a closer un-
derstanding is brought about between
writer and player, than can possibly be

effected by any amount of shepherding by
the company press agents.

Miss McAvoy's youthful charm, how-
ever, failed to be extinguished by the in-

stitutional proceedings, and during her

stay in New York she affixed her signa-

ture to a new contract with Warner
Brothers, who plan varied productions for

their protegee this year.

Having successfully launched "The
Jazz Singer," and having been the first

girl to have her speaking voice recorded

on the Vitaphone, Miss McAvoy has every

reason to be grateful to her employers.

After a month's frolicking about from
first night to first night, little Miss Mc-
Avoy packed her new contract in her suit

case and set off for Hollywood, stopping

at Chicago and Detroit to make personal

appearances en route.

Irene Rich suddenly appeared on the

but scene accompanied by her daughter, on
her way to college at Northampton,' Massa-
chusetts. Both mother and daughter en-

their holiday at the same time, and with no studio

Continued on page 112
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Wendy Grows Up
When Mary Brian made a hit in "Peter Pan," the wise ones said that she would not last

in pictures, because she had no definite characteristics. But in the four years since then, she has

played in more pictures than almost any one in Hollywood, yet at heart she is still Wendy.

By Helen Louise Walker

ARY BRIAN, the Wendy of "Peter Pan," has

never dropped that role. She was chosen for

the part, doubtless, because she was the epitome

of all the little Wendys in the world. The demure,

mouselike little girl with the impulse to mother some-

body—preferably a little boy—to sew buttons on for

him, to acquiesce with indulgent lack of understanding

in his brave, beautiful dreams,

but who returns with gentle

stubbornness, to the warm,
mundane world of human
duty, completely insensible to

the passionate glamour of those

dreams, and the frightening

joyousness of those who never
grow up.

i Mary has gone on during

the four years since that first

Picture, playing the pretty, de-

mure girl about whom the

dreams of some young man
swirl, the reason for his per-

forming absurd and gallant:

feats, the amiable reward in

the fade-out clinch, of his

herculean efforts at slaying the

modern dragons of football,

prize fighting, and so on.

Plunged, at fifteeen, into a

world which would seem a.

fairy world to nearly any fif-

teen-year-old girl, spending

her most impressionable years

in the mad, tawdry, glamorous
atmosphere of motion pic-

tures, Mary, at nineteen, is

still Wendy. A slightly more
mature Wendy, but still gen lie

and untouched by any fire of

imagination.

She resembles, more than

anything else, it seems to me,
one of Booth Tarkington's ex-

amples of American youth,

strayed, unaccountably, into

the movies.

Mary is a nice child with
clear, coaxing eyes and a

round face like a little dump-
ling. It looked more like a

dumpling than usual when I

talked to her, because she was
cutting wisdom teeth on both sides at once. She felt

tenderly of her cheeks at frequent intervals and re-

marked in somewhat swollen accents that "now one
knew how poor little babies felt when they were teeth-

ing!"

When I said that she seemed to be in more pictures

than any other player in Hollywood, she gave vent to a

giggle which can only be described as "girlish" and
cried, "Aren't you funnee?" I admitted that I hoped
so, since it was probably my one meager claim to dis-

Ri'che
by Mary Brian pines to play in pictures like Constance

Talmadge's, only not so naughty.

tinction, and then she confided that she wanted to be
funny, too

!

She pines to play light comedy. Something like the
things Constance Talmadge does, only not, she cautioned
me, quite so naughty. More, she thought, like a lady
Richard Dix.

Mr. Dix, it would seem, embodies all of Mary's rap-

turous ideals of what a lead-

ing man should be. He, too,

is amiable and, in addition, is

handsome and good, to his

mother—and kind to extras

and prop men.
"He is so funny !" Mary

told me. "And such a tease

!

You know everybody is al-

ways teasing me about being

so quiet. Well—sometimes
Mr. Dix tells visitors on the

set that 'Mary is a nice girl

—only so noisy ! And she is

so often drunk in the morn-
ing !' And the people look at

me, gasp, and say, T never

would have believed it ! She
looks so demure !' Sometimes
I am afraid they will think he
really means it. Folks hear

such terrible things about

people in Hollywood, you
know !"

Mary has been a profes-

sional woman, a high-salaried

motion-picture actress for
four years. And yet she

might be any nineteen-year-

old, straight from boarding

school.

She discussed the phenome-
non of growing up in the pic-

ture business.

"At first," she said, "I

thought that if I could only

get into pictures in the tiniest

kinds of roles, I should be

satisfied. And when I really

did get in, I was so thrilled

—

like Cinderella at the ball!"

She gasped and fluttered with

ecstatic memories.
"But after a while I found

that small parts were not

I grew ambitious and wanted to do bigger

things.

"The glamour of being inside the studios, meeting

well-known actors, seeing myself on the screen, and my
name outside a theater, wore off and I found that work
in pictures was dull routine—just like any other job.

"Then gradually I began to see the real possibilities

of it—so different from my first imaginings—and to be

fascinated, and to want to learn.

Continued on page 117

enough
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Though plunged into the movies at fifteen, Mary Brian, four years

later, is untouched by the artificiality of Hollywood. She is still

a child, with coaxing eyes and a face like a little dumpling, says

Helen Louise Walker on the opposite page.



George Bancroft, above,

is confronted by his ene-

my, Fred Kohier, while

Leslie Fenton looks on.

George Bancroft, right,

with Helen Lynch, as

Goldie, whom he has won

at cards—a girl being the

capital prize to the law-

less males of Tampico.

Primitive
These scenes from

illustrate the battle

and love in the

Neil Hamilton and Eve-

lyn Brent, above, are

young married people

from the city.

George Bancroft, right,

regards Leslie Fenton

making love to Evelyn

Brent, as Fenton's sister-

in-law.



Passions
'The Showdown"
for wealth, power

Tampico oil fields.

Evelyn Brent, above, is

suspicious of the help

offered by Fred Kohler in

her husband's absence.

Helen Lynch, left, listens

to Evelyn Brent's plea

that she remain and keep
the young wife company
during the dangerous days

about to begin.
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A Lashing Lady

Antonio Moreno, above, as a Hungarian noble-

man in disguise, is threatened by Olna's whip,

which she uses to repulse suitors.

Hedda Hopper, right, forbids Olna's marriage
to Mr. Moreno, and Lowell Sherman upholds

her.
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Love—or Luxury ?

Florence Vidor and Gary Cooper, a'bove, in "Dooms-

day," a picturization of the novel, tell the story of a

young woman who rejects the love of a farmer to

marry a man of wealth. After the failure of the

marriage she returns to the farmer, who repulses'her.

So she becomes his housekeeper, that she may work

for him and perhaps win back his love,

In the oval, upper left, Miss Vidor is seen at her

work. She is, left, the unhappy wife of -Lawrence

Grant.



TheManWho
Glamorous scenes from the

Victor Hugo's historical

Conrad Veidt, above, as

the father of the child

who is mutilated and who
goes through life with

his mouth distorted into

hideous smile. Mr.
Veidt, as the child grown
up, is seen, right, with

Josephine Crowe! 1.
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Laughs
film of

romance.

Photo by Freulich

George Siegmann, above,

as Doctor Hardquanonne,
as merciless a villain as this

accomplished actor of sin-

ister roles has ever played.

Conrad Veidt, left, with

Brandon Hurst, as Barkil-

phedro, a court jester.
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.Mick Stuart, last seen in "The High-school Hero," is one of the

most likable of the recent usurpers who have their eyes on the

seats of the mighty—meaning .the stars whom time has established.

1
Well, they'd better look out!

I
« 1 ..."
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Alas for the Hissing Villain!
What has become of him—that leering fellow who used to send

shivers up and down our spines? Alas, he is no more! The screen

villain of to-day is a suave young man who fascinates all the ladies.

And all the old-time heavies are turning into heroes, no less!

By Herbert Moulton

THE old-fashioned screen villain, who used to hiss from be-

neath a flowing, black mustache, is no more. His modern
equivalent is a dapper fellow who carries a hip flask and

dances the Black Bottom.
The old-time heavy tied countless heroes to overworked buzz

saws and railroad tracks ; he kidnaped heroines by the score
;
and

he held a mortgage on every old homestead in the country. He
made booing in the audience a popular pastime for many years.

But nowadays, alas, he has a hard time getting jobs. Now and then

he finds temporary work in burlesques of the old melodramatic

thrillers, but that's about all. His place on the screen has been

taken by a suave youth with a college

education—a lad whose dancing is des-

ignated as "divine," and whose method
of making love literally "sweeps 'em

off their feet."

This modern villain—in current jar-

gon known as the "menace"—is ten

times as dangerous as his predecessor.

He seldom resorts to the crude and vio-

Wallace Beery

used to be one

of the toughest

fellows on the

screen— witness

his apache in

"The Red Lily."

But now, this

same Wally has

turned into an

amiable comedy
hero

!

And behold Lew Cody—once a menace of the

very worst order, now a popular matinee idol

lent tactics of

the latter ; it's

his subtlety that

turns the trick.

The hero has real reason to

be annoyed when he shows
up, for the heroine, as well

as her mother, grandmother
and maiden aunt, is tremen-
dously intrigued by his deb-

onair and faultless manner.
In short, the cinema villain of to-day is a fascinating gentleman, first,

last, and all the time. He doesn't leer menacingly at the terrified

heroine; more likely, he winks naughtily and gives her a thrill.

It is difficult to say just what has brought about this change in vil-

lains. It has been very gradual. For one thing, the public's acceptance

of more human and realistic films has helped to make the change pos-

sible. The modern villain wouldn't have been accepted a few years ago.

And there is no doubt that comedy has played an important part in

the transformation of the bad man. The popularity of feature come-
dies during the past two years has been responsible for many changes
in the movies. With the growing vogue of the comic features, many

of our celebrated bad men found themselves facing an
Noah Beery is

one of the last

survivors of the

old type of vil-

lain. His brutal

Sergeant Le-

jaune in "Beau

Geste" was a

masterpiece.

acute shortage ' of work. For the old-fashioned villain

hardly fits into the popular comedies of the present day.

Trouble makers are not needed in comedies, for the

reason, p'erhaps, that a first-rate comedian can get him-

self into all sorts of trouble without any outside as-

sistance.

Wallace Beery is an outstanding example of what
comedy has done to the screen villain. Wally was once

Continued on page 106
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It's a Gift

Some of the film folk are artists of

the easel as well as of the screen.

It wouldn't take three guesses to find out who Mary Brian's

ideal hero is. Above, she has just finished a pencil sketch of

him, and it's Richard Dix, of course, who has been her leading-

man in more than one picture.

Mai St. Clair was a newspaper cartoonist before

he became a movie director, and he still draws
pictures just for the fun of it. Above, he has done

a caricature of Anita Loos.

Gary Cooper, left, is quite a talented charcoal artist,

and has done many interesting pieces of work.

Below, Jean Hersholt makes a

sketch of his young son.

Being a Western star, Lane Chandler, above, very

fittingly specializes in horse-and-cowboy drawings-.
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Hollywood Points with
Pride

To the many celebrated or successful persons

in the literary, musical and business world

who got their start in the movie studios.

By Ann Sylvester

INTO the movies" is a phrase with which you are all

more or less familiar. It may even be conjugated, as

—

I want to go "into the movies," you want to go "into

the movies," he, she, or it wants to go "into the movies,"

we want to go "into the movies," they want to go "into the

movies," and so on. Some come to Hollywood and do

get "into the movies," and others come and don't get any-

thing but the use of a round-trip ticket.

But have you ever stopped to think of the people who
have come out of the movies in the past few years? I mean
the people who were originally of the

movies but who have now achieved suc-

cess in other lines.

For a long time, the sciences and arts

have been contributing talent to Holly-

wood. And now, Hollywood has begun to

return the compliment. To the musical

and artistic world, to literature, and to

the business world, she is supplying talent

that was discovered and trained in the

studios.

Consider Anita Loos.
No need to tell you that Anita

is the author of "Gentlemen P re- /'

fer Blondes." And Anita came
"out of the movies." She's proud s

to admit it, and maybe you think

Hollywood isn't proud to claim V

her!"

A long time ago, when Douglas
Fairbanks was making program

Photo by Forster

Anita Loos, author of "Gentlemen

Prefer Blondes," started her career

bv irriting scenarios.

pictures for the old Triangle

company, the studio was bom-
barded with the movie plots of

a young girl named Anita Loos.

Each time that one of these

manuscripts was returned with

a polite little rejection slip,

Anita just sat down and wrote

a new one. Then, one day,

somebody really read one of

the scripts submitted by the

persistent little Miss Loos and
discovered that here was some-
body worth discovering. Not
only was the action well con-

structed and dramatic but the

subtitles were funny! It was
the first time the movies had
heard of kidding the story in

the titles. Douglas Fairbanks
was so elated over the idea that

he suggested that Anita be
summoned and put on a salary.

So that is how one of the cleverest humorists of to-day entered the movies.

She wrote script after script for Fairbanks, and then guided the storv

material of Constance Talmadge until that young lady became a tremen-
dous star. And Anita herself didn't fare so badly. She was about the

youngest, prettiest, and cleverist scenarist in Hollywood.

But unfortunately, Hollywood is a rather fickle town, and other scenar-

ists came along who copied Anita's style of screen writ-

ing and copied her funny sayings and sort of edged
themselves into her place. She began to find that she

had a good deal of spare time on her hands between
assignments. So she sat herself down and rattled off

a couple of feature articles for newspapers and de-luxe
Continued on page 100

Mary Lewis, the

celebrated opera

star, used to be a
Christie Comedy

girl.

Two of the popular

songs of to-day

were composed by

Victor Schertzinger,

the well-known di-

rector.
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Born in California
Very few movie players can claim that distinction,

but these five actresses can and do claim it.

Marie Mosquini, right,

who recently came into the

foreground in "Seventh

Heaven" and again in
"Two Girls Wanted," is

a Los Angeles girl.

Alma Rubens, below, was
born in San Francisco, arid

lived there until she was
sixteen, when she decided

to go into musical comedy.

Carmel Myers, aboA'e, spent her cradle

days in San Francisco, but later moved
to Los Angeles . and went to school

there, progressing from school to the

movies.

San Francisco is also the birthplace of

Aileen Pringle, below. She grew up in

that city, married, and moved to Ja-

maica, then went to New York to go
onto the stage, and finally found her-

self on the screen.

Betty Blythe, below,

is another of Cali-

fornia's daughters,

having first seen the

light of day in Los
Angeles.
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The Kid Himself
Arthur Lake, the boy comedian, with

his boundless enthusiasm for life, typi-

fies American youth. All good fans

should pray that he will never grow
up or be spoiled by the artificialities

of the movies.

By Carroll Graham

WHEN Booth Tarkington wrote
his delightful stories about
Pcurod and Sam, he must have

had some boy like Arthur Lake in mind.
Do you know Arthur—the boy come-
dian? His first real part was in "Cradle
Snatchers," but before that, he had for

some time been attracting attention in

short-reel comedies. As one of the

college boys in "Cradle Snatchers," he
just about stole the picture, and won
the enthusiastic praise of all the critics.

Arthur is a typical American youth.
He "is Harold Teen come to life. He
acts in the movies as another boy would
attend school, facing his profession
with the carefree attitude of the col-

legian. He is young, and the long,

arduous hours under the studio lights

cannot dim his natural, bubbling en-
thusiasm, nor diminish the kick that
sheer existence holds for him.
He is eighteen years old. He wears

riotous sweaters and the baggiest of
knickers. He plays the ukelele with
verve, and sings in a voice that is still

changing. He knows all the latest

dance steps, and until a few months
ago, drove about in a cut-down Ford
with bright-orange trimmings.
He is tall and slender. He has hair

of an indeterminate brown, light-gray
eyes, a snub nose, and a mischievous,
half-impertinent grin that puts in an
appearance on the slightest provocation.'
He cultivates the amusing affectations typical of

every boy his age, and tries hard to convince' you that
he is older than his birth certificate testifies. Some-
times he tries to adopt the movie spirit that surrounds
him on all sides. He tries, for instance, to be a wise-
cracker or aspires to adopt the Broadway patter of the
gag men. But he can't, for the veneer rubs off at the
slightest touch and reveals the real boy underneath.

After this panegyric on Arthur's character, the his-

tory of his life will surprise you. To harmonize with
his personality, it should be a tale of high-school life

and fraternity pins. But his record isn't that at all.

He is a product of the theater. He was born in Nash-
ville, Tennessee. His parents were theatrical people.
His childhood was spent on the road, with theatrical

companies and in circuses. His father was an aerial

performer in a circus, and his mother a stage actress.

He traveled alternately with both of them, working in

the circus with his father, and playing on the stage with
his mother.

AVhen he was ten years old, he spent a few months
in pictures, playing in "Jack and the Beanstalk," "Alad-
din and the Wonderful Lamp," and other juvenile pic-

tures.

His education was acquired in- Nashville, where he

Photo by Freulich

Arthur first attracted attention in the "Sweet Sixteen" series of short-reelers, then

Cradle Snatchers.

"

made his biggest hit in

managed to pause long enough to attend grade school

and to spend a few years in high school. Then back
to the road he went, this time on the vaudeville circuits.

He has played in nearly every large vaudeville house in

America—in song-and-dance acts, one-act sketches,

comedy acts, tabloid revues, and everything else imag-
inable.

When a long vaudeville tour wound up in Los An-
geles in 1924, Arthur decided to try pictures again.

His first "break" came when Umiversal started to film

a series of short-reelers to be known as "Sweet Six-

teen" comedies. Arthur, with his gay sweaters, his kid

smile, and his likable manner, was the ideal choice for

the leading role in the series. The result was a five-

year contract with Universal, and a salary which,

though not as large as that earned by Pola Negri, was
amply sufficient to keep him in resplendent sweaters

and a comfortable home.
Will the years and movie prosperity change Arthur?

I doubt it. He should stay young for the next ten or

fifteen years. I have been fooled by actors before but I

am still capable of having illusions about those I like,

and I think Arthur will remain as he is.

He certainly will not change if he is kept strictly

Continued on page 108
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Five Reasons for Smoking

Who could resist a smoke offered by such

charming cigarette venders as these?

"Not a cough

in a carload,"

quoth May
McAvoy, left,

as she vended

her wares in

" M at i n e e

Ladies."

Any. man would have walked

a mile to have bought a butt

from Norma Shearer in "After

Midnight," below.

"But what a whale
of a difference a

few cents will

make," says Ag-
nes Allison, right,

w h o 1 cpresents

the Christie Coin-

ed}' girls in the

cigarette trade.

May Alwood,
right, inveigled

many a defense-

less man to have

a smoke in "No
Place to Go."

And Esther Ralston, left-

was a fair cigarette gir

i n ''Fashions
Women."
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WhoWants a Baldheaded Hero?
No one! That's certain. And your movie idols

all know it, so they're trying valiantly to keep

their hair on. Some of them tell you in the story

below just what they do to fight against baldness.

By A. L. Wooldridge

THERE is one awful terror that grips the hearts of many
motion-picture actors. It's the fear of becoming bald.

No one ever saw a baldheaded hero on the screen.

Or rather, no baldheaded man ever is a hero on the screen.

Movie fans cannot envision a bald- man as the ideal of their

dreams. As a consequence, most male stars, fearful that their

hair may fail them while they are still in their thirties, haunt
tonsorial establishments and offer silent prayers to the gods
that they will not lose their "crowning glory."

''How can I keep from growing bald?" Probably a million

men have asked that question. The answer is, by constant,

unremitting attention, week
after week and year after

year. It's a battle that has
no ending.

At the Paramount studio,

a short time ago, Richard
Dix sat talking to a very
cornel}' young woman. The
animated expression on his

face indicated that he was
interested. Then, suddenly,

he raised his hands to his

head and began
scalp. His
through a heavy
hair, pulling it this way and
that, lifting it, massaging it.

"That's a remarkable way

'Don't wear tight hats," says

Milton Sills, whose thick brown
hair proves that he should know

what he's talking about.

Photo by Ruth Harriet-Louise

How many fans would John Gilbert

have if he lost all his hair? Not many.

So he takes regular scalp treatments

from Jim the barber, at the M.-G.-M.

studio.

to amuse a lady," commented
Adolphe Menjou, who chanced
to be sitting across the way.
"Dix is a devil with women, but

what's the idea of that?"

He was too far away to over-

hear the conversation.

"Bald heads result from inat-

tention," Dix was saying. "My
father died at the age of ninety,

and he still had a marvelous
head of hair. My mother's hair

hung below her waist. I never

forget what my dad said to me

:

'Keep your scalp loose. If you
let it get tight, you'll go bald.'

"He used to make me put my
head under a pump while he
spilled water over it. 'Rub it!'

he shouted. 'Rub it till it hurts !'

And I used to rub and scour till

he said 'Enough
!'

"The result is that my scalp now is perfectly loose. And
that's what makes hair grow—circulation of the blood about

Any man who goes bald has himself to blame. If,

when he gets up in the morning, a man spends a little time
loosening his scalp and stimulating the circulation, he will have
hair till he dies—unless he wears a hat that fits too tight.

every morning, I give my head a vigorous rub-

I rub till it hurts. When I shampoo it, I use a soap
containing coconut and almond oil. But a strong, healthy

growth of hair results chiefly from massaging the scalp."

There is an amazing list of things used by the motion-picture

actors to preserve, develop, and encourage their hair. They
use olive oil, coconut oil, bay rum, vaseline, quinine extract,

tar, salt, vinegar, eggs, kerosene, and no telling what else.

Take the case of Adolphe Menjou. That sophisticated

gentleman has one of the most substantial heads of hair in
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Ronald Colman boosts bay rum.

Hollywood. Says Adolphe,
"I have a positive, absolutely

.guaranteed, gold-bond recipe

not only for preventing bald-
ness but for making new hair
grow. The first night, rub
olive oil into the scalp. Mas-
sage it gently so as not to ir-

ritate it. Do .not wash the

oil out. The next night, again
rub the olive oil in and shake
salt in with it. The salt acts as

a stimulant. Don't wash this

out,-but brush it out. Alternate
this treatment nightly. It will

grow hair on a bald spot."
' Bert Roach, Metro-Goldwyn-
Maye'r's rotund comedian, has
a notebook in which he writes
down all the methods he hears
of actors using to prevent
baldness. So far, he has forty-

nine methods in his list.

"Some one told me," Bert says, "and I wrote it down, that

water is bad for the hair and that it should be shampooed in

three eggs, well beaten, which are later rubbed out with a

rough towel. When old age and falling hair creep upon me,
I'm going to try all the forty-nine methods in my list."

Ronald Colman is a bay-rum booster. He has a beautiful
head of hair, that grows and grows and grows.

"Simple!" he exclaims. "Once a week, I have a barber
massage my scalp thoroughly: He massages it dry, then mas-
sages it with bay rum. I'm what might be called a hound for

whites of two eggs to a foam—don't use the yolks—and rub
that foam into the hair thoroughly. Then wash it out without
soap. Results? Well, I'm a walking testimonial."

Milton Sills, with his thick, brown hair, waxes enthusiastic

when he tells how he has kept it. He does not believe that

baldness is an inherited trait and insists that it can be prevented.

"Keep the scalp clean," says Milton. "If dandruff starts,

combat it immediately with any of the good remedies. Con-
tinue to treat it until it ceases. Don't wear tight hats. Go
bareheaded whenever possible. Let the sun and air get to

the scalp. And don't fail to massage it regularly. Also, keep
fit physically, for if your body is in good condition, your hair

should last your lifetime."

Says Richard Barthelmess, "I get a coconut-oil shampoo
several times a week, and always sleep with my hair entirely

free from pomade or any other sort of grease or moisture.

Greases and pomades do not injure the hair itself, but they

form a film on the scalp, and clog the. pores."

John Gilbert, William Haines, and Ramon Novarro get the

same course of treatment each week from "Jim," the barber

at the Metro-Goldwyn studio.

This consists of a trim once a

week, a shampoo twice a

week, and of course, the mas-
sage regularly.

But while these players are

assiduously cultivating their

hair, there are others fearful

that the time is approaching
when they will have to dis-

card the comb and brush.

Conrad Nagel, Jack Holt,

Lewis Stone, Erich von Stro-

heim, and even Lon Chaney,
are putting up a battle to- re-

tain their hair. Jack Holt's
hair has been growing thin

for two or three years, and
he is trying valiantly to stop

Continued on page 100

Imagine Harold Lloyd bald! But

he won't, be, for he massages his

head every day of the- year.
Photo by Carsey

''The bareheaded are never bald-

headed," says Fred Thomson, ivho

is an enemy of hats.

through the scalp andthis treatment. It sends the blood
brings out the oils."

Then there's Fred Thomson, with his handsome shock of
hair. Fred is an enemy of the derby hat, or indeed, of any
hat at all, but particularly of any hat that fits tightly upon
the head.

"The greatest preventive of baldness," says the celebrated
Western star, "is sunshine and air. Get rid of that hat! The
bareheaded are never baldheaded. Every two weeks, beat the
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Mr.PowellObliges
The intervi wer was so disappointed when

she found that William Powell looked more

like a juvenile than a villain, that Mr Powell

behaved like a villain just to accommodate her.

By Helen Louise Walker

WILLIAM POWELL was late. Not
very late, but a little, and I sat in the

publicity office, wondering what he.

would be like. He is always the horrible vil-

lain of the story: The dread menace to the

beautiful maiden, who must be foiled and put

out of the way before the picture can proceed

to the final clinch and happy-ever-after con-

clusion.

I considered the thoroughly unpleasant
Boldini of "Beau Geste" and wondered what
sort of a luncheon companion he would make.
Mr. Powell's villains can only be described as

"slimy
!"

While I wondered, a young man hurried
into the office—a personable young man of the
sort one might find playing polo at any riding

club. He found the person he sought and was
brought up and presented. I looked at him in

amazement.

"This isn't—this isn't Boldini!" I wailed.

"The same," replied the young man, smiling.

"Shall we go somewhere and eat?"

"I don't believe you at all," I told him
firmly. "There is something very queer about
this. You are going to turn out to be a
juvenile—and I did so want to lunch with a
villain

!"

He apologized both for being late and for

not looking like a menace and, still unconvinced, I went
to his car with him and we proceeded to the Athletic

Club.

Neither of us had breakfasted so we ordered orange
juice, toast, and lamb chops and I continued to eye him
with deep suspicion.

Goodness knows I should be hardened by now to dis-

crepancies in appearance between actors and the char-

acters they create on the screen—but this was just too

much ! He evidently found my puzzlement amusing.
"How do you do it?" I asked him at last.

"Do what?"
"Look like a menace. It isn't by tricks of make-up,

I am sure."

"No. It isn't make-up. It's all a matter of the

mind. You just think him !"

"Well, think one for me, if that's all there is to it,"

I said skeptically.

He laughed. "I can't !" he protested. "I can't—just

like that. I mean, I have to get set. You see, you study

your character—the thoroughly unpleasant, wicked per-

son you know him to be—and you begin to hate him
intensely. Then you just think him—and you look very
unpleasant, indeed." Mr. Powell drew his brows to-

gether, narrowed his amazing eyes, drooped . his lower
lip and, presto ! there was Boldini for an instant.

"I saw him !" I cried. "I saw him then ! I feel much
better. Maybe you aren't a juvenile after all. Tell me
some more about how you do it."

"Acting is a lot like driving a car," he explained.

"That is, part of it becomes a detached, semimechanical

Photo by Witzel

William Powell, unlike many villains, enjoys playing the menace in pictures.

process. You know a good driver can meet and deal

with a crisis in his progress—go through the necessary
motions of putting on his brakes and handling his gears

without the slightest interruption of his conversation.

"Well, acting is like that in a way. You develop a

sort of cleavage of the mind. You divide it into two
parts. One part concentrates upon the character and
the things he is to do. The other part stands off and
looks on, so to speak, keeps an eye on the proceedings

and sees that things are going as they should.

"It notices, for instance, that one cuff has slipped

down too far, and attends to that detail, while the other

part proceeds with .the scene.

"This looker-on section is conscious of its surround-
ings, the shouts of the director, camera angles, space

limits, lights—a thousand things—while the actor part

is conscious only of the reactions of the character to a

given situation.

"It is a sort of dual personality which you develop,

although, of course, nearlv everybody has this looker-on

part of himself somewhere back in his brain. It is

much more highly developed in some people than in

others. An actor develops it consciously and purposely.

"It is the fiendish little mentor in everybody who
stands back and watches you and tells you you have

made a fool of yourself sometimes! Uncomfortable
chap he is to have around—but a very necessary adjunct

in this business. You have to learn to get on with him."

I pondered upon these things as we finished our,

lunch. Acting remains an eternal mystery to me. I

Continued on page 121
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Just the Right Size.

Frivolous, gay, and always enter-

taining—that is what you may ex-

pect of "Silk Legs," as trim and neat

a picture as you will see in many a

day. Inconsequential, yes, but it has

plot and suspense, which you don't

always find in the pretentious films.

Madge Bellamy and James Hall rep-

resent rival hosiery firms on the

road, Mr. Hall boasting that he

makes his sales by flattering and
vamping feminine buyers, and Miss
Bellamy being strictly businesslike.

But when she finds they are both
calling on the same firm, and Mr.
Hall is on the point of selling a big

bill to Mary McGuirc, the buyer, she

contrives to see old Ezra Fulton, the

owner, and resorts to the tactics of

flaming youth. This bit of the story

will give you an idea of what the

picture is about, but it will quite fail

to let you know how amusing it is.

Miss Bellamy acts with vivacity

nicely restrained, looks beautiful and
never misses a humorous point! while

Mr. Hall is most engaging in his con-
ception of a go-getter. Maude Ful-

ton contributes her rare sense of

burlesque to the role of Mary Mc-
Gwire.

Rough Diamonds in Washington.

Will Rogers makes another of his

infrequent screen appearances, in "A
Texas Steer." His role is that of a

good-natured cow-puncher, who is

elected to Congress as a result of
his wife's social ambitions rather
than his own desire. In Washing-
ton he is the innocent pawn in a plot

to defeat a dam appropriation, while
his wife and daughter attempt the
society racket with disastrous re-

sults. Of course it ends in a big
laugh. All this is cleverly worked
out, with Will Rogers' own subtitles

to make sure that all the humor of
politics is there. And it surely is.

Moreover, Louise Fazenda is also

much in evidence, as Mrs. Ma Bran-
der, wife of the cow-puncher-con-
gressman. This is one of her most
ludicrous roles, in which her remark-
able talent for eccentric costumes is

given full play, to say nothing of her
sense of humor. That can always be
relied upon, but in this picture it is

carried to the extremes of burlesque.
Though hardly a credible character,

Mrs. Ma Brander is quite outrageous
enough to be accepted as the only one
of her kind. The entire cast is good,
the buxom Ann Rork being vastly
pleasing to the eye and warming to

the heart, as Bossy, the daughter,
whose society swain, played by
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., rejoices in

the name of Fairleigh Bright. Sam
Hardy, Lilyan Tashman, Arthur

Hoyt, Mack Swain, Lucien Little-

field, and William Orlamond—all

are capitally cast in a farce that is

good for chuckles rather than guf-

faws.

Again Those Pearls.

"The Chinese Parrot" isn't what
you and I expected of Paul Leni,

who directed "The Cat and the Ca-
nary." It, too, is a mystery story,

but it is told from the inside, which
is a mistake. It is a mystery to some
of the characters, but not so much to

the audience. Consequently it is

devoid of the enormous suspense of

"The Cat and the Canary," which
you remember kept us

—

and the

characters—guessing till the end.

There is fine direction in the new
picture, as well as imagination in the

settings, but there is little tenseness

in the story, which covers many
years and involves swarms of char-

acters. It is all about the curse that

follows the Phillimore pearls from
the moment that Sally Phillimore'

s

father gives them to her as a wed-
ding gift, in Hawaii, and an evil

spell is placed on them by Philip

Madden, her rejected suitor. Next
they are seen, years later, in San
Francisco, when Sally sells them
through Alexander Eden, a dealer,

to Jerry Delaney who stipulates that

they must be delivered to his lonely

desert home. To accomplish this,

young Robert Eden is sent, accom-
panied, for some strange reason, by
Sally Phillimore's daughter, the

heroine. The two plunge right into

a great deal of danger, but are not

feazed by it and, despite complica-

tions, the doings on the screen are

only fairly interesting. Marian
Nixon, Florence Turner, Edmund
Burns, Hobart Bosworth, Sojin, and
Anna May Wong are some of the

players, the two Orientals playing

their roles brilliantly.

Why Are Triplets Funny?

"Baby Mine" is rough but funny
farce, just about as rough as the

screen can stand and almost as

funny, with Karl Dane, George K.
Arthur, and the stage comedienne,
Charlotte Greenwood. It will affront

you if you're in a mystic mood, but
otherwise you will laugh heartily at

its robust slapstick. Dane and
Arthur are students of chiropractic,

the former so heavy handed that he
shatters a statue with a touch, and
the latter nimble and sly. Arthur's
sweetheart promises to marry him
when her older sister finds a hus-

band, so he maneuvers to pair his

roommate with the gawky girl from
the country. Their courtship con-

sists of throwing^ things at each other

until the room is demolished. Their
marriage takes place, however, but

Dane runs away. Arthur eventually

succeeds in inducing him to return

by telling him he is a father, where-
upon Arthur, his sweetheart and the

wife rush out in a mad search for

infants. When Dane arrives he finds

triplets. And so the complications
mount. Miss Greenwood spares

neither muscle, ligament, nor sinew
in putting over her peculiar style of

acrobatic comedy. She may be said

to be a success.

A Roughneck Ballet.

Reginald Denny, who can be de-

pended on to repeat himself—as wit-

ness his success in doing it time

and time again—does not deviate

from his familiar formula, in "On
Your Toes," but manages neverthe-

less to be original as well. The gods
be praised! If only he will do it

some more ! He is Elliott Beresford,
whose grandmother down in Vir-

ginny believes him to be making an

honest living in New York, as a

teacher of aesthetic dancing. In re-

ality he has given it up as a bad job

and by accident finds himself in the

prize ring, training for a battle with
the champion. The funny moment
comes when Grandma Beresford
pays him an unexpected call. To
prevent her disillusionment, he trans-

forms his training quarters into a

ballet school, and when Grandma
enters she witnesses the laughable

spectacle of Elliott leading a -crowd

of broken-nosed and cauliflower-

eared pugilists through leaps, pirou-

ettes, and whirls. This sequence is

prolonged beyond the point of good
taste or patience, but it is very good
at first. There is, of course, a hero-

ine somewhere in the picture, who is

charmingly impersonated by Barbara
Worth, and Mary Carr is Grandma.

Antoinette at Auction.

Disappointingly dull is "The Love
Mart." With everything to recom-
mend it—Billie Dove, Gilbert Ro-
land, Noah Beery, the picturesque

costumes of 1805, and enough of a

story to suffice—it is a lethargic pic-

ture and is quite devoid of the thrills

its visual beauty and melodramatic
situations should convey.

The scene is New Orleans in its

most romantic period. Antoinette

Frobelle, the belle of the city, has

suitors galore, but until she meets

Victor Jallot, a mysterious new-
comer, her heart remains untouched.

He becomes the proprietor of a bar-

ber shop, where he shaves the dan-

dies of the town and gives them
fencing lessons as well. The return

of Captain Remy strikes terror in the

heart of Antoinette's father, who
was Remy's overseer and had given

him up as dead, when he took pos-

Continued on page S4
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"I Do"
Five fortunate heroes win the promise to

love and obey from as many heroines.

Ramon Novarro and Shirley O'Hara, above, plight their

troth in the fashion of mythical kingdoms, in "His
Night."

George K. Arthur, right, "manages" the wedding of Karl
Dane and Charlotte Greenwood, in "Baby Mine."

Ruth Taylor, below, triumphantly "lands" Holmes Her-
bert, in "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."

The childhood romance of Lillian Gish and Ralph Forbes,

above, in "The Enemy," culminates blissfully.

Johnny Mack Brown, below, has his thoughts on the

future at the time of his marriage to Madge Bellamy, in

"Soft Living."
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session of Kemy's estates years be-

fore. The villainous Remy strips

him of everything, and failing to win
Antoinette, succeeds in convincing

her that she is an octoroon and must
be sold as a slave as part of Remy's
belongings. And so the fair An-
toinette is placed on the auction
block, her former suitors now bid-

ding against each other for her. It

is quite needless to add that Victor
Jallot appears in the nick of time
and saves Antoinette from slavery.

A Rebellious Daughter.

Speaking of slaves, here we have
gracious Irene Rich in the title role

of "The Silver Slave," not a comic-
opera heroine, but a society matron
whose idol is Mammon—so saith the
impoverished suitor she rejects in

favor of a rich man. She rejects

him again as a widow, who is pre-

vented from remarrying by the terms
of her husband's will. She sacrifices

her love for her desire to give her
daughter the advantages of wealth.

But daughter, spoiled by money,
willfully encourages an adventurer
twice her age, until finally we have
the old, old scene of the mother pre-

tending to steal the man away from
her daughter, just to open girlie's

eyes to his perfidy. In spite of this,

the picture is not dull and there is

sincerity and gentle pathos in Miss
Rich's acting. Audrey Ferris, as her
daughter, is exuberantly flapperish,

but when her youthful vitality is

tempered by poise there is no telling

how far she will go. Holmes Her-
bert, as usual, gives a fine perform-
ance, as does John Miljan and Car-
roll Nye.

The Pity of It.

"The Gateway of the Moon" leads

to nothing but an mane story, and

the deplorable antics of Dolores del

Rio, as a South American cutie

named Toni. Half Indian and half

Spanish, Toni has inherited nothing
of subtlety, and goes out to get her
man with the aggressiveness of a
steam roller and the technique of a
boa constrictor. He is an engineer,

who comes to look over the work
done by Toni's crooked uncle, in

charge of constructing a railroad

through the jungle. Toni waylays
him at every turn but he will have
none of her.

Not until the engineer has been shot

by one of the uncle's accomplices

does he decide that Toni is the girl

of his dreams after all. One feels

that the players, who include Walter
Pidgeon, Leslie Fenton, and Anders
Randolf regret the spectacle in which
they participate, and possibly Miss
del Rio looks upon her cavortings

with repentance.

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 48

rest for several weeks and spent the

time on an auto trip to New Orleans.
Incidentally, her salary has been
raised to the $l,000-a-week basis.

Marie Craves Drah-ma.

Marie Prevost wanted a good dra-

matic role for a change and she got

it. That's the reason you'll see her
name in the cast of "The Godless
Girl," when it is released, even
though she isn't the star.

Miss Prevost was interested in

having the experience of DeMille's

direction, which has so far been de-

nied her, and was anxious to break

away from the comedy roles that

she has been playing so continuously.

In "The Godless Girl" she will be

seen as the inmate of a reform school,

the possessor of a terrific temper and
a fighting disposition. She it is who
changes Lina Basquette from an
atheist into a believer, but whether
this will be done in the pugilistic

manner, or by mental persuasion, we
haven't yet been able to learn.

DeMille is already having a lively

time with this picture. He hired two
hundred high-school boys and girls

to take part in a scene, the object of

which was to show a conflict arising

between the atheists and the anti-

atheists. The students were required

to throw eggs, cabbages, and toma-
toes at each other in this school war.

DeMille found them very responsive.

Indeed, their enthusiasm in the bat-

tle waxed so great that he almost had
to call out the police force to quell it.

Tit for Tat.

Charlie Chaplin is, we hear, acting

as escort to Josephine Dunn quite

consistently. The last time we saw
them together was at the premiere
of "The Jazz Singer." The Chap-
lin party was, as usual, quite a large

one, but Charlie sat next to Miss
Dunn and seemed rather attentive.

Incidentally, we noted Lita Chaplin
not long ago at a theater opening,

accompanied by a gentleman whom
we did not recognize. However, he
was young, had a waxed mustache,
and carried an ivory-headed cane.

The Chaplin Income.

Speaking of Charlie reminds us

that some very interesting figures

were recently published on his in-

come. You know, he paid personal

taxes aggregating a million dollars

recently to the government, covering

a period of several years. The
amounts were divided as follows

:

1918 $134,622.49
1919..* 31.501.21

1921 576,968.49

1922 71,208.73

1923 89,371.83

1924 170,048.72

We imagine that the large amount
shown for the year 1921 was in part

due to his profits from "The Kid,"
one of his most successful pictures.

The earnings from "The Gold Rush"
are not indicated, because that pic-

ture was not shown until 1925.

Who says that movie returns are not

enormous, when one is successful ?

Mix Worth Five Million?

Another echo from the past oc-

curred in the instance of Tom Mix.
His first wife, by whom he was

divorced a dozen years ago, brought
suit against him for increased sup-

port of their daughter, Ruth.

It was mentioned in this complaint

that Tom's salary at the time they

were separated was $1,000 a month,
of which he earned $600 as salary,

and the remainder by renting out his

horses to producers.

Mrs. Mix alleged that Tom is now
worth $5,000,000 and that his income
totals $20,000 a week.

Ruth Mix has several times ap-

peared on the screen, and in answer-
ing the complaint of his former wife,

Tom said that he had done much to

encourage his daughter's career, and
contributed more toward her support

than the amount stipulated by the

courts. The original award of the

court was $50 per month, while the

new suit asks for $1,500.

Lupe Positively Eighteen.

For once the world may be posi-

tive of an actress' age. Even in

some of the best regulated stellar

cases there is an occasional twinge

of doubt. Lupe Velez's age has been
settled by the courts, which obtained

her birth record from Mexico. She
is eighteen, according to this proof,

which must be as near conclusive as

it is possible for proof to be.

All of this eventuated because she

was sued by her agent, who claimed

he was paying her $125 a week un-

der contract. The contract was de-

clared void, because Lupe was under

age when she made it.

She has entered a new contract

with United Artists since then, at

$1,000 a week, which the courts have
ratified.
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Lady, Be Careful!
That's a gun, and it may or may not

be loaded, but no demonstrations, please.

Rose Host, above, holds up Jack

Luden's heart, in "Shooting Irons."

Monte Blue, left,

must know that Leila

H y a m s ' gun isn't

loaded, or he
wouldn't be looking

so coy.

Joan Crawford, above, certainly has Tim McCoy step-

ping", as she shows what a girl can do with a gun.

Jeanette Loff, as the two-fisted heroine of "The Black

Ace," keeps Don Coleman in his place.
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there. I made 'The Humming Bird'

there, and 'Manhandled,' which many
think my best pictures.

"I could tell of my experiences

with directors, too. That always
goes back to Cecil DeMille, because

he was responsible for the develop-

ment of my career. He had that

faculty—and what a faculty it is !

—

of making you act each scene as if it

were the only scene in the picture

—

as if your very life depended on the

making of it! I know of no one
Avho could equal him in that.

"What brought me back to Cali-

fornia? Many things. Changes in

New York
; changes here. The

change in pictures themselves. For
a long while I didn't want, to come
back. I wanted to go to Europe. I

even wrote Rex Ingram about it,

with a view to making a picture in

Africa, knowing that he had been
there. Whenever anybody suggested
Hollywood, I always said 'No !' I

hated renewing old associations, I

wanted to sell my house, obliterate

memories—everything.

"Now—things are different. Hol-
lywood is different, and I like it. I

know it is the only place to make
pictures. 'Sadie Thompson' has
given me proof of that.

''At first I dreaded to return, be-
cause i love isolation. I thought I

would be forced into a lot of social

life and formality.

"Things have been quite the other
way. My chief recreation here is

tennis. In New York I had a phys-
ical instructor, and went through a
regular routine. There is no joy in

that. But there is joy in tennis, with
its intense competition. When I first

worked out here I'd grow cross

after a couple of hours of concen-
tration, but this would immediately
vanish when I got out on the court.

"I have my children here. It is a

joy to be with them. I was so often

forced to be separated from them in

the East because they could not enjoy
the necessary freedom in the city,

and had therefore, to be sent away.
"My marriage a success? It's

simply got to be. I could never do
without companionship, and see my-
self getting old without a husband,
and feel that if I did, men might
be interested in marrying me for

other reasons other than myself, per-

sonally. This is the most terrible

fate I can imagine for a woman.
And that's why this marriage means
so much to me. Not to say that I

am really getting old," she smiled,

"but then, as the years advance, one
doesn't take so many chances," and
she laughed.

"There isn't a thing in this talk of

a separation between Hank and my-
self. We understand each other.

Sometimes I think it is very difficult

for him, and that makes me a little

unhappy. A man is always in a

difficult position when he is married

to a woman like myself, who has

enjoyed much of the world's ap-

plause and admiration.

"But those who know Hank un-

derstand his attitude, and grasp his

keen ambition to be an individuality.

If he didn't have this I might lose

respect for him, and that would be

dangerous. He is a marvelous com-

panion and adviser, and I think the

world of him.

"Many people think that I am
aloof and upstage, except those who
truly know me. I haven't many
friends, but those I have, I cherish.

"I plan to make two pictures be-

fore taking a vacation, one besides

'Sadie Thompson,' " Gloria contin-

ued. "According to present plans,

this will be 'Sunny,' from the musi-
cal comedy. Then I will take a

rest for ten or eleven months.
"Regarding my career I feel that it

is safer for me to continue doing
starring pictures for the present. I

hope they are all as important as

'Sadie Thompson.' But that is too

much to expect. Perhaps I must
sacrifice something, because it would
be dangerous for me to attempt mas-
sive productions. If I did that I

should have nothing to fall back
upon," she ended naively.

"I do think this : that it is most
important for a star to have a knowl-
edge of business; and that stars like

Douglas and Mary, for example, owe
much of the great success of their

careers to their understanding of

business and the management of the

commercial side of their films. I

feel that I am really fortunate in be-

ing in United Artists on an equal

footing, with them."

She has shrewdness and judgment
which cause her definitely to be
classed among the screen immortals.

And it is fully within the range of

prophecy to predict that she will yet

win even greater victories in that

future, which she regards with such
a questioning, wondering look.

When a Reporter Turns Actor
Continued from page 67

we had left. At the station people
wondered whether we were bolshe-
viks, or members of the House of
David assembling for a convention.
For every actor in the troupe was
hiding behind a luxuriant growth of
beard. Our hair had not been cut
in three weeks, and our clothes had
not felt an iron in the same period.
At Culver City, life threatened to

assume the routine aspect that grips
the studios. We had had the ex-
citement—now for the real work.
But the excitement seemed to con-
tinue. For five months we labored
at the studio and in Los Angeles
harbor, slipping on artificial ice, and
dragging our bodies through very
realistic mud. We were pursued by
fire, smothered with studio snow,
drenched with icy water, and plas-

ered with sticky mud. We pulled
sleds over wondrously realistic trails,

sculled boats on a lake filled with
hydrant water, and stumbled through

storms created by airplane propel-

lers. Alaskan dogs snapped at our
legs as they sped by

;
heavily laden

pack horses endangered our lives as

they floundered about us in the mud
and finally bogged down.
We visited dance halls and tried to

do dances of 1898 with painted la-

dies who couldn't get over their

Charleston and Black Bottom com-
plexes. We played poker, blackjack,

faro, and roulette from morn till

night ; we drank near-beer and sar-

saparilla until the sight of either

made us ill ; we stampeded in the

gambling "hell," as the burning body
of a man fell from a balcony into

*our midst and set the place afire;

we choked on sulphur smoke and
were blinded by the crushed rock

that looks like a blizzard on the

screen. We stood agape at tender

love scenes between Dolores del Rio
and Ralph Forbes ; we were en-

thralled by the gun fight between
Forbes and Harry Carey, when for

two days they slammed furniture

and lighted lamps at each other, and
a sharpshooter off-stage sent bullets

crashing through a mirror two
inches above Forbes' head.

It was arduous work. Grumblings
were heard. A rumor came out that

we had to go back to Corona for

retakes. The grumbling ceased. The
mere memory of Colorado's icy

blasts made our present tasks seem
like one long afternoon tea.

At length the picture was finished,

so far as the players were con-

cerned. There lay ahead of Brown
and his technicians weeks of work
in producing a coherent drama from

the seeming chaos of film that had

been taken during the last six

months. A chaos, that is, to the lay-

man. To Brown the mass of cellu-

loid, tucked away in the studio vaults,

was an orderly array of scenes,

which, when strung together, would

disclose a throbbing, human story.
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The Simian Invasion
Some of the men who are to

blame for the apes on the screen.

Fred Humes, above, with Louise Lorraine,

is an expert in disguising himself as an ape

and has played scores of animal roles of all

kinds, his latest being in "Monkey Busi-

ness," with George K. Arthur and Karl

Dane.
George Kotsonaros, above, as he

appears in "The Wizard."

The leering inhabitant

of the jungle, above, is

John Phillip Kolb
who plays the title role

in "The Gorilla."

Charles Gemora, left, in the disguise he him
self made and used in "The Leopard Lady

Jacques Lerner, right, played a more civilized

ape in "The Monkey Talks" on the stage as

well as the screen.
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course, we will send her the usual

bouquets and baskets of vegetables

and any insulting telegrams we can

think of. And— I think I can get

her father to lend me the quaint,

countrified costumes she and Louise

Fazenda wore in the picture. I'd

like to get two' people to walk down
the aisle wearing them. Then I don't

see what else we can do to add to

the merriment of the occasion, unless

I stand just as she is being intro-

duced and steal her thunder by say-

ing, 'Don't be at all concerned, ladies

and gentlemen ; Miss Rork won't be
nervous, because she has faced more
important people than you are.

While in Washington she spoke over

the same microphone that Lindbergh
used, and she met General Pershing

and Secretary Hoover.' That ought

to be enough to help a girl along."

As usual, she got no suggestions

from me. I've never quite developed
the Hollywood sense of humor.
"Who is this Loretta Young, any-

way?" I asked in an endeavor to

change the subject, and Fanny leaped

for the bait eagerly.

''One of the coming film family.

They may be more famous than the

O'Neill-O'Day family one of these

days. There are a lot of sisters and
they are all in pictures—well, three

at least—and I've an idea there is a

fourth lurking around in one of the

studios, about to become famous.
There is Sally Blane, with Para-
mount, and Polly Ann and Loretta

Young, with First National. Loret-
ta's just been lent to M.-G.-M. to

play opposite Lon Chaney, in 'Laugh,
Clown, Laugh.' She's a dear child

and lovely looking. I think she will

be a sensation."

"Crazy as fans are," I reminded
her, "sensational successes are few
and far between."

Dolefully, she agreed.

"I know. People were awfully
slow to get interested in Myrna Loy,
who I think is one of the most in-

triguing girls in pictures. Sorry to

use the overworked word, but it is

the only one with which to describe

her. And as for Lucila Mendez, the

public doesn't realize yet what an
addition she is to the screen. When
she made her very first appearance
on the New York stage—and just as

a chorus girl, at that—she all but
stopped the show. But I suppose it

will take several pictures to establish

her.

"Lucila left the stage when she

married Ralph Ince, and came out
here to live. She hadn't really in-

tended to go in pictures, as he
thought one career in the family was
enough. But idleness was so irk-

some to Lucila that she begged and
begged, until finally he relented and
gave her a job in one of his films.

Now try to keep her out

!

"You never can tell, though, when
a promising young career will hit a

snag. Thelma Todd was getting

along beautifully until she was cast

opposite Richard Dix and everything

went wrong. She simply couldn't

do the comedy scenes to suit every-

body—which is no sign that she was
wrong—so she withdrew from the

cast. A hurry call went out for a

beautiful comedienne and the logical

answer to that was Gertrude Olm-
sted. Newcomers get along great

in some roles, but experience does

count in the long run.

"Speaking of Richard Dix "

"Dry your tears," commanded
Fanny. "After all, he isn't going to

be made ridiculous by playing a col-

lege boy in the Oxford story Para-

mount has. Richard Arlen is going

to do it, and a very good choice if

you ask me."

But the thought of Richard Arlen
reminded her that "Wings" was
opening and that she must go out and
telephone for tickets. But she didn't

get away without telling me where
Jobyna Ralston has been hiding.

"She and Dick have built a new
house out at Toluca Lake—that's

near the First National studios.

Dick's family have come to visit

them and as he hasn't seen them in

years and years, it is quite an occa-

sion. Jobyna is reveling in being

just a wife. To hear her talk, no
one in the family ever did anything

of importance but Dick."

And as a matter of fact, the way
his popularity is growing by leaps

and bounds does seem glory enough
for one family.

Open All Night
Continued from page 21

owl theaters double their price of

admission, and the real night life be-

gins.

The narrow, hall-like theaters

rapidly fill with new kinds of pa-

trons. Suburban commuters, who
have an hour to wait for their trol-

leys at the station across the street,

file in. Derelicts slouch up to the

box office, pay their twenty cents,

and shuffle to their seats. The lodg-

ing houses, at thirty or forty cents,

are too expensive for them.
The seats next to the wall are at

a premium, for a man can lean

against the wall and drift off into

slumberland. There will be no po-
liceman to tap the soles of his feet

with his nightstick, no usher to

throw him out. His snores will be
drowned by the endless clang of the
jazz from the mechanical piano. If

he has anything worth stealing, he
puts it into the pocket next the wall.

At two a. m. Harold Lloyd, in

"The Freshman," goes on. The
unlucky commuter, who has missed

his trolley to Santa Ana and is wait-

ing for the next one at three o'clock,

sits up in anticipation. A funny bit

on the screen, and he laughs. He
is surprised by the stolid silence

around him. He looks around at

the bent bodies and nodding heads
and realizes that every one else in

the theater is asleep.

Just before three the commuter
leaves, and a few minutes later the

squeak of trolley wheels outside on
the silent street announces that he is

on his way to Santa Ana.
At four o'clock two shabbily

dressed men stumble in. Both have
been imbibing the bootleg of Los
Angeles' ghetto. They sit down and
one straightway goes to sleep. The
other, in a jovial mood, watches the

screen and razzes the picture in a

loud voice. It is the latest Western
thriller from Poverty Row and the
critic doesn't like it.

"C'me on, Bill, les get outa here!"
he urges, shaking his sleeping pal.
" 'S'just a lota ridin' around an' it

don't mean nothin'."

"Lemme 'lone," the half-aroused

Bill protests, drifting off into slum-
berland.

In another minute : "C'me on, Bill,

les get outa here. Thuh pichur's

rotten
!"

"Lemme 'lone
!"

This goes on, with the critic talk-

ing more and more loudly, until an-

gry protests come from awakened
sleepers. Finally Bill, still half

asleep and protesting, is dragged
from the theater by his restless pal.

Reel after reel the show flickers

on. The old automatic piano relent-

lessly pounds out the jazz hits of

yesterday, sometimes pausing wear-
ily, as if to give up the struggle.

Main Street fills with gray light.

The dawn is coming at last. Some
of the sleepers awake and stagger

out into the street. The sun is com-
ing up, shining redly oyer sleeping

Beverly Hills. The stars, in their

luxurious beds, are still dreaming,
unaware that the ghosts of their yes-

terdays have been performing all

night down in Los Angeles' ghetto.
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Dips De Luxe
Since Cecil DeMille became

the patron saint of the screen

bath, everybody's doing it.

When Madge Bellamy, above, used to be emotional, she never lost her dignity

by publicly bathing, but now that she is a gay comedienne, in "Soft Living," look

what happens.

May McAvoy, above, is no conscientious "ob-

jector to the shower, in "If I Were Single."

Olga Baklanova, whose back is turned, below,

is about to show how the Duchess Josiana

bathes, in "The Man Who Laughs."

Dorothy Mackaill, above, shows what the home of no modern girl

should be without—and what is a mere swimming pool to the heroine of

"Man Crazy?''

Max Davidson, above, upholds the time-honored tradition of the Sat-

urday-night bath by not liking it at all, in "The Call of the Cuckoo."
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magazines. The articles were as

funny as her subtitles had been.

Anita became a kind of lady Ring

Lardner. In fact, she became so

successful with her articles and short

stories that she abandoned the mov-
ies altogether, in order to devote her

entire time to her feature writing.

Then, one casual afternoon, she

dashed off a little story about a

young gold-digger named Lorelei

Lee. That story and that young
lady" were destined to go down with
Uncle Tom and Little Eva in the

history of the country. Critics

throughout a couple of continents

proclaimed Anita Loos as being

about the most valuable acquisition

to American humor since Mark
Twain. She took her place as a

vital figure in modern literature and,

when she at last came back to Hol-
lywood, it was as supervisor,

scenarist, and general high mucka-
muck of the film production of

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
Anita isn't Hollywood's only con-

tribution to the field of literature.

If you are an old reader of Picture
Play, maybe you remember Emma-
Lindsay Squier and Don Ryan,
who used to write for the maga-
zine. Miss Squier left movie in-

terviewing for the short-story field,

and her human-interest animal stor-

ies have made her famous. And re-

port has it that Don Ryan has a
novel coming out, sponsored by one
of the biggest • publishing houses in

New York, that should make that

young man as famous among fiction

writers as he was as an interviewer.

But literature is not the only field

to which Hollywood is contributing.

Mary Lewis, the opera singer whose
golden voice has thrilled music
lovers of the world, was once an
extra girl on the Christie comedy
lot ! Yes, sir, she's our opera star.

Right out of the studios to the con-

cert stage.

It was a long time ago that Mary
rubbed grease paint onto her face

and frolicked through the antics of

Christie comedies, but Hollywood
hasn't forgotten it and is mighty
proud to have been the first to no-

tice her rich talent. When Mary
came to Los Angeles on her concert

tour recently, you should have seen

the town turn out ! Especially the

Christie studio. It was there in a

body—every one from Al and Char-
lie Christie to the gateman. When
Miss Lewis stepped onto the stage,

she received an ovation that was
equaled only by the one given Lind-
bergh. And after she sang, it be-

came more than an ovation—it was
a riot.

The next day, she went out to the

old Christie lot and renewed ac-

quaintances with all the old employ-
ees and reminisced with Al Christie

about what a bum comedienne she

would have made. Everybody had
a good time, including Mary. She
has been called "America's own,"
but the film town feels, in its heart,

that she is "Hollywood's own."
And did you know that those two

popular songs, "Marcheta" and "An
Old Love Song," came out of the

movies? Victor Schertzinger, the

director of "Peter Grimm" and many
other successful films, composed
those two melodies.

When Douglas Fairbanks com-
pleted "Robin Hood," and it was
ready for release at Grauman's
Egyptian Theater, he called on Mr.
Schertzinger to write the musical
score for the presentation. Mr.
Schertzinger saw the picture and was
tremendously impressed with the

beauty of the love story running
through it. He thought the love

scenes between Douglas Fairbanks
and Enid Bennett among the loveli-

est he had ever seen. They were his

direct inspiration for the beautiful

love theme that became almost as

famous as the picture
—"An Old

Love Song." During the intermis-

sion at the premiere, you could hear

people humming it between their

comments on the story. And if Vic-

tor Schertzinger ever wants to give

up the movies, Broadway is waiting

for him with open arms.
All in all, you see, Hollywood

hasn't done so badly by the arts.

Nor by the commercial world, when
you stop to think of it. There is

Howard Greer, for years designer

of costumes worn in Paramount pic-

tures, who left the studios to open a

gown establishment of his own that

bids fair to achieve an international

reputation. The Greer creations are

so unique and different that they are

being imported by several of the

large Paris houses. There's a new
one for you ! For Hollywood to

import Paris gowns is almost a

habit, but for Paris to import Holly-

wood gowns is something else again

!

Can't you just see some chic made-
moiselle in Paris bragging to her

friends about the label in her frock,

"Greer—made in Hollywood?"
Sophie Wachner is another de-

signer, formerly associated with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, who is now
making her name known throughout
the country as a leading modiste.

Of course, Hazel McConnell hasn't

achieved the success of the others

mentioned in this article, because she
has only just set herself up in busi-

ness and isn't quite on her feet yet.

Hazel used to be a comedy queen on
the Fox lot and now she has opened
a real-estate office and is handling
some of the biggest deals in Holly-
wood. Maybe she'll turn out to be
Hollywood's Hetty Green.

In the meantime, if things keep on
like this, Hollywood will have paid
in full her debt to the arts and
sciences

!

Who
' Continued from page 90

the process. H. B. Warner is mak-
ing a similar fight. Von Stroheim
has lost the front-line trenches and
is on the point of digging in to await
reenforcements.

Shampoos, massages, oils, whites
of eggs, salt, vinegar, tar soap, and
kerosene have all been used by the
movie actors to stave off baldness.
They know their careers are de-

pendent, more or less, on the reten-

tion of a youthful appearance.
Imagine how Harold Lloyd, for in-

stance, would look if he were bald

!

"Every day," Harold says, "three
hundred and sixty-five times a year,

Vants a Baldheaded
I massage my scalp and rub in a spe-

cial preparation that my barber.gives

me. I have done this for ten years.

I believe no man would become bald

if he followed this plan. On the

other hand, I believe every man
would become bald if he didn't fol-

low some kind of treatment. The
continuous wearing of a hat eventu-

ally dries the scalp. Then dandruff
starts. And unless dandruff is kept

away, the natural oils will not flow.

That's when baldness begins."

Actors who put off scalp treat-

ments until too late look mourn-
fully now at their more fortunate

brethren and sigh. If they had be-

Hero?
gun caring for their hair a few years

sooner, they would not now be

threatened with foreheads extend-

ing to the backs of their heads.

Very few of the movie heroes have
reached the stage where they are

visibly bald. But there are many
who are sorely threatened with bald-

ness, and they are making a frantic

effort to stop it, trying everything

from bay rum and eggs to salt and
vinegar. But alas, they may find

that they have started too late. And
there are plenty of flowing-haired
youths only too ready to step in and
take their places

!
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Fred Thomson, below,

astride Silver King. Honors Are Even
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Information, Please
A department where questions are answered, advice

is given, and many interesting phases of motion-
picture making and pertinent side lights on the lives

and interests of motion-

picture players are dis-

cussed.

By The Picture Oracle

urnX

/,7m

BARBARA MAXINE.—When I looked

at your list of questions, I took a long
breath, put a new ribbon in .the typewriter,

and almost resigned my job! Yes, Lionel
and John Barrymore are brothers, as are
Noah and Wallace Beery. Marceline and
Alice Day are sisters. There are no screen
stars, at present, between the ages of
twelve and sixteen. And I can't think of
any star whose birthdays fall on Febru-
ary 2nd. It requires four to six weeks to

make a feature film, as a rule. Specials
are three months or more, sometimes years,
in the making. The small companies often
make "quickies" in a week or ten days.
Pola Negri is Polish, Dolores Costello of
Spanish and Irish descent. Dorothy Se-
bastian is twenty-three ; Greta Nissen,
about that. Greta is Swedish. Tom Mix
is in his late forties; Noah Beery, forty-
four; Lon Chancy, forty-five. Zasu Pitts
and Corinne Griffith are thirty

; Carmel
Myers, twenty-seven

; Gloria, twenty-nine.
Janet Gaynor, about twenty-one. All thes'e

players, except Greta, are American. I

don't know the exact ages of any other
stars you ask about.

A Harrison Ford Fax.—I should say
you are

! Yes, it's too bad more "fuss
isn't made" over Harrison Ford, but he
has had his fuss, and no fuss will last
forever. He was born in Kansas City,
Mi ssouri, March 16th, but he doesn't say
what year. He is in his late thirties, how-
ever. Six feet tall. His films for the
past year were: "The Night Bride," "Rub-
ber Tires," "No Control," "Rejuvenation
of Aunt Mary," "The Girl in the Pull-
man," "A Blonde for a Night"—all De
Mille—and "Woman Against the World,"
Tiffany. He was married many years ago
to Beatrice Prentice, and I never did find
out whether or not they ever got a much-
rumored divorce. It's impossible to inter-

view Harrison ; he is very shy and all he
says is "Yes" and "No." You can't write
a whole story about that, can you?

M. I. K.—Yes, sir, if it weren't for peo-
ple like you, who ask questions, where
would I be to-day? That's just what I'd
like to know, but I hope it would be some
place warm. And don't you suggest the
place you're thinking about! "The Big
Parade" was not adapted from a book, but
was written especially for the screen by
Lawrence Stall jn-gs after he became famous
overnight as coauthor of the stage sensa-

tion, "What Price Glory?" John Gilbert's

M.-G.-M. films preceding "The Merry
Widow" were : "He Who Gets Slapped"
and "The Snob," with Norma Shearer;
"His Hour" and "The Wife of the Cen-
taur," with Aileen Pringle. "The Merry-
Widow" is still going the rounds for the

first time in the small towns, I imagine.
Ask your theater manager to show it

again. "The Birth of a Nation" will

doubtless be dug up and shown from time
to time, for many years to come. Emil
•Jannings is forty-one. You're more than
welcome to these answers

; my dog and I

both appreciate kindness—and you did not
demand a reply in "the next issue

!"

W. S. B.—Well, it just made my day

—

getting a letter from some one who didn't

want to know anything! A charming,
newsy letter, too ; I read it over several

times. It was interesting to hear who won
the popularity contest in Melbourne. For
the benefit of fans: the Australians liked

Richard Dix far, far better than any other
film star. Then came Harold Lloyd, Mary
Pickford, Ramon Novarro, Colleen Moore,
and Bebe Daniels. Yes, Miss B., Ameri-
can movie theaters frequently have two
feature films on the same program. That
is, the small, neighborhood theaters often
do. The big city theaters have only one
feature picture, with news reels and short

subjects, and with an elaborate stage and
musical presentation. Do write again.

Sweet Child.—Well, you should know
best whether you're sweet or not. No,
Natacha Rambova was not married before
she became Mrs. Valentino. Jean Acker
has not been married since, so far as I

know. Rudy played bits and small roles in

innumerable pictures before he became fa-

mous ; "Stolen Moments" may have been
one of those. The film is not listed in his

biography, anl it is too old for me to have
the cast.

Jo.—The world seems to be just full of
ardent admirers of James Hall, and they
all write to me! Jimmie is twenty-seven;
sorry, he doesn't give a home address.
Only the Paramount Studio. He is, at

this writing, loaned to United Artists to

play in "Hell's Angels." Clara Bow was
born in Brooklyn, but I don't know just

what part. However, she lived, in the Bay
Ridge district, and her father worked in

a Coney Island restaurant. Clara gives no

home address. Neil Hamilton is twenty-
eight

;
Buddy Rogers, twenty-three.

We Want Gerald Fielding Club.—I'm
afraid you're just out of luck, girls, with
that idea. Gerald Fielding is entirely un-
known to the fans in this country. "The
Garden of Allah" was, as you probably
know, made abroad, and all the cast, with
the exception of Alice Terry, were Eu-
ropean actors, entirely new to the Ameri-
can screen. I assume, by his name, that

Gerald Fielding is English, but I have
never heard of him before, or since, "The
Garden of Allah." Perhaps some of my
English readers—page my English reader

!

—will write me and tell Gerald's admirers
what this actor has done before, and any
other stray information about him.

Naval Ardeshir.—I'm not sure I have
your name right, but I just can't be right

all the time. Jetta Goudal is so mysterious
about herself and her origin, it takes a
better man than I am to know the exact

date and place of her birth. She claims

France as a birthplace. Date unknown.
She is quite brunette, with olive com-
plexion. So far as the public knows, she

has never been married. Jewel Carmen
was born in Oregon in 1897, and_ is, of

course, American. Her real name is Flor-

ence Lavinia Quick, and she is Mrs. Ro-
land West. Jewel is five feet five, weighs

115, and has blond hair, with dark-blue

eyes. Joan Crawford was born in San
Antonio, Texas, about 1904. As her real

name is Lucille le Seuer, I suppose she is of

French ancestry. Brunette, five feet four

;

weight, 110. Unmarried. Olive Borden,
born in Norfolk, Virginia—does not say

when. Brunette, five feet two, weight
about 105. Not married. Janet Gaynor
was born in Philadelphia, about 1907. She
has brown hair and eyes. She is unmar-
ried.

Gerald Fielding Fan.— I hope some
producer notices this sudden interest in

Gerald Fielding. See We Want Gerald
Fielding Club.

Mademoiselle X. Y. Z.—Just a lady of
letters ! Carmel Myers was married and
divorced from Isadore Kornblum. I don't
know about her sisters or brothers, if any.

Nazimova came over to America from
Russia with a theatrical company before

Continued .on page 119
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Virginia Lee
Corbin, right, in

a black-and-white

garment, which

can be worn un-

der a dark dinner

gown.

V

Some Teddies
Several stars display the

correct lingerie to be worn
with various types of frocks.

This
.
ornate white satin step-in worn by

Corinne Griffith, below, would complement
either a period gown, or the wedding dress.

Jeanette Loff, left, is partial to a black-and-

white chiffon dance set, which can be worn
under a gossamer frock.

Alice White, right, prefers pink satin for her

brief bit of underwear, no matter what she

wears over it.

For the gown
that depends on

snugness to bring

out its smart
lines, this model,

worn by Esther

Ralston, left, is

ideal.
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"You are as beautiful as your pic-

tures," I said. That was no news to

Greta. She smiled indulgently.

"I do not even say thank you," she

said.

"I'm not flattering you, I'm telling

you," I assured her.

"It is no difference," said Greta
calmly.

She is the perfect type for the

Dangerous Woman. She is calm on
the surface, hut gives an unmistak-
able impression of a smoldering
crater, from which temperamental
lava may erupt at any instant.

"I am not vamp," she demurred.
"I do not know why they think I am.
In Christiana and Germany for Ufa
I play sweet, innocent girls. I am
conventional heroine. Never am I

wicked type. Here they say yes, I

am. I do not like."

While we were talking in her pri-

vate alcove, built adjoining the pala-

tial set, a bell sounded outside to in-

dicate that everything was ready for
the cry of "Camera!" Greta did not
move. A moment later her maid
stuck her head between the velvet

portieres and reminded her that the

stage was ready. Garbo lighted an-
other cigarette.

"Mr. Goulding is waiting," called

an assistant director from without.
Greta blandly continued talking about
Ufa. Finally Gilbert appeared at

the curtains. "Greta, you're holding
us up," softly, with a magnetic
glance. Languidly, gracefully, the

lovely blonde arose, smiled her apol-

ogy, and walked with slow, deliber-

ate stride onto the set. She was
ready to act.

It was wonderful to play opposite

Gilbert, Greta admitted. He is so

intelligent, so sympathctique, so spir-

ited in his acting. Yes, she was most
happy to be playing with him again.

As she said this, her eyes met mine,

her lips parted in a slow smile, as

if challenging me to ask something
personal. I didn't.

"If I am so talked about in the

East," as you say, she remarked,
"then am I lucky. I am glad. In

America you say people like me. So
it is lucky for me. Producers like

me, too."

As she said "lucky" she leaned

over and rapped wood. "You aren't

superstitious, you Europeans, are

you?"
She smiled broadly at the ques-

tion. "Indeed, yes. And how !"

She laughed, pleased at the collo-

quialism. "I am getting American,
_no r

Her laughter is rare, deep-throated,

spontaneous. Her voice is low and
even, basso profundo yet feminine

at ihe same time. She is a girl in

her early twenties, who gives the im-

pression of being a woman replete

with worldly wisdom. No one could

be quite as wise as Greta looks. She
is Circe fresh from boarding school;

Cleopatra, slimmer and less obvious
than the popular version ; she repre-

sents S. I., which stands for Sex In-

carnate and is of necessity a large

order.

Beneath her bland, unassuming ex-

terior lies a shrewd intelligence.

Greta may be an odd one : she may
eat lunch in her dressing room, shun-

ning the studio commissary ; she may
snub offers of rotogravure portraits

as mascot of the Los Angeles Rotary

Club; she may hold strange opinions

on subjects dear to the trouper's

heart. But Greta has figured, I

think, that unless she adopts an arbi-

trary, temperamental pose, bullying

the officials to some extent, the offi-

cials will bully her.

"I do not like argument," she said,

"with shouting and fists banging—so.

I will not argue. They say 'Do this
!'

I' say 'No !' I go home. Then we
do not argue."

She lighted another cigarette. She
smiled. Her smile is a study in

sophistication that renders Mona
Lisa's ingenuous by comparison.

"I will not play always the bad
woman. They cannot force me.
Maybe I will rather do nothing at

all." A shrug and a slow enigmatic

smile emphasized this remark.

Writing about the Garbo is unsat-

isfactory. She eludes description,

defies analysis. But whenever I hear

her name I am reminded of the

barker's timeworn ballyhoo—never
truer than in the case of the gal-

vanizing Greta
—

"once seen, never
forgotten

!"

A Follow-up of "Seventh Heaven 5?

Continued from page 23

getting to where I am, is that Jonesey
lived to see me in 'Seventh Heav-
en,' " Janet said just after his pass-
ing.

"He always had more faith in my
ability than I ever had. At the be-
ginning, I'd often turn back from the
studios, too timid to ask for work.
I'd say, 'No, Jonesey, there's nothing
doing. They told me to come back
next week.' Then he would always
try to renew my faith in myself."

Janet soon got over her nervous-
ness when she started to play lead-
ing roles. "The Shamrock Handi-
cap," "The Midnight Kiss," "The
Johnstown Flood," and "The Return
of Peter Grimm" paved the way for
her eventual success.

"Sunrise" has increased her stand-
ing with the critics as one of the
great actresses of the day. Many
have estimated her performance in

"Sunrise" to exceed in beauty her
acting in "Seventh Heaven !"

Charles, in spite of all his leap to

fame,, is still the same. We cannot

think of anything that could possibly

shake his equanimity.

"Put his name upside down to

show he's dizzy," he'll exclaim on the

set, inverting the canvas back of his

chair on which his name is inscribed.

When Charlie came to Hollywood
some four or five years ago, he

probably would have felt dizzy if

any one had told him that he would
one day find himself in big pictures.

From extra work he won one of

those tricky contracts, which can be

renewed or canceled by the company
everv six months.

"After the first six months they

kicked me out," says Charlie without
a blush, feeling that Warner Brothers

acted much in the spirit he would
have done had he been in their place.

"Then I went to Mack Sennett. I

was fired from there, too."

Then Fox wanted some juveniles.

Thus Mr. Farrell was enrolled among
the Fox entourage. A small role

with Madge Bellamy, in "Sandy,"
gained Charlie no small- recognition

;

but his first break came when he was

lent to Paramount, for "Old Iron-

sides." He stayed with this com-
pany to play in "The Rough Riders."

And you know the results of those

two films for him.

As Chico, in "Seventh Heaven,"
he reached the front. His work car-

ried a splendid, whimsical verve
from beginning to end. CJiico, "the

very remarkable fellow," is to be

long remembered.

We have never yet heard Charlie

bemoan his unhappy fate ; he seems
too happy over his good fortune. He
has no tragic love affairs, nor has
he any sorrowful complexes that

many young people ridiculously feign

for no reason at all. In Charlie you
find the gay, carefree spirit of youth
as it should be—enthusiastic over the

present and full of decisions and
plans for the future.

For these reasons, Janet and
Charles are going to be their de-

lightful and inimitable selves, in

"The Street Angel," and seemed de-

stined to enhance the story of their

"Seventh Heaven."
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Kotex Reduces
Prices

A few months ago, as a means of quickly relieving shelves of the old-

style Kotex so as to expedite nation-wide distribution of the new

Improved Kotex, we made a special offer of one box of Kotex free

with every two boxes purchased for 98c. This sale is now ended.

So overwhelming was the response to this offer that we doubled

our output and are thereby now able to announce a permanent 30%
reduction in the regular price of Kotex when sold by the box.

These 2 exclusive new features have doubled Kotex sales:

TO meet the im-

mediate and

2

&

overwhelming response of

women to the two exclusive

new features of Kotex we
have been obliged to double

our manufacturing facilities.

This fact and the intro-

duction in our plants of our

new, patented machinery
enables us to announce a

reduction of 30% in the

regular price at which Kotex will be

sold to all drug and dry goods stores.

Were it not for the fact of our be-

ing assured of a doubled demand for

the new Kotex it would have to be sold

at higher rather than lower prices.

* * *

Rarely is a manufacturer able to

offer better goods and lower prices at

the same time.

Two years of exacting work in our

laboratories by designers and chemists

(in cooperation with women doctors)

led to the perfection of the Improved

Kotex.

With the presentation of the new
style Kotex, exclusive in design, comes

the most radical development in inti-

mate feminine hygiene since the inven-

tion of Kotex itself.

A new, skilfully devised cut, with cor-

ners scientifically rounded . . . worn
under the most clinging gowns, the Im-

proved Kotex remains non-detectable.

Softer gauze, fluffier filler end the dis-

comforts of chafing and binding.

*~HHH^° Kotex features are

• exclusive

RETAINING ALL THE FEATURES AND
PROTECTION OF THE KOTEX YOU
HAVE ALWAYS KNOWN.

What the new features mean

By a unique process, developed only

after months of experiment, corners are

now scientifically rounded and tapered

so that the pad fits snugly, comfortably,

securely. Closest -fitting gowns retain

slim, smooth lines. This brings a com-

posure heretofore impossible.

Now, exclusive methods have been

found for making the absorbent filler j////

softer. Chafing and binding are elimi-

nated.

27 women doctors, 83 nurses

cooperated enthusiastically

During the past two years, 27 women
doctors, 83 nurses and six specialists in

feminine hygiene suggested and ap-

proved ideas. They know your problems

not only professionally but also from a

woman's point of view.

Added to these two exclusive

new features, the remark-

ably absorbent powers of

Kotex remain; the same pro-

tective area is there. Cel-

lucotton wadding which is

exclusive to Kotex has all

the advantages of any water-

proofed absorbent, plus its

own unique qualities— 5

times more absorbent than cotton—
discards like tissue—you simply follow

directions; it deodorizes thoroughly.

You buy Kotex by name, without

embarrassment, without delay ... in

two sizes, Regular and Kotex-Super.

Remember, nothing else is remotely

like the new Improved Kotex. Buy

a box today to learn our latest and

greatest contribution to woman's hy-

gienic comfort. Supplied also through

vending cabinets in rest-rooms by

West Disinfecting Co. Kotex Com-
pany, 180 North Michigan Avenue,

Chicago.

"Ask for them by name n

KOT0X
PROTECTS —DEODORIZES



106 Alas for the Hissing Villian!

Continued from page 83

as prominent a heavy as there was
in the business. He was the worst

menace on the screen. When Wally
was in a scene, the hero didn't have

a chance. And now look at Mr.
Beery ! Just an ungainly lad who
never appears to be burdened with

too much intelligence—a laugh getter

par excellence. His feature come-
dies with Raymond Hatton—who
used to go in for villainy, too—have
been among the most popular shown
during the past two years.

Beery, of course, had always had.
a yen for comedy. He began many
years ago in Mack Sennett's rough-
and-tumble school, and became for a

while one of the screen's most hilari-

ous figures, in the. guise of a Swedish
servant girl. And even in his hey-

day as a villain, he never missed an
opportunity for a bit of humor.
Mean as he was, one always felt that

his character was human and de-

serving Of a bit of sympathy.
Wally's brother, Noah, is one of

the last survivors of the old order
of villains. While Wally has been
frolicking through rib-tickling ad-

ventures, Noah has been winning
new honors as a- heavy of the mean-
est variety. And paradoxically, the

meaner he becomes, the more we
like him. His villainy in "Beau
Geste" was one of the high lights

of the picture.

The trend toward more human
characterizations is apparent, how-
ever, even in Noah's case. In "Beau
Geste," for example, he earned the

distinction of being the most hateful

figure conceivable, but at the same
time one couldn't help being im-

pressed with the courage of the char-

acter he played. When Sergeant
Lejaune at last met his death, one

Continued from pnge 55

thing more secure, she smiled and

pointed out the window to a line of

extras seeking work.

"They've been here since seven

thirty this morning," she said.

"They'll probably be told there's

nothing doing—and come back to-

morrow morning. And the next and

the next. There's a fascination about

any branch of picture work."

A well-known scenario editor de-

clared not so long ago that the mo-
tion-picture business has made more
bums out of good men than wine,
women, and song.

It's a gambler's game. And like

any other game of chance, once you
have had a stroke of good fortune,
you find it hard to call quits. You
are constantly hoping that a bigger

envisioned some such epitaph as,

"He was the bravest of the brave

—

and one of the meanest scoundrels

that ever breathed."

Lon Chaney is a shining example
of what can be done to make villainy

sympathetic. Lon is the bogy man
of the screen, and I shouldn't be

surprised if some mothers adminis-

tered discipline to their erring chil-

dren by whispering, ".
. . and

Lon Chaney'll get you if you don't

watch out!" But whether Lon is

enacting a human spider or some
other nightmarish conception, you'll

invariably find sympathy for him in

the final reel. Regardless of how
bad he has been, Lon evidently has

no intention of going to his cinema
grave with a world of hard feeling

against him. So he usually manages
to have himself killed in the most
unpleasant manner possible, or sacri-

fices himself with an unexpectedly

noble gesture, thus rousing our sym-
pathy.

Do you remember the chap who
used to call himself "The Man You
Will Love to Hate?"

.

Well, he, too,

has been toned down considerably.

At one time, Erich von Stroheim had
a habit of playing the most fascinat-

ingly cruel characters imaginable.

For sheer meanness, he was un-

equaled. He utilized the dastardly

methods of twenty cinema villains

in "Foolish Wives," and by the time

the film had been unreeled, I doubt
whether there was any one in the

audience who did not harbor homi-
cidal desires toward Von.

Since "Foolish Wives," Von has

devoted himself chiefly to directing,

but now he is to come forth on the

screen again. Will he be the cruel

figure of yore? I'm afraid not. In

"The Wedding March," he turns out

Uneasy Street
moment is just at hand. Sometimes
it is.

Even as you may be in to-day and

out to-morrow, by a similar twist of

circumstances you may be out to-

day, gazing wistfully at the delicates-

sen shops along Santa Monica Boule-

vard, and in to-morrow, eating caviar

at Madame Helene's, while you dis-

cuss the picture you are about to

direct with John Barrybert as the

star.

Some years ago a director whom I

know made an excellent picture.

This was followed by several pic-

tures not so good. Then came a

year of unemployment. Then sud-

denly—and for apparently no reason

which was not there during that idle

year—he was given a chance to do
another big picture, and offered a

contract.

to be the hero, marries the little

heroine, and presumably lives hap-

pily ever after.

The suave, sophisticated villain of

to-day is admirably typified in Roy
d'Arcy, who first displayed his es-

pecial talent in "The Merry Widow,"
in which he made things frightfully

irritating for the heroic Jack Gilbert.

Dick Sutherland has always been

a bad dream for the ingenues, but he

nearly always wins sympathy before

he passes out of the picture.

There are many other sympathetic

villains. Tom Santschi, Lionel Bar-

rymore, Cyril Chadwick, and Mon-
tagu Love are but a few. Walter
Long still specializes in out-and-out

meanness, but it won't be surpris-

ing if he too becomes a sympathy
stealer before long.

In fact, the old-time villain has

practically no chance these days. It

becomes increasingly difficult for him
to indulge in his black deeds, because

if those deeds are too dark, the pub-
lic is apt to snicker instead of gasp.

In many recent pictures, in fact,

the villain hasn't even appeared.

"What Price Glory," for instance,

depended for its menace on the fact

that the two principal male charac-

ters, Edmund Lowe and Victor Mc-
Laglen, despised each other and were
constantly warring over the same
girl. "Old Ironsides" and "Flesh
and the Devil" are other examples,
among the larger features, of pic-

tures with no villains, and there have
been any number of program re-

leases that have got along very well

without any great semblance of a

human menace.
If the present tendencies in the

movies continue, there soon won't be
any villains left. Alas for the good
old davs

!

Another case comes to mind—that

of a young man who won a bit in an

outstanding picture. He played his

small role so successfully that some
of the great minds of Hollywood
said he had contributed one of the

finest bits of acting that year. He
thought he would never lack oppor-

tunities to do other bits and thus keep

the wolf from the door. But what
happened ? His next work was so

long in coming that he had to sell his

Ford, move into a cheaper room and

cut down on his food. Neither he

nor any one else could tell you why
luck played him such a mean trick.

It is events such as this which fan

the enthusiasms of all who forsake

security to follow a nebulous career

a'ong uneasy street.
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A Rose of Tenth Avenue
Continued from page 26

not be right to take advantage of it.

With a new baby every year or so,

money wasn't plentiful, and the older

ones in turn went to work.

"We were never poor, dad made
good money, but it was spent as soon

as he earned it. We had practically

everything" we wanted, parties on

every occasion, movies once a week.

I wanted to be a help, though. And
I wasn't crazy about school."

After a while this ambitious and

alert small one determined to ad-

vance herself, and learned stenog-

raphy—how expertly I cannot say,

but she got by with it.

"My sister and I were always

clowning around. We had worked
up a little specialty number and one

day went to the Shuberts for a try-

out. We were put in a show."

It took the family quite a while to

recover from that blow. Not only

herself, mind you, up to shenanigans,

but leading her sister astray, too

!

A year and a half ago she came
West with her husband, Jim Kirk-

land, formerly a newspaper man, but

now writing for the screen. A series

of appearances in musical shows was
followed by the successful "Chi-
cago."

"Of course, I wanted to be in the

movies. Who doesn't ?" she admit-
ted in the new mood of candor. "But
when I saw the tests, and my face

that seemed too round for the cam-
era, I didn't woriy enough to grow
any wrinkles in my disposition."

The tests must not have been
lighted properly, for in "Ladies Must
Dress" she did very well, and a con-
tract was being considered when
Anne Nichols asked her to take a

test for Rose. She has a babyish, im-
pish face, cool, blue eyes, and a

swaggering way about her. Un-
doubtedly she has personality. The
rushes of "Abie's Irish Rose" show
her to be particularly clever as a

comedienne, so it isn't likely that the

stage .will get her again.

Now the family is not only recon-
ciled to her career, but proud of it.

There are only eight children now.
The boys work, one sister is married,
one is on the stage, but only Nancy
has brought fame home. There was
a letter from Sister Margaret: "I

was ill, and some friends came in to

cheer me up, all we did was talk

about you. I even forgot I was ill.

We're so proud of you."
Yes. the rascal sometimes turns

out to be the pride of the family.
If you don't believe it, ask the Car-
roll bunch.

Now You Can Reduce
2 to 4 Lbs. in a Night

Eat what you please
Wear what you please

Do what you please
Take no risky medicine

Send the coupon for your first three Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have found this easy
way to take off 2 to 4 pounds once or twice a week.
These women take refreshing Fayro baths in the

privacy of their own homes.
Fayro is the concentrate of the same natural

mineral salts that make effective the waters of
twenty-two hot springs of America, England and
Continental Europe. For years the spas and hot
springs bathing resorts have been the retreat of fair

women and well groomed men.
Excess weight has been removed, skins have been

made more lovely, bodies more shapely and minds
brighter.

The Hot Springs Are Now Brought to You
Painstaking analyses of the active ingredients of

the waters from twenty-two of the most famous
springs have taught us the secret of their effective-

ness. You can now have all these benefits in your
own bath. Merely put Fayro into your hot bath.
It dissolves rapidly. You will notice and enjoy the pungent
fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.

Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and stimulating perspira-

tion, forces lazy body cells to sweat out surplus fat and bodily

poisons. Add Fayro to your bath at night and immediately you
will lose from 2 to 4 pounds in an easy, refreshing and absolutely

harmless manner.
Consult your physician and he will tell you that Fayro is certain

to do the work and that it is absolutely harmless.

Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw off worn out
fat and bodily poisons. Your skin will be clearer and smoother.
You will sleep better after your Fayro bath and awaken feeling

as though you had enjoyed a week's vacation.

Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces weight generally but you can also concentrate its

effect on abdomen, hips, legs, ankles, chin or any part of the body
you may wish.

Results Are Immediate
Weigh yourself before and after your Fayro bath. You will

find you have lost from 2 to 4 pounds. And a few nights later

when you again add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. As soon as you are the correct weightfor your height

do not try to reduce further. No need to deny yourself food you
really want. No need for violent exercise. No need for drugs or

medicines. Merely a refreshing Fayro bath in the privacy of your
own home.

Try Fayro at Our Risk

The regular price of Fayro is Si.oc a package. With the coupon
you get 3 full sized packages and an interesting booklet "Health
and Open Pores" for f>2.jo plus the necessary postage. Send no
money. Pay the postman. Your money refunded instantly if

vou want it.

HERE'S PROOF
Read what Fayro Baths
have done for others

"Three Fayro baths reduced
my weight 11 pounds in 8
days. I feel better than I
have felt for years."

"I weigh 16 pounds less and
feel younger and sleep better.

Fayro is wonderful.

"My double chin vanished in
the magic of Fayro baths."

"My hips were always too

prominent until I commenced
Fayro balhs. I have lost 12
pounds."

"Thank you for Fayro. 1

lost 14 pounds in three weeks;
feel better and certainly look
belter."

"Since childhood my thick
ankles have always been a
source of embarrassment.
Fayro baths have reduced
them beautifully. Thank you
very much."

For obvious reasons, names
are not quoted, but every
letter published has been
authorized and names and
addresses will be given on
request.

If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we
will refund your money withouta question.

You risk nothing. Clip the coupon and
mail.

Fayro, Inc. pp-4-28

821 Locust St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Send me 3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain package.
I will pay the postman S2.50 plus the necessary postage.
It is understood that if I do not get satisfactory results

with the first package I use, I am to return the other two
und you will refund all of my money at once.

Name

Address

City ..........State...

If you live outside the United States send International
Money Order with coupon.

!
If
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Skin Like IvoiyJ

Now a New Kind of Facial

Creme Brings Amazing New

Results, or Your Money Back.

Whitens Smoothes Banishes Reduces

your skin out lines freckles pores

Skin like ivory! No freckles ... no
blackheads ... no more fine lines , . .

cleared of every tiny imperfection and
smoothed to flawless texture . . . soft,

supple, creamy-white! Do you want such
superb skin beauty? Then try one jar of
new-type facial creme. . . .

Gervaise GiuhamBeautySeavt

A Complete Skin Treatment
Not a cold cream . . . not a bleach cream

. . . not a skin food, you may expect Beauty
Secret to surpass them all. In this one creme
I have succeeded in blending the best beauty
helps ever known . . . and I have multiplied
their benefits. Now expect new things from your
facial creme!
Beauty Secret has the power to whiten the

skin a new. safe way, and nothing is more
wonderful than a milky white complexion.
This is but one benefit. Freckles steadily fade
out. Blackheads dissolve completely. Another
amazing tendency of Beauty Secret is to re-
duce coarse pores to smoothest, finest texture.
Beauty Secret not only cleanses the skin . . .

it stimulates, tones, firms. Tonic oils impart
a supple elasticity that in the greatest degree
smooths out fine lines and crowsfeet. Now,
for the first time, a complete facial cream.
Now results that you can reany see!

POSITIVE GUARANTEE
This six-fold creme costs very little more

than the most ordinary cleansing cream. I
am introducing Beauty Secret in double size
jars at only $1.50—not only an amazing creme
but an exceptional value as well. Use it as
you would any cream for one or two weeks.
Then, if not more than delighted, I will refund
full price for the asking. Send no money.
Simply mail coupon below, and when the pack-
age arrives pay postman only $1.50. Mail
coupon todav to (Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept. 4 PM, 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago, Illinois.

(Canadian address: 61 College St., Toronto, Out.)

— — —— — — MAIL NOW — — — —
(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept. 4-P M, 25 W. Illinois St.. Chicago.

Send me, postage prepaid, a double size jar
of your new Beauty Secret. On arrival, I will
pay postman only $1.50. If not delighted I
understand you guarantee to refund my money.

Name

Address

under the thumb of comedy direc-

tors, for he has no more chance with
them of being upstage than has a

private in the army. I recall one of

the first times I ever saw Arthur.

It was on a comedy set at Universal

City. "Slim" Summerville was di-

recting him. Slim, who is tall and
lanky, slow of speech and whimsi-
cal, sat on the set and waited for the

electricians to adjust the lights.

Arthur approached, ready for work,
in a new costume. He stood at at-

tention while Slim inspected him.

The director finally grunted a reluc-

tant approval. Then his eye fell on
an object in Arthur's hand. It was
a break-away vase which the boy
had filched from the property room,
planning to take it home. It was of

no value, but Arthur wanted it.

Somehow, Slim got it into his hands.

The youthful star saw what was
coming, but hoped against hope that

the inevitable would not happen.

"Aw, Slim," he pleaded, "don't

break it ! Please don't."

"Why, Arthur," the director said

reassuringly, as he examined the

break-away, "I wouldn't break it.

I'm just looking at it." But no one
believed him. The vase began to

slip from his hand—accidentally, of

course. He juggled it dexterously,

but began to lose control. Describ-

company built it as a conference

room in which .they could have ab-

solute privacy. The latter theory

isn't as fantastic as it sounds, if you
have ever seen the double doors and
barred windows behind which gen-

eral managers of studios sit to con-

nive in comfort.

The actual owners of the strange

edifice, doubtless acting in a chari-

table mood toward those curious

thousands who were losing sleep

over the mystery, finally erected an

electric sign on the building.

It is the vault of a large Los An-
geles bank in which county records

are kept.

One of Hollywood's most popular

resorts just now is the Sphinx Club,

which is an explanation of where
some of the fabulous salaries made
by the film stars are spent.

For the Sphinx Club is an exclu-

sive establishment where one may
watch—at one's own expense—the

little white ball slither about the

roulette wheel, or attempt to predict

whether the kind- faced dealer will

ing a neat parabola, the vase crashed

to the floor, shattered to bits.

"I'm awfully sorry," Slim said,

with mock contriteness.

Arthur looked at him reproach-

fully and screwed up his face in

what was meant to be a menacing
attitude. Slim regarded him intently

for a moment, then turned to me
and, in a tone of voice so casual that

he might have been discussing a bit

of furniture, he said, "He's acting

for you now. See him making
faces ? Just a natural comedian, that

boy is. Makes me laugh so hard
sometimes I have to quit work for

the day and go home " and so

on. Arthur turned away resignedly.

But he probably will be ruined

some day by the artificial atmos-

phere of the movies. Some one will

grab him and make a, picture with

him as a Tarkington hero. Then he

will be made—but perhaps ruined

at the same time. His salary will

leap into the thousands. He will

buy himself four imported cars and

a pink palace in Beverly Hills, hire

a press agent, acquire an English

accent and a pose of sophistication,

become a celebrity and try to for-

get his kid personality.

But there is no point in mourning
over this yet. Sufficient unto the

day is the evil thereof.

give you a card sufficiently small to

stay under the magic number of

21 in the blackjack game.
In other words, it is Hollywood's

most exclusive gambling resort and,

if one acquires the entree, one may
rub elbows with the elite of filmdom

as long as your money holds out.

Its location is moved frequently,

and its doings are shrouded in se-

crecy, but every one "who is any one"
in the movie colony follows its career

with interest. Formal dress is the

thing, although one may be admitted

otherwise if one's bank roll is suffi-

ciently elastic, and one is served any-

thing he desires in the way of food

or drink while he plays. The food

and drink is "on the house" until

one tallies up one's earnings and

losings and finds it really wasn't on

the house after all.

In any event, the Sphinx Club

caters to some of our most promi-

nent film celebrities and "Goldie," its

proprietor, promises to become one

of Hollywood's most distinguished

residents.

The Stroller
Continued, from page 53
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Norma—As She Is

Continued from page 43

fourth day she demolished her car

with a telephone pole and frightened

herself ; so she has never touched

the wheel since.

She rushed ardently into the study

of French, became bored and went
as enthusiastically into Italian, de-

serting it for tennis, then golf, then

singing. The singing lessons, how-
ever, continue with surprising per-

sistence. She has' a sweet, throaty

contralto voice.

She doesn't care for modern fic-

tion and the present sophisticated

trend, preferring the crinoline grace
and rustle of eighteenth century ro-

mance. Dumas, pere, Balzac. Ibaiiez,

and Tolstoi she likes. Also the

poetry of Verlaine ; in fact, romance
in almost any form of literature.

On the other hand, her tastes in

music and painting are more for the
bizarre and exotic, although when-
ever she goes to Europe she explores
for seventeenth century tapestries.

She likes etchings and sketches of
the modern school, and the startling

fashion designs of Erte and other
Parisians.

She has excellent and conservative
taste in clothes, preferring sports
things. She never bothers to primp
and, although meticulous about de-
tails, she likes best to run out of the
house in a slip-on sweater and a

comfortable, pleated skirt. It would
bore her to wear the chiffons and
laces of most of her pictures, com-
fort being the main requisite of her
personal wardrobe.

She collects dolls of every known
nationality, design, fabric, and handi-
work. But her main delight is black
opals. She searches everywhere for
new additions to her collection, find-
ing them lovelier than diamonds or
emeralds. She also loves crystal, in

necklaces, bracelets, earrings—any-
thing. A man in Paris makes ex-
quisite articles for her dressing table
out of crystal.

She has a magnificent house on
Hollywood Boulevard. A great pile

of white stucco and red tile set among
spacious lawns and gardens, for-

merly owned by the packing Cuda-
hys. She also has a beach house at

Santa Monica, done on a more simple
scale. She loves to have people
around her—until they suddenly bore
her and, becoming restive, she re-

tires into herself again.

She asks, above all things, com-
plete and honest sincerity of her
friends. In return she gives a warm
understanding and the beautiful, un-
changing loyalty which is perhaps
the keynote of her -character.

BE MY
AGENT

100
High-PoweredHudson

CoachforYon
I moan what I say. Here and now I offer you big money,
short hours and steady employment in a permanent, profitable
business of your own. You can make amazing profits

—

right
from the start—without investment, training or experience.
Men and women everywhere are astonished at the way the money rolls in.

L. C. Van Allen, 111., averages better than $100 a week. Mrs. B. L. Hodges,
N. Y., makes $18 to $20 a day—day in and day out. John Tyler, Pa., earns
$30 to $:{5 a day. Kachael Schryer, Mich., gave up school-teaching to take hold
of this proposition. She clears as high as $23 a day.

Not a scheme or contest, hut a
bona tide opportunity to get a
handsome, six-cylinder, closed car
free. Mail coupon for details.

Look
at These

Big Earnings
$100 a Week

"I used to make $100
a month. Now average
more than $100 a week."

L. C; Van Allen.

$50 First Week in Spare
Time

"The very first week I

cleared more than $50 in

spare time."
Mrs. K. R. Hoof.

$35 in I Day
"Make more money eas-

ier than ever before—as

high as $35 a day."

John Tyler.

Amazing New Profit Opportunity
None of these people knew a thing about
my business when they started. Yet
look at the profits they are making to-

day! And you can do as well as they
are doing. Because I furnish every-
thing you need, tell you where to go,

whom to see, what to do and what to

say. With my easy instructions, you
can be making $100 a week quick.

No Experience Needed
Look—I am tlhe originator and sole

manufacturer of the famous ZANOL
Products—Pure Foods, Toilet Prepara-
tions, Soaps, Laundry and Household
Necessities—350 different quality prod-
ucts. I sell direot to the Ihome through
Authorized Representatives. If you act
quick I'll give you a choice protected
territory. I never sell to stores. Thus
you—and you alone—get the profit on
all orders from your territory.

SEND NO MONEY
If you want to be your own boss and
have a permanent, big-pay business of
your own—write me quick for all fcho

facts. Don't send a penny. Just your
name and address on the coupon. By
return mail I'll send proof that shows
how easily you can make $50 a week
spare time—$100 a week full time.

RUSH COUPON
Don't wait. Don't let this opportunity
slip through your fingers. Every clay you
wait costs you $10, $15, $20 or even
more. So act quick. Mail coupon to-

day—NOW.
THE AMERICAN PRODUCTS CO.

President and Qeneral Manager
274 Monmouth Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio

Important Notice!;
For nearly a quarter-century the American
Products Company has given everyone a fair and

square deal and perfect satisfaction. Any man
or woman \v3io becomes my agent can expect

every kindness and courtesy and cooperation

to the full. Our record of honest dealing and

our resources of more than a million dollars,

guarantee that every promise we make will be

fulfilled.

Publisher's Note:

i

"

1

I Albert Mills, Pres., American Products Co., I

I 274 Monmouth Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
|

Please send all the facts without cost or obligation to me. .

I Tell me how I can make $100 a week as your agent—and I

I
get a Hudson Coach FREE at the same time.

| Name \ . J

[ Address I

I I

I I

j
(C) A. P. Co. (Printer Write Plainly)

Mr. Mills is well known to the publisher of this magazine and can be relied
upon to do as he agrees.

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
Can Easily be Yours
Trados Model No. 25

corrects now all ill- shaped
noses quickly, painlessly,
permanently, and comfort-
ably at home. It is the
only noseshaping appliance
of precise adjustment and
a safe and guaranteed pat-
ent device that will actually
give you a perfect looking
nose. Over 90,000 satisfied

Users. For years recom-
mended by physicians. 16
years of experience in manu-
facturing Nose Shapers is

at your service.

Model 25 jr. for children.

Awarded Prize Medal by
bin Wembley Exposition, London, England. Write for testimoni-
als and free booklet, which tells you how to obtain a perfect look-

ins nose. M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping Specialist
Dept. 2921 Blnghamton, N. Y-

P32ETTYANKLES frfJfi?
AND CALVI/ST pevpair

ALMOSTIMMEDIATELY/
j->R.WALTER'S Special extrastrong
Lj Ankle Bands, will support and
shape the ankle and calf while reduc-
ing them.

They fit like a glove. Can be worn un-
der any kind of hose without detection. /
You can note thedifference inshapeof /
ankle at once. Can be worn at night / >

andreduce whileyou sleep, orduring Y A
the day deriving then extra benefit
of the support.

Write for Dr. Walter's Special
Ankle Bands for $3.75. Pay by
check or money order (no cash) or
pay postman.

Send Ankle and Calf measure to

DR. JEANNE G. A. WALTER
389 Fifth Avenue New York
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Melt Fat Away
By Oxygen Method

Reduce Where You Want
To Reduce

Infiltrating cream quickly and safely banishes
double chins and slenderizes big hips,

jat ivaists, legs or arms.

Nature's way of melting fat away is by bringing

oxygen in contact with the fat itself. When you take
violent reducing exercises more oxygen is carried in

tlie blood to the fatty" tissues. Similarly when you go

on a starvation diet, you stop supplying the body with
fat building materials, and the oxygen carried in your
blood uses up the stored fat.

Now colloidal chemists, working with doctors, have
found a way to bring double oxygen in contact with
fat at any part
of the body
where you wish
to reduce. Col-
loidal chemistry
is one of the
latest develop-
ments of mod-
ern science.
They have done
away with the
old dangerous
methods of star-
vation diets,
boiling baths
and strenuous
exercises and
made it possi-
ble to localize . , , , . .

fat reduction. That is, you can reduce a double chin

without affecting any other part of the body, or slen-

derize fait legs, fat arms or large hips without getting

that drawn, wrinkled, haggard look that so often re-

sulted from the old methods.

The new discovery is an infiltrating cream, containing

double oxygen, which is liberated when absorbed through

the skin and simplv melts the fat away. You don t

have to take anybody's word for this. You just rub

this golden brown cream on the part you want to reduce

and actually see it work. It disappears in two min-

utes' time—absorbed by the skin—leaving just a clean

white foam on the surface. This natural method is so

quick and safe that it has the approval of doctors who

oppose all other methods of quick fat reduction.

Seducing tests made on fat people have produced

amazing results. One woman took off 29 pounds m
six weeks. Another reduced hev neck two inches in a

few treatments. Double chins disappeared in three or

four days' time, and equally successful results were

had in reducing fat waists, arms and legs, and big

hips. Po sure are we that this ama7.ing new infil-

trating oxygen cream, called VIADERMA, will quickly

reduce fat, that we will cheerfully refund the full

purchase price to any user who is not more than de-

lighted with the results. It is surprising what an

amazing improvement it makes in your appearance to

take off just a few pounds of excess fat. Fat is ugly

and the fat -woman never looks her best. Mail the

coupon today for full information about Viaderma.

J
COLLOIDAL CHEMISTS, Dept. 34,

27 West 20th St., New York City.

I Without obligation, please send me complete in- .

|
formation about Viaderma oxygen reducing cream.

|

I Name I

I Address

|
City

Develop Your Bust!
Our Bcientific method highly recommended

for Quick easy development

LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement of bust, neck, face,

arms and legs

Used with great success by thousands. In-
expensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded. Full particulars
and proof (sealed) free. Write for special
offer TODAY.

LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
857-PX Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md

GXascinating
J Womanhood

This is the title of a book
that will teach you how
to gain the interest and
make yourself attractive

to the man of your choice.

It explains the psychology
of the male mind by show-

ing you how it works.
You do not need to be
lonely any longer. You
can win home and
husband and be happy,
once you are master of
the psychology which

Cut out this ad : write your
name and address on the margin and mail to us
with 10 cents and a little booklet entitled "Secrets

of Fascinating Womanhood," giving an inter-

esting synopsis of the revelations disclosed in

"Fascinating Womanhood," will be sent postpaid.

No embarrassment—the plain wrapper keeps
your secret. Send your dime today.

THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
4865 Easton Ave.. St. Louis, Mo. Dept. 16-D

this book teaches.

Is There a Typical Hollywood Girl?
Continued from page 25

thing. Homes, babies, engagements
—the most sacred things seem to be

twisted a little to fit the pattern.

Even at wifely luncheon 'parties, the

talk is of pictures, or of this or that

Hollywood success. Not obviously,

or directly, but the drift is notice-

able.

"While all are not intentionally

posing, each does what is expected.
At parties, Chaplin and Marion Da-
vies indulge in clever mimicry. Are
they always in the mood, I wonder?
Johnny Hines and Reed Howes are

proverbial cut-ups. Don't they ever

run down? You catch yourself sit-

ting very erect in your chair, every
posture a decorative one, when you
would rather slump and be com-
fortable. Trivial incidents are dram-
atized in conversation. You are witty

or brilliant or mysterious, according

to your genre. All these individual

personalities are coated over, you
might say, with the Hollywood per-

sonality. You mustn't miss a move,
or you are out of step.

"If I were a nobody, not in pic-

tures," Miss Mackaill said quizzi-

cally, "what would I do? Well, I

haven't given it a thought. I dare

say few do. Oh, yes, some say what
they will do when they retire. But
do the}-? No, they continue to hang
on the fringe of picture glory, to be

still a part of this dazzling splendor.

"Hollywood is so amusing and so

vividly interesting, so picturesque in

a glorious, not a shodd}^ or quaint,

way. Nowhere else do you see

glorious picturesquencss. I doubt if

any of us who act roles in its show
would be content to shed this per-

sonality and be submerged by hum-
drum interests elsewhere, or even to

be permanently lost in the vastness of

New York.
"In our hearts we may jbe as pro-

saic as any one, anywhere. It would
be awful, though, if any one thought

that of us
!"

"How do you sum up this dis-

tinctly Hollywood personality?" I

wondered.

"Colorful, bizarre at times, vivid,

dramatic, always aware of being the

center of the spotlight, bright and
interesting, charming in manner.
Those are its outward aspects. This

personality is a thinker—keen in

analysis and frank in consideration.

Even the most inconsequential con-

versation has this quality of mental

restlessness.

"You start chatting. Some one

makes a searching remark, relative

to some new picture's psychology, or

to some happening, dramatic or

otherwise, in the colony. Soon there

is a spirited discussion. And if you
just sit back and listen, you actually

learn more of human nature's vaga-
ries than from any number of books,

or than you would in numberless
conversations in any other locality.

"This freedom of thought and its

frank expression is startling, topics

being discussed that are glossed over
as indelicate. But a lot of it is sur-

face prattle. Some of us have had
the fortune to be better educated
than the majority of young women,
many of us have assimilated an edu-

cation from the world. We all like

to pose as highbrows, as belonging

to the young intellectual set. We are

more keenly thinking than elsewhere,

and are more daring conversationally.

But how many of us," she chuckled,

"wouldn't rather settle down in a

comfy bath robe and- slippers—at

least once in a while—and read the

Ladies' Home Journal? / would."
Isn't this Hollywood personality

really Hollywood—a gingham town
clothed suddenly in splendid raiment,

flaunting herself at first in smug and
prideful glamour as the center of the

world's spotlight? Unaware that the

world has really seen her, she con-
tinues her pirouetting, not realizing

that she is doing her stuff, now, prin-

cipally for herself. At that, despite

her dependence upon it, the world
doesn't mean an awful lot to Holly-
wood, I suspect. I believe, even if

she understood that she is cutting

capers for her own amusement, she

would continue just as delightedly.

"I guess, after all, we must enjoy
wearing this Hollywood personality.

Now, the day of toil is done. Do I

hie me to my simple cottage to rest?

I do not." Dorothy grinned. "I

glide home, hoping every one will

notice my new car, -to dress myself

in a new marvel, then to a dinner

dance. I shall meet the same people

that I meet several times a week.

There will be the usual gay pleas-

antries, .bright badinage, half sincere

nothings. We shall be poised, cor-

rect, alert not to miss a cue.

"Shall I be bored ?" She laughed

gayly. "If I am, I would never ad-

mit it. On the whole, I shall be as

entertained as I have been three eve-

nings this week on similar occasions."

With which enigmatic curtain

speech, Dorothy Mackaill raced away.

Did I relax, as I wished, with a

novel, my feet up on something? I

did not. I arrayed myself in a less

conspicuous version of the Holly-

wood personality and stepped out to

a party.
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The Days That Were
Continued from page 20

now, alas, extinct upon the screen

—

Theda Bara, ValesKa Suratt, Gladys
Brockwell, and Louise Glaum. These
artists specialized in the portrayal of

women who were just no good, and
they appeared in stories called by
such titles as "Sex," "A Fool There
Was," and "The Tiger Woman."

In direct contrast—Heaven be

praised!—was the inspiring work of

good girls who made you certain,

after all, that virtue is its own re-

ward, with a lot of excitement
thrown in. In fact, if a really nice

heroine suffered enough, she could

hold an audience not for five reels

but for thirty, divided into two-reel

installments and served from week
to week as a serial.

Before the days of transatlantic

flights or even of war thrills, the

movie public got its gasps out of

things like "What Happened To
Mary," "The Adventures of Kath-
lyn," "The Perils of Pauline," "The
Exploits of Elaine," "Gloria's Ro-
mance," and "Patria." Spies, raues,

kidnapers, and Chinamen in league

with the Mexican government, were
among the menacing forces that kept
these nice girls from settling down
and leading quiet lives.

When I wasn't following' a serial,

or learning why girls leave home, I

used to spend considerable time at

the theater where the stock company
reigned. Here, back of footlights

that sometimes didn't light so well,

a very personable actor named Bert
Lytell was the leading man and man-
ager. One week he would be a

Western hero, in "The Girl of the

Golden West," and a few days later

he'd get a shave and step out as a

prince, in "Graustark." Claire Wind-
sor was a schoolgirl in Kansas then,

named Olga Cronk, and Mrs. Lytell

was Bert's leading lady, Evelyn
Vaughn.

It was in 1916 that I first actually

gazed upon a movie camera record-

ing a picture. I spent my vacation at

Watch Hill, Rhode Island, and an
actor named Douglas Fairbanks had
a summer home there. This year he
decided to combine vacation with
work, and brought a company along
to make "American Aristocracy." A
very clever girl named Anita Loos
had written the story. A man named
Albert Parker played the villain.

Another, named Richard Rosson,
was the prop boy. And an eight-

year-old youngster known as Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., played the role of
a newsboy.

The next year T was lucky, too.

My brother was training: for a com-
i jmission at Pittsburgh, and when I

went to see him I ran into another
company on location. This time it

was Mabel Normand and Herbert
Rawlinson, in one of Mabel's big-

gest hits, "Joan of Pittsburgh."
And a couple of seasons later I

actually saw the inside of a studio

through the kindness of Eugene
O'Brien, the only actor I ever heard
of who was kind enough to help an
outsider crash the gate.

At that time he was working at

Fort Lee, in "Channing of the North-
west." He introduced me to a

charming little girl who was awfully
nervous, because it was her first day
in front of a camera. Her name was
Norma Shearer. On the same set

chairs and tables were being put into

order by a property man they called

Joe Sternberg, and he looked just

like the director they now call Josef
von Sternberg—only not so im-

portant or artistic. Oh, yes—on the

very next stage Hope Hampton was
working as the star in a picture that

a handsome lad named John Gilbert

was directing.

Much has happened in the last few
years in the motion-picture world.
Important people have evaporated

—

or they are merely playing bits,

where formerly they were in their

glory, and many who were not so

important are now what you might
call prominent. Not only that, but
the camera man's art has progressed

to a point nearing perfection. He it

is, who makes it possible for the old

favorites to still look young on the

screen.

Meanwhile, I've seen hundreds of
pictures. But when I stop now and
think about them, somehow I don't

remember the gigantic spectacles, or

the German works of art. I don't

even think of "The Birth of a Na-
tion," or the others that were said to

be bigger and better.

Instead, I remember Antonio Mo-
reno, in "The Rose of the South ;"

Charlie Chaplin, in "Carmen;"
Norma Talmadge, in "Panthea" and
"The Safety Curtain ;" William Fa-
versham, in "The Sin That Was
His ;" Thomas Meighan and Pauline

Frederick, in "La Tosca ;" Wallace
Reid, in "The Dictator ;" Elsie Fer-

guson, in "Barbary Sheep ;" Hobart
Bosworth, in "Behind the Door;"
House Peters, in "The Great Re-
deemer ;" Constance Talmadge, in

"Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots ;" Sessue

Hayakawa, in "The Bottle Imp ;"

Katherine MacDonald, in "Thunder-
bolt ;" and Doug Fairbanks, in "Man-
hattan Madness."

Ah, me ! They were certainly the

good old days

!

Sensational New
o , ft O/jJ

French Invention Gives

oAPerfedMarcel

WavemisMinutes
"Costs only 2t

Not a concoction from a bottle—not
asticky, messy lotion—nota "trick"
brush—not a "magic" cap— not an
antiquated "curling" device—nota
"scientific" substitute for the old-
fashioned kid curler. This amazing
French invention is positively guar-
anteed actually to marcel wave any
head of hair in 15 minutes at a cost of
less than 2c.

By Mile. Renee Duval

FROM Paris I have brought to American women
the greatest beauty secret of all time. French
hairdressers have guarded it jealously for many

years. This secret will enhance the beauty of any
woman's hair a hundredfold. And there is but one
simple, easy thing to do. Now every
American woman and girl can know,
for the first time, the real and true
secret of the French woman's al-
ways perfectly marcelled hair—

a

thing that has
caused American
women much
amazement.

AGENTS !

Men and Women
Marcelwaver is tak-
ing American women
by storm. Biggest
earnings ever being
made by agents ev-
erywhere. You must
get in on ground floor
before all territory is

taken. Send—today—for complete infor-
mation—all FREE!

Simple to

Use—Perfect
in Results

It is so simple—a small, inexpensive,
easy-to-use thing—the invention of a
famous French hairdresser— it is called
the Marcelwaver. I brought it to Amer-
ica—my friends here perfected it—then sent it to 1,000 American

women to try for themselves.
It gave such perfect results

—

proved of such great conven-
ience—saved those who tried
itsomuch money—thatevery
oneof these 1,000women asked
to keep it—and their friends
sent me orders for thousands
of Marcelwavers.

This Secret T?"D1?1? f
Is Yours -T XVH/E/ I

Do not send me money—just
your name and address on the
coupon below. I '11 at once send
you this secret—and a FREE
copy ofmy famous book,"How
to Marcel Wave Your own
Hair." Send today.

Mile. Renee Duval

MARCELWAVER COMPANY
Dept 86 D Cincinnati, Ohio

Mile. Renee Duval, Dept. 86 D
MARCELWAVER CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
Please send me at once your precious secret of a per-
fectly marcelled head of hair in 15 minutes at a cost
of less than 2c. This information must be FREEto me.

I ( ) Check here if interested in agent's offer.

Name

|
Address..

[
City State..
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No More

GRAY
HAIR
ANEW safe way has

been found to bring
back original shade to
gray hair — to remove
faded streaks and restore
graying parts—to make
the hair live looking
and lustrous.

This way is clean and
colorless. Tou simply
comb it through the hair.
It will not wash nor rub
off. It's called Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color
Restorer.

Test free if you wish.
Or go to nearest drug-
gist. A few cents' worth
restores color perfectly.

Costs nothing if not amazed and delighted.

Test Free
Mary T.Goldman, 150-DGoldman Bldg-., St. Paul, Minn.
Send Free Outfit. Black dark brown medium
brown auburn . . . light brown ... light red .. . blonde . .

.

Name

Street

— — — — — Please print your name and address » — ™

U to beautiful
proportions -»

while you sleep!

MniTR HOSE dPJUSTER
is SAFE, painless, comfortable.
Speedy, permanent results guar-

anteed. Doctors praise it. No
Gold^etlal metal to harm you. Small cost.

Won 1923 Write for FREE BOOKLET before-after

ANITA CO., 490 ANITA Bldg., NEWARK, N. J.

Keep Your Skin Young
Remove all blemishes and discolorations by
regularly using pure Mercolized Wax. Get
an ounce, and use as directed. Fine, al-

most invisible particles of aged skin peel

off, until all defects, such as pimples, liver

spots, tan, freckles and large pores have
disappeared. Skin is beautifully clear, soft

and velvety, and face looks years younger.
Mercolized Wax brings out the hidden
beauty. To quickly remove wrinkles and
other age lines, use this face lotion : 1

ounce powdered saxolite and 1 half pint

witch hazel.

At Drug and Department Stores Everywhere.

ALWAYS Ask For DENISON'S-52 Years of Hits

Comedy -Dramas, mi BUA Vaudeville Acts,
FarceB, Musical 1*1 ffl f\ Monologs, Dialogs,
Comedies.Revues, * w Entertainments,
Chalk-Talk, Amateur Circu9 and Magic Books.
Black-faceSkits.lllMQTDCI Q Snappy Posters,
Opening Choruses. IHV I IIt L»» Window Cards.
Complete First-Parts, with Song Programs.
New CleverCOMEDY SONGSforyourshow.
Make-up Goods, Wigs. CATALOGUE FREE.
T. S. DENISON & CO., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. f 2 Chicag®

[Destroys it by removing roots.

No pain. Harmless. Guaran-
teed. Only $1.00. Good stores U

or use special offer coupon

South Orange, New Jersey
Send me FREE, as a special offer, a 50c. tube

of DELFIN Massage Cream; a 25c. tube

of DELFIN Deodorant; and a six months
|

supply of Skin Tonic. Also the dollar pack-

!
age of NU-ART for which I enclose $1.00.

j
Name
Address -

City & State

Manhattan Medley
Continued from page 73

clock to punch for six weeks, Miss
Rich decided to travel with her

daughter from the Coast and flit for

a few days in New York. The flit-

ting consisted of chaperoning the

younger generation to theater par-

ties, a few speeches over the radio,

a hurried and wistful glance in the

shop windows, and a mad dash for

the Twentieth Century Limited.

Miss Rich, who has a warm, viva-

cious personality, finds' that in com-
bining- the duties of actress, mother,
and wife, she has evolved the ideal

method of being assured of a full,

rich life.

"Of course," she says, "if things

go smoothly at home, I can't take the

credit for it. Everything is done for

me—with the exception of Friday
evenings. The entire staff decamps
at midday, and when I come home
from the studio I pitch right in with
the familv and we get our own din-

ner."

Speaking of parties, those twin
spirits of gayety and savoir-faire,

Marie Dressier and Hedda Hopper,
appeared on Manhattan's horizon like

two good deeds in a naughty world.

After many months of keeping their

respective noses to the grindstone on
the Coast, they initiated a round of

festivities such as only two congenial

souls on pleasure bent can accom-
plish.

Hedda Hopper, of course, you
recognize as the perenially sophisti-

cated woman about town, who can
express more by a curl of her lip, or

the raising of a supercilious eyebrow,
than most actresses can accomplish
by a whole set of hysterics.

With "The Callaghans and the

Murphys," Marie Dressier was
clasped with fervor to the celluloid

breast of the film world which, hav-
ing dragged her from retirement

abroad, is determined that so fine

an artist shall remain in Hollywood
whether she will or nay. The "ayes"

have it and if the screen gods smile,

Miss Dressier and Buster Keaton
will share honors in a forthcoming
picture.

Tim McCoy demonstrates that va-

riety is the spice of the films, and
that almost any road leads to the

screen. A rancher by profession,

fate literally lassoed him and made
an actor out of him. A protege of

General Hugh L. Scott, a noted
authority on the American Indian,

McCoy first came into active contact

with the movies when "The Covered
Wagon" was being made. Familiar-
ity with the life and speech of the

Indians was a great asset in the proc-

ess of filming that great epoch of

pioneer history. McCoy not only

became the interpreter between the

Indians and the director, but he sup-

plied much valuable data, remaining
till the completion of the picture. He
later lectured with the film both here

and abroad, and then returned to his

beloved ranch in Wvoming.
Shrewd M.-G.-M. officials had

noted the Westerner's fine physique,
his prowess with the rope and the
vaulting pole, and his agility in the

saddle. Before he knew it, he was
being groomed as a Western star.

Leaving his ranch once more to the

guardianship of a capable overseer,

he took up his abode in Hollywood
and found himself as much at home
in his new environment as he had
been in the open spaces.

"Activity," says Tim McCoy, "of

one sort or another, is in one's blood
—or it isn't. I've been active all my
life, so it was merely necessary to

transfer this activity to a new set-

ting. And acting for the films has
enabled me to enlarge my ranch to

such proportions that I now own five

thousand acres of land."

He has brought to these Western
films a keen enthusiasm and a likable

personality, which have already

earned him his film spurs.

By the same token, the little Mc-
Coys—there are. three of them—are

being sent to school in France,
whither they are guarded annually by
a fond mother, who is none other,

we discovered, than the erstwhile

Agnes Miller, daughter of the late

Henry, and sister of the successful

producer, Gilbert.

The tall and stately Alice Joyce
divides her time between her family,

the films, and farewells.

"All mothers leave their children

for some portions of the year," says

Miss Joyce, who in private life is

Mrs. James B. Regan and has brains

of her own. "They go to Palm
Beach, Havana, Pinehurst, Ber-
muda, or Europe for jaunts lasting

six or eight weeks at a time. The
average film takes about two months
to make—seldom longer, if as long

—

and playing a new role is my way
of seeking a change. I don't enjoy
loafing."

And so, every now and then, she

purchases a new wardrobe, pats her

children on the back, packs her bags

and goes to Hollywood, lending her

regal presence to a new film. More
recently, however, after a brief visit

to Canada, she sailed for England
to play the heroine in a British pic-

ture.
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CLASSIFIED
Agents and Help Wanted

AGENTS—$60-5125 A WEEK. Free sam-
ples. Gold letters for stores and office win-
dows. Metallic Letter Co., 428 N. Clark,
Chicago.

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. Every
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy. Write for particulars and free sam-
ples. American Monogram Co., Dept. 170,
East Orange, N. J.

WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
2860, St. Louis, Mo.

AGENTS—WE START YOU IN BUSINESS
and help you succeed. No capital or experi-
ence needed. Spare or full time. You can
earn $50-$100 weekly. Write Madison Manu-
facturers, 564 Broadway, New York.

YOU ARE WANTED TO RESILVER
Mirrors at Home. Immense profits plating
auto parts, tableware, etc. Write for infor-
mation. Sprinkle, Plater, 333, Marion, Indi-
ana.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories" anywhere. Booklet free. W. Hill-
yer Ragsdale, Drawer 29, East Orange, N. J.

AGENTS—00c. an hour to advertise our
goods and distribute free samples to con-
sumers. Write quick for territory and par-
ticulars. American Products Co.," 1675 Mon-
mouth, Cincinnati, Ohio.

$12 DAY REPRESENTING BIG HARLEY
factory. Established 35 years. Sell friends,
neighbors—groceries, extracts, family medi-
cines, toilet preparations, etc. Steady, profit-
able, repeat business. J?3.00 an hour part
time. Samples furnished. Harley Company,
Desk D-2544, Dayton, Ohio.

How to Entertain

PLAYS, Musical comedies and revues, min-
strel music, blackface skits, vaudeville acts,
monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments,
musical readings, stage handbooks, make-up
goods. Big catalog free. T. S. Denison &
Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 132, Chicago.

Patents and Lawyers

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for pre-
liminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references. Best results. Promptness as-
sured. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Pat-
ented or unpatented. Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS—Write for Guide Books and
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclos-
ing inventions. Send model or sketch of in-

vention for Inspection and Instructions Free.
Terms reasonable. Victor J. Evans Co., 767
Ninth, Washington, D. C.

INVENTORS—Write for our guide book,
"How to Get Your Patent," and evidence of
invention blank. Send model or sketch for
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms rea-
sonable. Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Help Wanted— Instructions

MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK, qual-
ify for forest ranger position. Start $125
month ; cabin and vacation : patrol the for-
ests, protect the game ; give tourists informa-
tion. Write Mokane, Dept. M-10, Denver,
Colo.

WANT U. S. GOVERNMENT JOB. com-
mence $115-$250 month? Men-women, 18-55,
trained at home in three weeks. Write, In-
struction Bureau, 308 Arcade Bldg., St.
Louis, Mo.

RAILWAY POSTAL CLERKS. $158.00
month. 25 men, 18 up coached free. Write
immediately, Franklin Institute, Dept. A2,
Rochester, N. Y.

Help Wanted—Female

$6—$18 A DOZEN decorating pillow tops
at home, experience unnecessary ;

particulars
for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 110, La-
Grange, Ind.

HOMEWORK; Women wanting obtain re-

liable kinds write for information. Enclose
stamp. Eller Co., 296-T Broadway, New
York.

Male Help—Instructions

MEN, GET FOREST RANGER JOB;
$125-$200 mo. and home furnished ;

hunt,
fish, trap. For details write Norton, 268
Temple Court, Denver, Colo.

EARN $120 to $250 monthly, expenses
paid as railway traffic inspector ; we assist

you to a position after completion of three
months' spare time home study course or
refund your money. Write for free book-
let CM-28, Standard Business Training
Inst., Buffalo, N. Y.

Detectives Wanted

MEN—Experience unnecessary ; travel

;

make secret investigations ;
reports ; salaries ;

expenses. Write American Foreign Detective
Institute, 114, St. Louis, Bio.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great
demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wagner, 2190 Broadway, New York.

Salesmen

COLLECT AND KEEP $6.00 COMMIS-
sion each sale. 2 suits or suit and topcoat
$27.95. Unusual qualities. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Latest patterns. Extra Large
outfit Free. Deal Direct. LaSalle Gold Seal
Clothes, 527 Broadway, Dept. 36, New York
City.

Sell Us Your
Time

Probably you can think of a score of things right

now for which you would like to have some extra

money—a home of your own, a car, a college educa-
tion. Any of these is within your grasp if you
simply follow the successful course of thousands
of men and women, boys and girls, who are turn-

ing their spare time into cash taking subscriptions

for our magazines.

EASY TO START
The same plan that has made these folks prosperous
is now offered to you. No experience, no capital

necessary. Does not interfere with your regular

duties. Try it out ! It costs only a 2c. stamp, or a

penny post card to get full details and a complete

money-making outfit FREE. You have nothing to

lose and may gain hundreds of dollars—here's the

coupon.

MAIL IT TO-DAY I

1

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79-89 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

I
- Please show me how I can profitably sell you my spare

i time.

NAME .

.

STREET
I

I CITY STATE

!lllil!ll!ll!liyilllllllii!!il!!!l!llll!!llll!!lilllllllll!!IU
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That Indian Love Call
Continued from page 51
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HELP
for Fagged Eyes
Murine soothes and refreshes strained,

tired eyes—makes them feel strong

and look alive. It also cleanses them
of irritating particles which cause a
bloodshot condition. And, by tighten-

ing sagging muscles, helps to ward
off crow's feet.

Used night and morning, Murine will

keep your eyes always clear, bright

and vigorous. A month's supply of

this harmless lotion costs but 60c.

Write Murine Co., Dept. 28, Chicago, 111.

FREE Books on Eye Beauty and Eye Care

Kill The Hair Root
I : : ^ :

My method is the only way to prevent the hair from grow-
ing ag-ain. Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free.
Write today enclosing- 3 red stamps. We teach beautv culture
D.J. Mahler, 94-A Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

DO YOU REALLY KNOW
What Happens

WHEN YOU DIE?
Have You Loved Ones Who

Have Gone Beyond?
Do you know what Science has Actually
Discovered of .the Spiritual World?

Here is a book jwi'tjh a wonderful message for

. you : because it «tells what lias really been
demonstrated concerning LIFE beyond ''physical

death."

"THE GREAT KNOWN"
By J. E. Richardson, TK.

(Harmonic Series)

A 'book of vital interest to YOU if you are seeking
FACTS about the I»ife to Come—if you (have loved ones
who have passed beyond. 34 Chapters including fasci-
nating, up-to-date, reliable information on such matters
as: SPIRITUAL SIGHT: EIGHT AND WRONG
METHODS OF COMMUNICATION WITH SPIRITUAL
WORLD : DREAMS : SEX PROBLEMS : SPIRITUAL
LIFE: PSYCHIC EFFECT OF SUICIDE: WHEN
DEATH BEGINS: CREMATION: REINCARNATION
and many other KNOWN and PROVEN facts. 420
pages; 5^ s 8% inches; cloth bound; gold die stamped.

Examine It Free.
Mail coupon; the hook will be sent at once. Read it 5

days. If you find it vitally interesting and inspiring,
send only $3. Otherwise return the book. Use Coupon
RIGTIT NOW.

PIONEER PRESS. Publishers,
Dept. M, Hollywood, Calif.
Please send me a copy of "THE GREAT KNOWN" by
J. E. Riohardson, TK, on approval. I agree to send $3
or return the book in 5 days.

Name

Address .-

City & State

to office work. He was determined

that he would some day lead a life

away from a seething city.

With this ambition I'm sure I

don't know why he ever came to

Hollywood, but Hollywood brought
him "Rose-Marie" and a location trip

in Yosemite.
The location trip ended, the com-

pany returned to the M.-G.-M.
studio. I was so intrigued by the

story that I visited the set for a

couple of days, but after the splen-

dors of the location the zest seemed
gone, and I was thrilled when I

heard that the company was soon to

be sent to Las Turas Lake.
This site is but an hour and a half

drive from Hollywood, but the com-
pany was called for five a. m. in

order to get the benefit of every min-
ute of sunlight. Sometimes it's nice

to be an interviewer, and although I

was enthusiastic over "Rose-Marie,"
five in the morning is not the most
pleasant hour in the world for en-

thusiasms. I must admit that it was
nearing ten when the car swung
around a bend in the road and the

lake stretched before me.
A beautiful spot, this. It had been

originally intended for a hunting and
fishing club, but the project failed

and the lake and its surrounding
country were snapped up by the

movies. This was an exciting day.

The lake was dotted with over a hun-
dred canoes. The Canadian trappers

have a quaint custom whereby the

first who reaches the village with his

furs wins a trophy, so the last lap is

a violent race. Jimmy Murray, of

course, was set to win. Not because
he was the best paddler in the outfit

—far from it—but simply because
he's the hero and the story was writ-

ten that way.

Don't think for a minute that a

canoe race isn't exciting. The men
paddled like demons, and there were
so many of them that there was con-

stant danger of casualties. Two life

guards stood on the banks just out-

side camera range. "We had to

bring the life-savers with us," Polly

Moran confided, "for imagine our
embarrassment if some one had fal-

len overboard and we had had to

send all the way to Santa Monica
for some one to do the saving scene

!"

The canoe race was so exciting

that those more skilled at handling

the paddles almost beat Jimmy to

the landing. The face of one of the

most ardent enthusiasts seemed fa-

miliar to me and I was amazed when
the race was over, and the scenes

around the docks were being taken,

to see him hurrying away instead of

remaining to be in every possible bit

of footage, as is the wont of extra

men.
The familiar one turned out to be

Lucien Hubbard, associate producer.
Later I learned that he is master of

the art of paddling his own canoe,

and simply couldn't stay out of the

birch-bark crafts when he saw them
all lined up ready to go.

Jimmy Murray climbed the hill

and flung himself on the ground.

"Can you beat that?" he laughed.

"All those years that I was an extra

I was told to 'yes' the producers if

I wanted to get ahead. Of course,

when I was an extra I never saw
any producers to 'yes,' and now that

I've had a chance, I've had to beat

one in a race. Of course Mr. Hub-
bard could win a race from- me with

one hand tied behind him, if the

story didn't call for my being a big

outdoor type."

Watching Joan Crawford leap

from crag to crag, I discovered that

she had lost none of her zest for

"Rose-Marie." Don't you wish we
were back in Yosemite?" she said

when she saw me. And then, sud-

denly—Joan leaps conversationally,

too
—

"Don't tell a soul, but look how
long my hair has grown under this

wig."

If I let you in on Joan's secret you
mustn't breathe it to anybody. For
lo, these many moons Joan has

wanted long hair. Not too long, you
understand, but just so that she can

tuck it up when she goes out in the

evenings—about shoulder length. In

each picture she is told to keep- it

bobbed, so she never gets a chance

to show that it would be more be-

coming if a trifle longer. Now that

she's wearing a wig she is going to

let it grow and burst in upon the

studio. But promise that you won't

say a word about it,

So Joan is thankful for "Rose-

Marie"—and that's not the only rea-

son. It's her reward of merit. She's

been one of the most popular leading

women on the M.-G.-M. lot. Lon
Chaney, William Haines, John Gil-

bert, Tim McCoy—she's supported

them all, and now it's her turn for a

title role.

Joan tucked her blouse under the

rough skirt and remarked, "I so sel-

dom get a chance to wear pretty

clothes on the screen. 'Member

'Twelve Miles Out?' Just one dress

in the whole picture. I've done a

lot of costume pictures, and now this.

But I don't mind—not when I get a

role like Rose-Marie !"
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Forced Into Films

Continued from page 49

Right in the middle of her first

picture Douglas MacLean sent for

her. and hardly before she realized

what was happening, she was signed

to a five-year contract and cast as

his leading lady, in "Soft Cushions."

Scarcely had she finished this role

than her employer informed her she

had been lent to Universal for "The
Cohens and Kellys in Paris." When
that was finished she was given the

lead, in "Pigskin."

Bewildered by the rapidity of

events, Sue Carol went stumbling
from place to place, still wondering
what it was all about. She had not
come to California to go into pic-

tures. She did not need a contract.

These thoughts were racing through
her brain when Cecil DeMille sent

for her to be tested for the title role

of "The Godless Girl."

"But I'm not a trained actress!"

she protested. "I've been in pic-

tures only eight months." She did

not get the role, but DeMille bor-

rowed her for the lead, opposite Wil-
liam Boyd, in "Skyscraper."
Was there ever a girl hustled from

place to place and so sought after as

this youngster from Chicago ? Her
naivete, simplicity, and honesty made
producers gape.

"I always looked funny to my-
self," she said the other day. "I
don't think if father were living he'd
let me stay out here, even now. I

haven't taken any of it very seri-

ously. Why, not long after I signed
my contract I wanted to return
home. And I went. They tele-

graphed me to come right back for
work and I wired : 'Can't. Have to
finish visit here.' Of course, I came
to my senses and returned in a day
or two, but that just shows how little

I knew about contracts."

"But how do you account for all

this success?" I asked. "Do vou
call it just luck?"

"I—I don't want to admit it's only
luck. Maybe it's because I really

have a little talent."

She seems to be an unusual com-
bination of personalities. She has

something of the appearance of

Clara Bow, but with more snap in

her coal-black eyes. She possesses

health, beauty, and mystery, all of

which are quite irresistible. She
suggests the finesse of a Swanson,
yet she is inexperienced. She has

acquired none of the stagy manner-
isms many actresses assume, is un-
spoiled by her dizzy climb, and has
that savoir-faire which is the mark
of good breeding. No wonder the

producers are crazv about her

!

Ask $10 per Pound
For Losing Fat

Here is a suggestion
to wives who suffer

from excess fat. Ask
your husband to pay
you, in a gift, so much
per pound for reduc-
tion. He will gladly do
it, for excess fat affects

beauty, health, vitality

and charm.
Then try this modern

method which has been
used so widely for
twenty years. It is based
on wide scientific re-

search which discov-

ered a cause of excess fat. It lies in short-

age of a certain substance which greatly

affects nutrition. The way found to correct

it is to feed a supply of that substance.
That substance is embodied in Marmola

prescription tablets. People have used them
for two decades—millions of boxes of them.
You can see the results in every circle.

Doubtless many of your friends can tell

them. That is one great reason why excess

MARMOLA

fat is as rare as it is

today.

The use of Marmola
requires n o abnormal
exercise or diet, though
moderation helps. Sim-
ply takes four tablets

daily until the weight
comes down to normal.
Then use it only if you
start to gain again.

There are no secrets

about Marmola. The
formula appears in every
box, also an explana-
tion of results—the loss

of fat, the new health and vitality. This is

done to banish every fear of harm.
Go learn at once how much Marmola

means to you. Watch the delightful effects

it has brought to so many. It may change
your entire life. Order a box before you
forget it, for you cannot afford to stay fat.

Marmola prescription tablets are sold by all

druggists at SI a box. Any druggist who is

out will order them from his jobber for you.

Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant Way to Reduce

tyourPersonal
t/Ippearance

A

is now more than ever the ltey-
nole of success, both in social)
and business life. Improve yo
personal appearance by using lho|
new patent "Lini-SlraUner,
Model 18. Corrects now ]Juw and
Knock-kneed less safely, quick-

|

ly and permanently at home.
No cosily operation or discom-
fort. Is worn at night. Easy
to adjust; its result will save
you soon from further humiHa-

, tion and will improve your per-
sonal appearance lUO per cent. Write today
rigbled Physiological and Anatomical book ai

once of others without obligation. Enclose- a
postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST Dept. 1587L, Bingliamlon, N. V.

OVl E STAR PHOTOS FREE
Latestpoaes. 25 photoa Post Card size (including
75 FREE miniature pictures; $1.00. 8x10—$5 doz.
1 hand colored FREE each $r» order. Complete list

free. Film Stars Portrait Co., Dept. 10, 424 So. Broadway,
Los Anpreles, Calif.

BUNIONS GONE
IN 15
DAYS

I end bunions forever with my new Pedodyne Solventtreat-
ment. Painstopsalmostinstantly. Actual reduction of the
enlarged growth starts so fast that your next pair of shoes
can be a size smaller — often two sizes smaller.

PROVE IT FREE
Just send your name and address, no money, and the full
treatment guaranteed to bring complete results may be
yours to try. No obligations — Address

KAY LABORATORIES, Dept. K304
180 North Wacfcer Drive Chicago, Illinois

^WanttobeaMovie
Cameraman!^^

You can quickly quality—no previous experience
needed. Wonderful opportunities in Motion '««

Picture Photography. Every day the de-
mand for trained men grows greater! Mail
the coupon for full details.

$50 to $250 A WEEK!
Yes, even as high as $500 a week is paid to the man
behind the camera. Wouldn't YOU like to he on
the staff of one of the big movie companies? Or
travel around the world as a newsreel and scenic

cameraman? There are hundreds of

golden chances for you in Photog-
raphy. Already one of the world's

biggest industries, still in its infancy.

Learn at Home or in Our
New York Studios

In vour spare time at home
can quickly become a Professional
Photographer. Famous ex-

perts teach you by mail. Or
come to our great New York
Studios; day or evening.

Free Employment Service.

and JOB CHART
„ about Professional Photography.

A handsome illustrated book and list of positions will be

sent to you without cost or obligation. Simply mail

coupon or write. New York Institute of Photography,

Dept. 3, 10 W. 33rd St., New York. Est. 1910

Portrait, News and
Commercial Photog-
raphy Pay Big Too!

Trained men and
women needed.
Opportun i t i e s

everywhere; high-
salaried positions
or your own busi-
ness. Mail coupon
now for de'tails.

you

CAMERA
GIVE
Motion Picture or

View Camera

—

latest profes-

sional model. S
Mail coupon

.

tor details. / fe^y Chart
offer.

FREE BOOK
Get the facts TODAY

N. Y. Institute
of Photography

Dept. 3
West 33rd St.

New York, N. Y.

Please send me illus-

ated booklet on Pro-
ional Photography, Job

and Free Camera
No cost or obligation.

Name

Address

.State
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BE A MAN
SHE'LL ADMIRE

When love disappears, mar-
riage becomes a tragedy that
brings woe unto all con-
cerned and visits wreckage
upon the children. Love
goes when physical weak-
ness comes. To command
love, admiration and respect
you must be physically fit

—

a real 100 per cent man, with
vigor and strength and
stamina.

Don't plunge into marriage
unless you know you are fit

for it. Build up your body
if you are weakened from ex-
cesses, neglect, stimulants
or disease. Get rid of an-
noying ailments that dis-
gust everybody with you—
tatarrh. Constipation,
Chronic Colds, Indigestion,
Rheumatism, Rupture, Bad
Blood, Nervousness, etc.

STRONCFORTISM
Will Do Wonders For You

Through Strongfortism you can become a
real he-man—a peppy, vigorous, courageous
fellow with a real punch. It will lead you to
the fullest enjoyment of life physically and
mentally, as it has done for thousands who
have been revitalized by Lionel Strongfort's
natural methods. No dope. No drugs. No
apparatus.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK. IT WILL PROVE A REVELATION.

Oj LIONEL STRONGFORT. DIRECTOR.
PHYSICAL AND HEALTH SPECIALIST

Dept. 452 Newark, New Jersey, U. S. A.
USE THIS COUPON _.,

STRONGFORT INSTITUTE
Dept. 452, Newark, N. J.

Please send me free my copy of "Promo-
tion and Conservation of Health, Strength
and Mental Energy."

Name
Street Age
City State

STRONGFORT
Builder of Men

DEVELOP BUST
rfffifr 14-DaylreatmentFREE

My old original Throe Part Treatment,
Standby of women for 21 years, has made thou-
sands haDpy. Only tested one that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing massage, ex-
ercises, pumps or dangerous appliances.

Send 10c for 14-Day Demonstration

—

to cover postage. Why pay more when I give
big proof treatment FREE to all except mere
curiosity seekers. Dime back if not satisfied

Madame Williams, Dk-13, Buffalo, N. Y.

GET RID r A "f
OF YOUR 1 M I
Free Trial Treatment
Sent on reduest. Ask fur my "piiy-

whcn-reduced'' oiler. I have successfully
reduced thousands of persons without star-

vation diet or burdensome exercise, often
at a rapid rate. Let me send you proof at

my expense.

Dr. R. NEWMAN. Licensed Physician
State of New York. 28G Fifth Avenue. N. V.. Desk M

COUNT -TOLSTOY
Internationally Famed
Authority Offers Outstanding

;0PP0RTUN ITV FORWRITERS

NEVER BEFORE have aspiring writers

been offered such a valuable service as now
presented by the son of the famous Russian

author, and himself a noted literary au-

thority. Count Tolstoy will read your menu-

script, give you constructive criticism, and

advise concerning its proper preparation and

presentation to producers and editors.

If scenario send in synopsis form of 3000

words or less. If short story, send manuscript

as completed. All stories should be typewritten

If your script or story has marketable merit. Count

Tolstoy will aid you in selling it.

Count Tolstoy is thoroughly versed in technical

phases of current photoplay construction. He has

just completed literary supervision of "Resurrec-

tion," an outstanding picture of past year. He

also has wide acquaintance with short story market.

For personal reading, criticism and

advisory service, fee is $5.00 for

each manuscript. Mail your script

with remittance to

COUNT ILYA TOLSTOY
Box 3, Tec-Art Studios

5360 Melrose, Hollywood, Calif.

She Answered DeMille's Prayer
Continued from page 28

ter was born. The quiet, kindly man
whom very few knew well, adored
this baby. In his little family he

found perfect contentment for the

first time.

Shortly afterward, Ziegfeld wanted
Lina again for the "Follies." War-
ner had no wish that her talents be
buried in domesticity, and urged her

to continue her work. This she was
preparing to dp when her husband
was called^ West to supervise Vita-

phone productions. Even at the cost

of her career, Lina would not be

separated from him and, refusing all

offers, accompanied him to Califor-

nia.

On her arrival, she considered the

possibilities of the Los Angeles stage.

But the possibilities of the Los An-
geles stage are not—particularly to a

New Yorker—imposing. So she de-

voted her interests to her home and
family, and her energies to tennis

and horseback riding. But Lina is

not the type to be contented with this

routine, which to her was idling. She
was already growing restless when
Warner had her do two Vitaphone
numbers for him. In these it was
discovered that she photographed
delightfully, and forthwith the urge
for picture work was implanted.

For business and family reasons it

was deemed inadvisable for her to

begin with Warner Brothers, so at

her husband's suggestion she engaged
a manager. Within three weeks she
was cast in the leading role of an
F. B. O. picture. Before this was
completed, Paramount heeded the

promising rumors they heard, and
signed her to play in Adolphe Men-
jou's "Serenade."

In the midst of this picture, Sam
Warner fell ill. In a week the doc-

tors told Lina that there was no hope
of his recovery.

She laughed.

"You're crazy," she told them

—

covering the panic in her heart. "He
couldn't die. There is too much for

him to live for."

A few weeks later, a day or so be-

fore the baby's first birthday, he

died. Lina was numb and dazed.

The enormity of it horrified her.

"I was bitter and cynical," she

says. "To me, it was cruelly unjust.

I thought of the many people I knew
who are permitted to live, although

they bring nothing of good into the

world, sometimes doing actual harm.

No one will ever know how good

—

how wonderfully good—Mr. Warner
was. I couldn't believe it was right

that he should be taken away from
all our happiness."

It was on a Wednesday morning
that Warner died. And Friday Lina
was called back to the studio to fin-

ish "Serenade." How she did it she

will never know. A child—barely

twenty—and not only swept into a

stark tragedy, but compelled to mask
her grief for the camera. That she

did it, shows the stuff of which
troupers are made.

"Later," Lina explained, "I

couldn't go on being bitter. I am not

a religious .person, but I have a firm

belief in the existence of a sublime

power and a beautiful hereafter.

Through this, I made myself realize

that it was selfish to grieve so for

Sam. I couldn't help missing him
terribly. But I did force myself to

stop sorrowing that he was taken

from the baby and me, where he had
known the first real happiness of his

life. I think, you see, that although

we are separated from him, he is

not separated from us."

Fortunately, her work gave her

little time to brood. From Para-

mount she went to First National,

playing opposite Richard Barthel-

mess, in "The Noose."

It was then that Cecil DeMille

was looking for a girl to play the

title role, in "The Godless Girl."

Great care was needed in the selec-

tion, because the girl dominated the

whole production. Tests of many
were shown to the movie maestro.

None of which clicked—until the

unreeling of a few scenes of "The
Noose." Lina Basquette was sent

for, tried out, and signed on a five-

year contract, optional after the first

picture, but virtually a binding op-

tion.

A trifle bewildered by her good
fortune, she yet has poise and self-

confidence.

"I've never known what it was to

be nervous before the camera," she

states, "so why should I now? My
dancing has been a help beyond value

to me. I never felt that first awk-
wardness, the terror of what to do

with my hands. It makes my ges-

tures spontaneous, so I don't have

to think about technique. Which
permits me to work from the heart,

without worrying about the methods
I am using.

"This is such a marvelous thing to

have happened to me. I still can't

believe it is true—but I'm not fright-

ened. I know I can do it."

Will this dancer be the exception

and make a brilliant career for her-

self?

Each time there is the possibility

that this one can.
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Wendy Grows Up
Continued fr

"There are so many things one
must know, in addition to possessing

the ability to express emotion. Tim-
ing and rhythm, little tricks of ges-

ture and expression. And, of course,

one must acquire bodily poise.

"Then, aside from these things

which are only important details, I

began to study the methods of differ-

ent directors, and then to study each
story as a whole, and try to fit each

little scene into its place, to see how
it furthered the story development.
"And then there are still bigger

things—things about business—which
do not concern you very much as

long as you are under a long-term
contract, but things you will have
to know eventually, if you are to go
on in pictures.

"I have to go on ! I could never
give up pictures

!

"You krJow I have worked very
steadily. Sometimes I have finished

one picture at night and begun a new
one the next morning. And I get so

tired. I think- that if I can ever get

as much as two weeks away from
work at a time, I will just sleep and
shop and not come near the studio.

But when the vacation finally comes,
I rest two or three days and then

get restless. I trot to the studio for

no reason at all, and sort of hang-

around and ask people, 'When do
you suppose I start to work again?'

"I visit sets—just stand and watch,
wistfully, and wish I were working,
too!

"It is a funny business. We all

grumble and talk about how hard it

is. But no one who has had a real

taste of it can ever be satisfied with
anything else."

She paused and fingered her swol-
len cheek with a pained expression.

"And then I had to grow up, too,"

she continued. "You know how it is

—one moment you are a child and
you accept that fact. The next mo-
ment you begin to feel different, and
you wonder what is the matter. Then
it dawns on you that you are growing
up, and you are bewildered and a

little frightened.

"You wonder what sort of a

woman you are going to be. You
hope, maybe, that you are going to

be tall and slim and graceful. And

You are going to

om page 74

vou find you have stopped growing
So that is settled

be small.

"Every girl hopes, I think, when
she is fourteen or fifteen, that she is

going to grow up to be some one
entirely different from what she is

then. She wants to be vivacious and
alluring, or she wants to be stately

and aloof. At any rate, she hopes to

be dazzling and different.

"And then one day she discovers

that she has grown up. She does

not look so very different or seem
very different from other people.

She only feels different inside.

"She may be a little bit disap-

pointed, but anyway it is a relief
!"

She sighed a little. "Now I have

to try to find out what is the best

thing for me to do—what sort of roles

will suit me best—what line to take."

It is interesting to recall that at the

time of "Peter Pan,"- which brought
both Mary Brian and Betty Bran-
son into prominence, the wise ones

predicted great things for Betty and
early obscurity for Mary, because the

latter, they said, did not possess suf-

ficiently definite and distinct charac-

teristics to make her count for very

much in the celluloid profession.

Now, after four years, when each

is standing at the threshold of ma-
turity, the difference in the respec-

tive status of the girls is not so great.

Bettv was starred too soon, perhaps.

And she was given a standard in her

first picture which would have been

difficult for an experienced actress

to maintain over a long period.

Betty has had her troubles and has

won, incidentally, the reputation of

being hard to handle.

While the amiable little Mary has

jogged along a level path. Pretty

enough to symbolize a young man's
dreams, she has been used for just

that, over and over. Doing cheer-

fully and adequately the simple

things she was asked to do, she has

progressed steadily and unexcitedly

to a reasonably secure position in the

picture world.

While Betty still longs to be Peter

Pan, Mary undoubtedly is still

Wendy. And Wendy she will doubt-

less remain to the end of the chapter!

FREE The Kissproof Qirl— Send
• coupon for 1 2 color art print

The Vanishing Flapper
Continued from page 63

he was crazy about was a flapper,

and he tells me all the things he

didn't like about her, so I—well, any-
way, I got tired of being a flapper.

This man is studious. He's a direc-

tor. So we sit and read, or go to

quiet places. I don't think it's wise

for an actress who is getting well

known to be seen about too much.
It's all right for a while to attract at-

^Kissproof lipsticK
stcuj^ ort all dcuj,

No smearing or rubbing off as with the

ordinary kind, as Kissproof is waterproof.

And the color—an indescribable blend of
red and orange, so utterly natural it flatters

every complexion. Your first application of
Kissproof will show you lips— gorgeous,

intriguing, beautiful, more lovely than ever.

SertdL for .

Kissproof Becuuty Box
It contains a dainty miniature Kissproof

Lipstick, a generous sample of Kissproof

Rouge—waterproof—a lovely miniature box
of the new windproof Kissproof Face Pow-
der and a whole month's supply of Delica-

Brow, the original

waterproof liquid

dressing for the lashes

and brows.

Kissproof, Inc.
3012 Clybourn Ave.,

Send me W Dept. 1284, Chicago, II!.

the Kissproof
Beauty Box. I enclose 20 cents to cover cost of
packing and mailing. Also include 12 color Art
Print of Kissproof Girl, free. Check shade of powder.

Flesh White Brunette Ivory

Name

Address .

TDin

—, SpeedSO Miles perliour!

Studebaker

or$28 ~cash
I am Going to give away, absolutely free, an 8 cyl.

Studebaker Sedan to someone who answers this ad. It
will be delivered thru the nearest Studebaker dealer,

or winner may have its full value in cash, $2,250.00.
This offer is open to anyone in the U. S-, outside of

Chicago, and is backed by a Big Reliable Company
which has already given away thousands of dollars in

cash and prizes to advertise

its business. Act at once!

The numbers in the sauares

spell four words. Can you
enake out what they are? A is 1, B is 2, C is 3, etc;

§5S®*®0 For Frotsspftaess
3 am also giving away a Chevrolet Sedan; Victrola;
Shetland Pony; Seven Tube Radio; Gold Watchce and
many other valuable prizes and Hundreds of Dollars
in Cash, including $550.00 for promptness. First prize

winner will receive the Studebaker Sedan and §550.00
cash, or $2,800.00 cash. In case of ties duplicate prizes

will be awarded. Solve the puzzle and send your an-
swer ri^ht away with name and address plainly writ-

ten. 55,000.00 worth off prizes. Everybody rewarded.
Address L. E. WBUrERD, Mgr.

Dept. 3334 325 S. Peoria St., Chicago, IBI.
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CHELSEA

HOUSE
Popular Copyrights

Tales of the West, of Love and
Mystery and Adventures on sea

and land—you can have them now,
fresh from the pens of your fa-

vorite authors. They are real

books, too—no reprints of old-

timers but new books bound in

cloth, with handsome stamping and
jackets and all for 75 cents. Ask
your bookseller to show you some
of the books listed below

—

The Brand of Good Books

THE SUNSET TRAIL Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWORTHY. CON MAN

Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK

Emart Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT

Johnston McCulley
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
MIRADOR TREASURE
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
THE CARVED TRAIL
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
THE AVENGING TWINS
HAWKS OF HAZARD
HONEY OF DANGER
BANDIT'S HONOR
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
SILVER SPURS

Joseph Montague
Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Mary Imlay Taylor

Emart Kinsburn
William Morton

E. Whitman Chambers
Johnston McCulley
Joseph Montague

Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Arthur Mallory

Joseph Montague

QDLXSEA MOUSE

75c 75c
FRENCHLOVE
DROPS

An enchanting exotic perfume
of irresistible charm, clinging
for hours like lovers loath to
part. Just a tiny drop is

enough. Full size bottle 98c
or $1.25 C. O. D. Secrets
free.

D'ORO CO.
Box 90, Varick Sta., New York

Dept. P. P. 2

Agents
$72 a
Week

J
TAKING Orders for

f Novelty Guaranteed
w Pocket Knives, Raz-
ors, etc. Best and big-

gest line of guaranteed cutlery
we ever offered. Every style of

knife. Unbreakable, transparent handles,
finest steel blades. Any design. Name and address on
handle, also Emblems of Societies and Fraternal Orders.
$300 A MONTH paid to our salesmen. We want Local
Sales Agents in every county. No experience needed.
Spare time brings $2 an hour. Write today.

NOVELTY CUTLERY CO., B-229 Canton, Ohio

tention, but after you are established

you should be aloof.

"Besides, I heard talk about me
that I didn't like. They said I was
dumb. Why, that's ridiculous. My
people are French and Italian, so I

have a background."
The family home, it developed, is

in New Jersey, whence she came to

Hollywood some few years ago to

live with her grandparents and at-

tend high school.

"I wanted nice clothes, so decided

to go to work and earn them. I went
to a secretarial school and then got a

job at the Writers' Club as secretary.

My dear, I never was a telephone

operator. That story's not true. I

only substituted at the switchboard

when the operator went to luncheon.

The scenario writers began to ask

me to type their scripts, and then

somebody asked me if I wanted to

be a script girl on the set, and I said,

'Sure.' One day a manager, a very
important person who only manages
well-known players, came over to the

Chaplin studio and begged permis-

sion to manage me. I gasped and
told him to go ahead.

"My first test was for Universal
and it was terrible. They put it in

the screen library and somebody at

First National saw it and sent for

me. I played a lead in my first pic-

ture, 'The Sea Tiger,' and got won-
derful notices. Nobody ever had
that happen before, did they? But
after that," gloom enwrapped her,

"things stopped happening. First

National didn't take up my option

until two weeks after the contract

ended. Three companies wanted me,
but I went back there because they
promised me wonderful things. I

didn't get them.
"Why, a girl who makes a hit in

her first picture should have mar-
velous roles as follow ups. The lead

in 'The Patent Leather Kid' should
have been mine, but they gave it to

Molly O'Day. Always calling in

girls from outside for roles that I

should play. Oh, yes, I had a pretty

part in 'The Private Life of Helen
of Troy,' and Paramount borrowed
me for Dorothy in 'Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,' but both roles were cut. I

don't think that is right. Even if

you are supporting a star, it builds

up her part by enlarging the other

roles."

Under other conditions, the above
may not be logic. But when very in-

sistent and ingenuous eyes appeal to

you, it becomes logic.

Further confessions were that she

takes her career very, very seriously,

but she might give it up in a minute,

if she decided to get married; that

she dislikes sports, but adores pos-

ing for sport pictures, and that she

is through with flappers forever—un-

less she falls out of love with the

serious director and into love again

with "a mere boy."

Of course, I shouldn't tell secrets,

but it isn't a secret that Victor Flem-
ing, a director, formerly reported en-

gaged to Clara Bow, is very atten-

tive to her.

The White menage consists of

grandparents, French and Italian,

from whom she gets her background,
Chow dog suddenly given to tem-
perament, monkey, and maids.

"I don't have to work," she said.

"I could stay at home and have as

man}- nice things as any girls, but I

am ambitious. Sometimes I get so

despondent. Why, somebody at

Paramount said if they didn't have
Clara Bow, they would make a great

star of me. Those things don't go
to my head at all. I still wear the

same hatband; but it's just as well to

know what other people think of

you."
The following day she was riding

the clouds again. First National had
told her she would play Sheba in the

film of the "Harold Teen" comic
strip.

"I wish they would stop that talk

of me resembling Clara Bow. Of
course, since I made my hair redder

—it was a little red before—I de
look a trifle like her." They might
be carbon copies of each other. "But
why play that up ? On the screen we
are different. I want to be individ-

ual, and not ape somebody else."

She is a clever little thing. Holly-
wood believes in her skill. She has
brains, too, perhaps not the seeking

brains that delve for deep learning,

but the workable brains, without
which a girl in Hollywood is up
against it. And she is interesting, to

one who sits back and surveys.

There, will probably be many Alice

personalities, but their transitions, if

reflected on the screen, should give

us varied entertainment.

The Two-a-Day Racket
Continued from page 57

good troupers who do the real work,
covering the deficiencies of the star.

Occasionally the star is balky, and
insists that he, or she, should have
more lines and emoting than any one
else. The result, at such times, is sketch the receipts are tremendous,

droll indeed. It would be cruel to

give examples, though I know at

least three grand ones.

A star in a poor sketch draws
well on name-value alone. In a good
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and, gathering momentum, grow
during the engagement. It has been
found that fans, who go hopefully to

see their pets, and find them in in-

ferior vehicles, are duly disappointed

and resentful. The more cautious

stars now prefer to wait for suitable

sketches than chance the public's ire.

Conferences preceding the engage-
ment in vaudeville of a cinema light

are usually lengthy, owing to the fact

that most players demand their stu-

dio salaries. These being out of all

ratio to the vaudeville market, which
is of considerably less extent than
the far-reaching movie, a deadlock
generally ensues. The star either ac-

cepts a reduction, or abandons the
idea. Only in cases where the name
is of sufficient luster to draw on per-
sonal-appearance value alone, are
picture salaries paid.

The unfortunate Chaplin's two ex-
wives have cashed in on their no-
toriety. Shortly after her divorce,
Mildred Harris toured the vaude-
ville circuits, but had the good taste
not to use her married name. Her
sketch was sketchy indeed, the not-
too-talented Mildred wearing beauti-
ful clothes and looking ravishingly
lovely, which was about the extent of
her abilities at that time. Lita Grey,
on her trip to New York last year,
was considering a vaudeville engage-
ment, eager to cash in before the
wave of sensationalism she had cre-
ated should subside. Of no talent
whatsover and only moderately
pretty, she packed the Palace Thea-
ter on her tentative appearance there,
but did not embark on a tour.

Not all screen players have a clear
field, merely on the strength of their
names and calling. Larry Semon set

out with an inadequate sketch, which
lasted two weeks and then "died."
Dustin and William Farnum tried a
dramatic playlet, but their methods
were still those of twenty years ago.

And the methods of to-day are as

different as "Chicago" is from "Ten
Nights in a Barroom." Belle Ben-
nett, for no explainable reason, while

she did well in the Midwest, was
rather coolly received in the larger

cities. The magnificent Nazimova
was received with open arms in the

East, particularlv in New York, and
"India," he r new SKetch, has further

entrenched her. But west of Chi-

cago she meant somewhat less than

Sophie Tucker and Nick Lucas. The
redoubtable Rin-Tin-Tin drew only

adequately well. While being good
looking and of considerable charm,
his methods were those of the movies
and did not register across the foot-

lights. Francis X. Bushman, doing
Orpheum time, surprised his fans by
the slightly inferior quality of his

speaking voice. A deep, well-

rounded voice was anticipated from
the handsome Francis, and the re-

action to his nearly insignificant

tones was, at first, bewilderment.
New York, as I said, is tough

about movie stars. But Los Angeles
is tougher. The Orpheum Theater on
the Western Broadway has a

crowded Sunday night attendance of

Hollywood players, who are picky

and choosy about their entertain-

ment. One of their number appear-

ing there, can be sure of many of

his friends attending and applauding
him. But. unless he has something
of intrinsic value to offer, his is a

chilly reception from an audience to

whom the glamour of his name is so.

much rusty tin.

But with the exception of Los An-
geles, where movie stars are numer-

ous to the point of monotony, and

New York, where stage celebrities

are frankly preferred, the way of

the film luminary is usually strewn

with the conventional, but gratifying,

roses.

Information, Please
Continued from page 102

the war ; whatever family she has was
left at home, so I know nothing about
them. The costumes worn .by Billie Dove
in "The Tender Hour" and '"The Stolen
Bride" were designed by Max Ree. Norma
Shearer's clothes in "The Waning Sex"
were designed by Andre-Ani.

Charlotte Lanier.—Yes, you've just
been out of luck waiting for some one else

to ask about Charles Delaney. You're the
first person to write me about him. He is

American, born in New York, August 9,

1898. He is five feet eleven, weighs 165
;

brown hair and eyes. Yes, he is married.
His films include : "College Days," "Hus-
band Hunters," "The Tired Business Man"
—all Tiffany—"Outcast Souls," "Moun-
tains of Manhattan," and, for M.-G.-M.,
"Frisco Sally Levy," "The Thirteenth
Hour." Also "The Main Event," "Home,
ames." Ronald Colman is thirty-seven

and was formerly married to Thelma Ray.

He has brown eyes. He has played in too

many films for a complete list here ; his

first American picture was "The White
Sister ;" his recent ones are : "Beau Geste,"

"The Night of Love," "The Magic Flame,"

and "The Passionate Adventure." The
actresses in "The Snob" were Norma
Shearer and Phyllis Haver. Mabel Juli-

enne Scott, in "The Sea Wolf." I can't

keep track of which stars answer their fan

mail ; write them and see.

Betty, Peking.—You do believe in mak-
ing me think, don't you? "Who was the

actress in 'Pretty Lad'ies' who was annoyed

by a fly while trimming the chandelier?"

Now, wasn't it careless, but the actress

wasn't listed in the cast that way :
"Actress

annoyed by fly." So what am I to do?

The blonde you ask about, in "Bardelys

the Magnificent," isn't mentioned in the

HIDDEN GOLD-'
,

in your hair too!

Re-discover it, tonight, in one

shampooing!

A treasure hunt—in your hair! Hidden there is

something precious—loveliness undreamed of; a
sparkling radiance that is YOUTH—key to popularity,
romance, happiness! You can revive this charm, tonight,
with Golden Glint! Rich, generous lather cleanses each
hair. You rinse—remove all trace ot soap, rour nair ap-

pears shades lighter. Then you apply the extra touch—the

"plus" that makes this shampoo different! Instantly—new
gloss—new finish! All trace of dullness gone! Millions use

regularly! Nothing to bleach or change natural color ot

your hair. Just a wonderful shampoo

—

plus ! At your fa-

vorite dealers', or if not, send 25 cents to J. W. Kobi Co.,

Dept. D-616 Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Golden Glint
"^SHAMPOO/"

MAGIC KEY TO YOUTHFUL "LOCKS"

rt CernerYsurFictures-Aibum
where you can keep them safe and
enjoy them always.

Styles j'Jj^rt Corners") Colors

are on sale at Photo Supply and
Album counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic,

^**f> No Paste, No Fold way to mount
lOr Kodak Prints. A dime brings 100

Rii*rr« end samples to try. WriteDUyS ENGEL MFG. CO.
lOODepr.-HD 4711 N. Clark St., Chicago

Foot Pains
Stop iiE minutes

—or you pay-

nothing

JUNG'S
ARCH BRACES

Burning, aching feet
—foot calluses, pains
in toes, instep, ball
or heel—tlull ache in
ankle, calf or knee-
shooting pains, flat-
tening and spreading
of the feet, sagging
arches — all now
quickly ended.

SLIP on a new and
amazing band.

Within 10 minutes
every trace of pain

has vanished. Displaced bones are corrected

—

weakened muscles are supported whose weak-
ened condition causes 94% of all foot troubles,
medical authorities say. Wear stylish shoes
again, walk and dance without a twinge.
No stiff props to further weaken the foot.

This amazingly light band strengthens muscles
naturally. Soon do without it—feet are well.

Test it 10 days. If not amazed and delighted
your money returned. Go to druggist, shoe
store or chiropodist. If they can't supply you
use coupon below and pay postman. Send for
free book on foot and leg: troubles.

-FREE if it fails-
Jung Arch Braea Co., 944 lung Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio

Send one pair of braces marked below:

(Persons over U5 lbs. require lona braces)

FOR SEVERE CASES
— with cushion lift

O BANNER (.medium) $2

VICTOR (long) $2.50

FOR MILD CASES
—without cushion lifli

WONDER (medium) $1

MIRACLE (long) $1.60

Money enclosed. Send C. O. D. plus postage.

Shoe Size Shoe Width

Name
Address

City State

Canada: M. L. C. Bldg., Montreal. Add 25c to above prices.
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YOU CAN
GROW TALLER
"I have gained 5% inches since taking your Course
(two months ago). I am a real man now and can't
recommend your course too highly. It is just wonder-
ful. . . . My age is 22 years. ... I am today one
of the greatest hall players in the country hut the
lack of size held me down in past years, but. your
Course has helped me greatly. I can hardly give
you enough praise." D. J., St. Louis, Mo.

Many other similar bona fide
testimonials. Science has found
the way to add inches to your
height. No need to envy and
look up to the big fellows. No
need to have the disadvantages
of the little man. This course
makes it possible for you to be
on a level with your fellow men.
Course is easy, inexpensive, and
results sure. Mail coupon for
free information today.

L. GLOVER,
Dept. A- 125, 70 Bulkley Ave.,
Sausalito, Calif.

Without any obligation to me,
send nie full information on how
to grow taller.

Name

Street.

City..

special offir5YARDS FREE
BARGAIN SAIiE ZOYDSOR MORE ! '

Dress Ginghams, Percales, Crepes,
Chambray, Voiles* Shirtings, Etc,
Biggest Bargain, Thousands are satisfied.
4 yards or more of each. NO SCRIMS.
The very newest and latest popular pat-
terns. Our finest quality. Worth double.

SEND NO MONEY
few cents delivery charge. 25 yard bundle
S2.45 postage prepaid, money with order.
Guarantee money back if not satisfied,

NORTHERN FABRIC CO.
179 N. WeH^t. Dept. 97 Chicago, III.

BUNDLES

5 YDS. FREE AND
V.'OBTH GIETS,

PEP UP THAT NEXT PARTY!
Lots of fun with our well-chosen assortment of mirth-
provoking novelties. Send your guests home with aching
sides. $1.50. If C.O.D., charges extra.
127 E. Burnett LLOYD G. VEAZEY Louisville, Ky.

Large assortment especially selected
for club affairs, picnics, etc., $10.00

BOW LEGS"AND
KNOCK -KNEES
Corrected by use of the Morris In-
visible Limb Straightener for Men,
Women and Children—Worn with
Comfort either day or night or both
and is entirely invisible. Send Ten
Cents Coin or Stamps for Actual
Photographs, sent in plain wrapper.

ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE.
Sec. D.

1032 Loew State Bldg. Los Angeles,~Cal.

Musical Comedies and
Revues, with full in-

9 struetions for staging.
You can stage your own show with our books. Full line
of plays, stage songs, crossfire, monologues, afterpieces,
vaudeville acts and make-up. CATALOGUE FREE.
T. S. DENISON & CO., 623 So.Wabash, Dept.67 Chicago

MINSTRELS

IvJUAj TheyLast:
Learn about a secret method—how
you can have "Beautiful New Skin
in 3 Days." Amazing German Dis-
covery. Men and Women, Old and
Young can get rid of disfiguring
facial blemishes and have softNEW

youthful skin. Your friends will mar-
vel at the change. Wrinkles, Freckles,
Blackheads, Pimples GONE !

RUSH name and address for Free
Beauty Treatise. Wrile MARVO,
1700 Broadway, NewYork City. Dept.glG

Deafness
Perfect hearing is now being re-

stored in all cases of deafness
caused by Catarrhal troubles, Relaxed
or Sunken Drums, Thickened Drums,
Roaring or Hissing Sounds, Perfo-
rated, Wholly or Partially Destroyed
Drums, Discharge from the Ears, etc.

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
require no medicine but effectively replace what is

lacking or defective in the natural ear drums. They
are simple devices, which the wearer easily fits into the
ears where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.

Write-foday for 168 page book
on deafness giving full partic-
ulars and many testimonials.
The hearing of thousands of
grateful users has been re*

Stored by these "little wireless phones for the ears,"

WILSON EAR DRUM CO., Incorporated
,

132 Todd Building LOUISVILLE, KS.

Free Book
on Deafness

cast. She was probably an extra, or bit

player. The mother of "Little Women"
was played by Kate Lester. Gwen Lee was
born in Hastings, Nebraska, November 12,

1905. She is five feet seven. Her latest

picture, at this writing, is "After Mid-
night." Gertrude Astor is about the same
age as Gwen.

Fflix.—Don't tell me you're a cat ! And
especially not a Krazy Kat. Well, if all

the young men in "Beau Geste" tell the
truth about their heights, then your brother
is right. Ralph Forbes is six feet, Ronald
Colman and Neil Hamilton both five feet

eleven. Ronald Colman was born in. Rich-
mond, Surrey, England, February 9, 1891,

and was formerly on the stage in Eng-
land. Director Henry King and Lillian

Gish "discovered" him and gave him the
leading male role in "The White Sister,"

which began his American film career.

See Charlotte Laneer. The four chil-

dren in "Beau Geste" were Philippe de
Lacey as Digby, the child

;
Micky McBann

as John; Maurice Murphy as Michael, and
Betsy Ann Hisle. As none of them is un-
der contract, I don't know where any of
them can be reached. Ricardo Cortez is

no longer with Paramount ; at this writ-

ing, he is making a picture in Europe,
"The Orchid Dancer." Yes, he played
Paris, in "Helen of Troy," and was terri-

ble in the role. I'm sorry you are tired of

girls' pictures on the covers of the maga-
zine, but magazines are made to sell, and*

it is a proved fact that girls' faces sell

them better than men's.

Evelyn Thomson.—If you think I look
snowed under in my picture, you should

know how grateful I am that I'm buried

only in letters, instead of snow! Buddy
Rogers was born in Olathe, Kansas, twen-
ty-three years ago. He is under contract

to Paramount. No, I have no record of a

Janet Gaynor Club. I have no official

connection with fan clubs, but I under-
stand they are started somewhat like this

:

Get a group of your friends together—ad-
mirers of Miss Gaynor—to form the nu-
cleus of the club. Write to Janet Gaynor for

her cooperation, elect a president, and,

through fan magazines, invite others to

join. It involves much letter writing, and
I do hope you like to write letters better

than I do.

Marguerite.—Despite your dire predic-

tion, I refuse to worry about gray hair

—

not as long as they still make wigs ! The
leading players in "Black Beauty" were
Jean Paige, James Morrison, George Webb,
and Bobby Mack. In "The Spirit of the

U. S. A.," the principals were Johnny
Walker, Mary Carr, Carl Stockdale, Rose-
mary Cooper, Gloria Grey, Dave Kirkby,

Mark Fenton. "Jesse James" was released

in New York last October. Leatrice Joy's
latest film is "The Blue Danube."

_
Joyce

Compton has been in quite a few pictures,

off and on, during the past few years,

though she doesn't work steadily. "An-
kles Preferred," made by Fox a year ago,

was her latest one. She played in "Synco-
pating Sue," a Corinne Griffith film; . in

"Broadway Lady," for F. B. O. Buddy
Roosevelt's films aren't shown on Broad-
way, and I don't always hear about them.

"Code of the Cow Country," for Pathe,

is the latest I have heard of. John Barry-
more has been months making "The Tem-
pest" for United Artists, his first film after

"When a Man Loves." Enid Bennett plays

in one or two small pictures a year; her

latest was a two-reel technicolor, "The
Flag," released last August. She also

played in "The Wrong Mr. Wright," for

Universal, more than a year ago. Lois

Moran's current films are : "The Irre-

sistible Lover," Universal, and, for Fox,
"Publicity Madness," "Sharpshooters," and
"Love Hungry."

F. G. B., who inquired some months ago
about Paddy O'Flynn, may obtain a pic-

ture and a letter from him by writing him
in care of his. secretary, Ladye Horton,
1354 North Curson Avenue, Hollywood.

Mary Lou Zebroe.—Thanks for those
eight cheers, even if I do have to share
them with the magazine itself and with
Myrtle Gebhart. Ruth Roland is five feet

four
;
weight, 122, according to her official

biography. By all means, write again.

Rainy.—I'm just like you: I pity every
one, too. And that's the very reason I

don't send out my photograph on request
—that and the fact that this column's gotta
be kept impersonal. Barry Norton is

twenty-three. See Mrs. J. Y. B., above.
Now, as to whether I'm bald and wear
glasses—don't you tell anybody I told you,
but you can't believe everything you see

in print.

Rolyda Olesen.—It always makes me
feel such an incompetent guy when fans
write in for home addresses of stars. Be-
cause most stars refuse to make their home
addresses public. As I have often ex-
plained—don't you remember my explain-

ing that?—some of the big companies take
care of the stars' photograph mailing for

them. And, besides, a star likes the com-
pany to know the amount of his fan mail.

Jacqueline Logan is now a DeMille stock-

company player. Pauline Garon lives at

1861 Whitley Avenue, Hollywood. Pauline
Starke has been working in a Universal
film, "Fallen Angels." Cullen Landis' ad-
dress is rather a problem ; he is not mak-
ing any film at this writing. I can only
suggest that you watch for notices of his

working in some picture and then write
him in care of the company who is mak-
ing it. Ronald Colman is thirty-seven

;

his next film after "The Passionate Ad-
venture" hasn't been announced. Marion
Davies is thirty. I think both Renee
Adoree and John Gilbert answer their fan
mail.

Peaches.—Thanks for the three cheers.

That's a hundred and fifty-two cheers I've

collected1—some one once sent only two.
Indeed, Antonio Moreno is not divorced.

He was a bachelor until about four years

ago, when he married Daisy Canfield Dan-
ziger. No, Buddy Rogers and Larry Gray
are not in the least high-hat. Actors and
actresses naturally have most of their

friends in their own profession, because
those are the people they meet. But other
interesting people are not barred from
their circle. I can only suggest Warner
Brothers' studio as an address for Flobelle
Fairbanks; most of her films have been
made there, though she hasn't done much
lately. I don't know what you mean by
"Who is Ralph Graves, and what about
him?" He's just another actor who has
played screen leads for seven or eight
years. Recently he has been doubling as

both leading man and director—in "Reno
Divorce," for Warner, and several inde-

pendent pictures. As to the address of a

Hollywood dancing school, do try to re-

member that movies are my job! I just

can't know everything.

Buck Hoot.—Yes, Buck Jones has got

pretty teeth ; he ought to be glad they're

not buck teeth. Buck was born in Vin-

cennes, Indiana, in 1889. He is not quite

six feet tall, weighs 173, and has brown
hair and gray eyes. I'm sorry, but I've

never seen his home nor his horses. He
has a kennel of prize police dogs. Buck

is very shy, with almost nothing to say. I

suppose he will make more pictures some

day, but just now, I understand, he is

touring the country with his own rodeo.
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Mrs. J. Y. B.—Yes, after answering
your questions, / may think I have worked
"hard ; the point is, will the editor think so,

too? Mary Brian was born in Corsicana,
Texas. She is five feet tall ; 'brown hair

and eyes. Ralph Forbes was born in Lon-
don, England, September 30th, about 1902.

I believe that is his real name. Myrna
Loy has red hair and green eyes

;
height

five feet six. Renee Adoree was born
about 1901 ; I don't know the birthdays of
Myrna and Renee, nor of Olive Borden.

H. H.—You're just a little late getting

all worked up about Lila Lee, because she
has almost retired from the screen these

days. Lila was born in New York, in 1902.

She is married to James Kirkwood, and
there is a Jimmie, Jr., aged three and a
half. Lila was never starred on the screen,
but was featured. She was leading woman
for Thomas Meighan for several years,
playing typical American-girl roles. I

don't think she ever hobbed her hair. She
has played on the stage, on and off, in the
past few years, part of the time in vaude-
ville with her husband. She made only
two films in the past year, "One Increasing
Purpose," released in January, 1927, and
"You Can't Beat the Law," being made,
as this goes to ipress, by a small independ-
ent company, Trem Carr Productions. As
she has no permanent studio connection, I

can only suggest that you write her at

Hollywood, California. That address, I

believe, will reach almost any well-known
screen player.

The Two J.'s.—I've known lots of jays
in my life ! If, as you say, Dolores del

Rio wore a wedding ring in "What Price

Glory?" it was undoubtedly her own. She
is married, you know, to Jaime del Rio,

and perhaps she is one of those wives who
never remove their wedding rings. I don't

recall either "The Golden Triangle" or

"Great Heart" on the screen—at least, not
under those titles. You don't, by any
chance, mean "Strong Heart," do you?

—

which Rod la Rocque made in 1925 as

"Brave Heart."

A. B. W.—I'm sorry you wasted two
quarters trying to get Jetta Goudal's pho-
tograph. I can't tell you, I'm sure, why
she didn't answer you ; I'm not in Jetta's

confidence, and neither, so far as I know,
is any one else. Did you address her at

the DeMille studios?

Dorothy.—Words of cheer for you,
Dorothy ! There are plenty of well-known
film actresses as tall as five feet seven

!

Alma Rubens, Betty Blythe, Nita Naldi,

Jane Novak, Gertrude Astor, Helene
Chadwick, Hedda Hopper, and Alice

Joyce. Greta Garbo is five feet six, Joan
Crawford five feet four.

Miss Carmelita Burns.—In "Sorrows
of Satan," Lya de Putti played the prin-

cess, and Carol Dempster was the poor
girl. In "Naughty But Nice," Col-
leen's roommate was Kathryn McGuire.
Of the ages you ask for, I know the fol-

lowing : Jacqueline Logan, twenty-five

;

Josephine Dunn, twenty-one; Shirley
Mason, twenty-six; Dorothy Mackaill,
twenty-four

;
Phyllis Haver, twenty-nine

;

Mary Brian, nineteen
;

Jobyna Ralston,

about nineteen
;

Janet Gaynor, about
twenty.

Mr. Powell Obliges
Continued from page 91

simply cannot comprehend the state

of mind in which one is when one
acts. And so few actors can throw
any light, on the subject. They can

do the thing, but they seem not to

be sufficiently analytical and intro-

spective to tell you Jwzu they do it.

They repeat with studied intensity a

few hackneyed phrases about "feel-

ing a role" and "believing in what
you are doing"—and that's all.

It was a sunny afternoon and Mr.
Powell sug£ :ed a run to the beach.

Lying on the sand, watching the Pa-
cific curl lazy waves over stretches of

beach, we continued our conversation.

"Do you mind being a menace ?" I

inquired, apropos of nothing.

"Not in the least!" he assured me.
"I am, in fact, tickled to death at the

opportunity.

"Of course, when one plays vil-

lains, one's characters are for the

most, part unreal. You cannot imag-
ine that the villain of most stories

ever had a father and mother, ever
went to school, had a crush on his

teacher, or had a tooth pulled.

Usually he is a purely mechanical de-

vice of the author, dragged in for

the purpose of making trouble for

the hero and the girl.

"He is a sort of Frankenstein
monster, only, instead of destroying
the author, he destrovs me

!

"But now and then you get a real

person to portray. Boldini was real.

I knew all about that man—where
he was born, who his parents were,
why he joined the Foreign Legion.
I knew he was a degenerate and what
the circumstances were which lead

to that state of affairs.

"Characters like that lift this busi-

ness of acting out of its common-
place, mechanical rut and portraying

them becomes a real joy."

We talked about God, and Freud,

and the reasons why so many pic-

tures are bad. We talked about love

and Mr. Powell said he could see no

use in the thing, whatever

!

Then, suddenly, it was much later

than we had thought and we hur-

ried into the water for our dip. And
that screen heavy showed his true

colors by ducking this writer under

three large and overwhelming waves,

so that she got her mouth full of

ocean and her ears full of sand

!

"Just to prove," he explained, "that

I am a villain
!"

So my fears were set at rest and I

knew, despite the gentleman's bland

good looks and deferential manner,

that I had been lunching with a

heavy and not a juvenile. No ju-

f
n

e would duck an interviewer

!

This new self-massaging
belt not only makes you
look thinner INSTANTLY
— but quickly takes off rolls
of excess fat.

"P)IET is weakening

—

•L' drugs are dangerous

—

strenuous reducing exer-
cises are liable to strain
your heart. The only safe
method of reducing is
massage. This method
sets up a vigorous circu
lation that seems to melt
away the surplus fat. The
Weil Reducing Belt, made
of special reducing rub-
ber, produces exactly
the same results as
a ' skilled masseur,
only quicker and
cheaper. Every
move you make
causes the Well
Belt to gently mas-
sage your abdomen. .

Results are rapid
j

because this belt
%o o r k s for you
every second.

Fat Replaced by
Normal Tissue

From 4 to 6 inches of flabby
fat usually vanish in just a
few weeks. Only sol id. nor-
mal tissue remains. The Weil
Reducing Belt is endorsed by
physicians because it not only
takes off fat, but helps correct stomach disorders, con-
stipation, backache, shortness of breath and puts sag-
ging' internal organs back into place.

Special 10-Day Trial Offer
Send no money. Write for detailed description and

testimonials from delighted users. Write at once. Special
10-day trial offer. The Weil Co., 4911 Hill Street,

New Haven, Connecticut.

! The Weil Company,
4911 Hill Street, New Haven, Conn.

Gentlemen: Please send me complete description '

| of the Weil Scientific Reducing Belt, and also your
[

Special 10-Day Trial Offer. i

Name

.

I Address
J

? City State '

I , I

NEW YOUTH-WHITE SKIN

ilTE for this freeTreatise
now. Learn about amazing

scientific method of obtaining new, beautiful skin.
Now you can get rid of pimples, blackheads, freckles,
oily skin, large pores, lines and blemishes, because
THEY'RE FLAKED OFF. People will ask how you
did it. Your new, clear, youth-white skin will aston-
ish and please friends. Send no money. Simply write
for free copy of HOW TO OBTAIN NEW YOUTH-
WHITE SKIN IN 7 DAYS. A post card will do. Ad-
dress the Technical Chemical Laboratories. Dept. 63,

No. 285 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

PIMPLES
Cleared Up—often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions on the face or body, barbers* itch,

eczema, enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin,
simply send me your name and address today—no cost
—no obligation. CLEAR-TONE "tried and tested in over
100.000 cases—used like todet water— is simply magical in.
prompt results. You can reoay the favor by telling your
friends; if nor, the loss is mine. WRITE TODAY.
E. S. G1VENS, 437 Chemical BIdg., Kansas City, Mo.

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EVES-ASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY,makes)them appear
natural!?/ dark, long and luxuri-
ant. Adds wonderful charm, beaut?
and expression to any face. Perfectly
harmless. Used by millions of lovely
women. Solid form or water-proof liq-

uid. BLACK or BROWN. 75c at your
dealer's or direct postpaid-

MAYBELLINE CO.. CHICAGO
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dfi Perfect Social In
'Three Minutes

Something

Tom Paris

Use this little rubber device with

Cold Cream to give yourself a

complete scientific facial . . better

than skilled experts. By

(BEAUTY EXPERT)

>f SENSATIONAL
Q/l new and astound-

ingly simple self aid

for beauty has been

developed!

From "Beauty-Wise"

Paris comes Beautycup.

With it, you can give

yourself, a perfect

scientific facial in the

privacy ofyourhome in

less time than you usu-

ally wait at a beauty

parlor.

No more costly and

tedious treatments by

so-called beauty parlor

,
experts! No more wait-

ing your turn for ap-

pointments! Beautycup

isvery simple andpleas-

ant to use, and far more
effective and soothing

than the old "rubbing"

method of massage.

Beautycup Brings

Beauty's Glow

Use Beautycup with
your favorite cold
cream, or with our spe-

cial Beautycup Cream.

This is a pure cold

cream ofvegetable"con-

tent especially devel-

oped for use with
Beautycup.

Beautycup gives amaz-

ing results just by ma-
nipulation. It creates a

suction that lifts and
invigorates the facial

muscles, removes fa-

tigue lines, sweetly re-

freshes skin and brings

the glow of health.

Read this letter from
famous writer on

Prepaid for Beautycup alone

amazing results. You actu-

ally feel this little wonder

worker drawing out the

impurities.

An Amazing Offer

!

only £1.00

Complete with $2.00 Jar

ofBeautycup Cream

To introduce Beautycup

to you, we will send you
for only $1.00, postage

prepaid one Beautycup

packed in a pretty box
with full directions, to-

gether with a large $2.00

size jar of our special

Beautycup Cream. This

is a saving for you of

$1.50. Offer is good for a

limited time only! Don't
wait— mail the coupon
today.

Beautycup Co., Inc.
/ Dept.PP,730 Fifth Ave.

New York City.

As per your special introduc-
Deauty Culture : / tory offer, I am inclosing $1. for

• S which please send me one Beautycup
I use a little rub-/ and the large $2. jar of Beautycup

her appliance / Cream, postage prepaid.

for my facials / name
that

.

y
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Do tod say "who" when you should say "whom"? Do you say "between you and I"
instead of "between you and me"? Do you mispronounce common words in your speech ^

|
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Division of the I

.
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"
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f
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ome -study course m
j

which word to use and how to use it. ^ tmuLion
|

I Mail Coupon for Free Booklet ^ Name
|

Address I

Not So Dumb!
Continued from page 29

"The first glance friends would
give me, terrified me," she described

it afterward. "Quick, questioning

looks, changing into a puzzled un-
certainty. A friend of the photog-
rapher laid a bet that I was Jean
Williams. 'Don't be an idiot,' the

photographer said, but later had to

pay.
,

"One evening at a party some one
said, 'My dear, here is a countryman
of yours, Peter Diege. I am sure

you two will get along beautifully to-

gether.' I was panic-stricken. Peter

began a guttural rattle of Danish. I

smiled sweetly. When in doubt—if

it's a man—always smile, very
sweetly. I knew enough Danish to

murmur a few words."
One day she was asked by a

charming writer, noted for her cyni-

cal wisdom, to join the press table

at the Roosevelt. A newspaper
scribe, who had seen her in New
York, recognized her and tried to

trap her. She looked blank. His
wise-cracks, designed to trick her

into sudden laughter, brought only

that dumb, sweet gaze. Finally, un-

able to control her mirth, she turned

to the others and gurgled, "Eesn't he
fon-ny?" One newspaper lad is a

bit subdued nowadays when he is

greeted, "Eesn't he fon-ny?"
So the sweet Scandinavian, so

helpless with our language and ways,
conquered Hollywood. A test had
been made for Cecil DeMille, which
met his approval. He never grants

interviews to applicants until he has

seen and passed their tests. He sent

for her. A contract was ready for

Sonia Karlov. The publicity depart-

ment was rolling up its sleeves pre-

paratory to going into action to es-

tablish another "foreign sensation,"

though the records of her European
experience were a bit sketchy.

In the corridor, Sonia bumped into

Lina Basquette, also of the same
"Follies" crop. "Hello, Jean ! What
are you doing out here ?"

Sonia's eyebrows lifted. Lina,

either perplexed or annoyed by
Sonia's scrutiny, turned away. Sonia
started for DeMille's office. At the

door she broke down and confessed.

"It wasn't just Lina's recognizing

me. I had fooled others. I could

have put it over her, though the

women were sharper and it took
more wit. But I thought that if De-
Mille found out afterward, he might
cancel my contract."

Instead, DeMille chuckled and re-

marked, "If you can put over an act

like that in Hollywood, you can act.

Sign here."

She has wits—and her future
seems off to a good start.
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Stays on

one does/
RATHER embarrassing, isn't it,

when your lipstick won't stay on
—when it comes off on every-

thing that touches your lips? Abso-
lutely unnecessary, too.

We'll let you in on a secret! Use Kiss-

proof, the lipstick that tells no tales!

Waterproof, it STAYS ON no matter
WHAT one does! Easily removed
with cold cream, however, (when
you're good and ready!)

Kissproof is SO easy to buy—no unnatural
flashy colors to confuse you ! The one Kiss-
proof color—NATURAL makes ALL lips

more temptingly kissable, more irresistibly
natural than they have ever been before.
Reason enough in itself, why more women
use Kissproof than any other lipstick in
the world.

Get Kissproof today ! Don't delay. All mod-
ern toilet counters sell it. Accept no substi-
tute - be sure the case is stamped Kissproof.
If your dealer cannot supply

Scndfor
J\issproof Beauty Box
containing a dainty miniature Ki?sproof
Lipstick, a generous supply of Kissproof
Rouge, a lovely miniature box of Kissproof,
the Extra Hour Face Powder and a month's
supply of Delica-Brow, the original liquid
dressing for lashes and brows. Know what
true beauty really IS

!

Kissproof. Inc., Dept. 1575
3012 Clybourn Ave., Chicago, III.
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Delica-Brow makes eyes alluring—instantly. oAt your dealer, 75c or send coupon.
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party !
if

. . someone calledwhen I sat down at the piano

a moment later they

got the surprise

of their lives!

I WAS just about to enter the room when
the sound of my name caught my atten-

tion.

"It'll seem like old times to have Dan
with us again !" Bill was saying about me.

_

"Maybe it'll seem too much like old
times!" came the laughing rejoinder.
"You'd better lock the piano

!"

"Nonsense ! He won't have the nerve to
play after what happened the last time

!"

"That was a shabby trick. I almost
wish we hadn't pulled it ... "

How well I knew what they were talking
about ! Yes, it was a shabby "trick they had
played on me. But, looking back, I really
couldn't blame them.

Let me tell you about that last party.
Jolly, informal—all the guests old friends
of mine. I had sat down at the piano and
in my usual "chop-stick" fashion started
playing some popular numbers.
But before I had played more than two or

three pieces I noticed an unusual stillness.

I stopped playing, turned around, and
saw

—

the room was empty!
Instead of entertaining "the

party, as I had fondly imag-
ined, nay halting, stumbling
performance had been a nui-
sance.
Burning with shame and in-

dignation I determined to
have nothing more to do with
the "friends" who had let me
make a fool of myself—when
suddenly it occurred to me that
there was a way in which I
could turn the tables.

Carefully avoiding the
"crowd's" parties, I had bided
my time until I was absolutely
certain that I could put mv
plan over. At last, tonight,
the moment had come.
Calmly walking into the room

I pretended not to notice the
guilty expression on Bill's face
as he welcomed me. Every one
seemed overjoyed to see me
again—obviously glad that I
had evidently forgiven and for-
gotten last year's trick.

Suddenly I turned to Bill and said, "Hope
you've had the piano tuned, old bov. I feel
just in the mood . .

."

Instantly the friendly atmosphere changed.
It was amusing to see the look that spread
from face to face. For a moment no one
spoke. Then, just as I was sitting down at
the piano, some one called :

"For heaven's sake, get awav from that
Diano ! Won't spoil the party!"

That was my cue. in-
stead of replying I struck
the first bars of "Sun-
down". And how ! Easily,
smoothly, with all the verve
and expression I had al-

ways longed for !

Gone was the halting,
nerve-racking hesitation
that had formerly made my
playing a torture to the lis-

teners. No wonder the
guests gasped with amaze-
ment. Fascinated, scarcely
believing I heir ears they
drew nearer. When I fin-
ished they loudly clamored
for more. Time and again,
when I would have stopped,
they eagerly insisted on
please !"

'Just one more

Which Instrument Do
You Want to

Play?

Piano Hawaiian Guitar
Organ Drums and Traps
Violin Mandolin
Piccolo Harmony and
Clarinet Composition
Flute Sight Singing
Harp Ukulele
'Cello Trombone
Guitar Cornet

Saxophone
Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger Control

Piano Accordion
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String

or Tenor)

How I taught myself to play
without a teacher

When' they finally allowed me to leave the
piano I turned around and .said :

"Just a moment, folks! I want to thank
you for what you did for me last year !"

The eager, laughing face* turned red with
embarrassment. One or two of the boys mur-
mured an apology. Seeing their confusion, I
continued :

"I mean it ! If you hadn't
opened my eyes, I'd still bo a
dub at playing. I went home
mighty angry that night, I'll

admit. But it taught me a
lesson. And believe me, folks,
when I think of the real
pleasure I get out of playing
now, I'm only sorry you didn't
pull that trick sooner !"

Before letting me go home
that night Bill cornered me
and said, "Listen, Dan, I want
an explanation ! IIoic did you
do iff"

I laughed. "Why. I just
took advantage of a new way
to learn music, that's all !"

"What do you mean 'new
way'? Didn't you take lessons
from a teacher'.'"

"No! I taught myself !"

"What !"

"Absolutely ! You've heard
of the U. S. School of Music,
haven't you ?"

"That's a correspondence school, isn't it?"
"Yes. When that trick showed me up last year. I

sent for one of their free demonstration lessons. Well,
it proved to he so mutch easier than I had hoped for.
that I sent for the complete course. And believe me.
I'm mighty glad I did! There wasn't any expensive
private teacher to pay—and since the lessons came by
mail, I didn't Slave to set aside valuable hours to study.

I practiced only in my spore time, a few minutes a day.

And the course is thorough! Why, almost before I knew
it, I could play anything—-ballads, rhapsodies, waltzes,

jazz!"

You needn't know a thing about music
to take this pleasant, rapid course

This' story is typical. The amazing success of the
men and women who take the U. S. School of Music
course is largely due to a newly perfected method that
makes reading and playing music as simple as A-B-f.
Even if you don't know one note from another now,

you can easily grasp each clear, inspiring lesson of this

surprising course. You simply can't go wrong. First,

you arc told how a tiling is done, then a picture shows
you how, then you do it yourself and hear it.

Thus you actually teach' yourself to become an ac-

complished musician right, in your own home. With-
out any long hours of tedious practice. Without any
dull or uninteresting scales you learn how to play real

music from real notes.

Free Book and Demonstration Lesson

Our wonderful illustrated Free book and our Free
demonstration lesson explain all about this remarkable
method. They prove just how anyone can learn to play
bis favorite instrument by note, in almost no time and
for just a fraction of what old slow methods cost.

Remember—it is not too late to become a capable
musician. If you are in earnest about wanting to play
your favorite dnstrument—if you really want to gain
new happiness and increase your popularity—send off

this coupon at once. Forget the old-fashioned idea
that "talent" means everything. Head the list of in-
struments to the left, decide which you want to play,

and the TJ. S. School of Music will do the rest. At
the average cost of only a few pennies a day! Act NOW.
Clip and anail this coupon today, and the fascinating
free 'book and Demonstration Lesson will be sent to

you at once. No obligation. TJ. S. School of Music.
535 Brunswick Bldg. , New York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
535 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Please send me your free book "Music Lessons in
Your Own Home" with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane, Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
offer. I am interested in the following course:

Have you above instrument?.

Name
(Please Write Plainly!

Addrcs

City .
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"best show in town
99

*fA Band of Men whose
Sweetheart was Death!"

From every corner ofthe world they

came, that valiant band of youths
who had tried everything in life but

Death! Fearful tragedies, smashed
loves, lost fortunes hod driven them
to join that daredevil band of war
fliers— "The Legion of the Con-
demned". Day after day, high above

the earth, they flirted with Death,

or drove their roaring planes far

behind the enemy lines to land spies

— the most hazardous mission of

the war.

FAY WRAY and GARY COOPER, Paramount's
Glorious Young Lovers, in a scene from "The
Legion ofthe Condemned", their first eo-starring

picture. A William Wellman production.1 picture, a wimam wemnan proi

C lite t »

Legion of the

Condemned

"If it's a Paramount Picture
it's the best shoiv in town."

Another of those great Paramount Pictures that are talked

about by everyone and remembered for days and days!

^ Popular approval, and critical opinion from coast to coast,

placed Paramount 'way in the lead on all lists of the best

pictures of 1927. 1928 hits are even greater! Because Para-

mount goes ever onward and tipward, accelerating progress

year by year. €| Ask your Theatre Manager when he is going

to show "Legion of the Condemned''' and all the other great

Paramount Pictures of 1928.

Paramount Famous LaskyCorp.,AdolphZukor,Pres.,ParamountBldg.,N.Y.

I
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Great Ser£
1 uA Girl Comes to Hollywood
A ND take our word for it, you won't rest until you finish it.

Smart, sophisticated Hollywood is the background against

which charming, civilized people move through the mazes of a

perplexing, but plausible, mystery. It will grip you at the start

and hold you fascinated, as it twists and turns through astonishing

situations and introduces you to delightful characters. The author,

Alice M. Williamson, knows her Hollywood as thoroughly as the

writers whose interviews you read every month. Her novels and
short stories are read the world over, one of her recent ones,

"Honeymoon Hate,"' having been filmed by Paramount. She has
written for Picture Play a serial which combines her lively style

and fresh viewpoint with her pronounced ability to create a mys-
tery and sustain it, at no sacrifice of a human and sympathetic

romance between two enchanting young people. "A Girl Comes to

Hollywood" is a treat which every reader will enjoy.

1
' Will Begin

Next Month

There Are Other 'Treats, Too
One of them is a group of interviews such as Picture Play has

rarely had the good fortune to assemble in a single number. In-

stead of enumerating the personalities under discussion, we prefer

to surprise you with them. Our suggestion is to buy Picture Play
for June, and no doubt you will find that your favorite star has

something unusual to say. One thing, however, is certain : you
will find in the next number more to interest the fan than ever

before, with a profusion of pictures—portraits of the stars, glimpses

of new productions and a wealth of other material. Just take our
word for it, the next issue will surpass your expectations.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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It's the money you spend

wisely that counts

SOMEONE has said that a rich man has more fun keeping a

budget than a man of moderate means. Because the money

he saves is tangible, he can see it and invest it, and put it to

work. However, a budget is an invaluable help to anyone.

A budget helps you keep the right proportions between

expenses, prevents you from spending more than is best for

food and rent, or crimping more than you should on enter=

tainment and luxury. But a budget is not a reason for get=

ting cheap things, things in which you forfeit quality by

attempting to save on price. A budget says to you: "Here

is the amount of money you should spend for this. Spend

all of it, but don't spend more." And it is up to you to get

the best that can be got for that amount.

The person who spends his money wisely, who likes to

get the utmost for it, always finds out from advertisements

how he can spend it to the best advantage.

It is surprising how much more wisely you can buy if you

make it a habit to read advertising. A little more value

here ... a little better workmanship there ... in this thing

slightly more durability . . . that product perhaps a bit

finer. And every cent of money you spend for advertised

merchandise will bring you greater comfort, a higher quality

of goods, and a standard of excellence that is nationally

recognized.

It certainly pays to read the

advertisements

m



What the Fans Think

Turning the Tables With a Vengeance.

AVING frequently read articles about the many
amusing letters. the stars receive from the fans,

I am going to turn the tables and tell some funny
things I have received from the stars.

On an envelope containing a photograph of Norma
Talmadge was written : "J oe and N are having
it out to-day." A letter from another well-known star

said: "I am niucJi glad to have gotten your note; it

is true you mean nothing to me." Can any one solve

this mystery? And I simply requested a photograph.
From another well-known male star, now dead, I re-

ceived a large envelope and in haste ripped it open,

expecting a large photograph. To my surprise, a short

note Avas all it contained,' with this written on it

:

"Money speaks louder than praise where photos are

concerned." I had to laugh, although I never replied

to or liked that star again.

In a large envelope with Pola Negri's return address

on it I received a photograph of Rod La Rocque. How
come ?

I have received numerous letters, with all kinds of

thanks for the way I had praised their work, when I

only requested a photo. One star requested me to

write to eight producers, asking for her appearance
in their pictures, and then she would send me a photo.

That is one photograph I never received ! Another
star wanted me to write all the "answer men," asking

questions about her

!

Once I received a photograph from Marion Davies,

and on the back was written: "Miss Davies never
sees your letters, therefore your words of praise are

a waste of time!" Another star wrote me a nice let-

ter from New York, with a request for twenty-five dol-

lars for some photos—very nice of her, wasn't it?- On
a photograph from Norma Shearer was written, "Call

Emily as soon as you get in " But the best was
from pretty little Virginia Bradford. She sent me a

beautiful photo—and the envelope also contained a

large, colored book entitled "The Night Before Christ-

mas." My! She must have thought I was young!
Houston, Texas. J. E. B.

Whee-ee!

For the past three months the letters in Picture-
Play have been full of brickbats for the stars, the

majority fit for the waste-paper basket only. For a

change, here is a brickbat for Picture-Play itself

!

Why allow these ignorant lettei^s to be printed? The
remedy lies with you, and since the printed letters from
England appear to be a chosen few, why not be fair

and choose the American ones that are fit for other

decent-minded fans to read? That sentence needs an
explanation, and here it is

:

Last year I wrote two letters to "What the Fans
Think," which, if they had been printed, would have
dispersed some false ideas the American public seems
to possess about England and its picture-going public.

Two of my pals, in different parts of England, had the

same disappointment, so it seems fairly obvious why
the letters are chosen. If the much-discussed screen

artists read the hysterical, silly things that are written,

about them, I only hope they smile and condemn them
as piffle, which they are.

My next brickbat is for Malcolm Oettinger. who

began writing his articles brilliantly and. now seems to

be sinking himself in the mire by writing all he thinks

iu his interviews. I am not a Pola Negri fan by any
means, but after reading his interview with her I con-

clude he received a well-deserved snub. Personally. I

agree with her attitude toward reporters and publicity

men ; but in America, it seems, if one doesn't say much
they fare badly when the report is published. Last

November he wrote an hysterical interview with Vir-

ginia Valli, and the way he described her role of Goby
Deslys, in "Paid to Love," gave me much merriment!
What person who knew, or ever saw, Gaby Deslys

could- believe she earned her money by playing in a

dirty cafe in Montmartre for the benefit of American
tourists? Whoever told Miss Valli she looked like

Gaby fooled her nicely ! The film was shown at a third-

rate picture house in this town, very deservedly so, too.

George O'Brien was badly miscast, and it will be a long

time before I can forget such a film. The general opin-

ion in America seems to be that we English haven't a

sense of humor, but when we read these awful fan

letters and see such ridiculous pictures as "Paid to

Love," I think we can well afford to sit back and laugh.

I have been a reader of Picture-Play for years and

have never complained before, but I certainly think

drastic measures should be taken when unauthorized

people calmly put pen to paper and discuss the private

lives _qf the screen folk. They should remember they

Continued on page 10
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UP-TO-DATE
Selections

with this Portable
wank

FoldsLike
a Suitcase
with snap locks
and carrying
handle. So light

and convenient

—

easily carried
wherever you
want it. Take it

along to parties
where you want to
dance and sing,
or listen to good
music.Takeitwith
you on trips. Holds
15 records. Weighs
only 17 lbs. Full size,
not a toy.

When you play it, put
it on the table, on the
floor—anywhere that
isihandy. And when
not in use, fold it up
if you wish and put
it away. You don't
have to give up any
space to this portable
phonograph.

I

Ye3, we'll send this Puritone
.portable phonograph outfit,

'with 30 high grade selections,

15 double face 75c records, to your home on 30 days' trial for only $1.00 with the coupon.

Use it as your own and see what a wonderful convenience it is to have a phonograph that

you can carry from room to room, from place to place, wherever and whenever you want it.

30Days Trial;

Wo Guarantee* that you get everythin'
rre XJUUTUniVIS • mthisphonographsofar
asconcernsmusicreproductionthat a $250phonograph
can give you. True, you don't get the big furniture,

but you do get (and we guarantee it ) the exact repro-
ducer, the exact style of tone arm and the same grade
of records you get in the most expensive phonograph
ever made. That's why you get, on this wonderful
offer, absolutely the best in music that any phono-
graph ever gave.

*2$2 a Month
Use the outfiit on 30 days' trial, on that guarantee. If

within 30 days you decide not to keep the outfit, send
it back and we'll refund your $1.00 plus all trans-

portation charges. If you keep it, pay only $2.60 a
month until you have paid that sensational price on
this special sale—only $26.85. Think of it, a first-class

high grade phonograph, more 'convenient and more

useful than an ordinary phonograph
and 15 high-grade, up-to-date, double
face records—(30 selections) a com-
plete outfit, ready to play for only
$26.85!

This Portable Phonograph
plays any make of 10-inch disc records including Edison, and
.plays two ten-inch records with one winding. Weighs 17 lbs.
(Waterproof imitation leather case, with hinged lid, closes up
like a small suitcase with snap locks and carrying handle.
[Measures 14 Vi x 12 x 1 \i in. Records placed Inside of lid and
[ secured so they will not rattle or break. Holds 15 records. Has
! quiet spring motor, tone arm and reproducer with indestructible
diaphragm and wide throat for full sound volume. Reproducer
is reversible for Edison records. Outfit includes 15 double face 75e
New Electric Process records—30 selections. A complete record li-

brary without buying a single onel Shpg.wgt.packed about 25 lbs.

Order by No. W8824JA—only $1.00 with coupon,
$2.60 monthly. Total price, $26.85.

Chicago, 111.£|am|| IVT gl|¥1J b Straus & Schram, Dept. 3335mCHU JL «l w w B Enclosed find $1. Ship special advertised Puritone Portable Phonograph
b with 15 Double Face 75c New Electric Process records—30 selections. I

- am to have 30 days free trial. If I keep the outfit, I will pay you $2.60
monthly. If not satisfied, I am to return the phonograph and records
within 30 days and you are to refund my dollar and express charges I

B paid

Seize this opportunity on this special
sale, while it lasts. Only $1.00 with the
coupon brings the complete outfit on
30 days' trial. Remember, 15 Double
Face 75cNew Electric Process records,
30 up-to-date selections—are included
with this outfit. Send the coupon NOW.

FREE Catalog
of home furnishings sent on request
with or without order. See coupon.

Puritone Portable Phonograph and IS Double
Face Records, W8824JA, $26.85

H Name
B Street, B.F.D.
5 or Box No

g Shipping Point .

Straus&Schram9i>ept. 3335 Chicago,Ill
B Post, Office _ - State

9 Married Nationality
B or Single? or Color _

*l H on want only our free catalog oS home furnishings, mark X here
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are watching the actor, not the man, and
if they will put haloes on their heads and
dream impossible dreams, then they alone

are to blame. Robert Greaves.
26 Chaucer Road,

E. 17, London, England.

An Open Letter to Miss Peel.

Well, Miss Peel—talk about unmitigated
drivel ! So you are "growing very tired of
Ramon Novarro," are you? Then for

Heaven's sake stay away from the cinemas
at which his films appear, instead of kick-

ing up a fuss because you have seen some-
thing you don't like.

And about the "sickly piffle" which has
caused you to cancel your subscription to

a certain publication—I notice you don't

mention which publication it was-— I won-
der what this sickly piffle was? Of course,

I wouldn't dream, Miss Peel, of accusing
you of—well, shall we say of equivocat-
ing? But you must surely be an extraor-
dinarily weak-minded sort of creature if

you won't go on taking a paper which hap-
pens to print something about a star

—

probably in his favor—with which you dis-

agree.

May I ask further who is bullying you
into admiring anybody? If you definitely

dislike a star, no amount of publicity would
cause you to like him—unless, of course,

you exercise your prerogative as a woman
—and from

.
your letter you don't seem

capable of that.

Has it ever occurred to you, Miss Peel,

that it is possible that the stars themselves
read these magazines, and it could hardly
be called the best of manners to make un-
kind remarks about them? If you dis-

like a star, why not merely keep away
from his films, and keep your mouth shut?

You then go on to mention an infant

prodigy. It is surely obvious that a man
of twenty-eight could hardly be described

as an infant. And I should say that any
one who could play Ben-Hur with such
success as Ramon would be very unlikely

to "flop" if he were to "stand on his own
legs for a time." Doesn't his performance
speak for itself?

Do you imagine that all Ramon No-
varro's admirers have had their idol chosen
for them by what you describe as "soft

soap?" Do you honestly believe that no
one, except Miss Perula and yourself, has
brains to think with? And are you blind

to Ramon's acting and talent, his hand-
some, refined appearance, and his marvel-
ous impersonation of the characters he acts,

not to mention his admirable personal
character? Roderick G. Gank.

Cuberlands, Whetstone,
London, England.

The Actor's Side.

My ire is aroused when I read "What
the Fans Think"—it shows how ignorant
the average fan is, to dare to criticize the

stars. I have been on the stage and in the

movies for twenty years, and I would like

to bring home to the fans just how terribly

it hurts to have brickbats thrown at you,

when you give your heart and soul to the

public and do your utmost to satisfy them.
Don't you think that every actor knows
his weak points, but is often forced to

play a role he knows is not fit for him

;

they all have to struggle and have their

worries?
For every aotor, stardom is an everlast-

ing gamble with luck. If the 'public tires

of them they quickly fall from their ped-
estal, perhaps never to climb again. Why
make it harder for them? Stop to think,

fans, how it is hurting them, and then,

perhaps, you will be less apt to criticize.

Chicago, Illinois. E. H. S.

What the Fans Think
All's Fair in Business.

The capacity for criticism, and the

grounds upon which it is based, seem to

means so little to some of the would-be
fans who have had letters published, that

I should like to say a few words in re-

gard to their prejudiced opinions and their

illogical reasoning".

Very few people ever stop to consider

what constitutes a great star. I have read
letter after letter befitting the actors and
criticizing them from absolutely unreason-
able viewpoints. The strange thing to me is

the fact that most of these ultra-personal
opinions are contradictory to the general
sympathy of the public. The writer should
consider that public patronage literally

"makes" a star and creates box-office sen-
sations. No sound motion-picture corpora-
tion will invest its capital in a person who
is disliked by the general public. The pop-
ularity of the stars or featured players is

determined by the various box-office re-

ceipts throughout the country, and the cor-
poration employing the players will cast

its productions accordingly. Business abil-

ity, foresight, and speculation are just as
essential in this industry as in any other
field of activity.

This argument was forcibly brought to

my attention after having read a feeble

attempt to compare Cullen Landis with
John Gilbert. The young lady seemed to

be under the mistaken impression that her
own- personal opinion should establish a
precedent over the likes and dislikes of
millions of people. I do not wish to con-
tradict her, but merely to remind her that

John Gilbert is considered by authorities

as one of the greatest actors upon the

screen to-day. If there is any doubt in

her mind as to the veracity of this state-

ment, she might refer to M.-G.-M. to ob-
tain a statistical report of the box-office

receipts from his various productions, or

she might, more easily, frequent the

crowded theaters where his pictures are

being shown, and determine the number
of available seats during each performance.
Is not this ample proof that Cullen Landis
evidently lacks something which it takes

to make a star ?

In regard to Greta Garbo, whom we
would naturally think of in connection with
Gilbert, a contributor has described her in

a rather insulting phrase as a "perfectly

inane-looking little idiot." This person,

too, was probably laboring under the mis-
apprehension that her criticism was abso-

lutely above reproach. Rather, it smacks
of jealousy. This young lady must re-

member that Garbo had been featured in

only four American productions prior to

the release of her first starring vehicle.

What other star can boast of such a rec-

ord of success? To-day she is as well

known as many stars who have been on the

screen for several years. Certainly the

public is no fool. We are reminded here
of the private who believed that every
man in the ranks was out of step but him-
self. The consistent success which Garbo
has been enjoying with each successive re-

lease has established her as one of the

most popular stars and most sensational

box-office attractions in the country. She
is a type of actress who possesses such an
extremely individual personality that one
might fail to appreciate her upon first ap-

pearance. But, after following her closely-

through eight reels, only the stubborn or

cynical would dare admit that her flash-

ing eyes and subtle smile had failed to

fascinate. Perhaps "Love" will reconcile

our friend to the Swedish star and bring
with it regret for her outrageous and un-
necessary attack. C. H. G.

University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

Is Truth Always Interesting?

There have been arguments about the

truthfulness of interviews which are
printed as "strictly-the-truth" material.

Placing myself in the hands of the per-

son interviewed, I can see many reasons
for wrong impressions. The person inter-

viewed does all the talking, and usually to

a person whom he has never seen before,

so that if there are misrepresentations it

is only because the reporter has not
grasped the person behind the actor. But
what of all this? We, the fans, are not

always watching for incorrect statements.

We find the reading interesting and don't

care very much if it is just a trifle dis-

torted. Occasionally, untrue statements get

into print ; when they do, the mistake is ex-

plained in a later interview, written in

clever and amusing fashion. However,
very often a slight mistake on the part of

the reporter may cause the partial down-
fall of a celebrated star.

Janet Gaynor may have been a flapper

when a schoolgirl, and she probably was,
but who cares—for is she not one of our
most appealing stars? Her press agent

has probably taken her screen character-

izations as a model and worked out an
appealing story for her public, with the

result that a person who knows the truth

spoils the illusion by pointing her out as

a deception. Flapper or not, Janet must
have been a good girl, and an interesting

one, to have made the success she has.

Come, fans, let us forget personal griev-

ances. Probably a great many of you who
say such dreadful things about the stars

would be delighted to meet them—so why
cause them heartaches?
My idea of a perfect day would foe when

Picture-Play is printed without a single

slur against any star.

Pearl H. McLaughlin.
137 Wilson Street,

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

Cradle Snatchers.

Steve R. Dorgon's letter, in the Febru-
ary issue of Picture-Play, amused me.
He wished to know why certain of the

older stars had young leading men, when
they had such players as Clive Brook, Nor-
man Kerry, Conrad Nagel, and Victor
Varconi to choose from. In other words,
why Avcre they "cradle snatchers?"
Among the names mentioned was Mary

Pickford. It is hard to believe, but I pre-

sume Mr. Dorgan cannot imagine Mary
Pickford, that child of the movies—not in

years, of course, but in appearance and
portrayal—opposite any of the aforesaid
leading men. I agree with him about the

other stars—Lillian Gish, Norma Tal-
madge, Pola Negri, and Pauline Starke,
but Mary—absolutely not!

I saw Miss Pickford in "My Best
Girl," one of her best picture, and she

actually looked younger than Charles
Rogers. And, after all, it is only the ap-

pearance which counts. Miss Pickford is

the eternal child, and to put her in pic-

tures with any of the leading men Mr.
Dorgon suggested would be very silly in-

deed.

Quit slamming, fans, and use, instead,

that splendid motto contained in a recent

letter to Picture-Play : "If you can't

boost, don't knock!

A Mary Pickford Fan.
Toronto, Canada.

Impressions of the M.-G.-M. Studio.

I was fortunate enough to visit the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio about a year

ago and met several of the screen players.

I beheld, among others, the languorous

Garbo. Much to my amazement, I found
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her a shy, seclusive little person with no
trace of sophistication or lure about her.

When she stepped before the camera, how-
ever, the change was magnetic. She did
her bit and proved herself an actress to

me; then she became herself again. The
contrast "between the real Greta and the

cinema siren wa9 so comiplete that it

aroused my interest and curiosity. The
latter is not yet satisfied—the former has
never since flagged.

When I saw Ramon Novarro he proved
to be an even greater surprise than La
Garbo. I have always imagined him as

almost too good to be true—so imagine
my delirious joy on finding him even more
saintly in person than on the silent sheet.

His eyes are black, as is his hair, which
seems to have a suggestion of a wave in

it. His skin is olive, but not as dark as

it often appears on the screen. He looks

and acts like a young god from Greece,
who is here merely for a short sojourn
before he goes back to sip the nectar and
ambrosia of Olympus. Furthermore, he
completely enthralled me by playing a
piano solo. His music is divine.

William Haines is the funniest creature

I have seen. He keeps his coworkers in

hysterics all the time, and had me on the

verge of convulsions. He is naturally

friendly and jolly, but in his broad humor
is not always careful to think of other

people's feelings. However, the good-look-
ing rascal completely won me.
And now just a word about the others:

Norma Shearer is a beauty—but not as

good looking as she is on the screen. John
Gilbert, much as I like hini on the screen,

is a total loss in personal contact. He 'is

silent and morose. Lillian Gish wore a
blue sports dress, with her hair in curls

around her shoulders. She looked more
like sixteen than thirty—and a real beauty.

Robert Orem.
781 Arguello Boulevard,
San Francisco, California.

To William Boyd's Rescue.

At last! The blow has fallen which
compels me to write this long-deferred let-

ter. I refer to the criticism heaped on
William Boyd for his role in "Dress Pa-
rade.'' To say that his performance is

merely an imitation—and a painful one,

at that—of William Haines makes me
frantic! Who is William Haines but a

smarty? He has never given the screen a

characterization with possibilities as great

as did William Boyd in "The Volga Boat-
man." To me he is superficial, and has

never shown real emotion.

The fans who object to Greta Garbo do
not know good acting when they see it.

More, she is inspirational, for who can

deny that in "Man, Woman and Sin" John
Gilbert's performance was not the fiery,

impassioned one that we saw in "Love."
And Greta alone is responsible—she is so

great emotionally that whoever plays with

her is infected with her own genius. Not
that Miss Eagels is insipid, but simply that

she has not th power to broadcast her
genius. 'Three cheers for Garbo and Gil-

bert—and long may they kiss

!

Lorraine Wheatley.
1403 Bonham Street, Commerce, Texas.

Cease Firing!

Cease hostilities just for a moment,
please, fans ! Don't you know, you Gilbert

supporters, that, instead of hurting your
divinities, the anti-Gilberts are really giv-

ing them a little more publicity? The av-
erage fan is going to read these glowing
epistles and say : "These people must
surely be great artists, for only the great
inspire so much controversy. We condemn
the poor ones with faint praise!"

Surely there is room for every great

artist in the film firmament. I do not for

one moment believe that any man or

woman can reach the first rank in acting,

and hold it with the applause of intelli-

gent people, unless real ability is evident.

What does it matter whether stars are

twenty or forty, if we have known them
and loved them ! It is the soul shining

through which makes the personality

lovely, and maturity has a mellow beauty

as lovely and fascinating as the radiance

of youth: Thus till the. end of the chapter
Mary Pickford will be symbolic of all

that is gracious and sweet, and Ramon,
the dreamer, will be Galahad, the glam-
orous, when he is snow-white.

Fans, did you ever stop to think how
terrible it must be for actors to read un-
kind comments about their private lives

or crushing sarcasm about their personal

appearance? Actors are not calm, phleg-

matic creatures
;
they are a highly strung,

sensitive, and often overworked lot; and
many a letter must hurt and discourage
them. They give us their best ; let us give

them our best. Constructive criticism, yes

—we all need that in order to go ahead.

Isabell C. Crawford.
Kamloops, British Columbia.

Hurray for Gilbert!

Miss Robinson of Delaware, whose let-

ter was printed in the February Picture-
Play, is certainly brave to say such things

about John Gilbert. I thought that every

one who said a single word against him
had to fight a duel with the rest of the

world.

The idea of describing his acting as

"pawing!" The whole letter a'bout him is

perfectly ridiculous and silly.

No, Gilbert will not 'be disliked by the

men as was the famous Valentino. Gil-

bert acts. Men didn't like Valentino be-

cause their sweethearts or wives always
came home, after seeing one of his pic-

tures, with a sentimental expression on
their faces. Now the men crowd the the-

aters to see our Gilbert.

Will the lady in question please realize

that at least one person does not agree with

her about her slogan, "Down with Gil-

bert." A Stanch Gilbert Admirer.
Box 581, Atlanta, Georgia.

Stars in the Flesh.

For the benefit of the fans who would
like to know how the stars appear in real

life, I want to say a few words about

some I have seen.

Zasu Pitts. I spied her at the Ambas-
sador dog show, with her little daughter,

a beautiful flaxen-haired child, and her

adopted son, Sonny, who belonged to Bar-

bara La Marr. Zasu is much younger and

more attractive than she appears on the

screen! She wore a black coat and a

bright-blue hat that made her blue eyes

glow. She is friendly and no one can say

she is high-hat

!

I summoned courage to ask her to write

her name in my program book, and to my
surprise and pleasure her answer was, "Of
course !" Fearing she might freeze me
with hauteur, I timidly endeayored to tell

her how much I have admired her, and

she won my friendship, right then and

there, by an amused sort of laugh, accom-
panied by an "Oh!" as if to say,

_
"Be

vourself, for I don't believe a word of it!"

It wouldn't be fair if I didn't say her

daughter and little Sonny are the dearest,

most well-behaved youngsters any one

would want to see. Barbara La Marr
must be happy in knowing her boy is in

such good care.

Mae Murray. I saw her dance at the

Metropolitan Theater here recently. She

is tiny, with bright-blue, eyes and a daz-
zling smile that almost makes up for the

egotism that is a part of Mae Murray,
Regal in spite o'f her smallness. She
danced her famous "Merry Widow Waltz,"
gowned in black velvet. It was breath-

taking to see how superbly Miss Murray's
mobile face can assume utter disregard of

her surroundings, while she is wrapped up
in her dancing. It seemed to me she was
more of an actress than a dancer, for her

steps were really nothing unusual, and her

plumpness made her a trifle too heavy for

dainty dancing. She has never been love-

lier and more charming than in the pic-

ture "The Merry Widow," and I hope
some day we will see her in another such
role.

Billie Dove appeared on the stage at

Loew's Theater along with the showing
of "American Beaut}-." She stepped out

on the stage and after luring us on most
distractingly by her mere presence, disap-

pointed us by not saying a word! Beauty?
Yes ! Not chilly, haughty beauty, either !

But all pulsing charm, a warm, melting

smile—that is Billie Dove, with her au-

burn-tinged hair and expressive eyes. •

Lilyan Tashman also appeared at

Loew's, along with her husband, Edmund
Lowe. Lilyan is tall, with golden hair

and a deep, husky, artificial voice—a bit

too stagy for sincerity. She made a short

speech, but her husband saved the day by
his naturalness and 'his winning smile.

Evelyn Brent is neither beautiful nor
friendly. A trifle scornful, with an atti-

tude of "Look me over ! But I don't give

a hang if you like me or not!" That's
Evelyn Brent! Dark, with a hard face,

she screens much better than she appears

in life.. No wonder she can play "crook"
roles so well, for she is sullen and defi-

ant, just when we wanted to see her smile

and thaw out a bit.

George Bancroft appeared just before
Miss Brent did. A tall, big chap, with a

beaming, shiny face that quite won the
whole audience. He gave us a decidedly
"different" type, in the role he played in

"Underworld," and we all liked him on
the stage every bit as much as in the pic-

ture.

I saw Elliott Dexter several years ago
on the stage in a short act. His marvel-
ous voice has stayed in my memory ever
since, and I wonder why he doesn't appear
in pictures any more.

California Forever.
Los Angeles, California.

He Likes Them Exotic.

If Elfreda Peel is getting "tired of Ra-
mon Novarro," she has my sympathy ; I

shall never have that complaint. One
would imagine that she has to read every-
thing printed about Ramon. Surely, if she
is not interested, she can ignore it. She
says he is made to appear such an impos-
sibly perfect person. Well, I don't sup-
pose Ramon will thank me for saying it,

but he does happen to be as near perfec-
tion as is humanly possible. Isn't that true,

Ramon fans? I'm afraid that if I told

you all that I think of Ramon, I should be
dismissed as a sloppy idiot, so I'll spare

you, Elfreda; but there is one question I'd

like to ask you—whom do you rave about?
According to Elizabeth Gilmartin, Ben

Lyon and Colleen Moore are by far the

best performers on the screen. It's the

first I've heard of it! I can't help think-

ing she says so just because they happen to

be her particular favorites. My particular

favorite is Vilma Banky, but I don't go
around saying that she is the greatest

actress in the world. No, I just adore her

because she is such a darling. Some fans

seem to think we should only admire the
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•really first-class actors, and actresses. That
doesn't bother this child. Norma Tal-
.madge is a wonderful actress, but I'd

sooner go to see Myrna Loy any; time. I

like 'em exotic. Bert H. King.
36 Court Street, Woodvillc,
Near Burton-on-Trent, England.

Opinions.

May I voice my opinion?

I think it is time ' Bailie Dove and Olive
Borden ceasechposing and acted more natu-
rally. They are beautiful—but' tiresome.

'Sally Blanc and Myrna Loy are the cutest

'of the newcomers!
I think that Gloria Swanson and Mary

Pickford are—weep at the thought—losing
their looks; that Clara Bow and Louise
Brooks are fascinating little minxes ; that

John Gilbert, Greta Garbo, and William
Haines are all "much ado about nothing."

I have four bouquets—one each for Es-
ther Ralston, Charles Rogers, Ann Rork,
and last, but far from least, Charlie Chap-
lin, the greatest little trouper in filmdom.

London, England. D. L.

All a Matter of Taste.

After reading "What the Fans Think"
for many months, I have come to the con-
clusion that American fans are the most
intolerant of their species. .,

It is quite all right, of course, for them
to have idols, but why can't they under-
stand any one else having them? Accord-
ing, to them, it is nothing short of sinful
ior another fan to have any other idol.

, I am sure that a worshiper of Beethoven
never gets hot with rage .when . another
admits lie prefers Chopin, and one who
loves. Shelley never becomes irritated at

the crass stupidity of a Svvinburnian'. How
isijt, then, that admirers of Ronald Col-
man just cannot bear any one who prefers
John Gilbert? For me, I let the fans roar
and rave, and stand immune. It worries
me not a bit if all America isn't in love
with my favorite. In tact, I would rather
be alone in my worship.

Why should I worry if others cannot
see 'beauty where I see beauty? My fa-
vorite is Ramon Novarro. I would like to
be the sole, exclusive admirer of Ramon.
It would give me a private "kick" to be
able to say to myself : "Can't they see the
beauty, the poetry, the music of him? How
exalted am I, and how low arc they!"
Can't all fans please adopt this attitude?

Muriel Daywood.
London, England.

Novarro vs. Schildkraut.

Good heavens ! To ask Novarro fans
w hat they see in Ramon, and then to sug-'

gest. that Joseph Schildkraut is ten times
better, is like waving a red rag at a bull

!

I've only seen Schildkraut on the. screen
once, in "Orphans of the Storm," and
thought him an attractive and gifted actor,
and as Tar as arrangement of nose, eyes,
and hair goes, as handsome as Novarro.
But that's not enough

!

In addition to beauty of face, form, and
motion, in no other star's face do I find
the same distinction, strength, and subtle
humor that is a part of Ramon. And for
what he_ has done, I can think of only
twelve roles he has played, and each one a
distinct characterization, some better than
others, of course, but bearing no resem-
blance to each other.

In coming thus earnestly to bat for Ra-
mon, I'm a bit bothered by the suspicion
that I am nibbling at a bait, for it seems
scarcely credible that any one could see
"Ben-Hur" and come away with the opin-
ion that Carmel Myers was the only con-

vincing- person "in the. film. However, if

I am a poor fish, I will wager I am not
the only one ! E. H.
New York City.

A Sincere Tribute.

Why throw bricks, if you have roses to

give away !

I will fill my arms with roses of sym-
pathy and understanding and shower them
upon a little girl who stepped into the
limelight and warmed disillusioned hearts
with her smile and enthusiasm.

-

No, romance is not dead—not yet. Janet
Gaynor proved that to . us, in "Seventh
Heaven." I was there, with her, for a few
hours on a dull afternoon when the world
seemed cruel and gray. I forgot all my
troubles, because there' wasn't room for
them. For I was filled with admiration
for the girl who' showed me a little bit Of
heaven.

What a masterpiece of genuine art

—

the art of human understanding!
\\ Agn v Landstad.

352 East Fifth Street,

- Brooklyn,' New York.

Why Criticize?

I cannot see why stars are given such
withering criticisms. Why all the contro-
versy over Jack Gilbert? Why "pan"
Greta Garbo? If they weren't capable of
filling their positions they wouldn't be the
success they are to-day. And as to their

private business—well, you all know that
"curiosity killed a cat."

We all can't like the same people. Rich-
ard Dix is my favorite, but is that any rea-
son why T should condemn all the other
stars? Of course not ; yet that, is exactly
what is being done by so-called fans! I

have noticed that as soon as some one
ventures' to write a few words of ipraise

about a player, these stars are immediately
heaped, with abuse from some one who
dislikes them. I think if more people
would take the stand of Jean Sal.adana,
who contributed to the February issue, this

department would indeed become, a help-
ful bneV ' Clayton Lott.
846 Rhode Island Street,

Lawrence, Kansas.

He Begs to Differ.

I am not a John Gilbert fan—not a bit.

I have only one favorite actor—and he is

Gilbert. I disagree with the fan who said
that he plays a role by using grimaces and
facial contortions. He knows how to suf-
fer, and how to be merry. In the "Big
Parade," did die not give a splendid per-
formance when he was stooping over the
body of his buddy? And what about the
scene when he returned from the war?
My idea is that one shouldn't "say dep-

recating things about stars—for it may
hurt them, and they have feelings as well
as we have. John Gilbert is the greatest
actor on the screen to-day. Sibilla.

Harbin, China.

A Visit to Richard Dix.
If there is any one who thinks Rich-

ard Dix is high-hat or that he disregards
his fans, be prepared to change your mind.
Miss Esther Cottingham^ secretary of the
Richard Dix Club, and myself paid a visit

to Mr. Dix at the Paramount studio while
he was filming "Sporting Goods."
As we came on the set, he was busy

with Gertrude Olmsted before the ram-,
era. In a~few minutes he came over and
talked to us, and, having met him before,
I felt I knew him well.

His first thought was to thank Miss.
Cottingham for her splendid .work in the
club, then he proceeded to get chairs for

us, Miss Cottingham sitting in the one
marked "Mr. Dix."

In relating incidents or talking of a per-
son, Richard expresses everything in such
an interesting way, really acting it out in

facial expressions. There wasn't a dull

moment during our visit, which lasted an
hour, and in spite of the fact that there
were other callers waiting to see him, and
the director was ready to shoot again, he
left the set long enough for us to take
three snapshots.

Dix, as well as his fans, knows that he
hasn't been given good stories, and that

Dix, with his charming personality, alone
has put the pictures over. -

Maurice Hart.
1053 So.uth Hope Street,

: Los Angeles, California.

Friends in Every Mail.

. Mrs. Olive D- Thompson started some-
thing when, a few. months ago, she told us

of the friendships that have been made
through this department. And now I must
have my little say about the great benefit

that I have derived from these columns.

: During the last eight months my cor-

respondence has reached the peak of per-

fection. I have received so many thrill-

ing letters that it leaves me astonished and
full of enthusiasm.'
. One of my correspondents sent me John
Galsworthy's "The Forsyte Saga" for

Christmas, and all the others remembered
me with well-chosen cards. What more
could a person ask? What greater joy
than this? Echo answers in the negative.

And right here. I want to thank Picture-
Play for making these friendships pos-

sible.

I have been able to get pictures of Ruth
Roland, my favorite, through the medium
of these columns, and also photographs of
other actresses who are big favorites

with me. Picture-Play deserves all the

credit for making such ecstasy, possible

for me. Martin Boyer.
80 Hemlock Street,

St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada.

Is Olive Borden Unnatural?
The writer of the letter signed "Diane,"

in the January Picture-Play, deserves
praise for daring to say that "Olive Bor-
den twists her face up into an artificial,

mocking grimace which she thinks is a

smile." The Borden fans will certainly-

made it uncomfortable for "Diane."
. To my mind, the phrase is well suited to

Miss Borden. How can any normal per-

son call her beautiful? I think she is an
insipid and unattractive actress, possessing
no acting ability.

I should like to say a few words in

praise of James Hall. He is by far the

most: attractive and talented of all the new-
comers. Could any one have equaled him
for pep and enthusiasm in "Rolled Stock-
ings" or "Swim, Girl, Swim?" Just watch
this young man jump ahead and get the

roles he deserves. Keep up the good work,
James ; we're, rooting for you.

Montreal, Canada. G. W. L.

Pro-Gilbert—and How!
For the first time I had an opportunity

of seeing John Gilbert. In view of the

very extravagant praise that has been ac-

corded him. by you Americans, L expected
fo see some one amazingly brilliant—his-

trionically and sartorially—in "The Flesh
and the Devil." Perhaps I expected too
much. I found him "a very ordinary actor,

with a badly shaped face and a series of

exaggerated poses. Perhaps, too, he was
placed at a disadvantage, because Lars
Hanson, in contrast, was sincere and fine.'

Continued on page 119
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We GIVEYouALL Our Profit
UneaualedBargain AGenuine

9x12 ft.

CHING-STAN
Fringed

VelvetRug

ON CREDIT

Yours—the sensation
ofall rug sensations

.. something nev-

er before shown,
something de-

cidedly different.

Yours—theopportunity
to get this fine rug below
actual factory cost . .

.

because we're willingly
sacrificing profit to win
friends—purposely los-

ing money to gain new
customers. But for a lim-

ited time only. Sale starts
right away—ends when sup-
ply is exhausted. Act quickly.

JR "Gorgeous! Marvelous! Luxurious!"
B "Howwonderfully rich and colorful!"
HIP —folks saywhen they see this perfect-

ly stunning rug for the first time. Its beauty is really

breath taking. And—here's the charm of it, here's the
distinctiveness of it: It is woven in one complete pat-
tern. Not a single detail repeated. Every corner dif-
ferent. Its composition is like a priceless tapestry.
Everyone knows that only the costliest rugs are so
designed. Everyone knows that repeat patterns are
easy to originate and manufacture—they're common,
ordinary. But complete patterns without repetition

—

that's different. And so is this rug . . . different,

Unequaled Quality—Seamless
'Ching-Stan"—that's its name. A stunning 9 x 12 ft.

Fringed, Seamless Velvet Rug that you would call a
bargain at $40. Indeed, you probably couldn't equal
its quality at that price. But just think—our Special
Sale Price, for a limited time only, is $24.95. You save
$15 by ordering now. Send only $1 with order. Use it

as yourown for 30 days FREE. And here's more good
news—use your credit, take about a year to pay.

Style—Serviceability
Like a frame, the narrow taupe outer border and
wide inner border of blue set off the taupe field—

a

taupe field that is neither Jaspe nor Damask, and
more attractive than either

—
"Chenille figured

background" would describe it better. Taupe for
style and serviceability—then, for contrast, brilliant
flowers in lavender, wisteria and orange blooming
against the border. The center motif is a brown
pagoda with an orange tiered roof. Two Chinese
sampans are moored near the shore. A Chinese
bridge leads to brown and lavender balconies, shad-
owed by trees and flaming star flowers. Of course
there are birds, dragonfiies, rare blossoms—an
Oriental medley in richest shades of lavender, gold
and green—a symphony of gorgeous colors that
will retain their beauty throughout the years.

Like every fine rug, "Ching-Stan" is seamless. No
seams to wear through. Like every fine rug, it has
a heavy, knotted linen fringe. Quality and match-
less service are woven right into its soft, deep pile.

Full room size, 9 x 12 feet. Truly magnificent

!

Sendonly$l. Use it for 30 days FREE. If you don't
believe it to be worth every cent of $40, return it

and we will refund your $1 and transportation
charges both ways. You risk nothing !

Order No. BA 5095. Sale price $24*95.
Terms $ lDown,
$2.50 Monthly.

' President

FH1717 big* MkMStMSt BOOK

*Spear&Co.<*
Dept. PP1. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Home Furnishers to the People
of America for 35 Years

© 1928 Spear & Co.

Showers of Spring
Bargains that
bring Rainbows
of happiness.
Bargains, bar-
gains —1278of them
—for the bridesofmany
springs, or the spring bride. Bargains
that sing the spring song of savings
—savings of 25% to 40%. Everything
on credit—easy, dignified credit. A year to
pay. Furniture, rugs, lamps, chairs, curtains,
davenports, beds, dishes, silverware, stoves,
linoleum—everything for the home. Just out!
Mail the coupon now. No obligation to buy.

Spear &. Co., PP1, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Send me at once the "Ching-Stan" Fringed Velvet
Rug as described above. Enclosed is SI first payment.
It is understood that, if at the end of 30 days trial, 1 am

satisfied, I will send you $2.50 monthly. Order No.
BA 5095. Sale price $24.95. Title remains with you

until paid in full.

Name .

R. F. D. 1

Box No. or f

St. and No. )

Post Office State.

FRFE ( ,f vou want the FREE Catalog only, send no j
1

{ money, put an x in the square and write your | I

4,h!)hLUu \ name and address plainly on the above lines. I I

DOWN
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TOT

coming 9
When the first flowers bloom, and young hearts beat

faster— then it's LILAC TIME!
i

And when the lights flash those thrilling words

—

"COLLEEN MOORE in LILAC TIME"
—on your theatre; and everybody starts talking about

Colleen's greatest picture ever

—

Then it will be "LILAC TIME" in YOUR town!

You'll want to be there, of course, because this is

going to be one of the very important screen events

of 1928 ...

To protect yourself against any chance of missing

it, fill out and mail the coupon at the bottom of

this page . . . You will receive A PERSONAL
LETTER FROM MISS MOORE telling you

when—and where—"LILAC TIME" is coming!

tiiij n
A lavish spectacle of beauty and thrills, from a famous

Broadwayhit. Colleen asaperky,prankymaidof France

. . . A Stranger to Love—until she falls in Love with a

Stranger, from overseas.—Howsheloveshim, howshe

wins him back when her last hope seems lost, is a story

that will make you remember the supreme moments

of your life!

3mi national
^fjyiPt Picture

^Takes [he Guc-suork Qui of "Oohiu in the Movies"
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Brothers should not fall in love with the same girl, for one of them is sure to come to grief. But apparently

such rashness cannot be avoided, for Ben Lyon and James Llall, who are brothers in "Hell's Angels," make the

simultaneous discovery that Greta Nissen is the only girl in the wide world for them. The boys are cadets

in the Royal Air Force, and the girl is a nurse, which leaves no doubt that "Hell's Angels" is a war picture.
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Pboto by Ricbee

Clara Bow conceals her vivacity by

affecting boredom.

SHOWMANSHIP is an im-

portant asset in Hollywood,
where personality is the

chief commodity for sale—the

off-the-set, everyday type of

showmanship.
Where a person is much in the

public eye it is only natural that,

having hit upon a side of his

character which seems to please

the public, he should take pains

to stress and emphasize it when
he comes in contact with it.

Then, too, producers, direc-

tors, and executives are con-

stantly on the alert for new tal-

ent— for new and striking per-

sonalities. And they are con-

stantly on the watch for talent

not so new, which may be put to

novel uses.

Many a role in a picture has

been won by somebody, because
he made an impression upon a

director at a party. A juvenile,

who has been working promi-

The Little Poses
With personality the chief commodity for

most of the stars cultivate mannerisms
vidualities, no matter how amusing they

story describes some of

By Helen

nently in pictures for years, drew a lead

in a big production recently, because a

well-known writer who had not met him
before, caught a glimpse of him at a May-
fair Club dance and decided he was just

the man for the big role in the story she

was writing.

With such things going on day after

day, is it a wonder that any one with am-
bitions to. get on in the movies should
stress his salable qualities on every pos-

sible occasion?

And then there is the press. Newspaper
people turn up in the most unexpected
places. And if you are going to be men-
tioned, however casually, in the public

prints, it is just as well to make as good
an impression as possible.

Elinor Glyn has sold herself as much,
perhaps, on her showmanship as- on her
writing. For Elinor is a super-showman.
Possessed, in the first place, of a vivid and
colorful personality, she makes the most
of it. She- is always the r/randc dame.
She never drops the pose—if pose it be

—

:

for a moment. Her conversation is fas-

cinating, if she
deigns to favor you
with it. You may
disagree with her.

You may find some
of her tenets ab-

surd— but you
never, for an in-

stant, find her dull.
1

She has created

an atmosphere and
background of

glamour for her-

self, which has fur-

nished good copy
for newspapers and
magazines the

world over.

Tales of Elinor

reclining on a tiger

skin have perco-

lated to the outside

world from time to

time. And any
woman who re-

clines upon a tiger

skin at home is in-

teresting.

She gives advice

Adolphe Menjou was
not always the jaded

sophist icate he pre-

tends to be to-day.

Photo by Richee
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sale in Hollywood, it is no wonder that

and viewpoints to emphasize their indi-

are to the onlooker. This entertaining

their outstanding "acts.''

Louise Walker

upon the intimate problems of the work-
ing girl. Her influence has brought suc-

cess to numbers of young actors. And
she 'has set 'herself up as an authority

upon the ever-fascinating quality of sex

appeal, and has coined a cryptic term for

it which 'has gained her thousands of col-

umns of publicity, to say nothing of

money.
Actors, of course, employ these tactics

more than do other members of the pro-

fession, since personality is an actor's

greatest asset. Many of them have pet

acts which they put on rather insistently

for the benefit of the Hollywood public

—

and the press.

Jetta Goudal's tantrums on the set have
won 'her reams of publicity but they finally

lost her a good contract.

John Gilbert is afflicted with what may
be called, b}' cribbing a bit from the psy-

choanalysts, a gutter complex. He is in-

tensely concerned with elemental thoughts

and emotions, and expresses himself upon
these subjects in pungent terms. He never

says "perspiration," but he talks quite a

lot about "sweat."

The seamy side

of life intrigues

him—the seamier,

the better—and he

is very two-fisted

and he-mannish in

h i s conversation

about it.

There is Wallace
Beery, who is in-

sistent on being
thought a regular

guy. I rode down
Holfywood Boule-

vard with him in

his large limousine

one day, and he

stopped to chat

with two newsboys
and one garbage
collector, all three

of whom called him
"Wally." He is

quite proud of this

and cultivates such

intimacies assidu-

ously, explaining

that "These birds

are customers
!"

John Gilbert neper says

'perspiration," buttalks

a lot about "sweat"

Photo by Louise

Photo by Spurr

Florence Victor's English accent is

harmlessly amusing.

He has told me at least nine,

times that his number is in the

telephone book. And he told

me, once, that he had never been

to a Hollywood party. I fancy

he exaggerated about that. But
nevertheless he makes it quite

clear that there is nothing stagy,

or aloof, or actorish about him.

It is not really a pose with Wally
—I, too. call him that—but it i^-

a natural tendency which he
rather emphasizes. And it is

good business.

Joan Crawford is emphatically

and persistently the uninhibited

member of the younger genera-

tion. She is young, eager, and
she gives you to understand that

she obeys her impulses. And she^

nurses, besides, a very tragic past.

"I may be young," she avers,

putting her hand to her heart,

"but I have lived! I have lived

more than most women of fortv !"
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Wallace Beery goes out of his way to be thought a

regular guy- Tne fact that he is, makes it all the ^|
funnier.

Tragedy, indeed, is always threatening to de-

scend upon Joan. She is given to pathetic wails

over mysterious and intimate woes, which she will

not divulge. One gathers that they have some-
thing to do with love.

: In- the midst of a party, I am told, where Joan
was dancing the Black Bottom as only the lissome

Joan can dance that intricate and energetic dance,

she suddenly cried in devastating tones, "My little

feet are dancing—but my little heart is break-

ing!"

She is .so young, so vibrant, and so pretty.

These things are quite heartrending.

When I first met Adolphe Menjou, just as he
was coming into prominence, he was a business-

like, nervous little man, who chewed gum and
wriggled in his chair and who talked in staccato

jerks. He was then quite frankly worried over
his contract and his prospects. And he had none
of the airs of the successful and sought-after star.

He told me on that occasion, with a whimsical
smile, that he knew nothing about women. "I

have only," he added, "a face which looks as if it

knew about women !"

But now Mr. Menjou has taken on the airs

of the jaded sophisticate, whose type he por-
trays so well upon the screen. No head waiter
boasts a greater suavity than the impeccable
Menjou does to-day in private life. And I

doubt very much whether he would admit that

he does not know all about women. But per-

haps I am being unfair to the gentleman. I

have not asked him about this recently.

Lawrence Gray has a fear of looking like an
actor, which really amounts to a complex. Al-
most the first question he asked me, intensely,

when I met him not long ago was, "Do I look

like an actor?" I replied truthfully and with
some hesitation that I thought not, having no
way of knowing whether he did or did not want
to resemble a member of the profession. As a

matter of fact, he looks more like a most at-

tractive member of the younger set at any good
country club—giving the impression, somehow,
that he is just about to dash out. for a game of

polo. Receiving my assurance that he neither

looked, talked, nor dressed like, an actor, he
registered extreme satisfaction arid we became
friends.

Sometimes it is difficult to tell whether an
actor is putting on an act, or just being himself.

Emil Jannirigs has attracted a great deal of
attention by his habit of getting so absorbed in

a role that he carries it home with him.

. During the last sequences of "The Last
Command," he walked about like a

broken old man, unmindful of his sur-

roundings, unhearing and unseeing.

He passed me the other day on his

way out of the studio, walking
slowly and painfully, with

bent head. He did not see me
at all. Some one ran after

him,, calling, "Emil !" in a loud

and urgent voice. Apparently
he did not hear his name, for

he clambered feebly into his

car and was driven away, his

eyes on some distant point in

space.

And yet, I visited the set

where he was working on the

following day. Herr Jannings
dropped so completely out of

character that he
laughed three
times at a cer-

tain point during

a shot—spoiling

it so that it had

to be done over.

Is this business

of losing himself

completely in a

role quite sin-

cere ?

Then there is

Greta Garbo.
Aloof, with-
drawn, indolent.

She does not like

Contd. on page 112

Photo hy
Louise

foan Crawford's pose is that of

a breaking heart behind a tragic

smile.
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Dorothy Sebastian, be-

low, will now render

'"Hearts and Flowers'' to

an appreciative audience.

All in Fun
'
J||

*

-*^».

N

'. See what five little stars

I found in the studio prop-room.

Marceline Day, right, shows her idea

of being high-hat.

Gweh Lee, below, says a watch like

this would cure her of being late.

Joan Crawford, above, relishes the prospect of shearing

Gibson Gowland good and plenty, for he has long

needed a thorough hair cut.
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Milton Sills is a highbrow, in the best sense of

the word.

Sure, They

BEAUTIFUL but dumb !" is a phrase
which has been consistently flung at

the stars. "Acting is all they can
do. They're helpless at anything else !" is

the repeated cry. "And some of them
can't even act."

I should like some of those persons who
disparage the mentality of the players, to

have a short conversation with some one
like Jetta Goudal, Ronald Colman, or Mil-
ton Sills, and to compare their own talents

with those of Ramon Novarro and Louise
Fazenda.
Of course. I am naming exceptions, as

many as come to mind—though I dare
say there are many more in the picture
world, whose abilities are not limited to
acting. Many of the youngsters entered
pictures right from school—yet even they,
in many cases, could- earn a living in other
fields.

Jetta Goudal has one of the most
brilliant minds in Hollywood. Were
she not a star, she could be an excellent
director. Most of her disputes with
studio officials, labeled "temperament,"
have been because Jetta has pointed
out mistakes and incongruities to the
director, suggesting a far more logical

or dramatic episode. Does any man
like being informed by a woman?
What makes the officials even more annoyed at Jetta is that they
know she is always right

!

Speaking French, German, Dutch, and English, as well as know-
ing a good deal of Italian and Russian, Jetta Goudal has gained
much knowledge from reading foreign

languages. She could, if she chose, be- Madge Bellamy is not only

come a writer. Her critical powers are intelligent, but intellectual

The popular legend that the stars, though clever on the

could make only a bare livelihood in any other work—

By William

so well developed that one French author, a friend of hers,

invariably sends his manuscripts for her comments, before

they go to his publisher.

And, too, Jetta could make a living as a dress designer,

for she has a unique sense of costume. She designs all

her own clothes, for use on as well as off the screen. Woe
betide the modiste who dares depart from Jetta's explicit

instructions*! They say she is temperamental when she

merely points out their obvious mistakes. Not a quarter

of a fault escapes Goudal's artistic eyes.

It would have opened the eyes of many to hear the dra-

matic reading Jetta gave at the Biltmore Hotel at a soiree

held there not long ago.

Her stage experience

has given her a culti-

sm vated voice. She can
'^^^W make a cake recipe

\*&%-'' sound like a passage
from Racine.

When she started on the New York stage,

some years ago, Goudal could not play im-
portant roles, because producers objected

to her French accent. Jetta, however,
studied English elocution, so that to-day she
speaks better than many natives.

So you see she could be a dramatic critic,

a writer, a designer, an actress, or a direc-

tor .any day. Is
- she dumb ? Not much

!

I wonder if man)- are as talented as Ramon
Novarro ? Ramon is undoubtedly one of the most
accomplished young fellows in or out of any

He speaks four languages fluently—Eng-
lish, Spanish, Italian, and French. He is an ex-
cellent pianist and could easily earn his living as

one. He is also a singer and could obtain an en-

Cliarles Rogers could make
a living with his trombone

any day.
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Have Brains!
screen possess a negligible amount of gray matter—and
is exploded in this interesting and revealing article.

H. McKegg

gagement on any concert stage—in fact, as every one
knows, one of Ramon's intentions is eventually to appear
as a singer.

Milton Sills is another wonder. He holds a degree of
Doctor of Philosophy. He speaks, reads, and writes
French, German, Russian, and Italian, and also Greek and
Latin. This surely proves how dumb some actors are—not.
Besides all this, Sills is a musician and a botanist.

His wife, Doris Kenyon, can also claim a place among
the talented, for she is a poetess of no mean order and has
already had one volume of verse published and many con-
tributions in various magazines. And, too, her voice 'would
guarantee her a place as a singer, for she once studied for
opera, but went on the

stage instead.

Another brilliant per-

son, who could win lau-

rels as a writer, is Louise
Fazenda. She has writ-

ten impressions of movie
stars, virtually painting

word pictures of their

colorful personalities.

Louise grasps a person-

ality with the eyes of an
artist and has the ability

to make others see as she

does.

But Louise does not

always stay on the

heights of Parnassus.
Her cakes, for instance,

beggar description—they

must be eaten to be ap-

preciated. In short,

Frank Marion operates

several hot-dog stands

with profit.

girls of her age.

Clive Brook is an authority on antiques.

Louise is one of those capable women
who can turn a hand at anything.

Speaking of writers, let us not forget

Clive Brook. Various short stories of

Clive's have been published in English

magazines. He has also written several

one-act plays. Not being satisfied, with
writing—for he was a journalist in Lon-
don before he became an actor—Clive is a

connoissctir of antiques. Old English

pewter must be just that, and not dis-

guised lead, to meet with his approval.

Perhaps of all the stars who have been
labeled dumb, I think Madge Bellamy has

had more than her share of misunder-
standing—and she is the last person who
deserves it

!

As a matter of fact, Madge is more in-

telligent—more intellectual—than many
She speaks French without having to apologize

for it and reads in that language, too. She is also a writer of

marked ability, and her keenly analytical mind has won the interest

of many people far older than herself.

A noted publisher asked her to write her impressions of every

person who interviewed her, and offered to publish them. How-
ever, Madge has little time for writing. For the last year she has

gone from picture to picture, so her plays and books will have to

wait until she leaves the screen.

I recollect Leslie Fenton telling me of Madge Bellamy's accom-
plishments. '"The main reason that people often mistake Madge
for an ordinary person, is that she never tries to impress you with

her knowledge. When you know her, and your conversation leads

to congenial channels, she is astonishing."

-And Leslie Fenton knows a lot, himself, take my word for it.

Poems galore he has written, but not for publication. One of

his accomplishments, evidently gained from
Jetta Goudal can do a his stage experience, is to memorize pages
number of things besides f favorite novels. "An American Trag-

,

acting. edv," in which Leslie was successful out
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most of the players with whom he
works. Man}- of them have had them
reproduced.

Hobart Bosworth, who gave a thrill-

ing performance in "The Blood Ship."

is a real artist, too. His paintings of

desert scenes are superb. Bosworth
lived out on the Arizona desert years

ago, to cure himself of tuberculosis,

and caught the spirit of the desert with
an artist's eye.

Farrell MacDonald, to prove he
really knew something else besides

acting, painted a head of George
O'Brien when both were working in

"Three Bad Men."
Leo Kelly, who recently played in

"The Branded Sombrero" for Fox,
first studied to be an architect. He is

also an artist of ability* Most of

Leo's friends receive an invitation to

sit for their portraits, and are not sorry

when they see the results.

George O'Brien, like Gene Tunney,
was a boxer in the navy before pic-

tures attracted him. If forced to earn
his outside of the studios,

Hobart Bosworth paints desert scenes of marketable value.

George could box and make the grade.

Another chap, who excels in all

athletic stunts, is George Lewis.

George can do anything, in fact. After
a revolution in Mexico, George's fam-
ily lost their fortune. He came, then,

to live in Chicago. To earn money for

his mother and two younger brothers,

here on the Coast, affords him this chance. He can

repeat various parts of the novel, suiting his voice to

the different characters, so that the listener

can actually visualize the scene.

Frank Marion, being very industrious,

runs a hot-dog stand in Los Angeles when
not working at the DeMille studio. His
acting, in "The Country Doc-
tor" and "The Wreck of the
Hesperus," shows he is also

clever on the screen. As a pur-
veyor of frankfurters he makes
something like five hundred dol-
lars a month. He has opened
two or three

n e w stands,

and has people
to run them
for him while
he works in

pictures.

Artists in the

real sense are such players as

Jean Hersholt, Anders Ran-
dolf, Hobart Bosworth, Farrell

MacDonald, and Leo Kelly.

Anders Randolf often does a

pastel drawing of many fellow-

players while they are waiting
between scenes on the set.

Jean Hersholt also sketches

Lois Moran once

danced in the ballet

of the Paris Opera.

George took anything he could get,

even to driving a truck. Later, at San Diego, when go-
ing to high school, George won everything there was to

win in athletic

contests.

You may
have seen

Myrna Loy looking

very exotic on the

screen, and won-
dered what she
could do in real

life. Let it be

known that Myrna
possesses a keen

brain. She could

earn a lot of money
a dog fancier,

she has won
many prizes every

year for her exhib-

its at the Los An-
geles shows.
Barry Norton, her

friend, might not

prove as skillful as

she is in that line,
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but he could easily give lessons in Eng-
lish, Spanish, and French, for he
speaks all three languages fluently.

He is also a past master in the art of

fencing, for he received his training

in his native country, the Argentine,
where swordsmen are among the elect.

"Do you know," he told me once in

a friendly way, but not without a hint

of warning, "if you were trying to get-

away from me, I could throw a knife
at a distance of twenty or thirty vards,

and stick it right into you without
missing." Whenever I have a quarrel

with Barry I stand very near him.

Business men must be alert to suc-

ceed. Victor Varconi was with an in-

surance company in Budapest before
he went on the stage. What Victor
doesn't know about business isn't

worth knowing. He also speaks, Eng-
lish, Hungarian, German, French, and
Italian—the latter two languages
fairly well. He is also a musician.

Musicians seem to abound in the

cinema realms. Ben Bard is a com-
poser. Many of his compositions have
been recorded by the phonograph.
Ben has also written vaudeville

sketches. Apart from that, he plays

distinctive roles as a sophisticated

menace in Fox pictures.

Dancers are numerous among the

talented girls of filmdom. The most
spiritually graceful in the Terpsicho-
rean art is Lois Moran. Lois can
dance. Before "Stella Dallas" discovered her, she was
in the ballet of the Paris Opera. She can express the

real spirit of dancing with a beauty of motion seldom
seen and could, of course, employ it to financial advan-
tage, if she had to.

Natalie Kingston is a splendid musician and was a
professional dancer before entering picture work. Na-
talie cannot only dance, but she creates dances. She
also possesses a splendid wit. Her talk is never com-
monplace and, above all, she has ideas of her own.
Of course, we also have Joan Crawford, ye well-

known exponent of the dances of the minute. Joan is

mistress of all the tricky steps that her cabaret days
taught her, to say nothing of those that will be popular
to-morrow. No classical stuff for Joan; And who
would have the heart to ask her to interest herself in it,

either ?

Myrna Loy is a dog fancier, with many blue ribbons to her credit.

As a musician, Charles Rogers twice earned his way
to Europe. He formed his own orchestra among his

school chums and crossed the Atlantic. He is an ex-

cellent trombone player and could earn his living as one.

But since his recent success, it looks as if "Buddy's"
trombone will have to die of disuse without so much as

a dismal groan.

If vou think picture people are dumb in business, don't

include Hallam Ccoley.

as a real-estate magnate,

money by this means as

he has by acting. Where
Continued on page, 104

Louise Fazenda's talent as a

writer has been proved to the

public.

Hallam spends his spare time
He has made just as much
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Gush—But Read On
In this remarkable tribute to the wit, intelligence and charm of Aileen Pringle,

the interviewer casts aside restraint, but nevertheless gives a true picture of a

remarkable personality, who has never quite succeeded in bringing it to the screen.

By Margaret Reid

TO begin with, I dislike effusion as much as you
do. Probably more, since the responsibility of

writing it is much more disagreeable than the

accident of reading it. It is true I never quibble at

romanticizing a celebrity out of all proportion to his

merits, because there are stars about whom the public

refuses 'to believe anything but the most remarkable.

No matter how mundane these good people may be. I

am willing—though my soul may protest—to frolic

around them with as many gaudy adjectives as I can

remember. This is called poetic license.

In this particular case, however, no stubborn, pre-

conceived goddess-idea of the person being extant, I am
not bound to burn incense or preserve an illusion.

Aileen Pringle is beautiful. She is charming. She is

witty. She is an aristocrat. She is intelligent. She
has good taste. She is not too earnest about things.

She is a scintillating conversationalist, and she is a good
actress.

The last remark is partly theoretical, since she has

not vet had adequate opportunity to prove conclusively

that she is. The roles she has been given have, without

exception, concealed rather than revealed the brilliant

talent she undoubtedly possesses. Here is the material

for a Tosca, an Anna Karcniua, yet Pringle is used

instead in the familiar patterns cut for cinema sirens,

and the futile ladies of. film farces.

Fortunately, it worries her not at

all. Certainly she would like to

have a chance at things like Tosca
and Anna Karenina. It is tiresome

to continue to be bored by inane
roles. But, on the other hand, life

itself is tremendously absorbing,
and the movies, occupying such a

relatively minor space in it, are

nothing to become depressed about.
Pringle is a vibrantly alive

person. It is immediately
manifest in her brisk hand-
clasp, her alert repartee, her
manner, which is animated
without being vivacious.

We were sitting in the bed-
room of her home on the
palisades at Santa Monica.
From the windows, the ocean
made the conventional sap-
phire splotch in the distance.
The scent of roses and what-
not drifted up from the pa-
tio garden. It was a de-
lightful, low-ceiling
with furniture in the modern
mode. At the far end an al-
cove embraced an enormous
dressing
table with

a polished,

black top.

It was
laden with
perfumeW

bottles, glass and porcelain jars of fascinating design,

and from the center rose a round mirror, supported by
a wrought-iron base and a tenuous, gilded gazelle.

Miss Pringle was curling the ends of her very black
hair, a long bob, parted in the center and brushed be-

hind her ears.

She talks brilliantly and swears like a lady. It is

almost impossible to reproduce her words. For one
reason, she doesn't bother to be politic. An unkind in-

terviewer, by quoting her verbatim, could get her into

serious trouble with people to whom her rapier wit is

incomprehensible. For another reason her conversation,

spoken in decisive, full tones, is deliciously pungent,

belonging rather in a Van Vechten opus. For still

another reason she is too interested in a number of

things, to be much entertained by a conversation about
herself and her work.

She had seen "Sunrise" the preceding evening and
was enthusiastic—in fact, she planned to see it several

more times before the end of its run.

"There is a great need, don't you think, for more
pictures as fine as 'Sunrise,' I remarked.

"No, I don't," was the firm reply. "There seems to

be no need at all. Observe that 'Sunrise' is not making
money. And just notice the pictures that are box-office

triumphs
!"

"Of course, some good is bound to come of it.

Other directors will learn things from its sim-

plicity, its beauty, its directness. And then inject

them into box-office pictures. Raising the stand-

ard a trifle.

"I used to rail," Miss Pringle continued, "at

the mediocrity of films—at this splendid medium
of expression going to waste. Indeed, I became
so overwrought about it that I was on the verge

of a nervous breakdown. Then I began to accept

it, since that is the only way to go on working
in them with any degree of tranquillity. I real-

ized that the producers know their business.

Thev understand their product and the market
for it. They are not philanthropists. One can't

expect them to make fine pictures that don't sell.

That is the business, and if I am unwilling to

adapt myself to its standards, then I should get

out and enter some other business. After all, I

came to them. They didn't run after me, crying,

'Dear, we need you.' Since I am not equipped

for any other business, and since I sought a

movie career, I remain in it—with outward good
grace at least."

To say that a film star is

not at all Hollywood, is

about the nicest compliment

one can proffer. The pic-

ture industry being the axis

upon which the community

Aileen

Pringle 's

raiper wit

is incom-

prehensible

\ to many.
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revolves, and there being no other artistic in-

terest within reach, it is difficult for the citizens

to avoid becoming swamped in the routine and
standards and pigeon-holed opinions of their

business.

Aileen Pringle remains untouched by this

insidious standardization. Her mental pro-

cesses are not bounded on all sides by her
newest release, the big scene she did to-day,

and how she told her director where to get

off at.

Essentially a sophisticate, she is happiest in

cosmopolitan surroundings. She had just re-

turned from a brief vacation in New York.
"My one thought is always, 'How soon can

I get back to New York?' It's like coming
out of exile. What is there here

In New York, no matter in which direction

you travel, you arrive at some place of definite

interest and color. Here, you ride for two
hours—and where are you? In Pomona, or

Barstow, maybe. And what of it when you
get there?

"Life is made too easy in Hollywood. You
ride in the best cars, under a perpetual sun.'

You are pampered by the climate and the lack

of anything sufficiently amusing to be worth
the effort it entails. After a few years, the

greatest symphony ever written—con-

ducted by the Lord Himself—wouldn't

be an inducement to hurry home from
the studio, dress and dine in a rush,

and drive fifteen miles in to Los An-
geles. Whereas New York demands
energy of you, and you respond. You
don't cringe under a bit of rain, or

balk at walking a few steps instead

of riding.

"I love the movement of New
York. There is always something
new to see, to hear, and to talk

about. It is impossible to become
jaded. Here, your mind
stale. For lack of other amuse-
ment, people go to extremes about
their health and bodily ~ fitness.

Outside the studio, they live in'

gymnasiums, in mineral baths, in

beauty parlors. All of which is

excellent, but at the same time

mental fitness dwindles in im-
portance. With the result that

you sit and rot in an excess of

health—and boredom."
No wonder Pringle is misunder-

stood by the majority of her

confreres, whose custom it is to

revere the sentiments of the

local Chamber of Commerce.
And the road is not smooth for

a Bolshevist in the heart of this

community. Independent can-

dor and opinions that are her
own, and not reflections of

what the rest of the town cau-

tiously thinks, have at various

times hampered her career.

"At one time', they wouldn't

have me on the lot," she said.

"I spoke out of turn once too

often, and they farmed me out

to everv other studio in town.

She is one of

the few
actresses

who admit

it is nice to

make monev.

Photo by Muray

Ailcen Pringle frankly says she has been job-hunting, in

person, since the expiration of her contract.

"But this last year, they have been very good

—

doing what they could for me. For example, the

series of comedies with Lew Cody."
I had seen "Adam and Evil," the first of the

three, and liked it.

"It was the best," she explained. "The second
one didn't draw so well, and I understand the last

one is quite terrible."

The featured lady of them wasn't at all distressed,

did she grow melancholy in discussing the fact

that her picture career had not fully blossomed.
It was known that, after her success in "His Hour"

and "Three Weeks," Miss Pringle was to do "The
Merry Widow." Then the signing of Mae Murray
settled that. This being only one instance of several

unlucky breaks that have come her way.
"Then I was so unruly as to refuse to do 'The

Temptress.' It was offered me before Garbo came
to this country. I was afraid of becoming typed, like

a La Ma it or a Naldi, and refused. Which, it so

turned out, was naught}- of me. - Later, Garbo ar-

rived, did it as her second picture, and I went into

every wastebasket in the country. Ouch !"

She had burned herself with the curling iron.

"It's so absurd," she continued in the same tone,

"my hair being this length. I'm letting it grow. At
least, that's my story. When it gets too long to curl,

and not long enough to put up, I cut it off again. I've

done that three times. I don't know what's going to

come of it all."

Her contract with M.-G.-M. recently expired, and
Continued on pnge 104
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Let's Go to College—for Fun
Films of college life greatly amuse those who don't helieve all they see on the screen.

By Grace Kingsley Illustrations by Lui Trugo

W'E used to have the quaint notion that college was
a place where earnest students plugged away at

awfully hard subjects, with occasional lapses, to

be sure, into frivolity. In the case of boys' colleges,

pajama parades and beer fests ; in the case of girls' col-

leges, fudge parties and pillow fights held at midnight.

But how mistaken we were !

It is the movies we have to thank for our knowledge
of what college is really like. From the movies we
learn that college is a place devoted to romance and
athletics, with an occasional cocktail part}7 and rough-

house.

Olympus, alas, has become a place to park Fords.

The Muses now bob their hair and read the tabloids,

and the Graces dance the Black Bottom. So all our

old-time reverence for college is gone.

College, it seems, is a large athletic field surrounded
by a few buildings in which nobody is ever seen, except

when there is some fun going on.

The classrooms, -when shown at all, are only for the

purpose of providing a place in which the students may
play tricks on each other. In the dormitories you see

a lot of school spirit—students playing ukeleles and

smoking cigarettes.

If by any chance a boy is studious in one of these

movie colleges, he is always the comedian and is typi-

fied by horn-rimmed glasses and pants that are too short

for him, or exceptionally baggy. Everybody uses him
to play tricks on, and how he gets any studying done
Heaven only knows.
No other college boy ever opens a book. He knows

what books are for. They are to throw at the other

fellow's head in fun. Or to hold the door open, or to

serve as ash trays.

True, there was a college picture made, once, in which
a boy really did study. The
poor wretch seemed to have the

mistaken idea that that was
what college was for. But he

didn't study long. All the boys
who weren't afraid to enter his

room, because they feared he
might be more than harmlessly

insane, came in and threw
things at him—pipes and books
and ban i os. So he grew dis-

couraged and told his comrades
that he was willing to become
captain of the football team.

He had never played football,

Football games are

always iron in the

last few seconds—
on the screen.

it is true, but the tiling seemed entirely natural with

his chums.
Every college boy in pictures is a kleptomaniac, judg-

ing from his room. There are trophies for ever)7 night

he has been out since he came to dear old Bingham.
And as for pennants—say, his mania for pennants must
certainly lead him to gather in not only college and
high-school pennants, but automobile pennants, county-

fair pennants, and chewing-gum pennants.

Speaking of studying, however, although the college

boy does not have any time for it, he manages to achieve

success in the world. When he is graduated, almost at

once he becomes a bank president, or a mining engineer.

That is, unless the picture ends with the boy's arm
around the girl as they sit in the hammock in the moon-
light, after the bov has won the game for dear old

Princevard.

But what has become of those rah-rah boys who used

to zvork their way through college? That's what I'd like

to know. I remember Charlie Ray running a milk

wagon, once, to get money to pay his way. And didn't

George O'Hara do something of the sort? The highest

aspiration of the boys in those old college pictures was
to acquire a dress suit.

There is none of that now. No, sir. Our college

heroes are always rich these days.

One astonishing thing we learn from the movies about

the college hero, is that he is a fairly mature person.

The other boys may be and frequently are—especially

now that the movies have invaded the real campus

grounds—quite young fellows ; but for some extraordi-

nary reason, the hero is always something of an old

boy. Maybe just the idea of being a* hero weighs on his

mind and ages him. At any rate, a man comes on the

screen who, if we had met him on the street, we would
have felt reasonably sure was
the father of a family. But our
minds are disabused as soon as

a white-haired old fellow comes

on the scene, whom the hero

calls "dad." We then find that

the fellow is not a family man
at all, but is a mere stripling of

a college youth. And not nearly

-butthrough college, mind you-

is just starting his college life.

This we usually learn from his

quarrels with his father about

his allowance and his wild wavs.
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as it

went

But never mind. You are going- to

like him before you get through, because

he is going to save the game for dear

old Alma Mater

!

The movie college hero, we must ad-

mit, often looks puny enough beside the

real football player or other athletic col-

lege man.
Most real college boys look like truck

drivers. "Butch" Meeker, quarter back

of Washington State College, and world
famous, is a perfect whirlwind as, a foot-

ball player, but there's nothing romantic
looking about him ; and Louis Tesreay is

fine looking all right, but almost com-
pletely bald, and doesn't rate as a drug-
store Romeo.
Remember the bunch of college boys

that came out to Hollywood for First

National ? They were representative of
the best-looking youth their schools had
to offer. And a finer, manlier, better-

bred bunch never got together anywhere.
Most of them were athletes, too. But
did they look like movie heroes? Truth
to say they did not. Except for two or three of them,
they all went back home. John Westwood, indeed, is

as handsome as the traditional Greek god, and rates a
place in the Kleigs for looks. Yet those boys were all

really fine looking. Only, somehow, they "didn't look
like movie heroes.

A couple of the' boys, to be sure—incredible

sounds—didn't care for studio life and voluntarily

back home.
The real college hero of next year probably is a

young man who has decided that he won't follow his

father's trade of printer, but will go into the movies.
Not that some of our movie heroes aren't college

boys. They are. Richard Dix, Johnny Mack Brown,
George Lewis, Edmund Lowe, and several others are all

college-bred men.
Sometimes, however, the producers get somebody

from Europe who doesn't know either the English lan-

guage or football, to play the hero. I remember one pic-

ture which was begun with a foreign hero, who had to

be taken out, because it was inconvenient having an in-

terpreter on the football field.

Games are always won in the last few seconds. This
is one of the valuable facts we learn from college pic-

tures. Whereas one might imagine, never having seen

a college game, that a score might possibly be built up
little by little, with hard work and close struggling, we
learn from the pictures that no game is ever won this

way.
In "The Drop Kick," for instance, Richard Barthel-

mess won on a drop kick. Now, a drop kick isn't really

as exciting as some other

plays, but you couldn't make
a director of a college pic-

ture believe that.

Oh, the tricks they play on
each other on the athletic

An old gag in pictures

deflating the enemy's
That's the way foot-

games used nearly al-

ways to be won in the old

pictures. I never heard of
this trick being used in a
real college game.

The hero of a college film looks puny

besides an athletic university man.

compels me and making a nut

picture of a football on their jer-

seys, so that nobody could tell who
was really carrying the sphere, and
about half the college pictures "ever

since have used that idea.

And about the football coach,

now. In the movies he is always a

large, brutal man—one you'd be

afraid to meet in the dark—

a

bruiser, who wouldn't be allowed in

a real college. You never see a

man like Rockne, of Notre Dame,
in the films. Rockne is a distin-

guished-looking fellow—looks like

a banker; while the coach in the

movies is a typical seveil-dollar-a-

day heavy. He is almost inter-

changeable with the mate on a

whaling vessel. Just let him slip

on a sou'wester and be could step

right over to another set and be a

whaleboat hand.

In pictures, every time you see

a coach he is always ranting, raving,

of himself, while in real life he is

very calm, conserving his energy to beat the other fel-

low, instead of running around in circles. Rockne sits

down and crosses his legs, and shifts his hat from one
side of his head to the other, these movements being

the extent of his physical exertions when functioning

as coach.

To become the star stroke of a boat crew is great in

the films. Ben Lyon became' the star stroke, or some-
thing, in ''For the Love of Mike," and went home and
upstaged everybody about it—whereas in real life no-

body cares a cent who is the star stroke, because boat

racing is not a major sport.

The hero is nearly always barred from playing just

before the game. Then, oh my! What a thrill it is

when they let him go in and play just at the last minute.

In Red Grange's "One Minute to Play," you remem-
ber the poor boy couldn't play,, because his pap didn't

like football, or something? And had to pretend that-

he was drunk and therefore unfit. And wasn't it in

that same picture that the hero just happened to get off

the train at the wrong college, but decided to stick along
and give the place a chance ?

Once upon a time a college picture was directed by a

man who had really attended college ! But they don't

let this happen very often. One young producer in-

tended to go to college, but decided to quit and make
college pictures instead

!

Two great lines formerly were used to title every col-

lege ..picture. One was, "The old man told his son to

hitch his wagon to a star, and she took him to Long
Island." The other was, "The old man spent a million

on his son's college educa-
Did you evei notice that the only time books are shown in college

—,. movies is when they are used as missiles?

field

was
ball,

ball

The Indians at Carlyle
once up on a time stitched a

tion and got a quarter

back !"

College men used to

have love affairs with
chorus girls. Nowadays
that's censorable, so the

chorus girls are left to the

butter-and-egg men.
In fact, the object of

the hero in most college

pictures is to marry the

college president's daugh-
ter. Nobody knows just

why. She doesn't seem
Continued on pagi 96



Irene Rich, above, evi-

dently likes old-fash-

ioned spaciousness, to

say nothing of potted

plants galore.

Harold Lloyd, left, en-

joys a few moments
of solitude in his mel-

low back yard.

Lilyan Tashman, right,

shows her husband,

Edmund Lowe, just

how grandly her pet

plant is growing.

Otto Matiesen's idea

of contentment, lower

left, consists of a

shady tree, a pool, a

dog, and a book in

his back yard.

When Day
And the stars, poor dears,

retire to their back yards

Pools seem to be conducive to thought, says Aileen Pringle, below.
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Is Done
are weary, they can always

—away from prying eyes.

George Bancroft,
above, and his wife,

who is Octavia Broske

of musical comedy, re-

pair to their back

yard to say hello to

the goldfish.

Louise Brooks, right,

: coyly poses for a back-

yard picture, in her

best Broadway man-
ner.

Emil Jannings, left,

presents the loveliest

rose ill his garden to

his wife, Gussie.

Lew Cody, lower right,

chooses his back yard

in which to pose as

"The Thinker" in

modern garb.

Lily :ponds are more companionable than people, sometimes, says

Jacqueline Logan, below.

f
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Corinne Griffith is so happy since she has signed again

with First National

SOME one stopped at our table and asked
Fanny—quite innocently, I thought, and
merely bv way of making conversation—if

she liked "Wings."
"Like it?'' she exploded. "Why don't you a

me if "I enjoyed the late war? Obviously you
haven't any heart, but if you had ever even heard
of human sympathy, you couldn't ask such a ques-
tion. Of course, I didn't like it. Nobody could.

But seeing it was a great, stirring experience anc

I think it is a magnificent production."

I looked at Fanny in dismay. She was ri

enough—in a way. People did get terribly

wrought up over the picture—there were parts

of it that simply tore your heart right out.

"But what about the story?" I asked cas-

ually, just by way of starting an argument.
"What does it matter?" She dismissed that

as a mere trifle. "How can you sit there and
give even the slightest consideration to whether
the story was good or bad? Such subject

matter breaks the bonds of any nice, well-

made plot. It is too big, too moving, to be
confined to the unities of a perfect scenario—
if there is such a thing. No story of two or

three humans is big enough to stand against

the smashing drama of those planes hurtling

through the sky.

"Of course, the picture isn't perfect. I hope
that I never see one that is. If I did, I should

Over the
Fanny the Fan regains her blithe

at the bright side of the

By The

Fanny cannot

understand

why Given

Lee was
elected a

Wampus star,

as the public

had already

done so

have no interest in going and going, hoping that I

would see one that was a little better than the ones
I had seen before. If I ever recover sufficiently

from seeing 'Wings' once, I am going to see it

again. But I am still having nightmares from see-

ing it the first time, so I don't know whether I

could bear it or not."

I know that Fanny must have been deeply
moved—she didn't even remember who was there
or what they wore. And she never even mentioned
who sat next to her, or what So-and-so said during
the intermission.

"It will be all right with me," Fanny assured me,
as though I cared, "when motion-picture producers
forget that there ever was a war. And yet, that
breathless, sinking sensation that the sight of
planes on murder bent gives me, is a thrill that is

not to be lightly discarded. In spite of all my
resolutions not to see any more war pictures. I

can hardly wait to see 'Lilac Time' and 'Hell's

Angels.' This has certainly been a great year for

the Hollywood aviators. They're
about the only actors that aren't

worried about their coffee and cakes

and gasoline."

"If you start talking about
hard times and salary cuts," I

warned her, "your best audi-

ence—myself, in person—will

have left without a smiling

bow, or any tossing of kisses."

"But what do you expect?

Naturally the troubles of my
friends are on my mind,
and

"

"Yes, I've heard you
speak that piece before.

You're afraid they won't
do their best work when
they are dissatisfied, and
you shudder to think of

the future of pictures.

Well, I am not feeling sorry this

season for any one who takes a

salary cut from fifteen hundred
to a thousand, or even to five

hundred. The picture producers
can find plenty of youngsters

—

and have—who are glad to work
for seventy-five or one hundred
dollars a week."

"Yes," Fanny drawled de-

risively, "and try to get you or

anybody else into a theater to see

them. How many players are

interesting enough to attract you to

a theater, even on a rainy night?"

"Greta Garbo," I mentioned with

alacrity, and then stopped, being

naturally of an honest turn of mind.

"And John Gilbert, and Gloria

Swanson, and Colleen Moore, and
Corinne Griffith," Fanny added.
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spirits, and insists upon looking

darkest era of motion pictures.

Bystander

"Well, there are a lot of people just like you. Just
old crabs, who haven't interest or enthusiasm
enough to find out if any one else is good! It's no
achievement for a player to draw me into a theater.

I'll go to any movie on the chance of seeing some
one that I know, or of discovering somebody new
and interesting: But with all my movie-going, I'll

have to admit that some of the newly elected

Wampas baby stars are strangers to me."
I was glad that she brought up the subject of

the Wampas election. I had thought it would be

a little tactless of me to do it, because it might
have seemed as though I were gloating over the

fact that when Fanny prophesied who the baby
stars would be this year, she got most of them
wrong.
"At least, I guessed that Ruth Taylor and Lupe

Velez would be among them," she said.

"As who wouldn't
"

"But I can't understand their electing Gwen
Lee. It's almost insulting. It's as though they

suddenly woke up and elected Norma
Shearer or Lois Moran. Gwen ar-

rived in electric lights, amid tumult

and shouting, without any help from

the Wampas, months ago. The
public elected her.

"Then there's Lina Basquette. I

dare say she is very talented

and will make good in the next

DeMille special, but they are

sort of figuring on eventualities .

in electing her now. Certainly i

her part in 'The Noose' hardly

justified picking her out for .

?

greatness. Maybe her work in

'Serenade' did. I haven't seen g
it, but those who have, damn
her with the faint praise of

'adequate.' Maybe they

only elected her on the *

strength of the kid pic-

tures she made a few

years ago.

"As for Audrey Fer-

ris, like the illiterate

motion-picture mag-
nate, I can tell you
in two words—impos-

sible ! Sue Carol was
very attractive in the

only picture I've seen

her in, but Molly O'Day doesn't seem
effective, because she is too fat. Half
as much of her would be twice as

good. As for Ann Christ)", Flora

Bramley, Sally Filers, and Dorothy
Gulliver, though I've sacrificed the

better part of my fair young life

going to movies, I can't remember
whether- I've seen them or not. And
I know of no worse insult than

that.

Alice Day
is making a

new picture

for

Universal

Photo by Seoly

Lama La Plante and her husband are off on their

- _\ annual honeymoon.

"June Collver is a very real addition to

j |
the list. It won't be long, now, before
every one will have seen one of her pic-

tures. She had the rare good luck to be
cast in John Ford's 'Four Sons/ when she
first came to California, and that, in case

you haven't heard, is one of the best pic-

tures ever made."
As though any one hadn't heard that. I've heard

little else for the "last week. The Fox company wouldn't
preview it in Hollywood, as they wanted to spring it on
the film colony, and the public alike, as a big surprise.

But there is some mysterious telepathy by which people
are warned of a great picture. Though John Ford took
it to towns outside Los Angeles to try it out, droves of
people learned of the showings and went. Every one
is enthusiastic, and some people say it is the best picture

they have ever seen.

John Ford's pictures are always interesting, but in

this he has a great, simple story which he has told in an
utterly effortless way Throughout it reflects his human
understanding. And in Margaret Mann, who plays

Grandmother Bemle, he has found a truly great actress.

"Oh, I meant to tell you," Fanny announced with an
air of importance, "I've met Margaret Mann. Mrs.
John Ford gave a buffet supper for her and June Col-
Iyer. And believe it or not, I was so impressed by her
I couldn't say a word. Just nodded my head when
introduced to her, and gaped like a dying fish.

"She is a dear, gracious, white-haired lady—not a
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Photo by Witzel

Patsy Ruth Miller gave an imitation of a squawking prima

donna at her surprise party.

stock-company imitation. When I looked at her, 1

thought how marvelous and unreal it must seem to

her to be on the threshold of fame again,

after years of struggles. You know she
was a very successful stage player for

years. Then she went into pictures, play-

ing good roles and sometimes quite big-

ones. She had one of the leading roles in

a picture made a few years ago, called

'Once to Every Woman.' Then after that
she had a streak of bad luck, and
played extra—when she got the
chance.

"She was one of the extras in

'Mother Machree'—it was while
making that, that John Ford first

noticed her. In one scene
she stood right next to Belle

Bennett, who played the lead,

and she was so interesting

that no one could take their

eyes off her. They had to

cut those scenes out, because
she was so good she dis-

tracted attention from Belle

Bennett, who was supposed
to be the dominating charac-

ter. But John Ford remem-
bered her and simply couldn't

hear of having any one else

play Grandmother Bcrnle.
He even made a trip to New

York to sell the idea to the company officials,

who were set on having" some one better

known.
"June Collyer is a beautiful girl. Lots of

people think she looks like Billie Dove, but

she reminds me more of Mary Astor. She
is more vital than Mary, and her features are

more perfect. She seems a little younger, too,

and yet more poised."

"Every one says she is an awfully sweet
girl," I offered, with really no intent to criti-

cize her.

"Oh, yes, but not offensively so," Fanny
rushed to her rescue. "And I hope that no one
out at the Fox studio hears that people think

she is sweet, or she'll be likely^ to draw a lot

of sappy, saccharine roles.''

"The sort that made Mary Astor a house-

hold word for cloying?"

"Oh, well, she's safe for the time being, at

least. She is working for John Ford again,

playing one of the most attractive and high-

spirited heroines in modern fiction, the girl in

Donn Byrne's 'Hangman's House.' She had
to leave the party Mrs. Ford gave for her

very early, because she was getting married in

the picture early the next morning."
"Speaking of parties

"

I must be developing a backstairs tempera-
ment—I have such curiosity about the goings

on of film society.

"Well, there was Patsy Ruth Miller's birth-

day party," Fanny reported. "It was a real

surprise party, I know, because Pat came
home from the studio with smears of

cold cream left on her face, and not a

trace of powder. And when she walked
in, wearing a grubby costume, with her
hair looped behind her ears, a mob of

friends surged out into the hall, yelling

'Happy birthday!' at her. For a minute
she looked quite forlorn, and then she
was so pleased and startled that she be-

gan to cry. I think it was partly the

shock that her mother could plan a big

party, without her getting wind of it

somehow.
"May McAvoy was there. She had

just arrived from New York the day
before. Lois Wilson, Billie Dove, Ruth

Roland, Pauline Garon, Lloyd
Hughes and his wife, Matt
Moore, Lilyan Tashman and
Eddie Lowe, Ernest Laemmle,

Ralph Forbes
—oh , I can't

begin to re-

member all of

them. I'd
hardly forget,

though, to

mention the
most important

of all—'Sheets'
Gallagher. He
is utterly
charming, and
I am offering

Photo by Autrey

June Collyer promises to be

Fox's next treat to the

fans.
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Nancy Carroll is play-

opposite Richard

in "Easy Come,

Easy Go."

ing

Dix

up a prayer that the pictures he is making for

F. B. O. will show him just as he is in real

life. He made two pictures for Paramount
in the East, but they weren't so good. He
didn't play leads in them, so nobody took much
trouble to light him properly.

"If he is half the success on the screen that

he was on the stage, the theaters will do a

good business."

"But about the party -" I reminded her.

"Oh, yes. One of the high spots of the

evening was when Pat did a song number, in

imitation of a squawking prima donna singing

determinedly off-key. It was supposed to be

funny, but the audience decided to be funny,

too. They pretended to take the performance
seriously-—their expressions ranged , from
startled horror to dismay, as one by one they

got up and stole out of the room. By the time

Pat had sung a few bars, the room was cleared.

"As soon as Pat. finishes 'We Americans,'

and another Glenn Tryon picture, she is going

abroad. That sounds like a long time, but it

really isn't. The way producers rush the mak-
ing of pictures nowadays, a person can do a

whole series of super-specials in a few weeks.

"That seems to be the one aim in the studios

at the moment. Not to. make pictures any

better, but to make them faster. Out on the

set at First National,

where Eddie Cline is di-

recting 'Vamping Ve-
nus,' the day's work be-

gins with a song service

each morning, dedicated

to the efficiency men.
Every day Mr. Cline, or

Louise Fazenda, Charlie

Murray, or some other

member of the troupe,

comes in with a new-

song. The best one I've

heard is, 'We had a preview

—

the other night—the picture

was punk—but the schedule

was right.'

"The efficiency men are driv-

ing the directors so hard, and making
such impossible demands, that they have

to laugh about it to keep the troupe from

bursting into tears. Time to work out

gags means so much to a comedy, as

Harold Lloyd's and Chaplin's pictures

testify.

"It's difficult to find one satisfied or happy
person in the picture business. Some of the

players have finished their contracts and have

to go back to work at a big reduction, if at all.

Others are working in the John Barrymore
production, and are afraid they will never live

long enough to. see themselves on the screen.

And the rest are being so hurried by efficiency

systems, that they have only a vague idea of

what they are doing and are terribly worried

over the outcome of it all.

"I wanted to see one really contented person,

so I looked up Corinne Griffith."

"Any reason will do," I assured her.

"Corinne is so happy it is a joy to be around
.her. Her newr contract with First National

gives her just what she wants. She is going to

play Lady Hamilton in her first picture, Frank

Photo by Autiey

Margaret Mann has created a sensation

after being an extra for years.

Lloyd is to direct her, and her hus-

band is associated with the corn-

pan)- to look after her interests.

That .takes a lot of worry and
trouble off her shoulders. She has

§i& i never looked better, if, indeed, she

ever looked as well.

"Most of the studios look like deserted vil-

lages, nowadays. There is very little going on,

and in a short time Universal is going to join

the shut-down.
"First National is more active than any other

studio. There is Colleen's company, Eddie
Cline's. Richard Barthelmess', and Milton Sills'.

Out at Metro-Goldwyn, Norma Shearer is on the

last scenes of 'The Actress.' As soon as she fin-

ishes, she is going to dash off to Europe for a he-

ated honeymoon. And that reminds me—Laura La
Plante and her husband are going off to Honolulu on
their annual honeymoon in a few days.

"Over at Paramount, Nancy Carroll, who is just

about the cutest thing you have ever seen, is playing

opposite Richard Dix in 'Easy Come, Easy Go ;'

Florence Victor is making 'The Patriot,' with Jan-
nings, and great preparations are under way for

Bebe's next.

"Bebe has been up at Arrowhead with Mrs. Billy-

Sunday, Jr. She had the bright idea, of changing the

way she wears her hair, and she further disguised

herself by assuming a blank and lifeless look when
any one glanced her way. She struck up an ac-

Continued on page 108
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"Parting is Such Sweet Sorrow"
True, Ronald Colman does not so lyrically describe his separation from

Vilma Banky on the screen, but he has a great deal to say on other subjects.

By Helen Louise Walker

ANOTHER team of great lovers has reached the

parting of the ways. Ronald Colman and Vilma
Banky have kissed their last kiss, have cast their

last, passionate glance into each other's eyes, languished,

palpitated, and rejoiced for the last times together, in

"Two Lovers."

I watched them on the set—both yearning" and lan-

guishing—while property men. muttering curses, strug-

gled with a log fire which insisted upon smoking too

much, so that Fred Niblo, the director, peering through
the camera, averred that the scene looked like a news-
reel shot of a tornado, or an

ancient battle scene.

Mr. Colman, resplendent in

pink velvet and gold braid,

with ribbons at his knees and

on his shoes, his hair falling

in romantic ringlets over his

brow, paced up and down, try-

ing to preserve his delicately

sad, passionate expression un-

til such time as the fire should

behave itself.

They gave it up and called

time out for lunch, whereupon
Mr. Colman assumed the nor-

mal expression of a man
struggling with a too-tight

collar.

Triumphing over a top hook,

he went to .remove Some of

.

his trappings and then re-

joined me in a borrowed
office, wearing an unromantic
raincoat over his rose velvet

splendor.

"It has been very pleasant,"

he said, discussing the period

during which he and Miss
Banky have worked together.

"One gets a great deal out of

working steadily with so com-
petent an artist. You get used
to each other—you learn how
to draw one another out " He paused. "But it

is not well to stay in a team too long. The pleasant

cooperation becomes routine. You get into a rut. Tt

is better for both of you, if you part after a while."

His voice is unusually rich and smooth and his man-
ner is cultivated and charming.
"What will you do now?" I wanted to know..

"Well—I don't know, exactly. I hope they will give

me romantic roles with a twinkle in their eves!"

"A twinkle
"

"Yes. Romeo with a sense of humor. Not that, ex-

actly. It is hard to express If you say suave sophis-

tication, then one thinks at once of Adolphe Menjou.
That is not just the thing I want to do—not world-
weary cynicism, attractive as that may be upon the

screen.

"But—well, the thing I mean is this: Romeo was a*

Latin, unrestrained, passionate, able to lose himself

completely in an emotional experience. There will

always be room for Romeo on both stage and screen.

Photo by Alexander

Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky, in

their last film together.

"But your modern lover, as we know him in this

country, is not like that. He never completely loses

sight of himself, and he is always afraid of looking a

fool. He is too self-conscious, the Anglo-Saxon lover,

to lose
;

himself completely in a love affair. He may
make a; fool of himself, but he does it deliberately, and
there is an inner self which tells him, 'You are being
an ass, really!' The twinkle in his eye is at himself.

"People who are like that—and most of us are—will

believe in a character who is played like that. '.

i

"We no longer have villains .who are purely villains

on the screen. The" dastard
who twirled his long mustache
and cried, 'Ha !' ' me proud
beauty!'—is no more. That
sort of thing: is over. -' We
have in his stead the lovable

rogue, the human - being who
is cast by fate into the villain's

role, The man whose human
weaknesses are his undoing.
We can understand him.
"Then why not a hero who

is not all noble ? A leading

man who has also his human
and understandable weak-
nesses ? Why, really, shouldn't

the villain be a better fellow

than the lead?

"W7

hat our heroes lack is a

sense of humor."
"Then you are through be-

ing a 'great lover?'
"

"Even a 'great lover' might
sometimes smile ! But," with

a grimace, "no one wants to

be known as a 'great lover.'

That is very bad. The public

dislikes the man who makes
that claim, after a while. Men
resent it and eventually it palls

Two Lovers," on women. No! Not a 'great

"over.'

"Then, too, there is a chal-

lenge in making such a claim. Your audience sits back
and says, figurative]}', 'If you're such a great lover

—

go on and show us!' They almost dare you to convince

them
"I had rather put up a performance which convinced

them of the fact that I was good in some role or other,

than to tell them in advance how good I am. and then

be forced, over and over, to prove it. They would
rather discover it for themselves.

"That is the value of restraint. Let your audience do

some of the work. Tt is not necessary for an actor to

be worked up to an emotion—it is his business to pro-

duce emotion in his audience ! It is much more im-

portant for the people who are watching me to feel,

than it is for me

!

"Don't make things too easy for them Make them

guess a little, think a little, and feel a lot They will

enjoy it more."
I began to understand Mr. Colman's reputation for

being aloof and unapproachable. [Continued on page 96]



IF you let people know all about you—if they feel there is

nothing left to learn—they cease to be interested, says Ronald
Colman in the interview opposite, in which he also makes light of

being a great lover.
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MOiWBnUlhaiOn,

LUPE VELEZ—and Mexico—forever ! That's how we feel

after seeing this captivating soubrette in "The Gaucho," and
why we are restless for her in "Stand and Deliver," to say noth-

ing of the accelerated pulses she will cause in other pictures.



THE Rock of Gibraltar has nothing on Warner Baxter for

reliability—histrionic reliability. Give him any role within

reason and he will make you believe it So say the fans, who
are still wrought up over "The Great Gatsby."
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Fbotokr)

REX LEASE is galloping ahead in the bright light of public

approval, though the title of his new picture—"Riders of

the Dark"—might cause you to think that he was just feeling his

way. But no—Rex has arrived.
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LOUISE BROOKS is one of the precious few ex-"Follies"

girls who really stood out like a firebrand among that demure
sisterhood, and has brought the same quality to the screen. Now
she is to be cofeatured with Ruth Taylor.
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T OUISE DRESSER, as Malcolm H. Oettinger points out in
*-* his appraising interview opposite, is about the only actress
with the ability to play a mother—and play her poignantly—
without the use of glycerin tears, spectacles or a bonnet.
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When the Spirit Moves
The fine discrimination shown in Louise Dresser's acting is reflected in the management of her career,

for she never accepts a role without carefully considering the story, the director and the producer.

By Malcolm H. Oettingei

THE difficulty in Hollywood,'' observed Louise If a director knows his business he can make an ordi-

Dresser,- "is lack of perspective. You can't es- nary actor seem good. On the other hand, if he is in-

cape pictures here. Every one talks and thinks capable lie can make a good actor seem amateurish."

them—they are the sole topic of conversation. You Neilan agreed emphatically with Miss Dresser,

can't get anything but an inside angle. New York is "No doubt about it." he said crisply. "No acting can
different. There so many people have such varied in- stand up under bum directing. A bad director—and
terests, that it is comparatively simple to get a fresh there are plenty—can make a dud out of Barrymore or

viewpoint.

"But I'm a Hollywood addict. I guess,

permanently sold on California—climate

estate and all. And when there is a good r

a good picture I shall always be deli

Louise Dresser is one of that s<

who lend luster to the screen. She is almos

a class by herself, so conscientiously does

avoid the conventional stencils of

woman. Playing a mother does

her, whitening her hair and addin

about the eyes. She has no
glycerine tears, no spectacles,

no bonnet for her maternal

moments. In "Gigolo" she

played Rod La Rocque's
mother, and in "Padlocked"
Lois Moran's, yet in neither

picture was she aged or wrin-

kled: Nor did she wither in

order to portray the aristo-

cratic mother in "Mr. Wu."
Miss Dresser plays in pic-

tures without going movie..

She is a cinema actress who scorns the

threadbare devices and avoids the curse of

the cinemese—obviousness. After naming
Hedda Hopper, Belle Bennett, Pauline
Frederick, and Mary Alden as charter mem-
bers of the select group graced by Louise
Dresser, one pauses to think of other en-

trants, and one pauses in vain. The list is

short. Character women—in other words,
actresses offering something beyond youth
and beauty—are few and far between, as
rare as a daisy in Juneau, Alaska. The
screen abounds in pretty talent, but of ca-

pable actresses past the bloom of youth,
there is a genuine dearth.

_
I met Miss Dresser at one of Blanche

Sweet's teas, a Hollywood function not
without its rousing features. Marshall
Xeilan played host in an altogether delight-

ful, unobtrusive manner, and interesting
people persisted in dropping in—Raymond
Griffith, the effervescent Mabel Normand,
Lew Cody, Norman Kerry, and, foiling one
another perfectly, Phyllis Haver and Kath-
leen Key, fair and dark.

"You probably are well aware that the director makes
or breaks the picture," said Miss Dresser. "All directors

have different methods, but all are equally important.
"Allan Dwan will discuss a scene with you, then

say 'Let's do it,' standing well back of the camera while
you act. D. W. Griffith is exactly opposite in his treat-

ment of a scene. He works as near the player as pos-
sible, talking, coaxing, urging, whipping up all the time.

Jannings. And what's more, a bad
director won't listen to reason. He
runs wild, making one terrible pic-

ture after another."

"Poor photography is a vile handi-

cap, too," said Blanche Sweet.

"Without proper lighting and good
camera work you might as well be

acting with your back to the cam-
era."

Louise Dresser considers the story

and companv before she accepts an
engagement. Her salary is of such

ample proportions as to permit this

choice. Indeed, three thousand a

week would go far toward making
any one independent. In this respect

she is not unlike Marshall Neilan,

who makes pictures only when they

appeal to him. His services are

given when the spirit moves.
Before the movies beckoned,

Louise Dresser was a standard name
among the headlines of vaudeville.

Occasionally she appeared in mus -

cal comedy or revue, but it was m
.vaudeville that her fame was most
firmly entrenched. Variety audiences

loved her. One of her greatest suc-

cesses was achieved in "Hello, Broad-
-way," the George Cohan revue, in

which the author appeared with Wil-
lie Collier and Miss Dresser. Any
one who was fortunate enough to

hear the latter croon "Down on the

Erie." will regret her defection to

the silent drama.
The Dresser entry into pictures

was not eventful in any way, but in

'The Goose Woman," the sensational

Rex Beach story of the notorious

.

"pig woman" who figured in a New
Jersey murder case, Louise Dresser
electrified the followers of filmania

with a characterization that was
shockingly real, unbelievably lifelike

in every slight detail. She brought
to the screen as vivid and veracious

a study as it had ever seen. She was
the opera star to the life. She was Hollywood in no
tiny particular, false in no minor respect. She showed
the deterioration of the woman's morale right before the

eye of the camera.

I recalled the performance, and asked her how she

went about creating such a remarkably genuine counter-

feit.

"Analyzing acting is a rather fu- [Continued on page ]10]

Miss Dresser, as Mrs. Plecznick,

in "His Country," promises an-

other memorable characterization.
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Being pelted with custard pies wouldn't be so bad, if the hapless

extra-girl were not too far from the camera to be seen.

JENNIE is one of those extra girls who has been at

the game' for five years—maybe more. She won't tell

the exact length of time, for it might cast doubt upon
her age. You see, she's still sweet eighteen to her many
boy friends, whom she changes at least once a year, so that

they won't start counting her birthdays. But she admits
that she's been in pictures for a long time, long before
there was a Central Casting Bureau, long before
the Chamber of Commerce started to retract glow-
ing accounts of California, in order to stem the

tide of oncoming movie aspirants from Nome,
Alaska, to Key West, Florida.

Certainly she has been in them long enough
to know that passing the test of the casting

office "isn't the half of it, dearie." It's after

you've landed your ten-dollar-a-day job that

the real irritations begin

!

Right here I want to explain that Jen-
nie, who is "Marceline" when she's work-
ing, never, never accepts anything less

than a ten-dollar-a-day job:—not even
when she's nearly broke, which is a good
deal of the time.

"It lowers you terribly in the eyes of
the casting directors," she confided to

me and a dozen or so .of her girl friends,

also extras, though not super-extras, as

their mentor. Jennie, is. "And if Central
Casting should succeed in sending you out on
a five-dollar job, then you would have grief."

"Don't I know!" exclaimed a pretty blonde in the

colorful group, who was, at that moment, engaged
in applying make-up in the long room to which they

had all been assigned.

"I once went out to Blank's," she mention e"<

name of a well-known comedy producer, ' and

dear, I had an awful time try-

ing to live that down. For five

dollars a day we did every-

thing, from diving into an
open-air swimming pool on a

clammy morning in January,

It's Part of

Diving in an open-

air pool in January

is just another of

Jennie's hardships.

But Jennie, the extra girl, is not so philosophical about her

the movies. This graphic account of them is oneof thebest

By Mignon

to letting ourselves be pelted with custard

pies. The next clay they wanted us to go
back and do all the scenes over again, for

they'd turned out to be N. G.—but I got

out of it, because I'd luckily caught a cold

and case of Kleig eyes. But for months
after, I got nothing but five-dollar calls."

"May I borrow your make-up kit, miss?
Thanks," interrupted a cute little minx on
Jennie's left, as she helped herself to the

contents without waiting for a reply.

"Wouldn't that gall you?" demanded
Jennie a little later, when the girl had left

with the mascara applied incorrectly to her

lashes. "It's things like that, that get my
goat. I wonder sometimes why I don't re-

sign from pictures and raise a family."

"Why don't you—ahem!—resign?" asked

one of her chums. "I should think you'd

be sick and tired of this waiting game. I

know I am."
Jennie turned an indignant glare /upon the

offending one. "If I were just an ordinary

seven-dollar-and-fifty-cent village-girl extra,

like you are, for instance," she said point-

edly. "I could forgive that remark. But you

know very well that I'm playing the part of

a ten-dollar court girl in this picture. I have

a future ahead of me, though, gosh darn it"

—and here she dropped the theatrical ges-

ture
—

"the directors don't seem to have found

it out—yet."

This statement was, alas, too true. Though
Jennie had won trophies in beauty contests,

bathing-girl contests, profile contests—in fact,
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the Game
The meager heat from an electric heater is eagerly taken advan-

tage of by the extras, whose scanty costumes make draughty sets

perilous

trials and tribulations in struggling to gain a foothold in

articles ever published on the subject. Don't pass it by.

Rittenhouse

in nearly every variety of contest for which movie com-
panies go in so strongly—which means just about every
sort, except acting contests—she had yet to be seen on
the screen in her first important role.

True, she had played in several stock companies now
and then, and had had quite good bits in half a dozen
pictures, but her histrionic ability apparently was the

sort that is born to blush unseen. Or else she was being

groomed for grandmother roles. The shears in the

cutting room had, to date, snipped away Jennie's biggest

and best opportunities.

To cap a day -of annoyances, starting out early that

morning—when she had walked almost half a mile over

a torn-up dirt

road and ruined

a pair of new,
satin pumps

—

she found to her

indignation, up-
on arriving on
the set, that she

was assigned to

the seven-dollar-

a n d - fifty - cent

village - girl
group, instead

of the much
more select
court girls.

"But my card

says I'm a ten-

dollar court
girl." she tried to

explain to the

red-headed as-

sistant director, who was frantically racing back and
forth from one group of the decorative mob to

another. "And I've got on a court-girl's costume.
See !" But there was no time, now, to make the
change. The whistle blew, and the court girls took
their places around the throne where the fragile heroine
sat, while Jennie remained just one of a mob of five

hundred for the rest of that da)'.

Irritations? There are few things but in the life of
the average extra girl. She has all the discomforts of
being a movie actress, with few of the compensations.
At first, of course, Jennie saw only the glamour of the

work. Those magic calls from studios at which she had
gazed wistfully, from the outside, ever since the day she
arrived in Hollywood and discovered they weren't placed
in a circle, within easy walking distance of each other.

Those eerie moments just after the sun had begun to

creep over the misty purple San Bernardino range, put-
ting on make-up in a barren dressing room with trem-

bling fingers,

peeking surrepti-

tiously out of the

corner of one eye

at the blase assur-

ance of the heavy-
lidded girl beside

her. Many poign-

ant moments on
the set, when
brushing elbows
with a favorite

actor or actress

seemed the ulti-

mate in good for-

tune for that day.

What did it mat-
ter that she bad
followed w i 1 d -

goose chases for

months, answered
Cont'd on page 106
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San Antonio gave us Joan Crawford, though she grew

up in Kansas City.

James Hall hails

from Dallas.

OU'LL think I'm

crazy when I tell

you there are movie-

star belts like, for instance, the great corn-and-

wheat belt which runs through Kansas. Iowa,

and all the Middle West.

Well, I'm not—and there

is! Some States seem to

produce film stars as

others produce wheat or

cotton.

Take Texas. There's a

star belt for you. It be-

gins apparently in Mexico,

which has contributed so

many recent film players

that it will be a surprise to

me if there are - enough
people left down there for

another revolution. Ra-
mon Novarro, Dolores del

Rio, Gilbert Roland, Lupe
Velez, George Lewis, Don-
ald Reed, Lita Gray, Shir-

ley O'Hara—who, Ramon
says, is just like a Mexi-
can girl despite her Irish

name—and Don Alvarado,

born in Albuquerque, of

Mexican parents. Isn't

that a lot of stars for

Mexico City and Durango
to add to our crown ?

One star belt begins right there and goes on up through
Texas. Perhaps they train those Texas children to

grow up into film stars. Or at the very least, if you
live down there, some present luminary must once have
prattled through childhood right next door, or around
the corner. So sit down, and I'll tell you who your
former neighbors were. Other States will have their

turn later.

Let's start with Bebe Daniels. She was born in

Dallas. Scotch father. Mother descended from a royal

Spanish family. Mrs. Daniels' father was American

You Can Thank
Did you know that this country of ours is divided into

personalities to the screen than others? A careful survey

first place. In this article—the beginning of a series—you

By Alma

consul at Buenos Aires, her grand-
father was governor of Colombia.
Bebe's theatrical career began when
she was four and she played in a rep-

ertoire company. Then with the Be-
lasco stock company, in Los Angeles.
At the age of eight, Bebe's screen

career began with the old Selig films.

She had tutors, and part of the time
went to a convent, and by the time
she was fourteen she was a grown-up
leading lady for Harold Lloyd. It was
in these comedies that Cecil DeMille
saw her; he gave her a role in "Male
and Female," and that was very lucky.

I'm sure that film was made under
some benign star, if you believe your
astrology, because almost every one in

it is now famous—Bebe, Thomas
Meighan, Gloria Swanson, Lila Lee,
Theodore Roberts, Raymond Hatton,
Edmund Burns, Julia Faye, Wesley
Barry. That was a lucky day for them
all. So Bebe continued in DeMille pic-

tures and eventually became a star.

James Hall is also from Dallas. He
wanted to be an actor, so he just packed
up and left home as soon as he was
grown up, and headed straight for New
York—and the usual struggle, of course.

But Jimmie got along; he played bits in

musicals and in stock, and finally became
a leading man, in "Merry Merry," sev-

eral "Passing Shows," and "Poppy."
"The Matinee Girl" was Lady Luck to

Jacqueline Logan spent her

in Corsicana.

hildhood

Mary
Brian's

family

moved
from

Dallas

to Los
Angeles,

and so

began
her

career.
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Texas for Them
star belts, or zones, with some territories yielding more
indicates that the Texas belt which begins in Mexico, takes

will learn much about the stars who were born there.

Talley

him. An agent saw him, took an op-

tion on his services, got him screen

tested with Paramount, and then

—

hooray for Jimmie ! He started out,

quite unknown, opposite Bebe, in

"The Campus Flirt," and any bright

James Hall fan can tell you the rest.

Both Dallas and Corsicana can

claim Mary Brian, and I believe she

also lived in Abilene. She was born
in Corsicana, but her family moved
about. When she was seventeen, they

left Dallas for Los Angeles and
landed Mary right plop into the mov-
ies. She thought she was going to

be a painter—her water colors and
portraits had earned serious praise

from Ernest Linnekamp, the Aus-
trian artist. But a friend of Mary's
entered her name in a "personality"

contest. To her own surprise, Mary
won. And got a role in one of those

elaborate prologues that go with films in

our bigger and better theaters. The thea-

ter manager thought Mary had a great fu-

ture; he introduced her to Herbert Brenon,
who was casting "Peter Pan." Mr. Brenon
found his Wendy—Mary found herself fa-

mous.
Corsicana also gave Jacqueline Logan her

start in life. She too moved away, to Colo-
rado Springs. And Jackie took a course in

journalism, because she was going to be a

newspaper writer. Instead of that, she had
a chance to go on the stage in the revival

Mexico gave us

Gilbert Roland.

Allene Ray, unlike most of the Texas stars, did

not go to a convent.

Florence

Vidor

hails

from

the

Lone

Star

State,

too.

of "Florodora"—no, she

was not in the original

sextette—and that, any
ambitious girl of twelve will know, is a

perfectly swell start to fame. All those

"Florodora" girls got rich

husbands, or their pic-

tures in the papers. You
know where Jackie got

her pictures

!

Madge Bellamy is from
Hillsboro— and St.

Mary's Hall, in San An-
tonio. Madge always
wanted to be an actress,

so at the critical moment
she told her parents that

if the)- didn't take her to

New York, she would go
by herself. And finally

she got there and a role

with William Gillette, in

"Dear Brutus." It was
there that Thomas Ince
saw her and thought,
"Ah, there's my Loma
Doonc." And so began
another screen career.

Though it wasn't until

she became a blonde that

Madge really put it over.

She's doing nicely now,
thank you, and has become a brunette again.
A little girl named Lucille LeSeuer was born in San

Antonio, though she grew up in Kansas City. When
she was fifteen, she ran away from home to go on the
stage. She got as far as Chicago and landed a job in

a revue. Another job in New York, at the Winter Gar-
den, in "Innocent Eyes," then in the next season's
"Passing Show," where Harry Rapf, of Metro-Gold-
wyn, discovered her. You see, girls and boys, that's

the way to get into the movies. Go on the stage and
get discovered. Lucille LeSeuer was just a bit too

fancy for a name, so a contest renamed her Joan Craw-

And likewise Lupe Velez
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Don Alvarado was born in Albuquerque, of

Mexican parents.

ford, and now
look at the girl

!

Indeed, she's

easy to look at.

Corinne Grif-

fith came from
Texarkana, Tex-
as, where your
friends at the
other .end of

town live in Ar-
kansas. She too

went to a con-

vent -—-Sacred
Heart, in New
Orleans. ' Dear
me. these ac-

tresses all went
to convents, so

maybe that's the

wav you get into

the movies. And
then she became

a professional dancer, for a year, until one Mardi Gras,
Rollin Sturgeon, a Vitagraph director, saw her and
said, "Wow/ what a beauty!" and a 'contract was
signed. -

Bessie Love, like Mary-Brian, had a family who con-

veniently moved from their home in Midland, Texas, to

Los Angeles. Bessie Was just a child " when she first

made the rounds of the studios', ' and the world wasn't
full of would-be-

extras in those days. So Bessie got a

job. She got clear to the top—in fact," she stopped to

finish high school and came right back where she

left off. And it is important to remember that mighty
few stars have had the satisfaction of doing that.

Dorothy De-
vore's family left

Fort Worth for

Los Angeles.
Really, this be-

gins to look sus-

picious — eyery1

body in Texas
seems to move
away. Dorothy
continued h e r

education there

and then went
into vaudeville.

Then she was
discovered a n d

was given a job

in Lyons and
Moran comedies.

I'd like to have a

nickel for every
comedy she has
played in since

!

She tried dramatic roles for a while and found that tears

weren't becoming, so now she's back in comedies, with
Educational.

You must admit that it's very apropos for Tom Mix
to come from Texas. He was an honest-Injun cowboy,
who rode the plains in his early youth. Then he dashed
off as a Rough Rider in the Spanish-American War,
and I think he got ail mixed up in the Boxer Rebellion
in China, also. Wherever action was, there was Tom.
When there weren't any more wars to be fought, Tom
returned to Texas and! entered a rodeo. Well, as you
might suspect, he turned out to be the world's champion
bronchobuster and trick rider. In other words, it seems

Dorothy Devore, of Fort Worth, migrated

to Los Angeles.

that he knew his stuff. So Colonel Selig, of Selig Films,
then one of the large movie companies-, decided that

Tom should do his riding in front of a camera, and he
has been doing it ever since.

Just to show you how versatile Texas is, with its

bumper crop of screen stars, we'll go from Tom Mix
to Florence Vidor, and that, I'd have you know, is quite

a jump. Florence was born in Houston and went to

high school there and a near-by convent.

Judging by all these statistics, there seems to be some
sort of affinity between convents and screen careers, so

we really shouldn't be surprised that shortly after she

finished school, Florence lit right out for the studios

and there was the usual failures and eventual success.

Hope Hampton also came from Houston and her

convent was in

New Orleans.

Then she went
to Philadelphia

and later to New
York, where she

attended the Sar-

gent's Dramatic
School. Oppor-
tunity beckoned
for screen work,

so she gave up
her stage notions

and played, not

too successfully,

in the movies for

some years. But
Hope's beauty

lies largely in

h e r coloring—
and what help is

that in movies?
So now she is

turning back to

the stage and,

jecorne a prima

Madge Bellamy, at fourteen, shocked Hills-

borb by saying she was leaving to go 0:1

the stage.

ha?with her really beautiful voice

donna in musical comedy.

Elliott Dexter, from Houston, is seldom seen on the

screen airy more—he now plays in vaudeville—but he

had a long and successful career. When he left his happy

Houston home he went into a stock company, and later

became leading man for Marie Doro, whom he married.

Movies followed, and Cecil DeMille made him famous.

Then there's Ken Maynard, from Mission. Texas.

He, like Tom
Donald Reed is another reason for hoisting Mix, from early

flags in Mexico City. youth knew a

horse when he

saw one. A trip

to Hollywood I

lots of hanging

around the stu-

dios, and Ken
got his chance to

play in some ob-

scure Western

pictures— quick-

ies, which are
never seen by
Broadway. And
then, w hen a

new epidemic of

Westerns came
along, and all

the big compa-
nies went out

Cont'd on page 109
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Be Yourselves, Young Ladies!
Anger is never becoming to beauty, so we implore these stars

to let bygones be bygones, and think sweet thoughts again.

Mary Brian, above, registers that terri-

ble calm which precedes a storm—so let

us get out of her way.

"How could you do such a thing?" says

the withering glance of Esther Ralston,

in the upper oval.

When the eyes of Clara Bow, below,

flash like this—well, you might as well

hoist the white fla

"Out of my way !" commands the brood-

ing look in the eyes of Evelyn Brent,

above, which makes you feel there is

nothing to do but scurry out of her path.

Nora Lane, below, who is usually the

gentlest of heroines, proves that even

the sweetest of them can look tigerish.

Ruth Taylor, above, is angrily

determined to have her own way,

even to casting her pearls out of '

the window, but perhaps a dia-

mond bracelet will bring forth

Lorelei's famous baby smile.
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I hotn by Sp'jrr

Betty Bronson had oil the savoir-faire of
an experienced traveler, on her first trip

to Europe.

A LL aboard ! All ashore that's

going ashore ! The gong is

sounding, the deck hands are
shouting themselves hoarse, and the

great whistles are shrieking forth
their warnings into New York har-
bor. Half the film world, it would
seem, is going to Europe.

First of all, there is little Betty
Bronson, hardly bigger than a min-
ute, but poised and self-contained
for all that, accompanied by myri-
ads of suit cases many meters larger
than herself. It is her first trip

abroad, but you would never guess
it. Betty, young though she is, has
all the aplomb of the experienced
woman of the world, and sf'oin-e to

Europe is accomplished with the

unmistakable savoir-faire of the

seasoned traveler.

Miss Bronson, we may add. is no
longer a Paramount star. Both
company and actress voiced a mu-
tual dislike, and have come to the

parting of the ways. Miss Bron-
son"s talents—and no one can deny
them—were being swamped, and
executives were not particularly

Manhattan
Snatched glimpses of film folk on

By Aileen St.

eager to listen to her disgruntled outpourings

on the subject. Betty found herself a free-

lance artist, and foot-loose and fancy-free,

trotted off to "furrin parts," throwing her

troubles overboard, en route, before starting

her career afresh.

But the whistles continue to blow ! And
we haven't yet found Blanche Sweet, who like-

wise has heeded the siren's call to Europe and
is sailing with her husband, Marshall Neilan.

While abroad, Neilan will direct a film starring

Gertrude Lawrence, and Miss Sweet will star

in a British production.

Miss Sweet still believes that in the dra-

matic two-reeler lies the immediate develop-

ment of the motion picture, and predicts that

before long the O. Henry of the screen will

put in his belated appearance, with better and

smaller photoplays as a result.

"No more padding." is Miss Sweet's pro-

phetic watchword, as she waves good-by.

And here we have Ronald Colman and

Percy Marmont. who have crossed the gang-

plank with their sticks and their kit bags,

beaming over the prospect of viewing their na-

tive heath, merrie, if foggy, England from
which they emerged some years ago as un-

known actors, and now return as high-priced

stars, whose names are known throughout the

world. Marmont's visits home have been

more or less fre-

quent, but Colman
admits that he likes

living in California.

Spending his days in

the glare of the

Kleigs never gave
him that deep,

bronze hue that be-

speaks an outdoor

life. And while, of

course, open air pur-

suits are synony-
mous with tradi-

tional England, Col-

man would select the

environs of Holly-

wood as a perma-
nent abode, were it

not for a long-

promised visit to his

mother.

Colman, we might
add, is no stranger

to New York. He
spent many months
prior to his film ca-

reer hieing himself

from one theatrical

Sally Phipps helped to

hold up the production of

"The News Parade," be-

cause of the "flu.

"
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their brief visits to New York.

John-Brenon

office to another, "looking for a situation" on
the stage. He was interviewed daily by in-

numerable office boys, who informed him non-
chalantly, "no casting to-day"—the experience

of every actor trying to get his foot on the

first rung of the American theatrical ladder.

Monty Banks, the droll comedian, is also

sailing. He waves good-by with unaccus-

tomed repression, as if he already feels the

chilly English climate in his bones. He goes

to London to make a series of comedies for

British International for whom, we may ob-

serve, Rex Ingram is now making pictures for

United States consumption.
Alma Rubens and her husband, Ricarclo

Cortez, went to England for the purpose of

discovering for themselves if roast beef and
Yorkshire pudding are all that British chefs

claim them to be in the way of nourishing

provender. The}' had barely seated themselves

in the Cheshire Cheese, before they found
themselves signing up for a costarring feature,

and thus bade a fond farewell, for the nonce,

to their culinary explorations.

Julia Faye, however, just to be plain Ameri-
can, "stuck to her onions." She went to Eng-
land on a pleasure trip, pure and simple, looked

the land over, hopped across to Paris and em-
barked for home.

Playtime is playtime for DeMille's fair

player, who allowed

herself a scant twenty-

four hours in New
York on her home-
ward journey after

her arrival at quaran-

tine, taking the first

train to Los Angeles.

Miss Faye could hear

the summons of the

megaphone sounding

in her ears, and was
eager to get back into

harness.

With half of Holly-

wood trekking abroad,

we hear that the tem-

peramental Jetta Gou-
dal, having- quarreled

with her once-beloved

Papa DeMille, is con-

sidering an offer from
England ; that Greta

Nissen is also being

induced to make a trip

to Europe for cine-

matic purposes, and
that Constance Tal-

madge is likewise lis-

a temptingtenmg to

Nick Stuart's film career

reads like a Horatio Alger

story. Photo by
Autrey

Photo by Richee

Rath Taylor, otherwise Lorelei Lee,

entertained important people while in

New York.

offer to make a production for

one of the big English motion-
picture companies.

Vilma Homeward Bound.

Vilma Banky arrived in New
York with a print of "Two Lov-
ers" tucked under her arm. This
little giiadic/c frau with the blue

eyes and golden hair, avowed she

could no longer resist the call of

her native land, and when Samuel
Goldwyn gave her her first long
holiday between pictures, she
booked passage for Hungary,
whither she took the print of her
latest opus to show admiring-

friends and relatives. Before she

left for her holiday, however, Mr.
Goldwyn extracted her solemn
promise that she would return to

America in time for the New York
opening of "Two Lovers."

Miss Banky departed from
American shores armed with
knickknacks and novelties to dis-

tribute among those who, as the

saying goes, "knew her when"

—

"when" being that obscure period
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Vilma Banky went to visit her family in Hungary.

before Mr. Goldwyn saw her in Europe, de-

cided that her type of romantic beauty ex-
pressed the perfect embodiment of wholesome
womanhood, and persuaded her to sign her
name on the dotted line.

The fair Vilma arrived in New York some-
what out of breath, as the result of hectic

scenes occurring just before she left Culver
City—the scenes comprising the last shots for
"Two Lovers," taken amid hysterical excite-

ment before the wind-up. Four of the six

hundred extras were severely injured when a

tree trunk, temporarily lodged in the mud,
crashed to earth. The extras were rushing
over two hundred feet of waist-deep mud, re-

enacting the downfall of the last stand of the
Spanish Inquisition in Flanders. Meanwhile, Vilma
kept one eye on the camera and another on her time-
table. In spite of the general upheaval in the studio

—

she registered before the camera exactly what the script

called for. She managed, however, to avoid a nervous
breakdown, to keep hold of her print and her passport,
and boarded the train with nothing lost save a few
nights' sleep.

From Office Boy to Leading Man.

A young man called Nick Carter—no, I mean Stuart—once

ran errands for a sporting-goods concern in Los Angeles. In

pursuit of his calling, he delivered a package to Tom Mix on
the Fox lot in Hollywood. He forthwith decided to be an
actor, and as fortune favored him for the time being, and he

was offered three days' work, he immediately resigned his job

with the sporting-goods concern, and briefly registered his

emotions before the camera.

He emerged from the studio three days later a Thespian,

to be sure, but a Thespian without a job. A bit disillusioned,

but none the less enthralled with his new life, he found him-
self, after weeks of unemployment, welcoming the opportunity

to serve as office boy on the Fox lot. He ran errands for so

long that he finally was allowed to carry a camera, and acted

as assistant camera man. During the course of several years

he managed every now and then to have a test taken, but that

was the last he ever heard of it. In other words his "art" was
ignored until a juvenile lead was "needed for "Cradle Snatchers,"

and once more Nick Stuart had a test taken, and then went off

on location carrying his tripod. But he was summoned back

to be an actor—and lias been ever since.

When David Butler decided to glorify the news-reel cam-
era man in "The News Parade," Stuart once more showed his

prowess with the tripod, but this time with grease paint on his

cheeks and the camera before him. The test was successful,

and his good looks, pleasing personality and boyish enthusiasm
won for him the leading role. Together with Sally Phipps, the

leading lady, and the technical staff, he reached New York
ready to get to work the following morning. Then David
Butler, erstwhile actor with Richard Dix, and a bright spot in

"Seventh Heaven," became ill. Butler fairly howled with
pain. Sinus hit him, and hit him hard. Upon his recovery,
Sally Phipps got the "flu," and while she was recovering,

young Stuart, who had been dashing about with metropolitan

camera men in

search of local
color, found him-
self also on the sick

list. For three

weeks the battle of

germs versus films

waged fiercely.

The convales-

cents, guarded by a

trained nurse, gath-

ered daily in But-
ler's hotel suite and
improved the shin-

ing hours in con-

ferences with the

author and contin-

uity writer, while

atomizers, cold
compresses and
gargles added to

the gayety of the

scene.

Apropos of "The
News Parade,"
Bernard McEvoy,
a camera man reg-

ularly assigned to

travel with the

Aquitania, was aboard the vessel on a recent stormy
crossing. A gale raged. Determined to photograph the

storm, McEvoy lashed himself and his camera to the

bridge rail. Waves swept over the bridge, but like the

brave heroes of old who risked all for a lady fair, Mc-
Evoy held his ground while the glass in the wheelhouse
was smashed, and the decks were awash constantly

—

Julia Faye fairly dashed through New York.

but he got the scenes he wanted.
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As a reward for his courage, McEvoy did not re-

ceive milady's nosegay, nor even a nod of recognition

from the ohject of his romantic fancy, because, this

being a modern story, he was granted five weeks' holi-

day when the Aquitania went into dry dock at South-

ampton on the following trip.

Exploding the In-law Myth.

It's a pretty safe rule, in searching for the truth, to

seek it from the in-laws. In-laws, you know, seldom

suffer from inhibitions. They fairly bubble with facts.

If the facts are unpleasant, they are eager to

get them off their chests. If, happily, they

are otherwise, they are elated at their singu-

lar good fortune, and in their relief fairly

bubble with enthusiasm. When it comes to

discussing in-laws, family loyalty is seldom
involved. Whereas many consider the fam-
ily hearth sacred, few
have scruples where the

addition by marriage is

concerned, and grant |
themselves general ab-

solution in discussing «

his, or her, apparent

shortcomings.
Sylvia Thalberg, who is Norma

Shearer's sister-in-law, as well as

a scenario writer in her own
right, doesn't need to say any-

thing when Norma's name is

mentioned.
"Isn't it awful having a star

in the family?" Ave asked her

brutally. To surprise our victim

is often our favorite method of

attack.

There was no mistaking the

enthusiastic smile that lit up Miss
Thalberg's expressive counte-

nance. Miss Thalberg and
Miss Shearer are chums,
and Miss Shearer is as pop-
ular in the Thalberg fam-
ily circle as she is on the

screen, and that, as Flor-

ence Reid would say, is the

highest there is.

"We were all crazy about
Norma long before we
scented a romance," vouch-
safed Miss Thalberg, "and
since she has come to live

with us as Irving's wife,

we are fonder of her than

ever. She's a wonderful
girl."

Any young bride who
sulks because the financial

budget is small, and has to

take up her residence with
her husband's family, might
Shearer's new book. With
from, she insisted on going to live with the Thalberg
family after her marriage.

"It's ideal," they all . agree.

Irving Thalberg, as everybody knows, is M'etro-
Goldwyn's youthful genius. As one of the chief execu-
tives, his uncanny flair for production novelty has
resulted in more successful pictures than are usually
credited to one individual. After many months of work
at top speed, he is taking a leave of absence for a be-

longing
shifting" the

got

Blanche Sweet has decided to make a British film.

lift a page out of Miss
all Hollvwood to choose

lated honeymoon, and in order to be on hand to wave
a fond farewell to him and his bride on their Mediter-
ranean cruise, mother and sister preceded them to

New York.

But this is Sylvia's story, and having attained screen
credit for "Baby Mine," she should no longer be de-

scribed as Irving Thalberg's little sister. But she is little,

just the same, merely a pocket edition, fairly swamped
in the folds of a big, fur coat. She must wear the same
size shoe as Gloria Swanson.

Irving, so she told me, scarcely knows she is on the

lot. It must be because of her size.

"But don't think for a minute," she avowed,
"that having a relative at the head of the busi-

ness eases one's path. When I told Irving I

w anted to become a scenario writer, he had a

good laugh. He told me to go ahead and drive

the car, and he'd give me a big salary for it,

and then turned his mind to weightier

problems, while I pondered on my own.
"At the theater one night, I talked

k things over with John M. Stahl, made a.

b suggestion or two, with the result that,

as a beginning, he allowed me to sit on
his set and watch. I did this day after

day. Finally, once or twice, I summoned

|,
up courage to give voice to an

* idea, and with the voicing I began

to get a little confidence. I kept

around and with the

of some writers in

studio, somehow or other I

screen credit on a picture.

"Shortly afterward, swearing
everlasting gratitude to Mr. Stahl.

T moved over to my brother's lot."

And, as Lindbergh put it suc-

cinctly, here we are

!

Who Says Gloria Likes Ostenta-

tion?

We doff our latest char

peau to Gloria Swanson
who, as Sadie Thompson,
took Manhattan by storm,

while far away from the

scene of her triumph, she

sunned herself on the sands

of Palm Beach. As soon

as the Broadway opening
of her new picture was ac-

complished, however, Miss
Swanson put away her
summer frocks, donned her
furs, and came to New
York. Arriving without

any fanfare of trumpets,

she was an inconspicuous
member of the audience at

the Rivoli Theater, where
she had her first view of the

finished production before a metropolitan audience. She
went to the theater quietly and unobtrusively—unlike

one of our recent Hollvwood visitors, who demanded a

spotlight, a major domo and a canopied entrance, be-

fore she would deign to enter the theater and view her

triumphs. Miss Swanson's one official act was to ac-

company her husband, the marquis, to the steamship

bearing him to France whither, by the exigencies of

the law, he must return every six months or so, to

conform to passport regulations.

Continued on page 110



Doris Hill, left, swings

high in "Tillie's Punc-

tured Romance."

Hoop-la! We're
Some of the many films of the sawdust
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Circus Girls I

ring show these dare-devil performers.

Alice White, right, is an acro-

bat in '"Three-ring- Marriage,"

who knows how to take care

of 'herself in mid-air.

\ Louise Lorraine, left, im-
personates a trapeze per-

former in "Monkey Busi-

I
|

ness," a comedy of the

H circus, with Karl Dane

J
and George K. Arthur.

Frances Teague, in the

left corner, goes through

the thrilling stunts of a

bareback rider, in "The
Trail of the Tiger."
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The Stroller
Humorous observations on various phases of motion picture activities along Hollywood Boulevard.

By Carroll Graham illustrations by Lui Tmgo

THERE came to the heart of Andrew Zinch, press

agent extraordinary, an ardent desire to see once

more in print the name and face pf his famous
and beautiful client, Cynthia Beaverbrook.
The desire was not engendered entirely by affection

for Cynthia. No inconsiderable portion of it came
from a desire to remain on her pay roll—a condition

which he felt would not continue indefinitely, if the

press clippings continued to dwindle as they had been
doing.

When press agents of Hollywood experience this

sinking sensation that things are not so good, the first

impulse is always the same. That is, the decision to

arrange for some one , from the newspapers to inter-

view the star in question.

So Andrew got out his little book of names and
telephone numbers, and eventually hit upon Pete Petti-

fog, who wrote interviews and items about Hollywood.
The telephone got Pete out of bed, and the suggestion

did not please him particularly.

"Why should I interview that flat-faced dame?"
asked Pete. "There isn't anything to write about her."

"Now listen, Pete," said Andrew -

. "Cynthia is a very
charming little girl and she thinks you're a swell writer.

Besides, I'm sure you can sell the story."

So the interview Was arranged with Mr. Pettifog.

Then Andrew Zinch went gloomily toward the set,

where Cynthia was practicing the art which had made
her rich and famous. In a faded kimono she was draped
in a canvas-backed chair, bemoaning her own stupidity

for having taken up a career which forced her to start

work at nine o'clock in the morning.

"Cynthia," began Andrew, assuming the air of en-

thusiasm and the synthetic smile which is always used
by press agents when talking to stars, "I have some
good news for you. I've arranged with Pete Pettifog

to do an interview with you.

He's coming out to-morrow.

Please be nice to him and he

will do his share."

"The only good news about

that," said Cynthia, yawning,

"is that he will not be here to-

day. Must I talk to him? He
gives me the acute willies."

"Aw, listen, Cynthia," An-
drew argued. "Pete's a great

guy after you get to know him,

and he says you're the only star

in Hollywood with a brain in

your head. Besides, it will be

good publicity."

"Oh, well, I suppose it's only

punishment for my sins. Bring

him out if you must, but I pos-

Two gents, feeling very gay, performed a dance of

their own in a Hollywood cafe.

itively will not have lunch with him. Tell him I'm on
a diet and can't eat."

So Pete, imbued with a measure of enthusiasm over
the check he would probably receive, came out to talk

to Cynthia in what passed for a good humor. And
Cynthia, thinking of how she would like to see pub-
lished those new portraits she had, was almost cordial

to Pete.

And they talked of how good an actress Cynthia was,
and how good a writer Pete was, and how bad were all

the other actresses and writers in Hollywood, and al-

most enjoyed it.

And Andrew Zinch, hovering in the background,
broke off the interview at the earliest possible moment,
and thus kept his job safe, without having to work until

the next time Cynthia flew into a temper.

If Carl Laemmle, venerable owner of Universal City,

takes any pleasure in solitude, he gets precious little

of it.

Seeing "Uncle Carl" without a retinue of relatives and
employees trailing him, is a sight few persons in Holly-

wood have ever witnessed, and it is unusual enough to

evoke comment from all beholders when it occurs.

Uncle Carl, as a matter of fact, enjoys walking and

does a lot of it. He probably would do more, if he

could manage to accomplish it without so much help.

He takes a great deal of pride in Universal City, his

large, sprawling studio over the hills beyond Holly-

wood ; and when he is in the West, he likes to walk

through it and survey the strange movie city he has

brought to life.

Consequently, almost every- afternoon he starts from

his office on his tour of inspection. The alarm is

sounded, heads pop out of doorways, and the pack

comes racing from the four corners of the lot. By the

time he has gone, a hundred
yards, he has a group of re-

tainers at his heels, varying

from four to twenty. All try

to get to the official ear as they

go, whispering ideas and sug-

gestions, crying down the sug-

gestions of the others, and get-

ting in what propaganda they

can.

I was in Henry's cafe re-

cently, when Uncle Carl came in

alone, and seemed to be hugely
enjoying his lonely sandwich.

At least half the persons in the

restaurant commented audibly

on the strange spectacle of the

patriarch of Universal without

his henchmen.
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The Stroller was given the dirtiest look he had seen in a

long time, by the marquis.

The spectacle didn't

last long. One by one
they began to arrive,

most of them breath-
less. Within ten min-
utes the producer was
surrounded by six per-

sons, half of whom were
his relatives.

As a matter of fact,

it is Mr. Laemmle's cus-

tom, I was once in-

formed by his chauffeur,
to drive from his beauti-

ful Beverly Hills estate

to Hollywood Boulevard
every evening" after din-
ner. At a central spot
he alights and walks up
and down the avenue,
looking in shop windows and enjoying himself im-
mensely. This lasts but a short time until he has col-

lected his usual group of chaperons, whereupon he
returns to his automobile and goes home.

Although the comment comes at a rather belated

date. I feel I must recount what I witnessed at the

New Year's Day football game in Pasadena.
Into the huge stands came many dozens of famous

folk, celebrities of all kinds, but particularly an assort-

ment of well-known film beauties.

Gloria Swanson, attired in a million-dollar outfit,

trudged up the aisle virtually unnoticed. Mary Astor
drew no more attention, nor did the other stars present,

though all were equally celebrated.

Then ever-increasing gasps of astonishment swept
my section of the grand stands as an absolute knockout
came up the aisle. Necks craned, eyes popped, and
young men strove to catch her eye.

No one recognized her, but every one was sure she

was famous. I happened to know her, because recently

she had been in a beauty contest which was brought
to my attention. Her name is Helen Cox and she is

an extra girl.

The point is that she was not an optical illusion, nor
is she necessarily an exception. Miss Cox, and perhaps
fifty other extra girls who are constantly about the

studios, could hold their own in a beauty match with
any of the stars I have ever seen.

my time like this ? You
admit you can't write a

treatment, can't do a con-

tinuity, and your titles are

no good. Evidently you
can't do anything around a

studio. What kind of a job

do you think you're going
to get?"

"Well," said Shane, a lit-

tle "meekly. "I might be a
supervisor."

Ruth Hurst, a New York
show girl, came out to Hol-
lywood recently, with a

five-year contract. A big

hue and cry about the fu-

ture star was started in the

newspapers and the studio

gave a luncheon in her honor, which was well attended.
Later I saw her working as an extra on another lot.

A business panic had hit the first studio, the lay-off

option in her contract had been exercised for a period

of four weeks, and Miss Hurst was providently earn-
ing a little money during the period when she received

no salary under her contract.

Hollywood isn't so very wild and
observed it—but it is sometimes

Ted Shane, a former New York newspaper man and
magazine writer, is the hero of a conversation reported

to me. An executive in one of the larger studios held

it with him.

Shane, formerly on the writers' staff at the Paramount
studio, was sent somewhat un-

willingly to interview a pros-

pective employer, profound mov-
ing-picture magnate.
"Can you write a continuity?"

asked the executive.

"Well," said- Shane, somewhat
dubiously, "I never have."

"Can you write a treatment?"

"I might possibly. I've never

tried it."

"Can you write titles?"

"Yes, I wrote quite a few titles

for Paramount, and everybody
said they were pretty bad."

The executive became choleric.

"What's the idea of taking up

A press agent's telephone call got a newspaper man

out of bed, with this result.

Wild and wicked
wicked—as I have
highly amusing.

Dining quietly, as is my custom, in a cafe midway
between Hollywood and Beverly Hills the other evening,

a large party of more-or-less-celebrated folk arrived

and took a table near mine.

Constance Talmadge and Buster Collier seemed to be

the most prominent personages of the party, although

Gloria's marquis, Henri de la Falaise, was also there

Avithout the missus. Rene Guetta, known familiarly as

"Toto," and said to be the ping-pong champion of

France, and three or four other young men whom I as-

sumed to be also French, made up the party.

All of them were hilarious in a subdued sort of way,
but the ping-pong champion and another gent were not

so subdued. During one dance number they performed
a dance of their own, capering about among the couples

and several times crashing to the floor, some of which
were deliberate and some, I suspect, unintentional.

During the intermission, the pair conducted a rather

lengthy conversation with the master of ceremonies, who
finally announced that the guests were about to witness

the third Dempsey-Tunney encounter.

At this juncture, the onlookers were somewhat
amazed to see Mr. Guetta and his partner pull off coats,

ties, shirts, and even undershirts. Trousers were rolled

up above the knees and the

gladiators retired to opposite

corners of the dance floor,

draping the red tablecloths

about them to heighten the ef-

fect.

The drummer helped out by
imitating the usual ringside

gong, the combatants shuffled

their feet in imaginary resin,

tested imaginary ropes, and the

battle was on. It proved to be

a slow-motion version of a ring

great manyencounter, with a

crashes to the floor.

The act was just beginning
Continued on page 112
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E LEVEN players, most
of them well known,
are going to school on

the Paramount lot, where a

contest is under way. Four
will win the high honor of

stardom, though some of the

others, if they prove to be

of value to the company,
may be given consolation

honors.
. Only two, Charles Rogers
and Jack Luden, are gradu-

ates of the original Para-

Fay Wray.

Mary
Brian.

Lane Chandler.

mount School, al-

though the others

have had varied pre-

liminary training.
'

These eleven su-

per-students are to

be graded by eleven

thousand exhibitors,

carefully selected to

represent the tastes

of fans all over the

country. This really

means that you will

"mark the papers" of these, your star

pupils, for upon the favor you accord

their films—and your comments—will de-

pend the rating given each.

At the end of a year, four honors will

be distributed. Just pieces of paper, but

those papers most precious to an actor

—

contracts to star.

There will be the uncertainty of "pass-

ing"—all the thrill of exams spread over a
whole year. \ Brief flashes of chestiness,

too, when one or another will receive

—

maybe—a monthly grade of one hundred
per cent.

Studies or talents upon' which they will

be particularly graded are deportment,
screen personality—something indescribable, but magnetic—act-

ing ability, poise, and versatility. The last-named test is to be

especially severe. Stereotyped stars are no longer wanted. In

addition to making names for the box office, this super-education

is designed largely to develop versatility.

Exhibitors' reports are always considered important and can-

vasses have been made to determine every star's popularity, from
time to time. But never before has such a thorough plan been
undertaken to prepare for the public the material which
it selects itself.

Charles Rogers perhaps has had the biggest breaks
to start off the term with—"Wings," "My Best Girl."

"Get Your Man," and "Abie's Irish Rose." But watch
the others' speed ! Many a football game will go un-

attended by this bunch ; seldom will a lesson be ducked.
In addition to the regular "course," there will be studies

in pantomime dancing, history, and manners and cus-

toms of all countries—all calculated to add to a movie
star's expression and grace.

Richard Aden is a handicap man, with six or seven
years of screen work to his credit. Mary Brian has

been on the screen longer than any of the other girls.

This will be taken into consideration when grading those

less experienced. They, too, have certain talents which
will partly offset the handicap of comparative lack of

experience.

Roll call ! Step up, boys and girls, for appraisal

!

They're Going to
And at the end of that time four of these

that "diploma" most precious to the actor

—

mined by eleven thousand exhibitors, who in

Already they have nominated Charles Rogers,

By Myrtle

Charles "Buddy" Rogers—what have you to offer

that is peculiarly your own ?

Youth, a cleanness that immediately strikes the ob-

server, an ingratiating personality. You are self-

conscious—yes, but audiences like your ingenuous smile.

Make the best of it

!

Richard Arlen! "Wings" served to display the chief

qualities upon which you have been chosen to compete for the

Paramount trophy—determination, strength, deep but reserved

tenderness. You have followed the air epic with acceptable per-

formances in leading roles with Esther Ralston and Bebe Dan-
iels. Aggressiveness has marked your career. You may be

depended upon to fight hard for leadership.

Louise Brooks ! Subtle sophistication, an oo-la-la figure—and
what is called dash. You are what every girl between eighteen

and twenty-five dreams of looking like.

The fans can judge you by "A Girl in

Every Port," to mention a new picture,

but you are no stranger to them.

Lane Chandler ! The true Westerner
in your physique—tall and wiry, marvel-
ously built youth. Honesty and fearless-

ness in your clear, blue eyes. Your hair

is a sun-baked red, rather than a flame.

Your principal attribute is the easy-going

but superb confidence that the outdoors-

leave as its imprint. Your versatility is

being tested in society drama with Esther
Ralston, and in comedy-drama with the

excitable Clara

Bow. You
every chance.

have

Nancy

Carroll.

rare quality. Your best

work, so far, has been in

"Hotel Imperial" and in

comedy Avith Bebe Dan-
iels. "Four Sons" offers

vou a more definite oppor-

tunity than you have had.

Mary Brian—"The Girl

Next Door !" The fans are

already acquainted with

your sweetness. College

boys idolize you, mothers

write to you, "You are just

James Hall! A
pleasant young
m a n, with blue

eyes. Your out-

standing quality is

an intangible some-
thing which gains

sympathy even in

dastardly deeds—

a

Jack Luden.
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School for a Year
eleven players will be given by Paramount
a contract to star. This honor will be deter-

turn will be guided by the opinions of the fans,

and PICTURE PLAY stands behind them.

Gebhart

Not handsome, but a "reg-

ular fellow" in every sense

of the word, Gary eases into

the scene. You have a seem-
ingly effortless way of doing
things. Wholesomeness and
strength in protecting the

heroine, and the ability to

like my daughter would have been had she lived." Usually
you play ingenue leads, your most recent being with Rich-

ard Dix, which achieved one purpose anyway—it made
you the most envied girl on the Paramount lot. A new
chance to be sophisticated is yours, now, as the cigarette girl

in the Beery-Hatton comedy of the underworld, "Partners

in Crime."

Nancy Carroll ! A dark horse to most of the fans, for be-

fore your Irish pertness became Abie's Rose, you were un-

known to the screen public—just another toss

of red hair along the chorus sector. Your
forte is impish comedy and a flippant :

per-

sonality. Just what will happen to you dur-

ing this term of keen competition, is a ques-

tion. You seem certain of the answer. Your
self-assurance is astonishing, but refreshing.

Jack Luden! What? This blond collar-ad

hero a Western star ? Ask the fans. They
know already, for the studio calls you "the

fans' star." Your quickness and vitality are

attractive. You need experience, and Para-

mount is going to give you plenty of it.

Ruth Taylor ! Lorelei, step forward.

With those blue eyes appealing and

appealing, the public will have to hand
you some bracelets in the form of

votes. Seriously, your future is prob-

lematical. On the screen, you are a

baby blonde with a "gimme" complex.

Paramount can never make an in-

genue of you. You have created a

new type, with the aid of Anita Loos'

clever book. It can be made as fa-

mous as the vamp, but roles for you
will be difficult to find. But don't

worry— they will be

found.

Gary Cooper.

arouse sympathy are

your best assets. You
have the light-brown

hair and the gray eyes

of the Westerner—eyes

quite peculiar, in a

sense. Eyes that in-

variably suggest keen-
ness, quick grasp of a

situation, but slow thought before
:

swift, sure action. Incidentally, you,
Gary, are the tallest man in pictures.

You have the opportunity to become
the tallest star—in dramatic force as

well as stature.

Richard Arlcn.

Fay Wray and Gary
Cooper! You are called

up front together, as Par-

LoLiise Brooks.

Ruth Taylor.

amount intends cofeaturing

you in stories of modern
romance, ginless and jazz-

less, that flower still behind
the smoke screen of a pass-

ing phase. You, Fay, are

s p i r i t u a 1—and in "The
Wedding March" you dis-

play your dramatic talent.

What a variety of youth, embryonic
talent, charm

!

Who will be valedictorian ? Start

grading these eleven now, note your
impressions of each as you see their,

new pictures. Moreover, give your
opinions to your exhibitor. When the
winners walk up a year hence to re-

ceive their diplomas (contracts) from Dean
Lasky, compare your reports with the results.-

And see what kind of a star-picker you are.

Of course, the results may greatly surprise
you, but you must remember that nation-wide
popularity will determine the standing of the

young players, and not their drawing power
in a single city or neighborhood. You must
also remember that competition for stardom
will be unusually keen,, because some of the
contestants are already headed in that direc-

tion, and the rest of them are by no means
unfamiliar to the fans. Consequently the

volume of public approval will carry definite weight in

determining the winners, as well as the relative standing of
those who do not achieve the ultimate goal. In other words,
this means that your preference will actually decide the
course of theseeleven promising careers by next year. Not
by votes, but by the interest you show in pictures in

which they appear, and the comments you make to theater
owners.

The eleven candidates offer a wide range of per-
sonalities, not one of them resembling another in

appearance or capabilities. In this group there is

a potential star to suit every taste, from the naive
young manhood of Charles Rogers, to the reticence and
underlying tenderness of Gary Cooper, the everyday,
companionability of Mary Brian, to the delicate charm
of Fay Wray. Never before in one group have the
fans found such definite personalities to choose from,
such a galaxy of talent to encourage and watch over and
eventually to offer the supreme honor. But all the in-

terest is not on one side—the lucky eleven realize their

opportunities, too.

James
Hall.
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George Meeker, James Hall, Francis X. Bushman, Jr. , and Charles Morton explain the title

of "Four Sons," while Margaret Mann, as Mother Bepnle, is the throbbing heart of it.

AGAIN the simple story triumphs, again kindly
sentiment and artless acting convey more than
passion and subtlety. In "Four Sons"—once

known as "Grandma Bernle Learns Her Letters"—we
find a beautiful, deliberate picture of family life in rural

Bavaria prior to and during the war. Yet. thank
Heaven, it is not a war picture with long sequences of
conflict and carnage. The war really takes place in

Mother Bernle's cottage—or rather its effects are shown
in the hearts of herself, her sons and the simple folk

who are their friends and neighbors. Yet it is absorbing
by reason of its sincerity and the great beauty of the

atmosphere which John Ford, the director, has man-
aged to capture and hold and, of course the acting of
the entire cast, which is accomplished with such ease
that it doesn't seem to be acting at all.

The story is scarcely a story at all. It seems, instead,

to be a chapter in the lives of people one has come upon
by accident—a widow and her four sons, the postman,
and others with whom they come in contact. One of
the sons goes to America and opens a delicatessen shop,
marries and has a son. One by one the other sons are
called to war, each departure giving Mother Bernle a

heartache all its own. But like a real mother, and not
a screen one, she remains cheerful in the face of ad-
versity and thanks God for her blessings. Her soldier
sons never come back, and when peace is declared
Joseph, in America, sends for her. This results in one
of the most effective scenes in the entire picture

—

Mother Bernle's valiant efforts to learn the alphabet,
in order to comply with the immigration laws. She
goes to the village school where the children prompt her
in her examination. But when she crosses the ocean,
and is questioned at Ellis Island, she has forgotten her
letters

!

Logically the picture should end there, with her re-

The Screen
The passing parade

the colors for some

By Norbert

union with Joseph. But for some
reason it is prolonged, so that Mother
Bernle may get lost in the streets of

New York and meet with adventures

in the. subway. This, alas, is almost

tedious, but the conclusion is unex-
pected and adheres to the spirit of the

picture. A story almost trite, but re-

member it is rich in detail, in moments
of emotion, in great beauty of spirit

and scene.

Every one in the cast is quite per-

fect, with show}' performances con-

spicuous by their absence. Which is

as it should be in a picture of this

character. Margaret Mann, the sixty-

year-old extra who was given the lead-

ing role of Mother Bernle, plays it

with the artless realism of a peasant

mother going about her household

tasks. Her performance has the ef-

fortless, unself-conscious quality that

we find in some children on the screen,

and all babies. James Hall is Joseph,

the best role he has ever had and the

best performance he has ever given.

Albert Gran is the letter carrier, pom-
pous and bustling, who suffers the torments of a ten-

der heart when he delivers the black-bordered letters to

Mother Bernle. It is a rare characterization. But for

that matter, every one in the cast is on a par, with par-

ticular emphasis on Earle Foxe, whose Prussian major
is unforgetable. The answer to all this is : Put Mother
Bernle among your dates that must not be broken.

The Magnificence of Reality,

There is something of everybody—and for everybody
—in "The Crowd." It has that rarest of attributes,

universality of appeal. Which is only another way of

sa)ring that it is a great picture, in keeping with what
one expects of King Vidor, who directed "The Big
Parade," but as far removed from that memorable
achievement as could be imagined. "The Crowd" pur-

ports to be an epic of the great American middle-class.

The honesty of so describing it deserves grateful ac-

knowledgment, even though suspicion is justifiably

aroused when any picture is designated as an "epic" by
those responsible for it. But it requires true courage
for a director to admit that he has found inspiration

in the middle class, when it is a known fact that the

average picturegoer finds most satisfaction in heroes

and heroines whose fictitious lives are far removed from
the commonplaceness he sees around him. Yet in "The
Crowd" the spectator finds nothing else. Every inci-

dent is an everyday occurrence
;
every mental process

of the characters is one that he has recognized in the

people around him, if most of them are not actually his

own. Far from resulting in a commonplace picture, the

skill of the director has made it an extraordinary one,

a veritable aristocrat among films, alive with emotion,

sincerity, reality, and heartbreaking in its searching

disclosures of human nature.

To tell the story is to recite the composite joys and
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in Review
of new films halts to raise

memorable performances.

Lusk

sorrows of people everywhere, in a series of
incidents so ordinary that they •would make a
dull narrative. Enough, then, to say that John
and Mary, two of the crowd of clerks and
stenographers, are shown from their first meet-
ing, through years of marriage, parentage,
happiness, grief, failure, and success." Their
lives are lived in terms of comedy, drama, and
tragedy, even as yours and mine. But we,
of course, have no director like King Vidor to

knit our story together, to invest our every act'

with significance, and to firing our thoughts to
the surface without making us seem to act at

all. He does all this and more, much more,
for Eleanor Boardman, James Murray; and
Bert Roach, as well as all the other .players'
in this' picture. Indeed, he has mesmerized
every force that enters into a motion picture,
until each is supremely efficient—call it in-

spired, if you will.

These disjointed remarks scarcely qualify as
a review, for they are little more than a memo-
randum of a great picture. I rely on you to
see it for vourself.

When Superlatives Fail.

Superb, magnificent—all the most extrava-
gant adjectives belong to Emil Jannings, in "The Last
Command," in man}- respects a better picture than his
first experiment in Hollywood, "The Way of All Flesh."
For one thing, it is more plausible. Certainly it is more
unusual, this story of a Russian grand duke who,
stripped of his wealth and power by the downfall of the
Romanoff empire in 1917, ends his life as an extra in

Hollywood. These two extremes are delineated with
surpassing skill by the great Jannings, who makes of the
grand duke, in each phase, a figure never to be forgot-
ten. Never was a man more dominant and self-assured

;

never was a man more lonely and broken. It is acting
that thrills you by its reticence and splendid sweep, at

the same time. It is one thing to say that Jannings lives

his role, but quite another to recognize in his playing the

sureness of a master, whose command of technical

resources is as closely akin to genius as the screen has
e\er shown.
The story begins in Hollywood, where the Grand

Duke Sergius Alexander is eking out a precarious ex-
istence as an extra, even as many are doing to-day, his

stories of former greatness scoffed at, his davs plainly

numbered. A cut-back of ten years shows the events
that led to his exile, including the moment when he
strikes Leo, a revolutionist, in the face. Then the scene
returns to the motion-picture studio, where the Grand
Duke is hired to play a general in a picture dealing with
the revolution that stripped him of wealth and power.
He is recognized by the director, who is Leo. In re-

venge, Leo stages a scene in which the troops of his old
foe revolt. And in the noise and cries of the mimic
scene, the Grand Duke 'is carried back to reality. He
becomes the great soldier of old and carries on with
his last command, only to die of exhaustion in the

arms of his enemv.
Naturally, this is the big moment of the picture, but

Gloria Swanson and Lionel Barrymore reach heights of magnificent acting

in "Sadie Thompson:"

there are others of almost equal splendor. William
Powell is striking, as always, in the comparatively minor
role of Leo) and Evelyn Brent is the only woman in the

cast. She is a spy, in the sequences in Russia, who falls

in love with the Grand Duke, whom she is charged by
her fellow-revolutionists to kill,

effective performances.
It is one of her most

A Queen's Right to Rule.

If there has been any doubt in your mind about Gloria
Swanson's right to a place among the screen elect, you
will speedily come to a better understanding of her
remarkable talent when you see her in "Sadie Thomp-
son." She gives a biting performance, as the heroine
of "Rain," toned down to conform to the exactions of
censorship, but nevertheless forceful and honest enough
to engross the discriminating picturegoer. Not in a long,

long time has she had an opportunity to equal it—and
how she wrestles with it ! Many of us think it the best

performance she has ever given. From the moment that

Sadie Thompson saunters down the gangplank of the

steamer at Pagopago, in Samoa, to be hailed by the

marines as a girl after their own heart, until she sails

away with one of them, Miss Swanson is no one in the

world but Sadie. Her walk, her gestures, and most of

all the expression in her eyes, are related to no other

role she has ever played. Her impersonation is not

merely that of a hard-boiled outcast, but a girl who
actually undergoes spiritual quickening. And, as noted

above, it is all shown in her eyes. When Alfred Hamil-
ton is exhorting her to acknowledge the error of her

ways, Miss Swanson's acting is not that of a star with

a big scene at her command, but a supreme actress whose
self-hypnosis has momentarily given her the mind of

Sadie Thompson.
The story is familiar enough to need no detailing.'
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"Sharpshooters."

"The Last Command.

"13 Washington Square."

Almost every one knows that Sadie, a woman of the streets on
her way from San Francisco to Australia, stops in Pagopago,
where she is sought by the marines stationed there. Her flaunting

conduct rouses the ire of a reformer, Alfred Hamilton, and his

wife. He uses his influence to have Sadie deported, and remains
deaf to her pleas that she be allowed to proceed to Sydney instead

of returning to San Francisco, where she is sure to be arrested.

Slowly Sadie begins to respond to Hamilton's fanatical raving,

and in the glow of spiritual awakening she promises to return to

San Francisco and accept, as penance, whatever punishment that

awaits her. But when Hamilton betrays his infatuation beyond a

doubt, Sadie becomes her scornful, worldly self again and sails

away ttnmolested to Australia, with Sergeant Tim O'Hara, with
whom she has had an understanding from the first.

The production is splendid and the cast perfect, with Lionel

Barrymore, as Hamilton, on equal footing with Miss Swanson in

the matter of a thrilling performance.

A Hollow Summons.
"Drums of Love" is important by reason of D. W. Griffith's

past contributions to the screen, and because it is his first picture

in over a year, but it is a disappointment to me. I only hope it

gives more pleasure to others, who are perhaps less familiar with

the traditions that cling to the great director, and therefore are

less fixed in their ideas of what should come from him, now.
Infinitely soothing to the eye is the series of softly beautiful pic-

tures, that tell the story of the two brothers and the tragic love

of one for the other's wife. It is the legendary story of Paolo and
Francesco, with the scene transferred from medieval Italy to

South America of less than a hundred years ago. Thus the

brothers become Duke CatJios dc Alvia and Count Leonardo de
Alvia—surely as high-sounding titles as ever graced the screen

—

and the lady is the Princess Emanuella, who marries the mis-

shapen Duke for reasons of state. He sends his beloved brother,

Leonardo, the beautiful, to fetch his. bride, and on the long journey
the two young people are stirred by the love that later proves their

undoing. After the marriage of the Duke and Emanuella, he

leaves his bride in his brother's care with fatal results. For Bopi,

a jester, betrays them to the Duke, who returns and stabs his

innocent brother and his equally innocent wife, only to forgive

them in death.

My criticism is that there is lacking from all this any suggestion

of great love, of lofty passion that should irresistibly sweep the

lovers before it. Instead, Mr. Griffith, with extreme deliberation,

has pictured a flirtation that ends in a tragedy out of proportion

to any moment in the preliminary love-making. The subject of

love-making on the screen is far too extensive to be gone into

here, but I for one am unconvinced by a succession of closeups

showing characters glowering at each other, when they are not in

the throes of animal embraces. Mr. Griffith, who will always
stand out as the first director to bring poetry to the screen years

ago, substitutes physical desire at the very time the fans are

enthusiastic over the ideal romance of, let us say, "Seventh
Fleaven." It is puzzling, disturbing, to see Mary Philbin, as

Emanuella, preparing to meet Leonardo with all the bravado of

the traditional vamp—swaggering in a sheathlike gown, with hands
on hips, and twirling a flower in the Carmenesque manner, or

worse. If this is the way of a well-brought-up young lady indi-

cates first love, the screen has taught me a lot. Otherwise Miss
Philbin plays her role with her accustomed virginal charm, which
is beautiful to behold, but it only makes the vampish sequences

stranger. Don Alvarado is highly picturesque as Leonardo, whose
best friend is the camera man, and Lionel Barrymore is the de-

formed Duke, encased in a padded uniform.

Isn't Life '1 earful ?

Yes, you guessed right
—"Mother Machree" glorifies maternal

love. On the screen, that is only another wTay of saying self-

sacrifice in full measure, pressed down and running over. And
when you are told that Belle Bennett plays the title role, )'0U

know as well as if you had seen the picture that not a tear remains

unshed and that Suffering, with a capital S, is made to seem a
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cardinal virtue. The movietone accompaniment aids one to keep

the tear ducts open, if one is so disposed, as well as leaves no

chance for the song which inspired the picture to die a natural

death.

There is a great deal of plot to be followed, so' you had best

keep your wits about you when you see the picture, else you may
not believe all that happens on the screen. Ellen McHugh leaves

her humble home in Ireland to give her little son, Brian, a better

chance in New York. She manages to place him in a select school,

while she obtains work in a circus. But when the haughty princi-

pal discovers Ellen's means of livelihood, she dismisses Brian.

However, her fondness for the boy impels her to educate him and
give him her name, if Ellen will promise never to see him. Ellen.

consents. No, no, you mustn't ask me why. How should I know?
—except there must be mother-love dramas at any cost, including

plausibilitv. Years and years later—that is, long enough for Belle

Bennett to don- a white wig and for Philippe de Lacy to grow up
to be Neil Hamilton

—

Ellen is a servant in a rich household, where
Edith, the debutante daughter, loves Ellen in a white apron better

than she does her own mother in rare old lace. And her pre-

ferred suitor

—

Brian— feels strangely drawn to the woman who
takes his hat and stick when he calls. He even indulges in moments
of filial tenderness with her. Finally, the truth of their relation-

ship comes out as Brian volunteers for service at the outbreak of

the war.

All this is set forth in a manner open enough, and one is inter-

ested in following the mazes of the story, but somehow there is

little or no suspense, and not quite the pathos that the movietone
and the tears wrould have one believe. Neil Hamilton gives a forth-

right performance, of course, and Constance Howard is charming,

as Edith. Victor McLaglen has a typical, though minor role, as a

circus giant who becomes a policeman and marries Ellen; and there

are also Ethel Clayton, Eulalie Jensen, and the late Ted McNamara.

Introducing a Cute Kid.

"That's My Daddy" introduces a child actress, who is certain

to become extremely popular unless she is exploited in too many
pictures. Her name is Jane La Verne, a morsel of prettiness with

a gift for simple, sincere acting all out of proportion to her size.

She is. in fact, quite wonderful. She runs away with the picture,

probably with the consent of Reginald Denny, the star, who wrote
the story and saw to it that Jane was cast as Pudge, an orphan who
escapes from an unhappy home, meets with an automobile accident

and is taken to the hospital. At that moment Mr. Denny, as one
of those carefree millionaires, is arrested for speeding. He tells a

fib when he says he is hurrying to the hospital to see his baby.

Pat, the traffic cop, takes him at his word, and when he is eventually

confronted by Pudge, she cries. "That's my daddy!" to the con-

sternation of Mr. Denny, who is obliged to take her home and
begin a long series of lies to account for her presence there. The
picture has weak spots—yes. but it is amusing, and little Miss La
Verne makes it appealing. Barbara Kent, Lillian Rich, and Tom
Brien do excellently with their roles.

Lovely Scenery, But

"Rose-Marie" is nothing to brag about. Bereft of the glamour
and music of the operetta, it becomes another yarn of the North-
west Mounted Police, in which a capable cast performs capably

enough, but no more than that, and you don't quite know why
they stop there. Rose-Marie, like other heroines surrounded by
magnificent mountain scenery, falls in love with a young man sus-

pected of murder, whom she calls, in the traditional French-
Canadian manner, "Jean." Needless to sav Jeeni is sought by the

law, in the person of House Peters in full uniform. Eventually

Rose-Marie marries Etienne to save Teem from capture. It is at

this point that the "Indian Love Call," the. more-or-less-famous

number in the original, is stressed. Joan Crawford goes through
the motions of singing it, or rather crooning it. But as it is sup-

posed to be heard miles away bv her heartbroken lover in the

mountains, you know she should have used a megaphone. In the

absence of that, it would have required the vocal equipment of a

Continued on page 92

"Love Me and the World Is Mine."

"Drums of Love."



"Buddy" Shows
How

Charles Rogers makes five changes of costume,

each an example young men should follow.

Buddy's tennis

togs, left, are

usual, except for

the white flan-

nel belt which

is a part of the

trousers.

-

For swimming, above,

he wears a silk jersey

and striped trunks.

His riding clothes, left,

are such as you see

every da)' in the park.

For golfing Buddy,
right, wears the con-

ventional outfit, but

did you ever see it

look better on any one ?

Padded shoul-

ders on the two-

button sack coat,

right, indicate

the passing . of

the loose shoul-

ders in vogue
for sever a

years.
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A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.

"Beau Geste"—Paramount. A grip-

ping film production of this unusual
mystery melodrama of the French For-
eign Legion. Ronald Col-man, Neil

Hamilton, and Ralph Forbes score in-

dividual hits as the three devoted
brothers. Entire cast excellent.

"Ben=Hur"—Metro-Goldwyn. A beau-

tiful and inspiring picture, directed

with skill and originality. Ramon No-
varro, in title role, gives earnest and
spirited performance; Francis X. Bush-
man excellent as Messala; May Mc-
Avoy, Betty - Bronson, Kathleen Key,
and Carmel Myers all handle their

roles well.

"Big Parade, The"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Grippingly realistic war picture. Story
of three tired, dirty doughboys, one of

whom is John Gilbert, who falls in

love with a French girl, played remark-
ably well by Renee Adoree.

"The Circus"—United Artists. Charles

Chaplin reverts 'to slapstick. While in-

spiration- of his last film is lacking, this

should be seen. Because his ladylove

likes a tight-rope walker, Charlie de-

cides to learn. The humor and pathos

of this episode are inimitable. Merna
Kennedy. -

"Garden of Allah, The" -Metro-
Goldwyn. Alice Terry and Ivan Petro-

vich in poetic film version of this fa-

mous story of Trappist monk who for-

sakes his monastery, meets a young-
Englishwoman in the desert, and mar-
ries her without revealing his identity.

"The Gaucho"—United Artists. Doug
Fairbanks as a bandit of Indian and
Spanish blood, his usual reckless self

in a picture that not only has beauty,

but substance and drama. Eve South-
ern and Lupe Velez both excellent in

their respective roles.

"Man, Woman, and Sin"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Tale of a boy reporter ^who
idolizes the mistress of the publisher
and during a fight kills the older man.
He is finally freed. Jack Gilbert mag-
nificent as the shy boy and Jeanne
Eagles, as the scarlet woman, is unique.
Gladys Brockwell and Marc MacDer-
mott are also good.

"Old Ironsides"—Paramount. Mag-
nificent historical film featuring the
frigate Constitution and man) sea bat-
tles. Esther Ralston and Charles Far-
rell furnish the love interest, Wallace
Beery and George Bancroft the com-
edy.

"Rough Riders, The"—Paramount.
Interesting picture built round Theo-
dore Roosevelt's part in the Spanish-
American War, and interwoven with
the simple, human love story of a girl

and two soldiers—Mary Astor, Charles
Emmett Mack, and Charles Farrell.

"Seventh Heaven"—Fox. Tale of a

Parisian waif whose first taste of hap-
piness is snatched from her when her
hero, a sewer worker, is swept off to

war just as they are about to be mar-
ried. Admirable performances by Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

"Sunrise"—Fox. One of the best of
the season. Skillfully directed tale of
a farmer, his wife and a city vamp.
George O'Brien, Janet Gaynor, and
Margaret Livingston.

"Way of All Flesh, The"—Paramount.
Emil Jannings' first American film.

Simple, human story revealing the star

at his best in a tragically pathetic role.

Belle Bennett, Phyllis Haver, and Don-
ald Keith.

"What Price Glory"—Fox. Swift, en-
grossing Mini version of the unusual
war play. Racy story of the rivalry
between a captain and a sergeant over
a French girl. Edmund Lowe, Victor
McLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.

FOR SECOND CHOICE.
"Angel of Broadway, The"—Pathe-

DeMille. Excellent picture of enter-

tainer in rowdy cabaret who tries to

mock the Salvation Army, but is even-
tually reformed. Leatrice Joy and Vic-
tor Varconi.

"Baby Mine"—Metro-Goldwyn. Ro-
bust slapstick by the inimitable team
of Karl Dane and George K. Arthur.
The latter pairs Karl with a gawky girl

from the country, and they are married
—but Dane runs away. Arthur induces
him to return by announcing he is a

father—whereupon he and his wife

search for infants. On Dane's return

he finds triplets—then the fun begins.

Charlotte Greenwood is a -scream.

"Barbed Wire"— Paramount. Pola
Negri and Give Brook in unique war
drama of French peasant girl who falls

in love with a German prisoner and is

shunned by her fellow townsmen.

"Cheating Cheaters"—Universal. Ex-
cellent and amusing tale of crooks
masquerading as idle rich to loot their

supposedly rich neighbors—who turn

out to be crooks, too. Betty Compson
at her best; others are Kenneth Har-
lan, Lucien Littlefield, and Sylvia Ash-
ton.

"Chicago"—Pathe-DeMille. The' play,

which was a clever satire on a murder
trial, is made into a sentimental melo-
drama. While there are some clever

bits of acting by Phyllis Haver and
Victor Varconi, the film fails to click.

"College"—United . Artists. Buster

Keaton in amusing college comedy of

awkward bookworm who, to impress

his girl, strives vainly to become an
athleteT

"The Devil Dancer"—United Artists.

Gilda Gray in unusual role of a Tibet-

an dancer. Costumes and settings mag-
nificent, but story too thin. Anna May
Wong, Kalla Pasha, Clarissa Selwynne
are all admirable.

"The Dove"—United Artists. A tame
version of the play. Norma Talmadge
makes an elegant prima donna out of

what should have been a cheap cabaret

singer. Noah Beery's best role since

"Beau Geste." Gilbert Roland the hero.

"Drop Kick, The"—First National.

Richard Barthelmess in melodramatic

college film of young student who be-
comes dangerously mixed up with a
scheming vamp.

"The Enemy"—Metro-Goldwyn. Mod-
erately interesting story of the Aus-
trian side of the late war Lillian Gish
is excellent, but hasn't nearly enough
to do. Ralph Forbes, Frank Currier^

and George Fawcett.

"First Auto, The"—Warner. Melo-
drama, laid in the '90s, of a father's
estrangement from his son because of

the son's ardor for the newly invented
horseless carriage. Charles Emmett
Mack and Patsy Ruth Miller.

"Forbidden Woman. The"—Pathe-
DeMille. Engrossing film of lady spy
and her machinations. Full of sus-
pense and exciting- complications. Jetta
Goudal, Victor Varconi and Joseph
Schildkraut.

"Get Your Man"—Paramount. Ex-
cellent picture of fascinating Clara
Bow and an American girl in Parish

who falls in love with a French, youth
betrothed to a friend of the family.
She compromises him and "gets her
man." Charles Rogers and Josephine
Dunn are in the cast.

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"—Para-
mount. Fairly amusing version of the
famous book. Ruth Taylor's Lprelei

excellent, but Alice White, in the role

of the unrefined Dorothy, injects snap
into what otherwise might have been
a rather dull film.

"High School Hero, The"—Fox. Gay
comedy of high-school life, featuring
youngsters who really look like high-
school girls and boys. Nick Stuart and
Sally Phipps.

"Honeymoon Hate" — Paramount.
Amusing and deftly told tale of an
heiress, who antagonizes an impover-
ished nobleman. They eventually
marry, and amusing situations arise

when he attempts to tame her. Flor-
ence Vidor is her usual- charming self

and others are Tullio Carminati and
William Austin.

"Hula"—Paramount. Clara Bow, in

thin story of Hawaii, is the wild daugh-
ter of a rich planter who sets' her cap
for a cold, reticent irrigation expert

—

Clive Brook—and gets him.

"Jazz Singer, The"—Warner. Vita-
phone picture, featuring Al Jolson and
his voice, also May McAvoy! Story
of Jewish cantor's son who is disowned
for going into musical comedy, -but
eventually returns to take his dead fa-

ther's place in the synagogue.

"Jesse James"—Paramount. Fred
Thomson in glorified chronicle of the
life of the famous bandit. Full of
thrills and suspense.

"King of Kings, The"—Producers Dis-
tributing. Sincere and reverent visual-
ization of the last three years in the
life of Christ. H. B. Warner digni-

fied and restrained in central role.

Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Ru-
dolph Schildkraut. (Continued on page 114)
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Reginald Denny was said to be "too American'' by his

former wife.

WE have had many controversies about the

stars. Their temperaments, their occa-

sional scandals, their opinions, and many
other things guaranteed to keep the public well

informed. Recently, a far more important phase
has developed in Hollywood, disturbing players

and fans alike. The latest argument, if you are a
player from abroad, is whether to be, or not to be, an
American citizen.

For the last year many of the letters published in

"What the Fans Think" have berated various foreign

players for not recognizing the country which is giving

them fame and fortune. "Why should Greta Garbo
become rich and famous here, and not become a citizen

"
J
"

asks some. "Why should Charlie Chaplin amass millions

and refuse to be American?" While others declare art

to be universal and disregard a player's nationality,

so long as he gives them enjoyment on the screen.

Some years ago there were no more than two or

three plays by American authors on Broadway during

the season. The majority were from the pens of Eng-
lish and Hungarian playwrights.

Hollywood actors point out that the same thing is

Must They Be
Should the foreign players, who have

country, renounce the land of their birth?

both stars and fans alike. Read about the

of them in seeking citizenship—and why

By William

happening in their own sphere of work.
Many of the stars and featured players

are foreigners. More and more do play-

ers, writers, and directors come from
European capitals, to shine in the film

firmament and to achieve fame and afflu-

ence.

Most of these people, it is agreeable to

note, have willingly sought American
citizenship. They admit that America gives

them their work, and that to forsake her is

the least of their desires. Ernst Lubitsch,

for instance, is no longer German.
Yilma Banky was one of the first of

the foreign circle to seek her naturaliza-

tion papers.

"I did not know if I would succeed, or

fail, in American pictures,"

was Vilma's accented decla-

ration at the time. "If I

failed, they would have sent

me back to Europe. When
I succeeded, I decided to be-

come an Ameri-
can. Maybe I

might marry a

nice American
boy and I know
he would like me
to be American,
too.';

Vilma could not

have "known Rod
La Rocque then.

Or perhaps she

had him in mind.

Who can say? In

case, Vilma went
the City Hall and

declared her intentions.

Pola Negri, soon
after the completion- of

"Bella Donna," basked

in a blaze of publicity

attendant upon her ap-

plication for American
citizenship. Pictures of

Pola unfurling the

Stars and Stripes on

her front lawn were

duly circulated. No
longer would Pola be

Polish, but American
—she would also give

up her title, acquired

by marriage to her first

husband.
Count Dom-
ska.

For some
reason Pola

Marietta Millner, of

\

r

i:nna, is waiting
to see if she is suc-

cessful here.
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come Amencans:
achieved fame and fortune in this

This vital question has troubled

difficulties encountered by some

some have deferred application.

H. McKegg

failed to make her second applica-

tion for citizenship. Moreover,
she married a prince from central

Europe, just when it was time for

her actually to become an Ameri-
can. Prince Sergei Mdivani can-

not become an American without

forfeiting his title—which might,

or might not, be pleasing to both

parties. So at present Pola is

Georgian. Yet who knows what
she will be next ?

' Sometimes unwished-for pub-

licity, which generally accom-
panies naturalization, has made
one or two foreigners step back

and change their minds.
• Ronald Colman is a man
any country would be

proud to claim. But so

much stress was put on

the publicity advantage it

would give him if he ap-

plied for citizenship, that

Ronnie refused to comply
with the necessary for-

malities.

Publicity in which
personal advantage

is supposed to lie, is

shunned by Colman.

He remains an Eng-
lishman.

Emil Jannings and

his wife, Gussie,

have had much ex-

perience in naturali-

zation. Jannings, as

many already know,
was born in Brook-
lyn, New York, and
went to Germany
with his parents

when he was a baby.

However, according

to law. he remained
an American subject.

After his fame in

European pictures, it

was suggested that

he apply for Ger-

man citizenship.
That was only fair

—for Germany had
given him recogni-

tion and success.

Mrs. Jannings,
though a German,
had become an
American when she

married Emil. So

Ronald

Caiman's

distaste

for pub-

licity has

deterred

him from
changing

his

nationality.

Emil Jannings and his wife have decided to become American citizens.

both had to apply for German citizenship. But to-day

it looks as if Emil Jannings will remain in America
indefinitely. From now on, Hollywood will give him
all the roles he can play. Both the Janningses have
therefore decided to become American citizens again

—

what Emil was by birth, and Gussie by marriage.

Four years ago, a regulation was issued to the effect

that all foreign actors not under contract to any studio

would be deported unless they applied for citizenship.

The rush among the foreign players of bits in Holly-

wood resembled a stampede at a bargain sale.

After the war, a quota was placed on every foreign

country. Only a certain number of people are permitted

to come here from each country yearly. If you fail to

get in on the current quota, you have to wait until the

following year. If you are still unlucky, you must wait

until the next, and so on.

Six years ago England, too, was included in the

countries affected by the quota. Several English play-

ers, not wishing to be put off indefinitely until they

could gain a place in the quota, came to America on a

visitor's passport. This admits one to the country at

any time, but it must be renewed every six months.
Victor McLaglan came over in this way. Then he

applied for American citizenship. "You cannot be

considered." he was informed. "No foreigner coming
to this country as a visitor can apply for citizenship.

You must go back and come over in the quota, and state
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Vilma Banlcy

promptly became

an American

when her

success was
assured.

that you wish to become a citizen of the United States."

He had not then played in "What Price Glory," but
most likely bis ideas about such a rule coincided with

the thoughts of a tough marine

!

However, a chance came. He went to Canada to

make a picture. After it had been completed, and the

rest of the company had returned to the States, Victor
stayed on.

"Have you been to England and back already?" he
was asked at the City Hall, where he went on his return

to Los Angeles.

"No, gentlemen," he replied. "I came back in the

Canadian quota and want to apply for my citizenship."

And this time Vic got it

!

To-day, Victor McLaglan is an American—or soon
will be—while his wife remains English. She refused to

go to the trouble to which her muscular husband re-

sorted.'

Reginald Denny looks more American than many a

native. Yet he is, or rather was, English. Mrs. Denny,
recently applying for divorce instead of citizenship,

stated as one of her grievances that her husband had
become "too American"—whatever that is.

Until recently, a wife shared her husband's nation-

ality, no matter what it was. Marriage made her a sub-

ject of his country. But intricacies of rule and regula-

tion are more than confusing. To-day a foreigner, even
though ,'s'he marries an American, must also apply for

American citizenship, for marriage no longer grants her
automatic inclusion among the citizens of this country.

Constance Talmadge became a Greek when she mar-
ried her first husband. Connie could not bear the idea
of remaining a Greek after her divorce, so she decided
to become a citizen of her own country again. Then
she fell in love once more—this time with a British sub-
ject. And her marriage to him made her British, too.

Now that she is divorced, she will have to apply a sec-

ond time to be made an American citizen. If Connie
keeps marrying and divorcing foreign-

ers, she may revert to her own nation-

ality in the twelfth attempt.

Alice Terry travels about Europe
on a British passport, for her husband,
Rex Ingram, is English. They are

both in London at present, but if they

return to America they must come
on a visitor's passport—or wait until

they can enter in the quota.

Antonio Moreno, a Spanish subject,

was less lucky in getting his Ameri-
canization papers. The law states that

after first applying for citizenship, the

person must not stay out of the coun-

try for more than six months at a

time. Picture-making abroad, and
various rules and regulations, upset all Tony's plans.

Time and again he was put back, unable to get his

papers. Recently he became an American citizen at last.

Tony's personality is more American than Latin.

Theodore Kosloff is in a quandary regarding his ap-

plication for citizenship. During the war, Kosloff firmly

maintained that he was a Russian subject and therefore

exempt from the draft. He refused to take out naturali-

zation papers then. Lateiy he has been trying in vain to

file an application. He is now denied citizenship, be-

cause he refused to take advantage of it during the war,

when he was advised to do so.

Charlie Chaplin's nationality, like everything else in

his life, seems to give him plenty of trouble. During
the war the English became aware that a famous per-

son named Chaplin belonged to them. They said be

ought to come over and join their army. But Chaplin

remained in America. Americans said he ought to take

out his American papers, as all his fame and fortune

had come from the opportunities given him in this

country. But Charlie never budged.
Chaplin has been in the United States for the last

fifteen years. He is still English. Whether he will ever

Continued on page 100

Joseph Schildkraut lost no

time in applying for his

citizenship papers.
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Hollywood High
Lights

Flashes of news straight from the movie town.

B
By Edwin and Elza Schallert

EBE DANIELS will have to acquire a rabbit's

foot, a four-leaf clover, and make a practice of

looking- at the new moon over her right shoulder

from now on.

Any girl who has as much bad luck as she has had,

should certainly begin to take every good-luck precau-

tion. -

Bebe's latest misfortune was to be injured in an acci-

dent on location, from which she has only recently re-

covered.

It was a curious sort of accident—one that could
only happen in the movies. Bebe and James Hall
were working together in a picture called "Hold Every-
thing." They were in a Pullman car, mounted aboard
a motor truck, which was running along at moderate
speed, in imitation of a train's motion. They were in

the midst of the scene, when there was a dull thud.

They felt, the floor beneath their feet heave and rear

up suddenly, and then the sickening sensation of fall-

ing, followed by a terrific crash. And that's all—so

Bebe told us—that she remembered, until she woke up
in the Pasadena Emergency Hospital.

What happened Avas, that the car had collided with
the overhanging bough of a tree, and was knocked off

the truck. Bebe was caught and pinned beneath the

wreckage, but Hall Avas thrown clear.

Bebe Avas not seriously injured, fortunately, but the

accident caused a return of the pain from which she

suffered when she fell from a horse in New York,
about two years ago.

Bebe has had sev-

eral minor accidents

in the past year or

so, Avhile Avorking in

pictures, and she
prays this is the last.

"I think that our
picture av o u 1 d be

more appropriately

named, if it Avere

called "Hold On To
Everything," she re-

marked. "We cer-

tainly tried to when
Ave Avent over."

The Mysterious
Greta.

The homeland is

calling Greta Garbo.
She confided this to

us not long ago at a

party. She also told

us that she expects

to return to Sweden
this year. Only for

a visit, hoAvever.

Who said children couldn't read?

Behold Snookums, who can read up-

side down, and knows all about

breaking into the movies besides.

Ramon Novarro, for a change, has the role

of a sailor bold, in "Across to Singapore.

"

"I am going around Christmas
time," she said. "If I go in

summer, it is too much summer.
Here in Hollywood it is always
summer. I Avant to go when
there is snoAv and ice on the

ground. I love it."

Greta surprises us these days
with her mastery of English.

She speaks in a heavy contralto

voice. At the party, which was
at the home of Rudolph Berger,

the director, she sang a song in

SAvedish, much to the delight of

every one.

Greta came to the party with

John Gilbert, but she went home
alone. Now how do you explain

that ? We couldn't.

It Means Luck for Florence.

Florence Vidor has been in the

seventh heaven. The reason is

her new role in "The Patriot,"

starring Emil Tannings. The pic-

ture is one of the most important

on the Paramount schedule.

"It is the first big role in a

big picture I have had in ages,".

Florence told us. "Naturally,
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the picture will be a great one, with Ernst Lubitsch
directing.

"It seems that every time I am just ready to despair

of ever having a real opportunity again, Mr. Lubitsch

comes to the rescue. He did that, you know, five years

ago, with 'The Marriage Circle,' and this is even better."

It may be noted that both Messrs. Lubitsch and Jan-

nings are highly enthusiastic over Miss Vidor's talent,

and they, of all people, should be excellent judges.

The Question of High Salaries.

A pessimist said not long ago that 1928 would be a

year to be long remembered in Hollywood. Being a pes-

simist, he didn't mean pleasantly, either.

In great part, it looks as if this would prove true.

The atmosphere of Hollywood is anything but joyous.

It would be hard to explain all the reasons, but this

much may be said—that the companies are gradually
dropping their higher-priced players, where they feel

they haven't definite box-office value. The companies
have the privilege of doing this at intervals of six

months or a year, according to the terms of the con-
tracts they hold with actors. In some cases they offer
the player the chance to continue working at a reduced
salary, but few players accept this condition.

Ford Sterling has recently become a free-lance, be-
cause of reported dissatisfaction with the present regime.

nt organization and was rated

in. The exact nature of the

er learned, but it was a ques-

ests a Million.

;ed very heavily on his newest
production "Speedy." Nat-
urally; he can well afford to.

The cost of "Speedy" will

reach about $1,000,000.

There has been no other

Lloyd film to touch this fig-

ure. The highest, previously,

was "For Heaven's Sake,"
which required costly loca-

tion work on Los Angeles
streets. That onlv reached

about $600,000.

Lloyd told us of the diffi-

culties he had in making
scenes at Coney Island on his

trip to New York. The great

problem was to keep the

crowd from gathering
around, and interfering with

the action and the photog-

raphy.

Finally, Lloyd's ere w
schemed out a way to avoid

this confusion. They put

the camera inside a huge
piano box and hoisted this

onto an auto truck.

Lloyd came to the location

without his horn-rims, which
is generally sufficient dis-

guise. He managed, also, to

dodge into one of the con-

cessions and remain con-

cealed there while waiting.

The truck then drove to

the spot for the action. All

necessary focusing, and other

preparations for s'hooting

the scene were made within

the piano box. The director

le until all was ready, and

Lloyd to get busy. Once he

spectacles everything had to

The scene was over before a

red.

Speaking Right Out in Court.

The frankness of recent divorce suits is nothing short

of alarming.

Not long ago, when Roy d'Arcy filed a complaint,

he alleged bitterly that his wife had referred to him as

a "ham actor," and now more recently Mrs. Bryant

Washburn accused her player-husband of calling her

"a battle-ax."

From Norse and Latin Lands.

Nils Asther and Tullio Carminati are two foreign

players we have lately met, of whom we warmly ap-

prove. They are from opposite ends of the European
continent—Asther, of course, being from Sweden, and
Carminati from Italy.

Asther is a very quiet and retiring chap. After a bad

start in "Topsy and Eva,"

some time ago, he is making
quite a go of it in the films,

now. He has played recently

in "The Blue Danube" and
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh." He
gave a splendid performance,

too, in "Sorrell and Son."

Carminati is one of the

virtuoso sphaghetti makers
of the colony. His record is

equally distinguished in sing-

ing Italian grand opera. He
has a fine tenor voice.

Everybody, too, seems to like

h i s film performance in

"Honeymoon Hate." It has

elicited praise from the crit-

ics, and seems to be the high

point of success for him
since he came to America.

Public Airing Due.

There seems no healing of

the breach between Jetta

Goudal and Cecil DeMille.
The fight, wdiich remained a

purely private one for a long
time, has now been brought
into the courts, with the re-

sult that the difficulties will

soon be publicly aired.

Miss Goudal brought suit

not long ago for $42,250.
charging the breaking of her
contract and failure to pay
salary. It was made known
that she received $750 to

$1,750 a week for her work
during the first few years of
the agreement with the company, and it is reported that
her salary was to have been advanced to $2,750 under
a new option.

Jetta hasn't made a picture since last summer. More's
the pity, since she has grown to be a very popular player.

It is also said that Leatrice Joy will soon desert the
DeMille fold.

He was with the Paramou
a very successful comedi;
disagreement we have nev
tion of salary.

Lloyd Inv

Harold Lloyd has plung

Mrs. Cohklin and Chester went to Hawaii for a vacation re-

cently—and, of course, Chester had to dress for the part.

stood nonchalantlv outsic

dropped a handkerchief.

This was the signal for

had on the horn-rimmed
go quickly. And it did.

full-fledged mob had gathe
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The Washburns' separation is very dismaying, since

they were wed fourteen years, and have two children.

Mrs. Washburn, who is known professionally as

Mabel Forrest, frequently appears on the stage in Los
Angeles. Both Bryant and she have always been very

popular in the film colony.

D'Arcy's suit was not without a kick-back. His wife

sued him in turn, charging him with being temperamen-
tal, arrogant, and abusive.

We always thought that temperament signified some
evidence of genius highly cherished by the artistic, but

in Hollywood it seems to symbolize some sort of dia-

bolic domestic tyranny that is almost as bad as mayhem
or murder.

Marie Acquires a Blond Soul.

"Who is that blond girl over there? She looks like

Phyllis Haver."
More than one person made

that comment anent Marie P're-

vost during the time she was
playing in "The Godless Girl."

And one evening- at a theater,

we stood right alongside of

Marie and didn't recognize her.

. Marie dyed her hair a daz-

zling golden, for the DeMille
production. She might have
worn a wig, but DeMille didn't

favor - this. He thought it

would be better for her to ac-

quire a "blond soul," as well as

blond hair, while she was at

work on his film.

So Marie had her dark
tresses properly altered, but se-

cretly averred that she hated it.

The resemblance to Phyllis was
really startling. When they

were together, they looked like

sisters.

Romantic Evidence.

"She is going back to work,
but please do not say anything
about her career."

This cryptic announcement,
made by Madge Bellamy's hus-
band, Logan S. Metcalf, might
be taken to mean that Fox's
popular comedienne colitem-

plates leaving the screen.

We haven't had a chance,
yet, to check with Madge her-

self about this, but we know
that she and Metcalf are hap-
pily devoted, as newlyweds
should be. There was convincing testimony of this

when, at a premiere at Grauman's Chinese Theater. Mr.
Logan turned and whispered something into Madge's
ear, and then—were our eyes good ?—kissed her quickly
on the cheek. The lights were up, too, at the time.

Mr. and Mrs. Metcalf took everybody's breath away
with their marriage, recentlv, at Tijuana. It was an
elopement, but they had known each other for about
five months. Mr. Metcalf is a broker in Los Angeles
and incidentally is a very good-looking chap.

Miss Astor. Hawks is a production supervisor and has

been in pictures for a number of years.

The couple are spending their honeymoon in New
York and Cuba.

Why Authors Turn in Their Graves.

Not long ago we were attracted by a billboard which
read—John Gilbert and Greta Garbo, in "Love," with
a happy ending. For the benefit of'those fans who re-

vere their Tolstoy, and believe that his works should not

be tampered with on the screen, it might be mentioned
that this production, adapted from "Anne Karenina,"
was originally made with a tragic finish. We have
known of pictures being made with two endings before,

but this is the first time that we have ever seen the clos-

ing clinch advertised with a loud pedal, as it were.

"The Man; Who Laughs," Universal's special, with

Conrad Veidt and Mary Phil-

bin, will also go forth to the

theaters of the world with two
endings, we learn.

'

Case for an Oculist.

A certain handsome actor

was recently debating whether
or not he should accept the role

of a negro, which had been of-

fered him in a picture. He
was on the point of undertaking

it, because he had not been
working for some time, and be-

cause he saw possibilities in the

|F ; role.

"But what," he exclaimed to

a friend of his, "will I -tell my
friends, in case they should be

prejudiced against the idea?"

"Aw." the other replied, "just

tel! 'em you're color blind, and
can't tell black from white."

Bettv Blvtht shows off her dog, which she intends

training for the movies.

A Honeymoon in Cuba.

Another bride and groom of recent date are Mary
Astor and Kenneth Hawks. Their engagement was fre-

quently rumored, prior to the formal announcement by

Not a Female Impersonator.

When it was announced that

John Barrymore would star in

"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney,"
all the Hollywood smart-

crackers queried in chorus,

"What's he going to play

—

M rs.

Cheyney?" . ... .
_

Tt happens, though, that there

is a very good masculine role

in this particular stage' play.

And so John's presumptive
donning of feminine habili-

ments is satisfactorily deferred.

We hear Ernst Lubitsch may
direct, if John does not decide

to make something else instead. Lubitsch has always
liked the idea of this play, and was considering filming it

several years ago.

Giving the Past Its Due.

If you didn't like "Helen of Troy," maybe you will

appreciate its sequel. This will be entitled "Vamping
Venus."

Actually, the picture isn't a sequel. We simply call it

that, becr.use some of the sets and costumes of "Helen
of Troy" were used again in this film.

"Vamping Venus" is a genre comedy, which Louise

Fazenda and Charlie Murray are making. During the

course of the action they do a rousing Greek burlesque.

The idea was probably suggested by the fact that First
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National had the sets and costumes on their hands, and
didn't know just what to do with them, so decided to

make another production along the same lines. Louise
and Charlie should imbue this with wild hilarity.

Hst! Help! Police!

This must be the year of the underworld and mystery
story. We count no less than a dozen on the release list,

and the stars have all acquired a vocabulary of crook

slang from speaking the titles in the course of making
the pictures.

Among the films are ''The Crimson City," "The Eig
City," starring Lon Chaney; "Partners in Crime," with

Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton ; "Ladies of the

Mob ;" "Feel My Pulse," with Bebe Daniels ; "Dressed

to Kill," with Edmund Lowe and Mary Astor
;
"Square

Crooks;" "Something Always Happens," with Esther

Ralston and Neil Hamilton, and

"Tenderloin."

The melodramatic thriller has been

very popular this season on the New
York stage, which has probably given

impetus to the same sort of film on

the screen. .

Man Proposes, But

Momentarily, everybody expected

an announcement of a wedding at

a, party Ruth Roland gave early in

February, and Ben Bard was kept

busy answering telephone calls all

day from reporters, who queried him
about the supposed engagement.

It turned out, however, that Ruth
was just playing charming hostess to

her many friends, and a large group
of stars were present, including Co-
rinne Griffith, Patsy Ruth Miller,

May McAvoy, Claire Windsor,
Anita Stewart, Billie Dove, Law-
rence Gray, and Lloyd Hughes,
among others.

Mr. Bard mentioned in conversa-
tion during the evening that he
would be shouting it to the world
if it were an engagement party, but
Ruth maintained a provocative and
enigmatic silence.

When West Meets West.

Ernest Torrence and Tim McCoy,
the Western star, are very close

friends, so Ernest couldn't pass up
the chance to extend a unique greet-

ing to Tim upon his arrival from
New York, a few weeks ago.

Ernest thought he would make the
reception very appropriate. And as

McCoy for some years has been an
authority on Indians, Torrence in-

duced half a dozen extra girls to dress
costumes and be down at the station to
Tim.
When McCoy alighted from the train, the girls rushed

up to him shouting. "Welcome, Husband Tim." Tour-
ists, looking on in dazed wonderment, puzzled over this

seeming revival of a strange and primitive pol)-gamy.

A Favorite in the Race.

Every second season seems to be dedicated to the
success of some particular and individual film company,
whose achievements stand out above the others.

Louise Faz&ida dressed up for her role,

as a maiden of the '90s in "Tillie's

Punctured Romance.

"

up in Indian

meet Colonel

Two years ago it was Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, but
now everybody in Hollywood is saying, " 'Ware the
P'ox company

!"

For a long time this organization produced nothing
but small-time program films.

A year or so ago they came forward with "What
Price Glory," and have since followed this with "Sev-
enth Heaven" and "Sunrise." "Seventh Heaven" was
hailed as a huge success, and "Sunrise" was considered
a notably artistic production. Fox has also taken over
one of the largest theater circuits, the West Coast, the

deal involving $100,000,000.

We found the company's latest big picture "Four
Sons," rather disappointing. It was too long and
tedious. Margaret Mann, the mature extra raised to

stardom with this film, is a sweet and kindly type.

However, one miss will not perhaps stand seriously

in the way of the present Fox as-

cendancy.

An Unexpected Explosion.

Ridiculous incidents are frequent

on the studio set but one occurred

during- the making of "Laugh, Clown,
Laugh," which is still being chuckled

over.

It was in the nature of a practical

joke and Herbert Brenon, the direc-

tor, and Lon Chaney we're the in-

stigators of it.

One of the players in the picture,

in the role of a clown, was required

to wear a huge, bulging costume, and
a balloonlike system of inflation was
employed to give this the proper pro-

portions.

The inflated portion of the garb

was made of rubber, and prior to the

scene it was filled from a com-
pressed-air reservoir.

The actor was in the midst of this

procedure, when a bright idea hit

Chaney and Brenon at once. "Keep
on forcing the air into the costume,"

said the director.

"Hey!" said the actor, "this thing

is getting too tight ; it will blow up.

Hey! Pley ! Hey!"—registering

frantic excitement.

With that, Brenon whipped out a

revolver that he intended to use to

add to the atmosphere of one of the

scenes in the film, and fired a shot.

The effect was too much for the

actor. He thought that the balloon

had exploded, and imagination con-

quering, he shot straight up into the

air, and then landed in a sitting pos-

ture.

Bang! went the rubber costume,'

actually exploding from the impact, while Chaney and
Brenon looked on amazed and chagrined at the sudden
twist of reality that their practical joke had taken.

After things calmed down, the actor who was the

victim saw the funny side of it, but Chaney and Brenon
decided that this would be enough pranks for one picture.

ailments gives

Dolores Endures Dolors.

The record of Hollywood's ills and
every promise of growing into a perpetual chronicle.

We can't even keep track of the minor ones any more,
Continued on page 94



Nothing Better To Do
A lazy afternoon in Spring finds five stars playing truant from

the studio, with the camera the only witness of their naughtiness.
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Sally O'Neil, below,

hasn't been able, to

coax one little fish to

bite, but there, there,

little girl—you can buy

some on your way
home.

Dorothy Sebastian, above, is all set for a

nice haul of fish.

Pauline Starke, below, is attired to bat-

tle with a shark, if one should cross her

path.

Renee Adoree, above, is a novice at this

fishing business, for she doesn't know how
to bait her hook. Wouldn't you like to

help her?

Marceline Day, right, meets

the fish halfway, and when
she does get a nibble, she

doesn't know what to do

with it.
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Corinne—As She Is

In this, the second of a series of character studies of famous stars, Corinne Griffith

is shown to posses certain unsuspected qualities, including a sense of humor.

By Margaret Reid

CORINNE GRIFFITH is one of the highest-sal-

aried and most popular stars. She has made only

two good pictures during her entire career,

"Island Wives" for Vitagraph, and "Classified" for

First National. She is unique—the only star whose
popularity has survived a succession of poor pictures.

She says people go to see her films, because they are

sorry for her. They are used to reading "Corinne

Griffith's talents are wasted in another mediocre pro-

duction." She won her public on sympathy, she says,

and if she started making good pictures they would

probably stop coming. She is humorous about it, be-

cause she allows nothing to

bother her. But at the same
time, she would like to do a

few intelligent films. And a

costume picture or two.

Beginning at Vitagraph

some years ago, she was the

lowest-paid star on the lot,

with Alice Joyce, Harry
Morey, Edith Storey, et al.

Building up a large follow-

ing in the first few pictures,

she. rapidly became one of

the company's best drawing-

cards.

In those days, she and
Alice Joyce were sisters in

suffering, because of a blond
star whose director was more
influential than theirs, and
who had discovered that a

great many lights thrown up
from the floor would con-

siderably reduce the contours
of his star's rather plump
face. Consequently, Corinne
and Alice ran daily danger
of screening like mulattoes,
practically all the lights in

the studio being on the blond
lady's set.

Corinne, at this time, was
studying dancing under The-
odore Kosloff, so Vitagraph
decided she must have an appropriate vehicle. "The
Broadway Bubble," the story of a chorus girl, was
chosen, Corinne being principally responsible for the

selection. When it turned out to be a success, the com-
pany began to give her a little more authority in pro-

duction decisions. She became interested in this, instead

of concentrating, as heretofore, on her clothes. She
chose and insisted upon doing "Island Wives." It was
her first good picture.

Vitagraph began to sink into a morass of misfortune
and mismanagement. They sent Miss Griffith to Cali-

fornia, ostensibly to finish her contract. She obtained

a release almost immediately afterward.

Hollywood was agog about her arrival. One of the

most publicized stars, the colony had been reading about
her for years, but not one of her pictures had been
shown in Los Angeles. The fcmmcs of the colony were
curious, the homines eager. They first saw her at the

Cocoanut Grove. She drifted in, quite unconscious that

she was making an entrance, heavenly beautiful in a
pale-yellow frock that breathed "New York" on over-

dressed Hollywood. She was quiet and reserved, while

for local ladies it was a vivacious season. She was
conservative, where ostentation was expected. She was
gorgeous, but not gaudy. She was a knock-out.

Having little more than half a dozen friends in town,

and not being interested in fraternal souls who wanted
to entertain her simply because she was Corinne Griffith,

she spent most of her time' driving about the city and
suburbs. On one of her rambles, the chauffeur returned

through Beverly Hills, then

just in the birth of its glory.

Casually, Corinne noticed the

number of pretentious homes
under construction, together

with the fact that there were
no shops of any sort. Rea-
soning that there would have
to be shops to supply com-
munity demands, she sought

out a real-estate agent. Within
a few days she had bought a

lot on the one street set aside

for business. On it she erected

a four-story building—the

Griffith Building, the first in

the town.
This was the beginning of

her financial enterprises. She
is a shrewd business woman,
particularly in real estate.

This, added to her motion-pic-

ture earnings, has made her

wealthy Her money has

never gone toward undue dis-

play, but she lives beautifully.

Innate good taste is perhaps
her salient characteristic. She
has the instincts and delicacy

of the thoroughbred in all

Corinne Griffith is the only star who has survived

poor; pictures

things. Her home reflects

this—reflects her.

She lives at present in a

charming, mellow house of
English architecture, in Beverly Hills. Its interior is a
delight to the eye and a rest to the body. Neither the
"artyness" of the interior decorator, nor the home-talent
result of too much "woman's touch," is apparent. Its

furnishings are the perfection of comfort and grace,

Corinne having supervised and planned every last cush-
ion and umbrella closet herself.

Outside, the gardens are triumphant, even for Cali-

fornia. At first, the gardeners had begun the planting.

Corinne hovered, fascinated, over them until, able to

stand it no longer, she dismissed them all and did the

planting and nurturing herself.

The place, as a field of endeavor, is closed to her

now. Becoming restless, she sold it to Mrs. Thomas
Ince and is deep in plans for an Italian villa on a neigh-

boring hill.

She is absurdly competent, for the lady of languor

Continued on page 107
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In the careful analysis of Corinne Griffith's character opposite,

many little-known facts are brought out, including her lack of

illusions regarding her pictures, which she says people go to see

out of 'pity rather than admiration for her.
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Belle Bennett, as

Ellen McHugh, left,

with Philippe de

Lacy, as Brian, her

son, listens to die

counsel of the vil-

lage priest about

leaving Ireland for

America, where she

thinks her boy will

have a better chance.

After years of heart-

rending separation,

Ellen is reunited
with Neil Hamilton,

above, as Brian

grown up.

Before the reunion,

however, Ellen is

employed as a serv-

ant in the household

where Brian is the

suitor of Constance

Howard, left.
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Love
Among
the

Lilacs

Colleen Moore forsakes

her hoydenish heroines to

become a sentimental one,

in "Lilac Time," in which
she plays Jeannine, a

French peasant She is

seen, above, with Gary
Cooper, as Phillip, an
earl's son, and again,

right, in a coy moment,
while she prays, left, to a
statue of Joan of Arc
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A Sailor's
These glimpses of "A Girl in

Victor McLaglen, left, as
Spike Madden, knows at

once that Louise Brooks, as

The Girl from France, is

the one and only.

Natalie Kingston, below,
plays the girl Spike meets
in the South Sea Islands.

Spike sails the seven seas as mate of a tramp schooner, so that

every port in the world provides opportunities for fresh conquests,

and he reigns as an undisputed heartbreaker until his discovery

of a mysterious rival, who has preceded him in the affections of

the girls.

Phalba Morgan, lower left, as a Dutch girl, and, below, Spike

with Maria Casajuana, as The Girl from Buenos Aires.
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Sweethearts
Every Port" show her infinite variety.

Natalie Joyce, below,

does her share to lead

Spike on with a guitar,

as The Girl from the

Panama Canal.

Louise Brooks, right, as

Marie, awakens to the

fact that Spike is her
hero after he has gone.

Spike has serious moments in his

love-making, for Gretel Yoltz, be-

low, as The Girl from Holland,
has succeeded in changing his ban-

ter to devotion.

Caryl Lincoln, right, is not so for-

tunate, for Spike's tenderness is

tinged with blarney.
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Early
The famous play of stage

Wells," comes to the

Owen Moore, above, as Tom Wrench, stage

manager of the company, is hopelessly in love
with Rose, but she has given her heart to

Ralph Forbes, right, as Arthur Gower, into

whose home she has come to live, before his

father will consent to Arthur's marriage with a
play actress.
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Victorian
life, "Trelawney of the

screen as "The Actress.

An after-dinner scene in the

Grower home, above, offers

Rose a strange contrast to

the gayety of the player folk,

but she listens to Arthur's

persuasions, right

Gwen Lee, above, as Avonia Bunn, the inge-

nue of the troupe, who is flutteringly interested

in Rose's love affair.

Virginia Pearson -and William Humphrey,
left, are Mr. and Mrs. Telfer, also of the

company, whose private life throws light on
the hardships of strolling players nearly a cen-

tury ago.
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A Kentucky Boy
Atmospheric scenes from "The Little Shepherd

of Kingdom Come."

Richard Barthelmess, at top
of page, as Chad, a four-
teen-year-old boy of the
Kentucky mountains, who
defends his dog against the
charge oi killing sheep, with
Robert Milasch as the judge.

Molly O'Day, above, as Me-
lissa, and Chad, right, with
William Bertram, on their

raft
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Your Turn Next!

I

The practical joker is no re-

specter of persons in the studios,

where any prank is permissible.

N the studios of Hollywood
every day is April Fool's

Day. Wherever there is

the grind of a camera or the

glare of the Kleigs, there a
practical joker lifts his head.

The reason is obvious.

Making a picture is a tedious
job, with long waits and in-

terruptions, and every set

By H. A. Woodmansee

Illustrations by Lui Trugo

sets dominated by dignified di-

rectors and upstage stars.

Only here he goes about his

work more furtively, as a rule,

and his touch is lighter.

When everybody is watch-
ing what is going on in the

brilliant glare of the sun-
arcs and broads, there is sly

byplay in the shadows behind
the camera lines.

has its bystanders with nothing to do, for the moment,
but wait. What better way to relieve boredom than to

play some prank on an acquaintance?
Usually it is the adult foolers, not the Jackie Coogans,

who make studio life a series of surprises for the un-
wary. Perhaps that proves what women are fond of

saying, that men never entirely grow up.

Any one who works in a studio where two-reel com-
edies are concocted, knows that he must trust in Heaven
and expect almost anything. In such a studio a co-

median may walk onto a set dressed in his best and,

without benefit of script, the director may douse him
with a pail of ice water, just to produce a look of comi-

cal consternation. If the camera happens to be grind-'

ing, the actor has no kick coming.

In the old days, those succulent custard pies were
sometimes kept busy even after the camera stopped

grinding. They had a way of falling—or were they

pushed?—into the faces of luckless individuals, who
never would see themselves on the screen. The gradu-

ates of the Sennett school of comedy were the victims

of many a prank, not all of which were registered on

the film. Chaplin, Normand, Arbuckle, Sterling, Con-
klin, Swain, Langdon—they were given everything from
mud-puddle baths, to collapsible chairs to sit on. The
new days also have their tricks, but generally they are a

bit more subtle and clever, like the gags in the comedies.

But the practical joker isn't con-

fined to the comedy lots. You find

him at work everywhere—even on

When a director is given to practical jokes, he will, do

anything to get an effect.

An extra girl is trying to win a bet that she can vamp
a bit player into taking her to the Montmartre. She
doesn't know, but her friend knows, that the man is

married and his wife is sitting near by, watching.

An electrician is watching a girl do an Oriental dance
before the camera. There is a snake wrapped around
her neck. A prop man comes up behind the onlooker

and wiggles a cold finger against his neck. He starts.

An Arabian extra sits waiting for the scene in which
he is to appear. He has come all the way from the

desert—perhaps because he couldn't bring himself to

marry and settle down in a one-camel town. He drops

off to sleep and misses the call for lunch. An hour later

he awakes with a start, conscious that it is long past

lunch time. Before his eyes a dried herring dangles on
a string, placed there by some practical joker.

An officious grip, or handy man, has appointed him-
self sole guardian of the director's chair. When he

sees some extra absent-mindedly seat himself on the

throne, he bellows at him. The scared extra retreats

and the grip dusts off the chair. The ever-present

practical joker takes it all in, and when a big executive

visits the set he points out the chair and invites him to

be seated. The grip bellows for him to get out. The
joker's grin broadens at the comical, flustered look of

the grip when he realizes he has been bawling out a

man bigger than the director.

Once in a while a new assistant in the technical

branches appear. If he is green enough, he is sent

scurrying for "the director's footstool," or "megaphone
polish," or any other nonexistent arti-

cle the practical joker can invent.

Everybody plays practical jokes.

The gag men naturally come to the

fore, because they are paid to think

up funny ideas for the pictures and
often don't know where to stop. Like
the jesters in the courts of old, they

can get away with a lot. But every-

body on the set has his facetious mo-
ments, be he prop man or director.

No one is immune. Of course, no
extra in his right mind would play a
practical joke on a director, but many

Continued on page 108
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The sylvan scene, above, shows the tempting trout stream

in all its beauty, and at the extreme right Noah Beery's cabin

stands. A Little Paradise
Noah Beery's Paradise Trout Club,

in the hills of Hollywood, is be-

coming quite the place for an actor

to go for a rest between pictures.

Noah Beery, above, is the despair of economical cooks—and

rightly so ! for he is using a whole pound of butter to cook nine

trout. No wonder they are delicious

!

William Powell, right, is a frequent visitor to the retreat, where
he finds the menacing looks he employs on the screen count for

nothing in hooking the wary trout.
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Mr. Arthur did not starve while casting directors slowly discovered his acting ability —he simply opened a grocery store.

He's a Canny Scot
In spite of the fact that George K. Arthur was a well-known

actor in England, he had to start all over again in Hollywood.

By William

IT is an unwritten rule of American
. producers to

disregard any foreign work which has not been
shown in this country and won the player notice

or, more important, box-office value. Without the latter

—well, there isn't need for a rule.

Examples in Hollywood of deeply wounded dignitaries

from Europe and elsewhere—who have listened speech-
less and mortified to casting directors, telling them that

being a star in Dalmatia, or anywhere else, means noth-
ing minus in America—are too numerous to mention.
The main point at issue, however, is to describe how
one player came from abroad and succeeded against

all odds.

When George K. Arthur sailed blithely into New
York harbor, he believed his position in American pic-

tures would be quite secure. Was he not a favorite in

England ?

"It was like this," George remarked at the M.-G.-M.
studio. "A film version of H. G. Wells' 'Kipps' had
made me quite popular in England. Don't think this

is boasting—nothing like that—but Wells himself said

to me, Why, you are Kipps in real life.'
"

. This was an unusual compliment. For an author is

rarely given to praising a screen representation of one
of his brain children.

With plenty of encouragement, George "Kipps"
Arthur sailed with his wife and parents to America.
But two years passed before the fans ever saw him on

the screen. -
,

How did he manage to stick it out and make a place

for himself where others from abroad had failed?

Possibly because. George was born in Scotland, at

Aberdeen, where porridge is eaten every morning for

breakfast' which—according to the muscle-bulging,

H. McKegg

weight-lifting, supermen in the advertisements—de-

velops the eater's power of resistance.

"It takes fully two or three years to become known
in Hollywood," George said. "And I am speaking of

people who have already created a place for themselves

abroad—real professionals. The first six months I

made the rounds. The casting directors saw my face.

There was, of course, nothing doing. The next six

months, they learned my name. Then they remembered
me. The following six months, the}' perhaps thought
I bore a resemblance to some higher-priced actor. In

this way I could say I was gaining a foothold."

If any newcomer wishes to try this out to appease his

desire for work in the movies, he may do so. It takes

only two or three years ! What to do in the meantime?
What did our strategist do while storming the studios

for two years?
The canny young Scot opened a grocery store, up on

the hillside. The cliff dwellers naturally, patronized

him rather than ride down into Hollywood. Thus trade

prospered.

Usually, actors are somewhat snobbish about their

art. To suggest to any European actor that he open a
store while waiting to become known, would be the

insult of insults. But it was not so with George K.
who, you remember, was born in Aberdeen. He is both
democratic and wise.

"Being in the army knocked a lot of stupid ideas out

of my head," he confessed. "I ran away from school

to join the army. I went, of course, into the Scottish.

One day, a six-foot Canadian came to me for a new
uniform. 'You can't have one unless you have a pass,'

I informed him with authority. Without arguing, he hit

me on the jaw. I was out for hours. [Cont'd on page 106]
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A
Vilma Banky and Rod La Roeque met for the first time at a dinner party

given by Mr. and Mrs. Cecil B. DeMille.

LL the world loves a lover, all the fans love a

screen lover, and doubly the world loves screen

lovers who are in love with each other.

That seems good enough reasoning to hang this

story on.

If you kiss a pretty girl several times every day, and
she plays up to you responsively, those kisses may come
to mean something to you.

Some leading men always fall in love with their

leading ladies—for the duration of the picture, anyway.
Sit ! They say Richard Dix does !

Some feminine stars insist, on having leading men
who are agreeable to them personally, and with whom it

would be possible for them to fall in love off the screen.

They say they simply cannot play opposite a man who
hasn't this attraction for them. So, naturally, there

are little flare-ups of love all over a studio.

Take Greta Garbo and Jack Gilbert, for instance.

"Flesh and the Devil" gave them ample opportunity, to

put it mildly, to become well acquainted. They met for

the first time on the set, when Clarence Brown, their

director, introduced them to each other. Miss Garbo is

mouselike, at first glance. Indeed, I do not think that

tremendous lure of hers ever would be guessed at a

casual meeting, and her fascination is much greater on

When Love Came
The true story of how some of

most happily married couples

By Grace

the screen than off. She makes no effort

to be agreeable when one meets her—she

is what Barrie describes as being, "help-

less and indifferent."

But some subtle and obscure quality in

Jack and Greta turned their celluloid pas-

sion into a real one.

One heard soon how theirs had become

a tremendous love affair—how they were,

always together, how Jack stopped at

Greta's for breakfast on his way to the

studio, how they maneuvered to dine to-

gether after work, how they were always

together between pictures—in short, how

their passion for each other seemed inex-

haustible.

I do not know just how happy such an

infatuation made them, but I do know

that Tack confided to a close friend that

his life was "just a seething maelstrom of

emotion."

Two such tempestuous natures as Jack's

and Greta's must have many hours of

misery, as well as many hours of joy.

Will they wed? Rumor says no. And
for some reason I do not believe they will.

"Love is ever a wild flower that grows

outside the garden," one writer said. And
one hates, somehow, to think of Greta

and Jack going about the bread-and-butter

business of matrimony.
A serener devotion seems to be that of

Vilma Banky and Rod La Rocque. Their

love has pursued its deep, quiet, strong

flow through the last three years. Rod
at one time was supposed to be engaged

to Pola Negri—another tempestuous af-

fair which, however, came to nothing.

What a rest to his soul must have been the gentle and
trustful love of Vilma, the serene-eyed, gifted with

sweetness, illusive charm, and the power to heal.

They met at Vilma's very first party in Hollywood.
The affair was a quiet little dinner given by Cecil B.

DeMille, and the only other couples present, besides Mr.
and Mrs. DeMille, and Rod and Vilma, were Samuel
Goldwyn and Mrs. Goldwyn, and Mr. and Mrs. Abra-
ham Lehr.

"I have a very nice young man for your dinner

partner," Mr. DeMille told Vilma before the party.

Vilma and Rod had conversational difficulties that

evening, but Rod has those talkative eyes, and doubtless

Vilma's shy blue ones took on something of a "come
hither" look

;
whereupon Rod declared he was crazy

about Vilma's Hungarian accent.

They saw each other often, but usually at Vilma's
home, or they went motoring, or to the theater. Rarely
were they seen in cafes, or at the big film affairs at the

Biltmore and Ambassador.
George O'Brien and Olive Borden fell in love while

on location, making scenes for "Three Bad Men." John
Ford, their director, introduced them just before they

embarked on their long trip to the Mofave Desert.

What a lot these location trips have to do with
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•to Stay
Hollywood's

first met.

Kingsley

romance ! The silence of the

desert or hills! The moon-
light on still waters! The
close companionship and long

weeks in the wilds. George,

young and vital, was quite

ready to have his heart set

aflame. And he loves the big

outdoors! So does Olive.

They rode and walked and
talked alone for hours.

Death stalked that location

trip. Many were taken ill be-

cause of bad. water, desert

heat by day, and cold by night.

Ambulances rushed many of

the players home. Olive was
among those stricken, and
George was her devoted

knight, going for miles to

bring her water from a spring, riding more miles to

bring her some fresh fruit.

Anyhow, when they came home, it was at once ru-

mored that they were
engaged.

Zasu Pitts and Tom
Gallery ! They met at

the Hollywood Hotel

one summer night nine

years ago. It was in

the days when the Hol-
lywood Hotel housed
all the stars, before

they took to buying
their own estates.

Zasu had about that

time emerged from
starved obscurity into

the bright light of lead-

ing ladyship. Tom was
a bashful youth seeking

fame in pictures. If

ever two people fell in

love at first sight Tom.
and Zasu did, that night

at the Hollywood Ho-
tel. There wasn't any
ballroom, and every-

body danced in the big

lobby, while outsiders

stood on the veranda,
with their noses pressed
against the window-
panes, and looked on
longingly while their

film idols pranced.
"I know it isn't a bit

Raymond Hatton didn't let

an engagement ring given to
Frances Roberts by another
man stand in his way—and
now they have been married

nine years.

g£°£°
by Richard Aden was just about to give up the screen as a bad job, when along came Jobyna

Ralston and changed his mind.

nice to admit it to a magazine writer," said Zasu, "but

the fact is, I fell for Tom the minute I saw him, and
fell hard. Al Cohn, the scenarist, introduced us. Tom

worked in some of my
pictures as leading man
after that. Of course, he

simply had to make love

to me."
Zasu's mother made it

hard for Tom and Zasu,

but they finally ran off to

Santa Ana and were mar-
ried.

Tom, telling his side of

the story, says that he
really found Zasu very
shy. "One day at the

studio in the midst of a

love scene, I whispered to

her, 'I mean it, honestly

;

do you?' And she just

murmured, 'Yes.'
"

In the eyes of the world,
marital adventures in

Hollywood seem to have
a foundation of sand—or

even quicksand. Stories

are written almost daily

concerning the flounder-

ing of a matrimonial ship,

and the world is advised
that another union of mo-
tion-picture players has
come to grief in one great

blast.

Columns of this sort of

news are printed, but
never is the other side of

the story considered.

What about the happy
ones—the hundreds of

others who are getting

along without difficulty,
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EiJhee
5' Edward Sutherland, the director,

and Louise Brooks just barely tolerated

each other when they went on location.

yet who are unnoticed, because

of a lack of news value?

Conspicuous among these lat-

ter are Harold Lloyd and Mil-

dred Davis. Mildred was Har-

old's leading lady through many
a picture, and their devotion

grew through two years of asso-

ciation. You remember, of

course, how Mildred played in

one of Harold's pictures and
then was lost sight of, because

she had gone back to school?

And how Harold finally decided

that no one else would do for

his pictures, so he set to work
to find her. And how, finding

her, he brought her back to Hol-
lywood to play opposite him.

Harold and Mildred and Marie
Mosquini all played around a

lot, going to parties and motor-
ing together, so that for a while
nobody knew which one, if either,

Harold favored. They were just

playmates. Then, suddenlv, Har-
old and Mildred began to be seen

about together more and more.
Not long afterward their engage-

ment was announced.

Harold frankly doesn't want his wife to go
back to pictures, but Mildred had a desire to

return to the screen about a year ago. She
found a suitable story, and Harold wisely let

her have her fling. But she has her baby and
her home, and she worships Harold. So now,
somehow, after that one picture, we don't

hear any more about Mildred's ambitions. She
is a happy wife and mother, and attends well

to her household.

Richard Aden and Jobyna Ralston are one

of the happiest couples in Hollywood. Even
the so-called blase Boulevard inevitably smiles

upon them with pleasure in their happiness,

and they are pointed out as being truly repre-

sentative of the film colony as a whole.

Their story, or rather the story of their ro-

mance, started when Richard Arlen, after

trying to gain a foothold in pictures for four

years, decided he would throw up everything

and embark on the career of a broker, or a

baker—anything but the screen.

Then he met Jobyna Ralston. It was love

right away, and he changed his mind about
deserting the screen. In fact, he went out

and talked himself into a job as one of the

leading men in "Wings."
It meant that Arlen would be taken away

for months on location in San Antonio, Texas,
but the hurt was somewhat softened by the

fact that Jobyna had promised marriage upon
his return.

During the next five months Arlen spent
most of his time hard at work and most of
his money in long-distance telephone calls,

until suddenly came the news that Jobyna had
been cast in the same picture with him. And,
furthermore, she was to play the role of his

sweetheart

!

It was not long after

this that Arlen ap-

proached William
Wellman, the director,

and asked for a three-

day leave. Wellman
exploded, but quickly

acquiesced when Ar-
len explained that he

wished to dash up to

Riverside, California,

and get married. The
pair were married in

the famous old Mis-
sion Inn, and now if

you wish to see one
of the happiest couples

in Hollywood, you'll

find them superintend-

ing the building of

their new home.
The villain still pur-

sues her! Only he

isn't the villain now.
He's the husband. I'm
talking about another

Ralston—Esther.

Continued on page 98

Wallace Beery and Rita

Gilman became acquainted

while both were playing in

"Robin -Hood-"



READING BETWEEN THE LINES
THE BIG PARADE

ONCE AGAIN METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
BEN-HUR WEST POINT
HAS CLOSED THE SEASON, 1927-28

LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT
WITH THE MOST OUTSTANDING LIST

BABY MINE C2> THE DIVINE WOMAN
OF SUCCESSES OF ANY PRODUCER
THE STUDENT PRINCE O LOVE I

PICTURES IN THE INDUSTRY
THE LATEST FROM PARIS

M-G-M HAS HAD MORE BIG HITS
THE SMART SEtIE ENEMY

YOUR memory is as good as you
make it. Test it. See what it

can really do. Here, for example, is

a chance to test it and to win $50
in cash for the test. Read over the
five questions below. Think back
over the M-G-M pictures you have
seen or heard about recently and
then see how well you can answer
the questions. If you see, and re-

member, you have a good chance
to win.

For the man who enters the best

answers there is the $50 cash prize

and the cigarette case I carried

while I was playing in "The
Enemy". For the lady who sends
in the best answers there is also a

$50 prize. In addition, Miss Eleanor
Boardman, who stars in "The
Crowd" offers the handsome hand-
bag she wears in the early part of
the picture.

Miss Boardman will also give a
personally autographed photograph
of herself to each of the fifty ladies

or men who send in the next best

sets of answers.

Your memory counts, not only in

this contest but in everything you
do. Read over the questions: if the

answers do not occur to you im-
mediately think them over and
then send in as many answers as

you can. Here's luck, and may the

best memory win.

BIGGER STORIES, BIGGER STARS,
THE CROWDTHE FAIR CO-ED

THAN ANY MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
THE BIG CITY^ THE PATSY
M-G-M GIVES YOU THIS PROMISE
JOHN GILBERTQ GRETA GARBO

l

FOR THE COMING SEASON, 1928-1929
MM

NORMA SHEARERQ DANE AND ARTHUR
!

YOU WILL AGAIN GET THE BEST
MARION DAY I ES W> RAH N NOVARRO

IN MOTION PICTURE ENTERTAINMENT

LON CHAN EYQ WILLIAM HAINES

FROM METRO-GOLPWYN-MAYER
MORE STARS THAN THERE ARE IN HEAVEN

Memory Test
IName the directors of six of the

pictures listed in this adver-

tisement.

2 What popular comedy team,
famous since "The Big Parade",

has since been starred in its own
pictures?

3 Name the part which, in your
opinion is best acted in any

M-G-M picture listed at the left

(aside from the star parts). Give
your reasons in 75 words or less.

4 In what M-G-M picture is a
honeymoon night pictured and

under what circumstances?

5 Name two recent M-G-M suc-

cesses based on popular Broad-
way musical hits.

Write your answers on one side of a single
sheet of paper and mail to Question Con-
test, 3rd floor, 1540 Broadway, New
York. All answers must be received by
May 15th. Winners' names will be pub-
lished in a later issue of this magazine.

Note: If you do not attend the picture
yourself you may question your friends or
consult motion picture magazines. In event
of ties, each tying contestant will be
awarded a prize identical in character with
that tied for.

Winners of the Norma Shearer
Contest of January
ALICE KERFOOT

Riverdale, Maryland
WILLIAM T. TRAGSDOR

Neilsville, Wisconsin

Autographed photographs have been sent
to the next SO prize winners



All the World
Loves a Good
Love Story

It's the most popular kind of story there is.

The greatest novels of all time are love stories.

Romantic love never loses its appeal. The
delights and heartbreaks, the tenderness and
bitterness incidental to courtship and marriage
furnish a never-failing fund of material for

the writer of romantic fiction.

That is why, in selecting titles for the

Chelsea House line of books, it was thought
well to include several love stories. These books are known as the

CHELSEA HOUSE POPULAR COPYRIGHTS
They are bound in cloth with gold stamping, printed on good paper from new, clear type,

and in general appearance are the equal of most books made to sell at $2.00. They are all new
stories that have never before appeared in book form, not reprints of old editions. They are
sold for

75 Cents a Copy
Some of the Love Stories in the Chelsea House Popular Copyrights are described below

The Bayou Shrine

By PERLEY POORE SHEEHAN
The story of a pure love that rose above con-

ventions. A romance that will have a particu-

lar appeal to the modern woman.

The Love Bridge
By MARY IMLAY TAYLOR

How the destinies of two women and a man
were vitally influenced by a bridge across a

Western canyon. A splendid love story of the

outdoors.

The Awakening of Romola
By ANNE O'HAGAN

Romola was thirty-two. She had a husband
and two children. But romance insisted on
coming into her life again.

Her Wedding Ring
By MARCIA MONTAIGNE

The call of youth to youth and a love that

sought to override obstacles instead of finding

a way around them, are the dominant themes of

this romance of the younger generation.

Quicksands

By VICTOR THORNE
How a girl reared in poverty staged a cam-

paign to win a wealthy husband. A story

that deals with many of the vital problems of
modern life.

Wanda of the White Sage
By ROY ULRICH

Marrying a girl he'd never seen before and
taking her out West was a pretty experience

for Dan Chadwick, but it was only the start

of his romantic adventures.

Ask Your Bookseller for Chelsea House Popular Copyrights
There are also Detective and Mystery Stories, Western Stories, and Adventure Stories

—

all the most "popular types of fiction—included in the CHELSEA HOUSE POPULAR COPY-
RIGHTS. WRITE FOR A COMPLETE LIST.



A Super-athlete of the West
One glance at these snapshots of Ken Maynard proves his right

to the title, with honors shared by Tarzan, his magnificent steed.
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Wagnerian prima donna to make the

call heard, but the director decided

that nothing mattered in this picture

so much as having Miss Crawford
look pretty. He was right.

A Brawl in Every Barroom.

Victor McLaglen is launched as a

star, in "A Girl In Every Port," and
gives a good account of himself in a

typical McLaglen role, that of

"Spike" Madden. The name, I

think, conveys the character's bi-

ography, psychology, and all else.

Spike rinds that the girls here and
there, on whom he calls at long in-

tervals, are all wearing a keepsake of

one kind or another bearing the same
emblem—an anchor and a heart.

Naturally he sets out to '"get" his

nameless rival, who turns out to be
one Salami, also a sailor. After a

fight, they become close friends, Da-
mon and Pythias in sweaters instead

of togas. Finally, when Spike intro-

duces Salami to Marie, who is ap-
parently the only girl in whom Spike
has ever been seriously interested, it

develops that Marie also wears Sa-
lami's emblem. The latter tries to

warn his pal of the girl's unworthi-
ness, but Spike ignores the hint.

Finally, when Marie is shown up by
accident, the two seaman swear that
nothing will ever come between them
again. Thus the finale is a close-up
of the two swearing eternal fealty—
surely a novelty on the screen.

The picture is alive with pungent-
detail, some of it rather sordid, but it

affords Mr. McLaglen a legitimate
opportunity to do his stuff—which
includes a great amount of slugging
—and he is most ably seconded at

every turn by Robert Armstrong, as

Salami, as good an actor as you
could hope to see. Louise Brooks
displays her lyric figure, as Marie.

An Aristocratic Mother's Worries.

"13 Washington Square" is one
of the best of the unpretentious pic-

tures, which means that it is twice
as enjoyable as many of the films that
put on airs. The story, though
somewhat of a mixture, is at least

original enough to keep one guessing
what the outcome will be. That in

itself is sufficient recommendation
for me ! It's all about Mrs. de Pey-
ster, who leaves her Washington
Square home with the intention of
sailing abroad with her son. Jack, in

an effort to prevent his marriage to

a girl she considers beneath him.
When she learns that Jack is taking
matters in his own hands, she aban-
dons the trip and returns to Wash-
ington Square with Mathilde, her
maid, who, in the person of Zasu
Pitts, is the most quaintly delightful

servant I remember ever having seen.

The presence of reporters on the

doorstep causes them to seek tem-
porary lodging elsewhere, rather

than answer embarrassing questions,
and in a boarding house, they are
spotted by Jean Hersholt, as a crook
who calls himself "Deacon" Pyecroft
and apes the manner of one. The
two women eventually succeed in

entering the De Peyster home, only
to be terrified by strange noises and
more terrified when Pyecroft appears
and treats them as familiar confed-
erates. Thus the story moves, until

the crook succeeds in reconciling

Mrs. de Peyster to the marriage of
her son.

Jean Hersholt is Pyecroft, Alice

Joyce is Mrs. de Peyster, and George
Lewis is Jack. All are excellent

enough to emphasize my reasons for
recommending the picture to you.

A Gob Makes Love.

George O'Brien has a role to his

liking, in "Sharpshooters" and does
very well by it. He is a tough but
likable sailor, who adheres to the
tradition of a girl in every port. In
Algiers he meets Lorette, a French
dancing girl, who believes his love-

making and refuses to let him go.

He finally succeeds in breaking away,
only to have Lorette catch up with
him in New York. His two mates
convince him of the girl's love and
succeed in persuading George to

marry her. Grudgingly he does so,

and then snubs her. But when
Lorette leaves him to dance in a
dive, he asserts his rights with the

help of the navy. It is a slim story
brightened by many gags, much
naive, roughneck humor and some
coarseness. Hardly a picture for the

Epworth League to indorse, but
harmless if one is not finicky. George
Brien plays his role with proper
nautical swagger, even though it is a
bit exaggerated, and Lois Moran
deftly characterizes the girl without
losing any of her own delicate charm.
As usual. Gwen Lee is extremely ef-

fective as Flossy, whose name de-
scribes her.

Give Mr. Dix a Hand.

All the favorites of the fans are in

good pictures this month. Take Rich-
ard Dix, for example, whose "Sport-
ing Goods" is one of the best lines

he has offered in a long time. It is

exceptional in every way and is adult

entertainment, for a change. It be-

gins with Mr. Dix, as Richard
Shelby, a traveling salesman for a

sporting-goods house, crossing the

Mojave Desert. He loses his car in

doing a favor for a couple of tourists,

and they lend him theirs to drive to

a fashionable hotel. There poor
Richard—and he is literally poor

—

finds a magnificent suite awaiting him
and a reception that might have been
planned for an archduke. Already
he has met the girl of girls, so ro-

mance and mystery are established

at the outset. The pace never flags,

the characterizations are excellent,

and Mr. Dix is at his best. What
more do you want? Gertrude Olm-
sted, Ford Sterling, Philip Strange,
Myrtle Stedman—all are capital.

A Lunch-wagon Duchess.

Colleen Moore's "Her Wild Oat"
is a thoroughly enjoyable absurdity,
which gives her excellent opportuni-
ties to display her pronounced talent

for burlesque and pantomime. When
her pictures offer that—which is all

too seldom—she shines brightly and
uniquely. She is Mary Brown, who
runs a lunch wagon and experiences
sentimental tremors in serving a
strange young man, in the greasy
garb of a mechanic. Little does she

know that he is the son of the Duke
de Latour de Granville. When Mary
splurges at a summer resort on her
vacation, she is taken ill hand by
Tommy Warren, a newspaper man,
and persuaded to pose as a titled for-

eigner for the sake of publicity. He
decides to make her a duchess and
gives her the name of a soup on the

menu, potagc de Granville. Miss
Moore's imitations of how Mary
thinks a duchess should conduct her-

self are very funny. But with the

appearance of the young mechanic,
now in white flannels, it develops that

he is the son of the Duke de Gran-
ville, who has recently remarried, and
the fictitious duchess is, of course, his

stepmother. There you have the

backbone of the story. Very good
it is, if you ask me. Larry Kent is

the ducal mechanic, and pleasant he

is in the role. Hallam Cooley, as

Tommy Warren, exhibits the talent

of an accomplished farceur, and
Gwen Lee, though seen briefly, reg-

isters effectively, as usual.

An Ingenue's Rapture.

"Love Me and the World is Mine"
is a moderately interesting picture of

Vienna before the war, obviously

modeled along the lines of "Merry-
Go-Round," without being nearly so

good. Like the latter, it has Mary
Philbin and Norman Kerry as the

lovers, she a timid ingenue, he a bold

lieutenant, but the thrills of the early

picture are not to be found. All

moves placidly, in this story of little

Hanncrl, who leaves her unhappy
home in the provinces to seek the

protection of her cousin Mitzel in

Vienna. But .Mitzel, .
instead of

shielding her from the wickedness of

the gay city, tries her darnedest to

initiate Hannerl into the careless life

Continued on page 94
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Autographs for the Askin
A motion-picture studio is the happy hunting-ground

of the collector of signatures, as these pictures testify.

Lew Cody, above, signs the

football of "Brick" Miiller, a

former member of Walter
Camp's All-Amcrican Team.

George K. Arthur, below, cheer-

fully obliges with his John Han-
cock on the frying pan he used

in a film.

1 > "

Renee Adoree, above, signs the

violin which Jack Feinberg,

studio musician, uses as his

autograph "album."

Joan Crawford, below, hands
down to posterity her autograph

on an artist's ipalette.

Gertrude 01m?ted, above, is the

proud possessor of a tablecloth

on which various directors have

sketched and autographed, while

lunching at the M.-G.-M. studio.
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she herself follows. This leads to

several amusing moments, until

finally Hanncrl is befriended by a

rich, elderly man who is about to

marry her when she breaks away
and flies to Lieutenant von Vigilati,

who is no better than he should be,

morally, but who, it- seems, is the

man of Hanncrl's confused heart.

Just a Cinderella yarn, you see, but

some of the detail is quite sophisti-

cated and, incidentally, Betty Comp-
sori gives a corking performance, as

Mitzel.

The Title Tells All.

There is no need for the reviewer
to inveigh against "The Cohans and
K'eilys in Paris," because an incred-

ible number of persons will laugh

heartily at the picture, and thereby

encourage the producers to rack
their brains to devise other mix-ups
for the two preposterous families.

This time they go to Paris to break

up the supposed engagement of

Sadye Cohen and Patrick Kelly,

though the young people have se-

cretly married. Need you be re-

minded that scenes of violent sea-

sickness occur, and- that- Cohen and
Kelly think the apache dance in a
Paris cafe is real, and attempt to

rescue the feminine dancer from the

rough handling of her partner? Such
experienced players as FarreH Mac-
Donald, Gertrude Astor, George
Sidney, Vera Gordon, and Kate Price

give far more skill to their roles than

the author and director contributed

to the situations that enlist them. But
boisterousness rather than skill .is

what puts a picture of this sort over.

There is no lack of it in the newest
of the species. Sue Carol and
Charles Delaney are the young
couple.

Desert Drama Again.

It would seem that the author of
"Beau Geste" just couldn't let well

enough alone. For he must needs
write another story and call it "Beau
Sabreur," the screen version of
which is called a sequel to the fa-

mous story of the Geste boys. Not
one of them is in it, however, but

the Algerian desert is there, together

with Noah Beery and William Powell
—and that's about all there is to re-

mind you of the picture every one
liked. For the rest, "Beau Sabreur"
is the tolerably interesting story of

young Major Henri de Beaujolais,

his efforts to get Sheik El Hamel to

sign a treaty, in order to avert a na-

tive uprising and save the territory

for France, and his eventual success

—in spite of his youth.

Gary Cooper plays the Major and,

as usual, displays a personality that

is interesting by reason of what it

suggests rather than conveys. An
actor who underemphasizes the situ-

ations in which he finds himself is

always worth watching, because the

majority of his fellows school them-
selves to overemphasize. Evelyn
Brent is seen in the rather silly role

of Mary Vanbrugh, an authoress,

who sets her cap for the Major and
attracts the amorous eye of the old

Sheik, who will not sign the treaty

unless Mary is left behind with him.

After several skirmishes, all ends as

most stories end. The picture has
been beautifully produced, with all

the care expected of an exceptional

one. While it is far from dull, its

pulse barely reaches normal.

A Siren Miscast.

The wisdom of Lya de Putti's de-

termination to play only sympathetic
roles is answered in "Buck Privates."

She is an organdy ingenue, with a

bunch of false hair hanging down
her back. Only by a great stretch of

imagination could this be called a

sympathetic role, but actors always
fondly imagine that any character

that isn't actively villainous just can't

help being sympathetic, if they play

it. So let us permit Miss de Putti

to cling to the illusions of her pro-

fession. The organdy ingenue's

name, if it matters, is Anna Hart-
man, of Luxemburg, where a regi-

ment of American soldiers is billeted.

Her father is a pacifist whose dis-

like of soldiers causes the Purity

League, or something like that, to

decide that every girl of the town
who fraternizes with a man in uni-

form must have her hair cut off.

Anna is caught with Private John
Smith, but by some hocus-pocus his

sergeant is accused and is given the

alternative of serving eleven years

in prison, or marrying Anna. .
At the

last moment Anna's maid is substi-

tuted, and the hurly-burly finish finds

Anna and John Smith enjoying slap-

stick happiness. Malcolm McGregor,

Zasu Pitts, and Eddie Gribbon are

pleasant to behold in any picture, so

why pick on them for this ?

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 72

but once in a while an actress seems
to be visited by so many, that .'she

must be possessed of a Joblike pa-

tience to survive them all.

Dolores del Rio is momentarily the

most afflicted person. Some time

ago she suffered from an onslaught

of mosquitoes, while out on loca-

tion, which grew into an actual tribu-

lation, because the bites so badly

poisoned her. Since then she has
suffered from lung congestion, which
for a while threatened pneumonia,
and following that a poison-oak in-

fection. So serious was all this, that

work had to be suspended on "The
Red Dancer of Moscow," in which
she was starring.

Dolores may enjoy some compen-
sation from the fact that "Ramona,"
soon to be generally released, dis-

closes one of her best performances.

"Abie" Will Please.

We enjoyed a real thrill over be-

ing present at the initial preview of

"Abie's Irish Rose." This took

place at Santa Monica, and caused
almost as much of a buzz of excite-

ment as the try-out of "Ben-Hur,"
which we witnessed in the same place

about two years ago.

We had heard it said that "Abie"
would be a greater success than "The
Covered Wagon," and after looking

at the film we can well believe it.

"Abie" is very different from the

familiar Jewish-Irish comedy. It is

done much more sincerely, and with

no evidence of slapstick.

The scenes where Jean Hersholt, as

Solomcn Levy, and Farrell McDon-
ald, as Patrick Murphy , vie with each

other in the display of Christmas

presents intended for their grand-

children, is of unrivaled humor.

Jean Hersholt gives one of the

greatest performances on record, in

this production. The picture itself

will probably bring Anne Nichols,

author of the play, "another several

million." The amount sounds pleas-

ant, anyway.

Mix Calamitous Finale

Tom Mix closed his career with

the Fox organization in a blaze of

excitement that was closely akin to

disaster. He fractured three ribs

while working in his final picture,

and incidentally almost broke the

back of one of his cowboy assistants.

The set in which Tom was work-
ing was a two-story affair. He was
supposed to be in the upper room,
listening to plotters in the one be-

neath. The structure couldn't have
been very firmly built, for suddenly

when Tom stepped on a weak spot,

he crashed right through and down
in the midst of the plotters. Besides

breaking ribs, he injured his left leg

and wrist. It was ten days before

he was about again.

Continued on page 111
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Dragons that Never Nap
Behold the duennas, whose watchfulness defies love of man and maid to find a way—but it does.

Lillianne Leighton, above, does not let Dorothy

Sebastian out of her sight, in "The Adven-
turer."

Martha Mattox, left, hadn't even a good

thought for Greta Garbo, in "The Torrent."

Lillianne Leighton again, right, was the gos-

siping Nemesis of Alice Terry, in "Lovers."
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"Is that why you refuse to have

pictures published of yourself at

home—and to discuss for publication

the details of your private life?" I

inquired.

"Exactly," he replied, smiling. "If

you let people know all about you

—

if they feel there is nothing left to

learn—they cease to be interested.

"One's private existence is, in the

first place, one's own affair. Dis-

cussions of one's work, of one's pro-

fession, one's ideas upon subjects re-

lating to these things, may be of in-

terest. But the domestic details of

my life are not for publication.

"As for the 'great lover' thing, if

one is a great lover on the screen

—

or a great anything else—audiences

will discover it for themselves. They
do not have to be told about it in the

newspapers.

"I want to do comedy. I do not

know exactly how to describe it, but

it is comedy-drama, played with a

light touch. We have it on the

stage, but we do not, as yet, have the

exact thing I mean on the screen.

"Pictures follow such set rules.

We have definite forms and molds
which we think we must follow—set

ways in which things must be done.

I have never yet been allowed to play

a role in the. way I wanted to play it.

"In the first place, each charac-

ter is a distinct entity and thereby

different from all other human be-

ings. He cannot be portrayed as any
other character was ever portrayed
before, if he is to be real.

"You cannot lay down any con-

ceivable rule and say that every hu-
man being would act in this manner,
under a given set of circumstances.

And yet, they tell us, 'But he would
not do this thing that you are doing
—this man !'

"The obvious answer is, of course,

'I am doing it and I am, for the time

being, this man !'

"Only," he finished, with a wry
look, "you do not say it

!"

He was silent for a while survey-

ing his rose-colored suede shoes.

"Acting," he mused, "is just a

business of getting rid of your inhibi-

tions. You have to get rid of the

ideas of all the things you cannot do.

"For instance, I envy everybody
who can do something I cannot do.

Buster Keaton, doing a trick fall at

a party. Chaplin, doing an imitation

of some one.

"Physically, I may be just as capa-

ble of taking that fall as Keaton is.

And maybe not ! But, anyhow, I feel

that I cannot do it—that there is

something in me that will not even

let me try to do it. So I am unhappy
about it, and envy him.

"And just so far as I recognize

these limitations, and bow to the

thing in me which will not let me
make the attempt, I fail in my job

as an actor.

Some one came to tell him that the

fire was behaving now on the set,

and he resumed his struggle with the

too-tight collar. Donning his me-
dieval gewgaws and his delicately

sad, passionate expression, he re-

turned to work, and in no time at

all there were he and Miss Banky
yearning and languishing, as before.

They make a handsome pair of

lovers and, what with Miss Banky's
blond beauty and Mr. Colman's dark

good looks, they are very becoming

to each other in a picture. It seems

too bad to separate them—and yet

it has been proved, over and over,

that a team cannot go on together too

long, with any degree of success.

But I wonder whether Ronald Col-

man's public would like him in the

role of Romeo—with his tongue in

his cheek. It is an uncertain busi-

ness, changing one's line, in the mov-
ies. But I hope they let him try it.

Let's Go to College—for Fun
Continued from page 27

nearly so cute as the little trick who
is heiress to a large fortune, and who
always comes to college for the

proms. Besides, the president's

daughter has no money. She is a

quiet girl without much pep, and she

has no social standing outside the

college. But that makes no differ-

ence to the college hero and
,
his

mates. She simply rates the whole
college bunch.

In real colleges there are so many
cliques that there cannot possibly be

a college belle, but they always have
one in the movies. If she isn't the

president's daughter, she is a tall,

willowy coed, whom all the boys are

crazy over, because she can play bas-

ket ball. In real life no college man
cares a hang whether a girl can play

basket ball or not. In fact, my ob-

servation has been that if a boy asks

another, "Is she a nice girl?" and the

other answers, "Oh, she plays basket

ball," she doesn't rate anything in

particular.

But you remember, in "The Fair
Co-ed," how all the boys got excited

about the girls' basket-ball game ! It

seemed as if the heroine had lost the

game, those boys would have quit

school in despair and gone home.
"No use staying now,'' you felt

sure they would have been saying to

each other. "The heroine has lost

the game. Nothing to do, now, but

just pack our grips and go home to

try and forget this terrible thing that

has blasted our young lives !"

Whereas in reality, no college boys
could be fussed over a girls' basket-

ball game for a minute !

And I think it was in that picture,

too, that the girl got.mad because the

coach bawled her out, and walked
out on the game.

In one picture the boys and girls

all gathered in the gymnasium at the

same time, clad in their gym suits

!

That would make a scandal in any
college, no matter how far advanced
in coeducational ideas.

In another college picture, the vis-

iting girls were seen going into the

athletic building at a man's college

during the progress of a game. This
would never be allowed.

Athletic scores are sometimes kept

in a funny manner, too. In one
girls' college picture I saw, the score

keeper pushed the scores on ahead
of time, as if he knew just what they

were going to be !

Speaking of girls' colleges, a lot of

college girls are awful frumps, while

in pictures if there happens to be a

frump, she is the girl who gets all the

sympathy, and who finally wins the

hero. The interest focuses on her,

just as if she were the only college

girl who had ever been a frump.
I may be wrong, but I have never

heard of a boys' and a girls' college

having a track meet together. How-
ever, it was done in one picture,

with Bebe Daniels winning a foot

race just too easily for anything, and
from a male champ, too!

The dean of a man's college is al-

ways a monstrosity Avith horn-
rimmed glasses, while the dean of a

woman's college is always an old girl

with a figure like a slat. In real life,

the latter might often be a charming
woman, but this would be heresy in

a picture.

I've just got to tell this little joke

on David Butler, when he was di-

recting "The High-school Hero," a
corking comedy, by the way.
The picture was being made at one

of the Los Angeles high schools, and
one of the teachers sent Dave a note,

evidently with the best intentions, but

with dire results to the sobriety of

Butler's associates. It read some-
thing like this

:

"I want some one to tell my class

what is wrong with pictures. After

seeing you direct, I feel that you are

the very one to do it
!"
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Its Easy for Billy

William Haines sweeps the ath-

letic field to find heroes to play.

Billy, below, in "Tell It to the Marines,"

entered the roped arena and put up a stiff

battle.

In "Slide, Kelly, Slide," below, he made
baseball interesting to many who had not

been interested in it before.
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Not so many years ago Esther
Ralston was the sweet young lead-

ing woman of "Phantom Fortune."
Big, strapping William Desmond was
the two-fisted hero, who foiled the
villain at every turn. The villain

was a dashing young fellow with
the conventional villainous mustache.
His name was George Webb.

Checkmated at every turn in his

desperate efforts to do the fair hero-

ine wrong, Webb decided to turn

hero and do right by our Nell. He
succeeded in winning her serious re-

gard. She admits she fell in love

with him right then and there, so

that it was hard for her to act as

angry as she should have done, in

their "mad" scenes. Anyhow, the

upshot of the matter was that they

soon were married. Now George

Webb is Esther's business manager,

who takes charge of all her financial

affairs.

It took Wallace Beery, the big, bad
boy of comedy, a long time to get

close enough to Rita Gilman to kiss

her, and by the time he did that the

flame was blazing away in great

shape. It passed the smoldering

stage while Wally was playing Rich-

ard the Lion-Hearted, in "Robin
Hood." Miss Gilman had a small

part in the same picture, and Wally,

having good eyes, had noticed her

very particularly.

She did not return the compliment
with any great amount of interest,

but that didn't worry Wally in the

least. One day when he was -pass-

ing her dressing-room door, he heard

her talking with a group of girls.

Thrusting his head inside, he roared

out in that bull-like voice of his

—

"Say, young lady, some -day I'm go-

ing to marry you !"

Miss Gilman didn't deign to ask

him whether that was a threat or a

promise. Whichever it was, how-
ever, he carried it out, and now the

Beerys are known as one of the hap-
piest married couples in Hollywood.
Edward Sutherland, the director,

and Louise Brooks fell in love under
the palms of Palm Beach, Florida,

plighted their troth by long-distance

telephone, and were separated by
three thousand miles three days after

they were married.

Louise was cast in W. C. Fields'

"It's the Old Army Game," and
Sutherland was the director. Both
admit, now, that they had a mutual
dislike when the picture started.

They were beginning to tolerate each
other when the company went on
location. Florida moonlight did the

rest, and they came back to Long
Island head over heels in love.

They planned to marry at once,

but before they could get ready,

Sutherland was sent to Hollywood
to direct Wallace Beery and Ray-
mond Hatton. Louise stayed in the
East to play in another picture. No
sooner had Sutherland arrived in

Hollywood, however, than he real-

ized that they should have married
before he left New York.
So he telephoned Louise, proposed,

was accepted, and started for New
York at once. There had been a de-
lay in starting the picture Sutherland
was to direct, and he was granted
two weeks' stay. Louise was at work
in "Just Another Blonde" when he
arrived in New York, but she got a
few days off and they were married.
A wire from Hollywood cut their

honeymoon short, however, and
Sutherland had to leave his bride.

She rode with him to Chicago, but
had to return from there to finish

her role.

When the picture was finished she
went to Hollywood to see him, and
came back to New York with him
when he finished his production.
They planned a belated honeymoon
in New York, while he directed
"Love's Greatest Mistake." It was
again delayed. Louise was ordered
to Hollywood to play in a picture,
and so again they were separated.

"It was necessary to close the
Paramount on Long Island studio to

let us be together," Sutherland said

in recalling his hectic honeymoon.
They seem fated, however, to be
apart. Last fall Sutherland went to

Europe with the Christie brothers,
comedy producers, and Monte Brice,

to plan "Tillie's Punctured Romance."
When Eddie returned home, he
found Louise packed for a trip to

New York to buy clothes and to take

a short vacation.

James Cruze fell in love with
Betty Compson when explaining to

the leading man, as he was directing

the two in a picture, just how he
should make love to her! It does
seem, as you listen to the tale, as

though he must have had a dumb
leading man, because he found it

necessary to illustrate his meaning
two or three times. One doesn't

hear that Betty resented this in the

least. Because, as a matter of fact,

both had really been in love with
each other for several weeks. The
lessons must have made a deep im-
pression on Betty, because the love

affair went right on to matrimony,
and the matrimony has been going
right on.

William Boyd and Elinor Fair

never had met until they played op-
posite each other, in "The Volga
Boatman." They were working on
location together, and when they

came back—well, those romantic
nights on the "Volga" had done their

work.
They went out riding one day;

passing through Santa Ana, they
read one of those canvas signs which
tell you what town you are in. They
hadn't intended being married so

soon, because they were afraid Cecil

DeMille wouldn't like it, as they sup-

posed he had the opinion that unmar-
ried stars were more interesting to

the public than married ones.

But Elinor was looking so like her

last name, and Bill had been to the

barber shop and got slicked up—hair

cut and whiskers off, and everything

—so that Elinor hardly knew him,

except to observe that she had a very
handsome young man at her feet.

And so, both looking their best and
feeling their happiest, it was entirely

natural that they should suddenly de-

cide the world go hang.

"Both of us looked at the Santa
Ana sign at the same time. Both of

us knew that Santa Ana is the Gretna
Green of California," explained

Bill. "I just looked around at Eli-

nor, and said 'Uh?' And Elinor

looked at me and said 'Uh-huh!'

And we went and got married. And,
after all, Mr. DeMille wasn't an-

noyed with us."

They met in a theatrical booking-

agent's office in Portland, Oregon

—

Raymond Hatton and Frances Rob-
erts, who later became Mrs. Ray-
mond Hatton.

"Miss Roberts was wearing a big

diamond that proclaimed her engage-

ment to somebody else," said Ray,
"but I refused to be annoyed by a
little thing like that."

"Just break the news to him gen-
tly!" Ray exclaimed to the future

Mrs. Hatton, "because it's all off

right now. Having seen you, I am
not going to lose you."

Frances Roberts laughed, but she
was impressed, just the same. She
just couldn't forget about this in-

teresting young man who refused to

be dismayed about an engagement,
for the two were signed for the same
theatrical company.

They played for several weeks in

Portland, with Hatton as the lead-

ing man and the lady, who was to

become his wife, as the leading

woman. Of course, they had to em-
brace as leading man and leading

women have had to do from time
immemorial.

"I figured I might just as well

marry him," Mrs. Hatton declared

the other day. "I couldn't get rid

of him, anyway. Not that I wanted
to get rid of him, though."

That all happened nine years ago.

And the Hattons are still happy.



On Tiptoes

Ballet dancing is an accomplishment of this quintet.

4

v

Frances Lee, upper

left, danced in vaude-

ville before she
joined the movies.

H e 1 e n e Costello.

right, was a dancer

in the "Scandals."
Mary Brian,

upper right, never

dances profession-

ally, she realizes the

value of the exer-

cise.

Sally Rand, left, became so proficient as a

dancer on the stage that she sacrificed a career

to enter the movies.

Lina Basquette, right, was premiere danscuse

of the ''Follies.'*
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tence for burglary cut to one year,

and at the end of that time took

Black to his country place to rest

for a while and do odd jobs around

his estate. The open air, the sun-

shine, and kind treatment brought

about a wonderful change, and in a

few months Mr. Jack emerged, head

up, shoulders squared, eyes clear, and

announced that he was ready to be-

gin a new life. He was made li-

brarian in the offices of the San
Francisco Call.

Then he wrote "You Can't Win,"
which ran into several editions.

A copy of the book reached the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio just at

the time the scenario of an under-

world story was being written.

"Get hold of Jack Black!" ordered

Louis B. Mayer, after he had read

the book. "We can have a technical

director who knows crooks."

I talked with Jack Black in His

office at the studio. Tall, slender, al-

most catlike in his movements, there

is little to indicate that he has lived

in the underworld. His voice is

gentle, he looks his interviewer

squarely in the eye, and speaks with
none of the jargon one naturally ex-

pects. He talks candidly of those

dark days of the past, but with no
trace of braggadocio. He has no ex-
cuses to make ; he attempts no ex-

planations.

"I have been helping prepare the

script for a story and we're getting

ready to start another. It seems there
are details of prison life and explana-
tions of methods employed in the un-
derworld about which I can tell them.
I am finding it all extremely fascinat-

ing, and am interested and sometimes

amused, too, by the strange ideas

many people have of the attitude and

the methods of crooks.

"In the first place, you must un-

derstand that most of those fellows

are men with bright minds—that is,

the successful ones. They match
their wits with the shrewdest and

cleverest of detectives. In the sec-

ond place, the higher class of crooks,

the yeggmen, are a fraternity, close-

mouthed, silent, yet as loyal to each

other as brother to brother. When
one is in trouble he can count on

the assistance of all. I Want to give

the underworld as square a deal as

possible without revealing it's se-

crets.

"Do you remember the picture

'Alias Jimmy Valentine,' and do you
remember Jimmy coming out from
behind the safe, with his fingers

worn to the quick trying to work the

combination ? Bunk ! Burglars cton't

work the combinations of safes. If

that is ever done it's when some one

on the inside gives out the numbers.

The modern safe cracker shoots the

'soup' or else he uses an acetylene

torch, which is rarely done.

"In the picture we're working on

now there is an ingenious idea—but

impossible. It shows a safe robber

with one of those ear pieces and

breast disks used by the deaf. The
robber holds the disk close to the

combination as he turns the dial and

listens to the tumblers drop. The
apparatus is supposed to be a sort of

amplifier. Great stuff ! But I tell

you safe robbers don't do these

things. They put in a shot of 'soup,'

blow the works out of a safe, and

leave—taking the contents with them.

"Not long ago I went to see a

picture in which an innocent young
man was convicted of a crime and

sentenced to the electric chair. The
movie showed him fighting, snarling,

protesting as they led him to the

chair.

"Did any man ever do that? Pos-

sibly so, but in very, very rare in-

stances. Ordinarily, the poor devil

is mentally dead before he ever starts

to the chair. He is the coolest man
of all at the execution. His mind has

broken—become numbed.
"In the story we've just finished

there is a hanging. The original plan

was to lead the man screeching from
his cell, protesting his innocence.

"Let him move out calmly, unhesi-

tatingly, and walk to the scaffold

—

trembling a bit, if you wish. But don't

make him a coward. Men of the un-
derworld don't die like that. Let him
take his 'shot' and have it over, but

cowardice—never!' So they changed
the script."

Jack Black wants to show directors

that prison doors swing outward, not

inward, so that an empty cell is

promptly noticed. He is to point out
that certain plumbing fixtures afford

too much . material from which
knives, blackjacks, saws, and the

like can be made. He is to show
them that an electric bulb, burned

out night after night, indicates that

some dark w_ork is in progress. The
movies will learn a lot about the un-

derworld from Jack Black. He will

show on the screen how best to pro-

tect the family jewels, how to anchor

the wall safe so it cannot be re-

moved and carried away to be looted.

He is a brand-new technical man
which the movies have long needed.

Must They Become Americans?
Continued from page 68

become an American citizen remains,
like his unfilmed Hamlet,' still to be
seen. S

.No foreigner can own a permanent
American residence—that is, build
his own home—unless he is a citizen.

This fact alone is sending George K.
Arthur to the naturalization bureau,
for he has just built a beautiful home
in Beverly Hills and cannot occupy it

as an owner until he is a citizen.

This year will see him transformed
from a Scot to an American.
There are several newcomers in

the colony who are only too willing
to apply for citizenship, but cannot
do so until they find out whether,
their future will be certain enough to

justify their remaining here.

Vera Voronina has recently ap-
peared on the Paramount horizon.

That she will be successful in mak-

ing a place for herself on the Ameri-
can screen seems very probable—yet
it would be foolish of her to dash for

American citizenship, only to . learn

later that her outlook in this country

would be less than the success that

was hers in Europe.
Marietta Millner. a beautiful Vien-

nese, has her family and an estate

outside the Austrian capital. She is

well known in Europe. If she suc-

ceeds, she says she will apply for

citizenship. Otherwise she will re-

turn to Europe.
Joseph Schildkraut did not lose

much time in taking out his natural-

ization papers. His five years of

probation have passed and he is now
a full-fledged American like his wife,

Elise Bartlett. Rudolph Schildkraut,

Joseph's father, recently received his

final, papers of naturalization. His
wife, having also taken out her pa-

pers, will be an American, too.

Therefore, let's celebrate the Ameri-
canization of the entire Schildkraut

clan

!

There is a new rule of attending

school to study the history of the

UJnited States, which requires that

every person who has applied for

his final papers must go to school

twice a week, for at least three

months. Prior to this, it was discov-

ered that many foreigners, even after

having acquired citizenship, did not

know whether there was a king in

America, or whether the country was

an island or a peninsula.

In any case, naturalization is not

compulsory, It rests with the play-

ers whether they consider art to be

universal—or whether it belongs to

the country which gives them fame,

as well as their bread and caviar.
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Information, Please

T IE AND ENA—Now this hurts me
'—•more than it does you, as papa always
says—but I'll have to crush your hopes
about the Paramount School. It was dis-

continued two years ago, after the gradua-
tion of the first class. If I were you, I

should just keep on with the stage work,
and some day you may meet some one
connected with movies who can arrange a
screen test for you.

Molly.—Of course you can't believe that
Theda Bara and Pearl White have en-
tered convents—I couldn't believe it my-
self, and I'm sure Pearl and Theda would
both be more surprised at that report than
either of us. Pearl is living quite gayly
in Paris, and Theda is the devoted wife of
Charles BrabiiL, a Hollywood director.
The heroine in Doug's film, "Robin
Hood," was Enid Bennett.

Joyce Kenyon.—It's just because you
bet I'm handsome that I don't send out
my photo. Who am I to make a lady lose
her bet? Leila Hyams is American; her
mother is of Irish descent. Leila has
blond hair and brown eyes and is twenty-
two. Edmund Lowe was born in San
Jose, California, thirty-odd years ago. Be-
fore his marriage to Lilyan Tashman he
was married to Esther Miller. Phyllis
Haver was born a blonde—whether she
has helped nature along or not I can't say.
I'm afraid a strange visitor in Hollywood
would not be taken up toy star social cir-

cles—after all, a visitor in any town would
have to be introduced 'before being invited
around to the local parties. Naturally, the
same is true in Hollywood.

A Want-to-know-it-all Fan.—Now,
that's a laudable wish, wanting to know
everything. I hope that wish comes true;
but, alas ! it doesn't, for any of us. Flo-
belle Fairbanks is Doug's niece. Doug
and Mary have no children—at least, Mary
hasn't. There is Doug, Jr., the son of
Doug's first wife. It really wouldn't be
tactful for me to give my opinion as to
the most beautiful, screen stars. I like
half a dozen equally well. I don't know
who was "Miss Hollywood" in 1927. Do
you mean for the Atlantic City beauty con-
test or what? It would take a statistician

to determine the percentage of divorces in

the picture colony, but a glance at my list

of "Who's Married to Whom" indicates
that more than half have been divorced.

I don't know who is exactly the youngest
actress on the screen, outside of juveniles

—Molly O' Day, Lupe Velez, Lois Moran,
Shirley O'Hara are all about eighteen.

G. C-—Philippe De Lacy was born in

Nancy, France, July 25, 1917.

Pearl L. Weeks.—It's really a mistake
to bet your last year's hat that the pho-
tograph from Picture-Play which you
inclosed is Dorothy Gish rather than Dor-
othy Sebastian. I'm quite sure it's Sebas-
tian— I don't even agree with you that it

greatly resembles Dorothy Gish. And,
for one thing, Metro-Goldwyn, who sup-
plied the picture, would not make a mis-
take about one of their own players. For
another, the picture of Dorothy Sebastian
and Aileen Pringle was taken on the M.-
G.-M. lot, and Dorothy Gish hasn't been
in California for several years. But don't

worry; I won't call your bet—after all,

what could I do with your last year's hat?
Olive Thomas Pickford was not related

to Viola Dana and Shirley Mason. I don't

think she had a sister in pictures, unless

you count Sister-in-law Mary.

Gerald Fielding Lovers.—I'm afraid

Gerald Fielding is just going to wreck my
life, because every one keeps asking about
him since "The Garden of Allah," and
what can an answer man do ? He is an
English actor who has never played in

American films, and we are quite likely

not to see him again. I can only suggest
writing him in care of Metro-Goldwyn,
1520 Broadway, New York, putting
"Please Forward," on your letter. Per-
haps they have his London address. Will
any English fans who know anything about
this player please write me and tell me
all, as the saying goes? Where, by the

way, docs a saying go?

Maybelle.—If I didn't excuse fans for

asking questions, think how I'd waste my
life bearing grudges ! See G. C. Louise
Brooks and Ruth Taylor

—

Lorelei Lee—
are to be co featured for a while, first in

"14-Karat." I don't know of any film

stars born on September 15th. Esther
Ralston comes nearest that date—Septem-
ber 17, 1902.

Hilda Holmes.—Your admiration for
Fred Thomson is not wasted! He is an
exceptional man. Fred was born in Cali-
fornia, about 1890. He attended Prince-

ton Theological Seminary and was a chap-
plain in the army. He is now under con-

tract to Paramount, and has made two
pictures for them, "Jesse James" and a

.story of Daniel Boone called, I think, "A
Pioneer Scout." Probably you won't see

his new films at the same theater where
his old ones played, as F. B. O. pictures

are shown in smaller houses than Para-
mount ones. Fred is married to Frances
Marion, the famous scenario writer, and
they have a son about sixteen months old.

Mildred Klein.—This is "not the "next
number" of Picture Play, but as soon as

possible. Johnny Mack Brown is a Metro-
Goldwyn player. See list at end of this

department.

Mutt and Jeff.—The way James Hall
does get around these girls' hearts— I think

I'd better try to learn his secret. Yes,
Picture-Play published a story about him,
"You Never Can Tell," in the issue for

March, 1927. This may be obtained by
sending a quarter with your request to the
office of this magazine.

Edna Parsons.—What a memory you've
got! Are you just trying to make it

hard for me, digging up all those names
of players who have disappeared from the
picture world? Clara Hofton recently re-

turned to the screen, after several years'

absence, in "The Fortune Hunter," a Syd
Chaplin film. Wanda Hawley plays in

vaudeville, Vivian Martin on the Broad-
way stage. Eddie Polo, at last accounts,

was touring the world. William Farnum
for several years has been too ill to work.
Gladys Brockwell has played in so many
recent films I can't understand why you
haven't seen her. In "Seventh Heaven,"
"Man, Woman, and Sin," "A Girl is

Every Port"—to name a few. Wallace
MacDonald and Francis Ford both direct

many pictures, as well as act occasionally.

Francis, in "One Glorious Scrap," for
Universal. Many of the others you ask
about still play on the screen now and
then : Eddie Phillips recently, in "The
Four-flusher," Mae Busch in many inde-

pendent films—-"San Francisco Nights,"
her latest—Ruth Dwyer, "A Hero for a

Night," several Johnny Hines pictures.

Edna Purviance made a film in Europe.
Ruth Stonehouse last year in "The Satin
Woman" and "Poor Girls," both small pic-

tures. Marguerite Clark, June Caprice,
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Claire Anderson, Louise Huff are all "just

wives"' now. Juanita Hansen, Elliott Dex-
ter, Jane and, Katherine Lee, all appear in

vaudeville now and then. Stephen Carr is

just now returning to the screen. See

Molly. No, I don't know anything about

George Parsons. Whew ! Time out, while

I catch my breath and rest my typewriter

fingers.

Texas.—You may, as you say, be my
fan and booster, but I don't see how you
have any enthusiasm left over from your
tremendous interest in Texas. That's a

favorite birthplace for film players.

Among those born there are : Bebe Dan-
iels, James Hall, from Dallas

; Joan Craw-
ford, Allene Ray, from San Antonio;
Jacqueline Logan, Mary Brian, from Cor-
sicana

;
Madge Bellamy, from Hillsboro

;

Florence Vidor, Elliott Dexter, Hope
Hampton, from Houston ; Eileen and
Josie Sedgwick, from Galveston. Corinne
Griffith was born in Texarkana, Dorothy
Devore in Fort Worth, Bessie Love in

Alidland, Ken Maynard in Mission, Carl

Miller in Wichita County. Tom Mix
gives Texas as his birthplace, 'but he

doesn't say what part of the State, in his

biography. I have heard it said that Texas
is only his adopted State and that he was
really born near Pittsburgh. However, I'm
not sure that is true. It is hard to sit

here and think, offhand, of films besides

"Rough Riders" and "Wings" with locales

in Texas. I believe Lillian Gish's forth-

coming picture, "The Wind," represents

Texas.

M. A. C.—You're one of these people

who likes to know everybody's age. Rich-
ard Arlen is thirty, six feet tall, married
to Jobyna Ralston. He has been in mov-
ies five years. Clive Brook was born
June 1, 1891. His next film is "Midnight
Madness." Clara Bow is nearly twenty-
three, Joan Crawford a year older. Joan's
next film is "Rose-Marie;" Billie Dove's
next, "The Heart of a Follies Girl."

Buddy Rogers, after "Abie's Irish Rose,"
will be seen in "Cream of the Earth," a

Universal picture.

Marilyn Rogers.—Any relation to the

lucky Buddy? Sorry, I don't know his

birthday. Doris Kenyon has blond hair

and gray eyes. Tabitha, in "Janice Mere-
dith," like many small roles, is not given

in the cast. The New York offices of

First National are at 383 Madison Avenue.

Statistics.—You shouldn't call yourself

that, because who likes statistics? Edna
Murphy was the leading lady in "McFad-
den's Flats." Greta Nissen's latest films

are "Blind Alleys," "Luna Park," "Hell's

Angels." Pauline Garon's recent films are

"Eager Lips," "Ladies at Ease," "College

Hero," "Temptations of a Shopgirl."

Joan Crawford in "Rose-Marie," "Tides
of Empire." Sally O'Neil was born Octo-
ber 23, 1908. Molly O'Day is eighteen;
I haven't her birthday. Jeanne Eagels
played in one or two pictures years ago,

but "Alan, Woman, and Sin" is her first

one in some time. Jeanne is in her late

twenties and is about five feet four. She
has been starred on the New York stage
for some time. She is Mrs. Ted Coy.
Her father was Spanish and the family
name is the Spanish version of Eagels,

whatever that is.

R. D. K. of Amherst.—The ten col-

lege men selected by First National for a

tryout in "The Drop Kick" were John
Westwood, Princeton; Richard Clendenin,
University of California; Leland S. Wil-
son, Michigan

; John Van Cleve, Purdue

;

Stewart Knox, Yale ; Walter Smoot and
Edward E. Karges, Northwestern; Thomas

K. Denton, Michigan; John Stambaugh,
Chicago ; Dan Cassidy, Georgia Tech. I

believe John Westwood is the only one
whom First National resigned after the

tryout. He could, of course, be reached
through First National. For the others,

I can only suggest their respective col-

leges as an address—I suppose letters

would be forwarded to those no longer in

school. "The Collegians" are filmed, I

think, at Universal City.

I. S.—Perhaps you don't read the list of
addresses at the end of The Oracle. All
the players you ask albout are listed there.

Richard Arlen was born Richard Van Mat-
timore. Charles Rogers uses his real

name. He is six feet tall, brunet. He is

twenty-three.

M. L. M.—Indeed you arc a movie fan;
I can see' that ! Stars' pictures may be
obtained by sending your requests . to them
at the studios where they work. See; the
list at the end pf The Oracle. .Betty

Bronson is twenty-one; her latest picture

is "Brass Knuckles." Alary Brian

"

;
is

twenty and was born Mary Louise Dantz-
ler. Her new film is "Two Flaming
Youths." Richard Dix (Ernest Carleton
Brimmer) is thirty-three. Latest picture,

"Sporting Goods." Ramon Novarro
(Jose Ramon Sameniegos) is twenty-nine.
"Forbidden Hours" is his new film.

George O'Hara doesn't give his age. See
him in "Ladies Beware." Lloyd Hughes
was born October 21, 1897. His latest is

"Sailors' Wives." He is married to Gloria

Hope. All the others are unmarried. See
I. S. and M. A. C.

A^ictor Centolella.—What an admirer
Edna Murphy has in you ! No, Edna isn't

a star, nor is she connected with one stu-

dio. She free-lances, most successfully,

and her latest film is "Across the Atlan-
tic"—Warner. It isn't always an editor's

fault that he doesn't publish more pictures

of a player. If Edna hasn't any new pic-

tures, what can we do? I don't know
where to suggest your writing her, except

just Hollywood.

Hay.—Of course I'll say hello to you.

Any fan who writes me such an interest-

ing letter, without asking any questions,

deserves to be said hello to. Several times,

in fact. So hello again.

Walter.—Of all the questions ever

asked me the hardest one is, "How can I

get into the movies?" If I knew how, I'd

do it myself ! Most players began by go-

ing to Hollywood, of course with sonic

money, and half starving for a year or

two until some lucky chance put them
over. A hundred times as many never get

that lucky break. I don't think it would
do any good to send your picture out to

anybody. But all extras are engaged
through the Central Casting Bureau, Los
Angeles, if you wish to try them.

Nancy Smithe.—You're just a girl who
likes to see me work, aren't you? Many
of the ages you ask for are given else-

where in this department ; some I don't

know. The others are : Warner Baxter,

born March 29, 1891 ; Eleanor Boardman,
about 1900 ; Pola Negri, December 30,

1897; Victor Varconi, March 31, 1896;

Marceline Day, April 24, 1906; Roy
D'Arcy, February 10, 1894; Josephine

Dunn, Alay 1, 1906; Charles Farrell, 1902;

William Powell, July 29, 1892; Lillian

Gish, October 14, 1896; Lawrence Gray,

July 27, 1898; Leatrice Joy, 1897; Emil

Jannings, 1886 ; Janet Gaynor, about 1907

;

Joseph Schildkraut, about 1898; Ruth
Taylor, 1907.

AIaria of AIedford.—I'm sure you have

never written to me before, or your ques-

tions would have been answered. But

you must allow about four months for re-

plies to appear in the magazine. Yes, Wil-

liam Haines and Mary Brian went
_
to

Cambridge, Alassachusetts, in the filming

of "Brown of Harvard." The title role

in "The Return of Boston Blackie" was
played by Raymond Glenn, who free-

lances for some of the small, independent

companies. I doubt if any of that picture

was taken in Boston. I can't tell you
where to reach Mr. Glenn. , Nena Quar-
taro is Mexican. No, I have no record

of a movie studio in AIedford— it prob-

ably has not been used for many years.

Louise Buckholtz.—Edouard Raquello

was born in Warsaw, in 1901. He was
well known on the Continental stage be-

fore coming to America, and played in

many Polish films, - which were never

shown in this country. His biography

doesn't give his personal description.

Sorry,- we had to stop announcing fan

clubs for lack of space.

William Smith.—What are you trying

to do, wear .me out, so I can never an-

swer another question? Ramon Novarro
is twenty-nine

;
height, five feet ten ;

weight,

one hundred and sixty. I think his mother
and father are both living. Ramon was
twenty-four when he began work in "Ben-
Hur." Donald Keith is twenty-five

;

height, five feet ten. Donald Reed, a'bout

the same
;
weight, one hundred and sixty.

Valentino's., home was in Beverly Hills

;

he is buried in the cemetery there. Cer-

tainly he was not blind in one eye. Who-
ever made such a statement? Jackie Coo-
gan is thirteen; he is attending school

now. Barry Norton is about twenty-three :

Gloria, twenty-nine. Yes, Gloria's hus-

band is back in America. Jerry Miley was
the villain in "The Gingham Girl." Lots

of players start in pictures with no pre-

vious experience, but usually it is through
some happy accident. An extra is usually

expected to know how to ride horseback,

swim, and dance. A stranger would not

be admitted into any of the studios, much
less given an interview. As to whether
male movie stars ever have their hair

marcelled, I can't tell you that ; if any
one did—as a habit, I mean—he would
hardly admit it. Some players autograph
their own photographs—the more popular

stars get so many requests that it would
be impossible to take the time for personal

autographs.

Polly.—I suppose you're tired of being

asked if you want a cracker. Buddy Rog-
ers is six feet tall

;
no, he's not married.

Richard Barthelmess is five feet, seven.

Myrna Loy was born in Helena, Alontana

;

she is five feet six and has red hair and
green eyes. She studied dancing under
Ruth St. Denis, and began her professional

career as a dancer in several movie pro-
logues at Grauman's Egyptian Theater in

Hollywood. A photographer saw her
dancing there, was impressed with her
looks, and introduced her to Airs. Valen-
tino, then making "What Price Beauty?"
A role followed, and Myrna's screen ca-

reer has continued since.

Bodbie Bates.—Well, you see, you did
send your letter to the right address. As
I am part of Picture-Play, naturally my
address is the same. Dolores del Rio can
be reached at the United Artists Studios ;

see list below. You might try Lupe Velez
there, also, though I'm not sure she is

under contract to any company.

H. & H.—You supposed quite rightly

!

Answers, when requested in Picture-Play,

Continued on page 117
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having heard that she had had more
than one glowing offer to return to

the stage, I asked her about it.

"Yes," she replied, "I did have a
couple of offers, but I refused.

Much as I should love to live in the
East, there are other things to con-

sider. In the theater there would
be an element of uncertainty for me.
In case of a flop, where would I be?
I am not established on the stage.

"On the other hand, I have been in

pictures five years. My contract be-

gan with Goldwyn, and when the

three companies amalgamated, the}-'

took me on with the rest of the

Goldwyn liabilities. I signed before
I had played a leading role, on a
sliding salary. Now that my contract

is up, there is a chance that I might"
(I held my breath. "Dear Allah,

don't," I breathed, "spoil everything

by letting her want to give something
really worth while to the screen")
"make some money," she said.

We have such a surfeit of ac-

tresses who want to do worth-while
things. At, it develops later, a price.

But the fingers of one hand would
be ample to number the players who
admit that it is nice to make money.
There are lamentably few, also, who
are not pursued on all sides by pro-
ducers wanting their signatures, to

hear them talk. They draw harrow-
ing pictures of themselves having to

shoot down suppliant officials, who
refuse to take "No!" for an answer.
While Pringle relates that she has
been job hunting in person, since the

expiration of her contract.

"I thought, you know, 'Well, in

any event I can always make a pic-

ture for Columbia or Tiffany-Stahl.'

I saw myself saying, with my best

dignity, 'Why, yes, I shall do a pic-

ture for you now and then.' But
some one told me yesterday that my
name had come up in the office of

one of these companies, and the pro-

ducer had said, 'Oh, no, we couldn't

use Pringle. Our policy is the more
unsophisticated type.' So now, it

seems, even they won't have me."
She was highly amused at her

plight. But I deplore it rather vehe-
mently. Here is one of the most, if

not the most, arresting personality

in the business. She is a vivid, in-

triguing figure, even apart from the

panoply of her celebrity. The ro-

mantic glamour that surrounds her,

the charm, magnetism, and depth of

her off-screen person, are tangible

qualities that have been wasted in

mediocre roles. Not, I admit, a pic-

ture type, as we know them ; but

what is far more, a definitely pic-

torial one.

I wish, in quite a bad way, for a
fluent pen to use on this dazzling

Pringle person. Lacking that, I can

only sit in a corner, mumbling furi-

ous gibberish. Through which dis-

jointed sentences can be discerned

—

"Can't see beyond their own noses"—"Few enough like her in the busi-

ness"
—"Going to waste, to waste"

—

"Fed up on doll faces
—"Chance to

decorate their old movies with a real

person"
—"And they don't see it, they

don't see it." Then everything goes

black.

[Editor's Note.—Since this story

was written Miss Pringle has re-

joined Metro-Goldwyn.]

Sure, They Have Brains!
Continued from page 23

to buy a home, or where to build one
in Hollywood, are absorbing, remu-
nerative details to him.

Neil Hamilton will tell you he
could never do a thing until he en-

tered the movies. Now when a chap
says that, it is almost certain that he
has one or two other talents. Neil

could write humorous stories, with-

out a doubt. Maybe he will. He is

also a proficient conjuror, like Ray-
mond McKee, and could go into

vaudeville any day. Furthermore, he
has a cultivated speaking voice, so

the stage is always open to him.
Gary Cooper studied law before

assisting at the winning of Barbara
Worth. Needless to say, Gary could
turn to that profession to-morrow,
should he wish. While Wallace
Beery could always run his ranch at

a profit—and if you think making a

ranch pay is a simple job, just get

one and find out. Adolphe Menjou
knows a great deal about civil en-
gineering, while Lars Hanson is a
splendid, wood carver, for he was
one before he went on the stage in

Sweden.
William Powell is a pleasure to

meet, for he never fails to keep you
amused by his witticisms. He and
Neil Hamilton are akin in spirit. If

he chose, Bill could edit a magazine
of sophisticated- wit. Many, a bon
mot attributed to others, originates

with Bill Powell. I have a strong
suspicion that Bill can write—for he

is profound and can delve into any
subject without drowning.

George OHara is another who
knows what he reads. George is a

collector of first editions. He can
tell you what proof signs almost any
first edition should have, and all

about its author and his history.

Johnny Hines knows how to speed

an auto round a race track, for he

wanted to be a racer before he went
on the stage. Johnny can do both

now. But he prefers to read reviews

of his latest releases to swirling

round corners on the track—unless

the scenario calls for such action.

Monte Blue has been many things

in his life, one being an engineer.

When you see Monte on the screen

driving a locomotive near, or over, a

broken bridge, you can be sure that

he knows his brakes.

Mary Astor could get work as an
interior decorator. In her home she

has supervised the decoration of the

rooms.

Applied art does not attract dumb
people. Myrtle Stedman has made
most of the ornaments of her home,
such as lamp shades, book covers, and
shelves. Myrtle was also a prima
donna in musical comedy before she

entered the movies, which proves that

she is versatile.

Richard Walling was a Fox cam-
era man before he was promoted to

the ranks of actors. But even these

two abilities are not enough for him.

He now has an aviator's license and

can loop the loop and do nose dives

whenever and wherever he wishes

—

that is, when he is not working.
As a chartered accountant Ronald

Colman entered his father's business

house in London. It is an accom-
plishment tolerating no dumbness.
Take a correspondence course, if you
doubt my word. Ronnie's various

talents are scarcely known, for he
carefully conceals them from inter-

viewers. But he is a splendid pianist.

He speaks Italian and French very
well and has enviable talent as a con-

versationalist.

Larry Kent is very skillful on land

and sea. He was in the navy during
the war. He can sail a schooner any-
where, and often cruises between pic-

tures. If you think navigation is

easy, just take a trip by yourself on
the Atlantic and find out!

Louise Brooks may not be a navi-

gator, but she could earn her fortune

in a fashion shoppe—spelled just like

that. Louise wears clothes so per-

fectly, as her husband, Edward Suth-
erland, will tell you, and suggests the

right gowns and accessories for her
friends with such success, that they
all agree she knows what's what.

As I mentioned before, these

players are but a handful of the

talented ones, picked at random.
They can do and know more than the

average person anywhere, but like

the average person, they are fre-

quently misjudged by those who do
not really know them.
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Kotex Prices

Reduced
A few months ago, as a means of quickly relieving shelves of the old-style

Kotex, so as to expedite nation-wide distribution of the new Improved Kotex,

we made a special offer of one box of Kotex free with every two boxes

purchased for 98c. This sale is now ended.

So overwhelming was the response to this offer that we doubled our

output and are thereby now able to announce a permanent 30% reduction

in the regular price of Kotex when sold by the box.

These two exclusive new features have doubled Kotex sales:

A neiv, form-fitting shape— non-detect- ^ Softer wrapping, fluffier filler eliminate

able under the most clinging gowns, the discomforts of chafing and binding.

because corners are scientifically rounded & ALL THE FEATURES AND PROTECTION
t v YOU HAVE ALWAYS KNOWN IN KOTEX

and tapered to fit. ARE RETAINED.

SELDOM is a manufacturer able to pre-

sent a greatly improved product at a

striking reduction in price. Only doubled

manufacturing facilities make such a step

possible.

Improved Kotex has been two years in

the making; two years of research, of test,

of investigation and experiment in our lab-

oratories, and in the laboratories of women
doctors.

Our enthusiasm for the perfected product

has decided a new production program:
because of the tremendous demand we have

doubled our output. This makes possible

a permanent 30% reduction in the regular

price of Kotex when sold by the box.

New, form-fitting Kotex

And, at the new price, you obtain a product

exclusive in design — the most radical devel-

opment in intimate feminine hygiene since

the invention of Kotex itself.

A specially perfected process now turns

and tapers the corners so that the pad fits

snugly, securely . . . without affecting the

lines of modish gowns. Appearance is con-

sidered, for the first time in the history of

sanitary devices! Now, with the assurance

of exquisite grooming, comes a sense of

well-being and composure never before

possible.

And the gauze wrapping is softer, the

downy filler even fluffier than before. Chaf-

ing and similar irritation is ended.

Doctors, nurses cooperated

During the past two years, 27 women
doctors, 83 nurses and six specialists in

feminine hygiene suggested and approved

ideas not only professionally but also from

a woman's point of view. Their endorse-

ment carries special significance.

Features exclusive to Kotex

Kotex and Kotex only offers these exclusive

new features. In no other sanitary device

do you get these improvements. And all

the former exclusive advantages of Kotex
are retained. The remarkably absorbent

powers of Kotex remain ; the same pro-

tective area is there. Cellucotton wadding
which is exclusive to Kotex has all the

advantages of any waterproofed absorbent,

plus its own unique qualities— 5 times more
absorbent than cotton— discards like tissue

— you simply follow directions; it deodor-
izes thoroughly while being worn.

Ask for Kotex or Kotex-Super

You buy Kotex by name, without embar-
rassment, without delay ... in two sizes,

Regular and Kotex-Super.

Remember, nothing else is remotely like

the new Improved Kotex. Buy a box today
to learn our latest and greatest contribution

to woman's hygienic comfort. Kotex Com-
pany, 180 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Supplied also through vending cabinets in rest-rooms by West Disinfecting Co.
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Continued from page 87 "

"That, and many other similar in-

cidents, altered my viewpoint. When
I came to Hollywood and saw how
hard it was for a person to break

into the movies, even .when he is a

protessional, I figured out a way to

earn money on the side while I made
the grade.

"Oh, I even opened a beauty shop
when the grocery business flourished.

Bet your life I can tell you all about
marcels, shampoos, and 'wind-blown
bobs !"

.

The war did not have that de-
mocratizing effect on every one. ' It

did, however, cause many an Eng-
lish youth to seek the stage. Olive
Brook, Ronald Colman, and Ralph
Forbes all appeared behind the foot-
lights when they returned from
France.

After the war George played with
Sir Frank Benson's Shakespearean
company. His first pictures gave

He's a Canny Scot

him straight leads with Mae Marsh
and Edna Flugrath, Viola Dana's

sister, who played with him in

"Kipps," which the late Harold Shaw
directed.

His first leading role was in James
Cruze's "Hollywood." Though he

might as well not have been in it,

for that picture, excellent though it

was, did nothing to advance any of

the actors it featured. Yet "The
Salvation Hunters"—dreary film

though it proved to be—won George
instant recognition.

Perhaps he made a wrong start bv
playing in dramatic stuff, for he is

essentially a comedian. It is sup-

posed to be true that all comedians
detest their comic existence—that off

the stage and screen they go about in

a woebegone mood.
In case you believe George has a

"Ridi, Pagliaccio" complex, let it be

known that he has not.

"No, not at all," he grinned. "I'm

quite content. The only thing I'd

like—secret aspiration sort .of thing

—would be to become a Jean Her-
sholt of comedy. If there is such a

thing. Does that sound crazy?

"I want to do comedy, but I hope
to get a different type, a different

personality, into each picture. Lloyd,

Keaton, and Langdon are definite

types. Now, I should like to have
people to say, 'Let's go and see

George K. Arthur. He's different.'
"

This would-be Lon Chaney of

comedy, and competitor of the great,

has gained ground already in the

pursuit of his desires.

Personally, he is a pleasant, hu-

morous chap. Ambitious to gain

what he hopes to get. He is a good
business man—as the grocery and
beauty shops revealed—and so he

ought to prosper.

Let us hope that, for their own
sakes, all the other foreign players

will show such canny business in-

stinct as George K. has displayed.

It's Part of the Game
Continued from page 45

fraudulent newspaper ads, and eagerly
read and believed every word that di-

rectors said about being constantly
on the lookout for new faces? She
was now a full-fledged actress. The
same lights that were casting their

greenish glare on the face of the star

were lighting her way to glory also.

But—then came the dawn !

Oh, not as quickly as that. One
year of high hopes, another year of
pretty high hopes, and then a third.

But .little things crept in. Drafty
sets now seemed actually drafty.

The Kleigs seemed almost to be leer-

ing at her, instead of shedding their

once-radiant light. Directors and
stars were just people—some intelli-

gent and friendly enough, some stu-

pid. They weren't made into gods
overnight by their success. Their
good qualities remained good quali-

ties; their frailties were accentuated
by sudden, unaccustomed prosperity.

Underneath that veneer of slangy
chatter, underneath that acquired ar-

tificiality of Jennie's—Marceline's

—

call her what you please—there is still

something straightforward, which
you can't help liking. She is a plucky
little thing. Her complaints were un-
knowingly collected -by me over a
long period, to show you that an ex-
tra girl's job-getting, like marrying,
doesn't insure a "then she lived hap-
pily ever afterward" state.

For several weeks there had been
no calls at all for Jennie. Then they
came in a bunch. A call to go out to

Fox. A call to go out to Christy, to

Universal, to LTnited Artists, to M.-

G.-M. Night calls. Day calls. She
was rushed to death.

"Which means plenty of bacon for

yours truly," she told me. We were
walking past Grauman's Chinese The-
ater one pleasantly cool evening, on
our way to a circus set. Jennie had
just finished showing me the patch-

work sunburn she had acquired the

day before. She had been out on
location on the edge of the Mojave
Desert under a blazing noonday sun,

a silk scarf wrapped carefully around
her neck, so she thought. But when
she arrived home that night and
glanced in the mirror, she discovered

two large portions in the region of

her shoulders,- which had been left

exposed and had turned a vivid lob-

ster hue.

"And to-morrow I'll probably be

called back on this picture, and told

to wear a low-cut evening gown," she

lamented.

Our tranquillity was interrupted

when, turning down a side street, we
were accosted by a small but fero-

cious-looking pup.

"O-oh," shrieked Jennie, jumping
back and landing in the middle of

somebody's cherished shrubbery.

Zip ! went her new stockings. The
dog, gloating over his ability to scare

the wits out of two unprotected fe-

males, retired to chew on a bone. But
the damage was done.

"I knew it," the girl declared in

disgust, once she had somewhat re-

gained her poise. "It's not being kid-

naped by some auto sheik that I'm

afraid of, when answering night calls.

It's being pounced upon by these

unmuzzled mutts that lurk in every

hedge in Hollywood after dark."

Scarcely had Jennie arrived on the

set than she was assigned her place.

And guess where it was? Next to

a dummy.
"I like that," she exclaimed when

she was resting between scenes for a

few moments. "Wonder what the

directors will be up to next, to gyp
the extras out of their jobs?"

"Never mind," I consoled from the

side lines where I was standing, tak-

ing in the festive appearance of the

huge, brilliantly lighted set. "Dum-
mies aren't such bad companions."

The last arc had been turned off.

The extras were crowding around

the platform where the assistant di-

rector was standing, shouting names.

The dummies hung limply forward
on their camp chairs, their duty done
for the time being.

lennie's eyes looked expectant.

Somebody or other in the crowd had

told her that there were to be four

days' work on this set for the girls.

The assistant director spied her

where she was standing in the front

row. Something in her eager ex-

pression caught his eye. He patted

her pretty head kindly, but even as he

did so, shook his head.

"Too bad, girlie, that you're not a

blonde. I could use you again to-

morrow, if you were. You see, most
of our dummies are brunettes."

"And to think." declared Jennie as

we made our weary way homeward
some time near daybreak, "to think

that I laid off the peroxide bottle only

last month !"
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Corinne—As She Is
Continued from page 74

she appears. When she was getting"

$150 a week at Vitagraph, it was
common supposition that she was
receiving at least three times that

sum. Her beautiful apartment, her

exquisite clothes—people pointed out

in illustration. As a matter of fact,

she was saving half of each week's

salary.

As a little girl—shortly after her

father died, leaving the family sud-

denly poor—she found herself with
no frocks for parties. Her mother,
a gentle, helpless person of the old

Southern regime, was nonplused.

Realizing that the only source for

pretty frocks was herself, Corinne
bought patterns and taught herself

to sew. It has continued to stand

her in good stead.

She adores clothes. Frankly, and
with no apology. She is one of the
half dozen or so really smartly
dressed actresses in Hollywood. She
seldom shops in the West, going to

New York before commencing each
picture. Systematically planning her
entire wardrobe for the production
on the train, she has it executed by
the best modistes. One for evening-

gowns, another for suits, and so on.

Her screen wardrobe, with few
exceptions, is a total loss after the

picture is done. Realizing that her
camera clothes must have certain

dramatic accentuations, she concedes
to that. But never wears them out-
side the studio. Her own preference
is for very plain things of smart line

and fabric.

She wears few jewels. Those she
has are conservative and exception-
ally good.

She surrounds herself with the
best of everything. Her knowledge
of shops and their quality is uncannv.
Whatever you want. Corinne knows
just the place to go to get it in the
finest grade.

Only in dogs are her tastes ple-

beian. She loves any sort of clog,

secretly preferring those of uncer-
tain parentage. She has more than
half a dozen of them, most of which
have been sent her by people who
want' them nursed through illnesses.

She has very good luck with dogs,
having a sound understanding of
their ailments. She takes in any and
every forlorn canine, looks after it

and then cannot bear to give it up.
When she comes home from the stu-

dio, the menage lines up in front of
her, wriggling and yelping with de-
light. They have the freedom of
the house and Corinne cannot move
a step without the piebald proces-
sion following at her heels. Her
one good dog is a Dobermann-

Pinscher. But it is a homely little

wire-haired terrier, who is not quite

all wire hair, that rides to the studio
with her every day and sits on the

set belligerently guarding her chair.

A gala day for her is that on which
the servants are all out. and she has
the house to herself. On one of

these days, attired in a gingham
apron, she was in the kitchen hxing
lunch for the laundress. Trades-
people came to the back door, con-
versing amiably with this cute house-
maid, none of them realizing she was
mistress of the house. One delivery

boy even timidly suggested a date to

go to the movies. He was downcast
when Corinne confided that she was
married.

Her lazy beauty, her drawling
voice, her unruffled manner are often
mistaken for helplessness. Pro-
ducers and directors who conclude
thus, come out of an encounter sad-

der and wiser men. She is strong-

willed to the point of stubbornness.
Convinced that she is right on an is-

sue, nothing in the wide world can

budge her. She never becomes vehe-
ment, but in her lazy, careless way
insists on her opinion until frenzied

officials give up in sheer exhaustion.

Having no more than three or four

intimates, she is nevertheless of a

friendly nature. Whoever she hap-

pens to be working with, or what-
ever group she happens to be among,
are her friends. Always reserved,

she is never exclusive.

She is married to Walter Mo-
rosco, son of the theatrical producer.

They continue to be in love, despite

murmurs from the mourners' bench,

because Corinne's reticence is mis-

taken for concealment. She and her

husband are wonderful playmates.

Corinne has never before really

known how to play, but witli Walter
Morosco she is a gay, carefree child.

No one has ever seen Corinne
Griffith disturbed, or even ruffled.

No one has ever heard her make a

general statement. She can talk at

length in her soft, humorous drawl,

and five minutes later you realize she

hasn't revealed a thing of herself.

She never speaks unkindly of any

one. Her religion is a serene and

sincere faith in the power of good

and the charity of tolerance. She is

always faintly amused at everything,

in particular herself. She does nice,

thoughtful things for people, often

going to a great deal of trouble. But

is careless of their thanks, turning

them aside with some languid witti-

cism. And. as you already know, she

is swell looking.
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iteness
of Yourskin in 3 days

I beg to present one of the great
beauty discoveries of all time ... a
three-fold skin-whitener. Expect re-
sults tiiat will amaze you. For now,
in just 3 to 6 days, you can triple the
whiteness of your skin . . . smooth it

to soft, creamy texture . . . and clear
it of every blemish !

Entirely Natural Method
Your skin is far whiter than you im-
agine, but its whiteness is masked beneath
years of exposure to sun, wind, dust, etc.

My new-type lotion unveils it and multi-
plies it. In six days this lotion undoes the
havoc of years of exposure. In a perfectly
natural way. amazing whiteness and
smoothness are brought up from under-
neath the darkened weather-roughened
surface.

Freckles and Blackheads Vanish
Blemishes, roughness and tiny imperfec-
tions are erased from the skin surface.

All trace of freckles, tan, blackheads and
roughness disappear almost as if you had
wished them away. You actually see your
skin grow clear, fresh,' ivory-white .'. .

and this beauty is in the skin itself

—

smooth, delicate, flawless beauty that pow-
der can never give

!

Now Used In 28 Countries
Never before have women had such a cos-
metic. In a few short months its -fame has
spread to three continents and 28 countries.
Now. in just three to six days, you can have,
the glory of a clear, milk-white skin.

Positive Guarantee
Will yen try this amazing treatment? Test it to whiten
hands, face or neek. Apply in three minutes at bedtime.
See what a remarkable improvement just three days make.
Send no money—simply mail coupon. When package
arrives pay postman only $1.50 for the regular large-
size bottle. Use this wonderful cosmetic six days. Then,
if not simply delighted, return it, and I will refund
your money without comment. Mail coupon today to
(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM, 25 W. Illinois St.,
Chicago.

Canadian Address: 61 College St., Toronto

GERVAISEGRAHAM
Jfyttott FACE BLEACH

------- MAIL NOW"
(Mrs.) Gervaise Graham,
Dept. PM-5, 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago.
Send me, postage paid, one Lotion Face Bleach. On
arrival. I will pay postman only $1.50. If not delighted
after six days' use I will return it and you will at once
refund my money.

Name

Address
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To
Pay

No.40-$62
$2 Down—$1.25Week

This exquisite diamond ring is con-
sidered extremely handsome. The best
quality genuine blue white diamond is

1

i J , full of fiery brilliance and sparkling col-:

i u \ ore. It makes a wonderful engagement i

' \ring or friendship ring. Your friends
K.wfll think you paid 3100.00 for it./

2 will admire it. The ,

case is free. Write

rial
SEND NO Pa.7 only $2.00 to postman after sou get

u am wrir this ring. If you keep it, pay only $1.25Hvnlil a week for 1 whole year. If you return
it in 10 days we refund your money—every cent. All credit

dealings confidential. Don't bother writing a letter. Just
pin this ad to a piece of paper with name and address.

PRICE CUT TO $62; WORTH $lOO
You now can buy this gorgeous ring at the wholesale price.

Compare it with similar rings at $100. We guarantee it to
stand any test or comparison. It is the greatest bar-
gain ever offered by any Diamond Importer. We allow8?»
annual increase ia exchange for a larger diamond ring.

Write for 16 brings our large Jewelry Store right" ~ . intoyour home. Tells how to buy diamonds
Catalog like an expert. Gives information other
jewelers dare not tell such as weights and grades.

STERLING-« C9c:
Diamond Importers-$l,OOO.OOOStock-Est. 1879

1S40 BROADWAY. DEPT. 2460 NEW YORK

[Destroys it by removing roots.

No pain. Harmless. Guaran-
teed. Only $1.00. Good stores

or use SPECIAL OFFER coupon
I DELFINV"iNC.V"Dept"VV4"
South Orange, New Jersey
Send me FREE, as a special offer, a 50c. lube
of DELFIN Massage Cream; a 25c. tube
of DELFIN Deodorant; and a six months
supply of Skin Tonic. Also the dollar pack-

[
age of NU-ART for which I enclose $1.00.

j

Name

I

Address

I

City & State

DO YOU REALLY KNOW
What Happens

WHEN YOU DIE?
Have You Loved Ones Who

Have Gone Beyond?
Do you know what Science lias Actually
Discovered of the Spiritual World"?

Here is a book tvKih a wonderful message for

you because it tells what has really been
demonstrated concerning LIFE beyond ''physical,

death."

"THE GREAT KNOWN"
By J. E. Richardson, TK.

(Harmonic Series)

A Jinok of vital interest to YOU if you are seeking
FACTS about the Life to Come—if you Slave loved ones
who have passed beyond. 'Ji Chapters including fasci-
nating, up-to-date, reliable information on such matters
as: SPIRITUAL SIGHT: RIGHT AND WRONG
METHODS OF COMMUNICATION WITH SPIRITUAL
WORLD: DREAMS: SEX PROBLEMS: SPIRITUAL
LIFE: PSYCHIC EFFECT OF SUICIDE- WHEN
DEATH BEGINS: CREMATION: REINCARNATION
and many other KNOWN and PROVEN facts. 420
pages; 5& x 8% inches; cloth bound; gold die stamped.

Examine It Free.
Mail coupon; the book will be sent ait once. Read it 5

days. If you find it vitally interesting and inspiring,
send only $::. Otherwise return the book. Use Coupon
RIGHT NOW.

PIONEER PRESS, Pu^lrshers,™"
--~ ™" —

Dept. M, Hollywood, Calif.
Please send me a copy of "THE GREAT KNOWN" by
.7. E. Richardson, TK, on approval. I ;,gree to send $3
or return the book in 5 days.

Nunie

Address -.

City & State •

Your Turn Next

!

Continued from page 83

a director has played some prank on
a fellow worker.
At one time William Beaudine, the

director, and Johnny Hines were
working on adjoining- sets. There
was plenty of good-natured fun mak-
ing in spare moments. As Hines Avas

trying to get an unusual effect into

a tense scene, Beaudine sneaked over
to the set with a revolver and fired it

off in the middle of the scene. At
the report—which sounded like a

Big Bertha in a whispering gallery

—

the unusual effect wanted was more
than attained.

Even the producer is sometimes
the prey of the practical joker. The
head of a unit, making a daily visit

to his company on location, was
served with the regular box lunch,

Which had cost the company forty

cents at wholesale. Loudly and en-

thusiastically he remarked that he
couldn't see how any caterer could

serve three kinds of sandwiches,

fruit, vegetables, pie, cake, and candy
for such a price. Next day when lie

opened his lunch box he had even
more to marvel at, for some prac-

tical joker had tampered with the

contents and inserted a fifteen-cent

cigar. You may be sure that all who
were listening got a great kick out of

the producer's discourse on the mar-
vels of effective catering!

Of course, some jokes go too far.

or are played on people with too

much authority and too little inclina-

tion to take a joke on themselves.

Sometimes the perpetrators of the

jokes find themselves walking the
streets looking for jobs—which is

no joke at all.

A certain director was behind on
his schedule and was hurrying
tli rough some comedy scenes. . He
was trying to get a shot of the

comedian smoking an explosive

cigarette. The nervous actor tried

cigarette after cigarette, but there

was no explosion. An acquaintance,
for a joke, had substituted ordinary
cigarettes for the explosive ones. As
one "take" after another was pro-

nounced "No Good," the actor got

more and more nervous in waiting
for the explosion, and the director

got madder and madder at the waste
of time and effort. When the cul-

prit was discovered, he was discon-

nected from the pay roll. Few studio

jokes go to this length, however.
Generally the victim of the prank
grins and bears it—and takes the

first opportunity to turn the tables

on the joker.

Sometimes, of course, the practi-

cal joker becomes a nuisance, and
everybody wishes he would remove
himself to the regions where snow-

balls are reported to have no chance.

More often than not, however, with

his merry creed that every day on the

calendar is as good as April 1st for

putting one over on some luckless

person, he offers a welcome diver-

sion during some tedious wait. He
has his sins, but he keeps studio life

from getting monotonous.

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 33

quaintance with two or three people,

who wanted to know if it was true

that Bebe Daniels was in the hotel,

so she pointed out Mrs. Sunday to

them as herself. From then on Bebe
enjoyed quiet and seclusion, and
crowds followed Mrs. Sunday wher-

ever she went. People are funny

—

often they can't recognize their fa-

vorites off the screen. Two women
stopped Aileen Pringle down in

Santa Monica one afternoon and
asked her if she knew which house

was Miss Pringle's. She picked out

the most terrible one she could see

—

a sort of early-pumpkin model—and
said that was it. They passed her

by without a second glance.

"Incidentally, Aileen's contract

with M.-G.-M. expired just a few
weeks ago, and now the} - want her

to come back to do another series of

pictures with Lew Cody. That may

seriously interfere with her tennis

career."

Speaking of tennis naturally re-

minded Fanny of Matt Moore, as

every one plays on his court.

"Matt is making a picture out at

Universal. Matt. Lilyan- Tashman.
Alice Day, and Edmund Burns are in

the cast and it is being directed by
Ernest Laemmle who, for two years,

was Lubitsch's assistant. It is a

farce comedy, and such a story as

you would expect Lubitsch to make.

"Matt and Lilyan are tremendously

enthusiastic over it. It looks as though

we shall have another director for the

sophisticates—and you'll admit there

is a crying need for one."

I'll admit nothing that Fanny asks

me to in that high-handed manner.

But when she suggested that we go

out and visit the company, I was up

and ready to go.
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You Can Thank Texas for

Them
Continued from page 48

with microscopes searching for new
horseback heroes, First National

came across Ken. And there he is,

sitting pretty, on his horse, Tarzan.

Eileen and Josie Sedgwick are

from Galveston. Just two more girls

from the convent—you know, I don't

guarantee that all these gals really

went to convents ; I only know they

all say they did. Ursuline. in Gal-

veston, was their school, and then

they went out and got on the stage,

in vaudeville, and stock, and musi-

cals. In those days, even more than

now, screen players were recruited

largely from the stage, and the Sedg-

wick sisters finally arrived on the

Universal lot and began their horse-

back riding and serializing. They
haven't been doing much lately : in

fact, Eileen seems to have gone to a

numerologist about it, because she

has decided to change her name to

Gretal Yoltz, beginning with her cur-

rent role in "Yellow Contraband,"
for Pathe. Perhaps her adviser

knows best, but as for me, I'm just

as glad I don't have to wake up in

the morning and remember that my
name is Gretal Yoltz.

Speaking of serial stars, there's

Allene Ray, from San Antonio. She
started her career on the stage ; so

far as I know, she did not go to a

convent, and that must have been a

handicap from the start. P>ut she got

along all right. A year on the stage,

with a chance to meet all the right

people, professionally speaking. Sev-
eral years in Lubin pictures, and since

then Allene has probably hung down
the sides of more cliffs than almost
any one else in the movies.

Of course, there are lots of other

players from Texas, but we haven't

space for histories of them all. This
is only a story of the stars and fea-

tured players. And perhaps, in clos-

ing, something should be said about
Texas Guinan, who is. after all, the

State's namesake, whether the citi-

zens like it or not. Texas was born
in Waco, and grew up there and in

Virginia. She came to New York, a

little girl looking for a big hand

—

and she got it. A stage career in

Winter Garden shows, in vaudeville,

and in movies. All this before she

became the two-gun woman of the

movies. And then she turned out to

be the most famous night-club hostess

in the world, as any visitor to New
York soon finds out. Padlocks can't

stop her—Texas goes down the street

and opens another club.

Truly Texas has . done its share to

furnish the world with entertainers.

Yet they call it the Lone Star State

!

To You Who Worry
About Excess Fat

People all about you
have found a way to

slender figures, as you
know. You can see in

every circle that excess

fat is the exception now.
It is evident on every
hand that some new
factor has been found
in late years. The results

you now see are not all

due to starvation or to

exercise.

Some twenty years
ago modern science dis-

covered a cause of ex-

cess fat. It is shortage of a certain substance
which greatly affects nutrition. It was found
by experiments that feeding that substance
correoted this condition.

Marmola prescription tablets are based on
that discovery. For 20 years they have been
used in a large way—millions of boxes of

them. Users have told others of the results.

Now you can see in every circle how those

results have spread.

The use of Marmola requires no abnormal

exercise or diet, though
moderation helps. Sim-
ply take four tablets

daily until weight comes
down to normal. Then
use them only if you
start to gain again.

The formula of Mar-
mola comes in every

box. Also an explana-

tion of all results, not
only in lost fat but in

new health and vitality.

This is done to banish
any fear of harm.

Go try Marmola now.
Learn what so many thousands have found

out about it. Watch the many delightful

results in addition to fat reduction. You
will always be glad that you learned this

scientific method. Order a box before you
forget it. You cannot afford to stay fat.

Marmola prescription tablets are sold by all

druggists at $1 per box. Any druggist who
is out will get them from his jobber for you.

H/l A 1? 1WI AI A Prescr»PtJon Tablets
1V1 /\ i\ i¥i KJ L*i /tL The Pleasant Way to Reduce

'DEVELOP BUST
* /4gfr 14DayTreatmentFREE

My old original Three Pari Treatment,
standby of women for 21 years, has made thou-
Bands happy. Only tested one that frives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathinpr. massage, ex-
ercises, pumps or dangerous appliances.
Send 10c lor 14-Day Demonsiratlon

—

to coyer postage. Why pay more when I givo
big proof treatment I'REft to all except mer
curiosity seekers. Dime back if not satisfied

Madame Williams, Pk-13, Buffalo, N. Y.

MINSTRELS
Musical Comedies and
Revues, with full in-

_ _ structions for staging.
You can statre your own show with our books. Full line

of plays, stage songs, crossfire, monologues, afterpieces,
vaudeville acts anil make-up. CATALOGUE FREE.
T. S. DENISON & CO., 623So.Wabash.Dept.67 Chicago

Rose Hill Farm
S. C. Rhode Island Reds

A Few Selected Cockerels

For Sale

Delivery to Suit Purchaser.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

CHESTER (Orange County)

NEW YORK

t9 to beKg* to beautiful
proportions—

while you sleep!

D*niTR nosE adjuster
is SAFE, painless, comfortable.
Speedy, permanent results guar-
anteed. Doctors praise it. No

GoldMedal metal to harm you. Small cost.

.

Won 1923 Write for FREE BOOKLET
ANITA CO., 590 ANITA Bldg.

BEFORE-AFIEft

NEWARK, N. J.

Win .

' Jpl

~y SpeedSO MilesperVour!

Mudebaker

0X$2&00~cash
I am going to give-away, absolutely free, an 8 cyl.
Studebaker Sedan to someone who answers this ad. It
will be delivered thru the nearest Studebaker dealer,
or winner may have its full value in cash, $2,250.00.
This offer is open to anyone in the U. S., outside of
Chicago, and is backed by a Big Reliable Company
which has already given away thousands of dollars in

cash and prizes to advertise

its business. Act at once!

The numbers in the Bquares

spell four words. Can you
make out what they are? A is 1, B is 3, etc.

$550.00 For Promptness
I am also giving away a Chevrolet Sedan; Victrola;
Shetland Pony; Seven Tube Radio; Gold Watches and
many other valuable prizes and Hundreds of Dollars
in Cash, including $550.00 for promptness. First prize
winner will receive the Studebaker Sedan and §550.00
cash, or $2,800.00 cash. In case of ties duplicate prizes
will be awarded. Solve the puzzle and send your an-
swer right awrty with name and address plainly writ-
ten. $5,000.00 worth of prizes. Everybody rewarded.

Address L. E. WflLFERD, Mgr.
Dept. 3335 315 S. Peoria St., Chicago, III.
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Eyes that have

IT"
"IT". . . that subtle something which
attracts others . . . usually lies in the

eyes. Don't be discouraged if your
own eyes are dull, lifeless and unattrac-

tive. A few drops of harmless Murine
will brighten them up and cause them
to radiate "IT".

Thousands upon thousands of clever

women use Murine daily and thus keep
their eyes alivays clear, bright and al-

luring. A month's supply of this long-

trusted lotion costs but 60c. Try it!

Write Murine Co., Dept. 28, Chicago, III.

FREE Books on Eye Beauty and Eye Care

When the Spirit Moves
Continued from page 43

ngagedlt

Kill The Hair Root
My method is the only way to prevent the hair from grow-
ing again. Easy, painless, harmless. No pears. Booklet free.
Write today enclosing 3 red stamps. We teach beauty culture
D. J. Mahler, 95-A Mahler Park, Providence. R. I.

FRENCHLOVE
DROPS

An enchanting exotic perfume
of irresistible charm, clinging
for hours like lovers loath to
part. Just a tiny drop is

enough. Full size bottle 98c
or SI.25 C. O. D. Secrets
free.

D'ORO CO.
Box 90. Varick Sta., New York

Dept. P. P. 2

* And to the one man in all

the "world that she really
wanted ! It had been love

at first sight with her,
but he just couldn't seem
to "see" her at all, that
is until she read an ad-
vertisement, just like you
are now reading this one,
which told her that she
could win the man she
loved by simply under-

standing certain little peculiarities of man's
psychology. She had sent for "Fascinating
Womanhood," that amazing book that tells you
how to win the man you love by applying simple
psychological principles. It is written in language
that anybody can understand. You, too, can
attract and win the man of your choice with the
help of this wonderful book. Cut out this ad

;

write your name and address on the margin and
mail to us with 10 cents and a little booklet
entitled "Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood,"
giving an interesting synopsis of the revelations
disclosed in "Fascinating Womanhood," will be
sent postpaid. No embarrassment—the plain
wrapper keeps your secret. Send your dime today.

THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
4865 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo. Dept.l6-E

tile task," she said. "It seems ridic-

ulous to me to hear people talk about
throwing themselves into a role and
'living' it. Acting is an art that re-

quires technique rather than inspira-

tion. If an artist is painting a prize

fight, he doesn't become pugilistic for

the time being, an}" more than he puts

on a military uniform to paint a pa-

rade. He uses the colors deliber-

ately, to get the effects he wants.

That is the way the workmanlike ac-

tor uses his equipment, I think, to

bring response from the audience.

"I know that many fine players

feel that they throw themselves into

a role, but I imagine they are mis-

taken. If you throw yourself into

a thing so emotionally, how in the

world can you refrain from overdo-
ing and exaggerating? Have you
ever seen a grief-stricken old lady in

real life? Or a hysterical mother?
They are overacting from a techni-

cal point of view. If you played a

part that realistically, it would prob-
\

ably register nothing at all, except
laughter."

Repression, said Miss Dresser, is

the keynote of all good acting, point-

ing to the early Biograph pictures

made by Griffith as the first fine ex-

amples of subtlety. This very sug-
gestive quality made them stand out
from the ordinary programs sur-

rounding them.
"Of course, you know that Wil-

liam Gillette used to have his troupe
play more loudly than he himself, in

order to make his own acting seem
all the more repressed and natural.

On the screen repression is even
more necessary than on the stage, be-

cause the camera is catching every
gesture, every expression, often in

greatly magnified form. On the

stage much is missed. A tendency to

underline or overplay passes un-

noticed, but on the screen it strikes a

sour note immediately.

"Good screen acting demands soft

pedaling. Look at Menjou, express-

ing with an eyebrow what many an
actor stands on his head to get

across. Look at Walthall—one of

the finest pantomimists we have—al-

ways shading a gesture, suggesting

rather than detailing. Look at Chap-
lin !"

And, interrupting the lady, permit

me to suggest that when you are in

search of fine artistry, vital charac-

terization, supreme subtlety, look at

Louise Dresser

!

Manhattan Medley
Continued from page 53

Lorelei Entertains.

Accustomed as she is to accom-
plishing her minutest deeds in the

grand manner, according to the best

Broadway standards, when Lorelei

Lee came to New York, she penned
the invitations to her tea party. They,
read like this

:

Surely you have not forgotten me since I

have been in Hollywood. I mean, I do not

see how you can have, _ because^ of the

party I gave last time.

And I will arrive in New York on Sun-
day, and I will be just as glad to see you
as I was before, and if j-ou remember the

last party you know how glad I will be.

I hear that all the very nicest people are

staying at the Savoy-Plaza, so of course I

will go right there, and I want you to

come there to my party on Tuesday, be-

tween four thirty and seven o'clock.

Do not ask for Lorelei Lee, because, you
see, I have been to Hollywood, and I have
appeared before the camera in "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes"—from the diary I wrote
—but out there the>- call me Ruth Taylor,

who is playing the part of Lorelei Lee.

I do hope you will be there, because I

want only the finest people.

Signed Lorelei Lee

per Ruth Taylor.

Now Ruth Taylor is the petite

miss whose babv stare brings forth

diamond tiaras from kind gentlemen.

The afternoon gathering at which
Miss Taylor presided as hostess, was
marked by the inimitable stamp of

decorum and a rigid adherence to all

the amenities. And. of course, all the

best people were there—their best

behavior was there, too. Lorelei

adhered to all the principles of her

training—I mean her composure was
admirable.

A Lady Chaplin.

Beatrice Lillie, whose drolleries

were transferred to the screen by
Metro-Goldwyn some months ago,

played hostess across the footlights

one afternoon at the Globe Theater,

where she's playing in "She's My
Baby," to visitors from Hollywood
in general and members of the film

colony in particular. Miss Lillie was

as great a favorite in California as

she is in New York, and her quon-

dam associates accepted her invita-

tion with alacrity. Among those who
can vouchsafe for the wonderful time

had by all are Lya de Putti, May
Allison, Priscilla Dean who, by the

way, did a vaudeville turn in New
York at the Palace, Eugene O'Brien,

two recruits from the stage, Al Jol-

son and George Jessel.
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Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 94

Tom told us a lot about his plans

for making films in South America.

It's a unique expedition, but some-
how we can't seem to feel that Tom
will be away long.

Louise Suffers for Love.

"I long for a perfumed dandy,"
exclaimed Louise Fazenda.
"Why, what's the matter?" asked

one of her friends, amazed at her

outburst.

"Oh, the only kind of people who
ever fall in love with me, in my pic-

tures, are street sweepers, chimney
cleaners and fertilizer manufacturers.
Either somebody who is very dusty,

or smutty, or smelly. Oh, for a

sheik just once
!"

It's a fact that in "Five-and-ten-

cent Annie" Louise does fall in love

with a Boulevard janitor, while in her
next film she herself runs a lunch-

counter, odoriferous with fried on-

ions.

Such is the life of the comic Ju-

liet.

Emissaries from Arabia.

Gazelle hounds have been added
to Hollywood's aristocratic collec-

tion of pooches—pooches being still

the film-colony word for dogs.

The gazelle hounds are prized in-

habitants of kennels belonging to

Pola Negri. She imported them
from their native Arabia, and they
are supposed to be of a breed that

were popular in the days of the

Pharaohs and of Cleopatra.

They remind one a little of the

Russian wolfhound, but wear a

wanly poignant and wistful expres-

sion that perhaps reflects the cosmic
weight of being of such ancient

lineage.

Pola is soon quitting Paramount,
we hear, and will probably join

United Artists.

More Wedding-bell Discords.

We must hasten to add here that

the roseate impression that we con-
jured earlier in this column of the

romance between Madge Bellamy
and Logan Metcalf seems all wrong.
There have been rumors of their

separation, and at this rate their wed-
ded life lasted less than a month.
Difficulties, arose, we assume, over
Madge's pursuing her career, which
has been singularly flourishing lately.

Nevertheless, Mr. Logan did kiss

Madge's cheek at the theater, because
we saw him.

Troubles of Jacqueline Logan and
Robert Gillespie recently reached the

courts, while Helene Costello and
James Regan, wedded only six or

seven months ago, are reported es-

tranged.

Waistline Reduced W
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BLONDE HAIR
need never darken

if you use the right shampoo
NO need now for blonde hair to grow dull

and dark! Blondex, the special shampoo
for blondes only, keeps hair beautifully li^ht
and lustrous—brings back the golden sheen
of youth to faded, discolored blonde hair.

Not a dye. No harsh chemicals. Fine for
scalp. Over a million users. At all good
drug and department stores, or mail coupon
below for generous free (rial package

Swedish Shampoo Laboratories,

Dept. 105, 27 W. 20th St., N. Y. C.

I would like to try Blomlex. the special new shampoo
fur blondes. Please send ine a free trial package.

Name

Addre?

C ity . . . ... . ..; ... ... ..State

Reduce and Shape Your Lambs
with Dr. Walter's Medicated
Rubber Stockings and Anklets
Light or dark rubber. For over 20 years they
have relieved swelling, varicose veins and rheu-
matism promptly. Worn next to the skin they
induce natural heat, stimulate the circulation
and grive a neat and trim appearance. They
give wonderful support and are a protection
against cold and dampness. Anklets $7,
extra high $9. Stockings $12. Send check
or money order—no cash. Write for Booklet.

Dr. JeanneG .A. Walter, 389 FifthAve., N.Y.

How to Obtain
A Perfect Looking Nose
My latest improved Model 25 cor-
rects now ill-shaped noses quickly,
painlessly, permanently and comfort-
ably at home. It is the only nose-
shaping appliance of precise adjust-
ment and a safe and guaranteed
patent device that will actually Eh e you a
tier lee t looking: nose. Write for free booklet
which tells you how to obtain :i perfect look-
ins nose: M. Trilety, Pioneer NoseslianinK
Specialist. Dept. 2922. Binffhamton, N. Y.

FATGET RID
OF YOUR
Free Trial Treatment
.Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-

wlion-reduced" oiler. I have successfully
reduced thousands of persons without star-

vation diet or burdensome exercise, often
at a rapid rale. Let me send you proof at

tliy expense.

Dr. Ft. NEWMAN. Licensed Physician
New York. 28(i Fifth Avenue. N. Y.. Desk M

Develop Your Bust!
Our scientific method highly recommended

for quick easy development

LA BEA UTE CREME
(or improvement of bust, neck, face,

arms and legs

Used with crcnt success by thousands. In-
expensive, narmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded. Full particulars
and proof (sealed) free. Write for special
otter TODAY.

LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
857-PY Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

The Little Poses of the Stars
Continued from page 18

to mingle with people. She is lonely,

unhappy, homesick—and she does
not care for pictures. She has
shrouded herself in mystery.

And yet, when Greta had differ-

ences with Metro-Goldwyn over her
contract, she showed herself a

shrewd and resourceful woman, with
definite ideas of staying in the mov-
ies and getting as much money and
as great an opportunity out of them
as possible.

What of the aloofness—and the

mystery? If it is an act, it is a good
one. Greta has won alluring and
interesting roles for herself by virtue

of these characteristics. Is she really

indolent and indifferent—and just a

little stupid? Or is she very, very
clever?

Pola Negri is a disciple of the

grande dame school. She is ever the

tragedy queen, who prates loftily of

art and what not, with grateful ges-

tures of her lovely, pale hands. So
imbued is she with these artificiali-

ties that she becomes distinctly dull

in conversation. She so seldom says

anything- real.

But Pola furnishes great copy for

the newspapers, by reason of the

things she does. Her love affair

with Rudolph A^alentino and her sub-

sequent picturesque grief over his

death—with her very becoming wid-

ow's weeds and her tragic, haunting

eyes—all followed so soon by her

joyful marriage to a handsome for-

eigner. These things furnished news-
paper copy for months.

It really does not matter what she

says, so long as what she does is in-

triguing.

Lon Chaney has a reputation for

mystery. I have never been able to

discover exactly why. He is a clever

actor, a good contortionist, and is

diabolically handy with a make-up
box. But for the rest he seems an
ordinary enough person, a kindly,

businesslike man, leading a quiet and
uneventful life.

But for years he refused to give

an interview to the press, with the

result that the press concluded that

there was some fascinating mystery
about him which he wished to hide.

He admitted that he was mysterious,

and so Hollywood, with its custom-
ary naivete, conceded it to be true

and did much speculating about him.

He has changed his tactics recently

and granted interviews here and
there. But there have been no
startling revelations, and I have
about reached the conclusion that the

chief reason people think Chaney is

mysterious is because he says he is.

There are numerous examples of

this insistence upon certain charac-

teristics in Hollywood. Clara Bow's
boredom, Eleanor Boardman's pen-

chant for saying startling things,

Evelyn Brent's hauteur—which is

really a mask to hide her shyness

—

Billy Haines' eternal wise-cracks,

Florence Vidor's recently acquired

British intonation of speech, Noah
Beery's Shakespearean manner,
Betty Bronson's childishness.

It is not always a pose. As often

as not, it is simply a matter of an in-

dividual putting what he considers

his best foot foremost. But it is one
of the things which make Hollywood
the most amusing place in the world.

And, as I have said before, it is good
business.

The Stroller
Continued from page 57

to pall a bit, when a climax was in-

advertently produced. The shadow
boxers went into a clinch and tum-

bled to the floor with a resounding

thump. The master of ceremonies,

serving as referee, counted them out,

and the act was apparently over. It

was, too, because the ping-pong-

champion neglected to rise.

Investigation disclosed that he had
knocked himself out when his head

struck the floor, and he was carried

off the field of battle to the wash
room, where kind hands revived him

and helped him back into street cos-

tume. The winner, meanwhile, was
nonchalantly putting on his clothes in

view of the spectators, and explaining

solemnly to the other members of the

party how it happened.

Constance, Buster, and the other

members of the troupe departed, and
the fallen gladiator came out, still

slightly balmy, on the arm of his

friend, the marquis, looking for all

the world like a defeated boxer leav-

ing the ring at the Hollywood Legion
stadium. So strongly, in fact, did

the whole picture affect me. that I

gave him a bit of applause as he

passed my table.

In return, the marquis gave me the

dirtiest look I've seen in a long time.

I am now about to say, for the

seven millionth time since the movie
industry started, that Hollywood is

just a- small town after all.

Donald Reed, leading man, ap-

Continued on page 114
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted

AGENTS—$60-$125 A WEEK. Free sam-
ples. Gold letters for stores and office win-
dows. Metallic Letter Co., 428 N. Clark,
Chicago.

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. Every
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily-

easy. Write for particulars and free sam-
ples. American Monogram Co., Dept. 170,
East Orange, N. J.

WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
2860, St. Louis, Mo.

AGENTS—WE START YOU IN BUSINESS
and help you succeed. No capital oi experi-
ence needed. Spare or full time. You can
earn ?50-$100 weekly. Write Madison Manu-
facturers, 564 Broadway, New York.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories" anywhere. Booklet free. W. Hill-
yer Ragsdale, Drawer 29, East Orange, N. J.

AMAZING NEW GLASS CLEANER offers
you $15 a day sure. "Jiffy" cleans windows,
windshields, show cases, etc., without water,
soap or chamois. No muss

; easily demon-
strated. Housewives, motorists, garages,
stores, institutions buy on sight. Tremendous
profits being made with "Jiffy" and our 350
other fast-selling Household Necessities.
Write for Special Introductory offer. Amer-
ican Products Co., 1047 Monmouth, Cincin-
nati, O.

3 SHIRTS FREE and $7.00 an hour. New
plau. Amazing Values. Fashion Wear Shirts,
Dept. 52, Cincinnati, Ohio.

YOUR OWN BUSINESS ! $100 weekly
sure. Novel Suction Ash Receiver. Sells on
sight. Used in auto, home, office. Quick
sales. Send for details, or 50c. for attrac-
tive sample with four selling plans. Gordon
Co., 110 E. 23rd St., Dept. CT-880, New
York.

How to Entertain Help Wanted—Female

PLAYS, Musical comedies and revues, min-
strel music, blackface skits, vaudeville acts,
monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments,
musical readings, stage handbooks, make-up
goods. Big catalog free. T. S. Denison &
Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 132, Chicago.

Patents and Lawyers

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for pre-
liminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references. Best results. Promptness as-
sured. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. PaT
ented or unpatented. Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS—Write for Guide Books and
"Record of Invention Blank" before discios-
ing inventions. Send model or sketch of in-

vention for Inspection and Instructions Free.
Terms reasonable. Victor J. Evans Co., 767
Ninth, Washington, D. C.

INVENTORS—Write for our guide book,
"How to Get Your Patent," and evidence of
invention blank. Send model or sketch for
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms rea-
sonable. Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Pa'ents, Copyrights, Etc.

AUTHORS : Protect your stories, plays,
songs, etc., by U. S. Copyright. Get New
Booklet Free ! Coy Co., Brownley Bids.,
Washington, D. C.

Help Wanted—Instructions

MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK, qual-
ify for forest ranger position. Start $125
month ; cabin and vacation

;
patrol the for-

ests, protect the game ; give tourists informa-
tion. Write Mokane, Dept. M-10, Denver,
Colo.

LET MR. OZMENT HELP YOU GET A
Government Job, $95-$250 month. Write,
Ozment Instruction Bureau, 308, St. Louis,
Mo.

$15S.0O-$225.00 MONTH. Railway Postal
Clerks. 25 men, 18 up coached free. Write
immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. B2,
Rochester, N. Y.

HOMEWORK ; Women wanting obtain re-

liable kinds write for information. Enclose
stamp. Eller Co., 290-T Broadway, New
York.

Male Help— Instructions

MEN, GET FOREST RANGER JOB;
$125-$200 mo. and home furnished ;

hunt,

fish, trap. For details write Norton Inst., 208
-Temple Court, Denver, Colo.

EARN $120 to $250 monthly, expenses
paid as railway traffic inspector ; we assist

you to a position after completion of three
months' spare time home study course or
refund your money. Write for free book-
let CM-28, Standard Business Training
Inst. . Buffalo, N. Y.

Help Wanted—Male

OH, HELLO ! WHY DIDN'T I SEE THIS
Before. Christy's Iron Rust and Stain Re-
mover sells like blazes. Write for free sam-
ple. Christy, Inc., 5080 B'way, Newark. New
York.

FOREIGN POSITIONS—Men interested
working beautiful, sunny South America
write South American Service Bureau, 14,600
Alma, Detroit, Mich.

Detectives Wanted

MEN—Experience unnecessary; travel;
make secret investigations ;

reports ; salaries ;

expenses. Write American Foreign Detective
Institute, 114, St. Louis, Mo.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great
demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. - Write, George
Wagner, 2190 Broadway. New York.

Salesmen Wanted

$10 TO $20 DAILY easily earned selling

shoes for the largest- direct to wearer con-

cern in the world at saving of $2 to $3 pair ;

some good protected territory still open.
Doublewear Shoe Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllffl^

j Sell Us Your
Spare Time

Probably you can think of a score of things right

now for which you would like to have some extra
money—a home of your own, a car, a college educa-
tion. Any of these is within your grasp if you
simply follow the successful course of thousands
of men and women, boys and girls, who are turn-

ing their spare time into cash taking subscriptions
for our magazines.

EASY TO START
The same plan that has made these folks prosperous
is now offered to you. No experience, no capital

necessary. Does not interfere with your regular
duties. Try it out ! It costs only a 2c. stamp, or a

penny post card to get full details and a complete

money-making outfit FREE. You have nothing to |
lose and may gain hundreds of dollars—here's the (
coupon. §|

MAIL IT TO-DAY I I

I

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79-89 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

I Please show me how I can profitably sell you my spare

i time.

I NAME
I

j

STREET

I CITY STATE
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The Brand of

a Good Book

Chelsea House

Popular Copyrights

The biggest and fastest selling

line of cloth-covered books. Ask

your druggist—your bookseller to

show you any of these latest titles.

There's something doing all the

while in a "CH" book. These

books which have never before

been published were written for

men who love the sweep of the

great West, the mysteries of big

cities, the conquest of man over

his environment.

THE SUNSET TRAIL Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWORTHY, CON MAN

Christopher B. Booth

THE OUTLAW TAMER David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK

Emart Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT

Johnston McCulley
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
MIRADOR TREASURE
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
THE CARVED TRAIL
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
THE AVENGING TWINS
HAWKS OF HAZARD
HONEY OF DANGER
BANDIT'S HONOR
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
SILVER SPURS

Joseph Montague
Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Mary Imlay Taylor

Emart Kinsburn

William Morton

Whitman Chambers
Johnston McCulley
Joseph Montague

Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Arthur Mallory

Joseph Montague

75c
Per Copy

t1elsea house
toll™
79-89 SEVENTH AVE
NEW YORK CITY

The Stroller
Continued from page 112

peared at the studio ready to go on
location.

"You're supposed to be wearing
your overcoat in this scene, Don,"
said the script clerk, whose duty it is

to watch for mistakes.

"I left it at the tailor's," the actor

explained,

down to location.'

At the tailor shop the coat was not

to be found, though the place was
searched from rafters to cellar.

"Oh, yes, it was a blue coat, wasn't

it?" said the tailor finally. "I wore
it home last night."

I'll get it on my way

A certain amount of ironic justice

occasionally is meted out in Holly-

wood.
A few years ago Emmett Flynn

was one of the foremost directors in

Hollywood, having made a reputation

with "A Connecticut Yankee in

King Arthur's Court." and his

brother, Ray Flynn, was his assistant.

Emmett quickly won the reputation

of being upstage and hard to get

along with, though his brother was
contrastingly obliging and agreeable.

Consequently it has afforded some
satisfaction to a good many of their

associates to witness the parallel ca-

reers of the brothers Flynn.
Emmett, since his last contract ex-

pired, has not worked in many
months. His brother meanwhile, by

industry and application, has become
a director and is said to be advanc-
ing rapidly. Incidentally, he is a di-

rector of Fox pictures, the same or-

ganization which failed to renew his

big brother's last contract.

Success, by the way, probably

takes more strange ups and downs in

the movies than anywhere else in the

world.

Jack Mulhall left the stage a few
years ago to go into the movies and
starred for a while in Westerns and
serials.

He played leads in a number of the

larger feature productions and, when
it seemed he was destined to take his

place as one of the most popular
players, he began to decline. Poverty
Row got him for a while, in the

cheapest of pictures.

Now he's back, bigger than ever.

A contract with First National

started him on the way, and after

playing leads with Colleen Moore and
other stars of that outfit, he was co-

starred with Dorothy Mackaill in a

series of light comedies.

His popularity has increased so

rapidly that the company has an-

nounced its intention of advancing

him to stardom on his own. The first

of his pictures will be "The Butter

and Egg Man."

A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
Continued from page 65

"London After Midnight"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Excellent mystery film. Lon
Chaney, as Burke of Scotland Yard,
employs subtle and uncanny means of
finding a murderer. Marceline Day,
Conrad Nagel, and Henry B. Walthall
give expert support.

"Love"—Metro-Goldwyn. Superficial

and unsatisfying. However, the beauti-
ful sets and romantic situations will

make it a box-office attraction. The
principals are John Gilbert, Greta
Garbo, George Fawcett, and Brandon
Hurst.

"Loves of Carmen"—Fox. Robust and
entertaining, but not much like the
original "Carmen." Dolores del Rio is

the ragamuffin gypsy heroine, Don
Alvarado her soldier lover, and Victor
McLaglen the toreador who comes be-
tween them.

"Magic Flame, The"—United Artists.

Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman in

skillful but unreal melodrama of Ital-

ian circus queen, her clown sweetheart,
and the villainous prince of a mythical
kingdom.

"Man Power"—Paramount. Richard
Dix in implausible but interesting tale
of a tramp who arrives in a small town,
wins an heiress—Mary Brian—and
saves the town from a bursting dam.

"Mockery"— Metro-Goldwyn. Lon
Chaney in realistic film of dull-witted

Russian peasant whose doglike devo-
tion to a countess leads to his death
at the hands of the bolsheviks. Bar-
bara Bedford and Ricardo Cortez.

"My Best Girl"—United Artists. Mary
Pickford's latest, and one of her best.

Tale of stock girl in the 5-and-10 who
falls in love with a new clerk—Buddy
Rogers—without knowing he's the
owner's son.

"The Noose"—First National. Thrill-

ing story of Richard Barthelmess as a
bootlegger who commits murder to

save his mother's name, though he
doesn't know her. He is acquitted with
the aid of his mother—with neither of
them declaring their relationship.

Alice Joyce is the mother.

"Old San Francisco"—Warner. Old-
fashioned melodrama of girl who is

kidnaped by the Chinese, being srved
just in time by the San Francisco earth-
quake. Dolores Costello and Charles
Emmett Mack.

"On Your Toes"—Universal. Spar-
kling. Reginald Denny as a prize

fighter, whose grandmother thinks he
is an aesthetic dancing teacher. High
spot in film when grandma pays him
an unexpected call. Barbara Worth
and Mary Carr.

"Pajamas"—Fox. Pleasant picture of

spoiled millionaire's daughter in the
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Canadian Rockies who is tamed and
won by up-and-coming young man.
Olive Borden and Lawrence Gray.

"Patent Leather Kid, The"—First Na-
tional. Richard Barthelmess in unusu-
ally good film of conceited little prize
fighter who tries to evade the war, is

drafted, proved a coward, but finally

redeemed by an heroic act.

"Poor Nut, The"—First National.

Jack Mulhall in consistently amusing
college film of shy botany student who
pretends to his girl that he i; an ath-

letic hero and has a bad time living up
to it when she unexpectedly comes to

visit him.

"The Private Life of Helen of Troy"
—First National. While the picture has
no connection with the book, it is funny
enough to stand on its own merits.

Lewis Stone and Maria Corda have
the important roles, others being Ri-

cardo Cortez, George Fawcett, and
Alice White.

"Quality Street" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Marion Davies and Conrad Nagel in

delicate adaptation of Barrie's charm-
ing comedy of demure English girl

who waits twelve years for her sol-

dier lover, and then has to win him
back by strategy.

"Road to Romance, The"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Ramon Novarro capital as

spirited Spanish courtier of the early

nineteenth century who, to save the

fair heroine, Marceline Day, disguises

himself as a pirate.

"Rolled Stockings" — Paramount.
Lively college picture of the conven-
tional type, pleasingly played by James
Hall, Louise Brooks, Richard Alien,

and Nancy Phillips.

"Serenade"—Paramount. Delightful

light comedy with Adolphe Menjou at

his best. Story of a musician who, on
becoming famous as a composer, de-

serts his home only to be deftly

brought back by his clever wife.

Kathryn Carver, Lina Basquette, and
Lawrence Grant.

"Shanghaied"—F. B. O. Surprisingly
good. Tale of the water front and a

seaman who abducts a dancing girl be-
cause he thinks she has double crossed
him. Ralph Ince and Patsy Ruth Mil-
ler.

"Silk Legs"—Fox. Gay and enter-
taining picture of two young people
representing rival hosiery firms and
the consequent result. Madge Bellamy
is vivacious and engaging. James Hall
and Maude Fulton.

"The Silver Slave"—Warner. Irene
Rich gives sincere performance of

mother who sacrifices the man she
loves to give her daughter wealth.
When daughter encourages an adven-
turer, mother pretends to be interested
in him. Everything ends happily.
Audrey Ferris, Holmes Herbert, and
John Miljan.

"Sorrell and Son"—United Artists.

Adapted from the novel. Story of the
devotion between a father and son,

reaching climax when son gives father
death-dealing drug to end his suffering.

H. B. Warner. Anna Q. Nilsson and
Nils Asther.

"Spring Fever" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Very amusing golf-fiend farce. Wil-
liam Haines delightful as young office

clerk who suddenly finds himself hob-
nobbing with a wealthy country-club
set, including a rich heiress—Joan
Crawford.

"Stolen Bride, The"—First National.
Gorgeous film of a bejeweled princess
who remains true to her childhood love
for a gardener's son. Billie Dove and
Lloyd Hughes.

"Student Prince, The"—Metro-Gold-
wyn. Ramon Novarro and Norma
Shearer in charming film adaptation of
"Old Heidelberg"—the story of a boy
prince at the famous university and of
his pathetic romance with the inn-
keeper's daughter.

"Ten Modern Commandments"

—

Paramount. Esther Ralston and Neil

Hamilton in very good picture of the-

atrical life, based on the romance of

a chorus girl and a young composer.

"A Texas Steer"—First National.
Will Rogers a cow-puncher elected to

Congress as a result of his wife's so-

cial ambitions. His wife and daughter
attempt to crash society with disas-
trous results. Louise Fazenda and Ann
Rork.

"The Thirteenth Juror"—Universal.
Interesting yarn of an unscrupulous
criminal lawyer accused of murder,
who can save himself only by com-
promising the woman he loves. Fran-
cis X. Bushman is unique as the law-
yer and Anna Q. Nilsson and Walter
Pidgeon capably assist him.

"Topsy and Eva"—United Artists.

Hilarious but too long. The well-

known Duncan sisters in a film version

of their musical-comedy burlesque of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin."

"Twelve Miles Out"—Metro-Go'dwyn.
John Gilbert in tale of what happens
when a swaggering, ruthless bootlegger
and a haughty society girl, Joan Craw-
ford, are thrown together on the

former's rum-running sloop.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"— Universal.

Exciting screen version of this old-time

favorite. Full of thrills, horrors,

laughter and tears. Arthur Edmund Ca-
rewe, Margarita Fischer and George
Siegmann.

"Underworld"—Paramount. Exciting
melodrama of master crook who kills

for the sake of his girl, is sentenced
to death, and makes a thrilling escape

only to find the girl in love with an-

other. George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent,

and Clive Brook.

"The Valley of the Giants"—First
National. Lumber-camp story, and the

efforts of a son to save his father from
ruin by competitors. He makes a he-

roic rescue of the heroine and her

father. Milton Sills, Doris Kenyon,
and George Fawcett all help to make
this an excellent picture.

"We're All Gamblers"—Paramount.
Thomas Meighan in swift film of prize

fighter who, after being incapacitated

in an automobile accident, opens a

night club, with romantic results.

"West Point"—Metro-Goldwyn. En-
tertaining and lively. William Haines

at his best as the smart youngster who
pooh-poohs military authority, but is

finally subdued. Joan Crawford and
William Bakewell.

"Wild Geese"—Tiffany-Stahl. Poign-

ant drama of a miserly Minnesota
farmer, who keeps his wife in fear of

exposing an indiscretion in her youth.

The death of the farmer brings free-

dom to all. Eve Southern remarkable
as the rebellious daughter. Others are

Belle Bennett, Russell Simpson, Donald
Keith, Anita Stewart, and Wesley
Barry.

(An Antiseptic Liquid)

B/upni dMm
NO WOMAN need suffer the

mental distress and the physi-
cal discomfort caused by underarm
perspiration if she will use NONSPI
(an antiseptic liquid).

NONSPI, used and endorsed by physicians
and nurses, does not actually stop perspiration
— it destroys the odor and diverts the perspi-
ration to parts of the body where there is

better evaporation.

NONSPI has more than a million users. It

is an old, tried, dependable remedy, used
the year around—spring, summer, fall and
winter by fastidious women everywhere. It

keeps their underarms dry and odorless and
protects their clothes from ruinous perspi-
ration stains.

Try NONSPI! Purchase a bottle

at your toilet goods dealer or drug-
gist for 50c (several month's supply)
or if you prefer

Accept our 10 cent Trial' Offer
(several weeks supply).

The Nonspi Company,
2642 Walnut Street,
Kansas City, Mo.

Name

For the enclosed ioc (coin

or stamps) send me a trial

size bottle of NONSPI.

Use

Shampoo Your Hair ON
-Not OFF!

If you want to

GROW HAIR
ERADICATE DANDRUFF

and ECZEMA
HAVE LUSTROUS HAIR

ANN-O-RINE
in place of- your regular s'hampoo. Used as a sham-
poo it promotes hair growth, stops dandruff and
scalp eczema and dresses hair—^as it cleans.
Cheap, too—send 10c. (sttamps or coin) for

,

sample
treatment and the whole wonderful story of an amaz-
ing discovery. Dime back if not satisfied.

WESTERN DISTRIBUTING CO.
Dept. B, 268 Fourth Ave., New York.

TINY NAME CARDS
The Latest Thing. Genuine leather card case and your

name on 50 perfect little name cards 50c.
Size l%xl. Choice of black, red, blue, tan
or green leather. Send stamps, coin or
money order. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Agents wanted, The De
Luxe Co., 236 West 55th St., Dept. 875,
New York.

LipB that tantalize can be yours in two months . Perfectly shap ( d
and without cost or discomfort. M. Trilety's new lipshaper has been

used with miraculous results by thousands of men,
women and friris . Reduces thick, protruding,
prominent lips to norma) size. Wear it at night tor
two months and you will have hps that rival those of
the most famous beauties of screen and stage.

Write for full information and copies of letters
from many who have used the Trilety Lipshaper.
No obligations on your part.

M. TRILETY
227 S P, W. U. Btdg., Binghamton, N. Y.
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Fashions in Etiquette Change

Good Form To=day is Different from

the Good Form of a Few Years Ago

The Very Last Word on the

Subject of Correct Behavior is

The Book of

ETIQUETTE
By

Laura Alston Brown

Every Possible Topic

dealing with the social relation-

ships in which human beings par-

ticipate is covered in this compre-
hensive volume of 244 pages. In
all, 176 topics are treated. These
include

:

The Etiquette of Accepting or Declin=

Christenings
jng invitations

Conduct of the c , Ci .

Engaged Girl
Funeral Et,(

*
uette

Conduct of the Courtesy to Servants

Engaged Man The Woman who
Entertaining

TraveIs
Guests „

fable Manners Automobile Etiquette

Calling Customs Public Dances

Letters of Intro-
street=car Etiquette

duction
n

Wording of Invh The Etiquette of

tations Sport

OTHER VOLUMES OF ETI-
QUETTE—MANY OF THEM
NOTHING LIKE AS COM-
PREHENSIVE AS THIS ONE
—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50
TO $5.

"The Book of Etiquette." by
Laura Alston Brown, the most
complete, up-to-date and authorita-
tive work of the kind ever issued,

is priced at

ONE DOLLAR
In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding

Order from Your Bookseller or from

CHELSEA HOUSE
Publishers

79 Seventh Avenue, New York

"Wings"—Paramount. Spectacular
picture of the heroism of the aviators
in the World War. Marred only by a
weak story. "Buddy" Rogers, Clara
Bow, Richard Arlen, and Jobyna
Ralston.

"Woman on Trial, The"—Paramount.
Well-acted film featuring Pola Negri
on trial for murder, with the late Einar
Hansen very effective as her artist
lover.

barrassment of a vounsr doctor when
he discovers his ex-wife in the same
Pullman with himself and his bride on
their honeymoon. Harrison Ford and
Marie Prevost.

"The Girl from Chicago"—Warner.
A refined girl mingles with crooks to
track down the man guilty of the crime
for which her brother was sentenced.
Myrna Loy, Conrad Nagel, and William
Russell are all excellent.

RECOMMENDED—WITH
RESERVATIONS.

"After Midnight"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Uninspired picture of a prim and proper
cigarette girl, her wild show-girl sis-

ter, and a crook who is reformed by
the heroine. Norma Shearer, Lawrence
Gray, and Gwen Lee.

"Broadway Nights"—First National.
Lois Wilson miscast as gawky, igno-
rant girl who marries a vaudeville ac-
tor, becomes a big success, and is

tempted by a rich producer, with hus-
band rushing to the rescue.

"The Chinese Parrot"—Universal. A
mystery picture without suspense and
very little mystery. Story of a string
of evil-cursed pearls and their many
travels. Marian Nixon, Edmund Burns,
and Anna May Wong.

"Crystal Cup, The"—First National.
Exaggerated, boring film of a girl with
a violent antipathy toward men who
eventually marries a novelist only to
find herself more interested in his best
friend. Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
Mulhall.

"Dance Magic"—First National. Ob-
scure, archaic film of country girl who
comes to the big city to be an actress,
with the usual dire results. Pauline
Starke and Ben Lyon.

"The Divine Woman"—Metro-Gold-
wyn. Not so divine. Greta Garbo mis-
cast as an actress who will not ac-
knowledge her soldier-sweetheart after

she becomes a star, attempts suicide

and is saved, of course, by the hero.
They live happily, et cetera. Lars
Hanson is the boy friend.

"Dress Parade"— Pathe-DeMille.
William Boyd miscast as smart-Aleck
cadet at West Point who is taken down
a peg or two. Bessie Love is the com-
mandant's daughter.

"Fast and Furious"—Universal. Typi-
cal Reginald Denny film, but not up to
his usual mark. Story of a young man
afraid of automobiles who is forced
into a race in order to win his girl.

"Figures Don't Lie"—Paramount.
Trivial, uninteresting tale of a stenog-
rapher, a go-getter salesman who is

jealous of her employer, and the em-
ployer's wife, who is jealous of the
stenog. Esther Ralston and Richard
Arlen.

"The Gateway of the Moon"—Fox.
Inane story of a girl who goes out to

get her man, but he will have none of

her. Finally he succumbs to her charms
—as they always do in fillums. Dolores
del Rio, Walter Pidgeon, and Leslie

Fenton.

"Gingham Girl, The"—F. B. O. Lois
Wilson in innocuous film of sweet coun-
try lass who sells homemade cookies in

the city and attracts the eye of a vil-

lain in spats.

"Girl in the Pullman, The"—Pathe-
DeMille. Silly farce based on the em-

"Good=time Charlie"—Warner. Sen-
timental, maudlin picture relieved only
by Helene Costello's radiant presence.
Story of a martyred father, who sacri-
fices everything for his daughter. War-
ner Oland, Clyde Cook, and Montagu
Love are in the cast.

"The Gorilla"—First National. An-
other mystery story relieved by hilari-

ous comedy. Charles Murray, Fred
Kelsey, Alice Day, and Gaston Glass
are the excellent players who help to
solve the mystery.

"Heart Thief, The"—Producers Dis-
tributing. Dull film of a Hungarian
peasant girl who marries a rich old
landowner, is almost compromised by
his scheming relatives, but is saved in

time by the handsome hero. Lya de
Putti and Joseph Schildkraut.

"Irresistible Lover, The"—Universal.
Norman Kerry in role of a rich philan-
derer with a comic lawyer to settle

his numerous breach-of-promise suits.

Lois Moran is the policeman's daugh-
ter who brings him to his senses.

"Joy Girl, The"—Fox. Silly picture
of mercenary young girl in Palm Beach
who goes out to get a millionaire who
is really a chauffeur, and ignores a
chauffeur who is really a millionaire.

Olive Borden and Neil Hamilton.

"Ladies Must Dress"—Fox. Stenog-
rapher having no clothes-sense is

taught by a girl who dresses like a
million dollars on a small salary. The
steno blossoms forth like a Parisian,
winning back her sweetheart. Virginia
Valli, Lawrence Gray,- Hallam Cooley,
and Nancy Carroll are all good.

"The Love Mart"—First National.
Beautiful but dull film. Billie Dove, as

a belle of New Orleans in 1805, will

have none of her suitors, but becomes
enamored of a stranger. The villain ap-
pears and the stranger, Gilbert Roland,
saves her from the slave market in the
nick of time.

"Man's Past, A"—Universal. Conrad
Veidt in somber melodrama of escaped
convict who tries to hide his past by
impersonating a friend whose sight is

failing. Barbara Bedford and Arthur
Edmund Carew.

"One Woman to Another"—Para-
mount. Florence Vidor in feeble film

of woman who sets out to sacrifice

her life to her brother's children, but
comes to when she discovers her re-

jected beau in the toils of a scheming
blonde.

"Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary, The"

—

Pathe-DeMille. Old-fashioned farce of
speed demon who deceives his aunt into
believing he's a doctor, and has to
hastily improvise a sanitarium when
she suddenly pays him a visit. May
Robson, Harrison Ford, and Phyllis
Haver.

"The Shield of Honor"—Universal.
Unconvincing melodrama of a police-
man who is retired because of his age,
but wins back his place by heroism.
Neil Hamilton and Dorothy Gulliver
are good, while Ralph Lewis suffers in

his usual fashion.
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"The Spotlight"—Paramount. Un-
convincing, slow picture. Producer
trains an unknown girl, giving her a
Russian name and announcing her as
a sensation from Europe. Esther Ral-
ston, Neil Hamilton, and Nicholas
Soussanin are excellent.

"Three's a Crowd"—First National.
Harry Langdon is his usual plaintive
self in monotonous film of a boy who
rescues a runaway wife in a snowstorm
and develops a dumb devotion for her,

only to be deserted in the end.

"Two Girls Wanted"—Fox. Good
story ruined by too much slapstick.

Janet Gaynor in role of girl who takes
a job as maid in the home of her beau's
business competitor and aids him in

putting through a big deal.

"Vanity"— Producers Distributing.
Leatrice Joy in absurd film of high-hat
society girl who snubs a sailor and suf-

fers for it by being kidnaped by him on
the eve of her marriage. Charles Ray
and Alan Hale.

"When a Man Loves"—Warner. John
Barrymore in a stagy, artificial screen
version of "Manon Lescaut," the tale of

the troubles of a French cavalier and
his flirtatious mistress. Dolores Cos-
tello miscast as Manon.

"Wise Wife, The"—Pathe-DeMille.
Tedious film of a wife who cures her
husband of a love affair by taking his

ladylove into the household. Phyllis
Haver, Tom Moore and Jacqueline
Logan.

"The Wizard"—Fox. Unskillful mys-
tery film. A "professor" grafts a man's
head on body of a chimpanzee, training
him to kill. Edmund Lowe, a reporter,
solves the mystery, with the help of
Leila Hyams, as Anne, who kills the
beast.

Information, Please
Continued from page 103

will always be found there—but not for

some months. In "Naughty But Nice,"

Paul Carroll was played by Donald Reed.
He was born in Mexico City, July 23,

1902. He weighs one hundred and sixty

and has brown hair and eyes. His real

name is Ernesto Avila Guillano and he
began his screen career as Ernest Gillen.

Johnny Mack Brown was born Septem-
ber 1, 1904. He is six feet tall; weight,

one hundred and sixty-five. I think he is

married, but am not sure. "The Fair
Coed" was his first film, followed by "The
Divine Woman." He is playing in two
Fox pictures, "Soft Living" and Square
Crooks." Doug, Jr., was born December
9, 1910; six feet tall. His recent pictures

include : "Women Love Diamonds," "Is

Zat So?" "A
>

Texas Steer," and "Dead
Man's Curve." He has played in too

many films for a complete list here.

George Lewis' biography doesn't give his

height or age. His first good role was
in "His People," followed by "The Old
Soak," "Devil's Island," "The Collegians"
—series of two reelers

—"The Four-
flusher," and "The Symphony." Neil
Hamilton was born September 9, 1899.

Height, five feet eleven. His recent films

include "The Joy Girl," "The Spotlight,"
"The Shield of Honor," "Eternal Silence,"
and "Nothing Ever Happens." Louise
Brooks is Mrs. Edward Sutherland. She
is very brunet, five, feet two in height, and
weighs one hundred and twenty. No, I

can"t think of any stars with birthdays on
December 17th or August 29th.

A Mary Briax, William Haines Fan.—Don't blame me because Fanny the Fan,
in the November Picture Play, said the
Elephants' March should have been played
for Mary Brian's entrance in "Shanghai
Bound." I'm tactful, I am ! Far be it

from me to say, right out in print, that a
girl has grown plump. As to whether
Mary will ever be starred, that's in the laps
of, the gods, or rather, of the box office.

Yes, she played opposite Raymond Griffith
in "A Regular Fellow." The rest of the
cast included Tyrone Power, Edgar Nor-
ton, Nigel de Brulier, Gustav von Seyffer-
titz, Jacqueline Gadsden, and Jerry Aus-
tin. Richard Dix's "Who's Your Friend?"
was not, I believe, finished under that title.

Thelma Todd plays opposite him in "The
Gay Defender." William Haines is six
feet tall.

F and C.—If you're going to write fan
letters to all those stars you ask about

—

and receive answers—you'll need a new

branch post office all your own, won't you?
Jack Holt did not work for months after
the termination of his Paramount contract.
But he recently made a picture for Columbia
called "The Tigress." Jack was born May
13, 1888. He is six feet tall and weighs
one hundred and seventy-three pounds.
He is married arid has two children and
a stepchild—Betty and Tim are his chil-

dren
;
Imogene is Mrs. Holt's daughter by

a former marriage. Larry Kent and Bar-
bara Kent are not related, so far as I

know. Larry's latest picture is a Pathe
serial called "The Masked Menace." He
isn't married. Neither is Alberta Vaughn.
Alberta is not at present under contract to

any film company. James Hall is twenty-
seven. Baby Peggy is ten years old ; she

has no studio address, as she isn't working
in pictures now. Bessie Love's latest film

is "Dress Parade." Rin-Tin-Tin is owned
by Lee Duncan. Write to Warner Broth-
ers for a picture of the dog. "Our Gang"
comedies are made at the Hal Roach studio,

Culver City, California. I suppose Mary
in these comedies is little Mary Kornman.
Erik Arnold was born in Norway. He
appears in "Sunrise." Janet Gaynor,
Douglas MacLean, Edmund Burns, Jane
Winton, Mabel Ballin and Mildred Davis
were all born in Philadelphia. I know of
no film stars who were born in Harris-
burg, Pennsylvania. As to what stars

answer their fan mail, that is something
you will have to find out by writing to

them.

Dot.—If you call your questions "a few,"
what happens when you really feel curi-

ous? That's all right, though—don't let

me discourage you ! Yes, Ben Lyon uses
his real name. I should think he must be
of English descent. Gloria's real name is

Gloria May Swanson—does Swanson
sound Swedish to you? Johnny Harron
has been working in Tiffany pictures

lately
;
try him at that studio, Culver City.

"As for Carroll Nye, I believe he is under
contract to no one ; at last accounts, he
was working at F. B. O. Richard Dix was
born in 1895. Colleen Moore is said to he
the most popular actress on the screen. Of
the men, Lon Chaney gets the most fan
mail. The Chadwick studio is at 1440

Gower Street, Hollywood. Malcolm Mc-
Gregor has no studio address—he free

lances. Jason Robards also free lances.

Eleanor Boardman and Conrad Nagel

played the leads in "Memory Lane." As
to why Ramon Novarro doesn't answer

his fan mail, I thought he did—or rather,

that Metro-Goldwyn answered it for him.

YOU'RENEXT
NowWatch YOUM
Muscles

BEFORE:
This boy looks pretty
hopeless, doesn't he? I'll

bet he hated to step out
on the beach in a bathing
suit, and he had to stand
a lot of bullying from the
other boys in the gang.

30 DAYS LATER
Here's a real man! Just
look at the way those
muscles have developed in

30 days of Titus Training.
That's going some, isn't it?

;

Do YOU want MUSCLES?
Mail the coupon.

ONE—two—three! .Tust like that, the boy you see'

above changed from a puny weakling into a

physical GIANT! Looks like magic, doesn't it?

But that's just an example of what Titus Training has
done for thousands upon thousands of men.

I've taken fellows of every size and condition and
I've transformed them almost overnight into perfect

specimens of manhood! "Miracles worked in Muscle"

—

that's what people call them.

In 30 Days I'll Increase Your
Muscles By INCHES

Yes, sir, that's all I want—30 days—and just 20 or

30 minutes a day. In that short time I'll make you
over from head to foot. I'll put layer after layer of

muscle all over your body till they stand out like

iron bands.CD W"7 f Amazing Book of
IT rV Hi Hi . Muscle Building Facts
Tear oft that coupon! Mail it today! It will bring

you FREE the greatest book you've ever seen—filled

with astounding photographs of men rebuilt—packed
full of Titus's own secrets of making muscles GROW.,
No cost or obligation—rush the coupon to Dept. P-12U.

The One TITI TC
and Only 111 Ui9 105 E. 13th St.

New York City

TITUS, Dept. P- 126,
105 E. 13th St., New York, N. Y.

Dear Titus: Sure I'd like to have your book. Send
it free.

Name '

Address

Town State

tyourPersonal^Jljppeamnce
is now more than ever the key-
note of success, both in social

J

land business' life. , Improve your
]
personal appearance by using the

|

J
new patent "Lim-StraUner,'"

I Model 18. Corrects now How and
|

I Knock-kneed legs safely, quick-
I ly and permanently, at home,
j No costly operation or discom-
I fort. Is worn at night. Easy
j to adjust; its result will save
I you soon from further hutnilia-
1 tion and will improve your per-

I sonal appearance 100 per cent. Write today for copy-

1

righted Physiological and Anatomical book and expei'i-|
ence of others without obligation. Enclose a dime fori

I postage.
I

|
M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST Dept. 1648-L, Bingliamlon, N. Y.|

, DIAMOND
WristWatchHIM

SPECIAL
offer In lady's

'*tSs*^£^%£±
wrist watch

4 DIAMONDS—4 SAPPHIRES
BDl-Solid 14Kt. white gold hand engraved case 6et with
4 genuine diamonds and 4 sapphires; 15 (QQ 7C
jewel guaranteed movement. $3. 16 a month, * 9

Take aYear toPay JJ: ?ntV
a
c
p
s
e
t

All Transactions
Strictly Confidential

lO Days FREE Trial
Send only $1 with order, and
your choice comes to you par-
cel post prepaid on 10 Days
Free Trial. Pay postman only

1 $1 more on delivery; after free
I trial pay balance in 12 equal
1 monthly payments. Satisfaction
1 guaranted or your money back

FREE""-"/SsJL' » tti of Gems"
.Ca'. ,Ti^

Bw
' |u yThousands"of

1

special values

1 ?d££$£^3l 'n genuine dia-
//C^^^^f/f monda, watches
If :

{''-'"
, ;/'} if and jewelry illus-

'

^-i-'.
'/''!/: trated. Free to;

'ffi^C^^-wf' adults only---writei

-ri^-^^fW now f°r your copyv
:*^^^^Establlshed 1S9S

ROYAL DIAMOND {>WATCH C O.
g ADDRESS DEPT. 32E 170 BROADWAY N.Vjl
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CHELSEA

HOUSE
Popular Copyrights

Tales of the West, of Love and

Mystery and Adventures on sea

and land—you can have them now,

fresh from the pens of your fa-

vorite authors. They are real

books, too—no reprints of old-

timers but new books bound in

cloth, with handsome stamping and

jackets and all for 75 cents. Ask

your bookseller to show you some

of the books listed below

—

The Brand of Good Books

THE SUNSET TRAIL Joseph Montague

WOLF COUNTRY Stanley Shaw

ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley

MR. CLACKWORTHY. CON MAN
Christopher B. Booth

THE OUTLAW TAMER Davitl Manning

PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague

THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK
Eraart Kinsburn

POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan

THE TWO-GUN KID Robert J. Horton

SUCKER MONEY Robert H. Rohde

GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker

THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT
Johnston McCulley

BEYOND THE FRONTIER
MIRADOR TREASURE
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
THE CARVED TRAIL

THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
THE AVENGING TWINS
HAWKS OF HAZARD
HONEY OF DANGER
BANDIT'S HONOR
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
SILVER SPURS

Joseph Montague

Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning

Mary Imlay Taylor

Emart Kinsburn

William Morton

E. Whitman Chambers

Johnston McCulley

Joseph Montague

Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning

Arthur Mallory

Joseph Montague

HELSEA MOUSE

79-89 SEVENTH AVE
NE,W YORK CITY

75c 75c

Helen Hunt.—Well, Helen, it really is

too bad you missed "The Dark Angel,"
for in addition to featuring Ronald
Colman and Vilma Banky, it was one of the
best pictures of its year. It was produced
by First National, 383 Madison Avenue,
New York City. Write to that company
to request another showing in your city, or
ask the manager of your movie theater for
a repeat engagement. As the picture is

only about two years old, it is .possible that
it may still be playing in some of Detroit's
smaller theaters. Isn't there a First Na-
tional Exchange—see your local telephone
book—in Detroit? If so, they could tell

you where, if possible, that film could be
seen.

Joan.—Joan Crawford has certainly
made good on the screen. Every one likes

her. Her eyes are blue, and her hair is

brown. Weight, one hundred and ten

pounds. I suppose she is of French de-
scent, for her real name is Lucille Le
Seuer. She was born in San Antonio, but
grew up in Kansas City. I don't know
her exact birth date, but believe she was
born in 1905. She ran away from home to

go onto the stage, and appeared in sev-
eral big revues. Her stage career lasted
about three seasons, then Harry Rapf, of
Metro-Goldwyn, discovered her. Her film

career began early in 1925, when she joined
the Metro stock company and spent six

months learning the rudiments of screen
acting and playing bits and small parts. She
appeared in "I'll Tell the World," and
then played her first good role in "Sally,
Irene and Mary"—released in February,
1926. Other films she has played in in-

clude "Old Clothes," "Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp," "Paris," "The Taxi Dancer,"
"The Understanding Heart," "Twelve
Miles Out," "The Unknown," "Spring
Fever" and "Business Wives."

Statistics—That's a good word to stut-

ter on ! You have probably by now seen
the answers to your other letters. The
trouble with 3-ou fans is that you forget
to allow time for the magazine to be
printed. Ruth Roland has retired from the
screen, and has made more money in the
real-estate business than she ever made in

pictures. "The Volga Boatman" was
filmed in California, I believe. Yes, Wil-
liam Boyd and Elinor Fair became en-
gaged while they were working together
in that picture. In view of the great num-
ber of ages, heights, and so forth that you
ask for, I am mentioning here only those
which arc not given elsewhere in this de-
partment. Mary Brian is five feet tall

;

weight, 100 pounds. Lois Wilson, five feet
five and a half

;
weight, 120. No age given.

Esther Ralston, five feet five
;
weight, 125.

Sally O'Neil was born October 23, 1908;
height, five feet one and a half

; weight,
104. Rcnec Adoree, five feet two; weight,
105. She was born about 1901. Dolores
Costello is five feet four in height, and
weighs 108. Marceline Day was born
April 24, 1906 ; she is five feet three, and
weighs 104. Phyllis Haver was born Jan-
uary 6, 1899; height, five feet six; weight,
126. Pola Negri was born December 30,

1897; height, five feet four; weight, 120.

Redhead.—No, indeed, I don't mean
red-headed when I say brunet. I did say
Clara Bow was brunet and, by nature, she
is. But she likes to change the color of
her hair, and I'd have to see her frequently
to be accurate about its color. I under-
stand that just now it is—well, sort of
pink. Gloria Swanson's hair is that shade
of brown which has red lights in it and
might almost be considered auburn. Men-
jou and Mabel Normand both have dark-
brown hair. Mary Astor's hair is defi-
nitely auburn

;
Hope Hampton's is titian,

and so is Gloria Hope's. Jane Winton,
Ruth Roland and Merna Kennedy—Chap-

lin's new leading lady—all have auburn
hair.

B. B.—I don't wonder you had an argu-
ment as to who played opposite Valentino
in "Beau Brummel!" That was John
Barrymore's film, not Valentino's, and
Mary Astor was the heroine. Carmel My-
ers was the vamp. Perhaps you confused
that film with Valentino's "Monsieur Beau-
caire," which had three leading .ladies

—

Bebe Daniels, Lois Wilson and Doris Ken-
yon. Lila Lee was the heroine in "Blood
and Sand," Nita Naldi the vamp. It was
Colleen Moore who played in "Flaming
Youth," and that was the picture that
made her famous. "Anna Christie" fea-

tured Blanche Sweet, with William Rus-
sell, George Marion and Eugenie Besserer
playing with her. Forrest Stanley was the
hero in "When Knighthood Was in

Flower." The cast of "The Eternal City"
included Barbara La Marr, Bert Lytell,

Lionel Barrymorc, Richard Bennett, and
Montagu Love.

Lola.—So you'd like to get all the let-

ters that I do? But don't forget you'd
have to answer them all, and that's some-
thing else again. Clara Bow was born
July 29, 1905. A fan club in her honor
has headquarters with Louise C. Hinz,
2456 Sheridan Avenue, Detroit, Michigan.
Betty Bronson was born November 17,

1906
;
Correspondence Club—Mary Camp-

bell, 300 West Sixth Street, Cisco, Texas.
Esther Ralston was born September 17,

1902; fan club—Mabel Hill, 1250 South
Normal Street, Chico, California. Rich-
ard Dix was born July 18, 1895 ; club

—

Harold Revine, 179 Arthur Street, Ottawa,
Ontario. Clive Brook was born June 1,

1891 ; no fan club. William Haines was
born January 1, 1900 ; club—Vivian Ste-

phens, Perry, Lake County, Ohio. William
Boyd Club—Eve J. Robinson, 1216 W'est

Eighth Street, Wilmington, Delaware.
William doesn't give his birthday. Ramon
Novarro was born February 6, 1899 ; club

—Henry Daviero, Route 1, Box 62, Se-
bastopol, California. Also, Dorothy Wal-
laston, 1155 West Third Street, Dayton,
Ohio. James Hall was born October 22,

1900. William Collier, Jr., was born Feb-
ruary 12, 1902. Marie Prevost, 1898;

Louise Brooks, about 1907. There are no
fan clubs that I know of for any of these

last four players.

Red Rob.—I'm afraid you're doomed to

disappointment. America hasn't claimed
Ivan Mosjukine for its films for very long
—for only one picture, in fact, "Surren-
der." He has already returned to Europe,
where he now is making a film at the Ufa
studios. He was born in Tenza, Russia,
thirty years ago. He is five feet eleven.

He studied law in Moscow, and then joined
the Moscow Art Theater, which brought
him to America several seasons ago. I

don't know just how many European pic-

tures he played in ; a French film "The
Living Dead Man," which he made with
Lois Moran several years ago, was shown
in New York last September, and "Michael
Strogoff" was released by Universal. He
also played in a French film version of

Casanova's life; this picture has, so far,

not been seen in America. Ivan is not
married.

Miss Dolly.—Yes, your questions are
keeping me busy for quite a spell. But
just think how I can fool Satan. He'll

never find any mischief for my idle hands
—or rather, he can't find the idle hands

!

Phyllis Haver is twenty-nine ; five feet six,

weight 126. She has blond hair and blue
eyes. Her new picture is "Chicago."
Now, don't get excited about Ramon No-
varro's going into a monaster)- ; he says
somebody just made up that story. What
he really intends to do, in several years,
when his film contract is concluded, is to
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go on the concert stage. "My Best Girl"

was released in New York last November.
Virginia Valli is twenty-eight, Joan Craw-
ford about twenty-three; Belle Bennett
keeps her age to herself. Norma Shearer
became Mrs. Irving Thalberg last Septem-
ber 29th. Norma is twenty-three, Irving
twenty-eight. Doug, Jr., was born Decem-
ber 9, 1910; certainly he will continue to

play on the screen. Norman Kerr}- was
born in New York, so, of course, he is

American. I should think he is of Ger-
man ancestry, as his real name is Kaiser.

He is in his late thirties. I'm sorry I

don't know the family history of little

J'ickey McBan. His new picture is "Sor-
rell and Son."

Pegs.—So you're the information girl on
the telephone, and you've got everybody's
number ! The young man who so caught
your eye in "For the Love of Mike" is

Richard Gallagher, who, as "Skeets" Gal-
lagher, is quite well known on the musi-
cal-comedv stage. You can reach him, I

think, at the Lambs Club, 128 West Forty-
fourth Street, New York City. Richard
plays only in occasional pictures

;
perhaps

it isn't too late for you to see him in

"The Potters" and in "New York."

Ignuts.—So you think I ought to be a
screen comedian? And here, all these
years, I've kidded myself that I don't look
"funny ! Of course I'll look you up
when I come to Superior—with pleasure.
I'll just get off the train and ask for
Ignuts. Gary Cooper was born May 7,

1901. He is six feet two, weighs 180, has
black hair and dark-blue eyes. I think that

is his real name.

Esther Rogles.—The "Geste" in "Beau
Geste" is pronounced with a soft G, as in

gem.

Helen Burneb.—You should be happy
now ; an interview with your favorite, Jo-
seph Schildkraut, was published in January
Picture Play.

Mary.—I've always time to answer a

few questions. No time, no salary

!

House Peters is not so active as he for-

merly was on the screen ; at last accounts

he was playing in "Rose-Marie" for Metro-
Goldwyn, but as the picture has had re-

casting, I don't know whether he is still

in it. House Peters was born in Bristol,

England ; he doesn't say when. Richard
Talmadge was born in New York about
thirty years ago. In "The Sensation Seek-
ers," the young minister was played by
Raymond Bloomer. No mention is made,
in the biographies of Adolphe Menjou or

Marie Prevost, of either one's having ever

lived in Lead, South Dakota. Danny
O'Shea, so far as I know, is not related to

House Peters.

Anxious.—A. J. S. writes in answer to

your question that, in addition to "The
Birth of a Nation," Lillian Gish and Wal-
lace Reid appeared together in "The Fatal

Wedding," the film version of "Enoch
Arden."

What the Fans Think
Continued from page 12

I think Greta Garbo is rather dazzling,

but I cannot imagine any one falling in

love with her. A little allure, in its place,

may be an asset, but all allure is apt to be
sickening. Can you imagine having to eat

sticky chocolate cake at every meal? I

think I could find Greta Garbo intoxicat-

ingly sweet for one evening, or perhaps
for two evenings, but after that—I'd die

of ennui. . She doesn't seem to possess
either wit or intelligence.

Speaking of the -film, I thought it quite

interesting. I understand some of the love
scenes were cut out for the London show-
ing. For this I would pass a vote of
thanks to whoever is responsible, because
the "sexy" scenes were the flaws of the

picture. Garbo and Gilbert both went at

them with a serious savageness that gave
me the impression that they were saying
to themselves : "Now, for a treat, we'll

give 'em five minutes' love-making. I'm
sure they'll like it. Let's do our best."

Regent Street, G. Pentways.
W. 1, London, England.

A Test.

She is a blonde. She is one of our
most capable actresses. She has played a
variety of roles and played each one with
distinction. She is one of the few who
can play a flapper or a gold digger with-
out being too cute, funny, or disgusting.
Her name will head the cast of big pic-

tures in the near future. Her physical
qualifications for stardom are perfect.
Her mental qualifications for stardom are
perfect. She has "It" with a capital "I."
She has beauty without conceit. She can
wear the smallest bathing suit or the finest

gown with equal ease and grace. She
doesn't appeal to the few. for everybody
likes or will like her. She has knocked
me for a row of Kleig lights. Who?
Sally Rand. J. Marsh.
402 Simpson Street, Florence, Alabama.

In Defense of Anna Q.
According to Kay Hunt's 'letter, L. B.

D.'s particular aversion seems to be
blondes, and he is quoted as saying, "I

can't see any beauty in them—they remind
me of a stretch of sandy road, dry and
hard and very gritty."

L. B. D. must not be a "long-time"
movie fan, or he would know that the

beauty of Anna Q. is renowned the world
over and that, earlier in her career, she
posed for such artists as Harrison Fisher,

Howard Chandler Christ}-, and Frank
Goodwin, who have said that the beauty
of Anna's head and profile is perfect. If

these artists would have had the same im-
pression of blondes as L. B. D., I am
afraid Anna would have been out of luck,

but, fortunately, they saw more than sheer
beautv

—

they seize character and person-
ality.

However, it is not the gorgeousness of

Anna Q. that holds me spellbound so much
as her ability as an actress, her complete
knowledge of the technique of dramatic
art, the firmness of her character. In her
letters to me she is not Anna Q. Nilsson,

the actress, but Anna Q.—my friend—an
altogether charming, human young woman
whom I adore, because of her frankness
and happy-go-lucky spirit, and whose
friendship I treasure dearly.

If I have not already convinced you, L.

B. D., that your statement does not apply

to Miss Nilsson, I don't know what else

I can say. True, she has been the victim

of poor stories during the past year, but

the performances she gave were always
above par, and the pictures were only en-

durable because she interpreted each role

with perfect understanding.

If the fans would only take the trou-

ble to write constructive criticisms con-

cerning the screen players, instead of de-

structive criticisms about the players per-

sonally—what a wonderful department
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"What the Fans Think" would be ! That
doesn't necessarily mean that the players

should only receive flatteries, which they

despise, but instructive criticisms based on
sound reasoning, with malice toward none.

The odious comparisons ; of screen favor-

ites recently seen on the fan page have
become unbearable. It does not make the

players feel any better, agitates the fans,

and becomes boring to the neutral reader.

Janette Raybould.
2045 Clairmount Avenue,

Detroit, Michigan.

Hollywood.
We eat to-day, we sold our rings

;

'

We sigh in May, in June are kings

;

Why should we worry over things

In Hollywood?

Your gay array of courtiers bold

Have learned to do just what they're told,

And do it for quite little gold

In Hollywood.

Say, must we hang around and wait

Before this dirty garden gate,

While stars come in two hours late

In Hollywood?

Who is this maid of haughty mien?
You think she is a movie queen,

And yet says "I ain't", and "I seen"

In Hollywood.

Oh, see the funny-looking throng

!

What keeps them standing there so long?
They want a job, 'less I am wrong,

In Hollywood.

Here comes a man, what does he say?
"We don't need youse no more to-day

;

The picture's all off, anyway,"
In Hollywood.

Where one succeeds a million fail,

Alone to-day, to-morrow mail

From fans who wish you were in jail

In Hollywood.

You starve, you fight, you beg for fame
To put electrics round your name

;

You're cursed, you're praised—it's all the

same—
In Hollywood.

One star comes in, one star goes out;
The people raise a mighty shout

;

"They can't know what they are about
In Hollywood."

The air is brisk, the sky is blue,

All out of work and so are you,

But kings must smile and you do, too
In Hollywood.

Great shadow realm, you may mean fame,
But I call you the heartbreak game

;

You've just killed off another dame
In Hollywood.

For all your faults I love you, too

;

My dreams are all made up of you,
So I'll stick till I see it through

In Hollywood!
Graham Dale.

600 West 157th Street, New York City.

A Review of "Love."
To all you Greta Garbo-John Gilbert

fans, and to all you who aren't—go to

see them in "Love !" What a perfect and
thrilling . picture to those who admire
Greta and John ! And what a revelation
picture to all those who, through some
reason that cannot be understood, dislike

them! It is beautiful. It is well acted.

And, best of all, it is hilinqii.

Miss Garbo is the siren, as usual—more

beautiful than ever, and so sincere that we
loved and wept with her—and when those

two qualities are combined, what a treat

!

John Gilbert acted his part with talent

and usual fineness, but I was just a bit

disappointed—oh, now, not in him ! 'but in

his role in the story—too unsympathetic

and ordinary. "Love" is so essentially a

woman's story that, naturally, it was
Greta's picture from beginning to end. I

somehow feel that Mr. Gilbert's acting-

was wasted. He could have given his time

and talents to another picture which would
be all Gilbert, and left the rather uninter-

esting role of Vronsky to some other actor

less talented.

Yet "Love" is one of the best pictures

of late—and, thank goodness, they didn't

change the tragic ending to a happy one

!

I read "Anna Karenina" and was glad to

find they followed the story very closely.

No one could have played Anna half as

well as Miss Garbo did—and I know that

no one can be as beautiful.

Elinor Garrison.
6022 Twenty-ninth Avenue, N. E.,

Seattle, Washington.

Do You Think So?
The fans' department has always been a

source of pleasure to me, but lately I

often skip that section entirely. One is

always certain to read of the fans debat-

ing as to which is the 'best actor, John,

Ronald, or Conrad—or who is lovelier,

Greta or Vilma—to say nothing of that

ever-popular topic, "the foreign invasion."

And now the latest, printing the fans' per-

sonal speculations concerning the most in-

timate privacies of the stars' lives, it

seems, is going a bit too far. It not only

displays ill taste on the fans' part, for

writing such trash ; but, in my opinion,

cheapens the hitherto high standard of

Picture-Play itself. Perhaps I am wrong,
but for seemingly intelligent fans to wran-
gle over such affairs—of which they know
nothing—is—pardon me—dumb.
Malcolm Oettinger's interview with

Olive Borden was a scream. If only more
interviews were written as truthfully and
entertainingly ! These spicy little accounts

of the stars are always intriguing" and, in

my estimation, never in any way lower a

player.

Two players whom I sincerely admire
never get any breaks in the fan magazines.

The one is Ethel Wales, than whom there

is no better character actress. For six

years now she has been featured in promi-
nent roles, consistently, giving in each case

a matchless performance, and most often

stealing all honors from the coy heroine.

Yet what recognition has she received for

this?

The other is a male star. He isn't a

sheik, is not even handsome, but he is a

good actor, a very clever director, and,

best of all, a real man. His picture career

has been smooth but unostentatious ; his

private life is perfect, and he has a won-
derful wife and two adorable kiddies ; he
comes from a family of troupers that are

real American folks. Fans, take your hats

off and salute a real man—Buster Keaton.

Just a word about Natalie Keaton. She
seems to be the winner in the long run.

Don't you think that, after all, she has

proven the most successful of the Tal-

madge girls? Shirley Hilton.
1247 East Fifty-eighth Drive,
Los Angeles, California.

Addresses of Players.
Richard Arlen, Raymond Hatton, Lawrence

Gray, Pola Negri, Esther Ralston, Mary
Brian, Neil Hamilton, Richard Dix, Adolphe
Menjou, Knthryn Carver. Wallace Beery,
Florence Vidor, Clara Bow, Chester Conklin,
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Clivi> Brook. Kathlyn Williams, Charles
("Buddy") Rogers, Fred Thomson, Gary
Cooper, James Hall, Douglas MacLean, Wil-
liam Powell, Bebe Daniels, Louise Brooks,
Noah Beery, Emil Jannings, Evelyn Brent,
Doris Hill, Rutli Taylor, Nancy Carroll and
Warner Baxter, at the Paramount Studio,
Hollywood, California.

Rex Ingram, Gwen Eee, Roy d*Arcy, An-
tonio Moreno, Alice Terry, Ramon Novarro,
Norma Shearer, John Gilbert, William Haines,
Eon Chaney, Helena d'Algy, Renee Adorer,
Marion Davies, Conrad Nagel, Lillian Gish,
Eleanor Boardmau, Karl Dane, Dorothy Se-
bastian, Lionel Barrymore, Tim McCoy,
(ieorge K. Arthur, Lars Hanson, Joan Craw-
lord, Ralph Forbes, Buster Keaton, Johnny
Mack Brown, at the Metro-Goldwyn Studio,
Culver City, California.

Vilma Banky, Ronald Column, Douglas
Fairbanks. Jack Pickford, Mary Pickford,
Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge,
and John Barrymore, at the United Artists
Studio, 7100 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los
Angeles, California.

Lewis Stone, Colleen Moore, Jack Mulhall,
Myrtle Stedman, Natalie Kingston, Joyce
Compton, Doris Kenyoii, Milton Sills, Billie
Dove, Ken Maynard, Richard Barthelmess,
Ben Lyon. Dorothy Maekaill, Harry Lang-
don, Mary Astor, Larry Kent, Corinne
Griffith, Donald Reed and Molly O'Day, at
the First National Studio, Burbank, Califor-
nia.

Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson, Mary Phil-
bin, Laura La Plante, Marian Nixon, Lola
Todd, Art Acord, Nina Romano, Josie
Sedgwick, Norman Kerry, William Desmond,
Edmund Cobb, Jack Daugherty, George Lewis,
Raymond Keane, at the Universal Studio, Uni-
versal City, California.

William Boyd, Rod La Rocque, Leatrice
Joy, Edmund Burns, Rita Carita, Vera
Reynolds. Majel Coleman, H. B. Warner,
Victor Varconi, Sally Rand, Elinor Fair,
Jacqueline Logan, Kenneth Thomson, Joseph
Striker, Joseph Schildkraut, Virginia Brad-
ford and Lina Basquette, at the Cecil DeMille
Studio, Culver City, California. Also Julia
Faye.
Lou Tellegen, George O'Brien, Tom Mix,

Edmund Lowe, Earle Foxe, Janet Gaynor,
Richard Walling, Barry Norton, Charles Far-
rell, Madge Bellamy, Clifford Holland, Victor
McLaglen, Lois Moran, Nick Stuart, Virginia
Valli, at the Fox Studio, Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Irene Rich, Dolores Costello, Louise Fa-
zenda, Monte Blue, John Patrick, May Mc-
Avoy, Warner Oland, Leila Hyams, at the
Warner Studios, Sunset and Bronson, Los
Angeles, California.

Marie Prevost, Jack Hoxie. Harrison Ford,
Phyllis Haver, at DeMille Studio, Culver
City, California.
Ruth Hiatt, Mary Ann Jackson, at the Mack

Sennett Studio, 1712 Glendale Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Tom Tyler, Bob Steele, Frankie Darro,

Buzz Barton, Kit Guard, Al Cooke, at the
F. B. O. Studio, 780 Gower Street, Holly-
wood, California.

Bill Cody, Buddy Roosevelt, Walter Miller,
at the Associated Studios, Mission Road,
Hollywood, California.

Allene Ray, 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.

Robert Frazer, 630C La Mirada Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.

Patsy Ruth Miller, 808 Crescent Drive,
Beverly Hills, California.

Robert Agnew, 6357 La Mirada, Hollywood,
California.
Dorothy Revier, 1307 North Wilton Place,

Los Angeles, California.
Betty Francisco, 117% Gower Street, Hol-

lywood, California.
Julanne Johnston, Garden Court Apart-

ments, Hollywood, California.
Malcolm McGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,

Hollywood, California.
Ruth Clifford, 7627 Emelita Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Rosemary Theby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,

Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,

England.
Mabel Julienne Scott, Yucca Apartments,

I.os Angeles, California.
Ethel Gray Terry, 1318 Fuller Avenue,

Los Angeles, California.
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boule-

vard, Hollywood, California.
Anna May Wong, 241 N. Figuera Street,

Los Angeles, California.
Eileen Percy, 154 Beechwood Drive, Los

Angeles, California.
Buddy Messinger, 1131 N. Bronson Avenue,

Hollywood, California.
Nazimova, 8080 Sunset Boulevard, Holly-

Wood, California.
Creighton Hale, Selig Studio, Hollywood,

California.
Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,

Los Angeles, California.
Forrest Stanley, 604 Crescent Drive, Bev-

erly Hills, California.
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Findthe One HouseTIiat
Is Different From the Others-It's FREE
There are 14 six-room houses pictured here.
To be sure they all look alike, but examine them
closely. Thirteen ofthem are exactly alike, but one,
and only one, is different. It isn't aseasy as it looks.
See if you can find the different one. It is going to
be given away ABSOLUTELY FREE.

These Clues At slance aI1

the pictures look

Will Help You. alikc ' but on clost rr examination you
will see that one, and only one, differs in some way
from all the others. The difference may be in the
fence, steps or even shutters. If you can find the
one house that is different from all the others write
me TODAY QUICK. You may become the owner
of this house without one cent of cost to you.

BuiltAnywhere in U. S.
The one house that is different from all the
others is going to be given away ABSOLUTELY
FREE. It makes no difference where you live. The
house can be built anywhere in the U. S., and ifyou
do not own a lot I will even arrange to buy a lot on
which to build the house. A beautiful and com-
fortable six-room house may be yours if you can
find the different house. Certainly you have longed
for the day to come when you could own your own
home—this is your golden opportunity. ActQUICK.

YOU Cannot LOSe Positively
- every one
taking advantage of this opportunity is rewarded.
Find the one house that is different from all the
others and rush your name and address to me TO-
DAY. A postal card will do, just say, "House No.
— is different from all the others. Without any obli-

gation please tell me how I can get this fine six-room
house without one cent of cost to me."

LEE MORGAN, Pres.
Box 3335 Batavia, Illinois

ALWAYS Ask For DENISON'S-52 Years of Hits

Comedy -Dramas, ni BlfA Vaudeville Acts,
Farces, Musical Fl H ? -fe Monologs.Dialogs,
Comedies.Revues, * Ow Entertainments,
Chalk-Talk, Amateur Circus and Magic Books.
Black-faceSkits.MllIM"Dpi Q Snappy Posters,
Opening Choruses.ItllHOB HtLd WindowCarde.
Complete First-Parts, with Song Programs.
New CleverCOMEDYSONGS foryour show.
Make-up Goods, Wigs. CATALOGUE FREE.
T. S. DENISON & CO., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 52 Chicago

MASCAR1LL0
Enhance Natural

Beauty of Eyes with

An absolutely harmless preparation for retouching and beautifying'
eyebrows and eyelashes. NOT A DYE. Prepared in nine shades.
F\ORA ROIIfiF Price $1. A natural color for every JACL/iVnrt HVUUE, complexion. Waterproof. Six shades.
$1 a jar. Samples of Mascarillo, Exora Rouge, cream, powder
CHARLES MEYER, 18 EAST 12th ST.. N. Y. C.

Show Card Lettering
Here is the course you need if you want a good position as Show Card Letterer or a business of

your own. It is complete and practical and especially arranged for the student who studies
at home. Written by E. L. Roller, Principal of the International School of Art, member
of the American Federation of Arts, and The National Society of Craftsmen.

ffl H. L. Wood, a clerk, made more
/than $700 "on the side" be- INTERNATIONAL

ir-iV / f°re 'le had completed this ^ SCHOOL
t}h*A^& /rniirw William Whitman ^ OF ART

*> Division of the
International Correspondence Schools
Dept. 4557-E, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me
full details nf your home-study course in

* course. William Whitn
j'fy is earning three times as

- - 'much as he did be- ~*

SHOW CARD LETTERING

J
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Would you like to know the very newest

word in smart, collegiate slang?

o you like a love story that fairly thrills

with adventure, mystery and emotion?

Do you like to read about New York's

idle rich?

Then get

LOVE STORY
MAGAZINE

and rea

The Jungle Rose

VIOLET GORDON'S

new serial

Ask your news dealer ISc per copy
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Complete Beauty Outfit, 50c
Containing Every Beauty Need

Mail this special offer

coupon at once to Edna
Wallace Hopper,536Lake

Shore Drive, Chicago

—

enclosing 50c (stamps

accepted) for liberal trial

sizes of all seven of these

beauty aids, Miss Hop-

per's own beauty book,

also Free certificate

good for 50c tube of

Quindent toothpaste.

Name

Street

P. O State.

You've heard of this woman who has been a stage beauty
over forty years, and of the French beauty formulas
that have kept her beautiful for a lifetime. But you never
have had so wonderful an offer as she makes you here.

This is your golden opportunity to have your own
beauty box of Edna Wallace Hopper's own beauty
requisites. Not just a collection of stingy samples of
commercial cosmetics, but liberal quantities of seven
scientific aids to beauty culture; the self-same things
this famous beauty spent years in searching out; the
secrets once known only in France.F
Look at the photograph of Miss Hopper—taken this
year. At a grandmother's age, she still looks like a
flapper. That's what the right beauty aids can do; what
ordinary tallow creams and crude clays and starchy
powders can never accomplish. Try these seven aids,

in generous quantities; enough powder for six weeks,
all in decorative box suitable for travel or home use,
for coupon and only 50c.

Full-sized packages would cost you over four dollars !

1701717 , Certificate for full fifty-cent tube
of exquisite Quindent toothpaste

will be included, so this week-end beauty
case really costs you nothing !

All toilet counters sell Miss Hopper's Eeauty Aids



The cigarette that's liked

for itself

It is sheer enjoyment of smoking

that has made Camel the most popular

cigarette of all time* Nothing takes

the place of fragrant, mellow tobaccos*

© 1928, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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All the World
Loves a Good
Love Story^

It's the most popular kind of story there is.

The greatest novels of all time are love stories.

Romantic love never loses its appeal. The
delights and heartbreaks, the tenderness and
bitterness incidental to courtship and marriage
furnish a never-failing fund of material for

the writer of romantic fiction.

That is why, in selecting titles for the

Chelsea House line of books, it was thought
well to include several love stories. These books are known as the

CHELSEA HOUSE POPULAR COPYRIGHTS
They are bound in cloth with gold stamping, printed on good paper from new, clear type,

and in general appearance are the equal of most books made to sell at $2.00. They are all new-
stories that have never before appeared in book form, not -reprints of old editions. They are
sold for

75 Cents a Copy
Some of the Love Stories in the Chelsea House Popular Copyrights are described below

The Bayou Shrine The Love Bridge

1

By PERLEY POORE SHEEHAN
The story of a pure love that rose above con-

ventions. A romance that will have a particu-

lar appeal to the modern woman.

By MARY IMLAY TAYLOR
How the destinies of two women and a man

were vitally influenced by a bridge across a

Western canyon. A splendid love story of the

outdoors.

The Awakening of Romola
By ANNE O'HAGAN

Romola was thirty-two. She had a husband
and two children. But romance insisted on
coming into her life again.

Her Wedding Ring
By MARCIA MONTAIGNE

The call of youth to youth and a love that

sought to override obstacles instead of finding

a way around them, are the dominant themes of

this romance of the younger generation.

Quicksands

By VICTOR THORNE
How a girl reared in poverty staged a cam-

paign to win a wealthy husband. A story

that deals with many of the vital problems of
modern life.

Wanda of the White Sage
By ROY ULRICH

Marrying a girl he'd never seen before and
taking her out West was a pretty experience

for Dan Chadwick, but it was only the start

of his romantic adventures.

Ask Your Bookseller for Chelsea House Popular Copyrights
There are also Detective and Mvstery Stories. Western Stories, and Adventure Stories-

all the most popular tvpes of fiction—included in the CHELSEA HOUSE POPULAR COPY
RIGHTS. WRITE FOR A COMPLETE LIST.

CHELSEA HOUSE, Publishers, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York

MI
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Two blacksheep tryingto turnwhite

Square
Crooks

CAN a bad man live down his past—or does the under-
world inevitably "get" its own when a crook tries to

turn straight?

"SQUARE CROOKS" plays the spotlight on the seamy
side of crookdom from ah entirely new angle— and shows
you a few episodes in the private life of a reformed gangster
who is trying to "come back'.Vthat \vill make your skin creep!

Thrills, mystery, humor, romance and tragedy move side

by side from start to finish of this super-study of the shady
side of human nature! There are enough situations in it

to make a dozen good stories! And a master story teller

makes every one of them count in a feat of skilled directing

that will stand as a model for a long time to come

!

Watch for the announcement of "SQUARE CROOKS"
at your favorite playhouse. You'll be missing one of the
year's best pictures if you fail to see it!

ivith JOHNNY MACK BROWN—DOROTHY DWAN
DOROTHY APPLEBY—ROBERT ARMSTRONG

Johnny Mack Brown who is sup-

posed to have turned straight, hands

his pal in reformation, Robert

Armstrong, a severe jolt by showing

him thefamous Carsonjewels, which

have just been mysteriously stolen.

With their men hounded by the

police for the theft of the Carson

jcwels,DorothyDwan andDorothy
Appleby set their wits to 'work to

get them out of the net.

PRODUCTION
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Ask your Theatre Manager for the dates of Romance", "Legion of the Condemned"—

all the great Paramount Pictures of 1928— everyone is sure to bethe"6est shoivintoivn",

'Gentlemen Prefer Blondes", Emil Jannings PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORP.
Adolph Zukor, Pres., Paramount Bldg., N. Y.

in "The Last Command", "Tillie' s Punctured tiIf it's a Paramount Picture, it's the best show in town"

^Paramount ^Pictures
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CINDERELLA SAYS GOOD-BY
CHE'S gone out of business, you see. There isn't a place in

Hollywood any more for the poor little Cinderella, who is

"discovered" by some one and is made a star by sunrise next
morning. It isn't done any more and never was done, really,

though the legend has persisted with the help of the press agents.

The so-called Cinderellas to-day have all worked hard to get where
they are—some of them for years. Janet Gaynor, for one, played
for two years in Fox pictures before she made her great hit in

"Seventh Heaven." Whereupon was born the legend that she was
just another Cinderella, a nobody who had' never acted before.

What of her long apprenticeship as an extra? No one knows so

well as Janet what she endured then. In Picture Play for July
the truth about all the so-called Cinderellas will be told by William
H. McKegg, who explodes the myth completely.

Welcome the Plump Heroines
Give a hand to girls like Ann Rork, Renee Adoree, Audrey Fer-

ris, and others who have the courage of their convictions in con-

serving then- curves, and making no attempt to reduce them to the

proportions of a pencil or a lathe. Myrtle Gebhart will tell you
next month all about these girls and how they feel on the subject

of their acknowledged plumpness. Malcolm H. Oettinger's inter-

view with Dolores del Rio will present the Mexican star in a new
light, and Margaret Reid's analysis of Vilma Banky will delight

admirers of both writer and star, while the best, because the

most unusual, story ever written about Zasu Pitts will explain
her unique charm. These are but a few random items chosen
from Picture Play's richly filled pages next month.
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vrit spoil the party!
. . someone calledwhen I sat down at the piano

a moment later they

got the surprise

of their lives!

I
WAS just about to enter the room when
the sound of my name caught my atten-

tion.

"It'll seem like old times to have Dan
with us again !" Bill was saying about me.
"Maybe it'll seem too much like old

times!" came the laughing rejoinder.
"You'd better lock the piano

!"

"Nonsense ! He won't have the nerve to
play after what happened the last time

!"

"That was a shabby trick. I almost
wish we hadn't pulled it . . .

''

How well I knew what they were talking
about ! Yes, it was a shabby trick they had
played on me. But, looking back, I really
couldn't blame them.

Let me tell you about that last party.
Jolly, informal—all the guests old friends
of mine. I had sat down at the piano and
in my usual "chop-stick" fashion started
playing some popular numbers.
But before I had played more than two or

three pieces I noticed an unusual stillness.

I stopped playing, turned around, and
saw-

—

the room zvas empty!
Instead of entertaining "the

party, as I had fondly imag-
ined, my halting, .stumbling
performance had been a nui-
sance.

Burning with shame and in-
dignation I determined to
have nothing more to do with
the "friends" who had let me
make a fool of myself—when
suddenly it occurred to me that
there was a way in which I
could turn the tables.

Carefully avoiding the
"crowd's" parties, I had bided
my time until I was absolutely
certain that I could put my
plan over. At last, tonight,
the moment had come.
Calmly walking into the room

I pretended not to notice the
guilty expression on Bill's face
as he w-elcomed me. Every one
seemed overjoyed to see me
again—obviously glad that I
had evidently forgiven and for-
gotten last year's trick.

Suddenly I turned to Bill and said
you've had the piano tuned, old boy.
just in the mood . .

."

Instantly the friendly atmosphere changed.
It was amusing to see the look that spread
from face to face. For a moment no one
spoke. Then, just as I was sitting down at
the piano, some one called :

"For heaven's sake, get away from that
Diano ! 'Don't spoil the party !"

That was my cue. In-
stead of replying I struck
the first bars of "Sun-
down". And how ! Easily,
smoothly, with all the verve
and expression I had al-

ways longed for !

Gone was the halting,
nerve-racking hesitation
that had formerly made my
playing a torture to the lis-

teners. No wonder the
guests gasped with amaze-
ment. Fascinated, scarcely
believing their ears they
drew nearer. When I fin-

ished they loudly clamored
for more. Time and again,
when I would have stopped,
they eagerly insisted on
please !"

'Just one more,

Which Instrument Do
You Want to

Play?

Piano Hawaiian Guitar
Organ Drums and Traps
Violin Mandolin
Piccolo Harmony and
Clarinet Composition
Flute Sight Singing
Harp Ukulele
•Cello Trombone
Guitar Cornet

Saxophone
Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger Control

Piano Accordion
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String

or Tenor)

'Hope
I feel

How I taught myself to play
without a teacher

When they finally allowed me to leave the
piano I turned around and said :

"Just a moment, folks ! I want to thank
you for what you did for me last year !"

The eager, laughing faces turned red with
embarrassment. One or two of the boys mur-
mured an apology. Seeing their confusion, I
continued :

"I mean it ! If you hadn't
opened my eyes, I'd still be a
dub at playing. I went home
mighty angry that night, I'll

admit. But it taught me a
lesson. And believe me, folks,
when I think of the real
pleasure I get out of playing
now, I'm only sorry you didn't
pull that trick sooner !"

Before letting me go home
that night Bill cornered me
and said, "Listen, Dan, I want
an explanation ! How did you
do itf"

I laughed. "Why, I just
took advantage of a new way
to learn music, that's all !"

"What do you mean 'new
way' ? Didn't you take lessons
from a teacher V"

"No! / taught myself!"
"What !"

"Absolutely ! You've heard
of the U. S. School of Music,
haven't you?"

"That's a correspondence school, isn't it?"
"Yes. When that trick showed me up last year, I

sent for one of their free demonstration lessons. Well,
it proved to be so Miuch easier than I had hoped for,
that I sent for the complete course. And believe me,
I'm mighty glad I did! There wasn't any expensive
private teacher to pay—and since the lessons came by
mail, I didn't have to set aside valuable hours -to study.

I practiced only in my spare time, a few minutes a day.

And the course is thorough ! Why. almost before I knew
it, I could play anything --ballacls, rhapsodies, waltzes.

You needn't know a thing about music
to take this pleasant, rapid course

This story is typical. The amazing success of the
men and women who take the U. S. School of Music
course is largely due to a newly perfected method that
makes reading and playing music as simple as A-B-C.
Even if you don't know one note from another now,

you can easily grasp each clear, inspiring lesson of this
surprising course. You simply can't go wrong. First,
you are told how a thing is done, then a picture shows
you how, then you do it yourself and hear it.

Thus you actually teach yourself to become an ac-
complished musician right, in your own home. With-
out any long hours of tedious praotice. Without any
dull or uninteresting scales you learn how to play real
music from real notes.

Free Book and Demonstration Lesson

Our wonderful illustrated Free book and our Free
demonstration lesson explain all about this remarkable
method. They prove just how anyone can learn to play
his favorite instrument by note, in almost no time and
for just a fraction of ivhat old slow methods cost.

Remember—it is not too late to become a capable
musician. If you are in earnest about wanting to play
your favorite instrument—if you really want to gain
new happiness and increase your popularity—send off

this coupon at once. Forget the old-fashioned idea
that "ialent" means everything. Read the list of in-
struments to the left, decide which you want to play,
and the U. S. School of Music will do the rest. At
the average cost of only a few pennies a day! Act NOW.
Clip and mail this ^ounon today, and the fascinating
free book and Demonstration Lesson will be sent to

you at once. No obligation. TJ. S. School of Music,
535 Brunswick Bids., New Y'ork City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
535 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Please send me your free book "Music Lessons in
Your Own Home" with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane, Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
offer. I am interested in the following course:

Have you above instrument?.

Name
(Please Write Plainly

i

Address ,

City State ..

m



What the Fans Think

POSSIBLY the readers of Picture Play would be

interested in knowing something about the play-

ers as I have seen them going about their business
or their, pleasures.

When I was in the Paramount restaurant, not long
ago, Wallace Beery, Raymond Hatton, and Ford Ster-

ling came in together. Wallace was wearing a long,

flannel nightgown, and he held it out and danced to his

table. He is usually clowning, and is pleasant and
friendly. William Powell lunched there, too. His eyes

give him his sinister appearance. He has long eyes with
a light-blue iris surrounded by a dark ring. His hair

is dark and curly. A ready laugh and a sociable, fun-
loving nature make him popular. His is one of the few
names that will draw me into the theater. I am always
certain he will give an interesting performance, regard-
less of what the story may be.

The members of the "Abie's Irish Rose" company
were lunching. Jean Hersholt, who plays Abie's father,

wore a misfit dress suit belonging to Wallace Beery. If

there is any player who can laugh more heartily, or get

more enjoyment out of a joke than Jean Hersholt, I

don't know him. Bernard Gorcey, who has the role of

Cohen, lunched with Mr. Hersholt. If he is half as

will be a

while he

funny on the screen as he is in real life, he
wow. Mr. Hersholt let his food get cold

laughed at Mr. Gorcey's antics.

Charles Rogers plays Abie. He is a tall, slim boy
with a nice smile and an unaffected manner. Nancy
Carrol plays Rose. She is new to the screen, but was
very popular here on the stage. She is a beautiful girl,

if you like the baby-doll type. She has reddish-blond
hair, a round face, round blue eyes and a babyish nose
and mouth.

Myrtle Stedrnan is a beautiful woman with blond
hair and fine, expressive eyes. She is friendly, sweet,

and gracious. George Bancroft and Fred Kohler
lunched together. Mr. Bancroft looks as he does on
the screen, and laughs the same way. Watch Mr.
Kohler, for he is coming right along as a heavy. How
mean that man can be on the screen ! And he is so

friendly and pleasant in real life.

Richard Dix was there, looking very thin and shaky
after a siege of "flu." You girls who adore Mr. Dix,
how would you like to have him buy your breakfast

for you? That is what happened to an artist friend

and me when he was sent here to make "The Vanishing

American." My friend had made a beautiful drawing
of Mr. Dix and sent it to him. He replied with a nice

letter and a photograph. When he came into the res-

taurant where we were having breakfast my friend

spoke to him. He asked if he might share our table.

I made room for him so that his fan could sit across

from him. She sat there with her eyes fixed on her

favorite.

My friend was getting along very nicely when she lost

her head and spoiled it all. She told Mr. Dix that she

adored him, and that she had gone to New York to be

near him, only to find that he had been sent back to the

Coast. I shall never forget the frightened expression

on Richard's face, as he made haste to shake hands

and say good-by. I suppose the poor chap had visions

of another madwoman camping on his doorstep and
making a pest of herself.

Most of the players look about as they do on the

screen, but occasionally one surprises you. William

Boyd, for example, photographs blond, but has gray

hair. He is, I believe, about twenty-six years old and

has been gray since he was nineteen.

Some of the players surprise you with their lack of

height. John Gilbert, Douglas Fairbanks, Roy d'Arcy,

Adolphe Menjou, and Lewis Stone are a few who are

not as tall as the}' appear on the screen. The players

appearing with these stars are usually carefully hand-

picked not to overtop them, and the camera man shoots

up at them, thus giving them the appearance of height.

John Gilbert and Roy d'Arcy look as the)- do on the

screen. Douglas Fairbanks may own a hat, but he has

never had it on when I have seen him. He is tanned as

brown as an Indian. Lewis' Stone is imposing on the

screen, but in real life would not draw a second look.

I saw him working with Barbara La Marr in her last

picture, "The Girl from Montmartre," and he looked

like a tired, old bookkeeper in evening clothes. He has

almost white hair, dark eyes, and a small gray mustache.

I enjoy Mr. Stone's acting, and usually go to see his

pictures, but I wish he would not play the lover. He
has reached the bless-you-my-children age.

Gilbert Roland photographs as he looks. He has

black, curly hair and black eyes, and looks very Latin.

He may be all the world to some fans, but to me he is

only a trick eyebrow, a pair of side burns, and a hairy

neck. How I would like to shave the back of that

bov's neck !
[Continued on page 10]
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Continued from page 8

You wouldn't notice Ramon Novarro if

you met him on the street. He is very

good looking, but he doesn't look as he

photographs. He seems to be a very quiet

and studious boy, and gives the impres-

sion of being a clean-minded, sweet-souled

young man. Norma Shearer is another

player who doesn't photograph as she

looks. Her beauty is largely in make-up,

careful lighting, and good photography.

Her eyes are her worst feature, and when
she works before the camera she shadows
them with bright green.

The most beautiful woman I have seen

in Hollywood is Billic Dove. She is even
more beautiful than she is on the screen.

She has exquisite coloring. Norma Tal-

niadge, Alice Joyce, Gloria Swanson, and
Bebe Daniels are very dark. Bebe Daniels

looks Spanish. Bessie Love is very small

and cute, but she is not a cutie. There is

a difference, you know.
It remained for Robert Frazer to hand

me the greatest number of surprises of

any player. He doesn't look at all as he
does on the screen. He looks about ten

years younger and is much handsomer. I

think Robert . Frazer is. the handsomest
man I have ever seen. He is tall and has
delicate, sensitive features, very black hair

with a soft wave in it that he tries des-
perately to brush into straightness, elo-

quent . dark eyes—almost black—and a

clear, golden skin. He has a most en-

gaging smile—eager, boyish, and sunny

—

and a more colorful and vivid personality
than he has on the screen. He has the
simplicity of manner and the naturalness
of an unspoiled child. There is not a par-

ticle of pretense or pose about him.
Mr. Frazer doesn't run true to form.

My idea of attempting the impossible is

trying to get Mr. Frazer to talk about
himself. He has the happy faculty of
finding out what his companion is inter-

ested in and then talking along those
lines. And he will listen when others
talk. A rare virtue.

Yes, Bob Frazer certainly surprised me,
but I am grateful for that surprise, for he
is one of the finest men I have ever known.

Grace Laura Shaver.
504 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.

Paragons of Beauty Not Wanted.

The object of this diatribe is a letter

written by one Gene Charteris, to the
effect that it is lucky for the stars that
they are expertly photographed, or else

—horrors!—they would not be beautiful.

But, I ask you, who cares if the stars

are not paragons of beauty? Certainly
not the multitude of fans who attend the
cinema, who go not to view the glorifica-

tion of physical perfection, but to enjoy
the excellent acting of such far-from-
handsome stars a.s Lon Chaney or Wallace
Beery. -.

. .

•
. .

It is these irregularities of feature that

Mr. Charteris criticizes, which give a per-
son individuality. Indeed, I might say
that it is only these departures from per-

fection that make for character, for who
ever saw a person of perfect lineaments
whose face showed the slightest semblance
of character? I, for one, would rather
have a star of individuality and character
than one with all the physical attributes of
a Greek god.

In fact, the physical perfections of two
thirds—I might even say three fourths

—

'

of the so-called beautiful stars will not

bear analysis. Take Garbo as an exam-
ple. This tremendously popular player is

not beautiful in the conventional sense of

the word, but certainly she is the most
potent personality on the screen to-day.

But her strange enticement would be en-

tirely gone if she were different than she

is now, for it is her gaunt, thin face and

awkward, careless carriage that make her

unique. A star of the rare beauty of a

Philbin or a Dove is most unusual. Yet
who can truthfully say that the success of

those two stars surpasses that of Adoree,
Goudal, or Moore?
The same might be said of what Mr.

Charteris terms the aging stars. The fact

that Gloria Swanson is obviously older

than many of the newer stars does not

lessen my keen enjoyment of her acting.

It is ability, not age or appearance, that

counts.

Who wants to change the stars, any-

way? I'm sure that many fans will agree

with me when I say that the stars cer-

tainly are wonderful as they arc, be they

old or young, beautiful or plain.

Alice L. King.
536 Lowell Avenue,

Palo Alta, California.

What Do You Think?

I am beginning to think it would be
only fitting for Picture Play to rename
this department, after the many and
heated disputes which have occurred
herein recently, and call it "What the
Fans Think—and How !"

Seriously, the department for the past

few months has represented one grand
squabble. I suppose this is really what
this space is given up for, but it seems to

me that the remarks made herein might
be tempered just a bit.

I think that Edwin Schallert's story,

"The Battle of the Stars," in the March
issue, has put our problem most efficiently.

To wit, it is not the question of whether
this reigning favorite surpasses that one,

or whether this one must be a better man
in private life, because of the appeal in

his black eyes, but whether the oncoming
flood of new stellar material can hope to

overthrow the traditions which cling to

the older stars.

If every one worshiped at the throne
of the same star, what a dismal place the

fan magazines would be ! It's variety

that counts. We can't all love the same
stellar light, so why rail against our
neighbor for lifting his eyes to a light

that means nothing to us? Doesn't that

seem more natural, and less disputative?

Just to prove that I'm in the same class

myself, I'll admit that Ramon Novarro is,

and has always been, my supreme favor-

ite ; but I'll also admit frankly that I very
much admire John Gilbert, consider him
a great artist, and always go to see his

pictures.

Olive Borden is too artificial to sur-

vive opposition for long ;
Greta, the one

and only Garbo, is and has been from the

start of her career publicized too much to

live for long. She has been so often por-

tra3 red as the heartless siren that we really

believe her to be such. Jetta Goudal is

an artist of Negri's class—exotic and bi-

zarre, a burning high light amor.g screen

personalities. Good direction and good
casting have, made Ronald Colman what
he is to-day—without Vilma he will be

lost. The young man named Rex Lease
should choose a. name more suited to the

silver sheet, and he will find himself "dis-

covered'' overnight. Last, but not least,

the entire movie industry should unite to

bring about the suppression of such titles

as "Man. Woman, and Sin."

S. Garvey Thomas. :

43 Summer Street,

Montpelier, Vermont.

Reporting on Hollywood.

Hollywood may not be the hole of iniq-

uity it is so often pictured, neither is it a

sleepy, one-horse town. While I have

heard that the stars shun night life, it is

not so with the younger movie set. Joan

Crawford, Alice White, Sally Blane, Vir-

ginia Lee Corbin, Sally O'Neil, and all

the popular girls can be seen at the Mont-
martre, Coconut Grove, the Biltmore, 'or

any other accepted dancing place, week in

and week out. I have been to several

parties with them, and they are friendly,

full of fun, and slangy.
_

Sally Blane is

coming along nicely, and if she is as tal-

ented as she is pretty—well, it won't be

long now.
Another set iu Hollywood, a little older,

a little more establi^icd, includes Claire

Windsor, Dolores del Rio, Johnny Hine-.

the Duncan Sisters, Billie Dove, and other-

ers. I met them at the Duncans' beach

house. They are a lovable set, natural,

good sports, and superb humorists—at

once childlike and sophisticated. Imagine,

if you can, Claire Windsor going down a

slide at Venice, Dolores del- Rio with a

mouthful of popcorn, Estelle Taylor and

Jack Dempsey riding off in an old car,

leaving their gorgeous Rolls-Royce for

their guests, and Vivian and Rosetta rac-

ing through Santa Monica on bicycles,

whooping like a pair of Indians.

I have described these idols as I have

seen them. They are so entertaining, so

beautiful and companionable, that I wish

I knew them better. No wonder Holly-

wood is the magnet of eyes and ears the

world over. - M* M.
San Francisco, California.

Some Stars in Review.

Here are a few stars as I have seen

them :
.

Mae Murray. My first impression—

how disillusioning! My second—how
breath-takingly lovely she must have been

in her youth. Her once piquant face is

now a perfect sphere, her little, pointed

chin almost submerged in a second one by

no means pointed; her beautiful body

thickened almost to the point of top-

heaviness. Only her slim, twinkling legs

and bee-stung lips remain as provocative

as ever.

Gilbert Roland. Very unprepossessing

at a casual glance. His hair is very long,,

black, and oily looking. When. you look

at him more closely you are held by fiis

cyes—wonderful eyes, a close second to

those famed Gilbert orbs. He has a low,

husky voice that. L found very attractive.

James Hall. So different from his-

screen self! His hair is red,_ver.y slick,

and' worn too long ; his nose is decidedly

pointed, and he is surprisingly short, but

his smile is fascinating.- Aside from his

smile, he was disappointing.

Bebe Daniels. What style! What
charm! Superlatives fail me in regard

to Bebe. She is one star who lives up to

the fans' mental picture of her. More
petite than she appears on the screen, and

very attractive. And she has such a natu-

ral, unassuming personality—not at all up-

stage.

Thomas Meighan. Very unassuming,

with a true Irish grin and a pleasant

voice. Tommy looks much
_

younger in

person. There is nothing distinctive about

him. He is even as you and I, but is at-

tractive.

Bert Lytell. Here is another star whose
voice and personality overshadow his

physical attractions. He should remain on

the stage—his voice is irresistible! And
he is good looking in an undefinable sort

of way.
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Ruth Taylor. No wonder gentlemen
prefer blondes, if I may be permitted a

banality. Her ability to wear clothes cre-

ates an illusion of height and dignity sur-

prising" in one so small. She has a beau-

tiful figure, a piquant face, and a charm-
ing personality. She is self-possessed

without being conceited. She is not the

Lorelei type at all—at least, not as Anita
Loos portrayed her.

Francis X. Bushman. The most charm-
ing man-of-the-world type I have encoun-
tered. He is fascinating! Much better

looking in person and exceedingly virile.

He has a deep, intriguing voice and a
magnetic personality.

Rod La Rocque. Again superlatives

fail me ! Tall, magnificent carriage, im-
peccable clothes worn with the air of a

prince, beautiful coloring, flashing eyes.

.My allegiance to Ronald Colman almost
deserted me when I first saw Rod in per-
son—and, oh, how I envied Yilma

!

Rose Festival.
Seattle, Washington.

Forget Valentino? Never!
In August, 1926, the world mourned the

death of Rudolph Valentino. It was a
genius whom we had lost, an artist of
the first rank; and an actor whose equal

this generation had never known. Thou-
sands, in apparent grief, crowded about
his bier to catch a last, fleeting glimpse of
the man they so greatly admired, while
thousands more sought comfort in writ-

ing of their sorrow. His unfair critics

were silenced, while his millions of friends

praised him. Poets consoled us with all

the beautiful words of heaven and earth.

Even the great and the famous of other
nations bowed humbly and spoke only with
kindness and reverence.

In the natural course of all this respect

and love, an elaborate and proper memo-
rial was proposed to perpetuate his great-

ness and to inspire others with his suc-

cess. But now it seems that that was the
end. A businesslike campaign for funds
was never sponsored. A few fans fortu-
nately procured the address of Valentino's
manager, and they sent their contributions
to him.
The report now comes to me—sixteen

months after Valentino's death—that the
amount so far collected is insufficient for
anything worth while, and that Valentino
still lies in a borrowed grave. Where are
those thousands of loyal fans now'?

Again the critics speak. They are less

harsh than they were once—but they ask
us to forget our Valentino ! They mis-
interpret the dignity of our sorrow and
call our words of praise "gush

!"

Come, Fans. Since it has been the cus-
tom from ancient times to build monu-
ments to those who are loved and honored,
let us all join in one sincere effort to
raise that fund originally planned and to
erect a monument in memory of Valentino
—a monument of which all America can
be proud. Conrad Arnold.
604 Holly Avenue, Apartment 1,

St. Paul, Minnesota.

What Does the Public Want?
It certainly seems that a large number of

directors and producers believe the pub-
lic is afflict d with an inferiority complex
—a taste for inferiority in films.

Why should some of the best pictures
be cheapened by a bit of uncalled-for vul-

garity—like a fine apple with a rotten
spot?

Also, in this age nudity is no novelty,
and most of us are fed up on it, while
long-drawn-out love scenes are only poor
comedy.

When "Pajamas"' was shown at the lo-

cal theater, a giggle was heard at the be-

ginning of the love scene. In half a min-

ute the entire audience was in an uproar
of laughter till the scene was over. Scenes

of affection are enjoyable, but only in

rare cases are scenes of amorous aban-
don justified.

The public is not wholly depraved in its

taste, and it is time for some of our en-

tertainers to realize it. A Westerner.
Billings, Montana.

Plenty of Room for Old and New.
I found unusual enjoyment in the story

"The Battle of the Stars." It is a battle

all right—in a sense, a battle of the play-

ers, producers, and public as well. The
latter are wholly responsible for the suc-

cess of some players, while the producers
are responsible for others. But, alas,

there are those whom Lad)' Luck seems
to avoid—those who have met with suc-

cess and then mysteriously lost their grip.

Of those who once were real leaders in

the movies there are many whom we, the

public, would welcome back to their

former positions. Theda Bara, Mae
Marsh, Clara Kimball Young, and numer-
ous others will never be forgotten.

What about those aspiring youngsters
who have given great promise in one or

two pictures, only to be left to drift away
in cheap pictures without ever realizing

real fame and success?

There is room on the screen for all.

and I, for one, welcome new talent and
personalities, still continuing to admire my
old favorites as much as ever.

New York. Edward Huntley.

Not Enough Praise for Lionel.

There is one actor on the screen who is

not particularly handsome, who never wins
the heroine, and who never receives

enough credit for his remarkable perform-
ances. Never, to my knowledge, have I

read a word of praise for him in these

or any other fan columns.
Recently, this great man gave an ex-

traordinary performance, in "Drums of

Love ;" so extraordinary, in fact, that I

was never wholly interested in the film

until he appeared on the screen. His
rival was the handsome Don Alvarado,
and yet I fell in love, not with the latter,

but, instead, with this remarkable man,
with his hunched oack and his ugly, yet

kind, face. Seldom have I seen such a

tender and touching performance.
He is Lionel Barrymore—the man who

has never given a mediocre performance
—whose characterization as the Duke in

"Drums of Love" tops a career overflow-
ing with brilliant performances and who,
in my opinion, has never received the

credit due his marvelous acting ability.

Come on, Lionel Barrymore fans—for

surely there are others who admire this

talented actor—why not write to "What
the Fans Think" and say you think he is

deserving of the adjectives which I have
showered upon him. Show that you ap-

preciate a good actor when you see one

!

Anne.

Now You Know.
So ''Another Fan" wonders how Joan

Crawford arrived on the screen ! Allow
me, please, to inform you. By real, hon-
est-to-goodness talent and ability, allied

with her individual beaut}" and radiant

charm. She has not only arrived—she is

here to stay ! Moreover, I predict that

before long we shall see her acclaimed

—

and rightfully—as the greatest emotional
artist ever known. S. Bowden. .

34 Caistor Street, Stockport,

Cheshire, England.

Please Don't Neglect Billy Haines!

Why do so few readers write about

William Haines? I think he is a very
valuable star. Why do so many Ameri-
can fans favor the passionate ardor of

the Latin players, who may be good
enough in their way, but who can do lit-

tle more than gaze with burning intensity

into their loved one's eyes?" Haines is

universally liked—there is no question

about that—but it annoys when no one
makes a fuss about him, as they do about
Gilbert and Novarro.

Billy Haines is more than a smart
Aleck. Any one who has seen him in

"Memory Lane" and "The Little Journey"
knows that he can be wistful and pathetic,

as well as fresh and conceited. In "Tell

It to the Marines" he stole the picture

• from Lon Chaney. In "West Point" he

gives .us another example of his good
acting. F. A. Smith.

178 Kingsland Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York.

A Shower of Flowers.

From the bouquets in my arms, I'm
going to toss a bunch of gladioli to Ed
mund Lowe for his fine portrayal of a

difficult role in "What Price Glory?"
Go on, Eddie, corner all the tough roles,

if you must. Then get back into costume
—the costume of a well-bred, handsome,
manly fellow. You're great and versatile,

Eddie, but you're just the old, likable

Edmund Lowe, whether you're talking-

tough out of the corner of your mouth
or using refined language.
Lars Hansen is a player who seems to

live his parts. His acting grips you, holds

you spellbound, and he dominates every
scene. He was superb in "Captain Sal-
vation," "Fl^sh and the Devil," and "The
Scarlet Letter."

A bouquet of roses for Leatrice Joy,
whose smile is like a summer breeze.

Laura La Plante who is as cute as they
come, and a first-class comedienne to

boot ; and flowers for the old reliables

who have come back—Alice Lake and
William Russell. Florence Owens.
San Francisco, California.

Justified Ravings.

Well, fans, I've just seen ''Seventh
Heaven !" What words can I find to ex-
press my heartfelt appreciation of the

sincere beauty of this production? And
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell ! What
a lovely glow of beauty they shed upon
their sordid surroundings, and what real

feeling they put into their characteriza-

tions ! They were such a perfect. Diane
and Chico that I fear I shall not be able

to see them in any other roles with the

same enjoyment.
This wonderful production left me with

one regret. If only "Seventh Heaven"
were an example of our average produc-
tion ! And why do we have to wait from
year to year for one exceptional picture
like this?

Doesn't a picture as splendid as "Sev-
enth Heaven" make you realize that ordi-

nary program pictures are more or less a
waste of time and money? If my word
has any influence—which, of course, it has
not—my slogan would be—and is

—"Down
With Mediocrity!"

Captain Ravenshaw.
Chicago, Illinois.

A Symphony of Stars.

My favorites suggest to me various
compositions and composers.

Lillian Gish, for example, is, in her
sweet, sedate restraint, suggestive of Men-
delssohn's compositions.
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Jannirigs' art has the depth and volume

of Wagnerian opera.

Chaney is like Tschaikowsky—at home
in any nationality assumed.
The Gilbert characterizations have the

warm, wild versatility of Rimsky-Korsa-
koff's crashing chords and crescendos.

Novarro—soul music, this—sacred mu-
sic

—

Ave ilarias—Te Dennis reaching the

souls of all the world.
Adolphe Menjou—-Chopin, in all his

dainty, mocking moods, masking agony.
Antonio Moreno—Moszkowski.
Garbo—Beethoven's sonatas.

Adorec—Kreisler, and all the little love

ballads that creep into our hearts.

George K. Arthur—the current Irving

Berlin number. Sure-fire success.

• George O'Brien—Rachmaninoff, particu-

larly the "Prelude Militaire"—man stuff,

and. how ! Elisabeth Collier.
Wills Point, Texas.

Hurrah for Billy!

Three cheers for Billy Haines, the best

all-around representative of young Amer-
ica on the screen to-day

!

The great popularity of Billy's pictures

proves that fans can still enjoy a picture

with good, clean humor, and a refreshing

personality such as Billy displays. His
aptitude for wisecracks is ancient history,

not only in real life, but in reel as well.

But in his latest, and, incidentally, his

best—-"West Point'''—he's not only the

same breezy, lovable figure, but he proves,

as never before, that he can act!

If we are to judge by some of the in-

terviews that he has had—he would lead

lis to believe that he is nothing but a

wise-cracking youngster, but if he were
that only, could he play his dramatic parts

as well as he does? My answer is NO!
Vivian Stephens.

Perry, Lake County, Ohio.

Men Warnpas Stars.

Well, here we are again at the time

when the 1928 Warnpas baby stars are

picked. I have seen them in the Fox
News and. think some of them look sick.

The only ones that do not are Sue Carol,

June Collyer, and Lupe Velez. While I

do not know any of the others, I hope
they will do something to make them-
selves known.
As only feminine stars are picked by

the Warnpas, let me offer my thirteen

best among the masculine players. Above
every one comes Charles Farrell, who is

easily the leader of all the newcomers
among the men. Also Charles Rogers and
Richard Arlen, who were fine in 'Wings."
Larry Kent also is talented, and so are

John Mack Brown and William Collier,

Jr. A^ictor Varconi is another addition to

my list, with Nils Asther, Rex Lease,

George Lewis, Nick Stuart, Neil Hamil-
ton, and Gilbert Roland.

I hope all these fellows will become
stars. They have the makings. F. E. B.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

A Knock and a Boost.

A word of praise for the man who
played opposite Alice Terry in ''The Gar-
den of Allah." He doesn't seem to be
mentioned in the fan magazines. His
name is Ivan Petrovich. His work was
very beautiful, and I think he is the hand-
somest man on the screen. Why doesn't
Hollywood "discover" him?
Now a knock. Why make audiences

endure some of the slapstick comedies
that are shown? Before the feature pic-

ture appears on the program one is ready
to go to sleep, because so much bunk has
appeared before. M. E. S.

Marquette, Michigan.

Ramon, Ramon!
I can see where Elfreda Peel will give

up reading many magazines, if she is

waiting for Ramon Novarro's press agent
to say he has done something startling.

Times have changed, and it is no longer
necessary for any artist to do something
startling in order to make himself known.
They are just people who desire to be
judged

,
by their work, and, like most hu-

mans, their characters differ. Ramon
Novarro will not do anything extraordi-

nary, merely to bring himself before the

notice of a class of people who delight

in reading of some one else's intimate life.

Why is it that an artist's life is al-

lowed to go unheeded until he becomes
famous? Some of these people work hard
to reach the summit of their ambition, yet
as soon as they attain that height there
are people who are anxious to learn all,

and often more than what is true about
them.
Good luck to these screen folk who en-

tertain us and brighten the lives of tired

workers, and may Novarro's press agent
ever remain the wise person he is at pres-
ent, and write the truth regarding him as

he really is—a splendid actor with a

frank, boyish character, who chooses to

remain seclusive. A Ramonite.
Sydney, Australia.

Sounds Good, Anyway.
Why all the agitation about youth ver-

sus age? Youth and age are states of
mind. There is no such thing as time. If

a person looks young, he is young; the

number of so-called years he may have
lived on this globe mean nothing at all.

The belief of age is a relic of the dark
ages and should be relegated to the dis-

card, along with the beliefs that the earth

is flat and that women are too weak to

vote.

We are interested in the newcomers and
are glad to see them progress. Those
who have engaging personalities and out-

standing ability will, of course, sooner or

later reach the top. But those who have
nothing but youth to offer will not climb
very far. It takes something more than

a schoolgirl complexion to make a mo-
tion-picture star. A Fan.
Los Angeles, California.

Courage—and Then Some.
A great many controversies seem to be

raging over "The King of Kings." I

have seen this picture and can find no
fault with it. People decry having Christ

portrayed on the screen. Yet for years

we have seen biblical films and I have
had the opportunity of seeing these pro-

jected in some of the sternest Christian

churches. Then why condemn "The King
of Kings" and approve some rickety, an-

cient films, inferior in every way, portray-

ing" the life of Christ?

Just as DeMille had the courage of

his convictions, so has Gloria Swanson for

her defiance of the prohibitions placed

upon "Sadie Thompson." Gloria has done

a risky financial thing, of course, but she

has shown what little regard she has for

that group we know as censors.

When we have a group of people pre-

siding over our films, eliminating the por-

tions that may "send us to Hades," we
may well be compared to a little child

who is spanked and sent to bed without
supper.

I am making a collection of Ruth Ro-
land clippings from magazines and won-
der how many of you would care to help
me out. Martin Boyer.

80 Hemlock Street, St. Thomas,
Ontario, Canada.

The Spotlight on Picture Play.

I was so glad to read the article in

Picture Play about the quickies, for in

my opinion the pictures produced by these

companies are well worth seeing, and
often attract people when the larger pro-

ductions fail. Let the quickies have their

place, and the more popular the players

we find in them, the better we will like

it; but, no matter who the actors, quick-

ies will always have their place.

And, too, I would like to compliment
Mrs. Olive D. Thompson on her fine in-

terview with John Gilbert.

Jack McElveny gave us something de-

lightfully different in his chummy talk

about his collection of stars' photographs.

He certainly is a loyal fan, to say noth-

ing of being a patient one, to have gone

to the trouble of collecting so many pic-

tures.

I am sorry that the Banky-Colman
team is to be broken up, for they have
given us some very good pictures. I am
a little afraid of Vilma Banky's future

without Mr. Colman, for she is a type

that is being rapidly duplicated in the film

world ; while Ronald has given us many
other productions on his own merit, so

we know what he can do alone.

Pearl McLaughlin.
137 Wilson Street, Hamilton,

Ontario, Canada.

Overwhelming Praise.

I should like to voice my praises for

two wonderful Fox stars. It was my
pleasure to witness "Seventh Heaven,"
and the memory of that picture is as in-

delibly fixed in my mind as "The Big
Parade," my supreme favorite.

Charles Farrell is the most refreshing

hero who has flashed across the screen in

many a day. I feel he will go far and

play a great variety of roles, but he will

ever remain Chico to me, for in that char-

acterization he has achieved screen im-

mortality. "A very remarkable fellow."

Janet Gaynor's Diane tugs at the heart

with an appeal almost spiritual, and the

love scenes between the two are most
beautiful. There is a reverence about

them that makes the adoring love of the

little street waif for her sewer boy far

sweeter, far more realistic, than the Garbo
type of amour—Garbo, the alabaster, suf-

fused with the ruddy glow of sex—or

flamboyant Clara Bow, typifying modern
youth on the rampage.

Little Gaynor is saner, .deeper, plainer,

and, though devoid of conscious allure,

she is somehow so delightfully feminine

that she makes those flaunted possessors

of "it" seem tawdry. Contrast the love

scenes of "Seventh Heaven" to any Garbo
or Bow picture, and it is like breathing

the fragrance of spring flowers after rain,

compared to the artificial heat of a hot-

house.

William Fox is also to be congratulated

on his choice of Victor McLaglen, whose
Captain Flagg, in "What Price Glory?"
blew across the country like a brisk Nor'-

wester, dispelling the memory of the hu-

mid, stifling type of hero who has soaked

up the screen in so many supcrproduc-

tions.

George Bancroft is another whose work
is bearing notice, and Gilbert Roland is

surely climbing ahead with each picture.

His work in "The Love Mart" was won-
derful—and the interview with him in the

March issue only confirms the impression

his screen performances have given—that

of an unspoiled gentleman.

Yes, new faces are coming, and new
faces will probably just as quickly dis-
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appear. To many of us they may come
and go, but still Norma, Constance, and
Gloria will always represent the real aris-

tocracy of the screen, with little Mary
our queen.

False alarms like Olive Borden zvill

crop up—surfeited with her own impor-
tance. Contrast her to Norma, who per-

sonifies, both on and off the screen, the

old adage, "Greatness and simplicity walk
together." Rose A. Kohny.

5413 Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago.

A Letter from Russia.

I was very much interested in "The
Two Joseph Schildkraut Fans," whose let-

ter appeared in the January issue.

Unfortunately, I only saw Joseph
Schildkraut in two pictures, "The -Song
of Love" and "Orphans of the Storm."
The latter was much better than the first

and introduced Mr. Schildkraut as one of

the finest actors. But the first one had
a trite and poor plot, yet I was impressed

by Schildkraut's bright personality and
ability. He has perfect control of his

movements, plus sincerity and simplicity,

and is able to convey his feelings without

overacting.

A large bouquet goes to Picture Play
— it gives us fine articles and a great deal

of information and photographs. "The
Screen in Review" is, to my mind, its

most valuable department, for it possesses

an understanding, careful, and intelligent

critic. . R. S.

Leningrad, Russia.

Not Fair to Irene.

To be forced to stand by calmly watch-
ing such a splendid actress as Irene Rich
struggling with poor pictures, and at-

tempting to make melodramatic and the-

atrical characters seem human, is mad-
dening.

It was a gala event for her fans when
"Lady Windemere's Fan" was released.

It was the first opportunity Miss Rich

had to prove how fine an actress she is.

And her characterization of I\Irs. Erlynne
was flawless. Her fans were satisfied and
sat back to wait for further developments
—but certainly not the artificial and time-

worn "Silken Shackles" they were given.

None of the pictures which followed

was any better. She was never given an

opportunity to display her extraordinary

talent.

Why doesn't some wise producer do
something to bring out the -latent talent in

Miss Rich, and perhaps we will then see

some worth-while pictures.

Marian E. Smith.
3034 Heath Avenue,

Kingsbridge, New York.

Youth Every Time.
It is becoming apparent that callow

youth is having more than its day in Hol-
lywood. Some pictures suffer in conse-

quence, but the majority are good.

I can speak only for those of us who
are in the neighborhood of twenty and
still flapping joyously. For us, life is not

yet a poised and finished business—so we
do not ask so much of our entertainers.

Clara Bow spells youth to every girl in

America. Going to see one of her pic-

tures is like going to call on a girl friend

and hearing about her latest love affair.

That our home-town friends don't have
such flaming affairs only makes Clara
that much more interesting.

Jerry Miley, Lawrence Gray, James
Hall, and Charles Delaney would be ex-
citing Sunday-night dates for any coed,
consequently we watch for them on the

Continued on page 118

Now You Can Reduce
2 to 4 Lbs. in a Night

Eat what you please
Wear what you please

Do what you please
Take no risky medicine

Send the coupon for your first three Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have found this easy
way to take off 2 to 4 pounds once or twice a week.
These women take refreshing Fayro baths in the

privacy of their own homes.
Fayr© is the concentrate of the same natural

mineral salts that make effective the waters of
twenty-two hot springs of America, England and
Continental Europe. For years the spas and hot
springs bathing resorts have been the retreat of fair

women and well groomed men.
Excess weight has been removed, skins have been

made more lovely, bodies more shapely and minds
brighter.

The Hot Springs Are Now Brought to You
Painstaking analyses of the active ingredients of

the waters from twenty-two of the most famous
springs have taught us the secret of their effective-

ness. You can now have all these benefits in your
own bath. Merely put Fayro into your hot bath.
It dissolves rapidly. You will notice and enjoy the pungent
fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.

Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and stimulating perspira-
tion, forces lazy body cells to sweat out surplus fat and bodily
poisons. Add Fayro to your bath at night and immediately you
will lose from 2 to 4 pounds in an easy, refreshing and absolutely

harmless manner.
Consult your physician and he will tell you that Fayro is certain

to do the work and that it is absolutely harmless.

Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw off worn out
fat and bodily poisons. Your skin will be clearer and smoother.
You will sleep better after your Fayro bath and awaken feeling

as though you had enjoyed a week's vacation.

Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces weight generally but you can also concentrate its

effect on abdomen, hips, legs, ankles, chin or any part of the body
you may wish.

Results Are Immediate
Weigh yourself before and after your Fayro bath. You will

find you have lost from 2 to 4 pounds. And a few nights later

when you again add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. As soon as you are the correct weightfor your height

do not try to reduce further. No need to deny yourself food you
really want. No need for violent exercise. No need for drugs or

medicines. Merely a refreshing Fayro bath in the privacy of your
own home.

Try Fayro at Our Risk

The regular price of Fayro is S1.00 a package. With thecoupon
you get 3 full sized packages and an interesting booklet "Health
and Open Pores" for S2.50 plus the necessary postage. Send no
money. Pay the postman. Your money refunded instantly if

vou want it.

HERE'S PROOF
Read what Fayro Baths
have done for others

"Three Fayro balhs reduced
my weight 11 pounds in 8
days. I feel better than I
have fell for years."

"I weigh 16 pounds less and
feel younger and sleep better.

Fayro is wonderful.

"My double chin vanished in
the magic of Fayro baths."

"My hips were always loo

prominent until I commenced
Fayro baths. I have lost 12
pounds."

"Thank you for Fayro. I
lost 14 pounds in three weeks;
feel better and certainly look
belter."

"Since childhood my thick
ankles have always been a
source of embarrassment.
Fayro baths have reduced
them beautifully. Thank you
very much."

For obvious reasons, names
are not quoted, but every
letter published has been
authorized and names and
addresses will be given on
request.

r

If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we
will refund your money withoutaquestion.
You risk nothing. Clip the coupon and
mail.

Fayro, Inc. pp-c-28

821 Locust St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Send me 3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain package.
I will pay, the postman $2.50 plus the necessary postage.
It is understood that if I do not get satisfactory results
with the first package I use, I am to return the other two
and you will refund all of my money at once.

Name

Address

City State

If you live outside the United States send International
Money Order with coupon.
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n ciever;

ese Chinese
But they aren't clever enough to see through Johnny Hines'

disguise as a big Butter -and -Egg Mandarin when he rescues his

girl friend from a gang of cut-throat celestials and escapes with her

across a chain of human bodies flung high above Chinatown's Broadway!

That's the sort of thing that makes "Chinatown Charlie" just about four

times as thrilling and hilarious as a real trip through famous Chinatown

. . . Opium dens—joss houses—the Bowery . . . Thrilling?—Of course!—But

you don't stand a Chinaman's chance of keeping a straight face when Johnny

leads the way ! . . . . . .

Coming to Leading Theatres Soon!

if-::
1 i* *1

INNYNINES
1 1^1
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CttORLI*

@resente d bu
C.C.BURK
Adapted from the
melo-comic ex-
travaganza Iry.•-.

.

OWEN DAVIS

Dtr e ct- e'd btf
CHABJLES HLKES

SfJ

*1

3'mt national Pictures
Take the Guesswork Out of "Going to the Movies"
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Straight for the open sea is where Joan Crawford and Ramon Novarro are bound, in "Across to Singapore.'

It bids fair to be a voyage neither will forget, for they are in love, though Priscilla is engaged to Joel's

brother, the brawny Mark, who despises Joel because of his youth and apparent weakness.
But the boy proves more valiant than any member of the seafaring family, and finally

wins both the right to command the vessel and to call Priscilla his own.
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Behind

Mary Philbin is still as innocent as a child.

leading
MARY PHILBIN

ment walk
long- skirts of her quaint

costume billowed like petals

blown by the wind. The ringlets

of her blond wig danced, as did

her eyes. Her tiny feet made
little, staccato clicks.

Following her was Paul
Kohner, Universal executive. He
will be much in this story. Be-
cause wherever Mary is, Paul is

not very far away, despite, in

some mysterious fashion, the

competent discharging of his

manifold studio duties. He is

the dragon of this piece. The
nicest, most courteous dragon

—

but none the less a firm one.

Seemingly he was appointed by
Universal, and by Mary's par-

ents some vears ago, to be her

gallant guardian.

"Me r ry-Go-Rourid" intro dn ced

a wistful little girl with a talent

like quicksilver. Prophecies were
made, giving Mary Philbin high
honor. Then Mary's work lost

charm. "A flash in the pan, a

one-director actress," she was

ran toward me, down the ce-

to the .Universal cafe. The

Mary Philbin, like a fairy princess in a

ing to know what the outside world is like,

experience and knowledge, which might

By Myrtle

summed up. "It was Von Stroheim's genius
shining through her impersonation."
Now, through the static, Mary's name is be-

ing broadcast again. In "Surrender," and
Griffith's "Drums of Love," we see Mary
grown up.

Rumors of her excellent work as the blind

girl in "The Man Who Laughs," and now star-

dom in "The Sunflower," which Paul Kohner
has written for her, in collaboration with
Baroness Kocian.
Mary is sweet alyssum—Tschaikovsky's

"Flower Waltz." She isn't brief skirts, slang,

and cigarettes. Nor is she the ordinariness of

gingham gingerbread, and Saturday-night
movies.

She is a myth in Hollywood, where people
mock the romances of their own creation, and
where cynicism runs high. Mary's life is

sheltered to an almost incredible degree. A
short, smooth circuit—work, family .drives to

a carefully selected- play with Paul, to Sunday
afternoon musicales at the Lubitschs'. Though
her association in Hollywood has been almost
entirely foreign, she seems curiously un-
touched by alien influence. She is an artless

child. She assimilates, but does not imitate.

At these teas she sits quietly, and listens.

"No, I don't understand German yet," she
said later, when we talked alone. "They speak
German, whenever they don't want me to know

what they are saying." She laughed slyly.

"Get bored?" 1 asked, with -rather ruthless slashing

to get at the truth of

this chameleon child's

feelings.

Her eyes fluttered.

They would not meet
mine. Mary does not

know how to lie, and
she would not speak
unkindly.

"They talk to me a

great deal in English.

Sometimes it is lots of

fun. They have taught

me much of literature

and art and music."
Mary has an inquisi-

tive, alert mind. Its

calm has scarcely been

stirred, but its tendrils

are reaching out. She
has always been timid,

and now that she is

thinking new thoughts,

as yet half-budded, she

is doubly hesitant.

Paul Kohner guards Mary

with watchful solicitude.
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Locked Doors
tower, is beginning to show signs of want-

Is it fair of her guardians to deny her the

perhaps make her a less limited actress?

Gebhart

I noticed a new nervous tension, though she

was always tremulous. White hands, scarcely

larger than petals, fluttered from thin wrists,

her tiny self surcharged by an inner lightning.

There was some uncertainty in her blue eyes
that, bright and birdlike, darted from one to

another of us before the}' dropped under
heavy fringes. Tight fists opened and closed.

Next to me I could feel a quiver ripple through
her.

_

''Mary says she hasn't slept for the last few-

nights," Paul said.

"Thoughts go round and around " Man-
broke in.

"About her work," Paul explained quickly.
"She thinks about it too much."

Afterward I learned what Mary had been
thinking about. Partly her work, but also of
life beyond the short, even circuit.

"Mary will be the screen's greatest charac-
ter actress," Paul beamed. "They took tests

for the Griffith picture, with the blond wig as
well as with her own hair. I selected the one
with her own hair, but they used the wig to
emphasize sweetness and innocence."

"Fairylike, Paul," she broke in,

blushing at her own boldness.

"What are you reading now, Mary ?"

"Biographies," she whispered back,
her eyes alight. "I love them!"
When we were left alone for a mo-

ment, I asked what had happened to

the fairy stories and the things she
was reading a year ago.

"I don't know." Her low voice was
hardly a breath. "They don't satisfy
me any more. I'm tired of books."
Abashed, she halted. Startled eyes
leaped to mine. In a rush, she plunged.
"Not the jazz." She shivered. "I
wouldn't like that—I've heard it. I

want to know people. j

Bad people, good people,

all kinds of people. What
the}- do, what they feel. J
Things and people that I

don't come in contact
with. They say it would
not be right for me, and
they know best. But it's

getting different. It's not
only my work I

think about. It's

everything—out-
- side." She spoke
in hushed whis-
pers and brief

Photo by Freulich

As Dea, in "The

Man Who Laughs.

"

Mary did not know how to play the vamp

scenes in "Drums of Love," so she did as

Griffith told her.

phrases. A mere glimpse of her own
mixed-up questionings.

"Perhaps I am not grateful enough
for all the care I receive. Other girls

aren't protected as I am. Dreadful
things"—vaguely

—"happen to them. I

ust want to know and see. I don't

know exactly what." Intangibilities.

Thoughts that sprang- across to me.
Though it wasn't all very clear, I

grasped the main import : Mary is a
ittle tired of being hedged in.

The others in our luncheon party

returned and conversation drifted into

the usual routine. Yes, Mary is still

thrilled at being in pictures. She is,

truly. That child has no guile. Be-
sides, there are her imaginative jour-

neys into the world—except that she

is a trifle skeptical that they aren't

real tours. She has no ambition
in a material sense. She just "feels

things" and she wants tremen-
dously to act.

"For a while I was very poor
on the screen. The stories weren't

Continued on page 110
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On the Threshold Pausing
While waiting for success, these now-famous stars scarcely suggested the finish and polish they now display.

Harold Lloyd, above, in his first dress suit,'

minus his spectacles, is barely recognizable

as- the type he has made famous.

Esther Ralston, right, decidedly did not

know how to wear clothes with her present

distinction.

Mary Brian, below, was just a typical inge-

nue with curls, and no apparent glimmer of

humor, when she was chosen for "Peter

Pan."

When "Buddy" Rogers, below,

graduated from the Paramount
School he had not the animated

personality and curly hair he

has to-day.

Dorothy Sebastian, above, hadn't even
learned to pose naturally when she first be-

came an actress, though her beauty was just

as pronounced then as it is to-day.

Norma Shearer, below, used to wear her

hair like this, but success taught her to bring

out her personality by drawing it back from
her face.
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*A Girl Comes to Hollywood
The first installment of a mystery romance of the glamorous movie capital

By Alice M. Williamson Illustrated by Modest Stein

CHAPTER I.

AT THE RESTAURANT MONT-
parnasse:

What is Miss Smith's Secret?

MALCOLM ALLEN
tried to look blase,

at least thirty-five,

and to seem what these jolly

Americans called "hard-

boiled."

In reality he felt so happy

that he could have jumped
onto the table and capered

•for joy. : He was afraid that

he didn't succeed in looking

more than twenty-five, which

was two years less than his

real age.

All the beautiful "visions"

glanced, and more than

glanced, at him as they un-

dulated past with the young
men of their species.

It was not too imaginative,

or conceited, to be sure they

were saying, "That's Malcolm Allen, the English author

who wrote 'Black Sleeves.' I know that's his table!

Pierre points it out to every one. Isn't he young? He's

terribly good looking, too, don't you think ?"

Allen was not wrong. The girls were saying all these

things and more. They wondered why he didn't go into

the movies instead of writing for them. They despised

most authors, these little would-be stars, but Malcolm

Allen was "different."

Everybody had read "Black Sleeves," and the play

he'd done from the book would have been a wild suc-

cess on the stage in England if the horrid old censor

hadn't stopped it. That had queered it for a picture,

of course. No studio would dare do a film now, and

call it "Black Sleeves." iBut it was leaking out that the

story Allen had contracted to/write for Peerless, would

turn into a version,' Of '"Black Sleeves" camouflaged.

That was how to 'get .
away with these things. And, gee.!,

that boy looked' like the one to do it! You'd never take

him for English,- would you? Maybe he wasn't. Maybe

he was , Irish,.
1

or Scotch, or something. A regular

looker.! Top -bad he was only a writer. But he might

have some life in hi'm at that!

As a matter. of fact, Malcolm Allen bore no resem-

blance to any popular sheik of Hollywood, except that

he had what^Hollywood; calls patent-leather hair, very

black and smooth/ He was one of those "dark-browed

Yorkshiremen" of whom a poet has sung. In the war

he'd been in the 'air fo'ree-^an ace, and the youngest

one—a detail which none had discovered or cared a

hang about till Allen sprang to fame with his "Black

Sleeves."

He had made a pot of money with the book in

England and America, and it was nobody's business ex-

cept his own if he had dropped more than half the

pot's contents, putting on his own play. Producers had

been afraid of just what had happened. But—well, any-

how he had a bit left—more than he'd ever dreamed

Why should an exquisitely beautiful girl in need

of money, turn down a chance to get in the movies,

yet risk arrest and imprisonment to get a job as

cigarette vender in a restaurant?

That is the question you will ask at the conclu=

sion of this installment of "A Girl Comes to HolIy=

wood"—a question you will never solve outside the

pages of PICTURE PLAY as this absorbing novel is

continued from month to month.

But it is only one of the mysteries that will per=

plex you, and not even a hint of the romance, which

begins with an act of chivalry on the part of MaU
colm Allen in coming to the rescue of "Miss Smith,"

inspired by her beauty and her strange behavior.

PICTURE PLAY is publishing Mrs. Williamson's

novel because it is the best romance of Hollywood
we have ever read, and to those who have yet to

read it we say

—

DON'T MISS A NUMBER OF PICTURE PLAY
FROM NOW ON!

of owning, before "Black

Sleeves" somehow wrote it-

self round his wonderful
war romance with Solange

Ardette in France. And here

lie was in far-off Hollywood,
being treated as if he were a

prince—a' royal prince, not

one of those sad-faced, hun-

gry-eyed princes playing ex-

tras at ten dollars a day in

all the big Russian pictures.

The Peerless people had
given him a bungalow for.

the duration of his stay,

whatever, that might be. He
had his, choice of Hollywood
parties, fame or wild, for

every night, if he should

care to accept, which often

he didn't,, being a victim of

the desire—apparently for-

eign— to be alone now and
then. Tn fact , .a young man
who'd been nobody for more

than twenty-six years, was suddenly somebody. It was
the adventure of his life to be asked in state to Holly-
wood—if you didn't count the little old war as an ad-

venture: and why should you, when all chaps of his

age had been in it, whereas few persons of either sex

or any age were invited overseas to Hollywood?
The young man at the table known at the smart

new Restaurant Montparnasse as "Malcolm Allen's

table," was enjoying life so much that he felt capable

of desperate deeds—the more desperate, the more fun!
And it was just as he told himself this, that a girl ap-

peared at the door.

"Appeared" is the word. She was suddenly there.

And she stood staring into the restaurant with its rose

and golden glow, its large windows that were sapphire

squares of twilight, its small, satiny-white tables, its

door cleared for dancing, its gleaming saxophones, and
• its huge, illuminated African drum awaiting the mu-
sicians' return.

Was the girl seeking "some one? If so, lucky man !

Yet no," she hadn't the- questing expression. She looked

worried, anxious, uncertain what to do. Allen" wished
he had the cheek to jump up, claim the young- woman
as an acquaintance and ' say -he hadn't ordered dinner,

because he was expecting her to come.

Perhaps she was no prettier than some of the .prettiest

stars, at whose almost incredible beauty Malcolm daily

Wpndered, without as much personal interest or in-

creased blood pressure, as he felt he ought to have. But

the greatest beauties of Hollywood didn't somehow seem'

to him like real womem. -THtfy.^vere
.

just • visions', in a

dindinp- light. Tlns p'irl looked 1 real and extremely

* Copyright, 1928, by Alice M. Williamson.

human.
She had on an evening dress that was made of dainty

material—silver gauze or something of the sort—and

was noticeably picturesque ; yes, quite a picture frock.

Yet, Malcolm couldn't have said why, it didn't have the

air of being rig Jit.

; All those who faced the doorway fixed their eyes
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upon the girl, but Malcolm didn't feel that it was her

beauty which held them. Hollywood was too fed up
with beauty to be paralyzed by Helen of Troy or even

Venus herself. Something would certainly have been

wrong with both ladies, even as there seemed to be

something vaguely wrong about this fair young thing.

In their case the defect would most likely have been

bulk. In Helen's day men didn't launch a thousand
ships for a fe-

male lath, as

they would now,
if any. And Ve-
nus was never
rumored to re-

sort to lamb
chops and pine-

apple at Olym-
pian dinner par-

ties.

This girl in the

doorway Avas

Her long .throat, held back, was slender enough to sug-
gest the eternal simile of the lily stalk. But her great

splendor, which gave that effect of dazzling beauty, lay

in the contrast between copper-red hair and immense
yellow-brown eyes, black-lashed and black-browed.

Of course the contrast might easily be due to henna
and mascara. Surely all the women were thinking this,

because one did judge by oneself in Hollywood. And
the idea occurred also to the young man who was hard-

boiling himself in the heat of the Kleig lights. Still, he
couldn't believe the obvious, especially as the girl's hair

was neither too lustrous nor too "set." And then that

dress which suggested the Ark to—cats ! Well, cats had
certainly gone into

that vessel in more
pairs than one, by
the way they'd re-

produced themselves
since

!

slim enough to delight a fashion artist. It

was her dress which gave her that odd
look, and it was the dress at which the

women stared.

"Looks like the Ark," he heard one of

them murmur to her escort, as both got

up to leave vacant a small table close to

the "Malcolm Allen table" in the best win-
dow. "Two years old, if it's a day!"
That was Hollywood, Malcolm said to himself. No

distinction between the Flood and two years ago ! Both
epochs were much the same to girls in the movies.
Two years old! Well, maybe! Do dresses live as

long as. that? Anyhow, it was picturesque; silver, with
those crushed, pink roses and floating scarfs of silver

lace. And as the girl saw herself eyed and criticized,

she seemed to increase visibly in beauty, youthful dig-

nity, and even stature. It was a tall young creature
who almost strode with a forced air of self-confidence
into the room. She had creamy skin with no color in

it, and a full mouth painted crimson by nature or art.

"I say Pierre," Mal-

colm Allen broke in,

"it's time to stop this

little play. I dared the

young lady to do this.

Then I was going to

explain—and settle.

Now you'll have to

engage Miss Smith to

sell cigarettes. How
about it?"

Having dared the plunge—it w as rather like a plunge
into surf, Malcolm thought, braving that wave of light

and perfume and high-pitched chatter—the girl pinned
her gaze on the just-deserted table and made straight

for it.

"Please clear this, " she Ordered a waiter who hovered
in surprise at the lone onslaught.

He was French and had not got beyond—say, his sixth

lesson in Americanese. "Oui—yeah

—

madame—mees,"
he stammered, torn between politeness and a conviction

that all was not well. "Mais—but—deese tables, he is for

two. slussi—also—he sure is betooked. If mees
"
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"I'm going to sit here," said the girl. "I know it's

not taken ! Clear off these things and bring me the

menu at once, please."

The waiter was the newest bit of flotsam and jetsam
from the quota. He had heard comrades equally

French, yet already Americanized, talk about the tem-
peramental stars of Hollywood. For all he could tell,

this might be Pola Negri or Greta Garbo or Dolores del

Rio—ladies were so different off the screen ! Anyhow
no proud and poverty-stricken grand duchess stranded

in Paris had ever brushed aside hoi polled with a more
expensive air than this. Hastily he cleared the table

and began rearranging it. "Mademoiselle, she is settle

—alone? Or do I put for a monsieur?"

at by others. She seemed preoccupied with herself, and
then with the menu, when it had been placed in her
slim, ringless hand. But Malcolm could hardly unhook
his gaze from the girl. Who was she? Why was her
manner so peculiar? Why was she by herself at this

hour, in Hollywood, where even- beauteous dream had
her own screen idol in attendance, or if not a' screen
idol the next thing—a fat, generous "sugar daddy ?"

Or as a last, despairing resort, her own husband ! Was
her dress really of the Ark period, or was it prettier

than any one else's, as Malcolm began to think her
face was ?

CHAPTER II.

THE STRANGE BEHAVIOR OF "MISS SMITH."

The two tables were so near together that Allen's

ears missed no word the girl spoke. It was not eaves-
dropping to listen while a young woman chose her dinner
from the menu at a restaurant. In most cases it wouldn't
even have been entertaining, but in this case it was so,

because of the queer situation in which a beautiful girl

had placed herself, and also because she was ordering
such an enormous meal.

along in the

"Hors d'lvuvres, clam broth with whipped
cream, partridge a la Mary Pick ford, salad

Pola Negri, Peche Marion Davies, demi-

tasse, cigarettes Montparnasse."

Heavens! And this was Hollywood,
where the food part of taking a girl out

was so cheap that smart restaurants had
to make their profit in other ways. The
girl wouldn't remain slim for long at this

rate

!

Malcolm had nearly finished his dinner,

which was on no such scale as this, but he
determined to add another item or two.

' business

through to its close. He wouldn't miss it

for a hundred dollars, or more. He
laughed at himself a little. It was rather

absurd, the way he enjoyed throwing
money about. But it was nice.

The first course of the girl's meal ar-

rived. She had a dainty way of eating,

yet she ate quickly, until she got as far

menu as Peche Marion Davies. By that"I am alone," replied the girl.

She did not even glance at Allen, so flatteringly stared time hunger was satisfied, and no wonder ! Such masses
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of food would have sufficed a dozen of the dieting

beauties of Hollywood. Now she could afford to play

with what was left. Time was evidently no object.

It was lucky that Allen had thought of adding new
dishes to his own list. Otherwise he would have lacked

an excuse to linger.

This was not one of the two popular evenings for

dancing at Montparnasse. There were only a few
couples on the floor, although Marco Lopez, the hand-

some and graceful professional, had appeared for his

nightly duty at eight thirty as usual. An opening was on
at a new theater, and though it wasn't in itself an im-

portant affair, screen people liked to show up, if only

to be photographed on entering, in a white blaze of

calcium. Most of the diners had gone there for the

pleasure of being seen, and the satisfaction of saying

to each other, "How poisonous! Isn't this a bore?"
Even Malcolm would have gone, being young enough,
and new enough to success, to enjoy—secretly—being-

pointed out as one of the celebrities. But the solitary

girl with the red hair and the dress, out of the Ark, had
caused him to erase the preview from his program.
At last she'd finished her dinner, had drunk two tiny

cupful s of black coffee, and had smoked several ciga-

rettes. She sat still for a few minutes, then took from
a silvery bag that matched her dress an infinitesimal

coin, which she laid on the table. She glanced at the

hovering waiter, but without asking for her check got

up to go.

He darted forward, however, and presented it. "Ze
bill, mees," he announced.

"I will speak to the manager or the maitre d'hote!,"

the girl replied, accepting the check with seeming in-

difference:
'

Allen had paid his and left a dollar on the table for

his waiter, so that he might be free at an instant's notice.

Now he was rewarded for his foresight. He followed

the girl at a discreet distance, as she walked toward the

door. Her waiter, distressed, had hurried ahead to find

the great Pierre before the client could escape without
paying, if that were her intention.

Pierre, the proprietor of the popular Montparnasse,
the new and only rival of Hollywood's beloved Mont-
martre was a genial fellow, a real personality, and Allen

liked him. They generally exchanged a few words when
Allen went out, and had a standing joke about the lat-

ter's desire to buy a share in the restaurant business.

The Frenchman had a round, smiling face, humorously
exaggerating his resemblance to a full moon. But for

once the smile was gone. The gaze which fixed itself

upon' the girl was gimlet—sharp and inky—black.

"Madame, your waiter says yoU have forgotten to pay
your check," Pierre said firmly, placing a large body in

correct evening dress between the young woman and the

door.

"I haven't forgotten." she replied. "I haven't the

money to pay. I hadn't even enough for a tip—only ten

cents." '

v... . - , '

, :',

"You mean you came from home without your
purse?" suggested Pierre.

"No," said the girl. "I hadn't any money. But I was
terribly hungry. I had to eat ! I came here, because I

thought you might care to give me employment. Then I

could pay you for my dinner—and go on living after-

ward, which otherwise I don't see much prospect of

doing. You have only one girl here selling cigarettes.

At Montmartre they have two. Why shouldn't you have
two—and let me be one?"

Pierre's big, sallow face flushed. The young woman,
a stranger to him, had ordered an expensive meal, and
having safely eaten it was now trying to make a fool

of him. The instinct of long experience told the ex-

to Hollywood

head waiter of Paris restaurants that this was no prac-

tical joke. It was an impudent bluff. The girl no

doubt hoped that his reluctance to make a scene would
save her. But fortunately the room had emptied. The
few clients who remained, with the exception of Mr.
Allen, were dancing to the moan and whine of saxo-

phones. There was no serious reason why Pierre should

sacrifice justice to expediency.

"I do not need two cigarette sellers," he said, "and if

I did I would wish to choose both myself. You have
done a dishonest thing. You attempt to cheat me. Your
bill is nine dollars and twenty-five cents. If you refuse

to pay, it is a case for the police."

Malcolm Allen stepped forward quickly. "I say,

Pierre," he broke in, "it's time to stop this little play. I

dared the young lady to do this. I thought it would be

fun to see how deep your good nature went. I oughtn't

to have done it ! But I really did believe you see, that

you'd bow her out, like a chivalrous knight, and say

you were pleased to be her host. Then I was going to

explain—and settle. Miss—er—Smith, I apologize for

letting you in for something disagreeable. My faith in

French politeness has crashed ! Pierre, you'll have to

mend it by engaging Miss Smith to sell cigarettes, if

she wants to. How about it? Miss Smith, hand over

that check to me, please. I've lost my bet ; it's for me
to settle!"

The girl stared, with wide-open eyes; and Pierre

stared with eyes screwed up. He knew that the rescue

was impromptu. The girl had played a trick upon
him, and she didn't deserve to be rescued. It was an
old trick, too, he thought. It annoyed him to see the

little gold-digger get away with it. Pretty raw, even

for Hollywood ! But he would certainly not satisfy

his spite at the expense of offending a client like the

author of "Black Sleeves."

"Very sorry, Mr. Allen," he apologized. "I'm afraid

I lost my temper. I have had much trouble lately with

customers who wish not to pay, some of them very

pretty ladies, and I do not like to be made a fool. If I

thought your friend Miss Smith really wanted to get

work in my place I would see what I could do for her,

to please you. Only for that, because it is true I do not

need any more help but
"

"I do want to work here," the girl interrupted him.

"I need money and besides
"

"But I was going- to say I cannot pay much" Pierre

in turn cut in. "If Miss Smith thinks that the tips
"

Allen flashed him a look and Pierre's quick, Latin

wits translated it. "The tips will help out the pay I can

give," he went on quietly. He had intended to warn
"Miss Smith" that she must depend upon tips alone if

she wished to play the part of second cigarette girl at

Montparnasse. But since Mr. Allen was ready to supply

the deficiency—such was Pierre's interpretation of that

look—why be mean with the money of another?

"Will Miss Smith accept"—his eyes sought Allen's

—

"thirty dollars a week? I might raise to thirty-five

shortly."

"I would be thankful for thirty," the girl answered.

"But—the costume?" At this moment Nora Casey, the

one incumbent at present, had nothing to do and Miss
Smith studied what might be described as her harem
dress. "Would you buy it or should / have to?"

"I would buy it," replied Pierre, voicing the suggested

answer in Allen's eyes. He took a thin notebook from
his waistcoat pocket, scribbled something and tore out

the leaf. "Here, Miss Smith," he said "you may go
to that place to-morrow and they will make you a

costume. In style it must be like Miss Casey's but you
may choose your color. In one day they will finish the

Continued on page 92
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Aii Infant Paradox
Sally Phipps looks and acts like a flapper, but she thinks

like Minerva and Cleopatra. Just read what she has to say.

By Beth O'Shea

THEY never look as you think they'll look, or say

what you think they'll say, but usually you do
classify them, one way or another, before )'ou meet

them. With Sally Phipps it couldn't be done.

Sally it was who romped through "The High-school
Hero" with captivating irresponsibility, and got herself

acclaimed the screen's newest and most promising ingenue.

Her picture, on the desk before me, showed her with
wind-blown bob, laughing eyes and modern earrings—

a

typical flapper.

But her biography, also on my desk, recorded such a
ponderous and utterly conflicting ambition. She had
wanted to be a lawyer. She had studied Latin, mathe-
matics, and most of the "ologies." So Sally was an enigma.
What sort of girl was this infant paradox anyway, and

whither was she bound ?

On a blustery morning she arrived in New York. That
afternoon I called at her hotel and found that she was
out. Was she at the Museum of Natural History, or tea-

dancing at the Ritz ? That was the question. I decided to

wait in the lobby and find out. At five o'clock she blew in,

breathless, radiant—a whirlwind of black velvet, soft fur
and burnished, red-gold hair. She had been shopping.

Check one for the flapper side, thought I. But no, it had
been serious shopping. Sally had been engaged in buying
a wardrobe for her new picture, and with decidedly un-
flapperlike foresight, she had taken a camera man with
her to see that she made no mistake, photographically
speaking, in her choice of lines and colors.

"If you don't get things right at the start," she said
sensibly, "you have to hold everything up later while you
get them changed."

She hadn't been able to buy the costume she had selected,

because, when Joe looked at it through the little lens that
registers the Kleig-light reaction, he pronounced it too glar-
ingly white.

"It was a skating costume," explained Sally, "to be
worn at Lake Placid."

Up in her room she tossed her coat and close-fitting hat
across a chair, rumpled her mop of gleaming hair, and
reached for a cigarette. Deep in the corner of a divan,
she settled the cushions about her and blew a smoke ring
toward the ceiling.

"Gee—I'm happy! Talk about lucky breaks!" she went
on. "I don't believe anybody you know ever had one like

this. Playing with Nick Stuart again, clowning along,
with Dave Butler directing—which means fun every minute. Add to
that, exteriors to be taken at Lake Placid and Palm Beach. Just com-
ing to New York would have been enough, with the long train ride."

I glanced at her to see if she were serious, for I had heard other
stars on the subject of that cross-country jaunt from the West Coast,
and they had not
found it thrilling.

Continued on page 114

She has one of the

smallest waists in

Hollywood.

Photo by Cbidnoff

Sally intend-

ed to be a

lawyer, be-

cause that is

what people

least expect

of frivolous-

looking girls.
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All for
When Rod La Rocque re

who was visiting her family

across the continent and took

By Alma

Photo by Carsey_
; ..

'

t - :
'

7

'7 tout myself, when Vilma's message came, that there were thousands of movies, but only one

Vilma," said Rod La Rocque.

THIS started out to be a story about Rod La
Rocque. But that was my mistake. For then

.
I saw Rod, and now it seems this will be a story

about Vilma. Or rather Vilma and Rod.
"What—^another?" you ask. Countless words have

already been written about this romantic marriage. But
just try, as I did, to talk to Rod about anything-

else!

The subject of movies came up, of course. Rod
knows a lot about the industry. What this company
was doing, how that one was prospering. That brought
United Artists into the conversation, and there we
were, talking about Vilma again

!

There was mention of Hollywood, and foreign film

stars, and Europe and—well, you see how it was. All

roads led to Vilma. Rod is a young man so much in

love, that nothing else in the world is important to him
just how. And his feeling for Vilma is so genuine, so

romantic that—dear me !

—

I'm afraid I've caught the

fever and am going to get

most awfully sentimental in

writing about them.
You've heard all about

their marriage. Well, this is

a story of their first separa-

tion, when Vilma went back-

to Budapest to visit her par-

ents. Rod was on his way
to Europe, when I saw him,

to bring her home. She had
been gone just seventeen

days and the separation had
proved so unbearable that

Rod did an unheard of thing

—he left the DeMille studio

right in the middle of a pic-

ture. That isn't done in

movie circles. But Rod did

it. He left right in the midst
of "Hold 'Em, Yale," and
poor Yale has to keep on
holding 'em until he returns.

They had planned this trip

together, Rod and Vilma.

Why, she had been gone
from Budapest for three

years, and hadn't been back

to see her parents. She had
acquired a husband, and the

family had never met him.

Thev kept writing and writ-

ing. They couldn't under-

stand why people with as

much money as Rod and
Vilma, couldn't dash off to

Europe at any old time, just

for a whim, if they pleased.

Being so far removed from
picture making, naturally

Mr. and Mrs. Banky couldn't

appreciate the exigencies of

a contract and the difficulty of a star's getting a whole
month to himself. It takes twenty-four days to get to

Budapest and back, with the very closest connections.

Rod and Vilma planned and planned for the time

when they could go together. Rod had wanted to go to

Europe even before their marriage, to ask the parental

consent, as is the custom in Vilma's country.

But he never had the time. They had been in love

for two years when the wedding finally took place.

Then they continued to plan a trip to Budapest, this time

together.

Then 1928 came along. Rod looked at his picture

schedule. Not a week's time off. Just one picture after

another, without time between to catch his breath.

"Vilma," he said, "you'll have to go alone."

Vilma didn't want to go alone. She would wait, no

matter how long, until her Rod could go, too.
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Love of Vilma
ceived a '"come and get me" cablegram from VilmaBanky,

in Budapest, he stopped work on his picture, dashed

the first boat to Europe. Is he in love? Well, rather!

j&fley

were parties in her honor,

to Rod. "Rod, clear,

"But then 1 thought it out," said Rod. "It might
lie years and years before Vilma and I could get long
vacations at the same time. Suppose, in the meanwhile,
something happened to one of Vilma's family without
her ever seeing them again? Why, I could never for-

give myself. I'd always feel that it was because of me
she hadn't gone home. So I determined she should go."

He knew it would be awful without her ; she knew it

would be terrible without him. But neither of them
realized that it would be even worse than awful—worse
than terrible. The separation was more than they could

stand. Rod took Vilma to the train. He couldn't leave

her. He rode with her to Pasa-

dena and told the chauffeur to

drive along beside the train. At
Pasadena he kissed Vilma good-

by and they both burst into tears.

"I looked at her eyes," said

Rod, "at her hair. And I

thought, 'I won't see her again

lor six weeks.' And I couldn't

get off the train."

So he leaned out the window
and motioned the chauffeur to

keep on driving. He rode on lo

San Bernardino. But Rod had

to get off some time, so at San

Bernardino they wept and clung

together, but at last he tore him-

self away.
He went back home. Pie wan-

dered about the desolate house

where everything reminded him

of Vilma. He waited- for tele-

grams from Vilma.

The next day he went to the

studio. He tried to work. And
every few minutes he would

phone his house to ask if a tele-

gram had come. At one o'clock

in the afternoon he gave up. He
couldn't work. There was no

use trying. He returned home
to mope. There were some things

of Vilma's about, as forlorn as

he was at her absence.

When she reached Chicago she

phoned him. Again in New
York. All in tears. She was
coming right back to Hollywood.
She couldn't sail without him.

But Rod was determined they

should carry on. She must go

on, now she had got that far.

She must sail.

So Vilma sailed.

When she reached Budapest
she was feted, lionized. She had
left there, three years before, an

obscure little actress, going to

seek her fortune. She returned

The increase in the Banky-La Rocque fan mail since

their marriage, explodes the theory that fans dis-

approve of favorites marrying.

in triumph, famous. There
teas, receptions, dances.

• But she sent a .forlorn little wire
please come and take me home."

It was one of the greatest thrills of Rod's life, that
pathetic little message, "Take me home." Why, Buda-
pest was Vilma's birthplace, her girlhood home. All her
people were there. Only three years before, California
had been a strange, alien country. And now this mes-
sage, "Take me home." No wonder Rod was thrilled.

And no wonder his picture schedule, his contract, noth-
ing else mattered.

"I told myself, when that message came," said Rod,
"there were thousands and thousands of movies, but
only one Vilma !"

So he left the studio and hurried to New York. The
powers that be were not pleased, but they were amen-
able. They even booked his passage so he could take
the first boat after he got to New York. But when he
reached there, all ready to sail in two days, he found
his passage had been booked on the Maurctania. The
Maurctaitia was about to start on a trip around the

world ! That was another blow, for a young man
already desolate. He had to

cancel that reservation and
wait in town for a whole
week before he could sail.

On the Paris, finally.

I saw him the day he

sailed. It had been just sev-

enteen days since he and Vil-

ma had clung to each other

and said good-by at San
Bernardino. To Rod they

seemed a lifetime.

Vilma w as meeting him in

Paris, at the boat train.

Phey were going to Budapest
together, so Rod could meet
Vilma's parents and her sis-

ters and brother. I think

Rod said there were two sis-

ters and one brother. Rod
was to be lionized, too, when
he arrived, and he was a lit-

tle worried. He is shy about
crowds. But Vilma had
cabled him that Ferenc Mol-
nar, the famous Hungarian
playwright, was giving a re-

ception in his honor, and all

sorts of festivities were
planned for his brief visit.

"I booked our passage
home on the Aquitania,"

Rod said. Phere was a

beautiful glow in his eyes as

he explained that he had
chosen that steamship, be-

cause it was the one on which
Vilma had first come to

America.
And what that trip and

her three years in America
have meant for Vilma ! In-

stantaneous success, and now
stardom. A romantic, ador-

ing husband. Fortune has

heaped things into her lap.

She came over, knowing
no English whatever. And

Continued on page 96

i
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Any girl who tries to imitate Billie

Dove, says Fanny, will meet with

disaster.

THE door opened, papers
flew, the door slammed,
and .windows rattled,

as Fanny; blew
,
into the Gains-

-

borough/Beauty Shop with de-

termination in her eye and a

"go get 'em" ring in her voice.

It's a good thing Edna Flu-
grath Shaw—Viola Dana's
sister, the . owner—was there

to take care of her, for Fanny
immediately ordered every-
thing from a hair cut to a

pedicure. She was so busy
she did not even see Shirley

Mason, Viola Dana, Teddy
Sampson,, .and .myself at a

near-by manicure table. Even
if she had, she would prob-
ably have done her ordering
first

She pulled off her sport hat
and shook her brown bob at

Edna Shaw. "I want one of

those new raggedy-bobs like

Marian Nixon's," she said.

"Do you think it would look

Over the
Fanny the Fan descends upon a beauty

and settles down to an uninterrupted

By The

well on me?" Before Edna could answer,
she had rattled into an enthusiastic de-

scription of Marian's new cut. "It's the

cutest thing. All uneven and cut so close

to her head it looks like a cap. The girl

raised an awful fuss about cutting her

hair, at first, but once she consented to

ply the shears she certainly went the limit.

It's cut so short that Marian's ears show,
but there is a little piece that curls over
the ears and takes away from the boyish

effect. It is so feminine looking. Hello!"

Fanny had spotted us and drew up a chair

to wait until the barber could take her.

"Why all this feminine appeal, Fanny?"
I wanted' to know after she, Viola, and
Shirley talked about this and that for a

moment. Last spring she had been all for

the great outdoors and deep-brown sun-

burn, tennis, and swimming. But she

seemed to have forgotten all this in the

sudden "back to femininity" wave that has

swept all Hollywood.
"It pays, my dear," and—believe it or

not—Fanny had remodeled her old, frank
smile into an utterly beguiling and help-

less one.

"After Carmelita

Geraghty's horse ran

away and the best-

looking guide on Jean
St. Cyr's estate led

her around all the rest

of the visit, all the

girls have given up
knowing "how to do
things. Carmelita can
ride like a streak and
nobody believes she

was in much danger,

but after this hand-
some fellow rescued

her she simply forgot

everything about
horsemanship. Vir-

ginia Valli and I are

going to forget all we
know about sports this

summer, because Vir-

ginia had her own ex-

perience in being fem-
inine, and it worked
wonderfully.

"She and a girl-

friend went up to Sail

Francisco and while

they had all the nec-

Photo by Richee

Nancy Carroll's red hair

is lost on the screen, so

she wants to chance it.
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Teacups
shop, orders everything in sight,

discourse of other people's affairs.

Bystander

essary reservations, they had forgotten to

take along enough cash. I think that is

lovely and feminine, don't you? They
didn't know a soul in San Francisco who
would cash a check for them, so they
w alked in a strange bank and threw them-
selves on the mercy of the president. He
was awfully sympathetic and not only
cashed their checks, but sent roses to the

hotel by way of cheering up the helpless

little women," Fanny giggled. "Oh, every-
body's going in for it.

"Did you notice how even the more
sophisticated girls among the baby stars

were dressed at the Wampas ball"? Can
you imagine Lupe Velez, with all her fire

and dash, taking her bow in a fairylike

white dress of the period style ? I simply
couldn't believe my eyes. Knowing Lupe
as I do, I had a hunch she would show
up in something between a fireman's hel-

met and a pirate's sash. But Lupe could
wear pinafores and she'd still be the most
dashing girl in any gathering," added
Fanny, who is loyal even if a little gossipy.

I hadn't been able to attend the Wampas
ball and 1 that was
enough of an excuse
for Fanny to launch
into her own observa-

tions of the event.

"Sue Carol was an-

other girl you would
hardly expect to go irr

violently for 'the laven-

der-and-old-lace' ef-

fect. Sue absolutely
(

forgot what a cute little

flapper she is and ap-

peared in an all-white

bouffant dress, with a
white rose in her
hand. Lina Basquette
must also have got
wind that all the girls

were going in for

Puritan effects, for

even she discarded her
favorite type of eve-

ning gown—some-
thing dashing and de-

collete in black—and
wore an orchid crea-

tion, with miles and
miles of tulle. If the

orchestra had taken
its cue from the girls'

gowns, it would have

Jobyna Ralston entertained

her in-laws since Christ-

mas, without a murmur.

Photo by Spurr

Marian Nixon's new bob has created

a stir in Fanny's set.

played nothing but 'Hearts and
Flowers.'

"

Fanny might have gone on
and on about the Wampas
event if the barber hadn't been
ready for her. Viola and
Shirley had to leave to do a

little shopping, but Fanny in-

sisted that I come into the

booth with her to supervise

her new hair cut. This was a

new barber and Fanny was
tickled out of her customary,

poise when the fellow mistook
her for a star, and asked for

a photo to put on the wall

next to one of Olive Borden.

"What on earth is Olive's

picture doing in a barber's

booth?" Fanny cried in

shocked surprise. "Surely she

hasn't had her beautiful, long

hair bobbed?" It took both

the barber and myself to as-

sure her that Olive still re-

tained her length}' locks, be-

fore she became composed
enoucfh to remember she had
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Photo by Seely

Shirley Mason is a con-

stant patron of her sister's

beauty shop.

heard that Olive and
Fox were on the verge
of patching up their

difficulties.

"It will be nice, if

she goes back there,"

observed Fanny with

one eye on the barber.

"Fox is an awfully

important studio.
With such pictures as
'Seventh Heaven,'
'Four Sons,' and 'Sun-

rise,' they've increased

their prestige enor-

mously. Then, too,

they've bought the
whole chain of West
Coast Theaters and I

hear they have an eye
on one of the big com-
panies and may ab-

sorb it. If I were a

player I'd rather be

under contract to Fox
than almost any other
studio." But I've a

hunch that Fannv's

real enthusiasm would come from the prox-
imity of Janet Gaynor and Charlie Farrell,

her special favorites.

"Getting back to Olive Borden," Fanny
went on in her harum-scarum way, "a lot of

people wondered how Olive was going to keep
up her luxurious mode of living after she

stopped work. But in spite of the upkeep of

her maid, chauffeur and secretary, Olive must
have been saving- considerable money. Any-
way, she's just rented 'Peg' Talmadge's beach
house for the summer, and I hear she has

bought an apartment house in Los Angeles.

Can you imagine buying anything like that

out of your savings?" she Availed, thinking, I

suppose, of her own modest income. "It's all

I can do to get a new dress every other meet-

ing to wear to the Mayfair."

I took a look at Fanny's tan sport suit and
couldn't work up any sympathy for her. It

was obviously brand-new. She must have read

my mind, for she immediately explained the

creation.

"Oh, I simply couldn't resist this. Evelyn
Brent owns some stock in Howard Greer's

gorgeous new shop, you know, and she took

me in there the other day. They have the

most flattering way of selling things," said

Fanny as though trying to excuse herself for

having ever set foot . in such an expensive

place. "First, they fit you in a silver room
of neutral background."

"What?" I inquired.

"That's right," replied Fanny, who knew I

had heard her correctly'. "It's just too elegant

for words. I bet

Paris hasn't any-

thing like it. Then
after you have
found something
that is particularly

becoming, they
move you into the

blue room, or the

rose room, to

the finished effect

The blue room
makes you look
simply wonderful.

I defy any one to

come out of that

room without buy-
ing something. It's

so different !" For
no reason at all she

then asked, "Have
you seen Eleanor
Boardman lately?"

I suppose that
speaking of the un-

usual things re-

minded Fannyr of

Eleanor, for every-

one knows Eleanor
for her reputation

in doing and saying

the extraordinary.

I told Fanny I

Olive Borden's luxuri-

ous manner of living

hasn 't changed sincH

she left Fox.

get
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hadn't seen Eleanor recently, as she has been much
too busy with her baby and her return to the

screen, to see anybody.
"Well, I've seen her,'' boasted Fanny, who seems

to have a knack of seeing even those people who
are most secluded. "We had tea at Montmartre
a few days ago. Isn't it just like Eleanor to invite

you to tea at Montmartre, when absolutely no one
goes there except for lunch? We arrived about
four o'clock and there wasn't a soul to be seen,

except a waiter who "was aroused from a nap to

serve us. It was simply wonderful," Fanny went
on. "We could talk about anybody without the

usual Montmartre danger of having her hear you
over your shoulder.

"It seems as though everything marvelous in

life has happened to Eleanor this year. Of course,

the baby is the crowning climax, but on top of that

King has promised to take her to Europe. As
though that weren't enough to complete any
woman's life, M.-G.-M. has given her a fascinat-

ing crook role, in 'Diamond Flandcuffs.' Natur-
ally, everything, no matter how glamorous, is just

secondary' to the bah}" in Eleanor's conversation.
Before she drove me out to see their new daughter,
she made me promise I wouldn't breathe a word
to my friends on the newspapers, because Eleanor
feels just like Gloria Swanson about publicity for

the baby. She absolutely refuses to have it inter-

viewed or photographed."

It seems to me that interviewing an infant of a

few months would be a rather difficult task for
even the most seasoned reporter, but Fanny always
scorns logic.

"I'm not supposed to tell you how cute and
pretty the baby is," she continued, "but I just can't

help mentioning what beautiful hands she has.

I'm sure she is going to grow up to be a pianist

—

or else to make hand inserts for Cecil DeMille's
pictures."

"Why DeMille in particular?" I asked.

"Oh, he always demands perfection in every de-
tail," explained Fanny.

The barber was called out of the booth for a

moment, which
gave Fanny a

welcome oppor-

tunity to whisper
the information
that she'-d heard
Frances Howard
Goldwyn is ex-

pecting the stork

in her home late

this summer.
"Hollywood is

becoming so do-

mesticated the re-

formers won't
have anything to

talk about pretty-

soon," sighed
Fanny, who has

alwa}"s had a lean-

ing toward bo-

hemian existence.

"I met Jobyna
Ralston on the

Dorothy Ward can thank

Phyllis Haver for starting

lwr in pictures.

Photo by Bull

Eleanor Boardman's baby daughter has such beauti-

ful hands, that Fanny predicts a career for her.

street the other day and all she wanted to

talk about was her new home. Jobyna
must have the disposition of an angel, for

Dick Aden's parents have been visiting" them
since Christmas, and a star who can get

along with her in-laws for that length of

time deserves some sort of decoration, I

think," philosophized Fanny, who has a

comic-strip idea of domestic -relationship.

"But Jobyna is such a lamb, anyway. She
even forgives Dick when he invites people

to spend the night—even if they haven't

yet bought blankets for their new beds.

"Dick and F. W. Murnau have become
good friends, and he invited Murnau to

spend the week-end with them before Jobyna
had completed the furnishing of her gr.est

room. Jobyna was simply beside herself.

She dashed around trying" to get the room
finished before the week-end, but the next

day she had to go to work at the studio and
the guest room had to go. The evening

Continued on page 108
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Loretta Young, left,

wears a frock of sil-

ver lame with a fitted

hip-girdle of silver

acc.

Anna May Wong,
rig'ht, " uses Chinese

embroidery in a novel

manner for her dance

frock.

A Young
Turns to new clothes more
but these charming frocks

Dorothy Sebastian,

above, wears a

simple but very

smart navy - blue

jacket over a frock

of printed silk.

Dorothy Sebastian^ left, is

fetching in a cape costume
of gray flannel, with a

blouse in soft gray and
green tones.

Marceline Day, left, displays

an evening gown of black

taffeta topped by an ecru

l a c e yoke strewn with

French roses.
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Girl's Fancy—
than it does to love in Springtime,

may be a step in that direction.

Yola d'Avril, left, is

justly pleased with her

powder - blue georgette

apron-frock, with net

vestee.

Doris Dawson, left, com-

bines black broadcloth

and ermine, with the

ease of one accustomed

to both.

Ruth Taylor, left, takes her

morning walk in a golden-

brown flannel suit and a sable

scarf.

Doris Dawson, right, drapes a

batik shawl over her shell-pink

chiffon frock.
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Emil {armings, as Paul, promises a performance that will

surpass all his notable achievements.

MUSIC sounded softly behind the big screen

surrounding the set of "High Treason."
People tiptoed and whispered, "Tan-

nings is in the midst of a scene !" We found
a forbidden peephole and peered inside.

The idiot Czar, Paul the First, was seated in

a great, purple velvet chair behind a table. He
read a letter, started to sign it, but before he
had accomplished it, something distracted the

attention of his groping mind and he laughed,
forgetting. The sound of his own laughter
startled him and he looked fearfully over his

shoulder into the darkness behind him.
The music ceased, the lights went out and

Paul shrugged himself painfully back to the

reality of flerr Jannings. the great German
actor. Blinking, as if a little surprised at the

transition, he rose and came forward.
"This," he pronounced, in his labored Eng-

lish, "is the happiest day of my life!" He
threw his great arm over the shoulders of Mr.
Lubitsch, the director. "I play again with
Ernst Lubitsch ! He is my old, my good
friend. It is now sccJis jahre—six years—since he
direct me 'last in Germany. I am very happy ! Thank
you. Good-by!"
He bowed politely and walked away. Press agents

fluttered after him. "But Mr. Jannings—the inter-

view—you must talk."

"I am too tired," with ponderous finality. "I must
rest."

"But Emil !" This was Mr. Lubitsch. "You have
promised ! It is important

"

"I am tired." Mr. Jannings walked away, heavy
footed.

Mr. Lubitsch was rueful. "He is like a child." he
said. "Will I do? I will do all I can to help."

We went to lunch.

"This is a difficult part, this Paul the First, which
Jannings portrays in 'High Treason.' Paul was an
idiot, you know. But he has his lucid moments. A
great part with tremendous opportunities for Emil."

Mr. Jannings' plump, pink secretary bustled in.

When a Czar
"A million dollars' worth of good

thusiastic way of describing his new
last years of the idiot czar, Paul the

the pomp of a superb production and

By \\mh

"Herr Jannings is prostrated!" he re-

ported and darted away again.

Mr. Lubitsch chuckled. "After one

half day of work he is prostrated!

Oh, well-—— You see, I know Emil

so well. We were on the stage to-

gether in Germany, years ago. Then I

went into motion pictures to direct,

and presently here came Emil to act

in pictures. We made a great many
comedies together, before I directed

him in 'Passion' and 'Henry the

Eighth.'
"

"You persuaded Mr. Jannings to go

into pictures?" I was repeating what

I had been told.

Mr. Lubitsch was'surprised. "Why, no!

He wanted to go into pictures. There was

no persuading. But we were old friends

and were happy to be together, as

now."
The plump secretary hurried in

again. "Herr Jannings has re-

covered," he panted. "He sends

his apologies and says will you
please come to his dressing

room ?" We agreed.

"Tell me about 'High Treason.'
"

I suggested to Mr. Lubitsch. "I

The unhappy
monarch is sus-

picious of every

one.

Florence Victor

is Baroness

OSTERMANN.
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Goes Mad
performances,'' is Emil Jannings' en-

picture, "High Treason," in which the

First, are brought to the screen with

the brilliance of an exceptional cast.

Loijise Walker

understand it is to be one of Para-
mount's biggest releases for 1928.

"The biggest." he returned. "It is

taken from the play by Alfred Neu-
mann, which is running now in Ber-
lin. The story is about Paul, the mad
Czar, who was assassinated in 1801.
He -is a dreadful combination of ty-

rant, coward, weakling, and madman.
His subjects live in constant fear and
dread of him.

"But he is also afraid—continually
afraid of being killed by his enemies.

"Lewis Stone plays Count Pahlen,
the military governor, a just and good
man, who has a fanatical

love for his country. Pahlen
feels that the only hope for

Russia is the abdication or,

failing that, the assassination
of Paul and the succession of
Alexander, Paul's son. to the

throne. He works continu-

ally toward one or the other
of those ends.

'The plot to force Paul to

abdicate fails and he is killed

by his fear-maddened sub-
jects, whereupon Pahlen, his

duty to his country accom-

Vtra Voronina, herself a Russian, plays a

lady of the court, who holds Paul in abject

devotion.

plished. has himself shot to death, ac-

cording to a pact -he has made with

an officer of the court. Dying, he

savs he has been a poor friend—but

a patriot.

"Florence Vidor plays the Baron-
ess Ostermann, Pahlen s mistress,

who assists in plots and counterplots,

and I assure you she is vei;y fine in

the role. It is a new departure for

Miss Vidor, playing a definitely bad
woman. And she is doing it su-

perbly."

Our luncheon finished, we pro-

ceeded to Mr. Jannings' dressing

room. He was a strange, almost a

grotesque figure in the make-up of

the mad Paul. His weariness had
vanished and he greeted us effu-

sively, exclaiming again and again

how happy he was to be playing once

more under the direction of his

friend, Mr. Lubitsch.

The conversation became a babel

of mixed German and English, with much gesturing

by everybody.

"I am one year now in Hollywood," said Mr. Jan-

nings presently. "You remember when I first was here

and you came to tea with Mrs. Jannings and me? Ah,

I was fearful -then ! I was a stranger in a strange land.

Not onlv could I not understand the language, but I thought

and felt differently from these Americans. We had no common
mental ground, I thought, upon which to meet.

"I feared that I might not get good pictures. Friends in Ger-

many had warned me. 'They will ruin you, these Americans.

They have ruined so many artists.'

"But now, after a year, I am no longer afraid. It is all right.

I shall be happy here.

"It is a good thing for me that I came to Paramount. "And,"

he added, smiling, "a good thing, I think, for Paramount that

I have come to them." He beamed over this amicable arrange-

ment. "Good business!" he said. [Continued on page 100]

Paul's fate lies with Lewis Stone, as

Count Pahlen.

Alexander, the heir

to the throne, offers

Neil Hamilton a

striking idle.
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The Kid Herself
Though Clara Bow, when interviewed, is a combination of bored indifference and

brazen success, she becomes a dynamic personality as soon as she faces the camera,

and exhibits that intense magnetism which brings her 18,500 fan letters a month.

Bv Malcolm H. Oettinger

YOUNG America figures Clara Bow is the little girl

who will lead it out of the wilderness to freedom.

Clara is freedom itself, from her rolled stockings

to rolling her own cigarettes. She is the Statue of

Liberty doing a Black Bottom. She's a hard-chew-

ing, fast-talking little redhead, who responds to the

directorial cry of "Come on, baby, let's see your stuff
!"

Meteor though she may be,

Clara is at the moment one of

the box-office attractions non-

pareil—which is another way of

saying all that Mr. Schulbcrg

would like an attraction to be.

Clara is engaged in burning
'em up in Peoria, Patchogue,

Painted Post, and Pittsfield

—

and that is no idle Hollywood
gossip. This little girl with the

brash manner is drawing quarters

in every quarter, in a style never
surpassed save, perhaps, by Val-

entino. Clara is a baby cyclone

as we go to press.

The temporal touch is included,

because here is a freak star, of-

fering little in the way of beauty,

less in the way of talent, who is

soaring to the heavens of popu-
larity solely on wings of per-

sonal magnetism.
Off the screen she may be less

magnetic, but once she is pro-

jected on the perpendicular plat-

forms, she has whatever it takes

to draw the crowds. She is the

exhibitors' pet at this writing, the

ace of the picture palaces, the

golden girl of the moment. Step
right up and take a look.

There was a time when Clara
thought interviews were fun and
publicity indispensable, but those
days have fled. She has grown a

trifle anesthetic to such things.

Now, when you seek her out
to find what makes her tick and
how she regards the future of

the industry, she swaggers calmly
over, patting a plump cheek with
a fluffy powder-puff, and permits
herself to be introduced.

Her hair is an amazing blend
of bright tangerine and red lem-
onade. It is undisciplined and
finespun, glowing in the glare of the arc lights. Her
face is round, her chin verging on repetition, her mouth
a rosy pout. From the neck down, one might describe

her more enthusiastically, but one won't. Any one who
has seen the Bow films has seen the Bow figure. The
specifications are correct throughout.

Clara is a startling combination of brazen success and
bored indifference. She is juvenile and pert and satis-

fied. She reminds you of Baby Peggy ten years later.

Clara Bow's hair is a

and red

She suggests all the chorus girls of fiction, all the stage
flappers Florence Nash has portrayed, from Aggie
Lynch down. She is a composite picture of a waitress
at Childs, a hat-check girl at the Ritz, and a protegee
of Texas Guinan playing "The Battle Cry of Freedom"
on a saxophone.

She lacks poise, but she is cultivating a grand manner
that is calculated to set you on
your ear. Clara used to say
"ain't" and concentrate on
slang, until some one initiated

her into the secrets of how a

star should sound. Now the

slang is out. And Clara is

pretty dignified.

More fan mail is received

daily, addressed to the Bow
child, than has fallen to the lot

of any one in pictures, accord-
ing to the Babson department
at the Paramount studio. Arch
Reeve showed me the figures,

indicating that the wild redhead
is getting 18,500 missives a

month, or approximately 2,000

more than Valentino received

'at the peak of his popularity.

The young set the country

over copy Clara's every fad.

She is the jazz goddess of the

flappers and flippers. The great

audience that first saw teething"

rings between 1907 and 1917

idolize Clara, blowing smoke-
rings at her shrine. Manicure
sets and garters are named
after her; hats and hand bags

bear her indorsement; shrewd
coiffeurs will design Bow bobs,

if urged. She is a national sen-

sation.

It is not strange to discover

that all this praise, adulation,

and far-flung publicity has had
a definite effect upon ihe star-

spangled Brooklyn g.
:

rl, She is

a Brooklyn belle, who found
her way into the movies through
one of those beauty contests.

Background she has none ; as-

surance untold. She is the

flapper transferred bodily—and
I mean bodily—to the screen.

And thousands of other flap-

pers see themselves in her shoes, and go to see her as

often as opportunity presents.

"You broke into pictures by winning a beauty con-

test?" I suggested, to dissipate the silence shrouding us

like a fog.

Clara stifled a little yawn.
"That didn't help any," she said. "Beauty contests are

the bunk. The girl who won second prize got all the

Continued on page 98

blend of bright tangerine

lemonade.



CLARA BOW, who once delighted in being interviewed, now
merely permits herself to be seen, according to Malcolm H.

Oettinger, whose story on the opposite page nevertheless clearly

explains the prodigious hold of the sprightly Clara on the public.
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JUNE COLLYER'S patrician beauty is as rare on the screen

as it is unforgettable, as you who saw her in "East Side, West
Side" and "Four Sons" will agree. Watch for "Hangman's

House" and you will sec more of her.

Photo by Edwin Bower Hesser



WHERE are the adjectives that fully describe Greta Garbo?
Can it be that Noah Webster could not find them for his dic-

tionary? Th£y certainly are not there. There is nothing, then,

to do except to gloat over, this photograph.



IF the Paramount School had only given us 'Buddy' Rogers
it would have mpre than justified itself." That is the gist of

letters received by Picture Play in the past three months—more
letters about Buddy than any other player

!

. Photo by George P. Hommel





MARRIAGE and long absence from the screen did not cost

Doris Kenyon any of her popularity, for her return in "The
Valley of the Giants" only made her charm more apparent. She
will be seen in Milton Sills' next, too.



Photo by George P. Homme)

AFTER cutting a wide swath—if you know what that means

—

* in "Four Sons," for Fox, James Hall has returned to the

Paramount fold, to continue the enjoyable task of making him-

self even more popular, in "The Fifty-fifty Girl."



RICHARD DIX has never been known to lose his temper, he
hates to buy clothes, and periodically he decides to marry

—

but doesn't. These morsels of information are only crumbs from
the store you will find in the article opposite.
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"Rich"—As He Is
In this careful appraisal of Richard Dix, his career is followed step

by step, and his popularity with coworkers and fans is accounted for^

By Margaret Reid

RICHARD DIX is a son of the Middle West.
Born thirty-four years ago in St. Paul, Minnesota,
spending a few years of his childhood in Des

Moines, his family returned to Merriam Park, Minne-
sota. He received his early education there, later grad-

uating from the St. Paul Central High School, and- put-

ting in a year or so at the University of Minnesota.

His university career was cut short when he spiritedly

abandoned it for the stage.

It had been his father's wish that Richard become a

surgeon. His schooling was conducted with this object

in view. From the beginning, however, dramatics and

the instinct for them made insidious inroads in his

studies. Between football, baseball, and the more ear-;

nest business of school plays, he found the hours re-

quired for scientific learning increasingly irksome.

The real finish of his surgical ambitions occurred

when he watched his brother, a graduate of Johns Hop-
kins, perform three operations. It was borne upon the

youthful Richard that he did not have the strong nerves

necessary to a physician. He became, in

fact, very sick.

To his family's dismay, he refused to

continue at the university. Taking a job in

an architect's office, he studied dramatic

work at night. This led, in turn, to small

roles with the Metropolitan stock com-

pany, and then to a contract with the

Shubert Theater in St. Paul. Here he

received fifteen dollars a week. He
incurred the wrath of the princi-

pals in the company, because his

school chums attended religiously

and applauded Richard with more

enthusiasm than discretion.
J

Feeling, now, that the world was
j

his own vineyard, he set out for

New York and bigger things. In

the following three years or so, he

saw little enough of New York, his

brief visits there being the barren

periods between engage-

ments in unimportant road

companies.

Three years of one-night

stands in jerk-water towns

put a damper on his ardor.

While he had a good time

—

no misfortune being great

enough to lay low the Dix
humor—and suffered from
no anxiety about his art, he

became a misanthrope about

his position in the general scheme
of things. An unsuccessful actor,

with no especial bent for anything

else, he was deeply convinced of

his complete futility.

During the course of an engage-

ment in a play called "The Fourth
Estate," he was struck by the sig-

nificance of a line he had to speak.

It was "Somewhere in this world
is a place for every man."

That lie should be speaking this line broke upon him
with prophetic solemnity one night, and he was heart-
ened. Two days later the company went on the rocks
and Richard was forced to hobo his way back to New
York.

.. _ , . .

' \ ,
;

Deciding to take a final, desperate chance, he came to

Los Angeles and his chain of bad luck was broken. He
was engaged as leading- man for the Morosco stock com-
pany and for two years-was Los Angeles' matinee idol,

"Bunker Bean," "The Cinderella "Man," and "Romance"
being among his best-remembered plays.

. At the -end of two-years ah encouraging offer took him
back. to New York, where he. -put in a. strenuous season
oLappearing in artistic, successes. Which means that he
went from one commercial flop to another in embarrass-
ing, -repetition. • .-

;

,

' Replete with critical appreciation—but rather short on
monetary acclaim—he returned to Los Angeles': early in

1921. Film officials who attended the Morosco Theater
became interested in his possibilities for the screen. It

• is a well-known tale that Chaplin prophesied
Dix Would not screen well. Tests, however,
proved the contrary and he was signed by
First National to do the lead, a dual role, in

"Not Guilty."
;

Followed "Dangerous Curve Ahead" for
Goldwyn, which brought him a two-year con-
tract with that organization. During this

time, the domestic comedy-dramas he made
with Helene Chadwick un-
der Rupert Hughes were
conspicuously successful,
but his greatest picture was
"The Christian," his first

big dramatic opportunity.

Signing with Paramount
in 1923, he served appren-
ticeship in Zane Grey horse-

operas, and an occa-

sional dramatic role.

With stardom, he has

developed a flair for

light comedy and
farce that has made
him one of the most
valuable names on the

roster.

Underneath his kid-

ding and levity is an
innate sense of re-

sponsibility which
prompts hard work.

With the expert or-

ganization he has built

around himself—by
insisting on giving
this assistant director

and that third camera
man a chance—he
works out every de-

tail, rather than con-

tenting himself with a

cursory reading of

Continued on page 99

Beneath his levity is

a sense of responsi-

bility which prompts

hard work.
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T h S t o 1 1 e r
A rambler in Hollywood makes amusing notes of happenings there.

By Carroll Graham Illustrations by Lui Trugo

WITH all Hollywood in an uproar about increas-

ing costs of motion pictures, what is said to be

the most inexpensive production on record has

just been finished.

It cost one hundred and sixty-four dollars, as nearly

as its producer could figure it. At this writing all of

that amount has not been expended, but at least the

picture is finished, because I saw it.

Harry Sweet, one-time comedian, gag man, comedy
director, scenarist, and this and that, wrote, produced,
and directed it. For lack of a better title, he is calling

it "Rhythms of a Great City in Minor," which seems
cumbersome, but describes the picture as well as any
other. An alternate title considered by the director was
"An Elephant, A Ten-penny Nail, and a Quart of Milk."

Only eight hundred and fifty feet long, including the

titles—which makes it considerably less than a reel

—

"Rhythms of a Great City in Minor" contains four dis-

tinct stories, each with a cast, plot and setting all its

own.
It opens with futuristic camera shots of a citv's sky-

line, with weird jumps into busy streets, traffic jams,
and sordid alleys, then launches without further warning
into its first story.

No one was paid any salary for working in the pic-

ture, but its cast is quite imposing. Arthur Housman,
Charles Puffy, Lydia Yeamans Titus, Leslie Fenton,
Betty Davis, Max Wagner, and others more or less

well known on the screen, appear. Even the director

and his assistant are in it as actors.

The picture contains no interior sets, and many of the
scenes were "stolen" atop busses and in busy streets.

A good many in Hollywood have seen the picture,

including Sid Grauman', who
was so enthusiastic that lie bor-

rowed a print to show to Chap-
lin.

Now that it is finished, Sweet
hasn't any idea what to do with
it, but feels he would like to

make a series along similar

lines.

Another picture of about the

same nature, I am told, has been
made by Robert Flohri, writer,

press agent, and assistant direc-

tor. Flohri's picture, it is re-

ported, has the ambitious title

of "The Life and Death of an
Extra Man" and was made
principally in miniature sets

constructed and photographed
in the kitchen.

If nothing more, "Rhythms of a Great City in Minor,"
and "The Life and Death of an Extra Man," should be

of especial interest to those tireless souls who pro-

duced "Ben-Hur," "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "The Wed-
ding March," and "Old Ironsides."

In the large and beautiful homes of Beverly Hills

wherein the film great make their abode, there is often

much talk of art in motion pictures.

Loud and earnest is the talk of the tragic ending, and
how the creators of the cinema yearn to give their public

dripping drama and terrible tragedy if only that public

would accept it.

Well—when Metro-Goldwyn produced a version of

"Anna Karenina" and called it "Love," two endings

Were made. One showed Greta Garbo diving" into the

path of an oncoming train", while her sweetie went back

to his regiment. The other showed the inevitable re-

union of the lovers after a few years, with the mean
husband conveniently out of the way and everything

hotsy-totsy.

I saw "Love" at a downtown Los Angeles theater,

where the great unwashed go to see films, and it had the

tragic ending attached. I saw it again—inadvertently,

you may be sure—at the Beverly Theater, the only pic-

ture house in the precincts of the great, and the con-

ventional ending had been tacked- on.

Lucien Littlefield, who has played some excellent char-

acter roles in a number of pictures, is perhaps the most
unusual actor of his type I have ever known.

Only thirty-two years old, he almost never appears on

the screen except as an old man, or at least a middle-

aged one. In Will Rogers'

An army flyer, engaged to advise a director on airplane

technique, had only seen service in the veterinary corps.

sparring- picture, "A Texas
Steer," he not only played a

prominent role, but did an im-

personation of President Cool-

idge in one scene that was so

remarkable that many won-
dered how the director had in-

duced the chief executive to

appear before the camera.
Yet despite the fact that

Littlefield is virtually in a class

by himself, he has always
faintly regretted that he be-

came an actor instead of a

professional baseball player.

When he was sixteen years

old, Lucien and another boy
were playing baseball in high

school in a Texas town. Big-
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league scouts offered them a try-out, which his part-

ner accepted. He later became a famous ball-player.

Lucien, being a minor, could not get his parents' con-

sent and gave up his aspirations, eventually becom-
ing an actor instead.

Despite his success, Lucien still feels he would
much rather be playing baseball, and has gratified

his youthful desires to a certain extent by purchasing

a semiprofessional team which contends in a Los
Angeles league. He plays second base every Sun-
day he isn't working in a movie.

Richard Barthelmess and John Gilbert are very

good friends. But it is said they became embroiled

in a semihumorous argument recently.

They were making wholly mythical and highly

exaggerated threats of physical violence on each

other.

"The worst thing I could think of doing to you,"

said Barthelmess, "would be to kick you in the teeth."

Hollywood is infested by wan-
dering minstrels, who hope to be

hired for gay parties by the

!
hour.

Erudite Hollywood.
I heard a press agent in conversation with Alice

White, and in some sentence or other he used the word
''flagellation," which, after all, is not the most obscure

member of the English language.

Alice didn't know its meaning and he refused to tell

her. "I'll ask Mervyn LeRoy," she said, Mervyn be-

ing then her director. The press agent offered to bet

Mervyn didn't know. He won the bet, then collected

similar wagers from all the gag men and scenario writers

then present.

An obscure character actor finally came to the rescue

and offered a definition, which the press agent refused

to give.

Alice has not yet paid the bets.

When Colleen Moore was making 'Lilac Time,"
"which seems to have become an aviation story—it may
have been that on the stage, for all I know—a flock of

army flyers were engaged as technical directors.

One in particular seemed to be the headliner of the

outfit. He had the impressive record in the British army
of having shot down any number of enemy planes and
dirigibles, but manifested a curious reticence about

actually getting into a plane himself.

Shortly after his departure, it developed that his war
service had actually been confined to the veterinary corps

of the British army.
Meanwhile there were on hand some real aces of the

If a hapless soul were obliged to see the

8,500 feature pictures that have been filmed

since 1915, anything might happen to the

producers of them.

American and British armies, all of whom said noth-
ing while the aeronautical veterinary was strutting his

stuff.

Among them—to make this item still more drawn out
—was a reckless flyer, who had recently inherited a

matter of seven million dollars. He crashed a plane
just for the fun of it for a thrill in the picture, which
seems an odd form of amusement for a man worth
seven million dollars.

A number of wandering bands of minstrels make the

residential districts in and near Hollywood their habitat.

They are mostly Hawaiians, and in groups of three or
four they come to your doorstep and play loudly and
enthusiastically until you tip them, or drive them off

with a rifle.

They cause considerable embarrassment and annoy-
ance to sober folk sitting by the fire, for what the mu-
sicians are looking for are the hilarious parties, where
they will be called in and engaged by the hour.

The theater owners' nation-wide vote for the ten best

directors of the film industry is no great comfort to

Mayor William Hale Thompson and the other 100 per
cent Americans.
Of the ten selected by exhibitors, only five are Ameri-

can born, by name Clarence Brown, Malcolm St. Clair.

Henry King, Rex Ingram, and King Vidor. Trium-
phant Europe is represented by F. W. Murium, Ernst
Lubitsch, and E. A. Dupont, of Germany, Victor Sea-

Conlinued on page 98



Quick
Lunch

These views of the restaurant

at the Paramount studio show

that not every one in the

movies is on a diet.

Behind the scenes of the cafe,

above, where three thousand pats

of butter, twenty pounds of cof-

fee and thirty dozen eggs are used

dail}'.

Charles Rogers and Nancy Car-

roll, left, in their "Abie's Irish

Rose" make-up, share the menu
with Richard Dix and decide how

far to go in ordering lunch.

Seventy-five dozen glasses polished

and ready, below, to be whisked to

the thirsty.
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Hollywood High
Lights

Telling the news and gossip of the picture colony.

By Edwin and Elza Schallert

STRAIGHT lines are out. Curves are in.

The svelte, "boyish" figure that used to

glide across the Hollywood landscape will

soon be no more.
In its place has come the graceful arc of avoir-

dupois.

The new "finds'' of the screen are^plump, and
the established favorites are aiming toward round-
ness. One very famous exponent of the live-to-

grow-thin cult told us not long ago that she had
gained eight pounds, and was proud of it.

The straight, flat-chested type has been long in

vogue, but forecasters have been predicting a

change. Of course, it goes without saying that

large hips and bulging waistlines will never, never
be tolerated. However, the anaemic-looking girls

with pencil forms, will have to start eating spa-
ghetti and chocolate sundaes to substitute, figura-

tively speaking, ellipses for right angles.

Billie Dove was one of the first to make an
asset of a pulchritude that was not angular. Per-
haps she even introduced the mode, since she is so

very popular.

Madge Bellamy, who has been a hit in her recent
pictures for Fox, also possesses more curves than
the average screen plaver.

The girl who exemplifies most strikingly the
new and rather pleasing roundness, is Nancy Car-
roll. She will make her debut in "Abie's Irish
Rose," and is distinctly a new type and very win-
ning in personality.

Neither Fay Wray, Molly O'Day, nor Sally
Filers, the cute little girl who is featured in Mack Sen-
nett's "The Good-by Kiss," are of the willowy genre,
to name but a few among a number of newcomers we
have lately noticed.

A Tribute to Dolores.

Dolores del Rio captured the silver trophy at the
Wampas Ball.

This means that in two years she has gone far in her
career, in the opinion of those deciding the contest. The
other entrants included Mary Brian, Mary Astor, Olive
Borden, Joan Crawford, Marceline Day, Dolores Cos-
tello, Janet- Gaynor, Madeline Hurlock, Edna Marian,
Sally O'Neil, Vera Reynolds, and Fay Wray. They
were the Wampas stars of 1926.

Miss Del Rio and Janet Gaynor were the closest con-
testants for the silver cup, but the vote of the dramatic
critics of the Los Angeles newspapers was in favor of
Hiss Del Rio. It was felt that she had, actually, more
successful performances to her credit than Janet, even
though the latter scored such a. triumph in "Seventh
Heaven."
Of the new 1928 stars, Lina Basquette won the most

applause at the Wampas affair, which was held at the
Ambassador Hotel, with a large crowd in attendance.
Ruth Taylor. Lupe Velez, and Sue Carol were among
others warmly greeted.. Miss Carol, by the way, wore
an exquisite dress of billowy, white chiffon, trimmed
with countless rose petals. Miss Del Rio was strikingly

'Ring out, wild bells!"—Adolphe'Menjou and Kathryn Carver voyaged

to Paris to be married, and are probably honeymooning now.

attired, the greenish-gold cape she wore, with green-

dyed fur trimming, evoking an "ah!" from the audience.

She always looks stunning, however.

Mary Garden an Idol.

It is always fascinating to watch the effect of a visit-

ing celebrity on film folk.

The latest to cause a flurry was Mary Garden, when
she came to Los Angeles for a series of performances
with the Chicago opera company. She sang twice, and
the house was packed on each occasion, many stars being

present.

Norma Talmadge scarcely missed a single perform-
ance during the engagement, and she was escorted on
nearly every occasion by Gilbert Roland.
Norma confided to us one evening that she wished she

had Miss Garden's drawing power. But considering

that Norma plays to millions of fans with each picture,

while Miss Garden's audience is limited to the capacity

of an auditorium for a single appearance, we felt this

was a generous compliment. Norma, nevertheless, lav-

ishes admiration without stint on any one who evidences

art and accomplishment.

Laura La Plante and William Seiter, Edmund Lowe
and Libyan Tashman, and Julia Faye, who had just re-

turned from Europe, were also -regularly in attendance.

D. W. Griffith went to a matinee performance of

"Sapho" and drew more attention than a star, a crowd
stampeding him for autographs.

AM
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this Colleen submerges her comedy
and gives a very sympathetic por-
trayal'. The picture itself tells an ar-

dent love story, with a war back-
ground. We liked the film better than
any in which Colleen has played since

"Irene." It is to be released as a

special.

"Lilac Time" was played on the

stage by Jane Cowl, who also starred

in "Smilin' Through," which Norma
Talmadge made into a very successful

film. "Lilac Time" promises to do
for Colleen what "Smilin' Through",
did for Norma, and that should be

sufficient recommendation.

Mary Ann Jackson, second from the right, is the newest member of ''Our Gang," the

others being Joe Cobb, Farina, Harry Speer, Jean Darling, and "Wheezer."

Will H. Hays a Godfather.

Kenyon Clarence Sills can seek future advice as to

what he should do, right from the head of the motion-
picture industry. His godfather is Will II. Hays. who.
for all practical purposes, is the films' chief executive.

Kenyon Clarence is the youngster born to Milton Sills

and Doris Kenyon about a year ago. As Mr. Sills and
Mr. Hays are old friends, the latter was invited to be
the godparent, this being his first assumption of this

particular obligation in Hollywood.
For the christening, the little boy was clad in the

same robe that his father had worn on a similar occa-
sion. It had been kept by Sills' mother, and was re-

made by Doris for her child.

Sills and Miss Kenyon are remarkably devoted, not
only domestically, but professionally as well. Miss Ken-
yon has played the lead in three of her husband's star-

ring productions.

The Sub-deb's Wardrobe.

How much money should the sixteen-vear-old daugh-
ter of a famous star have for clothes?

Here are the figures as presented by Olive Stokes
Mix, the mother of Ruth Mix, and ex-wife of Tom :

Three or four evening dresses S22S to S250 each.

Two tailored suits S165 to §200 each.

One cloth coat. S100.

One fur coat §250.

Sport suits (number indefinite) ... .$175 each.

Twelve pairs of shoes §12.50 each.

In addition, she listed other items, such as hats, hose,

and lingerie, the total with the dresses, suits, et cetera,

coming to $4,326.

These figures were submitted- during the long-drawn-
out suit which the former Mrs. Mix filed against Tom.
In this she asked for Ruth's allowance to be raised from
$50 a month to $1,500 a month. The judge granted her

$2,500 a year, with the proviso that if Miss Mix were
sent to a boarding school, she should receive $4,250.

Colleen Waxes Romantic.

Those who have been hoping that Colleen Moore
would do a picture disclosing her finer talents, may
well look with high anticipation to "Lilac Time." In

Name Question Settled.

The discovery of Karl Dane's real

name evokes bewilderment.

In full, it is Rasmus Karl Thekelsen
Gottlieb, so you can't blame his short-

ening it for screen purposes.

Dane recently became an American
citizen. He asked, incidentally, that

he be allowed to keep his screen name
instead of his real one. He desired

to retain only the Gottlieb, as a middle name. On the

screen, though, it will still be Karl Dane.

Bushman Again a Grandfather.

Francis N. Bushman is twice a grandfather. A boy
has been born to his daughter, Virginia, who is the wife

of Jack Conway, the director.

Bushman's son. Ralph, also has a child, several years

of age.

Francis X. was awav from Hollywood on a vaudeville

tour at the time of the new grandson's birth, but was
advised by wire of the event, and sent an elated telegram
in reply.

Corinne Plans Her Castle.

Corinne Griffith will build a new home in Beverly
Hills. It will be of Spanish architecture and will have
no less than twenty rooms, rivaling the beautiful Harold
Lloyd manse now under construction. Her nearest

neighbors will be Fred Niblo and Enid Bennett.

We see Corinne from time to time, and she is very
happy with her new First National contract. She feels

that "The Divine Lady" will be one of her best pic-

tures. It is the first "big" historical romance she has

ever done, the plot centering around Lord Nelson and
Lady Hamilton. The film is adapted from the book
of E. Barrington, and Frank Lloyd, who made "Black
Oxen" with Corinne, will direct.

"It doesn't seem possible," Corinne commented to us,

"that after being in pictures for ten years 'The Divine

Lady' should be the first big break I have ever had.

Every star has had at least one big production, but I

never have had. This will be my first real opportunity

in a picture done on a pretentious scale."

After "The Divine Lady," the fair Miss Griffith will

star in "Outcast," from the play in which Elsie Fergu-

son triumphed years ago. Miss Ferguson appeared in

a film version of the play, you may remember, but it

was far from a fortunate venture.

Too Much is Plenty.

The warning may as well be sent out. There is go-

ing to be another "Cohen and Kelly" excursion. They
have been to Paris, and now they are going to Turkey.

W/e hope next time that these two worthy families
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travel to Abyssinia, Patagonia, or some
other remote place, and get lost there.

Tt is amazing how many of these come-
dies can be built around the domestic

squabbles of two sets of characters, and
still hud an audience. Each new outbreak

seems worse than the last. We have
thought this true recently of the Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton combination.

Back to the Fold Once More.

Film life occasionally insists on mov-
ing in a circle. The return of Jack Holt
to Paramount is an instance.

Holt left the company a year ago, but
did not fare so fortuitously while free-

lancing. Now he is back, doing a series

of Westerns.

We have always felt that Holt had a
fine, inherent acting-talent, very much
overlooked. Assigning him to outdoor pic-
tures isn't the wisest move, perhaps, if it is

to be his permanent work. He is really

capable of portrayals more polished.

Bachelor Life Palls.

Stars do not stay unmarried very long
nowadays. Reginald Denny was divorced
only a few months ago, but he plans to
wed again in the fall. He is engaged to
Isobel Stiffel, who is doing small roles for
Universal, where Denny stars.

The ^engagement was announced at a party held at
Denny's mountain cabin near San Bernardino.

Miss Stiffel is an attractive youngster, known bv the
nickname of "Bubbles."

Rudy's Estate Settled.

It is curious how the memory of Rudolph Valentino
is recalled in the film colon)-, if only in a dull, com-
mercial way.

_

There was an auction not long ago of some Egyptian
cigarettes that Rudy bought during a European tour,
and a number of young girls were among the bidders
for these mementos. The cigarettes were unclaimed at
the customs office, and were, therefore, disposed of at

public sale, after being held for a year. The consign-
ment sold for $88.

.
The estate left by Valentino has been settled, and

shows a balance of approximately $300,000.

Pola Will Commute.
Pola Negri informs us that she has definitely settled

her plans for the future. She will make two pictures a
year—one in this country and one in Europe.

Pola feels that she has encountered more vicissitudes,
perhaps, than any other foreign star who later came
to this country, because she w as the first arrival.

She wants, now, to do only very big productions, and
would like at least every other one to have an authentic
European background.

Pier new contract is with United Artists.

Bancroft Succeeds Monte.

George Bancroft was recently accorded the honor of
being elected president of the 233- Club, a Masonic
organization composed of film people. Monte Blue was
previously president.

Confidential Report of Bout.

Famous last words in Hollywood : "Who won the

Barrymore fight?"

Richard Aden does his bicycling "in position," on his own lawn.

Participants—Messrs. John Barrymore and Myron
Selznick.

Time and Place—Midnight, Ambassador Hotel bun-
galow occupied by John Barrymore and his brother,

Lionel.

Witnesses—Lionel Barrymore and, intermittently,

Owen Moore.
Referee—Owen Moore.
Inspiration for Fistic Encounter—LJndetermined.
Casual t ics—Indefinite.

Amount of Purse—Vaguely guessed at. But it might
have been plenty, if Hollywood had only been tipped

off.

W inner—No decision made, as referee had a special

system of counting, similar to one employed in the

Dempsey-Tunney battle.

New Fields Look Greener.

A new shifting about of professional destinies is due
to occur, various players being affected. Leatrice Joy,
for one, is likely soon to be seen in Fox pictures. Her
contract with DeMille is expiring, and it is known that

she has been desirous of a change. She has had very

few satisfactory roles lately, with the possible ex-

ception of "The Angel of Broadway" and "The Blue
Danube."

Gloria Swanson has decided to make her next pro-

duction at the F. B. O. studio, though it will be released

by United Artists. What with the departure of Corinne
Griffith, this leaves the number of stars on the United
Artists' lot somewhat depleted.

Raymond Griffith and Thomas Meighan are with

Caddo productions. Menjou is reported leaving Para-

mount to make pictures abroad. The marriage of Men-
jou and Kathryn Carver is planned for the early part

of May.
It has been rumored that Rod La Rocque plans to

leave DeMille. However, the report was denied. It

was said he might go to United Artists for only one

picture, "La Piava."
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An Islander Returns.

Monte Blue returned with some interesting impres-

sions of the South Sea Islands.

During the shut-down of Warner Brothers' studio he
worked in "Southern Skies," for Metro-Goldwyn, and
the company went on location to Tahiti and other islands

of the tropical Pacific.

Blue said he didn't believe in cannibals until he went
there. "But now I know they swarm the shores," he
told us. "If you think they're dusky-haired natives,

though, you're wrong. They're mosquitos. I had welts

on me like barnacles, after being bitten by them. That
country isn't all that the

authors and artists crack it

up to be, either. But any-

way I enjoyed it."

Monte stayed only a short

time in Hollywood on his

return. He is now on the

way to Europe with his

wife, Tove Jansen. They
plan to visit Denmark, the

birthplace of Tove's mother,

known on the screen as

Bodil Rosing, and they
may go to see Tove's uncle

in Constantinople.

Sounder and Sounder!

Warner Brothers have
announced that virtually all

their new pictures will be

made with Vitaphone ac-

companiment, and man} - of

them with spoken dialogue.

In a number of the im-

portant films more than
half of the picture will be

dialogued.

Jack Warner assured us

that no one who cannot
speak lines or has not taken

up voice culture will, in a

few years, have a chance
on the screen.

By' the way, Colleen
Moore's "Lilac Time" is to

have sound effects, although
no actual conversation.

Is Erich Speeding Up?
A newspaper headline

says "Erich von Stroheim
will make quickies." Now
what do you deduce from
that, Watson?

Griffith Retains Scepter.

No more interesting sport
could be devised than at-

tempting to guess whom D.
W. Griffith will choose to

play in his pictures. Griffith's long absence from the
film colony makes his selections exceedingly problemati-
cal. What is more, he has in the past nearly always
used a certain small coterie of talent, including Lillian

and Dorothy Gish, Mae Marsh, Carol Dempster, Xeil

Hamilton, and a very few others.

In "The Battle of the Sexes," his newest film, his

company includes Jean Hersholt. Phyllis Haver, and
Belle Bennett. Miss Haver is a DeMille contract-

player, but she was lent for this production.

All actors regard working under Griffith's direction'

as a great experience.

From Africa to England.

Rex Ingram and Alice Terry seem determined to stay
in Europe. Alice, of course, takes a trip to Hollywood
occasionally, but Rex has definitely turned his back on
the film colony, whether for his own artistic good or

ill can only be vaguely conjectured.

In any event. Rex and Alice have for a time changed
their abode to England, and are working there on a film

called "Three Passions," for United Artists. Ivan
Petrovich will play op-

posite Miss Terry.

The question asked in

studioland is : "What
are the other two pas-

sions ?•'•'

D'Artagnan to Live

Again

Douglas Fairbanks is

again preparing to flash

his sword and twirl his

mustache, as that fa-

motis character of fic-

tion, D' Artagnan. Doug
seems to revel in sequels,

and after many debates,

he has decided to make
one to "The Three Mus-
keteers." It will prob-

ably be called "Twenty
Years After," but it will

not follow very closely

the Dumas novel of the

same title.

Dumas wrote several

novels relating to the in-

timate and the public ad-

ventures of" his famous
group of swashbuckling
heroes, but none of these

had the zip necessary for

a real Fairbanks produc-

tion. As a result, Doug
evolved an adaptation

that is almost wholly

original, and that the

author, himself, were he

alive, probably wouldn't
object to—at least any
more than most authors

usually object under such
circumstances.

Secretly, we believe,

Doug has entertained a

fondness for D'Artag-
nan greater than for any
of his other portrayals.

"The Three Musketeers"
was one of his best pic-

tures, and though we don't believe much in trying to

revive the impression of something very well done, we
feel, from what we have heard of Doug's story, that it

is going to be something interestingly different. One
thing—the picture may not have a typical happy ending.

May Aid New Generation.

There has been talk again lately in Hollywood about
the new generation of screen stars, and prophecies that

Continued on pago 94

Hobart Bosivorth loves ships so much, that their influence is

seen in every room in his home.
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Watch Him for

a While
Lane Chandler came out of

the West, where he was dis-

covered in Yellowstone Park,

and now he can't go back.

This story tells you why.

By A. L. Wooldridge

A RARA AVIS has been
/-I discovered in Holly-

wood. Rara az>is is

Scandinavian, or something,
for ''rare bird." He's a red-

headed young giant, and un-
spoiled. His name is Lane.
Chandler. He has recently

completed the leading role op-
posite Clara Bow, in "Red
Hair." Here's what makes
him rare

:

He doesn't think he's as good
as Ronald Colman, John Gil-

bert, or Richard Barthelmess.
He doesn't crave spats, purple neckties, nor an auto-

mobile that shines like the aurora borealis.

He doesn't care whether the camera photographs his

face, his hat, his shirt, or his hip. The ingenue may
hog the scene, for all he

cares.

He doesn't want any love

affairs. His mother in Mon-
tana is this boy's girl friend.

He doesn't want to own a

mansion in Beverly Hills

with Filipino servants and a
cellar. He'd rather have a

cabin in the hills, with a fish-

ing rod, a gun, and a few
good books, than be John
Barrymore, Emil Jannings,
or the greatest actor in the

world.

He doesn't take life seri-

ously one way or another.
If there isn't money enough
in his pocket to buy a regu-
lar meal at the Montmartre.
or the May fair—well, there

is much sustenance in a ham-
burger sandwich, and there

are many good fellows hook-
ing their toes into stools at

lunch counters along the
Boulevard.
He doesn't care whether

he's leading man for Esther
Ralston, Clara Bow, or the
snake charmer in a circus

—

provided the charmer knows
her stuff well. He'll see a lot of humor

If the studio were to notify him to-morrow that he
was through, he'd smile the sweetest smile imaginable,
extend his hand to say good-by, turn his face toward
the pine trees and the grandeur of the Montana hills

and exclaim, "Old-timers, here I come !"

Can you understand why the movie colony is crazy

Clara Bow jumped for joy, 'tis said, when Lane Chandler was chosen to play opposite

her, in "Red Hair."

about him ? Can't you sense why Esther Ralston wanted
him for her leading man, in "Love and Learn," and why
the irrepressible Clara Bow exulted when she learned
he was to play opposite her, in "Red Hair?"

Lane Chandler brought into

the studio the freshness, gen-

tleness, and honesty of the

open spaces, and he doesn't

care a tinker's dam what the

movies do to him. There is

always the call of languorous

days in the shadows of the

Rockies, miles from Holly-

wood, where the trout are

leaping a'nd where a .big boy
can live in the outdoors. Rob-
ert W. Service painted a word

I
picture of Lane Chandler

! when he wrote :

four-prong buck
in the shadow of

"There's a

a-swinging
my cabin,

And it roamed the velvet valley

till to-day

;

But I tracked it by the river, and

I trailed it in the cover,

And I killed it on the mountains
miles away.

Now I've had my lazy supper, and
the level sun is gleaming

On the water where the silver

salmon play

;

And I light my little corncob, and
I linger, softly dreaming,

In the twilight, of a land that's

far awav.''

Red-headed, a young giant, and unspoiled—that's Lane.

in anything.

The very indifference of

this lad has amazed Hollywood. His was a case where a

good-natured boy drifted in and said, "Here I ambig

Thought I might fit in, some-—do you want me
where."
And want him they did—with all his one hundred and

eighty-five pounds of good nature. I imagine that if I

were a child, and some fellow took my gumdrops, I'd
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Lane Chandler doesn't want any love affairs, but he plays them

very well, with Clara Bow.

go racing about to find Lane Chandler and start blub-
bering, "Bad man—he took my gumdrops !" And I'd

expect Lane Chandler to wrap both hands about the
neck of the thief, press him to the ground, and in my
presence extract the stolen bag and
say, "If I ever hear of your doing
this again, I'll brain you!" That's

his way.
Producers are crying for new m

leading men. The dearth never was
so great. But they must have talent.

Legions of these young fellows who
come to Hollywood believe they

have it. Yet the casting directors

don't see it. Lane Chandler arrived

just at the time Paramount Avas

looking for a new Western star, and
grabbed him. After a couple of

horse operas, he was given a role in

"The Legion of the Condemned" and
that ended his pioneering. Esther
Ralston wanted him forthwith as her
leading man, then Clara Bow fairly

jumped up and down in glee when
told she was to have him.

"All right, urchin," Lane said to

her. "I'll do the best I can. May
not be very much." But the studio

officials knew better.

Lane Chandler is a new type. He was
born on a farich near Culbertson, Mon-
tana, twenty-six years ago. He is the sun

of George W. Oakes, now deceased. His
education was received in Helena, where
he attended high school, and Wesleyan
University. While in college, he was on
the football team which won the Montana
championship in 1921. He played both

guard and tackle. Before coming to Hol-
lywood, he was passenger agent for the

Yellowstone Park Transportation Com-
pany, stationed at Old Faithful Inn. His
chance for a screen career came when a_

director, filming a picture, in the park, gave

him a leading role in a 'two-reeler. And
that gave him the film fever. He got it

in virulent form, because it seemed to offer

opportunity for a lark.

"You should have seen me," says Lane,

"when I arrived in Hollywood, in 1925

—

husky, looking for a job as an extra. No-
body paid any attention to me. I found
occasional work and got my five dollars a

day for every day I worked—which wasn't

often. But when spring came I hit it right

back for the park and the wide, open

spaces; Nothing equals the joy of living

in the hills. When I came
back the next winter I got a

job as a mechanic with a

motor company, and took

time off occasionally to do

extra work in a picture. Cut

a big kick out of it. Didn't

.take the movies very seri-

ously, though.

"Then some one

showed Paramount

I
the two-reeler I had
worked in at th

e

park, and they did

seem to like it. Sent

for me and looked

me over. Didn't

know I had played

extra for them. And
I didn't tell about it.

* Outcome of the in-

terview—they took a

test and offered a

contract.
"Now I have eight,

ten—possibly twelve

—rears I can spare

to pictures. I

can spare that

much only be-

cause of the sal-

ary they pay.
\nd after that?

Well, just watch
me head once
more for Mon-
tana and a ranch.

Hollywood can

?et that idea outnever
of m\ lead."

Continued on page 104

He is twenty-six and was

bom on a Montana ranch.
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Colleen Moore is so superstitious she will not admit "Lilac Time" will be successful.

Colleen Attempts Tears
In "Lilac Time" the popular comedienne has a role far removed from her usual hoydens, but so

shrewd has been her judgment in the past that no one—except herself—is in doubt of the result.

Bv Helen Louise Walker

COLLEEN MOORE is blossoming- forth in a big

production. She has been content—or at least so

she has seemed—to jog along in program pictures,

the financial backbone of her company, one of the big-

gest box-office attractions, according to exhibitors' re-

ports, in the industry.

She has never gone in, as have other stars of similar

reputation, for super-productions, or special pictures,

which are in the making for months and months, which
cost large amounts of money, and which are released
amid tremendous ballyhoo with gala premieres, at-

tended by stars in evening clothes who go to be seen,

and curious fans who go to see them.
Colleen's pictures, four of them each year, produced

at a nominal cost, have opened quietly, unattended bv arc

lights, celebrities, or depressing speeches by masters of
ceremony.
And she has consistently filled those theaters at a

rate which many stars of million-dollar productions may
well envv.

"Lilac Time" is a big picture. Not in the epic class,

but costing somewhere around a million dollars, and
with a shooting schedule far longer than anything else

she has done recently.

When I asked her if she were graduating into the
super-production, ballyhoo-and-arc-light opening, Col-
leen shivered.

"Don't say it!" she begged. "I'm horribly supersti-

tious ! Perhaps—if this picture is as good as we hope
—but I dare not say it is going to be, because that is

bad luck. Something would be sure to happen

!

But"—here she stopped and beamed—"the rushes looked
awfully good this morning !"

She flitted away to walk, glassy-eyed and staring,

through a garden where broken, bandaged soldiers sat

on benches, or lay in wheel chairs, accompanied by
pretty French nurses. A camera on a truck followed
her.

She came back and explained, "I have lost my lover

and I am empty with grief—lost and wandering."
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It does one good to get a drama out of one's system once in a while

says Colieen.

She wore a peasant costume, with a little black shawl
about her shoulders.

Artillery rumbled past in the street beyond the gar-
den, circled round behind the set, rumbled past again, an
unending line of blue-clad soldiers mounted upon dis-

couraged horses, pulling gun carriages after them.
Colleen watched them.
"I should like to make one picture a year—or two.

Spend a lot of money on them, and take time enough
to work them over and over until the}r were really

good. I would do two comedies and then a drama, just

for variety. I am so happy over this one. It does you
good to get a drama out of your system once in a while

!

"But the responsibility of making a big picture is so
great. It is such a serious matter if you fail.

"You know—it takes a lot of courage to risk failure.

But you have to do it. If you never risk failing, you
never get anything done at all.

"You know, ego holds you back. You think, 'If I

fail, I shall be hurt. I shall lose faith in myself. I

am afraid to try!' It isn't the actual failure that mat-
ters so much as losing faith in one's self.

"Why, 'way back when I was a youngster, I used to

play the piano. I was rather good at it and people

thought that when I grew up I should be a
fine musician.

"Well, there was a competition for a schol-

arship. It was taken for granted that I would
win it and study abroad. I practiced and prac-
ticed and I began to think, 'What if I shouldn't
win?' There was another little girl who was
pretty good. I let that thought get hold of
me and I began to be terribly afraid. It was
not the thought of the scholarship—although I

wanted that very much—it was the idea of
failing that had me beaten before the com-
petition began. I played very badly and I

did not win. Fear lost it for me.
"But as I grew older, I began to see that I

could learn from every setback. One failure

did not necessarily mean the end of every-
thing. I could try again. And I got over be-
ing afraid.

"When I was still quite young I used to

spend my summers in Chicago with an aunt.

And I would play extra roles in pictures. I

was just beginning to want to go into pictures

then.

"One day the director asked for a girl to do
a bit. She was to don a maid's costume and
carry a tray of dishes across the set.

"I stepped forward very cockily and said I

could do it. I thought here was my big

chance ! So they gave me the costume and
the tray, and suddenly I thought, 'What if I

can't do it?' A simple thing like that! I got

so frightened that when the camera started to

grind and they called to me to start, I tripped,

and crash ! went all the dishes.

"The shot was ruined and so were the

dishes, and I was fired.

"I thought it over and realized that if I had
not been so frightened—so afraid of failing

—

I should not have tripped. And I made up my
mind that I would never let fear get hold of

me like that again."

Mr. Fitzmaurice, the director, called to her.

"Now wait," he said, explaining the- scene,

"until I say 'Go!'—and then don't go for a

minute. Then run !"

Colleen twinkled up at him. "When you say

'Go!' I don't," she said. "I see perfectly!"

"Little mutt!" he growled and they grinned at each

other. It was obvious they were friends.

The shot finished, she returned and took up the

discussion where she had left off, exactly as if there

had been no interruption.

"Failure and' disappointment," she said. "Sometimes
I think we learn more from those things than from any
success. There was the time that I wanted—oh, so

much !—the leading role in 'Peg" o' My Heart.' I thought
I could not bear it if I did not get it. Later I realized

that I was not fitted—not ready to do such a role. It

would have clone me more harm than good had I tried

to do it.

"There was the time when I was fired by Griffith."

She giggled. "I received a blue slip—one of those fatal,

blue slips—saying- that the)' were dispensing with my
services, though they appreciated my artistic ability. I .

read the part about the artistic ability, but did not grasp

the rest of the communication. I thought they were
paying- me a compliment and it was not until the next

day that I realized I had lost my job!

"That hurt. It was a blow to my ego. But somehow
it gave me a grim determination to go on trying.

Continued on page 1-09
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Manhattan
Medley

Bits of information and gossip

about film celebrities in New York.

By Aileen St. John-Brenon

NEW YORK is fast becoming the

center of a frenzied search for

buried fictional treasure. Direc-

tors, scenario writers, stars, executives,

have all joined in the story hunt, which
yields no end of promising clews, but only

an occasional haul of scenario loot. The
trail leads to first nights, publishing' houses,

libraries, and to authors famous and ob-

scure, in the hope that one or all may yield

a prize from across the footlights, from a
dust}' cubby-hole, or from a voluminous
literary sleeve.

Tod Browning journeyed all the way to

Europe, wandered over the highways and
byways of foreign lands for weeks and
had the satisfaction of procuring two
stories suitable for the varied talents of
Lon Chaney. Samuel Goldwyn likewise,

while ostensibly on a belated honeymoon,
had a determination to find new screen
stories. Lillian Gish has been haunting
first nights, hoping to find a play that will

suit her. Although, at the expiration of
her contract with Metro-Goldwvn, she
signed with United Artists, there is still no
prospect for her immediate return to the
screen for the simple reason that she has
been unable to find a story adapted to her
spirituelle personality.

Max Reinhardt is returning to America
in the autumn to direct her, and I hear
that he has a definite idea in the back of
his head of the subject which will mark
his debut as a Hollywood director, but in the meantime
the fair Lillian continues to scan manuscripts in the hope
of unearthing a brilliant theme.
Having completed ''Laugh, Clown, Laugh" in Cali-

fornia, Herbert Brenon joined the eager band of story
hunters, and succeeded in purchasing Fannie Hurst's
''Lummox" for future use, and it is our prediction that

when this sympathetic story of a Swedish servant is

filmed, Louise Dresser will appear in the title role.

When not absorbed in manuscripts, Mr. Brenon took
time to confide that he considers Lon Chanev the great-

est character actor on the screen, bar none, that Nils
Asther has greater potentialities than any other screen
juvenile, and that the road to success in films is to have
a definite idea and to cling to it. In other words, stick

to the guns of your conviction, no matter what the cost

or opposition. He points to "Sorrell and Son" as a case

in point, because it was pooh-poohed from one film

executive's desk to the other before he produced it.

Eddie Sutherland, too, cast his keen eyes over the
situation, journeying hither in an airplane. No bones
were actually broken but an accident did indeed occur
which, as a matter of fact, was not part of the original

script. The plane made a landing which was not ac-

cording to schedule, and Eddie, like Humpty Dumpty,
had a great fall, though all the king's horses and all the

king's men were not needed to put him together again.

Lillian Gish has been haunting first nights, hoping to find a play suitable

for pictures.

Speaking of accidents, Maria Corda, who, if rumor is

to be believed, went to Europe to rid herself of an ex-

traneous husband, played an emotional scene unaided by
glycerin or a megaphone. A taxicab in which she was
riding ran into an "L" post, and though she escaped
serious harm, she was, as the familiar phrase goes, "con-

siderably shaken."

Frances Marion, who has not been in these parts in

many moons, joined the first nighters from Hollywood,
though Miss Marion, with her sharp wits, is never at a

loss for screen ideas. As those who know their film

history are well aware, Miss Marion is an institution in

herself. She has written scenarios since the industry

first began, having supplied stories for virtually even-
star on the horizon, from Farina to Fairbanks. You
may remember that she wrote most of Mary Pickford's

early scripts, that it was under her skillful fingers that

Abraham Lincoln and Hester Prynne came to life on
the silver sheet, and as the wife of Fred Thomson she.

fills an equally important part in the domestic sphere.

As a matter of fact, Miss Marion is prouder of her
domestic achievements than she is of her public attain-

ments. She tells you with pride that Junior is such a

fine physical specimen that at the age of nine months he
utterly demolished two kiddie cars ; and now, though
still in rompers, completely dominates the household.

She puts it down to the father's development of the
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Maria Corda, according to rumor, went to

Europe to shed a husband.

boy's physique, and points to the truth

of her assertions by the fact that the

father's monopolization of the boy is so

complete, that she had to adopt a baby
recently in order to have a bairn of her

own to play with.

After she had cast many an anxious
eye at "The Trail of '98," which she

was cutting while in New York, Miss
Marion withdrew to Palm Beach, where
Fred Thomson joined her for a brief

holiday on the sunny sands.

Rod La Rocque and Ben Lyon came
East on the same train, which was the

cause of an amusing- contretemps at

Grand Central Station. An enthusi-

astic young- reporter, being assigned to

get Ben Lyon's statement as to the state

of his affections for Marilyn Miller,

awaited the arrival of the train with
impatience. As it drew in, the reporter,

imbued with the enthusiasm of his craft,

sensed in- a tall, well-groomed young-

man all the earmarks of a star.

He tapped the stranger on the shoul-

der, and an immediate cross-questioning

of his matrimonial intentions began.

Photo by Louise

Ricardo Cortez will play in
'

Night Club."

"I'm on my way to join my wife,'' said the

young man.
"Say," exclaimed the reporter, "don't tell me

you've married her already ! I didn't know she

was divorced from Jack Pickford yet! That's

news to us."

"No, I'm not married to her ; I'm married to

Vilma Banky," explained the tall young man.
"Ben Lyon married to Vilma Banky? Say,

you're spoofing- me," and the reporter gave a re-

proachful glance.

"My name's La Rocque," explained Rod hastily.

"Lyon just got in that taxi over there." And the

reporter turned and fled after the disappearing

auto.

Samuel Goldwyn, who is never at a loss for ideas

and whose energy is proverbial, is looking not only
for stories but for stars, and before he ascended
the gangplank with his pretty wife, he delivered

himself of these heartening sentiments

:

"Actress or shop girl, chauffeur, or soft-shoe

dancer, you are a candidate for the movies. I'm
looking for a hero to play opposite Vilma Banky,
and a heroine to play opposite Ronald Colman."
The two persons he will select must possess

seven characteristics, not one of which is sex ap-
peal, which he considers passe. Good, wholesome
personalities are what the screen requires to-day,

he avers, in outlining these seven requisites :

1. Intelligence and a sense of humor. Movies,
like the stage, have outgrown stock gestures, emo-
tions, and situations.

2. Color—that is, distinction of personality.

People command interest, or thev don't.

3. Youth and adaptability. We don't want
people out on a crusade to tell us what's wrong
with pictures.

4. Imagination.

5. The modest}- that will enable a player to see

a role as something
that forms part of a

story, not as a chance

to emote all over the

lot.

6. Willingness to

work. The movies
will eventually de-

mand as thorough
training as the stage

did thirty years ago
—physical training
as well as cultural.

To develop into a

rounded and finished

player requires long

hours. Remember,
we start making pic-

tures at eight in the

morning.
7. Screen person-

ality, not a doll-like

perfection of face

and form. We've
outgrown all that.

It has become the

fashion of the film

world to marry in

haste and to honey-

moon at leisure.
Norma and Irving-

Ladies of the
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Thalberg, married months ago, returned to their

respective jobs forthwith. Only recently they

passed through New York on their voyage des

noccs, embarking for a Mediterranean cruise. A
few days thereafter Alma Rubens and Ricardo
Cortez, whose journey to Europe had been styled

likewise in the nature of a honeymoon, passed

through New York on their way to Hollywood.

Cortez need never fear being described as "the

fellow Alma Rubens married." Alma for all her

talent, has married talent, too, and while she has-

been on a holiday, "Ricky," as his friends call him,

has proceeded assiduously with his career.

He took part in British productions while in

England, and upon his return to America barely

had time to write his name on the hotel register,

before he was asked to sign on the dotted line of

a film contract. He is to be the chief masculine
reason for "Ladies of the Night Club," produced
by Tiffany-Stahl. Having just come from his

ocean liner, he permitted himself only a brief

survey of the metropolis, and hastily boarded the

train. Being a dutiful wife and one of matri-

mony's stanchest advocates, the fair Alma re-

sisted all inducements to dally a while in New
York, and accompanied Ricky to Hollywood.

On the opening night of "Four Sons," at the

Gaiety Theater, when the applause

after the showing was going full tilt,

the familiar figure of Courtland Smith
stepped onto the stage and spoke.

"As the result of her exquisite per-

formance in this picture William Fox
announces that Margaret Mann be-

comes automatically a star," he said.

The spotlight was turned on an unob-
trusive figure in a simple,

afternoon frock. Here was
not one of your simpering
ingenues, nor a hard-faced
doll from the sticks, but a

mature, well-poisecl, and
sensible woman, whose quiet

dignity was as apparent in

her acknowledgment of the

applause as was her intelli-

gent restraint as the mother
on the screen.

A woman of sixty,

an extra for ten years,

Margaret Mann never
aspired to stardom.
Hers is not the nature
that craves the plaud-
its of the crowd but,

faced by the problem
of making money, she
went about her work
in the studios with a

well-defined dignity
which attracted the at-

tention of Fox offi-

cials.

While in New York,
hers was not the role

of the besabled
star who haunts the
night clubs, and her

Patsy Ruth Miller is

Writing CI nOVel. Photo by Freulich

Photo by Chidnoff

Gloria Sivanson is happy, because "Sadie_

Thompson" is a great success.

proudest memory of her visit was the

afternoon she missed her personal appear-
ance at the theater, went over to Ellis

Island, and was highly amused to find that

the actualities of Uncle Sam's landing- spot

are very different from Hollywood's con-

ception of it.

Enter Patsy Ruth Miller, authoress, but
by no means exit Patsy Ruth Mil-
ler, actress.

Miss Miller finds the task of
blending histrionic and literary

expression highly satisfactory, es-

pecially when it is possible to sand-
wich in a trip to Europe in addi-
tion to histrionic pursuits. Miss
Miller, an outspoken young per-

son, admits that her stay abroad
will depend entirely upon how
much work she will find on the
other side. If the screen gods are
kind, and she is signed for a couple
of pictures, she will remain mam-
months. If they refuse to smile
upon her, she will come home in a
few weeks. If she has a good time
over there, she will stretch her stay
as long as possible. If she is bored,
she will come back to New York
at once. In New York Patsy Ruth
is assured of a good time, for she
is one of the most popular girls
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Photo by Louise

Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg are honeymooning on the Mediterranean.

who come a-visiting from Holly-

wood. She is always frank, wide-

awake, sophisticated, and hasn't the

slightest inclination, or desire, to

pull the wool over any one's eyes.

It is extraordinary how different

Pat is off the ' screen, but if you
have found her distinctly "blah" and
undistinguished in many of her

screen- portrayals, blame it on the

casting director. They've been cast-

ing her for years as a pallid ingenue,

when in reality she is like a flashing

meteor.

But to get back to her writing

proclivities. Miss Miller believes

that writing is the perfect expres-

sion of the ego. -

"An actress," she says, "can only
express the ideas of some one else.

A writer does the whole thing. He
portrays his own ideas, his own
thoughts, his own characters, his

own theme, his own plot in his own
wav. Nothing at all influences him.

"I'm halfway
through a novel rhoto ty Ban

myself. Only Ben Lyon was in

one person has an amusing mix-

seen it so far, "P at the station.

and from what he says probably only one per-
son will ever see it. Regardless of all that,

I've simply got to finish it. With the help of
my author-friends I have already written sev-
eral short stories, but I'll never let. my name
be used in connection with anything I write."'

That does not sound so egotistical for a

writer, now does it ?

There is probably no happier woman in the

world to-day than Gloria Swanson, for with
"Sadie Thompson" Miss Swanson, who had
been wabbling for two years, achieved with one
stroke the highest niche of contemporary film-

fame. Not only artistically is the picture a huge
success, but financially it has been garnering
ducats all over the country. In the language
of the exhibitor, "Sadie Thompson" is a.wow.
"And now," says Miss Swanson, "I have to

do something different. I want, to dress up
again. I'm looking for a story that gives me a

chance to dress up in a humorous background.
I loved making Sadie. Whatever I make now
will be a fearful let-down for me, for Sadie had
character, courage, and individuality. How
many heroines are there with those qualifica-

tions not only in fiction, but in real life? They
are precious few, I tell you. And I am afraid

that whatever I do now cannot fail but be an

anticlimax."

Miss Swanson says that she finds the task of

combining financial and artistic responsibility a

fascinating one. "Indeed," she says, "I get a

huge kick out of putting over a good business

deal, and a huge kick out of giving a good
performance. I think it is because it is all part

and parcel of accomplishment. There's always

a thrill in accomplishing what one sets out to

do, if it's only a shopping tour. As for the

responsihility of it, I've always felt that the

responsibility of having other people's, money
invested in you was just

as heavy—indeed, m u c h
heavier—than merely risk-

ing your own. When I

know that some one else

has money in a picture of

mine, I would never dream
of taking a day off. But
if I felt worn out, and only

my own money were at

stake, I would say to my-
self, 'Well, it's my own
money I'm spending. Why
shouldn't I stay in bed to-

day and take a rest?' It's

my loss and no one else's."

So there, in a nutshell,

you have Gloria's philos-

ophy of independence. Since

other people's money is al-

ways invested in pictures,

her soul is never her own.
And while Miss Swanson

is poring over pages and
pages of scripts and novels

searching for a "dressed-

up" comedy role suited to

her colorful personality,

"Sadie Thompson" is earn-

ing money for her all over

the country.



Don't Let His \

Smile Fool You
For Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is a very serious

young man and his father is justly proud of him.

By Margaret Reid

DO you remember—I address, necessarily, only the

veterans among fans—pictures in the movie mag-
azines of Douglas Fairbanks with a chubby,

round-faced little boy at his side? It seems just a brief

while ago ; but here, all at once, is the same little boy
hidden away in the past of a tall, serious young man.
Unmistakably the same, this rather aesthetic, youthful
edition of his father.

Douglas, Jr., is only in the vicinity of nineteen, but

is mentally mature beyond his years. He would appear
older if he didn't consciously try to. The fact that he

does try is the .most youthful thing about him.

The first indication Hollywood had that Douglas, Jr.,

was rather more than just a nice boy suddenly grown
up, came when he starred in the Los Angeles stage

production of "Young Woodley," the play -which Glenn
Hunter did with great success in the East. The pro-

gram gave most of its space to the fact that Douglas
played Woodley, and the first-night audience was drawn
more by curiosity to see the son of a famous father,

than by anticipation of a good performance.
Young Fairbanks had previously done one or two

sketches at the Writers' Club ; done them nicery, without
causing any furor. When the first curtain was raised

on "Young Woodley," no one was prepared for the

skillful, finely sensitive characterization of the youthful

star. It was a performance a seasoned trouper might
well have envied, and it was Doug's first play. Holly-

wood was quite properly impressed.

Fairbanks, Sr., when approached on the subject of

his son, said he had expected it.

"To me it was an excellent piece of work. Junior

gave the role a deep understanding. I believe he shows
the makings of a really fine actor."

In speaking of his son, Douglas, pere, is proud and
enthusiastic as only he can be about something which
interests him. But he is never guilty of parental ful-

someness. Young Doug to his father is just, a more
than usually intelli-

gent human being, of

whom he is particu-

larly fond.

His father is pleased

that he has chosen to

be an actor.

"Fie is well equipped
for acting. Particu-

larly because he is not

limited to that form of

expression. He writes very good
verse. He studied painting and
sculpture in Paris for three years,

and does both excellently. His
knowledge of literature is exten-

sive. And, through conscious ob-

servation, he has gained an understanding
of human nature that is rare in a boy. All

these things give finish to an actor.

"Eventually, I think his place will be on
the screen, since there is greater sweep and
scope there. But at present he is wise to

prefer the stage. A comparatively obscure
beginner on the stage has more opportunity

for interesting

work than a be-

ginner on the

screen. For in-

stance, when
Y^oung Wood-
ley' was taken

up to San Fran-
cisco, Junior
was asked to

codirect the

production.
Whereas in pic-

tures he is only

given inconse-

quential, char-

acterless roles
that are of no
value to his
training.

"He has good
picture judgment

feet, is

dreamer,

Young Doug,

for all his

ready wit

and nimble

a poet and a

I like to have him see my rushes and
his opinion. I had him do a few of the more

romantic titles for 'The Gaucho,' and it

ended in his practically titling the entire

picture." Fairbanks grinned appreciative!}'.

"He has so much poetry in him," he went
on, "he floats in the clouds. I bound up
there now and then—if you know what I

mean—but he stays there, living in the half-

world of his imagination. That is where,
his verse comes from, and his slightly mor-
bid trend in painting and sculpture. He,
lives apart, but his humor, fortunately, gives

him an anchor to earth

when he needs one.

"When I was his age,

I was keen on polo and
football. I wanted to be
outdoors and active every
minute. But Junior is

happier sitting with a

book, or dreaming over
a sketch, or a bit of

sculpture."

Don't, however, get the

impression of a young
pedant, whose only idea

of a rousing good time is

a dozen chapters of

Nietzsche. He is any-
thing but that. His father

Continued on page 107
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Caught by
Glimpses of the players in all sorts

signed

Gwen Lee, right, obligingly displays

a patchwork quilt made of scraps of

gowns worn by her friends.

Vera Voronina, below, just must have

cauliflower, and if the cook rebels,

she prepares it herself with tenderest

care.

Lilia Basquette, above, poses in her garden
just as all the successful stars do.

Stan Laurel, below, is not one to say that

a dog is man's best friend, for he has a

wife and new baby, but still his St. Ber-

nard has a olace in his life.



the Camera
of odd moments away from the studios.

Marceline Day, left, likes to play tennis in

double-quick time, so she speeds the game
by strapping on roller skates.

Allene Ray, below, swabs the decks just like

an old salt when she is week-ending.

Do you remember the chin strap? Well,

Dorothy Sebastian, above, reminds Holly-

wood that it can be very becoming.

Dorothy Gulliver, lower left, makes flowers

and miniature trees of twisted tissue paper,

then applies sealing wax for permanence.

What next, did yon ask?

William Haines, below, teaches Polly

Moran some of the tricks by which he has

gained stardom, while Polly carefully fol-

lows suit.

1
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Georgia Hale comes from St. Joseph, Missouri,

IT
hardly seems tactful to compare a

film star to a cornstalk, or a shack of

wheat. The idea only occurs to me be-

cause some parts of the country seem to

have their bumper crop of

stars, just as some States

produce corn or cotton.

You've heard of the

great wheat belt? Well,

there's a star belt that be-

gins in Mexico and goes

on up through Texas.

That was discussed in last

month's Picture Play.
The belt continues north-

east of Texas. The line

leaps right through Ar-
kansas, stopping only to

pick up Betty Francisco,

from Little Rock, who got

into movies by way of the

stage. Betty's a former
"Follies" girl.

And then into Missouri,

which lias turned out quite

a crop of stars. Pearl

White, of Springfield, who
as a child attracted a the-

atrical man's attention by
reciting—of all things!

—

Hamlet's soliloquy, and so

was given her first job as

little Eva. Patsy Ruth Miller was brought up in luxury in St.

Louis and educated at Mary Institute, a fashionable girls' school

there. In 1921 the Millers went to southern California for a visit

;

it was four years before Patsy Ruth returned. Buster Keaton,
meeting her, asked if she would play a small role in his picture.

She did! The next year she was a Wampas star, and her career

has flourished ever since.

Eva and Jane Novak, of St. Louis, found entree to the studios

rather easy, because their aunt, Anne Schaefer, had already paved
the wav for them.

Quite different was Laura La Plante's departure from St. Louis.

They May Have
Perhaps you lived next door to a star-to-be

—

series, deals with players born in the Middle

By Alma

When she was fourteen, dire necessity made Laura the family
breadwinner. She took a chance, went to California, got an extra

job at the Christie studio and progressed steadily. Her first leads

were with Tom Mix.
Pauline Starke grew up in Joplin

and started out, in a small way, in

Triangle pictures.

Georgia Hale had a long struggle.

Her family moved, when Georgia
was six, from St. Joseph to Chicago.
In 1922 she was sent as Chicago's

representative to the Atlantic City

beauty pageant. With fifteen hun-

dred dollars prize money she went
on to New York to try for screen

work. There were many weary
months. Finally, with two hundred
and fifty dollars left, Georgia deter-

mined to go to Hollywood. For the

first five weeks she got intermittent

work at the Fox studio as an extra.

Then—a tragedy for her—she broke
her ankle and was crippled for eight

long months. On her first day out,

she ran into Josef von Sternberg and,

as the upshot of this meeting, she

agreed to play in "Salvation Hunters"
without salary, just for the chance.

You know the rest ! Her role in

''The Gold Rush," and so on, though
Georgia still has her troubles on the screen.

Wallace and Noah Beery were born on

a farm in western Missouri and went to

school in Kansas Citv. There thev both

Blanche Sweet first said

Photo by Keyes

'da" in Chicago.

I'hoto by Freulich

Alice Joyce first saw the light in Kansas

City, Missouri.
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Been Your Neighbors
and didn't know it. This article, the second of a

West, and recounts their beginnings in the movies.

Talley

joined the O. D. Woodward stock company and proved their

ability. Finally they had their own repertoire company, touring

the Middle West, and were established

players when they first began in movies.
• Harrison Ford was born in Kansas
City. He too joined a stock company in

Baltimore, and another in Syracuse, and
eraduallv in stature as an actor

until movies followed.

Alice Joyce, of Kansas City, was once
a telephone operator. Then she became
a model for magazine illustrations, and
finally obtained screen work with the old

Kalem company.
Rosemary Theby left St. Louis to at-

tend Sargent's Dramatic School in New
York and began her professional career

in that way.
Claude Gillingwater came from Louisi-

ana, Missouri, and was well known on
the stage before he played on the screen.

Our star zone now continues on into

Illinois, the real heart of this belt. My,
nry, what Chicago has done for the mov-
ies ! In the old days of the Essanay and
Selig studios there, getting a film start

was fairly simple. If you lived near by,

all you needed was looks and patience.

Gloria Swanson, Agnes Ayres, Bryant
Washburn, all of Chicago, and Helen
Ferguson, of Decatur, got their start in

this way. Bryant Washburn had had
some previous stage experience.

Gertrude Olmsted is another gift of Chicago

to the movies.
1'hoto by Louise

Byrant
Washburn

hails from
Chicago.

Photo by Spurr

Dire necessity sent Laura La Plante from
St. Louis to Los Angeles.

Myrtle Stedman at-

tended Mrs. Starrett's
School in Chicago and
then went on the stage in

light operas. She became
a prima donna and then

she learned of a wonderful
film opportunity for a girl

who could ride a horse.

And how she could ride a

horse ! She had become
expert during her sum-
mers in Colorado. So she

applied for the film job

and was accepted. After
making two Westerns she

was signed for five years,

to make society dramas in

the winter, Westerns in

the summer. And so to

Hollywood.
Virginia Valli, Rod La

Roccjue, Dorothy Dalton,

all of Chicago, went out
and joined stock com-
panies. That is not so

difficult when you live in

a city where there is a

stock company and you
don't have to plead,
"Please, pa, lend me some
money to go to Chicago

and try to get on the stage." Many of us might now be second

Ethel Barrymores or Mary Pickfords if father hadn't said, "No
child of mine shall go on the stage

!"

Blanche Sweet, of the Chicago Alexanders, joined Gertrude
Hoffman's dancers and then toured in Chauncey Olcott's company.
Stage experience often paves the way for a screen career, if one
has looks and that secret password—personality ! Clara' Kimball
Young also graduated from the stage to the screen. Her career

began when, at the age of three, she played in a Chicago stock

company.

Photo by Freulich

Thank St. Louis for Patsy Ruth Miller.

Milton Sills also was recruited from the stage. He got most
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Photo by Spuri-

Harrison Ford's birth certificate was filed in

Kansas Citv.

t rem e nd ously
educated at the

University of

Chicago. .He
was a Fellow in

Philosophy, and
was also study-

ing for a medi-

cal degree, when
he was offered a

job with the
Donald Robert-

son stock com-
pany. Ambition
at once hit him
so hard, that he

decided to get

some prelimi-

nary stage ex-

perience before

joining this com-
pany. He toured

tank towns and
made his debut

with a group of troupers at New Palestine, Ohio; and
then pursued his stage career until William A. Brady,
then starting" to produce pictures, offered him three

hundred and fifty a week to play in "The Pit," at the

old World studio in Fort Lee. For two years Milton
played both on the stage and screen, until finally he

went to Hollywood to appear in "The Honor System,"

which made him famous.
Gertrude Olmsted, of Chicago, Avon the Elks'-H erald

Examiner beauty contest and was given a contract with
Universal as a prize. Oddly enough, Mary Philbin got

her start by way
of this same con-

test. Mary didn't

win, but she was
second. Carl
Laemmle liked

her looks, also,

and sent Mary
and her mother
to Universal
City. She has

been with Uni-
versal ever since.

Sue Carol is

the most prom-
ising newcomer
from Chicago,

but so much has
appeared of late

about her start

in pictures that,

for lack of space,

let 's omit it here.

Mary Astor
was born in Ouincy, but her family moved to Chicago,
where both her father and mother taught school. Mary's
mother taught a dramatic course, and with high hopes
for her daughter, took Mary to New York. A photog-
rapher, who took pictures of her, declared she was the

most beautiful girl he had ever seen. She started in

Triart two-reelers and was first acclaimed when she
played in "The Beggar Maid," based on a famous
painting.

Ethel Clayton, born in Champaign, Illinois, went on
the stage in a Chicago stock companv. Kathryn Mc-
Guire, now Kathryn Tandy, was born in Peoria. Her
family kept moving from one city to another—Dan-

Photo by Spurr

Again Chicago scores —Rod La Rocqne.

ville, Aurora—and then, most conveniently, to Holly-
wood. Kathryn had planned to be a dancer, but one
day, while she was still in high school, she went with a

friend who had business at the Mack Sennett studio.

Kathryn was one of those lucky girls who was asked
to play in pictures.

Charles Ray was born in Jacksonville and his family
moved to Tos Angeles. He played on the stage for

four years before beginning his screen work. Ralph
Lewis came from Englevvood, Illinois

; James Morrison,
the former Vitagraph player, from Mattoon

;
Peggy

Montgomery from Rock Island.

And now let's take the train into Indiana. There
aren't many Hoosiers on .the screen. Monte Blue, of

Indianapolis, is probably the most popular star from
this State. He
worked at al-

most everything

before becoming
an actor. He
was a locomotive

fireman, a cow-
boy, sailor, sol-

dier, miner, lum-
berjack, sales-
man, prop man,
and finally sec-

retary to D. W.
Griffith, which
was the spring-

board to his

movie career.

Julanne John-
ston, of Indian-

apolis, studied
dancing with
Ruth St. Denis.

She toured with

her in vaudeville,

then played small

roles in movies. Her best role was the feminine lead in

"The Thief of Bagdad."
And then there's Alice of old Vincennes—Alice Terry.

She moved with her family to Los Angeles, where she

finished school. Right in the midst of all the film

studios, it wasn't so hard for Alice.

Louise Fazenda's family also moved, fortunately for

Louise, from Lafayette, Indiana, to Los Angeles. She
started, in 1915, as an extra in Universal comedies.

Buck Jones,
Marietta, Ohio, claims Hobart Bosworth. of Vincennes,

joined a "Wild
West" show and
then turned his

horsemanship
talents into ac-

count in the film

show.

It was all very

simple for Car-

melita Geraghty,

of Rushville.
for her father is

Tom Geraghty,

the scenario
writer. Could a

girl ask for a

better break in

making a start

in motion pic-

tures ?

Continued on page 92

Alice Terry is one of the few Hoosiers

on the screen.
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A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.

"Beau Geste"—Paramount. A grip-

ping film production of this unusual

mystery melodrama of the French For-

eign Legion. Ronald Colman, Neil

Hamilton, and Ralph Forbes score in-

dividual hits as the three devoted
brothers. Entire cast excellent.

"Ben=Hur"—Metro-Goldwyn. A beau-
tiful and inspiring picture, directed

with skill and originality. Ramon No-
varro, in title role, gives earnest and
spirited performance ; Francis X. Bush-
man excellent as Messala; May Mc-
Avoy, Betty Bronson, Kathleen Key,
and Carmel Myers all handle their

roles well.

"Big Parade, The"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Grippingly realistic war picture. Story
of three tired, dirty doughboys, one of

whom is John Gilbert, who falls in

love with a French girl, played remark-
ably well by Renee Adoree.

"The Circus"—United Artists. Charles
Chaplin reverts to slapstick. While in-

spiration of his last film is lacking, this

should be seen. Because his ladylove
likes a tight-rope walker, Charlie de-

cides to learn. The humor and pathos
of this episode are inimitable. Merna
Kennedy.
"The Crowd"—Metro-Goldwyn. An

epic of the middle classes. You share
the joys and sorrows of John and
Mary from their first meeting, through
marriage, parentage, failure and suc-
cess. Eleanor Boardman and James
Murray.

"Four Sons"—Fox. A simple and su-
perbly told tale of the effects of the
war on a German mother and her four
sons—three of whom are killed, the
other migrating to America. Margaret
Mann, James Hall, Francis X. Bush-
man, Jr., and June Collyer.

"The Gaucho"—United Artists. Doug
Fairbanks as a bandit of Indian and
Spanish blood, his usual reckless self

in a picture that not only has beauty,
but substance and drama. Eve South-
ern and Lupe Velez both excellent in
their respective roles.

"The Last Command"—Paramount.
Emil Jannings does some magnificent
work as a Russian grand duke, who is

stripped of his power and ends his
life as an extra in Hollywood. Wil-
liam Powell and Evelyn Brent.

"Man, Woman, and Sin"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Tale of a boy reporter who
idolizes the mistress of the publisher
and during a fight kills the older man.
He is finally freed. Jack Gilbert mag-
nificent as the shy boy and Jeanne
Eagles, as the scarlet woman, is unique.
Gladys Brockwell and Marc MacDer-
mott are also good.

"Sadie Thompson"—United Artists.
Gloria Swanson stages a triumphant
comeback in the role of an outcast,
who is temporarily reformed by a fa-
natic. Lionel Barfymore shares hon-
ors with Miss Swanson.
"Seventh Heaven"—Fox. Tale of a

Parisian waif whose first taste of hap-

piness is snatched from her when her
hero, a sewer worker, is swept off to

war just as they are about to be mar-
ried. Admirable performances by Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

""Sunrise"—Fox. One of the best of
the season. Skillfully directed tale of
a farmer, his wife and a city vamp.
George O'Brien, Janet Gaynor, and
Margaret Livingston.

"Way of All Flesh, The"—Paramount.
Emil Jannings' first American film.

Simple, human story revealing the star

at his best in a tragically pathetic role.

Belle Bennett, Phyllis Haver,, and Don-
ald Keith.

"What Price Glory"—Fox. Swift, en-
grossing film version of the unusual
war play. Racy story of the rivalry
between a captain and a sergeant over
a French girl. Edmund Lowe, Victor
McLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.

FOR SECOND CHOICE.
"Angel of Broadway, The"—Pathe-

DeMille. Excellent picture of enter-
tainer in rowdy cabaret who tries to
mock the Salvation Army, but is even-
tually reformed. Leatrice Joy and Vic-
tor Varconi.

"Baby Mine"—Metro-Goldwyn. Ro-
bust slapstick by the inimitable team
of Karl Dane and George K. Arthur.
The latter pairs Karl with a gawky girl

from the country, and they are married
—but Dane runs away. Arthur induces
him to return by announcing he is a
father—whereupon he and his wife
search for infants. On Dane's return
he finds triplets—then the fun begins.
Charlotte Greenwood is a scream.

"Beau Sabreur"—Paramount. Toler-
ably interesting so-called sequel to

"Beau Geste." The efforts of a young-
major to avert a native uprising, and
his eventual success. Gary Cooper,
Noah Beenr

, William Powell, and Eve-
lyn Brent.

"Buck Privates"—Universal. Dull
comedy about an ingenue, her pacifist

father and a regiment of American sol-

diers—with the hero and heroine en-

joying slapstick happiness forever
after. Lya de Putti, Zasu Pitts, and
Malcolm McGregor.

"Cheating Cheaters"—Universal. Ex-
cellent and amusing tale of crooks
masquerading as idle rich to loot their

supposedly rich neighbors—who turn
out to be crooks, too. Betty Compson
at her best; others are Kenneth Har-
lan, Lucien Littlefield, and Sylvia Ash-
ton.

"Chicago"—Pathe-DeMille. The play,

which was a clever satire on a murder
trial, is made into a sentimental melo-
drama. While there r.re some clever

bits of acting by Phyllis Haver and
Victor Varconi, the film fails to click.

"Cohens and Kellys in Paris, The"

—

Universal. Boisterous adventures of

the now famous movie family abroad,
with actors who could have utilized

their talents to better advantage. Far-

rell MacDonald, George Sidney, and
Vera Gordon.

"College"—United Artists. Buster
Keaton in amusing college comedy of

awkward bookworm who, to impress
his girl, strives vainly to become an
athlete.

"The Devil Dancer"—United Artists.

Gilda Gray in unusual role of a Tibet-
an dancer. Costumes and settings mag-
nificent, but story too thin. Anna. May
Wong. Kalla Pasha, Clarissa Selwynne
are all admirable.

"The Dove"—United Artists. A tame
version of the play. Norma Talmadge
makes an elegant prima donna out of

what should have been a cheap cabaret
singer. Noah Beei^'s best role since

"Beau Geste." Gilbert Roland the hero.

"Drums of Love"—United Artists.

Not up to the usual D. W. Griffith

standard. Tale of two brothers and
the tragic love of one for the other's

wife. Mary Philbin, Lionel Barry-
more, and Don Alvarado.

"The Enemy"—Metro-Goldwyn. Mod-
erately interesting story of the Aus-
trian side of the late war Lillian Gish
is excellent, but hasn't nearly enough
to do. Ralph Forbes, Frank Currier,

and George Fawcett.

"Forbidden Woman. The"—Pathe-
DeMille. Engrossing' film of lady spy
and her machinations. Full of sus-
pense and exciting- complications. Jetta
Goudal, Victor Varconi and Joseph
Schildkraut.

"Get Your Man"-—Paramount. Ex-
cellent picture of fascinating Clara
Bow as an American girl in Paris,
who falls in love with a French youth
betrothed to a friend of. the family.
She compromises him and "gets her
man." Charles Rogers and Josephine
Dunn are in the cast.

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"—Para-
mount. Fairly amusing version of the
famous book. Ruth Taylor's Lorelei

excellent, but Alice White, in the role

of the unrefined Dorothy, injects snap
into what otherwise might have been
a rather dull film.

"Girl in Every Port, A"—Fox. Lively
tale of a sailor who sets out to ''get"

his rival, but both men discover the
un worthiness of the girl and end by
swearing eternal friendship. Victor
McLaglen excellent in his first star-

ring film—Robert Armstrong and Lou-
ise Brooks.

"Her Wild Oat"—First National. En-
joyable, though absurd, story of a girl

who runs a lunch wagon, falls in love
with the son of a duke posing as a me-
chanic, and what happens when she,

masquerading as a duchess, meets the
hero in white flannels. Colleen Moore,
Larry Kent, and Hallam Cooley.

"High School Hero, The"—Fox. Gay
comedy of high-school life, -featuring
youngsters who really look like high-
school girls and boys. Nick Stuart and
Sally PllippS. (Continued oh page 115)

am
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The Screen
A critical inspection of the new

By Nor

Mitchell Lewis and Dolores Costello impersonate villainy and virtue, in "Tenderloin,"

and are enabled to talk about it, by means of the Vitaphone.

TENDERLOIN" is the first picture to employ the

Vitaphone as a means of recording' dialogue

—

not constantly, as in a stage play, but in the high
spots of the picture. There are, three such episodes in

the new melodrama, with Dolores Costello. Conrad
Nagel, and Mitchell Lewis as the speakers.:

The experiment is interesting," of course, and marks
an important phase in the recent development of talking-

films, which every one will want to see and hear. It is

far from satisfying, however. But those who feel the
need of the spoken word in connection with motion
pictures, will see in this experiment the forerunner of
a more tasteful effort, a more convincing demonstration.

For myself it is a dreary prospect, a consummation
most devoutly undesired. There is too much unneces-
sary noise in the world as it is, not a little of it coming
from human throats. Escape from this was found in

the soothing quiet of the movies, where the appeal of
many a player was enhanced by the grateful silence

which surrounded him. But now that Dolores Costello,

the fragile, is given, by means of the Vitaphone, the

driving, vocal force of a radio loud speaker, where is

peace, where is illusion ? Nor is Conrad Nagel a good
actor when he speaks, for the talking device shatters
that opinion in a syllable. Like Miss Costello and
Mitchell Lewis, his enunciation is distinct enough to be
heard above an earthquake—or so it seems—but more
than reverberating- distinctness is required to give color
and light and shade to human speech. Without these
the voice isn't human and words are empty sounds.
As if to make their words as empty as possible, the

players have been given dialogue such as was heard in

ranting melodramas a generation ago—but not since.

To cite one example, the villain stalks into the room
where Miss Costello is sleeping, and after she refuses
to tell him what she has done with the money he thinks
she has stolen, he glares at her and says: "All right;
you're not bad to look at, so my night shall not be
wasted." Miss Costello shudders and cries out: "No,
no—not that! You have a sister!" It may be that in

some communities this will be accepted as the plausible

utterance of virtue in distress, but elsewhere it will be
deemed hearty burlesque.

Yet for all this "Tenderloin" is an exciting picture.

An extravagant melodrama of the under-

world, with crooks, gunplay, a bank rob-

bery, and a lovely heroine addicted to

coquetting over the rim of a ginger-ale

glass, even though she is a dancer in a

cabaret. What is more, it has ingenuity,

suspense, and excellent acting until the

spell of silence is broken.

Rose Shannon, the heroine, loves Chuck,

a crook. To protect herself from his ad-

vances, she strikes him and he falls heav-

ily to the floor. She thinks she has killed

him and dashes out into a terrific storm,

during which Chuck and his confederates

rob a bank. In their flight, a sack of

money is flung into the gutter, where Rose
finds it. She is arrested, but when the bag-

is opened it is found to contain paper.

Chuck reappears and puts into operation

an elaborate scheme to make Rose divulge the hiding-

place of the money she is supposed to have. In the

process Chuck is disarmed by her love and, of course,

reformed by it, too. Nevertheless he goes to prison
for his crimes, but after five years comes back to Rose,

and with the help of two other reformed crooks—and
the Vitaphone—the happy ending is achieved by means
of song, a quartet. The song is "Sweet Adeline."

She Fell in Love with Her Husband.

"Two Lovers" is the inept title of a picture that de-

serves a far better one, for it is brave, glamorous, and
romantic—just such a picture that should mark the

final appearance together of Ronald Colman and Vilma
Banky, before they go their separate ways in quest of

further popularity- "Two Lovers" might be tacked

onto almost any film.

These lovers lived in the sixteenth century, when
Flanders was under Spanish rule, so their romance is

played against a background of political intrigue and
military maneuvers, but the flower of love blooms as

fullv as if treachery and murder were not there to

blight it.

The Duke of Alva, the cruel Spanish governor of

Flanders, arranges a marriage of convenience with his

niece, Doha Lenora de J 'arc/as and Mark van Rycke,
the bailiff's son, neither of whom has seen the other.

Lenora is willing to sacrifice herself and Mark says that

many men have died for their country, but few have
married for it. The wedding ceremony is incredibly

beautiful and finds Mark in love at first sight of Lenora,

but after their marriage she makes clear to him that her

love is for one of her countrymen, Ramon dc Linca, and
Mark chivalrously withdraws to dwell on the doubtful

bliss of being wedded but no husband.

Around this familiar situation has been built a pic-

ture of charm and fire, of delicate sentiment and force-

ful thrills, with moments of unforgetable beauty at

either extreme. Lenora gradually and quite logically

falls in love with her husband, and her erstwhile fiance

is shown to be faithless. But after Lenora has ac-

knowledged her love for her husband, she discovers

him to be none other than the mysterious "Leather-

face," whose daring exploits as a spy have repeatedly
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enraged her uncle and thrown the Spanish troops
into confusion and defeat. Her reconciliation to

his seeming duplicity comes with the discovery of
her uncle's treachery.

To me the most thrilling moment is found in

Lenora's almost superhuman efforts to release the
drawbridge and permit the Flemish soldiers to

enter the Kastccl, and the sight of these men strug-
gling in the moat is a picture that remains with
one long after they have escaped its slimy waters.

Miss Banky is lovelier than words, so there are
none on this page to capture the perfection of her
performance. Mr. Colman, though to me a man
of introspection rather than action, is sufficiently

established with the majority as an incomparable
hero in any mood he elects to play, so no applause
of mine is needed. Noah Beery is familiarly im-
pressive as the Duke, and all the minor roles are
capably played.

Great, Big He-men.
On the strength of "Underworld" George Ban-

croft has earned stardom in "The Showdown,"
a careful attempt to build around him a series of
situations equally effective. The result is not quite

successful, because it has neither the strong moti-
vation nor the unusual characterizations of the
crook picture. But it rates nevertheless as a good,
though not conspicuous, melodrama in which prim-
itive emotions are at a premium. Mr. Bancroft is Car-
dan, an oil prospector whose quest takes him all over
the world.

In this story he is seen in the tropics, where he is

confronted by his old enemy, Winter, who represents
an oil corporation. The two recall Captain Flagg and
Sergeant Quirt, of "What Price Glory," because their

hatred of each other is mixed with admiration. Winter
attempts to take Cardan's girl, G oldie, away from him,
but fails. With the coming of another woman, their

rivalry is sharpened. She is Sibyl Shelton. who follows
her husband, Wilson, into the tropical wilderness. Car-
dan warns her that the heat will demoralize her, but
she haughtily denies that possibility and bravely faces

loneliness and peril when her husband is forced to leave
her. Alone with Cardan, Winter, and her half-crazed
brother-in-law, Sibyl is weakened both morally and
physically, when her husband unexpectedly returns with
news of his discovery of oil. Cardan, who has just

succeeded in gaining Sibyl's confession of her love—
if you choose to call it that—proposes a game of cards
with Wilson for the oil well. It is made clear that
Sibyl, too, will belong to the winner. But Cardan is

stricken with sentimentality and permits the young couple
to go back to civilization, with their oil rights intact.

All this is set forth with eloquent byplay, a convinc-
ing background and excellent acting on the part of all

concerned. Evelyn Brent's spirited performance is un-
hampered by the beautiful clothes she brings into the
wilderness. Neil Hamilton, in the highly dramatic role

of the young husband, plays with fire and conviction,

and Helen Lynch, as Goldic, is vividly true to life. Fred
Kohler is Winter, and Leslie Fenton is the brother-

in-law.

V'dma Banky and Ronald Colman invest the matter of falling in love

with great beauty, in "Two Lovers."

Hats Off to Edmund Lowe.
A crook picture can be clever, adroit, subtle, and

polished as well as thrilimg. "Dressed to Kill" is such
a one. It is droll and ironic, too, with the best acting
Mary Astor has ever done and a role for Edmund
Lowe to equal his Sergeant Quirt, in "What Price
Glory." There is no similarity between the tough
soldier and the suave but iron-willed crook, yet both
characters are equally effective in the hands of the actor
playing them. 1 can think of no one who could play

"Mile-azvay" Barry in the new film with the brilliant,

yet firm, authority of Mr. Lowe. The story has unusual
phases, too. The beautiful girl who intentionally crosses

the path of Barry is not a detective, but is seeking to

recover bonds for the theft of which her sweetheart is

in prison. That in itself is not a breath-taking situa-

tion, but the development of it is. There are scenes in

a night club frequented by the gang which have not
been equaled, particularly the quiet murder of a stool

pigeon and his funeral attended by his murderers in the

guise of mourners bearing floral pieces. In the course
of the gun-play, the narrow escapes and the heroine's

gradually increasing evidence against Barry, the two
fall in love. It is believable love, though, because it is

not sicklied o'er with the pale cast 01 sentimentality.

( )f course Barry cannot marry the girl, so he dies de-

fending her from his confederates. This sums up the

plot, but like many other good pictures it is embellished

with characterization more interesting and pungent than
the story itself. Besides Mr. Lowe and Miss Astor, Ben
Bard is also conspicuous, and the supporting types were
chosen with inspiration. "Dressed to Kill" shouldn't

he missed for it is the best crook picture since "Under-
world."
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Snobbery in the "Follies."

Whether "The Heart of a Follies Girl" should or should not he

seen, depends entirely on the place occupied ill your affections by
Billie Dove, Larry Kent, and Lowell Sherman. The picture is

weak, illogical and quite lacking in lightness, with comedy as far

away from it as plausibility. But it has considerable beauty, thanks

to Miss Billie and the production, but emotion means more,
doesn't it? Teddy O'Day, of the "Follies," falls in love with

Derek Callioun. When she admits this to Roger Winthrop, the

producer of the show—who, of course, adores her—he turns the

tables by making known to her that Derek is his secretary and a

thief as well. From Teddy's reaction to this you Avould think that

a secretary was a garbage man, but she says she loves him in

spite of it. Derek is sent to prison and Teddy waits years for

him. Tie escapes, but Teddy tells him it is his duty to go back.

He does. Voila ! Also blah.

A Melodrama of the Rails.

For a nice, unpretentious picture which many will like and some
won't, why not see "The Night Flyer?" It has atmosphere, quaint-

ness, mild thrills, and good acting by William Boyd, Jobyna Rals-

ton, and Philo McCullough. It is a railroad story, of course, laid

in 1894, when the president of a Western road saw a chance to

save his company from bankruptcy by winning the government
contract to carry the mails. Human interest comes from Bill

Bradley, fireman of old No. 99 which is about to be scrapped when
Bill saves the mail from a crack locomotive on its trial run and
delivers it in triumph on No. 99. There is also the rivalry of Bill

and an engineer for Katie Murphy, the lunch-counter girl. All

this is as simple as love among the daisies, but it is developed
with a great deal of humanness. Mr. Boyd is skillful and en-

gaging as Bill, and Miss Ralston and Mr. McCullough fit in well.

Free Life and Fresh Air.

"The Shepherd of the Hills" is all that you would expect of

Harold Bell Wright. This means that the picturization of his

novel is a faithful one, with more vitality than usual and a sincerity

that is very apparent. It is a story of plain people in a backwoods
community, with characterizations so clear that each one stands

out. There is David Howitt, who seeks peace in the solitude of

the country and who comes to be known as The Shepherd, because

of his gentle leadership of the people. Wash Gibbs, the villain,

turns the people against The Shepherd when the latter prays for

rain, and causes a landslide to destroy the supply train that Young
Matt, the hero, is bringing into the town. This precipitates a gory
fight, in the midst of which The Shepherd's prayers are answered
and rain pours down in torrents. There is much more to the

story than this, as well as some interesting characters, including

Little Pete, beautifully played by Maurice Murphy. Molly O'Dav
is the heroine, and Alec B. Francis, John Boles, and Mathew Betz

are fine. Altogether, the picture is worth seeing. It is not to be

missed if you are a reader of Harold Bell Wright.

Miss La Plante Dons Trousers.

Laura La Plante casts genuine radiance over the proceedings

known as "Finders Keepers." She is really a brilliant comedienne,

though you may have known it all along. It is a frail picture, so

far as story goes, and hinges upon one situation, but that alone is

worth seeing. It has to do with Barbara Archibald's attempt to

disguise herself as a soldier in order to be near her sweetheart,

and her discovery by her father, who happens to be the colonel.

Scarcely more than that is the story, but it is played with such

verve and unself-consciousness by Miss La Plante—who is the

whole show—that the unpretenfiousness of the film only throws
into sharper and pleasanter relief the fair Laura's performance.
John Flarron is her sweetie, Edmund Breese her father, with

Arthur Rankin and Eddie Phillips somewhere in the background.

The Last of the Apes—Maybe.
"The Leopard Lady" is Paula, a vaudeville performer who is

sent by the Austrian police to join a circus and uncover the secret

of the murders committed in every town the show visits. It takes
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several reels for her to do it, because evidently she had never seen

any of the recent films in which an ape is the menace, and there-

fore has no suspicions of the hairy monster owned by Ccrsar, of

the circus. The truth is kept from her, while considerable sus-

pense is developed and much circus atmosphere is spread over all.

One of the thrills comes when Paula is attacked by her leopards

as she puts them through their paces during a performance. The
picture is not as effective as it might have been, because dullness

has been allowed to creep in—probably through the effort of the

director to prolong the film. Overacting, too, detracts from its

plausibility, but on the whole Jacqueline Logan, as Paula, Alan
Hale, as Cccsar, and Robert Armstrong, as Paula's sailor sweet-

heart, are quite satisfactory and the film is above the average.

Miss Ralston Has Nothing to Learn.

In no other player is found Esther Ralston's beaut} - and her de-

licious sense of comedy, to say nothing of her skill in expressing

that state of mind. Or is it just technique? But no matter. She
is both beautiful and clever, and that happens so rarely that the

harassed critic can be forgiven his enthusiasm. In "Love and
Learn" she has ample opportunity to display her gifts. Her role

is that of a girl whose parents are on the point of separating, and
her endeavors to cause them enough trouble to take their minds
off each other. Her innocent escapades land her in jail, so her
parents unite in freeing her. There is much more to it than this,

especially when she finds herself in the same hotel room with a

young man, a political candidate, whom she is trying to save from
the machinations of his rivals. This situation is played with del-

icacy and charm, but it is in the earlier sequences that the story

of "Love and Learn" is most unusual. Lane Chandler is the hero.

A Pretty Shrew is Tamed.

Pleasantly inconsequential, but excellently directed and skillfully

acted. That, in a peanut shell, is "Soft Living," Madge Bellamy's

new picture. It is based on an idea of considerable originality.

Nancy Woods is secretary to a divorce lawyer, who is successful

in winning large alimony settlements for his feminine clients. So
Nancy decides to become a divorcee for the sake of what she can

get out of it. But first she must marry, of course. She chooses
Stockncy Webb, a young millionaire lumberman, and makes him
think she loves him. He sees through her deception and sets out

to teach her a lesson by means of lumber-camp hardships and
jealousy. Needless to say Nancy has loved her husband from the

first, without knowing it. Consequently it is onlv right that she is

brought to her senses in time for a happy ending. All this is

played with farcical intent, the result being an agreeable picture

of charm and polish. Miss Bellamy's talent for light comedy
grows with each role. Tn this one she is scintillant and provoca-
tive.

Love Among the Go-getters.

"The Latest From Paris'' is a misnomer, for it is a tedious

comedy minus a trace of sartorial smartness—or smartness of any
kind. Its background is the cloak and suit trade, its dramatic kernel

the competition between representatives of rival firms. Ah, but
one of them is a girl! So we are treated to the great surprise of

having her love her commercial enemy. There is just no telling what
these scenario writers will think up next. You will agree when
you see what Ann Dolan, the heroine, does to outwit the vamp
and keep her from marrying Joe Adams. Ann gathers together all

her woman's wits and strategy, cloaks herself in the vamp's furs,

and dashes off in a sleigh with Joe to the wedding, casting many a

coy look at Him over her collar. Alert go-getter that he is. Joe
never suspects the deception. In case you are eating your heart

out with suspense, it all comes out hotsy-totsy. Norma Shearer
is Ann and Ralph Forbes is Joe, roles that must have taxed their

endurance, but not their talents.

The Sorrows of a Waitress.

Far from among her best pictures, "The Secret Hour" is not

among Pola Negri's least. Faced with the problem of converting

Continued on page 94

"The Garden of Eden."

"The Leopard Lady."

"The Count of Ten."

"The Latest from Paris."
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Photo by Louise

James Murray's "averageness" is his strongest

asset.

WHAT does an eye reveal ? Or an
ear disclose?

"She won by a nose." is an ex-
pression applied in Hollywood not to race

horses, but to stars.

Most actors play the same roles over
and over. There is Pickford, the eternal

sweetheart, Gilbert, the impetuous suitor,

Gish, the wistful and ethereal heroine.

You wonder why no greater opportuni-
ties for versatility are given certain

players. It is because they are lim-

ited, not by acting ability, but in

facial equipment. However much
they long to, however well they
might portray other roles by skillful

technique, they cannot—because of
an eye, a mouth, or a nose.

^'Casting by psychology" is a new
phrase in Hollywood. It sums up
a method of casting which has
helped directors considerably.

Character is revealed in the face,

minutely so in each feature. The
consideration of these revelations of traits is what is

called casting by psychology. A feature must show
that the actor has a certain characteristic of the role he
is to portray. All emotions are stamped on the face,
and various degrees of each are reflected in slight dif-

ferences of eyes, mouth, nose, and so on. It is an ab-
sorbing study.

_
A handsome leading man was astonished when a

director examined his head, murmuring-, "Umm. good

Why Their
Time was when players were chosen accord

could portray. But now that psychology

surprised to learn how much the mind of

By Myrtle

width from ear to ear—proportionate length of

face—head in profile a complete half-circle from
brow to nape of neck—face in profile divided into

equal thirds—compressed brow, deep-set eyes

—

planning ability and judgment, energy, quick but

cautious decision." Of course, the director was
kidding the theory a bit, for my benefit, pointing

out indications of a hustling American type.

"You often have heard the expression, 'He is

not the type.' There is no such thing as a type.

That is merely a term used to convey the idea

that an actor does not seem suitable for a pre-

conceived role. On analysis, we find that the

reason for it lies in some feature, which indicates

the lack of a certain quality that the character is

supposed to have." Paul Sloane, the director, was
speaking. "More and more we are studying fea-

tures as they reveal character, and pictures are

being cast after analysis of eyes, noses, and ears.

"Rod La Rocque's steady popularity is due to

the fact that he appeals to the mother instinct in

women, and he is usually cast in roles that give

this quality full scope," Sloane discussed players

whom he has directed.

"His steadv. clear eyes seem to be inquiring

about something, with a

hint of appeal. And he

HMflfr''- has a timid smile. His
chin and mouth are firm,

indicating no weakness of

character, yet there is a

delightful whimsicality

about his lips. This com-
bination makes the ideal

film hero, sweetheart
rather than lover. Pie is

the 'permanent' sort, the

'big-boy' type, who is pro-

tective in a certain sense,

but who always needs ma-
ternal care."

Alan Hale's character,

as revealed by his fea-

tures, caused him to be

selected for an important

role in "The Blue Dan-
ube." Another actor was
scheduled for the role of

an Austrian, but was re-

placed by Hale when, as

the story evolved, Hale's

features suggested him as

more suitable.

"The character is a comedian, and so is Hale, though
he used to be miscast as a villain. His popularity—he

has been forced to act by public demand, though he

would much prefer directing—is largely due to proper
casting, now, as a heavy with a humorous quirk. His
mouth reveals humor, turning up at the corners, and
his bland, twinkling eyes further the suggestion.

"Jetta Goudal is a lady of mystery. She appears to

be almost a mystic, not only because so little is known

Phcto by Louise

Idealism is

written all over

Ramon Novarro.
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Roles Fit Them
ing to preconceived notions of what types they

influences the casting of pictures, you will be

the actor has to do with the role he plays.

Gebhart

of her—artful lady!—but also because of her odd
features. Her face is of the Oriental mold—high

cheek bones, a nose which one might term Mongolian,
an oval face, oblique eyes. These suggest, first, im-
passivity, and then wisdom. And great reserve force.

"Richard Dix? You see aggression in his jaw line

and strong mouth, in his snappy eyes, as well as in

his energetic manner. He is the typical American

—

at least, the sort we like to call typical of our country."

Other directors are also applying this theory of cast-

ing by psychology, following certain general rules.

A prominent eye indicates emotionalism, deep-set

eves reflective tendencies and controlled thought.

Though the eyes are supposed to be "the windows
of the soul," the nose is really the

most important feature, psychologi-

cally. To summarize a few of the

directors' observations—a large nose

indicates exceptional capacity, both

mental and physical, with such

traits as courage, energy, and ambi-
tion. Yet the players would resort

to plastic surgery to remodel the

feature that tells directors the truth,

even if it isn't beautiful

!

Gloria
S wanson's
very individ-

ual nose has

had much to

do with her

success.
First, by at-

tracting at-

tention, and
because it

denotes her

determined
character.

William Boyd

wisely

shuns

charlotte-

russe

heroes.

m

One who possesses dilated nos-

trils is sensitive and excitable.

Refinement is shown in the thin,

delicate nostril. A nose like

Florence Vidor's means conserv-

atism and breeding.

A contracted mouth, with the

corners drawn toward each

other, bespeaks ultra-conserva-

tism, an unwillingness to make
friends, and self-centeredness. A
well-shaped mouth—Mary Pick-

ford's, for example—with a me-
dium underlip, reveals sweet-

ness and sympathy. Deliberation

is shown in an upper lip mildly

drawn down in the center, meet-

ing the underlip gently drawn
A protruding lower lip indicates arrogance, in-

tolerance, and a tendency toward despotism.

A narrow head denotes limited mental scope and often

deficient physical vigor, this being confirmed by a thin

face with contracted features—a composite proclaiming

weakness and. selfishness. A well-curved and high upper-

forehead indicates imagination and powers of reflection.

A brow running at right angles to the nose, except when it

turns upward at the inner corner, tells a tale of cynicism

and superciliousness.

Anita Loos looked over the waves of blondes that am-
bition to play Lorelei washed upon the beaches of Holly-

wood. Ruth Taylor was chosen as high priestess of the

gold-diggers, because her eyes were unusually large and

perfectly round. Baby eyes do not, as some think, mean
stupidity, but observation and quiet alertness.

His eyes make John Gilbert the impulsive lover. They
are the eyes of a romantic lover. Small, now sparkling,

now teasingly tender, now angry at being thwarted, back
Continued on page 112

Jetta Goiidal's face

spells mystery.

upward
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Interesting bits of information

Voya George.

Andres de Segurola.

A Hero from Serbia.

IT is the usual thing for foreign

players to turn up their noses at

Hollywood, if the}- fail to win a

favorable reception at the beginning.

It is rare that a foreign actor takes

things as they are, and forgets his

past performances in Europe.

Voya George has just done that, so

he must be counted an exception.

Three years ago he arrived in Holly-
wood. He had played at the Vieux
Colombier, a theater in Paris which
corresponds to the Theater Guild in

New York, and the literary play en-

listed his talents.

In Hollywood, Voya was given test after test ; in all, seven-

teen of them. Nothing was wrong with his acting. Many
times he was almost promised a role, but at the' last moment
a name with bigger box-office value was used. Prince Danilo,

in "The Merry Widow," and Radolplic, in "La Boheme," were
but two of the important roles he almost played.

Finally, when Vova heard the word "test" he gave up any
hope of a job. This nearly made him miss his lucky chance.

William Wellman gave him an interview and heard his

history. "I shall have a test taken of you," he said. Voya's
expression evidently showed what he thought of tests in gen-

eral. "Great! That's just how I want you to look for the

role," Wellman exclaimed. So Voya got the part of the

French aviator, in "The Legion of the Condemned."
He is a Serbian, and was born in Belgrade. He was educated

in Paris and began his career there. He speaks Serbian,

French, German, Russian, Bulgarian, and Italian. And while

waiting for work in Hollywood, he learned English at least.

A Change of Clothes Did the Trick.

You can't always tell about the movies. If you decide upon
one thing as a fact, you are belied by another. Tell a girl that

the struggle is hardly worth the candle, and she will probably
point out dozens of cases to the contrary.

Take Gael Kelly, for instance. After finishing school,

she studied to be a singer. One morning she went over

her vocal exercises, only to discover that her high notes

were very low. They told her she should have waited

before taxing her voice. She should have waited until

she was older.

"If I don't do one thing, I'll do another," Gael prophe-

sied. So she came to Hollywood, with her mother and
brother.

While doing extra work, Gael determined to stagger

the colony. She dressed like a bird of Paradise, but soon

altered her mode when a couple of agents told her she

looked very much like another actress. Unable to speak

to say what she thought of such a comparison, she stag-

gered home, discarded her finery, and next appeared as

herself.

The change in dress seemed to work like a charm.

Just for not being afraid to ruffle her hair while acting,

she was given a lead in an independent picture, "The Law
of the Island." Gael had played

her first leading role. Extra work
was abandoned from then on.

After that she was chosen for

the lead opposite Gardner James,
in "Thou Shalt Not Kill."

If you want to know if she

can really act, by all means see

"Thou Shalt Not Kill" when it

comes to your neighborhood.

He Has an Operatic Past.

A man who cannot retire. That
is the predicament of Andres de

Segurola, who gained fame as

an opera singer. But when he

gave up a singing career to pass

Gael Kelly.

-
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Those Present
about a few of the less-heroic players.

the remainder of his days in peace and comfort, he suddenly
found himself dragged into the limelight again, with prospects
of remaining there for some time to come.
De Segurola was a leading bass-barytone at the Metropolitan

Opera House, in New York, at the time he resigned, in 1920.

He refused to wait until his voice should fail and be asked
to retire. So he proceeded to follow his whims—as an im-
presario, taking his own company to Havana each year for a

season of opera, and sponsoring a series of "Artistic Morn-
ings" at the Plaza Hotel, in New York.

Gloria Swanson was selecting the cast for her first inde-

pendent picture, "The Love of Sunya," and was looking for

an actor to play the role of an impresario. As a last resort

she turned to her old friend, De Segurola, and begged him to

do it. He stepped in and gave a striking performance.
That ended De Segurola's retirement. He was immediately

besieged by other producers, and finally found it necessary
to come to Hollywood last year to follow his new career.

He has brought his voice on the screen in "Glorious Betsy,"
the Napoleonic picture, in

which he sings the "Marseil-
laise" over the Vitaphone.

Alice, Thy Name Is Versatility.

When Alice Belcher first

started on a career, she hoped
to become a singer. A few trips

to Europe had led her to be-

lieve that the operatic field was
her goal in life. Instead, musical
comedies and plays fell to her
lot. So opera was abandoned
and never thought of again.

Leaving the stage in New
York to enter pictures, Miss
Belcher played opposite John
Barrymore in "Here Comes the
Bride," one of his early pic-

tures, a comedy.
" As if one celebrity were not
enough, she was chosen to play
with Caruso in his picture, "My
Cousin." ' This was thrilling

!

She thought that her old desire

for operatic glory was now to

be fulfilled—not in reality, but

by bringing her in contact with
great singers in the movies.
The ill-fated result of Caruso's screen venture
such ideas.

Opera now became a thorn in Miss Belcher's artistic

side, for she was sent to appear in Mary Garden's still

more ill-fated "Thais."
:

"All opera singers, except Geraldine Farrar, should
appear only with an orchestra," Miss Belcher avers.

When John Barrymore made "When a Man Loves"

Alice Belcher

dullet

he had Alice in the cast, wearing a massive wig which
had to be propped up to rest her neck between scenes.

"Did you wish this thing on me?" she asked John
after a hard day's work.
• "Yes. But, my dear, see how beautiful it makes
you," he replied.

One of her pronounced successes was as the eccentric

heiress in "Pals First," one of Dolores del Rio's first

pictures. She has lately appeared with Claire Windsor,
in "Blondes By Choice." -

Alan Hale.

Another Villain Reforms.

At wdiat stage of his life does

a villain become a comedian?
This has become an interesting

question in the studios. Wallace
Beery has arrived at the goal in

the years of his maturity as an

actor. And so has Raymond
Hatton, and more recently
George Bancroft. In "The Pat-

ent Leather Kid" Mathew Betz,

one of the most menacing of bad
men, showed a rare flash of hu-

mor.
Quite as strikingly as any of

these, Alan Hale proves that an

accumulation of years spent in

films, adds considerably to one's

gift of comedy.
Hardly more than a year ago,

Hale scored a brilliant hit as a

roystering sea captain in Beatrice

Joy's "Vanity." He was the life

of the production, which wasn't,

perhaps, one of the season's out-

standing -features. He followed

this with another mirth-maker of

the sea, in "The Wreck of the

Hesperus," and more recently played' a comic heavy in

"The Leopard Lady," with Jacqueline Logan.
Hale has personality and is versatile. He likes di-

recting better than acting, but every time he gets a start

with the megaphone, somebody selects him for a role

that is not to be ignored. So his dream can't be real-

ized, except spasmodically.

No one needs to be told that Hale's first work in pic-

tures goes back almost to the beginning of film history,

when he did slapstick, went through, the Griffith school,

and performed all other traditional duties which served

then to establish a player as one of the true old-timers.

Curiously enough, he is still only in his middle thirties.

That is because his stage debut was made at nineteen

years of age.

The pictures that Hale is chiefly remembered by, in-

clude "The Covered Wagon," "The Four Horsemen," in

which he played the German father, and "Robin Hood."
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In the First Flush
Lupe Velez, the young Mexican

actress, tastes the first sweets

of success and revels in what

may, alas, bore her next year.

By Madeline Glass

mother

Photo by Carsey

Slie is a piquant, intriguing beauty, with a warm, golden voice.

ONE of the rarest sights in the world is a truly

happy person: Usually there is a fly in the oint-

ment, some obstacle to this much-desired state.

Even in gay Hollywood one hears hard-luck stones
and sees strained, apprehensive faces. Stars fear for

their popularity, extras for their job. Lively flappers

flap determinedly to attract attention, fading beauties

resort to peroxide and false eyelashes, stereotyped sheiks

strive to cultivate sex appeal—oh, it's a grim struggle.

All, of course, are hoping for" ultimate happiness, suc-

cess.

I suspect that the nearest approach to happiness comes
when the player is young and eager and is getting .the

breaks. It is then, surely, that fan mail, published photo-
graphs, waiting interviewers and flattering press notices

bring real enchantment. In this odd business, fame
may be won, at least temporarily, by one striking per-

formance, and a player who is unknown to-day may
keep a room full of journalists waiting to-morrow.

All this is preliminary to saying that Lupe Velez

—

pronounced Lu-pay Va-leth—who played opposite

Douglas Fairbanks in "The Gaucho," and who was
Rod* La Rocque's leading lady in "Stand and Deliver,"

is a very happy girl—the happiest, I think, that it has

ever been my lot to meet.

She was, to be sure, somewhat late for our appoint-

ment. Tardiness, it seems, is Lupe's chief weakness.
A few days previous to our meeting an incident had
occurred that served to aggravate this tendency.

Lupe had an appointment with an interviewer and,

after much persuasion from the publicity staff, aston-

ished every one by being exactly on time. The inter-

viewer, however, was forty-five minutes

late. Then and there Lupe made a reso-

lution never again to be prompt. So far

as I could determine, the resolution will

never be broken. After nearly an hour
the starlet arrived, apologetic but undis-

turbed.

"You will forgeeve me, won't you?"
she begged, as we were led to a place of

seclusion.

On the table lay many motion-picture

publications, which .were arranged in

rows.

"Weech do you write in?" asked Lupe,

looking at the magazines.

When I told her she studied the cover

of Picture Play, then settled into her

chair and smiled across at me.
"All time I am so happy," she bub-

bled. "I cannot believe all these wan-
derful success have come to me. I wake
in the night and' ask myself if it is true.

It is like miracle. I am so happy!"
From under the brim of her wide, felt

hat her small face beamed. Miss A^elez

possesses odd, intriguing loveliness. The 1

narrow brown eves, with their delicately]

tinted lids and long, black lashes, tliej

dusk}-, oval-shaped face and the marvelous mouth, skill-]

fulh- painted a vivid scarlet, present a study in Spanish-
Aztec beauty not soon to be forgotten. Her dark hair,

entirely invisible from the front, hung in ringlets on the

back of her neck.

I go to the shows with my mother and grand-
said Lupe. "All time people think I am

wild and go to parties. But I am not wild. At the

studio I have pep, but at home I am quiet. Once we
work from tan in the morning oiitil seex the next morn-
ing, and all the time I have pep. But I do not like

parties. I do not go to them."
The words tumbled in unstudied profusion from her

lips. Her voice, rich, golden, and intense, rang in my
ears for hours afterward.

"I hate to go to bed and I hate to get up. My grand-

mother do not like my dresses, or the way I do. She
say she were different w'en she were a girl. So I ask

her about her first kees. Then she start to tell me.

For two hours she talk—all about hees hacienda, and
hees horses, and hees peoples. Then, after two hours,

•she tell about the kees. I think it very foney—her lover

like Eskimo ! He navair do for movies !"

From time to time she raised her long, narrow hands

to roll back the brim of her hat or demonstrate with

quick, undulating gestures.

"I do not know why they say I was doncer in cantina.

I navair donee in cantina in my life. Always I donee

in theaters—the best theaters in Mexico. I do that be-

cause I must earn money, and I do not know anything

else. My father was wounded in the revolution and he
Continued on page 96
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Photo by Edwin Bower Heseer

Lupe Velez gayly denies that she ever danced in a Mexican

cantma, but only in the best theaters. After setting the world

right about that more or less vital fact, she exults in her sudden

success, in the story opposite.
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Ben Hall, right, plays Goofy,
who furnishes much plot.
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Charlie Murray, at

top of page, as Cas-
sidy, who is trans-

ported to ancient

Greece and finds Lou-
ise Fazenda, as Circe,

the enchantress.

Thelma Todd, right,

as Venus, and again,

outer right, Mr. Mur-
ray and Miss Fazenda.
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Loretta Young', as Simonetta, the

circus girl, 'at top of page, is wooed
by Nils Asther, at Luigi Ravelli.

Cissy Fitzgerald, left, as Giacinta,

a maid, prepares Simonetta for her

act.

Lon Chaney, outer left, as Tito,

the clown, realizes too late that his

fondness for Simonetta has grown

into love.
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Lon Chaney, Loretta Young,
Nils Asther, and Bernard Siegel

have a magnificent supper.

Loretta Young and Lon Chaney,

outer right, misunderstand each

other for the first time.

The clowns on
this and the

opposite page
are, of course,

Mr. Chanev.

4





Miss Costello, above, and, again,

inner left.

At top of page Betsy, the belle

of Baltimore, receives visitors.

In the garden, left, the lovers

plight their -troth.
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1
Delicious Absurdity

Adolphe Menjou's new picture, "A Date with a Duchess,"

promises a delightful role for the suave comedian and many
chuckles for those who see him as Henri, whose position is so

humble that he makes his living by sitting on the back of an
elephant, in the costume of a maharajah, at the Folies Berge-
< es. From this coign of vantage he sees The Duchess in the

iudience and, in true Menjou fashion, falls in love. What is

more, he eventually wins her. Evelyn Brent, above, and, again,

left, is The Duchess.
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Make It Funnier!
Interesting and amusing

side lights on the seri-

ous business of making

comedies laughable.

By H. A. Woodmansee

Illustrations by

Lui Trujo

MAKE it funnier

!

That's the imperative command that flicks

like a whiplash over a comedian and his pro-

fessional funny men every time they put their heads to-

gether to concoct a new corned)'. Most comedians
would give their right arms for a score or two of sure-

fire laughs. Anything to make the picture funnier

!

But what is funny? Gag meetings resound with

heated arguments over whether or not audiences will

take to a certain bit of funny business. Leading co-

medians often differ violently on matters of gags. They
use the gags of their competitors as horrible examples
of what to avoid.

It's all a matter of opinion. Some of the

were offered and turned
the comedian was working

down
for

Harry
his re-

as not

Mack

Langdon gags, which have garnered laughs in

cent features

funny when
Sennett.

It is said that when the script of "Behind the Front"
was submitted to one of Paramouut's directors, he

refused to produce it, saying it was not funny and
would flop at the box office. Another director was
assigned to the job, and the picture turned out to be one
of the greatest box-office hits. There are many cases

such as these. On the other hand, when everybody in

the studio has agreed that a certain thing is very funny,

often it dies dismally when shown to an audience.

Frequently gags and titles, which seem funny to their

creators, will be vetoed by supervisors and other studio

officials, who are unable to get their

point of view. There is the amus-
ing case of the new title writer who
put this caption into a comedy

:

"That guy's name is Boyle. He
gives everybody a pain in the neck."

It turned out that there was an ex-

ecutive named Boyle in the organi-

zation, so the title was speedily

changed.

The work of making a comedy
funnier does not by any means end,

even when the scenes are assem-
bled and the titles written. The pre-

views show up the weak spots and
a lot of unliked stuff is clipped out.

Sometimes the gags that a co-

median is sure of, have to be elimi-

nated. ....

For instance, Buster Keaton once made a picture in

which he worked in a garage, with a magnificent, new
car standing near by. Gag men had worked out a
series of clever and potentially funny gags by which the

dumb mechanic accidentally broke the wind-shield, lamps,

fenders, and finally completely wrecked the car. The
audience did not laugh as it should have, and it finally

dawned on the comedian's staff that they wouldn't, be-

cause the destruction of so beautiful a car horrified

them. The)- would have roared if it had been a cheap

car.

While Harold Lloyd, Harry Langdon, and the other

big-league comedians are trying out their comedies at

previews, stealthy business is afoot in other quarters.

The smaller fry of two- reel comedy makers on Poverty
Row find that it is cheaper to "borrow" new gags than

to invent their own.
They always manage to get wind of the previews of

the new feature comedies, in spite of the mantle of

secrecy, and pirate many of the gags. Often their cheap
and hastily-made pictures will appear in the theaters

before the big pictures are released, giving them priority

on the funny business thev have pirated. Sometimes
the gags which the small fellows have pilfered are elim-

inated from the completed feature, and so they find

themselves sole possessors, without having spent one
cent or one hour of thought on the gags themselves

!

And they are often good gag's, although eliminated from
the big features through some exigency.

In spite of the constant en-

deavor to make every moment of

a comedy funny, some feeble

stuff does get onto the screen.

Often it is an imitation of some
picture that was very funny.

Several years ago Buster

Keaton made a comedy in which
he tumbled from a building, the

force of the fall carrying him

Hiding an unwelcome guest's false teeth, to

keep hint from eating—a gag man really

wanted this in a comedy.

into the ground out of sight.

emergedSeveral scenes later he

from the hole, with a Chinese
wife and several children. Co-
medians haven't been able to for-

get how audiences roared at that

famous gag. They try to think

of something just as wild. And
Continued on page 100
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How Can the Fan
While stars cannot even attempt to read the hundreds

unnoticed and are almost sure to be answered.

By Myrtle

The first gift Given Lee
received from a fan was a
"good luck" mirror which

she has used ever since.

ANY articles

J^/J have been
written about

fan mail. Yet, curi-

ously, the topic seems
perennially new.
Why ? Because the

situation between
player a n d public

changes with screen

trends, or because each
year ushers in a new
group of fans, who
ask the same old ques-

tions.

Compare the fan let-

ters of five years ago
with those of to-day.

You will find that the

fan's viewpoint has
changed amazingly.
The fan often writes

constructive criticism,

idolizes far less gush-
ingly. But the same
demand persists : send me your photograph ! And the old query

:

how can I please the star and get a picture, or an answer to my
letter? Some of the following advice may have been eiven five

years ago, and some of it may be new
gestions from the stars.

The obvious reason why a star does not answer your letters is

that he or she hasn't the time. Even with a battery of secretaries,

it would be an impossibility. The majority make some effort

toward sending photographs, regardless of whether or not a quarter
is inclosed to defray the enormous expense of these portraits.

With such huge stacks of mail, however, letters are bound to be
lost, some addresses are illegible, employees are not always reliable,

and the waiting fan continues to wait—and unjustly blames the
star. Often, too, the studio at which a free-lance player has

worked, or one where he has formerly been under contract,

will not bother to forward mail.

And, too, a photograph will not satisfy many fans. How,
then, can you attract the star's attention so as to merit a per-

sonal letter?

Mary Pickford likes to receive letters that suggest stories,

or types of roles in which the public would prefer to see her.

Though she may not answer them, she reads them. Mary has

made a genuine effort to please her public. I have seen her in

actual throes of worry and indecision. And when, instead of

heeding requests, she filmed her own choice "Dorothy Vernon
of Haddon Hall" and "Rosita"—the clamor from her fans

taught her never again to let her dreams sway her. In "My
Best Girl" she thinks she has the qualities that her fans expect,

combined with a little of her own judgment. Now, she is

searching her fan mail to determine a majority vote for the

selection of her next role.

Douglas Fairbanks, on the other hand, is less guided by fans'

suggestions, but likes their opinions of his

work. That is, he does not care particu-

larly for them to suggest heroes for him
to play, but likes to know what they think

of each film. He makes what he pleases,

and wants the fans' reactions after the

picture.

Norma Talmadge enjoys most those

letters which are sincere tributes. Criti-

cism neither annoys nor amuses her, and
is sometimes followed.- "Kiki" did not

please Norma's fans—seldom is a star's

own idea of what she should play in con-
formity with the fans' ideas. There will

A schoolboy sent Lois Wilson a model of his

bulldog.

A fan sent Alice White a baby pig for good luck,

much to the amusement of the express company.

may
I offer it as to-day's sug-
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Please the Star?
of fan letters they receive, yet, certain ones never' pass

Read this article and find out how to please your favorite.

Gebhart

be no more gamin roles; instead, she will confine herself to

characterizations of lovely womanhood.
"I admit that 1 do not begin each day With my toast in one

hand and a letter opener in the other," Constance Talmadge
laughed one day. "I do enjoy reading most of my fan mail,

however. Some of the letters are very amusing. J adore the

passionate declarations of temperamental foreigners, especially

the Latins, with their lavish adjectives and their charming
insincerity.

"Seriously, though, I do like comments on my work. 1 can't

say that I really prefer-criticism to applause, but I realize it is

better for me."
To Corinne Griffith, her mail constitutes a barometer of

public opinion. During her recent year of uncertainty, she

paid particular attention to her mail and expects to profit by
taking the fans' advice as to roles.

Likewise, Colleen Moore is eager to know exaetlj

people think of her pictures. She has built her

obedience to her fans.

With her inherent candor, it is not sur-

prising that Dorothy Mackaill should read

letters giving honest opinions, instead of

flowery epistles. Sincere, intelligent com-
ment is appreciated by RilTie Dove. Fans
desirous of pleasing Irene Rich should
write her regularly, giving worth-while
criticism and suggestions. Whether or not

you approve of her, or her work, make
your letters to Marian Nixon ring true.

In fact, sincerity is prized by all the

players.

If you want to make a hit with Louise

ollowing

what
by

Dorothy Sebastian received a Hungarian doll

from one of her foreign admirers.

Mary Brian prizes a box

of wax orange blossoms

made bv a blind ex-soldier.

Fazenda just ask her

advice. It is a part

of her practical, help-

ful nature that she

loves those letters
which ask her to de-

cide perplexing per-

sonal problems, and
make her feel, as she

says, "like Beatrice

Fairfax." I wonder
if she realizes what
she is getting herself

into, by stating this

for publication ! Criti-

cism interests her

doublv, because of her

inferiority complex
and some girlhood

hurts which taught
her to fear flattery.

She is ready to agree

with your criticism, but

becomes astonished

when you praise her.

John Gilbert, Richard Barthelmess, and other men pla)"ers like

suggestions. Barthelmess. particularly, searches his mail for hints

of books and plays for suitable vehicles.

Man- Astor's reply surprised me.
"I enjoy most the letters from the shut-ins. the invalids, or those

who live in lonely districts and seldom see pictures. These carry a

note that goes straight to one's heart. Recently I received a de-

lightful letter from a man who is marooned eight months of the

year on a peak in the Sierras, where he operates a "weather and
water gauge for the government and a big power company. Fie

had just seen his first picture in eight months—one in which T

played with Lloyd Hughes. Certainly I answered that letter, and
he received one of my nicest photographs."

Continued on page 104

This hand-carved and hand-painted fan ivas sent

to Myrna Loy by a Norwegian fan.
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In "The Shepherd of the Hills," John Boles, as

the artist-hero, is supposed to paint a portrait of

Marian Douglas; hut as he docs not paint in real

life, Sacarole, above, a studio artist, obliged with

this portrait.
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Claire Windsor, above, congratulates Ernest Linnen-

kamp, of Vienna, on his portrait of herself, as well as

thanks him for nominating her the most beautiful

blonde in the United States.
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In this scene from "Why Change Your Wife?" William Boyd, then an extra, stands at the left of Julia Fay, center.

They Cracked Their Shell
Cecil DeMille, in giving advice to movie aspirants, recalls how many now-famous players found themselves.

By A. L. Wooldridge

THIS is Cecil DeMille's message to all those

.who aspire to careers in the movies. It

was given to me on the set, while Phyllis

Haver was doing an emotional scene as DeMille
looked on from the side lines.

"And," said the producer, "two years

Phyllis was in obscurity ! How did she

herself ?"

There was a hint of pride in his query. .

Phyllis had graduated from the Mack
Sennett lot, with the reputation of hay-
ing the loveliest figure on the screen.

Her photographs were framed all over
the world. But she could not act. Phyllis

watched her chum, Marie Prevost, flame
into stardom. She saw Louise Fazenda—"the ugly duckling" she called herself

—offered contracts. She saw Bebe Dan-
iels, Betty Compson, Gloria Swanson, and
others soar into prominence. But she
got nowhere. Then suddenly she emerged
—a beautiful, radiant actress, whom
every producer in Hollywood would like to

have under contract.

"How did she find herself?" DeMille re-

peated.

He watched Phyllis, as she threw her sou
into her work. Phyllis, the failure, the heart

sick girl whom nobody wanted, the same P
whose present success is the

talk of Hollywood.
"It's worth three years of

any young man or young wom-
an's life to find if he or she has

talent for pictures," DeMille
said. "If, at the end of that

time, the spark has not been developed, and
the player is still where he began, it's better

that the movies are dropped and some other
vocation followed. Three years should tell

the story."

• In my hand I carried a copy of a news-
paper which contained a report from the

Central Casting Bureau, where ex-

tras are employed. The report said:

"One in six thousand ! Only one extra
girl, among the six thousand registered at

the Central Casting Bureau, averaged as
much as five days' work a week during the

past six months.

"Out of a total registration of

five thousand men, only two
N, managed to average six days

every week for six months, and
two averaged five days a week.

"Eight girls averaged four
days a week, and twenty-one
were fortunate enough to get

three days a week. Twenty
men averaged four days, and

thirty-six earned their living by working an

average of three days a week."

The rest? Well, never mind. The
significance of DeMille's musings, and

the corresponding Central Casting Bu-

reau's report provide food for thought.

No one knows motion-picture work

better than Cecil DeMille. No one has

developed more stars. He
Leatrice Joy, brought forth Thomas
in "The Silent Meighan, Wallace Reid,

Partner." Jack Holt, Julia Faye,
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Florence .Yidor, Monte Blue, Gloria Swanson,
T.cbe Daniels, William Boyd, Leatfice "Joy. Rod
La Rocque, Vera Reynolds, and others. He has

encouraged at least fifty widely known players

to carry on and has gently but firmly, advised

as many more to ''go home and forget it."

Back in the hinterland there are possibly a

hundred thousand girls and young men, looking

hungrily toward the movies. "Can you afford,"

asks DeMille, ''three years of your life to find

out if you belong on the screen?"
Success means luxury and all that goes with it,

including publicity and perhaps adulation. Are
they worth striving for? Decidedly— for three

years

!

But one sees those lines of extras outside the

studios. There are the lonely rooms somewhere
south of the Boulevard. There are the voung
men with haunted faces, the disappointment on
the faces of the girls, and the older men and
women just hanging on. One sees written in

ever-deepening lines the yearnings, the bitterness

of unrecognition, the plodding of the thousand's,

"After three years go home and forget it!"

says DeMille.

There is a whole sermon in his admonition.
Hollywood is full of aspiring actors and ac-

tresses. Some of them have been there for years,

hoping against hope. Just around the corner,

just beyond the next turn, they believe the big
chance is waiting. So they

hang on.

"Not long ago," DeMille
went on, "a yen- pretty girl

came to me and said, T
don't seem to get anywhere.
Tell me what's wrong,
please. I've tried so hard.'

"She was attractive and
well dressed, but there was
a coldness about her which
showed that the shell had
been penetrated. She was merely

a girl with a pretty face. There
are thousands of them. I ad-

vised her to quit.

"The truth of the matter is,

that their shell has to be cracked,

Pliyllis Haver saw others go ahead
while she stayed behind.

Phot > by Oludnoir

not

Gloria Swanson's possibilities

Scnnelt comedy.

ivere firs I seen in a

Bebe Daniels,

w h e n s h e

ca\vorted in

slapstick.

though in a minor role, he stooc

poise and personality

"That was the day

he let loose and cracked

arrived and we knew it,

"Tommy Meighan
wasn't getting anywhere,
of him and he rang true

out like

were becoming ev

he found himself,'

just as a baby chick lias to crack its shell.

As.it develops, it has to find itself. Tt

took William Boyd five years to crack

the shell he had about him. He came
to me several times, discouraged. T

can't make it/ he com-
plained, T won't do.'

"But I believed he had it

in him. felt confident of it,

and advised him to stick."

" In the photograph files

of the DeMille studio we
found half a dozen stills of

"Wh y Change Your
Wife?" which was filmed

at the old Lasky studio.

zHr-\ William Boyd, in the uni-

g^&i form of a naval officer,

stood in the crowd just

back of Julia Faye. Ai-

the proverbial million dollars. His
dent.

said DeMille. "Thar was 1

;i -

his shell

too.

came to me in

'Keep at

in time.

From that moment he felt that he

day
had

his early days and prbtes

it. Tommy !' I insisted. I f<

I said to Beatrice Joy one

through ! 'I can't do anything with you. Tt isn't in you to succee

pretty, but that's all. You can't act. because you have no insp

Continued on page 106

that he
onfident

'You're

You are

on.'
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Somebody Must Listen
When the stars give vent to music,

animals prove to be their best friends.

Rin-Tin-Tin, left, pays gentlemanly atten-

tion to Helen Ferguson's playing.
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Are You Going to Hollywood?
Then this miniature dictionary of studio "slanguage" will interest you.

By Lulu Case Russell

FOR the information of Dakotans, Arkansans, Ca-
nadians, and other foreigners about to visit hectic

Hollywood, the land of make-believe and motion-
picture studios, a serious and well-intentioned attempt is

hereby made to compile a visitors' compendium, em-
bracing those strange and incomprehensible terms heard
in the jargon of the studios. The more general terms
like "lot," "set," and "location" are too familiar to the

average fan to be gone into here.

The language of the electrical department, that most
essential accessory to embalmed 1 drama, is perhaps the
most picturesque and mysterious of all.' It permeates
and gives color to all other branches of the overgrown
industry, and it may be wise to take it up at once, leaving
the maverick expressions to be hog tied and branded
later.

Taking- the "slanguage" of the electrical department,
then, we have "juice," the electrical current, and it

therefore follows, as night does the day, that "juicer" is

the term applied to the electricians. They have other
names, one of the printable ones being "gaffers." The
camera itself has several "slanguage" names, one being
"cheese box," referring presumably to the product it

turns out, with "coffee grinder" and "rock crusher" for

variety.

"Twist it" means to turn the camera crank. "Punk"
is the term applied to assistant camera men, those agile

youths who scale mountains and wade raging torrents

with the precious camera slung over their shoulders,
it being their fate not to "question why, theirs but to do
or die" at the command of their superior, the cinema-
tographer.

"Broads" are the side arcs, out of which grow the

expressions
—"hang the broad," which means to take

the head of the lamp and hang it on a chain on the side

of 'the stem, and "trim the broads," studio language for

resetting the carbons; "feed the broads," a phrase in-

dicating to a juicer that the carbons are to be reset by
opening and closing the control switch.

"Broads" are diffused lights, whereas "spots" are

not diffused. The command, "Hot vour spot !" indicates

to the particular juicer in charge, that he is to light his

spotlight. A 35-ampere spot is called a baby," there-

fore if you hear a hoarse-voiced electrician shout, as

you pass through a studio, "Hit the baby!" there is no
need for a call to the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children, because all the electrician wants is

that the "baby spot" be lit. The even more astonishing-

cry of "Kill the baby !" simply means "put out the baby
spotlight," just as "Kill that sun !" means to turn off one
of the sunlight arcs, or "sun arcs," as the powerful
lights that turn night into day are called ; while "Crack
the sun!" means to light a sun arc.

"Rotary" is a spotlight from 80 to 150 amperes.
"Scoop" is a side arc with a scoop-shade opening. "Hit
the domes !" means to light the overhead arcs, and "Turn
the banks over!" is just another way of suggesting that

the humble juicer reverse the polarity of the Cooper
Hewitt mercury lamps. "Save 'em!" is not a Hoover
slogan, but electricians' slang for turning off the current.

Instead of saying to the men in charge of the lights

placed above a set, "Gentlemen, we are about to start

shooting—will you kindly take your places among the

rafters?" a great deal of time and language is saved by
one word, "Decorate !" and the workers proceed to

scramble up to their lofty perches, not among, but above
the stars.

Harbor no suspicion that you have wandered into a
farmyard or a meat-packing plant if you hear some
one shout, "Hook on that pig!" because the meaning
conveyed to the initiate is simply that a very short plug-
ging box is to be put on the line ; and no cruelty to the

genus Arachnida is contemplated when the order, "Tie
on those spiders !" is sent through the air, as this only
means to connect a few cables.

"Get your iron !" means that the rigging crew is to

line up the sets, and "Give us more spaghetti !" means to

run out more cable. "Hit the deck .!" means it is lunch
hour, or quitting time at night.

When the camera angle is changed and it is found
necessary to change slightly some article in order to

get it into the picture, the term . "cheat" is used. So if

you hear the director saying. "Cheat that chair!" you
know he means that the prop man is to shove the chair

forward or backward slightly.

The publicity department has a language all its own,
too, much of it being the same as that in most newspaper
offices, but with the idea' of making this the last word
in lexicography, it is appended.
"A break" means that some innocent editor falls for a

press agent's dream about one of the players, ancl prints

the story. "A lousy break" is the same thing; only the

editor fails to print the story in a prominent place.

"Art" is the euphemistic synonym for photograph of
star, star's home, star's chow dog, or other item of
breathless interest to the world at large.

Now to wander afield, culling flowers of unassorted
slanguage thither and yon—one expression that came
into being when "The King of Kings" was' being cast in

Hollywood, and which crops up whenever a period
picture is rumored to be about to start, is "peddling the

brush;" in more understandable, but less picturesque
words, it means that actors allow their beards to grow
and then hopefully apply at the casting offices for jobs
calling for bearded beauties.

"Poverty Row" is a certain Hollywood street where
the smaller companies, makers of what are known as

independent films, have their offices and studios. The
name indicates that the actors get little cash in return for

their services, and that the pictures made by these com-
panies are to those released by the bigger companies
about what a ten-cent store purchase amounts to com-
pared to a gift from Tiffany's.

"Gag man" is a humorist, who thinks up unusual ancl

interesting bits of funny business for the makers of

comedy pictures, and therefore "gag" is the term applied

to an alleged funny line, or bit of business.

"A hoss opera" is the term applied to Western pic-

tures.

"Rushes" are the hurried, first prints made of the

film taken during one day's work on a picture and are

projected nightly that the director, producer, and star

may see if the work they have done is satisfactory. If

it isn't, then the set will not be struck and the call for

retakes will be sent out.

This covers the most frequently used expressions, al-

though each department has a few stray, unbranded
words of its own. But this gives the visitor a vocabu-
lary extensive enough to make him feel at home in that

orderly hodgepodge known as a motion-picture studio.
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dress, because it is for me, not for

you they work. And it is for Mr.
Allen, not yourself, that I say, come
when the costume is ready

;
report at

ten a. m. and I will show you what
to do. We open for lunch at eleven

thirty, but there is little to do at that

hour. I hope you are pleased, Mr.
Allen, that I accept your friend?"

The emphasis was marked, but

Malcolm took no notice. "Yes, I'm

much obliged, Pierre," he said. "I'm
going now but I'll drop in for early

lunch to-morrow." .

Pierre understood that he would
then settle the business of Miss
Smith's wages, et cetera, in a way
satisfactory to the restaurant ; and
Malcolm knew that the Frenchman
guessed just how long and how well

he had been acquainted with Miss
Smith. To-morrow he would make
it clear, he resolved, that his interest

in the girl was chivalrous, not senti-

mental.

Whether that was or was not en-

tirely true, he wasn't sure. But he

must insist for Miss Smith's sake.

Meanwhile, he was consumed with
curiosity about her. What kind of a
girl was she who would steal a din-

ner, then save herself by letting him
name her "his friend, Miss Smith,"
and accept a situation given to please

him?
She allowed him to walk out with

her into brilliantly lighted Hollywood
Boulevard. The street Was bright as

day and all the shop windows were
aglow, showing smart hats and
dresses, paste-buckled slippers with

immensely high heels and fantastic

jewelry. Even Broadway, with its

famous white lights and electric ad-

vertisements, could hardly be more
dazzling.

The girl drew round her shoulders

a silver scarf, the only wrap she had,

and stopped Allen as he beckoned
the doorman.

"I thank you more than I can

tell," she said in the same low tone

in which she had spoken to Pierre.

"I suppose you think I'm dreadful.

Maybe I am. But—if you only

knew! Besides, I was so terribly

hungry. The trouble is, I can't ex-

plain much. I'd rather not even tell

you my real name. Miss Smith will

do very well. I hope I shall see you
again in the restaurant, and I shall

pay you back when I get money,
which I ought to have soon. Besides,

there will be tips, I hope. I shall ac-

cept them ! I know, of course, that

man Pierre expects you to stand for

my salary. But I mean to be a suc-

cess and then he'll be willing to in-

vest thirty dollars a week in me,
himself. Now I must go. Good-
by, and thank you again."

"Do let me take you home," Mal-
colm begged. "I don't ask to know
your name if you don't want to tell

it. But I'd like )'OU to know mine.

I am "

"I heard the man call you Mr.
Allen," the girl broke in, "and I al-

ways see the newspapers, so I sup-

pose you must be Mr. Malcolm Al-
len, who wrote 'Black Sleeves.'

Don't think, please, that I don't trust

you. I do ! The way you did every-

thing showed me that I could. Be-
sides, I've read your book. The man
who wrote that would never be hor-

rid to a woman. Only I'd rather

go home alone, thank you all the

same. I live not very far away, in

a house where they rent rooms."
Malcolm was disappointed, though

not vexed. Perhaps he even liked

Miss Smith better for her refusal.

"I'm sorry!" he said. "I won't
urge you. But I hope we are going

to be friends. After meeting in such

an odd way, we ought to be. And

—

look here ! For Heaven's sake don't

misunderstand, but—but you said

you were hungry "

She laughed. "Well, I'm not now !

I shan't be for a long time. I took
good care of that. I know what you
want to ask. You'd like to suggest
lending me some money to go on
with. That's not necessary. My
landlady will believe me when I tell

her I've got work at Montparnasse,
starting at once. I owe her only for

one week. I hate getting into debt.

That's why I was hungry ! Every-
thing's going to be all right with me,
now, thanks to you. But I believe,

even if you hadn't helped me, I

should have landed that job. I had
to!"

"It doesn't seem your sort of job,"

Malcolm objected. "Have you ever

tried to break into the movies?"
"No," Miss Smith answered.

"I've been in Hollywood only two
weeks. But in any case I don't

"

"I'm sure I could get you a small

part in my picture," Malcolm said.

"The picture that Peerless will pro-

duce from the scenario I'm writing.

"You are kind !" the girl ex-

claimed. "That would be a per-

fectly miraculous chance for me if

I did want to act. .But just at pres-

ent I don't. What I want is to be

what I'm going to be at Montpar-
nasse. Good-by again ! We shall

meet there."

She was gone

!

She had clashed away like a Cin-

derella at the stroke of midnight.

And she was as mysterious to Mal-

colm Allen as Cinderella had been to

her prince at the ball.

She wanted to work at Montpar-

nasse. She preferred to be second

cigarette girl there, rather than ac-

cept an offer over which most young
women would have been inclined to

faint with joy. Why? Why?
TO BE CONTINUED.

They May Have Been Your Neighbors
' 'Continued from page 64

j

And then there's Tom Santschi, of
Kokomo, who joined a stock com-
pany, John Bowers who did the same,
and Charlie Murray of Laurel, who
for twenty-one years was part of the
well-known vaudeville team of Mur-
ray and Mack. His movie offers

came as a matter of course after he
had established a reputation.

And so we go on into Ohio, most
notably represented by the Gishes.
Lillian was born in Springfield, and
attended Ursuline Seminary at Mas-
sillon

;
Dorothy was born in Dayton.

Their careers are too well known to

need much space here.

^ In 1898 William Boyd was born in

Cambridge, but during his childhood

his family moved to Oklahoma. Wil-
liam started out to be a business man,
but he was ambitious for fame and
went through all the hardships of

getting movie work and establishing

himself.

Warner Baxter grew up in Co-
lumbus and was in the insurance

business before going on the stage

for six years, and so into movies.
Earle Foxe, born in Oxford, attended
Ohio State University and then
joined Douglas Fairbanks' company
in Chicago. When Doug went on the

screen Earle soon followed.

Hobart Bosworth was a real ad-

venturer. Leaving - his home in

Marietta, he ran away to sea when he
was fifteen. He tried his hand at

everything. He was a fighter and
wrestler, a cow-puncher, a stevedore,

a longshoreman. He did odd jobs in

San Francisco. And then he went
on the stage there, in the McKee
Rankin stock company, and eventu-
ally became leading man for such
noted stars as Julia Marlowe and
Mrs. Fiske. When he achieved star-

dom himself, movie offers followed.

Perhaps some of these famous
people were once your neighbors.

Growing up, going to school, hoping
some day to be famous, perhaps
never even thinking of a possible

screen future. • Certainly these States,

through which a star zone runs, have
done more than their share to add to

the world's entertainment.
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Tweeds and T\v ills

Richard Arlen demonstrates how the well

set-up young fellow should wear them.

Mr. Arlen, left,

w i th a sin gl e -

breasted suit of

slate-gray wears
black shoes and a

Spitalfields tie of

dark color, thus

upholding the con-

servative mode. The double-breasted

suit of dark gray,

right, he likes, be-

cause its uses are

perhaps more varied

than any other day-

time clothes.

His riding togs, above,

are equally devoid of

flashiness, or even horsi-

ness, and are worn with

the ease of a gentleman.

For tennis, left, his out-

fit is practical, with

roominess emphasized.

Golf, right, finds him
wearing more black than

is usual in Hollywood,
his tweed sweater being

of black and gray and

his knickers all black.
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the highly censorable play of "They
Knew What They Wanted" into cel-

luloid pabulum for innocents, those

concerned in the task tackled a stiff

job. I7or the crux of the plot lay

in the relation of the waitress heroine

and the young worker on the fruit

ranch of the old man she came from
the city to marry. The ranch is in

the picture, together with Annie, the

waitress, Luigi, who has offered her
marriage by mail, and his shiftless

foreman, Jack. But instead of be-

ing swept by Jack into illicit passion,

Annie walks with him into matri-
mony instead. When finally they
confess to Luigi, who has recovered
from his accident and is eager to wed
Annie, he accepts it "with good grace
and invites the two to go on living

with him. This is far from being the

turbulent drama of the original. It

is, in fact, almost, placid. But it

moves along steadily enough and
Miss Negri plays with . careful re-

straint unlighted by any sparks. So
completely is she in character, she
never once gives any hint that she
has known the ermine of royalty.

Jean Hersholt is Luigi and Kenneth
Thomson Jack.

Family Life of a Pugilist.

"The Count of Ten" is a prize-

fight picture in which Billy Williams,
the hard-boiled manager of Johnny
McKinncy, goes to arrange a match
with the champion and returns to

find Johnny in love, much to his dis-

gust. But lie cannot prevent Johnny's
marriage to Betty, though he sees

sooner than Johnny does, that Betty's
family is sponging on him and en-

couraging the young wife to go in

for the society racket. The climax
comes when Johnny bravely fights

with a broken hand in order to earn
a large sum of money for Betty's de-

mands. Disillusionment comes when
he discovers it is for her brother's
gambling debts, but on learning that
she knew nothing of the truth he is

reconciled. A worn story, yes, but
it is nicely directed and finely played
by Charles Ray, as the fighter, James
Gleason, the manager, Jobyna Ral-
ston, as Betty, and, as usual, Arthur.
Lake stands out as the brother.

Bad Manners Among Swells.

After much raving about William
Haines, in "West Point," last month,

my impressions of his new picture,

"The Smart Set," are blurred by
slight boredom. It is not that Mr.
Haines' skill is less, but perhaps it is

more obviously employed to force

the new Haines hero into our good
graces. He is Tommy, whose hobby
is polo instead of golf, baseball, box-
ing, or football, as we have seen in

other pictures featuring" the same
hero with a different name. But he
has all the "fresh" characteristics

of the others, if not more. For one
thing, he takes off his shoe at a
country-club dinner and tosses it into

the soup of a fellow diner. That may
be funny, but as a matter of taste it

is too utterly utter. However, to go
on with the story : Tommy goes too

far with the conservative polo" set and
his services are dispensed with. Need
P say that in the" nick of time he re-,

deems himself by reckless courage,
dare-devil horsemanship, and rather

maudlin devotion to his pony, whose
life is imperiled in a stable fire?

Alice Day is wholesomely charming
as the girl, who sees good in Tommy
in spite of his outrageous treatment
of her, and Jack Holt and Hobart
Bosworth are, of course, at home on
the polo field.

Who Cares?

"If I Were Single" is one of those

domestic comedies in which the four
characters busily misunderstand each

other, quarrel and patch up their

differences. All their maneuvers are

so thin and petty that it would take

a shut-in, deprived of pictures for a

year, to be interested in them. Ted
and May, married, have a tiff. Ted
lends his cigarette lighter to a flirta-

tious girl he doesn't know. A great

deal of footage is given over to his

explanation of the affair to May.
Then the girl turns out to be May's
school chum. Did you ever ! There's

a funny pianist mixed up in all this

excitement. Played by Andre Be-
ranger, it is the best role in the piece.

The others, in the hands of Conrad
Nagel, May McAvoy, and Myrna
Loy, are very suburban.

With Rolling Pin and Lorgnette.

"Bringing Up Father" is a glorifi-

cation of the rolling pin as a symbol
of a wife's rights. The picture is,

of course, based on the comic strip

of the same name, with M aggie,

Jiggs, and Dinty Mgore naturally

very much in evidence. Airs. Dinty
Moore here appears as Jiggs' sister,

a departure from the cartoon which
I suppose will be as shocking to the

readers of the comic strip as if

Ophelia were made Hamlet's mother-
in-law to suit the exigencies of a

film. The story—such as it is—cen-

ters around the ambitions of Maggie
to live up to her idea of society life,

her efforts to marry her daughter to

a nobleman, and her resolve Jo snap
out of it when Jiggs frightens her by
attempting suicide as a joke. It is

all rather rowdy slapstick, but its unr

derlying humanness makes it worth
while. Polly Moran, Farrell Mac-
Donald, Marie Dressier, Tenen Holtz,

and Jules Cowles are adepts at low'

comedy, and Gertrude Olmsted and
Grant Withers are the young people

whose love affair furnishes senti-

mental interest.

Disrobing in a Rage.

Lowell Sherman is the serpent in

"The Garden of Eden," so you know
Corinne Griffith's new picture is not

a biblical film. In fact, it's .awfully'

modern—or pretends to be. The gar-

den of the Eden Hotel at Monte
Carlo, you see. Toni Lc Brun runs
away from her humble home to go
to the big city to be a "star." But
she only gets as far as the cabaret,

where she is extremely unpopular
with the other girls because she is

more beautiful than they, and with

the management because she is vir-

tuous. But she is popular with Rosa,
the wardrobe mistress, for when Toni
is discharged for slapping the face

of Henry von Glcssing, Rosa takes

her to Monte Carlo. Rosa is really

a baroness, who saves and scrimps

for an annual fortnight of glory at

the resort. There Toni falls in love

with Richard Spauyi, who believes

her to be the daughter of the baron-

ess. When Henry turns tip at the

moment of Toni's wedding—well,

she tears off her finery and stands re-

vealed in her teddies, rather than

marry into a family that believes

everything it hears of a girl. Yes, it

ends happily. The picture is enter-

taining enough at the beginning and

the end, but it sags and rambles mid-

way. Besides Mr. Sherman, Louise

Dresser, Charles Ray, and Maude
George are in the cast.

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 50 giving a portion of their time to the recent films, the report wouldn't ap

they will occupy the center of the production of films starring others. pear to have much substance
stage in the future. So far nothing has materialized,

Along with this have come rumors and in view of the successes scored
that some of the long-established by Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin,

luminaries of the screen will soon be Gloria Swanson, and others in their

However', there is a thought sug-

gested in these passing forecasts.

Why wouldn't it be a good idea

Continued on page 99
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For the Ladies

Marceline Day visits an orchid farm

and learns all about the exotics.

Marceline pitched
right in and learned

the business from the

seed up. She is seen,

above, with baby

plants several dozen

of which are placed in

a pot of fern roots

and set in a hothouse

for eight months.

She inspects the al-

most-grown plants,

left, waiting to blos-

som after seven years

of careful nurture,

while, right, she is

shown with a five-

year-old plant.

The tiny plant she is

holding, lower left, is

three years old and

has just been trans-

planted into its own
pot.

The triumph of the

orchid is shown, lower

right, when it is ready

to be pinned on
some dance -going
shoulder—
m a y b e

Marceline's

own.
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now, though she has still a decided

accent, it's amazing how well she

speaks it, Rod says—with an aston-

ishingly large vocabulary. And the

language was all the more difficult

for her to learn, because there is no
Hungarian-English dictionary. She
had hrst to translate every word
from Hungarian to German, and then

look it up in a German-English dic-

tionary.

Rod is quite a cosmopolitan per-

son. He had one experience, on a
previous trip to Europe, which most
Americans would give ten years for

—a tete-a-tete with the Prince of

Wales.
: It was in England. Rod had been
invited to a hunt breakfast in Sus-

sex, and the Prince was also a guest.

When Rod was introduced and the

Prince caught the name, Rod La
Rocque, he said, "Ah, the 'Ten Com-
mandments.' " No comment. No
praise. But it won Rod's liking in-

stantly. The next morning after

breakfast, the guests departed for

the hunt. Rod didn't go, because he
had injured his arm and was un-

able to ride, with all the strenuous

jumps involved. And the Prince

didn't feel up to it, so he stayed be-

hind also. The two sat on the ve-

randa overlooking a beautiful garden
bright in the sunshine. The Prince
lit his pipe and so did Rod. They
sat there smoking.

"I had no idea what to say or
do," said Rod. "Whether to call him
'Your Highness' every time I ad-
dressed him, or to call him nothing
at all."

They sat there fully five minutes
in complete silence, puffing on their

pipes. It is customary always for

royalty to open the conversation, if

any. So Rod waited.

"Ripping day," said the Prince
finally. The universal topic for be-

ginning conversation ! Rod said, yes,

but he enjoyed London fogs, because
they were so different from anything
they had in southern California.

And so they chatted, the Prince
fumbling constantly with his necktie,

a nervous habit he has. He got quite

confidential and spoke wistfully of

the frightfully social life he has to

lead. Never a moment to himself.

Everywhere he goes, crowds, crowds.

"I thought," said Rod, "that he
seemed the most pathetic man I had
ever met."

Continued from page 74

have navair been well since. I have
heem in a sanitarium. I am not

ashamed that I am poor. I work
and my mother encourage me. My
leetle brother and sister, they want
to help, too."

Miss Velez is quick to explain that

she is a Mexican, not a Spaniard.

Both parents have Aztec blood.

Lupe first saw the light of day in a

small town near Mexico City. This

little place had no less than three

hundred churches. The inhabitants,

with the exception of Lupe, prayed

much and often. Lupe, it seems, was
inclined to forget her religious du-

ties. Once, while trying to amuse
herself in the yard of their quiet

home, she unintentionally hurled a

stone through a window. Her father

and mother came to the door. Also
her grandmother. No one said a

word
;
they merely looked. And con-

tinued to look. Finally Lupe could

endure it no longer.

"No, I didn't," she squeaked, de-

fensively.

At the age of fourteen she went to

San Antonio, Texas, where for two
years she lived in a convent.

Unless I am greatly mistaken,

Lupe has a great future before her.

Since the most extravagant language
is used to describe actors and ac-

tresses of mediocre charm and abil-

In the First Flush
ity, one hesitates to eulogize for fear

of seeming susceptible. But I will

go so far as to say that Lupe com-
pletely captivated me. She is frank

without being bold, naive without be-

ing affected, and romantic without

being spurious. Despite her gay, ex-

uberant manner there is nothing" of

the obvious flapper about her. She
is not a flapper—she is Lupe.

All this talk about her career in the

movies being dimmed because Del
Rio preceded her. is nonsense. Didn't

Valentino precede Novarro? Had
poor Valentino lived he could not

have held his popularity against the

steadily growing favor of the beloved

Mexican. Perhaps I am prejudiced
•—as the man remarked when arguing
against his own hanging—but I

stoutly maintain that Lupe has more
sweetness and warmth than the opu-
lent Dolores.

Some one brought in a dozen mag-
nificent new portraits of Miss A^elez,

taken specially for the Wampas ball.

Each picture was inspected and pro-

nounced beautiful by Lupe. I think,

however, that she was referring more
to the exquisite photography than to

her own pulchritude.

"Look at that hand ! Look at that

mouth ! Beautiful ! That man do

wanderful work. I mus' have more
of these picture."

Getting up, she gave an amusing

All
'
this has

.
nothing -whatever

; to

do with the story of Rod and Vilma,
but we can't all meet the Prince of
Wales, and I just thought you might
like to hear about it.

In his own little niche, and on a

proportionately smaller scale, Rod
had the same kind of social thing be-

fore him in Budapest. A round of

festivity, when all he wanted was to

see his Vilma and her people.

"It's all bunk," said Rod, "about
fans not wanting stars to marry. Our
fan mail has increased twenty per
cent since our marriage. I think

that, in the old days, when it was
considered bad business for actors

to marry, the trouble was not in mar-
riage itself at all. It was the fact

that many of those former stars

didn't admit they had wives, and then
when the public found out, they re-

sented the deception. As if mar-
riage were something to be ashamed
of, instead of being the oldest insti-

tution in the world."
And I've an idea that, if Rod and

Vilma ever make that picture to-

gether which they talk of making,
the love scenes will certainly be the

most wonderful and romantic love

scenes ever filmed

!

demonstration of the photographer's
antics while posing her for the pic-

tures.

"I sink heem ver' foney and I

laugh at heem. Now I mus' ask
heem for more picture." The last

was added with some chagrin.

"I love my fan mail," she told me.
"They write to me and I read the

letters—every one of them. The
women here in the States they are

wanderful to me. They say nice

things about my work and I know
they are sincere."

"How about the men?" I inquired,

my own voice sounding flat and un-

interesting compared with hers.

"The men they are good, too. Yes.

They are the pajamas off the cat!"

A troubled journalist poked his

head in the door to say that he could

wait for Lupe no longer, as he had

another appointment. Lupe, a pic-

ture of surprised innocence, asked

him if he would please make arrange-

ments to see her another time.

Fearful of being politely assassi-

nated by the three or four other

writers who were waiting to see Miss

Velez, I reluctantly got to my feet.

Even a person who knows better

than to wear out her welcome dis-

likes to leave such a happy, radiant

personality.

Yea, verily, she is the pajamas off

the cat

!
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No Rough Stuff

Here

Flash and Cita revive a lost

art by "keeping company," with

the dignity and restraint of an

old-fashioned parlor courtship.

What courtship would be in-

teresting—or real—without a

tiff such as Flash and Cita,

left, are enjoying? But they

are only pouting, though

Cita's expression indicates

that she will be the last to

speak first.
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attention, because—well, because. I

didn't get into 'Down to the Sea in

Ships' until a year later. Elmer
Clifton saw my picture in a maga-
zine. He gave me a test and I got

the part."

It was an effort for her to be so

informative. But she was good
enough to exert herself. If some
bozo had to see her, maybe it was a

good idea to see him and get it over.

And it didn't hurt to be civil. He
wouldn't stay long. Why didn't they

get those side lights fixed beforehand,

and get the action going again ?

"I've learned how to do the hula

for this picture," said Clara. "Got
my legs scratched wearing those

prickly wreaths. Had a tough time

learning steps, too. Ride horseback
a lot in the picture, too. That makes
you stiff, you know. Sore all over.

"Gee!"

Then a friend appeared on a near-

by stage, and Clara whisked off to

see her, reappearing a few minutes
later. Conversation languished. Leads
led nowhere. Was she aware of the

fact that some 18.500 letters came
for her every month? "Yeah?" she

said.

Nor was she outwardlv concerned

to hear that her pictures were cre-

ating more or less of a furor from
seaboard to seaboard. Her nose was
shiny and she made immediate steps

to remedy the situation. She tapped
her riding boot with a quirt and
rubbed her chin reflectively. "Yeah ?"

she intoned.

Then they were ready to go on
with the day's work. Lights clicked

and sputtered on, camera men took a
final squint through the finder, there

was a fatherly call of "Come on,

baby!" from the director, and Clara
walked jauntily before the camera.
As she came under the arc lights

she seemed to become a totally differ-

ent person. The indifferent girl

metamorphosed into a dynamic per-

sonality. The schoolgirl became the

starlet. Her eyes sparkled, her
manner grew sportive. Clara was
snapping into it. Bow was playing

the kid herself. Here was the little

girl every one was giving such a great

big hand ; here was the flapper who
was sharing attention with John
Held's immortal Margie, the car-

tooned soubrette, whose styles set the

styles all over the country, if hear-

say is to be credited.

Clara's feet jigged nimbly to the

strains of the two-man orchestra

wheezing near the set. Clara's tan-

gerine hair frisked beneath the ab-

surdly large sombrero she was wear-
ing. Her eyes widened, her shoul-

ders shrugged as she turned to in-

quire regarding the delay. "How
come?" she asked.

The third assistant director gave
the signal to the second assistant, and
he in turn advised the director that

all was in readiness. "Come on,

baby," the latter called.

She scampered in the door, tossed

her hat on the gas jet and approached
the stove. That was all. But it was
enough.
"Save everything," called the di-

rector. The lights dimmed. Ham-
mers resumed their pounding. Clara

relaxed. Her face once ; again as-

sumed its ennuyant expression, re-

sembling a doll-like mask. Clara was
the star again.

"Well, see you some more," she

said mechanically, to speed the part-

ing guest.

There is little to be gained in track-

ing the stars to Hollywood, you see.

If you would know Clara Bow, stick

to the Bijou Dream and see "Get
Your Man" or "Red Hair" or "La-
dies of the Mob." For there you see

the kid herself.

Continued from page 45

strom, of Sweden, and Herbert
Brenon, of England.

This information I gleaned from
the annual edition of The Film Daily,

a trade publication, and many other
items of interest and surprise assail

me in its pages.

For one thing, I find precious little

originality in picture titles. For in-

stance, eight pictures have "Love" as

the first word of the title, and one
has that and nothing else. Next in

popularity is the word "fighting,"

which begins five titles. "Ladies,"

"Women," and "Man" are tied, each
being the first word in the titles of

five pictures, while "Desert." "Gal-
loping," "Broadway," and "Heart,"
are tied, with four apiece.

The movies are still glorifying the

"Rose" of this and that, this year's

product being "Rose of the Bowery,"
"The Kildare," and "The Golden
West."

Also, I discover the somewhat ap-

palling fact that since 1915 there have
been something more than 8,500 fea-

ture pictures produced, not to men-
tion comedies and serials. Madness
lies in the direction of the statistics

which might be worked out from this

figure alone. Consider, for instance,

one man starting out to look at all

The Stroller

these pictures, on the hypothetical

and entirely impossible basis that he

could keep a firm grip on his reason
to the end.

Each picture would consume, on
an average, an hour and a half of

that man's time. So, if he worked
every day for eight hours at the task

of witnessing these pictures, and
took no time off for Sundays and
holidays, he would be 12,750 days at

the job and it would be something
like thirty-five years before he saw
"The End" flash on the screen.

Imagine, then, this man stumbling

out of a dark projection room into

the blinding sunlight, muttering- sub-

titles softly to himself.

Imagine him touring Hollywood
and seeing these vast motion-picture

studios turning out more and longer

productions by the dozen.

Imagine those improbable events,

and you can bring the thing to a vivid

climax by visualizing the greatest

campaign of arson, pillage, and mur-
der ever known in this land, as this

poor soul set upon the temples of

the cinema with sword and torch.

To Alexander Korda, Hungarian
artist and gentleman, and now a di-

rector in Hollywood, must go a' medal
distinctive and unique.

He is one director who makes and

has made a serious and, at times, cun-
ning drive to prevent having his pic-

ture taken, particularly of the va-

riety known as "publicity stills,"

wherein directors are shown beside

the camera, reading the script or

showing the leading man how to em-
brace the star.

Directors as a whole are peculiar-

looking mugs, though Korda is not

excessively so. His quite plausible

theory is, however, that he is no par-

ticular ornament to any photogra-

pher's art, and that, furthermore, the

public is not interested in seeing di-

rectors' pictures.

He boasts proudly that he got

through his first American produc-

tion without having a single picture

made, one of his shrewdest artifices

being to go without shaving when-
ever possible, and offer his stubby

beard as an excuse.

When he directed "The Private

Life of Helen of Troy," however,

studip officials were anxious to bally-

hoo the picture as much as possible,

and ordered Korda to pose whenever

requested. He acceded to the re-

quests silently, but as balm to his

personal views, he managed to look

as sad as possible when the shutter

was snapped.
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for Mary, Doug, and others to spend

a part of their time on this sort of

enterprise, between their own star-

ring' films ? They would have much
to contribute to the development of

the new talent that seems so de-

cidedly in the spotlight.

A few years ago Charlie Chaplin
registered an achievement when he
directed "A Woman of Paris," in

which he did not appear. And it

would be very interesting to see if

this feat could not be duplicated by
some one else in the group of the

screen's most celebrated personages.

James Hall Rewarded.

James Hall has earned his spurs.

And by that we don't mean he is to

appear in Westerns, either.

Hall has been climbing steadily

up the ladder of popularity, and was
recently rewarded with a long-term
contract and several nice verbal pats

on the back, by Jesse L. Lasky in-

dicated in his prognostications of the

future, that he thought Hall would
become a star.

Mostly Hall has played leading man
to Bebe Daniels. He has been in sev-

eral of her best pictures. Working
in "Four Sons" apparently advanced
his career considerably, although we
must confess that we couldn't de-

velop any wild enthusiasm over his

performance in this production.

Just the same, we believe he is on
the highroad to fan favor. The mail
that he receives at Paramount is de-

scribed as of "mammoth proportions"
—which is a high superlative, even in

the case of a press agent.

The Eternal Idol.

Though her appearances in pic-

tures are rare, Pauline Frederick re-

turns to the stage at regular inter-

vals on the Coast, and every time she
does, it means a big turn-out of her
admirers. Pauline's latest triumph
has been in a comedy, and the ovation
given her the opening night lavished

evidence of her popularity. There
were, as usual, so many floral tokens
that the stage could hardly hold them.

The footlights are exerting more
sway constantly in filmland. Joseph
Schildkraut and Henry B. Walthall
have been among those recently at-

tracted. Schildkraut has launched a
company that is staging very high-
class productions. Walthall starred

in Edward Knoblock's "Speakeasy/'
and at the premiere D. W. Griffith,

Colleen Moore, George Siegmann,
and others with whom he worked in

the old "Birth of a Nation" days,

were present. Bessie Barriscale,

whom you may remember as a star

some years ago, also recently re-

turned in a play.

In vaudeville one finds the names
of Agnes Ayres, John Bowers, and
Marguerite de la Motte, and Bryant
Washburn headlined.

The Lovely, Languid Lya.

We heard from Lya de Putti over
the phone upon her return from
Europe, and her voice sounded
charmingly languorous and world-
weary. Lya remained abroad almost
six months, and during that time dis-

posed of her home in Berlin.

This doesn't necessarily mean that

she will stay in Hollywood perma-
nently, she says. She feels that her
future in America depends a great

deal on her success here in pictures,

but she has always averred that she

would never relinquish the fight for

this success until she had turned it

into a complete victory.

There is no mistaking Lya's fas-

cination as a personality, but she has
lacked the chance to demonstrate
this adequately in the -roles she has
played in this country.

Cough It, If You Like.

How would you like to have to

tell your friends to address your mail

to a place called Cuantyemotzin ? It

sounds very complicated.

Cuantyemotzin is in Mexico, and
Dolores del Rio went there on loca-

tion for "Revenge," in which she is

now being starred.

A Hymeneal Omen?
There must be marriage impending

between Charles Farrell and Virginia

Valli. When we shook hands with

them recently at a preview, our arms
did the crisscross which is univer-

sally considered prophetic of a wed-
ding.

Both Charlie and Virginia have
been denying the report of their en-

gagement regularly to newspaper re-

porters. However, they are seen

very frequently in public together.

Camera Becomes Acrobatic.

What is a "go-devil?" If anybody

should happen to ask you, it is the

name of a new device that moves the

camera about in a very animated
way, while a scene is being photo-

graphed.

F. W. Murnau seems to be spon-

soring the invention. In any case,

it was specially built for his produc-

tion of "The Four Devils," and
maybe that's why it is called the "go-

devil."

The device looks somewhat like a

steam shovel. It swings the camera
about, and lifts it up and down, with

an amazing rapidity. It is being

-used to photograph trapeze perform-
ers in action, and its gyrations are so

swift that it can follow their every

move and their flights through the

air, without missing anything.

"The Four Devils" will probably

be a very expensive production. It

is said already to have cost fully

three quarters of a million.

Eddie Raises Salads.

Edmund Lowe may be nominated
the successor of the late Luther Bur-

bank. Eddie has acquired a ranch,

and is experimenting in raising a new
kind of vegetable. He describes it

as a combination of a tomato and
green pepper, and says it makes an

excellent salad.

Eddie's brother is in charge of the

ranch, but he and Lilyan Tashman
visit there nearly every Saturday and
Sunday. Eddie, by the way, has

been playing the lead in Colleen

Moore's picture, "Heart to Heart."

Hamilton Sings for Himself.

Among players severing old con-

nections, is Neil Hamilton. He is

leaving Paramount after three years,

ostensibly to free lance, though it

would surprise no one if he con-

nected with Fox. He has played in

several Fox pictures, and his sym-

pathetic role in "Mother Machree"

is thought to indicate that others may
be forthcoming. His success in the

"mother" picture was due in no small

measure to his singing, via the

Movietone, of the sentimental bal-

lad which gives the picture its name.

Instead of employing a vocal double,

Neil was permitted to warble as he

pleased, the result being as pleasant

a baritone as "talking" pictures have

so far disclosed.

Continued from page 43

the script. His knowledge of pro-
duction is very sound.
He is without temperament and has

never been known to lose his temper.

"Rich"-As He Is

He does, however, rebel openly when
an effort is made to run his pictures

into the channel of starring vehicles,

where every situation is draped
around the star.

When he looked at the final edition

of a picture in which appeared that

hilarious comedienne of the stage,

Edna May Oliver, he found her role

Continued on page 106
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so there is an orgy of wild gags on

the screen, some idiotic and funny,

but more are just idiotic.

The public never sees the wildest

gags, however. A comedian, like a

doctor, buries his worst mistakes.

Sometimes it takes a preview audi-

ence to detect them, and then they

are quickly interred in the waste film

on the cutting-room floor. But
usually they are vetoed when first

suggested at the gag meeting. Gag
men, sitting in solemn conclave, pur-

sue the elusive laugh like a half-

starved negro chasing a black hen in

the' dark, and often flop on their

noses: Some of the ideas evolved in

such meetings are weird—gags gone
ga-ga! .

A gag man at one studio thought

it would be amusing to show Junior
Coghlan washing his pony in the

bathtub, spattering soapsuds and
horrifying the English butler. And,
just to top it off, the boy could mount
the pony on four bars of soap and
skid him around the hallway

!

An assistant director, whose in-

terest also ran to animals, suggested

that there could be nothing funnier

than a pair of porcupines trying to

stage a Gilbert-Garbo love scene. He
was told he could shoot the scene

all by himself—and must be still try-

ing.

Somebody, suggested to Mack Sen-
nett that Ben Turpin should be

shown reading a note from a lady,

while tears streamed from, his eyes.

The cause of the tears was to be, not
unrequited affection, but the fact that

the note was written on onionskin

paper. Out

!

A gag man, working on a comedy
of a husband besieged by his wife's

relatives, evolved a quaint notion.

Whenever dinner was served, thrifty

hubby could hide Uncle Zeke's false

teeth and thus save the price of a

meal

!

Still another gag man, working on
a hospital comedy, suggested that one
of the surgeons, after performing an
operation,_ should sew up the patient

on the sewing machine ! The sugges-

ter was somewhat drunk, it must be
said in his defense.

Liquor gags are always cropping

up, but, good or bad, are usually dis-

carded, because they are frowned on
by the censors and the Will Hays
organization. So are various other

gags which bear upon vulgarity, for-

bidden subjects, and the like.

Now that circus pictures are in

vogue, a writer suggested that a cir-

cus dwarf should fall in love with a

seven-foot lad}-, and should get a

job as a steeplejack to train for kiss-

ing her. Another bright idea was
offered for a divorce comedy. A
neglected wife artfully persuades her

husband to move to New Jersey.

Why? Once in that mosquito-in-

fested State, errant hubby soon dis-

covers the advantage of having a lov-

ing spouse to slap the mosquitoes

where he can't reach them, and thus

spends all his nights at home. An-
other divorce headed off. However,
neither of these pictures has 3/et been

produced.

Sometimes gag men offer weird
suggestions, merely in a spirit of

banter. Often, however, the}" sug-

gest impossible ideas and can't un-
derstand why others consider them
ridiculous.

Gags built around death are some-
times suggested. One gag man
thought it would be funny for a co-

median to pose as dead, in order to

collect his own life insurance. The
bottom drops out of the coffin and
the enraged pallbearers chase him.

One of the real corpses sits up and
laughs heartily. No ! Not even in

the wildest two-reeler

!

When such gags are suggested,

retribution comes swift and sure. In

some studios the gag men keep an

inflated bladder hand}", and the luck-

less proposer of the wild gag is

promptly crowned with it. Some-
times the man who makes the worst
suggestion is awarded a brown derby.

Gag men take delight in razzing each
other's fantastic ideas.

Sometimes, however, the wildest

ideas turn out the best. And so gag
men, with inflated bladders and
brown derbies threatening them, con-

tinue to think up preposterous funny
business. They are seldom content

to let well enough alone. Their
motto is, "Make it Funnier!"

When a Czar Goes Mad
Continued from page 33

"This picture, 'High Treason,' " he
went on. "is the greatest opportunity
I have had. It will cost," impres-
sively, "a million dollars. But you
will not know it when you see it?"

"I mean," he struggled to ex-

press himself, as he saw my sur-

prise, "I mean— it is not all to be

spent on crowds of extras, and lav-

ish settings. There will be—a mil-

lion dollars' worth of good perform-
ances !

"Wait until you see Florence Vi-
dor ! Never have I seen so great a

performance by a woman. I tell you
she will be a new star, all over again
—a different kind of star—-when this

picture is released.

"We will show Americans some-
thing about costume pictures," Jan-
nings went on. "They have been
afraid of costume pictures. The
public has not liked them. That is

because they have been unreal. The
moment actors put on costumes of
another period, they become artificial

and forced.

"That is not rightA People were
the same in 1801 as they are now. A

man is a human being, even in a

powdered wig.'

"He has the same emotions, the

.same mental reactions as a man in

modern, ready-made clothes.

"That is one difficulty which Mr.
Lubitsch will find is greater here'

than it is in Germany. I do not know
why it is, but the moment x\merican

extras put on period costumes, they

become awkward. The}" strut around
as if they were at a masquerade ball.

They cannot forget their clothes for

a moment—nor can they let the audi-

ence forget them.

"By the same token, many actors

would portray a madman, an idiot,

like the one in this picture, as if he
were always gibbering—so!" His
face became a hideous mask—eyes

rolling, tongue lolling out.

"But that is not true. Paul had
his normal moments. He would
make a decision, sanely, as any other

man. But before he could carry it

out, his unbalanced mind would be
distracted by some trifle. He would
forget. Things became disconnected

and he could not coordinate.

"He feared his subjects, so he per-

secuted them. Life was one long

terror of assassination. He had all

his food tested for poison. He was
afraid to be alone, trusting no one.

"There is a scene in which he
wakes up at night in bed, terror-

stricken. He leaps up. runs down
the corridor in his nightgown, seizes

his crown, puts it upon his head,

mounts his throne and cries, 'No one

can touch me now ! I am the em-
peror. God has ordained it!' He
thinks he is safe there. Poor, be-

fuddled, terrified being!

"But there! We will not talk of

Paul any more. I must be this poor

madman for so many weeks. Say for

me that I am happy that I am here

in Hollywood, happy about my pic-

ture, and happiest of all that I play

once more with Ernst Lubitsch
!"

So, amid general expressions of

mutual regard and joy in reunion,

in guttural and effusive German, we
parted: And I went away, pondering

upon the old, old saying that whom
the gods would destroy, they first

make mad ? • '
........
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If you like to fancy Jimmy Murray as a

sheik of the desert sands, you have him,

above, as one.

Hats On!

James Murray rummages through

the studio wardrobe, and obliges

his public by showing how he

looks in the headgear of various

periods and countries.

The three-cornered hat, above, illustrates I

how James Murray would have looked in

George Washington's time.

The earliest beginning of the hat is seen

in the upper oval, which shows a youth

of ancient Greece.

The helmet of the Crusaders is illus-

trated, above.

It's a fine Irish gentleman Jimmy is, left.

The beaver hat, right, belonged to Beau
Brummers time.

The age of chivalry, above, finds Mr.
Murray wearing a hat of Sir Walter

Raleigh's time.

An Indian chief's regalia, above, finds

our bouncing Jimmy appropriately sol-

emn.
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Information, Please

DOTTY AND BETTY.—You're, nice.

girls
;
but, oh, how you like to make

me work ! However, you are considerate

about not expecting answers .'coo .soon. I

don't know William Boyd's birthday, ex-

cept 1898. He has brown hair and blue

eyes. Elinor- Fair has blondish hair and
brown eyes. She is five feet four and a

half inches tall. She hasn't any children.

Ralph Forbes was born on September 30,

about 1902/ Besides the films you men-
tion, he has played in "Tillie the Toiler,"

"The Latest from Paris," "The Trail of
'98," "Dogs of the War," and "The Ac-
tress," the last three not yet released at

this writing. His American screen career
began with "Beau Geste," though he
played in quite a few English pictures be-

fore • coming to America. "Leatherface"
was released in New York several months
ago as "Two Lovers." I don't know -the

exact date of Charles Farrell's birth. He
is a brunette, five feet ten inches tall. His
pictures include "Sandy," "Old Ironsides,"
"The Rough Riders," "Seventh Heaven,"
and—not yet released

—"Luna Park,"
"The Escape," "The Street Angel," "The
Red Dancer of Moscow." Donald Reed
was born July 23, 1902. He works for

First ". National. His pictures include

"Coiivoy?" "Naughty But Nice," "The
Mark of the Frog"—a Pathe

.

serial—and
"The Mad Hour." He has played for

three or four years, but only minor roles

until recently. Johnny Mack Brown was
born on September 1, 1904. Yes, "The

-

.

Fair Coed" was his first picture. Ray-
mond Keane was born in 1908. Brown
hair and eyes. You have mentioned all

his pictures. William Haines is twenty-
eight, Marion Davies thirty. ''Quality.

Street" was released in New York last

November. Release date for "The. Patsy"
not announced at this writing. James
Murray has made only five films, "The
Crowd," "In Old Kentucky," "Lovelorn,"
"Rose-Marie" and "Tide of Empire." He
is twenty-seven. Audrey Ferris is eight-
een. Sue Carol has been working at the
DeMille Studio lately; Pauline Garon
lives at 1861 Whitley Drive, Hollywood.
And aren't you ashamed to make a poor
old man work so hard ?

Brownie from Brunswick.—With all

those beautiful bouquets you hand Picture
Play, I'd just be a dirty dog if I didn't
answer your questions. Sp watch me roll

'.up the sleeves and get to work! Charles
Rogers uses his real name, , He is twenty-
two. His new film is "Abie'sTrish Rose."
Clara Bow is twenty-two and unmarried.
Height, five feet two and a half inches;

weight one hundred and nine pounds.
Mary Brian was born in Corsicana,

Texas, February 17, 1908. Real name,
Mary Louise Dantzler. She got into mov-
ies by way of a "personality contest,"

though she had started out to be a painter.

Richard Dix was born in St. Paul, July

18, 1894. He attended the University of

Minnesota, and then joined a stock com-
pany. He has played in pictures since

1921. Richard's real name is Ernest Carle-

ton Brimmer. James Hall is married to

Rence Hamilton. Hamilton is his real

name, and I don't know what Renee's
name was before she married Jimmie.
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon are both un-
married. Also Larry Gray. Larrv was
born July 27, 1898. Neil Hamilton's
birth date is September 9, 1899. His
wife's name is Elsa, but I don't know her
maiden name. Nancy Phillips is about
nineteen and works at the Paramount
Studio. In "Frisco Sally Lev}'," the mo-
tor-cycle policeman was played by Charles
Delaney. William Boyd is thirty; he is

under contract to DeMille. .Other Hun-
garian players besides Vilma Banky, are

Lya De Putti, Victor Varconi, and Maria
Cord a.

''

Mabel Nelson*—.It's rather 'hard to

keep track oLplayers who retire from the
screen, and disappear—that is, as far as the

public is concerned. The last I heard of
Edith Storey—several years ago—she was
living at Northport, Long Island. Molly
Malone played in a Rayart film, "Daring
Deeds," released last January. She for-

merly lived ' Lt 6621 St. Francis Court, Hol-
lywood ;- whether she still does or not,

I don't know. Perhaps her .mail would
be forwarded from there.

J. B. A. Movie Admirer.—What a lot of
admiration you must have stored up, to

admire some of the movies I've seen!

Jackie Coogan was born in Los Angeles,
October' 26, 1914. His parents played in

vaudeville before Jackie became famous
—or at least, his father did—and like

most actors who' are not starred, had
their ups and downs financially. Jackie
played on the stage with his father when

he was only sixteen months old. He made
his screen debut in Charlie Chaplin's "The
Kid" ..when he was about three. Baby
Peggy has been appearing in vaudeville

occasionally. She is too old now for a

screen baby—she's ten—and as you know,
that's an awkward age for children. Al-
most all screen kids have an interlude

in their film work when they get about

i

that age. Charles Rogers is twenty-two,!
Richard Dix thirty-three, Marian Nixon

;

twenty-three, Olive Borden in her early

'

twenties. It requires three or four months
for answers to appear in Picture Play.

Boo.—What's the matter with having to

.

call me The Oracle? I always thought;
that was such a pretty name? Back num-
bers of Picture Play can be obtained on
request from the subscription department
of this magazine. Send twenty-five cents
for each copy requested. Leslie Fenton free

lances, so we have no means of keeping
up with him.

Barbara.—Till Andy Gump chins him-
self, you say! Who do you think he is, a;

Chin-chin Chinaman? I can't blame you
for your interest in Charles Farrell ! He
was born in East Walpole, Massachusetts,
about 1902. He attended Boston Univer-
sity before venturing to Hollywood, where
he. .struggled along as an extra for sev-
eral years. He - isn't married. Richard
Arlen was born in Charlottesville, Vir-
ginia, about 1898. His real name is Rich-
ard van Mattimore.' He attended St.

Thomas' School in St. Paul, and then
the University of Pennsylvania, where
he was a champion swimmer and skater.

He served in the Royal Flying Corps in

the war. Married to Jobyna Ralston.

\
M. B.

—

Worrying me with your ques-
tions ! I should say not. I've got lots

to worry about, but not one of those wor-
ries is questions. Yes, Thomas Meighan
has signed up with Caddo Productions.
His films will be made in California, and
he'll probably have a great deal to do
with selecting his stories—Tommy always
has been largely responsible for the stories
he filmed. As to whether there will ever
be another interview with him, I suppose
there might be, if anything new to say
about him comes up. Aileen St. John-Bre-
non was in Europe for several months, but
she is back again, now. (Continued on page 118)
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Gone Is Ladylike Decorum
One glance at these feminine fights shows that the clinging-vine

girl has been displaced by her sisters, who are eager for battle.

Lina Basquette, above, in "The
Godless Girl," raises such a

rumpus that we can only say, if

atheists act like this, then give

us religion any day.

The shocking scene, left, could

have been avoided if the girls

had been brought up correctly,

but as they are raising Cain in

"The Loves of Carmen," Dor
lores del Rio and Carmen Ca-

stillo must not be blamed.

Lucila Mendez,
right, shows just

how far a girl

will go these
days, when she is

annoyed i>y Fan-
nie Ferrari, in

"Coney Island."

Phyllis Haver
and Julia Faye,

above, show what
happens when one

murderess is

jealous of anoth-

er's prominence,

in "Chicago."
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Continued from page 85

Dolores del Rio's reactions to her

fan mail I found of particular inter-

est

"When I came to Hollywood," she

said, "I knew nothing of the movies.

In two years I spend much time

learning. One important thing was
this fan mail. These letters pour in

for me—I wonder why? I learn that

other stars receive them. Because it

has been an experience so new to me,
it has had special meaning. Some
write me severe criticism—I cry ; I

think, is that so ? Some I agree with.

Some are pleased, and I am delighted.

"I tell you truly I mean no fool-

ishness, when I say that I hold this

contact sacred. The people who toil

for their money and spend a part of

it to see us, make this great business

—and us."

Francis X. Bushman's mail, dating

over a longer period of years than
that of any other contemporary ac-

tor, indicates that the fans are not
fickle. He has received more letters

than any other person in the profes-

sion. And, though for a number of

years he slipped into oblivion, he has
his faithful following. William S.

Hart and Charles Ray told me of the

comfort and inspiration they received

from loyal fans in time of need.

Some fans think it necessary to

send expensive gifts , to attract no-
tice. That is ridiculous. I found
that the gifts from fans most cher-

ished are trinkets held dear for some
sentimental reason, or because they
happened to strike the star's fancy.

Among Mary Pickford's gifts,

candy and handkerchiefs predomi-
nate. Her most unique present is a
land turtle an inch and a half long,

which at last reports was roaming
the grounds of "Pickfair." The gift

most prized is a pajama suit, which
the donor named "My Best Girl"

pajamas, and on which she painted a

picture of Mary.

Billie Dove echoes the sentiment

of other stars in preferring letters to

gifts and asks, if gifts must be sent,

that they be inexpensive. She is par-

ticularly pleased with souvenirs of a

place or a person. One of her fa-

vorites is a little wooden puzzle,

carved by the donor.

Of most interest to Norma Shearer
are the sketches of herself. One, not

copied from a photograph but from
imagination, showed her in a coiffeur

different from the ones she usually

wears, the hair being caught at the

back with gardenias. She found it

so attractive that she has worn her

hair that way many times. Aileen

Pringle's fans, knowing of her hobby,

send her odd boxes. Recently she

received one carved from redwood
by a boy of ten.

In Jobyna Ralston's living room is

a wicker flower basket. It is a dec-

oration that ordinarily one would put
in a sun parlor, or on a porch, but

for sentimental reasons it occupies a

place of honor. It was woven by
hand, the work of a crippled child in

Mississippi. They began corre-

sponding when Joby was starting in

pictures and have been wonderful
letter friends ever since.

Of the hundreds of gifts which
Francis X. Bushman has received,

the one most prized is a snuffbox
used by David Garrick. Six years

ago a fan read of Bushman's ad-

miration for Garrick and sent the

actor his dearest heirloom.

Dolores del Rio has a charming
custom, whenever the gift is some-
thing that will show in a photograph,
of having a picture taken of herself

with the present, and mailing the pic-

ture to the fan. A little girl in Swe-
den sent her an embroidered hand-
kerchief, which she wore in "Res-
urrection," and later mailed the

child a still of the scene in which she

wore the handkerchief about her
head. The youngster was so elated

that Dolores received one hundred

letters from children In the same
town, all asking for that picture.

On her last birthday Esther Ral-

ston received from Brooklyn a string

of beads and a hand-embroidered
handkerchief. The stitches were
crooked, but the design was gay and
youthful. A note scrawled in bad
English informed her that the sender,

aged fifteen, had been in America
from Italy only a year. She had
saved out of her factory earnings to

buy one remembrance; the other she

had made.
Miss Ralston 'prizes a fan letter

from a girl in Illinois, who wrote
that she was writing for a friend in

the hospital, who was not expected
to live. The request was for a pic-

ture, and with it Miss Ralston sent

a note wishing the invalid recovery.

A few months ago a group of vis-

itors came on the set. A twelve-

year-old girl watched Miss Ralston
with fascinated eyes. Finally Miss
Ralston learned that the child was
the little girl of the hospital letter.

Clara Bow has two favorite gifts

from fans. One is a pair of beaded
garters, with her name worked in

bright red against a blue background.
These were made by a crippled boy. -

The other is a hand-carved ukelele,

made by an Hawaiian boy.

I ra'n across one very amusing cir-

cumstance. After every Adolphe
Menjou picture that pleases a certain

fan—an importer of table delicacies

—Menjou receives a hamper of Rus-
sian caviar, sausages, fish, fruits from
the tropics, and hothouse grapes. If

the fan does not enjoy the current

Menjou film, no hamper arrives.

So, you see, to please a star you
need not write a literary masterpiece,

or send an expensive gift. Don't
think, "I'm so ordinary—he wouldn't

care to hear from a nobody like me."
You are the very sort he or she

would most prefer to hear from, pro-

vided you write sincerely and tell just

what you think of the star's work.

Watch Him for a While
Continued from page 52

Quiet, dignified, glowing with a

sense of humor, Lane makes one
think of the beloved Frank Bacon
and "Lightnin'." There is no drawl
in his speech, nothing affected in his

manner, and the pose of an actor

would be as foreign to him as garru-

lity would be in President Coolidge.

To see him in chamois gloves and
white spats, such as some actors

wear, would be as offensive as see-

ing Will Rogers in a smock, or Jack
Dempsey in an organdie shirt with
ruffled cuffs. At the studio he's sort

of a big brother to every fussy blonde

and snappy brunette. He looks on
them tolerantly, listens to their

troubles, gives a little advice, then

lets them run along. "They're all

right in their way," he says, genially.

'Smart, and a pretty lot of kids."

They may put Lane Chandler in a

dress suit—and he will wear it with

grace and ease—but they will never
make of him anything but a man
from out of the West. He fairly

exudes its freshness. It is this very
thing which distinguishes him in the

studio, and it is no wonder that every

actress wants him as leading man.
He can ride—he can rope. He can

stroll into a ballroom scene with the

nonchalance of a boulcvardier and,

on the other hand, munch hot dogs
with wayfarers—and enjoy the ex-

perience.

I don't know, of coUrse, but I'll

bet my rancid, old pipe that you
couldn't buy Lane Chandler's con-

tract from Paramount for the

amount of a prima donna's salary

per annum. He's just naturally a

vara avis in Hollywood. Watch him
for a while

!



Reduce where you want to Reduce
Why This New Safe Method Takes Off Fat
Wherever You Wish

—

Without Danger or Discomfort

Now Banish Double Chin— Thick Neck, Fat Arms, Legs, Ankles—Large Busts, Waists and Hips—Quickly, Safely. No Star-
vation Diets, No Punishing Exercises, No Dangerous Drugs.
Results Positively Guaranteed or You Do Not Pay a Penny

Through a remarkable new scientific discovery, it is

now possible to reduce exactly where you want to
reduce—easily, quickly and safely. Double chins
that make you look ten years older vanish in a few
(lays' time. Large busts, thick waists, big hips, fat
arms and legs that fashion frowns on respond read-
ily to the new treatment.

Hosts of women whose appearance was ruined by-

excess fat on various parts of the body, many
of whom had given up all hope of finding a sure
and safe reduction method, have quickly regained
youthful slendcrness and lilheness of line through
the discovery of Viaderma.

Accidental Discovery of Famous Chemists
This discovery of Viaderma was purely accidental.
An eminent New York doctor, specializing in skin
diseases, asked a group of colloidal chemists who, for
years, had enjoyed the highest professional standing
with physicians and whose products were sold only
to physicians, to try. to find a remedy for chronic
skin troubles. (Colloidal chemistry is one of the
latest developments in chemical science.)
After a number of experiments these chemists pre-
pared a cream which would liberate oxygen freely
when absorbed through the skin. And then came
the amazing surprise !

They discovered that whenever the part being treated
was fat, this excess weight quickly disappeared.

Exhaustive clinical tests were then made to reduce
excess fat on every part of the body. Results were
obtained witli a uniformity that was amazing. So con-
vincing have been these tests that these specialists
unhesitatingly say that there is no question about the
power of Viaderma to remove
fat. And it is so safe and
harmless that it lias

received the endorse-
ment and approval
of chemists and
physicians of
high stand
ing.

What It Is What It Does
Viaderma is a colloidal, infiltrating
cream containing double oxygen. It

is golden brown in color, and when
rubbed on any part of the body dis-

appears at once, leaving a clean
white foam. You don't have to
guess—you see it vanish before your
very eyes, proving how it is ab-

sorbed and penetrates right into the
fat layers, where the oxygen (like

the oxygen in the air you breathe)
gradually melts away excess fat.
As Viaderma filters through the skin

and into the fat layers it immediately
begins to give off pure oxygen. This
oxygen combines with and disposes of

fat in exactly the samenatural manner
as in exercise. When you exercise you
take fast, deep breaths, absorbing in-

creased oxygen into your blood. This
oxygen is the means whereby the fat
is disintegrated. With Viaderma you
accomplish the same and even more
desirable results, for you limit the
action to chin, neck, busts, hips, legs
or wherever you wish.

Read
What

Doctors

What Women Say Who Have Used Viaderma
You have read what scientists and specialists say about Viaderma. You have seen

how they endorse and approve it. These scientific opinions prove that it is sure, safe and harmless.

But more convincing than anything else to most people who want to reduce is the actual experience of folks

who have bought and used Viaderma. Day by day letters come to us from grateful men and women tell-

obrimis

give their names in print, but these signed letters are on file at our offices:—
"It's Wonderful"

"I am glad indeed that I

took the Viaderma treat-

ment fur reduction. To he

fat is both distasteful and

Note the Difference
'Remarkable Reduction'

See "what a wonderful difference youth-
ful nlimness—clean, slender lithe lines—makes in one's appearance ! Why
permit heavy, unsightly lumps and
chunks of fat to add years to your
looks, to bar you from "wearing- the
latest beautiful things, to make you
less attractive in a bathing suit or
dance frock*? Let Viaderma end your
fat "worries.

ungraceful and I most cer-

t u i n 1y w as orerw ei gli t . At
the end of eighteen appli-

cations I had lost over three

inches waist mens ureine n t

and mine, than four inches

around hips. I notice that

after using Viaderma the

flesh hecomes firmer and

of better texture. I am
going to recommend Via-

derma whenever I get a

chance. It's wonderful.

Yours very truly,"

' 'I want you to know of

how much benefit. Viaderma
has been to me. I have
used it on my legs ami the
reduction has been remark-
able — about three-quarters
of an inch in six weeks' time, t

shall certainly continue to use it

and expect further results.

Yours very truly,"

•'Surprised at Results"

"The cream is quite re-
markable and although I've

only recently given it any
kind of a fair test, I am
surprised at the- results.

One' inch foJt my neck and '

that's gbirie some. I shall
certainly recommend Viaderma
whenever I can.
"Thanking: you again I am

Cordially yours,"

Has Lost 29 Pounds and
Feels So Much Better

"After about six weeks'

treatment, with Viaderma,

I feel that I must let you

know liow wonderfully it

has helped me. I have re-

duced from one inch to two

and one-half inches over

arms and legs, and over

two inches in the neek.

During this period I lost

29 pounds and feel ever so

much better in general

Ilea Mli. 'Viaderma is truly

the solution of safe and

sane fat reduction.

Very truly yours."

Dr. Emil Sauer,
practicing: New
England physi-
cian, and gradu-
ate of a promi-
nent German
university, says:
' 'Viaderma wil I

take off fat on
any part of the
body. This is

br ught about
by the release of
oxygen con-
tained in the
cream, which
combines with
fat. melting: it

down so that the
resultant by-
products are
thrt wn off by
the body through
the natural or-
gans of elimina-
tion. Most case?
begin to respond
to the treatment
in four or five
days. Stubborn
cases show re
suits in fifteen
or sixteen days,
with very rapid
reduction there-
after.
"Viaderma" is

safe and abso-
lutely harmless.
Its principal in- .

gredient has a
slight tonic effect
and cannot possi-
bly produce any
harmful results.'

'

A prominent
Madison Avenue
physician, who
has Jong special-
ized in the use
of colloids, says
of the chief fat-
reducing ingredi-
ent of Viaderma:
"It gives up its

loosely combined
oxygen readily

to the body tissues. From the action of this
liberated oxygen to the fatty lirsues, obesity
can be successfully treated without danger
to the subject "

How You May Try Viaderma
Without Risking a Single Penny

Just mail the coupon at the right and we will send yon,
without any obligation on your part, free booklet on "How
to Reduce Where You Want to Reduce." We will also send
you our guarantee order blank telling how you can order
Viaderma on trial with the strongest and most liberal guar-
antee you can imagine. You must lie satisfied or it does not
cost one penny. When you consider that you take not the
slightest risk in sending for this booklet and full information
about Viaderma—not even a financial risk—there is no
longer the slightest excuse for excess fat. There is cer-
tainly no reason when others stouter than yourself have
easily gotten rid of their unsightly fat and surprised and
delighted their friends with youthful and attractive appear-
ance regained. Mail the coupon today.

p — COUPON
I Colloidal Chemists, Dept. 128
| 27 West 20th St., New York City

|
Please send me, without obligation
on my part, your free booklet.
"How to Reduce Where Ton Want

I to Reduce," and complete informa-
|

tion telling me how I can get Via-
derma on trial without any finan-

I cial risk.

Name

Address

City and Slate
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Continued from page 89
,

"Brutal? Yes! She sank to the

floor and tears flowed. I let her sob

for a while, then I said, gently,

'That's what we want in pictures,

Leatrice. That's what we want you
to give—your whole soul. , Now
run along and take a little rest and
then come back. You'll make it.'

She found herself that day. It was
her first real step toward stardom.

"We want, we need young men
and young women who are fully pos-

sessed of confidence and determina-
tion. They are essential to success.

Do you know how much trouble we
have in finding four principals for

each picture we make ? Every pro-

ducer in Hollywood will tell you it

requires a search. Yet there are

thousands trying to get into films."

I called his attention to the number
registered at the Central Casting
Bureau for extra work.
"Whenever the time comes that

one is satisfied to continue as an ex-

tra, it's time to stop, to get employ-
ment elsewhere. Three years of ex-

tra work is enough to decide the ca-

. Continued from page 99

almost completely deleted. Asking
what had become of it, he was told

that it was feared she might steal

the picture from him. 1

"That part was the best laugh I've

had in months. It goes back in—
every foot of it," he said decisively.

His generosity to coworkers is a

byword around the studio. He is

devoid of professional jealous)- and
-works for the picture as a whole,

rather than the quantity of his own
close-ups.

He likes costume pictures for the

sole reason that he doesn't have to

worry over the problem of clothes.

He doesn't mind wearing whatever
is handy, but the bother of buying
new clothes hangs heavily on his

spirits. His friends are forever pro-
testing against some garment he hap-
pens to be wearing, and he will then
rush to a tailor and order a new
wardrobe as other people go' to a

dentist.

Part of the time he-lives- by him-
self, and part of the time with his

mother and sister. His own house-
hold is presided over by his valet

—

an ex-champ of the ring, who keeps
Richard in the pink of condition.

Living alone, he goes in seriously for

amusement, excitement, parties. His
capacity for extracting a grand time
out of life is tremendous, and he
lives to the full.

reer of any one with screen aspira-
' tions.

3

"I saw jdiirty feet of Sennett com-
edy," he continued, "in which Gloria

Swanson merely leaned against a

door and turned the knob. That one
little flash told me she had talent.

1 cast her for the feminine lead, in

'Don't Change Your Husband.' Lew
Cody got his first good chance in the

same production. I took Bebe Dan-
iels out of Harold Lloyd comedies
girl and gave her a chance, in 'Male

..and Female.' . I chose Monte Blue
from the throng and gave him an op-

portunity, in 'Something to Think
About.' I picked Wesley Barry from
a crowd on the Lasky lot and chose

'

Rod La Rocque-for a featured role

in 'The Ten Commandments.' 'Vera
Reynolds got her .'first "big chance in

'Feet of Clay.' . That spark of ability,

that indescribable something, came,
out in all these plavers. They cracked

the shell." '

s
.
J

De Mille qualifies his theory of

three years' apprenticeship by add-
ing that; players must, of course, have
dramatic talent, although it may be

"Rich"-As He Is

Ever so often, however, he gets

fed up and goes to his mother's home
for several weeks. Here he lives

quietly, enjoying the peace of his

mother's gentle domination, and his

sister's understanding and adoration.

He loves the sane tranquillity and
charm he finds there, and luxuriates

in it—until restlessness returns and
he is out and around town again.

Periodically he decides he must

'

marry, since it is the proper thing to

do—a home, fireside, et cetera. But
the idea of marriage is a very serious

one to Richard, and the woman he
asks to share it with him would nec-

essarily be such a paragon of virtues

and graces, that she would not be
likely to accept so unworthy a per-

son as him. Those are his senti-

ments, and his humility is deadly
earnest.

In the meantime, he is one of the

most popular of our free-lancing

young men about town. He is irfe-

pressibly flirtatious and in five min-
utes can make any fcmhic from six-

teen to sixty believe she is the only
woman in the world. At present he

is seen with Thelma Todd, Marceline
Day, and Jean Arthur.

He plays golf a great deal, and ex-

pertly. With Gregory La Cava and
another Paramount man, he has an
interest in a boat. Between pictures

he likes to cruise along the coast,

fishing and swimming. He is a

undeveloped. "All of us think we
have talent," he said, "but all of us

haven't. But if it isn't sufficiently,

developed after three years of trying

to bring it out, it's time to seek an-

other vocation."

The movie impresario left to make
some recommendations to the direc-

tor, and I caught Phyllis Haver smil-

ing at me. "Phyllis," I said, "Mr.

DeMille doesn't think much of you

as an actress. He thinks you've

missed your calling." She let out a

stifled howl, then confided

:

"Two years ago I did my hair up

in a knot, put on a plain dress and

went to see a fortune teller. 'I'm

thinking of going into the movies

—

of trying to be an actress,' I said.

'Do you think I would succeed?'

"The fortune teller looked me over

critically, felt my hands, saw strength

in my arms and body, and replied,

'Don't do it ! You would make ver'

fine rubber. Lots of tips, lots of

money. Fifty dollars a week, ver'

easy] You be a masseuse !'
"

prize-fight fan. One visiting cham-
pion, who was watching him rehearse

a scene for "Knock-out Reilly," said

"it was a damn shame that guy was
acting in the pictures when he could

clean up in the ring."

His reading consists mostly of

manuscripts and books under con-

sideration for pictures. But it has
been inadvertently discovered that he

can quote virtually any scene from
Shakespeare you care to name. He
is unusually well-informed, but

doesn't make a fuss about it. He
is more likely to tell a funny story

—

and stories are very funny when ren-

dered with the Dix humor.
It speaks well for his studio dis-

position that his best friends are

Gregory La Cava, Malcolm St. Clair,

and others of his coworkers. He is

"Rich" to the majority on the lot, and
to almost everybody who knows him.

Business acumen he has acquired

as part of his profession. Most of

his considerable earnings in pictures

he invests in real estate. He owns
lots in New York, where the new
Hudson River bridge is planned,

which it is estimated will be worth
about a million dollars in 1932.

The addenda that he is tall, dark,

and handsome is necessary only for

that scant minority who do not at-

tend his pictures regularly.
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Regular
Vial

Size

(of which more than 1,000,000
have been sold)

So positive are we that you
will find Merke Derma Vials

of wonderful help in ending

dandruff and falling" hair,

and in stimulating new hair

growth, that we offer you
PROOF without obligation.

Simply mail coupon for one
r size vial ABSO-

LUTELY FREE.
Hermetically Sealed

New Liquid Kills Germs
that cause

DANDRUFFand FALLING HAIR

Don't Let His Smile Fool You
Continued from page 59

has seen to it that he has a balance

of athletic prowess. In outward ap-

pearance, undeveloped boyishness is

behind him. He is almost as lithe

and fit as the senior Douglas. He
puts up a beautiful battle in "Doug,"
a sort of tennis played with shuttle-

cocks—a game of his father's inven-

tion—and of such demon speed and
dexterity that all but experts are

frightened away.

A handsome kid, this Fairbanks.

Tall, broad-shouldered, slender in

hips, with the grace of the athlete in

his movements. His features, how-
ever, are not like his father's. His
hair is fair instead of black, his eyes
blue rather than gray, yet they are

remarkably alike, these two, in ap-

pearance.

"But he likes contemplation," his

father says, "where I like action. He
likes abstractions where I prefer ac-

tualities. He is more like Barrymore
than like me. And that is probably
the trend his acting will take. But he
is impatient. Apprenticeship seems
never-ending to him. 'L'Aiglon,'

right away, is his plaint."

Naturally young Douglas is much
sought by the unattached ladies of
Hollywood. He has been rumored
engaged, at various times, to Betty
Bronson, Lois Moran, Helene Cos-
tello. The night T saw him on the

stage, Joan Crawford, swathed in

white fox, sat alone in an upper box,
following his performance " spell-

bound, sending optic messages down
to him.

His good dancing and droll wit
make him a popular guest with the

younger set, but he will never be the
partying type. His work absorbs too
much of his interest to allow for that.

While he does the newest steps, it

would bore him to hold a conversa-
tion about them, when there are
things like Havelock Ellis, modern
music, and painting and sculpture to

talk about.

Between Douglas and his father
there is warm, intelligent understand-
ing. Doug, Sr., never uses his pa-
rental prerogative to command his

son to follow his wish. Even if he
were that sort of a father, it would
be unnecessary, since to the boy his

judgment is as near infallible as hu-
man judgment can be.

Unmistakably there is in this sen-

sitive, brilliant boy the foundation of

an important—perhaps great—artist.

And it is gratifying to know that the

name his father made so illustrious

will not sink into obscurity, but

maybe be perpetuated in equal dis-

tinction.

STOP worrying about hair troubles

—

dandruff, falling hair, approaching bald-

ness ! Here is a new kind of liquid, her-

metically sealed in vials, that is ending
dandruff and falling hair, and growing new
hair for thousands everywhere.

This new treatment, perfected by the

Allied Merke Institutes, Inc., Fifth Avenue,
New York, is based on countless experi-

ments which prove that in an enormous
number of cases hair troubles are caused
by tiny parasitical germs.
These germs work down into the roots

of the hair and render them dormant

—

inactive. As a result, with the roots unable

to supph- their vital nourishment, the hair

soon becomes dry, brittle, lifeless—and be-

gins to fall out.

Ordinary treatments fail because they

merely treat the surface skin and have little

or no effect on the harmful bacteria em-
bedded below the surface. But this new
treatment, called Merke Derma Vials, pen-

etrates beneath the surface—kills the infect-

ing germs—carries off the unhealthy scaly

substances which cause dandruff and
falling hair—at the same time promoting
a healthv circulation which supplies the

dormant hair roots with the life-giving

nourishment they so sorely need.

Extensive laboratory tests by one of the

world's foremost research laboratories con-
cluded with a report from which we quote

:

"The results indicate that . the tonic killed
the test organism (bacteria) in less than
three minutes. The results also, indicate
that the tonic is capable of penetrating and
preventing the growth of the test organism
(bacteria)."

FREE--One Regular Size Vial
Thousands of people from coast to coast

are discovering llerke Derma Vials—the se-
cret of new, lustrous, healthy hair. Now
we welcome this convincing test. Simply
take advantage of our generous free offer ex-
plained in the panel above, use Merke Derma Vial liquid
yourself and see how remarkably helpful it is in ending
dandruff and falling hair. .Sign and mail coupon TO-
DAY. Allied Merke Institutes, Inc., Dept. D-350, 512
Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Allied Merke Institutes, Inc.,
Dept. D-356, 512 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.

I'm willing to be convinced—without obligation on
my part. Please send me one of the regular size
Merke Derma Vials absolutely FREE and tell me how
to use it.

Name

Address ,

City State
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AFEW drops of NONSPI (an antiseptic

liquid) used on an average of twice a

week—will keep your armpits dry and
odorless—and also save your clothing from de-
structive perspiration stains.

NONSPI, used and endorsed by physicians and
nurses, does not actually stop perspiration~it de-

stroys the odor and diverts the underarm perspira-

tion to other parts of the body where there is better

evaporation.

More than a million other men and women also

use and endorse NONSPI. It keeps their arm-
pits dry and odorless and protects their cloth-
ing. They use NONSPI the year around

—

spring, summer, fall and winter.

Why be embarrassed ? Why permit costly cloth-
ing to be destroyed by underarm perspiration?
You can rid yourself of this condition and its

disagreeable odor by using NONSPI—an old,

tried and proven preparation.

Try NONSPI! Purchase a bottle from your
Toilet Goods Dealer or Druggist for 50c
(several months' supply) or if you prefer

Accept our 10c Trial Offer
(several weeks' supply) Jt

The Nonspi Company For the enclosed ioc (coin

2642 Walnut Street or stamps) send me a trial

Kansas City, Mo. size bottle of NONSPI

Name i

Address

City

DULL HAIR-
DULL COMPANY

~~rnen seem to think!
Why not be rid of this handicap

tonight?

So needless, now—that depressing dullness that

spoils the effect of lovely frock or pretty face! Just
one shampooing with Golden Glint will banish it tonight!
Rich, generous lather cleanses each hair. You rinse—re-

move all trace of soap. Your hair appears shades lighter.

Then you apply the extra touch—the "plus" that makes
this shampoo different! Instantly—all trace of dullness
gone! Hair soft, fragrant, lustrous, alive with those danc-
ing lights that speak of youth! Of course "he" will notice

the difference! Nothing to bleach or change natural color

of your hair. Just a wonderful shampoo

—

p lus .' At your
favorite dealers', or if not, send 25 cents to J.W. KobiCo.,
Dept. F. 616 Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Golden Glint
"k-SHAMPOO/^

MAGIC KEY TO YOUTHFUL "LOCKS"

Murnau was to come out, Jobyna
called him up. 'We'll be delighted to

have you, if you'll bring your own
blankets.'

"

Just then the barber returned and
wanted to know if Fanny wanted a

water wave and she told him she

certainly did, as no one was wearing
straight hair any more. She even
suggested having a henna rinse, but

I tried to discourage her by men-
tioning Joan Crawford's experience

with henna as an excellent example
of what not to do. But you can't tell

Fanny anything. She seemed to

know all about that.

"Joan's hair does look like a mop,"
she admitted, "but I don't think

people should criticize girls for what
they do to their hair. It often photo-
graphs better that way. Natural
hair often looks dead on the screen.

Nancy Carroll has the most luscious

shade of red hair in the world, but
the day I met her she told me she was
considering tinting it a more bril-

liant hue, because it looks flat on
the screen. Maybe Joan and Clara
Bow discovered the same thing."

The barber sided with her, and
after that what was there for me to

do but retire from the argument ?

"What's that commotion?" asked
Fanny all of a sudden and, sure

enough, there was a great deal of

bustle going on outside. Fanny still

had a lock or two to be trimmed, so

I was appointed the investigator. It

seems that Phyllis Haver had just

called up from the DeMille studio, to

say she had found a job in pictures

for the young son of one of the hair-

dressers.

"If that isn't just like Phyllis !" ex-

claimed Fanny after I had relaved

the information. "That girl simply
goes out of her way trying to get

people jobs in the movies.

"I suppose you've heard about lit-

tle Dorothy Ward, Avhom she dis-

covered in a 5-and-10-cent store and
took to the DeMille studio and got

her a contract? Margaret Living-

ston, out shopping, saw the girl and
thought how cute she would be in

pictures. She told Phyllis about her

and Phyllis immediately got permis-

sion for the girl to have the day off.

Phyllis thought she was so cute, she

drove her out to the studio right away
—and Dorothy has been working
there ever since.

"Some people are just born lucky."

I observed. "Yes," agreed Fanny,
"but poor Bebe Daniels isn't one of

them. Did you ever know a girl to

have as tough luck as Bebe? If there

is anv stray accident wandering
around, it is sure to happen to her.

"She and Jimmy Hall were both
badly injured during the making of
her last picture, when a van in which
they were riding was upset by a tree

branch. Bebe, in the hospital for

weeks with a wrenched back, was
much more seriously hurt than she

imagined. The doctor and her

mother tried to turn the accident into

a nice, quiet rest for Bebe, but she

simply wouldn't have it that way.
People kept dropping in on her and
if three of them got there at the same
time, Bebe would insist on a little

game of bridge. I'm sure if she had
stayed there any longer, all the doc-

tors and the nurses would have been
taking a hand to fill in.

"Next to Bebe, Hugh Allan rates

the first-aid medal. Hugh has a posi-

tive talent for breaking his leg. Sev-
eral years ago he was signed to play

opposite Mary Pickford, but just be-

fore the picture went into production
he fell and broke his leg. Not long-

ago he was at the horse show, when
one of the horses became frightened

and leaped into Plugh's box. In try-

ing to get out of the way of the ter-

rified animal, he leaped from the box
to the cement floor six feet below and
cracked the same leg- again. Hugh's
only comment was that he was glad

he had finished a picture instead of

just starting one. I suppose you
learn to be philosophical in Holly-

wood," sighed Fanny, "after the first

hundred misfortunes. Wouldn't it

be appropriate if Hugh were signed

for a lead with Bebe, in 'Wrecked
Love,' or something like that?

"On second thought," went on
Fanny, "that would be a much better

title for Madge Bellamy's marital ro-

mance. She and Logan Metcalf had
been married just a month when
Madge filed papers for divorce. It's

nice to think that Mary Astor and
Kenneth Hawks were engaged long-

enough to have found out each

other's shortcomings before they

took the leap.

"Mary had intended to have a nice,

cjuiet family wedding, with only rela-

tives and a few close friends attend-

ing, but a day or so before the cere-

mony Kenneth asked if he could in-

vite a few of his men friends. I

guess Mary didn't realize how many
friends Kenneth had in Hollywood,
for a whole flock of them showed up
for the wedding. Isobel Johnstone,

who was bridesmaid, told me that

when she and Mary started down the

stairs to the tune of the wedding-

march, it looked as if they were
breaking in on a stag party, Don't

you love that ?"

Fanny said the only thing she could



think of that would - be funnier,

would be to have Jack Gilbert mar-
ried at a cat party. "Not that Jack
is thinking of getting married any-
where," Fanny quickly explained.

"He hasn't even been rumored atten-

tive to any one since his break-up
with Greta Garbo. "I'm rather sorry

Jack and Greta have fallen out of

love with each other—they created

such nice, exciting rumors."
The barber made his final clip on

Fanny's neck and her new bob was
immensely becoming. It just goes

to prove that a girl can't go wrong in

imitating the stars. They have a gift

for setting the fashions. It gave me
the idea that I might copy Billie

Dove's new style of wearing a long
bob in the back, with sideburns cut

short. But I guess Fanny was right

when she said any girl who tried to

imitate a beauty like Billie, would
come out on the short end of the

bargain. Just a case of comparisons
being more odious than usual.

Fanny still had a shampoo and a

wave and a manicure to be done, so

she asked if I would stop by the

cleaner's and pick up a little dress she

was planning to wear to Marian
Douglas' housewarming.

"She hasn't moved from her cute

"There was the time, when I had
not worked for five months, that I

was offered a leading role with Tom
Mix. Now I needed such a role very

much just at that time. But I had
made up my mind never to take two
jobs in succession at the same salary.

1 must have just a little more—even
if it were only a dollar—so I would
know I was going forward.

"I was offered a hundred and
twenty-five dollars a week—which
was just what I had received for my
last role. So I asked for a hundred
and fifty. They told me they could

not pay more than the figure they

had named. I hesitated. I needed
that job. Then I told them to think

it over and telephone me at five

o'clock. I could not work for less

than a hundred and fifty.

"I went away, but at the door I

nearly went back to tell them I would
take the lower price. I sat at home
all afternoon, wondering whether I

had not better call them up and ca-

pitulate. I did need that job. But
I had to risk failing.

"At five o'clock the)' called me and
told me they would pay my price.

"It was wonderful what that little

triumph did for me ! The mental
lift that gave me, was worth twenty
times the extra money I received by
holding out.
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Spanish house," Fanny quickly ex-'

plained, "but she has had the house
redecorated and a new wing built, so

she has invited a few friends to see

the finished job. Did you ever see a

girl blossom out as Ena Gregory has

after she changed her name to

Marian Douglas ? She's peppy and
happy where she had been quiet and
retiring before. Her clothes are ab-

solutely the last word in chic," added
Fanny, to whom clothes are a tre-

mendously interesting item. "She
has ordered two of the most exquisite

evening gowns. I do hope some pro-

ducer sees her in then! and rescues

her from the Western roles she has

been playing. Ena has such a gor-

geous figure she would make a great

clotheshorse for somebody like Cecil

DeMille."

I reminded Fanny that Cecil was
no longer making anything but re-

ligious debates, and would therefore

have no need for a clotheshorse.

"Oh well," said Fari.ny, "Cecil De-
Mille will always mean luxury and
sunken baths to me. no matter how
many commandments he makes on
the screen. I liked his pictures a lot

better when he was breaking them
instead of making them."

That's Fanny for you every time

!

"I had kept my resolve. I had
made a big company meet my terms.

I was going forward.
"And I worked twice as hard on

that picture as I should have

!

"All along it has been like that.

People told me not to try 'Flaming
Youth.' And vet I knew I had to

try something different from what I

had been doing". So I risked it—and
it proved a wise move.

"My friends were very dubious
about 'So Big.' And I was afraid,

too, on account of the old lady I had
to portray at the end of the picture.

But I tried it. I would not let my-
self think about failing. And it

went over.

"So maybe " She paused.

"But you must not talk about things

before they happen. That is bad
luck. You must just think hard that

it will be all right—have faith

!

" 'Lilac Time' has a sweet love

story. It is not an epic production

—just a nice storv. We hope it will

be very nice, and then—who knows ?"

She gave herself a little shake,

hinking about what might happen.

"Let's don't talk about failure any

more !" she begged. "Let's just sit

here and giggle
!"

So, for the rest of the afternoon,

we did.
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The Way You
Remove

COLD CREAM
is the important thing, say beauty

experts . . . this new method is

both dainty and inexpensive.

7-Day Test Free

SKIN specialists find that careless re-
moval of cold cream is often respon-

sible for sallow skin, clogged pores-

,

unsightly blemishes.

Cold cream cloths, old linen and other
unsanitary makeshifts are giving way to

a new method—fresh, dainty and eco-
nomical, too.

Kleenex 'Kerchiefs are delicate tissues,

thin as gossamer and soft as cotton,

made just for the purpose of removing
make-up thoroughly, effectively. They
absorb all surface oils, leaving the skin
radiant, glowing. You use them once,
then discard. Laundry- bills are lowered,
towels are saved (for cold cream ruins
towels, you know).

Because this method is both delight-
fully convenient and economical, stars of
stage and screen have adopted it in amaz-
ing numbers. You, too, will find it best.

Buy a package of Kleenex now and see.

FOR COLDS
Tor colds, Kleenex 'Kerchiefs eliminate damp
handkerchiefs, possible reinfection and irri-

tation. You use them once, then discard them.
Absorbent, non-irritating, economical.

KLEENEX
ABSORBENT
'KERCHIEFS

At all drug and toilet goods counters

In 2 size packages (sheets go sq. in.) Introductory size

(generous supply) 25c: Regular size (230 sheets) 30c

7 -Day Supply ~ FREE
KLEENEX CO., PP-6

Lake-Michigan Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Please send sample of Kleenex 'Kerchiefs.

Name.... _

Address

City '. State

Colleen Attemps Tears
Continued from page 54
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Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!

^^OU can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly

and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it.

Stillman's Freckle Cream bleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloring.

The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money re-
funded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

Stillman's
Freckle Cream
Removes

f
Whitens

Freckles 1 The Skin

The Stillman Co., 52 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111. I

J
Send me your FREE booklet on skin J

gj
treatment. g

*
(J Name.. . B
B
1 Address-.:

I' City .

&«......—— . State..

Kill The Hair Root
My method is the only way to prevent the hair from grow-
ing again. I*lasy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free
Write today enclosing 3 red stamps. We teach beauty culture
D. J. Mahler, 96-A Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

our
Blonde
air Darkening?

—use this special shampoo
[I.ONDE hair is of such delicate texture that
ordinary shampoos are very apt to dull its

lustre, darken its color. Blondex. the special

shampoo for blondes only, keeps hair light and
lovely, brings back the glint and sparkle to dull,
faded hair. Not a dye. No harsh chemicals.
Fine for scalp. Over a million users. At all

good drug and department stores.

Behind Locked Doors
Continued from page 17

interesting, and I couldn't under-

stand what the directors wanted me
to do."

Von Stroheim, she said, had scolded

her and made her cry, but it was to

bring out something for the scene.

"Working for Mr. Griffith was
thrilling'. He coached me so patiently

and quietly." Her sentences were
no longer on strings, as if she wished
to retrieve them a second afterward.

"He directs differently from any-

body else. You have to change it all

around up here." A hand whirled
about her head. "Other directors let

you imagine how the girl would feel.

You sort of create. With Mr. Grif-
fith, you don't give your own feel-

ings. You feel what he thinks, or
try to. When you can't, you act it

by technique—he gives you every
motion.

"The vamp scenes?" She laughed
gayly. "They were fun. At first he
said, 'Mary, you play that too child-

ishly.' I didn't know how anybody
would' feel vamping her, husband's
brother. I never kne\
did anything like that.

anv one who
So" Mr. Grif-

fith- told me how to turn my head,
my eyes—each gesture."

"You were, like a mirror, reflecting

his thoughts you mean ?" •

"Exactly! '

That's it."

Perhaps that was why, while her
charming performance in the first

half of the picture was lauded, her
work as the vamp was a trifle ab-
surd.

I raised the question of why she is

always cast as a foreign maiden.
"Because I don't look like a flap-

per, I suppose. But all American
girls aren't flappers are they? Mr.
Griffith promised that some day he
would • have me play an American
girl for him."

Maty minced at her food. She
never eats heartily. That nibbling

adds to her fairylike-—sorry folks,

but that's the only word—charm.

Paul smiled indulgently and eluded
her, "Eat more.- chicken, Mary.
You're nervous. Relax." Obedi-
ently, Mary ate—quick, tiny bites

—

and tried to sit at ease, though I still

felt the little quiver and a silent

alertness. "For Mary, character. Tn
'Surrender,' you saw suffering

"

"Yes, a skillful performance," I

replied. "Mary has grown, aston-

ishingly. Still, it seemed to have a

dreamlike quality—as though it was
not Mary acting those scenes, but a

remote second self. It was Mary's
imagination, not' Mary's knowledge
of how Lea would feel. How can
you expect her to portray character
when she does not know life

"

Paul rose abruptly. "Mary must
return to the set."

Mary danced on ahead of us, un-

believably naive.

Paul is a gentleman. He does not

become angry; or if he does, he con-

ceals his ire when I speak my
thoughts.

"It is our way," he explained.

"We cherish and protect. Is there

another in Hollywood like Mary?
Please, can't you see that we want
Mary to remain as she is

"

"Was " I interjected.

He turned to me sharply. "She
is the same baby—she has not

changed." He hammered the words,

staccato.

It was useless to argue. Paul,

through the highest and finest of mo-
tives, is determined that the world's

ugliness shall remain unknown to

Mary. There is about her an invis-

ible, high fence. Mary, at twenty-one

or two, retains a child's innocence.

Doubt though you may, it is true. And
it is, as Paul argues, refreshing—like

slipping out of a crowded, dirty street

into a cool garden. Instinctively, you

hold your tongue. Once I started to

tell a joke. It was a perfectly nice

joke. But Paul is stalked by fear-
fear foi Mary. A glance silenced

me. Ah, Paul, you might have

trusted me! If there are journeys

out into the world to be made, the

charge is yours and theirs, not mine.

A hushed quiet pervades her set.

The music trails melodious charm.

The director's tone is low. I doubt

if an oath has ever been uttered in

her presence. Paul's consideration is

for others, too. Steps must be re-

paired, that no one be hurt; a man,
enjoying a nap, must not be dis-

turbed until needed. And for Mary
is reserved an attitude that combines

humble and tender service with firm

guardianship.

It is a debatable question. Inno-

cence is lovely. Yet it is unreal. And
drama must be built upon a knowl-

edge of life. Will imaginative fancy

suffice for Mary's personal develop-
*

ment and nourish her talent, or would
understanding of life give her more?

And is it fair to Mary? She is

missing a lot of natural fun that is

right for girls of her age. She has

innate character. Ugliness would
not stain her, it would merely teach

her. She would instinctively shrink

from the sordid and turn her head,

like the sunflower she is soon to en-

act, toward the light.

Besides, there is a little clanger to

her health, in this concentration upon
her work. She lives in a world of

imagination. She does not care for
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sports or exercise, is "too tired for

them, anyhow, after working all

day," yet responds like a violin string

to any mention of acting. The tempo

and tension of such high-keyed work
takes toll of frail strength. Janet

Gaynor's collapse was quickly hushed

up. Pale and trembling, she was

hostess at a studio luncheon and pre-

sented with a new contract and a

bouquet of violets, and friendly pic-

tures were posed. But that's another

story. Mary is more gently cared

for. She will have a vacation before

starting work in Paul's story, "Sun-
flower." Indeed, two days after our
talk they rearranged her schedule,

so as to give Mary a week's rest at

Palm Springs.

Mary's dressing room bears the

imprint of her personality. A clean,

neat little place, with a few ruffles,

toylike decorations, pastels, and sea-

shore prints. Two fresh rosebuds

pinned on crisp curtains.

What has been gained by writing

this article? I don't know. That's

the way I feel about Mary and her

future. I don't know. She is a net-

work of cool little quivers. By let-

ting in other air for her to breathe

—

as air is carefully mixed in a theater

—they might become little flames, to

give to her work greater power and
versatility. She has the talent, but

she seems doomed to play convinc-

ingly only the wistful, quaint little

person that she is herself.

Maybe they are right. Let the

child sleep on, if they can, now that

she is restlessly half awake. She
will miss the fullest realization of her
gifts—but she will be safe. Perhaps
that assurance is all that counts.
Who of us should say? I feel,

though, that Mary could know the
world, under the right guidance, and
be the finer for having met it.

Mary has a charm so individual,
with exceptional talents and a unique
personality. What she will become
depends upon so many factors—di-

rectors with understanding to guide
her, and the degree .of contact with
the world that may some day be per-
mitted her, and its influence upon
her—that for the present her place
upon the screen must be a little un-
certain.

In two articles in Picture Play
during the past several years I have
likened her to a candle that flames up
and gleams low, wavering. I can
only add that as the flare darts up-
ward now, it glows higher and
stronger. I am afraid it may wane
again. Some day I hope it will be-
come a fixed light.

A Gift, My Dear
For Qetting Slender

Excess fat means a
serious blight to beauty,

to health and vitality.

Many a husband, if

wives only knew, would
give much to see it

ended. Why not make a

bargain?

The way is not hard,

not unpleasant. Simply
correct the cause, which
often lies in a gland de-

ficiency. Leading scien-

tists, thirty years ago,

discovered that cause for obesity. Their

method of correction has now spread the

world over. Physicians everywhere employ it.

Marmola prescription tablets embody that

method. People have used them for twenty

years—millions of boxes of them.

You see the results in every circle. Per-

haps many of your friends can tell them.

Excess fat, as you can see, is far less com-
mon than it was.

Abnormal exercise or diet is neither re-

quired nor advised, but moderation helps.

The aim is to correct the cause—in faulty

nutrition
1—-'in the best

way known to modern
science.

There are no secrets

about Marmola. The
complete formula ap-

pears in every package,

also all known reasons

for results. You will

know the reasons for

loss of fat, for the new
vitality and health. So
you will have no reason

to suspect harm from re-

sults which seem so magical.

If you over-weigh, you owe to yourself a

test of Marmola. Simply take four tablets

daily and watch how the fat disappears. Not
too rapidly, but in the right way, by cor-

recting a deficiency.

Probably Marmola has proved itself worth
its weight in gold to friends of yours. Learn
how what it means to you. You cannot
afford excess fat.

Marmola prescription tablqts are sold by
all druggists at SI.00 per box. Any drug-
gist who is out will order from his jobber

MARMOLA Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant Way to Reduce

rurnish I

"Camera andt
You. How5

Men and Women Everywhere! Make Big Monejf't

'Voi' FREE rJOOK "Explains opportunities 33
Motion Picture Camera Man, Portrait, News
or Commercial Photographer. You can learn

at home or in our NewYork Studios. Spare or full time.

N.V. Institute of Photography, 10 W. 33rd St., N.Y. Dept. 3

PRICES
GUT

World's
best makes—Under-

wood, Remington, Oliver

—

prices smashed to almost half.

2 and it's yours
AH late models, completely rebuilt and re< „
finished brand new. GUARANTEED for ten ^^S^^^^W^ Fre©
YEARS. Send no money—big FREE catalog

. .

^^ss*x^r
Trial

Bhows actual machines in full colors. Get our direct-to-you easy pay.
merit plan and 10-day free trial offer. Limited lime, so write today/,

International Typewriter Ex.. '186 W. Lake St. Dept. 673. Chicago

SHAPELY LIMBS
" LEGPADS" MAKE SHAPELY LIMBS;

DEFY DETECTION
Also, Rubber Busts ; Reducing
Rubber Garments ; Silk Opera
Hose ;

Heavy Service Weight Silk
Hose ; Tights ; Leotards ; Wigs
and Transformations ; Female Im-
personators' Outfits ; Exclusive
Evening Gowns, latest models

;

Theatrical Supplies.

CAMP, 235-237 Fifth Ave., New York

w9 to beeautiful
proportions-*

while you sleep!

JfflniTA ROSE dPJUSTER
is SAFE, painless, comfortable
Speedy, permanent results guar-

anteed. Doctors praise it. No
Gold Medal metal to harm you. Small cost.

Won 1923 Write for FREE BOOKLET befose-afteh

ANITA CO., 690 ANITA Bldg., NEWARK, N. J.

Your idea developed into Motion
Picture Story form may be* worth

1000.00
I lie cash award offered for the

besl story submitted by each group
of graduate students of tlie Holly-
wood Academy.

There is a crying need in the Mo-
tion Picture industry for new
stories, new ideas. The Holly-
wood Academy shows you how to
conceive an idea and present it in
acceptable form. Write now for
particulars of our simplified, con-
cise course in Motion Picture play
writing—admittedly the most sin-

Cere, intimate, practical course on
this fascinating subject.

YOU ARE NOT BOUND BY ANY
CONTRACT

Membership is by small subscrip-
tion dues payable monthly until
completion of course.

THE HOLLYWOOD ACADEMY
I Educational Department
I HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Executive Offices

55 West 42nd St.,

New York
Mail coupon to 55 West 42nd St., New York

I am interested in the Hollywood Academy Course in

Motion Picture Play Writing. Please send booklet.

Name

I Address

(Mr, Mrs. Miss*

the Key Te HeIlyweed
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The Old
Reliable
Credit

Jewelers

Dept. A927
108 N.

Stato Street

BROS.&CO.flT
5g

Chica8°

1 GenuineDiamondsGuaranteedDIAMONDS
CASH OR. CREDIT

§HH|§

No. 31
$200

$5.00}
A Week /

No.
852
$37.50

$1.00

!

A
s Week

/No.
849

B $97.60'

.\$2.50|

No. 27
$75.00 JW
$1.75\fA
Week

,

No. 12
$150

$3.75
A Week

Buyat Importers' Prices!
Save big money by buying from Loftis, the Direct
Importer. Our Diamonds are world renowned tor

beauty and brilliance; all are blue white, carefully

selected gems, set in mountings of solid 18-k white

gold, exquisitely hand engraved.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or money back. Goods sent for

your free examination on request. Credit terms: Pay one-
tenth down; balance weekly, semi-monthly, or monthly at

your convenience. All goods delivered on first payment,

SEND TODAY FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
Wedding Rings

No. 824-The "Elite" S^SO
solid 18-k white gold - *

„ Set with 3 Diamonds, $22.50;
%h Diamonds, S32.50; 7 Dia-
Smonda. $42.50; 9 Diamonds.
" $52.50; 12 Diamonds, $67.50

19 Jewel Adjusted
Waltham No. 846-
14-k white goldfilled;
assorted patterns,
$42.60, $4.25 down
and

No. 857— Ladies' Wrist Watch, Solid

14-k white sold, 15 Jewels.
$27.50- $075

S2.75 down £r— I> month

Railroad Watches—Guaranteed
to Pass Inspection

HAMILTON NO. 992. 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
5 Positions. Gold Filled CKK
25-Year Quality Case "!>•»«»

ELGIN'S LATEST RAYMOND, 21 Jewels, 8

Adj. Runs 40 hours one winding.
Gold Filled 20-Year Quality Case - -

Credit at Cash Prices

cijour ^personal

is now more than ever the key-
nolte of success, both in social

and business life. Improve your
personal appearance by using the
new patent "Lim-Straitner,"
Model 18. Corrects how liow and
Knock-kneed legs safely, quick-
ly and permanently, at home.
No costly operation or discom-
fort. Is worn at night. Easy
to adjust; its result will save
you SOon from further humina-

ction and will improve your per-
sonal appearance 100 per cent. Write today for copy-
righted Physiological and Anatomical book and experi-
ence of others without obligation. Enclose a dime for
postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST Dept. 1648-L, Bingliamlon, N. Y.

ARE YOU BASHFUL?
Yon mast overcome Bashfolness—Self-Consciousness—Mental Fear
—to succeed in the business and social world. Send 10c for the
amazinpr booklet, "Road to Poise and Achievement." T lis how
thousands have conquered hash fulness in a very short- time,
SEYMOUR INSTITUTE, 38 Park Row, Dept. 156, New York City

Told in their own words by
! 59 most famous Screen Stars. v_

Accompanied by 59 beautiful, personally auto-
graphed photographs (7x9 in facsimile) of the Stars
themselves, Amazing. Surprising. Most valuable
secret information. Never before published. Know
the REAL INSIDE FACTS of Filmland. Head how.
IN THEIR OWN WORDS. Colleen Moore; Tom
Mix, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks. Charlie
Chaplin, Clara Bow, John Gilbert. Laura La Plante,
Reginald Denny, Marie Prevost, Win. Boyd, Dolores
Del Rio, "Victor McLaglen, Ben Lyon. Norma and
Constance Talmadge, Richard Barthelmess, May Mc-
Avoy. Conrad Nagel, Pola Negri, Adolphe Menjou,
Gloria Swanson. Milton Sills, Phyllis Haver, Emil
.Tannings, Billie Dove, Richard Dix, Bebe Daniels.
Wm. Haines, Harold Lloyd and 29 others, just as
famous, became the STARS of today, and reached
the heights of j£lory in Motion Pictures.

These INTIMATE SECRETS of the trials §M Og
and triumphs that brought them to STAR- v|™
DOM may NOW be YOITCS for Only A

—

For all 59 personal stories and 59 pictures.

Send No Money &TouTlX
when this wonderful collection—12S pages, 9x12
inches—arrives. Your money (Cheerfully and quickly
refunded if you are not amazed, surprised and de-
lighted in every way. Know how the Stars REALLY
BROKE INTO THE MOVIES. Order today—send
name and address, and we will send you "How I
Broke into the Movies" by 59 famous Movie
Stars—with (their pictures—right quick. FILM-
LAND CO.; Dept. M, 6411 Hollywood Blvd., Holly-
wood, California.

Why Their Roles Fit Them
Continued from page 7L

of them is that indefinable something
which women do not analyze, but
which is irresistible. His strong, al-

most pugnacious jaw further sug-

gests that, if he wishes, he can hold

after he has won.

Jack's magnetism is important, but
secondary. He is alert, of fine phy-
sique, lithe, and graceful. And he
is definite. Woman likes to mother
the boyish man who wavers a little

and needs her, but she prefers to be

swept off her feet by the man who
knows his own mind and heart, how-
ever temporary that affection may be.

Gilbert epitomizes every woman's se-

cret romance. So say his directors.

But watch him closely, and you will

see that his power lies in his eyes.

Ramon Novarro has the face of

the aesthete. His character—loyal,

idealistic, sweet but strong—is mir-
rored in his clear, straightforward
eyes that meet yours squarely. His
face is strong, even stern in repose.

There is a misconception that

strength lies only in a superabundant
physical vigor, in a certain brutality.

The greatest strength is that of char-

acter, which comes from self-denial

and self-discipline. Ramon has a

firm jaw line, which indicates cour-

age and steadfastness to an ideal.

He is miscast when given romantic
or swashbuckling roles, but is ap-

preciated, by those who see, though
but dimly, his idealistic qualities.

Stories in which he should be cast

are the most difficult to find, which
accounts for the uncertainties of his

career.

In Mary Pickford's wide blue eyes

you. see eternal childhood. Her fea-

tures stamp her instantly as the good
and innocent child, an impression fur-

ther emphasized by her immature
figure.

Charlie Farrell and Janet Gavnor
made you believe in them, because

of their youth and freshness. These
qualities, as seen in their features,

are also in their candid eyes, which
seem to be full of faith. They were
selected for their roles in "Seventh
Heaven," because of that joyousness

of youth which is like a spring breeze,

as well as for their acting ability.

Charlie has a long, firm jaw, and a

high forehead, the features of the

fellow who combines aggressiveness

with intellect.

The quaint heroine of "The Wed-
ding March" must have outstanding
spirituality. Erich von Stroheim no-

ticed that Fay Fray's eyebrows were
unusually high, which gives an ethe-

real impression. Her mouth is small

and very sweet. Her short, thin,

straight nose completes the effect.

A set jaw brought Gary Cooper a

Paramount contract, indicating the
vein of steel, which screen heroes
must have. His eyes, large and
dreamy, of grayish blue, add gentle-

ness to a face that is the perfect com-
bination of strength and tenderness.

Clarence Brown has carried this

new idea to the point where he has
evolved a theory that commercial
business should "cast" its workers
as a director does his actors. His
rules are two. Can an actor think

the part so intensely that it is mir-
rored in his eyes ? Has he some
particular feature or mannerism that

will create a psychological impression

in the minds of the audience? The
distinction is this—first, he projects

mental impressions for the audience

to receive
;

second-ly, he generates

these within the audience.

I found his observations of par-

ticular interest.

"Whatever you want most to do,

is shown in your eyes. There is be-

hind Lillian Gish's mental make-up
an intense desire to shed light—to

teach. She might have made a great

teacher—she is teaching, in a way,
on the screen.

James Murray won his first big

role, in "The Crowd," because his

irregular features indicate "average-

ness." This very lack of a perfect

profile also won him the gangster

role in "The Big City," that of a boy
whom environment had made a

crook.

A handsomer boy would have con-

veyed the impression of being a

gangster by preference, because he

would have suggested a disinclina-

tion to work, a capitalization of his

looks, making less probable his re-

generation.

Though Norma Talmadge would

prefer to play gamin roles, her fea-

tures are not coarse enough for her

to seem realistic in them. The same

applies to Virginia Valli. Louis Wol-

heim's face is his fortune. Inasmuch

as he himself wants to have it re-

landscaped, any comments of mine

would be superfluous. Part of Wil-

liam Boyd's engaging personality lies

in his humor, which is reflected in

his ready smile and small, twinkling

eyes. He is not handsome, so he

plays the humorous, average fellow

instead of the charlotte-russe hero.

So now, when you complain that

your favorite does not play certain

roles in which your imagination pic-

tures him, you will know what, the

producers mean when they say, "He
is hot the type."
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTI
Agents and Help Wanted

AGENTS—$60-$125 A WEEK. Free sam-
ples. Gold letters for stores and office win-
dows. Metallic Letter Co., 428 N. Clark,
Chicago.

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. Every
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You
charge SI. 00, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy. Write for particulars and free sam-
ples. American Monogram Co., Dept. 170,
East Orange, N. J.

WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
2860, St. Louis, Mo.

AGENTS—WE START YOU IN BUSINESS
and help you succeed. No capital or experi-
ence needed. Spare or full time. You can
earn $50-$100 weekly. Write Madison Manu-
facturers, 564 Broadway, New York.

OUR SUPERIOR PROPOSITION will net
you $100 a week, every week in the year.
Equipment and car furnished. No capital or
experience necessary. Immediate profits.
Write today for particulars. American
Products Company, 1948 Monmouth, Cincin-
nati, O.

AGENTS :—Miracle Seller. $18. Daily.
Easy. 12 in 1 Sanitary Combination Rolling
Pin. Looks like silver. 11 other useful
kitchen tools inside. Light. Easy to carry.
Sells on sight. Every woman smiles and buvs
the minute she sees it. Patented. Just out.
One agent sold 7S one day. Get territory
ouick. The best seller in 30 years. Milton
Mathews. Pin 1506, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Business Opportuni ies

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR REAL inde-
pendence. Small capital sufficient. Learn
privilege trading. Free information. Paul
Kaye, 11 West 42nd Street, New York.

Patents and Lawyers

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for pre-
liminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references. Best results. Promptness as-
sured. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Pat-
ented or unpatented. Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS—Write for Guide Books and.
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclos-
ing inventions. Send model or sketch of in-

vention for Inspection and Instructions Free.
Terms reasonable. Victor J. Evans Co., 767
Ninth, Washington, D. C.

INVENTORS—Write for our guide book,
"How to Get Your Patent," and evidence of
invention blank. Send model or sketch for
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms rea-
sonable. Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Paients, Copyrights, E-.c.

AUTHORS

:

songs, etc., by
Booklet Free !

Washington. D.

Protect your stories, plays,
U. S. Copyright. (Jet New-
Coy Co., Brownlev Bldg.,

C.

Help Wanted—Instructions

MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK, qual-
ify for forest ranger position. Start $125
month : cabin and vacation : patrol the for-
ests, protect the game

;
give tourists informa-

tion. Write Mokane, Dept. M-10, Denver,
Colo.

LET MR. OZMENT HELP YOU GET A
Government Job, $95-$250 month. Write,
Ozment Instruction Bureau, 308, St. Louis,
Mo.

RAILWAY POSTAL CLERKS. $158.00
month. 25 men, 18 up coached free. Write
immediately, Franklin Institute, Dept. C2,
Rochester, N. Y.

Help Wanted—Female

(HOMEWORK: Women wanting obtain re-

liable kinds write for information. Enclose
stamp. Eller Co., 296-T Broadway, New
York.

Male Help—Instructions

MEN, GET FOREST RANGER JOB;
S125-$200 mo. and home furnished; bunt,

fish. trap. For details write Norton lust.,

1545 Temple Court, Denver, Colo.

EARN $120 to $250 monthly, expenses

paid as railway traffic inspector; we assist

you to a position after completion of three

months' spare time home study course or

refund your money. Write, for free book-

let CM-28, Standard Business Training
Inst.. Buffalo, N. Y.

MEN—Big pay working romantic South
\nierica. Fare, expenses paid. South Amer-
ican Service Bureau, 14, (Hit) Alma, Detroit.

Mich.

Detectives Wanted

MEN—Experience unnecessary ; travel

;

make secret investigations ;
reports ; salaries ;

expenses. Write American Foreign Detective
Institute, 114, St. Louis, Mo.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great
demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wauuor. 2P.I0 Broadway, New York.

Salesmen Wanted

IF I SHOW YOU AN ALL VIRGIN WOOL
Suit, tailored-to-order, valued at $35.01) that

you can sell for $22.50, make $4.00 yourself,

give you absolutely Free, complete selling

outfit," will you give my proposition a, trial'.'

S. S. King, 223S So. LaSalle, Chicago.

Sell Us Your
Spare Time

Probably you can think of a score of things right

now for which you would like to have some extra
money—a home of your own, a car, a college educa-
tion. Any of these is within your grasp if you
simply follow the successful course of thousands
of men and women, boys and girls, who are turn-
ing their spare time into cash taking subscriptions
for our magazines.

EASY TO START
The same plan that has made these folks prosperous
is now offered to you. No experience, no capital

necessary. Does not interfere with your regular
duties. Try it out ! It costs only a 2c. stamp, or a
penny post card to get full details and a complete

money-making outfit FREE. You have nothing to

lose and mav gain hundreds of dollars—here's the

coupon.

MAIL IT TODAY!

I

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
j

79-89 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

I Please show me how I can profitably sell you my spare

i
time.

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE

?>lllilll!llll!llll!lllllllllll!lll!lllllllli!llllllll!llllll!llll Illllllll I II I I.lllllll Illlllll I I!l!llllllll II I ll!iill!ll!llllill!!III!ll!l ilillllll Illlllllllllllll! ! l!ll!li!i!lll!!!!llllll!llllllllll!!l!IHIII 1 II II Ilillllllll Illllllllllllllllllllillilllllllllllllllllllllllllllln;?
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f7
Fashions in Etiquette Change

Good Form To=day is Different from

the Good Form of a Few Years Ago

The Very Last Word on the
-

$

Subject of Correct Behavior is

The Book of

ETIQUETTE
By

Laura Alston Brown

Every Possible Topic

dealing with the social relation-

ships in which human beings par-

ticipate is covered in this compre-
hensive volume of 244 pages. In

all, 176 topics are treated. These
include

:

The Etiquette of

Christenings

Conduct of the

Engaged Girl

Conduct of the

Engaged Man

Entertaining

Guests

Table Manners

Calling Customs

Letters of Intro=

duction

Wording of Invi=

tations

Accepting or Declin=

ing Invitations

Funeral Etiquette

Courtesy to Servants

The Woman who

Travels

Automobile Etiquette

Public Dances

Streetcar Etiquette

The Etiquette of

Sport

OTHER VOLUMES OF ETI-
OUETTE—MANY OF THEM
NOTHING LIKE AS COM-
PREHENSIVE AS THIS ONE
—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50
TO $5.

"The Book of Etiquette." by
Laura Alston Brown, the most
complete, up-to-date and authorita-

tive work of the kind ever issued,

is priced at

ONE DOLLAR
In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding

Order from Your Bookseller or from

CHELSEA HOUSE
Publishers

79 Seventh Avenue, New York

An Infant Paradox
Continued from page 23

"I don't see how any one can ever

be bored on a train," continued Sally,

and then I saw that she meant it. "I

loved every mile of it, even at night

lying in my berth, watching the lights

in farmhouses and towns. I've never
been out of California before, so you
can imagine what it meant to me.
Everything was new and interest-

ing-" -
'

She has amazing eyes—amber,
gold-flecked, fringed with long, dark
lashes. You notice her eyes first,

and after that, a certain poignant

curve of cheek and chin. She has

one of the smallest waists in Holly-

wood—and has never had to diet a

day to get it

!

"It's going to be a great help this

season," said Sally, "for they say

the normal waistline is coming back
into fashion. The last few years it

hasn't made much difference—frocks

have been straight up and down any-

way.
"Why did you want to be a law-

yer?" I asked abruptly. There,

really, was the key to her personality.

If I could know that I would know
everything.

She looked surprised. "So you
heard about that? Well," she locked

slim fingers behind her head and
leaned back comfortably, "I decided

to be a lawyer in my freshman year

at Hollywood High School," she be-

gan, "because it was the last thing

any one expected me to be. It struck

me that we were all too much of a

pattern—we dressed the same way,
talked the same line, danced the same
steps and even thought the same
thoughts.

"I was getting along all right," she

went on. "I had as many dates in

the course of a week as the rest of

the crowd, and I was pretty well

pleased with myself. But then one

da)* a girl visitor came from New-
York, and she stole my best boy-

friend right from under my nose. T

don't mean that it broke my heart,

or.anything like that, but it did make
me sort of wonder how she did it.

"I decided that it was not because

she was more attractive than I, but

because she was different. I con-

soled myself with the thought that,

if I could go to New York and play

around with her crowd, I could prob-

ably return the favor. I thought

about that a lot. And I reasoned

that the farther a girl goes from her

own environment, the more success-

ful she is likely to be.

"Southern girls should go to

school in the North and Northern
girls should go South. Isn't that

true ?"

It was true, and I wondered how
any one who looked so young could
he so discerning.

"And so," Sally continued seri-

ously, "I thought the same idea

would work out pretty well in choos-
ing a profession.

"To test my theory, I applied for

a job in the school library, because
I knew that every girl who had held

that job before had been one of the

'grinds'—the horn-rimmed spectacle

type, you know, with ground-gripper
shoes. Everybody thought it was a

huge joke at first, but when they saw
I really meant it, and was doing the

work as well as it had been done be-

fore, they thought it clever of me."
"Of course," said Sally, "if I

really were the highbrow type—knew
about books and things, and were
clever—then I'd take the other tactic.

I'd keep all my wisdom inside and
act like a perfect fool.

"But I don't know much just

yet," she mused cheerfully. "I

thought I'd go to college and study
to be something that no frivolous-

looking girl had ever dreamed of be-

ing. At first I considered social

work and then medicine. I was all

set to be a doctor for a while, but
when I looked at Gray's 'Anatomy'
and began to memorize bones, I de-
cided there were too man)- vertebrae.

Then I hit on the lawyer racket.

Everybody thought I chose that be-

cause my father and grandfather had
been successful in law—heredity

stuff-—and I let them think so."

"But how did you get into pic-

tures?" I prompted, remembering
that this, after all, was an interview
and that facts are facts.

"Oh, that." said Sally, "was just

luck. Luck and Frank Borzage. I

was standing on the side lines of his

set one day watching him work, and
lie came over to talk with the man
I was with. We were introduced,

and he asked if I'd like to take a test.

One of those things that never would
have happened in a thousand years

if I'd been trying for it.

"There's some funny law about

things like that." Sally lapsed again

into philosophy. "I'm going to work
it out some day when I have time.

I want to know why it is that you

can try and try for a thing and not

get it, but if you turn your back on

it and don't look, it sneaks up and

gets you. I know lots of girls who
have tried and tried

—

"

I, too, had known lots of girls who
had tried and tried—but they hadn't

looked like Sally.
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A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
Continued from page 65

"Honeymoon Hate" — Paramount.
Amusing and deftly told tale of an
heiress, who antagonizes an impover-
ished nobleman. They eventually
marry, and amusing situations arise
when he attempts to tame her. Flor-
ence Vidor is her usual charming self

and others are Tullio Carminati and
William Austin.

"Jazz Singer, The"—Warner. Vita-
phone picture, featuring Al Jolson and
his voice, also May McAvoy. Story
of Jewish cantor's son who is disowned
for going into musical comedy, but
eventually returns to take his dead fa-
ther's place in the synagogue.

"Jesse James"—Paramount. Fred
Thomson in glorified chronicle of the
life of the famous bandit. Full of
thrills and suspense.

"King of Kings, The"—Producers Dis-
tributing. Sincere and reverent visual-
ization of the last three years in the
life of Christ. H. B. Warner digni-
fied and restrained in central role.

Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Ru-
dolph Schildkraut.

"Love Me and the World Is Mine"

—

Universal. Moderately interesting pic-

ture of Vienna before the war. Mary
Philbin, Norman Kerry and Betty
Compson.

"London After Midnight"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Excellent mystery film. Lon
Chaney, as Burke of Scotland Yard,
employs subtle and uncanny means of
finding a murderer. Marceline Day,
Conrad Nagel, and Henry B. Walthall
give expert support.

"Love"—Metro- Goldwyn. Superficial
and unsatisfying. However, the beauti-
ful sets and romantic situations will

make it a box-office attraction. The
principals are John Gilbert, Greta
Garbo, George Fawcett, and Brandon
Hurst.

"Loves of Carmen"—Fox. Robust and
entertaining, but not much like the
original "Carmen." Dolores del Rio is

the ragamuffin gypsy heroine, Don
Alvarado her soldier lover, and Victor
McLaglen the toreador who comes be-
tween them.

"Magic Flame, The"—United Artists.
Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman in

skillful but unreal melodrama of Ital-

ian circus queen, her clown sweetheart,
and the villainous prince of a mythical
kingdom.

"Man Power"—Paramount. Richard
Dix in implausible but interesting tale
of a tramp who arrives in a small town,
wins an heiress—Mary Brian—and
saves the town from a bursting dam.

"Mockery"— Metro-Goldwyn. Lon
Chaney in realistic film of dull-witted
Russian peasant whose doglike devo-
tion to a countess leads to his death
at the hands of the bolsheviks. Bar-
bara Bedford and Ricardo Cortez.

"Mother Machree"—Fox. Maudlin
film of a sacrificing Irish mother who
does all for her son. Belle Bennett,
Neil Hamilton, and Constance Howard.

"My Best Girl"—United Artists. Mary
Pickford's latest, and one of her best.
Tale of stock girl in the 5-and-10 who
alls in love with a new clerk—Buddy
ogers—without knowing- he's the
wner's son.

"The Noose"—First National. Thrill-
ing story of Richard Barthelmess as a
bootlegger who commits murder to
save his mother's name, though he
doesn't know her. He is acquitted with
the aid of his mother—with neither of
them declaring their relationship.
Alice Joyce is the mother.

"Old San Francisco"—Warner. Old-
fashioned melodrama of girl who is

kidnaped by the Chinese, being srved
just in time by the San Francisco earth-
quake. Dolores Costello and Charles
Emmett Mack.

"On Your Toes"—Universal. Spar-
kling. Reginald Denny as a prize
fighter, whose grandmother thinks he
is an aesthetic dancing teacher. High
spot in film when grandma pays him
an unexpected call. Barbara Worth
and Mary Carr.

"Pajamas"—Fox. Pleasant picture of
spoiled millionaire's daughter in the
Canadian Rockies who is tamed, and
won by up-and-comino; young- man.
Olive Borden and Lawrence Gray.

"Patent Leather Kid, The"—First Na-
tional. Richard Barthelmess in unusu-
ally good film of conceited little prize
fighter who tries to evade the war, is

drafted, proved a coward, but finally

redeemed by an heroic act.

"The Private Life of Helen of Troy"
—First National. While the picture has
no connection with the book, it is funny
enough to stand on its own merits.
Lewis Stone and Maria Corda have
the important roles, others being Ri-
cardo Cortez, George Fawcett, and
Alice White.

"Quality Street" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Marion Davies and Conrad Nagel in

delicate adaptation of Barrie's charm-
ing comedy of demure English girl

who waits twelve vears for her sol-

dier lover, and then has to win him
back by strategy.

"Road to Romance, The"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Ramon Novarro capital as
spirited Spanish courtier of the early
nineteenth century who, to save the
fair heroine, Marceline Day, disguises
himself as a pirate.

"Rolled Stockings"— Paramount.
Lively college picture of the conven-
tional type, pleasingly played by James
Hall, Louise Brooks, Richard Arlen,
and Nancy Phillips.

"Rose = Marie" —
• Metro-Goldwyn.

Flimsy, though beautifully produced,
yarn of an Indian maiden who loves a

man suspected of murder, marrying
some one else to save him from cap-
ture. Joan Crawford, James Murray,
and House Peters.

"Serenade"—Paramount. Delightful
light comedy with Adolphe Menjou at

his best. Story of a musician who, on
becoming famous as a composer, de-
serts his home only to be deftly
brought back by his clever wife.

Kathryn Carver, Lina Basquette, and
Lawrence Grant.

"Sharpshooters"—Fox. Story of a
tough sailor with a girl in every port,
and what happens when he meets one
who takes his love-making seriously.
George O'Brien, Lois Moran, and Gwen
Lee.

"Silk Legs"—Fox. Gay and enter-
taining picture of two young people

FREE!
Book, "How to
Marcel Wave
Your Own
Hair,"to all
who reply.

Phyllis
Haver

DeMHieStar

j?' "I con-
WM , w? sider
Wm/ Marcel-
'W waver just the
W thing to put the

finishing touches
to my hair before

going out or stepping
before the camera."

MarcelWaves

more to^\NoMi
Until recently it was a secret-rclosely guarded by
Parisian hairdressers. Now any Americanwom-
an can have perfectly marcelled' hair always.
Instantly—as easily as picking up a comb—you
can begin to wave straight hair. In 15 minutes,
or less, you have as perfect a marcel as any pro-
fessional could do for you. And all in the privacy
of your own home. Marcelwaver is guaranteed.

NewFrenchInvention Gives

InstantHairBeauty
in thePrivacyoJYourHome

This French beauty secret will en-

hance the natural beauty of any head
of hair a hundredfold. Now known as

Marcelwaver, it was tried and tested

by 1,000 stage and screen stars, prom-

| 1 inent social leaders, and expert hair-

-rf | dressers before being offered you.

AGENTS!
Men andWomen
Marcelwaver is

taking Ameri-
can women by
storm. Big
earnings being
made every-
where. Full
particulars sent
you FREE.

Secret of
UntoldValue
is Now Yours

FREE!
You need send no
money—just your
name and address.

You will receive at
once the valuable
French secret of
a perfect marcel wave in 15 minutes
at a cost of less than 2c— also a copy
of the famous book, "How to Marcel
Wave Your Own Hair." Send Now.

MARCELWAVER COMPANY
Dept.86-G CINCINNATI, OHIO

FREEHAIR WAVINGBOOKCOUPON
MARCELWAVER CO., Dept.86-G

Cincinnati, Ohio

,

Send me at once the precious secret of a perfectly marcelled
head of hair in 15 minutes at a cost of less than 2c. Also
copy of book, "How to Marcel Wave Your Own Hair."
All this must be FREE to me.

Check here if interested in agents' offer

City.. ..Slate..

PEP UP THAT NEXT PARTY !

Lots of fun with our well-chosen assortment of
mirth-provoking novelties. Send your guests home
with aching sides. SI.50 If C. O. D., charges extra.

127 E. Burnett LLOYD G. VEA2EY Louisville, Ky.

Large assortment especially selected

for club affairs, picnics, etc., $10.00

tycfnsh ffiemdifter

Instantly transforms lashes into a
dark, rich luxuriant fringe of love-

liness. Lends sparkling bril-

I liance and shadowy, invit-

ed ing depth to the eyes. The
^0 easiest eyelash beautifier to

% apply . . . Perfectly harmless.
"\ Usedbythousands.Tryit. Sol-

;! id or waterproof Liquid May-
* ^elline, Black or Brown, 75c

at all toilet goods counters.

MAYBELLINB CO., CJHICAGO
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The Brand of

a Good Book

Chelsea House

Popular Copyrights

The biggest and fastest selling

line of cloth-covered books. Ask

your druggist—your bookseller to

show you any of these latest titles.

There's something doing all the

while in a "OH" book. These

books which have never before

been published were written for

men who ' love the sweep of the

great West, the mysteries of big

cities, the
1

conquest of man over

his environment.

THE SUNSET TRAIL Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWORTHY, CON MAN

Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK

Emart Kinshurn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT

Johnston McCulley
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
MIRADOR TREASURE
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
THE CARVED TRAIL
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
THE AVENGING TWINS
HAWKS OF HAZARD
HONEY OF DANGER
BANDIT'S HONOR
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
SILVER SPURS

Joseph Montague
Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Mary Imlay Taylor

Emart Kinsburn

William Morton
E. Whitman Chambers

Johnston McCulley
Joseph Montague

Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Arthur Mallory

Joseph Montague

75c
Per Copy

flUSEA HOUSE
PUBLISiTO
79-89 SEVENTH AVE.^-^79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY

representing rival hosiery firms and
the consequent result. Madge Bellamy
is vivacious and engaging. James Hall
and Maude Fulton.

"The Silver Slave"—Warner. Irene
Rich gives sincere performance of

mother who sacrifices the man she
loves to give her daughter wealth.
When daughter encourages an adven-
turer, mother pretends to be interested
in him. Everything ends happily.

Audrey Ferris, Holmes Herbert, and
John Miljan.

"Sorrell and Son"—United Artists.

Adapted from the novel. Story of the
devotion between a father and son,
reaching climax when son gives father
death-dealing drug to end his suffering.

H- B. Warner, Anna Q. Nilsson and
Nils Asther.

"Sporting Goods"—Paramount. Ex-
cellent film with Richard Dix his best
as a salesman for a sporting1goods
concern. Gertrude Olmsted, Ford
Sterling, and Myrtle Stedman.

"Spring Fever" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Very amusing golf-fiend farce. Wil-
liam Haines delightful as young office

clerk who. .-suddenly finds himself hob-
nobbing with a . wealthy counts-club
set, including a rich heiress—Joan
Crawford.

"Ten Modern Commandments"

—

Paramount. Esther Ralston and Neil
Hamilton in -very good picture of the-
atrical life, based on thes romance of
a chorus girl and a young composer.

"A Texas Steer"—First National.
,Will Rogers a cow-puncher elected to
Congress as a result of his wife's so-

cial ambitions. His wife and daughter
attempt* to crash society with disas-
trous results. Louise Fazenda and Ann
Rorlc.

"That's My Daddy" — Universal.
Amusing story of a baby orphan who
adopts Reginald Denny—a bachelor
—as her father, and the consequent
series of lies explaining her presence.
Little Jane La Verne walks away with
the picture.

"13 Washington Square"—Universal.
A story with an original twist. The
outcome of the efforts of an aristo-

cratic mother to save her son from
marrying the girl of his choice. Jean
Hersholt, Alice Joj'ce, and Zasu Pitts.

"Thirteenth Juror, The"—Universal.
Interesting yarn of an unscrupulous
criminal lawyer accused of murder,
who can save himself only by com-
promising the woman he loves. Fran-
cis X. Bushman is unique as the law-
yer and Anna Q. Nilsson and Walter
Pidgeon capably assist him.

"Topsy and Eva"—United Artists.

Hilarious but too long. The .well-
known Duncan sisters in a film version
of their musical-comedy burlesque of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin."

"Twelve Miles Out"—Metro-Go'.dwyn.
John Gilbert in tale of what happens
when a swaggering, ruthless bootlegger
and a haughty society girl, Joan Craw-
ford, are thrown together on the
former's rum-running sloop.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"— Universal.
Exciting screen version of this old-time
favorite. Full of thrills, horrors,
laughter and tears. Arthur Edmund Ca-
rewe, Margarita Fischer and George
Siegmann.

"Underworld"—Paramount. Exciting
melodrama of master crook who kills'

for the sake of his girl, is, sentenced
to death, and makes a thrilling escape
only to find the girl in love with an-
other. George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent,

and Clive Brook.

"The Valley of the Giants"—First
National. Lumber-camp story, and the
efforts of a son to save his father from
ruin by competitors. He makes a he-
roic rescue of the heroine and her
father. Milton Sills, Doris Kenyon,
and George Fawcett all help to make
this an excellent picture.

"We're All Gamblers"—Paramount.
Thomas Meighan in swift film of prize
fighter who, after being incapacitated
in an automobile accident, opens a

night club, with romantic results.

"West Point"—Metro-Goldwyn. En-
tertaining and lively. William Haines
at his best as the smart youngster who
pooh-poohs military authority, but is

finally subdued. Joan Crawford and
William Bakewell.

"Wild Geese"—Tiffany-Stahl. Poign-
ant drama of a miserly Minnesota
farmer, who keeps his wife in fear of
exposing an indiscretion - in her youth.
The death of the farmer brings free-

dom to all. Eve Southern remarkable
as the rebellious daughter. Others are
Belle Bennett, Russell Simpson, Donald
Keith, Anita Stewart, and Wesley
Ban-}'.

"Wings"—Paramount. Spectacular
picture of the heroism of the aviators
in the World War. Marred only by a
weak story. "Buddy" Rogers, Clara
Bow, Richard Arlen, and Jobyna
Ralston.

<*^.

RECOMMENDED—WITH
RESERVATIONS.

"The Chinese Parrot"—Universal. A
mystery picture without suspense "and

very little mystery. Story of a string

of evil-cursed pearls and their many
travels. Marian Nixon, Edmund Burns,
and Anna May Wong.

"Crystal Cup, The"—First National.
Exaggerated, boring film of a girl with
a violent antipathy toward men who
eventually marries a novelist only to
find herself more interested in his best
friend. Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
Mulhall.

"Dance Magic"—First National. Ob-
scure, archaic film of country girl who
comes to the big city to be an actress,

with the usual dire results. Pauline
Starke and Ben Lyon.

"The Divine Woman"—Metro-Gold-
wyn. Not so divine. Greta Garbo mis-
cast as an actress who will not ac-

knowledge her soldier-sweetheart after

she becomes a star, attempts suicide

and is saved, of course, by the hero.

They live happily, et cetera. Lars
Hanson is the boy friend.

"Dress Parade"— Pathe-DeMille.
William Boyd miscast as smart-Aleck
cadet at West Point who is taken down
a peg or two. Bessie Love is the com-
mandant's daughter.

"Fast and Furious"—Universal. Typi-
cal Reginald Denny film, but not up to

his usual mark. Story of a young man
afraid of automobiles who is forced
into a race in order to win his girl.

"Figures Don't Lie"—Paramount.
Trivial, uninteresting tale of a stenog-
rapher, a go-getter salesman who is

jealous of her employer, and the em-
ployer's wife, who is jealous of the



stenog.. Esther Ralston and Richard
Arlen.

"The Gateway of the Moon"—Fox.
Inane story of a girl who goes out to
get her man, but he will have none of
her. Finally he succumbs to her charms
—as they always do in fillums. Dolores
del Rio, Walter Pidgeon, and Leslie
Fenton.

"Girl in the Pullman. The"—Pathe-
DeMille. Silly farce based on the em-
barrassment of a voung- doctor when
he discovers his ex-wife in the same
Pullman with himself and his bride on
their honeymoon. Harrison Ford and
Marie Prevost.

"The Girl from Chicago"—Warner.
A refined girl mingles with crooks to
track down the man guilty of the crime
for which her brother was sentenced.
Myrna Loy, Conrad Nagel, and William
Russell are all excellent.

"Good=time Charlie"—Warner. Sen-
timental, maudlin picture relieved only
by Helene Costello's radiant presence.
Story of a martyred father, who sacri-
fices everything for his daughter. War-
ner Oland, Clyde Cook, and Montagu
Love are in the cast.

"The Gorilla"—First National. An-
other mystery story relieved by hilari-

ous comedy. Charles Murray, Fred
Kelsey, Alice Day, and Gaston Glass
are the excellent players who help to
solve the mystery.

"Heart Thief, The"—Producers Dis-
tributing. Dull film of a Hungarian
peasant girl who marries a rich old
landowner, is almost compromised by
his scheming relatives, but is saved in

time by the handsome hero. Lya de
Putti and Joseph Schildkraut.

"Ladies Must Dress"—Fox. Stenog-
rapher having no clothes-sense is

taught by a girl who dresses like a
million dollars on a small salary. The
steno blossoms forth like a Parisian,
winning back her sweetheart. Virginia
Valli, Lawrence Gray, Hallam Cooley,
and Nancy Carroll are all good.

"The Love- Mart"—First National.
Beautiful but dull film. Billie Dove,, as
a belle of New Orleans in 1805, will

have none of her suitors, but becomes
enamored of a stranger. The villain ap-
pears and the stranger, Gilbert Roland,
saves her from the slave market in the
nick of time.

"Man's Past, A"—Universal. Conrad
Veidt in somber melodrama of escaped
convict who tries to hide his past by
impersonating a friend whose sight is

failing. Barbara Bedford and Arthur
Edmund Carew.

"One Woman to Another"—Para-
mount. Florence Vidor in feeble film
of woman who sets out to sacrifice
her life to her brother's children, but
comes to when she discovers her re-
jected beau in the toils of a scheming
blonde.

"The Shield of Honor"—Universal.
Unconvincing melodrama of a police-
man who is retired because of his age,
but wins back his place by heroism.
Neil Hamilton and Dorothy Gulliver
are good, while Ralph Lewis suffers in
his usual fashion.

"The Spotlight"—Paramount. Un-
convincing, slow picture. Producer
trains an unknown girl, giving her a
Russian name and announcing her as
a sensation from Europe. Esther Ral-
ston, Neil Hamilton, and Nicholas
Soussanin are excellent.

BeautyAppeal and
Charm-

Woman's QreatestNeed

JN
any story, true or otherwise, there

is always another possible ending.

With a little foresight any girl or
woman may completely change the
course of her life. But she must know
this one thing—that personal charm and
attractiveness form the ruling power of
a woman's destiny. Yet how few women
seem to observe it.

Personal beauty is the guiding star in the life of
Edna Wallace Hopper. She knows the importance
of feminine appeal. Today, when most women of
her age consider beauty a vanished dream, she
looks like a girl.

She has made numerous trips abroad for the best
creams and powders that science could produce to
refresh the cherished bloom of youth. No effort

was too great, as she was determined to find the
best beauty aids.

Miss Hopper now shares her discoveries with other
women. Because of the large quantities sold, her
cosmetics are available on any toilet counter at

prices all women can afford.

oAn Invitation

Every girl and woman is urged to accept Miss
Hopper's special introductory offer as below. Note
the beauty box filled with Edna Wallace Hopper's
own beauty builders, which is yours at trifling cost.

Send Coupon for liberal trial sizes of seven Beauty
Aids. Full size packages would cost you over $4.

TjTQ Tj X7 Certificate for full fifty-cent tube
1"' f\ f~\, of exquisite Quindent toothpaste

will be included, so this week-
end beauty case really costs you nothing!

Complete Beauty Outfit
Containing Every Beauty Need

Mail this special-offer coupon at
once to Edna Wallace Hopper, 536
Lake Shore Drive, Chicago— en-
closing 50c (stamps accepted) for

liberal trial sizes of all seven of
these beauty aids, Miss Hopper's
own beauty book, also certificate

good for Free 50c tube of Quin-
dent toothpaste.

Name.

Street.

.States.

FAT

State of

GET RID
OF YOUR
Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Aslt for my "piiy-

wlien-rcduced" offer. I Imvc successfully

reduced thousands of persons without star-

vation diet or burdensome exercise, often

at a rapid rate. Let me send you proof at

my expense.

Dr. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician
New York. 280 Fifth Avenue. N. V.. Desk M

'EAT TO GET WELL'
Never was a title mo-re fitting to any subject than thlB

title to

DIABETES
There are no "ifs" and "ands" about what you should
eat and what you should not eat. You gradually cat

what you need. This book will be sent FREE to any
sufferer of diabetes. Write M. Richartz, Dept. 728. 220
West 42nd Street. New York.

BOW LEGS AND sa,KNOCK -KNEES
Corrected* by use of the Morris In-
visible Limb Straightener for Men.
Women and Children—Worn with
Comfort either day or night or both
and is entirely invisible. Send Ten
Cents Coin or Stamps for Actual
Photographs, tent In plain wrapper.

ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE.
Dept. I.

1032 Loew State Bldg. Los Angeles Cal.

Develop Your Bust!
Our scientific method highly recommended

for quick easy development

LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement of bust, neck, face,

arms and legs

Used with (treat success by thousands. In-
expensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded. Full particulars
and proof fsealed) free. Write for special
offer TODAY.

LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
857-PZ Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

How to Obtain
A Perfect Looking Nose
My latest improved Model 25 cor-

rects now iH-slnipell noses quickly,

painlessly, permanently and comfort?

ably at home. It is the only nose-

shaping appliance of precise adjust-

ment and a safe and guaranteed
patent device that will actuully give you a
perfect lookingnose. Write for tree booklet
which tells you how to obtain, a perfect look-

ing nose. M. Trilety, Pioneer Nueeshaping
Specialist. Dept. 2922, Binghamton, N. Y.

GRAY HAIR
IIA nVCf New. radically different. For
nil UlCi Men and Women. Applied
to scalp-not bair. Quickly restores original color j.

by replenishing color-gland in hair root. Results «
GUARANTEED. No after-graying at the scalp as
the hair grows. Not affected by washing or waving.
Daintilyscented. Beneficialtoscalp. Ends dandruff.

Not greasy or sticky. Won't stain scalp. No one will know you ose it.

CDCC TRIAI ' Don't confuse Youthray with dyes. Get the
rnCC IIIIIILl facts. Then test YOUTHRAY at OUR RISK.
Write today for Free booklet and FREE TRIAL OFFER.
Ray Laboratories, 64S N. Michigan Ave., Dept. 72A. Chicago

Keep Your
SKin Young

Remove all blemishes and discolorations by
regularly using pure Jlercolized Wax. Get an
ounce, and use as directed. Fine, almost in-

visible particles of aged skin peel off, until all

defects, such as pimples, liver spots, tan, freck-

les and large pores have disappeared. Skin is

beautifully clear, soft and velvety, and face

looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings

out the hidden beauty. To quickly remove
wrinkles and other age lines, use this face

lotion : 1 ounce powdered saxolite and 1 half

pint witch hazel. At all drug stores.
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NASH
Sedan

$140022
incash

14

id

8
19

5

Someone who answers this ad will receive,
absolutely free, a fully eauipped De Luxe
Model Nash Sedan, or full value in cash if pre-
ferred ($1,085.00). In addition to this Nash
Sedan we give away, 'absolutely free, a latest
model Chevrolet Coach or its cash value
($595.00), a Brunswick Panatrope Phono-
graph, a Six Tube, Single Dial Freshman
Radio, a Corona Portable Typewriter —
many other valuable prizes and Hundreds of
Dollars in Cash.

Solve This Puzzle
The numbers in the Bquarea to the right spell

two words. The alphabet is numbered. A is 1,

B is 2, C is 3, etc. Can you make out what the
two words are? When you do this, send me
your answer right away. It may mean winning
the Nash Sedan or $1,400.00 in cash.

$315.00 Cash For Promptness
In addition to the two automobiles, the

many other valuable prizes and Hundreds of
Dollars in Cash, we are also offering a Special
Prize of $315.00 in Cash for Promptness. First
prize winner will receive $1,400.00 in cash, or
the Nash Sedan and $315.00 in cash. In case of ties
duplicate prizes will be awarded each one tying. Get
busy right away. Solve the puzzle and send me your
answer together with your name and address written
plainly. EVERYBODY REWARDED. Address

M. L. BOEING, Dept. A333
323 So. Peoria St., Chicago, U.

PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS
Size 16x20 inches
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any part
of group picture. Safe re-
turn of your own original
[photo guaranteed.

SEND NO WlffSNBiV Just mail phofco or
T -T,

™UntI 6napshot(anpsIze>
end within a week you will receive your beauti-
ful life-likeenlargemeot, size 16x20 in., guaran-
teed fadeless. Pay postman 98c plus postage—
or send $1.00 with order and we pay postage.

SpeciaS Free Offer g£heIneea£ t?;
will eend FREE a hand-tinted miniature reproduction of photo sent,
iaao advantage nowof this amazing offer and send your photo today.

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY
1652 Ogden Ave.. Dept. 216 Chicago, III.

98

LAttttStVleWristttbtch
GREATEST BARGAIN

Regular $12.0T> value. Newest
daiDtiest. fashionable Ladies*
Watch, White g«ild finish. Gen-
uine imported jeweled move-
ment. Guaranteed Accurate
reliable timekeeper. Silk eros-
prain ribbun. Send no money.
Pnypostman $8.99 plus postage
JENKINS, 621 Broadway
New York, N.V. Dept. 87-E6

CONS
IN is
DAYS

I end bunions forever with my new Pedodyne
Solvent treatment. Pain stops almost instant-
ly. Actual reduction of the enlarged growth
starts so fast that your next pair of shoes «an
be a size smaller— often two sizes smaller.

PROVE IT FREE—Just send your name
and address, no money, and the full treatment
guaranteed to brine complete results may be
yours to try. No obligations—Addreas
KAY LABORATORIES, Dept. L 304
180 N. Wacker Drive Chicago, III.

BUNIONS

DEVELOP BUST
14DayTreatmentFREE

My old original Three Part Treatment,
Standby of women for 21 years, has made thou-
sands happy. Only tested one that Fives FULLDEVELOPMENT without bathinc, massage, ex-
ercises, pumps or dangerous appliances.
Send 10c for 14-Day Demonstration

—

to cover postage. Why pay more when 1 give
big proof treatment FREE to all except mer*<
curiosity seekers. Dime back if not satisfied

Madame Williams, Dk-13. Buffalo. N. Y.
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can be 'n two months. Perfectly shapedand without cost or discomfort, M. Trilety's new lipshaper has been
used with miraculous results by thousands of men,
women and girls. Reduces thick, protruding,

. prominent lips to normal size. Wear it at night for
two months and you will have lips that rival those of

|

the most famous beauties of screen and stage.

Write for full information and copies of letters
from many who have used the Trilety Lipshaper.
No obligations on your part.

M. TRILETY
227 S P. W. U. Bide., Binghamton, N. Y.

"Three's a Crowd"—First National.

Harry Langdon is his usual plaintive

self in monotonous film of a boy who
rescues a runaway wife in a snowstorm
and develops a dumb devotion for her,

only to be deserted in the end.

"Two Girls Wanted"—Fox. Good
story ruined by too much slapstick.
Janet Gaynor in role of girl who takes
a job as maid in the home of her beau's
business competitor and aids him in

putting through a big deal.

"Vanity"— Producers Distributing.
Leatrice Joy in absurd film of high-hat
society girl who snubs a sailor and suf-
fers for it by being kidnaped by him on
the eve of her marriage. Charles Ray
and Alan Hale.

"When a Man Loves"—Warner. John
Barrymore in a stagy, artificial screen
version of "Manon Lescaut," the tale of
the troubles of a French cavalier and
his flirtatious mistress. Dolores Cos-
tello miscast as Manon.

"Wise Wife, The"—Pathe-DeMille.
Tedious film of a wife who cures her
husband of a love affair by taking his

ladylove into the household. Phyllis
Haver, Tom Moore and Jacqueline
Logan.

"The Wizard"—Fox. Unskillful mys-
tery film. A "professor" grafts a man's
head on body of a chimpanzee, training
him to kill. Edmund Lowe, a reporter,
solves the mystery, with the help of
Leila Hyams, as Anne, who kills the
beast.

What the Fans Think
Continued from page 13

screen. Ernest Torrence, Lewis Stone,

Emil Jannings, to say nothing of Victor
McLaglen, may be excellent artists, but

you can't sit on the front porch and show
them the moon. So let us have the young-
sters part of the time, anyway.

Jayne C.

Colfax, Iowa.

Which Proves—What?
Perhaps some of the fans will be in-

terested in the results of the popularity
contest, which is held each year at the

New York boarding school I attend.

There was strong competition in the latest

one, but Bebe Daniels ran off with the

prize for the i most popular actress. The
publicity, which Ruth Taylor has had
showed when she obtained second place,

although none of the girls had ever seen
her in a picture. Doris Kenyon was close

behind, perhaps proving that she will have

a solid welcome when she appears again

upon the screen. William Haines carried

the vote for the most popular actor.

George Sidney was second, being declared

the best comedian, and Johnny Hines took
third, thereby leaving all the handsome
young sheiks behind. Flora Finch, Lea-
trice Joy, Joan Crawford, Marceline Day,
Ivan Petrovitch, Glenn Tryon, Lewis
Stone, and Lon Chaney were also repre-
sented among the votes ; while many of
the more popular players, such as John
Gilbert, Ramon Novarro, Ronald Colman,
Colleen Moore, Clara Bow, and Richard
Barthelmess carried a low percentage.
Edna Murphy and Arthur Edmund Carew
got the least votes, probably because they
are not very well known.
Considering the results of the contest

rather unique, I thought other fans might
be interested. Orchid.

Columbus, Ohio.

Information, Please
Continued from page 102

We.—I refuse to think you're Lindbergh

and his airplane. Any one may start a

fan club if you can find a group of your

friends interested in the same star. I

have no official connection with fan clubs,

but I believe you merely get a group to-

gether in your home town, write to your

favorite star for permission to start a

club in his or her honor, and then

through fan magazines invite others to

join you. You write letters to one an-

other and some of the larger clubs" pub-

lish little magazines for and' by their

.members. Lupe V elez is nineteen ; her

inew picture will be "La Piava." I think

that is her real name." Yes, Donald Keith

played August, Jr., in "The- Way of All

Elesh." Donald is twenty- four. Laura
La P'lante is twenty-three, Wallace Beery
'is in his forties. Wally's next film with

Raymond Hatton is "Partners in Crime."

Marian Nixon is twenty-three ; I think

Ithat is her real name.

Edna Klatt.—Johnny Harron is one of

those free lancers, who dash about from
studio to studio. At present he is work-
ing in a Laura La Plante film, 'Tind-
ers Keepers," at the Universal Studios.

He has brown hair and eyes.

Jf.wel.—Never say I'd let a girl bub-
ble over with questions and not help her

out ! In "Aloma of the South Seas," Bob
Holden was played by Percy Marmont,

Nuitanc by Warner Baxter, and Sylvia by
Julanne Johnston. I don't know Wil-
liam Haines personally—that is, I have
only been introduced to him. No, Buster
Collier isn't married; he's one of those

players who is always getting himself en-

gaged in rumors, but nothing comes of

the engagements. Donald Reed played a

very small role in "Convoy;" he was Ian
Keith's assistant—I don't know at what,

as I didn't see the picture. Picture Play
published an interview with Greta Garbo
in the issue for October, 1926, and again

in April, 1928, and with Clara Bow in

December, 1927. If you watch Picture
Play every month, I think all your favor-
ites are discussed from time to time.

J. A. H.—You've come to the right place

to get questions answered—that's just what
I do ! Greta Garbo is twenty-one. As
to whether she and John Gilbert will ever

get married—I'll bet they don't know,
themselves. As for me, I doubt it. Pola -

Negri has not left the screen, though her

contract with Paramount was not renewed.

Aileen Pringle is divorced from a man
named Pringle—I don't know his first

name—whose father was governor gen-

eral of Jamaica—or whatever it is that

Jamaica has. Charlie Chaplin was born

in Paris, of English parents, and grew up
in London. Greta Nissen has been working
in "Hell's Angels" at the United Artists

Studio ; see address at end of questions.
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F. W. R.—Edmund Brecse should be

pleased with your admiration for him. As
to his effacing himself in favor of other
players, that of course isn't his fault. He
has to play whatever roles he gets. As
for his ever being starred, it's a little late

for that. He -is fifty-six years old.

Eileen M.—Yes, I too hope this de-

partment will be of great use to you in

the future, provided you have any more
questions left to ask after this first car-

load. Larry Gray was born July 27, 1898.

He has brown hair and eyes, is five feet

ten in height and weighs one hundred
and fifty-five pounds. He has been in pic-

tures about four years. His latest films

are three Fox productions: "Pajamas,"
"Ladies Must Dress," and "Love Hungry."
He isn't married, and neither is Richard
Walling. Richard is in his early twenties,

has curly blond hair and blue eyes. Height
five feet eight

;
weight one hundred and

thirty pounds. No, I- don't know any
film players with birthdays on June 17th.

Laura La Plante is twenty-three
;
height

five feet two, weight one hundred and
twelve pounds. Jackie Coogan is thirteen.

Colleen Moore's picture which followed

"Naughty But .Nice" was ''Her Wild
Oat." Since theii she has been making
"Synthetic Sin," "I'll Tell the World,"
and "Lilac Time." Lois Moran's new Fox
films are: "Publicity Madness," "Sharp-
shooters," and ''Love Hungry." "The Ir-

resistible Lover" for Universal. Ramon
Novarro threatens some day to leave the

screen and become a concert singer, but no

one knows whether he'll ever really do it.

Mary Brian isn't married. Picture Pt,ay

will doubtless publish a photograph of

Larry Gray when a good new one comes
into the office.

Miss Saucy.—Do you think that's a

nice thing to wish for me—bigger and
better questions ! Better, if you like—but

bigger, nay, nay ! I'm way behind in my
work already. Myrna Loy was born in

Helena, Montana, but doesn't say when.
She is five feet six. Tim McCoy was born

in Saginaw, Michigan, April 10, 1891. He
is five feet eleven, weighs one hundred and
seventy pounds. Don Alvarado was born

in Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 4,

1904. I don't know his exact height and
weight. Leila Hyams was born in New
York City in 1905. She weighs one hun-
dred and eighteen pounds and is five feet

five inches tall.

Renee d'Arcy.—Does that make you
Roy d'Arcy's twin sister? It's amazing
how interest keeps up in the Paramount
School. That was discontinued in March,
1926, at the graduation of its first class.

Alice White is about eighteen and was
formerly a script girl at the First National

Studio. She was given a screen test and a

small role in "The Sea Tiger," in which
she made such a hit that a long contract

was given her. She has red hair. Myrna
Loy has red hair and green eyes. She in-

tended to be a dancer, and studied under
Ruth St. Denis. She danced in several

prologues at Grauman's Egyptian Theater,
where Henry Waxman, the photographer,
saw her, and introduced her to Mrs. Val-
entino, then casting "What Price Beaut} ?"

A screen test followed, and her film career

began. See Miss Saucy. Her next pic-

ture is "The City of Sin." She is a War-
ner Brothers player ; write her at that stu-

dio for her picture. The address of the

Motion Picture News, the magazine for

exhibitors, is 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

Mary Baye.—Your questions are so

simple, and yet I don't know how to an-

swer. Warner Baxter is not under con-
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I

79 Seventh Ave. New York

tract to any one at present. He was en-

gaged by Fox only for the one picture,

''Singed." "Ramona" is a United Artists

film
;
perhaps if you send your letter to

him at that studio, they will forward it.

Since then he played in "The Tragedy of

Youth" for Tiffany—933 North Seward
Street, Hollywood—-but this studio has so

many free-lance players running in and
out, they would be less likely, I should
think, to forward mail. I don't know
whether or not Warner answers his let-

ters.

Vera Patt.—Greta Garbo's films are not
announced very far ahead. "The Divine
Woman," already released, followed
"Love," and her next one is announced as

"Heat," I have a feeling that title will be
changed.

Curly.—-"Breakfast at Sunrise" was
adapted for the screen by Gladys Unger
from a French farce of the same name by
Fred de Gresac. It was directed by Mal-
colm St. Clair and the cast includes Con-
stance Talmadge, Don Alvarado, Bryant
Washburn as the Marquis, Marie Dressier

.as the Queen, David Mir as the Prince,

Burr Mcintosh as the General, Alice

White as Louloit, Paulette Duval as Geor-
gianna, and Albert Gran as Champigiwl.

Constance Wheatly.—No, there is no
form to follow when writing to me. I'm
used to anything! Gareth Hughes Was
born in Llanelly, Wales, in 1897, and was
educated there and in Paris. He played on
the stage before his screen career began.
His early films included pictures with
Clara Kimball Young and Marguerite
Clark. "Sentimental Tommy" was his

most outstanding screen success. He is

five feet five and a half inches' tall. I be-

lieve he has never been married. He has
been playing on the stage recently, part

of the time in a Los Angeles stock com-
pany. "Heroes in Blue," a Rayart film, is

his only recent picture. The only address
I have for him—several years old—is

Laurel Canyon, Los Angeles. Nazimova's
address is in the list below. I don't know
whether she still sends photographs or

.not; of course she no longer pla}-s in pic-

tures.

Leslie N. Young.—Jean Arthur seems
to be a most mysterious young lady. None
of the companies for which she has worked
know anything about her except that she
was born in Plattsburg, New York, and
educated in Portland, Maine. That's the

trouble with these free-lance players—no
company is sufficiently interested to ob-
tain their biographies. I don't think Jean
is married. Sorry not to be more helpful.

D. E. A.—So you'd like to be a picture

star yourself? Who wouldn't! Yes, I

have met both ''Buddy" Rogers and Ra-
mon Novarro, and they are both quite as

they arc on the screen, boyish and un-
spoiled. Ramon won't leave the screen
for several years, anyhow, I think. Buddy
is twenty-two. I'm sorry, but I haven't
the cast for "Pollyanna," and that film is

so old that United Artists hasn't the cast,

either.

A Fan of All the Stars.— I don't see

any reason for you to apologize for your
writing. At least I can read it, and that's

a help, in my business ! Gilda Gray was
born in Krakow, Poland, October 24, 1897.

She is about five feet three and weighs
one hundred and eighteen pounds. Eddie
Phillips was born in Philadelphia, but he
doesn't tell us when the big moment oc-

curred. He is five feet eleven and a half

and weighs one hundred and fifty-eight

pounds. ' George Lewis was born in Mex-
ico City at a date known only to him-

self. His biography tells everything about
him but his personal description. Thanks
for the information.

Queda.—A Fan of All the Stars sug-
gests that you might reach Prince Yucca
Troubetskoy at the Metro-Goldwyn Stu-
dio, as he frequently plays small roles or

bits in pictures there.

Louise's Fan.—Of course English fans
are welcome to this department. I get lots

of letters from England. Louise Brooks
was born in Wichita, Kansas, twenty years
ago, and as a child determined to be a

dancer. She joined Ruth St. Denis' school
and toured for two years with the Den-
ishawn dancers. She appeared on the stage
in several revues, and danced in London at

the Cafe de Paris. She was "discovered"
as a screen possibility while playing in

Ziegfeld's "Louie the 14th." Brunette,
height five feet two, weight one hundred
and twenty pounds. She is Mrs. Edward
Sutherland. Her new film is "14-Karat"
—Paramount. Barry Norton is a Fox
piaj'er. Born in Buenos Aires ; his real

name is Alfredo de Biraben, Jr. His new
films are "The Four Devils" and

. "Fleet-
wing." He came to America for the

Dempsey-Firpo fight, went sight-seeing in

Hollywood and became an extra. He got
his first chance in "The Midnight Kiss."

Ruth Forbes.—Of course threatening

for months to ask me questions isn't a very
desperate threat, and you're quite right in

carrying it out. Ralph Forbes was born
in London, September 30, about 1902. He
is a blue-eyed blond. Yes, he is married
to Ruth Chatterton

;
they are separated,

however. The march song played as ac-

companiment to the war scenes in "The
Enemy" at the Astor Theater, New York,
is called "War Acclaim" and was com-
posed, I think, by Reynell Wreford, of

London. "An Old German Love Song"
by Carl Eckert is repeated during all the

love scenes ; and a third number, frequently

played, is "Frivolous Cupids," intermezzo,

by Charles Schonenfeld. All these are

published by the Photoplay Music Pub-
lishing Company, 1520 Broadway, New
York. And I hope this information was
really important to you, because I had a

terrible time finding out for you—finally

had to go and interview the orchestra

leader himself. I suppose the best way
to see some of the stars in person, when
you are in Hollywood, is to hang about

outside the studio gates. Ralph Forbes
works for Metro-Goldwyn, of course, in

Culver City.

A Movie Fan.—Paramount has offices,

including, of course, their publicity depart-

ments, in New York—Paramount Building,

Times Square—and in Hollywood. See list

of studio addresses below. Robert Agnew
was born in Dayton, Kentucky, in 1899.

and was educated in San Antonio. He has

brown hair, blue eyes. Not married. Pau-

line Garon was born in Montreal, Septem-
ber 9, 1903. She is five feet one, has blond

hair and hazel eyes. She is Mrs. Lowell

Sherman. Rex Lease was born about

1903 ; he has been working lately in Tim
McCoy pictures "The Texas Rangers" and

"The Night Rider." Not married. Larry

Kent is under contract to First National ;

his new pictures include "Her Wild Oat,"

"The Mad Hour," "The Heart of a Fol-

lies Girl."

Addresses of Players.
Richard Arlen, Raymond Hatton, Pola

Negri, Esther Ralston, Mary Brian, Neil

Hamilton, Richard Dix, Adolphe Menjou,
Kathrvn Carver, Wallace Beery, Florence

Yidor' Clara Bow, Chester Conklin, CHve
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Brook, Charles (''Buddy") Rogers, Fred;
Thomson. Gary Cooper, James Hall, Doug-
las Mat-Lean, William Powell, Be.be Dan-
iels. Louise Brooks, Noah Beery, Emil .Tan-

nings, Evelyn Brent, Doris Hill, Ruth Taylor,
Nancy Carroll, at the Paramount Studio,
Holly wood, California.

Gwen Lee, Ramon Novarro. Norma Shear-
er, John Gilbert, William Haines, Lon Cha-
ncy, Renee Adoroe, Marion Da vies, Lillian

Gish, Eleanor Boardman, Karl Dane, Dorothy
Sebastian. Lionel Barrymore, Tim McCoy,
George K. Arthur, Joan Crawford, Ralph
Forbes, Buster Keaton. Johnny Mack Brown,
at the Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver City,
California.

Vilma Banky. Ronald Colman, Douglas
Fairbanks, Mary PickfOrd, Norma Talniadge,
Constance Talnjadge, and John Barrymore,
at the United Artists Studio, 7100 Santa
Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.

Colleen Moore, Jack Mulhall. Doris Ken-
yon, Milton Sills, Billie Dove, Ken Maynard,
Richard Barthelmess, Ben Lyon, Dorothy
Mackaill, Harry Langdon, Mary Astor, Larry
Kent. Corinne Griffith, Donald Reed, and
Molly O'Day, at the First National Studio,
Burbank, California.

Reginald Denny. Hoot Gibson, Mary Phil-
bin, Laura La Plante, Marian Nixon, Art
Acord, Barbara Kent, Barbara Worth, 10th-
lyn Claire, Norman Kerry, William Desmond,
Edmund Cobb, Jack Daugherty, George Lewis,
Raymond Keane, at the Universal Studio, Uni-
versal City, California.

William Boyd, Rod La Rocque, Leatrice
Joy, Edmund Burns, Vera Reynolds, H. B.
Warner, Victor Varconi, Elinor Fair, Jacque-
line Logan, Kenneth Thomson, Joseph Strik-
er, Joseph Schildkraut, Virginia Bradford,
and Lina Basquette, at the Cecil DcMille
Studio. Culver City, California. Also Julia
Faye.

George O'Brien, Tom Mix. Edmund Lmvo,
Earle Foxe, Janet Gaynor, Richard Walling,
Barry Norton, Charles Farrell, Madge Bel-
lamy, Clifford Holland, Victor McLaglen,
Lois Moran, Nick Stuart, Virginia Valli,
Sally Phipps, June Collyer, and Mary Dun-
can, at the Fox Studio. Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Irene Rich, Dolores Costello. Louise Fa-
zenda, Monte Blue, May McAvoy, Leila Hy-
ams. at the Warner Studios, Sunset and
Bronson, Los Angeles, California.

Marie Prevost, Harrison Ford. Phyllis Ha-
ver, at DeMille Studio, Culver City, Cali-
fornia.

Ruth Hiatt, Mary Ann Jackson, at the Mack
Sennett Studio, 1712 Glendale Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Tom Tyler, Bob Steele. Frankie Darro,

Buzz Barton, Kit Guard, Al Cooke, at the
F. B. O. Studio, 780 Gower Street, Holly-
wood, California.

Bill Cody, Buddy Roosevelt, Walter Miller,
at the Associated Studios, Mission Road,
Hollywood, California.

Allene Ray, 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.

Robert Frazer, 035G La Mirada Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.

Patsy Ruth Miller, SOS Crescent Drive,
Beverly Hills, California.

Robert Agnew, 6357 La Mirada, Hollywood,
California.

Dorothy Revier, 13G7 North Wilton Place,
Los Angeles, California.

Betty Francisco, 117% Gower Street, Hol-
lywood, California.

Julanne Johnston, Garden Court Apart-
ments, Hollywood, California.
Malcolm McGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,

Hollywood, California.
Ruth Clifford, 7627 Emelita Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Rosemary Theby, 1007 Wilcox Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,

Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,

England.
Mabel Julienne Scott, Yucca Apartments,

Los Angeles, California.
Ethel Gray Terry, 131S Fuller Avenue,

Los Angeles, California.
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boule-

vard, Hollywood, California.
Anna May Wong, 241 N. Figueroa Street,

Los Angeles, California.
Eileen Percy, 154 Beechwood Drive, Los

Angeles, California.
Buddy Messinger, 1131 N. Bronson Avenue,

Hollywood, California.
Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,

Los Angeles. California.
Forrest Stanley, 604 Crescent Drive, Bev-

erly Hills, California.
Gertrude Astor, 1421 Queen's Way, Holly-

wood, California.
Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Building, Holly-

wood, California.
Virginia Brown Faire, 1212 Gower Street,

Hollvwood. California.
Johnny Hines, Tec-Art Studio, 5300 Melrose

Avenue, Hollywood, California.

Theodor von Eltz, 1722^ Las Palmas, Hoi-
\

lywood, California.
Henry Walthall, 61S Beverly Drive, Bev-

erlv Hills. California.
William S. Hart, 6404 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood, California.
Vivian Rich, Laurel Canon, Box 799, R.

F. D. 10, Hollywood, California.
George Fawcett. care of The Lambs Club,

West Forty-fourth Street, New York City.
Betty Blythe, 1361 Laurel Avenue, Holly-

wood, California.
Estelle Taylor, Barbara Hotel, Los Angeles,

California.
Pat O'Malley, 1S32 Taft Avenue, Los An-

geles, California.
Gordon Griffith, 1523 Western Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Ruth Roland, 3S2S Wilshire Boulevard, Los

Angeles, California.
Wallace MaeDonald, 405 Laurel Lane, Hol-

lywood, California.
Marceline Day, 1337 North Sycamore Ave-

nue, Hollywood, California.
Gilda Gray, 22 East Sixtieth Street, New

York City.
Bert Lytell, S012 Waring Avenue, Holly-

wood, California.
Alice Calhoun, 626 South Lorraine Boule-

vard, Los Angeles, California.
Kenneth Harlan, Hollywood Athletic Club,

Hollywood, California.

Statement of the Ownership, Manage=
ment, etc., required, by the Act of.

Congress of August 24, 1912, of

PICTURE PLAY, published month=
ly, at New York, N. Y., for April 1,

1928.

State of New York, County of New York (as.)

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally ap-
peared Ormond G. Smith, who, having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is President of Street & Smith
Corporation, publishers of Picture Play,
and that the following is, to the best of his
knowledge and belief, a true statement of
the ownership, management, etc., of the afore-
said publication for the date shown in the
above caption required by the Act of August
24, 1912, embodied in section 411, Postal
Laws and Regulations, to wit :

1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi-
ness managers are : Publishers, Street &
Smith Corporation, 79-S9 Seventh Avenue.
New York, N. Y. : editor, Norbert Lusk, 79
Seventh Avenue, New York. N. Y. ; managing
editors, Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
Seventh Avenue, New York. N. Y. ; biisiriess

managers, Street & Smith Corporation, 79-S9
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

2. That the owners are: Street & Smith
Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New
York. N. Y".. a corporation composed of Or-
mond G. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New
York, N. Y. ;

George C. Smith. SO Seventh
Avenue, New York, N. Y. : Annie K. Smith,
89 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y. : George
C. Smith, Jr., 89 Seventh Avenue, New York,
N. Y. : Cora A. Gould. 89 Seventh Avenue,
Xew York, N. Y. : Ormond V. Gould, S9 Sev-
enth Avenue, New Y'ork, N. Y.

3. That the known bondholders, mortga-
gees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are :

None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
and security holders, it any, contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the com-
pany, but also, in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the books of

the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or"

corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
is given; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full

knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stork
and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner, and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, as-

sociation, or corporation has any interest di-

rect or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.

ORMOND G. SMITH, President,

Of Street & Smith Corporation, publishers.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

23rd day of March. 1928. De Witt C. Van
Yalkenburgh, Notary Public No. 184. New
York County. (My commission expires March
30. 1028.)
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get married until-
"We can't .get married until I earn more money."
Thousands of young men ar^ saying that today.

Thousands of 'girls are -giving that as the rea'sohlthe

marriage date is being put off and off. Sometimes
it gets a little embarrassing, too, to have to keep on
giving that excuse. For no girl likes to admit that

the man she is going to marry is a jaihtret

It takes money to support a home these days.

And you're right in waiting. But don't wait too long.

The years of youth are precious years. They will

never return.

Thousands of men have happy prosperous homes be-
cause they had the foresight to prepare themselves for
advancement through the home-study courses of the In-
ternational Correspondence Schools. Hundreds of them
report salary increases of $10, $15 and $25 a week.
Many are earning $75, $100 and $150 a week. Some
have doubled and even tripled their salaries. Some
are earning $10,000 and $15,000 a year. Others have
become owners of businesses of their own.

If the I. C. S. can help other men to raise their
salaries, it can help you. At least find out how. It
won't obligate you to ask for our Free Booklets, but
that one simple act may change your entire life. Do it
now. Do it for HER!

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal University"

Box 4558-E. Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of

your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked X:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Industrial Management
Personnel Management
Traffic Management
Accounting and CP. A.

Coaching
D Cost Accounting

Bookkeeping
Salesmanship

Q Secretarial Work
Spanish French

Q Advertising

Business Correspondence
O Show Card and Sign

Lettering
Stenography and Typing
Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk
Common School Subjects
High School Subjects
Magazine and Book

Illustrator
Cartooning

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
3 Electrical Engineer

Electric Lighting
~J Mechanical Engineer
J Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions

Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy Q Mining

Architect
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Steam Engineering nBadio Mathematics

Name

Street Address

City State

7/ von reside in Canada, send this coupon to the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal
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MAGIC FACE POWDER
makes skin new, soft, satiny

!

"My DEAR, I've never SEEN your
SKIN look so SOFT and SATiny! What
DID you DO—have your FACE lifted?

You say you only use KISSproof FACE
POWDER? I've NEVER seen ANYthing
LIKE it ! It CERtainly makes you look years

YOUNGer, my dear! Let me TRY some
of that MAgic POWder imMEDiately!"

Kissproof is a new type of face powder
made from a secret formula imported
from France. That's why it gives skin a

new, soft, satiny tone that could never
before be obtained with any other face

powder.

Kissproof stays on!
But unlike ordinary face powder, Kissproof

doesn't wear off like a first love affair! It is aptly

called the Extra- Hour Powder— it clings hours
longer than any face powder you've ever used

!

We urge you to see whatNEW SKIN this Extra
Hour Powder will give YOU! Most' French Pow-
ders of its tvpe sell for $5.00 a box, but Kissproof
can be obtained at your favorite toilet goods coun-
ter for only $1.00. If you would like to try before
buying, send for Kissproof Treasure Chest.

Send for

Kissproof Treasure Chest!
As a Special Introductory Offer we will send

you a darling Loose Powder Vanity of Kissproof
Face Powder; a genuine Kissproof Lipstick in
brass case; a Kissproof Compact Rouge complete
with mirror and puff; a dainty package of Kiss-
proof Paste Rouge; a bottle of Delica-Brow with
camel's hair brush for applying; all for coupon
below and only 30c! Not stingy samples but a
whole month's supply of each—the full size pack-
ages would cost over $3.00 ! Ideal for week-ends
or your hand bag.

Please act promptly — send coupon NOW

!

Find out for yourself what genuine Kissproof
Beauty Aids will do; what ordinary unnatural
cosmetics will NEVER do ! Kissproof are youth's
own beauty aids'—made to enhance NATURAL
youthful beauty. And how they SPAY ON

!

JCissproof cosmetics on sale at all toilet goods counters

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Kissproof. Inc., Dept. A157

3012 Clybourn Avenue, Chicago, 111.

For 30c enclosed (stamps or coins) send me Kissproof
Treasure Chest as outlined above. Include 16-page
Beauty Booklet. I use—

Flesh White Brunette
Ivory Face Powder. Check wh;ch.

Name

Address..

LITTLE ORPHANT MARY.
By Virginia Chandler.

Little Mary Pickford's come to our heart to stay,

An* make the kids all happy now, and play the hours

away.
An' shoo the vampire? off her scene, with one grand

thrust and sweep.

An' make us try an' sleep on nobs, for curls that will

not keep.

An' all us little children, when the supper things are

done,

We hang around dad's pocket full, an' has the mostest

fun,

A-coaxing for the nickels 'at he jingles about,

An' Mary's movie gits 'em

Ef you
"Don't

Watch
Out!

An' little Mary Pickford says, when cares make you blue,

An' your trouble sputters, an' you want to boo-oo.

An' you hear the jingles quit, an' dad's suit is gray,

An' the aspiration you had is all quenched away,
You better take a bracer from the Bible fond and dear,

An' play the game of Pollyann, an' dry an orphan's tear,

An' help the po' as Angela did, an' blinded lead about,

Er little Mary "11 scorn you
Ef you

"Don't

Watch
Out!

What the Players Read '

Huntly Gordon.

As a youth, I read for excitement,

for adventure, and exhilaration.

Now that the middle years are creep-

ing upon me, I realize how much time

I have wasted in aimless reading and
consider first the educational benefit

of literature.

The deepest enjoyment is given

me by H. G. Wells, who has the most
profound mind of any writer to-day.

He is a lucid, straight thinker who
details facts and analyzes situations

and effects most expertly. His his-

torical things, particularly those deal-

ing with the war, I find of great

worth.

Of fiction, I most prefer E. Phil-

lips Oppenheim, who has charm of

style and that technical gift of build-

ing up and sustaining interest in his

characters.

I read in moods. If I am blue,. I

turn to light humor—Irvin Cobb,

Stephen Leacock, or Mark Twain.

When I feel in a happier frame of

mind I look for something more seri-

ous.

John Roche.

Historical romances of Continental

life hold greater charm for me than

any of the modern piffle. Perhaps

I am unduly imaginative, but I do

thrill over the intrigues and dramas

of the colorful old courts, particu-

larly of France, Italy, and England.

I have singled out for rereading

Strachey's "Queen Victoria" and

Barrington's "The Divine Lady."

Books dealing with the aftermath

of the World War also interest me.

The truth about the war is just be-

ginning to be told, since the authors

of "What Price Glory" had the cour-

age to call a spade a spade. War
isn't pretty flag-waving and bright

uniforms and glory. I know. I was

there. So were a lot of other fellows.

They know that war is ugly and crass

and hateful, that it takes men out of

their little grooved lives and smacks

in their faces a lot of truths they

never had dreamed of before in their

smugness. WAar is fine, when it is

for an ideal, for a country's safety

or principle.

But the books that tear aside th

glamorous curtain from the crud

brutality of war are the ones that

give its most faithful picture, and

pav the highest tribute to it. ''The

Belgium," by A. Brooks, and "Now
It Can Be "Told," by Sir Phillips

Gibbs, are two of my pets.



Do you buy

advertised goods?

Of course you do; everybody does. Just run over in your

mind the various articles that you have purchased in tin-

last week or the last month. How about foods? Your break-

fast fruits, cereals and bacon are all advertised. Probably

that is how you first came to know of them—through adver-

tising. Probably the shoes you are wearing, or the dress or

suit you have on are equally well-known advertised makes,

and you are proud of them.

In the home. On the floor are rugs and linoleum—the

better wearing kinds are extensively advertised. What about

the kitchen? Aluminum ware, gas ranges, hot water heat-

ers, dish and clothes washers, cooking utensils of all kinds

-—practically everything you use is advertised. You buy

advertised products because you have confidence in them.

You know that a manufacturer cannot afford to advertise

shoddy or unworthy merchandise.

Advertising is one form of insurance. It gives you a feel-

ing of perfect confidence and safety when you ask for an

advertised brand, for you know that you will get the quality

and service you expect. The name is the guarantee.

The more you read advertising the more you will know

about human progress. You will become well posted in

almost every line of human endeavor and a canny judge of

values. Reading advertisements is a fine habit. Cultivate it.

Read the advertisements and

buy advertised goods. They

are the safest investment
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All the World
Loves a Good
Love Story

It's the most popular kind of story there is.

The greatest novels of all time are love stories.

Romantic love never loses its appeal. The
delights and heartbreaks, the tenderness and
bitterness incidental to courtship and marriage
furnish a never-failing fund of material for

the writer of romantic fiction.

That is why, in selecting titles for the

Chelsea House line of books, it was thought
well to include several love stories. These books are known as the

CHELSEA HOUSE POPULAR COPYRIGHTS
They are bound in cloth with gold stamping, printed on good paper from new, clear type,

and in general appearance are the equal of most books made to sell at $2.00. They are all new
stories that have never before appeared in book form, not reprints of old editions. They are
sold for

75 Cents a Copy
Some of the Love Stories in the Chelsea House Popular Copyrights are described below

The Bayou Shrine

By PERLEY POORE SHEEHAN
The story of a pure love that rose above con-

ventions. A romance that will have a particu-

lar appeal to the modern woman.

The Love Bridge
By MARY IMLAY TAYLOR

How the destinies of two women and a man
were vitally influenced by a bridge across a

Western canyon. A splendid love story of the

outdoors.

The Awakening of Romola Her Wedding Ring
By ANNE O'HAGAN

Romola was thirty-two. She had a, husband
and two children. But romance insisted on
coming into her life again.

By MARCIA MONTAIGNE
The call of youth to youth and a love that

sought to override obstacles instead of finding

a way around them, are the dominant themes of

this romance of the younger generation.

Quicksands

By VICTOR THORNE
How a girl reared in poverty staged a cam-

paign to win a wealthy husband. A story

that deals with many of the vital problems of
modern life.

Wanda of the White Sage
By ROY ULRICH

Marrying a girl he'd never seen before and
taking her out West was a pretty experience

for Dan Chadwick, but it was only the start

of his romantic adventures.

Ask Your Bookseller for Chelsea House Popular Copyrights
There are also Detective and Mystery Stories, Western Stories, and Adventure Stories

—

all the most popular types of fiction—included in the CHELSEA HOUSE POPULAR COPY-
RIGHTS. WRITE FOR A COMPLETE LIST.

CHELSEA HOUSE, Publishers, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York
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Fate has tossed a nice young millionaire right

into Lois Moran's lap—but love-hungry Lois

can't decide whether to grab him on the spot

or wait to see if love will bring handsome
Larry Gray to his senses!

Wise little Marjorie Beebe knows what she'd

do—-and in doing it she reveals a genius for

light comedy that gives her an undisputed

place in the front rank of screen comediennes!

The doubts and longings of the two young
lovers, worrying over the universal problem
of how to be happy though married on $40 a

week, make "Love Hunerv" both human and
humorous. It's a laugh-feast from start to

finish. Don't miss it at your favorite theatre.
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FAY WRAY and
GARY COOPER

Youth of Today
Stars of Tomorrow

!

d Paramount, the star maker! Clara Bow, Richard Dix, Bebe

Daniels, Esther Ralston, George Bancroft— a few of today's

favorites, Paramount made! •! Paramount policy is to

constantly seek new faces to enrich the screen and

new personalities to keep pace with changing

public taste. Developing them, encouraging

them, with the best in story and directorial

talent and with unlimited resources,

physical and financial. *J Para-

mount takes pride in presenting

here, ten of its most promis-

ing candidates, the youth

of today, stars of

tomorrow! Give

them a hand!

CHARLES ROGERS

Coming in August! The great new Paramount "Whole Show Program for

1928-29." Soon your Theatre Manager will be planning your Fall and Winter

entertainment. Now is the time to tell him that you prefer Paramount.

Produced by Paramount Famous Lasky Corp., Adolpli Zukor, President, Paramount Bldg., New York

*********************AAAAA AA********************£
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Brief tips on pictures now being shown.

The Screen in Review ..... • Norbcrt Lusk . 68
A critical surve}' of the latest films.

"Make Me Imperfect !" He Cries .

Warner Baxter's plea for 'a human hero.
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. 86
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Does "Pull" Help in Hollywood?
^HIS is a question often asked by those who aspire to get into

the movies, as well as those who have tried and failed. Often
it is answered in the affirmative by those who see other reasons

for the presence of certain players on the screen. All are wrong.

"Pull"' does not bring success in Hollywood. Often it does not

even give the person with an influential relative, a chance to show
what he can do on the screen. Still more often, "pull" has actually

kept beginners out of the movies, because of prejudice against the

person suspected of willingness to take advantage of it. Picture
Play for August will publish William H. McKegg's most interest-

ing and illuminating story of all the brothers and sisters of fa-

mous people in the studios, who have tried to gain a foothold in

the movies and who, in almost every case, have gained scarcely

more than a toe hold. And this despite powerful positions occu-

pied by their close relatives. You will learn a great deal of why
"pull" has not helped, but hindered-* certain careers.

,

But, For That Matter,

so will you learn much from, as well as be vastly entertained by,

such items' as Malcolm H. Oettinger's encounter with William
Plaines, Myrtle Gebhart's account of Reginald Denny's trials and
tribulations, as well as Margaret Reid's penetrating" analysis of

the one and ordy Ramon.
And' what of the foreign invasion these days? Have the fans

become resigned to it, or do they still resent the presence of those

players who have come from across the seas to make a success in

Hollywood ? A. L. Wooldridge points out, in his comprehensive
story, just what has happened to some of the importations who
arrived with a blare of trumpets, and who are now missing from
Hollywood, and why. In fact, there will be so much to learn from
the next number that we might justifiably assume a professorial

air; but we won't. Just read it, and decide if it isn't pleasant to

be so well-informed.

Mffl!IMH!lli!l II
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They gave me the ha-ha
when I offered to pla

, • • but Iwas the life oftheparty after that

THE first day of Dorothy's house party
at her cottage on the shore had been a

huge sucess. With an afternoon of swim-
ming, boating and golfing we were all set

for the wonderful dinner that followed.
"Well, folks," said Bill enthusiastically,

as we were 'leaving the table, "I don't know
how you feel, but I'm all pepped up for a
good dance."

"Fine !" cried Dorothy, "Dick Roberts
has his banjo and can sure make it hum.
Now who can play the piano?"

Instantly the laughter and merriment
ceased. All looked at one another foolishly.
But no one said a word.
"How about you, Jim, you play, don't

you'.'" asked Dot.
"Yes I'll play 'Far, Far Away'," laughed Jim.
"Well then, Mabel, will you help us out?"
"Honestly Dot, I hate to admit it, but I

can't play a note," she answered.
It certainly looked as if the party were go-

ing flat. Plenty of dancers but no one to play.

Then I Offered to Play
"If you folks can stand it, I offered

The crowd, silent until now, instantly
burst out in laughter.
"You may be able to play football, Jack,

but you can't tackle a piano."
"Quit your kidding,", cut in another, "I've

never heard you play a note and I've known
you all your life."

"There isn't a bar of music in your whole
make-up," laughed Mabel.
A feeling of embarrassment mingled with

resentment came over me. But as I strode to
the piano I couldn't help chuck-
ling to myself when I thought
of the surprise I had in store
for them.
No one knew what to expect.

They thought I was about to
make a fool of myself. Some
laughed. Others watched me
wide-eyed.
Then—I struck the first

snappy chords of that foot-loos-
ing fox-trot "St. Louis Blues."
Dick was so dumbfounded he al-
most dropped his banjo. But in
a flash he had picked up the
rhythm and was' strumming
away like mad.
Although they could hardly

believe their ears, the crowd

PICK YOUR INSTRUMENT

Piano
Organ
Ukulele
Cornet
Trombone
Piccolo
Guitar

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sjght Singing
Piano Accordion

Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition

Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control

Banjo (Plectrum. 5-String
or Tenor)

were all on their
feet in a jiffy. And
how they danced !

Fox-trots, waltzes

—

with rests few and
far between.

After a good round of dancing I decided
to give them some real music and began a
beautiful Indian love lyric.

The couples, who but a moment before had
been dancing merrily, were now seated quietly
about the room, entranced by that plaintive
melody.
No sooner had the last soft notes died away

than I was surrounded by my astonished
friends. Questions were fired at me from all

sides.
"How wonderful, Jack ! Why haven't you

played for us before?"
"How long have you been studying?"
"Why have you kept it a secret all these

years when you might have been playing
for us?"
"Who gave you lessons? He must be won-

derful !"

I Reveal My Secret

Then I explained how some time before I
made up my mind to go in for something
besides sports. I wanted to be able to play—to entertain others—to be popular. But

when I thought of the great ex-
pense and the years of study
and practice required, I hesi-
tated.
Then one day I ran across

an announcement in a magazine
telling of a new, quick and
simple way to learn music at
home, without a teacher.

I was a little skeptical at
first, but it was just what I
wanted so I sent for the free
booklet and demonstration les-
son. The moment I saw it I
was convinced and sent for the
complete course at once.
When the lessons arrived I

started right in, giving a few
minutes of my spare time each

Violin
Clarinet
Flute
Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin
'Cello

day. And what fun it was—even from the
very beginning. No monotonous scales

—

no tedious exercises—no tricky methods—
just a simple, commonsense system that even a child could
understand. And best of all I wasi playing my favorite

numbers almost from the start.

Anyone can learn to play this easy no-teacher way

—

right at home. The piano if desired; or any other in-
strument that you may choose. Almost half a million
people have learned to play by this simple system in less

than half the time it takes by the old-fashioned methods.
And regardless of what instrument you pick, the co**
averages only a few cents a day.

Send for Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson

To prove how* simple and practical this remarkable
course is, the U. S. School of Music lias arranged a
typical demonstration lesson and explanatory booklet which
you may have for the asking. So if you really want to

learn to play—if you wish to win a host of friends—to be
popular everywhere—write for this free booklet and valu-
able demonstration lesson.
Don't delay, act at once—fill in and mail the attached

coupon today—no obligation whatever.
Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. School of Music, 537 Brunswick Bids., New
York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
537 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons in
Tour Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank Crane,
demonstration lesson, and particulars of your easy pay-
ment plan. I am interested in the following course

:

Have you above instrument?.

Name ,'.

(Please write plainly)

Address

City State .



hat the Fans Think

A
Can It Be That New Faces Are "Cheap?"

PROMINENT producer said, in an interview,

that the fans want youth and new faces on the

screen. I don't agree with him. What we fans

want is personality, and with very few exceptions the

new players recently introduced are as insipid as weak
tea. Personally, I think the producers are interested not

so much in giving the public what it prefers, as in cut-

ting down salaries. These "new faces" come very cheap
and so the fans "want them."
With the exception of Greta Garbo, Dolores del Rio,

and Janet Gaynor, I haven't seen a new face in a long

time that I'd spend a quarter to see again. Charles

Rogers is being boomed to the skies, but his low fore-

head and flat head spoil him for me. I prefer Richard
Arlen. I was keenly disappointed in the much-heralded
Ruth Taylor as Lorelei, in "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
If Miss Taylor ever reaches the heights, then I shall be
much mistaken. Recently I saw "The Wizard," in

which Leila Hyams played the lead. She is a pretty,

though commonplace, young woman, who wears clothes

very badly. Every time she appeared on the screen I

thought of Claire Windsor, who is beautiful, talented,

everything the role required. But the fans want "new"
faces, and Miss Windsor probably receives five times

the salary paid to Miss Hyams. Blanche Sweet has

gone to England and Betty Bronson is free-lancing,

while the fans are asked to admire ex-"Follies" girls,

overnight "discoveries" and what not. Many of these

may be pretty, but they have nothing else to excuse
their presence on the screen. And the men are no
better—half-baked, callow youths, who are all right in

college plays, but ridiculous in sophisticated drama,
paired off with Pola Negri, Norma Talmadge, or Co-
rinne Griffith. Here are excellent actresses and beauti-

ful women, but they need men, not boys, to play op-

posite them. In her last three pictures Miss Talmadge
has used Gilbert Roland, though for what reason the

fans can't understand. * He was unsuited to his role

in "The Dove," and made Miss Talmadge look older

than need be.

"Buddy" Rogers is too gauche to play opposite Clara

Bow. Clara needs a man considerably older in order to

bring out her best points. The older players have lasted,

because they had something to give the screen—per-

sonality, and that is what the new crop sadly lack. If

the producers are sincere about pleasing the fans, let

them pay the old-timers their salaries and start the

newcomers at the bottom, in bits, and not jump them
into leads overnight.

E. V. W.
Baltimore, Maryland.

Make Way for the Youngsters.

Gloria Swanson hit the nail on the head when she

said "I felt like an old shoe after seeing Janet Gaynor
in 'Seventh Heaven.' I think that applies to all stars

of rather mature age who attempt to play young dar-

lings on the screen to-day.

Youth! That seems to be the cry of producers as

well as the public. The public now demands youth, and
producers are answering that cry by giving youngsters

the best roles.

Mentally going over the successes of the past year,

the majority of them were due to the performance of

young actors. "Seventh Heaven" is a striking example.

No longer can the old-timers hope to compete with

the new generation of stars. Swanson, Negri, Tal-

madge, and others, you have had your day and have
tasted glory, so give the others their share of fame.

Frank W. Leach.
4 North State Street,

Concord, New Hampshire.

What, Again?

Some months ago a letter of mine, published in these

columns, expressed my annoyance that such a mediocre

actor as Ramon Novarro had been able to climb to such

an important position on the screen, while more talented

actors remained behind. I attributed his success to his

press agent's efforts. After reading the various letters

which subsequently appeared in his defense, I still main-
tain that such is the case.

It is very plain that most of his fans are enthusiastic

about him simply because they have read that he has a

spotless character off screen. It doesn't make any dif-

ference to them whether he can act or not. They figure

that to dislike any one who is such a saint as Novarro
is made out to be, would be absolute atheism.

The following excerpts, taken at random from some
of his followers' letters, will serve to prove my point:

"When Ramon Novarro speaks, the gift of sight is not

necessary. You can shut your eyes and see vividly

Continued on page 10
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Marvelous New *

Discovery
Makes Hair Beautifully Wavy
THE SPANISH BEGGAR'S

PRICELESS GIFT
By Winnifred Ralston

FROM the day we started to school. Char-
ity Winthrop and I were called the tou-
seled-hair twins.

Our mothers despaired of us. Our hair
simply wouldn't behave.

As we grew older the hated name still

clung to us. It followed us through the
grades and into boarding school. Then Char-
ity's family moved to Spain and I didn't
see her again until last New Year's eve.

A party of us had gone to the Drake Hotel
for dinner that night. As usual I was ter-

ribly embarrassed and ashamed of my hair.

Horribly self-conscious I was sitting at
the table, scarcely touching my food, wish-
ing I were home. It seemed that everyone
had wonderful, lustrous, wavy hair but me
and I felt they were all laughing, or worse,
pitying me behind my back.

My eyes strayed to the dance floor and
there I saw a beautiful girl dancing with
Tom Harvey. Her eye caught mine and to
my surprise she smiled and started to-

ward me.

About this girl's face was a halo of golden
waves. I think she had the most beautiful
hair I ever saw. My face must have turned
scarlet as I compared it mentally with my
own straggly, ugly mop.

Of course you have guessed her identity
—Charity Winthrop, who once had dull
straight hair like mine.

It had been five long years since I had
seen her. But I simply couldn't wait. I

blurted out—"Charity Winthrop—tell me

—

what miracle has happened to your hair ?"

She smiled and said mysteriously, "Come
to my room and I will tell you the whole
story."

Charity tells of the

beggar's gift.

"Our house in Madrid
faced a little, old plaza
where I often strolled after
my siesta.

"Miguel, the beggar, al-

ways occupied the end
xbench of the south end
of the plaza. I always
dropped a few centavos in
Ms hat when I passed and A matchless Marcelle
he soon grew to know me.

"The day before I left Madrid I stopped to bid him
goodby and pressed a gold coin in his palm."

"Hija mia," he said. "You have been very kind to

an old man. Digamelo (tell me) senorita, what it is

you heart imost desires."

I lauglied at the idea, then said jokingly, "Miguel,
my hair is straight and dull. I would have it lustrous

and waved."

"Oigame, senorita," he said
—"Many years ago—

a

Castilian 'prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty. Her
hair was black as a raven's wing and straight as an
arrow. Like you. this lady wanted los pelos rizos (wavy
Olair). Her husband offered thousands of pesos to the

man who would fulfill her wish. The prize fell to
Pedro; the Droguero. Out of roots and herbs he
brewed a potion that converted the princess' straight,

unruly hair into a glorious mass of ringlets and waves.

"Pedro, son of the son of Pedro, has that secret today.

Years ago I did him a great service. Here you will find

him, go to him and tell your wish."

"I called a coche and gave the driver the address
Miguel had given me.

"At the door of the apothecary shop, a funny old
hawk-nosed Spaniard met me. I stammered out my ex-
planation. When I finished, he bowed and vanished
into his store. Presently he returned and handed me
a bottle.

"Terribly excited—I could hardly wait until I readied
home. When I was in my room alone, I combed out

my hair, applied the liquid and did up my hair as
directed. In twenty minutes, not one second more, the
transformation, which you have noted, had- taken place.

"Come, Winnifred—apply it to your own hair and
see what it can do for you."

Twenty minutes later, as I looked into Charity's mir-
ror I could hardly believe my eyes. The impossible
had happened. My dull, straight hair had wound itself

into wavy loveliness. My head was a mass of ringlets

and waves. It shone with a lustre it never had before.

You can imagine the amazement of tire others in the
party when I returned to the ballroom. Everybody
noticed the change. Never did I have such a glorious
night. I was popular. Men clustered about me. I had
never been so happy.

The next morning when I awoke, I hardly dared look
in my mirror fearing it had all been a dream.

But it was true—gloriously true. My hair was wavy
and beautiful.

For a long time I kept the secret to myself, but I
felt that all women should be given this remarkable
beauty aid. So it has been made available through the
Century Chemists. They have agreed to act as distribu-
tors under a most liberal trial offer, which makes this

new found beauty secret available
to all women, regardless of their
financial status.

Now the golden opportunity is

yours. You no longer have to
spend large sums of money in

beauty shops, or endanger your
hair by some "permanent waves,"
for this remarkable Spanish Wav-
ing Fluid, called "Wave-Sta,"
will bring you beautifully wavy
hair in 20 minutes. One appli-
cation will keep your hair beauti-
ful a week or more.

Don't delay another minute.
Take advantage of this liberal
trial offer NOW and always have
the beautiful wavy hair you
want.

Wavy Bob

Wave-Modeller Included
And with this Spanish

blessing you get a simple,
easily manipulated Wave Mod-
eller which enables you to fix

the size and line of the wazes
to your style and exact lik-

ing—finger wave or marcel

—

anyway you like it.

Consists of a vertical-faced
comb with handle and a ver-
tical wave press with rounded
base. Used in combination
with "Wave-Sta," these de-
vices produce the most satis-
fying results.

Made of handsome and
durable material, the Wave
Modeller alone is worth far
more than is asked for the
combination in this liberal trial offer.

Amazing Trial O fer
{Only one Order to a Family Now ! ! !)

For a limited time ONLY", we are offering a full

size bottle of "Wave-Sta" (Spanish Waving Fluid)
and a set of our superb Wave Modellers at a price
which covers merely the cost of compounding, mak-
ing, advertising and selling, which we have figured
down to $2.30. (Please remember that this is

a special offer for new users only and we cannot
fill more than one order for each family at this
price.) If you are not perfectly delighted with re-
sults after using "Wave-Sta" for 5 days, simply re-

turn the unused portion and your money will be
refunded. Under the terms of special trial offer

you do not have to send any money in advance.
Simply sign and mail the coupon. Then when the
postman brings this remarkable beauty aid, just
pay him $2.30, plus a few cents' postage, and your
hair worries are ended forever.

This offer may not be repeated. Eemember, we
take all the risk. If with "Wave-Sta" and the
Wave Modellers you are not able to make your hair
beautifully wavy, give it new life, new lustre, new
silky sheen, all you have to do is notify us and your
money will be returned in full. Have you ever
heard of a fairer offer?

CENTURY CHEMISTS
5 W. Austin Ave., Chicago, III.

Send no money— simply sign and mail the coupon

coupon/ ~ ~ "~

CENTURY CHEMISTS
5 W. Austin Ave., Chicago, III. (P. p. 19)

Gentlemen: Please send rue, in plain wrapper,
by insured parcel post, a full sized bottle of
"Wave-Sta" (Spanish Waving Fluid). And a set
of new Wave Modellers. I will pay postman the
special trial price of $2.30, plus few cents' postage,
on delivery, with the understanding that if, after
a 5-day trial, I am not perfectly delighted with
the magic waving liquid, I may return the unused
contents in the bottle and Wave Modellers and you
will immediately return my money in full.

Name

Lovely Curls-
in 20 minutes

Address
Note: If you are apt to be out when the post-

man calls, you may enclose $2. "10 and "Wave-Sta"
will be sent to you postpaid.
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Continued from page 8

what he is describing. From his voice

you know he is witty, interesting, versa-
tile, quiet, respectful, determined, and,

above all, an innate gentleman. . . .

You ask me if Novarro can play the piano.

Can Paderewski?" ,'.",
. . the zeal-

ous maiden who looks upon love as God's
greatest gift would find in the pure, sa-

cred, devoted, and inspired love-making of

Ramon Novarro her ideal." "Though I

have read of great souls in 'The Lives of

the Saints,' Novarro is the only one whom
I have had the pleasure of seeing in the

flesh. I cannot describe the sensations I

felt while near him. It was as if I were
in the presence of something sacred.

. . . I can almost agree that Ramon
Novarro is too wonderful, too beautiful,

too, too good to be true."

All of which is very nice, but which has
nothing to do with acting. Also, it is

hardly fair to Novarro. Instead of admir-
ing him as an actor, they worship him as a
man. Imagine the broken hearts if the
exalted one was ever to be involved in a
scandal. Suppose, for instance, that a re-

port should spread around that he was
seen taking a chew of tobacco. Horrors!
It is doubtful if his fans would ever sur-
vive the shock.

Yes, Novarro devotees, your favorite
may possibly be a good musician, he may
have a pleasing voice, and I've no doubt
that he is a charming and virtuous gen-
tleman, in real life; but the fact remains
that he is not a great screen actor. Any
number of young players on the screen
to-day are better actors." The reason they
are not as popular is that they have not
been as astute as Mr. Novarro in picking
their press agents. Joan Ferula.
San Francisco, California.

Having Her Say.

J. K. Hopkins' praise of Olive Borden
and Leatrice Joy in the April issue pleased
me greatly. These young ladies have been
getting an unfair -deal from some of the
fans, especially Olive, and it's time some-
thing was said in their behalf. Olive is

'lovely, and when she gets down to busi-
ness and acting again she will be just
about perfect. As for Miss Joy, we all

know how marvelous she was in "The
Angel of

_
Broadway," and what equally

splendid pictures she will continue to make.
Those fans who so loudly acclaim Mal-

colm H. Oettinger's "honesty" are slightly

misguided. With those whom he admires,

I

Mr. Oettinger is enthusiastic, with no
.
words of blame. But when the unfortu-
nate star happens to be his pet aversion,
he can discover an amazing number of bad
points about them which no one ever no-
ticed before. He al Ways gives me the im-
pression of a very youthful would-be so-

' phisticate, who has a desire to shock his

readers by fair means or foul.

Since every one seems to be having then-
say about Valentino, I should like to add
my word. I have followed the discussion's
for some months, and the fact which seems
to present itself most clearly is that most
people are going to extremes. On the
one side we have the poetic, but foolishly
sentimental, comparisons of Rudy with "a
glorious moonlight night in summer," and
other things equally absurd, by Mary
Howard Gwynne. In this class may also

be placed the exaggerated statement of
the fan that Rudy "did more to make this

gray old world endurable than all the mis-
sionaries, government officials, and philan-
thropists that ever lived," and * Mefci'a
Stanhope's belief that the critics of Val-
entino should be horsewhipped. Miss
Stanhope evidently looks upon him as a

saint, with none of the faults of mortal
man. - » .-.

j

:

[-.

On the other hand, we have the indig-
nant epistles of well-meaning persons pro-
testing against the Valentino "gush," and
yet who are guilty of the same things
themselves when their particular favorite
is concerned. One of these people reached
the height of rudeness when she suggested
that we forget the "foreigner" and rave
over the "sunburned Americans." This en-
thusiastic young patriot liajs forgotten, per-
haps, that there are other continents which
see our pictures, and also that the United
States is not the only country in the world.

These extremes of opinion are the more
marked when we contrast them with the
letter that started the big fuss, that of
Elinor Garrison. She stated her opinions
Fairly, giving reasons for them.

Helen Beal.
82 West Central Avenue,

Delaware, Ohio.

Another "Seventh Heaven?" Never?
My. sincerest wish concerning Charles

Farrell and Janet Gaynor is that their won-
derful success in "Seventh Heaven" will

not be dampened by their appearance in

other stories requiring the same type of
characters as Diane and Chico.

The producers seem to have - the mis-
taken idea that when a star makes a hit in

a certain type of role, that star must for-

ever be given identical roles, or the pre-
cious, box-olfice receipts will be a total flop.

Why don't the producers realize that if

they would cast their stars in a variety of
roles, the harvest reaped would be richer
than ever? The theater-going public is hu-
man—they tire of seeing the same thing,

and the star made to reappear in similar

roles is the one who ' Suffers.

William Haines, I am afraid, will meet
with this fate if his producers don't stop
casting him in "smart-Aleck" roles, be-

cause it happens to strike the public's

fancy now. Mr. Haines' "Tell It to the

Marines" and "Slide, Kelly, Slide" were
truly wonderful and his performance was
enjoyed by every one. But on top of that

came "Spring Fever" and "West Point,"
run -through the same mold. I wonder if

this star can do anything except a know-
it-all sort of creature. He has mastered
this, so I would like to see him in some-
thing different.

There is another person in "Seventh
Heaven" who made a great personal tri-

umph, and that is Gladys Brockwell. I

was so glad to see her on the screen again,

and I think her interpretation of Diane's
sister was ' more than marvelous—it was
superb! The young stars may be mak-
ing great strides these days,' but they never
can do justice to the heavy, emotional
roles until they have experienced the trials

and tribulations of those graduated from
the old school.

We need the new stars and the old ones,

too.- May neither cause the elimination
of the other. Jeaxette Raybould.

"

2045 Clairmount Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan.

From a Soldier Bold.

The best thing I like is a fight, so. I will

get into the argument about Jack Gilbert

and Greta Garbo.
There is only one theater at this field-

artillery post—yes, I am a young soldier

—and whenever either one of them lands
here in a picture, the owner hangs out his

"Full House" sign about ten minutes after
the show starts.

Our main way of seeing a white girl in

these parts is via the movies, so it doesn't
take us long to' discover the good ones

—

both in acting and looks. This place is so
slow "The Big Parade" hasn't landed here
yet, but I will see it if it takes a month's
pay.

They say Jack Gilbert is a lady-killer.

He may or may not be, but if he is—that
is his affair. Personally, I don't think he
is that kind of a guy. Likewise, I have
my opinion—which I won't state in public—of any one commenting on the private
life of another. It's ten to one that the
men who say things about Jack have about
eleven sweethearts, each one thinking she
is the only one.

If I wanted all the soldiers who agree
with me to sign this insignificant praise of

Greta and Jack, it would total about nine
and a half thousand—and I want to get to

bed before reveille. Remember, Jack and
Greta, if you need any help, just call on
the boys from Schofield.

Louise Brooks—she's great! There is

only one thing I hold against her, and it

is neither her acting nor her looks. I

wouldn't want her for a wife, because she

packs a wicked right, and I'd hate to have
to strike such a charming young lady

every time I wanted a kiss.

Private "Ace" Allen.
Battery A, Eighth Field Artillery,

Schofield Barracks, Hawaii.

The Purpose of This Department.

Fans, aren't you getting tired of the

cruel and insulting letters which are writ-

ten by some who seem to have no regard
at all for the feelings of players and
other fans? Some very unkind fans go

so far as to call the stars names. They
seem to forget that the purpose of "What
the Fans Think" is to exchange helpful,

sincere opinions, to tell about players you
have seen, to tell which of them answer
their fan. mail, and to write letters which
may prove helpful.

If you will look closely at some of the

more cruelly abusive and insulting fan
letters, you will note that the authors very
rarely sign their names. •»

John Gilbert and Greta Garbo seem to

come in for more than their share of in-

sulting letters. • One so-called fan wrote
a very unkind letter about Marion Davies.

I think Marion Davies is one of our

most versatile actresses. While I admit
she hasn't always been given the best sto-

ries, there are three or four outstanding
pictures in which she has proved she can

act. Stanley A. Frazier.
48 William Street,

Gouverneur, New York.

Have Americans An Inferiority Com-
plex?

Why- all this excitement about the for-

eigners? - Can it be possible that we Amer-
icans are afraid of fair competition? I

am reluctant to believe this of my coun-
trymen, but to read some of the fan let-

ters one would think we had a haunting-

sense of inferiority which makes us afraid

of competition.

If the foreign actors were working for

lower salaries, thus reducing the rate of

pay, standards of living, et cetera, of all

of us, and were thus forcing Americans
out of the game, the situation would be en-

tirely different. But it is not so. They
are not causing salaries to be lowered, and
there are so few of them in comparison
with native-born Americans that the ad-

vantages are all with the latter.

Owing to the fact that the supply of

talent- far exceeds' the demand, it is be-

coming very difficult for any one to break
into the movies. It is doubly hard for a

foreigner, no matter how deserving he

may be. With very few exceptions, it is
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DRAVK
ME and
WIN A PRIZE
Do You Like to Draw?
Copy this bathing girl and send us
your drawing—perhaps you'll win
first prize. This contest is for

amateurs only, so

do not hesitate to

enter, even if you
haven't had much
practice.

1st Prize - - $100.00
2nd Prize - - - 50.00

3rd Prize -

4th Prize -

$25.00 5th Prize - - - - $10.00

15.00 6th to 15th Prizes, each - 5.00

To the Next 50 Best Drawings—A Fountain Pen

W^W%'WTi 'W^ H Everyone entering a drawing in this contest may have his or

f IHk Hi «*i % her art ability toted free! When your contest drawing is

received, we will mail you our Art Ability Questionnaire. Fill

this in and return it, and you will receive our critic's frank report of your natural

sense of design, proportion, color, perspective, etc.—and with it our book "YOUR
FUTURE," showing work of Federal Students and telling you all about the Federal
home-study course. This is free and

places you under no obligation whatever.

This interesting analysis has been the start

for many Federal students, who through

proper training of their ability, are now
commercial artists earning $2000, $4000,

$5000 and $6000 yearly—some even more.

The Federal School has won a reputation

as "the School famous for successful

students." Read the rules carefully and

enter this contest—see what you can do.

Rules for Contestants
This contest open only to amateurs. Profes-
sional commercial artists and Federal students

are not eligible.

Note these Rules Carefully:

IMake your drawing of girl and water exactly

5% indies high, on paper 3% inches wide
by GVi inches high. Draw only the girl and
water, not the lettering.

2 Use only pencil or pen.

3 No drawings will be returned.

only the most talented and persevering

who ever succeed.

It is quite right to urge people to stay

away from Hollywood, for the motion-

picture profession is sadly overcrowded

;

but it is unfair to discriminate against

any particular class or race. We fans

should be more interested in a star's abil-

ity than in his nationality. Leave that to

the immigration authorities to worry about.

Evelyn Bowen.
2101 Canyon Drive,

Hollywood, California.

Honest—If Nothing Else.

May I say a few words on the much-
discussed subject of Malcolm H. Oettin-

ger's impressions of Pola Negri?

Looking at it from an unbiased stand-

point, it seems to me that Mr. Oettinger

is to be congratulated on having had the

courage to express his convictions. We
asked for an honest impression of Pola

Negri, and we got it. That it was un-

pleasant is beside the point.

Those fans who are raging because their

illusions have been rudely shattered should

consider that there are two Pola Negris

—the actress and the woman. She may
be a wonderful actress—no one denies it

—but because, in private life, she did not

impress Mr. Oettinger is no reason for

slamming him. Personally, " I cannot be-

lieve that any woman who collapses at

Valentino's death, cries, "Love is not for

me," and wails at the top of her voice,

and who, a short time after, trots up to

the altar with the announcement that she

has discovered "the greatest lover in the

world," numbers sincerity among her vir-

tues. We do not criticize her posing, be-

cause it must be very difficult to retain

one's own individuality in such an atmos-

phere of vanity as Hollywood affords.

But let us leave it at that, for wrangling
can do no good. When, however, J. K.

Hopkins attempts to raise Pola's status

by lowering the prestige of others, we can

scarcely commend him for honesty.

Personally, I think Mr. Oettinger per-

formed a difficult task with courage and
without restraint. At all events he was
honest, and for that reason alone I take

off my hat to him.
R. Ayliner.

113 Elm Park Mansions,
Chelsea, S. W. 10, London, England.

Carbon Copies Not Wanted.
Alice White, it seems, is capitalizing

on Clara Bow's success, even if Clara's

latest picture is entitled "Red Hair," and
even one knows Clara had red hair before

Alice had.

Yet Miss White pleads that people

cease comparing her with Clara. She is

making a change in her personality be-

cause the man she is interested in used to

go with a flapper—and he tells her all the

things he disliked about her. The man is

a director, and it isn't hard for us to

guess that Alice White refers to Victor

Fleming and Clara Bow. But is Mr.
Fleming the cause of the change in per-

sonality? Hasn't Clara changed, too?

Alice White may be the same type as

Clara, but she will never be the delicious

person Clara is. Clara is herself at all

times, while Alice is merely a rubber-

stamped edition of Bow. Alice's hair was
originally chestnut brown, then it became
blond, and very recently it has turned red

—almost the same color as Clara's.

Let us have the original, not the carbon
copy of Clara Bow!

Lucile Carlson.
206 East Main Street,

Detroit Lakes, Minnesota.

Federal School
of Commercial

Designing
52 Federal Schools Building

Minneapolis, Minn.

4 Write your name, address, age, and occupa-

tion on the back of your drawing.

5 All drawings must be received in Minne-
apolis by July 10th. 1928. Prizes will be

awarded for drawings -best in proportion and
neatness by Faculty members of the Federal

Schools, Inc. All contestants will be notified of

the prize winners. Make your drawing of the

girl now and send it to the address given In

this ad.

^ r
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Not a Leg to Stand On.

This is in answer to Pacita Lerma's
letter in a recent number of Picture
Play.
Her impressions, indeed ! She may not

like the players she slams so mercilessly,

but why make malicious misstatements?
Miss Lerma says of Olive Borden "her

extravagant poses set forth her faulty

features, such as too long a face and prom-
inent teeth." A very nice little bit of con-

structive criticism that! Olive Borden
may not be one of our foremost dramatic
actresses, but she is certainly one of the

most attractive and physically perfect

ones. Long face and prominent teeth, in-

deed ! Apple sauce, Pacita !

And poor Dorothy Mackaill, a really

charming blonde, has "scanty hair and
pallid eyes," has she? Has our superior
one seen "The Fighting Blade" or
"Mighty Lak a Rose?" Either of these
pictures is answer enough for that bril-

liant effort.

As for Greta Garbo—I don't care for
her type, but I am the first to deny that
she has "beady eyes." Her eyes are cer-
tainly fascinating, veiled as they are by-

extravagantly beautiful lashes.

And if Renee Adoree, Melisande of
"The Big Parade," the warm and under-
standing Melisande, is "only a plump
French peasant girl," then let us have
more of them.

Marrilyn Mae Edgelow.
Lowther Lodge, Gerrard's Cross,

Bucks, England.

Come On, Betty Compson Fans!
I have been reading "What the Fans

Think" for two years, but have never
seen any reference made to Betty Comp-
son's wonderful work and personality.
There must be others who admire her

as much as I do, so why not give her a
boost? I would like very much to hear
from, one of her fans.

L0RNTA Bf.RESFORD.
72 Swaffield Road,
Wandsworth, London, England.

Do We Owe the Old Stars Anything?
Why the bitter controversy over stars

—

isn't every one different? The bouquets
in "What the Fans Think" are great, but
the brickbats are inexcusable. If the crit-
icizer would stop to put himself in the
abused star's place, would there be so
much criticism?

The new players deserve praise, but let

us not forget the old. I wonder how
many pleasant hours some of you have
spent watching Gloria Swanson, Norma
Talmadge, Lillian Gish, Mary Pickford,
and Corinne Griffith? Can you ever for-
get Norma's "Smilin' Thru" and "Se-
crets," Gloria's "Manhandled," and
Mary's "Daddy Long Legs?" Let's be
faithful, always. Didn't they make the
movies? Aren't they the really great? Let
us not forget them in our ardent praise
of Garbo, Gaynor, Banky, and Bow. Don't
we owe the old stars something we can
never repay for all the beauty they have
given us? Rita Weir.
General Deliver Abilene, Texas.

Let Us Have Silence.

I have just read Edwin and Elza Schal-
lert's paragraph in the April Picture
Play concerning the "catching on" of the
Vitaphone. It certainly is not, as far as
the public is concerned. I still have to
meet the person who enjoys those orches-
tral accompaniments to pictures. And as
for the Movietone—"Sunrise" was spoiled

because of it. Although I enjoyed the

picture itself, immensely, I came home
with a headache, caused by this canned
music. Do we have to stay away from a

good picture just to show our disapproval

of the accompanying Movietone?
Yesterday I heard a Vitaphone presen-

tation. One act was called "Amateur
Night," and the stage was covered with
vegetables thrown at the performers.
When the next act was presented, my only
wish was that I could lay my hands on
one of those vegetables to treat the two
singers in like manner. The whole audi-
erencc was nervous and restless and all

around one could hear murmurs. When
the act was over the general opinion to

be heard on all sides was, "Terrible!"
It strikes me that all this is being forced

upon the public, and I for one wish to

protest against it very strongly.

Edxa Chapin.
Springfield, Massachusetts.

Probably Part of Her Job.

Recently I saw Clara Bow in "Get Your
Man," and while its technique is prob-
ably considered good and there was humor
in some of the museum scenes, the chief

objection I found with it was the general
moral tone of the film. The heroine is a
bold, scheming, deceitful person, who is

determined to "get" her man by fair means
or foul.

As to the French custom of formality
between lovers—saying nothing of its

merits or lack of them—it is discourteous
to that country to hold their traditions up
to ridicule. If witnessed in France, the

picture can only have a detrimental effect.

It must be understood that these remarks
have been concerned only with the charac-
ter. As to Miss Bow herself I know
nothing, except to suppose that she is un-
der contract and must appear in pictures
provided for her. Clifford P. Robins.

57 Roxboro Street, West,
Toronto, 5, Canada.

A Plea.

I, too, want to plead for Leslie Fenton
and Barry Norton, in whom I am greatly
interested since seeing 'What Price
Glory." Barry has been given the opportu-
nity of his career in Murnau's "The Four
Devils," so no one need worry that he
will ever be placed in slapstick again.
And I hope that Leslie will be given his

big chance soon. These boys are two of
the most promising youths who have ap-
peared in films during the last two years.

It appears that Joan Perula has finally

found some one to agree with her in her
denunciation of Ramon Novarro. She
must possess a tremendous amount of
courage to come back after the withering
attack of the Novarro fans brought about
by her first letter. The woman must like

punishment. The Novarro fans can be
depended upon to give it to her—and how

!

Crocella Mullen.
7966 Willoughby Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Is John Barrymore Joking?
I should like to know what has hap-

pened to John Barrymore. After seeing
him in "When a Man Loves" and "The
Beloved Rogue," I refuse to believe that
he is making pictures for any reason but
fun; but it does seem rather selfish of him
to drag beautiful Dolores Costello down
with him. If Mr. Barrymore cannot do
any better than emulate youth very badly,

he should at least have the decency to

leave picture making to the more capable.

Louise E. Johnston.
92 Hampstead Road,
London, N. W. 1, England.

A Fan From Poland.

Although I see many American films, I

do not know much about American stars,

except what I read in Picture Play.

As I haven't seen Lillian Gish, the Duse

of films, I think Norma Talmadge is the

best American actress. Other favorites

of mine are Vilma Banky, Janet Gaynor,

Dolores del Rio, Clara Bow, Leatricc Joy,

and a few others. There is a whole le-

gion of those whom I do not like, but, to

name only a few, they are Pola Negri,

Mae Murray, Bessie Love, and Blanche

Sweet. While I dislike them, I would
never say unkind things which would of-

fend their fans.

The bon vivants whom I always see

with pleasure are Rod La Rocque, Lars

Hanson, Clive Brook, John Gilbert, and

Charles Chaplin.

Conrad Veidt is my favorite actor who
has come to America to try his luck. He
was one of the busiest and best-known

actors in Europe. To judge by the criti-

cism in Picture Play, his .two American
films did not bring him success. Of
course, I do not know whether he was to

blame or poor material. AH I can say is

that when he played in a German film, he

made the picture better by his acting in it.

This letter is not only my first one to

Picture Play, but is also the first letter

in English I have ever written.

Renate Hermelin.
Jagiellonska 11 a,

Livow, Poland.

More Impressions.

I have seen many stars in person, and

my impressions of a few of them may be

of interest.

Alice Joyce greatly impressed me with

her evident refinement. She is sweet, dig-

nified, and a perfect lady. I regard her

as one of the few stars who are far love-

lier in reality than on the screen.

Lewis Stone has a striking personality.

His countenance reveals great strength of

character, dignity, and refinement.

Barbara Bedford had long been a fa-

vorite of mine, and I was genuinely

thrilled when I saw her several times in

person. She has a very strong and inter-

esting personality and did not disappoint

me in the least.

Mary Philbin is a shy, sweet, fragile

little girl with small, sensitive features

and a very quiet manner.
Laura La Plante is the friendly, self-

possessed type, and thoroughly democratic.

She always has a cheerful smile or a pleas-

ant word for every one, and is immensely
popular in the studio.

Norman Kerry appears merry and rol-

licking, seemingly full of fun and good
humor. Generosity is one of his most
prominent characteristics. E. E. B.

Hollywood, California.

Are Movies Made for Children?

One film out of fifty is intelligent; the

other forty-nine are vapid.

I have outgrown my babyhood and ap-

proach the age when I expect the sort

of intellectual appeal in my movie enter-

tainment that I find in the magazines I

choose and in the books I read. I do not

choose to give up the movies as a source

of entertainment, but it is increasingly

difficult to find a picture which does not

come out of the movie mill according to

formula.

Those who make pictures decide that

each film shall have so much heart appeal,

so much "punch," a certain amount for

the climax, a stipulated amount of sus-

Continued on page 117
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Who Was It? Who Killed-
The answer to the crime puzzle ! Gripping mystery, breathless suspense, the exciting sort of

story that keeps you burning the midnight oil to get to the dramatic climax and learn the
identity of the criminal.

The best mystery and detective stories are now obtainable in book form in substantial attrac-

tive cloth bindings, gold stamped, with good paper and large clear print; volumes that are the
equal of most novels published at $2.00. These books are known as the

Chelsea House Popular Copyrights
They are all new stories, that have never before appeared in book form—not reprints of other

editions—and they sell at

75 Cents a Copy
Some of the latest Detective and Mystery stories in the CHELSEA HOUSE POPULAR

COPYRIGHTS are described below.

The Tunnel to Doom
By ROY W. HINDS

The only clew to the fugitive criminals was
a bit of adhesive tape and it led Jim Person
into a deadly trap.

The House of Disappearances
By CHESTER K. STEELE

One person after another vanished from the

uncanny old house. A grim crime puzzle to sit

up o' nights over.

Blundell's Last Guest
By ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE
A clever mystery story of exciting suspense

with a surprising and dramatic ending.

The Sleeping Cop
By ISABEL OSTRANDER and
CHRISTOPHER B. BOOTH

Patrolman Larry Moore was asleep on post

when Braddigan, the political boss, was killed.

So Larry set about finding the murderer.

Alias the Thunderbolt
By JOHNSTON McCULLEY

How John Flatchley, alias the Thunderbolt,
restored ill-gotten wealth by playing nocturnal
bandit. .

The Thunderbolt's Jest
By JOHNSTON McCULLEY

More of the engaging adventures of John
Flatchley and his man Saggs in squaring a

crooked account.

Hidden Out
By HOWARD FIELDING

One of the oddest mysteries that ever baf-
fled a police department was furnished by the
elusive Captain Reddy and his accomplice.

The White Rook
By HUGH McNAIR KAHLER

The checkered career of a master cracksman
who makes a laughingstock of the police.

THERE ARE ALSO WESTERN, ADVENTURE, AND LOVE STORIES—ALL THE
MOST POPULAR TYPES OF FICTION—INCLUDED IN CHELSEA HOUSE POPU-
LAR COPYRIGHTS. WRITE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OR ASK YOUR BOOK-
SELLER.

CHELSEA HOUSE, Publishers, 79 Seventh Ave., New York
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Photo by Clarence Sinclair Bull

John Gilbert turns his back on the view from the loggia of his home in Beverly Hills, to give the full force

of his smile to his fans who, according to Picture Play's barometer, are more emotionally enthusiastic than
ever before. It is unlikely their fervor will subside when they behold him as a sympathetic young crook
in "Four Walls," his next picture, and when he is seen in "The Carnival of Life," with Greta Garbo

—

but why go on?
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long obscure

Photo by Autrey

June Collyer was not accidentally given

five leading roles in eight months.

PEOPLE first noticed Janet

Gaynor in the role of

Diane, in "Seventh Heav-
en." When Murnau chose her

for "Sunrise" wonder knew no

bounds.
"A Cinderella come true to

life !" they all shouted with

much originality. "Give this

little Cinderella-girl a hand !"

The thoughtless majority usu-

ally carry on like this. They
never seek for the starting

point, but go wild over the

reclame of the moment.
There is seldom a Cinderella

comparison worthy of notice in

the picture world. Janet, for

instance, had no sitting in the

chimney corner to do. She has

seen no fairy godmother magically appear, to turn a jolly old

pumpkin into a limousine to cany her whither she would go.

"I had to get out and run about for work. I rode on street

cars and busses to the studios, and only recently bought a car,"

Janet says. "For two years I worked hard, fighting for bits

and small roles. Another year was spent with Fox before

anybody noticed me."
The other week I came across Janet on the Fox lot, twisting

herself into something like a pretzel on a trapeze.

"I have to get used to doing those stunts and turns. That is if I don't twist

myself into something that can't be undone." Thus did she explain her role in

"The Four Devils." Nevertheless, risking all such direful mishaps, Janet con-

tinued to work assiduously at her contortions.

When Hollywood learned that Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell were chosen

for the leads in "Blossom Time," and that part of the picture might be filmed

in Vienna, the Cinderella chorus sang once more.
How many Cinderellas would have put up with three years of ceaseless work,

intermingled with bitter disappointments ?

Debunking the
When Janet Gaynor and other girls achieve

fairy-tale heroine who spent her time gazing pen

But the legend is completely shattered in this

By William

Fay Wray and Janet used to share a Universal dressing

room three years ago. They were not important enough
to possess separate ones. The Cinderella song was flung

at Fay when she sprang into notice as Von Stroheim's new
find, when she was given the lead in "The Wedding
AJarch." To be with "Von" is the acme of success to any
boy or girl in the movies.

There is little of the Cinderella about Fay. She started

extra work when she was sixteen. For six months she
worked at the Hal Roach studio with Janet Gaynor, then

for a year with Hoot Gibson in

Westerns. If that's not hard
work, what is?

They even call Mary Philbin a

Cinderella. Mary sprang into sud-
den prominence when Von Stro-

heim chose her for "Merry-Go-
Round." "A little Cinderella girl

sprung from nowhere," was the

Yet Mary had been vainlycry.

trying to get a break for nearly

two years before she won this

lead. No one
remembered
that.

Nancy
Drexel is a

little girl

chosen for

one of the

second leads

Nancy Drexel was
before she was

role in "The Four Devils."

given a leading

Photo by Johnston

Jean Arthur waited

five years for her

first real chance.

n "The Four
Devils." "An-
o t lie r Cinde-

rella kid !" was
the shout from
those who had
never heard of

her before.
Nancy could
tell you a few
things to ex-

plode this Cin-

derella- myth.
Eighteen

now, she played
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Cinderella Myth
sudden success, people like to [compare them to the

sively at the ashes, waiting for something to happen,

story of what preceded fame in numerous notablecases.

H. McKegg

her first rale on the stage at eight. Cinderella never worked
as hard as she. School in the day, the theater at night.
When a New York newspaper ran a -contest, Dorothy
Kitchen—as Nancy was then called—won, and was sent
to Hollywood. For six months she played for Universal.
Then came a lead with Tom Mix. A bit in "The Way
of All Flesh" followed. Now Nancy is under contract to
Fox. Spending most of her young life on the stage, and
a year of hard work in the movies before getting this
break, hardly makes her a Cinderella, does it?
Vilma Banky has more than a few times been called a

Cinderella. Of course, her advent in Hollywood under
the guidance of Samuel -Goldwyn was a sheer good fortune
for her. But Vilma had worked in Europe on the stage
and screen for several years. It

was a slightly stouter Vilma one
saw in such pictures as the late

Max Linder's "Circusmania." To-
day we see a slender Vilma, like

a wraith in the moonlight. Those
who do not know of her past work
seem to think that Mr. Goldwyn
picked her
up from
nothing
and no-
where. A
Cinderella,

of course.

Of course

not.

Photo by Autrey

Janet Gaynor
was an extra

for two years.

Another
girl, mis-

called a Cin-

derella, is

Phyllis
Haver.
Phyllis will

tell you, any

Photo by Louiso

Gwen Lee struggled nine years

for her present place.

time you care to -know, how
hard she has had to struggle

along in pictures for the last

eight years. Since coming
into her own, in "What
Price Glory," "The Way of

All Flesh," and. "Chicago,"
Phyllis revives the Cinde-

rella legend. What she

thinks about it might be in-

teresting- to hear.

Few had heard of Ruth
Taylor before she won the

role of Lorelei Lee, in "Gen-
tlemen Prefer Blondes."

"Cinderella" was at once

tacked onto her name. What
greater fairy godmother gift

could come to any little girl

than the lead in the Anita

Loos story? Yet what has

Ruth to say ? She was an
extra for a solid year. Then

Mack Sennett signed her for two years. She played in his comedies. Three

years of hard work before she
,
got her big chance—that's anything but Cin-

derellalike.

A newcomer at DeMille's, by the name of Jeanette Loff, is another Cinderella,

according to those only now hearing of her. Her rapid rise might well lead one
to believe so. Yet she started playing extra in "Young April." Later she played

in a serial, "The Man Without a Face." Most recently she appeared opposite

Rod La Rocque in "Hold 'Em, Yale." Things have not come to Jeanette for

nothing. She has had to work hard. Not so long ago she was a theater organist

in Portland, Oregon. Would Cinderella follow the news reels and the features

with appropriate music? I should say not. She would be too wistful, gazing
at the ashes of the kitchen grate, waiting for Prince Charming.
Then there is Marian Nixon. Of late Marian has been attracting much notice,

yet years of unrewarded effort preceded it. She began by joining a vaudeville
troupe as a member of the chorus, and coming with it to Los Angeles from her

Photo by Seely

Who knows what went 'before Sue Carol's

"discovery" in Hollywood?
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Fhoto by Freulich

Just ask Marian Nixon if

she is a Cinderella!

native Minneapolis.

Then she worked for

several months at

Mack Sennett's. After

this, Marian won her

spurs with such, gen-

tlemen as John Gil-

bert, Tom Mix, and

Buck Jones. Gallop-

ing over the prairies

with Hoot Gibson was
Marian's next job.

Hoot has the distinc-

tion of having had

several of our best-

known young players

as his leads in the

days of their novitiate.

Marian became so

good at Westerns that

she was placed oppo-

site Reginald Denny
in two or three of his

comedies. To-day she

is called a Cinderella

girl. When Marian looks back over her years of struggle she

probably feels like strangling the person who suggests it.

It would be hardly fair to go further without mentioning

Gwen Lee. Almost every one knows Gwen these days. People

say Gwen is sitting pretty. Quite, they never fail to add, a

Cinderella. Gwen would be the last person to admit the truth

of the allusion. Nine years ago Gwen appeared in a dance

revue in Omaha. Followed experience as a model in a depart-

ment store. Armed with an introduction to Monta Bell, Gwen
brought her mother and grandmother to Hollywood and spent

the next few years as a happy extra. Instead of getting an easy

living, Gwen had -to. bustle about. They say she is soon to marry

Pboto by Richeo

Fay Wray's fairy godmother was work.

George Hill, the director. He might stand for the

Prince Charming to-day, but Gwen did plenty of hard
work before she met him.

Seven years ago Jobyna Ralston aspired to stage

or screen fame. To-day she is well established in the

movies. A Cinderella, they say of her, with a hand-

some husband, Richard Arlen. Of course they say

wrong—that is, outside of Richard. For Jobyna
worked in Hal Roach comedies and spent four years

as Harold Lloyd's leading lady. One of her first

leads, some five years ago, was with Rod La Rocque,
in "Notoriety." It was Jobyna's gift from her good
fairy. .

•

•

Joan Crawford is constantly called a Cinderella. If

she has had one fortunate fairy gift she has had a

hundred, they say. Yet Joan has probably earned all

the gifts her kind fairies have given her.. Years spent

as a cabaret dancer and two years spent at M.-G.-M.
before they gave her leads, broke Joan into the stage

and movies. If you asked her opinion she would
instantly tell you what she thinks of luck in the picture

world. In the movies you don't get anything for

nothing. but have to earn every mite.

They would like you to believe that Jean Arthur is

fortune's favorite. Jean has now suddenly flashed

to the fore as Richard Dix's leading lady in "Easy
Come, Easy Go." Not only that, but she is also to

play opposite Richard in his next picture, "Warming
Up." People are just hearing of Jean, and naturally

proclaim her a Cinderella. She started by being a
model for Alfred Cheney Johnston. For five years
she worked faithfully but obscurely in pictures.

The "Leather Push-
ers" series marked her

debut in the movies.

Second leads, and Fox
comedies were her next
bill of fare. "Cameo
Kirby," with John Gil-

bert, was her first

smattering of real art.

No, Jean Arthur is no
flash in the pan—no
Cinderella.

Barbara Kent comes
under the ! Cinderella

category, though she

did not walk right into

pictures without strik-

ing out for them. They
tell you that Barbara
was seen by a Universal

official on Hollywood
Boulevard' and signed

up on the spot, even
though they hardly

ever have ink and
papers on the side-

walks. All the same,

people raised their eye-

brows when Barbara
Kent was chosen as

Richard Barthelmess'

leading lady in "The
Drop Kick." She had
appeared briefly in

"Flesh and the Devil."

Even as fairylike as

this sounds, Barbara
did not get the opportunity
without tr}-ing. • [Cont'd on page 109]

Photo by
Freulieb



*A Girl Comes to Hollywood
The second installment of this fascinating mystery novel finds our hero embarrassed

by the whim of his employer, but determined to remain in Hollywood at any cost.
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was
well,

CHAPTER III.

SHATTERED HOPES.

IN the hall, which
living room as

stood Camillo, Malcolm's
Filipino butler, at the tele-

phone.

The little brown man who,
like most Filipino servants

in Hollywood, took more in-

terest in the weekly boxing
contests than in his work,

was too busy talking to hear

the door open and shut.

Malcolm stood still for an
instant, smiling and wonder-
ing whether Camillo was
making a professional en-

gagement for himself at that

famous place, where five

thousand Hollywood hus-

bands are supposed to spend
every Friday evening. Ca-
millo was a better boxer than butler; but he was so

pleasant and smiling that Malcolm knew he would

forgive another Friday absence as he had forgiven

the last. The Filipino, however, was not "dating up"

for one of those minor fights. He was talking of his

master's business.

"Welly solh", sah, you have so much twouble. But

Mist' Allen not home yet. If you not get him at

Montp'nasse I not know what say. Yas, sah. I tell

him call you when he come, at youah house numbah;
no matt' what time, yaas."

Malcolm waited for Camillo to hang up, as the speaker

at the other end of the line might be some bore who
had better not learn the news of his return. As the

Filipino turned and saw him, he spoke. "Hello, Cam

!

Who was that calling?"
: "This time it was Mist' Kerlin, sah," announced the

small, brown man, who looked more Mongolian than

Spanish. "Little while ago it was Mist' Nardo, and
one time it was Mist' Vintnor."

|
"Oh !" said Malcolm, surprised. Joseph Kerlin was

the president of Peerless. John Nardo was the famous
director who had ' been given charge .of Malcolm's

picture, and Karl Vintnor was the almost equally famous
continuity writer who would put the novelist's some-
what amateurish scenario into shape for the.director

to handle.

Malcolm felt a sudden prick of anxiety, a hunch
that something was wrong. He had lunched that' noon
with the important trio, and with Reina Norska, the

star of his picture, in the bungalow of the lady. The
bungalow in question, quite a miniature palace, con-

sisting of gorgeously decorated dressing room, bath,

reception room, tiny dining room, and a gleaming white

kitchenette, was on the Peerless lot.

The four had .discussed the plan for the screen play

in which", as a matter of fact, Malcolm was trying to

incorporate uncenso'rable bits from his novel and the

play, he had written from it. A difficult problem it

" * Copyright, 1928,. by . Alice M. Williamson.- ;

By Alice M. Williamson

Synopsis of Preceding Chapters.

Malcolm Allen, a young English novelist, has been

brought to Hollywood by Peerless Pictures to write a

scenario. Because of the success of his book, he is

received as a celebrity and lionized. Dining at the Res-

taurant Montparnasse, his attention is attracted to a

beautiful girl who enters unescorted, orders and eats an

expensive meal and is about to leave without paying,

when she is intercepted by Pierre, the proprietor. The

girl calmly tells him that she has no money, and is not

agitated when Pierre threatens to summon the police.

Whereupon Malcolm Allen steps forward, pretends to

Pierre that it was all a bet—that he has lost and "Miss

Smith" has won-—and that he will pay the bill. Backed

by the girl's insistence, he persuades Pierre to employ

her as a cigarette vender. As he escorts her out, he

suggests that he may be able to get her a role in his

picture. But "Miss Smith" declines the offer. Then

she disappears.

Illustrated by R. Van Buren

had been, but he had told

Reina and the three men that

he believed he was conquer-

ing the. difficulties. Pressed

for details, he had said he

was a duffer at telling a story

in words, but he expected

to get his scenario back from
the typist in art hour or two.

He would look it over has1

tily for corrections, and
bring it to Mr. Vintnor or

Mr. Narbo, whichever pre-

ferred to see it first.
\
Finally

it was arranged that Mal-

colm should hand the typed

mss. of the revamped
"Black Sleeves"—now en-

titled "Red Velvet"—to
Karl Vintnor. Karl would

read the stuff quickly and

call in Narbo for an imme-
diate consultation.

Malcolm had left the lot

gayly. When he had read through his own work,
beautifully typed, he had not felt so happy since he

saw the first notices of "Black Sleeves." And, for

the love of Mike, what had he to worry about, now?
What he ought to be feeling was that Kerlin, Vintnor,

and Narbo were tumbling over themselves to say how
pleased they were with the ideas he had knocked to-

gether. The only wonder was that Reina hadn't called

up too. But maybe, star as she was, she hadn't been
shown the scenario. Malcolm didn't yet know the

etiquette of these procedures.

Still, he couldn't overcome that queer sensation of

threatening evil, much as he'd often felt when ready
to give himself an ice-cold shower, at home in England
on a December day.

He called the president of Peerless, not at the studio,

but at his home, according to Mr. Kerlin's instructions

to Camillo. He gave his name to the discreet servant

who inquired, "Who is speaking?'' and in a few seconds
Malcolm heard Kerlin's rather guttural voice at the

phone. "Hello, Allen." Got you at last! Will you
come up here at once? Narbo and Vintnor are with

me. We want to see you."

"All right!" replied Malcolm. "I'll come as soon as

I can get there in my car."

His bungalow was between Hollywood and Beverly
Hills, where almost all the richest film stars lived now,
since Mary Pickford and Doug had turned fashion

in that direction. The- Kerlin mansion was at Santa
Monica, about twelve miles away, but Malcolm Allen's

chauffeur needed no encouragement to burn up the

road, and despite traffic the car arrived at the gate of

"Seahaven" in less than half an hour.

It was a beautiful house, standing with its back to

the white road and its face to the sea. Joe Kerlin and
his pretty wife, who had been a blond star before

marriage had destroyed all her film qualities, lived there

when they were not in New York. Malcolm had been
entertained at Seahaven when he first arrived, at a

little dinner of twenty lovely ladies and the same number
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of marvelous men. But there was no air of festivity

to-night. The dinner hour was long over, and he was
ushered directly into Mr. Kerlin's study. Around a

big Empire desk, said to have belonged

to Napoleon the First, and certainly

costing enough to be genuine, were
grouped the three men he

had gayly parted with at

Reina's luncheon. They
had high balls and black

cigars, yet they were in no
merry mood. They looked

at Malcolm as

if he had
murdered
several beau-

teous Peerless

Lady Gates' eyes and those of Marco Lopez

met. A spark seemed to flash between them.

Malcolm noticed the look, but it was as well

he could not foresee thefuture.

stars and destroyed the expensive young bodies in

quicklime.

"Sit down," said Joe Kerlin, abruptly. "Have a high

ball—a cigar? No? Well, then, let's get right down
to brass tacks. The fact is, Allen, your stuff won't do."

Malcolm stared at the small, dark man. whose eyes

were like blue ice under black crows, but he kept calm,

as he'd learned to do in zero hours between the years

of 1914 and 1918. "What's the matter with it?"

"Only everything," gloomily answered John Narbo,
the director, a handsome, sallow man with a hooked
nose and magnificent gray hair.

"Yeah, I guess that's about all that's wrong," echoed

Karl Vintnor, a tall and stringy person who looked

like a flattering caricature of a New England Yankee.

"Only everything, my boy."

"Please tell me exactly what you mean," said

Malcolm.
"Well," replied Kerlin, with his queer accent, "these

boys got their heads together on your 'Red Velvet'

stuff, and they both thought it was the bunk. They

brought their grievances to my office but I'd just left,

so they had a bite to eat somewhere and came here.

I'd promised to take the missus to that blah preview
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of Nationwide's new flop, but I let her down when I

heard the business was urgent. We tried to get you

at various places, includ-

ing Montparnasse, and

learned there that you'd

just left for parts un-

known, with a 'peach.'
"

"I shed the peach in front of Montparnasse, by_ her

own request," said Malcolm, his jaws squaring in a

way that made his young, dark face take on at least

five years. "I went home to the bungalow you so

kindly supplied me with, Mr. Kerlin, in order to write

the scenario you now label bunk."
"Keep your shirt on, Allen," said Kerlin. "You know,

we're not in this business for our health, or even the

health of our nice, young friends. You're a smart

chap, and we expect you to deliver the goods."
" 'England expects that every man '

" began
Malcolm, with a forced smile. But none of the others

made any sign of appreciating the quotation.

"This is America." said, Kerlin. "We may not be

Shakespeares, but we do know good motion-picture

material when we see it. That's why we sent for you,

and made considerable fuss over giving you publicity."

"Giving yourselves some, too !" Malcolm couldn't

resist.

"My dear chap, do we need publicity?" came the

bored question. The question was plainly offensive.

"I don't know," laughed Mal-
colm. "All I know is, you keep
a cageful of publicity hounds out
here and another in New York,
to say nothing of the personal

publicity man each star employs."
"This is a long way," said Ker-

in, "off the question of 'Red
Velvet' as things stand now. , Or

rather, they
don't stand

!

They've fallen

down."
"The r e'

s

time yet for

you to put

them on their

feet again,"

Narbo, the

most sym-
pathetic of the

three said,
more cor-
dially.

"How have
[ fallen down,
and what,
according to

you, must I

do to set
H u m p t y -

Dumpty on

his feet
again?" Mal-
colm wanted
to know.

"Why,"
said Kerlin,

t a k i n g the

words out of

N a r b o ' s

o u t h
,

Black
Sleeves' was
as. snappy as

a live wire.

You've made
'Red Velvet'

dull as ditch-

water."

Malcolm's
tanned face

kept his temper.

m

1

think that's rather a harsh
flushed, and his eves lit, though he
"Indeed?" he said. "I

criticism, especially as
"

"We haven't got time in Hollywood to drink sugar
and water before we speak," broke in the great magnate,
who knew himself one of the highest rulers in the screen

world.

"I was going to say," Malcolm went on, "especially

as you had yourself warned me to tone everything down
for fear of the censors."

"There's a happy medium between red-hot stuff and
tepid dishwater," Kerlin persisted. "Now don't take

offense. We're meeting to discuss matters. Narbo and
Vintnor both say your stuff is blah, and they can't make

Continued on page 92



Dorothy Phillips and Warner Richmond, in a sketch at the Writers' Club, Hollywood.

That Irresistible Urge
Many are the reasons behind the fascination the stage holds for the stars, and most

of them have succumbed to the lure at one time or another. This illuminating article

explains why, and recounts some of their experiments with the spoken drama.

By Margaret Reid

IN
a previous lesson we learned how, at one time or

another, all the little movie actors become restive in

the silence of their professional

habitat, and how there is an urge for

vaudeville—and its substantial remu-

neration—apparent in many.

The text we have to consider to-day

is similar in part, but concerns only the

yearnings of our subjects; for their

earnings in the field are virtually nil.

AH biology aside, this is about the

picture stars who appear intermittently

on the legitimate stage in Los Angeles

and Hollywood. These ventures are

undertaken sheerly for the pleasure

and artistic satisfaction they afford the

players. The question of renumera-
tion is an insignificant one. In the

cases of the Potboilers' Art Theater
and the Writers' Club it is nonexistent,

the players giving their services gratis.

This is mainly the field for contract

players, who can only spare short in-

tervals to the indulgence of this more
or less secret yen. Particularly those
players who find that nuances and
subleties which are deemed unsuit-

able to the movie box offices are ab-

sorbing to theatergoers. In some in-

Eleanor

Board-

man's
success

in a playlet re-

vealed unsuspect-

ed gifts.

stances, players who have had bad breaks in pictures,

and find difficulty in getting work, consider it good
business thus forcibly to bring their

trouping to the attention of directors

who won't bother to look at their

screen tests.

The stage in Los Angeles is a rather

deplorably unpolished institution. :A
curious blending of local boys and girls

make what they fondly think is good

;

a smattering of competent and unre-

markable old stock-players: who are

nicely 'adequate ; and occasional bril-

liant, average or bad performances by
picture stars. Now and then we get a

Broadway production in the full glory

of its original cast. More often it

arrives to us distressingly disguised by

the loving hand of home talent. With
the opening of several new and elabo-

rate legitimate theaters about town
recently, the community begins to take

heart as an individual theatrical center.

Their interests enlivened by this, these

picture stars who are stage inclined

begin to look speculatively at the pos-

sibility of combining the two mediums.
Our most successful artistic proof

is "the Little Theater of Los Angeles.
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This ambitious clan began its activities at "The Pot-

boilers" in a loft on Main Street, a more or less

Tenderloin district of Los Angeles. Fighting its way-

through the indifference of a community devoted

entirely to the making of movies, it stands to-day

in highly improved circumstances. Still poverty-

stricken but ambitious, its barren little theater is

patronized by the elite of the film world. And more
often than not, the actors on its stage are film celeb-

rities whose time is virtually worth a thousand dollars

a minute.

Naturally, the Little Theater can pay its casts in

nothing except gratitude. But the high standard of

its productions, and the intelligence of its carefully

selected programs, have great appeal to those screen

lights who" have become a bit fed up on playing

within the narrow confines of their own' box-office

demands. And, too, players with a necessarily sup-

pressed desire for satire, for costume plays, for

tragedy, find their outlet here. Those who bemoan
that they are cruelly limited in type on the screen,

find here the' variety they crave.

While movie stars in vaudeville do not draw par-

ticularly well in Los Angeles, on the legitimate stage

they are eminently popular. This may be explained

by the fact that in vaudeville it is the technicians

Avho are in demand—the fast steppers, the good
singers, the bright wise-crackers. The movie star,

relying almost solely on personality and his public's

curiosity, fares not so well in a town already familiar

with his off-screen face and figure. But the movie
star in a good play is a drawing card dear to the

hearts of local theatrical magnates.

The management of the Little Theater is continu-

ally receiving offers of their services from picture

celebrities. Wisely, the theater does not cast its plays

indiscriminately, just to have screen names on its

programs. But many have appeared to advantage
in plays suited to their talents. And this often in

Lilyan Tashman and Leslie Fenion are favorites with audiences

at the Writers' Club.
Pi oto by Freulich

Patsv Ruth Miller's scintillant quality is more evident on the

stage than on 1he screen.

roles that are distinct departures from their customary

types on the screen.

Charles Ray and Patsy Ruth Miller are representa-

tive examples. Ray, long the wistful, bashful bumpkin,

had, since Lis return _to the screen, been given roles

dealing mainly in light farce or broad melodramaties.

Patsy Ruth, who is notably scintillant off the screen,

has done practically nothing but pressingly blah,young
ladies on it. Both being talented young people anxious

to do better instead of bigger things, they accepted

with gratitude the offer of an engagement at the Little

Theater. The play was Patrick Kearney's "A Man's
Man," a sensitive and ruthless study of a thirty-a-week

clerk and his wife, and the ineffectual tragedy of their

tawdry life in a New York flat. The two stars in the

principal roles gave searching, understanding per-

formances.

The audiences that crowd the shabby little playhouse

are made up of the more discriminating of Los Angeles
theatei'goers and Hollywood film people. At the close

of the performances there is barely an evening passes

that some cinema celebrity does not seek out Florence

Raphael, the courageous manager of the theater, and
offers his, services if. a suitable vehicle is slated for

production. Corinne Griffith is among these ; also

Rudolph Schildkraut, Joseph Schildkraut, and his wife,

Elise Bartlett.
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Pinchot
7

Carmel Myers' voluptuous beauty and seductive voice

admirably fit her for the stage.

\
Mrs. Raphael, in speaking of the motion-picture

element in the ma-
jority of their casts, 4
frankly admitted ^W -.

the commercial m
value of these *^^.

t

»

names.
"s '-ia

"A motion picture star's name on

a program is specially valuable to us, because

of the new patrons it draws to the theater.

People who come mainly out of curiosity to

see a picture celebrity in the flesh, usually be-

come interested in the play and the theater

itself, returning for other productions. This

enlarges the circle of our patronage consider-

ably.
\

I

"However, we are careful not to sacrifice the 1

value of suitable casting in our offerings, just 1

for the sake of having a well-known name on I

the posters. While it might pay momentarily,
J

it would lower our standard and defeat our
j

purpose.

"Almost all picture people have to be watch- I

ful of their voices. These are usually pitched 1

too high and have to be 'placed.' Also, the
|

tempo of their action has to be considerably

speeded. They are accustomed to acting with

their faces alone, which is necessarily slower

because it accentuates and exaggerates what they

are expressing. We have to remind them to be

spontaneous."

A glaring exception to the admirable code

of film players in regard to punctual attendance

at rehearsals was the recent unethical behavior

of Reginald Denny. The strong feeling his ac-

tion aroused in the colony is criterion of the

fortunate rarity of such cases.

The Little Theater planned a production of "The
Great Catherine," George Bernard Shaw's comedy-
satire of an episode in the life of the Russian empress.

Years ago in England, before any flickers of film

ambitions had disturbed his success on the stage,

Reginald Denny had played the smug young English

captain upon whom Catherine's vagrant fancy alights

briefly. Knowing this, the Little Theater asked Denny
if he would care to repeat the role in the local pre-

sentation. He accepted readily and began rehearsals

at once.

Two days before the opening night the theater had
a phone call from Mr. Denny. He was sorry, but

found it would be impossible to fulfill the engagement.
Pressed for a reason, he had learned from his manager
that his Universal contract forbade such an appearance.

Frantic, the theater tried to persuade Mr. Denny of

the havoc wrought by this abrupt withdrawal of the

leading man forty-eight hours before the opening.

But to no avail. The movie star just wouldn't play.

In desperation, they took a chance on Gene Gowing,
a well-liked young player in local theaters. Surmount-
ing the considerable obstacle of learning a difficult role

in less than forty-eight hours, Gowing gave such a

smooth and humorous performance that Denny's ab-

sence was scarcely noted, and regretted not at all.

The story of the prohibitive clause in Denny's con-

tract of course convinced no one. It is said that he

was royally incensed over the size of his name on
the posters. Fancy it ! George Bernard Shaw's name
was in larger type than his ! Evidently there were

people who had to be taught the importance
of Reggie and his name.

Occasionally these ventures from celluloid

into the flesh are harrowing. I remember
particular "The Firebrand," in which

Ethel Clayton, Ian Keith, and
William Farnum were implicated.

During its New York run, with

Joseph Schildkraut in the title

role, the play was highly

praised by the critics. But
when it reached the El
Capitan Theater, on Holly-

wood Boulevard, its skill

and charm were almost

hidden behind the awk-
wardness of its production,

which had the elephantine grace

and finish of high-school drama.
Ian Keith has a bad Barrymore

complex, using his faint resem-

blance to John as an excuse for

emulating his gestures and ex-

pressions. As Benvcmito Cellini

he ran amuck, greatly to the detri-

ment of the colorful role he was play-

ing. Ethel Clayton's gold-and-white

beauty could not compensate for her

diction, which was so diffused as to

verge on baby talk. William Farnum's
performance was excellent, judged by

the well-known old school of acting, a

standard not used any more. The local

life of the play was mercifully brief.

On the other hand, we point with

civic pride to Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

who turned suddenly from an unobtru-

Continued on page 106

Oiven Moore is recognized as a brilliant farceur

by Hollywood audiences.
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They Knew Her
When

Not only a few people, but the whole

town of Santa Cruz, California, feels

that way about Zazu Pitts, as you

will learn when you read this inter-

esting story by a girl who lived next

door to her.

By Patsy DuBuis

CAN a star be what she wants to

be, or must she be as her home
town wants her?

Can she become a wicked, slinking

vampire on the silver sheet after years
of angelic innocence in the home town?
Does she rise to dramatic heights in

vain, so far as those who "knew her
when" are concerned?

Consider Zasu Pitts, who hails from
the little town of Santa Cruz, Cali-

fornia.

It's not uncommon to read about
an actor who visits his birthplace and
is given the key to the city, to say
nothing of the unabashed adulation of
old friends. I read about one the
other day, whose official welcome un-
der such circumstances consisted of a
parade and a municipal holiday. Lit-

tle town, of course. But nevertheless
a welcome of rousing proportions was
accorded. And the particular player
was not important in Hollywood.

^ That is why the attitude of Santa
Cruz toward Zasu Pitts, and Zasu
Pitts' attitude toward Santa Cruz, is

so unusual.

Santa Cruz is Zasu's home town.
She went to school there,

and it was Santa Cruz
she left to seek her for-

tune in Hollywood. For-
tune that has taken an
exceeding rise since that
first role of hers, in

Mary Pickford's "The
Little Princess."

First, I'd better tell

you about Santa Cruz as
Zasu and I know it. We
lived next door to each
other there, you see.

That was when Zasu
was just starting high
school, and I was riding

a tricycle. I fell off the

tricycle in front of Za-
su's house. She was in

her garden, where I had
often seen her. This
time she noticed me

—

my wails, I mean. She
came running out, picked
me up, dried my tears,

and then took me into

the garden and showed

Photo by Seely

Zasu is still 'Mrs. Pitts' little girl" to the people who saw her grow up.

Zasu at the age of two, taking a stroll. me the flowers, told me their names, and let

me pick a few. After that I called her "The
Flower Lady." And unconsciously I still think

of her as that—just as the rest of Santa Cruz
will continue to think of her as "Mrs. Pitts'

little girl."

For Santa Cruz is a very small town. Most
of its residents have lived there for twoscore
years or more. They know every one and re-

member every one who ever left. Moreover,
if a wandering Santa Cruzan chooses to come
back for a visit, after an absence of fifteen

years or so. he is greeted with no more surprise

than if he had just walked around the block

and were coming back for the afternoon mail.

Perhaps that's why it was not as startled as

it might have been when its plain little daughter,

Zasu Pitts, became a famous figure on the

screen.

When Zasu lived with her mother and
brother in Santa Cruz, she was as familiar a

figure as the ice-cream man in the white wagon,
who used to warble "Don't You Remember
California in September," while slowly driving

through the streets. Zasu's bicycle, with its

dilapidated delivery basket on the front, was
almost a town institution. Zasu made small
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Zasu Pitts' plaintive expression was her strongest asset in her

early days as an actress.

deliveries for any one and every one after school hours.

That was her way of helping out the finances of the

family.

Zasu wasn't foolish and flighty like some of the other

girls of her age. She was "unusual," the townspeople
said. But not an]' more unusual than the Swedish bo}r

,
j

who used to pick apples from our trees for five cents

a box. He was a dreamy, irresponsible boy who loved

beautiful things and could see no reason for accepting

money for gathering rosy apples and placing them in

neat rows in boxes. Zasu was a quiet, big-eyed girl,

who passed every moment of leisure in a flower garden.

The apple gatherer is unusual, because he still picks

apples every season for nothing. Zasu is still unusual—
\

but famous.

Interviewed on the subject of Zasu, a Santa Cruz
resident of many years would probably sigh, yawn,
and then drawl, "No, we didn't expect much of the

Pitts kid. She was sort of long and lanky and was
always traipsing around on that rusty bicycle of hers.

And then she spent an awful lot of time in her
flower garden

"

Now, don't let this seemingly indifferent attitude that Santa
Cruz has, make you think the little city is not fond of its

daughter. That's just it. They love her so much—those

friends of hers—that she will always be like a daughter to

them. A daughter whose success has not changed her in

their eyes. Who is expected to come home for a time every

year—as Zasu does. But whose appear-

ance on Pacific Street is no more excit-

ing than the aspect of old Doc Meyers,
who has been making the same rounds
for twenty years.

Last summer I was in Santa Cruz
talking to Leona Brown, a girl who at

one time had played dolls with me.. I

mentioned to Leona that I had seen Zasu
only a short time before and that we
had been talking about Santa Cruz.

"H'm !" Leona murmured, "I wonder
if it's going to rain to-day. I'd better

hurry my lunch hour if it is."
j

That wasn't so good, so I tried again.

"Zasu says she's coming back here to

live."

Leona turned vaguely surprised eyes

on me as she said, "Why, of course, she

comes back every once in a while. She's

going to take a place up on the hill, I

guess. Goodness, look ! Mrs. Andrews
has a new coat—she must have been in

San Francisco."

And that was that. Might just as well

try to make an idol of Zasu in Santa
Cruz as to attempt crossing the Pacific

Ocean in a frail, shaky canoe.

Every picture in which Zasu
plays eventually gets to Santa
Cruz. After "Greed" was
shown there, Zasu was the re-

cipient of countless letters from
indignant Santa Cruzans. They
didn't like her role in it—she

,
didn't act enough this way
or that. She looked too

skinny and her face was
peaked. Had she forgot-

ten to take those pills Doc
Meyers prescribed last

H year? And so on.

When the news reached

I Santa Cruz that Zasu and
Wallace Beery had been
blown unconscious by
seven sticks of dynamite,

after a mistake had been
made in the timing, Zasu
found letters urging her

to stop such dangerous
foolishness. Sitting on

\\ dynamite!—the

idea ! Didn't she

remember the time

the rooming house
on Lincoln Street

had been blown to

pieces by only one
stick of the stuff?

And here she had
been sitting on

J seven!

Then "Casey at

the Bat" arrived in

town. And its lead-

ing lady was glad to know
Continued on page 112

Santa Cruz knew her as a lanky,

big-eyed, girl traipsing around on

a rusty bicycle.
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Charles Rogers and James Hall have a tug of war with Baron, "Buddy's" police dog.

Hollywood High Lights
Unreeling the news and gossip of the studio center

By Edwin and Elza Schallert

THE census of red-headed girls will soon have to

be taken in Hollywood. The increase in flam-

ing tresses is constant. We have often antici-

pated that there might be a switch to some ultra color

like mauve or heliotrope, but auburn, with many varia-

tions, is the most persistent favorite. It even rivals

the blond vogue which has always enjoyed many de-

votees and adherents.

Janet Gaynor is a recent convert. Her hair is not

brightly burnished. It is not an obvious change, but

it is expected to result in new photographic high lights,

when she is seen in "The Four Devils." Nancy Drexel

in the same picture, has by way of contrast, become
decidedly light-headed. This was because she bore too

close a resemblance to Miss Gaynor on the screen.
" Joan Crawford's transmutation—or is it transforma-

tion?—is the one that continues to amaze us most,

however. She positively dazzled us with the rich, coral

glow of. her coiffure, when we saw her recently at the

Metro-Goldwyn studio. It is several tinges brighter

than the teira-cotta that she wore earlier in the season.

You will see Joan display this new hue in "Our Dancing

Daughters/' But what, is ^surprising is that it films

goldenesque rather than ebonesque, as so often happens

with the cardinal color.

Mary Astor, Nancy Carroll, and Doris Hill are still

among tho*se who display Titian tresses an naturel.

while Clara Bow and Alice White remain permanently

loyal to the luminous, coppery pigment. Dorothy Gul-

liver and Margaret Livingston disclose natural ruddy
preferences.

Curls, too, are coming into fashion. Greta Garboand
Billie Dove are the leading innovators. Greta's style

of hairdressing has long been individual and, to add
romantic charm to her presence, she has lately cultivated

the custom of letting the curls dangle freely over her

shoulders. Billie Dove displays captivating ringlets

clustered around her neck, when she goes out publicly

nowadays. Camilla Horn also exemplifies this custom
with individuality.

Madge's Success Compensates.

Unlucky in marriage—lucky in career ! Madge
Bellamy 'can ' gladden herself with this thought. She

has a new contract with Fox, and is reported to be
receiving four thousand five hundred dollars a week,
an advance of one thousand dollars over her previous

salary.

Madge has a clever story for her next picture—

.

Edna Ferber's "Mother Knows Best." Part of this

film will probably be made with the Movietone.
Madge was on the stage in "Dear Brutus" and other

plays, some years ago, and is looking forward to speak-

ing lines again, especially as she will be one of the very
first stars in the colon}- to record her voice on the

Movietone. She will impersonate Fannie Brice, Will
Rogers, Eddie Foy, Anna Held, and others, so alto-

gether "Mother Knows Best" promises her a capital

opportunity.

A Retort Courteous.

John Barrymore's droll humor was in evidence at

an evening radio speaking, sponsored by United Artists

not long ago. Barrymore was introduced by Douglas
Fairbanks, who" said: "Mr. Barrymore is in a peculiar

position. The stage deplores the fact that he belongs

to pictures, and pictures deplore the fact that he belongs

to the stage."

"Since neither the stage nor the screen is willing to

claim me," retorted Barrymore, in his habitually pol-

ished manner, "I shall probably eventually have to

content myself with becoming either an acrobat or a
radio announcer."

Doug, Charlie Chaplin, Norma Talmadge, and D. W.
Griffith spoke into the microphone, and Dolores del Rio
sang a number composed for her picture "Ramona."
It was one of the most noteworthy assemblages gathered
for any radio event.

Rogers Hit of Evening.

Personal appearances of stars bring amazing results.

For example, we did not know how popular "Buddy"
Rogers really was, until a benefit recently given for

flood sufferers in southern California. Rogers was
the hit of the evening. He was given a rousing wel-

come. And who do you suppose his closest rival was?
None other than Chester Conklin. ;

This was sensational, in view of the fact that on the

i
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A tense moment while "Wheezer," Hal Roach rascal, finds the exact word,

same program were such well-known people as Jack

Gilbert, Tom Mix, George Sidney, Jack Mulhall, and
others presumably very much better known, and rated

great box-office favorites.

Rogers and Charlie Farrell are seemingly supremely

triumphant among newer comers, though Don Alvarado

and Gary Cooper are also very highly rated.

Fan-mail results prove the amazing popularity of

Rogers and Farrell, however. Rogers, at the Para-

mount studio, gets an average of three thousand seven

hundred letters a week, while Farrell, at Fox's, re-

ceives three thousand five hundred. At Metro-Goldwyn
Gilbert and Ramon Novarro are the leaders. The girl-

winners in these studios include Norma Shearer. Clara

Bow, and Janet Gaynor. Clara still receives six thou-

sand five hundred letters weekly.

"D. W." Discovers Sally.

Sally O'Neil is elected to be D. W. Griffith's star in

"The Battle of the Sexes." There are several other

major luminaries in the film, but Sally's is the per-

formance that will be watched for. Griffith has always

done well by youth in his films. Consequently, what-

ever ingenue he decides to feature may consider that

her career is blossoming.

For a time it was rumored that Mary Philbin would
play the girl in "The Battle of the Sexes." We un-

derstand that satisfactory arrangements could not be

made, because of the likelihood of her appearing soon

in "Show Boat." Mary naturally would have liked to

play the role, because she regarded working with Grif-

fith in "Drums of Love" as such a "wonderful expe-

rience," to use her own words.

Sally is elated. She is taking life far rhore seriously

these days, and has set about to make a great name
for herself in pictures. She is one of the brightest

little girls in the colony.

Dolores an Easter Hostess.

Dolores del Rio gave a brilliant Easter party, with

throngs of people present. Even Charlie Chaplin at-

tended. However, Charlie's social appearances are not

such an extraordinary event to day as they were two
or three years ago. One sees him frequently in public,

now. His health hasn't been very good lately, _but he

is gay, enthusiastic, and tremendously interested in life

despite this.

Leatrice Joy, Camilla Horn, Billie Dove, Greta

Nissen, Libyan Tashman, Edmund
Lowe, Charles Farrell, Victor Varconi,

Warner Baxter, Winifred Bryson,

Ralph Lewis, Vera Lewis, and Vivian
Duncan were present. Greta Nissen

created a mild sensation by coming
stockingless, and looking naively child-

like in a cape of gold, with her skirt

above her knees. Leatrice wore a

white lace dress of very slender lines,

that lent rare distinction to her per-

sonality. It was decidedly old-world.

Dolores' beautiful home, and her

charm as a hostess, were both th©

inspiration for approving comment.

Mary's Best Friend Passes.

"Without my mother I might not

have been able to meet failure ; with-

out her I know that I could not have

met success. Her happiness has been

my aim throughout my career ; she has

thought only of my good. She has

been my greatest aid and has always

stood beside me, relieving me of practical burdens, help-

ing me to retain my perspective in my work, and leaving

me free to achieve and to accomplish. Without her

I could not possibly have carried out my career."

Thus Mary Pickford spoke to us of her mother
shortly before her death. She had no advance inkling

of its sudden arrival until a few hours before the sad

event. There is no loss, perhaps, that any one in

pictures has suffered as great as that of Mary's be-

reavement. In few instances have mother and daughter

been so close to each other in sympathy, understanding,

and love.

It was Mrs. Pickford's judgment that was reflected

in every step of her daughter's success from the time

she was a child on the stage ; and her devotion to her

other children, Lottie and Jack, was equally ideal.

The pall of sadness cast over their lives by Mrs.
Pickford's death caused both Mary and Doug to give

up plans for picture-making, and go to Europe instead.

They will stay there until late summer. Mary felt that

there were too many associations and reminders in

Hollywood for the time being.

Jack Turns a Corner.

Time moves on in filmdom. It doesn't, for instance,

seem possible that the rise of Jack Gilbert to fame as

a star with Metro-Goldwyn should date back four years.

But it's a fact that it does.

This was brought to our attention not long ago when
Ave learned that he had signed a new contract with

that organization. William Haines joined M.-G.-M.

about the same time as Gilbert, though, only as a be-

ginner. Jack had previously been starred by Fox.

Looking back on Jack's career for this period, we
should say that his two best performances were in

"His Hour," and "The Big Parade." He has been

enjoying the fruits of these early conquests ; he has

had personal success in great measure, but he needs

outstanding pictures. He is a splendid and capable

chap, whose talents are only very occasionally realized.

Torrid Romance in Prospect.

Wr
e might add to Jack's list of successes "Flesh and

the Devil." It was not quite as advantageous for him
personally as "His Hour" and "The Big Parade," but

nevertheless a worth-while production.

We recall "Flesh and the Devil," because Clarence

Brown is to direct another film called "The Son of
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St. Moritz," with Gilbert and Greta Garbo. Will the

love scenes be torrid? We'll give you just one guess!

From Stogies to Spices.

It used to be the fashion to name cigars after stage

stars in the days of rotund hip lines, narrow waists and

—shall we say it ?—bustles.

That complimentary custom has never prevailed in

the days of the cinema. It has its counterpart, however.
There are shops in Hollywood that specialize in

salads, sandwiches, and confections bearing the names
of the fair and famous ; and now Laura La Plante has

just learned that in far-away Egypt a cake has been

created in her honor, containing exceedingly rare and

delicate spices. We never should have suspected that

Laura was a pet of Pharaoh's descendants, but this

must prove that she is.

Louise Leads to Adventure.

Louise Fazenda is always discovering some fantastic

sort of new adventure. If it isn't some odd little antique

shop, heavy with incense, into which she leads us, it is

sure to be a Chinese joss house, or something equally

interesting. It seems that with Louise one is always

going on some sort of weird excursion.

She afforded us a real thrill not long ago, when she

led us to a quaint Japanese restaurant, that served food

of mysterious origin, with elusive and exotic allure-

ments, which required all our dexterity in the use of

chop sticks to consume successfully. One of the sev-

eral unusual things that happened was that the main
part of the meal was disposed of at one table, and

that we moved to another for the dessert. In all these

intricacies Louise was ably assisted by Mrs. Sojin, wife

of the Japanese actor who played in "The Road to

Mandalay" and "The Thief

of Bagdad."
After dinner Louise led

us to a theater where we
witnessed a group of Japa-
nese plays, which were
remarkable for their acting.

We noted, among the au-

dience Charles Chaplin,

Harry Crocker, Hobart
Bosworth, Cornelius Keefe,

and others of the colony.

While the show was on,

Louise and Mrs. Sojin re-

galed us with roasted chest-

nuts, strawberry soda, aba-

lone chips, tangerines, and
ice-cream cornucopias, be-

side which combination

even a Japanese dinner

paled into insignificance.

It was generally conceded

that despite the remarkable

excellence of the perform-
ances, none of the plays presented

would make good film material. In

one of them the hero was stabbed

to death in the wildest fight we have
ever seen outside a Tom Mix film,

while the heroine took poison. Those of

the picture folk who quest for new artistic

thrills, were actively in attendance, how-
ever.

Plays Return Engagement.

It is one thing to give warm praise to

the work of a new actress—it is another

thing to seek to reengage her for leading woman on
the very' earliest occasion.

Dick Barthelmess, however proved that he liked the

work of Lina Basquette in "The Noose," by signing

her for "Roulette," which he is now completing. Miss
Basquette went right into this from "The Godless Girl."

Dick has recaptured his popularity during the past

season. Both "The Patent Leather Kid" and "The
Noose" were big hits. Dick thinks he has another

winner in "Roulette." He is doing a dual role in

this film.

A Conservative Celebration.

Here's one to try on your friends. Douglas Fairbanks

is its sponsor, and he demonstrated its effect amidst an

uproar of laughter at a recent meeting of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Ask somebody : "Did you ever hear how the Scots-

man celebrated the Fourth of July?" Then, before he

has time to think, give three snaps of the finger of

your right hand. If the snaps are loud enough, the

implication won't miss, what with the basis of humor
for Scotch jokes already abundantly established.

The academy meeting was in honor of a visiting dele-

gation of film technicians. One of filmdom's pet gags

was worked to great advantage with this staid body.

This consisted of having a character actor, whose name
eludes us at the moment, impersonate a belligerent

German, who attacked the worth of all scientific and
film achievements in this country. Nearly half the

audience took his talk seriously, and were inclined to

become a trifle miffed by it, since it was very denun-

ciatory. There was terrific merriment when the de-

ception was discovered, and the crowd realized that

they had only been kidded by the "preposterous conten-

tions" of an "arrogant foreigner."

Doesn't Give a "Woof."

The virtues of Rin-Tin-Tin as a star may be extolled

to the skies, but he will never be awarded any medals

as a watchdog. He slept through the recent arrival and

departure of a sneak thief at the residence of his owner,

Lee Duncan. Fortunately the burglar was satisfied to

purloin the contents of the ice box, or Rin-Tin-Tin's

disgrace might have been horrible and permanent.

An "Ex"-ceptional Case.

"Ex's" do still remain devoted in Hollywood. "Ex's,"

as you undoubtedly know, is the term current for those

who have once been
Fred Thomson proudly

displays Fred, Jr.

married, but are sepa-

rated by the usual formal

courtly proceedings.

Devotion of "Ex's"
has fallen slightly into

disuse lately, but its re-

vival was surmised when
Kenneth Harlan attended

a party given, by Marie
Prevost at her residence

for a group of news-
paper folk. Marie has

a new house in the

Spanish style in Beverly
Hills, and is a proficient

and delightful hostess.

As one of the features

of the event, everybody
was required to inscribe

his name on the wall of

her billiard room, in ad-
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dition to a sentiment befitting the occasion. Almost
every one who attended, taking cognizance of the fact

that Marie had changed the color of her hair for "The
Godless Girl," remarked that either as blonde or

brunette she was a charming and fascinating girl.

MacLean Reenters Tourney.

Just about the time that we were convinced that

Douglas MacLean had forsaken the screen for good,

news arrives that he is to star in two feature comedies

a year for the Christie organization.

Doug has some very amusing successes to his credit

in the past, like "Twenty-three-and-a-half Hours'
Leave," "The Hottentot," and "Going Up." : He won
steady success as an independent producer, but did not

fare so well when he released through Paramount. His

Christie contract means, however, that his pictures will

continue to play on the company's program.

There are few screen players who have had more
schooling in the art of acting, for Doug studied this

very seriously when he was preparing for the stage.

Bancroft Seaside Estater.

George Bancroft's waxing good fortune is proven by

his purchase of Norma Talmadge's beach home. Ban-

croft has gone right up the ladder as a star since

"Underworld," with his salary duly increasing. He
is said to receive approximately three thousand dollars

a week under most recent arrangements.

The Talmadge home is one of the finest in the Santa

Monica section, and during its tenancy by Joseph M.
Schenck and Norma it was the scene of many festive

social affairs. It is a twelve-room structure of Italian

architecture. Bancroft is reported to have bought it

for one hundred thousand dollars.

Problem in Mathematics.

Our chronicle of marriages, engagements, and divorces

this month tabulates as

follows

:

Marriages 2

Engagements 1

Divorces 4

Separation (official). 1

Separation (tentative) ... 1

Proposal (London to

Hollywood) 1

Net total

plus x equals y.

Please don't ask us what
this means, or how we
arrived at it.

The marriages include

Johnny Walker and
Maude Wayne, both in

films, and George Lewis,

actor, and Mary Lou
Lohman, society girl.

The affianced are Alice

White and Richard Grace,

the latter a stunt flier.

The divorced are Jac-

queline Logan, who pro-

cured her decree, and
Blanche Mehaffey, who
will procure hers. Vir-

ginia Pearson is legally

sundered from Sheldon
Lewis, because they did

not like the same kind of

literature, or for some
such odd reason.

Separation—official—Virginia Brown Faire and Jack-

Dougherty. Mr. Dougherty was the last husband of

Barbara La Marr, and married Miss Faire a little more
than a year ago.

Separation—tentative—Dolores del Rio and Jaime
del Rio ; announcement was made, however, that they
will not divorce.

Proposal : Admiring English gentleman to Mary
Duncan. Received over telephone from London, and
caused actress to be arrested for speeding in her anxiety
to return home in time for call.

Jinx Swerves to Esther.

Has. the jinx that pursued Bebe Daniels so relentlessly

turned now to Esther Ralston? Bebe has had accident

after accident in the past few years, but has been spared,

now, for several months. Miss Ralston has just met
her first one, and she is a bit superstitious.

Like most of Bebe's, the accident happened during
the filming of a picture. Esther was working in a
scene, where she was driving an automobile. The camera
was placed on a truck directly in front of her, which
was attached to the car she was driving, the power of

her machine being used to push it along. The scene was
being photographed on one of the studio streets.

The camera truck cut off Esther's vision, and she did
not notice a tree that obstructed the way. She was
traveling about thirty miles an hour, when she collided

with this. The camera truck was upset, with the result

that the director, Gregory La Cava, the camera man,
and other assistants were thrown on the road. Mr.
La Cava was knocked senseless and Esther's neck was
wrenched.

"Bebe probably wouldn't have thought a thing of
this accident," Esther said, "but to me it was terrible.

I was scared to death."

New Partners in Romance.

Miss Vilma Banky, star; Mr. Walter Byron, leading
man.

Mr. Ronald Colman, star ; Miss Lily Damiti, leading
woman.

Thus is a new al-

liance of film destinies

forecast. A famous
pair of co-stars have
each acquired a new
partner. It isn't quite

definitely settled at

this writing that Miss
Damiti will play oppo-
site Colman, but there

is every assurance that

Mr. Byron is to ap-

pear as the hero of

Miss Banky's film.

They are both new
discoveries. Mr. By-
ron is English, Miss
Damiti, French. They
were signed by Sam-
uel Goldwyn, the pro-

ducer, during his re-<

cent trip to Europe'.

At least Mr. Byron
was, while temporary
arrangements were

Continued on page 110
\

Little Mary Ann Jackson

uses her feminine wiles on

Harry Spear.
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They Didn't Know It Then
Little did these darlings suspect that one day they would become

famous the world over, and give their mamas automobiles and things.

Jsan Crawford, above, just as

poised at six as she is to-day.

Mae Bush, right, looked as though
she had the weight of the whole
of Australia, her birthplace, on her

six-year-old shoulders.

Lois Moran, below, at the age of

fourteen months—a baby of whom
any mother would be proud. .

Norma Shearer, above, in her best

bonnet—and what a bonnet !—at

the age of three, when she was as

calm about things as she is to-day.

Gertrude Olmsted, below, even

when she had celebrated only three

birthdays, knew all about how to

use her pretty eyes to advantage
in one of her earliest experiences

with the camera.
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A

Ann Rorlc's obvious plump-

ness makes her more like-

able and natural.

Enter the Plump Heroine
"Dangerous curves ahead" hold no terrors for her, because she defies the rules of

diet and would give up her career rather than her meals. Read the spirited de-

fense by those whose well-rounded figures point to the courage of their convictions-

By Myrtle Gebhart

mantic atmosphere,

gaged in portraying

have come to the conclusion

that they need not sacrifice

health for art's sake.

Her slight plumpness
makes Ann Rork the more
likable and natural, and not

just another silhouette. She

IS
a career worth more

than health?

Several actresses asked

themselves this ques-

|, tion, and since their

decision to eat—let

the pounds collect

where they may !—the

craze for diets is wan-
ing. The "Dangerous
Curves Ahead" sign is

being taken down, and
Hollywood cafe own-
ers are smiling again,

now that the acute

competition for sylph-

like figures is over.

Nita Naldi intro-

duced the spinach

diet ; in turn, there

were the lamb-chops-

and-pineapple phase,

the orange-juice re-

I gime, and sundry
others. More than

one girl suffered a

nervous breakdown
from lack of proper

/ nourishment that the

camera, which unflat-

teringly photographs

one a size or two

larger anyhow, might record

fiat figures.

Now the ten-

dency is for the

healthier girl
_
to

replace the wist-

iul shadow. Nor
is she less attrac-

tive than the slim

heroine. The frail

girls appeal in an

imaginative, ro-

But those en-

modern girls

attacked this question as frankly as she did her food.

Ann is the ringleader of this new movement.
"They ought to put my round-faced picture on the

billboards to advertise 'Eat and Be Healthy Week,'
"

she chuckled over a plenteous meal. "I eat what I like

when I want it. I'm a rebel.

"After all, a career isn't the only thing in life. I'm

terribly interested in mine. Particularly now that I

am free-lancing and no longer under contract to Dad."

She grimaced. "I've the sweetest Dad in the world, but

he's awful to work for. He will take business home.

And instead of having things made soft for me, as some
people thought, whenever there was any extra labor to

be done, it was shifted onto my young shoulders. As
soon as I started being my own agent and boss, I landed

myself better roles. After I've played enough baby-

eyed ingenues, I want to do comedy. I'd like to team
with one of the boys and play an average, modern girl

who gets into scrapes, but who can take care of herself."

She looked quite capable of doing that very thing, in

her tan tweeds, brown raincoat, and soft felt hat.

"Englishy," she insisted, adding that she had felt very
protecting, having brought the umbrella along for me.

"So you see I'm not in the movies for fun. I'm

anxious to work hard, but I don't see why I should

sacrifice my whole life—especially chocolate parfaits.

Girls in other professions succeed on their merits alone.

Why not in pictures, too?

"It's so sill}'- to endanger your health." Ann heaped
dressing upon her salad. "Dieting is ridiculous. Some
girls take their careers too seriously. Must we give all

to our art?" A hand raised, in the best Negri manner.
"I'm a normal, average girl and I want a good time

and varied interests. There's no reason why I—or any
other girl—should go dippy about a career. I was
born plump. Sometimes it shows on the screen.

But if the public won't accept me looking healthy,

I'll just have to fold up the career. Though, to

be sure, I reduce ten pounds the week before I

start a picture."

I gasped. Ten pounds in a week, and no diet!

"Well, I don't eat quite so

much—I simply go to a party
every night."

Again this merry and vital

young person handed me a

wallop. Many actresses will tell

J you how, preparatory to a new
picture, they go to bed every
night at eight in order to look

their best.

Extra pounds don't bother Audrey

Ferris, for she likes her mother's

cooking too well.
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I pretend

I'm really

"Not I !" Ann complacently ordered a sweet

"I've discovered that when I am dining wit!

some one interesting I don't eat very much
We're too busy talking. At
home, we all know each

other's business, and there's

seldom much zest to the con-

versation ; so we eat. There-

fore, I get invited out by

some thrilling young man

—

and dance until eleven. I also

play golf and tennis. I mean
to. Exercise is incidental,

crazy"—her brown eyes twinkled from her

round face
—

"about trains, ships, airplanes

—in fact, every mode of locomotion except

walking."

Her average weight is 132. her height

five feet five inches. For a picture she re-

duces to 122, and adds the extra poundage

the first lazy week afterward.

Renee Adoree has always snapped her

fingers at the scales. Her comment
was terse and her laugh gay.

"Eating is a habit I contracted when
quite young, and one which I have

kept up faithfully. If your work in-

terferes with your meals, drop the

work! Seriously, I would not diet, 1

not even for 'the roaring lion,' " re-

ferring to the M.-G.-M. trade-mark.

"This movie acting is at times a nerve-

racking business. Our nerves are al-

ways at a tension. We need to build

up our strength rather than deplete it

by insufficient food."

"Heard you were getting up an anti-

diet list." Audrey Ferris, Warners' smart child

among the thirteen Wampas babies, contributed

her remarks, with a grin. "Put me down. Some
of the critics noticed my curves in a recent pic-

ture. Let them try dieting, if they like. But not

for me—not while I have a mother who can

coax things out of an oven that would make
the Ritz chef envious. I am ambitious. I

want to get ahead in pictures, to become
popular. But health is more important. I don't overeat

—much." Again the grin. "Still, I never exactly leave

the table hungry. When there's any excess baggage—
really enough to worry about—I go in for strenuous

gym work. Setting-up exercises keep me limber—when
I remember to do 'em."

If I wanted to be catty, which I don't, and if it were
really the reason for the choice, instead of the plot

of the story itself being the cause, I might say that the

gentlemen preferred the blond Ruth Taylor to the red-

haired Alice White, because Ruth was slimmer. Alice

is tin)' and cannot carry an extra ounce, without its

being evident. However, I haven't seen her starving

herself.

Phyllis Haver's figure has always been well curved,

even in the flat-chested days. She saw no

Renee Adoree will not deplete

her strength by insufficient

nourishment.

chewing unnecessary

I

I

reason to forget that she had once orna-

mented bathing suits. Her weight remains

virtually the same. Yet she heartily dis-

approves of dieting. However, she has one
unbreakable rule—she never eats between

meals, no matter how tempting the food.

"Nibbling at candy, nuts, cakes,

and such dainties is bad for the

health, being mostly rich foods, and
surplus," she said, rus-

tling into the DeMille
publicity office in a

black, beruffled

costume. "At
meals I eat what-
ever I want, but

[ never 'snack.'
"

Lina Basquette

likewise goes on
record with

strenuous objec-

tions to diet,

other than es-

weets. Lina does not

really belong in this article, for she shows
no alarming hints of avordupois, yet her fig-

ure is far from slim.

"I was a dancer before I ever thought of

pictures," Lina, in the uniform of a "trusty"

in a girls' reformatory, paused between

scenes of "The Godless Girl" to give her

opinion. "Therefore, I know the value of

splendid health. Fool diets put sags where
firm lines should be, and wreak havoc with

the face."

Dancing and exercise suffice to remove any

extra pound that may creep up when Lina

isn't weighing and
watching. With her

victrola for inspira-

tion, she does arm and

chest exercises, the

regulation bendin
calisthenics, adding a

few of the dancer's

contortions, and end-

ing with the somersaults she has

since childhood. If she

Continued on page 108

done

Ever since her bathing-girl days Phylli

Haver has been an exponent

of curves.
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Mexico's Claim to Fame
Dolores del Rio's amazing record of thirteen pictures in little more than two
years is a record unapproached by any other leading player, but the vogue of

the Mexican star is accounted for in the first minute of an interview with her.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

IF the wise men of the West are to be believed, the

particular bright star of the immediate future will

be Dolores del Rio.

Prophesy is dangerous in any business ; in the film

industry it approaches the apex of folly. But in this

instance the prognosticators base their guess upon pic-

tures that they consider already "in the bag." In Holly-

wood we say that a picture is "in the bag" when it is

morally certain to be a success, even though not yet re-

leased. •
;

Dolores del Rio has established a record among the

invading foreign ladies by appropriating one choice lead-

ing role after another, by gracing one super-
special after another, by achieving enviable no-
tices for all her performances in rapid succession.

First there was her hit in "What Price Glory,"
acclaimed in many quarters as one of the ten great

pictures of all time. Then came her brilliant,

moving characterization in "Resurrection." "The
Trail of '98" is destined to add to her
laurels, "Carmen" was nothing short of

a sensation, "Ramona" is highly touted
by the experts, and then there will ar-

rive "Revenge," especially designed to

exploit the Del Rio talents, heralded as

the supreme Del Rio triumph.

All these pictures have been feature

affairs, well above program standards,

and it is upon them that the wise men-

base their glowing predictions.

"Just as Garbo flashed across the

movie skies, so will Del Rio," they say.

And it is inevitably apparent that she

will. Her Carmen, in what Fox called

"Loves of Carmen," however deleted for

general showing it was, brought forth

the Mexican star in all her flashing vi-

tality, all her abandon, all her fiery

charm. It rivals the Negri portrayal in

"Gypsy Blood." Certainly it is a spir-

ited, exciting^ performance.
Most people know of her aristocratic

family in Mexico, most people have read
of her husband, wealthy Jaime del Rio

;

but to appreciate Dolores you should
meet her.

At the family manse in Hollywood I

found her husband awaiting her arrival.

He is a swarthy, slender, dapper man
with a formal little mustache, a man one
might easily mistake for Alfonso of
Spain.

"Dolores will be home any minute,"
he announced.
The home is Mexican in design, richly

but tastefully furnished, perfectly ap-
pointed. We talked in the mellow light

of the rambling living room until a bark-
ing clog heralded the ap-

proach of his mistress.

She proved to be an
olive-skinned beauty with

extravagantly large eyes,

Unlike many foreign

stars, Dolores del Rio

is devoid of affecta-

tion or vose.

a lovely body, and vivacity that might be termed electric

in its effect. Her sleek, brown hair is parted in the

middle and drawn tightly over the ears, a simple coiffure

that heightens the classic contours of her face. Here is

a Latin type as rich in beauty as she is distinctive in

individuality.

"I am late. I am sorry," she said with a brilliant

smile, and in this case brilliant is a dull Word;- "I have
been trying on costumes, having pictures taken, seeing

people. I am rushed. But I love it!" ,
• .-

Her English is excellent, although she declared she

had learned most of it from the marines in "What
Price Glory." If this is true, she has been
highly successful in expurgating their vo-
cabulary. There is a slight accent, but" noth-
ing suggesting pose. Most foreigners im-
press one as being affected. You ask for ex,-

amples and you get Lya de Putti, Jetta Gou-
dal, Pola Negri. Not the Del Rio. She is

spontaneous, interesting, frank

in expressing herself.

She has been fortunate in hav-
ing Edwin Carewe's guidance
from the beginning, when he
persuaded her to try. pictures.

He has not permitted her to sign

for more than one picture at a

time, except .when she has been

assured of his direction, and as

a result she has been able to re-

alize the fruits of pyramiding
popularity. Her salary has been
bid up by rival producers, rising

from $250 to something reputed

to be over $2,500 weekly. And even ip

the golden hills of Hollywood that is con-

sidered a living wage. Carewe has taken
care to place her in special productions al-

most without exception ; more money was
spent in making them, more time was
taken, and better results were obtained

than would have been the case with pro-

gram pictures on a long-term contract.

"From the day I come to Hollywood, I
have been busy," she said. "From the be-

ginning I have had work—so much ! But
there is not much to do in Hollywood but
make pictures. I like to work with in-

teresting parts."

In the little over two years that she has

been a handmaiden to the baby art she has

appeared in thirteen pictures, an amazing
record for any newcomer, but all the more
astounding when one notes that fully half

of these pictures rank as special produc-
tions, actually as well as nominally.

"My pictures overlap," she said. "As I

finish 'Resurrection' I start on 'Carmen,'

and before I am through that I am get-

ting costumes for 'Trail of '98.' Then as

soon as that is finish, I must be ready for

'Ramona' and 'The Red Dancer of Mos-
Continued on page 98



DOLORES del RIO says that she learned most of her Eng-
lish from the marines in "What Price Glory," according to

Malcolm H. Oettinger's interview opposite, and that above all

things she does not want to be a "long-soffering herring."
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TVflARCELINE DAY is coming along nicely, thank you. Surely
1V1 you must think the same, if you saw her in "The Big City."
Depth and charm were there, and strength, too. Now she is to
rollick a bit, in Buster Keaton's next.

Photo by Ruth Harriet Louise
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Photo by Charles E. Bulloch

GILBERT ROLAND shorn of his mane does not mean Gilbert

Roland minus his fire and picturcsqueness. Far from it.

Submitting to the shears prepared him for his role in "The

Woman Disputed," and maybe the pleas of the fans counted, too.
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HEAR! Hear! Beautiful Marguerite de la Motte, too long
absent from the screen, is coming back to play Constance in

Douglas Fairbanks' "Twenty Years After," the same heroine
she played in "The Three Musketeers." Talk about the law of
compensation

!
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Photo by Rath Harriet Louise

RALPH FORBES, who once was the Prince of Wales in a stage

play, and is quite at his best on the screen in "The Trail of
'98," will Ibe seen in "The Whip," a melodrama of the English

race tracks.
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yiLMA BANKY'S character, in Margaret Reid's skillfully
V sympathetic analysis opposite, is exactly what you would ex-
pect. She is tranquil, even in the happiness of her marriage, and
serenity gives the final luster to the beauty of her face.
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Vil ma She Is
This analysis of Vilma Banky is both pene-

trating and sympathetic, while the character,

as well as the pronounced individuality of

the beautiful Hungarian, is carefully presented.

,

By Margaret Reid

THREE years ago Samuel Goldwyn discovered Vilma
Banky.

Traveling in Europe, he caught one glimpse of

her face in a continental film and hurried to Budapest to

sign her. She came immediately to Hollywood, one of

the first of the foreign influx. On her arrival, she began
work almost at once in "The Dark Angel," the initial

production of the Banky-Colman series. Since the first

showing of that film, she has held an important and un-
usually secure place in the changeable firmament.

Lacking the electricity of a Garbo, she compensates in

a lyrical, tender appeal which is perhaps more under-
standable to American audiences in general. The last two
years have seen tumult in the industry, but the popularity
of Vilma Banky has been unfluctuating. It would be
tardy redundancy to remark that she is undoubtedly here
to stay.

The furor of her first few months in Hollywood has,

of course, somewhat abated. Partly because the novelty
of quaint, broken English has lately become submerged
in itself, due to the ever-increasing number of foreign
importations. Partly because Vilma is seldom seen in

public any more. But she was a nine evenings' sensation
when she came.
Her timid, wholly irresistible ven-

tures into English, her shy dignity, her
charm and her beaut)-. John Gilbert

gave her the title by which she is still

known : the Hungarian Rhapsody. A
trifle bewildered by the lavishness of

Hollywood social success, she was en-

tertained to the limit of her endurance.

Secretly homesick and unhappy, Vilma hated it. She

dislikes crowds, big parties, cafes. People, in abundance,

tire her, make her nervous. She wanted terribly those

first few months to be let alone now and then. She

would resort to subterfuge for an evening at home

—

alone or with just one or two friends. But Mr. Goldwyn
and his aids were of the opinion that she should become

acquainted with her coworkers, with the customs and

the language. So Vilma, admitting their wisdom,

stepped out when it couldn't be avoided.

It was subject for feminine hostility that the beauti-

ful Hungarian wore no make-up, in its literal sense.

Meaning no rouge, no lipstick, no powder. Her clear,

almost olive, skin was in fascinating contract to her

yellow hair. That her hair was discovered to be inno-

cent of peroxide was the crowning treason. Vilma has

since become Hollywoodized to the extent of faint

touches of powder and lipstick. It is said that Mr.

Goldwyn advised this as being prettier according to

accepted standards, but it is not nearly so arresting.

Our best bachelors have laid hearts, hands, and

salaries at Vilma's inattentive feet. One of the few

escorts with whom she was seen at all frequently was

Rudolph Valentino. Her marriage to Rod La Rocque

was the social apex of last season.

Shortly before her wedding she rashly stated the

possibility of her retirement into domesticity. Quite

sincere in her belief that marriage and the movies were

two separate careers and could not be combined, she

was convinced that a household over which its mistress

Vilma Banky 's clear,

almost olive, skin is

in striking contrast

to her yellow hair,

which is quite inno-

cent of peroxide.

Fhoto by Spurr

did not preside vigilantly, would speedily go to pieces.

Having since found that her attempts at supervision

are regarded as rank intrusions by her expert servants,

and that as a housewife she is an excellent actress, she

is still a picture star.

She is officially a star now, the Banky-Colman team
having been severed, both players stepping into indi-

vidual stardom. Vilma is frankly apprehensive, realiz-

ing the element of danger in the lonely prominence of

this position. That she is not too elated about the

prospect, augurs well for her future. It attests, too,

the native acumen which has enabled her to absorb the

laws and caution of the business.

The composite reincarnation of such as Isolde,

Recamicr, or Chloe, she speaks of the folly of costume
pictures, their lukewarm reception by the public. Her
first starring- vehicle is a story of modern times. She
is unhappy in any role lacking intelligence. The motiva-
tions of a character are as important to her as the

actions.

In her earnest study of our language, she put aside

all books printed in her native tongue, nad reads only

English. Her favorite author is O. Henry. She has

read virtually all his works, and is fascinated by the

unexpected twist at the finish of his stories. She also

likes mystery tales, but is careful to read them only

in broad daylight, particularly those concerning Sherlock

Holmes.
She prefers gypsy music to all other

Continued on page 100

An early liking
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This is

The enterprising Christie girls

fun on sea as on land, with not
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the Life!

decide they can have as much
a bit more chance of getting wet.

Marguerite Andrus, Nancy Dover,

Jane Laurell, and Man' Ashley, above,

decide to take it easy at last, after

agreeing to be careful not to let their

slippers drop into the water.

Jane Laurell, below, displays a sex-

tant exactly as if she knew what to do
with it.

Nancy Dover, above, decides to give

the ocean the once over, while Mary
Ashley, right, turns deckhand.

Hurray ! The girls, below, sight land

and conclude that going back to work
at the studio isn't so bad after all.
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Manhattan
Brief chats with stars who
the metropolis and one or

By Alma

Marceline Day doesn't

like New York as well

as California.
Ernest Torrence

was on the way
to his native
home, Scotland,

for a well-earned

holiday.

ERE all this time I've been thinking
New York was really a rather grand
place to come to for its own sake, but

now it turns out that I was wrong. All this

month movie stars have been leaping off trains

and on boats, and New York has just been a

little way station for foreign ports. "What
are you doing in New York?" "I? Oh.
I'm sailing to-morrow." Going to Europe,
or coming from Europe !

There's Eleanor Boardman. Yes, indeed,

there is Eleanor Boardman, a perfect darling,

if you'll take it from me, though why should
you ? Eleanor doesn't get to New York often,

while as for going to Europe—well, she's going
to get pretty tired of hearing, on the boat,

"You don't mean that this is your very first

trip? Not really?"—in that snooty tone that

leaves you nothing to do but jump overboard
because you've never before been to Europe.

It's King Vidor's" first trip also and he and
Eleanor are having a real ain't-this-grand vaca-

tion. In Paris for weeks. In Italy, motoring
about from city to city. In Budapest. And
Germany. Back to Paris and home. Three
months of going where they like and doing
what they like. And perhaps Eleanor might
make a picture while she's gone.

In New York, before their departure, they

had Marion Davies' apartment. You remem-
ber, dear reader—indeed any reader I may

have is certainly dear to me—that I told you some
months ago about Marion Davies' apartment, the entire

twenty-seventh floor of one of New York's swankier

new hotels. And there's Marion, in California seven

eighths of her time, with the large and lavish apartment
going, as it were, to waste. So whenever one of

Marion's friends leaves Hollywood for New York, the

generous Miss Davies says, "You s-s-simply m-m-must
t-t-take my apartment" in that cute little stutter for-

which she is famous. Rent free, of course. Which
is always a big help when one has traveling expenses.

Just before the arrival of the Vidors, Adolphe Menjou
had been lent the apartment by Miss Davies. Oh, yes,

Adolphe was sailing to Europe also, where he and
Katherine Carver planned to be married early in Ma}-,

and, for all I know to the contrary, probably will be

by the time this gets into print.

Ramon Novarro also went to Europe. It wTas his

first trip abroad since "Ben-Hur," and he wanted par-

ticularly to go to Madrid to see his two sisters, Rosa
and Leonora Sameniegos. They are nuns and Ramon

hadn't seen them for twelve years.

K
Novarro sailed on the De Grassc,

and he wished to slip down to the

boat as unobtrusively as possible.

It's quite enough of a job to get

one's self and one's baggage all

safely off on a steamship, without
having things complicated by report-

ers and photographers and even the

most ardent well-wishers. So Ramon
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Medley
come on hurried visits to

two who are working here.

Talley

evolved a perfectly quaint idea for a disguise,

which unfortunately did not fool the reporters—any one knows you can't fool a reporter.

But Ramon hadn't shaved for days and days
and his disguise—well, really, you'd never
guess it. As the saying goes, it was a scream

!

Ramon wore dark glasses and carried—of all

a nine-month-old baby.things

!

Anna May Wong went to Berlin to make
her first starring picture, for Ufa, which has
an option on her services for a second film

also. "Schlamm" was the working title of the
' first one, and Anna May hoped it would be
changed. Translated, it means "Slime," and
who in the world wants to star in a picture
called "Slime?"
The little Chinese girl was traveling with

her sister, and a large wardrobe which in-

cluded lots of Chinese costumes exquisitely
embroidered, and designed with a marvelous
sense of -color. Most of them Anna May has
sent to her from Pekin and—maybe you think
this wasn't a surprise to me !—the styles change
there just as they do here. They are now
wearing short skirts and three-quarter-length
sleeves.

"Look at those sleeves," said Miss Wong
in annoyance, indicating a
point just below her elbow,
"they sock you right here."

Wasn't it a shock to hear
Anna May's Oriental lips

bursting out with our Amer-
ican slang! Though, really,

of course, Miss Wong speaks
quite American English, as

she was born in San Fran-
cisco and has never been near
China.

In her own
household, h o w - _^

ever, Chinese is

always spoken.

Anna May lives

with her parents

and six brothers and sisters.

And think what fun it must
be for Anna May, every time

she comes home, to enter

laughing—stage directions—and

say: "Ah, I've come to the

Wong house."

Jane Winton also went to Europe,

on a belated honeymoon with her hus-

band, Charles Kenyon, whom she

married, a year ago. She is spending

the summer in Vienna, Germany, and
Italy, and may make a picture or so

before returning. And now that we've
said bon voyage until we're hoarse to

departing screen stars, we might hang
around the piers a while longer and

shout

Patsy
from

Photo by Chidnoff

June Collyer's father is so proud of her sudden success.

Welcome home!" to returning' 'travelers.

Ruth Miller came back very quickly

European venture in picture-making

which turned out less rosy than she

had expected. A little matter of

salary, it seems. Patsy Ruth is used

to talking money in big figures.

Rod La Rocque brought his Vilma
back from her parental -home in

Budapest and were they all - smiles at

being together again ! Those La
Rocques ! They've been married a

year now, but to hear the way they
overwork those words, "dearest"

and "darling," you'd think the big

event took place only last week. Rod
will say, looking at Vilma, "Isn't

she sweet?" and Vilma says,

looking at Rod, "I hope you like

my lovely husband."

So when Vilma went home to visit her parents

for the first time in three years, Rod, when the

separation became unbearable, left in the middle"

of a picture to go after her. Vilma traveled

twenty-nine hours from Budapest to meet Rod's
boat train in Paris, and then
turned around and traveled

twenty-nine hours back again

to take Rod home to see the

family.

Harold Lloyd blew into New
York just about long enough

to attend the premiere of

"Speedy.
'

'
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Charlie Chase would much rather know he is funny in two reels, than

attempt to be in six.

At every station along the way,
crowds swarmed up to the train ; Rod
and Vilma were so touched by their

enthusiasm they both cried. At the

Hungarian border, an ofhcial escort

came to meet them and welcome Rod
as an adopted son of Hungary.

It was a very festive occasion when
Vilma triumphantly showed her new
husband to Mamma and Papa Banky.
By way of being a sweet and thought-
ful son-in-law Rod had brought them
a present. It was a home projection
machine with some films. The plan

was that the La Rocques, back in

Hollywood, could send pictures of

themselves to the far-off Banky family,

films taken on anniversaries, Christ-

mas, and so on, so they wouldn't seem
so far apart.

It was a terrible job for Rod to take

that projection machine over. To
begin with, it weighed twenty-one
pounds. And those customs officials !

At every border they poked and
peeked into this strange contraption,

not quite sure Rod hadn't bombs con-

cealed inside or was smuggling in

something diabolical. They all but

tore it apart in their zeal.

But he finally reached Hungary with

it, and all during the first dinner with,

the "Bankv family, Rod was thinking

of his surprise and being his most charming self.

And oh, how charming Rod can be when he puts
his mind on it, or even, for the matter of that,

with his mind on something else.

Anyhow, Rod liked the family and they liked

him, and after dinner he got up and said, "Ah,
surprise !" or words to that effect, and dragged
out the twenty-one-pound machine. Grinning
broadly, he plugged it into the light socket, turned
it on. Whir, went the machine and some! went
the lights, with every fuse in the house blown
out. Rod's present that was to make such a hit

with the Banky family ! Well, Papa Banky had
to read his evening paper by candlelight. And it

turned out that the Budapest lighting system was
geared up so differently from ours that Rod had
to bring his present back home again, and still

those customs officials' at all the international

borders are not quite sure just what Rod has put

over on them inside that funny contraption.

Marceline Day, on her very first visit to New
York, was just a young girl out for a good time.

Properly chaperoned by her mother, she came
East to play opposite "Buster" Keaton in his new
film about a news-reel camera man.

Marceline was seeing all the shows, and having
her first taste of night life, and trying, with her

mother, to get acquainted with New York's funny
traffic regulations. It seems that in Los Angeles
the pedestrians get a chance to cross the street.

In New York, their lives are their own affair,

and if they can manage to cross streets without

getting killed while cars make left-hand and right-

hand turns, then they're just lucky, that's all. At
least that's the way Marceline felt about it after

her first day in New York.
She didn't like the big

city. There were too
many tall buildings, and
no lawns in front of the

houses, and everything was
too hectic. All right for

a visit, yes, but she didn't

want to live here. Give
her Hollywood any time,

that's a real place. Mar-
celine is one of the few
I've met who didn't feel

exiled in California. And
when she goes back I do
hope the Chamber of

Commerce appreciates her
loyalty and gives her a

silver cup, or at the very
least, a rising vote of

thanks.

Harry Carey was play-

ing in vaudeville in New
York when the bursting

of the St. Francis Dam
wiped out his half-million-

dollar ranch in California.

Harry had worked for

years on that ranch. In

Filling a vaudeville engage-

ment in New York, Harry Carey

received news that Ins ranch

was wiped away by a bursting

Ke"y
:

:

dam.
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the early days when he hadn't much money, he had chopped
down trees himself and cleared the ground. It took years

and years to get the ranch into such valuable condition,

And then—you can't say,

to Harry !—it was all washed out in

with irrigation canals and so on.

"Ain't nature grand'

one night.

The house itself was all that was left of the wreckage.

It stood at the top of an incline, safe from the rushing

waters of the flood. But a great deal of back-wash poured
up to the front porch and carried away the terraced lawn,

so that now, if you'd leap lightly off the front steps you'd
land twenty feet below.

Fortunately most of the ranch helpers were away, though
the cook was drowned, and his wife who, poor soul, had
come up from a near-by village to spend the night with
her husband. The only survivors on the ranch were one
dog and five guinea hens.

The one dog who came to New York with the Careys
will never 'know his luck ! Harry and Mrs. Carey didn't

want to bring him but the children insisted. There are

two children, 'Dobe, aged seven, whose hair is the color

of red 'dobe brick, and Cappy, a little girl of four.

Harry says he can never bear to go back to what was
once his ranch. More than a hundred of his friends around
the neighborhood are buried there in the mud and, for Harry,
going back would be unbearable. Harry is a neighborly
person. He mingled very little with the Hollywood colony,
but kept a general store near his home, and used to sit on
a cracker barrel like any farmer, and "chin" with the
villagers.

As for the ranch itself, Mr. and Mrs. Carey take the loss

rather philosophically. No weeping, no wailing. Harry
continued his vaudeville engagements
with Fox, in a Western playlet which
he wrote himself and which was going-

over marvelously. He is going to buy
a new ranch somewhere on the coast

of northern California.

In New York he attended the opening
of "The Trail of '98," in which
he played the villain. Every
one thought he was one of the

best in the cast, but not Harry

!

"Good Lord," said Harry to

Olive, his wife, "I'm just ter-

rible. I'm just the smell of the

Yukon."

Harold Lloyd's trip to New-
York was largely a vacation.

He came for the opening of

"Speedy," his new picture, which
had a gala premiere for charity.

"Speedy" describes Harold on his

travels. Immediately after the pic-

ture opening, he dashed off to

Toronto for the week-end, where
he was, among other things, made
a member of the Iroquois tribe of

Indians. Then back to New York
and on hastily to Washington,
where he was to dine with Vice
President Dawes.

Mildred Davis Lloyd was to fol-

low Harold from Hollywood a lit-

tle later; too late, I fear, to become
an Indian.

Preceding Tom Mix to South
America was Fred Kley, who, with

James Stuart Douglass, is Tom's
new employer. For the new Mix

Photo by Loui3e

Eleanor Boardman and King Vidor are taking their first

trip abroad.

films are to be made in the Argentine. The
Hollywood-Argentina Cinema Co., it's called,

and Tom and Tony, with a staff of twenty-

five electricians, camera men, and so on, are

going to do their stuff all over the Argentine.

The South Americans love Tom and there is

to be a gaudy welcoming committee to celebrate

his arrival in Buenos Aires, with all the fancy

government officials on hand, wearing, my guess

is, lots of ribbons and medals, to bid Tom
welcome.
Tom wants new worlds to conquer, photographi-

cally speaking. It seems that California, and all

around within a radius of several hundred miles, has

just been shot to death—movie shooting, that is. Every
picturesque hilltop and valley has appeared so often

on the screen, according to Frey Kley, that it's almost

ike a passe movie star whose face the public has

tired of.

But there's life in the old Westerns yet, and Tom
is £oin°' to find it. "Trailing Tony" is the tentative

title of his first film, which is all

about Tony's getting lost on the way
to the Argentine and how Tom finds

him with a girl on board. The girl,

Continued on page 99

Anna May Wong is

to make her first

starring film for

Ufa.
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"The Godless
Girl

Cecil DeMille directs a scene from a movable car-

riage, which enables the camera to follow a body

falling down four flights of stairs.

JTXON'T be a sap all your life and believe

J the religious bunk."

"Join the godless society—kill the

Bible! There's no hereafter!"

And there was a poster on the wall show-
ing a serpent swallowing the Bible, and an-

other of a youth with a sword killing a

dragon labeled "The Gospel." .'

Lina Basquette, graceful as a panther

from her long years of dancing, was urging
her followers among the high-school crowd
to work for the Four A Society—the atheist

group—as she pointed to the slogans of the

society she represented.

While outside a fundamentalist group of
students, led by Charles Duryea, was coming
swiftly to break up the atheist meeting.

Cecil DeMille gave his short, sharp com-
mands, relayed by his right-hand man,
Frank Urson, through a megaphone, and
that mob—one hundred and fifty young
people—was let loose.

Vegetables flew ; , other missiles were
hurled. It was pandemonium let loose for

sure.

One is fairly overwhelmed at the zeal of these young-
sters. I'm sure Mr. DeMille was, that day, and that he
hoped. to be able to control the tide of youthful energy
without mishap—hoped to, but wasn't sure that he could.

Lina Basquette was having her clothes torn off!

Vivid impressions of Cecil DeMille's

latest philippic in the making.

By Grace Kingsley

DeMille was making scenes for "The God-
less Girl." He was working on the third

floor of the set. Those posters on the walls

were exact replicas ^f posters being used by
youthful atheistic societies.

A sweet-faced young girl rushed past us.

She ran out of the camera lines, a mob behind

her, baiting her. The girl was Mary Jane
Irving, playing Lina's chum and dearest friend

in the picture.

That was the signal for a change of action.

That mob was to follow and crush her

"Is this," then, the end ?"
.

The godless girl's chum lay dying on the

floor of a bare hallway, close to the stairway

which led up the two flights to the room where
the girl atheist had been holding forth. She
had been crushed against the railing upstairs

on the landing—the railing had given way and
she had crashed down those two flights.

Mary Jane's head was pillowed on Lina's

arm. A twisted look of pain was on Lina's

face. She had no answer to make to her dying

chum. She had taught the younger girl that

there was no hereafter

and no God.

In the meanwhile, on
another stage, a sort of

cheerful pandemonium
reigned, as a hundred
other young high-school

students waited to be
called to work in other

mob scenes.

A group of boys were
playing handball on one
side, while a crowd of

girls chatted on the other

side, and in between, here

and there in nooks and
corners, were tables where
games of bridge were
going on, while other

tables were study tables.

These study tables were
crowded with pupils, each

with a teacher. For each

of the high-school students

working in the picture

must receive a certificate

of work done at the end
of the day, and only pupils

well up in their studies are permitted to play in pictures.

How they manage to study I cannot see, but in the

midst of the chatter and turmoil, the sound of building,

the shouts of Frank -Urson directing the mobs through

a megaphone, and all the multitudinous sounds around
a movie set, these students do manage to learn their

Milton Holmes displays in "The Godless

Girl," a pair of leg shackles such as are

used in reform schools.



Noah Beery, center, as a cruel guard, lays down the law of the reformatory to three newcomers.

lessons. Many of them are used to this sort of thing,

having worked in pictures many times before.

Outside the walls of this large stage building, other

groups of high-school boys are playing baseball and
football. Any number of these children, I find, are

former kid picture-players who are just growing up.

These include "Buddy" Mes-
senger and Pat Moore, Carter

de Haven, Jr., Johnny Jones
—whose real name is Edward
Peil, Jr.—and others.

And I found "Peaches"
Jackson, who used to make us

laugh and weep in Thomas
H. Ince's pictures, sitting all

by herself reading a novel by
H. G. Wells. May Giraci was
there, too, and a number of

other girls, now quite grown
into young ladies, who used to

play child roles.

And there was the little girl

whom Phyllis Haver discov-

ered in a five-and-ten-cent

store at Christmastime. Her
name is Dorothy Ward, and

she has a lovely, expressive

face, with wistful, hazel eyes

and floating hair.

There is a poetess among
the girls. She is Ida Mae
MacKenzie, who used to play

in Universal pictures when a

very little girl. I think she

will become a writer, as her

verse about "The Godless

Girl" was really beautiful.

We got a chance, before the

reform school sequences were
made, to talk a while with Mr.
DeMille.

Eddie Qidllan and Marie Prevost furnish a good deal of

comedy in the picture.

"This isn't overdrawn," he said. "I mean the state

of things as regards youth's attitude toward God.
Propaganda of atheism is being added to the natural

apathy of people toward the church to-day. Even in

the lower classes of school, propaganda is being scat-

tered. In one school in Los Angeles alone—a high

school—we found two hun-
dred students paying dues' to

an atheist society!

"Moreover, we found in our
research that crime among
youth has grown out of all

proportion to the population.

Youth of fourteen to-d^y is

committing crimes committed
by youth of twenty, thirty

years ago."

What if this DeMille, I re-

flected, turns out to be the

Charles Dickens of the screen?

Dickens, you remember, did

incalculable good with his

stories of prison conditions

and school life. And he did it

all so humanly, so vividly, so

dramatically, that the world
paused to listen and then was
roused to action.

Dickens told his stories in

the form of novels, because

that was the most popular way
of telling stories then. De-
Mille is telling his story on the
screen.

The greater part of "The
Godless Girl" takes place in

a reform school.

Before DeMille made his

reform-school scenes, he went
to no end of trouble to in-



Marie Prevost, her hair bleached for her

role, explains the Bible to the godless

one, Lina Basqnette.

vestigate conditions, just as

Dickens went to no end of trou-

ble to find out about the schools

and prisons of his da}'. DeMille
has even gone so far as to place

youthful investigators—in the

guise of young offenders—in the

reform schools, whence they

came with their reports when
their investigations and observa-

tions were finished. He has ob-

tained affidavits of former in-

mates of reform schools, too.

"And every incident we show
in our picture as taking place in

the reform school, actually hap-
pened," said DeMille. "And how
many other incidents that we
have not used!"

We met Jeanie MacPherson,
who wrote the story of "The
Godless Girl," and she gave us

much additional information.

"The laziness of parents in

looking after their children, and
the growth of big cities, where
nobody knows his next-door
neighbor and is suspicious of every one, is blamed for the in-

creasing criminality of children," she said.

"We found many of the reform schools very good- indeed, but

in many of them the attendants are hard-boiled, without knowl-
edge of child psychology, and therefore are unable to deal in-

telligently with the problems in their hands.

"We found that solitary confinement on bread and water is in

vogue in all reform schools. This is more dreaded by the inmates
than whipping.

"There are chain gangs in several reformatories, whipping" posts,

the stocks, and electrically charged fences.

"One of the great points is silence. Silence is the universal

rule. In one institution the girls' beds are in tiers around the

room, and a matron sits on a raised dais and watches all night,

so that the girls must sleep with the lights on. Bloodhounds are
used to hunt down runaways."
Some punishments in the reformatories are very formidable.

For instance, one child was kept a hundred and twenty days in

solitary confinement, subsisting on bread and water.

An instance vouched for in one affidavit

is to the effect that a boy at table, not
wanting his corn bread, threw it to a boy
who did want it. It missed and fell on
the floor. The officer in charge crunched
it under his heel and made the two boys
get down and eat it off the floor.

The system in use in some places,

where the probation officers keep the

money, or most of it, earned by children

out on parole, until their probation period
is over, seems to work a good deal of

hardship. It discourages the paroled
youths, often making them turn back to

crime.

In some States children in reform
schools are separated from the older

inmates. In other places they are all kept
together—little ones of seven and eight

years old with hardened criminals of

twenty and over—a terrible system.

"Often the heads of

institutions know that

wrong things are going
on, but they are power-
less to better conditions.

Often, too, you will find

some splendid man or

woman working to

make things better, but
usually they have not

the money nor the in-

fluence to put over the

needed reforms," said

Miss McPherson.
"Industrial educa-

tion," she went on, "is

a tremendous help in

really reforming boys."

Continued on page 99

Lina Basquette is repri-

manded by Kate Price, as

the hard-boiled matron.

Charles Duryea and Noah Beery

come to grips.
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The Caviar of

Poverty Row
She is Dorothy Revier, who is so easily the

choicest possession of the independent companies

that she is frequently borrowed by the big ones.

By Helen Klumph

WHEN one of the minor independent picture

companies borrows a well-known player to

embellish one of their productions no one

takes any particular notice. These upstarts have been

acting pretty fresh the last year or more, using capable

casts and making better pictures, every once in a while,

than some of their more pompous neighbors. But a

few months ago when Fox and First National sent

ambassadors over to the once-lowly Columbia factory

and said, "Please may w_

e borrow that leading woman
of yours? We have a role that no one else can play"

—

then Hollywood sat up and took notice. The convic-

tion has been growing on them ever since that Dorothy
Revier was worth noticing.

In case you don't understand the snobbishness of

dominant producers, let me explain that for any of

them to admit that an independent company has any-

thing they want, is rather like the lord of the manor
running down to the gardener's cottage to borrow
some caviar.

Dorothy is decidedly the caviar of Poverty Row,
and she does very well, thank you, when contrasted

with the troupers bred in the more extravagant

elegance of bigger studios.

She is very beautiful—not merely pretty in the

fatuous manner of magazine-cover girls but really

beautiful, with haunting gray eyes and mobile lips that

droop a little sadly in repose, but are usually curled

upward in amusement. She has the easy grace of a

dancer; nothing flamboyant or showily dramatic about
her, just a tremendously effective economy of move-
ment. But all this you, who have seen her on the

screen, know. I would like to tell you what she,

Dorothy Revier and Frank Leigh in a scene from "The Tigress.".

Dorothy Revier gives the impression of knowing a lot she won't
mention.

herself, is like, and it is no small task I am
setting for myself, either.

In the first place, she completely ignored

for days and days my telephoned request for

an interview. That might mean any of sev-

eral things : that she had developed the over-

worked Duse-Maude Adams complex which
leads young artistes to seclude themselves from
the public prints, and sit home wondering how
long it will have to be kept up before some one
notices how aloof they are. It might mean
that she was one of the younger cinema set,

with so many dates with college boys that a

prying interview just couldn't be worked in

anywhere, without interfering with something
more interesting. Or it might mean, prosa-

ically enough, that being under contract to

Columbia meant working sixteen or eighteen

hours a day. I feared the worst, which was
the first mentioned.

About the time that I despaired of ever
hearing from her, the phone rang and one of
those friendly, confiding, sweet voices said

:

"I'm awfully sorry, but I simply couldn't
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Dorothy can avoid talking about herself, even

when directly questioned.

attend to anything. My baby has been

sick all this week. She's all right now,

so if you're still interested, I'd like you to

come over any time."

Whew ! Of. course I was still inter-

ested, much more than before, as a mat-

ter of fact.

We met at the Hotel Roosevelt in

Hollywood, where she lives. After

learning that she would be right down,
I sat in the lobby waiting so long that I

was afraid one of the meticulous bell

boys would come over and dust me off.

But when she came. I couldn't be an-

noyed with her.

"I was so tired, the time slipped by
and I wasn't dressed. I simply threw
my clothes on, but I guess I kept you
waiting quite a while. Not a good way
to make an impression, is it?"

Obviously, she isn't the sort of person

who works at impressing people. And
she did look tired, with a joyous sort of

weariness as though she had won the

fight against whatever harassed her.

"My baby was threatened with pneu-
monia; it was terrible."

Then followed one of those baffling,

enigmatic silences broken by the cursorv

ordering of luncheon, which neither of us

wanted, by prying questions from me and
casual, distracting answers from her. Then
we both burst out laughing, and accepted

each other as friends.

Being amused is the most highly developed
talent that Dorothy has. She is no propagan-
dist carrying aloft a torch of art, no down-
trodden employee who wants to give you
the real inside story of how she has been
repressed and thwarted and cheated.

Self-consciousness of being a subject of

public interest does not drive her to babble

of the yearnings of her soul. She can avoid

talking about herself even when directly

questioned, and do it with an air of gracious-

ness. But she can't keep from being amused
at some trifle or other for more than two or

three minutes at a stretch. And hers is the

fantastic sort of amusement of a Donald
Ogden Stewart, a Robert Benchley, a Ring
Lardner.
Her mind is shrewd and direct, devoid

of intellectual poses. It is not an ingenue
mind—one which can willingly be .probed,

secure in the realization that nothing more
than the ga-ga philosophy of a nursery rhyme
will be found there. She gives the impres-

sion of knowing a lot of things that she

won't mention.

Nor is her manner that of a gingham girl.

She belongs in the gallery of sophisticates.

If she plaved the dazzling, careless Iris

March, of "The
As she appears in

"The Siren."

Green Hat" fame, I

am sure it would be

hailed as a great

characte rization.

Erte, or any of the

modernist poster-

artists, might draw
her with profit; but

it should be as illus-

tration of wholly
charming, if slightly

decadent, verses, and
not as a Harold Bell

Wright heroine for

a fireside-companion

magazine.

Of her back-

ground I learned,

when we went up
to her apartment,

and hilariously ex-

plored through a

desk full of old pic-

tures. With her

little girl, a beguil-

ing
-

, silent child of

about six, curled up
on my lap, and my
feet entangled in the

fringe of Spanish

shawls that sprawled

over chairs hiding

the prosaic hotel

furniture, with the

very latest, model of

phonograph playing

Continued on page 108
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Lew Comes Back
When Lew Cody had salary difficul-

ties with Metro-Goldwyn, he started

on a vaudeville tour .He never com-
pleted it, however, because he was re-

called to the studio. But he has much
to say of his experiences on the road.

By Ann Sylvester

MONSIEUR LEW CODY—debo-

nair, dapper, different—is in a

class by himself, in that frothy sort

of sophistication that is the caviar of the

screen. Lew does his stuff as nobody else

can. That is the reason Metro-Goldwyn
saw the error of their ways, and recalled

him from a vaudeville tour to make more
of those Pringling comedies.

Lew and M.-G.-M. had a little difficulty

over salary. M.-G.-M. said, "No." Lew
said, "O. K." and went out and booked
himself for thirty weeks on the Orpheum
vaudeville circuit. He says that is the

great advantage of having a "crutch"-

—

a crutch being something you can fall back
on, when something you are depending on
won't stand up. At the end of his fif-

teenth week Lew got a wire. "Come
home. All is forgiven," was the gist of it.

So the prodigal returned with his sly

bon mots and his boutonniere. He is glad

he is back again, but he is equally glad

that he was away for a little while.

"I was in a rut," he said one day be-

tween scenes of the new Pringle-Cody
comedy. "I was absolutely digging my-
self in the road between home and the

studio. Every day was the same. Breakfast. Studio.

Work. Lunch. More work. Dinner. The paper. Bed.
I was even getting tired of my friends." And when a
man begins to tire of his pals it is high time some-
thing is done about it.

Vaudeville not only supplied the necessary recrea-

tion, but it gave him three months of intimate associa-

tion with new people, new places, new faces.

"I made some marvelous friends on that trip," he

went on. "They are wonderful people, those two-a-

dayers. I've heard a lot of picture stars complain that

they couldn't get along with the vaudevillians, but luckily

they liked me. Maybe it was because I didn't step in

and try to beat them at their own game. I'm not a

vaudeville entertainer, and I didn't try to be one. I

was just a movie actor making a personal appearance.

My act was very simple. All I did was to come out

and tell a few little stories about Hollywood. If I knew
a good one about Norman Kerry, I told it. I tried to

vary my stuff every day, and I was flattered when the

people on the bill with me would gather in the wings
and listen.

"But the players weren't the only friends I made. At
various big stops, club women would come backstage

to meet me. One day one of them said : 'Mr. Cody, you
are very disillusioning.' I thought : 'Heavens ! What
have I done now?' She went on to say that I had
upset their ideas of wicked Hollywood by presenting

it as a peace-loving little town of real people, not merely
painted puppets. I told her that if I had succeeded in

doing that, I had more than justified my trip. : .

"Between shows I was surprised at the way the real

Photo by
Louise Lew Cody found that vaudevillians are inveterate movie fans and remem-

bered, to his chagrin, when he used to be advertised as "The Bulterfly Man."

vaudevillians spent their time. What do you suppose

they did ? Went to the movies ! Yes, sir, they are the

greatest fans I have ever run across. They see all the

new pictures and read most of the fan magazines. They
asked me question after question about their favorites

in Hollywood. They wanted to know if certain ones

were 'ritzy' and if others were 'nice.' They had seen

most of my pictures, and said they remembered when
I had -been advertised as 'The Butterfly Man.' I hope
they forget all about that. I'm trying to live it down,
in real pictures about real people."

For that reason he particularly liked "Adam and
Evil." He liked it because Aileen Pringle, as his wife,

made him wear his rubbers on rainy days, and wind
the clock and put out the cat at night. It was domestic

stuff, even if it was interpreted by the screen's leading

boulevardier, and it was the sort of thing that Lew
believes will erase any lingering memory of the days

when he was billed as a "he-vamp."
"That butterfly stuff nearly killed me professionally,"

he groaned at the very memory of it, "and rightly so.

Any man who is credited with having said, 'Show me
the woman I can't win,' deserves to fail. I wouldn't

make such an asinine remark as that. It was the idea

of an overzealous press agent." But it did him plenty

of harm—Lew, not the press agent.

"After I had played a couple of those butterfly roles

I found myself without a job. I couldn't get one for

love or money: Women resented the attitude my agent

had created for me, and the producers were wise. One
day my manager came to me and said : 'Lew, I've got

Continued on page 107
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Dorothy can avoid talking about herself, even

when directly questioned.

attend to anything. My baby has been

sick all this week. She's all right now,

so if you're still interested, I'd like you to

come over any time."

Whew ! Of, course I was still inter-

ested, much more than before, as a mat-

ter of fact.

We met at the Hotel Roosevelt in

Hollywood, where she lives. After

learning that she would be right down,

I sat in the lobby waiting so long that I

was afraid one of the meticulous bell

boys would come over and dust me off.

But when she came, I couldn't be an-

noyed with her.

"I was so tired, the time slipped by
and I wasn't dressed. I simply threw
my clothes on, but I guess I kept you
waiting quite a while. Not a good way
to make an impression, is it?"

Obviously, she isn't the sort of person

who works at impressing people. And
she did look tired, with a joyous sort of

weariness as though she had won the

fight against whatever harassed her.

"My baby was threatened with pneu-
monia; it was terrible." .

-

Then followed one of those baffling,

enigmatic silences broken bv the cursory

ordering of luncheon; which neither of us

wanted, by prying questions from me and
casual, distracting answers from her. Then
we both burst out laughing, and accepted

each other as friends.

Being amused is the most highly developed

talent that Dorothy has. She is no propagan-
dist carrying aloft a torch of art, no down-
trodden employee who wants to give you
the real inside story of how she has been

repressed and thwarted and cheated.

Self-consciousness of being a subject of

public interest does not drive her to babble

of the yearnings of her soul. She can avoid

talking about herself even when directly-

questioned, and do it with an air of gracious-

ness. But she can't keep from being amused
at some trifle or other for more than two or

three minutes at a stretch. And hers is the

fantastic sort of amusement of a Donald
Ogden Stewart, a Robert Benchley, a Ring
Lardner.

Her mind is shrewd and direct, devoid

of intellectual poses. It is not an ingenue

mind—one which can willingly be ,probed.

secure in the realization that nothing more
than the ga-ga philosophy of a nursery rhyme
will be found there. She gives the impres-

sion of knowing a lot of things that she

won't mention.

Nor is her manner that of a gingham girl.

She belongs in the gallery of sophisticates.

If she played the dazzling, careless Iris

March, of "The
As she appears in

"The Siren."

Green Hat" fame, I

am sure it would be

hailed as a great

characte r ization.

Erte, or any of the

modernist poster-

artists, might draw
her with profit ; but

it should be as illus-

tration of wholly

charming, if slightly

:lecadent, verses, and
not as a Harold Bell

Wright heroine for

a fireside-companion

magazine.

Of her back-

ground I learned,

when we went up
to her apartment,

and hilariously ex-

plored through a

desk full of old pic-

tures. With her

little girl, a beguil-

ing, silent child of

about six, curled up
on my lap, and my
feet entangled in the

fringe of Spanish

shawls that sprawled

over chairs hiding

the prosaic hotel

furniture, with the

very latest, model of

phonograph playing

Continued on page 108
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Lew Comes Back
When Lew Cody had salary difficul-

ties with Metro-Goldwyn, he started

on a vaudeville tour .He never com-
pleted it, however, because he was re-

called to the studio. But he has much
to say of his experiences on the road.

By Ann Sylvester

MONSIEUR LEW CODY—debo-

nair, dapper, different—is in a

class by himself, in that frothy sort

of sophistication that is the caviar of the

screen. Lew does his stuff as nobody else

can. That is the reason Metro-Goldwyn
saw the error of their ways, and recalled

him from a vaudeville tour to make more
of those Pringling comedies.

Lew and M.-G.-M. had a little difficulty

over salary. M.-G.-M. said, "No." Lew
said, "O. K." and went out and booked
himself for thirty weeks on the Orpheum
vaudeville circuit. He says that is the

great advantage of having a "crutch"

—

a crutch being something you can fall back
on, when something you are depending on
won't stand up. At the end of his fif-

teenth week Lew got a wire. "Come
home. All is forgiven," was the gist of it.

So the prodigal returned with his sly

bon mots and his boutonniere. He is glad

he is back again, but he is equally glad

that he was away for a little while.

"I was in a rut," he said one day be-

tween scenes of the new Pringle-Cody
comedy. "I was absolutely digging my-
self in the road between home and the

studio. Every day was the same. Breakfast. Studio.

Work. Lunch. More work. Dinner. The paper. Bed.
I was even getting tired of my friends." And when a
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man begins to tire of his pals it is high time some-
thing is done about it.

Vaudeville not only supplied the necessary recrea-

tion, but it gave him three months of intimate associa-

tion with new people, new places, new faces.

"I made some marvelous friends on that trip," he

went on. "They are wonderful people, those two-a-
dayers. I've heard a lot of picture stars complain that

they couldn't get along with the vaudevillians, but luckily

they liked me. Maybe it was because I didn't step in

and try to beat them at their own game. I'm not a

vaudeville entertainer, and I didn't try to be one. I

was just a movie actor making a personal appearance.

My act was very simple. All I did was to come out
and tell a few little stories about Hollywood. If I knew
a good one about Norman Kerry, I told it. I tried to

vary my stuff every day, and I was flattered when the

people on the bill with me would gather in the wings
and listen.

"But the players weren't the only friends I made. At
various big stops, club women would come backstage

to meet me. One day one of them said : 'Mr. Cody, you
are very disillusioning.' I thought : 'Heavens ! What
have I done how?' She went on to say that I had
upset their ideas of wicked Hollywood by. presenting

it as a peace-loving little town of real people, not merely
painted puppets. I told her that if I had succeeded in

doing that, I had more than justified my trip.

"Between shows I was surprised at the way the real

Lew Cody found that vaudevillians are inveterate movie fans and remem-

bered, to his chagrin, when he used to be advertised as "The Butterfly Man."

vaudevillians spent their time. What do you suppose

they did ? Went to the movies ! Yes, sir, they are the

greatest fans I have ever run across. They see all the

new pictures and read most of the fan magazines. They
asked me question after question about their favorites

in Hollywood. They wanted to know if certain ones

were 'ritzy' and if others were 'nice.' They had seen

most of my pictures, and said they remembered when
I had -been advertised as 'The Butterfly Man.' I hope
they forget all about that. I'm trying to live it down,
in real pictures about real people."

For that reason he particularly liked "Adam and
Evil." He liked it because Aileen Pringle, as his wife,

made him wear his rubbers on rainy days, and wind
the clock and put out the cat at night. It was domestic

stuff, even if it was interpreted by the screen's leading

boulevardier, and it was the sort of thing that Lew
believes will erase any lingering memory of the days
when he was billed as a "he-vamp."

"That butterfly stuff nearly killed me professionally,"

he groaned at the very memory of it, "and rightly so.

Any man who is credited with having said, 'Show me
the woman I can't win,' deserves to fail. I wouldn't

make such an asinine remark as that. It was the idea

of an overzealous press agent." But it did him plenty

of harm—Lew, not the press agent.

"After I had played a couple of those butterfly roles

I found myself without a job. I couldn't get one for

love or money. Women resented the attitude my agent

had created for me, and the producers were wise. One
day my manager came to me and said : 'Lew, I've got

Continued on page 107
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The Stroller
A Hollywood rambler's pointed comments on the film colony and its people.

By Carroll Graham illustrated by Lui Tmgo

I WENT to a movie the other night. I seem to have
been going to a lot of movies lately, and I didn't

particularly want to see one this night, but it was
raining; and where else can you go when you are down-
town in the rain ?

It was a war picture ; I forget which one. There was
a lot of loud music and drums and soldiers marching
around, and dramatic titles about ''War, War, War!"
and "Men, Men. Men!" and the crimson surge of battle.

And there was quite a handsome young man. whose
private's uniform had obviously been tailored for him,

who was not unreasonably afraid when he heard all

the big cannon firing and the machine guns rattling, but
who snapped out of it when his two buddies were killed.

Why must there always be two buddies ? Can't a guy
ever just have one pal in the army?
Anyway, when the young man's buddies were killed

it appeared that he took the war completely in his own
hands and did any number of valorous things, including
capturing a machine-gun nest and killing large numbers
of extras in German helmets and capturing a general,

and one thing and another. He was wounded, eventu-
ally, after having won the war on that whole sector, and
was taken to a field hospital where his sweetie was a
nurse. The doctor said he couldn't possibly save his

life—and then did it, largely because the nurse stood
by and kissed the hero during the operation.

It was a very long picture, too. and the loud music
made my ears ring. When I got out of the theater it

was still raining, and I was tired and sleepy and a bit

petulant, and the street car was full and I had to stand
most of the way.

That night I didn't sleep very well and I did a lot of
dreaming about pictures cf the war. That is a bad
sign. When I begin

dreaming about things

like that, it is time to

start putting something
in my coffee.

I dreamed I was in a
deep dugout, with hot

and cold running water.

The cannon were boom-
ing overhead and ma-
chine guns were mak-
ing a lot of clatter, and
every once in a while a
star shell would light

up the entrance to the

dugout. I do not know
who I was supposed to

be. I wasn't really in

the war at all, so I as-

sume I was in on a pass

or something. I might have been the street washer in

"Seventh Heaven," or the dying soldier in "The Big
Parade," or the lieutenant who went balmy in "What
Price Glory"—or maybe even the dancing girl in "The
Patent Leather Kid."

Anyway, I seemed to be waiting for something in

this dugout. After a time it happened. A man came
wandering down the entrance to the dugout and lighted

a cigarette. I asked him who he was and he said : "I

am Chico. Truly a very remarkable fellow." I asked
him about Diane and he, in turn, asked me if it was
eleven o'clock yet.

Then came a voice from another corner of the dug-
out. It was Edmund Lowe, and he was saying: "Think-

fast. Captain Flagg, think fast." He said this a good
many times, laughed hoarsely and, as I remember it.

he died. Nobody seemed to pay much attention to him.

A pair of airplanes flew into the dugout just then, but

no one seemed to think it peculiar at the time. "Buddy"
Rogers leaned out of one and said: "All set?" And
Richard x\rlen. in the other, replied : "O. K."
As they left. I noticed that both were flying new

Fords. I didn't know you could get delivery yet.

Molly O'Day came in, wheeling Richard Barthelmess.

who was paralyzed. It seemed too bad. But just then

Raymond Hatton and Wallace Beery arrived in sailor

uniforms. There was a lull in the firing, so they took

occasion to sing "The Star-Spangled Banner." Rich-

ard Barthelmess arose from the wheel chair and saluted.

His paralysis was gone. It seemed to make him very

happy. A huge shell came crashing through the roof

of the dugout, but didn't seem to hit anybody. We
were getting used to it. Barry Norton fell in through
the hole the shell had made, and landed right in the

arms of John Gilbert.

A recent millionaire used to be one

hopeless inventors of automatic

turners. ":

of those

pancake-

He seemed to have
been at least half shot,

and he gazed up into

John's eyes and said

:

"Stop the blood, Cap-
tain Flagg, stop the

blood."

1 1 wasn't Captain
Flagg at all, but it

seemed to make him
feel better to call him
that, so nobody cor-

rected him.

There didn't seem
to be any one else

coming and, after a

rather embarrassing
pause in the conver-

sation. I suggested
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that as I had a camera with me I might take a picture

of them all. The)- were all very much pleased at the

suggestion, and formed an appropriate group in one

corner of the dugout.

I lined up my camera carefully, got out my flash-light

powder and fired. I had concealed a hand grenade in

the powder and threw it into their midst just as I clicked

the shutter. The}- all died amid a great deal of noise,

and I awaked feeling much better.

I think I've seen enough war pictures.

I esteem Emil Jannings the greatest actor

who ever appeared on the screen.

But I'd like to see him in a picture, some
time, which does not end with his trudging

along aimlessly in the snow and shaking his

head dazedly.

It really shouldn't be hard to write a story

for him. He has been a Russian general, a

trusted banker, a stalwart trapeze performer,

and a haughty doorman in his last four pic-

tures.

He lost his job as general, or was robbed
of his bonds, or lost his wife and went to

prison, or was fired, or was robbed of his re-

splendent coat in each of his characterizations.

From then on the result was inevitable. He
grew a beard—a white beard—acquired dark
circles under his eyes and trudged about helplessly,

shaking his head from the shock of his loss in each
instance.

He's far too good an actor to do this every time he
goes to the post. I'm for a happy ending for Emil's
next picture, just to relieve the monotony of that blank
stare and stumbling gait.

Now that Universal has ''The Alan Who Laughs"
ready for release, they tell me that the only man on the
lot still laughing is the German, Paul Leni, who di-

rected it—and got a huge weekly salary for more than
six months for the job.

George Lewis, the handsorae young juvenile, wants
to retain the "young" part and not be considered a Ken-
neth Harlan juvenile by his fans.

George was married the other day to Mary Louise
Lohman, a very pretty Los Angeles society girl. He
went into the studio publicity department just before
the ceremony and begged on bended knee that no pub-
licity be sent out about the nuptials.

It would be futile to attempt to picture the bewilder-
ment of the department at having an actor tell them he
didn't want to see his name in print. But George
figures that he's only endeavoring to protect himself.

"You see," he said,

An entirely new field for "yessing" directors and pro-
ducers has been uncovered, and the host of Hollywood
jellyfish have already licked their chops, learned to

write English and have set to with a growl.

This new gag was offered by the "preview card."

Most of the studios now hand out post cards to even-
patron leaving the theater where a preview has been
held. These cards are printed on the back with a space

fOr COnStrUC-

^S
A director's faith in Hollywood's

"yes" complex was shattered

when he read adverse opinions of

his picture on the preview cards.

tive criticism

and, praise

be to the god
of affirma-

tion, a place

for the send-

er's name,

address, and telephone number. The director delights

in the praise received on these cards, and hurries to the

producer with them to prove what a knock-out he has,

and hopes thereby to be signed for another picture.

A certain director, with infinite faith in the "yes"

complex of preview followers, came to work one morn-
ing after a preview and eagerly scanned the post-card

returns. He was gratified at the large number, but

when he read them he realized that a sacrilege had

been committed. Nearly every one listed the defects

in the photoplay and briefly, but scathingly, related the

incompetence of the director. He did not notice that

the writing was all the same.

Said director was baffled until his press agent came

to the rescue, dictated several score of favorable com-

ments and hurried to post them in the vicinity of the

theater.

A very famous literary agent was seen frothing at

the mouth as he came out of a studio. He had been in

a conference over the screen rights of a novel he was

handling.

He was carrying "The Great Bear," by Lester Cohen,

under his arm. He had been trying to sell this ex-

tremely powerful story of a business man.
"Gr-r-r-r-r !" he growled like a great bear when he

saw me. "They

"a lot of people think

I'm about four years

younger than I am,
and I don't want any-

one to pity me for

having been married

at the tender age of

seventeen, when I'm
actually twenty-one.

Every time they see

me on the screen they

would shake their

heads sadly and mur-
mur, 'Too bad. That
young fellow's mar-
ried—too young! And
I love my wife."

The Stroller has a lurid dream inspired by all the war pictures he has seen.
told me they didn't

need any West-

ems and refused

to read this great

novel."

A magazine
writer was re-

cently complain-

ing of the diffi-

culty of obtaining

interviews with a

certain minority

of the stars.

It wasn't that

they wouldn't give

|Cont'd on page ]09
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The Stroller
A Hollywood rambler's pointed comments on the film colom^ and its people.

By Carroll Graham Illustrated by Lui Trugo

I WENT to a movie the other night. I seem to have
been going to a lot of movies lately, and I didn't

particularly want to see one this night, but it was
raining; and where else can you go when you are down-
town in the rain ?

It was a war picture ; I forget which one. There was
a lot of loud music and drums and soldiers marching
around, and dramatic titles about "War, War, War!"
and "Men, Men, Men !" and the crimson surge of battle.

And there was quite a handsome young man, whose
private's uniform had obviously been tailored for him,

who was not unreasonably afraid when he heard all

the big cannon firing and the machine guns rattling, but

who snapped out of it when his two buddies were killed.

Why must there always be two buddies ? Can't a guy
ever just have one pal in the army?
Anyway, when the young man's buddies were killed

it appeared that he took the war completely in his own
hands and did any number of valorous things, including
capturing a machine-gun nest and killing large numbers
of extras in German helmets and capturing a general,

and one thing and another. He was wounded, eventu-
ally, after having won the war on that whole sector, and
was taken to a field hospital where his sweetie was a
nurse. The doctor said he couldn't possibly save his

life—and then did it, largely because the nurse stood
by and kissed the hero during the operation.

It was a very long picture, too, and the loud music
made my ears ring. When I got out of the theater it

was still raining, and I was tired and sleepy and a bit

petulant, and the street car was full and I had to stand
most of the way.

That night I didn't sleep very well and I did a lot of
dreaming about pictures cf the war. That is a bad
sign. When I begin

dreaming about things

like that, it is time to

start putting something
in my coffee.

I dreamed I was in a

deep dugout, with hot

and cold running water.

The cannon were boom-
ing overhead and ma-
chine guns were mak-
ing a lot of clatter, and
every once in a while a
star shell would light

up the entrance to the

dugout. I do not know
who I was supposed to

be. I wasn't really in

the war at all, so I as-

sume I was in on a pass

or something. I might have been the street washer in

"Seventh Heaven," or the dying soldier in "The Big
Parade," or the lieutenant who went balmy in "What
Price Glory"—or maybe even the dancing girl in "The
Patent Leather Kid."
Anyway, I seemed to be waiting for something in

this dugout. After a time it happened. A man came
wandering down the entrance to the dugout and lighted

a cigarette. I asked him who he was and he said : "I

am Chico. Truly a very remarkable fellow." I asked
him about Diane and he, in turn, asked me if it was
eleven o'clock yet.

Then came a voice from another corner of the dug-
out. It was Edmund Lowe, and he was saying : "Think
fast, Captain Flagg, think fast." He said this a good
many times, laughed hoarsely and, as I remember it,

he died. Nobody seemed to pay much attention to him.

A pair of airplanes flew into the dugout just then, but

no one seemed to think it peculiar at the time. "Buddy"
Rogers leaned out of one and said: "All set?" And
Richard Arlen, in the other, replied : "O. K."
As they left, I noticed that both were flying new

Fords. I didn't know you could get delivery yet.

Molly O'Day came in, wheeling Richard Barthelmess,

who was paralyzed. It seemed too bad. But just then

Raymond Hatton and Wallace Beery arrived in sailor

uniforms. There was a lull in the firing, so they took

occasion to sing "The Star-Spangled Banner." Rich-

ard Barthelmess arose from the wheel chair and saluted.

His paralysis was gone. It seemed to make him very
happy. A huge shell came crashing through the roof

of the dugout, but didn't seem to hit anybody. We
were getting used to it. Barry Norton fell in through
the hole the shell had made, and landed right in the

arms of John Gilbert.

A recent millionaire used to be one

hopeless inventors of automatic

turners.
'

of those

pancake-

He seemed to have
been at least half shot,

and he gazed up into

John's eyes and said

:

"Stop the blood, Cap-
tain Flagg, stop the

blood."

1 1 wasn't Captain
Flagg at all, . but it

seemed to make him
feel better to call him
that, so nobody cor-

rected him.

There didn't seem
to be any one else

coming and, after a

rather embarrassing

pause .in the conver-

sation, I suggested
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that as I had a camera with me I might take a picture

of them all. They were all very much pleased at the

suggestion, and formed an appropriate group in one
corner of the dugout.

I lined up my camera carefully, got out my flash-light

powder and fired. I had concealed a hand grenade in

the powder and threw it into their midst just as I clicked

the shutter. They all died amid a great deal of noise,

and I awaked feeling much better.

I think I've seen enough war pictures.

An entirely new field for "yessing" directors and pro-
ducers has been uncovered, and the host of Hollywood
jellyfish have already licked their chops, learned to

write English and have set to with a growl.
This new gag was offered by the "preview card."

Most of the studios now hand out post cards to every
patron leaving the theater where a preview has been
held. These cards are printed on the back with a space

fOr COnStrUC-

^S

Tannings the greatest actorI esteem Emil
who ever appeared on the screen

But I'd like to see him in a picture, some
time, which does not end with his trudging
along aimlessly in the snow and shaking his

head dazedly.

It really shouldn't be hard to write a story
for him. He has been a Russian general, a
trusted banker, a stalwart trapeze performer,
and a haughty doorman in his last four pic-

tures.

He lost his job as general, or was robbed
of his bonds, or lost his wife and went to

prison, or was fired, or was robbed of his re-

splendent coat in each of his characterizations.

From then on the result was inevitable. He
grew a beard—a white beard—acquired dark
circles under his eyes and trudged about helplessly,

shaking his head from the shock of his loss in each
instance.

He's far too good an actor to do this every time he
goes to the post. I'm for a happy ending for Emil's
next picture, just to relieve the monotony of that blank
stare and stumbling gait.

Now that Universal has ''The Man AYho Laughs"
ready for release, they tell me that the only man on the
lot still laughing is "the German, Paul Leni, who di-

rected it—and got a huge weekly salary for more than
six months for the job.

George Lewis, the handsome young juvenile, wants
to retain the "young" part and not be considered a Ken-
neth Harlan juvenile by his fans.

George was married the other day to Mary Louise
Lohman, a very pretty Los Angeles society girl. He
went into the studio publicity department just before
the ceremony and begged on bended knee that no pub-
licity be sent out about the nuptials.

It would be futile to attempt to picture the bewilder-
ment of the department at having an actor tell them he
didn't want to see his name in print. But George
figures that he's only endeavoring to protect himself.

"You see," he said,

A director's faith in Hollywood's

"yes" complex was shattered
when he read adverse opinions of
his picture on the preview cards.

tive criticism

and, praise

be to the god
of affirma-

tion, a place

for the send-
er's name,

"a lot of people think

I'm about four years

younger than I am,
and I don't want any-

one to pity me for

having been married
at the tender age of

seventeen, when I'm
actually twenty-one.
Every time they see

me on the screen they

would shake their

heads sadly and mur-
mur, 'Too bad. That
young fellow's mar-
ried—too young! And
I love my wife."

address, and telephone number. The director delights

in the praise received on these cards, and hurries to the

producer with them to prove what a knock-out he has,

and hopes thereby to be signed for another picture.

A certain director, with infinite faith in the "yes"

complex of preview followers, came to work one morn-
ing after a preview and eagerly scanned the post-card

returns. He was gratified at the large number, but

when he read them he realized that a sacrilege had
been committed. Nearly every one listed the defects

in the photoplay and briefly, but scathingly, related the

incompetence of the director. He did not notice that

the writing was all the same.

Said director was baffled until his press agent came
to the rescue, dictated several score of favorable com-

ments and hurried to post them in the vicinity of the

theater.

A very famous literary agent was seen frothing at

the mouth as he came out of a studio. He had been in

a conference over the screen rights of a novel he was
handling.

He was carrying "The Great Bear," by Lester Cohen,

under his arm. He had been trying to sell this ex-

tremely powerful story of a business man
"Gr-r-r-r-r

!

saw me. "They
he growled like a great bear when he

The Stroller has a lurid dream inspired by all the war pictures he has seen.
told me they didn't

need any Wcst-

erns and refused

to read this great

novel."

A magazine
writer was re-

cently complain-

ing of the diffi-

culty of obtaining

interviews with a

certain minority

of the stars.

It wasn't that

they wouldn't give

^Cont'd on page 109
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Lionel Barrymore, May McAvoy, Director Lloyd Bacon, William

Collier, Jr., and standing, Jack Ackroyd, pause between scenes of

"The Lion and the Mouse."

I'M
having my voice tested for my next picture

!"

That's a new one in Hollywood, but a remark
heard often. Warner Brothers have been filming

playlets with the aid of the Vitaphone. and everybody
wants to play in them. A girl friend nods to you absent-

mindedly and mumbles incoherently, and you know she

is memorizing her lines for the picture in which she

will make her vocal screen debut.

When talking pictures first seemed a possibility there

was some doubt as to whether the voices of stars with
no stage experience would register. With Vitaphone,,

they do not require special training. All that is needed
is a moderately pleasant voice.

Stage diction to a great degree has a certain sameness.

I have noticed a peculiar accent among actors from the

foolights—each might be a tonal facsimile of the other.

Not a New York accent, nor yet a Boston accent, nor
an English one. I have called it the actor's accent.

It is a manner of articulating and pitching the voice

for effect.

The screen actor talking through Vitaphone uses his

normal, untrained voice, the amplifiers carrying the

conversational tone throughout the theater. Thus
"screen voices" are more individual, and there will be
less monotony to them than on the stage.

The actors are all crazy about it. Other companies
are lending their contract people to Warners for play-

lets, and prominent actors, who haven't sought a casting

director of their own accord in 3'ears, are asking to be
put in a Vitaphone act.

Three minutes after a test is made, or a sequence

is taken, they "play back." That is, in an adjoining

room the disk is run off and the voice alone is heard.

When Irene Rich started her "speakie test," they
could hardly stop her. She was frightfully nervous

Voices Are Tested
And all because of the birth of "talking" pictures, which

to hear how they register by means of the complicated

By Myrtle

at first, and played for drama at a high pitch. A. wail

followed her "Oh, let me try again ! I can do much
better!"

And Irene spent almost all day talking and running

into the next room to hear what she had just said, and

by the seventh or eighth time her voice recorded with

splendid inflections.

May McAvoy, likewise, was nervous when she made
her debut in talking movies. But if you have seen

—

and heard
—"The Lion and the Mouse" you are

acquainted by now with May's lovely speaking voice.

One evening Lois Wilson and Leatrice Joy accom-

panied Conrad Nagel to the studio. Conrad maneuvered

Lois under the microphone and began to kid her. When
she realized that a joke had been played on her, she

was eager to hear her own "play back." Her voice

proved so pleasant, and she was so interested, that

arrangements were made right then for her to appear

in a playlet.

All one afternoon I sat in a projection room watch-

ing and hearing these skits. There was a dramatic one

in which Audrey Ferris was rebuked for her modern

dress and actions, a comedy of a postman taking a

hike on his vacation, a satire on the California weather

enacted by May McAvoy, and others. Among the dozen

playlets ready for release are "Hollywood Bound," with

Gladys Brockwell ; "A Man of Peace," who is Hobart
Bosworth ; "Miss Information," featuring Lois Wilson
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for the Movies, Now!
have so intrigued the fancy of the stars that they are eager

Vitaphone mechanism, which is here fully explained.

Gebhart

and Edward Horton, and Irene Rich in "The Beast."

They are as funny as the average short comedy—some
are much better—with the added novelty of continuous

dialogue.

The method of Vitaphone filming has been described

before in Picture Play. A short reiteration will suffice.

The entire stage is covered with felt. The camera man
shoots through a glass window from a sound-proof box,

so that the sound of the camera's click does not reach

the recording apparatus. This consists of microphones
placed about the set out of camera range. In one of

the playlets,' in which all the action transpired at close

range, they were hidden in imitation telephones on a

desk. Usually, however, they are above, in boxes from
which project arms something like inverted periscopes.

Operators move these arms toward and away from the

people as they turn to catch tonal gradation. The "mixer"
—a man, not a bottle—sits in a glass booth halfway up
the side wall, behind the camera, and controls the sounds
by turning various knobs as they come to him through
the microphones.

Voice and film are recorded separately, the one on a

disk, the other on the usual film, but both are projected

"Onto the theater screen from one motor. Thus one
cannot stop without causing the other to cease.

Synchronization: is arranged during the cutting. Actors

can judge their vocab interpretations of scenes within

three minutes, but cannot see their actions on the screen

Bryan Foy, the director, left, explains the signal and telephone

system of the Vitaphone to Lois Wilson, Leatrice joy, and

Conrad Nagel.

until the film is developed. Film of the regular size

is used, but the magazine, which is attached to the

ordinary camera, is much larger, containing one thou-

sand feet of film instead of the usual four hundred.

The extra footage is necessary so that the action of an
entire sequence can be recorded simultaneously with

the vocal recording, as the latter must be continuous..

The actors know their lines when they report, their

"sides"—as scripts are called in theatrical parlance-
having been given them previously to memorize. The
action is rehearsed, as usual. Then they "play back"

the voices for pitch, and adjust the machinery. Finally,

the director orders silence and the sequence is shot

through without a stop. His instructions are given by
motions and pantomime. Once, while watching, I very
nearly laughed, in which case I would have spoiled

that "take."

The Vitaphone machine attached to the ordinary pro-

jector, and amplifiers to be placed behind the screen,

constitute the equipment which the theater owner must
buy. Already three hundred have been installed in

various theaters.

An entire building, comprising stage, laboratories, and
administration, is devoted , to the Vitaphone activities.

Just now Lloyd Bacon is directing most of the playlets,

but the plan is to have each director study the Vitaphone,

as it will be used in varying degrees in all Warner pic-

tures. A separate scenario force is engaged in writing

not only scenes and action, but dialogue as well. Two
cutters, who have studied the mechanism, confer with

the regular cutters, and a special laboratory staff operates

the network of machinery which occupies several long
rooms and which looks to me just like a hundred dials,

wires, bolts, and things.

ConHnued on page 104
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Over the

Pboto by Spurr

Vera Reynolds has been lent to Columbia for a role

in "Gold Widows."

NOTHING short of an old-fashioned Fourth
of July celebration could have been .

more explosive than Fanny's entrance into

the Montmartre.

"Don't mind me if I break out into a few /
hoorays," she announced breathlessly, as she

nodded to acquaintances right and left, and waved
with both hands. "I've congratulated so many people
on getting jobs the last few days, that I've worn this

smile continuously and it's getting all wrinkled. When
the phone rings nowadays, I don't even stop to say
'Hello!' I burst right out with, 'Oh, I am so glad you
got the part.'

"Have you ever known a town to change so within
a few weeks?"

Obviously she wasn't in the least interested in an
answer. She babbled on and on. Hollywood, she in-

sisted, had all the air of Main Street on circus-parade
day. Studios were opening, every one—to the last old
man with whiskers^—was at work, and all was pros-
perity and merriment.

"It must be the coming of spring tra-la—or is it

summer ?—that has done away with the slump that had
every one down a few weeks ago. Now don't tell me,''

she went on vehemently, "that it's just a few profitable

pictures, or a new financing deal, that has put new life

into the picture colony. I can't bear to associate any-
thing so vulgar as money with this coming of sunshine
into Hollywood."
Oh well, let Fanny have it her romantic way, even

if the recent skyrocketing of stocks, in which picture

Fanny the Fan tells about the great change that

By The

producers were heavily interested, did have some-
thing to do with the resumption of production on
a big scale.

"Isn't this a funny town ?" Fanny will be obvious
sometimes.

"You don't have to go into the studios," she

rambled on, "to find a bustle of activity among
picture makers. It seems to me that I've run

into a comedy company on every street corner,

and every time I go out toward Universal or

First National I see horses, elephants, and lions

placidly riding to work on trucks. There's an-

other sign, too, that is unfailing. For weeks the

girls who sell box lunches along the roads to the

studios, have had truckloads of lunches on hand,

instead of a modest little tableful."

But only Fanny could sing hallelujahs of joy

over a truckload of box lunches.

"And speaking of lunch," she went on, airily

ordering the waiter to bring her a little of every-

thing on the buffet, "have you heard of how
Charlie Murray became the hero of the First

National studio? Or of 'The

Whip' company, at least?"

She assumed, and rightly, that

I hadn't.

"Charles Brabin, who is direct-

ing 'The Whip,' simply has no

heart at all when it comes
to thinking of his com-
pany's feelings. Their

stomachs, rather. When
he gets started working,

twelve o'clock passes

—

and one, and two—and
still there is no mention
of time out for lunch.

Mumblings and grum-
blings do no good. He
goes right on. Finally,

at three o'clock the other

day, when a hundred or

more extras were simply

starving, Charlie Murray
wandered over from a

neighboring set and hol-

lered 'Lunch !' and the

extras picked up their

make-up cases and ran

before Brabin's assistants

could stop them

!

"Dorothy Mackaill has

stellar honors in 'The

Whip' and it will be no

small distinction if she

succeeds in dominating

that picture. Lowell Sher-

man, Anna Q. Nilsson,

and Ralph Forbes are all

playing in her support.

"Dorothy is playing one
of these horsy, up-in-the-

morning, off-for-a-canter

heroines—she, who has

Lpatrice
Joy gets
a break
at last—
she is to

be direct-

ed by
Mnnta
Bell.
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Teacups
has come over Hollywood.

Bystander.

had enough accidents to make
her hate the sight of a horse.

But, never mind, she looks

stunning in the riding habits

she wears. A girl might even
tolerate lethal gas, if it gave
her a chance to look so well.

"Dorothy seems to be hav-
ing a lot of fun. She has so

much energy that between
scenes, instead of resting in

her dressing room, she goes
visiting. She timed her en-

trance on one set perfectly the
other day. Jack Mulhall was
just in the midst of a pas-

sionate close-up with Greta
Nissen, who is playing oppo-
site him in 'The Butter and Egg Man,' when
Dorothy bounded in. She waited until the

cameras stopped grinding, and then she rushed

in, grabbed Jack by the coat collar and shouted,

'You base deceiver !' in true melodramatic

fashion. 'Don't take him seriously,' she

warned Greta. 'He kissed me just like that

in the last four pictures.'

"I don't see how players can get back into

the mood of a scene after an interruption like

that, but it doesn't seem to bother most

of them at all. Why, Lowell Sherman went

all over the studio the next day, sending

whole troops into spasms of laughter, a

and a moment later they were back playing Ji
tragic scenes as though they'd never

known what it was to smile."

"But what did he do?"
"Oh, it doesn't sound funny. You'd

have to see him. When he was coming
out of his dressing room he found an

enormous straw hat—the kind rube char-

acter men wear. So, Lowell, in an elegant

bath robe, put on the hat, discarded his

monocle and leer, and adopted the bland

grin of a simpleton. He wandered on
sets where troops were working, and
stood quietly by until shrieks of laughter

sent him off for new fields to conquer.

"There's a marvelous crowd of people

working out at First National now. I just

can't keep away from the place. Colleen
Moore is making 'Heart to Heart,' with
Edmund Lowe and Lilyan Tashman in her
support ; Dick Barthelmess has Lina
Basquette and Margaret Livingston with
him in 'Roulette.' Corinne Griffith has
H. B. Warner, Marie Dressier, and a lot

of others with her in 'Lady Hamilton.'
Dear old Sylvia Ashton is playing in 'The
Boss of Little Arcady.' And that reminds
me—the current gag of the

studio is that Lindbergh is

going to attempt a non- Greta Ni sen plays oppo-

stop flight around Sylvia site Jack Mulhall in "The
Ashton!" Butter and Egg Man."

Photo by Muray

Photo by Hesser

Corinne Griffith is reveling- in the role of

Lady Hamilton.

I knew that sooner or later—and I was sur-

.
prised that it wasn't sooner—the subject of

embonpoint would come up.

"I suppose you've heard that Molly O'Day
lost the leading role in 'The Boss of Little

Arcady,' because of an excess of fifteen

pounds or so. But don't mention it in front

of Sally O'Neil. Some one made that mis-

take the other night, and Sally simply raged

and sputtered like a machine gun in action.

She won't stand by and hear her sister

criticized. She doesn't think she's too fat.

And even if she is, Sally thinks she's a great

enough actress to make up for a few pounds.
"Molly, however, is willing to accede to

the wishes of her bosses. The poor girl hasn't

had a square meal in a fortnight. In fact,

she's had nothing but a passing glance at lamb
chops and pineapple.

"There are a lot of girls who might follow
her example. I should think that the expe-
rience of 'Dimples' Lido would make them
pause and consider the cost before eating

anything fattening. Miss Lido was brought
over from Europe by Universal, you know,
and sent right back home again when she
failed to keep her weight down.
"Somebody ought to warn Greta Nissen

that enough of her is enough. And for my
part. I'd like Thelma Todd better if

she hadn't such an abundance of hips.

"And that reminds me of a song of

the extra girls. They sing, 'Metro-
Goldwyn likes 'em thin, First National
likes 'em fat—how is a girl in search
of a job to know just where she's at?'

"

I was hoping that in due
course of time Fanny would
run out of breath long enough
for me to get a chance to ask

her about Sally O'Neil. _ She
did.

"Oh, Sallv's working for
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Increasing weight is playing havoc

with Molly O'Day 's career.

D. W. Griffith. She and Phyllis

Haver and Belle Bennett are

all in his new picture. He is

remaking 'The Battle of the

Sexes'—one of his earliest and
most popular pictures. I hope
he pulls a comeback and makes
a really great picture this time."

Hope springs eternal. For
my part I gave up hope, when
I heard that the introduction to

the new picture was a micro-

scopic study of the mating sea-

son among microbes. D. W.'s
pictures always annoyed me
when he introduced little birdies

in their nests, or suckling pigs,

and now he has gone a step

further.

I was glad to hear that Phyl-

lis Haver was working, even
though her performance in

"Chicago" .was one of the dis-

appointments of my life. M-aybe
;

it wasn't her fault, though. I

thought the whole picture was
a terrific let-down

,

from the

irony of the play. I wondered,
audibly, where all the other little orphans of

the former DeMille company were.

"Vera Reynolds has been sold down the

river for one picture with Columbia. It is

the first time she has ever been lent to another
company, and I dare say she doesn't like it

any too well, but a girl under contract has

no choice in the matter. The shut-down at

DeMille's proved a blessing in disguise for

Leatrice Joy, though. At last she gets a lucky
break—she is going to be directed by Monta
Bell. She is to play the lead in 'The Bellamy
Trail,' and may make some more pictures for

Metro-Goldwyn later.

"You were wondering a while ago what
would supplant aviation pictures as the reign-

ing fashion in films next season. Well, now
you know. It's murder-mystery stories. Every
studio has at least one in the making. I only
wish that one of them would show some
originality, and film a murder-mystery story
that I read years ago. It opened in the con-
ventional way ; a man had been murdered, and
some one stood over the body with a smoking
revolver in his hand. Step by step, suspicion
was cast on every character in the piece; but
in the end it was proved that the man with
the smoking revolver, the man who was sus-
pected in the first paragraph, had really com-
mitted the crime.

"There are going to be dozens of films deal-
ing with companionate marriage, too. That
was to be expected. Sam Sax grabbed the
screen rights to Judge Lindsay's book for a

paltry twenty-five

thousand, dollars, so

no other company can
use the title. But that

won't stop them from
using the subject mat-
ter. Esther Ralston is-

the companionate bride
in the Paramount
thesis on the subject,

Patsy Ruth Miller is

slated to preach on the

subject for Tiffany-

Stahl, and June Col-

lyer will uphold the

Fox contribution on
the subject. Now
when Warner Broth-
ers dig up a similar

story for Dolores a

Costello, the repre-

sentation will be com-
plete."

Fanny's voice sud-

denly dropped to a

whisper. "Have you
seen the lobby of the

new Warner Thea-
ter?" she asked, with

a gasp. I didn't blame
her. It has the larg-

ln odd moments when she
is not entertaining the
other companies in the stu-

dio, Dorothy Mackaill is

'working in "The Whin.'"
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est, goldest ticket booth ever seen outside a

circus. However, that won't keep the grand

opening from being one of the most spectacular

affairs in Hollywood history. Al Jolson is

going to be master of ceremonies, and the

picture is to be "Glorious Betsy," with Dolores

Costello, Conrad Nagel, and interruptions by
the Vitaphone. Vitaphone dialogue hasn't been

heard to any extent yet, in Hollywood, and
every one is curious to find out if it is genu-
inely effective. The fault seems to be that so

far none of the dialogue has been worth hear-

ing. The characters speak, but they have
nothing to say.

"You missed the most thrilling opening the

other night," Fanny gloated. "For months
there is going to be argument over 'Street

Angel.' Every one went hoping that Janet
Gaynor, Charlie Farrell, and Frank Borzage
would repeat the tremendous success of

'Seventh Heaven,' but it is too soon to know
whether they really have or not. I, for one,
think it is a better picture in some ways, though
the story isn't so powerful. Janet and Charlie
give magnificent performances, and the photog-
raphy is such that every camera man in town
—except possibly George Fitzmaurice's—ought
to be compelled to go once a week to study it.

"Janet and Charlie were so nervous the
night of the opening, they nearly died. It was
a much greater strain on them than the night
'Seventh Heaven' opened, because then they
were newcomers and had no past glories to

live up to. They should have been satisfied

with their reception, though. Every one loved
the picture. I hate to

think of either of
them making pictures

with any one else
;

they are so ideal to-

gether. I can't say as

much for some other

teams."

I knew that Fanny
would break out with
some dissatisfaction

sooner or later.

"No one need save
a seat for me at the

future Fay Wray-
Gary Cooper picturea

Eve seen 'The Legion
of the Condemned.'
She isn't even pretty.

I'll never believe the

advance ballyhoo of a
player again.

"There's a rumor
that Ruth Taylor and
James Hall are going
to be teamed in a
series of pictures. I

can do nicely without
that. Oh, why couldn't

Paramount have given
her 'Buddy' Rogers?

Kathryn Landy will once

more be known profession-

ally as Kathryn McGuire.

Photo by Ball

Photo by Freulicb

Several months behind the rest of the

world, Hollywood has suddenly dis-

covered Dorothy Gulliver.

That mould be a team worth
seeing ! James Hall will al-

ways be a chorus boy to me

;

not a leading man. I don't

actually dislike him on the

screen. I just feel a passive

disinterest toward him."

As though anything could

be worse than that.

"There are a lot of negative
people on the screen," Fanny
announced as though it were
an exclusive discovery of hers.

"Every once in a while I give

up going to see players about
whom I am in doubt ; it's such
a waste of time. I'll never
miss a picture of Chaplin's, or
Gloria's, of Garbo's and Gil-

bert's, of Colleen's, or Co-
rinne's, or Louise Fazenda's.

But I'm not sure of being
able to bear my money's worth
of reels of any one else.

"Yet, I'm sorry to have
Continued on page 112
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Through the
On and off the set

For once Charles

Chaplin, left, is

not the star of a

picture. He
plays a bit in

"Show People," a

story of the mov-
ies, with Marion

Davies and Wil-

liam Haines.

Polly Moran, above, uses a man's hatbox
for a unique purpose—a make-up kit on

location.

Joan Crawford, above, shows us how to keep

the waistline supple.

George K. Arthur, center oval, impersonates

a maid in "Detectives," with Karl Dane as

the victim.

Doris Kenyon, left, is very proud of her prize

Dalmatians.
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Camera's Eye
with the picture folk.

Buzz Barton, above,

F. B. 0. juvenile

Western star, is

alarmed at the sud-

den swelling of Tom
Mix's cheek.

Joe Cobb, left, one of

the "Our Gang," takes

up golf with all the

enthusiasm . of a be-

ginner.

Lawrence Gray, above, patiently,

goes through the scales with Flash,

between scenes of "The Dead-
line."

Polly Ann Young and Dolores

Brinkman, below, will have their

exercise at any risk.

Monte Blue, above, in

an offstage moment
during the filming of

"Southern S k i e s,"

with native divers of

a South Sea village.
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A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.

"Beau Geste"—Paramount. A grip-

ping film production of this unusual
mystery melodrama of the French For-

eign Legion. Ronald Colman, Neil

Hamilton, and Ralph Forbes score in-

dividual hits as the three devoted
brothers. Entire cast excellent.

"Ben=Hur"—Metro-Goldwyn. A beau-
tiful and inspiring picture, directed

with skill and originality. Ramon No-
varro, in title role, gives earnest and
spirited performance; Francis X. Bush-
man excellent as Messala; May Mc-
Avoy, Betty Bronson, Kathleen Key,
and Carmel Myers all handle their

roles well.

"Big Parade, The"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Grippingly realistic war picture. Story
of three tired, dirty doughboys, one of

whom is John Gilbert, who falls in.

love with a French girl, played remark-
ably well by Renee Adoree.

"Circus, The" — United Artists.

Charles Chaplin reverts to slapstick.

While inspiration of his last film is

lacking, this should be seen. Because
his ladylove likes a tight-rope walker,
Charlie decides to learn. The humor
and pathos of this episode are inimita-

ble. Merna Kennedy.

"Crowd, The"—Metro-Goldwyn. An
epic of the middle classes. You share

the joys and sorrows of John and
Mary from their first meeting, through
marriage, parentage, failure and suc-

cess. Eleanor Boardman and James
Murray.

"Four Sons"—Fox. A simple and su-

perbly told tale of the effects of the

war on a German mother and her four

sons—three of whom are killed, the

other migrating to America. Margaret
Mann, James Hall, Francis X. Bush-
man, Jr., and June Collyer.

"Gaucho, The"—United Artists. Doug
Fairbanks' as a bandit of Indian and
Spanish blood, his usual reckless self

in a picture that not only has beauty,
but. substance and drama. Eve South-
ern and Lupe Velez both excellent in

their respective roles.

"Last Command, The"—Paramount.
Emil Jannings does some magnificent
work as a Russian grand duke, who js
stripped of his power and ends his

life as an extra in Hollywood. Wil-
liam Powell and Evelyn Brent.

"Sadie Thompson"—United Artists.

Gloria Swanson stages a triumphant
comeback in the role of an outcast,

who is temporarily reformed by a fa-

natic. Lionel Barrymore shares hon-
ors with Miss Swanson.

"Seventh Heaven"—Fox. Tale of a

Parisian waif whose first taste of hap-
piness is snatched from her when her
hero, a sewer worker, is swept off to

war just as they are about to be mar-
ried. Admirable performances by Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

"Sunrise"—Fox. One of the best of

the season. Skillfully directed tale of
a farmer, his wife and a city vamp.

George O'Brien, Janet Gaynor, and
Margaret Livingston.

"Two Lovers"—United Artists. Tale
of a sixteenth-century maiden whose
treacherous uncle negotiates a mar-
riage for reasons of state, and her
eventual love for her husband. Vilma
Banky and "lonald Colman.

"Way of All Flesh, The"—Paramount.
Emil Jannings' first American film.

Simple, human story revealing the star

at his best in a tragically pathetic role.

Belle Bennett, Phyllis Haver, and Don-
ald .Keith/

"What Price Glory"—Fox. Swift, en-
grossing film version of the unusual
war play. Racy story of the rivalry

between a captain and a sergeant over
a French girl. Edmund Lowe, Victor
McLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.

FOR SECOND CHOICE.
"Baby Mine"— Metro-Goldwyn. Ro-

bust slapstick by the inimitable team
of Karl Dane and George K. Arthur.
The latter pairs Karl with a gawky girl

from the country, and they are married
—but Dane runs away. Arthur induces
him to return by announcing he is a
father—whereupon he and his wife
search for infants. On Dane's return
he finds triplets—then the fun begins.
Charlotte Greenwood is a scream.

"Beau Sabreur"—Paramount. Toler-
ably interesting so-called sequel to

"Beau Geste." The efforts of a young-
major to avert a native uprising, and
his eventual success. Gary Cooper,
Noah Beery, William Powell, and Eve-
lyn Brent.

"Buck Privates"—Universal. Dull
comedy .about an ingenue, her pacifist

father and a regiment of American sol-

diers—with the hero and heroine en-

joying slapstick happiness forever
after. Lya de Putti, Zasu Pitts, and
Malcolm McGregor.

"Cheating Cheaters"—Universal. Ex-
cellent and amusing tale of crooks
masquerading as idle rich to loot their

supposedly rich neighbors—who turn

out to be crooks, too. Betty Compson
at her best; others are Kenneth Har-
lan, Lucien Littlefield, and Sylvia Ash-
ton.

"Chicago"—Pathe-DeMille. The play,

which was a clever satire on a murder
trial, is made into a sentimental melo-
drama. While there r.re some clever

bits of acting by Phyllis Haver and
Victor Varconi, the film fails to click.

"Cohens and Keilys in Paris, The"

—

Universal. Boisterous adventures of

the now famous movie family abroad,
with actors who could have utilized

their talents to better advantage. Far-
rell MacDonald, George Sidney, and
Vera Gordon.

"Count of Ten, The"—Universal.
Good prize-fight film. Climax comes
when pugilist hero fights, with broken
hand ' to- earn money for/ wife;'s- de-
mands, only to learn money is for her
brother's gambling debts. All ends

happily when he discovers she is in-

nocent. Charles Ray, Jobyna Ralston,
and Arthur Lake.

"Devil Dancer, The"—United Artists.
Gilda Gray in unusual role of a Tibet-
an dancer. Costumes and settings mag-
nificent, but story too thin. Anna May
Wong, Kalla Pasha, Clarissa Selwynne
are all admirable.

"Dove, The"—United Artists. A tame
version of the play. Norma Talmadge
makes an elegant prima donna out of

what should have been a cheap cabaret
singer. Noah Beery's best role since
"Beau Geste." Gilbert Roland the hero.

"Dressed to Kill"—Fox. Unusual
and exciting crook film, with Edmund
Lowe as the crook, and a girl who is

seeking to recover bonds for which
her sweetheart is in prison. The crook
dies defending her from his confeder-
ates.

"Drums of Love"—United Artists.

Not up to the usual D. W. Griffith

standard. Tale of two brothers and
the tragic love of one for the other's
wife. Mary Philbin, Lionel Barry-
more, and Don Alvarado.

"Enemy, The" — Metro- Goldwyn.
Moderately interesting story of the
Austrian side of the late war. Lillian

Gish is excellent, but hasn't nearly
enough to do. Ralph Forbes, Frank
Currier, and George Fawcett.

"Finders Keepers"—Universal. Laura
La Plante, an excellent comedienne,
who attempts to disguise herself as a

soldier to be near her sweetheart, and
her discovery by her father, who is the
colonel. John Harron.

"Garden of Eden, The"—United Art-
ists. Fairly entertaining film dealing
with difficulties of girl who comes to

the city to be a star and falls in love
with mone3'ed man, climax coming
when his family objects. However, the
finale is not a sad one. Corinne Griffith,

Charles Ray, Louise Dresser, and Low-
ell Sherman.

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"—Para-
mount. Fairly amusing version of the
famous book. Ruth Taylor's Lorelei

excellent, but Alice White, in the role

of the unrefined Dorothy, injects snap
into what otherwise might have been
a rather dull film.

"Girl in Every Port, A"—Fox. Lively
tale of a sailor. who sets out to "get"

his rival, but both men discover the
unworthiness of the girl and end by
swearing eternal friendship. Victor
McLaglen excellent in his first star-

ring film—Robert Armstrong and Lou-
ise Brooks.

"Her Wild Oat"—First National. En-
joyable, though absurd, story of a girl

who runs a lunch wagon, falls in love

with the son of a duke posing as a me-
chanic, and what happens when she,

masquerading as a duchess, meets the

hero in white flannels. Colleen Moore,
Larry Kent, and Hallam Cooley.

(Continued on page 11 !|
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Dolores del Rio, as Berna, and Ralph Forbes, as Larry, give power-

ful performances in "The Trail of '98," a picture abounding in stark

beautv and tremendous thrills.

A I iHE historic gold rush of 1898, when Alaska lured

adventurous souls to seek newly discovered treas-

ure in the face of unimagined hardships, has

been brought to the screen with magnificent sweep
and vigor by Clarence Brown, in "The Trail of '98."

It is a thrilling
-

spectacle, broad in scope, touching
in detail, and as true a picture of that epochal days
as the screen has ever given, or probably will ever give.

Whereas there have been innumerable Alaskan pic-

turs, countless melodramas of the dance halls and gold
fields, there never has been a film which crystallized

the spirit of the pioneers, or attempted to show the

tremendous adventure which engaged them. "The Trail

of '98" does just that, and does it in such good measure
that the fate of the lovers does not become an issue

until the last two reels are reached. In short, for the

most part it is a great . spectacle enlivened by no end
of human touches, but is without strong love-interest

until later than should be.

Nevertheless, it has a climax completely new to the
screen, brought about when hero and villain have a
hand-to-hand battle as violent as can be imagined, the
culmination of which is the hurling of a lighted kerosene
lamp at the villain. It explodes and covers him with
flame. As he staggers out of the room, he falls from
the balcony onto the floor of the dance hall, sets fire

to the building and Dawson City burns. It is sheer
horror and surprise.

But it is for its earlier moments that "The Trail of
'98" will be longer remembered. These include the
sailing from San Francisco of the gold seekers, among

The Screen in
A critic's catalogue of the latest films, with com

By Norbert

whom are Larry, the hero, and the heroine, Berna,

and her father; Jack Locasta, gambler and general

bad man ; Lars Peterson, a dumb Swede ; Samuel
Foote, "Salvation Jim," and the other principals,

all of whom are definitely colorful bits of humanity
in the welter of nameless flotsam and jetsam bound
for the Far North.

It is when the voyage is ended that the pictorial

magnificence of the film begins to awe the spec-

tator, as the gold hunters pit their endurance

against the forbidding heights of Chilkoot Pass

and gamble their lives against the treacherous

peril of White Horse Rapids. The latter episode,

together with a snowslide, is aided by a device

similar to that first used in "Old Ironsides,"

whereby the screen is magnified and the scenes

are brought closer to the audience. Thus the snow-
slide apparently sweeps out over the stage and

overwhelms the spectator. The love story, as

pointed out above, is naturally of secondary im-

portance to thrills such as this.

When finally Dawson City is reached, and the

pioneers begin their search for gold in earnest,

Locasta pays Foote to decoy Larry far from the

scene in order that he, Locasta, may possess Berna.

Forlorn and all but starving, she accepts the sup-

posed friendship of Mrs. Bulkey, also in the pay
of Locasta, and eventually accepts Locasta because

there is no other refuge. She has become the

usual dance-hall girl when Larry returns laden

with gold, and fondly believes that Berna is his

reward. Desperate and heartbroken, she flings

the treasure in his face and cries : "Everything's

ate !" This precipitates the memorable fight, the

death of Locasta and the reconciliation of the lovers.

This small, conventional story gives no inkling of the

largeness of the scene surrounding it. Nor can it even
suggest the effectiveness of the acting of Dolores del

Rio and Ralph Forbes. The latter easily gives his best

performance so far, and offers belated justification for

his abandonment of the stage for the screen. Harry
Carey is Locasta, as fine a bad man as the camera has

ever found in Alaskan melodrama, and Karl Dane
reaps laughs galore as the Swede. George Cooper is

no less important, and skill is seen in all the lesser roles

played by Emil Fitzroy, Tully Marshall, Russell Simp-
son, Doris Lloyd, Polly Moran, Cesare Gravina, and
Tenen Holtz, forgetting for not one moment those brief

flashes in which the boy, Johnny Downs, significant!}'

appears.

An Italian Pastel.

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell, who may almost

be said to have revived one's faith in love in "Seventh
Heaven," appear again in roles almost similar. The
picture is "Street Angel," and it was directed by Frank
Borzage, whose delicate sentiment had much to do with

making the first-named picture the sensational success

it was. Yet, in spite of their combined efforts, "Street

Angel" is not its equal. You might just as well know
the worst right away, for that is the question you are

reading this review to find out.

Exquisite, frail, seen through a mist of illusion,

"Street Angel" lacks vitality and those flashes of in-

too
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Review
ments for your guidance.

Lusk

spiration expected of the

gifted trio. Miss Gaynor,
nevertheless, gives a superh
performance as Angela, the

little Italian girl who, in es-

caping the police, stumbles
into a circus and falls in love
with an itinerant painter in

the person of Mr. Farrell,

whose Gino is no less finely

played. They leave for Naples,
where Gino expects to marry
Angela, as soon as he gets an
order for a painting. There
they live for a long time, much
as they did in "Seventh
Heaven," until he gets his

commission and returns to the
garret with a great basket of
provisions, and the joyful
news that they will wed in the
morning. But Angela has
been recognized by a police sergeant, and is given one
hour with Gino before being taken into custody. So
she makes merry with a breaking heart, and finally

steals out to disappear with her captor. Gino loses

heart in his work, and roams the streets in search of

his lost sweetheart. Eventually he is led by a girl to

the wharves, where he comes upon the released Angela,

and tries to kill her for having deceived him. His
pursuit leads him into a church, where over the altar

hangs a portrait of the Virgin painted by Gino, with

Angela as his model. This—and the look in Angela's

eyes—bring him to reason.

There you have the story—tenuous, incredible, ready

to be blown away by the first breath of logic, and slow,

very slow, in the telling. But—as pointed out before

—

it is rich in optical beauty. There is also beauty in the

contemplation of Miss Gaynor's small self, and a won-
dering smile at her transformation into an Italian,

apparently by no more obvious means than inserting

tiny gold hoops in the lobes of her almost as tiny ears.

On sober reflection, you conclude that she must also

feel like an Italian peasant to make you believe she

is one.

Desirous of Death.

For those who haven't seen "Wings," "The Legion
of the Condemned" is the next best thing. In some
respects it is even better, though this will not be granted

by those who are interested primarily in the airplane

warfare so magnificently pictured in the bigger picture.

But the story, I think, is far more unusual and romantic.

If the recklessness of the five young men, in their eager-

ness for death, is somewhat strained, at least they are

interesting personalities and good actors. So let them
have their fling at recklessness—and act all over the

place. No one expects drawing-room restraint from
members of the French Foreign Legion, anyway.
The five young men of several nationalities are in-

troduced as aviators, each desiring death as much for

himself as for France. Then in rapid succession, by
means of cut-backs, are shown the reasons for their

weariness with life. They are melodramatic, one of

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell have, in ''Street Angel," roles as simple and charming as in

"Seventh Heaven," which they play as beautifully.

the youths having killed the husband of his sweetheart,

another causing the death of his girl companion in a

wild automobile ride, and so on. It is the story of the

fifth man, Gale Price, that is the most important and

which dominates the picture. Gale, a newspaper man,
had discovered his sweetheart, Christine Chart eris, sit-

ting in the lap of a member of the German legation at

an embassy ball. Later on it is all cleared up when she

reappears as a member of the United States Secret

Service. When she is trapped by the Germans, and
is about to be shot, it is her rescue that brings the

picture to a rather unexciting conclusion. But much
that is exciting has gone before, together with the afore-

mentioned romantic recklessness and excellent acting.

Gary Cooper is effective as the youthfully grim Gale
Price. Mr. Cooper's repression is well suited to the

role, and his moments of intensity have a fiery quality

that burns through his repression like a flame. Fay
Wray, of whom you have heard much and seen little,

plays Christine with feeling and charm, and makes you
want to see her again. More spectacular than either,

is the acting of Barry Norton, as the Legionnaire who
sought death and found it. Lane Chandler, Francis
MacDonald, and Voya George, a newcomer worth
watching, are the other three devil-may-cares.

The Whirl of New York.

Harold Lloyd's pictures are infrequent enough to be
events of the first order to fans the world over. The
breathless legions, then, can be assured that "Speedy"
is there. It lives up to its title all right, fairly bristling

with surprises in the way of gags, and it has captured
the spirit of New York in terms of rollicking corned}'

as few pictures ever have. The panorama of the city,

presented as an introduction, is a triumph of photog-
raphy, both realistic and imaginative, and, because of

its beauty, it is strangely thrilling. The story is unusual,

too, though almost any story might do if it were punc-
tuated with laughs. But Lloyd is too intelligent to

depend on laughs alone. He never has.

He is in love with a girl whose father holds a franchise

which a railroad wants to get. In order to retain his
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"Why Sailors Go Wrong.

"We Americans."

"Skyscraper."

"Ladies' Night in a Turkish Bath."

rights, the old man has to drive his horse car once every twenty-
four hours. Speedy takes a hand in protecting Pop Dillon's

rights, and precipitates a magnificently funny street melee, in

which hooligans in the pay of the railroad battle with the trades-

men served by the car line. There is so much more to the picture

than this, however, that it is hardly fair to mention it ahead of

countless other sequences equally good. Speedy as a soda jerker,

for example, and as a taxi driver, with "Babe" Ruth as a passenger

bound for the stadium; and as a skylarking visitor to Coney Island.

Each of these is a gem of comedy in itself, and separately would
put any picture over. Mr. Lloyd's performance is crisp, expert,

sympathetic, and he looks uncommonly youthful. Bert Woodruff
is fine as Pop Dillon, and Ann Christie is his daughter.

Mrs. Levine Learns Her Letters.

"We Americans" is another of those racial pictures, in which
the ghetto heroine marries well. Not an Irishman this time—oh,

my, no !—but a man whose family came over in the Mayflower.
An original twist, as it were. It will, perhaps be an incentive

to other heroines who are ashamed of their pants-pressing fathers

and who leave home, only to return with the catch of the season.

Because Beth is dissatisfied with her family and their mode of

living, and forsakes it for a studio where she plies the art of

interior decoration, the old people decide to better themselves.

So they go to night school and learn not only to read, but the

principles of Americanism as well. It has a magical effect in

every particular. Mrs. Levine discards her housewife's apron
for a stylish stout, and the home becomes a model bridge-lamp-

and-gate-leg interior. Mr. Levine's business also shows the in-

fluence of modern methods and snappy dressing. So that when
Hugh Bradlcigh and his Mayflower family come to look over the

Levines, there is nothing for Beth to be ashamed of.

The picture will please those who like the honest sentiment of

the melting pot, as well as those who admire George Sidney, Patsy

Ruth Miller, John Boles, George Lewis, and Eddie Phillips; and
they will certainly like Beryl Mercer, a recruit from the stage,

in the Vera Gordon role of Mrs. Levine.

Little to Rivet.

Very close to earth is "Skyscraper," in spite of its lofty title.

It would be sheer ostentation to call it a story, so we shall say

nothing about that. Let us, then, identify it as a chronicle of

two steel riveters, Blondy and Swede, their gustily humorous
pranks and their underlying sentimentality—for they are buddies

in the manner of screen teams. A chorus girl named Sally flits

through the picture, displaying close-ups of her legs, and robust

humor is attempted in the frequent dislodgment of Swede's false

tooth. "Hello, Brooklyn! Where's your bridge?" is one of the

subtitles. Many scenes show the two workmen perched aloft

on steel girders of a building under construction, and a visit to

Coney Island is shown in comic detail. William Boyd and Alan

Hale are, respectively, Blondy and Swede, impersonating the

roughnecks in the manner of accomplished actors, while Sue Carol

is a pretty Sally, and Alberta Vaughn is inconspicuously present.

Mr. Chaney Sans Disguise.

For once, a picture has enough plot to make the telling of it

next to impossible. I refer to "The Big City," Lon Chaney's
latest melodrama, which you will guess is a tale of the underworld,
ending with a broken heart for Mr. Chaney. This is not said in

derogation, but in acknowledgment of the formula which the star

has followed with success. He achieves a departure in this, how-
ever, by appearing as himself, minus any old or new disguise.

He is Chuck Collins, a crook, whose confederate, Helen, runs a

costume shop as a blind, with a naive assistant named Sunshine,
who is innocent of all that goes on before her eyes. Chuck and
his crowd use their wits against a rival group, with the resulting

gun play, suspense, sentimentality, and a few ironic touches for

good measure. The picture is notable for outstanding performances
rather than novelty of story, but at that it is good entertainment

and should not be missed by admirers of Mr. Chaney. He dis-
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plays his usual consummate skill in all the moods of his role.

On the surface Chuck is a brutal character—one that the average
picturegoer would avoid in real life—yet so remarkable is Mr.
Chaney's appeal to the sympathies, that is not difficult for the

most timorous spectator to regard him as a friend, and, at least

partly, share the harrowing experiences and emotions of the crook.

Betty Compson, as Helen, is shrewdly effective in one of the

finest performances of her career, while Marceline Day, as Sun-
shine, has never played with more charm and depth. James Murray
is well cast as Chuck's crook protege, who rehearses the girls in

a colored cabaret as a side line.

Miss Bow Disrobes.

"Red Hair'' is the new confection that has been spun around
Clara Bow. It is like the ornament atop a wedding cake, un-
substantial but pleasing. Clara is "Bubbles" McCoy, a pertly

provocative barber-shop manicurist, whose three "papas" supply
her with many of the charming things of life, each unknown to

the other. Bubbles has no one to guide her but a respectable

grandmother, whose motto is "Lights out at ten o'clock." So
Bubbles has the advantage of the most rigid upbringing, but it

looks as if she left it behind with her grandmother when she went
out. At any rate, Bubbles' girlish appeal wins the heart of a

young millionaire, who gives a part}* to announce his engagement
to the manicurist. Arrayed in borrowed ermine, Clara discovers

that her three "papas" are her fiance's guardians ! When they

object to her marriage, she tears off clothing they have given her,

and suddenly appears the man from whom she borrowed the wrap
—which she returns ! Whereupon Bubbles modestly plunges into

a lily pond, whence she is rescued- by the hero with a blanket.

All this is lively, "cute," and there is no denying Miss Bow's
cleverness. Lane Chandler is a satisfactory foil, and the three

patrons are Lawrence Grant, Claude King, and William Austin.

Gertrude Claire, Jacqueline Gadson. and William Irving are also

effective.

Unpretentious and Pleasant.

Placid though "Skinner's Big Idea" is. it is rather interesting

and the "idea," though not particularly "big," is recognizable.

Skinner, made a member of his firm because of a go-getting stunt,

finds himself expected to fire three elderly employees who have
worked for years to make the business successful. So he decides

to rejuvenate the old men and pep up the works. His first step

is to hire a charming stenographer, whose influence is so pro-

nounced that the old fellows go in for physical training, hair

cuts, and snappy clothes, with the result that the business booms.
Threading through this is a love affair between the stenographer

and the president's son, with a happy ending inevitable. Properly

enough, Bryant Washburn is Skinner, for he played the same
character in the early version of "Skinner's Dress Suit." Martha
Sleeper is as promising a heroine as I have seen in many a day,

and unless all signs fail, Hugh Trevor is also due to become well

known.

Acting on Impulse.

Rod La Rocque, as Roger Norman, an energetic young English-

man, complains that Loudon is dull after the war. On being

shown a newspaper picture of Ghika, a Greek bandit, with a

caption describing hirn as dangerous, Roger dashes out of his

club to find Ghika, wherever he is, and fight him. With such a

foundation as this, only the most incredible things could happen.

They certainly do, in "Stand and Deliver." Roger saves the life

of Jania, a beautiful girl who attaches herself to him, and eventu^

ally they are captured by Ghika, who keeps them prisoners on
top of an immense precipice which can only be reached in a

basket suspended by a rope. A great deal happens, but it is so

outlandish that never once does it touch probability. The picture

keeps you in a land of phantasy, but it hasn't the charm of imagina-

tive melodrama, because it is told in terms of realism. Therefore

it misses fire. Rod La Rocque's performance is spirited, impas-

sioned and charming; so is that of Lupe Velez. as Jania.

Contiuued on page 96

"Stand and Deliver."

"Doomsday.

"

"The Big City.
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The Cabin/' Warner Baxter's mountain retreat, is an ideal place to rest and hunt and fish and forget the studios.

"Make Me Imperfect!" He Cries
It isn't that Warner Baxter thinks he himself is without flaws—you didn't be-

lieve that, did you?—but that he wants to play roles which combine the faults

and virtues of human beings, and not just their made-to-oider goodness.

By William H. McKegg

EVERY one connected with pictures declares the

business is a hazardous one. It has freaks and
turns enough, to make you believe there is a

premium on craziness. Yet, strange to say, it is just

this mad complexity of events inside the film kingdom
that makes it irresistible to those who know it.

Players; one and all, realize this. It is probably best

that they do. Otherwise they might easily be forgiven
for contemplating a nose dive off the Santa Monica
palisades onto the rocks below. Knowing what they
know, the players are always full of enthusiasm for

"the next move."
You may start in as one thing, but the movies, sooner

or later, place you where you ought to be. You can
put nothing over on the camera's eye. One player will

start out as a hero, and in a couple of years will be
acclaimed a dashing hero, or a comedian. A sweet
little thing may make her debut in the role of an in-

genue, but before she knows what it's all about she
finds herself cast as a sophisticated woman of the

world.

Mother knows best, they say. I say the cameras
know better.

If no one else agrees with me, I know Warner Baxter
will. He has proved the above to be true, much to his

own satisfaction and benefit.

Warner had spent a few years in pictures before he
was placed where he wanted to be. So he knows all

about it.

When he first started in the movies he found no
difficulty in being cast as the hero. He came from the

stage. He was good looking, tall, dark—you know the

type. In no time he had won his fan mail and his

public. They are two indispensable proofs of an ac-

tor's popularity with the fans, the exhibitors, and his

studio.

One very good role to come his way at the begin-

ning, was in "Those Who Dance." Many, took notice,

Cecil DeMille in particular. Right after this picture

Paramount obtained the services of Mr. Baxter and
felt they had added one more attraction to their galaxy.

Somehow Warner was invariably cast as the all-per-

fect hero. He could do no wrong. He was ever set-

ting examples for others to follow. True, he did play

a sophisticated role in DeMille's "The Golden Bed," but
that was merely an interruption.

"It always seemed—to me at least—the same,"
Warner declares. "Drawing-room pictures are very
good. They have their place. I like them. But I can-

not tolerate them if the characters are superficial. A
variety is better than a circle of sameness. I liked 'The
Great Gatsby,' for it gave me a chance to play an in-

teresting man, a character. As Gatsby I had a role

with something to it."

The parting of the ways came between Warner and
the Paramount fortress, when he left to free-lance, as

he has done ever since. In this way Warner can choose

what roles he likes.

We might regard the Gatsby role, therefore, as the

turning point in the Baxter career. It showed him as a
knowing man of the world.

"I think the majority of people like romantic stories
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and characters far better than realistic ones.

Why else are Vilma Banky and Ronald Col-

man so famous ? And Janet Gayrior and
Charles Farrell ? Merely because the)" per-

sonify romance."

In "Ramona" we see Warner as an Indian
lover. The passionate love and the romance
between Alessandro and Ramona will place the

Baxter attraction on an even higher level, as

every maiden who sees the picture will avow.
Stripped to the waist, galloping over the

wastes on the bare back of a sleek horse,

Warner makes a striking figure. And Do-
lores del Rio, as Ramona, helps the romance
along in her own particular way.

Not long ago Warner played with Blanche
Sweet, in "Singed." In it he gave another
clever characterization of a tough gambler of
the mining camps who, after amassing a for-

tune, becomes a figure in San Francisco so-

ciety. The role was that of an attractive man,
bad, yet good.

"Just now," Warner further contends, "the
public wants to see a fellow's weaknesses as
well as his virtues. The too-perfect hero
seems scarcely human any more. I doubt if

he will linger much longer in the movies.
People want to see a man beset with difficul-

ties, even those of his own making, and rejoice

with him when he surmounts them."

How greatly Warner must have enjoyed the

too-perfect heroes he was forced to play not
so long ago

!

Personally, he is a

man of determined ap-

pearance. Unaware of

his identity, one would
quickly select him as a
man of affairs—business

affairs, you understand.

Gentle ladies, when they
see him in the grill of a

smart hotel, leaning on
a table a deux, probably
wish themselves his com-
panion. When he chances
to glance at them through
the azure veil of his cig-

arette smoke, they prob-
ably hope they look like

Jetta Goudal. But all

this is the merest con-

jecture and might be too
extraneous for comment,
except that it does pre-

sent a picture of the

gentleman during his lei-

sure moments.
Between pictures our

hero flees to his cabin in

the mountains, a half

day's journey from Los
Angeles.

"My nearest neighbor
is over a mile away from
me," Warner relates
without any apparent re-

"The Cabin" has a menagerie

of wild animals, of which a

coyote is Warner's special

favorite.

Warner Baxter with his wife, who was active

on the screen as Winifred Brysori.

gret "The scenery around my
place is among the finest in Cali-

fornia."

No comforts are lacking, even

though the cabin's inhabitants re-

sort to a somewhat primitive mode
of existence. A victrola, a piano,

and a radio add to their joys. The
radio lives up to its promise and

catches messages from points as far

east as St. Louis. The heights

make the atmosphere clear and quiet.

In Hollywood, as Warner knows,
one can never escape tuning in on

Aimee's temple.

After finishing "Ramona," Warner
spent a holiday at his mountain
abode with Finis Fox, the scenarist

of the picture. Shooting on grounds
full of game, and fishing in a lake full

of piscatorial prizes, added to their

enjoyment of the retreat which
Warner maintains for special friends.

Even a menagerie is kept on the

grounds of the domain. Wild foxes

have been comparatively tamed by
kindness, though the cute little things

Continued on page 105
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Hail the Conquering Hero!
Jack Holt couldn't be spared to roam the free-lance field and play any and every

role—no, not while there were Western heroes waiting to do and dare. So Para-

mount has recalled him by popular demand. Read what he has to say about it.

Bv Helen Louise Walker

JACK HOLT has returned to Paramount to make
four Zane Grey pictures. This is interesting, be-

cause when he left Paramount a year or so ago to

free lance, the company announced that there was not

sufficient interest in Westerns to warrant their keeping

so expensive an actor for this purpose.

They were going to make more and cheaper Westerns
and. since that type of

picture furnishes valu-

able experience to young
players, they would use

them as a sort of train-

ing school for prospec-
tive stars whom they had
in stock.

So they assigned Gary
Cooper and Lane Chan-
dler to these roles. Lane
had ridden horses some-
where in the open spaces.

Both these young ac-

tors developed with un-
expected rapidity and
graduated out of the
Western class very soon.
Exhibitors shouted so
loudly for more Jack
Holt-Zane Grey pictures,

that the company was al-

most forced to make ar-

rangements to supplv
them.

It is a strange thing
about Westerns. Vogues
for desert pictures come
and go. Films with Rus-
sian atmosphere take
their places, and disap-
pear from view. Exotic
love-stories, sea pictures,

Irish-Jewish comedies,
crime stories—all these
have their little day.
And that's that.

But Westerns go on,
year in and year out

—

the backbone, some say,
of the industry. Cer-
tainly the most abused
vehicle, the most stereo-

typed, of any type of
story used in pictures.
They were almost the earliest kind of movie. And they
have never outgrown their vogue.
They are seldom taken seriously by their makers.

The}' are ground out in ten days or two weeks in many
cases, according to a formula. A golden-haired girl—
of doubtful mentality, since everybody else, including
the youngest member of the audience, knows that the
heavy is no good and that any one who has dealings
with him is bound to get into trouble sooner or later.

But she persists in trusting him, thereby getting into

all sorts of a mess. It all ends by his kidnaping the

Jack Holt admits that much of his success has come through his

ability to wear the garb of a Westerner as if he had been born

to it.

moronic miss and holding her prisoner in a deserted
cabin, in order that the noble, hard-riding hero may
rescue her in the nick of time.

For the rest, cowboys gallop hot-headedly here and
there upon bored and tired horses. You seldom see a
cow.

The Zane Grey Westerns are more elaborate. They
nearly always have
plots. And the com-
pany spends enough
money on them to rent

a herd of cattle, now
and then, to be stam-
peded.

Jack Holt is not one
of the authentic heroes
of saddle and lariat,

recruited for pictures.

He is the son of an
Episcopal minister and
spent his youth in New
York and Virginia.

Westerns happened to

him, as it were, with-

out his volition.

In the first place, he
looks exactly as a cow-
boy should, but seldom
does. He is clean-cut,

tall, broad-shouldered,

and very straight. Any
golden-haired miss may
well be proud to be res-

cued from the villain

by Jack Holt

!

"The only way I can
explain the lure this

type of story has for

so many, many people,"

he says, "is the twelve-

year-old boy who lives

in all of us. My most
ardent fans are boys
of this age, you know.
And men in whom the

twelve-year-old boy
still lives, enjoy these

stories too. They have
little appeal, I believe,

for women.
"I knew an old chap

down in Arizona. He
was sixty-five and had spent all his life making money.
But he had always wanted to be a cowboy. And he
never relinquished that dream in all the years he spent

accumulating a fortune.

"Finally he retired and went to live on a 'dude ranch.'

He spent his days swanking around in the most elab-

orate cowboy outfit you ever saw. The widest and
fluffiest of angora chaps. A carved leather 'bucking

belt' so wide that if a horse had ever really bucked with
him, the thing would certainly have cut his throat. He

Continued on page 104
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Fred Warren, as the jeweler,

above, is held up by George
Cooper in this eventful history

of a diamond. The Curse of
Melodramatic scenes from "Diamond
overtakes those who crave

Lena Malena, left, as Musa,
a Kaffir girl whose desire for

diamonds brings her to Amer-
ica. She is also seen, below,

with Carlos Molina and Elea-

nor Boardman, as Tillie, of the

underworld.



to the Country
if Billie Dove is in the neighborhood, as is

of "The Yellow Lily."

Billie Dove and dive Brook, at top ot page,

have a little misunderstanding, without which
no great love is complete, while Gustav von

Seyffertitz looks on in stern disapproval.

Billie Dove, above, in a pensive mood and,

right, she drinks a silent toast with Clive

Brook as each wonders what is in the other's

mind.
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A Delectable
Fraulein

Camilla Horn came from Ger-

many to play the heroine in

John Barrymore's "Tempest,"

after several ladies of Holly-

wood had been weighed and
found wanting. Now that she

has successfully taken root,

there is no telling how far she

will climb.

photo by Melbourne
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Dangers—Plain and Fancy
All the risks in making movies are not encountered by the players, as this story of Al Rogell, the director, proves.

By Ann Sylvester

THERE have been many stories of the risks en-

countered in the movies by players, but you
haven't heard anything" to compare with the haz-

ards of being a director out on a prairie location, with
only a pocket pistol between himself and possible death.

After viewing a few current movies, you might think

a dozen directors ought to be shot. But all joking aside,

they've shot at Al Rogell, with the intention of winging
him. If you think that is a joke, it's because you haven't
heard Al tell about the plain and fancy dangers of

being a Western director. I mean a director of pictures

that are made out in the Great Alone, where anything is

apt to come up, from a tarantula to an Indian uprising.

"Say," he began, "when I was a kid I used to sit out
on my back fence, like Pcnrod, and imagine I was a

mountaineer in a feud, or an Indian with a couple of

scalps at my belt; but in my wildest imaginings I never
thought I would grow up to see my dreams come true,

as they have in the movies. I've played mountaineer
and I've had trouble with some pretty mad Indians, and
I've run for my life from bandits."

It wasn't so long ago that we all can't remember when
Al played mountaineer. It was when the Los Angeles
newspapers electrified the colony with the information
that Al Rogell' c "Shepherd of the Hills" company and
Edwin Carewe's "Ramona" unit were literally at dag-

gers' points over the possession of a certain beautiful

location called Inspiration Point. At first the wise pic-

ture colony thought it was a publicity stunt, until the

information floated in that armed guards had been
ordered to shoot trespassers on the coveted territory.

The sheriff dispatched men to keep order in the two
camps, and an exciting time was had by
all. To most of the people involved in

the episode it was a new and dangerous
experience, but to Al it was an old

story.

"I guess the men who direct the so-

ciety dramas and the 'art' stuff never
run into anything like that," Al went
on, "but the boys who have been direct-

ing range pictures could tell stories that

would make the tilt between Mr. Ca-
rewe and myself look like parlor enter-

al/ Rogell and his

wife, Marian Doug-

las, boast that neuer

a cross word has

been exchanged by

them, but maybe
they go in for cross

looks instead.

tainment. I've been on locations when my life wasn't
worth a nickel, and there has been more than one night

when I've walked up and down in a tent, wondering
whether I would be present at breakfast the next morn-
ing.

"I remember, once, when I first started directing

Westerns, I was sent out on an Indian reservation.

Four or five tribes were to take part in the picture.

The morning we were to start shooting, I found a heated

argument going on between the chiefs of the tribes as to

who was to be big chief of the gathering. In other

words, it was a political debate as to who was to be

mayor and run the camp. Naturally, the chief of each
of the tribes wanted to be chief of them all, and all four
had a bunch of tough-looking tribesmen to back up their

claim. They refused to work until we got this settled.

"They said they would leave it to me. It didn't mean
a whoop to me which one was big chief, but I was so

anxious to get to work I was a little careless in my de-

cision. I called each of the big boys separately and
told him he was to be big chief. That made four big

chiefs.

"We worked through the day and everything went
along well enough, so long-

as I directed the activities,

but the minute we stopped work and they set up camp
the fun began. Each Indian tried to boss. In their

funny, grunting language each chief relayed the infor-

mation that he had been appointed the high and mighty
by me. When they compared notes, they were furious.

They stamped into my office and demanded justice, and
said if it wasn't settled to their satisfaction they were
going to pack up and go home. You can imagine my

embarrassment. Here I was out

there to • get an Indian picture—and
all my Indians were going home.
Not only that, but they were mad.
It seems I had insulted the dignity of

each tribe.

"I walked the floor all night, try-

ing to figure the problem out. Out-
side my tent I could hear the In-

dians muttering and ranting. It

wasn't- exactly funny, and it wasn't
until daybreak that I hit on a solu-

tion. I stepped outside and yelled to

them to rally around.
"Listen, you boys," I shouted, "as

long as you are working for me I am
going to be big chief—
understand ? As long
as you are willing to doi

Continued on pu<.
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John Gilbert spends every week-end he can spare on his yacht "The Temptress," where he frequently entertains lucky guests.

Where Shall We Week-end?
When the stars ask each other this question, the answer is never slow in coming,

for there are dozens of enticing ways to spend a holiday, as you will learn from

this delightful description of how Hollywood finds its recreation and where.

By Mignon Rittenhouse

Vera Steadman and Blanche

deck of Al Christie's

THE people of Hollywood's movie colony are the

country's champion week-enders, and no wonder.

For in no other part of the nation are there as

many places to go, and things to do, as there are in the

environs of the picture center. Populous cities and

swanky resorts, the minia-

ture Monte Carlos of near-

by Mexico and the gilded

ballrooms of modern Ameri-

can hotels, beckon to them

on the one hand. On the

other, lonely mountains and

lakes, where hunting and

fishing abound, and vast

stretches of the Mojave Des-

ert, call to them to adventure

or rest. There are recrea-

tions and resorts for every

taste.

Del Monte, California, to

the north, lures a large part

of filmland's population at

one time or another. Norma
and Constance Talmadge,
Norma Shearer, and Pola

Negri are especially fond of

week-ending there, after a

strenuous period spent under
the Kleigs. Its shady walks

and polished dance floors are

an unfailing attraction for

many stars.

For players who want
something "different" in the

way of resorts to week-end
in, there is Tijuana, Mexico,

to the south. From Thanks-

giving Day until spring, horse-racing flourishes at the

track just on the edge of town. Here is a combination
of a wild and woolly Western village of fifty or sixty

years ago, and a Spanish hamlet of to-cay. On one of

the humble wooden porches of its main street, a senorita,

wearing flashy earrings, hu-
Sweet enjoy the sea from the

yacht, "The Apache."
mors a shrieking parrot

while she licks the froth off

her two-quart stein of beer.

Farther up the turbulent

dirt street, two Mexicans
engage in promoting a cock

fight. Color, dash, adven-

ture? Go to Tijuana.

Fifty or sixty miles far-

ther down the coast is En-
senada, on beautiful Ense-

nada Bay. This is fast be-

ing developed into a Monte
Carlo of North America.

Hunting and fishing abound
in this resort, which adver-

tises that here "liberty" can

be enjoyed "with refine-

ment." Whether or not

this is meant as a slam on
its northern rival, Tijuana,

isn't explained. A magnifi-

cent casino is being erected,

to lure the American tour-

ist, and an ever-increasing

number of Hollywood's

elite are succumbing to the

various delights of this at-

tractive resort.

Beach homes are ex-

tremely popular as week-end
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large tennis court of

ground

resorts. Only a short drive from the center of Holly-

wood, Ringe Ranch, a new beach tract on the edge of

Santa Monica, is being rapidly developed into a large

colony of film people. Already Herbert Brenon, Anna

O. Nilsson, Raymond Hatton, Neil Hamilton, Marie

Prevost, Clive Brook, Conrad Nagel, Ronald Colman,

and others have erected cottages on its ocean front. The

Mr. Brenon is a favorite meeting

for the colonists and their friends on a sunny

Saturday or Sunday afternoon.

Then there are the mountain resorts. Noah Beery 's

fishing club, near Mount Baldy, bids to become one of

the most popular of places for Hollywood week-enders

in the near future. Sixteen streams full of trout are

reason enough. Besides, the scenery in that vicinity is

beautiful and is easily accessible to Hollywood.

But Brother Wally, preferring solitude, has erected a

hunting lodge at Bishop, in the high Sierra Nevadas. So
far, not even the studio photographer has ventured to

accompany him there, over the two hundred and fifty

miles of rough roads and treacherous mountain trails.

Lon Chaney, Warner Baxter, and Roy d'Arcy also seek

solitude, wandering far into the mountains very often to

spend their week-ends.

-

The man of a thousand faces likes to avoid faces when
holidaying. Much of his free time he spends, not in

studying make-up, but in fishing in some little-known

mountain stream.

Somewhere in the San Jacinto mountains lies Warner
Baxter's retreat. Surrounded by oaks and pines, the

cabin is very difficult to find, and as it is some two hun-

dred miles from Hollywood, Baxter is assured of com-

plete rest and quiet in his

haven when he week-ends
there. A trout stream, a lake

and extensive hunting grounds

are near by the cabin, where
he and a few close friends en-

joy fishing and hunting to-

gether.

Roy d'Arcy is the possessor

of a string of blooded horses,

and spends his time when not

working in riding around the

countryside and breaking in

his colts.

The San Fernando Valley

calls to many. D. W. Griffith

has a ranch of some two hundred and
twenty-five acres there. Tucked away
from the world of Kleigs, backed up

against the mighty shoulders of the

San Bernardino mountain range, and
with Mexican shacks on several sides,

it is an ideal place to go when bored

with the artificialities of studio life.

It reeks with memories and movie his-

tory. On this site, Griffith and a company of

actors pitched tents twelve years ago to make the

first covered-wagon picture, "The Last Drop of

Water," depicting the hardships undergone by
the early pioneers during the gold rush. Here,
too, "The Battle of Elderberry Gulch" was
fought. Covered wagons trekked westward
there

;
synthetic Indians and pioneers fought,

bled, and died before clicking cameras to make
red-blooded entertainment for the melodramatic
tastes of early audiences.

Arrowhead Springs is one of the most famous
of week-enders' paradises. Its mineral

baths are renowned. Ruth Taylor, who
is under weight, often spends her week-

Marie Prevost

and Phyllis

Haver play leap

frog on the

beach, with

Phyllis doing

the leaping.

Leatrice Joy compliments Conrad Nagel on his

good taste in everything, especially his hos-

pitable yacht.

ends there, trying to gain the extra

pounds that her contract stipulates she

should have. William Powell and
Clarence Brown are also frequent

guests there.

Those who are tired of California's

open winters, go to Big Bear Lake,
higher in the mountains than Arrow-
head Springs, to take part in such

sports as skiing and tobog-
ganing. Snow? Yes. That,

too, is within access of semi-

tropical Hollywood.
Catalina Island has al-

ways lured motion-picture

people. Zane Grey, whose
successful screen plays
make him eligible to be in-

cluded in the ranks of film

celebrities, and Mack Sen-
nett, the producer, go there

to hunt big fish. Off the

island. John Gilbert and his

yacht, The Temptress,
roam the high seas when
the actor has a week-end to

spare. His boat is equipped
with auxiliary engines, and
is so well constructed that

Gilbert plans to take a trip

to the South Seas with her
some day. [Cont'd on page 105]
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Wings of

Over these prison walls I would
befall heroes and heroines on the

some of them must

Betty Compson, left, in "Cheating

Cheaters," is not resigned to her fate

by any means, but seems intent on

causing a run in her stocking, just to

spite the prison authorities.

One can easily see that Buck Jones,

below, isn't going to adapt himself to

prison life very easily—he looks so sad,

in "The Branded Sombrero."

Carroll Nye, left oval, has been in enough

scrapes on the screen to know all there is to

be known about prisons, but in "The Girl from
Chicago" he is innocent.

George Bancroft, left, made a sensational hit

in "Underworld," and his escape from this

prison had a great deal to do in furnishing

the thrills.



Had
An Angel

"

fly." With all the scrapes that

screen, it is no wonder that

languish behind bars

87

John Gilbert, right, in "Man, Woman
and Sin," looks just as handsome in

prison as he does in an officer's uniform
but, between ourselves, he doesn't seem

\o like it as well.

Tom Mix, below, in "Silver Valley," is

certainly not going to change into any-

thing so drab as prison garb—no, sir,

not Tom.

Poor Monte Blue, right oval, looks so sorry

for his offense, in "Brass Knuckles," that his

fans think he ought to be released without

further punishment.

You just know that Ralph Lewis, right, in

"Held by the Law," did it for the wife and

children, and as he has to suffer a lot in all

his pictures, it might as well be behind bars.
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Theirs is Not

The casting office at First National's studio is besieged by extras, whose hopes are

centered on Dan Kelly in the doorway.

N
r OT long ago a woman entered the Paramount

studio carrying a brick—a nice, red brick, which
had eight sharp corners and was rough. She

glided toward Fred Datig, casting director, with all the

grace of a panther entering her lair.

"I have come," she said, "to get

work. I need it. You must give

it to me !" There was a snap in her
voice, a ring of finality and deter-

mination, which was ominous. She
toyed with the unit of building ma-
terial held in her throwing hand.
A threatening look was in her eye.

"I have come here" again and
again," she continued, "seeking a
chance to make a living. Now I

have no money left. What are vou
going to do about it?"

Mr. Datig looked at the woman
and recalled having seen her be-

fore. He did not recall ever hav-
ing given her employment. Some-
how she was not just the type to

find regular work ; in some way
had seemed never to fit in. He
knew nothing of her straitened

circumstances, nor her struggle for

daily bread. Furthermore, roles are

not given to women merely because
they need them. Mr. Datig had
nothing to offer her unless—well, unless she was intent

on hurling that brick. He doesn't like to dodge bricks.

So> he began to parley.

"What kind of work can you do?" he asked.

"I can play any kind of role."

"How much pay do you want?"
"Whatever is commensurate with the work."
He studied her a moment, appeared to become lost

Into the ears of the casting

rows of Hollywood, every

upon them to get work, and

followed by resentment

By A. L.

in meditation, then suddenly

said, "Let's go out to the Bebe
Daniels set."

She arose and followed him
from the room, still carrying

the brick. She was still hold-

ing onto it when Mr. Datig

found a policeman, who dis-

armed her and led her to an

exit.

The incident is indicative of

what transpires with painful

regularity in casting offices.

Into them come at times pen-

niless, discouraged, dejected

men and women who are on

the verge of suicide. Before

the outer wicket, too, stand

the men who have failed, the

derelicts who believe that pic-

tures afford a means of mak-
ing an easy living.

A man who had been well up in the profession, but

who in recent years had begun to slip, was being con-

sidered for a fairly good role. He was not a "whiner,"

not a fellow with a hard-luck tale. He had accepted

hard knocks with a smile and with-

out a murmur. Now it appeared

he was to get another chance. He

Robert Mclntyre recalls amazing experiences

as a casting director.

stood before the casting-office win-

dow, eager, anxious, but dignified.

But only an hour before, the studio

officials had rejected his name and
awarded the role to another.

"It was up to me to tell him,"

Mr. Datig said, "and I saw tragedy

creep into his face. His lips went
white. He said not a word in pro-

test, but I sensed that this blow
would snap what was left of his

spirit. It was the last straw. The
fellow looked at me and smiled.

" 'Thank you,' he said softly, and
turned to go.

" 'Hold on !' I called. 'Wait till

I talk to the head office a moment.
Sit down a bit

!'

"I went up front and said ab-

ruptly, 'There's a man out there;

who will be dead by morning if he

doesn't get the part he's up for. He
can play it. Let's give him a chance

!'

"They told me I was getting soft-hearted, that suicide

threats were made every day, but they didn't amount
to much.

" 'But this man hasn't threatened suicide !' I pro-

tested. 'He isn't that kind. Yet it is written in his

face. He means it.'

"My pleading availed nothing and I had to deliver the

ultimatum. Next morning the story was in the news-
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a Happy Lot
directors are poured the sor-

scheme and trick is practiced

gratitude for their favors is

when roles are withheld.

Wooldridge

papers—a quiet spot beneath

a palm in Westlake Park, a

note of explanation, an auto-

matic and—rest. His blood

was not on my hands. I had
done all I could, but the

thought of how a life might
have been saved merely by
giving a role in a picture, re-

mained for days in my mind.
"Fifteen years I have been

casting for pictures. I have
no friends. I cannot afford

them. They say I am hard-

boiled. I wish I were. I do
have to steel myself against

pitiful tales. It isn't easy to

do.. A woman of refinement

will come in here. 'I'm hun-
gry,' she will say. 'I've had
no food to-day. I have been
evicted from my room. There
is no place to go—no one to whom I may turn. I have

a child, who is hungry. My God, Mr. Datig, I'm des-

perate.'

"I can give her from my own pocket the money with

which to buy something to eat, but that relieves the

condition only slightly. Then what? Heaven only

knows. A man appeared at

the window not long ago and

said, T came from Honolulu

to get work in pictures. I'm

tired, now, of asking for it.

You find something for me !"

" 'We didn't send for you,'

I told him. 'You'd better go

back to Honolulu. There's no
demand for your services

here, and frequently I've told

you so.'

"Now, without doubt, that

man went away believing I

entertained a personal dislike

for him, which was not true.

We simply did not need him.

In fact, one of the hardest

things I encounter is keeping

persons from thinking I dis-

like them, because I do not

use them more often in pic-

tures. You probably have
read of the prison executioner

as 'The Man Who Walks
Alone.' Let me tell you that

a casting director is virtually

in the same position. The fa-

vors you do are soon forgot-

ten, but hatred and bitterness

are nurtured and long remem-
bered.

Fred Datig, Paramount 's casting director, admits he has

friends, but they are not among those who apply to him

for work.

Ginger, the dog actor, is as eager for a role as his fellow players among the

human extras.

"I've no idea, of course, the number of persons in

this business who think they would like to be a casting

director and hand out jobs to their friends. But you
can't have friends in this position—and keep them. You
can't pass out the jobs they want, when you know the
applicants are unsuited to the roles. I have friends, yes!

But away from my office."

As the director talked, he
was interrupted by calls from
a battery of telephones. Yet
nothing perturbed him. He
spoke kindly, wasted no
words, but left no opening for

argument.
"I am constantly looking"

for new talent," he continued
presently. "It is true that

there is a surplus of players

in Hollywood, yet we want
new stars. I discovered Laura
La Plante when I was casting

for Universal. Irving Thal-
berg, then with that company,
did not show enthusiasm when
I mentioned her as a girl with
possibilities. But I cast her

in bit after bit, and was con-

vinced that some day she

would arrive.

"Eventually Laura was
signed. She is the best box-
office bet Universal has to-

day. Likewise I picked Janet

Gaynor from the mob and
now she is being starred.

There is need of young men,
too, for leading roles. The

Continued on page 100
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A Matter
of Taste

In illustrating the head-

dresses of various coun-

tries, the stars prove that

beauty is the same the

world over.

Lena Malena, left, the new
German actress, wears the

headgear of a French peasant,

in "The Fighting Eagle," her

first American picture.

"Heavy hangs the head that

wears a crown"—but not

when Dolores del Rio, right,

wears her weighty Chinese

creation.

Lya de Putti, left oval, wears
the national headdress of her

native Hungary, in "The
Heart Thief."

Bebe Daniels, right oval, dons
a feminine version of an

Arabian turban, in "She's a

Sheik."

Jetta Goudal, left, is appro-

priately mysterious as a daugh-
ter of Morocco, in "The For-

bidden Woman."

And Vera Voronina, right,

displays a Russian hat with

the fitting pride of one born

in that country.



LEO
THE M-G-M LION,
IS ON HIS WAY!
You've seen him countless times on the screen. He now
makes his personal bow to the audiences of the world!

He is starting across America and will circle the

globe. His route will take him to many hundreds of

cities. What a thrill to see Leo, himself, at last!

THESE ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT PICTURES
OF THE CURRENT SEASON. Watch for

them at your local theatre!

JOHN GILBERT
in

THE COSSACKS

DIAMOND
HANDCUFFS

with

ELEANOR
BOARDMAN

LON CHANEY
in

LAUGH, CLOWN,
LAUGH

SYD CHAPLIN
in

SKIRTS

NORMA SHEARER

THE ACTRESS

RAMON
NOVARRO

in

ACROSS TO
SINGAPORE

DANE & ARTHUR
in

DETECTIVES
and

CIRCUS ROOKIES

WILLIAM HAINES
in

TELLING THE
WORLD

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"More Stars than there are in Heaven"

CAN YOU REMEMBER
$50 WORTH?

Often half a dozen people will give

different descriptions of things they see

together, because memory plays us such

strange tricks. That's why I'm interested

in watching how people's memories
work. Try yours on these five questions.

I will give $50 and the Cossack Wrist

Chain which I wear in my newest pic-

ture, "The Cossacks," to the man who
sends in the best set of answers. The
best answers from a lady will win $50
plus the Russian Glass Beads that Renee
Adoree uses in the same picture. Miss
Adoree will also send photographs of

herself for the fifty next best answers.

John Gilbert

THE TEST
Iln what picture does Lon Chaney appear

without one of his typical make-ups?

2 Who discovered Joan Crawford? What did
she do before going into pictures?

3 Describe in less than 75 words the biggest
picture thrill you ever had.

4 From what country did Greta Garbo come?
Lars Hanson? Dolores del Rio? Renee Adoree?

Ramon Novarro? George K. Arthur?

5 What business-life role has Norma Shearer
played in recently?

Write your answers on one side of a single sheet
of paper and mail to Question Contest, 3rd
Floor, 1540 Broadway, New York. All answers
must be received by July 15th. Winners' names
will be published in a later issue of this magazine.

Note: If you do not attend pictures yourself you
may question your friends or consult motion
picture magazines. In event of ties, each tying
contestant will be awarded a prize identical in

character with that tied for.
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Should a Girl Ever
Propose f

~\T OU haven't forgot-

ten that this is Leap
Year, have you? Well,

it is and it's a girl's priv-

ilege to propose if she

wants to. Whether or

not you intend to exer-

cise your right, don't fail

to read "The Girl Who
Proposed," which will

appear shortly in Love
Story Magazine.

Also don't miss "Be-
trayal," a complete nov-

elette, by Cora Linda, in

an early issue.

j Love Story Magazine
j

i Ask Your News Dealer 15c Per Copy j
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Beauty and the Beast

Further illustration of the futility of attempted

conquest, when the gentleman lacks good looks.

d-

"Ah, ha !" sneers

Dick Sutherland,

above, at Dorothy
Dwan.

Lillian Gish, below,

trusts her eyes to

repulse brawny Mon-
tagu Love, in "The

Wind."

X:

V 'A

Emil Tannings, above,

finds that Florence Vidor

dares resist a czar, in

"The Patriot."

Armand Kaliz, left, an-

grily discovers that Mar-
garet Livingston is fear-

less in the face of a cov-

ered revolver.

Perhaps Joan Crawford,

as Rose-Marie, below,

wouldn't mind if Gibson

Rowland were less un-

kempt.
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a go of it. You got yourself onto the

top of the book world with 'Black

Sleeves,' but of course )
7our picture

won't be worth what it would be if

your play had gone over. Still, I'm
treating you all right financially, and
I don't want to be let down with a

flop."

"Our contract is that I must write

you something 'satisfactory,' " Mal-
colm volunteered proudly. I don't

know whether that's the usual con-

tract in such cases or not ; but I real-

ized that I was a novice at scenario

work. I begin to doubt now, after

what you've said, if I can content

you. In that case, you will owe me
nothing."

"We've spent a good bit of time
and publicity on you already," said

Kerlin. Even he, who not only re-

frained from "drinking sugar and
Water," but seldom covered his iron

hands with velvet gloves save when
pressing the palms of pretty ladies,

didn't quite care to boast about the

cost of bringing Malcolm Allen out
and providing- him with a bungalow.
"Now these boys and I"—Narbo was
over forty and Vintnor would never
see thirty-five again

—
"have talked

over two propositions. You might
tell him your suggestion, Narbo."

"Why, my dear chap, it's this

way," began Narbo, who called every
man his "dear chap," and every
girl "honey," except when he acted
in his capacity of director. "Try
again, of course. Pep the stuff up,
all you can, short of going too far
the other way. For instance—but no,

I may know what I'd do with it my-
self, and Vintnor may know what
touches he would give; but none of
us here would offer

' advice to you,
unless you ask."

Malcolm thought of all the money
he had thrown away, how much he
was now pledged to spend, and how
little he would have left if the con-
tract broke with a loud crash. Yet
he could not reduce his pride far
enough to ask for advice on his work
from these men. They were smart
men in their way, but they had never
written a best-seller, and never
would ! He had.

"I don't ask for advice," he said

dryly. "What is your alternative sug-
gestion ?"

"Well," Vintnor explained, after

a glance under raised brows at

Narbo, "give us your book and the

script of your play and let us tinker

with them. I guess we could do
what's wanted. And your name
could stand."

"I see," said Malcolm. "I'm to

try and pep the story up, or else

I'm to hand it over to you two, as

experts."

"That's the idea,*' answered Ker-
lin. "Only, if Karl and Narbo spend
their time and brain matter, you'll

have to agree beforehand that you
accept what they stick in without a

squeal."

"I would never agree to do that,

under my name," said Malcolm. "I've

heard of other writers who have had
experiences like this out here, trying

to please you movie men and hang-

on to the rags of their self-respect.

But, like a fool, I thought I'd be all

right ! Pride comes before a fall, but
I'm not quite down and out yet. Of
course I'll try again. I'm willing to

do that. But I'm far from sure a

second scenario will be better than
the first. I draw the line at doing a

third."

"All right, suit yourself," said Ker-
lin. "But Karl thought of a pretty

good stunt for the last lap. You
might get a wow instead of a flop,

by working it in. Change that Italian

hotel at the end—Villa d'Este, is it?

—

to a hotel at Palm Beach, and make
the star, who has left the ballroom

and gone to bed because she's sore

at her lover, walk in her sleep instead

of just writing a letter. Nothing for

the screen in letters ! She comes back
to the ballroom in her nightie—chif-

fon, of course—with the light behind

her as she appears. Reina could

stand that. Then the hero, seeing

what's up and all eyes fixed on the

girl, tears down a curtain, wraps her

in it and rushes upstairs with her

in his arms. A good staircase effect

could be——"
"I don't see it at all. I think it

would be rotten," Malcolm ventured

to interrupt the magnate, who was
used to "yes men" around him, and
would there and then have turned

his thumb down if he had been Nero
and Malcolm a gladiator.

"Think of something better—on
those lines, then!" Kerlin snapped,

biting his annoyance into the gold-

brown leaf of a cigar. "But we've

got no time to waste. Time is money
here, with our salary list running on
—and what not. Go to it, won't you,

Allen? Take your stuff home now,
and think it over before you sleep."

"Sleep !" Malcolm didn't see him-

self sleeping that night, but he took

his scenario and stalked out like a

king, while feeling like a worm. He
sailed luxuriously back to Hollywood
in the glittering Rolls-Royce, which
he would probably have to sell now
for a fraction of what he'd paid a

few weeks ago. Reaching the bun-
galow, it no longer felt like home. It

was a roof grudged to him by a

prospective enemy. He was bleakly

sure he couldn't change "Red Vel-

vet" to please those unpleasable men.
He would have to leave the bungalow

—leave Hollywood, with every one
knowing he had failed. That was
bad ; but worst of all was the thought

of that girl at Montparnasse. He
had offered Pierre to pay her wages,

and buy her costume. Well, he

wasn't, and wouldn't be, too poverty-

stricken to keep his word. But, if

he left Hollywood, it would mean
leaving her!

His blood began to run faster

through his veins. No, he wouldn't

do that. He'd succeed somehow.
He'd stay in Hollywood. He'd see

this girl adventure to the end, bitter

or sweet.

He let himself into the house, and
the first thing he noticed lying on a
silver tray was an air-mail letter.

CHAPTER IV.

LADY GATES APPEARS.

Air-mail letters were so new to

Malcolm, that the "Lindy" stamp
'with the graceful plane sailing across

it gave him a little prick of excite-

ment. But that emotion died at sight

of the handwriting. It was that of

his aunt, Lady Gates, of Leeds, the

busy, foggy Yorkshire town which
seemed for her an appropriate

frame.

She had written to him some time
ago suggesting that she might "come
and keep house" for him in Holly-

wood, a place "she'd always wished
to see, since beginning to interest

herself in the movies." In common
gratitude Malcolm ought to have
wired back to the lady who, was his

godmother, and had more than hinted

at a will in his favor: "Dear Aunt
Kate, do come. Shall be delighted."

But instead he had hastily tele-

graphed : "So sorry impossible put

you up in small bungalow lent by
Peerless. Don't think you would be
happy in Hollywood. Best love,

Malcolm."
Now, here was her answer and

—

suddenly excitement rose again.

Holy cats ! One didn't send air-mail

letters from England ! Besides, the
letter was postmarked New York.
"Good Lord! The last straw!"
groaned Malcolm, as he opened the

envelope and read aloud :

"My Dear Malcolm : You stated you
were sorry you couldn't put me up in your
small bungalow, so I know from that you
would have liked to do it if you had found
it possible. Well, I had somehow set my
heart on seeing Hollywood, and when your
cable came I felt so disappointed that I

just made up my mind to go, anyivay! Of
course, my dear boy, I won't incommode
you ! I have learned of a very nice hotel

they say is halfway between Los Angeles
and Hollywood, called The Ambassador,
so that is where I'll stay, and by the

time you get this a suite will be engaged
there for me. I am writing this in New

Continued on page 94
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A Helping Hand
It's necessary to have a maid to

assist in this business of acting.

Marie Prevost, above, leaves her dressing room
for the set, while her maid follows at a respect-

ful distance.

Jacqueline Logan, below, keeps Mina in good
humor by her own cheerfulness and consid-

eration.

Pola Negri, above, is adored by her

maid, because of her camaraderie

and total lack of stand-offishness.

Irene Rich's maid, left, takes par-

ticular care of the star's wigs.

Webster _ suggests a costume, and
Julia Faye, below, usually follows

her advice.
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York, as you will sec by the postmark,
and sending it to you by air, which, I

think quite thrilling, and so American.

"Well, now I will go back to explain

that I decided what to do the minute
after receiving your cable, at the Savoy
in London, where I was spending a few
weeks enjoying" myself when I wrote pro-

posing a visit to you. I got the hotel peo-

ple to take all the trouble off my hands,

except the fussy passport business, which
one has to do oneself.

"You see, I have changed a good deal

since my poor husband died. George was
a good man,' though trying in some ways,

and living with a person of such power-
ful personality did get me into a Puritan-

ical habit of thought. Would you believe

it, I saw my first screen play after George's

death ! And to that, and the interest for

moving pictures it started in my mind, I

attribute a kind of waking up I have no-

ticed in myself. I'm not at all the same
staid aunt you visited at Leeds. New
York is having its influence already, and
I'm sure California with its sunshine and
gayety will make a new woman of me!

"I didn't wire from London, because I

feared you might think it your duty to

wire back, 'Better not risk it,' or some-

thing like that. And I wanted to risk

it ! To-morrow I leave, and expect to ar-

rive in Los Angeles the day after you re-

ceive my letter. I will telegraph from
the train, somewhere en route, so you can

be sure of the time ; and then I know I

don't even need to ask if you will meet

me at the station. I am so excited over

this adventure, that I feel quite young and

skittish already

!

"Your loving godmother and aunt,

"Kate."

"Young and skittish!" Malcolm
almost groaned at the picture. Aunt
Kate Gates was, he imagined, about

sixty. She couldn't weigh less than

one hundred and seventy solid Amer-
ican pounds. She had thick, gray

hair, a snub nose, a few wrinkles on

a wholesome, ruddy skin, a rather

short neck, two comfortable chins,

and what might be called an old-

fashioned figure.

He had made this mental note the

last time he had visited her house at

Leeds : "She upholsters herself and

dresses her drawing-room." Later,

he had caused somebody in "Black

Sleeves" to utter this bon mot about

somebody else. Now Aunt Kate was
coming to Holbywood, feeling young
and skittish

!

As for him, he felt as old as

Methuselah and sad as Job. But not

alone was it his duty to be decent to

Lady Gates. Her money might be
extremely useful to him in this crisis

he saw ahead ! He couldn't and
wouldn't leave Hollywood defeated,

now that this strange girl in a silver

dress had appeared on the stage of
his life. He might produce his owir
picture, if it were to be produced at

all. And he told himself that there

was nothing sordid or disloyal to his

aunt in suggesting that she join him
in a movie speculation. If she

wanted to be in the spirit of Holly-
wood, that ought to please her better

than anything else—a fat, stodgy old

lady Avho could hope for none of the

joys of Hollywood youth.

He did not even try to do what he
had been bidden to do by Joe Kerlin.

After that talk with the three big

men of Peerless, he had decided that

he couldn't make such changes as

they wanted and keep his self-respect

as a writer. He had been a good
fighter in the war, and something of

the old fierce eagle spirit stirred in

him now.

He'd be a coward to ruin his work
and hurt his reputation for the sake

of pleasing these men—and keeping

his bungalow, and watching the

money roll comfortably in. And a

coward was what he didn't intend

to be!

"Somebody else will want to pro-

duce 'Red Velvet,' " he told himself.

Or if not—well,, I may find myself
thanking" Providence for poor old

Aunt Kate. She's pretty sure to be

a sport."

The girl of the silver dress would
not begin work at Montparnasse next

day. She would have to wait for her
new costume. But Malcolm went,

rather earlier than usual, to lunch at

the smart restaurant, and arranged
financial matters for "Miss Smith."
All his reckless joy in spending

easily made money was gone, but he

wasn't going to be a pauper even if

worst came to worst ; and he and
Pierre settled things between them.
Then—having been roused early after

an almost sleepless night by the prom-
ised wire giving the time of Lady
Gates' arrival—he started off directly

after luncheon to the station.

There she was, among the first to

leave the train, and Malcolm's first

glance told him that Aunt Kate had
changed indeed. She was still the

stout, gray-haired old lady of sixty,

but she was no longer "upholstered
;"

she was dressed—and dressed, Mal-
colm imagined, by some fashionable

shop in London. She had pearls,

real ones no doubt, since'her husband
had died worth half a million pounds.
And from her ears hung diamonds
as big as large-sized peas. In old

days, during the life of the keen-

minded cotton magnate, knighted for

services to the Conservative party,

Lady Gates had been repressed in

manner, almost timid. Now she

greeted Malcolm so expansively, with

a slight Lancashire accent, that all

the lovely stars who had returned to

the Coast from New York on the

same train, stared at the fat, be-

jeweled Englishwoman.

Malcolm took her in his Rolls-

Royce which she greatly admired,

to the wonderful Hotel Ambassador,
with its lawns, and smart shops, its

bungalows, its palms, its theater and
general effect of being a whole town
in itself. A suite had been reserved
and provided with flowers by the
management. Lady Gates was en-
tranced with everything, including
the sapphire sky and brilliant sun-
shine

—
"so different from dear

Leeds!" And she was feverishly

anxious to begin "seeing life."

Malcolm had got out of an engage-
ment for the evening, and invited his

aunt to dine at Montparnasse.
"It's one of the nights when they

dance there," he said, "and now
you've turned into such a gay, young
person, you'll enjoy watching the
fun."

Yes, Lady Gates agreed, she would
enjoy watching the fun. But at eight
o'clock, seated beside Malcolm at his

table, her jolly face with its double
chin was clouded.

"I never saw so many beautiful
girls and wonderful young men !" she
said. "Who is that gorgeous, dark
man dancing with the little yellow-
headed thing? Is he some well-

known star?"

"No," explained Malcolm, "that's

Marco Lopez, the professional dancer
here. He's a Spaniard, or Argentine,
or something. Graceful, isn't he?"

"Graceful? I should say he was !"

breathed Lady Gates. "He's perfect.
Oh, Malcolm, seeing these girls

dancing with him and the other men,
makes me long to be young and have
my own fun, instead of watching
others. I never realized before, but
it's awful to be old ! I wish I could
go back to twenty!"

Her eyes filled with tears. Mal-
colm was sorry for her, but sorry
for himself, too, for he was afraid
she was going to cry.

Just at that moment the celebrated
and popular Marco, with the "little

yellow-headed thing," swished past
their table. Lady Gates' eyes and
those of Marco Lopez met. A spark
seemed to flash between them.

Malcolm noticed the look, and was
slightly disgusted. But it was well
that he could not foresee the future.

TO BE CONTINUED.

A Hollywood Hero
He was to be shot at sunrise, but

he slept soundly, rose early, ate a

hearty breakfast, and laughed and

talked with all the members of his

household. And yet he was a con-

demned man—condemned to be shot

at this unearthly hour for a paltry

thousand a week.

Blaine C. Bigler.
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The Man Pays, Too
Not only the ladies pay and pay, but in the movies

jewels and money seem easy to get from gentlemen.

Look at what
Madge Bellamy,

above, has cap-

tured, in "The
Play Girl!"

Jacqueline Logan, above, in her latest picture

puts away a neat haul, while Gertrude Astor

looks on.

In the movies, manicurists are certainly go-

getters, as Clara Bow, right, proves to

Claude King, in "Red Hair."

Ford Sterling, lower right, tries to show
unconcern at Ruth Taylor's request for a

trip abroad, in "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."

Richard Dix, below, feels that nothing is

too much for Nancy Carroll, in "Easy
Come, Easy Go."
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An Amazing State of Affairs.

In "Doomsday"' Florence Vidor, as

a wife who married for money, re-

verses the proceedings of real life.

When her husband deferentially pre-

sents her with a twenty-five-thou-

sand-dollar pair of earrings, she flies

into a tantrum and threatens to leave

him. Finally she does, saying that

she is tired of being a mannequin.
All this had its beginning when
Mary Viner, daughter of a retired

army officer, chose to marry the

wealthy Percival Fream instead of

the man she loved, Arnold Furze.

And she made her choice after see-

ing Arnold's dilapidated "Doomsday
Farm," more than anything else.

Therefore little sympathy can be

claimed by Mary. In fact, she is the

most unsympathetic heroine I can

remember. Satisfied to leave her

father in charge of a housekeeper

provided by her husband, satisfied to

jilt Arnold, satisfied—at first—to ac-

cept the luxuries of her husband, it

is no wonder that she is a most un-

satisfactory heroine, whose final ges-

ture—that of divorcing her husband
and going to the farm to cook for

Arnold—carries no conviction at all.

Yet the picture is not uninteresting,

because of the acting and a meticu-

lous production. For some reason

Miss Vidor is at her best, as Mary,
and Gary Cooper's gaunt grimness
fits Arnold, while Lawrence Grant

proves himself , as usual, to be one of

the most accomplished actors.

A Slapstick Orgy.

"Why Sailors Go Wrong" is not

the right title for the picture of that

name. Not that it particularly mat-
ters, for it is so violently slapstick

that almost any name would do, but

the observation is made for the sake

of mentioning a picture about which
little else can be said. It's funny,

but it doesn't excite criticism. Either

you take it, or leave it. The central

figures are Sammy Cohen and the

late Ted MacNamara, the former a

farcical taxi driver and the latter a

cabman. They get aboard a yacht

owned by the villain, who has per-

suaded Doris and Dick, the juveniles,

to join him for a cruise. For most
of the voyage Dick is locked in a

cabin, while the villain concentrates

on Doris. Little, however, is seen

of all this, for the major footage is

given over to the monkeyshines of

Cohen and McNamara. Finally they

land in the South Sea and continue

their adventures with monkeys, lions,

and crocodiles. It's a hodgepodge
of rough comedy.

Familiar, But Funny.

It's a far cry from iron workers
to Turkish baths, but it is sounded

—and with considerable farcical ef-

fect—in "Ladies' Night in a Turkish
Bath.'' Yes, the bath is invaded by

men, while the ladies dart around
wrapped in sheets. You have seen

this before on the screen, but it is

regarded as sure-fire material for

laughs. It doesn't fail in this in-

stance, though the mix-up in the bath

is only the climax of the picture.

That which goes before consists of

the romance between "Speed" Dazu-

son, a hero in overalls, and Helen
Slocum, who sells on street corners

the box lunches her parents have

put up. When the business is sold

for a large sum, the Slocums move
uptown and begin to put on airs,

Ma Slocum going in heavily for the

reducing racket. A quarrel sends

Ma and Helen to a Turkish bath,

while Speed and Pa Slocum, .caught

in a raid, escape over the roof into

the bath establishment. All this is

jazzed up by wise-cracking titles and
"hearty humor, with excellent per-

formances by Jack Mulhall, Dorothy
Mackaill, Sylvia Ashton, James Fin-

layson, to say nothing of the novelty

of - Guinn Williams' presence as

Sweeney, Speed's pal. He is surely

a coming comedian.

Whipped Cream and Kisses.

Light as air is the best way to

describe "Love Hungry." A pleasant

little comedy, it further points to the

vogue for pictures so light that it is

difficult to remember what has gone

before the final fade-out. This one

is almost devoid of a story. Instead

of a plot, it has a patchwork of

sequences, a set of brightly amusing

subtitles, an excellent cast, and some

good acting. Quite enough, you say,

if the result is good. Well, it is.

Lois Moran. as Joan Robinson, is

a chorus girl who brings a girl friend

from the road to her mother's board-

ing house. In the absence of Ma
Robinson the girls are mistaken for

prospective roomers by Tom Harvey,

a boarder, and treated as such. This

is really a delightful episode, which

Miss Moran, Marjorie Beebe, and

Lawrence Gray play for all it is

worth. Other incidents equally good

follow this, in which the trio, sup-

plemented by John Patrick, play with

an excellent sense of comic values.

Miss Beebe is a first-rate comedienne

and is extraordinarily clever, consid-

ering her youth. She makes you feel

that you will see a great deal more
of her later on—and be glad of it.

Edythe Chapman and James Neill,

husband and wife in real life, play

Ma and Pa Robinson as if they

meant it.

French Gallantry.

Adolphe Menjou has changed his

act in "A Night of Mystery." In-

stead of a gay philanderer, he is the

hero of a society melodrama and is

quite submerged in the heaviness of

an unconvincing picture. However,
the locale is French and the names
of the characters are those of Gallic

fiction

—

Therese d'Egremont, Gil-

berte Boismartel, as well as Captain

Ferreol, the role played by Mr. Men-
jou. Gallantly he goes to return to

Gilberte, the wife of a judge, the

letters she has written to him during

their clandestine affair. He is now
betrothed to an ingenue. As he

leaves Gilberte he witnesses a mur-
der, but does not say anything about

it, because of the consequences to

Gilberte. But when the ingenue's

brother is accused, he is faced by the

problem of saving the boy's life or

compromising the judge's wife. So
he takes the blame upon his own
shoulders—until all ends as it should.

Evelyn Brent, Nora Lane, William
Collier, Jr., and Claude King are in

the cast.

Poor Gin.

The combination of Elinor Glyn
and "The Mad Hour" suggests some-
thing that the picture never realizes.

Instead of an illustration of flaming

love, it is a denunciation of the jazz

ige, a crook melodrama and a tragedy

with the moral, "The wages of sin is

death." "Cuddles," a flapper, mar-
ries Jack Hemmingzvay, Jr., follow-

ing a gin party, is sent to prison, has

her child taken from her, and finally

rides wildly into the night and
plunges over a cliff, while Jack con-

tracts one of those society marriages
dear to the screen. Some of the

scenes are diverting, while others are

dull. Sally O'Neil, as Cuddles, is

engaging and shows decided promise
in a better picture, while the others

—Donald Reed, Larry Kent, Alice

White, Lowell Sherman, and Mar-
garet Livingston—are handicapped

even more than Miss O'Neil by the

hodgepodge in which they are asked

to take part.

Excitement and Laughs.

The exquisite Esther—I refer to

Miss Ralston—finds herself in a

melodramtic farce called "Something
Always Happens." The idea is

fresh, the acting excellent, and the

picture good. Miss Ralston, as an

American heiress, is visiting the

country home of her fiance, the son

}f an earl. She finds English life too

dreadfully dull. Whereupon her

fiance cooks up a series of exciting-

horrors, only to have the tables

turned by the villain and the horrors

become real. Neil Hamilton and

Sojin shine.



Daughters of the Dons

A popular locale for films these days is

early California, which gives our heroines

an opportunity to wear picturesque gowns.

Dorothy Sebastian, below, is

all ready for the fiesta in

"Wyoming," and looks as

Spanish as can be.

Dolores Costello's wist-

ful beauty, right, will no
doubt make her lover

gasp when he arrives to

enliven this scene from
"Old San Francisco."
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as I say, we will get along great.

When we get through here you can

appoint any big chief you want."

With that I stamped back into my
tent, trying to look tough and im-
portant, but believe me I was hold-

ing my breath. All I could hear out-

side was a big silence. Then there

was a war whoop that sent a chill

down my back.

"I waited. A second later the four

chiefs presented themselves at my
tent, all smiles and beams. I had not

only vindicated myself, but had
saved their honor and it would not

be necessary for them to go to war
to avenge the slight. The)' said they

would call me 'Wise Father'—or

something like that. Now that they
were all happy again, I didn't care

what they called me. But I want to

tell you that Solomon's decision be-

tween the two mothers had nothing

on that problem.

"Another dangerous moment I put
itj was on a ranch, the property of a
woman who was trying to keep the

State from running a right-of-way

through her land. .She was like one
of these earthy women you read

about in books. She was as tanned
and hearty as a man, and was just

as competent to look out for her own
interests. She had a bunch of cow-
boys out there, who obeyed her
slightest command, and she had
hinted that they were prepared to

shoot all trespassers. In spite of

this—I knew all about 'Dangerous

Hannah'—she had a location I

wanted to use, so I marched my com-
pany onto the forbidden territory.

"We hadn't any more than crossed

her border line than we were greeted
by a nicely aimed shot right through
my hat. I looked around for the

sniper, but couldn't find him, so I

gave the order to keep on. Another
bullet came our way and landed on
a gate post where my horse was
hitched. I saw that we were in for a

merry little time, but I figured this

way: the lady certainly did not want
to commit a murder, and she was
probably just trying to scare us off.

I could tell that by the way they were
so carefully missing us. So I kept

on going. I guess our nerve must
have won her admiration, or else she

satisfied herself that we were not

state officials who had come to take

possession of her property, for she

left us alone. But believe me every-

body in that company had nervous
indigestion for weeks.

"Another hair-raising experience

took place out on a desert where an

art director and I had gone to look

for certain sunrise shots. We were
out about ten or fifteen miles from
the nearest town. At our last stop

they had directed us to an unoccu-

pied house, and it was there that we
decided to spend the night. We had
been warned against staying there

after sundown, however.
" 'If I was you,' the sheriff at the

last town had said, T wouldn't stay

out there all night. We ain't got

definite proof of it, but I understand
the bandits is making that their head-
quarters when they are in this terri-

tory.'

"The bandits he spoke of were a
bunch of partly crazy and partly

drunken men, who had been terroriz-

ing the neighborhood. I think there

were three of them; there was no
denying they were tough boys. But
after we had taken that long ride

out to the house, we couldn't see any
reason for taking a long ride back,

just because a superstitious sheriff

thought the bandits might drop in on
us that night. Along about the mid-
dle of the night I was awakened by
my pal. Kneeling by the window, he

said, 'Three or four men on horse-

back driving up here.'
" 'Don't wait to dress, boy,' I ad-

vised
; 'just hop to those horses.' We

did without waiting to find out

whether the men were friends or

foes. They may have been just a

group of ranchers traveling our way,
but what I couldn't understand, was
why they should be traveling any-

where in the middle of the night.

Anyway, I like to believe they were
bandits. It makes a better story."

In contrast to all these exciting ex-

periences Al leads a quiet home life

in Beverly Hills with his pretty wife,

Marian Douglas, and it is his boast

that there never has been a cross

word between them. But consider-

ing all the trouble he runs into out-

side his home, that is no more than

is due him.

Mexico's Claim to Fame
Continued from page 34

cow.' See, here are pictures. A
good girl, Ramona. I have played

naughty girls mostly. But as long

as they are human and interesting I

do not think it matter.

"I am delighted at the variety of
roles I have had—good women and
bad. It is interesting to be now ver'

bad, then a good type. You do not
grow tired if you always do differ-

ent things. But never do I want to

become a long-soffering herring."

She meant heroine, but it was too

pat a twist to rectify.

One picture, "Joanna," was enough
to prove to Carewe that Dolores del

Rio was a discovery, and from a

small role in that she was featured

in "Pals First," with Lloyd Hughes.
From that time on, her ascent has
been spectacular. Her driving vi-

tality is transferred with amazing" fi-

delity to the silver sheet.

"I know I have been lucky," she

will tell you. "I have been fortunate
in having Mr. Carewe advise me.
He has been wonderful. But -there

are hardships, too, of course. In

'Trail of '98' I was burned during
one of the big scenes, a dance-hall

fire. I had been assured it was per-

fectly safe, no danger at all. Luck-
ily I was not badly hurt. Then in

making 'Carmen' I was photographed
from angles that I never would have
permitted. It was done without my
knowledge. Those scenes were cut.

But the actress is at the mercy of the

producer in a matter of that sort.

The public does not know this. The
public sees the actress do this or

that and criticizes her personally, as

if she were responsible. Really we
must do as wre are directed to do,

except in rare cases. And if what
we do is dangerous, or in bad taste,

we must suffer the consequences."

Despite the drawbacks attendant

upon the two productions, "Loves of

Carmen" and "The Trail of '98" she

declared her favorite pictures.

"Carmen, of course, is a woman
any actress would love to play," she

explained. "And in the Klondike
story of '98 I found great sweep and

strength. A big story, much doing

all the time, and powerful climaxes.

But it was difficult to act. Usually

two or three hundred extras would
be the background, and for two of

us to concentrate with the crowd all

about was hard, I tell you. Mr.
Brown is a fine director, I think."

Some time ago Fox completed two
program pictures, "My Wife's

Honor" and "The Gateway of the

Moon," in which Dolores appeared.

So potent did her drawing power be-

come that Fox decided to remake
these pictures, building up the Del
Rio roles, and, in good time, released

them with the Mexican girl starred.

This in itself is augury of what is in

store for her.

On the screen the Del Rio vogue
is rapidly assuming huge propor-

tions. Reviewing Dolores off the

screen, it is easy to understand how
Edwin Carewe should have been

urged to invite the beautiful Mexican
girl to visit Hollywood, just to give

the films a whirl. And now the

whirl is turning into a whirlwind.
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of course. A South American lead-

ing lady to be selected by a beauty

contest as soon as the new company
gets settled in Buenos Aires.

Tom is all enthusiasm for his new
venture. In fact, when Mr. Kley
first called on him to outline his

proposition, Tom looked at his watch
and said: "You may have fifteen

minutes." This was at nine forty-

five in the morning. They didn't

move from their seats until four that

afternoon

!

June Collyer returned to her native
New York for a visit after her first

six months in the Hollywood studios.

What a break that girl has had ! It's

an old story now, how young Miss
Dorothea Heermance was urged by
a family friend to take a screen test

at the Fox New York studios. Allan
Dwan was looking all over the East
Side and West Side, for a young girl

to play the society belle in "East Side,
West Side." He was afraid he'd
have to give up and send to Califor-
nia for some one.
And along came June! She took

the test rather as a lark. And bless

me if it didn't start her on a screen

career. There was, strangely enough,

no parental objection-—some girls

have all the luck. Mrs. Heermance,
in the days when she was Miss
Collyer, had been an actress herself

once. So Dorothea began. Collyer,

her middle name, seemed a good
screen name, and she selected June
because she liked it. This proved to

be quite a coincidence because her
mother had almost christened her
that.

Anyhow, after this first role, June
played lead in only her second pic-

ture, "Womanwise." Then followed
"Four Sons," "Hangman's House,"
and, on her return to the Coast, she

was to make "Part-time Marriage."
And was she the pride and joy of

her family on her visit home ? Don't
ask such a silly question. For June
is the only daughter with several

brothers, and daddy, who is Clayton
Heermance, a wealthy lawyer, just

dotes on his pretty daughter. He
had seen "Four Sons" five times.

He joined her every day at lunch,

interview or no interview, and they

beamed upon one another, and made
jokes, and I'm here to tell you that

if "us girls" could pick out our own
fathers, Clayton Heermance would

be smothered in the rush.

Charlie Chase was a little late for

his appointment and very, very

sleepy. You see, he, too, was in New
York having a fling at night life.

Charlie plays in Hal Roach two-

reelers and he's one of the few co-

medians who never wants to play in

full-length features.

"You might be funny for two

reels," he says, "but I've got a family

to feed and I know better than to

get out and try to be funny for six."

Perhaps you've also heard of

Charlie in his earlier incarnation as

Charles Parrott, director of Mack
Sennett comedies. He directed Gloria

Swanson in the very first film she

ever made in California, for Mack
Sennett. Marie Prevost, Phyllis

Haver ; Charlie directed them all and

knew them when—

—

But he's through directing pic-

tures. He's driven a truck, he says,

and been a waiter, and directing is

harder than any of them ! He's an

actor now, for keeps ; he knows his

luck.

Continued from page 52

Many times the punishment meted
out serves no useful purpose. For
instance, one boy was in shackles for

thirty days. He had also to carry

seventy-five pounds on his shoulders
ten hours a day, which wrecked his

health and served no helpful re-

formatory purpose. Another boy
had his feet shackled, and was forced
to bend double over them:
Noah Beery plays the role of a

brutal guard in a reform school. He
is really modeled after two such
guards—a composite character.

But, despite the grim nature of
many of the scenes, there are ro-
mance and comedy, too.

Some of the comedy is impromptu.
Mr. DeMille saw an especially

promising voung girl in a scene which
was taken at one of the high schools.

He sent word that if she would come
to the Studio he would give her a
chance.

Some days later one of his pub-
licity staff approached him. DeMille
was especially busy, herding a couple
of hundred young people in a scene.
The moment was tense with anxiety.
"Mr. DeMille, the girl you sent for

is waiting outside," the publicity man
,
announced in an interval of action.

"What!" he exclaimed. "Can't
you see I'm in the midst of some
of my hardest scenes?"

"The Godless Girl"
"Nevertheless you promised to see

the girl, and she and her mother have
come a long way," persisted the

writer.

"Oh, very well," Mr. DeMille
acquiesced in despair.

The girl was brought in.

She turned out to be Phyllis Haver
dressed in kid clothes ! Mr. DeMille
didn't lose his temper. He roared
with good-natured laughter. Kidding
around the sets, no matter how se-

rious the story, is always in order.

Phyllis and Marie Prevost, the

latter having an important role in

the picture, are great chums. They
kid each other continually. The
other day Marie went over to the

set where Phyllis was working, and
spoke to Phyllis' director.

"I'm becoming a great actress," she

told him solemnly, "now that I have
a serious role and am working for

Mr. DeMille, and I wish you would
keep people like Phyllis Haver off

the set!"

Phyllis was almost taken in for a

moment, so serious was Marie in

pretending she didn't know that Phyl-
lis was anywhere around.

I came upon a group of extra girls

who weren't working, pretending
they were wax figures in a window
those manikins ! The effect was very
funny.

Whenever the youngsters get to

making- too much noise, Frank Urson

always calls out : "Oh, key down to

a college yell
!"

Eddie Quillan is furnishing a lot

of comedy in the picture.

Dressed in his Oxford bags, he has

a very funny scene. He is the heed-

less, happy-go-lucky high-school boy

in love with Lina. Because he has

a crush on her, he proposes to join

the atheist society of the school that

both attend.

In taking the oath of the godless

society, the girls says : "Remember,
no religious holidays are to be ob-

served !"

Eddie replies : "Not even Christ-

mas ?"_

"Not even Christmas," the girl an-

swers. And Eddie slowly takes off

his badge.

Marie Prevost has a wonderful
role. She is a hard-boiled girl, who
declares that she guesses "she was
born in a reformatory—she's been in

one ever since she can remember."
However, somewhere in her back-

ground was a bit of religious train-

ing, and she has stuck to it all

through her life—a practical religion,

without sentimentality—but it is

through her that the godless girl gets

her first taste of religion.

Marie manages to get a tremendous
amount of comedy out of her scenes,

and a lot of drama, too. At the last

she sacrifices

But why spoil the story for you?
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motion-picture industry is almost at

the point .where it would pay a

bounty on the heads of eligible young
men. But again I warn you

—

latent

talent must be there. If it is, we'll

bring it out.

"The satisfaction of seeing your
discoveries succeed compensates, in

a measure, for some of the unpleas-

ant things which happen in the cast-

ing office, but it cannot wipe from
one's mind the memories of those

sad and wistful faces which come to

the window and turn away when em-
ployment is denied. Nor does it

erase the regret for jobs withheld,

which would have prevented sui-

cides."

The experiences of Fred Datig are

not dissimilar to those encountered
by casting directors in all the Holly-

wood studios. None has forgotten

the suicides more; or less attributable

to the inability of players to find em-
ployment.

"A handsome, gentlemanly young
fellow, whom I had known for a

long time, came to me one day," said

Robert Mclntyre, for years casting

director for M etro-Goldwyn, and
who is now production manager for

Samuel Goldwyn. "He needed work
badly. He was just about at the end
of his string.

" 'Harry,' I said, 'there isn't a
thing here, except a bit which will

pay fifteen dollars a day. I could
hardly offer you that.'

" Til take it !' he cried.

"'But you are worth something
better,' I urged. T don't like to put
you down that low.'

"•.'I'll take it!' he repeated. 'I

must eat.' His face was pinched.
Lines of care were showing. I gave
him the part. Next day the picture
was postponed for two months, and

the following morning I read the

story of Harry in the newspapers.
It was suicide.

"One day I drove up to the studio

gate along about sundown. I opened
the door to shout some instructions,

when a man stepped in my car and
sat down. He seemed to think I had
stopped to pick him up. So I let him
ride. The conversation went some-
thing like this

:

" 'Work in pictures ?' I asked.
" 'Yep !' he replied. 'I'm an actor.'

"'Doing much lately?'

" 'Nope ! Just been trying to get

a job out here. They turned me
down—those young bucks in Bob
Mclntyre's office.'

; '"See Mclntyre?'
" 'Nope ! But he's as bad as all

the rest. No good, that feller.'

"I let him out, without revealing

my identity. But I learned about

myself from him.

"They have come up to the cast-

ing window, have become enraged

when they got no work, and tried to

punch my assistants in the face."

Students of human nature, these men
—all of them.

A sad-faced young man walked up
to Gus Corder in the casting office

of Metro-Goldwyn.
"Good-by, Mr. Corder," he said.

"Going away?" the director asked.

"Yes. Going on a long, long jour-

ney. Nobody wants me. So I'm go-

ing to kill myself to-night."

Corder looked at him through the

corners of his eye, and made up his

mind that the fellow was only seek-

ing sympatlry. So he replied,

"Good-by, old man. Make a good
job of it while you're at it. The
world has no use for quitters."

"Well, sir," Mr. Corder said, later,

in referring to this incident, "the

fellow looked dazed for a moment,

then turned and moved slowly out of

the room. Did he commit suicide?

He hadn't the nerve. He hung
around the studio for a while and
eventually disappeared for good.

"A case of another kind was a

little woman who appeared before

me, her face drawn and haggard.

She had once been beautiful. But
lines were coming in her face. Some-
thing was wrong.

"'What's the matter, my dear?' I

asked.
" 'Nothing!' she replied as bravely

as she could.
" T know better. There are red

blotches on your lips. What have
you been doing?'

"It took me a long time to get the

story, but eventually it came, little by
little. She had despaired, and in a
fit of despondency had drunk a

deadly lotion. Quick action by po-
lice surgeons saved her life.

"But here she was, an old-young
woman with talent, alone and afraid

of the world. She needed help,

friends, and counsel. I talked to her

a long time. Then I asked a direc-

tor to use her. . This little act en-

couraged her. She got a new grip on
herself. She's working to-day and
millions of persons know her. Tell

you her name ? Not for any amount
of money !"

Into the ears of these men are

poured the sorrows of Hollywood.
Upon them is worked every trick and

scheme to get work. To them falls

the task of diplomatically disposing

of applicants, who come with notes

from influential friends. On their

shoulders rests the responsibility of

choosing players who will be a credit

to the cast. They are the buffers be-

tween the executive offices and the

gate-crashing mob. If you think it's

a pleasant task, you're all wrong.

Continued from page 43

for Wagner was spoiled during her
residence in Munich, where, all her
friends being ardent devotees, it was
incumbent on her to attend the
Wagner concerts three times a

week. She would love to be able

to sing. In her head the tunes are
perfect, but when she tries to give

voice something happens to them.
Her English is still hesitant, and

delightfully colored by her accent.

She is, happily, slow to become stand-
ardized according to celluloid rule

and rote. Her reserve, her imper-
turbable calm, have not yet given
way to the more popular, insistent

vivacity. She is aloof; it is to be
sincerely hoped that the jealous ac-

Vilma—As She Is

cusations of "high-hat" will not

frighten her into an assumption of

jocular good-fellowship.

Admittedly she likes very few
people. It is because, she supposes,

she looks for too much in them.
Above all, she abominates the poseur,
the inflated ego, the artistic liar.

She is too unassuming to give her
friendship unasked. She might ad-

mire a person tremendously, but she

would not lower the barriers of her
reserve, unless conscious of the

other's liking for her. It is this

quality which will end her career at

the proper moment, she says. When
she finds that the public has lost in-

terest—does not like her—she will

leave the screen at once. There will

be no hanging on, no trying to come
back. She will definitely have fin-

ished, because it would be impossible

for her to foist herself upon people

who do not respond.

Vilma and her husband live in a

quiet, Colonial house on a conserva-

tive street off the beaten track of

show places. The street has an air

of rich dignity, which is not lost on
entering the La Rocque home. Their

house is furnished in flawless taste,

the luxurious grace of period fur-

niture and decorations lending to it a

European atmosphere.

She is essentially tranquil—in her

success, her troubles, her worries, her

happiness. Serenity gives the final

luster to the beauty of her face.
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Helping Himself

And so solves the servant problem. George K
Arthur shows how to do it in these double exposures

George, upper left, makes a perfect chauf-

feur for himself, and, above, is proud of

himself as a gardener. While as a secretary,

right, he looks traditionally efficient.
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ormation, Please
A department where questions are answered, advice

is given, and many interesting phases of motion-

picture making and pertinent side lights on the lives

and interests of motion-

picture players are dis-

cussed.

By The Picture Oracle

-a:

^£7

JOHN H. BROWN.—Now, John, where
have you been hiding that you didn't

know the Paramount School had gone out

of existence? Yes, sir! At the gradua-
tion of its first class in March, 1926. Its

pupils .were recruited from all over the

country and trained in screen acting es-

sentials—make-up, dancing, fencing, swim-
ming, carriage, and so on. Ramon No-
varro—Ramon Sameniegos—was born
February 6, 1899. "Buddy" Rogers-
christened Charles Rogers—was .born in

1905; George O'Brien, in 1900. Barry
Norton—Alfredo de Biraben, Jr.—is

about twenty-three ; I don't know his ex-
act birth date. Gilbert Roland—Francisco
Luis Alonzo—was born in December, 1905.

Jack Pickford was born in 1886 ; I don't
know the month. The Pickford family
name is Smith. All the above players are
unmarried

; Jack was recently divorced
from Marilyn Miller, and was the widower
of Olive Thomas. All these addresses
are listed at the end of The Oracle.

W. W. Porter.—Your town must be
taking a long time to catch up ; all these
pictures you ask about are three or four
years old. Fred Thomson's leading lady
in "Thundering Hoofs" was Ann May;
in "Galloping Gallagher," Hazel Keener.
Principals in "The Border Legion" were
Antonio Moreno, Helene Chadwick,
Rockcliffe Fellowes, Gibson Gowland. In
"Greed," Gibson Gowland, Zasu Pitts,

Jean Hersholt, Chester Conklin, Sylvia
Ashton, Dale Fuller. In "The Iron
Trail," Wyndham Standing, Alma Tell,

Reginald Denny, Thurston Hall, and Betty
Carpenter.

Banjo Ike.—I suppose you speak with
a twang! In "Johnny Get Your Hair
Cut," Jockey Dolan was played by Bobby
Doyle. He is not an actor but a real

jockey, who rides in the races at Tiajuana,
and was engaged only for that one film.

Dynamite.—Aren't you just a little bit

dangerous to have around? Joseph Stri-

ker has been playing in pictures for four
or five years, so a complete list of his films

would be quite lengthy. His pictures in

the past year, besides those you mention,
are "The King of Kings," "The Climb-
ers," and "A Harp in Hock." Creighton
Hale's films also cover a period of some
years—he played in "Way Down East,"
for example. His newer films, besides

those j'ou mention, are "Speeding

Through," "Thumbs Down"—both quick-

ies—and "Rose-Marie." I'm sorry, but

Estelle Bradley plays such minor roles

that I have no record of what other films

she has been in, besides "The Collegians."

I have my hands full, you see, trying to

keep up with all the films of featured

players. Estelle was one of the candi-

dates considered for Wampas stardom
this year. She wasn't elected, but at least

the fact that she was considered would
indicate that she shows promise.

Mrs. E.- R. Prater.—I should think

there would have been heated arguments
in your family if your sister says Leatrice

Joy was once married to Douglas Fair-
banks and is Doug, Jr.'s mother ! And
poor Leatrice scarcely thirty ! Doug's
first wife, and Junior's mother, was Beth
Sully, now Mrs. Evans.

S. Block.—Mabel Ballin played the title

role in "Jane Eyre," with Norman Trevor
opposite. Crauford Kent was St. John
Rivers; Emily Fitzroy played Grace
Poole. Stephen Carr was the only other

player now known on the screen. See
answer to Sarah Powers.

Sarah Powers.—You're putting me in

a nice little quandary, asking me to tell

you the truth, whether I'm young and
good looking. I'd hate to have you think

I was conceited! If all Ramon Novarro
needs to make him perfect in your eyes
is the ability to sing, he's a very lucky

young man. He sings so well that he
hopes in a few years to retire from mov-
ies and go on the concert stage. There
are several Ramon Novarro Fan Clubs,

with the following headquarters : Miss
Dorothy Wallaston, 1155 West Third
Street, Dayton Ohio; Miss Nicoletta De
Pietro, 241 West Otterman Street, Greens-
burg, Pennsylvania; Henry Daviero, Route
1, Box 62, Sebastopol, California; Gish-

Novarro-Haines-Shearer Club, Joseph
Black, 155 Ross Street, Brooklyn, New
York. I can't say whether all these clubs

are still functioning. You ask for a list

of fan clubs ; there are fifty or so of them,
and if you will tell me which stars you
are interested in, I can give you the ad-
dresses of their clubs.

Pauline Stevens.—You can't go
wrong, addressing me as "Picture Oracle*'
•—that's what they call me. Though I'll

let you in on a little secret—they didn't

name me that at my christening. Arthur
Rankin was born August 30, 1900. He is

related to the Drew-Barrymore family. I

think he is married. His new pictures

are "Finders Keepers," "Domestic Trou-
bles," and "A Woman's Way." Glad you
like my column.

An Interested Fan.—Too -late for the

April issue ; there seems to be a waiting

list of letters, and I take them in order

of their dates. Carroll Nye was born in

Canton, Ohio, October 4, 1901. He is a

brunet, six feet tall, and weighs one hun-

dred and sixty. He began his professional

career in a Los Angeles stock company
and played his first film role in "Classi-

fied," in 1925. That is his real name. He
was married to Helen Lynch on Febru-

ary 9, 1927. His latest picture is a Rin-

T in-Tin film, "The Land of the Silver

Fox."

Helene.—Despite your very gracious

letter, it just isn't possible to give answers

in "the next issue." Magazines require

several months for printing and distribu-

tion. No wonder you ask where Nils

Asther has been all these years ; he's

been in Sweden for most of them. Be-

fore "Sorrell and Son," he played in

"Topsy and Eva." He has also been

working in "The Blue Danube" and in

several Metro-Goldwyn films, "Laugh,

Clown, Laugh" and "Diamond Handcuffs."

Nils is not married. He is under contract

to Metro-Goldwyn ; studio address, Cul-

ver City, California.

Dixie Bellieux.—See Helene. Rex
Lease is not a contract player, but he has

been working recently in Tim McCoy pic-

tures for Metro-Goldwyn. Try him
there. Niles Welch has not appeared on
the screen for several years, but has been

playing on the stage. He is on tour now,

but his New York home is at the Gilford

Apartments, 140 East Forty-sixth Street.

I scarcely know what address to suggest

for Pierre Gendron. He has not played in

pictures for several years, but is, I un-

derstand, writing plays. You might reach

him at the Lambs' Club, 130 West Forty-

fourth Street, New York City; most ac-

tors in New York belong either to that

or to the Friars' Club, at 110 West Forty-
eighth Street.

Continued on page 120
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Two exclusive new features

in the Improved Kotex

and—Prices Reduced
years in the making. When it was

finally perfected, our enthusiasm for

this remarkable improvement decided

a tremendous change in production:

the doubling of our output to meet

anticipated demand. As a result, you get the

Improved Kotex, with its exclusive features,

for less than you formerly paid.

The New Exclusive Advantages

In Kotex—and Kotex only—you get the new

form-fitting shape, perfected after long re-

search in our laboratories, after consultation

with 27 women doctors, 83 nurses, 6 special-

ists in feminine hygiene.

Corners are scientifically rounded and ta-

pered, by an exclusive process, so that the

pad is perfectly adjusted. However filmy or

clinging your gown, it may now be worn with

absolute assurance of exquisite grooming —
no bulk, no awkwardness will affect the smart

outline of the costume.

And the gauze wrapping is softer, the filler

made fluffier—through new methods perfected

by Kotex scientists, permitting a degree of

comfort never before possible.

2

&

Form-fitting, non - detectable

shape, with corners scientif-

ically rounded and tapered to

fit. Now the most clinging

gowns may be worn without

altering slender, smooth lines.

Softer, fluffier— thus ending

chafing and similar irritation.

All the qualities you have

always known in Kotex are

retained.

Approved by Women Doctors,

Nurses

These important changes were made

under the supervision of women doc-

tors and nurses because they could ap-

preciate your problems fromawoman's

point of view as well as professionally.

Their approval of each detail is partic-

ularly significant. And these improve-

ments, which carry their enthusiastic

endorsement, are found in Kotex only.

Former Exclusive Features

Retained

The remarkably absorbent powers of

Kotex remain; the same protective area is

there. Cellucotton wadding which is exclusive

to Kotex has all the advantages of any water-

proofed absorbent, plus its own unique qual-

ities— 5 times more absorbent than cotton-

discards like tissue—you simply follow direc-

tions; it deodorizes thoroughly while worn.

You buy Kotex by name, without embar-

rassment, without delay ... in two sizes,

Regular and Kotex-Super. At all drug, dry-

goods and department stores. Supplied also

through vending cabinets in rest-rooms by

West Disinfecting Company.

Remember, nothing else is remotely like the

new Improved Kotex.

Buy a box today to learn

our latest and greatest

contribution to woman's

hygienic comfort.

KOTEX COMPANY
180 N.Michigan Ave-, Chicago IU.
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Vitaphone interpolations have been

used in "The Jazz Singer," "The

Lion and the Mouse," "Glorious

Betsy," and "Tenderloin."

At least ten major productions this

year will be largely Vitaphonized,

and about three hundred playlets will

be filmed, all with prominent players.

And, of course, every Warner picture

will carry Vitaphone orchestration.

"That was our first interest in

Vitaphone—musical accompaniment,
for the benefit of the small-town ex-

hibitor, to replace wheezy organs and
banging pianists," one of the officials

told me. "For some time the Bell

Telephone Co. and the Western
Electric had been working on the

idea. Probably every one of their

three thousand engineers had a try

at it, or gave suggestions. When they

had get it to a feasible point, about a

year and a half ago, we joined fo.rces.

Improvements are being made all the

time."

"Noah's Ark" is to be a big special,

with Vitaphone. There will be an-

other Al JqIsou Vitaphone, also. One
fault with "The Jazz Singer" was the

abrupt blankness when the singing or

dialogue stopped and the ordinary
screening continued. In future, more
and more sequences will be done with
the voice. Not as yet, however, an
entire film. There are sketches of

action when no words are needed;
and the occasional necessary title will

be printed, because it would be too

costly to make that entire sequence

by Vitaphone. But whenever there

is a dramatic scene where the spoken
words have import, you will hear

them.

And watch out for the "trailers."

You are all too familiar with the

advance notice that is dashed on the

screen at the end of the program,
"Next week : Susie Dimples in 'Love

and Hate.' Don't miss it—drama

—

comedy—thrill !" Very often the an-

nouncement flickers.

These trailers have now grown
artistic, if you please. I saw and
heard the first one, Conrad Nagel's

announcement of the merits of

"Glorious Betsy," starring Dolores

Costello. The curtains of a stage set

parted. He appeared, bowed, spoke
of the pleasure "in store for you"
with the showing "next week" of

"Glorious Betsy." "You will hear
Pasquale Amato and other famous
opera stars singing, a wonderful or-

chestral accompaniment, dramatic
dialogue. Would you like to see a

stirring scene?" He bowed. A se-

quence from the picture, with musical

accompaniment, showing Dolores in

a love scene, was flashed on. Then
Conrad, again. Thus he introduced
shots from the film, the little act run-

ning but a few moments.

Some of the playlets have exterior

scenes. These were constructed on
indoor stages. However, improve-

ments are being made with the view

of open-air recording, which they as-

sured me would soon be possible. The
apparatus will be a strange sight, a

novelty to further delight the tourists

who congregate on Hollywood cor-

ners when a company works on street

scenes. I can imagine curious throngs

watching the "mixer" in the glass

box, controlling the noises, subduing

a trifle the screech of street cars and

the coughing motors of flivvers.

The most imaginative of us ma)j

look ahead and foresee the day when
these playlets will replace vaudeville.

This the Warners deny, claiming no
desire to push the two-a-day billings

out of business. Certainly, however,
they will be a boon to the small towns
where spoken dialogue is heard only

when second-rate troupers drop off

for a one-night stand.

Among those who have made
Vitaphone playlets are Dolores Cos-

tello, May McAvoy, Irene Rich,

Louise Fazenda, Conrad Nagel,

Mitchell Lewis, Hobart Bosworth,

Lois Wilson, Helene Costello, Audrey
Ferris, Clyde Cook, John Miljan,

Gladys Brockwell. Cullen Landis,

Lionel Barrymore, Alec Francis,

William Collier, Jr., and Jason

Robards.

Continued from page 74

was spangled with silver stars and
the clank of his enormous spurs could

be heard for many 3<ards.

"It was rather a splendid thing to

see. Not many of us have the cour-

age, or the opportunity, to make our
early dreams materialize in that man-
ner. He was keeping his promise to

the twelve-year-old boy he once was.

"Western pictures satisfy that urge
in lots of men.
"One could understand the thing,

perhaps, if it were only in America
that this type of picture had so con-

sistent an appeal. One might say

that it was because this phase of our
national development was the most
picturesque, the most colorful, in our
history. One could imagine that we
had not entirely outgrown the urge

to 'go West, young man !' to explore

the undeveloped parts of our coun-

try, to live in the open.

"But they tell me that Westerns
are just as popular in Europe—even
in China—as they are here. So that

explanation will not do.

"It is the motion, perhaps—that

sweep of free movement—which ap-

l the Conquering H<
peals to the eye and the imagination.

Everybody likes horses. Everybody
likes to see men riding hard. Per-
haps that is it. I don't know, really.

"Of course the West, as presented

in pictures, does not remotely re-

semble the country or the life as it

really was, or still is.

"If any cowboy, for instance, rode
after hour, as you see them do in

pictures, his horse would be dead
and he Avould have to walk home.
Besides, he would lose his job.

Horses, bred on the range, fed on
grass, could not stand such treat-

ment, and no cowboy who knew his

job would perpetrate such an out-

rage upon his beasts."

One would never guess from Mr.
Holt's appearance that he had ever

ridden the range, or ridden the pack

trails in the Yukon country for the

government. He is one of Holly-

wood's best-dressed men. And he

gives this flair for clothes part of the

credit for his success in outdoor pic-

tures.

"The hero of a Western picture

must be a symbol of romance," he
says. "The real cowboy in blue

ro

!

denim overalls and flannel- shirt is

not a romantic figure. We must
dress our heroes to fit the popular
conception of a gallant knight of the

saddle. Therefore—satin shirts,

well-cut silk corduroy breeches, high-

heeled boots and so on. And they,

must fit as well as it is possible for a

good tailor to make them.

"The public would not enjoy see-

ing the hero gallop here and there,

righting wrongs and rescuing maid-

ens, half so much if he were unkempt
and unshaven, and if his clothes did

not fit him properly while he did it.

"We leave the denim and the

week's growth of beard to the vil-

lain !"

So there he is. A tall, good-look-

ing, somewhat platitudinous man, the

father of one of those twelve-year-

old boys to whose ilk he is a shining

hero.

Perhaps the explanation of the suc-

cess of men like Holt—of Western

pictures—lies, after all, in the long-

ing every normal man has for the

open, for solitude and adventure.
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Where Shall We Week-end?
Continued from page 85

Palm Springs lures nature lovers,

who go there in the springtime to

see the desert flowers in full bloom.
Fay Wray frequently week-ends
there.

Clara Bow, a real little roughrider,

goes hiking and horseback riding

along mountain trails or the bridal

paths of Beverly Hills. Richard
Dix and Sojin are fond of cluck

shooting.

And many of the players stay right

in Hollywood over the week-end.
Polo and golf, at the numerous clubs

in and around the city, beckon to the

athletically inclined. The Cocoanut
Grove of the Ambassador Hotel, and
Montmartre, of course, offer attrac-

tions unexcelled by the swankiest re-
sorts. But even though you'll find

as man)- players congregated there
on Saturday night as are named in

the Oracle's columns of Picture
Play, there is still a large proportion
who remain in their homes over the
week-end. And you can't blame them
if you've ever visited their homes.
Some entertain—some just rest.

Among the girls and men who
often spend their leisure by the fam-
ily hearth, are Bebe Daniels, Emil
Jannings, Joan Crawford, William
Haines, Dolores del Rio, Renee
Adoree and her husband, William
Gill, Eleanor Boardman, and King
Vidor.

Miss del Rio, it is rumored, sensi-

bly spends her week-ends in making
up for sleep lost while acting before
the camera. Renee Adoree and her
husband keep open house from two
o'clock Sunday afternoon on, often
entertaining more than a hundred

guests. Eleanor Boardman and King
Vidor, when not taking motor trips,

give delightful swimming parties in

the sort of a pool that makes a div-

ing enthusiast out of a confirmed

landlubber. Joan Crawford, who re-

cently bought a lovely home in Bev-
erly Hills, spends much of her time

these week-ends in moving furniture

around. And behind his white-pil-

lared home on the Boulevard which
is Hollywood's Great White Way,
you may chance to see Emil Jan-

nings, some Saturday afternoon, at

his favorite pastime—feeding and
caring for his brood of chickens.

Just where do the poor actors, the

bit players, and obscure extras, spend
their week-ends? Working in the

studios, or on location—if they're

lucky. Bathing at the cheaper re-

sorts—if they're free and have the

money—at Venice, perhaps, the

Coney Island of the West. Wan-
dering about town, visiting the movie
houses, the coffee shops ;

reading in

the public libraries ; at home, clean-

ing their clothes with gasoline for

the coming week; gossiping on cor-

ners with acquaintances
;

riding

around town in their Fords pur-

chased on the installment plan, bor-

rowed, or otherwise acquired. And
some of them, summoned to court

for speeding, and not able, as their

more fortunate brothers in pictures

are, to escape sentence by paying a

fine, spend their week-ends—in jail.

Oh, well. Three meals a day for two

days means half a week's room rent.

So you see, there is a silver lining

to every cloud

!

"Make Me Imperfect!" He Cries
Continued from page 73

delight in snapping at your hands
the first chance they get. Another
amiable pet is a coyote, who seems to

delight in his domestication. Other
animals there are too, all giving
mean looks to every one save War-
ner, from behind the bars of their

cages.

They pay for their keep. Bur-
glars, taking advantage of the care-

takers' absence one night, paid a

visit to the cabin, but took very little.

The menagerie evidently scared them
off. But they were not faint-hearted

burglars. They went farther afield

and ransacked Neil Hamilton's cabin

where, as Neil tells himself, there is

no menagerie when he is not staying

there.

In this placid retreat Warner Bax-

ter enjoys himself in simple fashion.

Tasty stews are cooked over a large,

open fireplace. The surroundings
make them more appetizing than if

they were served at the Ambassador.
Back to the city again we meet the

sophisticated gentleman of the Boule-
vard, a figure to admire at the pre-

mieres.

So there you have him—the estab-

lished favorite of the films, the agree-

able companion in reality. He has,

he stresses, no kick to make. In
this day and age that is rare. But
has Warner not got what he wants?
Have not the movies placed him in

the position he hoped to gain? Has
he not won from this fortunate turn
of events the pleasures of an ideal

existence? He certainly has.
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n Like Ivory!
Now a New Kind of Facia!

Creme Brings Amazing New

Results, or Your Money Back.

Whitens Smoothes Banishes Reduces
yonr skim out lines freckles pores

Skin like ivory! No freckles ... no
blackheads ... no more fine lines ...
cleared of every tiny imperfection and
smoothed to flawless texture . . . soft,

supple, creamy-white ! Do you want such
superb skin beauty? Then try one jar o£

new-type facial creme. . . .

GervaiseGiuhamBeautySeavt

A Complete Skin Treatment
Not a cold cream . . . not a bleach cream

. . . not a skin food, you may expect Beauty
Secret to surpass them all. In this one creme
I have succeeded in blending the best beauty
helps ever known . . . and I have multiplied
their benefits. Now expect new things from your
facial creme!
Beauty Secret has the power to whiten the

skin a new, safe way, and nothing is more
wonderful than a milky white complexion.
This is but one benefit. Freckles steadily fade
out. Blackheads dissolve completely. Another
amazing tendency of Beauty Secret is to re-
duce coarse pores to smoothest, finest texture.
Beauty Secret not only cleanses the skin . . .

it stimulates, tones, firms. Tonic oils impart
a supple elasticity that in the greatest degree
smooths out fine lines and crowsfeet. Now,
for the first time, a complete facial cream.
Now results that you can reany see!

POSITIVE GUARANTEE
This six-fold creme costs very little mors

than the most ordinary cleansing cream. I
am introducing Beauty Secret in double size
jars at only $1.50—not only an amazing creme
but an exceptional value as well. Use it as
you would any cream for one or two weeks.
Then, if not more than delighted, I will refund
full price for the asking. Send no money.
Simply mail coupon below, and when the pack-
age arrives pay postman only $1.50. Mail
coupon today to (Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept. 7 P M, 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago, Illinois.

{Canadian address: 61 College St., Toronto, Ont.)

— — —— — — MAIL NOW —.---» — — -
(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept. 7-P M, 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago.

Send me, postage prepaid, a double size jar"
fcf your new Beauty Secret. On arrival, I will
pay postman only $1.50. If not delighted I
understand you guarantee to refund my money.

Name

Address
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Blonde Hair
Must Have Special Care
to Keep It Golden Always
HOW quickly blonde hair turns dull and

muddy-looking, unless given special care!
That's why wise blondes everywhere now use
Blondex—the exclusive new light hair sham-
poo. Prevents darkening. Quickly brings
foaclt true, original color and golden gleam to even the
dullest and most faded iiair. No dyes. No harsh chem-
icals. Benefits scalp. Over a million users. At all

Good drug and department stores, or send coupon below
for generous FKEE trial package.

Swedish Shampoo Laboratories,

Dept. 105, 27 West 20th St.. N. Y. C.

I would like to try Blondex, t'he special new shampoo
for Blondes. Please send 'me a Freo Trial Package.

Name

Address

City ......State

BOW LEGS ANDKNOCK - KNEES
Corrected by use of the Morris In-
visible Limb Straightener .for Men,
Women and Children—Worn with
Comfort either day or night or both
and is entirely invisible. Send Ten
Cents Coin or Stamps for actual
Thotographs, sent in plain wrapper.

ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE .

Desk 3, 1032 Loew State Bldg.

Los Angeles, Cal.

'EAT TO GET WELL/
Never was a title more fitting to any subject than this
title to

DIABETES
There are no "ifs" .and "ands" about what you should
eat and what you should not eat. You gradually eat
what you need. - This book will be sent FREE to any
sufferer of diabetes. Write M. Kkhartz, Dept. 728, 220
West 42nd Street. New York.

$100 to $1000
Per Week in Motion Pictures?

Yes!
If you have "IT"

But folks, there is no way in the world to determine
whether you do or do not have "IT," without actually
making a SCREEN TEST of you.
Recent developments now make possible the making of
SCREEN TESTS in almost any town or city, so our
Directors and Cinematographers are going to nearly 100
towns and cities throughout the United States with their
Cameras, lights, make-up and everything necessary for

making these SCREEN TESTS of you and for you, and
if you do have "IT," your TESTS will be submitted to
the producers for their consideration. An opportunity of
this kind has never before been presented, because of the
formerly impractical methods of making these TESTS
outside the studio.
To get a SCREEN TEST made by the studios, if you
were right here in Hollywood, is almost an impossibility,
therefore you can realize what this opportunity means
to you.
Present plans include SCREEN TESTS of ONLY those
registered in advance. This may be the opportunity of a
lifetime. Do not fail to avail yourself of it. Full in-
formation and registration blanks will be furnished
FREE upon request.

CINEMA ARTS TESTING BUREAU
Lock

1

Box 4°5. Hollywood Station, Hollywood, California.

That Irresistible Urge
Continued from page 24

sive movie actor into a charming"

and dangerously near-brilliant young
player of spoken lines. Beginning

inconspicuously in a sketch at
.
the

Writers' Club, and creating such an

unexpected and deep impression, his

next appearance was in "Young
Woodley" at a downtown theater.

Recently he essayed "Saturday's

Children," a play of an entirely dif-

ferent nature. He has rapidly be-

come one of our leading local Thes-

pians, and a source of gratification

to the film colon)'.

Edward Everett Horton has, tem-

porarily at least, abandoned all pic-

ture work in favor of the stage. He
has leased the Vine Street Theater,

just off Hollywood Boulevard, and
assembled his own stock company.
Long1

a favorite on the local boards,

his following has even increased

since he became a movie actor. Seats

are selling weeks in advance for his

present offering, "A Single Man."
Horton has a whimsical humor and
deft subtlety that are shown to their

best advantage on the stage.

In passing, it is interesting to note

that Horton has ignored all lessons

in presentation he might have gleaned

from the movies. His methods, from
the advertising to the production it-

self, have a refreshing dignity and a

nice repression. It is positively ex-

hilarating—in Hollywood, where ad-

vertising matter of any kind takes

its cue from the ejaculatory cinema

—

to be spared the "Screen's Most
Magnificent Laugh-king Returns to

Stage in a Red-hot Farce ! See Him
—Hear Him

—

In Person!" Instead,

one is simply informed in an incon-

spicuous ad, that "Mr. Edward
Everett Horton is appearing in 'A

Single Man,' at the Vine Street."

And judging by the run on the box-

office, that is all that is necessary to

say.'

.
Probably the incubator of this urge

among cinemalites for the stage, was
the Writers' Club. This quiet, ram-
bling brown . clubhouse on Sunset

Boulevard is an institution compara-
tively old for our stripling commu-
nity. Bimonthly, with the exception

of the summer interval, the little

theater in the club is filled with the

pleasant stir of well-bred conversa-

tion, the crackle of literary shirt-

bosoms, the sparkle of conservative

gowns and jewels. Here and there

the layman can pick out the familiar

face of a visiting star or director.

This is the audience, polite, appre-

ciative—but ruthlessly hard-boiled

critics.

Stage fright is far from unknown

behind the curtain that conceals the

small stage. Players, so sure of

themselves before the camera, are

tremulously afraid of making fools

of themselves in this less-familiar

medium. And this, particularly in

front of these seasoned critics of

whose faint, if well-concealed scorn,

they are always a trifle conscious.

The programs are composed of

short sketches, usually in one act.

Some are by the club members, others

by outsiders. The production of

them is necessarily economical, but

generally effective and in good taste.

Some of the plays are merely ade-

quate, but more frequently than you
would expect, some are little gems.

Every program boasts at least one

film celebrity. Now and then it turns

out that the celebrity has been wisely-

cast for decorative, rather than prac-

tical, purposes. This, however, is

the exception rather than the rule,

since here the audience cares for film

celebrities only if they are good
troupers.

One particularly fine offering at

the Writers' was "Thirst," a sketch

by Eugene O'Neill. Fifteen minutes

of stark, awful drama, ending sud-

denly in blood-curdling tragedy it was
magnificently played by Henry B.

Walthall and that flippant portrayer

of celluloid gold-diggers, Lilyan

Tashman.
Patsy Ruth Miller is a favorite

with Writers' Club audiences. Car-

mel Myers is likewise successful, her

voluptuous beauty being most effec-

tive. That light farceur, Owen
Moore, will go down in the club

annals as one of the finest actors to

grace its stage. Surprising every-

body, he gave a brilliant portrayal in

a drama flavored with tragedy.

One of the most delightful of all

the plays presented here was the per-

formance of a John Golden sketch,

in which Eleanor Boardman had the

principal role. King Vidor directed

the playlet, and Eleanor displayed

the brilliance that had been darkly

hidden in a series of inadequate

screen vehicles. Interesting roles she

has had from time to time during
her film career, but never—with the

exception of "The Crowd"-—one of

sufficient greatness to encompass the

keen intelligence and sensitive emo-
tionalism of her powers. The playlet

at the Writers' Club hardly did this,

but it did give the surprised audience

a glimpse of a quite unsuspected

Boardman. Delicate, haunting, ten-

der, her performance was of a

Maude Adams quality, without any

Continued on page 111



Lew Comes Back
Continued from page 55

a job lined up. What's the least

money you will take?'

''I was so glad at the chance I

said : 'They don't make money that

little.' He insisted on knowing my
figure. 'Ten cents—if you can get

it,' I told him, 'and a nickel if you
can't.' I figured this was my chance

to redeem myself. I would have

gladly paid them for the work."
As every one knows, he built him-

self back so successfully that G.-M.-

G. starred him soon after that, and
he. developed into one of the best

box-office bets out of what was about

the worst box-office frost.

"I've tried to manage myself more
wisely since I got back on my feet,"

he said, "but in this business we
seldom know what is best for us

after all. When I gave up my con-

tract for the vaudeville tour, I didn't

know whether or not I would ever

be on the screen again. But I fig-

ured I was right in holding to my
argument, and it worked out that

way. Still, on the other hand, look

at "Ray Griffith. There is one of the

cleverest actors the screen will ever

see. That boy is a genius—I mean
it. He can convey more in half a

scene than most of us can get over

in a reel. But where is he now ? He
walked out of his contract because

he believed he was right, and he
hasn't worked since, though I hear

he has something lined up. Poor
Ray, he can't even fall back on vau-
deville. He can't speak above a
whisper, you know."

Life's like that, Lew figures. Some
get along and some don't. "Take it

as it comes," he philosophized.

That's the way Lew is. Off the

screen he is an unworried gentleman,

going about his business of making
pictures and getting as many laughs

out of the parade as possible. His
wise-cracks are quoted from Holly-

wood to New York and back again

—all depending on Lew's location at

the time. As a master of ceremonies

at previews he can't be beaten. He
can get a laugh where the other fel-

low has to admit he is unaccustomed
to public speaking. While he was
away on his tour, picture openings

weren't what they had been.

"Yes," Lew grinned, "I hear they

missed me. Do you know that when
I left the studio, all the carpenters

and electricians got up a petition beg-

ging Metro-Goldwyn to keep me
here ?"

. I looked at him in surprise. It

isn't like Lew to blow his own horn.

"Yes," he insisted. "They said I

had the only good beer in town."

Advertising Suction 107

"My DEAR, I've never SEEN your
SKIN look so SOFT and SATiny! What
DID you DO—have your FACE lifted?

You say you only use KISSproof FACE
POWDER? I've NEVER seen ANYthing
LIKE it ! It CERtainly makes you look years
YOUNGer, my dear! Let me TRY some
of that MAgic POWder imMEDiately!"

Kissproof is a new type of face powder
made from a secret formula imported
from France. That's why it gives skin a
new, soft, satiny tone that could never
before be obtained with any other face
powder.

Kissproof stays on!
But unlike ordinary face powder, Kissproof

doesn't wear off like a first love affair! It is aptly
called the Extra Hour Powder— if clings hours
longer than any face powder you've ever used!

We urge you to see what NEW SKIN this Extra
Hour Powder will give YOU ! Most French Pow-
ders of its tvpe sell for $5.00 a box, but Kissproof
can be obtained at your favorite toilet goods coun-
ter for only $1.00. If you would like to try before
buying, send for Kissproof Treasure Chest.

Kissproof cosmeti

Send for

Kissproof Treasure Chest!
As a Special Introductory Offer we will send

you a darling Loose Powder Vanity of Kissproof
Face Powder; a genuine Kissproof Lipstick in
brass case; a Kissproof Compact Rouge complete
with mirror and puff; a dainty package of Kiss-
proof Paste Rouge; a bottle of Delica-Brow with
camel's hair brush for applying; all for coupon
below and only 30c! Not stingy samples but a
whole month's supply of each—the full size pack-
ages would cost over $3.00 ! Ideal for week-ends
or your hand bag.

Please act promptly — send coupon NOW

!

Find out for yourself what genuine Kissproof
Beauty Aids will do; what ordinary unnatural
cosmetics will NEVER do ! Kissproof are youth's
own beauty aids—made to enhance NATURAL
youthful beauty. And how they S iAY ON

!

cs on sale at all toilet goods counters

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Kissproof, Inc., Dept. B157

3012 Clybourn Avenue, Chicago, 111.

For 30c enclosed (stamps or coins) send me Kissproof
§KJ Treasure Chest as outlined above. Include 16-page
^TJci Beauty Booklet. I use—

Flesh White Brunette
Ivory Face Powder. Check which.

Name .

Have You
Ever Read SEA STORIES? Good and

Exciting

Please, John
Lose 20 lbs, as I Did

Why should not men
as well as women keep
their figures, their health,

their vitality? Excess
fat blights both alike.

And normal conditions

are as easy for one sex as

the other.

About thirty years
ago science discovered a
great cause for excess
fat. It lies in a gland
deficiency which science
can supply. Physicians
the world over now treat

obesity in this modern
way.

That method is embodied in Marmola pre-

scription tablets. People have used them for

20 years—millions of boxes of them. Note the
results in every circle. Ask your friends about
them. Slender figures are many times as com-
mon as they were.

Abnormal exercise or diet is neither re-

quired nor advised, but moderation helps.

Correct the cause. Simply
take four Marmola tablets

daily until weight comes
down to normal.

A pamphlet in every
package gives the formula
complete. Also the rea-

sons for the many good
results. This is done to

ward off any fear of
harm.

Consider that Marmola
has, for 20 years, been
winning what you want.
In an easy, pleasant way.
Don't you think it time
to learn how much this

scientific method means to you and yours ?

The cost is a trifle. You would gladly
give many times as much for what a nor-

mal figure means. Then learn how easily

people get it.

Marmola prescription tablets are sold by
all druggists at $1 per box. Any druggist
who is out will order from his jobber.

Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant Way to Reduce
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The Old
Reliable
Credit

alers BROS.aco.fas

Dept. B927
ioe n.

State Street
Chicago, III.

rGenuineDiamonds GuaranteedDIAMONDS
GASH OR CREDIT

$5iOOf| $1j)0 M$2.50K

Buyat Importers' Prices!
Save big money by buying from Loftis, the Direct
importer. Our Diamonds are world renowned for
beauty and brilliance; all are blue white, carefully

selected gems, set in mountings of solid 18-k white
gold, exquisitely hand engraved.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or money back. Goods sent for
your free examination on request. Credit terms: Pay one-
tenth down; balance weekly, semi-monthly, or monthly at
your convenience AH goods delivered on first payment.

SEND TODAY FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
Wedding Range

No. 824-The "Elite" $TS0
solid 18-k white gold - *

«, Set with 3 Diamonds, $22.50;
E5 Diamonds. S32.50; 7 Dia-
3monda, $42.50; 9 Diamonds,
{ 552.50; 12 Diamonds. $67.50

19 Jewel Adjusted
Waltham No. 846-
14-k white goldfilled;
assorted patterns,

"'.26 down

No. 857-Ladies' Wrist Watch, eolld

14-k white irold . 15 Jewels.
$27.so- $975

$2.75 down it— I> month

Railroad Watches—Guaranteed
to Pass Inspection

HAMILTON NO. 992. 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
r. Positions. Gold Billed ttCC
26-Year Quality Case T**r

ELGIN'S LATEST RAYMOND, 21 Jewels. 8
Adi. Runs 40 hours one winding. C'i'i
Uoid Filled 20-Year Quality Case - - *•»•»

Credit at Cash Prices

^urni&h \

imera andt
jYou Hows

s and Women Everywhere! Make Big Money t

FREE rJOOK Explains opportunities a3
Motion Picture Camera Man, Portrait, Newa
or Commercial Photographer. You can learn

at home or in our NewYork Studios. Spare or full time.

1 N.Y. Institute of PhotoEraphy, lO W. 33rd St., N.Y. Dept. 3

Kissable

Lips Lhat tantalize can be pours in two montt
and without c

shapk
discomfort, M. Tiilety's new Hpshaper has been

use ! with miraculous results by thousands of men,
women and pirls. Reduces thick, protruding,
prominent lips to normal size. Wear it at night for
rwo months and you will have lips that rival those of
the most famous beauties of screen and stage.

Write for full information and copies of letters
from many who have used the Trilety Lipshaper.
No obligations on your part.

IV!. TRILETY
227 S P, W. U. Bldg-. Binghamton, N.Y.

lUi SB ft

I Destroys it — with the roots,

j
No pain. Harmless. Guaran-
teed. Only$1.00. Good stores

or use SPECIAL offer coupon

I

D^LFIN, INC. Dept. li6^

South Orange, N. J. ifCO D. I I

Send me FREE, as a special offer,

<o r a 50c. tube of DELFIN Massage Cream-,
£ < a 25c. tube of DELFIN Deodorant;

i
^« ' and a six months supply of Skin Tonic.

| Also NO-ART for which I enclose $1.00.

|
Name
Address

City & State

The Caviar of Poverty Row
Continued from page 54

the veiy latest of crooning blues, and
a telephone ringing incessantly, I

learned a little of this Dorothy Revier
person.

"Nothing unusual about my child-

hood. They're all pretty much alike,

aren't they, until you grow old and
sentimentalize about them ? I was
always dancing—started taking les-

sons when I was younger than most.

And this is where that landed me at

seventeen."

She tossed me a crude black-and-

white photograph of a lithe figure,

scantily clad, bent in one of those

almost semicircular back bends that

are the pride of cabaret performers.

"That was at Tait's in San Fran-

cisco."

She did not go on to tell me that

Tait's was the most exclusive of

cafes, or that only the most eminent

performers appeared there. One
more mark in her favor.

"There was a studio at San Mateo
making pictures and I was engaged

to dance in one of them. Played a

small role, too. Look how suddenly

I grew up."

She handed me a photograph of a

girl who had just decided to be an

actress and who knew how to do it

right—big picture hat, eyes heavily

made-up, a strained pose. But one
of the most beautiful photographs I

have ever seen. It looked like Bar-
bara La Marr in her days of glory.

"I decided to come down to Holly-

wood to try my luck."

The chapters that she skipped there

included all the praise and brilliant

prophecies that her first employers
heaped on her.

"Like most girls in their teens I
dressed to look older. Played vamps
and wild women in the accepted
manner. Finally, I got around to

take a good look at myself in pic-

tures and decided that there was en-

tirely too much of Dorothy. So I

reduced ten pounds."
"Harry Cohn put me under con-

tract about two and a half years ago,

and in Columbia pictures he's given

me a chance to play all sorts of roles.

I bleached my hair and that gives me
a better chance to play heroines

;

softens my face."

She was making a commendable
effort to talk about herself, but her

halting remarks showed lack of prac-

tice.

As I came to her latest photo-

graphs I saw that she had shed all

the marks of theatricalism, and had
lost the imitativeness that made her

resemble popular favorites. She is

now a distinct individual, and it isn't

her beauty that impresses you so

much, now, as a kind of burning

intensity within.

She has not, as yet, had any great

opportunity on the screen. She was
in "The Drop Kick" with Richard
Barthelmess an engagement which
made many friends for her on the

First National lot and brought her

many fans. She was in "Loves of

Carmen," but her role was slashed to

bits—one of the breaks of the game
—which often means that as a sup-

porting player an individual is too

good. She has just finished a role

—

also under the direction of Raoul
Walsh—in "The Red Dancer of

Moscow," and is eager to see how
much of that is left in.

To one who has seen many play-

ers come and go, it looks as though
she had every quality of screen great-

ness except dogged persistence in

pushing herself forward.

Most of the people who have

achieved great prominence on the

screen have more showmanship in

their manner. But if you met Dor-
othy in person, you would love her

more for the lack of it.

Enter the Plump Heroine
Continued from page 33

then gains a pound or so she quietly

ignores it.

When the scales give her cause

for the slightest alarm, Elinor Fair

does not cut down her food, but she

does stop being driven everywhere,
as she would lazily prefer, but wears
out some shoe leather and goes in

for a systematic routine of exercises.

Cecil DeMille has put the ban on
flat chests, and considers fieures with

curves, as well as faces and talent,

in signing new girls. The rounded
feminine figure, he insists, will re-

turn to favor again. Other producers
have not followed suit with similar

opinions—indeed, the antifat clause

is still in most contracts—but all

signs point to the hope that a girl

need risk no injury to her health by

foolish diets, in order to retain her

place on the screen.

Of course, we need not expect the

return of the hour-glass figure. But
the rebellion of these few against the

dictum of reedlike slenderness may
bring to the screen a sturdier,

healthier type of heroine.
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Debunking the Cinderella Myth
Continued from page 18

Coming with her parents from her
native Canada, she stopped at Santa
Cruz on her way to Los Angeles. In
doing so she won a personality con-
test. In Los Angeles she was vic-

torious in a similar contest. And
there was another in Hollywood.
She was a champion at winning per-
sonality contests. It certainly paved
her way to the movies, but don't
think she had an easy time of it once
she got in.

Now, there are a few girls who
do seem to have had the luck of
Cinderella. They have not yet be-

come world-famous but may.
June Collyer had a small role in

"East Side, West Side" and Fox
signed her on the strength of it. To-
day June is playing leads. She has
played five of them in eight months.
Sue Carol came to Hollywood and

jumped into the lead with Douglas
MacLean, in "Soft Cushions." Re-
cently she completed a role opposite

William Boyd in "Skyscrapers."

Many of the susceptible directors

and the young bloods of Hollywood
regard Sue as the one. People call

her a Cinderella. She may be. But
I doubt it.

One could not close without allud-

ing to the Young sisters. Sally Blane
is getting along with Paramount.
Loretta Young played the lead oppo-
site Lon Chaney in "Laugh, Clown,
Laugh." The youngest sister, Polly
Ann Young, has been signed by
Metro-Goldwyn. These three little

girls might be called Cinderellas, but
even they did not get to their present
positions without escaping the extra
ranks.

_No, indeed. Take it as it stands,

Cinderella is a poor comparison to

make in regard to these young people.

Cinderella obviously was cute and
pretty and babyish. She never tried

to do anything. She depended on
luck to find her out. And in the
movies that never happens. If you
bustle about and work hard you
might make the grade. But no fairy

godmother brings gifts to you until

then.

As Louise Fazenda so aptly re-

marks, "If Cinderella did as much
walking as I did in tramping from
studio to studio, she would never be
able to put on a slipper for the rest

of her life."

The Strollers
Continued from page 57

Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!

"VTOU can banish those annoying,
•" embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it.

Stillman's Freckle Creambleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloring.

The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money re-

funded. At all druggists. 50c and $1.

Stillman's
Freckle Cream
Removes 1 Whitens
Freckles i The Skinw

her the time. They did that gladly

enough. And it wasn't that this par-

ticularly shrewd young lady couldn't

understand them when they did. But
they just wouldn't talk about the

things which her editor wanted.

"My gosh," she complained, "how
am I going to write an interview with

Milton Sills when he's entirely too

intelligent to interview? He talks

about psychology, philosophy, litera-

ture, painting, music, and the other

arts in an authoritative way. But

how many magazine subscribers want
to read about that?"

The other day I walked on a set

where Jack Wagner was the gag man.
For personal reasons I wanted to

get him away from the set for a half

hour or so.

Jack hesitated, looked over at the

producer who was plunged in a

brown study, smiled, and said, "All

right. Let's go. I just gave him an

idea. That will hold him for a

while."

Who'd have thought it, but a cer-

tain big studio near North Holly-

wood has become a part)7 to a

"sucker" excursion conducted by one

of the big Los Angeles sight-seeing
bus lines.

Every day or so a busload of tour-
ists who are willing to pay the price,

is driven through the gates of the
studio, taken to the end of the lot

about a mile away, permitted the

doubtful thrill of looking at empty
sets, and driven out again. The tour-
ists aren't allowed to leave the buses.

But once in a while, when a com-
pany is working outdoors, they stop

the bus for a few minutes and get

a long shot of somebodv working.
From a distance they recognize no
one, so the driver tells them an ex-
tra is so and so, the star, and an-
other thus and thus, also a star.

The studio gets a rake-off on this

concession, according to reports.

Sounds like the old Chinatown gag
of hiring fake opium addicts to lie

all day in the stench of an under-
world hole, where tourists may view
them for a dollar.

In this item I make further con-

fession. I'm pretty tired of the un-
derworld penny-shocker type of film,

wherein the bold, bad criminal either

gives his life for a noble cause at

Continued on page 114

E The Stillman Co., 52 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.
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S Send me your FREE booklet on skin g
| treatment. i

ft Name.™ ,

s
B Address..... .....

B City State

WinaNeW
Studebaker
(k*280052^a

1 am going to give away, absolutely free, an 8 oyl;

Studebaker Sedan to someone who answers this ad. It
will be delivered thru the nearest Studebaker dealer,

or winner may have its full value in cash, $2,250.00*
This offer is open to anyone in the U. 8., outside of
Chicago, and is backed by a Big Reliable Company
which has already given away thousands of dollars in
eash and prizes to advertise ita business. Act at once!

Solve This Puzzle
25 15 2l\s\ 1 14 23 9 14 9 20
The numbers in the eauares spell four words. Can you
make out what they are? A is 1, B ia 2, C is 3, etc.

$550.00 For Promptness
I am also giving away a Chevrolet Sedan; Viotrola;
Shetland Pony; Seven Tube Radio; Gold Watches and
many other valuable prizes and Hundreds of Dollars
in Cash, including $550.00 for promptness First prize
winner will receive the Studebaker Sedan and $550.00
cash, or $2,800.00 cash. In case of ties duplicate prizes
will be awarded. Solve the puzzle and send your an-
swer right away with name and address plainly writ-

ten* $5,000.00 worth of prizes. Everybody rewarded;
Address L. E. WILFERD, Mgr.

D«pt. B333 315 $• Peoria St., ChBcago, lit.
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SHE REDUCED
What a Relief!
Virginia Grant is a social

favorite now. But when she
was overweight, she was nol
popular, because her figure
was clumsy, ungainly, and
her clothes did not fit.

Advertising Section

She tried to reduce. Hire >u fill

diet and otherwise, hut was /
unsuccessful. Then she used (' /
Korein, and quickly lost lier \V' /
sii])i rlluous flesh, as proved '

-
". ^

by her photograph. :

.

Men and women of all aces >§ >.

and weights have used K<>
t

--.5'f
rein. Tluyreport reductions ---AJ

from 10 to 70 pounds, easily, safely, genuinely.

Korein is fully guaranteed and absolutely
harmless. Simple, safe, reliable. Buy it at
your drug store today, or a testing sample
will be sent

FRFF *° any°ne wishing to improve 'health
1 through reducing weight happily.
Overcome dangerous obesity, and become
slender and younger looking. Fill out cou-
pon, or write to

KOREIN CO., E-151, Sta. O, New York
Please send me Free Test -of .KOREIN.
Name
Address

Shampoo Your Hair ON
-Not OFF!

Off you want to

GROW HAIR
ERADICATE DANDRUFF

and ECZEMA
HAVE LUSTROUS HAIR

ANN-O-RINE
in place of your regular shampoo. Used as a sham-
poo it promotes hair growth, stops dandruff and
scalp eczema and dresses hair—as it cleans.
Cheap, too—send 10c. (stamps or coin) for sample
treatment and the whole wonderful story of an amaz-
ing discovery. Dime back if not satisfied.

WESTERN DISTRIBUTING CO.
Dept. B. 268 Fourth Ave., New York.

THICK LIPS REDUCED!
FREE BOOKLET tells how to reduce
thick, coarse, protruding lips with
"Cloree". Lip Creme, making them
thin, shapely, adorable. No facial
straps or astringents. A cooling,
harmless creme that absorbs the fatty
tissues. Praised by hundreds. Don't
hide your mouth. Use "Cloree" and
thrill with joy at results. Special
offer and booklet FREE.

CLOREE OF NEW YORK
57B West 42d Street. New York

Automatic
WITH You need no license or|\
~jaa permit to own tbia 6- da/ii iinnH

jCART- fun or self-defence.keeps away tramps?.
(RIDGES Frightens thieves, scares away dogs— tj

mm tki%§ a real nome protector. Fool your friends. E

mMgPfr'ySame as an expensive automatic in construc-WWw •tion, finish, appearance, durability; automatic9 m magazine loading and ejection of cartridges,
Snstantly and powerful report. Guaranteed absolutely -

Safe- Send no money. Fay expressman 34.99 for automatic with 300
cartridges* JENKINS, £2% Broadway* NewVork, Dept. 87-J-7

SHAPELY LIMBS
LEGPADS" MAKE SHAPELY LIMBS;

DEFY DETECTION
Also, Rubber Busts ; Reducing
Rubber Garments ; Silk Opera
Hose ; Heavy Service Weight Silk
Hose ; Tights ; Leotards

; Wigs
and Transformations; Female Im-
personators' Outfits ; Exclusive
Evening Gowns, latest models

;

Theatrical Supplies.
CAMP, 235-237 Fifth Ave., New York

Mew, Harmless,
QuickActing "Y0UTHRAY"

For SVlENandWOWiEM
Not a dye or henna. Not just a darkenerl
that colors hair down to the scalp then
leaves it gray again as it growl out. Not
something you have to keep on using. k$&83?" w^
Entirely different. Perfectly harmle-s

NoStreaks,NoAfter-Graying at Roots
Apply YOUTHEAY to scalp. Restores original youthful
color by replenishing natural color pigment thru hair root.
Quick results will absolutely amaze and satisfy you.

YOUTHRAY is the true hair color
restorer. So certain, so positive are

1 we that YOUTHRAY will please you that
we back it with an unqualified, unconditional GUARANTEE. Write
now for amazing explanation of YOUTHRAY and full particulars of
our FREE TRIAL OFFER. No obligation. Send today.

Ray Laboratories, 646 N. Michigan Av., Dept. 72B, Chicago

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 30

made for the services of Miss Da-
miti. We might note that Byron
looks a little like Colman, while Miss
Damiti, judging from her photo-
graphs, slightly resembles Miss
Banky.

Byron's name was Butler, hut was
changed to enhance his poetic appeal.

Another Traffic Report.

If there isn't a cessation of arrests

for speeding in the near future, we're
going to have to start a police court
corner in this column. "Have you
received your bench warrant yet ?" is

becoming a veritable byword in the
picture colony. A bench warrant, of
course, is a nasty little reminder that

you once received a tag for some
traffic violation, which maybe you
have forgotten about. We noted that

several, involving film stars, have
been issued of late.

Here is a list of those who have
been accused of various indiscretions

in regard to speed and traffic regula-

tions : John Barrymore, Laura La
Plante, Culleri Landis, Carol Demp-
ster, Marv Duncan, Virginia Brown
Faire, Sally Rand, Molly O'Day,
Ruth Roland's chauffeur.

Wouldn't it be fierce if somebody
had to go to jail ?

Faces That Are Welcome.
The mention of Ruth Roland

recalls that she is back in pictures

again, filming a series of two-reel

dramas. This is her first screen ef-

fort in several years. She has been
in vaudeville once or twice mean-
while.

Two other stars, who have re-

turned, are Mary Alden and Lila Lee.

Miss Alden will soon be seen in

"Ladies of the Mob," a Clara Bow
film, and Miss Lee in "A Bit of

Heaven," a Burton King production.

Among other stars well known,
Betty Compson is enjoying a great

renewal of success since she played

in "The Big City," with Lon Chaney.
She is just finishing an important
role in "The Barker," with Milton
Sills.

Betty Bronson, who has been ab-

sent from the screen for a time, is

a girl reporter in "The Bellamy
Trial." She looked exceedingly
pretty the day we saw her on the set.

Leatrice Joy has the feminine lead

in "The Bellamy Trial," which is

said to resemble in some ways the

Hall-Mills murder case.

India's Lure Elusive.

Mary MacLaren, too, is back in

Hollywood, after being _ away for

nearly three years. She was married,

you may remember, to an English
army officer, Colonel G. H. Young,
stationed in India.

The marriage turned out very un-
happily for Mary, she told us upon
her return. Her dreams of the lure
of India did not materialize. She
was both lonely and ill in the far-

away land.

The unpleasantness of her experi-
ence has not diminished her personal
attractiveness. She will likely appear
on the screen again.

Yet Another Chaney Rival.

"Come out and see me while I'm
working in 'The Divine Lady,'

"

Victor Varconi smilingly invited us,

"I have one eye and one arm."

We never suspected that Victor
would emulate Lon Chaney, and we
don't know that he has. But there

is no question that the physical handi-
cap he endures in the Corinne Grif-
fith film would seem very Lonlike.

Victor is playing the role of Lord
Nelson, the British hero who both

loved and fought valiantly. He suf-

fers the afflictions just noted only
in the later scenes. Elsewhere he
appears as a very handsome and
magnetic figure—quite whole.

Miss Griffith plays the beautiful

Lady Hamilton, while the role of her

husband is taken by H. B. Warner.
Norman Trevor was originally to

have portrayed Lord Hamilton, but

he was taken seriously ill about the

time production began.

Effect of Melodrama.

Who fired that shot?

Whoever did, Joseph Von Stern-

berg seemed to be called upon to do

most of the explaining. You may
remember Von Sternberg as the di-

rector discovered a few years ago

by Charles Chaplin. It was "The
Salvation Hunters" that led to his

first recognition, and last season he

gained great fame with "Under-
world," the crook melodrama.

It may have been the influence of

this picture that lurked in somebody's
subconscious mind at the party given

by Von Sternberg. Anyway, two
of his guests staged a mock battle

with each other, first in the house,

and then out on the lawn. This
climaxed in a pistol shot, which
frightened the neighbors and caused

them to phone the police.

The whole affair attracted a no-

toriety that was neither anticipated

nor desired, though Von Sternberg
argued that it had only been a little

fun.

"Some of the boys were just shoot-
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ing cap pistols out on the ia\vn," he

remarked gayly.

We Laughed; Now We Weep.
If there are tears to be shed, let

them rain right now, or else cease

for all time.

The famous team of Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton, which
remained together for several years,

has been broken up.

We wish we could feel unreserv-

edly sad about this, but we can't,

quite, because some of their later

films were very weak.

Beery has been working as a tramp
in "Beggars of Life," in which Rich-

ard Arlen and Louise Brooks are

cast. Hatton is free-lancing.

The Beery-Hatton comedy team
Was one of the best, but the scheme
itself wore out. Wallie will do more
dramatic parts in the future, and
"Beggars of Life" seems a good start

in that direction.

Richard on the Mend.
Richard Dix's operation for ap-

pendicitis nearly led to a disastrous
outcome, due to complications that

set in just after it was performed.
But Richard is himself again, now,
and will resume work shortly.

Toll of Misfortune.

A leaking gas pipe resulted in an
explosion at the home of Art Acord,
that nearly caused the death of the

"Western star a few weeks ago. Acord
was very badly burned, and was laid

up for several weeks.
Acord is married to Louise Lor-

raine. They were estranged at the

time the accident occurred. But Miss
Lorraine was constantly in attendance
upon him during his illness. Friends
of the couple anticipate that this may
lead to a reconciliation.

Karl Dane, Thelma Parr, and
Estelle Taylor's sister, Helen, were
the victims of various recent acci-

dents. Dane was thrown from a

skidding bicycle while doing a stunt

in a film, and broke his collar bone,

injured his shoulder, and fractured

two ribs. The casualties seemed un-
usually heavy for this sort of hap-
pening, but he was riding at consider-

able speed and took a terrific fall.

Miss Parr was hurt very badly in

an auto crash. Some doubt was felt

at the time as to whether she would
ever be able to appear before the

camera again, because her face was
so badly cut by flying glass.

Estelle Taylor's sister, like Acord,
was injured by the ignition of gas
escaping from a pipe between the
walls of her house.

That Irresistible Urge
Continued from page 106

definite resemblance to the work of

Adams. It was the unexpectedness
of the discover}- of such talent in

this reticent girl that made the audi-

ence search their memories for com-

parisons.

Of all the picture ladies who have

dabbled, from time to time, in the

local stage, Eleanor Boardman is

most likely to make it an issue in-

stead of a side line.

At the expiration of her old M.-G.-

M. contract, something over a year

ago, she was discouraged about the

stagnation of her film career and

planned not to sign again, but to try

her luck in the theater. But the late

Marcus Loew, in persuading her to

resign with the company, also

strengthened her resolve to devote

herself to the stage exclusively; since

not then, in the fairly near future.

"Mr. Loew pointed out," Miss
Boardman explains, "that youth be-

ing almost a necessity in pictures and
of no importance at all on the stage,

it would be foolish for me to rush

into the theater at once. After all,

I have spent six years building up
some sort of career in pictures. Now
that there is perhaps some chance

that I might have an opportunity for
something interesting, it would make
those six years futile if I gave up,
now.

"Then, too, if I went on the stage,

it would mean going to New York,
which would be impossible for me.
By the time this contract is finished.

I think that Los Angeles will be a

theatrical center in its own right. All

these new theaters going up, the fact

that we are beginning to get New
York plays with the original casts, is

awakening local interest. When I

am ready to switch, I shall be able

to do it right here.

"I intend to do it. Nothing can

stop me. And it won't be by halves,

trying to divide my time between
stage and studio. There will be no
more pictures for me. So many film

people think it is just a matter of a

slight change in your make-up, this

going from the screen to the stage.

As a matter of fact, it is an entirely

independent medium. It requires

study and training quite apart from
anything you may have learned in

pictures. When I go on the stage

it will be as a novice, to learn at the

very beginning."

MORE than a million men
and women, formerly vic-

tims of excessive underarm per-

spiration—its odor and destruc-

tive stains— now keep their

armpits dry and odorless by
<'*' using NONSPI (cm anti-

septic liquid) used and
endorsed by physi-

cians and nurses.

You can keep your
armpits dry and
odorless— you can
save your clothing

—

you can free yourself
from the embarrass-
ment caused by
underarm perspi-
ration and its
odor. A few drops

ofNONSPI used on
an average of twice a

week will keep your
armpits dry and odorless.

NONSPI, used and endorsed
by physicians and nurses,

does not actually stop per-

spiration — it destroys the

odor and diverts the under-
arm perspiration to other

parts of the body where there

is better evaporation.

NONSPI will preserve that sense of clean-
liness so essential to all well groomed
men and women. NONSPI will keep your
armpits dry, odorless and sweet. Use it

the year around—spring, summer, fall

and winter.

Try NONSPI! Purchase a bottle

from your Toilet Goods Dealer or
Druggist for 50c (several months'
supply) or if you prefer

Accept out- 10c Trial Offer
(several weeks' supply)

The Nonspi Company For the enclosed 10c (coin

264ZWalnut Street or stamps) send me a trial

Kansas City, Mo. size bottle of NONSPI

'Name — -

Address. ---— —
City ..I..—

fyourPersonal
^Tppearance

is now more than ever the key- I

note of success, both in social I

and business life. Improve your I

personal appearance by using the
|

new patent "Llin-Straltner,"
Model 18. Corrects now ISow and
Knock-kneed legs safely, quick-
ly and permanently, at home.
No costly operation or dl scorn-

j

fort. Is worn at night. Easy
to adjust; its result will save

[

you soon from further humtlia-
_„tion and will improve your per-

sonal appearance' KM) per cent. Write today for copy-
righted Physiological and Anatomical hook and experi-

1

ence of others without obligation. Enclose a dime fori
postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST Dept. 1648-L, Binghamlon, N.Y.|

PRETTYANKLES'$5.^
AND CALYIvS perpair

AGIOST IMMEDMTELYf
DR.WALTER'SSpecialextrastrong

Ankle Bands, will support and
shape the ankle and calf while reduc-
ing them.
They fit like a glove. Can be worn un-
der any kind of hose without detection.
You can note thedifference inshapeof
ankle at once. Can be worn at night
and reduce while you sleep, or during
the day deriving then extra benefit
of the support.
Write for Dr. Walter's Special
Ankle Bands for $3.75. Pay by
check or muiiey order (no cash; or
pay postman.

Send Ankle and Calf measure to

DR. JEANNE G.A. WALTER
389 Fifth Avenue New York

Dr.
Walter's
reducing

rubber is
known the
world over
for its 26
years of
success and
Celiabilty
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NEW WAY
TO END

GRAY
HAIR

SCIENCE now finds
that hair can be re-

stored to natural shade.
No tell-tale, crude dyes
that endanger hair
health. No mess . . . but
instead & clear, color-
less 100% safe liquid
is used that gives the
hair its youthful shade
and lustre. Faded hair sparkles with girlhood
color. Gray streaks disappear entirely.
Make this free test offered below. Or so

to any drus: store and pet a bottle. It's called
Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer. If it
fails you pay nothing. Don't delay.

Test Free---
I Mary T. Goldman, 160-J Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. •

I Send Free Outfit. Black dark brown medium '

I brown. ...auburn,, .light brown. . .light red. . .blonde. . . 1

I Name
, . !

Street .

City...
. Please print your name and address >

MASCAR1LL0
Are Created
By Using
An absoluteiy harmless preparation for retouching and beautifying
evebi-ows and eyelashes.Not a Dye. Prepared in 9 shades Price SI.

EXORA ROUGE ^^^fffiS^Sf^; 10c
jar. Samples of Mascarili

CHARLES MEYER
,
EXORA'rouse.cream&powder

18 EAST 12th STREET, N. Y.

PRICES
CUT

World's
best makes—Under-

wood, Remington. Oliver

—

2 prices smashed to almost half,

and it's yours
All late models, completely rebuilt and re- „
finished brand new . GUARANTEED for ten ^^s^T^i. Free
YEARS. Send no money—big FREE catalog . Trial
ehowe actual machines in full colors. Get our direct-to-you easy pay-
ment plan and 10-day free trial offer. Limited time, so write today.
International Typewriter Ex.. 186 W. Lake St. Dept. 773. Chicago

Develop Your Bust!
(Jur scientific method highly recommended

for quick easy development

LA BEA UTE CREME
for improvement of bust, neck* face*

arms and legs

Used with great success by thousands. In-
expensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded. Full particulars
and proof (sealed) tree. Write for special
otter TODAY.

LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
B57-PA Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, (Vld.

PIMPLES
Cleared Up—Often in 24 Hours.
To prove you can be rid of Pimples, Black-
heads, Acne Eruptions on the face or body,
Barbers' Itch, Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily
or Shinv Skin, simply send me your name
and address today. CLEAR-TONE since 1910
over 500,000 users—simply magical in

prompt results. Use like toilet -water. You
can repay the favor by telling your friends;
if not, the loss is mine. WRITE TODAY.
E. S.G1VENS. 537 Chemical Bldg.. Kansas City, Mo.

MakeYourSkin
Ivoiy White M
in 3 Days! ^ * ^

In 3 to 6 days this totally new-type
lotion brings vivid, alluring beauty to
the skin in a safe natural way. It

brings whiteness and velvety smooth-
ness up from underneath' the darken-
ed, weather-roughened surface. The
skin grows ivory-white — all trace of
freckles, tan, roughnessand rednessfade
out. Now—in just 3to6days youcanhave
the radiant, milk-white skin you see only ^

in famous beauties. I guarantee these re-
sults or refund money. Ordermy LOTION FACE —^n
BLEACH today. When the package arrives, pay the
postman only $1.50 for the large size bottle. Use it six days.
Then, if not simply amazed, I will refund full price with-
out question. Write today to

(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM
Dept. PM-7. 25 W. Illinois St. Chicago, III.

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 63

missed some pictures that must have
-been good. I made a great discovery

the other night—I and a lot of other

people. An utterly delightful young
person was the center of attraction

at the Ambassador. Every one was
asking who she was, and she proved
to be Dorothy Gulliver, who has_

made dozens of those college com-
edies for Universal. Hollywood is

just discovering how attractive she

is."

And that probably means that I'll

be hauled off the main highway to

little side-street theaters, where old
Universal comedies are playing.

There really should be a theater

where old films would be run on
request.

"There's one player we won't have
to make any excursion trips to see

in films," Fanny assured me—"Mar-
garet Livingston. It looks as though
Margaret's day had really come at

last. She just made a picture for
Fox and one for Warner. Now she
is working with Barthelmess for First
National, and after that she goes to

Metro-Goldwyn for 'The Bellamy
Trail.' And after that she has a
contract with somebody or other for
a series of pictures.

"But really, if any more film play-
ers go on the stage, I'd rather they'd
go to New York to do it. I haven't
had any sleep in weeks, I've been so
busy going to theaters. Bessie Bar-
iscale, in 'Women Go On Forever,'
brought out every one who was old

enough to remember her in films

;

Henry Walthall, in 'Speakeasy;'
Helen Ferguson, in 'New Brooms,'
the other night—and, incidentally,

Helen has become quite a skillful

actress ; and now Mae Busch is about
to open in 'From Hell Came a Lady.'
Oh—well, weary as I am, I wouldn't
miss that one.

"At least I had a good sleep at

'Ramona.' That was a restful pic-

ture. Will some one please tell me
what it was all about?"
"And in addition to all the theater

and film openings the last few weeks,
there was John Erskine's lecture.

Loads of film people went to that.

But nothing that he said at his lecture

compared with a remark he is sup-

posed to have made to a friend. The
friend, who is a very successful mo-
tion-picture director, was marveling"

at the way Erskine has emerged
from dull, academic circles and be-

come a popular novelist. 'Yes,' Er-
skine is reported to have said, 'you

were blessed with the native igno-

rance that it has taken me years to

acquire.'
"

But as I pondered over the re-

marks of Erskine, Fanny was busily

gathering up her belongings.

"Before I go," she called back to

me, "I must tell you the startling"

rumor that is being circulated all

over Hollywood. It is that Harry
Langdon is going to have some one
beside himself playing in his next
comedy."

They Knew Her When
Continued from page 26

that the folks had decided she was
looking better, only for goodness'

sake she mustn't friz her hair so

—

it looked better straight.

If Zasu didn't have a perfectly de-

voted mother already, she could very
well call Santa Cruz a very able

mother of sorts.

Zasu, you know, is the wife of

Tom Gallery, and mother of a little

girl, Zasu Ann ; besides being the

adopted mother of Barbara La
Marr's "Sonny."
And now, to repeat the question

:

Can a star be what she wants to be

—or must she be as her home town
wants her?

We know what Santa Cruz thinks

of Zasu. We know that she is veri-

tably the daughter of the little town.

The answer lies in Zasu's words,

when I asked her how she felt about

Santa Cruz's attitude toward her.

"I think it's wonderful," she told

me seriously. "If my work in a
picture isn't good, they let me know,
and I feel horrible when I disappoint
them. And then, they don't like to

see me as the simpering heroine of
some love story. That's because they
know me so well—they know that

I'm not beautiful, and that I'm not
languishing or 'clinging vine-ish.'

They remember that when I was in

Santa Cruz I was a lengthy, big-eyed,

serious girl. And they won't have
me any other way. Unless it's in a
comedy role. They like comedy, be-

cause they like to see me happy.
"I'm glad I wasn't a pretty and

popular flapper when I was in Santa
Cruz, because the town would expect
pretty and popular things of me on
the screen. And I couldn't have
done them. I'm glad—oh, so glad

—

that I can be natural and be what my
home town wants. I wouldn't want
to be anything else."
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted Business Opportunities Male Help—Instructions

EARN $120 to $250 monthly, expenses
paid as railway traffic inspector ; we assist

you to a position after completion of three
n^fTin rli c:* 'sTIJirP t i ill o Vi run a «; f n r? v t*mt psp nr

refund your money. Write for free book-
let CM-28, Standard Business Training
Inst, Buffalo, N. Y.

AGENTS—$60-$125 A WEEK. Free sam-
ples. Gold letters for stores and office win-
dows. Metallic Letter Co., 428 N. Clark,
Chicago.

STOCK PRIVILEGE TRADING OFFERS
large profit

; $150 up sufficient. Write Paul
Kaye, 11 W. 42nd St., New York.

Patents and Lawyers

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for pre-
liminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references. Best results. . Promptness as-

snrod Watsnn 7^ (~Yilpm;iii T*:itpnt T.nwvpv
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Pat-
ented or unpatented. Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Art, Books, etc.

BIG MONET AND FAST SALES. Every
u wuj a foUill lllllliiib lOI Illb J.UCO. lOU
charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy. Write for particulars and free sam-
ples. American Monogram Co., Dept. 170,
East Orange, N. J.

MEN—Big pay working romantic South
America. Fare, expenses paid. South Amer-
ican Service Bureau, 14,600 Alma, Detroit,

Mich.
WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,

Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
2860, St. Louis, Mo.

MEN, 18 UP. ^1700-$2700 year. Mail
Carriers—Clerks. Steady. Sample coaching

free. Franklin Institute, Dept. D2, Roches-

ter, N. Y.

AGENTS—WE START YOU IN BUSINESS
and help you succeed. No capital or experi-
ence needed. Spare or full time. You can
earn $50-$100 weekly. Write Madison Manu-
facturers, 564 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS WANTED TO ADVERTISE OUR
~ uiouiuuic JLl.cc ou.lJi fjltr n LO COI1 h Ulll"
ers; 90c an hour; write for full particulars.
American Products Co., 1949 Monmouth, Cin-
cinnati, 0.

AGENTS, make your own products. Toilet
articles, Household Specialties, etc. 500%
profit. Valuable booklet free. National Sci-
entific Laboratories, 1994W Broad, Rich-
mond, Va.

ART PUBLICATIONS, Books, Magazines,
in French, Spanish, English. Photo novel-

ties, samples, lists, etc., 20 cents stamps.
Villaverde Co., Dept. 214, Box 1329, Havana,
Cuba*

Detectives Wanted

MEN—Experience unnecessary ; travel

;

make secret investigations ;
reports ;

salaries ;

expenses. Write American Foreign Detective

Institute, 114, St. Louis, Mo.Help Wanted—Female

HOMEWORK ; Women wanting obtain re-

liable kinds write for information. Enclose
stamp. Eller Co., 296-T Broadway, New
York.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great

demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience

unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wagner, 2i90 Broadway, New York.

piniiiiin

I Sell Us Your
S |3 si i* 6

| Probably you can think of a score of things right

jj
now for which you would like to have some extra

| money—a home of your own, a car, a college educa-

1 tion. Any of these is within your grasp if you

jj
simply follow the successful course of thousands

jj
of men and women, boys and girls, who are turn-

I ing their spare time into cash taking subscriptions

| for our magazines.

| EASY TO START
J The same plan that has made these folks prosperous

J is now offered to you. No experience, no capital

jj
necessary. Does not interfere with your regular

g duties. Try it out ! It costs only a 2c. stamp, or a

| penny post card to get full details and a complete

'nTr:!:-:!!.,,.,,,,,,!,!,.;
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money-making outfit FREE. You have nothing to

lose and may gain hundreds of dollars—here's the

coupon.

MAIL IT TO-DAY!

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79-89 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Please show me how I can profitably sell you my spare

time.

| NAME

|
STREET

I

I CITY STATE
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Popular Copyrights

Tales of the West, of Love and
Mystery and Adventures on sea

and land—you can have them now,
fresh from the pens of your fa-

vorite authors. They are real

books, too—no reprints of old-

timers but new books bound in

cloth, with handsome stamping and
jackets and all for 75 cents. Ask
your bookseller to show you some
of the books listed below

—

The Brand of Good Books

THE SUNSET TRAIL Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWORTHY. CON MAN

Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK

Emait Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT

Johnston McCulley
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
MIRADOR TREASURE
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
THE CARVED TRAIL
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
THE AVENGING TWINS
HAWKS OF HAZARD
HONEY OF DANGER
BANDIT'S HONOR
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
SILVER SPURS

Joseph Montague
Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Mary Imlay Taylor

Emart Kinsburn
William Morton

Whitman Chambers
Johnston McCulley
Joseph Montague

Frank Lillie Pollock
David Manning
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Beauty of Womanhood—

e Bust f
Developed Quickly

THIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN SAYS:
"I have proven that any woman

can have a beautiful bust if she
will only use your method. It is

over 3 years since I used it. The
results are permanent. Friends envy
my perfect figure." (Name on re-
Quest. )

FOR FIFTEEN TEARS this
method has stood as the only safe,

sure, harmless way of developing a

woman's bust. Endorsed by physi-
cians of national reputation

—

praised by thousands who have
beautified -their forms.

Write for information—surprising
photographic proof, showing as much
as 5 inches enlargement by this

method. Tour name and address on a post card brings
booklet under sealed postage. No obligation—write to-day.

THE OLIVE CO. Dept. 26 Clarinda, Iowa

the end, or admits, without surpris-

ing" any one, that he is really a de-

tective.

Rather than all the bloodshed and
menace in the world, I would rather

see one of Adolphe Menjou's light,

airy little romances in which nothing
happens in a delightful, sophisticated

way, leaving you free to forget the
title of the picture and wonder when
the next one is coming to town.

Hollywood has two new million-

aires by the names of John Zisco and
Harry Menk, who have made their

fortune out of motion-picture films.

Zisco was one of those hopeless in-

ventors who made such things as

automatic pancake-turners, and
Harry Menk had the odious title of
"Ragpicker."

Zisco and Menk worked in the
same town back East where film was
manufactured. Menk often got the
job of dumping the tiny bits of film

confetti which were punched out of
the celluloid ribbon to form sprocket
holes. These are tiny perforations

on each side of the film, which per-

mit it to be caught by gears and run
through the camera.

He figured that these holes were
ten per cent of the surface of the

film, and wondered why the manu-
facturer didn't conserve the obvious

loss. So he went to his inventive

friend, Zisco, and told him about it.

For more than a year Zisco

worked on an enormous contraption

which would reclaim these tiny bits

of film and mold them into real, full-

size film. When he had it perfected,

he sent Menk to buy up all the film

confetti from the laboratories.

In a short time they were under-

selling the big boys. The confetti

supply was cut off and then they had

an offer from a big company for

their machine. They sold it for five

million dollars and moved to Holly-

wood. I hope they don't try to pro-

duce pictures out of cut-outs.

Anyway, that's why the stock of

one big film-manufacturing concern

went up fifteen dollars a share one

month, not long ago.

A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
Continued from page 67

"High School Hero, The"—Fox. Gay
comedy of high-school life, featuring
youngsters who really look like high-
school girls and boys. Nick Stuart and
Sally Phipps.

"Honeymoon Hate" — Paramount.
Amusing and deftly told tale of an
heiress, who antagonizes an impover-
ished nobleman. They eventually
marry, and amusing situations arise
when he attempts to tame her. Flor-
ence Vidor is her usual charming self

and others are Tullio Carminati and
William Austin.

"Jazz Singer, The"—Warner. Vita-
phone picture, featuring Al Jolson and
his voice, also May McAvoy. Story
of Jewish cantor's son who is disowned
for going into musical comedy, but
eventually returns to take his dead fa-
ther's place in the synagogue.

"Jesse James"—Paramount. Fred
Thomson in glorified chronicle of the
life of the famous bandit. Full of
thrills and suspense.

"King of Kings, The"—Producers Dis-
tributing. Sincere and reverent visual-
ization of the last three years in the
life of Christ. H. B. Warner digni-

fied and restrained in central role.

Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Ru-
dolph Schildkraut.

"London After Midnight"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Excellent mystery film. Lon
Chaney, as Burke of Scotland Yard,
employs subtle and uncanny means of

finding a murderer. Marceline Day,
Conrad Nagel, and Henry B. Walthall
give expert support.

"Love"—Metro-Goldwyn. Superficial

and unsatisf3ring. However, the beauti-

ful sets and romantic situations will

make it a box-office attraction. The
principals are John Gilbert, Greta
Garbo, George Fawcett, and Brandon
Hurst.

"Love and Learn" — Paramount.
Esther Ralston clever in the role of

a girl who gets into amusing situations

to distract her parents sufficiently to

avoid a divorce. Lane Chandler is the
hero.

"Love Me and the World Is Mine"

—

Universal. Moderately interesting pic-

ture of Vienna before the war. Mary
Philbin, Norman Kerry and Betty
Compson.

"Loves of Carmen"—Fox. Robust and
entertaining, but not much like the
original "Carmen." Dolores del Rio is

the ragamuffin gypsy heroine, Don
Alvarado her soldier lover, and Victor
McLaglen the toreador who comes be-
tween them.

"Man Pov/er"—Paramount. Richard
Dix in implausible but interesting tale

of a tramp who arrives in a small town,
wins an heiress—Mary Brian—and
saves the town from a bursting dam.

"Mockery"— Metro-Goldwyn. Lon
Chaney in realistic film of dull-witted
Russian peasant whose doglike devo-
tion to a countess leads to his death
at the hands of the bolsheviks. Bar-
bara Bedford and Ricardo Cortez. ....

"Mother Machree"—Fox. Maudlin
film of a sacrificing Irish mother who
does all for her son. Belle Bennett,
Neil Hamilton, and Constance Howard.

"My Best Girl"—United Artists. Mary
Pickford's latest, and one of her best.

Tale of stock girl in the 5-and-10 who
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falls in love with a new clerk—Buddy
Rogers—without knowing he's the
owner's son.

"Night Flyer, The"—Pathe-De Mille.
Simple, human railroad story of 1894,
having to do with struggles of the
president of a Western road to save
his company from bankruptcy. William
Boyd and Jobyna Ralston.

"Noose, The"—First National. Thrill-

ing story of Richard Barthelmess as a
bootlegger who commits murder to
save his mother's name, though he
doesn't know her. He is acquitted with
the aid of his mother—with neither of
them declaring their relationship.
Alice Joyce is the mother.

"Old San Francisco"—Warner. Old-
fashioned melodrama of girl who is

kidnaped by the Chinese, being srved
just in time by the San Francisco earth-
quake. Dolores Costeilo and Charles
Emmett Mack.

"On Your Toes"—Universal. Spar-
kling. Reginald Denny as a prize

fighter, whose grandmother thinks he
is an aesthetic dancing teacher. High
spot in film when grandma pays him
an unexpected call. Barbara Worth
and Mary Carr.

"Patent Leather Kid, The"—First Na-
tional. Richard Barthelmess in unusu-
ally good film of conceited little prize
fighter who tries to evade the war, is

drafted, proved a coward, but finally

redeemed by an heroic act.

"Private Life of Helen of Troy, The"
—First National. While the picture has
no connection with the book, it is funny
enough to stand on its own merits.
Lew-is Stone and Maria Corda have
the important roles, others being Ri-

cardo Cortez, George Fawcett, and
Alice White.

"Road to Romance, The"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Ramon Novarro capital as
spirited Spanish courtier of the early
nineteenth century who, to save the
fair heroine, Marceline Day, disguises
himself as a pirate.

"Rose = Marie" — Metro - Goldwyn.
Flimsy, though beautifully produced,
yarn of an Indian maiden who loves a
man suspected of murder, marrying
some one else to save him from cap-
ture. Joan Crawford, James Murray,
and House Peters.

"Secret Hour, The" — Paramount.
Adaptation of stage play "They Knew
What They Wanted," with punch taken
out. Waitress arrives to marry
rancher, who offered her marriage by
mail, but she falls" in love with his

foreman. Rancher nobly permits the
two to live with him. Pola Negri, Jean
Hersholt, and Kenneth Thomson.

"Serenade"—Paramount. Delightful
light comedy with Adolphe Menjou at

his best. Story of a musician who, on
becoming famous as a composer, de-

serts his home only to be deftly

brought back by his clever wife.

Kathryn Carver, Lina Basquette, and
Lawrence Grant.

"Sharpshooters"—Fox. Story of a

tough sailor with a girl in every port,

and what happens when he meets one
who takes his love-making seriously.

George O'Brien, Lois Moran, and Gwen
Lee.

"Shepherd of the Hills, The"—First

National. Faithful and sincere adapta-
tion of Harold Bell Wright's novel of

plain folk in a backwoods community.

Molly O'Day, Alec B. Francis, and John
Boles. /

"Show Down, The" — Paramount.
Convincing and well-acted film of two
oil prospectors in the tropics, both lov-
ing the same girl. All ends happily.
George Bancroft, Neil Hamilton, Eve-
lyn Brent, Leslie Fenton, and Fred
Kohler,

"Silk Legs"—Fox. Gay and enter-
taining picture of two young people
representing rival hosiery firms and
the consequent result. Madge Bellamy
is vivacious and engaging. James Hall
and Maude Fulton.

"Silver Slave, The"—Warner. Irene
Rich gives sincere performance of

mother who sacrifices the man she
loves to give her daughter wealth.
When daughter encourages an adven-
turer, mother pretends to be interested
in him. Everything ends happily.
Audrey Ferris, Holmes Herbert, and
John Miljan.

"Soft Living"—Fox. Madge Bellamy
skillfully portrays a girl who declines
to go in for the heavy alimony racket,

and what happens when her husband
sees through her scheme. She comes
to her senses in time for a happy end-
ing. John Mack Brown.

"Smart Set, The"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Not up to the usual William Haines
standard. Smart Aleck polo player is

barred from final game, only to rush
in at crucial moment and thus save the
day, incidentally winning the girl. Alice
Day and Jack Holt.

"Sorrell and Son"—United Artists.

Adapted from the novel. Story of the
devotion between a father^ and son,
reaching climax when son gives father
death-dealing drug to end his suffering.

H. B. Warner, Anna Q. Nilsson and
Nils Asther.

"Sporting Goods"—Paramount. Ex-
cellent film with Richard Dix his best
as a salesman for a sporting-goods
concern. Gertrude Olmsted, Ford
Sterling, and Myrtle Stedman.

"Spring Fever 11 — Metro-Goldwyn.
Very amusing golf-fiend farce. Wil-
liam Haines delightful as young office

clerk who suddenly finds himself hob-
nobbing with a wealthy country-club
set, including a rich heiress—Joan
Crawford.

"Tenderloin"—Warner. Full of sus-

pense spoiled only by the noisy Vita-

phone. The love of a girl for a crook
and his reform—but not until he goes
to jail for five years. All ends happily.

Dolores Costeilo and Conrad Nagel.

"Texas Steer, A"—First National.

Will Rogers a cow-puncher elected to

Congress as a result of his wife's so-

cial ambitions. His wife and daughter
attempt to crash society with disas-

trous results. Louise Fazenda and Ann
Rork.

"That's My Daddy"— Universal.
Amusing story of a baby orphan who
adopts Reginald Denny—a bachelor
—as her father, and the consequent
series of lies explaining her presence.
Little Jane La Verne walks away with
the picture.

"Thirteenth Juror, The"—Universal.
Interesting yarn of an unscrupulous
criminal lawyer accused of murder,
who can save himself only by com-
promising the woman he loves. Fran-
cis X. Bushman is unique as the law-
yer and Anna Q. Nilsson and Walter
Pidgeon capably assist him.

Your Old Skin

Made New
Tliis Simple Scientific Way

By Yourself—At Home!

In
3

Days

A
New
Skin!

On Any Part of Your Face,
Neck, Arms, Hands, Body.

READ FREE OFFER
WHAT would you say if you awoke some

morning—looked in your mirror and saw
a new, youthlike, clear skin on your face,
and the ugly blemishes all gone?
You would jump with joy—just like

thousands of people have done who have
learned how to perform this simple treat-
ment themselves—the same that beauty doc-
tors have charged enormous prices for.—and, what was considered impossible be-
fore—the banishing of pimples, blackheads,
freckles, large pores, tan, oily skin, wrinkles
and other defects—can now be done by the
patient himself, or herself, in 3 days' time,
at home, harmlessly and economically.

It is all explained in a new treatise called

"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS,"
which is being mailed absolutely free to
readers of this magazine. So, worry no more
over your humiliating skin and complexion.
Simply send your name and address to
MARVO BEAUTY LABORATORIES, Dept.
81-J, No. 1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
and you will receive it by return mail, with-
out charge. If pleased, tell your friends
about it. Don't delay !

Perfume the Stars Wear"
Send 50 cents or
stamps today for
introductory pack

to fit purse.

A new, solid per-
fume in special skin
cream Instead of
liquid solution.

Hollylure Company, 1430 North Haywortlj
Avenue, Hollywood, Calif. Dept. D.

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
Can Easily be Yours
Trades Model No. 25

corrects now all Ill-shaped
noses quickly, painlessly,
permanently, and comfort-
ably at home. It is the
only noseshaping appliance
of precise adjustment and
a safe and guaranteed pat-
ent device that will actually
give you a perfect looking
nose. Over 90,000 satisfied
users. For years recom-
mended by physicians. 16
years of experience in manu-
facturing Nose Shapers is

at your service.

Model 25 jr. for children.

Awarded Prize Medal by
big Wembley Exposition, London, England. Write for testimoni-
als and free booklet, which tells you how to obtain a perfect look-
ing nose. (VI. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping Specialist
Dept. 2921 Blnghamton, N. V.
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A Volume of a

Thousand Wonders

The Marvel

Cook Book

by

Georgette MacMlan

There is a recipe to suit every

one for every occasion in this re-

markable book. The favorite rec-

ipes of the leading stars of the

stage and screen are included.

There are

28 recipes for beverages

57
" tt

breads

71 cakes and cookies

31
"

candy

57
"

canning and preserving

11 cereals

10
" et

chafing dishes

76
" tt

desserts

31
tt

eggs and omelettes

20 " tt famous people's dishes

17
" tt

cooking fowl

26 " tt
frozen desserts

9
,: tt

fruits

19
" it

icings and fillings

10
" it

invalid cooker

y

39 meats

12
"

one-dish dinners

18 oysters

41
" 1

1

salads

10
tt

salad dressings

28
"

sandwiches

28
"

sea foods

32
"

soups

79
"

vegetables

9 vegetarian dishes

AND MANY OTHERS

This Volume Should he in

Every Home

Price, $1.00

CHELSEA HOUSE
Publishers

79 Seventh Ave. New York

"13 Washington Square"—Universal.
A story with an original twist. The
outcome of the efforts of an aristo-
cratic mother to save her son from
marrying the girl of his choice. Jean
Hersholt, Alice Joyce, and Zasu Pitts.

"Topsy and Eva"—United Artists.
Hilarious but too long. The well-
known Duncan sisters in a film version
of their musical-comedy burlesque of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin."

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"— Universal.
Exciting screen version of this old-time
favorite. Full of thrills, horrors,
laughter and tears. Arthur Edmund Ca-
rewe, Margarita Fischer and George
Siegmann.

"Underworld"—Paramount. Exciting
melodrama of master crook who kills

for the sake of his girl, is sentenced
to death, and makes a thrilling escape
onlj' to find the girl in love with an-
other. George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent,
and Clive Brook.

"Valley of the Giants, The"—First
National. Lumber-camp story, and the
efforts of a son to save his father from
ruin by competitors. He makes a he-
roic rescue of the heroine and her
father. Milton Sills, Doris Kenyon,
and George Fawcett all help to make
this an excellent picture.

"We're All Gamblers"—Paramount.
Thomas Meighan in swift film of prize
fighter who, after being incapacitated
in an automobile accident, opens a

night club, with romantic results.

"West Point"—Metro-Goldwyn. En-
tertaining and lively. William Haines
at his best as the smart youngster who
pooh-poohs military authority, but is

finally subdued. Joan Crawford and
William Bakewell.

"Wild Geese"—Tiffany-Stahl. Poign-
ant drama of a miserly Minnesota
farmer, who keeps his wife in fear of
exposing an indiscretion in her youth.
The death of the farmer brings free-

dom to all. Eve Southern remarkable
as the rebellious daughter. Others are
Belle Bennett, Russell Simpson, Donald
Keith, Anita Stewart, and Wesley
Barry.

"Wings"—Paramount. Spectacular
picture of the heroism of the aviators
in the World War. Marred only by a
weak story. "Buddy" Rogers, Clara
Bow, Richard Arlen, and Jobyna
Ralston.

RECOMMENDED—WITH
RESERVATIONS.

"Bringing Up Father" — Metro-
Goldwyn. Rowdy but human slapstick
comedy, based on the comic strip of
same name. Polly Moran, Farrell
MacDonald, and Marie Dressier.

"Chinese Parrot, The"—Universal. A
mystery picture without suspense and
very little mystery. Story of a string

of evil-cursed pearls and their many
travels. Marian Nixon, Edmund Burns,
and Anna May Wong.
"Divine Woman, The"—Metro-Gold-

wyn. Not so divine. Greta Garbo mis-
cast as an actress who will not ac-
knowledge her soldier-sweetheart after
she becomes a star, attempts suicide
and is saved, of course, by the hero.
They live happily, et cetera. Lars
Hanson is the boy friend.

"Dress Parade"— Pathe-DeMille.
William Boyd miscast as smart-Aleck
cadet at West Point who is taken down

a peg or two. Bessie Love is the com-
mandant's daughter.

"Fast and Furious"—Universal. Typi-
cal Reginald Denny film, but not up to
his usual mark. Story of a young man
afraid of automobiles who is forced
into a race in order to win his girl.

"Figures Don't Lie"—Paramount.
Trivial, uninteresting tale of a stenog-
rapher, a go-getter salesman who is

jealous of her employer, and the em-
ployer's wife, who is jealous of the
stenog. Esther Ralston and Richard
Arlen.

"Gateway of the Moon, The"—Fox.
Inane story of a girl who goes out to
get her man, but he will have none of

her. Finally he succumbs to her charms
—as they always do in fillums. Dolores
del Rio, Walter Pidgeon, and Leslie
Fenton.

"Girl in the Pullman. The"—Pathe-
DeMille. Silly farce based on the em-
barrassment of a voune: doctor when
he discovers his ex-wife in the same
Pullman with himself and his bride on
their honeymoon. Harrison Ford and
Marie Prevost.

"Girl from Chicago, The"—Warner.
A refined girl mingles with crooks to
track down the man guilty of the crime
for which, her brother was sentenced.
Myrna Loy, Conrad Nagel, and William
Russell are all excellent.

"Good=time Charlie"—Warner. Sen-
timental, maudlin picture relieved only
by Helene Costello's radiant presence.
Story of a martyred father, who sacri-

fices everything for his daughter. War-
ner Oland, Clyde Cook, and Montagu
Love are in the cast.

"Gorilla, The"—First National. An-
other mystery story relieved by hilari-

ous comedy. Charles Murray, Fred
Kelsey, Alice Day, and Gaston Glass
are the excellent players who help to
solve the mystery.

"Heart of a Follies Girl, The"—First
National. Weak and illogical film,

saved only by Billie Dove's beauty.
Show girl in love with the secretary
of her manager, whom the latter

proves a crook. The secretary goes to
prison, escapes, but returns on the ad-
vice of his ladylove. Larry Kent, Low-
ell Sherman

"If I Were Single"—Warner. Very
thin domestic comedy in which four
characters busily misunderstand each
other, quarrel, and patch up their dif-

ferences. Andre Beranger, Conrad
Nagel, May McAvoy and Myrna Loy.

"Ladies Must Dress"—Fox. Stenog-
rapher having no clothes-sense is

taught by a girl who dresses like a
million dollars on a small salary. The
steno blossoms forth like a Parisian,
winning back her sweetheart. Virginia
Valli, Lawrence Gray, Hallam Cooley,
and Nancy Carroll are all good.

"Latest from Paris, The"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Tedious comedy of rival

cloak-and-suit firms, and the tricks of
the heroine to prevent the vamp from
marrying the man she loves. Of course
everything ends merrily. Norma
Shearer and Ralph Forbes.

"Leopard Lady, The"— Pathe-De
Mille. Long-drawn-out efforts of a
vaudeville perfomer, who is sent by
Viennese police to join a circus and
discover mystery of a series of mur-
ders, and her discovery of an ape as the
killer. Jacqueline Logan, Alan Hale,
and Robert Armstrong.
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"Love Mart, The"—First National.
Beautiful but dull film. Billie Dove, as
a belle of New Orleans in 1805, will

have none of her suitors, but beeomes
enamored of a stranger. The villain ap-
pears and the stranger, Gilbert Roland,
saves her from the slave market in the
nick of time.

"Man's Past, A"—Universal. Conrad
Veidt in somber melodrama of escaped
convict who tries to hide his past by
impersonating a friend whose sight is

failing. Barbara Bedford and Arthur
Edmund Carew.

"One Woman to Another"—Para-
mount. Florence Vidor in feeble film
of woman who sets out to sacrifice
her life to her brother's children, but
comes to when she discovers her re-
jected beau in the toils of a scheming
blonde.

"Shield of Honor, The"—Universal.
Unconvincing melodrama of a police-
man who is retired because of his age,
but wins back his place by heroism.
Neil Hamilton and Dorothy Gulliver
are good, while Ralph Lewis suffers in
his usual fashion.

"Spotlight, The"—Paramount. Un-
convincing, slow picture. Producer

trains an unknown girl, giving her a
Russian name and announcing her as
a sensation from Europe. Esther Ral-
ston, Neil Hamilton, and Nicholas
Soussanin are excellent.

"Three's a Crowd"—First National.
Harry Langdon is his usual plaintive
self in monotonous film of a boy who
rescues a runaway wife in a snowstorm
and develops a dumb devotion for her,

only to be deserted in the end.

"Two Girls Wanted"—Fox. Good
story ruined by too much slapstick.

Janet Gaynor in role of girl who takes
a job as maid in the home of her beau's
business competitor and aids him in

putting through a big deal.

"Vanity"— Producers Distributing.
Leatrice Joy in absurd film of high-hat
society girl who snubs a sailor and suf-

fers for it by being kidnaped by him on
the eve of her marriage. Charles Ray
and Alan Hale.

"Wizard, The"—Fox. Unskillful mys-
tery film. A "professor" grafts a man's
head on body of a chimpanzee, training
him to kill. Edmund Lowe, a reporter,
solves the mystery, with the help of
Leila Hyams, as Anne, who kills the
beast.

What the Fans Think
Continued from page 12

pense—in fact, everything but intelligence.

And the people who act in them are quite

willing to do as they are told.

My convictions in this direction are
constantly proven by such feats of bore-
dom as "Dress Parade." a triumph of
gooey sentimentality, "One-Round Ho-
gan," "Becky," and "The Fair Coed."

I have no interest in such players as
Sally O'Neil, Viola Dana, and all the
other "cutey" types, and I think no one
need feel saddened when they find their

day has passed. Instead, let them feel

lucky that people as untalented as they
were able to gain the world's audiences
the short while they did.

Pictures like "The Way of All Flesh,"
"My Best Girl," and "Beau Geste," are
films that appeal to intelligent audiences.

Carl A. Buss.
Tripp Hall, Madison, Wisconsin.

Leatrice Joy in Person.

Recently I had the pleasure of talking

to Leatrice Joy and her mother. If any
one does not care for Miss Joy on the
screen, he could not help like her if he
talked with her. She has a happy, pleas-

ant, and friendly face and is very much
interested in people. She was attired at-

tractively and tastefully, and if she wore
make-up it was not visible. She is a
charming, pretty, and poised young
woman.

Leatrice Joy should be given better

screen stories ; she hasn't played in any-
thing really worthy of herself since "Man-
slaughter." Personally, I prefer her in

dramatic roles than in light-comedy ones.

Marjorie A. Smith.
5429 Fountain Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Bad Projection a Menace.
Of all the letters that have appeared

in "What the Fans Think" not one has
mentioned the greatest menace of the

motion-picture theater to-day—the manner
in which the film is flashed on the screen.

I have visited many theaters and have
watched the hard-on-the-eves method of

projection. Sometimes the pictures are
run so quickly the subtitles cannot be read,

while, on the other hand, some of them
are run so slowly that I regret not having
taken my bed along.

If your theater manager wails, "I show
the best pictures and still my attendance
is falling off ; I cannot understand it,"

answer him in this manner : "You may
have good pictures, but, oh, what a poor
projection system you have!"
And if Mr. Theater Manager rights his

wrong, and couples his good projection
with properly cued musical scores, he will

be able to butter his bread on hoth sides

and get baby that new pair of shoes.

Martin Boyer.

80 Hemlock Street,

St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada.

The More the Merrier.

I still receive requests for additions to

the movie game, but as I have run' out of

stars' names I am now using names of

pictures in their place, and- hope the fans

will like them.

1.—If "The Gay Defender" were
"Framed," would he ride across the "Open
Range" as "Fast and Furious" as "Chain
Lightning," and' show "The Crowd" that

he wasn't "The Coward" they took him
to be, and therefore become a "Hero on

Horseback?"
2.
—"If I Were Single" and asked "A

Gentleman of Paris" and "The Broadway
Kid" to "Come to My House" for "Tea
for Three," would they refuse because

"Gentlemen Prefer Scotch" or because

"Three's a Crowd?"
3.—If "The Volga Boatman" had "A

Girl in Every Port," would "Rose-Marie"
and "The Joy Girl" be among them?

4.—If several "Lonesome Ladies" with

"Pretty Clothes" and "Rolled Stockings"
"Shanghaied" "The Irresistible Lover"
and kept him "Out All Night," would they

have "The Poor Nut" "Running Wild"
because it was leap year and he knew
their slogan was "Get Your Man?"

5.—If "Becky," who was one of those

Soothes and refreshes

Motorists'

Eyes
Eyes strained by hours at the wheel

and irritated by exposure to sun,

wind and dust are instantly relieved by

Murine. It soothes away the tired, burn-

ing feeling; clears up the bloodshot

condition. Carry it with you on motor
trips to refresh and protect your eyes.

A month's supply costs only 60c!

Write Murine Co., Dept.28, Chicago, for
FREE books on Eye Beauty and Eye Care

for Y°
UR

DEVELOP BUST
4|?> 14DayTreatmentFREE

My old original Three Part Treatment,
Btandby of women for 21 years, has made thou-
sands happy. Only tested one that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing massage, ex-
ercises, pumps or dangerous appliances.

Send 10c for 14-Day Demonstration

—

to cover postage. Why pay more when I give
big proof treatment FREE to all except mer»
curiosity seekers. Dime back if not satisfied

^^VET Madame Williams, Dk*13„ Buffalo, N. Y.

|w to beautiful
proportions—

while you sleep!

1/miTPk HOSE flWUSTER|
is SAFE, painless, comfortable.
Speedy, permanent results guar-

anteed. Doctors praise it. No]
Gold Medal metal to harm you. Small cost.

|

Won 1928 Write for FREE BOOKLET before -after

ANITA CO.. 790 ANITA Bldg.„ NEWARK, N. I.

The World's Favorite

BUDOLPH VALENTINO

14 latest poses of the
immortal Rudolph Val-
entino. All originals
(size 8sl0). Our star

pictures large and life-

like. 50c each, 12 for

$5. Send currency,
money order or TJ. S.

2c stamps. Also 8x10
scenes from Valentino
photoplays. 25 or more
from each, 25c each.

Pictures of famous film

stars present and past
may also be obtained
from this studio.

S. BRAM STUDIOS
729 Seventh Ave., Studio 256, New York City
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a Good Book

. : ..Jmmm,

Chelsea House

Popular Copyrights

The biggest and fastest selling-

line of cloth-covered books. x\sk

your druggist—your bookseller to

show you any of these latest titles.

There's something doing all the

while in a "CH" book. These

books which have never before

been published were written for

men who love the sweep of the

great West, the mysteries of big

cities, the conquest of man over

his environment.

THE SUNSET TRAIL Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWORTHY, CON MAN

Christopher B. Booth

THE OUTLAW TAMER David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK

Emart Kinsbum
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID Robert J. Horton

SUCKER MONEY Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT

Johnston McCulley
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
MIRADOR TREASURE
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
THE CARVED TRAIL
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
THE AVENGING TWINS
HAWKS OF HAZARD
HONEY OF DANGER
BANDIT'S HONOR
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
SILVER SPURS

Joseph Montague
Frank. Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Mary Imlay Taylor

Emart Kinsburn

William Morton

Whitman Chambers
Johnston McCulley

Joseph Montague
Frank Lillie Pollock

David Manning
Arthur Mallory

Joseph Montague

75c
Per Copy

mm house
TPIBLISHERR

79-89 SEVENTH AVE,.

NEW YORK CITY

"Blondes by Choice" and "Man Crazy,"

met "Good Time Charlie" and had "The
Last Waltz" with him, would he become
"Her Summer Hero?"

6.—If "My Best Girl" went to "The Big-

City," would she like "Night Life" and
wear "The Latest from Paris," or would
she come back to her home "In Old Ken-
tucky" and become "The Gingham Girl"

again?
7.—Did "Sailor Izzy Murphy" say

"Swim, Girl, Swim" when "Lovey Mary"
fell in the lake?

8.—Did "The Satin Woman" act

"Ritzy" when she was introduced to "The
Fair Coed" in "The Secret Studio?"

Leona Weber.
6306 San Bonita,

St. Louis, Missouri.

From "The Extra Boy."
Can you imagine any one putting on the

ritz real ritzily? Well, then you have
Olive Borden. This miss isn't even pretty,

but her eyes are beautiful. She would
be a far greater actress if she would for-

get her self-importance and act naturally.

My introduction to "Buddy" Rogers oc-
curred when I collided with him as he
came from the studio restaurant. He
gave me one of his cheerful smiles, re-

vealing a row of even, white teeth. Buddy
is tall and good looking, with dark eyes
and curly hair. He's a quiet sort of a
chap, too, if you know what I mean.

I had the pleasure of playing a small
bit in the sparkling Lupe Velez's first pic-

ture, a Hal Roach comedy. Charming is

the word to describe this young lady who
possesses a peppy, red-hot personality.
She is dark, as Mexicans are, and beau-
tiful.

Girls, Conrad Nagel, is swell looking,
tall and slender as a cadet. His hair is

blond and very thin, but—sh-sh-sh—he
wore a dandy toupee in "Quality Street"
and appears dashing

!

You'd be surprised how much prettier

Julia Faye is off screen. She is very
ladylike, too, and even in the reform-
school garb which she wears in "The God-
less Girl," Julia looks refined. But she's

a clever actress and will no doubt con-
vince you that she is hard boiled on the
screen, when she is anything but such.
Ah ! Victor Varconi is handsome, no

foolin'. A fine physique this man has,
smiling dark eyes, and a debonair manner.
Janei Gaynor is a tiny, pretty girl. One

would hardly think her the great actress
that she really is. She doesn't go around
showing off, and is very cute and well
thought of.

You'd be a bit disappointed if you could
see Charlie Chaplin in real life. He's a
serious man with gray hair. One would
expect him to be full of life and smiles,
but I have found that all comedians are
rather serious, and Charlie is no exception.

The Extra Boy.

3725^ Clarington Avenue,
Palms Station, Los Angeles,

California.

Bury the Novarro Hatchet!
It is going to take a lot of self-control

"to answer that sweet, kind-hearted missive
of Joan Perula's without using unlady-
like language.
Ye gods ! Every one in the fan world

knows by this time that sjie can't stand
Ramon Novarro. Every time I pick up
Picture Play there is a letter from her
expressing her dislike for this—to her

—

insipid Novarro person. If she has such

an aversion for him, why not write a thesis

on it and send it to him? No one is beg-

ging or commanding her to like him ; no

person is forcing her to see his pictures.

If Miss Perula missed "Ben-Hur" she

missed half her life, and if she passed up
"The Student Prince" she has already

missed the other half. I hope she doesn't

miss "Forbidden Hours," because I hate

to see her missing all the joy in life.

I am asking Miss Joan to please quit,

and then we will put the "Novarro versus
other stars" hatchet among our souvenirs.

Lorraine Williams. .

Jefferson City, Missouri.

So Speaketh Egypt.

It amuses me to see the importance the

Americans are giving to such an illusory

thing as the cinema, for I am an Egyp-
tian. I consider films an agreeable pas-

time, but after seeing a picture I do not
discourse about the acting of the stars.

I haven"t an idol, as probably every Amer-.
ican has.

I would like to say something to "Co-
rinne and Juanita." I have liked Rudolph
Valentino in two or three roles only be-

cause I was not blinded by any sort of in-

fatuation for him. I do not understand
why you are allured by such madness as

to devote your time and your hearts to

the defense of an actor, a man who has
not done anything immortal. Tell me of
Lindbergh, and I will be with you in all

your admiration. Aly Hosny.
II Sacre Cceur Street,

Heliopolis, Cairo, Egypt.

The Man-Eating Garbo.

After seeing John Gilbert in "Man,
Woman, and Sin," and some years ago
in "The Snob," I am more than convinced,

that he is the one actor to play Clyde
Griffiths, in "An American Tragedy."
What say you?

In his latest picture Jack is himself
again. Not that lovesick individual who
necked himself through two flaming Garbo
dramas. My one fear is that M.-G.-M.,
upon finding that the man-eating Garbo
is not going to be such a sensation alone,

will cast her in more Gilbert films.

Mrs. Arthur Cole.
4747 Glenwood Avenue,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mr. Oettinger Started Something.
I am greatly disappointed in Malcolm

H. Oettinger. I always knew him as a
clever writer and, until now, thought him
a fair one. I now know he is fair only
to those he happens to like.

I hope every fan swallowed his inter-

view with Pola Negri with a grain of
salt. Not once, during the four years
Pola has been my favorite, have I read
anything that detracted from her fascina-

tion—not even Mr. Oettinger's account

—

but I am afraid that for some fans it will.

I have never met Pola, but I think I

understand her. Of course, she was not

herself. How could she have been, when
she was anxious not to be labeled "tem-
peramental" again? She was, and still is

—in spite of that interview—impulsive.

Only by being herself can she be the same
magnetic, brilliant, fascinating woman that

captured the hearts of her fans. Mr.
Oettinger said he tried to "draw her out."

How could he, when he had no sympathy
with his subject? He didn't give her fair

play.

I picture Malcolm as a well-dressed'

young man, the go-ahead type, given to

making sarcastic remarks and devoid of

any deep feeling. Remember, fans, salt

is an excellent remedy for that terrible

Malcolm H. Oettinger complaint.

Lillian.

Gisborne, New Zealand.
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Adolphe Menjou Conceited?

We have discovered an individual who
thinks Adolphe Menjou should have a

tack placed on his seat ! Are we to sup-

pose that this will—indirectly—help to

eliminate some of his reported conceit?

Of "Another Fan/' who writes from
Toronto in the March issue, let me ask,

why the "sock" at Adolphe Menjou? As
one who »has met him, let me say that he
is a real homme dn motide, and one should
not be deceived by his air of sophistica-

tion, for he is really good fun and his

suspected conceit just isn't. Atlanta.

Away with Censors.

Not long ago I saw John Gilbert in

"Love"—a film which the critics thought
would melt the Russian snows. No doubt
the critics witnessed the film on a New
Yorkscreen. If they had seen it in Phila-
delphia they wouldn't have recognized it,

for , here we have censors—old women
who sit by and slash films for the "good
of our fine city." They have made of
"Love" a picture that the primmest of
prudes might view without a blush. Not
until some aggressive fans, who refuse to
be treated as children, take it upon them-
selves to throw the censors bodily into
the Atlantic Ocean will we be rid of such
stupid censorship.

To change from this disagreeable sub-
ject to one more pleasing, I should like
to congratulate a certain Fox star whose
prosperity has in no way affected his mod-
esty and reserve, a boy who can still be
seen riding about the streets of Hollywood
in a humble Ford roadster; a boy who,
since playing the role of Chico, in "Sev-
enth Heaven," has won the heart of every
movie-goer. Charlie Farrell, may your
star never set

!

Donald MacCampbell.
1010 South Forty-fifth Street,
West Philadelphia, Penns3lvania.

Perhaps Pola Was Tired.

One letter in "What the Fans Think"
department amused me. It spoke of the
"fiery Pola" and .the "inane, helpless" Lil-
lian.

The last time I saw Pola Negri, in
"The Woman on Trial," she was far from
fiery. In fact, she did a poor imitation of
Lillian Gish. My idea of fierv acting is

that given by Gloria Swanson* in "Sadie
Thompson." Pola is sunk too deep in
sables and luxuries to have much fire left.

'. „ E. E.
Germantown, Pennsylvania.

Renee Adoree Wasted in Poor Films.

I am at a loss to understand why an
actress as capable as Renee Adoree proved
herself in "The Big Parade" is cast in
such films as "The Show." In "The Big
Parade" and "Mr. Wu" she rose to
heights which no other performer has
ever equaled, yet she has since been given
a succession of the most mediocre roles,
while newcomers with far less ability, and
practically no following among the" fans,
are given the choice plums.
Evelyn Brent is another capable trouper

who has waited years for her just reward.
She was marvelous in "The Last Com-
mand" and "Underworld." Real ability is

scarce on the screen, but I believe the
fans are beginning to recognize it more
and more and are demanding it, rather
than the inexperienced, flapperish, high-
school types which the big producers have
been palming off on us of late.

C. Barton Jenson.
Coronado Beach, California.
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FREE
1 Regular Size

Vial
(of which more than 1,000,000

have been sold)

So positive are we that you
will find Merke Derma Vials

of wonderful help in ending
dandruff and falling hair,

and in stimulating new hair

growth, that we offer you
PROOF without obligation.

Simply mail coupon for one
regular size vial ABSO-
LUTELY FREE.

Hermetically Sealed

New Liquid Kills Germs
that cause

DANDRUFFand FALLING HAIR
STOP worrying about hair troubles— dormant hair roots with the life-giving

dandruff, falling hair, approaching bald- nourishment they so sorely need,

ness ! Here is a new kind of liquid, her- Extensive laboratory tests by one of the
metically sealed in vials, that is ending world's foremost research laboratories con-
dandruff and falling hair, and growing new eluded with a report from which we quote:
hair for thousands everywhere.

"The results indicate that the tonic killed

T t • treatment nertVrtpd hv the the test organlsm (bacteria) in less than
. , ) , • \ P Jr

C
, . - three minutes. The results also indicate

Allied Merke Institutes, Inc., Fifth Avenue, that the tonic is capable of penetrating and
New York, is based on countless experi- preventing the growth of the test organism

ments which prove that in an enormous (bacteria).

number of cases hair troubles are caused FREE—One Regular Size Vial
by tiny parasitical germs. Thousands of people from coast to coast
These germs work down into the roots are discovering Merke Derma Vials—the se-

of the hair and render them dormant— SL
et °f

, i5S?^; .Wealthy hair. Now
.. . .,, ,, . , , we welcome this convincing test. Simply

inactive. As a result, with the roots unable take advantage of our generous free offer ex-
to Supply their vital nourishment, the hair plained in the panel above, use Merke Derma Vial liquid

, i i •, . , i
• r i i u yourself and see how remarkably belpful it is in ending

SOOn becomes dry, brittle, lifeless—and be- dandruff and falling hair. Sign and mail coupon TO-
°illS to fall OUt DAY. Allied Merke Institutes, Inc., Dept. D-356, 012
&

. * . Fifth Avenue, New York City:

Ordinary treatments fail because they

merely treat the surface skin and have little Allied Merke Institutes, Inc.,

or no effect on the harmful bacteria em- SewYwk City.
Avenue.

bedded below the surface. But this new rm willing to be convinced—without obligation on

treatment, called Merke Derma Vials, pen- ,P«t. Please send »,e one of the regular size

, ' ,, , . , ... .' r Merke Derma \ lals absolutely FREE and tell me how
etrates beneath the surface—kills the mfect- to use it.

ing germs—carries off the unhealthv scaly
• Nil 111G

substances which cause dandruff and
falling hair—at the same time promoting Address

a healthy circulation which supplies the city state
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Fashions in Etiquette Change

flood Form To=day is Different from

the Good Form of a Few Years Ago

The Very Last Word on the

Subject of Correct Behavior is

The Book of

ETIQUETTE
By

Laura Alston Brown

Every Possible Topic

dealing with the social relation-

ships in which human beings par-

ticipate is covered in this compre-
hensive volume of 244 pages. In
all, 176 topics are treated. These
include

:

The Etiquette of

Christenings

Conduct of the

Engaged Girl

Conduct of the

Engaged Man

Entertaining

Guests

Table Manners

Calling Customs

Letters of Intro=

duction

Wording of Invi=

tations

Accepting or Declin=

ing Invitations

Funeral Etiquette

Courtesy to Servants

The Woman who

Travels

Automobile Etiquette

Public Dances

Streetcar Etiquette

The Etiquette of

Sport

OTHER VOLUMES OF ETI-
QUETTE—MANY OF THEM
NOTHING LIKE AS COM-
PREHENSIVE AS THIS ONE
—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50
TO $5.

"The Book of Etiquette." by
Laura Alston Brown, the most
complete, up-to-date and authorita-

tive work of the kind ever issued,

is priced at

ONE DOLLAR
In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding

Order from Your Bookseller or from

CHELSEA HOUSE
Publishers

79 Seventh Avenue, New York

Information, Please
Continued from page 102

Bettie.—No, indeed, Bettie, you're not
disturbing me by writing! In fact, if

fans didn't write, then I should be dis-

turbed—and probably fired. Richard Dix
is American, born in 'St. Paul in 1894.

Not married. Real name, Ernest Carle-
ton Brimmer. He is six feet tall. Billie

Dove was born in New York, May_ 14,.

1903; she is five feet four. Her real

name is Lillian Bohny, and she is Mrs.
Irvin B. Willat. Clara Bow is twenty-
three. Charles Farrell was born at Onset
Bay, Massachusetts, in 1902. He is an
American, five feet ten inches tall.

A Conway Tearle Fan.—Conway
should appreciate such an admiring fan.

You write a charming letter. Mr. Tearle

is forty-six years old, five feet ten and
one half in height

; weight, one hundred
and sixty. Dark-brown hair and eyes.

As you do not give your name or address,

he couldn't very well send you a picture

if I forwarded him your letter to me. As
to his recognizing your handwriting, don't

forget that a star gets hundreds of letters

a week, and couldn't possibly remember
the names and addresses that go with cer-

tain handwriting. Yes, Mr. Tearle has
had some business difficulties, due to a

difference of opinion between himself and
producers as to what salary he should

receive. Conway is married to Adele
Rowland, his third wife. I think that is

his real name. The only address I can'

suggest for him is the Friars' Club, 110

West Forty-eighth Street, New York.
Older players, I find, are less likely to

answer their fan mail than newcomers, like

your favorite, Gilbert Roland.'

Margareda Jordan.—It does seem that

we see very little of George Lewis on the

screen, considering his popularity, doesn't

it? He was born in Mexico City and
grew up in California. He was a basket-

ball and football star at Coronado High
School. His first screen bit was in "The
Thief of Bagdad," in 1923. His first good
role was in "His People," in 1925. Then
he appeared in two-reelers for some time,

"The Collegians." Recently he has played

in "The Four-Flusher," "We Americans,"
"Thirteen Washington Square," "The
Symphony," "Honeymoon Flats," all Uni-
versal films.

Cecilia Galloway!—Thank you so

much for the information, which I shall

keep in my files. As for the lack of arti-

cles about Ivan Petrovitch, he is not, of

course, in America, where screen maga-
zines are published. He has appeared in

only about two films here.

Eleanor, of South Division High.—
With a girl who asks as many questions

as you do, I'll bet that South Division

was built especially for you. Charles Far-
rell has brown hair and eyes. See Bettie.

Sue Carol is a brunette. Born in Chi-

cago. She is now playing in Lew Cody's

new film for Metro-Goldwyn, "Beau
Broadway." Gary Cooper has been cast

in "White Hands," opposite Esther Ral-

ston. Esther was born in Bar Harbor,
Maine. Janet Gaynor was born in Phila-

delphia; Lupe Velez, in Mexico, as was
Nena Quartaro. Both brunettes. See
Margareda Jordan. Gilbert Roland, of
Mexico City, also is a' brunet. Barry
Norton came from the Argentine. Larry
Kent was born at sea. He is now mak-
ing "The Mad Hour." Alice White was
born in Paterson, New Jersey ; reddish-
blond hair and blue eyes. She, too, is in

"The Mad Hour." Lotus Thompson is

Australian. Edmund Cobb is from New
Mexico, a brunet. Madge Bellamy was
born in Texas. She is five feet four,
has brown eyes and ' reddish-brown hair.

And now I think that's enough for to-day.

Miss Verdun.—Never too busy to an-
swer a few questions, especially when they
are asked so graciously as yours. Ron-
ald Colman is married to Thelma Ray,
though they are separated. Boris, in "The
Garden of Allah,"' was played by Ivan
Petrovitch. Gerald Fielding is English,
born in India. That was his first film.

Write Sally Blane at the Paramount stu-
dio. See John H. Brown and Dixie
Bellieux. John Mack Brown and Greta
Garbo, both Metro-Goldwyn, Culver City.

Two Anxious Girls.—Most of your
questions are answered above ; see Elea-
nor, of South Division High. Rex
Lease is a brunet, about five feet ten.

Hey, Hey, Clara.—I'll try to take your
advice not to overwork. I do like fans
who make it easy for me by asking sim-
ple questions. The Wampas baby stars

of 1924 were Clara Bow, Elinor Fair,
Fiona Gray, Carmelita Geraghty, Ruth
Hiatt, Julanne Johnston, Hazel Keener,
Dorothy Mackaill, Blanche Mehaffey,
Margaret Morris, Marion Nixon, Lucille
Ricksen, and Alberta Vaughn. I'm sorry
I don't know any of the home addresses
you ask for. Tom Moore lived several
years ago at 1919 Van Ness Avenue, Los
Angeles. You might try to reach him
there. Conway Tearle can be reached at

the Friars' Club—see Dixie Bellieux.
Viola Dana plays sometimes in F. B. O.
films. Try her there. I believe Marshall
Neilan has recently gone to England to
produce one or two pictures there.

Foreign Fans.—If you are interested in

exchanging stars' photographs, Miss Jeanne
Esterman, 2224 West Division Street, Chi-
cago, Illinois, would like to hear from
you. She has a large collection of pho-
tographs, some of which she would like

to trade for pictures of Clara Bow, Rich-
ard Barthelmess, Joan Crawford, Richard
Arlen, and one or two more of her favor-
ites.

Lee Bailey, 16 Rossonian Apartments,
Houston, Texas, would be very grateful
if fans would send her old movie maga-
zines or pictures cut from them. Miss
Bailey is manager of a fan club and would
like the old pictures for their clubroom.
No, Miss Bailey, I don't suppose Carol

Dempster has retired permanently from
the screen, although she hasn't played in

anything since "The Sorrows of Satan."
When Griffith became affiliated with United
Artists, I understand they insisted he get
a leading lady with more box-office value.

Cuban Fan.—>So you thought Greta
Garbo was born in Canada? Well, any-
how, she did come from a cold place

—

at least, Stockholm is too cold for me.
Al Jolson was born in Washington, D. C,
Earle Foxe in Oxford, Ohio, Maurice
Costcllo in Pittsburgh. Natacha Ram-
bova was a New York girl, though I'm
not sure she was born here. Scotch-
American means, usually, born in Amer-
ica of Scotch descent.

A Querulous Quarter.—I suppose our
American money would be quite a puzzle

to you who live elsewhere. The nearest

English equivalent for an American quar-
ter—twenty-five cents— is a shilling, or
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twenty-three cents in United States cur-

rency. You might be able to get pictures

of the dog stars, free, by writing to their

studios—Rin-Tin-Tin at Warner Brothers,

5842 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, and

Thunder at Gotham Studios, Universal

City. I can't find out where Silverstreak

is working. Next time you see one of

his pictures, look at the name of the com-
pany producing it ; the address will be

found in this department. Claire Wind-
sor and Bert Lytell were divorced in Aug-
ust, 1927.

> Maria Salvador.—Indeed, I do want
you to write again ; as you say, I don't

often get letters from Spain, and your
letter is delightful. I should like very
much to hear about Spanish films and
actors ; we seldom hear of them in Amer-
ica. Gosta Ekman, I am told, lives at

19 Hjorthagsvogen, Stockholm. Don't ask
me how to pronounce that one. Camilla
Horn is now in America, under contract
to United Artists, 7200 Santa Monica
Boulevard, Los Angeles. Her Berlin ad-
dress is Spiehernstrasse 17, but she prob-
ably won't return there for some time.

Ufa Studios are at Neubabelsberg, a small
village just outside Berlin.

E. E. I.—If only every one's questions
were as easy to answer as yours, running
this department would be a nice, soft job.

But don't worry; it isn't! I often have
to take my spade in hand and dig and
dig for information. Ben Lyon is a bru-
net, with that lucky combination of very
dark hair and dark-blue eyes. I don't
know of any stars with birthdays on Sep-
tember 21st. Gilda Gray's comes on Octo-
ber 24th. Lya de Putti's name is pro-
nounced Lee-a de Put—like put, in put
and take—ty. Constance Talmadge was
born April 19, 1900. Ramon Novarro's
films during 1927 were "Lovers," "The
Student Prince," and "The Road to Ro-
mance." His first 1928 film is "Forbid-
den Hours," unless that title is changed
for the fourth time before its release.

A Torontian.—Thanks for the bou-
quet for this department—oh, how I

love bouquets! Mary Brian was born
in Corsicana. Texas, February 17, 1908.
Phyllis Haver is a native of Kan-
sas—born January 6, 1899. Her real

name is O'Haver. She is not mar-
ried. She used to be a Sennett bathing
girl and is now under contract to De-
Mille. Her recent films are "The Wise
Wife," "Your Wife and Mine"—an in-

dependent picture
—"Chicago," and "Tenth

Avenue." At this writing, she is to play

the lead in D. W. Griffiths new picture,

"The Battle of the Sexes," for United

Artists. Paddy O'Flynn was born in

Pittsburgh, of Irish descent, and grew up

in Toronto. He appears mostly* in come-

dies ; in the several features he has played

in, his has been the face on the cutting-

room floor. He worked in "Sweet Rosie

O'Grady" and in "Heroes of the Night,"

but the sequences in which he played were

cut out. Write him at 1354 North Curson
Avenue, Hollywood.

East.—Now what am I to do about

Buster Collier? You say your letter to

him was returned- from the Tiffany-Stahl

studios, yet that company announced that

they had- signed him to a five-picture con-

tract. Perhaps the contract occurred after

you wrote; you might try him there again.

Eve Southern is also under contract to

that company. Clara IBow is twenty-

three, five feet three and one half ;
weight,

one hundred and nine. Mary Pickford is

thirty-five, -five feet tall ;
weight, one hun-

dred. Elinor Fair is twenty-four, five

feet four and one half ;
weight, one hun-

dred and twenty. Renee Adoree is about

twenty-seven. She weighs one hundred

and five and is five feet two. Lew Cody
is about forty-three, not quite six feet

tall, and weighs one hundred and seventy-

eight. Richard Arlen is thirty ; Gloria

Swanson, twenty-nine. Gloria is five feet

three and weighs one hundred and twelve.

Mae- Murray has left the screen, but I

think just Hollywood, California, would
reach her.

Clarence Lonto.—-I see you're a real

Western fan. I don't know whether Ken
Maynard uses his real name or not. He
has a brother known as Ted Austin, so

that may be the family name. Ken has

played in several dozen pictures. West-
ern stars almost always own their own
horses—in fact, a whole stableful usually.

The leading lady in "Senor Dare-devil"

was Dorothy Devore. In "The Valley of

Hell" Edna Murphy was the heroine.

Conway Tearle and Alice Terry played

the leads in "The Great Divide." I don't

know about "The Courage of Captain
Plum;" if you'll tell me who produced it,

I can find out who the players were.

A Miss—See Hey, Hey, Clara. And
watch for next month's Oracle and I'll

give you the names of other Wampas
stars. I've no more space in this issue.

How I Spent My First Pay Check
Raymond Keane.

Could hardly wait to buy a nifty

sport roadster—and to park it

proudly in front of the Best Girl's

house.

Rita Carita.

An auto salesman took my check

away from me in exchange for a

cute little coupe—or whatever part

of one you own after the first pay-

ment down. While in New York,

my idea of spending money had been

to buy clothes in Fifth Avenue shops,

but after coming to California for

picture work, I realized that a person

without a car was handicapped about
as much as a sign-language expert

would be if he had both arms ampu-
tated. Hence, the car.

Marceline Day.

My first check went into an orgy

of shopping. I bought a complete

new wardrobe—adorable dresses,

and hats and shoes, and lovely acces-

sories. I reveled in buying them,
and used to take them off their

hangers and from their boxes to ad-

mire them over and over again. My
only regret was that I could wear
only one dress at a time. On days at

home, I used to change my frock

several times, in order to parade
each and every one of my precious

possessions.

^We couldrit
save a cent

"I hadn't received a raise in years and my small
salary scarcely lasted from week to week. Margaret
scrimped and saved and did all her own washing and
housework, but the bills kept piling up and I could

see she was always afraid I would lose my position.

But still I kept drifting along in the sanie old rut.

"Then one day I met Tom Wilson, who used to

work right beside me. He told me he was making
$5000 a year and had a nice home in the suburbs,
a new car and everything. I asked him how he hap-
pened to get ahead so fast. 'Oh, I got tired work-
ing for a small salary,' he said, 'so I started studying
at home through the International Correspondence
Schools. I've been moving up ever since.'

"That woke me up. I told Margaret that if the

I. C. S. could help a man like Tom Wilson it could
help me. So I cut out that I. C. S. coupon and
mailed it to Scranton.

"It certainly was a lucky day for me. In four

months I received a raise in salary and before the

end of the year I was next in line for manager of

my department. We've got a car of our own now
and a bank account that's growing every day."
How do you stand when your employer checks up his

men for promotion? Does he think of you? Is there
any reason why you should be selected? Ask yourself
these questions. You must face them squarely if you
expect advancement and more money.-

At least And out what the I. C. S. can do for you.
It doesn't cost you a penny or obligate you in any way
to ask for full particulars, but tliat one simple little act
may change your entire life. "Do at now."

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal University"

Box 4559-E, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy ot

your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked 5:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Industrial Management

O Personnel Management
Traffic Management
Accounting and C.P.A.

Coaching
Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
Salesmanship
Secretarial Work
Spanish French
Advertising

TECHNICAL AND IND

G Electrical Engineer
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy Mining

3 Steam Engineering Badio

Business Correspondence
Show Card and Sign

Lettering
Stenography and Typing
Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk
Common School Subjects
High School Subjects
Magazine and Book

Illustrator
Cartooning

USTRIAL C0URSE8
Architect

3 Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry
Mathematics

Name

Street Address..

City State
,

If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the Intprna-
tional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

DARKENS AND BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHESAND BROWS IN-
STANTLY, makes them appear
naturally dark, long and luxuriant.
Adds wonderful charm, beauty and
expression to any face. Perfectly
harmless. Used by millionsof lovely
women. Solid form or water-proof
liquid. BLACK or BROWN, 76c at
your dealer's or direct, postpaid.

MAYBELLINE CO., CHICAGO

Chew and Grow Thin
NO DIETING OR

EXERCISING
Remarkable discovery— chew
•'Reduso Gum** after every meal.
Delicious mint flavor. Results

assured. Contains no harmful ingredients. No thyroid or drugs.
Month's Bupply sent for $1.00 on receipt of money order or
check. ALVANITE PRODUCTS CO.
Dent. 72 &723-139th St. Jamaica, L. I.
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J>HEPAIO FOR BEAUTYCUP ALONE
50
10 TOR BEAUTYC

E.EMJTVCQJP
THE FACIAL WOISfDEK WOPJKCK

HAVE you heard about it? This

amazing new aid to beauty? If

not, read every word of this announce-

ment. For it tells' of a remarkable

device—made of rubber— that can

bring you youthful beauty!

Gives ^M.as-velous Facial

Treatment

Made for a Paris beauty specialist,

Beautycup gives a scientific facial in

just three minutes. By gentle suc-

tion. Draws imbedded dirt and

powder from the pores. Firms

weakened muscles. Tones
neglected tissue. Brings

fresh, nourishing

$i.oo offer

Send NOW!
For a short time
only, Mme. Vionay will

send Beautycup with full

directions and a regular $a.oo
jar of Beautycup Cream for

just $i.oo. By ordering now, you
save $1.50! Fill in and mail the

coupon THIS MINUTE!

circulation. Smoothes out wrinkles

by reaching underlying causes

that
;
costly hand massage just

passes over.

[Brings Youthful Radiance
Beautycup may be used with your

own face cream, or with Mme.
Vionay 's Beautycup Cream—a fine

cold cream that cleanses like magic.

Or, if you prefer, with soap and

water. After your very first treatment,

you will hardly believe your eyes

!

You an d your friends will marveb for

you will find yourselfrenewed . .

.

glowing ... radiant . . . as

you've never been before!

Mme. Arline

VIONAY,
Beauty Specialist,

Beautycup Inc.,

DEPT. p.p.

730 Fifth Ave., N.Y. C.

I herewith enclose 50c forthe

Beautycup, or $1 .00 for both

Beauiycup and your regular

$2. 00 jar of Beautyc up Cream.

Name^

Address —

Joyce Compton.

After purchasing presents for

mother and father, I asked First Na-
tional to give me back the canceled
check. And had it framed, of course !

Addresses of Players.
Richard Arlen, Raymond Hntton, Pola

Negri, Esther Ralston, Mary Brian, Neil
Hamilton, Richard Dix, Ad'olphe Menjou,
Kathryn Carver, Wallace Beery, Florence
Vidor, Clara Bow, Chester Conklin, Clive
Brook, Charles ("Buddy") Rosters, Fred
Thomson, Gary Cooper, James Hall, Doug-
las MacLean, William Powell, Bebe Dan-
iels, Louise Brooks, Noah Beery, Emil .Tan-
nings, Evelyn Brent, Doris Hill, Ruth Taylor,
Nancy Carroll, at the Paramount Studio,
Hollywood, California.

Gwen Lee, Ramon Novarro, Norma Shear-
er, John Gilbert, William Haines, Lon Cha-
ncy, Renee Adoree, Marion Davies, Lillian
Gisti,

-
Eleanor Boardman, Karl Dane, Dorothy

Sebastian. Lionel Barrymore, Tim McCoy,
George K. Arthur, Joan Crawford, Ralph
Forbes, Buster Keaton, Johnny Mack Brown,
Paul Ralli, at the Metro-Goldwyn Studio,
Culver City, California.

Vilma Banky, Ronald Colman, Douglas
Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Norma Talmadge,
Constance Talmadge, and John Barrymore,
at the United Artists Studio, 7100 Santa
Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.-

Colleen Moore, Jack Mulhall, Doris Ken-
yon, Milton Sills, Billie Dove, Ken Maynard,
Richard Barthelmess, Ben Lyon, Dorothy
Mackaill, Harry Langdon, Mary Astor, Larry
Kent, Corinne Griffith, Donald Reed, and
Molly O'Day, at the First National Studio,
Burbank, California.

Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson, Mary Phil-
bin, Laura La Plante, Marian Nixon, Art
Acord, Barbara Kent, Barbara Worth, Eth-
lyn Claire, Norman Kerry, William Desmond,

Edmund Cobb, Jack Daugherty, George Lewis,
Raymond Keane, at the Universal Studio, Uni-
versal City, California.

William Boyd, Rod La Rocque, Leatrice
Joy, Edmund Burns, Vera Reynolds, H. B.
Warner, Victor Varconi, Elinor Fair, Jacque-
line Logan, Kenneth Thomson, Joseph Strik-
er, Joseph Schildkraut, Virginia Bradford,
and Lina Basquette, Marie Prevost, Harrison
Ford, Phyllis Haver, at the Cecil DeMille
Studio, Culver City, California. Also Julia
Faye.
George 0'Brien> Tom Mix, Edmund Lowe,

Earle Foxe, Janet Gaynor, Richard Walling,
Barry Norton, Charles Farrell, Madge Bel-
lamy, Clifford Holland, Victor McLaglen,
Lois Moran, Nick Stuart, Virginia Valli,
Sally Phipps, June Collyer, and Mary Dun-
can, at the Fox Studio, Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Irene Rich, Dolores Costello, Louise Fa-
zenda, Monte Blue, May McAvoy, Leila Hy-
ams, at the Warner Studios, Sunset and
Bronson, Los Angeles, California.

Ruth Hiatt, Mary Ann Jackson, at the Mack
Sennett Studio, 1712 Glendale Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.

Tom Tyler, Bob Steele, Frankie Darro,
Buzz Barton, Kit Guard, Al Cooke, at the
F. B. O. Studio, 7S0 Gower Street, Holly-
wood, California.

Bill Cody, Buddy Roosevelt, Walter Miller,
at the Associated Studios, Mission Road,
Hollywood, California.

Allene Ray, 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.

Robert Frazer, 6356 La Mirada Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.

Patsy Ruth Miller, 808 Crescent Drive,
Beverly Hills, California.

Robert Agnew, 6357 La MiradaT'Hollywood,
California.

Dorothy Revier, 1367 North Wilton Place,
Los Angeles, California.

Betty Francisco, 117% Gower Street, Hol-
lywood, California.

Julanne Johnston, Garden Court Apart- ;

meats. Hollywood, California.
Malcolm McGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,

Hollywood, California.
Ruth Clifford, 7627 Emelita Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Rosemary Theby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,

Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,

England.
Mabel Julienne Scott, Yucca Apartments,

Los Angeles, California.
Ethel Gray Terry, 1318 Fuller Avenue,

Los Angeles, California.
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boule-

vard, Hollywood, California.
Anna May Wong, 241 N. Figuero Street,

Los Angeles, California.
Eileen Percy, 154 Beechwood Drive, Los

Angeles, California.
Buddy Messinger, 1131 N. Bronson Avenue,

Hollywood, California.
Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,

Los Angeles, California.
Forrest Stanley, 604 Crescent Drive, Bev-

erly Hills, California.
Gertrude Astor, 1421 Queen's Way, Holly-

wood, California.
Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Building, Holly-

wood, California.
Virginia Brown Faire, 1212 Gower Street,

Hollvwood, California.
Johnny Hines, Tec-Art Studio, 5360 Melrose

Avenue, Hollywood, California.

Theodor von Eltz, 1722% Las Palmas, Hol-
lywood, California.
Henry Walthall, 61S Beverly Drive, Bev-

erly Hills, California.
William S. Hart, 6404 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood, California.
Vivian Rich, Laurel Canon, Box 799, R.

F. D. 10, Hollywood, California.

George Fawcett, care of The Lambs Club,
West Forty-fourth Street, New York City.

Betty Blythe, 1361 Laurel Avenue, Holly-
wood, California.

Estelle Taylor, Barbara Hotel, Los Angeles,
California.

Pat O'Malley, 1832 Taft Avenue, Los An-
geles, California.

Gordon Griffith, 1523 Western Avenue, Loa
Angeles, California.
Ruth Roland, 3828 Wilshire Boulevard, Los

Angeles, California.
Wallace MacDonald, 405 Laurel Lane, Hol->

lywood, California.
Marceline Day, 1337 North Sycamore Ave-

nue, Hollywood, California.

Gilda Gray, 22 East Sixtieth Street, New
York City.

Bert Lytell, P. O. Box 235, Hollywood (

California.

Alice Calhoun, 626 South Lorraine Boule-
vard, Los Angeles, California.
Kenneth Harlan, Hollywood Athletic Club,

Hollywood, California.



When Caesar was a boy

The Forum was the common market-place for all of

ancient Rome. Today a few crumbling columns

stand as mute reminders of its former grandeur.

In our present-day complex civilization, market-

places have become scattered. It is no longer possible

to visit them all in a morning—or even in a day.

Advertising, instead, has become the convenient

Forum of modern buyers and sellers. If you are

considering the purchase of a new car, you scrutinize

the automobile advertising. Or if it's a razor or a

talking machine that you want, you turn again to

the advertising. Here is the national market-place

for merchandise.

Furthermore, as you leaf over those same pages

of products, your mind is storing away for tomorrow

a compact and valuable fund of information. Instinc-

tively, you will remember those facts when you make

your future purchases. Increase your store of knowl-

edge by reading the advertisements regularly.

/ / /

Advertising has become the common

market-place of this twentieth century
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"I wish Fd known''

There's always a new experience ahead—something you

haven't done before and which calls for a decision.

You become engaged—and immediately you are called

upon to decide on the purchase of many, many things you

never bought before.

Hon marry—and furniture, draperies, silverware, china,

talking machines, oil-burners, gas-stoves, automobiles claim

your dollars and call for your choice.

A baby comes—and again you face a new experience in

purchasing clothes and powders and blankets; in buying a

crib, baby-carriage, foods, toys.

Next—what school? For the years pass incredibly fast.

Once more, a new decision.

Every room in your house requires a choice. Every meal

served in your dining-room results from your having de-

cided on what to serve. Every day confronts you with a

multitude of possibilities from which you must select those

which make life happier and better, and make the dollars

go farther.

How on earth are you going to make those decisions?

How can you know what you want and what you don't

want? How can you buy to such advantage that you'll

seldom, if ever, have occasion to use that futile phrase, "I

wish I'd bought something else"?

Read the advertisements—read them carefully. The ad-

vertisements are an encyclopaedia of news and information

on the things you want and need.
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Wilder than any of the Arabian Nights are the tales that might be told of some
modern "Roadhouse" nights—and here is one of them you won't forget in a hurry !

Lured by a voluptuous siren who acts as the "come-on" for a gang of crooks operating

a popular roadhouse as a shield for their real business, Larry Grayson runs the

gamut of drink, passion and wild abandonment until he wakes up to find

himself on trial for murder!

Here is a picture that will open your eyes—because what happened
to Larry Grayson could happen to anyone-!

With Maria Alba, Warren Burke, Lionel Barrymore and
Julia Swayne Gordon in the leading roles, "Roadhouse"
is one of the most powerfully enacted stories of

modern youth ever filmed!

W/iamJox
presents
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What the Fans Think
An open forum for and by our readers.

A Happy Partnership
Mary Brian and Richard Arlen pair off for a busy season.

The Foreign Invaders Repulsed .

An interesting summary of talent that has failed.

A Montana Ranch—England—Hollywood
An intimate story of Gary Cooper's life.
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Appropriately introducing Lili Damita and Walter Byron.
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Another installment of our mystery serial.
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When comedians assume feminine disguises they keep the audience guessing.

Manhattan Medley Antoinette Despard . 60
News and gossip of the stars who visit New York.

Will She Make the Grade? . . . Aileen St. John-Brenon . 64
"The discovery of Doree Leslie and her chances of success.

The Stroller . . . ... . . Carroll Graham . . 66
Jocose observations of a Hollywood pedestrian.

The Screen in Review ..... Norbert Lusk . . 68
Critical notes on the new films.

A Confidential Guide to Current Releases ... . . . .72
Brief tips on pictures now being shown.

Fooling the Kleigs 73
Novel means of preventing a complaint dreaded by the stars.

Ramon—As He Is ...... Margaret Reid . . 74
A revealing analysis of the one and only Novarro.

Music and the Movies Harlow J. Peters . . 83
The development of symphonic orchestras in film theaters.

They Had to Be Discovered .... Ann Sylvester . . 86
How some of the stars were helped to realize themselves.

Pity the "Elusive" Face H. A. Woodmansee . 89
The handicap of not possessing features that stand out on the screen.

Information, Please . . . . . The Picture Oracle . 102
Answers to burning questions.
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YOU CAN'T DO THAT!
PRODUCERS of motion pictures face difficulties about which fhe^ general public knows little, as more and more restrictions are

placed upon the making of films. Broadly speaking, these restrictions

come under the" heading of censorship, but they are really more than
that, and have little or nothing to do with morals. For example, did

you know that Italy banned Greta Garbo's "The Temptress"? That
Norma Talmadge's "The Dove" was produced in accordance with
the requirements of Mexico? And thait every picture filmed in Hol-
lywood must needs comply with the regulations of various States and
countries if it can hope to be shown there? Edwin Schallert has writ-

ten for September PICTURE PLAY a most informative article on this

subject, which will open your eyes to .the problems of <producers, and
explain why many scenes in notable films have failed to satisfy.

He is the Writers' Waterloo
So Madeline Glass describes Richard Barthelmess, whose infrequent

appearance in PICTURE PLAY is explained by the remarkable story
of Miss Glass' difficulties in recording her conflicting impressions of

him, which will appear next month. John Barrymore is gayly icono-
clastic in Helen Louise Walker's interview with him, and Joan Craw-
ford is the subject of Malcolm H. Oettinger's enthusiastic article,

while Barry Norton and James Hall, about whom many are inquiring,

are subjected to the scrutiny of William H. McKegg, with results that
will make them- more popular with their fans. Myrtle Gebhart re-

discovers Betty Cornpson and Estelle Taylor, and Margaret Reid
describes the glories of Esther Ralston's new home—a fitting setting
for that radiant, blond beauty—while Mignon Rittenhouse has com-
piled a most engaging story of the earliest symptoms of acting in the
lives of the stars. So you see, from this brief summary, that next
month's PICTURE PLAY will be a lively companion on your vaca-
tion jaunt.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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They gave me the ha-ha
when I offered to play

«. . but Iwas the life oftheparty after that

THE first day of Dorothy's house party

at her cottage on the shore had been a
huge sucess. With an afternoon of swim-
ming, boating and golfing we were all set

for the wonderful dinner that followed.
"Well, folks," said Bill enthusiastically,

as we were leaving the table, "I don't know
how you feel, but I'm all pepped up for a
good dance."

"Fine !" cried Dorothy, "Dick Roberts
has his banjo and can sure make it hum.
Now who can play the piano?"

Instantly the laughter and merriment
ceased. All looked at one another foolishly.
But no one said a word.
"How about you, Jim, you play, don't

you ?" asked Dot.
"Yes I'll play 'Par, Far Away'," laughed Jim.
"Well then, Mabel, will you help us out?"
"Honestly Dot, I hate to admit it, but I

can't play a note," she answered.
It certainly looked as if the party were go-

ing flat. Plenty of dancers but no one to play.

Then I Offered to Play
"If you folks can stand it," I offered

shyly, "I'll play for you."
The crowd, silent until now, instantly

burst out in laughter.
"You may be able to play football, Jack,

but you can't tackle a piano."
"Quit your kidding," cut in another, "I've

never heard you play a note and I've known
you all your1 life."

"There isn't a bar of music in your whole
make-up," laughed Mabel.
A feeling of embarrassment mingled with

resentment came over me. But as I strode to
the piano I couldn't help chuck-
ling to myself when I thought
of the surprise I had in store
for them.
No one knew what to expect.

They thought I was about to
make a fool of myself. Some
laughed. Others watched me
wide-eyed.
Then—I struck the first

snappy chords of that foot-loos-
ing fox-trot "St. Louis Blues."
Dick was so dumbfounded he al-

most dropped his banjo. But in
a flash he had picked up the
rhythm and was strumming
away like mad.

Although they could hardly
believe their ears, the crowd

PICK YOUR INSTRUMENT

Piano
Organ
Ukulele
Cornet
Trombone
Piccolo
Guitar

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sjght Singing
Piano Accordion

Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition

Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control

Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String
or Tenor)

were all on their

feet in a jiffy. And
how they danced

!

Pox-trots, waltzes

—

with rests few and
far between.

After a good round of dancing I decided
to give them some real music and began a
beautiful Indian love lyric.

The couples, who but a moment before had
been dancing merrily, were now seated quietly
about the room, entranced by that plaintive
melody.
No sooner had the last soft notes died away

than I was surrounded by my astonished
friends. Questions were fired at me from all

sides.
"How wonderful, Jack ! Why haven't you

played for us before?"
"How long have you been studying?"
"Why have you kept it a secret all these

years when you might have been playing
for us?"
"Who gave you lessons? He must be won-

derful !"

I Reveal My Secret

Then I explained how some time before I
made up my mind to go in for something
besides sports. I wanted to be able to play—to entertain others—to be popular. But

when I thought of the great ex-
pense and the years of study
and practice required, I hesi-
tated.
Then one day I ran across

an announcement in a magazine
telling of a new, quick and
simple way to learn music at
home, without a teacher.

I was a little skeptical at
first, but it was just what I
wanted so I sent for the free
booklet and demonstration les-
son. The moment I saw it I
was convinced and sent for the
complete course at once.
When the lessons arrived I

started right in, giving a few
minutes of my spare time each

Violin
Clarinet
Flute
Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin
'Cello

day. And what fun it was—even from the

very beginning. No monotonous scales-
no tedious exercises—no tricky methods

—

just a simple, commonsense system that even a child could

understand1 . And best ot all I was playing my favorite

numbers almost from the start.

Anyone can learn to play this easy no-teacher way

—

right at home. The piano if desired; or any other in-

strument that you may choose. Almost half a million
people have learned to play by this simple system in less

than half the time it takes by the old-fashioned methods.
And regardless of what instrument you pick, the co»*

averages only a few cents a day.

Send for Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson

To prove how1 simple and practical this remarkable
course is, the U. S. School of Music has arranged a
typical demonstration lesson and explanatory booklet which
you may have for the asking. So if you really want to

learn to play—if you wish to win a host of friends—to be
popular everywhere—write for this free booklet and valu-
able demonstration lesson.

Don't delay, act at once—fill in and mail the attached
coupon today—no obligation whatever.

Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

TJ. S. School of Music, 537 Brunswick Bldg., New
York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
537 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book, "Music -Lessons in
Tour Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank Crane,
demonstration lesson, and particulars of your easy pay-
ment plan. I am interested in the following course:

'Have you above instrument?

Name
(Please write plainly)

Address

City State .
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Are Talking Movies Wanted?

HEAVEN preserve us from the talking movie ! I

have heard that there is a strong possibility that

they may become general. But such a state of

affairs would be too awful to contemplate. Just think

of the Duke of Bluffington talking with a strong, nasal

twang, or a hard, coarse, voice coming from some ex-

quisite heroine. I'm afraid we would be sadly disap-

pointed if we heard some of the stars speak ; and any-

way, I have always held that one of the great attractions

of the movies was that one could rest there without the

strain of listening for every word. The orchestra serves

as a musical background for the picture.

When will the film producer learn that sex appeal is

not the point of paramount importance in a movie ? Take
"Wings," for instance. Here we have a magnificent

picture of war in the air, thrilling fights five thousand
feet up, glorious photography, an epic of the screen.

But what does the producer do ? "We must bring in

some love interest," he says. Lo, Clara Bow, a bewitch-
ing madcap in the right picture, is squeezed into the

film to display "It" in front of the airplanes! Needless

to say the tone of the story is changed, and the grandeur
of the shots of great planes fighting in the heavens is

considerably hampered by a return to a close-up of

Miss Bow. I am a great admirer of Miss Bow. She
was splendid in "Mantrap," but even her most fervent

fan must see she is out of place in this picture.

To return to the film producers' love of sex appeal.

Emil Tannings is fat, middle-aged, and ugly, but his pic-

tures are about the finest ever made. "The Last Com-
mand" shows acting of such marvelous power and re-

straint, that one wonders how Jannings can improve
on it.

And it's a box-office draw. If dollars are the sole aim
of the producer, this should interest him

!

James M. Duncan.
22 Grosvenor Road,

London, S. W. 1, England.

Face to Face With Greta.

My chum's dad has a prominent position in the M.-
G.-M. studio, so we got a pass to go through one day.

We were standing there trying to make up our minds
where to look first, when a tall, slim, awkward—mark
me, very awkward—girl came along. She had no hat

on, and her hair was quite pretty. When she came

closer, we then saw it was the much-discussed Greta
Garbo. And now, when I read Malcolm Oettinger's

remarks in April Picture Play, it sure gives me a
laugh! I've never seen Pola in person, but believe me,
Fans, you're very silly to take any notice of his opinion

of her.

We were real close to Greta. The beauty and magne-
tism that Oettinger raved about certainly were not there.

She has an extra-large mouth, which is the first thing

you notice about her. And she has very large feet

—

which isn't exactly a fault, but it isn't added beauty,

either. Her eyes were covered with the "purplish tint"

that Malcolm Oettinger accuses Pola of using. Of
course he didn't notice that on Greta Garbo. He wouldn't

—he's that type !

She's tall, very tall, almost lanky. Her hair is her

one good feature. She smiled at somebody standing

near us and we noticed very unattractive teeth, for a

star ! When we saw Vilma Banky the same day, I felt

like rushing up to her and talking. She gives you the

feeling that you know her. I wonder if Malcolm Oet-

tinger has ever seen her? No doubt if he has, he

wouldn't realize a beautiful person when he saw one.

Really, I was more than surprised when I saw Greta.

All you girls that long to be actresses, don't be discour-

aged. If Greta Garbo can haul down the money she does,

we can all be stars, for beauty certainly did not get

her in.

I saw May McAvoy and she's awfully pretty. May
never really interested me on the screen, but she's a

very pretty girl and deserves much more popularity than

she has achieved. And Vilma Banky is a dream. I

never realized such beautiful people existed.

I wish the people that like Greta could see her in

person. And I also wish I had seen Pola myself, to see

if she was so "ritzy." This man who took us into the

studio informed us afterward, when I asked him about

Pola, that she had always seemed so friendly as any

other actress. I'd just like to name the ones that he

said are ritzy. B. L. F.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Some Stars Are Shy.

In the May issue, "California Forever" very glibly

condemns Evelyn Brent as sullen and defiant. It seems

to me that such condemnation should not be printed,

Continued on page 10
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unless it is a fact. People with a re-

served nature, or rather of a shy dispo-

sition, often retire behind a mask when
in public. Evelyn Brent is such a per-

son. Florence Vidor is another whose
shyness has hindered her many times.

A friend of mine is a reporter for a
college paper and has interviewed many
stars. They are as truly varied in dis-

position as any number of persons chosen

at random from any crowd. I was for-

tunate enough to interview Mae Murray
when she was in San Francisco a month
or so ago. She treated us with courtesy
and responded graciously to our pleas for

photographs. She was so different from
the exotic Mae of the screen that then

and there I promised myself never to con-
demn or judge a person's character by
their screen work. Let's leave their pri-

vate lives private. We're not interested in

the complexes and tantrums of our fa-

vorites. Nine times out of ten they are
only press agents' yarns.

To return to Evelyn Brent. Have you
seen "The Last Command"? "California
Forever," can you call her sullen or scorn-
ful in that? Please don't be ridiculous 1

You would probably be as elated as I

should be, were we to receive her photo-
graph. I hope to, some day.

Jack Jennison.
3141 D Street, Sacramento, California.

Movies Can Promote World Peace.

How long are the producers going to

continue with war pictures, I wonder?
We hate war, and are so tired of viewing
the conflict on the screen. Besides, there

are many torn hearts that can't forget, and
each picture that portrays warfare cuts

open wounds anew. Many of us would
remain away from a picture if we knew
it contained war scenes, but we can't tell

by the title whether or not it means peace
or war. The pictures could do a lot for

world peace and better understanding of
our fellow men. They could bring about
permanent peace between nations by por-

traying the good in all races. We'd like

to see pictures of the everyday life of
all nations, and I know the other nations

would like to see the real America, and
not the jazzy, shoddy characters that are

often shown as substitutes.

D. Roberts.
Los Angeles, California.

Citizenship and Profit.

Regarding the article "Must They Be-
come Americans," in May Picture Play,
it is not necessary for the stars to become
citizens. The gain of wealth is not all

on the side of the foreign stars. With-
out the ability of foreign stars, Hollywood
would not be on the map.
The artists have the right to sell their

services in the best market, let it be
France, Germany, or England.
To-day in England we have in vaude-

ville many American artists who have
been with us for years, and seem likely

to remain where their entertainment is

appreciated.

In the past we had R. G. Knowles, a
great favorite on the English stage, but

who remained an American citizen. There
is no pressure brought to bear on an
American to become British, yet the laws
of England protect them, even in prop-
erty, the same as a British subject, and
neither press nor public refers to them "as

foreigners.

I am of the opinion the writer of the

article has little or no knowledge of

London.
Take the opinions of American and

English artists who have worked in both

America and England, New York and
London. You will find a general prefer-

ence for London and its life. London
has a charm that all the bright lights of

Broadway will never supplant.

Gener-al Delivery, J. Ross.
Yakima, Washington.

What Is "Gilbo-Garbage?"

My gosh! I'm writing to throw a par-

ticularly large and heavy brickbat at Greta
Garbo. The person who said Garbo is

"a perfectly inane-looking little idiot" is

right.

"I'm a flapper, and I don't mind tell-

ing people so ; but whoever said flappers

like these hectic love scenes, that Garbo
always plays, is all wet ! We don't mind
petting, but when they start showing that

kind of loving, good Lord ! It's the old

fogies who never knew what "necking" is,

who like that junk. Can you imagine a

normal boy and girl doing the contortion-

ist stunts that Gilbert and Garbo do in

the name of love? I can't. Nobody ever

sees that except in the movies. That isn't

love; it's plain bunk! We call it "Gilbo-

Garbage" out here, and the name fits it

to a "T."
A Flapper Who Is Not a Garbo Fan.

Kalispell, Montana.

Reviving the Foreign Invasion.

This is my first offense, or defense

—

whichever you wish.

However, I am moved to make my lit-

tle speech, because of, and in answer to,

the article in the May number, "Must
They Become Americans?"
Of course! And why not? Why should

we play Santa Claus to a lot of selfish,

mercenary foreigners who come to our
shores, reap their harvest of wealth, and
return to spend it in their own countries?

Or, worse yet, who do not return to their

countries, but who live on here and pay
allegiance to their home states? This last

refers, of course, to the famed "genius,"

Charles Spencer Chaplin. Whether or not

he is a genius remains to be proven to

me, because I just can't figure out why we
should hold up and glorify a man who
earns millions here, but will not become
one of us, who serves under two flags,

yet when both countries needed him in the

World War, served under neither. A
slacker? Dear me, no. Merely a genius.

He may be funny to some, but not to me.
I have other brows on which to place my
laurel wreaths.
And Ronald Colman, long my favorite.

I must confess a surprise at the knowledge
that he also remains an Englishman.
However, he at least went to war when
his country called. And he doesn't fea-

ture in Sunday supplements as one who
says a lot and means nothing. But, even
so, I cannot see why the fear of pub-
licity should hold Colman back from be-
coming Americanized, if he really wants
to become an American. I doubt very
much if it would raise such a hue and cry
as he seems to think.

On the other hand, judging from Pola
Negri's past performances in obtaining
the spotlight, I would say that her at-

tempts to become an American were for
the benefit of publicity only. That, of
course, remains to be seen.

Garbo? Well, Garbo is a law unto her-
self. _Who would try to pass judgment on
a sphinx?

England is at present boycotting Ameri-
can actors and actresses. "Indeed," says
she, "why should we employ Americans,
when our own countrymen are without
work?" And that's all right, if she wants
to do it that way, but why should we nour-

ish her offshoots who prefer to live on our

soil? Note this item, in a recent news-
paper :

"Our British cousins have classified

Charles Chaplin's recent picture, "The Cir-

cus," as a British production, because

Chaplin, its star, producer, director, and
promoter, is English. Nothing like giv-

ing credit where it belongs."

I enjoy seeing the sulky Greta, the

lovely Vilma, the artist Jannings, the hand-
some Novarro, and the sparkling Del Rio

;

and now and then the score or more of

other foreign artists
;

but, just the same,
I think that those who earn here, who live

here, should "belong" here. Their art be-

longs to the country which makes it pos-

sible for that art to reach the world.

Lorraine Chandler.
1900 H Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

Let Ramon Show His Teeth.

Why do the fans seek to hurt the dear
people who give us so much pleasure?

They are human beings and heirs to the

human legacy of suffering.

To accuse Tom Mix of effeminacy, or

Bull Montana of vanity would merely
amuse these worthies. To accuse Buster
Keaton of netting ill-gotten gains from
dental advertisements would probably
make him smile—almost ! It would be
absurd for Ann Pennington to advocate
the use of corn plasters, but if little Ann
uses some special shampoo for that lovely

hair of hers, I, for one, would be glad to

learn its name.
Ramon Novarro has, among other

things, perfect teeth. Is it very unlikely,

then, that he uses good dentifrice? But
I take it that some of your readers object

to Ramon getting paid for smiling. Dear,
dear! How naughty of Ramon!
Ramon is young—gloriously young, en-

gagingly young. Alas, he will not always
be young. Some fans may feel that a
fifty-year-old Ramon would charm them
quite as well, but I have my doubts. I

don't think there's a more perfect body
in the world than Ramon's, and yet he's

about the only one who doesn't tell us
"How He Does It!"

The above statement, coming as it does
from a girl, may shock nice-minded folk.

But I look at Ramon appreciative of the
story that lies behind his physical splen-

dor. I am always glad to see a picture

of Ramon anywhere, even if it adorns an
advertisement for an eye wash—which, of
course, it never will.

Advertisement is only to be deplored
when the public is deliberately misled.

May God's heaven bless you, Ramon,
and its radiance abide ever in your soul,

to the glory of your beautiful dark eyes,

and may this fair earth give to you of its

fullness, and your days upon it be long and
blessed.

A recent letter by Viola Davies, in-

tended to be a tribute to Valentino, was
in reality an insult to his memory. Ru-
dolph would not thank those who drag
their flowery- words through the mud be-
fore placing them on his shrine. He
would not thank those who mistake petty

spite for loyalty, and dirty water for

tears. I am positive Valentino was a gen-

erous-minded man. He would not stoop

to slander a boy whose happy idealism

perhaps he envied, nor would his soul

rejoice at the defilement of his own dead
body. What has astonished my friends

and myself here in Scotland is the splurge

of vile spite directed by the so-called "Val-

entino fans" at the artists who have dared

survive him.
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Valentino, the man, I liked. Valen-

tino, the actor, never !

I feel he was a bitter, disappointed man,
cheated of his just deserts—of a home
and children and of manhood's fruition.

Valentino buried his youth with Julio Des-
noyers. The boy Rudy never came back
again. Beaucaire did not really suit him,

although the costumes did. The Valentino

craze was like back-water fever. De-
liriously people fought to see his shadow

;

deliriously they fought to see his corpse.

The living, breathing young man eluded

them entirely.

I greatly admired Valentino, and I feel

his life was infinitely more tragic than his

untimely death. Untimely because he was
cheated of his ambition to portray some-
thing finer than sheiks. He was not happy.
There was no serenity in his eyes, but only

a vague unrest

And I loved Wally Reid dearly. He
was a clean-souled, fair-minded boy,

whose happy eyes kindled an answering
gleam in ours. The sun in his hair, and
in his soul, the blue of heaven in his eyes
and its fairness on his lips—with these

Wally Was blessed. Very gently, the great
Creator took away the cup of life from
his smiling lips before he could taste its

dregs. He was, and still is, loved. He
will live in our hearts forever, a beloved

memory. He was just "Wally," and as

such we shall always adore him. No
frenzy marked his passing—only pity that

the world must go on, a little darker, a

more cold and impoverished place, because
"Wally" had gone.

One more word about Ramon. I pray
that no more fiendish weapons, thinly

camouflaged beneath scanty coverings of

arum lilies, will be directed against a boy
whose only jewels are in his eyes, and
whose only ornaments are the graces of a

pure mind and a perfect body.

Muriel Graham.
Ingleholm, Berurck, Scotland.

Wally Reid's Memorial.
I feel sure the fans will be interested in

hearing something of the progress of

Wally Reid's memorial, the announce-
ment of which appeared in Picture Play
several months ago.

The executive committee now in charge
of the memorial includes : David Belasco,

Thomas A. Edison, Doctor Henry Van
Dyke, Cecil DeMille, Madame Schumann-
Heink, Mary Pickford, E. F. Albee, Dou-
glas Fairbanks, Mayor Walker of New
York, Senator Copeland, Mayor Rolph of

San Francisco, Mayor Cryer of Los An-
geles, Richard Barthelmess, Jesse L.

Lasky, Richard Dix, Adela Rogers St.

Johns, "Roxy," Norma Talmadge, and
others as well known. An honorary com-
mittee lists practically every leading name
in Hollywood.
We have prepared a beautifully bound

"Golden Book of Remembrance," in which
will be enrolled the names of all the fans

who have contributed toward the fund.

The book will be kept in Wally's chapel

in perpetuity. Special souvenir acknowl-
edgments have also been prepared, and
these are sent out together with the treas-

urer's formal receipt.

Very substantial results are being ob-
tained from a series of benefit revivals of

some of Wally's best films, notably "The
Woman God Forgot," in which he was
costarred with Geraldine Farrar, and
"Forever," in which he gave so beautiful

an interpretation of Du Maurier's "Peter
Iibbetson." If there are enough fans in

any one locality who would like to see one
of Wally's films revived, if they will send
us the name of their local theater manager

we will see if it can be arranged, using
our benefit-revival plan.

I hope all the fans will some day have
an opportunity to be in New York and
to see for themselves this beautiful memo-
rial chapel in the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine, the third largest cathedral in

the world—a cathedral which in reality be-

longs to all Christendom, and not to one
creed alone.

This is surely a worthy project. Even
in advance of our first drive we have re-

ceived contributions as small as twenty-
five cents and as large as five hundred
dollars. This is to be "a memorial that

includes them all," and no contribution

from a Wally Reid admirer is too small

to be gratefully received and appropri-
ately acknowledged.

I have a very attractive four-page bul-

letin-circular, which I will be pleased to

send, without charge, to all fans who are

interested.

Join us in the greatest organized fan
movement that has ever been known.
Help our executive committee to make
this movement a complete success

!

Lillian Layton, Secretary,

Wallace Reid Memorial Association.
3625 R Street, Washington, D. C.

Press Agenting for Gloria.

Not so very long ago, when I wore
knee breeches and my hair in bangs, I

started going to the movies. I thrilled at

Pearl White and "The Million Dollar
Mystery." I struggled with Marie Wal-
camp in securing "The Red Glove," and
I was utterly bored with Charlie Chaplin.

In fact, I still am. Then I saw "The
Affairs of Anatol." Ever since that day
Gloria Swanson has been my ideal.

I have watched her grow from a 'gor-

geously gowned figure to a finished and
beautiful actress. I calmly listened to

people slamming her, and I let them talk

about her being nothing but a clothes

horse. I knew that she could act. I had
faith in her. Gloria was an artist, and I

knew it. When she made "The Hum-
ming Bird" people sat up and took notice.

Ah, here was a great actress, versatile and
beautiful! They had just found it out.

Every one knows, of course, the marvel-

ous characterizations she has given to the

screen, and to-day the whole world ap-

plauds her.

Although Miss Swanson is unaware of

it, I am her unofficial press agent. For
years I have boosted her, and told people

to wake up and see her possibilities. Now,
almost every one agrees that she is the

greatest actress on the screen. It is al-

most as though I, myself, had become a

famous personality, for I have lived with

Gloria every minute. Of course, I am only

one of the millions who admire her, but

I am a veteran and a pioneer. Perhaps
some day she will know, but if s'he never

does I am satisfied in seeing her win new
laurels and holding her place at the very

top of the ladder.

I have no fear that my illusions, if one

would call them that, will be shattered. I

have seen Gloria in person, and I know
that she is the same lovable woman that

she is on the screen. Lois Wilson told

me that in a letter she wrote me several

years ago.

Gloria, you have given us "Sadie
Thompson," and I know that there will be

many more successes to add to your al-

ready long and famous list. I'm with you
every minute, and there are a hundred
million others like me

!

Gates Hebbard.
2215 Wickham Avenue,

Pelham Parkway Gardens, New York
City.

Varconi Forever!

Not many letters about Victor Varconi
have appeared in "What the Fans Think."
I would like to make up for that lack of
interest, here and now. I have met Mr.
Varconi personally. He is handsome, mag-
netic, and a wonderful actor. Have you
seen "The Forbidden Woman"? His act-

ing in that picture was superb.

The plot of the story is impossible, or
at least improbable, and Jetta Goudal is

the star of the play, consequently receiv-

ing the advantages in lighting, footage, et

cetera. In spite of these handicaps, the

work of Victor shines above that of either

Miss Goudal or Joseph Schildkraut.

Varconi is the only actor who can de-

pict anger so that it seems real. In "The
Forbidden Woman" if fire did not flash

from his eyes it at least appeared to do so.

He was every inch the colonel he was
supposed to be.

He has a smile which, in my estimation,

is better than that of any other star. This
may sound foolish, but watch for that

smile the next time you see him on the

screen. He doesn't grin all over his face,

from ear to ear. He doesn't show his

teeth like a canine actor or a model for

a tooth-paste advertisement. He has a
tender, intimate smile, which seems to say,

"This is for you alone." It lights up his

face for a fleeting moment, and then is

gone.

In my opinion, Mr. Varconi is given
roles of extreme stupidity. No one else

could attempt them without being a flop.

But Victor rises above a poor role. Even
the sappy husband in "Chicago" seemed
real.

I believe that soon he will have reached
the- place he deserves, as the first gentle-

man of the screen.

May you have bigger and better roles,

Victor—that's all you need.

Marguerite de Francais.

Hollywood, California.

This Fan Likes Lorelei,

Ruth Taylor, Eugene O'Brien, Clara
Kimball Young, Bert Lytell, Mildred Har-
ris, Larry Semon, Mae Murray, Nazimova,
Vera Gordon, and Ann Pennington have
been Buffalo's guests during the past year,

and I, being a typical dyed-in-the-wool

fan, was thrilled to the utmost because I

had so many golden opportunities to meet
those who had given me pleasant hours.

Perhaps you'd like to hear my impressions

about one or two.

Ruth Taylor is perhaps better known as

Lorelei Lee, in "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes." I saw her "reel" self first.

Immediately I thought she must be rather

pleasant, but I received a shock when
Ruth herself stepped upon the stage. A
more radiant, friendlier person could not

be found. Please don't ask what she wore
—I can't tell you, because I was too much
engrossed in gazing at Ruth. She smiled

at us, not that stage smile that every one
abhors, for the simple reason that they

know it is acting, but a real smile. Her
voice was clear. She spoke slowly, and
every one could understand. She said

:

"Thank you so much. I do hope every
one will like this picture, for it means my
future. If it gets a good reception it

means I shall get a contract. Of course,

I'm not really a 'gold digger.' It's just

the story, you know. And now I want
to introduce you to my pal, the next best

thing to Rin-Tin-Tin, who was given to

me by one of the mayors."

She called once, twice, then remarked

:

"Oh, he's bashful! If you wait a minute,

I'll bring him out."
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Now You Can Reduce
2 to 4 Lbs. in a Night

Eat what you please
Wear what you please

Do what you please
Take no risky medicine

Send the coupon for your first three Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have found this easy
way to take off 2 to 4 pounds once or twice a week.
These women take refreshing Fayro baths in the

privacy of their own homes.
Fayro is the concentrate of the same natural

mineral salts that make effective the waters of
twenty-two hot springs of America, England and
Continental Europe. For years the spas and hot
springs bathing resorts have been the retreat of fair

women and well groomed men.
Excess weight has been removed, skins have been

made more lovely, bodies more shapely and minds
brighter.

The Hot Springs Are Now Brought to You
Painstaking analyses of the active ingredients of

the waters from twenty-two of the most famous
springs have taught us the secret of their effective-

ness. You can now have all these benefits in your
own 'bath. Merely put Fayro into your hot bath.
It dissolves rapidly. You will notice and enjoy the pungent
fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.

Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and stimulating perspira-

tion, forces lazy body cells to sweat out surplus fat and bodily

poisons. Add Fayro to your bath at night and immediately you
will lose from 2 to 4 pounds in an easy, refreshing and absolutely

harmless manner.
Consult your physician and he will tell you that Fayro is certain

to do the work and that it is absolutely harmless.

Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw ofF worn out
fat and bodily poisons. Your skin will be clearer and smoother.
You will sleep better after your Fayro bath and awaken feeling

as though you had enjoyed a week's vacation.

Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces weight generally but you can also concentrate its

effect on abdomen, hips, legs, ankles, chin or any part of the body
you may wish.

Results Are Immediate
Weigh yourself before and after your Fayro bath. You will

find you have lost from 2 to 4 pounds. And a few nights later

when you again add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. As soon as you are the correct weightfor your height

do not try to reduce further. No need to deny yourself food you
really want. No need for violent exercise. No need for drugs or

medicines. Merely a refreshing Fayro bath in the privacy of your
own home.

Try Fayro at Our Risk

The regular price ofFayro is $1.00 a package. With the coupon
you get 3 full sized packages and an interesting booklet "Health
and Open Pores" for $2.50 plus the necessary postage. Send no
money. Pay the postman. Your money refunded instantly if

you want it.

HERE'S PROOF
Read what Fayro Baths
have done for others

"Three Fayro baths reduced
my weight 11 pounds in 8
days, I feel better than I
have felt for years."

"I weigh 16 pounds less and
feel younger and sleei* belter.

Fayro is wonderful."

"My double chin vanished in
the magic of Fayro baths.".

"My hips were always too
prominent until I commenced
Fayro baths. I have lost 12
pounds."

"Thank you for Fayro. I
lost 14 pounds in three weeks;
feel better and certainly look
belter."

"Since childhood my thick

ankles have always been a
source of embarrassment.
Fayro baths have reduced
them beautifully. Thank you
very much."

For obvious reasons, names
are not quoted, but every
letter published has been
authorized and names and
addresses will be given on
request.

How we laughed when a large stuffed

dog arrived upon the scene.

Before Ruth left, the master of cere-

monies presented 'her with an enormous
bouquet. I was so glad, because I firmly

believe that she deserved it, don't you?
Bert Lytell—haven't you gazed at him,

dozens of times, your heart almost at a
standstill, while he made love to the lead-
ing woman, or went fearlessly into dan-
ger for the sake of one he loved.

Frankly, the screen does Bert an in-

justice—he is much better looking in real

life. The greatest attraction, however, is

his voice, one that really deserves to be
called "golden."

He appeared in a one-act play, a story

of sacrifice. It was splendidly done by
a man who really knew how to act such
a role without making every one want to

laugh.

Mae Murray—heavens, get me a dic-

tionary so that I can find suitable adjec-

tives to describe her ! Many have knocked
her and claimed she has a double chin,

but have any of these persons taken into

consideration that Mae is past fort) ? If

they possess the graceful figure of this

youthfully mature woman, then I take my
hat off to them.

Helene C. Braeuner.
210 French Street, Buffalo, New York.

Meet Madeline and Henri.

I believe Picture Play enthusiasts

agree that the letters found in "What the

Fans Think" are, as a whole, sensible and
intelligent. To my definite knowledge,
many of them are written by fans who
are secretaries to presidents of big cor-

porations. Obviously they are not morons.
Other fans I know to be poets who have
successfully sold their poems. Still others,

and many are in this class, are students of

journalism from whom we shall hear in

the future.

Two writers on the staff of Picture
Play are friends of mine. I am inter-

ested in them, and readers of Picture
Play should be, also. Why? Because
they contributed an occasional letter to

"What the Fans Think" before they seri-

ously began a literary career. Even writ-

ers must begin somehow, you know!
Permit me to introduce Miss Madeline

Glass. As a fan, she used to come to

my house, where the chief topic of con-

versation was motion pictures. How well

we both remember her first interview ! It

was with Richard Barthelmess, whom she

had long adored.

Madeline is 'big, blond, pretty, and at-

tractive. She is meticulous in her appear-

ance, not because of a desire to impress,

but because she aims toward perfection

always. It has become almost a mania
with her.. Often she becomes discouraged,

but I never cease to marvel at the notice-

able improvement I am continually find-

ing in her.

What is of more value than a mind that

absorbs the best with which it comes in

contact? Madeline has just such a mind.

She is sincere, earnest, and, above all else,

just. She forms opinions cautiously; but,

once formed, try and change them ! And
she has a delightful sense of humor.
Many of us feel that Madeline has at-

tained some degree of success. She does

not regard her literary career so opti-

mistically, underestimating her achieve-

ments because life has given her many
hard knocks. She thinks it absurd to ex-

pect fate to be kind to her. That char-

acteristic is a valuable one, for Madeline's

ego will never possess her.

Madeline does not feel ashamed of the

Oklahoma farm which was her birthplace.

If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we
will refund your money withouta question.
You risk nothing. Clip the coupon and
mail.

Fayro, Inc. pp-s-zs

821 Locust St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Send me 3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain package.
I will pay the postman $2.50 plus the necessary postage.
It is understood that if I do not get satisfactory results

with the first package I use, I am to return the other two
and you will refund all of my money at once.

City State

If you live outside the United States send International
Money Order with coupon.

Name .

.

Address

City. . .
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To me she has said, "I was born in a log

cabin, but I don't intend to die in one."

The things she has looked upon as handi-

caps, such as having had to educate herself,

and finding it necessary to begin work
early in life, will prove assets. I am sure

the future holds much for Madeline. She
deserves it, and I am for her

!

Next, meet William Henri McKegg, one
of Picture Play's best writers. That
was my opinion before I ever met Henri.

He was born in England and educated in

England and France. Five years ago he
came to Hollywood from Paris. Although
he has traveled all over Europe, this

small-in-stature, but remarkable-in-mind
young fellow likes Hollywood so well that

he has become an American citizen. Three
cheers for Henri

!

Can you imagine an Englishman with a
sense of humor? Well, Henri has one.

Perhaps he developed it since coming to

Hollywood. He says a sense of humor is

necessary to the enjoyment of life in the
movie metropolis. Mr. McKegg is quite

a linguist, being well versed in four lan-

guages. He lives with his mother and
devotes all his time to writing. He de-
sires to become well known in the field

of fiction.

Henri, too, remembers his first inter-

view. It was with Neil Hamilton. He
declares it was full of faults, that he has
had a long, hard fight to overcome the
European habit of writing long-winded
sentences and long paragraphs. However,
he is elated that the fight has been won.
Many of Mr. McKegg's articles have

been what I call "gems." They have in-

variably caused comment among the fans
I know. Henri does not feel that the fans
are interested in the writers of the stories

we read in the magazine. But I think the
fan is interested in the writer, as well as in

the subject discussed.

Anyway, you've "met" Henri and Made-
line. We should be proud of them, should
we not? They have risen from the ranks
of fandom, and by their own admission
they remain fans !

Olive D. Thompson.
706 West Forty-ninth Place,
Los Angeles, California.

Here's a Vote for James Hall.

It certainly is gratifying to see how
James Hall is gaining in popularity. I

picked him out two years ago as one of

the coming stars, and so far he has more
than justified the selection. There is

something about Mr. Hall that is differ-

ent from any of the other young players,

and it is hard to explain. He is endowed
with a great amount of charm, and has
the ability to act. This he has proved in

a number of varied roles, none of them be-

ing any too good for him. His portrayal

of Joseph in "Four Sons" was splendidly

done, and entirely different from roles

he has played in Bebe Daniels' comedies.

That shows he is good, because the lat-

ter pictures are purely farcical in nature,

whereas "Four Sons" is anything but that.

Watch this young man !

I have read with great interest the arti-

cle in the May Picture Play concerning
Paramount's selection of eleven promis-
ing young players, of whom Mr. Hall is

one, four of whom are to be selected as

stars at the end of the year. Right now
I pledge my vote to James Hall. May
he be one of the lucky four

!

E. W. White.
5247 Florence Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Deserves to Be Called "Orchid
Beauty."

Just a few words of praise for the aris-

tocrat of the screen, Florence Vidor.
Only recently has this beautiful and tal-

ented lady come into her own, and no
one in all filmdom deserves success more
than she. For the past few years she has

played in light, mediocre pictures that re-

quired little real acting. Even in these

we felt the force of her striking person-

ality and charm. There are few actresses

in 1 pictures to-day who possses the same
amount of beauty and talent as does Miss
Vidor.
She justly deserves the title which so

many have bestowed on her, "The Orchid
Beauty of the Screen."

In her latest vehicle, "Doomsday," she

not only reveals depth and versatility, but

the usual grace and charm which make
her one of the outstanding actresses on
the screen. One look at Miss Vidor in-

forms us that she was never a nursemaid
or a ribbon clerk. She is refined and dig-

nified, her every gesture one of poise and
breeding. Here's wishing her all the luck

in the world. G. W. C.

Apartment 44, 4555 Sherbrooke Street,

W., Montreal, Canada.

She Dislikes Lorelei.

Every time I've seen Ruth Taylor's

name in print since she appeared in "Gen-
tlemen Prefer Blondes," she has been
called Lorelei Lee, as if it were a great

honor to be chosen for that role. *

I can't for the life of me see what there

is about that character that is so remark-
able. In the first place, the book is the

trashiest thing I ever read. It was a

source of great disappointment to me. I

had heard it lauded to the skies as a great

accomplishment for Anita Loos. Well, if

that is a sample of her books I do not

want to read any more. It certainly can't

be classed as good literature, for it won't
stand the test.

As a test of good literature or songs,

we always ask, "Will it live?" If it does
live and is handed down to other gen-
erations, then it has stood the test. Will
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" live? No!
In a year we shall have forgotten all

about it.

I can't understand why Lorelei Lee was
a character to rave about, or why Anita
Loos became famous by writing such a

trashy book. It seems to me that almost
any one could sit down for a few hours
and write as well. Mary Gurr.

Austin, Nevada.

Being a Good Crook.
Seeing that crook portrayals have been

popular on the screen recently, I wish to

say that Evelyn Brent's characterization

of a lady crook is very amateurish, when
compared to those of her distinguished

predecessors, Betty Compson and Pris-

cilla Dean.
To my mind Betty Compson is "Queen

of Crooks," so far as screen characteriza-

tions go. Who can ever forget her won-
derful portrayals in "The Miracle Man,"
"Kick In," "The Woman with Four
Faces," "Paths to Paradise," "The Wise
Guy," and, more recently, "Ladybird,"
"Cheating Cheaters," and "The Big City"?

Miss Brent's work in "Underworld"
does not even remotely compare with Betty
Compson's in "The Miracle Man" or "The
Wise Guy."
A close second to Betty Compson is

the dashing Priscilla Dean. Who can for-

get her work in "Outside the Law" and
the rest of her old pictures, "Reputation,"
"Driftin'," and "The White Tiger"?

I recently saw a reissue of "Outside the

Law," and, despite its ancient costumes
and sets, I got a greater thrill in viewing
it than I did "Underworld," with all its

modern advantages.
If Miss Brent wants to continue being

a crook in films, I suggest she study the

work of Betty Compson and Priscilla

Dean in their old pictures. That is, if

she wants to become a professional. Now,
n comparison, she is merely an amateur.

Edward H. Vogel.
160 Sycamore Street,

Roslindale, Boston, Massachusetts.

Meet Another Writer.

What about the writers who have made
Picture Play the success that it is to-

day? Aren't they worthy of honorable
mention? An injustice has been done, for

in every respect these people deserve the

title of "star" as much as any actor.

There's Myrtle Gebhart. Take ador-

able, charming, and all the other sweet

adjectives you can think of—put them all

together, and then you will have but a

slight idea of this writer. Last year I

dropped her a line, mentioning the fact

that I would like to receive information

about Phyllis Haver, as I am president of

a club in her honor. Miss Gebhart not
Dnly told me where to get the data, but I

also obtained through her, indirectly, a

beautiful photograph of Miss Haver, per-

sonally autographed. Not content with

that, Miss Gebhart sent me a picture of
herself, signed to me. I think as much
of that photo as any other I possess. If I

had the good fortune to tour Hollywood,
my first stop would be at the home of this

woman—not to annoy her, but to pay hom-
age to a truly marvelous writer.

Another with whom I have come in con-

tact is Madeline Glass. She is not a fre-

quent contributor to the magazine—what
a pity !—but she knows how to describe

the stars in a most interesting manner.
The Oracle should have a medal of

honor pinned on him. He's a dear ! Cour-
teous? Of course. He became an honor-
ary member of my club, and hunted
through his files to secure data regarding
new screen faces. Just imagine what it

would be like to us movie-mad folks, if it

were not for the patient Oracle, ever

ready to be of assistance.

And last, but by no means least, I have
to thank this department, for through it

I have been enriched by several pen pals,

whose messages bring joy to my heart.

Now you know my ideas about Picture
Play. Let the public rave about the stars

;

I'll rave about the magazine. If one stops

to think, they will realize I am sensible

in praising something that is worthy,
whereas—but I'll stop now before I get

into hot water

!

Helene C. Braeuner.
210 French Street, Buffalo, New York.

Appreciative.

Will the fans accept my humble thanks
for their opinion of my poem, "Holly-
wood," which appeared in the May issue?

Although I have attempted to send indi-

vidual replies, I have been veritably

swamped with letters, so I feel called upon
to choose this medium of offering my
heartfelt appreciation.

In spite of the fact that distance sep-

arates us, we are all bound together by a

common understanding and feeling for

motion pictures.

May all our minds continue to glean

further wheat from the chaff of the screen

world! Graham Dale.
600 West 157th Street,

New York City.

Continued on page 117
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Who Was It? Who Killed-
The answer to the crime puzzle ! Gripping- mystery, breathless suspense, the exciting sort of

story that keeps you burning the midnight oil to get to the dramatic climax and learn the

identity of the criminal.

The best mystery and detective stories are now obtainable in book form in substantial attrac-

tive cloth bindings, gold stamped, with good paper and large clear print; volumes that are the

equal of most novels published at |2.00. These books are known as the

Chelsea House Popular Copyrights
They are all new stories, that have never before appeared in book form—not reprints of other

editions—and they sell at

75 Cents a Copy
Some of the latest Detective and Mystery stories in the CHELSEA HOUSE POPULAR

COPYRIGHTS are described below.

The Tunnel to Doom
By ROY W. HINDS

The only clew to the fugitive criminals was
a bit of adhesive tape and it led Jim Person
into a deadly trap.

The House of Disappearances
By CHESTER K. STEELE

One person after another vanished from the

uncanny old house. A grim crime puzzle to sit

up o' nights over.

BlundelFs Last Guest
By ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE
A clever mystery story of exciting suspense

with a surprising and dramatic ending.

The Sleeping Cop
By ISABEL OSTRANDER and
CHRISTOPHER B. BOOTH

Patrolman Larry Moore was asleep on post

when Braddigan, the political boss, was killed.

So Larry set about finding the murderer.

Alias the Thunderbolt
By JOHNSTON McCULLEY

How John Flatchley, alias the Thunderbolt,
restored ill-gotten wealth by playing nocturnal

bandit.

The Thunderbolt's Jest
By JOHNSTON McCULLEY

More of the engaging adventures of John
Flatchley and his man Saggs in squaring a
crooked account.

Hidden Out .

By HOWARD FIELDING The White Rook
One of the oddest mysteries that ever baf- By HUGH McNAIR KAHLER

fled a police department was furnished by the The checkered career of a master cracksman
elusive Captain Reddy and his accomplice. who makes a laughingstock of the police.

THERE ARE ALSO WESTERN, ADVENTURE, AND LOVE STORIES-tALL THE
MOST POPULAR TYPES OF FICTION—INCLUDED IN CHELSEA HOUSE POPU-
LAR COPYRIGHTS. WRITE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OR ASK YOUR BOOK-
SELLER.

CHELSEA HOUSE, Publishers, 79 Seventh Ave., New York
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^Ask Edwin Schallert

— he says in Los Angeles Times: "Famed
for the discovery of Gloria Swanson,
Marie Prevost, Phyllis Haver and other

first-water stars, Mack Sennett has reg-

istered again as a Columbus of talent. In

'The Good-bye Kiss' Miss Eilers discloses

as much youthful charm as any girl who
has come to the screen for a long time.

Perhaps more."

^AskfamousJCouellaTarsons
—she says in Los Angeles Examiner :

" 'The Good-bye Kiss' is an original and
delightful romance. Johnny Burke, Sally

Eilers and Matty Kemp are accorded

praise for their artistry in this Sennett

comedy."

^AskThotoplay's Expert
—he said in Photoplay 's May issue:

"Romance, kisses, comedy, pathos, all

intermingled, keep you laughing and cry-

ing in this personally-directed special of

Sennett's. Sally Eilers justifies the claims

about her beauty and ability, and Matty
Kemp, her leading man, has much appeal.

JohnnyBurke is a comedian of first rank

and walks away with honors."

^Ask anyone ofthe millions
who saw"Mickey"and "MollyO,"Mack
Sennett's previous full-length feature

hits!

And besides it's

A "Jiiat national Picture
THEY TAKE THE GUESSWORK
OUT OF GOING TO THE MOVIES

3 ^Kiw Stars

in the tJtCaking—
JOHNNY BURKE
SALLY EILERS
MATTY KEMP

Discovered by themostfamous

of all star-makers—
Mack Sennett!
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This is the mating season, so to speak, when players who have won a following are paired for future work
on the screen. Mary Brian, who has served a long apprenticeship as a most obliging and self-sacri-

ficing leading lady, in support of masculine stars, now blossoms forth as a heroine in her
own right. She will be cofeatured with Richard Arlen, who has been growing

more popular in each successive picture, in "The Upstart Gentleman."
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The Foreign In
The legion of alien aspirants to film fame has seem

of Hollywood producers,
1 and have started their

By A. L.

In August, 1926, newspapers announced the arrival of Na-
thalie Kovanko, Russian actress, with her husband, Viachetslav

Tourjanski, rated as a celebrated director of French films.

The two had been "discovered" by Harry Rapf, Metro-Gold-

wyn executive, while
Maria Corda made only one film in

America, "The Private Life of Helen

of Troy.

"

"Dimples" Lido's increasing "heftiness" did much to

prevent her getting a foothold in Hollywood.

THEY'RE going back—the stars of the

foreign legion. Back to the steppes and
the villas, the music halls and studios of

the Continent—back where they are under-

stood. They're going to spend the remainder
of their lives where meat is something like

"meatovitch," and "lutfisch" is the national sus-

tenance. And Hollywood may go to thunder

!

Countless foreign-born actors, actresses and
directors have found that, while America may
be dripping with milk and hone}', garnering a

satisfactory supply of such products is a serious

undertaking ; and while they may achieve suc-

cess in Germany, Russia, France, or Sweden,
their points of view do not always coincide with
those on this side of the Atlantic. They come to Hollywood in the

belief that its streets are paved with gold, only to find asphalt and
disinterest. They go away bitter, disillusioned. They are be-

wildered by attitudes they cannot conceive.

Not long ago a request was made to the Actors Equity Associa-

tion by American-born players, to appeal to the State Department
in Washington for a more rigid enforcement of the alien quota

law, as it applies to those seeking employment in films. It seems,

now, that such an appeal is unnecessary. The foreign stars, one
by one, are leaving-.

For the past few years I have watched, from the side lines in

Hollywood, the arrival of niore-or-less-celebrated players from
Europe. Each came heralded as "the great star from Budapest,"
"the darling of Berlin," "the idol of France," or with some such
designation. I have seen them ballyhooed and boosted, then basted
and bumped. I have seen many slowly sink into oblivion, and dis-

appear. They drifted away, and no one asked where. Who is

here who remembers Charles de Roche, the handsome athletic ac-

tor brought from France by Paramount a few years ago, and hailed
as another Valentino? He played with Pola Negri in "The Cheat,"
and had the role of Rameses II in "The Ten Commandments." He
was a sensation in Paris, but he made less than half a dozen pic-
tures for Paramount.

watching four of ten un-

completed reels of "Mi-
chael Strogoff." The pic-

ture was directed by
Tourjanski and starred

Ivan Mosjoukine and
Miss Kovanko. Mr.
Rapf opened negotia-

tions with the two, and
presently they were
headed for Hollywood,
with the Russian beauty

hailed as the first im-

portant Slavic "find"

since Nazimova. The
publicity writers told
how the two, both of the

jRussian nobility, had
lost everything to the

^olshevists and were
exiled.

|

"They hurried on to

Paris," the stories ran,

"where films beckoned
Miss Kovanko. She be-

Mona Martenson , Greta
Garbo's chum, did not screen

as well as had been antici-

pated.
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vaders Repulsed!
ingly been vanquished by the exacting demands
exodus from the land which held such lure for them.

Wooldridse

came the screen idol of Paris almost immediately, while her

husband's feats in direction won recognition. Both look for-

ward to great opportunities in America. 'We can have so

much more to work with in America,' said Tourjanski, 'that it

is an inspiration to ar--

Ivan Mosjoukine ivas surrendered after

appearing in "Surrrender.

"

rive here and feel we are (

actually a part of your
great industry.'

"

Exactly what Metro-
Goldwyn had in mind
for the two Russians is

not known. Strangely

enough, Miss Kovanko
came just at the time
when Greta Garbo was
"acting up" over terms
of her contract, and just

when the cast was being
selected for "Flesh and

i

the Devil." Suspicion

was felt in some quarters

that the coming of "the
idol of Paris" might
have some bearing on the

Garbo situation. At any
rate, when the dispute

with the willowy Garbo

Natli Barr was cut out of two

films, and so passed out of

the picture world entirely.

Thoroughly approved of by the fans, Arlette Marchal

nevertheless returned to France.

was amicably settled, no role was found for Miss

Kovanko. Tourjanski directed "The Adven-
turer," an inconsequential picture starring Colonel

Tim McCoy, then both left the lot. After stay-

ing around Hollywood for a while, during which
time there were some negotiations with United

Artists, the two took passage for Europe, where they are yet.

Less than a year ago, it was announced with quite a bit of

elation that Mona Martenson was on the way to America from
Sweden to join her chum, Miss Garbo, in Hollywood. Elation

was felt, because Greta is one of the loneliest and most unhappy
women in the film colony, and it was thought that the presence

of Miss Martenson might cheer her. Besides, she had won
fame in Europe, greater, possibly, than Garbo had won.

Just two screen tests of Mona were taken. "Terrible!" the

studio executives exclaimed.

They paid the expenses of Miss Martenson's trip from Stock-

holm, and she went back. It could not be said she was not a

talented actress. But she just "didn't fit" into American films.

"The most beautiful woman in Russia" is the appellation

which a committee of distinguished artists and authors be-

stowed upon Natalie Barrache, brought to America a little

more than a year ago by First National, and her name changed
to Natli Barr. Natli, the second of a family of six daughters,

was born in Leningrad. The family status was that of the upper
middle class which, by ties of marriage, was closely aligned to

the aristocracy. In common with her sisters, all of whom
were endowed with unusual beauty, charm, and intelligence,

Natli received a broad, cultural education such as is not gen-

erally enjoyed by the majority of even wealthy Russian women.
As a result, she is not only beautiful, but cultivated as well

—

a charming conversationalist, a gifted musician, an excellent

dancer, with literary attainments of a high order. Just before

the outbreak of the war she married Prince Eugene Roumi-
antzef, a wealthy landowner. During the hard days immedi-
ately following the revolution, Prince Roumiantzef died and

Continued on page 114
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A Montana Ranch-
Gary Cooper, who never thought

of the experiences along the road

By Patsy

Photo by Richee

HELENA, Montana, has two admitted distinctions.

It is the capital of its State, and it is the birth-

place of Gary Cooper.
It was only in recent months that Helenans awakened

to the second distinction. And how they did awaken

!

Here was that unassuming son of Judge and Mrs.
Charles H. Cooper—a movie star. Helena was quite

properly appreciative, and their belated enthusiasm was
all the more intense as a result of the delay.

"Gary Cooper, in 'The Winning of Barbara Worth,'
"

was billed in extravagant lights at the local cinema em-
porium. Stories of

Gary's early activities in Helena were swapped on the

steps of porches, and over back fences. Every one who
had ever known this suddenly famed son of Helena, could

remember at least one or two interesting tales about him.

And, at that, Helena is no "hick" town. There is an
imposing capitol building, an equally pretentious post office,

any number of substantial-looking office edifices, a set of

socially elect, a good laundry, and a traffic cop. Daughters

and sons of the "Four Hundred" are sent away to finishing

schools and colleges. Helena is more of a big city than

the old-fashioned mining town it is supposed to be.

Back in 1884, Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Cooper came
to Helena from England. They purchased some thousand

acres of land, fifty-five miles north of Helena, on the upper

Missouri River, calling their new home Sunnyside Ranch.

There they raised cattle, and Charles Cooper became a

judge in the courts of the State. In 1901 Gary was born.

Now, Gary was an exceedingly lively little boy. He
had the whole ranch to play upon, and
he loved it.

"Between the ages of six and eight,"

Gary told me as we ate corned beef and
cabbage in the Paramount restaurant,

"I had a mania for causing the sudden
demise of barnyard fowl. I liked to play

that I was a ferocious Indian, and would pick up the un-

fortunate creatures by their necks, and swing them
around my head. This, I believed, was the next best

thing to brandishing a tomahawk."
Needless to say whippings were a regular occurrence

in the house of Cooper ; for Gary's mother did not share

his enthusiasm for so-called redskin practices.

Then there was school. Gary Cooper did not like

school. The world outside the schoolroom window
looked very inviting. There were, of course, nice things

like history.

"I used to read ahead of the class in all my history

Gary Cooper felt

right at home in

the Western roles

he first played.

Gary, left, at the age of eighteen; above, a

bird's-eye view of Sunnyside Ranch; right,

Gary, his mother and his brother, in the

days before Gary was a star.
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hardly

England—Hollywood
he would be in pictures, reminisces

which has brought him there.

DuBuis

books, with the result that I never knew jus-t where we
were." Gary smiled at this. "My teacher was sure

that I was possessed of the devil. But it was really

nothing more than love for history.

"Practically all my grammar and high-school life was
spent in looking out of the schoolroom window,
and dreaming. Dreaming of the long rides over

the hills—and the other rides that were to come.
Dreaming of college in England, where I would
see a little of this assuredly beautiful and inter-

esting world. Oh, I was a dreamer, all right.

But I got through school with a surprisingly high

average."

The summer vacations were
enough for this boy who loved

the outdoors. There were long

trips with the Cree Indians who
lived near the ranch. Miles

away from Helena they would
ride, and there they would hunt

and fish, while the little white

boy learned all the ways of the

Indian. Learned something of

the calm, beautiful creed of these

people, too.

Finally Gary's high-school

days ended. He was sent to

England to college. After two
years there homesickness drove
him back to Helena.

"Besides, I wasn't learning

much," he confided. "I didn't

like it well enough. Biology—I was
interested in that ; and I liked journal-

ism. But geometry might just as well

not have been in my course, as far as

I was concerned. Well do I remem-
ber my first geometry test. I had not

studied all term—hadn't even opened
the book, or noticed the examples on

the board. It was within two weeks
of the time for the final examinations,

when it was borne in upon me that I

would not pass. That would be a ter-

rible disgrace. The only way I could

possibly get through would be to study

night and day—do every problem in

the book—do them correctly—and
memorize the rules for doing so. I

did. And I passed with an average

of ninety."

Back in Helena, days were pleas-

ant. Fred , whose company
owns several large sheep ranches near

Helena, was one of Gary's best

friends. And it was Fred who told

me of some of the great times he and
Gary had together, when Gary came
back from college and Fred was home
from Stanford University.

"Gary was never afraid of any-

thing," Fred told me. "There is a

seventy-five-foot waterfa'll a short

Gary Cooper's

personality is

as preeminent-

ly' friendly as

this picture

indicates.

distance from the ranch. Gary was fascinated by it.

The Indians had told him some legend about it that I

never knew. Anyway, he was always near it, always
wondering if there wasn't some way of going over it

without meeting death below. I think I convinced him
that the rocks were too pointed and hard for actual
comfort.

"He was awfully well-liked in our crowd. The girls
liked him because of his good looks, his character, and
his pleasantness. The fellows liked him because he was
straight, and had never been known to balk at any hard
or difficult task. Of course, we never thought of him
as being unusual or wonderful. He was just Garv
Cooper—and was a regular fellow."

Fred did not say this for publication. So
far as he knew, the only thing I had to do
with magazines was to buy them from the
news stands. He had no idea that I'd ever
meet Gary Cooper. I hope some day I shall

get the chance to tell him that, as soon 'as

I had mentioned to Gary that I had re-

cently been in Helena, he asked me if I

knew Fred. Had I seen him? What was
he doing? Gary loves to talk about
Helena.

In 1924 Gary Cooper came to Los
Angeles.

"I had always wanted to enter the
• advertising business," he told me. "I

had an idea that I could write sure-

fire copy. Besides, I wanted to get

out among people—many people.

There in Helena we had our own
little crowd, and it was very pleasant.

But not at all broadening. I believe

that every one should change his en-

vironment at some time, so that he
does not settle into a rut."

Los Angeles did not welcome Gary
with open arms. He drifted about

for some time with nothing to do, and
at last found a place writing advertis-
ing copy for a small agency. This
lasted nearly two years, and then the
company suddenly went oroke. There
were no other advertising jobs open, so
Gary decided to try motion pictures.

I guess nearly every person has -had

an idea that he wouldi like to try pic-

tures. You see some actor on the screen,

and cannot help but feel that you could
do as well.

"I knew that I was not handsome

—

as the standard of masculine beauty
goes—but I did have enough confidence
to think that I could do as well as some
of those I had seen.

"To make a long story short, I joined

the ranks of extras, haunted the studios,

and nearly starved for eight months.
Then Henry King decided that I was
the type to do Abe in 'The Winning

of Barbara Worth.' After
this, Paramount thought they
had some sort of a 'find' in

me. Why, I don't know yet.

'Arizona Bound,' my .first

starring picture, came after

my small part in 'Barbara
Worth.'

"

Continued on page 110
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Well, Here They Are Lili Damita and Walter Byron,

Samuel Goldwyn's latest Euro-

pean "finds," have arrived in Hollywood to play opposite Ronald Colman and

Vilma Banky in their separate starring pictures.

Photo by Lansing Brown

MADEMOISELLE DAMITA is French, a dancer in Parisian revues before

she was persuaded to attempt films, in which she has been prominent for

three years. She is, as you see, a blonde, and the photograph gives some
suggestion of her deep-brown eyes and their veiled expression. But no suggestion

is found of her animation, her gay good humor, her charm, her worldliness, all

of which make her irresistible in a personal encounter. She speaks excellent

English, with just enough accent to make her speech piquant but never halting,

and her childlike complexion proclaims, more conclusively than a birth certificate,

that she is but twenty-one. Mademoiselle Damita's besetting fear—which seems
unfounded—is that she will perhaps not be liked, because she is foreign.

Walter Byron is an Englishman, twenty-six, first brought to the attention of

Mr. Goldwyn by Ronald Colman, who certainly ought to know what is expected
of his successor in Miss Banky's screen affections. Their first picture together

will be "The Awakening."
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A Girl Comes to Hollywood
The third installment of this engrossing mystery of Hollywood brings about the collapse of our hero's

plans, the dawn of his love for the baffling "Miss Smith," and the laying of a trap for Lady Gates.

By Alice M. Williamson Illustrated by Xena Wright

CHAPTER V.

MALCOLM CONFIDES IN LADY
GATES.

A FEW moments later, Lopez
was bowing before Lady
Gates. With Latin polite-

ness, he begged Allen's,permission

to ask his guest to dance. The
dancer's English was good, but

stiffly precise.

Malcolm was annoyed. "Like
the swine!" he thought. "At-
tracted by the pearls and dia-

monds !" Aloud, he said civilly

that it was for Lady Gates to de-

cide ; and his imagination painted

a humiliating picture of what the

stout, dressy figure would look

like, circling round the floor of

Montparnasse in the slim, dark
Argentine's arms.

All that still clung to Lady
Gates of good, Yorkshire common
sense helped her, however, to re-

sist the tempter. Red with excite-

ment, her face beamed with joy at

the flattering invitation, but she
regretfully refused.

"I think it's a real compliment that you should ask

me," she stammered, "and I'd love to ! I can't dance
very well. It's so long since I tried, I'd be frightened

to make an exhibition of myself. But—but I wonder if

—now don't be offended !—do you ever give lessons ?"

"Yes, madame, I do to a very few ladies, on the days
when, here at Montparnasse, they do not have the danc-
ing," replied Lopez, his splendid eyes conscious of the

jewels. "I would teach you with pleasure, if you wish."

"I do wish. Can I have a lesson twice a week at the

Ambassador Hotel, where I'm staying?" Malcolm's
Aunt Kate asked, without glancing at him. She looked
ashamed, yet mulishlv determined.

"But certainly, madame," Lopez assured her in his

low, slightly guttural, yet attractive, baritone voice. He
gave her an address and telephone number, which she

jotted down quickly with a gold pencil extracted from
her diamond-rimmed bag.

"I suppose you think I'm an old goose, Malcolm," she

apologized when Lopez had gone. "But, well, somehow
or other I want to get into the spirit of the thing here,

if I can. Poor me! It's thrilling. I feel as if I'd been
drinking champagne."
Malcolm was tempted to say, "Don't let it make you

feel as if you had drunk too much !" But he didn't.

And he didn't confide to his aunt the heavy trouble he
was staggering under, behind his air of casual enjoy-
ment, about "Red Velvet," alias "Black Sleeves" he
couldn't see his way to suit Mr. Kerlin and the others.

Yet it was terribly important to suit them. He had been
called up by all three, and had had to admit, "No prog-
ress worth speaking of, so far." Their voices had not
sounded patient, and Joe Kerlin had spoken again about
the waste of time, with salaries and overhead expenses

* Copyright, 1928, by Alice M. Williamson.

Synopsis of Preceding Chapters

Malcolm Allen, a young English novelist,

has been brought to Hollywood by Peerless

Pictures to write a scenario. At the Res-

taurant Montparnasse, his attention is attracted

to a beautiful girl who, after dining expen-

sively and alone, attempts to escape without

paying her check. Malcolm goes to her res-

cue, pretends to the proprietor that it was a

bet which he has lost and "Miss Smith" has

won, and is dumfounded to learn that the girl

wishes to be employed as a cigarette vender,

in preference to the chance he is willing to give

her in the movies. The proprietor employs

her ; then she disappears without telling Mal-
colm anything! about herself.

Fault is found with Malcolm's work by his

employers, which results in strained relations.

Lady Gates, Malcolm's rich aunt from Leeds,

England, appears almost without warning for

a visit. Dazzled by Hollywood, where every

one seemingly is young and beautiful, Lady
Gates deplores her double chin and unwieldy

figure. Her vanity and wealth make it clear

that she will go to almost any ends to make
a place for herself in the glittering pro-

cession of youth. Dining at Montparnasse

with her nephew, she is attracted by Marco
Lopez, a professional dancer, whose eyes meet

hers, lingeringly, significantly.

Malcolm foresaw a

show-down, a row. And that was
the only thing he did see clearly

in his future.

He listened smilingly to Lady
Gates' chatter, but his thoughts

were so far away, that his soul

seemed to have gone from be-

hind his eyes and left them
empty windows. Lady Gates

had become a very self-centered

woman, but even she soon saw
that Malcolm wasn't really there

with her at the table.

"What's the matter, Boy?"
she inquired, a little tartly, using

her old name for him. "You
haven't heard a word I've said

for the last five minutes ! I asked

you what was the best beauty

shop in Hollywood, and you said,

'Yes, quite so !' I believe you're

thinking about some girl I"

Malcolm was on the point of

denying this, when suddenly it

occurred to him that this rich,

more or less good-natured old

aunt might be useful to "Miss
Smith," if the girl were a stran-

ger in Hollywood—as she appeared to be. If Lady
Gates saw her first, selling cigarettes at Montparnasse,
and wearing a harem get-up for all the world to see,

more than likely the Yorkshire woman would be snob-
bish. But what if he interested her in Miss Smith to

begin with ? He could make a story about the girl, and
work up the mystery. Then the knight's widow from
Leeds might look upon Miss Smith as a princess in dis-

guise, and perhaps be "nice" to her. He had a feeling

that Miss Smith would need to have people nice to her

;

and an elderly woman, as a chaperon, might aid him to

get better acquainted, without being misunderstood.
"Well, I must confess I zuas thinking of a girl!" he

admitted.

"Mercy !" exclaimed Lady Gates. "Have you fallen

in love with one of these movie stars?"

"No, indeed," said Malcolm, "they're beautiful, and
they're not the dumb-bells that the people who've never
been to Hollywood imagine them. They're jolly clever,

most of them, and fascinating. But somehow they don't
seem human beings to me. They're just what Her-
gesheimer calls 'figures in light.' The girl I'm thinking
about is as beautiful as the best of them, but—she's

different. I don't know how to explain, exactly, yet
she's thoroughly real. She's facing life. There's a
mystery about her "

"Oh, a mystery!" broke in Lady Gates. "Mystery
is all right in movies and stories, Boy, but beware of it

in women you meet, especially in such a place as Holly-
wood, the home of vamps !"

"This girl has only just arrived here," said Malcolm.
She's certainly no vamp ! She isn't of Hollywood

—

yet. Maybe she never will be. She has come for a
special purpose, frankly I don't know what, but I'm
sure it's something to be proud of, rather than ashamed.
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And queerly enough, it concerns Montparnasse. She
—er—hasn't much money, and needs work. I—er

—

people I know could have got her a screen job, if

only to walk on at first, and even

that would pay her seven fifty a

day. But no, she refused. She ..... -

wanted to be here—said she 'needed 1 1"
,n

to be here.' And

—

well, the only job

for a woman at

Montparnasse is

that of a cigarette

girl, at half the

money she could have earned more easily on the Peer-

less lot or somewhere else."

"A cigarette girl!" repeated Lady Gates, disillusioned.

"She will sell cigarettes to people lunching and dining

here, as that girl you may have noticed to-night does.

She'll be on hand to-morrow. Her costume will be

ready then."

"A costume like the young person's over there!"

Lady Gates inquired, nodding toward the undulating
form of the fair cigarette seller in harem dress, who in

private life was Nora Casey. ''Oh, Malcolm, you
Wouldn't marry any one like that!"

"She's entirely unlike this one," said Allen. "Wail
till you see her. I told you, she has a reason—a mys-
terious reason, apparently, for being employed at Mont-
parnasse. She isn't the usual type at all, and be-

sides
"

"But the costume ! Why, it would be like marrying

a chorus girl !" came the protest.

If it hadn't been funny, Malcolm's anger would have

risen against the silly, old woman. But it was funny,

and instead of frowning, he laughed.
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"Don't count my chickens 'before they're hatched, for

Heaven's sake !" he said. "I've seen Miss Smith, as

she'll be called here, only once
"

"As she's called! Then
Smith isn't her name ?"

"Well, no. As a matter
of fact, I wished the 'Miss

Smith' onto her, myself."
"How strange !" sighed

Lady Gates. "And what is

her real name, if you don't

mind my askin

"Mi/

Smith's confidence by good behavior, maybe she'll tell

me her name and all the rest, by and by. I wanted to

interest you in her, Aunt Kate, because I know how
kind-hearted you are, and this poor girl's in need of a
helping hand—a woman's hand—here in Hollywood,
where she doesn't know a soul worth knowing, I imag-
ine, and where she came just a fortnight ago."

"I'll look at her, of course, dear boy," promised Lady
Gates, with a somewhat martyred air. "But you'll for-

give me if I say that I'm afraid she won't be my sort."

"And you may not be hers !" Malcolm snapped, losing

his sense of humor at last, in Lady Gates' humorless-
ness. "My idea is, that she'll turn out to be a camou-

flaged princess,
and you used to

have quite a
weakness for

princesses, Aunt
Kate."

The girl's expression was so strange that, almost mechanically, Malcolm twisted

round to see what had stiffened her smile and frozen its sweetness. It ivas

Marco Lopez.

"Unfortunately," said Malcolm, "I did mind trying Lady Gates did something with her two chins which

to drag out of her that very thing myself, as she volun- gave the effect of bridling. "We shall see!" she re-

teered no information—practically refused it. But I marked. Inwardly she was saying, "I shall see
!"

was able to do her a slight favor, and if I can win Miss Continued on page 94
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Their Stair
Fame, popularity and riches make it possible for

wish, so that each of the staircases pictured below,

Jack Mulhall, left, pauses on the stairway in his "Dream House,'
1

a beautiful Spanish mansion he has but recently built.

The staircase in the home
of Louise Brooks, left, has

a substantial appearance,

but who would bother

about the stairs, when their

owner smiles at you so en-

gagingly?

W. C. Fields, below, enters his

home by way of narrow stone

stairs which fit in perfectly with

the garden surrounding the house.

The stairway leading from
the patio to the upper floor

of Richard Barthelmess'

home, below, is beautified

by expensive tiles of varied

colors.
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ways of Fame
the stars to have exactly the sort of homes they

reflects, somewhat, the personality of the owner

The stairway at the right is made the more beautiful by the rich

Japanese hanging, and the decorative presence of Gertrude

Olmsted.

Irene Rich's home, right,

like its owner's personality,

radiates a charming sim-

plicity, and "hominess."

Doesn't Aileen Pringle, be-

low, look like Bebe Daniels

as she stands at the foot of

the stairway in her luxuri-

ously appointed home? Emil Jannings, below, whose fame

increases with every production in

which he appears, finds the time

to rest a bit on the stone steps

leading to one of the several lev-

els of his beautiful gardens.
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Being brother to Jobyna, wife of Richard Aden, hasn't helped "Buddy"
Ralston at all.

wHEELS within wheels, my dear
"

"Of course you know who her brother is-

They'dl put the entire family in next:.'

"That's the way you get on, having a famous star for a
sister."

This is what you often hear in Hollywood, around the studios,

generally from those having failed to make the grade. Occa-
sionally, they have good cause for complaint. Yet, if any of

them had a director for a brother, wouldn't they expect him
to get them a position in a studio? I imagine they would—if

only as supervisors.

In one way or another, to be connected with some high official,

some star, or some director, is often more detrimental than help-

ful to screen aspirants. Casting directors are likely to think that

you are being pushed ahead on account of your relationship,

rather than for any ability you might possess, and are almost
certain to pass you up and choose some one else.

Influence might help you in an executive department of the

studios, but the screen is another thing. Ye poor director has
to put up with being harassed almost to desperation by super-
visors, but the world at large passes judgment on a player. If
he is no good, he is no good. That's the end of it.

About two years ago Vilma Banky's brother paid her a visit.

Julius evidently believed that Sister Vilma, knowing so many
big people in the picture business, would help pave an easy
opening for him. In this, Brother Julius was mistaken.
"Nem, nem," Vilma told him at the

time. "Go back and get work in some If Richard Crawford and

studio at home, and maybe some nice Constance Howard make

man like Mr. Goldwyn will come over good it won't be because

to Europe, discover you, and give you of Sister Joan or Brother-

a nice contract." in-law Samuel Goldwyn.

Pull Hasn't Helped
Being related to a screen celebrity

lined up against the advantages,

most relatives of stars fail in their

By William

This seemed vague encouragement to

Julius. Nevertheless, he returned to Hun-
gary. Not long ago, Vilma told me that her
brother was busy working in pictures in

Budapest, earning something like thirty-five

dollars a week.

Suppose you were related to Richard Dix
—don't all shout at once—wouldn't you ex-

pect it to bring you some "pull" in the game?
Whether you would or not, his brother-in-

law has to scout for his own jobs. Jack
Compton, married to Richard's charming

sister, Josephine, is now gaining a foothold

in the work. He <has never used Dix's name
or influence at any time. Not that Richard

has been mean enough to prevent him. Like

a gallant fellow, he offered to aid if neces-

sary. This, however, was declined by the

self-confident Mr. Compton.

Photo by Fryer
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Them At All
has a good many disadvantages

This interesting story explains why
attempt to share the spotlight.

H. McKegg

"I'd rather do it on my own," he stated.

"Being introduced and sponsored by you

might harm me rather than help me."

Soon we may see another famous actor

from the Dix clan, and Sister Josephine the

wife of a film star. Stranger things have

happened.

Now there is one child who is helpful to

her relatives—to a certain extent. Colleen

Moore did help her Brother Cleve to start

in pictures three or four years ago. Cleve

is a contract player with First National, but

in spite of being brother to Colleen, and
brother-in-law to John McCormick, producer

of her films, he does only extra work, and
occasional bits in productions. He plays in

"Lilac Time." Having good photographic

possibilities and a keen personality, Cleve

Moore should get ahead. Invariably being

labeled "Colleen Moore's brother" may be

the cause of his present standstill.

As already stated, Colleen is kind-hearted.

She gave her young cousin, Jack Stone, a

part in "Lilac Time." If he proves to have

real talent, he will possibly get on. If not,

he won't, and all his cousinship will avail

him nothing. It's just like that.

When the craze for movie acting infected

the Wilson family, all the girls were stricken. Lois

Wilson was the famous sister. She still is, for that

Photo by Rail

Doiii> Fail

Cleve does only extra work and bits, in spite of

the fact that he is the brother of Colleen Moore.

banks, Jr., seems to have a career assured, bat Cousin Flobelle has

done little in pictures.

matter. First of all, about three years ago, Sister

Constance was given a chance by Paramount. . Since

her debut she married a young officer in the navy,

has two children, and now seeks to return to the

screen. But does she trade on Lois' prestige?

She does not.

After Sister Connie's desertion of the screen,

Sister Diana picked up the wreath of art. So
as not to be pointed out and blacklisted as "Lois

Wilson's sister," Diana adopted the name of Kane.

As Diana Kane she did some very good work
in several pictures. Marriage seems to

put a stop to all the talents in the Wil-
son family. George Fitzmaurice, the

director, married Diana. Of course,

she may come back after a while. In

these days of self-expression, and what
not, anything can happen.

Relationship has never bothered

Patsy Ruth Miller or her young
brother, Winston Miller. Pat brought
fame to the family, it is true. But
Winston stepped out by himself and
won much notice for the many boy
parts he played. The boy is now a

youth of some eighteen years, and will

be seen from now on in juvenile roles

until he is ready to play leads: Mean-
while Patsy Ruth continues to career

along with leading-lady honors. There
is no trading on each other in this

cinema menage.
You might imagine that a celebrity
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like Tom Mix would
use his influence for his

daughter's benefit. Ruth
Mix has so far done
mostly extra work. She
is the sweetheart of one
of the characters in

"Four Sons"—a bit so

small that one hardly

caught sight of her. If

influence helps, Ruth
should have started out

in leads.

There is Adolphe
Menjou's brother,
Henry. Henry is soon

to receive his degree

a>s a doctor. About
Adolphe's age, he is old

enough, probably, not to

go crazy over grease

paint. All the same, he
Photo by Seely

Jack Compton,

Richard Dix's

brother-in-law, is get-

ting ahead, but with-

out usins: Dix's name.

has been doing

extra work.
Brother Adolphe's
influence, though
effectually used
in the choice of

his leading ladies,

never extended
far enough to

bring fame to

Henry.
Many have seen

Allan Simpson in

"Padlocked" and
"Sea Horses."

Allan has a

brother. ' This
brother wanted
to go into the

movies. Programmed as John Darrow,

you probably saw him in- "The High-school

Hero." Rather than trade on his broth-

er's better-known name, he changed his

own, so the story goes. In doing so he

did better, perhaps, than if he had used

his brother as a lever.

Another brace of brothers, Lloyd
Hughes and Earle Hughes, are getting

along very nicely in spite of being related.

Earle wanted to get into pictures. His

brother, though well known, did not

help him. To learn dramatics, Earle

spent five years on the stage, in stock

companies. Evidently he picked up
quite enough, for he is now in pic-

tures. He has a small part in "The
Godless G i r 1,"

Winston Miller has won
recognition in numerous

juvenile roles entirely

disassociated from his photo bs witzel

sister, Patsy Ruth.

Earle Hughes, right, has never done anything but extra work in the studio where

his brother, Lloyd is famous.

stance Howard.

Cecil De Mille's

new opus.

Strange as it

may seem, con-

sidering his re-

lationship to the famous Lloyd, Earle has played at

all the other studios except First National, where his

brother presides with honor and rank. Only extra
work has been his lot there. One might think that

having a well-known featured player for a brother
would be of use. But as you see—or ought to—it

is not.

Natalie Talmadge has such influence among her re-

lations, that if influence counted for anything she ought
to be the biggest star in motion pictures. Joseph Schenck
is her brother-in-law. Norma and Constance Talmadge
are her sisters. Buster Keaton is her husband. In Bus-
ster's comedy, "Hospitality," made some three years ago,

Natalie played the heroine. Now, the rumor goes,

Natalie wants to return to the screen. Her influential

connections seem of little use, for she is still un-
noticeable.

When she flashed inside the gates of Metro-Goldwyn
she soon won influence. She began under the nearly

unpronounceable name of Lucille Le Sueur—which is

the French for "perspiration." The girl had a brother.

He appeared on the film horizon as Hal Le Sueur.

Lucille changed
her name to Joan
Crawford. Hal
changed his to

Richard Craw-
ford. Sister Joan
might have aided

his debut, but the

rest is up to him.

His first part,

fully a year ago,

was in "The
Night Bride,"

with Marie Pre-

vost. All the

same, Richard

has to struggle

along as best he

may.
A young girl,

playing with

Richard in the

same picture, has

attracted atten-

tion to herself.

She is clever.

Her name is Con-
She is the sister-in-

law of Samuel Goldwyn. Perhaps
Brother Sam made it possible for

her to play opposite Douglas Mac-
Lean, in "Hold That Lion." Even
so, we should all ithank him, for

Constance is a good bet. But the

fact remains that had she not ability

of her own she would never have
gained any headway at all.

I recollect, when "The Pony Ex-
press" and "North of 36" were being

filmed, a hard-working young Scot

hustling about with props and the

like. I saw him again as an extra

in Pola Negri's "Flower of the

Night." Ian Torrence received scant

help from his famous father. Apart

from giving him the chance to start

at the bottom, Ernest Torrence did

nothing else for his son. "Let him
Continued on page 104
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Pithy paragraphs of the news and gossip of the studio colony.
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MARRIAGE is again becoming epidemic in the

picture world. It usually does, in early sum-
mer. "Love blossoms with the jackaronda

tree," might well become the slogan of Hollywood. The
jackaronda tree, we should explain, is a flora seen

everywhere in May and June, in southern California,

which quite belies its name by bearing beautiful laven-

der blossoms.

However, this isn't an essay on floriculture, but an
account of "domesti-cultivation" as practiced in the film

colony. And this year is again yielding abundant evi-

dence to prove that filmdom is not discouraged by past

overthrowing of the hearthside Hy-
men. Despite a host of matrimonial
upheavals, there are once again sun-

dry weddings and numerous engage-
ments.

Here is a list of the venturesome:
Richard Barthelmess, wed to Mrs.
Jessica Sargeant, Eastern society

f

belle
;
Adolphe Menjou and Kathryn

,

Carver; Katherine MacDonald and
Christian R. Holmes; Vera Stead-
man and Russell K. Dougherty, of
Atlantic City. The officially en-

gaged include Ben Bard and Ruth
Roland

; Reginald Denny and "Bub-
bles" Steiffel ; Tom Tyler and Ethlyn
Clair, both playing in F. B. O. West-
erns

;
George Duryea, leading man of

"The Godless Girl," and Grace Staf-
ford, stage actress ; Blanche Le
Claire, a newcomer under contract to

Metro-Goldwyn, and Jack Votion, a
casting director.

And now that they are getting mar-
ried, will they stay married ?

A Truly Secret Romance.
Dick Barthelmess' wedding was at

once the most mysterious and the
most astounding. He didn't even
permit his closest friends to know
about it.

As you possibly have heard, the
ceremony was performed in Ne-
vada's famous divorce center, Reno.
Dick evidently wasn't superstitious

about the locale.

Florence Vidor was one of the wit-

nesses, but left for New York and
Europe immediately after, so nobody could learn details

from her.

Dick and his wife flew by plane to San Francisco, just

managing to catch the boat for Hawaii, where they spent
their honeymoon.

Dick's daughter, Mary Hay Barthelmess, was taken
East by Miss Vidor to visit her mother, now Mrs.
Vivian Bath. Little Mary, by the way, has a half-sister,

born just a few months ago to her mother.

Almost Companionate.

A rumored engagement between Matty Kemp and
Sallie Eilers, who play leading roles in "The Good-by
Kiss," was adroitly disclosed just about the time that

this picture had its premiere in Los Angeles. Matty
and Sallie are devoted—that's true, but they are both
pretty young to get married.

We have met the two youngsters, and' Sallie is a

charming, wistful girl of the Janet Gaynor type. She
has the most expressive pair of dark eyes that have
lately shone upon the screen. Kemp is of the Buddy
Rogers school of juveniles.

A fantastic story was published at the time of their

reported engagement, to the effect that Mack Sennett,

who discovered them, would not permit their marriage
unless they signed an agreement to stay wed for five

years. This is the length of their con-
tract with him.

A Very Formal Divorce.

A method of simplifying divorce an-
nouncements was instituted in the case of
Dolores del Rio. As a rule, separation
proceedings are carried out with consid-

erable secrecy, accompanied by a host of
guesses, conjectures, and rumors as to

just when, and how, they are going to

happen.

With Miss Del Rio a different pro-
gram was adopted. The announcement
of the divorce took on a formal charac-

ter. En masse, repre-

sentatives of the press
were invited to the stu-

dio and there provided
with a statement of facts,

and afterward permitted
to ask any additional

questions they desired.

Immediately after this,

Miss Del Rio left for

Nogales, Mexico, to file

suit.

It is understood that

the action, as brought in

the Mexican courts, will

leave her free to marry
again in about another

month. It has been as-

sumed that she would
that the only tonic he wed Edwin Carewe, the
needs is exercise with director. She, however,

denies her intention of

ever marrying again.

A

Richard Aden seems to

be demonstrating here.

a medicine ball.

Hail the New Hero!

Will Don Alvarado be the next romantic conqueror?
There are signs of his growing supremacy, and the

screen must ever have its Latin Lotharios. It is a poor
season that does not bring at least one into ascendency.

Alvarado's probable victory was forecast at the pre-

miere of "Drums of Love," D. W. Griffith's picture. He
was given an ovation, second only to that of the cele-

brated director, who was being officially honored.
The turnout to welcome Griffith, as a film pioneer,

was one of the biggest of the season. It was the twen-
tieth anniversary of his association with pictures, and
"Drums of Love" was the first film he had made in

California in eight years.
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"D. W."
introduced
one or two
stars of the

production
in addition to

Don Alva-
rado. Mary
Philbin. was
among them,

and won
decided ap-

proval.

Cecil De-
Mille intro-

duced Grif-

fith and re-

ferred to
him as the

Rodin of the

cinema. De-
Mille also
presented
Griffith with
a token—

a

combination
cigarette
lighter and
watch.

Jolson Sup-
Dolores del Rio has a few new gags for Johnny plies Gayety.

Hines to put in his huge gag-book. The open-
ing of War-

ner Brothers' new theater in Hollywood, once again

demonstrated Al Jolson's efficiency as an entertainer,

and Conrad Nagel's vogue as an orator.

Jolson followed Conrad on the program, and in-

formed the audience that he had written Nagel's speech
for him. "That boy, though, puts in words of his own,
like 'illustrious' and 'notable'—did you notice them?
He's smart," Al said with a significant twinkle in his

eyes.

When Jolson was leaving the theater, he shouted
good-by at the top of his voice to everybody, and as a
parting shot, on boarding his taxi, exclaimed, "This is

my car, and I've paid for it."

Not everybody who is presumed to own an automo-
bile in Hollywood, is always so fortunate, was Al's im-
plication.

Donning the Serious Mien.

Two heroines of comedy are going to turn serious.

One is Clara Bow, and the other is Madge Bellamy.
We hear that Paramount is depending on Miss Bow

to take the place of Pola Negri, when she leaves that

organization. It is believed at the studio that Clara has
definite talents as a dramatic actress.

We think it only fair that Miss Bow should have this

chance, since one can't be expected to go on being funny
forever, especially with the poor comedy material now
being provided at the studios. Clara's pepfulness has
been a joy, but we feel that she has inherently deeper
talents. These were demonstrated very vividly once,

in a tragic role that she did in "Children of Divorce."
Miss Bellamy's accomplishments as a comedienne have

gained her a popular following, and this has been well

for her career. But the Madge that deserves to be seen
some time, is the one associated with the stage produc-
tion of "Dear Brutus."

In "Mother Knows Best," the Edna Ferber story, she
will have ample opportunity to be serious. There is a

very pathetic side to this interpretation of a mother's
dominance over her daughter, and the suppression of
her individuality.

We mustn't forget to add that Louise Dresser, that
sterling actress, will portray the mother.

Meighan in Social Whirl.

While on the subject of Louise, we must tell that we
visited her home for a Sunday afternoon tennis party.
Louise is an ideal hostess, everybody being permitted to
follow his or her own inclinations in seeking enjoyment.
The afternoon was spent at tennis, and in the evening a
buffet supper was served, followed by an impromptu
song recital by Charlotte Greenwood.
Among those whom we met was Thomas Meighan.

Tom seemed more than pleased over the picturization of
"The Racket." In this he portrays the police captain,

who without proper political support, undertakes to fight

the bad gangsters. "The Racket" was one of the best

New York plays of the past season, and certainly should

prove the most vital material Meighan has had in ages.

Marie Prevost plays the only feminine role. She re-

mained a blonde for this production.

Jean Discovers Manhattan.

Not one prominent actor in one thousand can boast

that he is paying his first visit to New York. However,
Jean Hersholt, who is there now, can assert this with
absolute truthfulness. He is on his initial trip to Man-
hattan.

The circumstances are very curious—doubly so, since

he came to this country from Europe, and didn't travel

around the Horn, or anything like that, either.

Jean arrived originally in Montreal. He and his wife
went there from Sweden to visit her people. Then he

was called directly to San Francisco, to take part in the

Danish exhibit at the exposition.

Subsequently he worked in pictures, but it was a long-

time before his talents were recognized, and he had no
money to travel. When he began to achieve success,

he was kept so busy that he had not time to go any-

where.

Even his present journey is on business. For he is

acting in "The Girl on the Barge," the scenes for this

being filmed on the Hudson River. So he hasn't had
much time for sight-seeing.

Sally O'Neil plays the girl.

A Sympathetic Chauffeur.

Lew Cody has a devoted chauffeur—a boy who
walked all the way from Kansas City in the hope of

obtaining employment in Hollywood. Lew, it seems,

had made the chance remark, while there on a vaudeville

tour, that should this youth ever come West, he would
give him a job. The boy took the Half-humorous prom-
ise seriously, and upon his arrival, Cody made good by -

giving him a position in his household.

Now, the chap, who is called James, idolizes Lew.
However, he doesn't know very much about pictures.

So one day when he saw his employer at the studio with

his eye made up black as if he had been in a fight, he

had a sudden rush of sympathetic feeling, and went out

and got into a battle himself.

"He told me," Lew narrated afterward, "that he

wanted to have a black eye, too, just so we could feel

sorry for each other."

Murray Twice a Granddad.

Charlie Murray has a namesake—and a second grand-

child.

"And I'm going back to Florida to see him, as soon

as possible," Charlie told us.
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The youngster is about three months old. He is

called Charles Murray McWade—thus named by Mur-
ray's daughter and her husband, who decided to christen

him after his celebrated grandfather.

Murray has a great many relatives in the East, among
them a cousin in Ohio, whom he hopes to bring back
with him to the Coast.

"He's been wedded to an office desk for years," Mur-
ray told us." I want to get him away from it, but it's

a hard job.

"He's been preparing for months for the trip, and
now he writes me: 'YVell, we're all ready, just about
packed and everything, and so even if we can't come
with you, we've had the fun of planning the trip any-
way.'

"Can you imagine it?" exclaimed Murray. "After
that, I'm going to bring him West, even if I have to bind
him up in a strait-jacket."

Awarding Seasonal Diplomas.

Stardom—whatever that may mean—has been duly
conferred on three First National players—Dorothv
Mackaill, Alice White, and Jack Mulhall. There is

some vague sort of honor connected with all this, of
course, notwithstanding the proverbial saying that the

public makes its own stars.

At all events, we'll take time out to announce that

Miss Mackaill will do "The Girl in the Glass Cage,"
fey George Kibbe Turner, and "Two Weeks Off," by
Kenyon Nicholson, as her first starring pictures, while
Miss White will appear in "The Show Girl" and "The
Bluffers."

Jack Mulhall will play in "Applesauce," from a stage
play, and "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling." The co-
starring of Mulhall and

Neil Hamilton, who is a member of
produces an alarm from a high

hat, butJune Collyer says, "Let's

see you do it with this one."

the arms of the man nearest her. Doubtless just to show
that being scared is all a matter of one's viewpoint.

She is very popular at the studios. She is gifted with

unusual animation and intelligence. Less pretty in per-

son than she is on the screen, she is nevertheless a girl,

who by her sprightliness and lively manner, immedi-

ately captures attention. We didn't , see her to the best

advantage on the day we met her, because she was wind-

blown and attired in an aviation costume, which nat-

urally doesn't enhance one's beauty.

Our New Prima Donnas.

Studio press agents are now beginning to refer to

films as operas. So probably they will very soon be

calling stars divas. Terminology of the screen will have

to be revised, now that there are so many sound devices.

The latest one is Firnatone, which sounds as much
like a new drink as a musical apparatus. It is spon-

sored by First National.

Billie Dove will be one of the first to make a Firna-

tone picture—namely, "La Tosca.". While she won't

sing, she may talk in some of the more dramatic scenes.

Much of the operatic music will be reproduced for this

good, old dramatic war horse, which Geraldine Farrar,

Maria Jeritza, Emmy Destinn and others have used to

conquer the musical world.

First National will also produce "No, No, Nanette."

the highly successful musical show, with the device.

This will be sung as well as acted.

"The American Beauty" Surprises.

Katherine MacDonald's marriage rather took our
breath away. It is the third venture for "The American

Dorothy Mackaill will be
continued intermittentlv.

kauty,'

the American Society of Magicians,

Stars Up in the Air.

Actually, to keep track

of film stars these days,

one must spend a cer-

tain amount of time vis-

iting the various air

ports around Los Ange-
les. Pretty nearly every
company is producing
some picture with a few
aviation sequences. And
in certain cases the stars

themselves have had to

high above terra firma, in order to in-

tensify the realism.

Not long ago we found a group of ex-
cited youngsters down at Culver Field,

all athrill over working in "The Air Cir-

cus," which Fox was filming. They
comprised Sue Carol, David Rollins, and
Arthur Lake. Rollins and Lake were
equipped with parachutes in anticipation

of "taking off"—not coming down—very
shortly. Miss Carol was bubbling her
enjoyment of various feats, like loop the

loops and tail spins, performed where the

clouds were thickest, by the craft in

which she had ridden. ,

Just when she was at the apex
of her descriptive rhapsody, a

plane swooped down over the field

with a terrific whir and clatter,

and Sue let out a frightened

scream, and dived frantically into

as she was known during her screen career.

Somehow we have al-

ways felt that Katherine
would not give up the
screen entirely. However,
she is one of the stars who
has vanished entirely in re-

cent years, after a brief

reign of popularity.

Katherine's present hus-
band is immensely wealthy.
He is the nephew of Max
Fleischman, the yeast man-
ufacturer, and owns a large
estate in the millionaire
colony at Montecito, Cali-
fornia. He has a private
"zoo" at this place, built

for the enjoyment of his

two children. Katherine's
four-year-old son will now
share in the diversion af-
forded by this menagerie.
The marriage came very

near ending tragically for
the newly wedded couple,

owing to their being in an
airplane accident, which oc-
curred while they were on
their honeymoon trip. The
plane crashed during an at-

tempted landing. As it

turned out, neither bride
nor groom was hurt.

Mary Prefers Quietude

Mary Miles Minter's
name flashed into print re-

cently, when she had occa-
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sion to deny her engagement to Joseph Diskay, the Hun-
garian opera singer. There were insistent rumors of

this betrothal, with Diskay diplomatically referring all

inquiries to Miss Minter, until she finally disposed of

them.

Since her return to California, Mary has lived very

quietly, and prefers to be known by her own name of

Juliet Shelby.

Bill Hart, Country Gentleman.

Another star, not seen nowadays in pictures, but of

whom w-e hear much from time to time, is Bill Hart.

Bill has left his home in Hollywood and now resides in

a huge hillside mansion near Newhall, living there with

all the elegance and aplomb of the perfect country gen-

tleman. He entertains lavishly from time to time, for his

film friends.

While he has not played in a picture in three years,

Hart remains a personality in the screen world. This

is shown by the fact that he receives five or six thousand
fan letters a month. He is happy in his retirement, and

it will require more than a little coaxing to bring about

his return to the silver sheet.

Training for the "Talkies."

Many stars continue to find the stage alluring. Claire

Windsor has been filling a short engagement in vaude-

ville, appearing in a Russian sketch. Regrettably, this

act was disappointingly gloomy, although Claire looked

lovely and radiated golden charm and attractiveness.

Lois Wilson was a distinct success as the lead in a

comedy called "The Gossipy Sex," in which Edward
Everett Horton was starred. This was Lois' first pro-

fessional venture before the footlights. The engage-

ment proved that her voice and enunciation could win
her a place in the spoken drama.

Bessie Love did a dance act for the West Coast Thea-

ters' Circuit, which supplies prologues for picture

houses, while Sally Rand has been engaged in a similar

sort of venture.

Suspicion is growing that these girls are practicing

for the "talkies," as the sound films are sometimes called.

Joe Cobb, Farina, and Jay Smith,

of "Our Gang," are preparing

to give Pete, their mascot, the

shock of his life on

Fourth of July

morning.

Louise Looks Toward Stardom.

The little girl with the Chinese-doll bob, Louise

Brooks, is nominated among the winners of the new
season. Louise has been doing very well in pictures

and roles, and is now climaxing her progress in "Beg-
gars of Life," featuring Wallace Beery, Richard Arlen,

and herself.

Louise is a sensitive, self-conscious girl, whose super-

ficially defensive manner often results in people accus-

ing her of being snippish. She is really a very depend-

able and earnest little trouper, and those who know her

well predict that she will attain marked success.

The marital union between Miss Brooks and Eddie
Sutherland is broken up—a pity, since they seemed suit-

ably mated. Sutherland is no longer directing for Para-

mount, where Miss Brooks is under contract.

The grounds for their divorce were chiefly incom-
patibility, although Miss Brooks in her complaint in-

dicated mental cruelty as an additional cause. This may
seem strange in view of the fact that Eddie is a very

likable chap, personally.

An Old-fashioned Girl.

Eve Southern is yet another star who has found part-

ing something less than "such sweet sorrow." Miss
Southern aired her domestic affairs in court, with the

outcome of a legal separation from her husband, Robert

Shepherd, an architect.

On her visit to the judicial tribunal, Miss Southern
wore a skirt of ankle length, and thereby managed to

arouse a buzz of comment. She averred that she pre-

ferred that style of garment.

Harry Langdon's divorce was another conventional

domestic debacle. But, relieving the monotony, was
"Bull" Montana's mirth-provoking plea to the police to

save him from his spouse who, he expostulated, had
"beat him up" with a shoe.

Every Little Bit Helps.

Betty Blythe hasn't had a good break in so long, it is

pleasant to chronicle that she has an important role in

Greta Garbo's "War in the Dark."
We caught just the briefest flash of Betty, in the regal

wedding costume of a duchess in "Glorious Betsy," when
it was shown at the Warner Theater opening, and we
couldn't imagine it meaning anything for her.

Curiously enough, Betty told us, that flash was most
beneficial. It brought to the mind of Fred Niblo, who
attended the premiere, that Betty would Jbe just the type
to fill a role in "War in the Dark," and so he took steps,

the very next day, to engage her.

Jetta Goudal is at last working again. She is cast in

Continued on page 96
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The Eternal

Feminine
Displaying new frocks, be they of

gingham or cloth of gold, has ever

been the delight of the ladies, and

who does it better than the stars?

Sketches by J

Sophistication is expressed by Madge Bellamy,

above, from whose long-waisted gown of flesh-

colored satin hang pointed wisps of chiffon.

Lois Moran, upper left, shows the Dutch influ-

ence in her quaint frock of dark-blue flat

crape, its lace design repeated on the hat.

Sally Phipps, outer left, wears a beach costume
of gray wool and a coat of riotous color.

Miss Phipps again, left, obliges with a debu-

tante suit of black kasha, its simple outline

emphasized by white flat crape.

'
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The Young Man of the Hour
William Haines waited four years for his chance to prove what he could do on the .screen,

and ever since "Brown of Harvard" his performances and popularity have been pyramiding
prodigiously. But above all things, he does not want to become a one-part actor.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

William Haines, in

"Show People,"

plays a role which

promises to be far

removed from his

succession of wise-

cracking heroes.

THE young man of the hour is William Haines.
You probably knew it all the time. To any
one who has been following the fortunes of the

film people, it has become increasingly apparent that

the ingratiating Haines is the logical choice for presi-

dent this year. His performances have been pyramid-
ing prodigiously: hit has followed hit, triumph has
topped triumph. It is a Haines year.

The screen never has been exactly top-heavy with

acceptable juveniles, as

they are called. Once upon
a time there was Jack

Pickford. Dick Barthel-

mess came and went, re-

turning in "The Patent

Leather Kid." The recent

boys, Don Alvarado and
Richard Arlen and Gilbert

Roland and the rest, are

pretty much of a pattern,

cut from the same cellu-

loid. Young Fairbanks

may possibly be developed,

and Buster Collier has his

bright moments, but the

field, as viewed through

these binoculars, is clear

for Haines. His nearest

rival is Charles Farrell,

who will be considered at

a future date.

Haines is neither too

handsome nor too noble in

his screen incarnations ; he is upstanding in

an inoffensive way. Away from the camera
he is a brash, easy-going youth with a world
of confidence and an abundant personality.

He was wandering about the vast expanses

presided over by Metro and Goldwyn and
Mayer, and he preferred sight-seeing to being

interviewed. Clad in a collegiate sweater and
equally collegiate flannels, he visited set after

set, helloing and hey-heying as he went. He
stopped to hear Polly Moran's latest story,

consulted Greta Garbo about duck hunting,

paused to wish Dorothy Sebastian luck on
her new picture, and borrowed a cigarette

from Eddie Brophy, an assistant director.

Haines is good looking in a boyish,

healthy way. His smile is worth thou-

sands at any box office. He talks boyishly,

too, relying upon an easy, natural manner
,to ingratiate himself. As a matter of fact,

he is riding a!ong on personality, and it will carry him
far. Personality counts far more in filmdom than either

looks or ability. Personality, definitively speaking, is

the open sesame to success, bulky pay envelopes, im-
ported, cars with special bodies, and national popularity.

"Nothing but blue skies," he quoted blithely, as we
strolled along. "I always say that California climate

is just about the swellest climate in California. Always
sunnyside up. Except in January, August, and two to

grow on."

The carefree manner was superinduced by the fact
that not long since, Bill had been presented with a new
contract that tilted his weekly check at approximately
a forty-five-degree angle.

For four years he was a stock actor at Metro, three
years playing bits that were infinitesimal. "Usually
I was the flash of lightning, or the shriek in the dark,"
Bill explains. Then opportunity knocked, and Haines
was on his toes as he fairly jumped at the chance.

Haines came to Holly-
wood* without having so

much as carried a spear in

support of Robert B. Man-
tell

; indeed, he had never
been on the stage at all.

True, there were amateur
theatricals at Staunton
Military Academy, but any
casting director would re-

gard that as a liability

rather than an asset.

Bill went to Staunton

because he is a native of

Staunton, Virginia. Con-
tinuing in biographical

strain, it is perhaps not ir-

relevant to note that he is

twenty-eight, unmarried,

black-haired, lazy, good-

natured and fond of read-

ing in bed.

Joseph Conrad and Don-
ald Ogden Stewart are his

favorite authors, sufficiently diver-

sified to suit any one, and the car

made famous by Michael Arlen is

his favorite, too. He is saving up
for one.

;

"Can't you see me riding down
Santa Monica Boulevard, with my
long, white beard flying proudly in

the breeze?" Bill asked. "It will

be the proudest day of my life."

When he heard that John Robert-

son had cajoled the front office into

producing Joseph Conrad's "Ro-
mance"-—called, in the films, "The
Road to Romance"—he was all for

doing the young adventurer, but

Robertson elected Ramon Novarro:

"I don't want to get single-

parted," Bill said. "I like comedy,
of course, but I want to do all

kinds of pictures. So far, I've done fresh young fellas.

The wise-guy type is 'oke' if you don't overplay him.

But you know how the public is. It wants a change

of pace every so often, if not oftener. That's my yen.

To give 'em variety and plenty of it. Baseball, golf,

West Point—fine. But different bozos, too, don't you
think?"

As you may gather from this untrammeled report,

Bill is a good egg, normal in his enthusiasm, his hopes,

Continued on page 92
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WILLIAM HAINES dresses carelessly, smokes cheap ciga-

rettes, loafs between pictures, and cannot keep away from
the studio, according to Malcolm H. Oettinger's discoveries oppo-

se, which present the popular Billy as easy-going and engaging.





LARRY KENT is one of the few "seaworthy" leading men.

This is because he was born at sea, and do let us say he

brings something of the fresh tang of salt air to his roles!

next, in "The Head Man."
His
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EVER since Ruth Taylor appeared in "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes," and toured the country, every one has been ask-

ing about her, because, don't you see, Ruth made a hit. Now she

is to be paired with James Hall in a comedy.



EXTRA ! Lost—Donald Reed. Following "The Mad Hour,"
he has been missing from the casts of new pictures, much

to the chagrin of those fans who remember him in "Naughty But
Nice," and want him back. Please, Mr. Reed, act up.
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Photo by Melbourne Sporr

EVER since Jobyna Ralston's marriage to Richard Arlen, she

has been Hollywood's pet bride, and the indications are that

she will be its perpetual one. Just that happy, you know. But
she's carrying on her career, too, as witness "The Toilers."
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SUE CAROL has more than "It," and without benefit of Glyn,

either. So much more, indeed, that it amounts to that some-

thing known as
uJe ne sais quoi" in displomatic circles—and by

other names in the history of feminine conquests.



BEAUTIFUL Billie, the cooing Dove, wants to play passionate
gamins—messy ones, who don't care how they look—because

she is tired of being just a charming, bisque figure having its

picture taken. Or so she confides in the story opposite.
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When Beauty is a Burden
Poor Billie Dove is doing her level best to overcome what
she considers a handicap—that of being too, too beautiful.

By Helen Louise Walker

THIS is a sad story. It is no more than fair that

I should make that clear at the outset, so if you
do not like sad stories, you can avoid reading

this one.

Its heroine is a beautiful woman—one of the most
'beautiful women on the screen. That is what makes
it so sad. F@r Billie Dove's beauty, which
she once considered her greatest asset, has

turned out to be her greatest burden.

In the first place she was a "Follies" girl.

All "Follies" girls are decorative. That is

how they get to be on Ziegfeld's pay roll.

And if a woman is sufficiently

decorative, it is a sort of tradi-

tion—an unwritten rule—that

nothing much more can be ex-

pected of her.

She simply lends her charm-
ing presence to the places where
it pays her best, spends an hour
each morning signing testimo-

nials for various and sundry
patented aids to beauty—leans

back and collects.

But you can see for

yourself that if it so

happens that a woman
has, in addition to

beauty, brains, talent

and ambition, she will

not be satisfied with the

soft existence pictured

above. If she has a

burning desire to count
for something in this

world, then she has a lot

to overcome.
For people not only

expect little from the

beautiful woman, but

somehow they become
irritated with her if she

tries to rise above her

congenital status.

Thus poor Billie's sad

story.

The desire to count

for something mani-
fested itself early in

Billie's career -— about
the time that the beauty,

•which has made her so much money
and caused her so much worry, began
to dazzle the beholder with all its per-

fection.

For when Billie went into the "Fol-

lies," she stipulated earnestly that she

was not to be a chorus girl. She was
very young, but she felt, somehow,
that she could not quite bear to be,

even then, a mere member of the

chorus.

She recalls this with a twinkle.

"They said 'All right. We'll give

you a part!'" she relates. "And since I could neither
sing nor dance, and had no stage experience whatever,
this was very generous of them ! Anyhow I was satis'

fied with the edict.

"I did not find out what my 'pai-t' in the show was
to be until just before the opening night. There was

a bird number in the revue—one of those
things where the girls all wore elaborate
gowns with huge headdresses, supposed to

represent different birds. A man sang dur-
ing the number, and it developed that my
'part' was to sit suspended in an enormous

iron hoop 'way up at the top of
the stage, while he sang the song
toward my general direction.

They even turned a spotlight on
me, and I was convinced that I

was almost the star of

the performance !"

You see, ambition
dogged- her at the very
outset.

Then one day she

went to the Selznick

studio where George
Archainbaud, the di-

rector, saw her and
was struck by her fa-

tal, but valuable,
beauty. He asked her

if she would like to go
into motion pictures

—

which was the very
thing for which Billie

had been waiting and
hoping. He gave her

a small part in the pic-

ture he was making at

that time. Billie was
to take the role of a

nurse in a hospital.

"He just wanted to

see how I would pho-
tograph," she says.
"But I almost did not

get even that ! A tech-

nical man told Mr.
Archainbaud, at the

last moment, that the

nurses had to wear
gauze over their faces

during the operation

!

I was so worried. I

rushed over and re-

minded him that I was
one of the nurses, and
that if I had to wear
that thing he wouldn't

be able to tell about
me. 1 So he let me be
the nurse who wheeled
the patient into the op-
erating room."

Continued on page 111

Ci
I get so tired

just walking
around, show-

ing myself off."

—Billie Dove.
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THE locale of this little drama is that dark, mys-
terious region of the motion-picture industry
devoted to its political government. For the in-

dustry has a political government, you know, despite

the popular opinion that the various factions are just

one big family, and there are no mundane transactions

beyond the signing of very jolly contracts. To the fans,

it is a faery commerce. But at such close range as

Hollywood, it is found to be business—business first,

art a meager second, and business third. Business com-
plex, tremendous and often ruthless.

As to the ruthlessness, is offered

—

par example—Con-
way Tearle.

Two years ago Tearle was at the peak of his popu-
larity. After four years of building up one of the

strongest followings in the business, he was the high-

est-paid leading man on the screen. He was in such
constant demand that for every offer

he accepted, he had perforce, to refuse

one and sometimes two. Virtually he
was a star in so far as stardom means
strength at the box office. His name
had such drawing power, that many
times it was used on posters in print as

large as the names of ladies he was
officially supporting.

Ostensibly he was, and had been for

a long time, "set"—if one may use a

term indicating security in this capri-

cious trade. It here
develops that one may
not.

For two years ago,
on his completion of
"My Official Wife" for
Warner Brothers,
Tearle decided to take
a brief vacation to

break the grind of
continuous work.
He went to Ar-
rowhead for a
couple of weeks of
rest. And when he
returned to town it

was to find his pic-

ture career finished— closed— wiped
up. The gates were
inexorably shut to

him. Not just one,
or a few, but all

—

Avithout exception
and with perfect

simultaneousness.

Conway Tearle in "The Common Law," had

a role that relieved, somewhat, the monotony

of the parts that fell to his lot.

In the

years he has made one picture, "The Isle of Forgotten
Men," a quickie.

Understand, there was no dwindling in his popularity.

He was in even greater demand than ever before. Ladv
stars sent their directors to look for Conway Tearle be-

fore they began any other preparations for production.
Exhibitors relied comfortably on his name to bring them
capacity houses. And it did—every time the fans rally-

ing to the box office, no matter what the picture he ap-
peared in.

This, then, was the condition at the time his screen
career was picked up between a Jovian thumb and fore-

finger and dropped into cinema limbo.

Why? None of the common folk knew, and none
of the czars would tell. In the movies' own quaint way,
Conway Tearle was banished to Siberia, and there was

The Strange Case
Why was he suddenly banished from the

large salary he demanded, or his disturbing

was not that he was unwanted. This story

By Margaret

no reversal or modification of the sentence. And that

was unalterably that.

Theories were tentatively advanced, all to be ex-

ploded by the first argument against them. That he had
outlived his popularity—the explanation for the usual

professional finis—was not even suggested.

There was, though, his salary. Thirty-five

hundred a week was an amount often far in

excess of the salaries earned by the stellar ladies

he was engaged to support. But if thirty-five

hundred a week for a leading man irked the

producers, they had learned to regard it as an
excellent investment.

Then there was his adamant refusal to sign

contracts, insisting on the selective privileges

of the free lance. Free lancers are the step-

children of an organization, company officials

preferring that the salaries paid re-

main in the company. Forced by
popular demand to cast Tearle, rather

than one of their own players, in an
important role, they may have nur-

#• tured something a little short of love

for him on this score; but surely

< \ nothing to manifest itself later, in

such a large way, as his profes-

sional annihilation.

Another count, albeit a minor
one, against him
was his trying

habit of talking

back to the mo-
gul s in office.

His wit, which
can be caustic,

was disturbing

to the dignity of

these gentlemen.

They could at

no time be sure

that this actor

—

one of their
hired help, as it

were—was not
secretly laughing at them. And if some particular issue

were at stake, he made no bones about speaking his

mind. And an actor putting a producer on the carpet,

is a bold reversal of the humbly accepted code.

He acquired the reputation of being hard to handle,

a Bolshevist. But, on closer scrutiny, it was found that

all he had done was to refuse to work Sundays, or on
twenty-four-hour stretches. A pioneer in this idea

—

and blazing the trail for others who revolted likewise

—he incurred the wrath of efficiency experts.

Another point timidly ventured by Boulevard sleuths

was his increasing lack of youth, a phenomenon not un-
common to the human race. But, argumentatively, they

also point to several -feminine stars of long standing

opposite whom Conway Tearle was wont to play, and
whose present leading men are quite half their age. And
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of Conway Tearle
screen at the height of his career? Was it the

habit of talking back, or what? Certainly it

will help you to draw your own conclusions.

Reid

to players who have progressed, with the course of

time, into maturer and more characterized roles. So
that, as a point, is out.

It is admitted that Tearle has always been dissatisfied

with his screen roles. But only because of their con-

sistent inanity. Fight as he might, he has always been
cast as the Well-dressed Man. And this, when his

laments were for intelligent character roles. The one
glimmer of hope, when he was cast as the unregenerate
Stephen Ghent, in "The Great Divide," was blotted out

when, midway through the picture, it was de-

cided wiser to have him tidy up and be a

courteous gentleman for the remaining reels.

These then, gentlemen, are the facts before

us. Put them all together and they spell

—

mother, indeed !—all that is visible to the

naked eye of reasons for Conway Tearle's dis-

missal from the screen.

On the other hand, we have his enormous
popularity with the public, and his excellent

abilities. And, it is necessary to add, the law

of logic, which automatically refutes such rea-

sons as being of sufficient magnitude to cause

the complete death of his career.

Conway Tearle, you must know, openly

charges the producers

with conspiracy to ban ^*mW
him from the screen. It

is not a light charge.
Tearle has irrefutable evi-

dence with which to back

his statement. And he has

had two long years in

which to observe the far-

reaching results when all

the producers get mad at

once.

Just why they are mad
at him, he cannot tell. He
realizes that he was not a
wholly model employee,

that he demanded when it

would have been more
politic to scrape a bit ; that

he was imperious rather

than 'umble. But these

things are personal, and it

is incomprehensible that

they be carried outside the

managerial office. And it

has become a common
thing for stars to be rude

to producers, without get-

ting a stiletto in the back
next day.

Stephen Ghent,

in "The Great

Divide," was
spoiled for Mr.

Tearle, because

he was not al-

lowed io play

him as

he

wished.

"I have always marveled at

the tolerance of the long-

suffering public toward me."

—Conway Tearle.

If he knew on just what
grounds he was ousted, it

would be easier to defend

himself. But his hands are

tied, for he doesn't, and

probably never will, know.

It is difficult to strike back

at an enemy—more, only the

shadow of one—in the dark.

Intermittently, during his

interval of idleness, direc-

tors, stars, and subproducers

have approached Tearle, ex-

pressing a desire for his

services. To his skepticism

as to whether such a sugges-

tion would be sanctioned by

their "front office," they re-

plied that it was their own
business whom they em-
ployed and the front office

could keep out of the mat-

ter. But in all these cases,

the front office evidently

stubbornly repeated its dic-

tum that Conway Tearle

was persona non grata. And
this, even where it was a

subproducer who wanted
Tearle and who was, of

course, paying his salary

Continued on page 92
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OzZy tfze flowers ahd the birds were

her companions.

At last she came to the wall that surrounded the enchanted city.

ONCE upon a time there was a little girl, who
lived in a forgotten garden. The world rushed
by without her, for she was content to pass her

days with only the birds and flowers for her com-
panions.

She was a happy little girl, with a heart like an open-
ing rose and a soul that was patched with sunlight. The
joys that mean so much to those who dwell in the world,
left her untouched. To her a bird's song was sweeter
than a dance-mad orchestra, and the quiet stars brood-
ing over her moon-bathed garden thrilled her as the

glare of electrics never could.

The flowers in her garden loved the little girl. When
she moved among them, the poppies caressed her finger

tips, and the roses withdrew their thorns that they might
not prick her. The buttercups and
jonquils stretched themselves into

a carpet of gold for her to walk
upon, and the lilies forgot their

stateliness, and the pride they took
in themselves, to bow and sway
before her as humbly as the mean-
est weed.
They gave her the things they

loved, to make her beautiful. The
bees brought wild honey to color

her hair, and a shower of apple
blossoms tinted her cheeks. Her
eyes were the brown-velvet centers

of the dogwood flowers that bloom
in the woods in spring, and her
body was the slender narcissus, fra-

grant with a faint perfume.
But the fairy who lived in the

heart of the yellow rose brought
her the most precious gift of all.

"I bring you everlasting child-

hood and an understanding heart,"
she said, as she waved her magic
wand over the little girl's head.

The Little Girl
An exquisite fantasy, inspired by

By Elizabeth

"All over the world, when people hear the name of
Mary Pickford they will remember their own child-

hood and bless you."

The flowers nodded their bright heads and clapped

their leaves enthusiastically.

"Now she will never leave us," they cried jubi-

lantly. "She is ours forever."

But alas, they could not see into the future.

The years passed, but they left no trace of their

passing on the little girl. In years a woman, her

heart remained the heart of a child. Her eyes were
like an enchanted mirror in which sorrow was turned

to happiness.

One day, as she sat in her garden, she heard a

voice calling from far away. It was the voice of the

world and of all things living.

"You live so sheltered in your forgotten garden,

but you do not know life, and the ecstasy of living.

Come out into the world and live!"

The little girl listened to the voice, and she thought
of the unknown things that awaited her in the world.

Taking only her dreams, she followed the voice out

of the garden and into the unknown. The rosebush
caught at her dress to restrain her, and the wind

caressed her gently as it sighed through the willows.

"Good-by, little playmate," cried the flowers.

But the little girl had gone so far that she did not hear
them.
Day after day she trudged along, through cool woods

fragrant with balsam and along roads white with dust.

Sometimes the flowers by the wayside beckoned to her

and she ran happily over to them, thinking they were
her friends from the garden. But when she reached

them they turned away and furled their petals.

Sometimes her spirits drooped and her feet faltered

like tired white birds, and her dreams hung heavy on
her soul. Cold winds came and the snow caught her

in its frozen grasp, but she kept on her way.
The world was so different from her garden. There

she had known nothing but happi-

ness ; her birds and flowers lived

forever; there was no decay, nor
envy, nor sorrow.

But in the world she saw death

—and life that is sometimes harder
than death. She saw disillusion-

ment and bitterness and hatred, and
she wept for the lost peace of her
garden.

One night she lay under the stars,

wondering how heF beloved flowers

and birds were, now that she was
so

r
ir away from them. A moon-

beam that had wandered away from
his mother came dancing to her.

"Little moonbeam," she cried,

"you who have traveled all over the

earth, tell me how it fares with my
garden and my loved ones."

The little moonbeam hung his

head as he answered.
"Everything has been laid waste

by the salt of your tears," he said

sadly, "and the birds have flown
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Who Never Grew Up
the life and character of a star you know well.

Princes and

kings

sent jewels

Petersen Illustrated by James MacDonald

to another garden, where the echoes of your weeping can no
longer drown their song."

The little girl wept bitterly at that
;

then, remembering the

havoc that her tears had already brought, she wiped her eyes and
smiled bravely.

"If my tears have laid waste my garden, then my laughter will

make it live again," she said.

"Ah, no, little girl," said the moonbeam, with a sigh. "It is

not so easy as that. Laughter can be cold and brittle, when it

does not come from the heart. You must earn happiness, and
you will find your garden again."

The little girl pondered long after the moonbeam had danced
away.
"How can I find happiness?" she sighed.

A gentle breeze fanned her cheeks, and her golden curls flut-

tered as though some one were caressing them. The fragrance

of roses hung about her, and she felt a soft touch on her cheek
as though a rose leaf had kissed it.

It was the little fairy who lived in the heart of the yellow rose,

who had been summoned by her sigh.

"Happiness lies in making others hap-

py," said the little fairy in a voice that

sounded like a golden bell. "Only the

heart that gives of itself can find true hap-
piness."

"In the West lies a city of make-believe
that is called Hollywood. Its inhabitants

give laughter and romance to the world.
You, too, have something to give the heart

of a child. Find your way there and you
will find happiness."

When the fairy had flown away, the
little girl began her perilous journey to the
city of make-believe. She had to go
through fire and water to reach it, but her
childlike heart was as an armor, protecting
her from all danger.

At last she came to the wall that sur-

rounded the enchanted city. An army of
men and women and children were clam-
oring at the gates, and the little girl's heart
failed her when she saw the want and dis-

illusionment graven on their faces.

A moonbeam
came dancing

to her.

"Who are you?" she asked a weeping
woman.
"We are the failures," the

woman cried.

As the little girl tried in vain

to comfort her, the gates of the

city opened, and a man who
was known as the great director

stood there. With him was a

youth who turned a crank on

a square, black box.

"What is that?" asked the

little girl of the failures.

"That is the motion-picture

camera," they answered in awed
voices.

Even in that vast throng the

little girl stood out as though

she were the only person there.

Her golden hair gleamed the

brighter in contrast to the drab-

ness of the others, and her eyes shone

with a light that came from within.

"She has a perfect camera face,"

said the youth who turned the crank

of the little, square box.

"She has a soul," said the great di-

rector, "and that is rarer."

So they took the little girl into the

enchanted city, and the magic eye of

the camera looked into her very soul

and gave it to the world. Her fame
spread to the four corners of the earth,

and when people saw her they re-

membered their own youth and the

dreams they had forgotten long ago.

Princes and kings sent jewels for

her fingers and her hair. Suitors

sailed over the seas, and rode over the

deserts, to beg her to marry them. The
wise shook their heads and whispered, "She'll

change with all this adulation—wait and see
!"

But the little girl, who never grew up and
whom the world knew as Mary Pickford, re-

mained as unspoiled as ever.

Little children brought her their dreams and
laid them at her feet. The old brought her their

sorrows. And they became so much a part of

her, that when her lips smiled her eyes were soft

with unshed tears.

She gave bread to those who hungered for

food, and to those whose souls were hungry, she

gave of the richness of her sympathy and un-

derstanding.

There came a day when a prince, as loved by

the people as she, came wooing. He was Doug-
las Fairbanks, and his deeds

The snow caught her of courage and valor had
in its frozen grasp. Continued on page 109
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Photo by Louise

Joan Crawford has a splendid

role in "Four Walls."

Fanny the Fan awards
citations for naivete, cruelty

and luck, and reviews re-

cent events in Hollywood.

on the highest hills of Hollywoodland, turning

gigantic spotlights back and forth. If I had it

to do over again, I wouldn't go in the theater

at all. I'd just pick out a nice, quiet street

corner and watch the shafts of lights playing

across the sky. Nothing in the picture was
half so beautiful and dramatic.

"And that's not saying anything against the

picture. What I saw of 'Glorious Betsy' was
beautiful and charming, but I didn't see much,
as all the people in the same row with me
were possessed with a desire to walk back and
forth in front of me. They were always get-

ting seized with the idea that they saw Dolores
Costello somewhere in the house, and once
they got that idea they would plunge out of

their seats and go to get a look at her, right up
close. When the}' weren't doing it, the people
in the row in front of me were. It was the

most ambulant audience I've ever seen, and if

there isn't any
such word, there

should be, to com-
memorate that oc-

casion.

Im sorry I

didn't see more of

I REALLY mean it this time," Fanny the Fan an-

nounced vehemently; "I'm through with openings.

If any one so much as mentions opening a window,
I'll have to be led to the nearest sanitarium. And if I

were, I'd probably find that it was having a special, de

luxe, grand opening with arc lights out in front, and an

army of tulle-and-ermine-clad figures going in.

"This hasn't come over me suddenly. It's been com-

ing on for weeks. I've helped to open everything from
Russian restaurants, gilt picture palaces, and new boule-

vards, to electrical equipment stores. My one burning

ambition, now, is to help close something. At last I

understand what made Major Campbell say good-by

forever to his career as a motion-picture director, and /

become a prohibition agent. "v \
"There is just one consolation in life. I'll never live \

to attend the opening of 'Hell's Angels.' Ben Lyon has

been working in it for six months, now, and the end

isn't even in sight. He's learned to pilot an airplane

in the picture, and in case it is really ever finished, he is

going to fly to New York. But his chances, at the present rate, are very

slight. Maybe by the time the picture is finished it will be a quaint, his-

torical romance of those old-fashioned vehicles, airplanes."

But while Fanny may be bored with openings, I am not. As one who
has been known to stand outside, just to watch the crowds pour in, I

waited until she calmed down a bit, and then begged her to tell me about
some of them.
"Well," she began, "there was the Warner Theater opening. No one

will ever forget that one, including the poor electricians, who were stationed

Photo by Dyar

Clara Bow, with Pola

Negri's departure, be-

comes official queen of

the Paramount lot.
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eacups
Bystander

Dolores because, via Vitaphone, I heard too
much. Even her best friends are in favor of
wearing ear muffs whenever she bursts out

into speech. The Warner Brothers should be
cited for cruelty. Dolores most decidedly
should be seen and not heard.

"Her voice doesn't sound as bad as all that,

when you talk to her. It's just on the Vita-
phone that it gets a raucous tone, that is ut-

terly inconsistent with her exquisite beauty.

"Well, to get back to the opening—Heaven
forbid. The streets were so crowded, some
smart director should have brought a camera
along in order to film mob scenes. There must
have been a million dollars' worth of extra

talent out on the streets that night.

"Warner's was the very acme of gilt and
red-plush openings. The next ones were all

sentiment and hearts and flowers. Sennett
opened 'The Good-by Kiss'—a more than full-

length film, conceived, executed, written, di-

rected, and—it is to be hoped—buried by him

Photo by Spun

At last Janet Gaynor is to

have a long-promised trip

to New York.

Alice. White

is the newest

First National

star.

personally. The picture takes the grand prize for childishness,

naivete and hokum. However, the leading lady, Sally Eilers, was
delightful and the audience was little short of grand. All the old

Sennett troupers, except Gloria Swanson—who was in New York—
were there, and the affair had the friendly atmosphere of the old

grads' tribute to the principal of the old, red schoolhouse.

"Then there was the D. W. Griffith picture, 'Drums of Love.'

Griffith can claim as his foster children even more of the stars of

to-day than Sennett, and of course they all turned out to pay him
homage. He didn't make the same old speech that has seen service

on so many first-nights—the one where he is so overcome with emo-
tion that he can hardly speak. He was quite poised and dignified

and charming, and he seemed really to have something to say. I

don't remember what it was, but it sounded quite impressive

at the time.

"By the time a few days had passed, and the opening of 'The
Trail of '98' was announced, every one had the feeling that just

one more couldn't do any one any harm, so the usual, glittering

audience turned out for that one. Every one should go to see

'The Trail of '98' at the close of a terrifically hot day. There
are miles and miles of snow. There was a lot of plot, too, but
somehow I can never manage to get awfully interested in what
happens to Dolores del Rio or Ralph Forbes, on the screen. I

know that I stand almost alone in that, but a girl has a right to

be bored by a few screen people."

And Fanny really should be bored by more of them. Of
late, her enthusiasms have reached the point where there really

was nothing for her to do but get a soap box and start making
speeches. She will still be raving about Gloria Swanson, in
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"Sadie Thompson," when every one

else has forgotten it. And as for

Janet Gaynor, in "Street Angel," I

wouldn't subject you even to a brief

quotation of her remarks.

Until something stronger

than a superlative is in-

vented, Fanny won't be able

to give you a fair idea of

how well she likes it. And
we'll pass quietly by Marion
Davies, in "The Patsy,"

without permitting her to

get started on that one. To
hear her talk, you'd think

that there never was another

clever and entertaining pic-

ture.

"Finally there came a

night when there were two
openings," Fanny rambled
on. "The new Filmarte The-
ater opened with the usual

aplomb and a very dramatic
Swedish film, and that very
night Otto K. Olesen opened
his electrical equipment store,

with stars wandering in. to

congratulate him, like so

many tourists. There were
fewer ermine coats at his

premiere, but more brilliance

of a type understood by the

average audience."

"Well, now that you've told

me about the openings
"

Even the most enthusiastic Dolores

Costello fans rebel against her

Vitaphone outbursts.

Billie Dove is to make
abroad.

"I haven't even started," Fanny protested. "There
was the night that Helen Ferguson returned to town,
an experienced stage actress now, and opened in 'New
Brooms.' It looks as though it would run for months.
There is no telling when Helen will be seen on the

screen again. Then, on two days' notice, Lois Wilson
up and made her debut on the stage, in 'The Gossipy
Sex,' with Edward Everett Horton. Lois is very
charming on the stage. She is going to do another
play right away, but it won't keep her from making
pictures. She has signed with F. B. O. to be featured

in a picture to be started very soon. Some girls are

almost forgotten by the studios until they burst out

on the stage, and then every one is impressed by their

acting and urges them to make pictures again. Look
at Mae Busch ; she hadn't had an interesting part in

pictures for a long time, but she had no more than

opened on the stage in 'From Hell Came a Lady' than
Metro-Goldwyn discovered they just must have her

back on the lot again."

That's the second time in recent weeks that Metro-
Goldwyn has gone hunting for an accomplished ac-

tress, and had to recall a former contract-player. They
brought Carmel Myers back to the fold to play with

John Gilbert, in 'Four Walls.' Every one is raving

about her performance. It isn't at all like the slink-

in-and-vamp-him sort of roles she used to play. She
is almost an ugly duckling in this one. No make-up,
hair slicked back, and heavy on the pathos all the

time. And Carmel is acquitting herself nobly.

"But the real sensation of the Metro-Goldwyn lot is

Anita Page. They thought she was just a pretty, little

girl, with a face that was easy to photograph from any
angle, but she fooled them, and turned out to be a

tremendously magnetic personality.

"There are a lot of youngsters making
names for themselves. Pretty soon any
girl of twenty-five will be rated as a
grandc dame. There's Loretta Young;
she's just fifteen. And I'm willing to

bet that Virginia Gra)r, the child

who played Eva, in 'Uncle Tom's
Cabin,' will be a star some day.

I watched her working with
Mary Astor, in 'Heart to Heart,'
and she was really lovely."

"And you're the one who is al-

ways talking about loyalty to the
favorites of yesteryear! Where
is Lillian Gish ? Where is Marv
Pickford ?"

"Abroad," Fanny answered la-

conically. "It's so long between
their pictures, that new stars

have time to come and go. I've
heard, though, that Lillian's trip

abroad is on business. I think
she is going to make a picture in

Germany."
"New stars come, but they

never go." Of that I'm sure,

since hearing
that Mae Mur-
ray is once more
making pictures.

"And what do

you think of the

newest First
National star,

Alice White?"
Fanny asked.
Purely a rhetori-

'La Tosca"
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cal question, as she didn't give me a chance to answer

that, whatever any one thinks of Alice White, at least

they must admit that hers is never a negative per-

sonality on the screen.

''What a break that girl is getting!" Fanny ex-

claimed. "Al Santell is directing her in her first star-

ring picture. No one could ask for more than that.

He has an uncanny way of 'bringing out the very best

in people. Remember what he did with Corinne
Griffith, in 'Classified,' Ben Lyon, in 'Bluebeard's

Eighth Wife,' Richard Barthelmess, in 'The Patent

Leather Kid'? She is sure to be good under his

direction.

"I'd like to see him direct Billie Dove. I've an idea

that he could bring something out in her that would
make us forget the 'merely beautiful' things she has

been doing. But Billie's plans are all made for a long

time ahead. She is just starting 'The Night Watch,'
and when she finishes that she is going to Italy to

make 'La Tosca,' under George Fitzmaurice's direc-

tion. There is to be some kind of vocal and instru-

mental accompaniment, but I refuse to get interested

in that. I still prefer my movies silent.

"There is quite an exodus abroad. Negri is going,

after one more picture for Paramount. She wants to

divide her time between making pictures here and
abroad. Her departure will make Clara Bow the

queen of the Paramount lot, if she isn't already.

Clara's pictures have such tremendous drawing power
at the box office, that naturally she has great prestige

at the studio. She is making an underworld picture

now, 'Ladies of the Mob.'
"

"Will there never be an end to underworld pic-

tures?" I complained as 'bitterly as though I had seen

a lot of them, which I

haven't.

"Maybe," Fanny admitted,

though grudgingly. "The
rage for them seems to be

dying down. I heard of only

five being started last week.

And I've heard of only one
companionate marriage story

being cast this week. That's

the original, and only genu-

ine one, authorized by Judge
Ben Lindsey himself. The
leading roles are to 'be played

by Betty Bronson and Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr. They
ought to make an attractive

couple.

"But there's a tale con-

nected with the casting of

that picture that must be

told. Judge Lindsey came
out to confer with the pro-

ducers of the picture, and it

developed that he was a great

fan of Patsy Ruth Miller.

Pat was his first choice for

the lead, but unfortunately
she was tied up, making a

picture for Tiffany- Stahl.
And the tragic part of that

is that Pat admires the

judge, treasures her auto-

graphed copy of his book,

Patsy Ruth Miller does not al-

ways agree with the scenario

writers.\

Photo by Spurr

Una Basquette has begun to count

calories to good effect.

and would love to play in

his picture. And she's mak-
ing a picture that preaches

against companionate mar-
riage. There are moments
when girls must want to

strangle scenario writers.

They ought at least to let

Pat have an introductory

foreword to the picture.

"Incidentally, Pat hated to

come home from abroad.

She had two offers to make
pictures over there, either

one of which she would
have loved to accept, but her

mother simply burned up the

cables urging her to come
home. She'll have to take

her mother with her next

time.

"Maybe some American
company will come along

with an offer to send her

over there to work. Pro-

ducers are getting over their

aversion to trying to make
pictures abroad. Lots of

them are going to try it, in

spite of past failures. Metro-

Goldwyn is to send John
Gilbert and Greta Garbo
abroad to make 'The Carni-

Continued on page 107
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Just a Hard-woiking Goil!
Marion Davies just manages to struggle along on a few millions in diamonds and things, but for all her

wealth she has not acquired a tall headgear, and is one of the most popular of all the stars in Hollywood.

By Myrtle Gebhart

JUST a little girl, trying to get along in the movies
!"

Marion Davies characterizes herself, in her teasing

banter.

Oh, surely, just a poor kid with a couple of million

or so in jewels, and only she knows how many million

more are cannily invested, an indefinitely huge apart-

ment in New York, and a few domiciles in California

that make the Ambassador look like a bungalow.

Just a star who does pretty much as she pleases,

works as if she didn't have anything more important

on her mind, and shows up for appointments, or doesn't.

But she has a gorgeous sense of humor, and she hasn't

acquired any tall headgear.

As a matter of fact, in her new picture, ''Show
People," she is just what she calls herself.

It ought to be a wow. It's a grand slam at everything

in the movies, a "bird's-eye view of Hollywood." All

the stars will be
in it, at least all

the M.-G.-M.
stars, and some
others.

"I know I'm
a star now," ex-

claimed Marion.
"I'm being sup-
ported by Jack-

Gilbert, Louis
B. Mayer, Ir-

ving Thalberg,
and Lon Cha-
ney. Almost
everybody on
the lot will ap-

pear in the stu-

dio scenes. Per-
haps"—her eyes

became very
wide and in-

genueish
—

"even
Greta Garbo!"
The heroine

comes to Holly-

wood to get in

the movies, and

Marion's wit is spontaneous. With whatever props
are at hand, she clowns. Many of the gags in her pic-

tures are repetitions of ones she has previously pulled

for the entertainment of those on the set. Her imper-

sonations of Lillian Gish, Mae Murray, and Pola Negri
added laughs to "The Patsy." You're absolutely no-

body in Hollywood until Marion has mimicked you.

And her set is never a safe place to loiter, except at

your risk.

There was Jane Winton's "arrest" during the filming

of "The Patsy." A man, claiming to be from the

Bureau of Internal Revenue, appeared on the set, charg-

ing Jane with making false returns on her income tax.

She was told that she faced a jail sentence. Jane be-

came tearful.

"It's a mistake, but it will be terrible, if it gets out!

Besides, I can't go to jail, now that we're in the middle
of the picture."

At first, King
Vidor said lugu-

briously that he

would have to

engage another

actress for her

role, and retake

her scenes, but

finally he and
Marion made ar-

rangements with
the officer to put

up bond for
Jane. She was
to work every
day, and be de-

livered into his

custody each
evening. She
would spend her

nights in jail.

Jane fell—and

Bill Haines, Marion Davies and Dell Henderson in a scene from

a travesty on the movies.

'Show People,
how

!

are

I'm going to be on the

interviewed, because I

all the things you read about

screened. The first test, the first close-up, the use of

onions, glycerin, and other devices to make actresses

cry, are shown in action. But
set when they film her being

won't have my art burlesqued

!

Billy Haines is being costarred as the "low comedian,"

and Polly Moran, in her own words, is "a very low
comedian." It will be like old times. Fifteen of the

original Mack Sennett stock company will reappear,

among them Kalla Pasha, and the bathing beauties, and
maybe the Kops.

"Hollywood," Marion observed, in commenting on

her present "opus" which will burlesque our haughty
queens, "is a place where one hundred people have con-

vinced the world that they are more important than the

other many millions who live on the old globe.

"Dodging custard pie," she murmured, "is dirty work.
People with nerves should never go into the movies,

and people without nerve can't."

"Poor dear!"

Marion tried to

console her. "I'll

bring your victrola and your dinner down to your cell

every evening." She wanted to write down Jane's fa-

vorite dishes, but Jane was hysterical. It was not until

her fright got her too upset to work that they confessed.

The "arrest" had originated in Marion's fertile brain.

Jane, however, is often a conspirator. The party at

Marion's beach home, when Jane "stole" Charlie Chap-
lin's cigarette case, was a riot. It had Charlie's initials

boldly carved upon its gold. Jane hid it—now, you
guess where—and Marion ordered that everybody be
searched. The butler was stationed at the door, at her
insistence, though Charlie was nervous over the social

amenities at stake.

"I must telephone !" Jane thus drew suspicion toward
herself.

"Don't let her out!" Marion cried. "Search her!"
Charlie intervened, begging them to forget all about

the missing case. The maid delegated for the job could

not find it. Marion proved a better sleuth, and trium-

phantly held up the case.
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Marion Davies impersonates,
above, Lillian Gish; upper right,

Mae Murray; right, Pola Negri.

"Why, Jane Winton!"she
exclaimed. "All this time

we've been friends, and you
a thief!" Jane cried. The
act was good. Everybody
was embarrassed. Charlie,

to protect Jane, denied that

it was his case.

"With 'C. C all over it?

We know it's yours. And
she claims she doesn't smoke,
either. We've been duped."
Marion waxed furious. Jane
acted the culprit role to per-

fection.

The excitement grew, and Charlie became more ill

at ease.

"I gave it to her. Forgot. I gave it to her. Please

believe that, Marion," he begged. "Let her go."

When they could restrain their mirth no longer, and

the joke was out, King Vidor said, "Well, if you two
could act as well for the camera, the producers would

leave Europe alone."

And the time that she got .Jack Pickford

to play suicide, Agnes Christine Johnston,

the pretty scenarist, had been questing for a

new plot, claiming there was nothing dra-

matic in real life. Marion and Jack left the

room. In a few moments Marion screamed.

Agnes ran upstairs, the others were at her

heels. Jack was on the bathroom floor, his

face and head decorated with what later

proved to be catsup. Agnes got her thrill,

but also the worst fright she ever had.

And the evening that Seena Owen, a house

guest, decided to retire early, the actors were
Kathryn Carver, Adolphe Menjou, and Harry D'Ar-

rast. The audience consisted of numerous guests. The
announcement of Miss Carver's engagement to Menjou
had been made that evening, and every one had con-

gratulated them. Outside Seena's door, Menjou began

to declaim in a loud voice, "Open that door ! I saw
D'Arrast take Kathryn in there !" Seena's protesta-

tions that she alone was in the room served only to

whet his ire. "Let me at that man !" he raved, until

Seena frantically opened the door.

Pinching those little nips that make
one jump, Marion sneaks up behind

you—and glides away. A certain di-

rector happened to be standing near

In "The Fair Coed,"

Marion Davies let's

herself go.

Marion without benefit of make-up.

Jane when Marion slipped up
and pinched her, and instantly

was deep in conversation with

some one else. Jane turned.

It couldn't have been the di-

rector ! Why, he was always
such a gentleman ! But he
was the only one standing
there. And Jane was an of-

fended lady. She said plenty,

with a crowd of extras look-
ing on. The director was
bewildered. Only when Jane
had used all her vocabulary
did Marion admit it. Then
Jane, mortified, had to apol-

There was the time Marion
had the newly successful actress
crazy over the "loss" of her huge
paste pearl, and the occasion
when she pretended to be a
young society bud when intro-

duced to a visiting prince.

She isn't always cutting ca-

pers. Her spray of wit some-
times is shut off. One day when
she was filming "The Fair Co-
ed," everything had gone wrong.
A basket-ball game was in prog-

Continued on page 106
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Shakespeare
Clothes make the man, and more often
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Was Right!
than not, they also make the nationality.

Dolores del Rio, right,

as Toska, in "The Red
Dancer," is Russia's

gain and Mexico's

loss.

Emil Tannings' Ger-

man training, oddly

enough, enables him to

give a wonderful por-

trayal in "The Patri-

ot," a story of Russia,

right.

Mexico loses again as Ramon No-
varro, right, "goes Balkan" in f

"Forbidden Hours."

Hungary should be proud of "Tony"
Moreno, above, even if they know
he's a son of Spain; and it took just a

half hour to convert Theodore Kos-
loff, left, from a Russian, into a

perfectly good citizen of Palestine, in

"The King of Kings."
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Norma Talmadge forsook Brooklyn for Hollywood.

Stars that Rose
This month our survey of the star belts takes

York, where we pause only long enough at the

born there. It will be interesting to see if

By Alma

and then, upon his return from a London triumph in "Broadway-
Jones," he was offered a screen role opposite Laura Hope Crews,

in "The Fighting Hope." He sup-

ported many famous women stars

until, as every one knows, he became
a star himself after "The Miracle

Man."
Adolphe Menjou, with his French

mannerism, is a strange product
for Pittsburgh. His French parents

sent him to Culver Military Aca-
demy, and then to Cornell. There
he studied mechanical engineering.

But there also he joined the college

theatrical society and wrote one of

its most successful plays. That set-

tled Adolphe for engineering—-or

rather, against it ! His first long

Emit Jannings ac-

tually wore his baby

shoes in New York.

AT first it seemed a

bright idea, this dis-

covery that certain

sections of the country

brought up all their little

boys and girls to be film

stars—producing stars
just as, say, the South
produces cotton. But now
I'm sorry I ever started

all this. I've traveled, in

Picture Play, from
Texas, where all the girls

go to convents and then

get into the movies, up
through that star belt into

Missouri, Illinois, Indiana,

and Ohio, and it's a lot of

work, finding out how all

these film players hap-
pened to leave their more
or less happy homes to go
into the movies.
Now we've come to

Pennsylvania and New •

York, and the Eastern
terminus of this star zone.

So gather around, you
Keystoners and Empire
Staters, and I'll tell you
about your former neigh-
bors. Any one else may
listen in, too.

Leaping lightly over the border from Ohio, we get into Pitts-

burgh. That was once the home of lots of little boys and girls

who are now movie stars. Perhaps it's that Pittsburgh smoke

!

There's Thomas Meighan. When Tommy was a lad in Pitts-

burgh he made his first stage appearance and was thereupon fired

with ambition. His parents hoped to make a doctor of him, but
Tommy's mind was made up. When he finished school he tried

for stage work and—lucky Tommy!—he got a job the first time
he tried—as an extra in "Mistress Nell," then playing Pittsburgh.

With this start, he continued, with more or less luck, until he
became a leading man. There were four or five seasons on the stage,

stage engagement was with a stock

company in Cleveland, where
Adolphe lived for fifteen years.

His first screen role was with Vita-

graph in 1912. The war, in which
he became a captain, interrupted his

screen career, but not permanently.

It was "A Woman of Paris" which
first put him on the highroad- to

fame, in the kind of roles in which
he is inimitable.

Lois Wilson, though born in Pittsburgh,

grew up in Alabama. She was a school-

teacher until she won a beauty contest

conducted by Universal. She is one of

the few contest-winners who remained per-

manently on the screen.

Eleanor Boardman was discovered in Philadelphia.

We can forgive Pittsburgh its smoke—for it

gave us Lois Moran.



in the East
you through Pennsylvania and New
various towns_to identify stars who were

any of them were once your neighbors.

Talley

screen work
were in their

Helene, oddly

their way into

stage.

And then there's the Costello family of

was on the stage for eighteen years, and
when movies really

infancy. Dolores and
enough, had to make
movies by way of the

They were doing a sister act in

George White's "Scandals" in Chicago,

when one of those countless Warner
Brothers saw them and missed his train

in order to hand them a dotted line and

a fountain pen.

William Powell moved from Pitts-

burgh to Kansas City, and then when
he grew up he went on the stage, with

the usual hardships. In fact, he played

on the stage for some ten years before

he was really noticed and given the

screen chance which has since made for

bigger and better villainy in the films.

Lois Moran left Pittsburgh, with her

mother, when she was twelve years old.

They went to Paris, where Lois studied

dancing. She was becoming successful

in the opera ballet there, and had made
two pictures, when she heard that

Samuel Goldwyn was in Paris looking for a

young girl to play in "Stella Dallas." She
sent him her picture and he sent for the

original and so Lois got her film start.

Hedda Hopper, whose father was a

Baptist minister in Pittsburgh, went on the

stage. Then she went to Hollywood, with
some degree of stage success behind her.

Pittsburgh. Maurice
of course began his

Josephine Dunn left a New York chorus for

the movies.

George Walsh
boarded a Holly-

wood train in

New York.

We are grateful to Pittsburgh for Dolores Costello.

"Who are you?" they

asked her in Hollywood,
and after a while she

showed them.

Peggy Shaw left Pitts-

burgh and joined Gus
Edwards' Revue, like

Lila Lee of New York
;

then the "Follies," then

movies. Katherine Mac-
Donald and Mary Mac-
Laren, two sisters who
had their little day on the

screen, werefooth born in

Pittsburgh. Mary went
on the stage in the Win-
ter Garden ; Katherine
was discovered by B. P.

Schulberg and exploited

as "The American
Beauty."

And now our train

stops in Philadelphia.

Eleanor Boardman, after

studying at the Phila-

delphia School of Fine
Arts, went on the stage.

Then it was that the old

Goldwyn company took
its camera in hand and
went on tour, with a

great fanfare of pub-
licity, looking for new

screen faces. Eleanor's and Bill Haines' were the two faces se-

lected, though it wasn't for several years that either of them
became famous.

Janet Gaynor's family removed from Philadelphia to Los An-
geles, where Janet attended high school and played bits in pictures

for some time before it occurred to any one that she was good.'

Jane Winton and Mabel Ballin, of Philadelphia, both reached
the screen via the stage. Jane was once a dancer in the Fokine
ballet, then she went into the "Follies." Edmund Burns is also

a product of the stage, though he began his business career as

a broker.

Janet Gaynor's family moved from

Philadelphia.
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Billie Dove was once a "Follies" girl.

Angeles

Douglas Mac-
Lean, after leav-

ing Philadelphia,

attended North-
western Univer-
s i t y and the
Lewis Institute

of Technology
in Chicago. But
his technical
education was
apparently quite

wasted, because

when he finished

he went on the

stage. He was

once in Maude
Adams' com-

pany, and then

with the Mor-
osco stock com-

pany in Los

His ability as a comedian won the lead in

Mary Roberts Rinehart's riotous picture, "Twenty-three

and a Half Hours' Leave," which at once established

Douglas on the screen. .

Jackie Saunders went to St. Joseph's Convent in

Philadelphia, and then became one of "Dawson's Danc-

ing Dolls,"' Stock engagements followed, then the

screen. Mildred Davis went to the Friends' School in

her native city and then headed straight for the screen.

Wanda Hawley was born in Scranton. She also

'lived, as a girl, in Seattle and. then in New York'.

She toured in concert work before she got her chance

in pictures. And
then there's E.

K. Lincoln from

Johnstown, Wil-

liam V. Mong
from Chambers-
burg, Naomi
Childers from
Pennsylvania —
h e r biography

doesn't say what

part.

It's only right

to expect that

New York
should have pro-

duced a great

number of
screen players.

Look at the size

of the place

!

And anyhow it's

the home of the

theater, and so

presents greater opportunities. Many of them grew up
in stage families, and so we have the Barrymores, Bert

Lytell, William Collier, Jr., Arthur Rankin, Alice Brady,

Conway Tearle, Leila Hyams. Among many others who
established themselves on the stage before their screen

careers began, are Lila Lee, Nita Naldi, Frank Mayo,
Edith Roberts, Madge Evans—who played on the stage

as a child and has returned to it—-Billie Dove, once of

the "Follies"—Kenneth Harlan, formerly a runner on
the stock exchange, and then a dancer—Priscilla Dean,
Jack Mulhall, Elsie Ferguson.

Richard . Barthelmess had stage heritage, though he
started to become a lawyer. But once, coming home

A boy from New York—Malcolm McGregor.

for the holidays from Trinity College, in Hartford, he
suddenly realized that his widowed mother was sacrific-

ing herself in order to put him through school. This
would 'never do, he decided, so he gave up all thoughts
of law and turned to acting. "War Brides" with
Nazimova, gave him his first chance.

Richard Talmadge, born in New York, of Italian

parents named Metzetti, found a chance to show Doug
Fairbanks that he knew a thing or two, himself, when
it came to leaping about from chandelier to chandelier.
Fairbanks was impressed and helped Richard to get on
his feet in the movies, where—if an acrobat could be said
to remain on his feet—he has been until very recently.
Malcolm McGregor and Maurice Flynn, a couple of

Yale boys from New York, reached the screen with
no previous
stage experience.

Maurice first
had a fling as a
rancher in Colo-
rado.

George Walsh
and Johnny
Walker are a

pair of athletes

from Fordham
University.
Johnny was on
the stage for

several years be-

fore starting out

in pictures.

Nancy Carroll,

of Tenth Ave-
nue, New York,
and Josephine

Dunn were both

chorus girl s.-

Nancy married- Jack Kirkland, a scenario writer, and so

got her entree into the film studios. Josephine went with

a girl friend to the Paramount studio when that com-
pany was organizing its school. Josephine was urged

to take a test herself, and was one of the lucky few who
were not only called, but chosen.

Oh, I almost forgot—of all people !—Emil Jannings.

He says he was born, not in Brooklyn, as is generally

supposed, but in Manhattan. But when he was
only a year old

Douglas MacLean deserted Philadelphia for

Hollywood.

We owe allegiance to both Pittsburgh and

Alabama for Lois Wilson.

'his family re-

turned to Ger-
many. Emil was
adventurous.
When he was
ten he ran away
to sea and when
he was sixteen

he went on the

stage. He played

in stock com-
panies for twelve

years, and by

that time he had
made sufficient

reputation to re-

ceive screen of-

fers.

May McAvoy
was born in the

exclusive Mur-
ray Hill district

Cont. on page 108
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You Never Know
These pictures conclusively prove

that this is an age of mascu-

line mammas and feminine papas.
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Estelle Taylor will appear on the New York stage this fall,

bat she is still loyal to pictures.

PITY the poor movie queen ! Of-
fers, offers everywhere—and
hardly a single role she wants

to play. Estelle Taylor could he busy
all the time if she wanted to, but she

has made a vow never, never to play

another role which requires wielding

a weapon of an}' kind. She has had
enough of whips, and would like to

try quips for a change. She wants
to do corned)'. Instead, she will prob-
ably do "Cleopatra" in natural

colors. What Cleo's natural col-

ors were, I will leave it to Miss
Taylor to reveal. She promises
she won't play the serpent of the

Nile as an old-style vamp, if she
can help it. For all her vivid

and exotic beauty, Estelle has a
very modern sense of humor.
She calls her husband Mr. Gins-
berg, and makes him like it.

The Dempseys visit New York
ever so often. This time they
stayed long enough to sign con-
tracts calling for their joint ap-
pearance in a stage play, in the
fall. "The Big Fight" will em-
ploy the fistic talents of Mr,

In again, out again, the stars shed

their brightness on the gay metropolis

in their all-too-brief visits to New York,

Dempsey, and the acting abilities of Mrs. Dempsey. It

will be produced by David Belasco. Jack and Estelle will

be back in late summer to begin rehearsals. There is a

clause in her contract which says that if she finds a screen

role she likes better, she can leave the show on two weeks'
notice. Yes, she's still true to pictures, and she'll never
leave them for very long.

Lupino Lane Entertains.

"Little, but oh, my!" I am referring to Lupino Lane,

who stands about five feet four inches in his stocking

feet—though not, I hasten to say, at this interview—but

who expresses in his small person more humor, showman-
ship, and camaraderie than any ten giants you might select.

Mr. Lane visited New York with his beautiful wife, who
is an English blonde. English blondes are different from
American, or even Hungarian blondes, as you know if you
have met any. She isn't in pictures—for no good reason,

except that she really prefers

private life. She shopped while

Mr. Lane made vaudeville audi-

ences howl with mirth at the

Palace Theater on Broadway.
He was almost lured into a musi-
cal-comedy engagement, but the
call of the camera was finally too
strong for him, and he returned
West with his wife, to resume
film activities at the Educational
studio.

His pantomime is priceless,

and no wonder. He is descended
from a long and illustrious line

of pantomimists. The Lupino
family is to England what the
Four Marx Brothers, Ed Wynn,
Joe Cook, and a few other fel-

lows, are to America. Lupino
Lane was born in London, and
made his first stage appearance
at the age of three. He has been

at the serious business
of making audiences
laugh on stage, or
screen, ever since. He's
played in drama, musi-
cal comedy, vaudeville,

comic opera, and revue.

He convulsed New
York several seasons
ago in "The Mikado."
As the Lord High Ex-
ecutioner in the Gilbert

and Sullivan classic, he
slayed 'em.

Buddy Rogers has

changed little since

his Paramount school

davs.

Photo by Ricbee
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Medley
<AntoinetteDespard

The Wife of a Genius

The wife of a genius is generally supposed
to be a martyr. So when Norma Shearer re-

turned from a two months' intensive honey-
moon tour of Europe, as Mrs. Irving Thal-
berg, I peered at her to ascertain the effects of

daily association with the gentleman who is

usually referred to as "Hollywood's little

genius.''' What I saw was a very radiant,

beautiful, and blissful bride who said, "I love

my husband more than ever." The assump-
tion is not that Mr. Thalberg isn't a genius,

but that there is a new style in geniuses this

season. Mr. Thalberg is just as much a genius
as he was when he supervised "The Big Pa-
rade" and other big pictures, but he is genial,

handsome, and humorous instead of erratic,

morbid, and crabby. He proves that a man
may be a genius as well as a model husband,
while Miss Shearer demonstrates that a star

may also be a successful wife.

Photo by Richee

Nancy Carroll might never have gone into pictures, if she had listened to

what others told her.

"I've no intention of retiring from pictures," she said

when she and her husband stopped off in New York on

their way home. "I don't know how that story started.

I'm eager to get back to work, after this vacation. My
latest picture, 'The Actress,' pleased me very much.

At the same time, I enjoy superintending the details of

Photo by Spurr

Evelyn Brent looks like a runaway countess, no less, but

talks sanely and well.

my home, and I take a domestic delight in china

and linens and things. I don't see why marriage

and a career are incompatible
!"

The Thalbergs took a Mediterranean cruise,

exploring Algiers, Naples, and Rome, as well as

Paris, Berlin, and London. In Paris Mrs. Thal-

berg shopped for clothes and Mr. Thalberg for

pictures. She made a real effort to leave pictures

behind her, and the only reminder wTas a visit to

Old Heidelberg, where she saw the actual setting

of the Student Prince's romance with Kathi.

Fans who would have crowded to get a glimpse

of Norma Shearer in the flesh, failed to recog-

nize a smart young matron named Mrs. Irving

Thalberg. Norma has always been aloof in a

gentle, patrician sort of way, and she proved on
this trip, that it is entirely possible for a celebrity

to enjoy private life, if she really wants privacy.

Norma Shearer has always maintained her iden-

tity. Not even the informality of Hollywood
has been able to break down her English reserve.

She refuses to let fame interfere and make her
conspicuous. This is probably the reason she

has kept her charm so fresh and intact. You
can purchase a ticket to watch Norma Shearer
act but, gosh darn it, you don't get a lock of

her hair with it

!

Buddy Rogers Idealizes Mary Pickford.

Charles "Buddy" Rogers is a great, big boy now.
He is twenty-three—count 'em, twenty-three—years old.

He is also a star, with all a star's responsibilities. He
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reminds me of a slightly

older Booth Tarkington
boy, looking out on the

world through great big,

serious, worried eyes.

He came East to make a

personal appearance at

the opening of "Abie's

Irish Rose," and to at-

tend Paramount's con-
vention at Washington,
D. C. He's still here, be-

cause he is starred in a
college story, tentatively

titled "Yale"—all about
the rah-rah boys up in

New Haven. When I

saw him, Buddy—only
he wishes you wouldn't
call him that—was hop-
ing that Mary Brian
would be his leading
lady, because Mary is

such a sweet type. There
is nothing of the brash-
ness of the fictional col-

lege hero a'bout young
Mr. Rogers. His ideal

woman, besides his
mother, is Mary Pick-
ford. He is still as boy-
ish, and almost as eager,
as he was when a mem-
ber of Paramount's
Seminary for Young-
Thespians, in Long
Island City. And if that

isn't refreshing, what is?

outside the studio. He likes pictures and gets a great

kick out of acting in them, but he doesn't carry around

a roll of his own film all the time. He is interested in

other things. Oh, lots of things. His pal is Garret

Graham, who writes clever subtitles, and he would
rather tell you what a swell guy, and title writer, Gra-

ham is, than what a wonderful actor Glenn Tryon is.

He is very practical about his own work. He is busi-

nesslike and crisp.

"I do a sad act in Doctor Paul Fejos' picture, 'Lone-

some,' " he remarks. He can oblige with any kind of

act, you gather. When he was a kid he always gave
shows. He invited all the neighborhood kids in to help

him, but he always grabbed off the villains' parts for

himself, because the villain was the heavy actor of the troupe. That
was back in Julietta, Idaho—or was it Spokane, Washington ? These
two cities have always fought for the privilege of going on record

as Glenn Tryon's home town.

He wanted badly to be an actor, but because he was so practical,

he decided to go to

Lupino

Lane has

been at

the serious

business

of making

audiences

laugh ever

since he

was three

years old.

foreman
dubious

it to a

he had
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Norma Shearer denies she has any intention of retirin,

pictures.

Glen Tryon Is a Wow.
Glenn Tryon says his hobbies are dogs and books.

And when he says that, he smiles. And adds that he

should be photographed with his hobbies, but how can

he ? He has no pipe to go with the dog, and no fireplace

to sit in front of, with his book. This may give you

some idea of what kind of a star Mr. Tryon is. He's

a wow

!

He is an actor, all right, but he refuses to work at it

school first, and learn

some useful trade, so

that, in lean seasons, he

could always earn a liv-

ing until the theatrical

business boomed. He
took the course—as a

machinist. Later, when
he was a real actor on
the road, with a num-
ber three or four com-
pany of "Friendly Ene-
mies," his mechanical

training stood him in

good stead. Stranded,

penniless, and hungry,

he dug up his union

card and presented it,

asking for a job as a

journeyman machinist.

He got the job, al-

though the

was slightly

about giving

youth whom
watched emoting on

the boards of the local

theater only the day be-

fore.

Bigger and better

acting jobs came his

way. He was in vaude-

I believe, when
Roach saw him,

signed him for

Roach comedies. After

a season or so in the

two-reelers, Glenn ap-

peared with Laura La
Plante, in "Thanks for

the Buggy Ride"—and

his film fortune was
made. Universal then

starred him in "Painting the Town." Now he is one

of the ace comedians of the screen. "Hot Heels" is his

latest. But no matter how famous he becomes, he

swears he will never pose for a picture with his dog.

"It wouldn't be fair to the dog," says Glenn.

John Barrymore Is Polite.

A group of people sat huddled in a small sitting room

of a suite at the Ambassador Hotel. At first glance

ville,

Hal
and

from
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Bobby Vernon's

great and ab-

soi bing interest

is movie photog-

raphy.

you might have mistaken them for a group of starving

extras, or oppressed Armenians, or something. They
had that stricken look. Then you saw that they were
only interviewers, in the process of interviewing Mr.
John Barrymore. Now Mr. Barrymore is supposed to

be something of an ogre to reporters. There's many a

juicy tale as to how he has held whole armies of reporters at bay, with

a scathing epigram. But this time, Mr. Barrymore was as gentle and
harmless as a lamb. He spoke softly and courteously. His manners
were perfect. The reporters were relieved but, on the whole, a little

disappointed. Their idol—the bad play-boy of the movies—had fallen.

He was positively polite.

He came East solely to persuade a certain expert electrician of the

theater to return to Hollywood to work on the open-air production of

''Hamlet," at the Hollywood Bowl. This contemplated production of

the tragedy of the melancholy Dane, was of far greater interest to Mr.
Barrymore than mere movies. But he did say that he liked "Tempest"
better than his other pictures, that Camilla Horn is a charming actress,

and that he looks forward to making "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney."
"Who will be your leading woman, Mr. Barrymore?" I asked him.
The famous Barrymore

eyebrow—the left one, I

believe—raised a very little.

"I really haven't the faint-

est idea," he remarked.
"Well, who would you

like to have?"
The equally famous Bar-

rymore mouth twitched a
little. "I'd like to have
Greta Garbo. And if you
asked a truck driver whom
he would enjoy escorting to

Coney Island, he would
probably tell you Greta
Garbo. I have just about as

much chance of having her
play with me, as he has of
walking out with her."'

That settled that.

Another Hard-working Girl.

Evelyn Brent looks like a

runaway countess, at the

very least. She has smol-
dering eyes, a cynical mouth
and a sophisticated slope to

her shoulders. Yes, she

looks downright dangerous.
Michael Arlen might have
written her. Then she be-

gins to talk, and you recog-

nize just another sensible,

hard-working Hollywood
girl on a well-earned vaca-
tion. She sits smoking, and
saying in a throaty voice

how wonderful it is to be in

New York, and seeing all

the shows. Evelyn worked
in the East a year or so ago,

before Paramount moved all

its companies to the Coast.

The breaks were for her, and
she was ready when the good
parts came along. "The Last Command," with Jan-

nings, was the last word in opportunity. Evelyn grasped

it, and now she is one of the important picture girls.

She talked about her luck, as she called it, and how
wonderful it is to work with Emil, and how silly it is to

link her name with Gary Cooper's
—

"Just because," said

Evelyn, "I sat beside him at a dinner given to Otto

Glenn Tryon just

w

Kahn. It was the first time

I'd gone out in clays, I'd

been so busy working at the

studio. And I didn't even

go with Gary ; I went alone.

A banker sat on the other

side of me, and I talked

mostly to him. But the

next day, I 'read in the pa-

per the announcement of

my engagement to Gary
Cooper. He's a nice boy,

and I enjoyed working
with him in 'Beau Sabreur,'

but as far as engagements
are concerned, I don't con-

template anything of the

kind, thanks. The reason
for the rumors, I suppose,
is that my divorce is final,

soon, and they think I must
have become romantically

attached to some one else

in the meantime. But it

isn't true. I don't say I

shall never marry again
;

that would be silly, wouldn't
it? But I do think, and I

hope I'll stick to it, that an
actress has no business

marrying. She can't do
justice to two careers. If

I ever marry again, I'll re-

tire. And I don't want to

retire
!"

Why should she? An-
other good role is sched-

uled for her in "Interfer-

ence," in which she will be
teamed, as the saying goes,

ith Clive Brook, whose popularity never seems to wane.

making himself at home" in a New
hotel.

York

Lili Damita Arrives.

Gentlemen—a brand-new blonde ! Her name is Lili

Damita, and she was discovered in Paris by Samuel
Go'ldwyn, on his recent star-gazing tour' of the Continent.

Continued on page 107
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Doree Leslie, who may one day be applauded as a star, was
formerly on the stage in "Manhattan Mary."

HARRY RAPF has the "star sense." It is his

particular joy to ferret out some unknown girl,

deposit her on the Metro-Goldwyn lot in Cali-

fornia, and have her groomed for stardom.

He is generally credited with having put Norma
Shearer through her 'Celluloid paces, and it was while
sitting at a table in a night club in New York that

he discovered Joan Crawford dancing in the cabaret.

No one had noticed Joan previously, but Mr. Rapf,
with his innate faculty for scenting a trail, spotted her.

It was only a matter of weeks before the young terpsi-

chorean was dispatched to Culver City with a contract

in her pocket, and admonitions to make good.

Within a few months she was receiving fan mail
from undergraduates in every State in the union, and
Mr. Rapf's faith in her talents was justified.

When he came to New York recently, Mr. Rapf's
purpose was twofold. He wanted stories for production,

Will She
Her name is Doree Leslie and she was picked by
didates for stardom in New York. This interesting

By Aileen

and he wanted another potential star. After interview-
ing two hundred possibilities, he signed one girl, which
might lead you to suppose that beauty is scarce in

New York.
"Beauty is plentiful," contradicts Mr. Rapf, "but

we are not looking for beauty alone. What we want
is individuality, and it is the hardest thing in the

world to find."

The highways and the byways are being combed
for it. No longer are the producers vying with each

other in an effort to secure "names." They are search-

ing frantically for obscure talent which may be de-

veloped into a box-office attraction. Some of the

greatest successes of the past year have been scored

by unknown girls who, far from being shunned as of

old, are being sought after and made much of. It

may be just a spark that will light up her way to

fame. She may be lurking on the outskirts of a crowd
of extras, or may be running a switchboard, a cafeteria,

or a beauty parlor. At any rate, whoever she is, or

wherever she is, or whatever quality she may possess,

she is sure to get her chance-—if she comes within

range of a camera.

Metro-Goldwyn, for example, maintains a test de-

partment in New York, presided over by Al Altman,

whose sole duty, week in and week out, consists of

taking tests of each aspiring miss whose talent seems

to justify risking two hundred feet of film. A special

deputy from the company covers all the plays and

musical productions, and whenever a countenance ap-

pears of more than passing interest, an appointment

is quickly made, and the owner thereof is given the

privilege of registering its smirks and quirks before

Altman's lens. If there is a glimmer of hope after

the screening, the test is shipped to California. But

results are few and far between, for screen requisites

are many and few are chosen.

The possession of what Elinor Glyn terms "it,"

has nothing to do with the case, Mr. Rapf will tell

you. "It," if you remember, is Mrs. Glyn's definition

of sex appeal. And while a pleasing presence is essen-

tial, beauty alone cannot sway the judgment of the

camera.
The camera is a cold, calculating proposition—

a

despot unmoved by sentiment. It has no favorites, and
when its merciless eye is focused on a bit of femininity,

be she ever so fair, it can be relied upon to tell the

truth and nothing but the truth. Plain, unvarnished

facts are its stock in trade, and it is a telltale of the

first water. It has no illusion, and does not attempt

to preserve any.

A very beautiful girl may present herself on the

studio set. The staff may be agog about her. The
camera will plumb her to her depths, revealing perhaps

that she is shallow, ungainly, or unresponsive—just plain,

negligible, and uninteresting despite her pretty face

and form.

It's an ordeal, of course, this trial before the camera,

but it isn't shyness that is apt to destroy a girl's chances

of future success. It may be the very quality the pro-

ducer is searching for. It may be just those diffident,

retiring ways which will stir a director's fancy and
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Make the Grade?
Metro-Goldwyn from two hundred of the most promising can-

story of her discovery reveals the ins and outs of screen tests.

St. John-Brenon

arouse his imagination. No, it is the lack of that certain,

undefinable something which makes for an arresting personal-

ity—this is what spells the failure of so many screen tests.

For, as Mr. Rapf points out, individuality is the quality that

the whole film world is seeking. It may be expressed in a

hundred ways—an upward curve of the lipsj a haunting expres-

sion in the eyes, an unconscious trick of mannerism. It may
be ruined by a prominent nose, an awkward gait, or a hollow

cheek.

Gloria Swanson had the strange impenetrability of a sphinx

which producers found puzzling and, therefore, interesting.

Betty Bronson had the quaint habit of putting her tongue in

her cheek and clapping her hands, which somehow expressed

Peter Pan. From Clara Bow's eyes shine a love of life and
its gayeties, which is contagious. Greta Garbo has the lure

of a pagan soul. A spiritual quality is Mary Philbin's great-

est asset.

"Yet the curse of the film aspirant is her eagerness to be

like somebody else," says Mr. Rapf. "Girls write to us by
the hundreds, saying they are like Mary Pickford, Dolores

Costello, Vilma Banky, Lillian Gish, or Dolores del Rio. They
think that is a recommendation, but they are sealing their

doom with that one stroke of the pen. We want new types,

not replicas. We needed freshness, spontaneity, new faces on
which to build new ideas."

For this purpose he haunted the night clubs when he came
to New York, always on the lookout for that elusive something
which might bespeak orginality.

"You find the most attractive girls in night clubs," avers
Mr. Rapf. "You may spot a possibility on the dance floor,

Al Altman, camera man, and Harry Rapf discuss the tests of

Jane Brewer.
Photo by Apeda

Beatrice Blinn learned so much

from her first screen test, that

she is sure to succeed in her

next.

in the show, or in a group

of people at a table. It

is my custom to find out

their names whenever pos-

sible, and our office makes
an appointment for the

test."

The result of his recent

peregrinations in New
York was highly enter-

taining. For days and
days he interviewed ap-

plicants. Two hundred
got wind that he was
looking for new talent.

He saw them all, looked

them over and made elim-

ination. Most of them
were impossible for one

reason or another, but

twenty-five excited maid-
ens arrived at the Cos-
mopolitan studio at crack

of dawn, by appointment.
Continued on page 109
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The Stroller
Sparkling comments on the film colony and its people by a Hollywood rambler.

By Carroll Graham Illustrations by Lui Trugo

THE revelations of a motion picture, its life and
works

:

June 7th, a purely mythical date.—Sol Finkel-

stein, producer extraordinary, who still knows his but-

tonholes, purchases the film rights to "Artichokes," a

novel by the famous writer, Josephine Doakes. Price,

$25,000, which was extremely surprising" to- Miss Doakes.

June 9th.—A conference of the scenario

writers is held, to find out what is to be done
with "Artichokes." Little is decided because
nobody knows, but the title is tentatively

changed to "Pink Lingerie."

June 11th.—Miss Doakes arrives in Hol-
lywood to confer with the producer and di-

rector of "Artichokes," and to see if there

is any more easy money to be obtained from
the picture business.

June 21st.—Herman J. Zoss, crack scenar-

ist, finishes and submits his adaptation of
'Artichokes," with recommendation that the

title be changed to "Flapper Daughters."
There were no flappers in the original story,

but he stirred some in.

June 22nd.—Miss Josephine Doakes reads
Mr. Zoss' screen version of "Arti-

chokes" and clambers aboard an
Eastbound train, talking to her-

self. There are some things even
an author will not do for money.

July 9th.—Sixteen other sce-

narists have written versions of

the story, and the title of "Arti-

chokes" has been tentatively re-

stored, just to confuse the critics

and general public.

July 15th.—Alice Appleby is

chosen to star in "Artichokes,"
because no other player on the lot

would consider it. This necessitates writing another
version of the story, inasmuch as there was no part for

Alice in the original tale.

July 22nd.—Al Bloom has been chosen to direct the

picture, which is now called "Flappers in Lingerie," be-

cause he is Sol Finkelstein's cousin, and Sol is convinced
there must be some picture he can direct well.

August 14th.—Production i's actually started on
"Artichokes," under the working title of "Her Mysteri-
ous Lover." The setting has been changed from South
America to Iceland, and a war sequence has been
worked in.

November 12th.—Final scenes are filmed for "The
City of Romance," the title having been changed, due
to a sudden inspiration of Mr. Finkelstein, who remem-
bered having seen a story of that name somewhere.
November 25th.—The seventeenth preview of "The

Two-reel comedians

now perpetuate their

names with statues,

strung along the main highway.

Blond Bride," the latest title of "Artichokes," is held,

and the cutter and title writer are blamed because the

picture is so bad.

Four years later.—Miss Josephine Doakes returns to

America, incognito, the $25,000 she got for "Arti-

chokes" having enabled her to live abroad until the pic-

ture version of the story had been forgotten.

There is the story of the actor who, upon
learning there was a part open for a one-

legged man, went home and amputated a limb.

Returning triumphantly on crutches, the cast-

ing director informed him that he had re-

moved the wrong leg, and consequently was
unsuited to the role.

Hollywood has its own story to parallel this,

with the added quality of its being true.

Robert Agnew, the juvenile of prominence,
heard there was a role open for an actor who
could play a jockey in a forthcoming picture.

The producer, upon being approached, admit-

ted there was such a part, but declared Bobby
was too large for a jockey.

But he liked Bobby. "The picture will not

be ready to start for three weeks,"
he said. "If you can lose fifteen

pounds in that time I'll hire you."
Three weeks later Bobby, lean

and gaunt, came back for his job.

"I made it," he said joyfully. "I

haven't eaten in three weeks, but

I've lost seventeen pounds."
The producer snapped his fin-

gers. "Gosh, Bobby," he apolo-

gized, "I meant to call you, but

forgot it. We've changed the

story and substituted a horse

trainer for the jockey's part."

"I could help you," Bobby said, when he recovered

consciousness, "but on second thought I won't. The
guy that's been training me would kill your horse."

Swank in Hollywood may be necessary, but it is quite

often inordinately expensive. One fairly well-known
comedian, however, has reduced its cost to a minimum.

This actor makes his residence at the Mayfair apart-

ments. This is not an advertisement, after all. The
Mayfair is just like a thousand other apartment houses,

despite its Michael Arlenish name.
The actor's system is quite simple. He has his own

stationery and envelopes, embellished with some sort of

crest, heading: "Joe Doakes, The Mayfair."

And as for the constant procession of Hollywood
vanities
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The present fad in the movie city—and perhaps else-

where—is to scatter statuary about the highways for

advertising purposes. Where were formerly screaming
billboards are now sculptors' versions of cows, adver-

tising dairies, bell boys advertising hotels, and so on.

On a vacant lot near the corner of Hollywood Boule-
vard and Cahuenga Avenue is a large, colored statue of

Billy Dooley, the two-reel comedian, and beneath it a

placard stating that he stars in Christie comedies.

Now perhaps the Christie company paid for that, but

I doubt it. In the first place, the producers would not

be likely to buy just one, nor would they so honor Mr.
Dooley, when they have at least six other comedians
equally prominent.

You should come out and take a look at it some time.

The eccentricities of Howard Hughes, the youthful
multimillionaire, who launched a film career by produc-
ing "Two Arabian Knights," have been the basis of

much gossip in Hollywood.
Hughes is said to be but twenty-three years old and

the possessor of a tremendous fortune, together with

an unreasonable income from royalties derived from
an invention of his father.

Having financed "Two Arabian Knights," and
watched Lewis Milestone direct it, he decided he could

make pictures himself. Consequently, he has been di-

recting "Hell's Angels," with Ben Lyon, James Hall,

and Greta Nissen, for months and months. His pur-

pose is to make his pictures good, regardless of cost,

and he has been spending money on the production as

though he were a veteran director, accustomed to squan-
dering hundreds of thousands.

Retaking scenes is his chief delight. It is asserted

in one of the innumerable stories about him, that he
filmed one scene something over fifty times.

"We'll use number seventeen," he ordered at last,

calling it a day.

For "Hell's Angels" Hughes has had fleets of air-

planes at his disposal, for months, and has learned to

fly, during the production of the picture.

When Hughes first arrived in Hollywood, so the

story goes, prepared to become a film magnate, he rented

a palatial suite in an office building in the center of the

movie colony. It was lavishly furnished and decorated,

and seemingly would have suited even Cecil DeMille.

But Hughes decided he wanted a private bath as well.

The manager of the 'building explained that the plumb-
ing was all on the other side

of the edifice.

"How much will it cost?"

asked Hughes.
"Perhaps five thousand dol-

lars."

"Put it in."

The plumbing was rear-

ranged over nine or ten floors,

and Hughes paid the bill with-

out protest.

Then he started to produce
pictures at the Metropolitan

studios, and moved into offices

there. He has never been in

his palatial downtown office

since it was remodeled to suit

him. One lonely secretary in-

habits it, and explains to callers

that Mr. Hughes' headquarters

are really elsewhere.

George Melford, a director

for Universal, got credit for

adding a subtle touch
to his production of

"A Man's Past,"
when he was actually

covering up a glaring

incongruity.

Ian Keith was play-

ing the role of a blind

man in the picture.

After he had worked
on the part for a

month or so, and was
thoroughly estab-

lished in all the ex-

posed film, some
sharp-eyed soul ob-

served the fact that

in every scene he was
wearing a wrist

watch.

"For what reason,"

asked the amateur
sleuth, "would a blind

man wear a watch

when he couldn't tell

the time by it ?"

Long and profound
were the conferences,

possible

GINSBERGS
NON-^NAPPABLE

GARTERS
2 •

POSED
- bjy

lOUYWC
•SCREEN

Ever seen these pseudo-stars who pose

for lingerie advertisements?

An actor accidentally

removes the wrong
leg, when preparing

to play a one-legged

man.

To remake all his scenes was im-

To permit such a discrepancy to thrust up

its head unexplained, was out of the question.

Melford solved the difficulty, at length, by shooting a

close-up of Keith running his fingers over the face of

the watch, indicating that he could tell the time by

feeling the dial.

Many a critic commented upon the subtlety of that

scene, and the gosling remained hanging aloft.

At this writing, three different Hollywood photog-

raphers are involved with the law in one way or another.

Strangely enough, none of them are being prosecuted

for the portraits they have made of film stars.

Have you ever noticed in rotogravure sections, fash-

ion pictures, and advertisements, the pictures of win-

some young girls labeled "screen stars," who have never

come before your scrutiny on the screen? Well, so

have I.

In Hollywood there is a group of girls on the outer

fringe of the movies. Some
of them eventually get into

the game, and some of them
remain on the fringe until old

age or matrimony overtakes

them.
Consequently, having little

or nothing to do, they are

anxious and willing to pose
for any picture which has the

w remotest possibility of ever
appearing in print. You may
find the bewitchingly beauti-

ful form of Pearle Passover
wearing Blue Bird Corn Plasters, or
Ginsberg's Nonsnappable Garters.
She will be labeled "Hollywood
Screen Star." But never, unless
your wary eye should discover her
among the crowd in a cabaret scene,

will you perceive her on the screen.

The reason is not difficult to ex-
plain. Every studio signs up' a num-

Continued on page 108
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Camilla Horn, the German actress, makes her American debut with

Barrymore, in "Tempest."

IN "Tempest" John Barrymore has his best picture

in a long time, without, however, setting any new
standards in acting or emotional response. But it is

so far superior to his recent pictures in "the matter of

restraint, that by comparison it becomes highly meritori-

ous and will no doubt greatly please those to whom Mr.
Barrymore is still an idol. It is a curiously uneven pic-

ture, some of it being just hash and at other times it

achieves moments of genuine inspiration. At all times

it is a delight to the eye, for once again the Hollywood
technicians prove themselves far more deserving of

being considered artists than the scenario writers, whose
imagination is puerile by the side of those who create

the backgrounds, the light and shadow, through which
the writers' princes and peasants pass.

There are many such in "Tempest," for it is a story

of the Russian revolution, the downfall of the czarist

regime and the triumph of communist government. Mr.
Barrymore is Sergeant Ivan Markov, a peasant, who
strives for a commission, and on getting it is scorned by
his aristocratic brother officers, not one of whom is as

patrician looking as Mr. Barrymore. There is also the

Princess Tamara, whose scorn of Ivan is even more
sweeping than that of the officers'. Naturally depressed
by this, Ivan drinks freely at the birthday party of the

Princess, and wanders into her bedroom to lay white
roses and an amulet inscribed, "I love you," on her lacy
pillow. He is too overcome bv emotion to leave, and
there the Princess finds him. She summons her father
and her fiance, Ivan is disgraced, shorn of his epaulets
and sentenced to prison. Rescued after the Bolshevik
revolution, hating the class that had oppressed him, he

Jolin

A critic pauses during the parade of new
films to make some notes for your amuse-

ment, instruction and possible guidance.

becomes a Communist official, and thus the

Princess, now a prisoner passes before him for

sentence. Need you be reminded that the Austrian

frontier is seemingly just around the corner?

There are moments of great pictorial beauty in

all this, notably the .birthday party, glimpses of

marching troops seen by Ivan from prison, and
the ride through the snowy countryside across the

border. There are also uniformly good perform-
ances, except in the case of the star. In the early

sequences Mr. Barrymore does not characterize at

all. He indicates neither the simplicity of the

peasant nor the eagerness of ambitious youth. In-

stead he is all leading man. It is not until the

prison sequences—the familiar beard and the wild

glint in. his eyes—that he considers the role worth
while. Then he does characterize, and with more
reserve than usual.

Camilla Horn, the German actress, is engagingly

lovely as the Princess, a role far from sympathetic,

and a newcomer, one Boris De Fas, is striking as

a peddler who becomes a Communist commis-
sioner, and Louis Wolheim finds his best oppor-

tunity to date as Sergeant Bulba.

Evil Beauty.

"The Man Who Laughs" has a quality all its

own. It is bitter, mordant, macabre—a delight to the

discriminating, because such pictures are few and far

between. Miasmic sentimentality in its various dilutions

is far more likely to break box-office records, but it is

fervently hoped that the names of Victor Hugo, as

author, Paul Leni, as director, and Conrad Veidt and
Mary Philbin as principal players in an admirable cast,

will exert their influence over those fans who pause un-

decided whether to see "The Man Who Laughs" or say,

"The Heart of a Follies Girl."

Once the choice is made, it seems impossible that any
one should fail to be engrossed by its strange story, nor
fascinated by its atmosphere of evil beauty, however
much of conventional love interest may be lacking from
this romance of a blind girl and a monster.

Neither is a sympathetic figure in the usual sense, but

the scenes through -which they move, and the striking

occurrences which sweep them through those scenes, are

mentally, if not emotionally, absorbing. They, no less

than the direction and the splendid perspective on the

complicated story, are further evidence of what may be
expected of Paul Leni, who also directed "The Cat and
the Canary," and invested that ordinary mystery story

with suspense and a gruesome quality found in no other,

so that in the mind of the critic who has seen all the

mystery films, it stands alone.

Mr. Leni had a far greater task in bringing the Hugo
novel to the screen, as well as far greater scope for the

display of his talent. As perhaps you know, the period

is England in 1690, when the young son of a noble who
has offended King James II. is turned over to a gypsy
band accustomed to mutilating children. The boy,
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abandoned, is brought up by a mountebank, and
in time becomes chief clown of a traveling circus,

the hideous grin carved upon his features by the

gypsies evoking certain laughter from all who see

it. He is Gwynplaine, "The Man Who Laughs,"
and is loved by Dea, a blind girl, also of the circus.

He attracts the attention of the Duchess Josiana,
of Queen Anne's court, who falls in love with the

clown for his very grotesqueness. When Barkil-
phcdro, the jester, reveals to the Queen that Gwyn-
plaineHs the son of Lord Clancharlic , the very man
whose estates the Duchess is enjoying, the Queen
is persuaded to vent her hatred of the Duchess by
a cruel jest. She restores the clown to his place
in the peerage, with the order that the Duchess
shall marry him. Gwynplaine realizes the folly

and futility of this when, in the House of Lords,
his peers cannot contain themselves for laughing
at his misshapen face, and Barkilphedro insinuates
into the Queen's mind the belief that Gwynplaine
is laughing at her. He flees, and is eventually re-

stored to his only possible love, Dca.
Conrad Veidt's Gwynplaine is magnificent—

technically magnificent. Nothing that study and
imagination can give is missing from his playing"

of a difficult role, exce.pt sympathy, and that Mr.
Veidt strangely lacks, as was proved in "A Man's Past."
At the risk of an unfair comparison, it must be noted
that Lon Chaney, no matter how repellent his make-up,
always succeeding in sharing his torment with his audi-
ence. Miss Philbin is pleasing enough, despite the ob-
vious artificiality of a blond wig, but it would be unjust
to heap superlatives upon her when they are so clearly

deserved by others : Brandon Hurst for his malicious
Barkilphedro, Josephine Crowell for her fatuous, yet

crafty, Queen, and Sam De Grasse, Stuart Holmes,
Cesare Gravina, and George Siegmann for admirable
acting. This brings us to Olga Baclanova, as the Duch-
ess, whose graceful superciliousness and easy distinction

are apparent to any spectator, but the dark passages of

whose mind will be illuminated only to those who are

of the world.

Better Late Than Never.

First and last, "Abie's Irish Rose" is good. This is

because of the acting and the sincerity of the direction,

not because a new trail is blazed in the history of Jew-
ish-Irish domestic clashes. There have been too many
of those on the screen—inspired, in the first place, by
the success of "Abie" on the stage—for another to throw

additional light on a subject which is to many quite dis-

tressing. Be that as it may, the latest film of this kind

is done with dignity and taste not found in any of the

others, with an absence of boisterous horseplay that

verges on reticence ; yet all the dear hokum is there. As
it stands, the picture is too long; it drags, and while it

is interesting, there is a complete lack of high lights or

. emotional thrills.

The story is perhaps as familiar as any, but it will

Conrad Veidt and Mary Philbin enjoy the distinction of appear-

ing in one of the most unusual films of the year "The Man Who
Laughs."

do no harm to acquaint those few who did not see the

play with its bare outline. It begins with the arrival of

Solomon Levy in this country, with his young wife, to

whom a son, Abie, is born. The boy, now motherless,

grows up on the streets of New York, while his father

instructs him in the tradition of the Jewish faith. War
sends him as a youth to Europe, where he meets Rose-
mary Murphy, who is serving as an entertainer. They
are secretly married on their return, whereupon Abie
brings his bride to see his father, whose antipathy to the

Irish is a byword. Rosemary is introduced as "Miss
Murpheski," whose name is, of course, supposed to

establish her race. It does. And this is the most serious

weakness in the plot. Eventually a second marriage is

forced upon the young people by old Solomon Levy, and
Rosemary telegraphs her father in California that she is

marrying an Irishman. The arrival of Patrick Murpliy
exposes the deception and starts a family feud, which
after a time is patched up by Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Cohen
—and the arrival of twins, one presumably Irish and the

other Jewish, in order that both grandfathers may be
satisfied.

The less said about the story the better. But not too

much can be said of the acting that makes it seem real.

Jean Hersholt is extraordinarily sympathetic as Solomon
Levy. He achieves a characterization which -will endure

among the fine performances of all time. Charles

Rogers is thoroughly happy as Abie, and Nancy Carroll,

a comparative newcomer, is perfect as Rosemary.

Somehow my heart warms to Bernard Gorcey and Ida

Kramer, as Mr. and..Mrs. Cohen. Though dangerously

near burlesque; they contrive to inject so -much warmth
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"Glorious Betsy."

and humanness in their roles, that you love
them for bringing peace and happiness to

the home of Abie and his Irish rose.

The Belle of Baltimore.

Making allowances for the overstatement
of the title, "Glorious Betsy" is a nice pic-

ture, tearful, charming, lingering. History
has been altered here and there, to suit the

exigencies of drama and romance, but no
one. will mind. For the picture has been
devised solely for believers in romance, and
not for those who are in search of a his-

torical document. So let us to a brief out-
line of the story, that you may know what
it is about.

Betsy Patterson, the belle of Baltimore,
is wooed and won by Jerome Bonaparte, a
brother of Napoleon who masquerades as a
tutor of French. Not until he has won
Betsy's consent does he reveal his identity.

With this comes word that Napoleon has
been made emperor. So Mistress Betsy
has made a brilliant match, in the estima-
tion of Baltimore society. But when Jerome
takes his bride overseas, and she is pre-
sented to the emperor, Madame Bonaparte
is made to realize the enormity of her error
in allying herself with self-styled royalty.

Napoleon preaches to her about destiny,

patriotism and sacrifice, all pointing to his
plan to marry Jerome to a princess for
reasons of state. So Betsy is sent back to

Baltimore, apparently to spend the rest of

''Hangman's House."

her days in graceful desuetude. At the moment preceding his
marriage to the Princess Fredericka—effectively played by Betty
Blythe—Jerome flees the scene, and presently is seen again in Balti-
more with Betsy and their son. Napoleon now realizes that his im-
perialistic ambitions are as nothing compared to the call of father-
hood.

The picture not only has a Vitaphone accompaniment, but there
is dialogue. In the utmost fairness, it must be said that the latter
interpolations aid the film not at all, though a plantation scene is

made more realistic by the singing of negro melodies. Miss Costello
is, as usual, charming in the role of Betsy, and Conrad Nagel is

thoroughly agreeable as Jerome. John Mil j an and Marc McDer-
mott are also in the cast.

A Happy Misalliance.

Leatrice Joy's best picture since I don't know when is "The Blue
Danube." That ought to be news as welcome to you as it was to

me when I saw the
picture for few stars

have been more un-
fortunately obscured
than Miss Joy of late

—and few, if any,

have been so nice

about it. Have you
ever read any com-
plaints from her?
Then all the more
praise is hers for

shining so charm-
ingly when the op-
portunity came. It

comes easily and nat-

urally, f o r "The
Blue Danube" is not

a pretentious pic-

ture. It is only very

beautiful, very ten-

der, very romantic

—

the love of an Aus-
trian baron for a

tavern maid, their

separation by the

war and the machi-
nations of a hunch-
back, and their even-

tual reunion for a

lifetime of pleasant

conventionality. It

is one of the few
happy endings that

you can believe will

last, because it

doesn't seem made
by the director so

much as by circum-

stances over which he and the players had no control.

But the director, Paul Sloane, certainly exercised a great deal

of control in creating settings so beautiful and true, that for the

life of me I can't believe he did not take the company to Austria.

He didn't, though. Just another proof of Hollywood's supremacy
when the technical corps are in charge of some one who knows how
to guide them. The performances are all of the first order. Miss

Joy is winsome. That's the word. Old-fashioned, yes, but it

stands for all that is feminine. Nils Asther, as Baron Erich, dis-

plays, in my opinion, the first proof of why he was brought to Holly-

wood, where he certainly should remain after this. His sugges-

tion of youthful cynicism goes further toward making his role

more interesting and convincing, than if he had been the traditional

hero. Joseph Schildkraut, as the scheming hunchback, is perfect

and will amaze those who have never seen him in a character role.

Altogether,- "The Blue Danube" has the glamour of real artistry.

'The Escape,

"The Blue Danube."
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The Bogs and Fogs of Ireland.

The commonplace story of "Hangman's House" scarcely de-

serves the beautiful Irish atmosphere which surrounds it. This is

extraordinarily fine, a rare tribute to the skill and imagination of

the director and technical staff, and possibly their shrewdness,
too. For the lovely mists that cloud the outdoor scenes cast a

glamour over the proceedings, which no doubt seemed as trivial

to those concerned in making the picture as to those who see it.

There is some novelty, however, in a story that concerns the aris-

tocracy of Ireland instead of the usual peasantry, though there is

enough of the latter to make you sure that the locale is truly Irish.

Connaught O'Brien, the lovely, high-born heroine, marries a man
she does not love at the behest of her father, whom she does love.

The man is John Darcy, who is mixed up in the political turmoil

which eventually made Ireland a Free State. There is also Dermott
McDermott, the juvenile hero, whom Connaught has known
since childhood, and Citizen Hogan, who sympathizes with the

young people and is

out to "get" John
Darcy. Before this

is accomplished, there

is a steeplechase, as

beautiful as it is

thrilling, in which
Dermott at the criti-

cal moment replaces

a jockey and wins

the race on Con-

naught's horse. And
eventually Darcy is

shown up as a black-

guard, and the young
people are united by
his death. All this

achieves a produc-

tion rather than a

story, and in the

former category it is

notable.

June Collyer makes
the heroine an aris-

tocratic beauty, but

not an emotional

one, and Larry Kent,

for a reason not un-

derstood, is a phleg-

matic hero instead

of the hot-blooded

one tradition tells us

Irish gallants should

be. Victor McLag-
len is drolly whimsi-
cal as Citizen Hogan,
and Earle Foxe is

the bearded villain.

'The Patsy

'Abie's Irish Rose.

The Call of the Blood.

As beautiful a picture of California in 1849 as the screen could

conceivably present, is found in "Ramona." It is exquisite to the

eye—so soothing, in fact, that the slow pace at which it moves
encourages the spectator to admire the scenery at the expense of

the players. Their acting is good, but lacks emotion and seems

unimportant beside the backgrounds. The familiar story made
famous by Helen Hunt Jackson years ago has Ramona, half Indian,

who runs away from the aristocratic Senora Moreno, who had

adopted her, to marry Alessandro, an Indian. Misfortunes befall

her, for her child dies and Alessandro is killed. Then—in the pic-

ture, not the novel

—

Felipe Moreno, who had loved her from
childhood, reappears in time to save her life from utter ruin. In-

terspersed in this tepid tale are wrongs of the Indians at the hands

of the whites, which culminate in the historic massacre of San

Jacinto, reproduced with fine skill and vivid reality.

Across lo Singapore.
"

Dolores del Rio, as Ramona, is of course

picturesque—studiedly picturesque, with her

cuteness emphasized by trousers in an early

sequence, expensive dresses later on, and a

parakeet poised on her shoulder. Warner
Baxter, as Alessandro, strikes a welcome
note of vitality on his first appearance, and
Roland Drew, as Felipe, is oh, so languish-

ingly romantic.

A Long, Long Voyage.

Nothing could be pleasanter than Ramon
Novarro's comedy in the early part of

"Across To Singapore," but not even his

presence atones for the wild doings in the

rest of the picture. It is a new version of

"All the Brothers Were Valiant," first

filmed about ten years ago, and everything

in it has .been used innumerable times since

—whenever a sea story has had to be found
for a star, to relieve the monotony.
Mr. Novarro is Joel Shore, the youngest

of four seafaring brothers who look upon
him as a weakling, for no other reason,

curiously enough, than his youth. Certainly

the Novarro physique is anything .but frail,

and character is written all ov«r his face.

But you know how biased brothers are.

The elder brother is in love with Priscilla,

who prefers Joel. Her indifference to the

elder Shore drives him to drink in the

dens of Singapore, and he is left behind
Continued on page 9]

''Three Sinners."
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A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.

"Trail of '98, The"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Magnificent glorification of the historic

gold rush to Alaska, directed with great

care and skill. Effective performances
given by Dolores del Rio, Ralph Forbes,
and Harry Carey.

"Street Angel" — Fox. Beautifully

done, but lacking the vitality of the sis-

ter film, "Seventh Heaven." Yet Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell reach

heights of great appeal.

"Speedy" — Paramount. Rollicking

comedy with kaleidoscopic New York
as locale. Harold Lloyd expertly

comic and sympathetic performance.

"Beau Qeste"—Paramount. A grip-

ping film production of this unusual
mystery melodrama of the French For-
eign Legion. Ronald Colman, Neil

Hamilton, and Ralph Forbes score in-

dividual hits as the three devoted
brothers. Entire cast excellent.

"Circus, The" — United Artists.

Charles Chaplin reverts to slapstick.

While inspiration of his last film is

lacking, this should be seen. Because
his ladylove likes a tight-rope walker,
Charlie decides to learn. The humor
and pathos of this episode are inimita-

ble. Merna Kennedy.

"Crowd, The"—Metro-Goldwyn. An
epic of the middle classes. You share

the joys and sorrows of John and
Mary from their first meeting, through
marriage, parentage, failure and suc-

cess. Eleanor Boardman and James
Murray.

"Four Sons"—Fox. A simple and su-

perbly told tale of the effects of the
war on a German mother and her four

sons—three of whom are killed, the
other migrating to America. Margaret
Mann, James Hall, Francis X. Bush-
man, Jr., and June Collyer.

"Gaucho, The"—United Artists. Doug
Fairbanks as a bandit of Indian and
Spanish blood, his usual reckless self

in a picture that not only has beauty,
but substance and drama. Eve South-
ern and Lupe Velez both excellent in

their respective roles.

"Last Command, The"—Paramount.
Emil Jannings does some magnificent
work as a Russian grand duke, who is

stripped of his power and ends his

life as an extra in Hollywood. Wil-
liam Powell and Evelyn Brent.

"Sadie Thompson"—United Artists.

Gloria Swanson stages a triumphant
comeback in the role of an outcast,
who is temporarily reformed by a fa-

natic. Lionel Barrymore shares hon-
ors with Miss Swanson.
"Seventh Heaven"—Fox. Tale of a

Parisian waif whose first taste of hap-
piness is snatched from her when her
hero, a sewer worker, is swept off to
war just as they are about to be mar-
ried. Admirable performances by Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

"Sunrise"—Fox. One of the best of
the season. Skillfully directed tale of
a farmer, his wife and a city Y,amp.

George O'Brien, Janet Gaynor, and
Margaret Livingston.

"Two Lovers"—United Artists. Tale
of a sixteenth-century maiden whose
treacherous uncle negotiates a mar-
riage for reasons of state, and her
eventual love for her husband. Vilma
Banky and Ronald Colman.

"Way of All Flesh, The"—Paramount.
Emil Jannings' first American film.

Simple, human story revealing the star
at his best in a tragically pathetic role.

Belle Bennett, Phyllis Haver, and Don-
ald Keith.

FOR SECOND CHOICE.
"Legion of the Condemned, The"

—

Paramount. Exciting story of five avi-

ators who court death with romantic
recklessness. Fay Wray, Gary Cooper,
Barry Norton, and Lane Chandler.

"We Americans" — Universal. A
Ghetto heroine, in love with a blue-
blooded hero, scorns the family hearth
for a studio. But the old people go to

night school and blossom forth as true
Americans, with nothing for the hero-
ine to be ashamed of. Patsy Ruth Mil-
ler, George Sidney, and John Boles.

"Skyscraper"—Pathe-DeMille. Gust-
ily humorous chronicle of two steel riv-

eters, a chorus girl and a visit to Coney
Island. William Boyd, Alan Hale, and
Sue Carol are all good.

"Big City, The"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Entertaining melodrama of the under-
world, ending with a broken heart for
Lon Chaney. Excellent cast, including
Betty Compson, Marceline Day, and
James Murray.

"Red Hair"—Paramount. Pleasing
film of Clara Bow as a manicurist, who
wins the heart of a millionaire, only to
find that her three "papas" are her
fiance's guardians. Climax comes when
they object to her marriage, where-
upon she strips herself of the "bor-
rowed clothes."

"Skinner's Big Idea"—F. B. O. Fairly
interesting film of a go-getter who re-

juvenates old men in his employ rather
than let young blood replace them. A
little love interest thrown in. Bryant
Washburn, Martha Sleeper, and Hugh
Trevor.

"Ladies' Night in a Turkish Bath"—
First National. Humorous and wise-
cracking film, with the Turkish bath as
a climax. Jack Mulhall, Dorothy
Mackaill, Guinn Williams and Sylvia
Ashton give excellent characterizations.

"Love Hungry"—Fox. Pleasant little

comedy of chorus girl who brings chum
to mother's boarding house, who, in

mother's absence, is treated as pros-
pective roomer by a boarder. Lois
Moran, Lawrence Gray, and Marjorie
Beebe.

"Baby Mine"—Metro-Goldwyn. Ro-
bust slapstick by the inimitable team
of Karl Dane and George K. Arthur.
The latter pairs Karl with a gawky girl

from the country, and they are married
—but Dane runs away. Arthur induces

him to return by announcing he is a
father—whereupon he_ and his wife
search for infants. Oh Dane's return
he finds triplets—then the fun begins.
Charlotte Greenwood is a scream.

"Beau Sabreur"—Paramount. Toler-
ably interesting so-called sequel to
"Beau Geste." The efforts of a young
major to avert a native uprising, and
his eventual success. Gary Cooper,
Noah Beery, William Powell, and Eve-
lyn Brent.

"Buck Privates"—Universal. Dull
comedy about an ingenue, her pacifist
father and a regiment ^of American sol-

diers—with the hero and heroine en-
joying slapstick happiness forever
after. Lya de Putti, Zasu Pitts, and
Malcolm McGregor.
"Cheating Cheaters"—Universal. Ex-

cellent and amusing tale of crooks
masquerading as idle rich to loot their
supposedly rich neighbors—who turn
out to be crooks, too. Betty Compson
at her best; others are Kenneth Har-
lan, Lucien Littlefield, and Sylvia Ash-
ton.

"Chicago"—Pathe-DeMille. The play,
which was a clever satire on a murder
trial, is made into a sentimental melo-
drama. While there are some clever
bits of acting by Phyllis Haver and
Victor Varconi, the film fails to click.

"Cohens and Kellys in Paris, The"—
Universal. Boisterous adventures of
the now famous movie family abroad,
with actors who could have utilized
their talents to better advantage. Far-
rell MacDonald, George Sidney, and
Vera Gordon.

"Devil Dancer, The"—United Artists.
Gilda Gray in unusual role of a Tibet-
an dancer. Costumes and settings mag-
nificent, but story too thin. Anna May
Wong, Kalla Pasha, Clarissa Selwynne
are all admirable.

"Dove, The"—United Artists. A tame
version of the play. Norma Talmadge
makes an elegant prima donna out of
what should have been a cheap cabaret
singer. Noah Beery's best role since
"Beau Geste." Gilbert Roland the hero.

"Dressed to Kill"—Fox. Unusual
and exciting crook film, with Edmund
Lowe as the crook, and a girl who is

seeking to recover bonds for which
her sweetheart is in prison. The crook
dies defending her from his confeder-
ates.

"Drums of Love"—United Artists.
Not up to the usual D. W. Griffith
standard. Tale of two brothers and
the tragic love of one for the other's
wife. Mary Philbin, Lionel Barry-
more, and Don Alvarado.

"Enemy, The" — Metro- Goldwyn.
Moderately interesting story of the
Austrian side of the late war. Lillian

Gish is excellent, but hasn't nearly
enough to do. Ralph Forbes, Frank
Currier, and George Fawcett.

"Finders Keepers"—Universal. Laura
La Plante, an excellent comedienne,

(Continued on page 119)
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Fooling the Kleigs

Incandescent lighting is doing

away with the use of arc light-

ing, but in the meantime the

fight against Kleig eyes goes on.
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Ramon—As He Is
PICTURE PLAY is proud to offer this brilliant, comprehensive

and sympathetic analysis to the admirers of Mr. Novarro.

By Margaret Reid

HE is twenty-seven years old. At times his sane

wisdom would befit a savant of eighty. Again,

he might be boisterous, naive twelve. Not a

volatile person, he is, nevertheless, a varied one.

There is in him a wealth of, as yet, untouched pos-

sibilities. Since leaving Rex Ingram's patronage he

has been, in the main, unfortunate in the mediocre
vehicles selected for him. At all times he has con-

tributed smooth, dramatically sound performances. The
misfortune does not lie in the fact that he is difficult

to cast. This he is not, for—almost alone of his

contemporaries—he is equally at ease in broad comics

or in romantic tragedy, and in all the half-tones of

drama lying between them. The misfortune is that -so

much more should be made of his ability, than is utilized

in adventure stories and Alger-flavored heroics.

At one time a dancer, he was discovered by Rex
Ingram. The occasion was a program at the now ex-

tinct Little Theater of Hollywood. Ramon was the

principal in "The Spanish Fandango," a pantomime.

Between engagements he was- eking out what he

bravely called a living, by what extra work he could

obtain at the studios. Ingram at once sensed the poten-

tialities of the fiery youngster in the "Fandango." He
sent for him, gave him screen tests, and while

waiting to begin work, lent him to Ferdinand
Pinney Earle for "The 1 Rubaiyat"—released

five years later as "The* Lover's Oath"—and
finally brought him almost to immediate fame
in "Rupert of Hentzau" and "The Prisoner of

Zenda."

Novarro comes of sturdy middle-class Mex-
ican stock—the bourgeoisie that has pride of

lineage, is comfortably

secure, tranquil, and. con-

servative. His father was
a successful dentist, until

the revolution wiped out

his practice and the family

fortunes, and made neces-

sary their departure from
Mexico. One of ten chil-

dren, Ramon is second in

line, having an older

brother.

Hollywood knows little

of Novarro's private life.

He is never seen at the

favorite haunts of the

film colony. He doesn't

accept invitations and has

been to the Mayfair Club
but once, and then only

under pressure. When he

does go out it is to an
opera or concert, to a

little Mexican cafe down
in the Plaza, a play, or to

the obscure Spanish theater
thing pertaining to the theater. His particu
lar passion of the American stage is the mad
humor of Ed Wynn.
Almost his only close friends among the

profession are Ronald Colman and Herbert

tion.

ness

He loves any-

Howe. The German director, Murnau—himself more
or less a recluse—is a recent acquaintance. The di-

rector's favorite music is Spanish folk-music, and his

interest in Ramon's unlimited knowledge of it never
flags. One of his most fervent admirers and boosters

is Kathleen Key, who has worked with him in several

pictures. Principally his friends are of the Spanish
and Mexican colonies. To. them he is not Rah-mon,
or Ray-mon, Novarro, the famous star, but Rra-moan,
the charming and brilliant son of Poctor Samaniegos.
Ramon's love of family is intense. He has always

lived with his people, instead of in bachelor quarters.

In the enormous old house, in a sedate section of Los
Angeles, he has with him his entire family, with the
exception of two sisters, who are nuns. One of these
is in a Mexican convent, the other a Sister of Mercy
in the Canary Islands.

When he travels he takes along part—or all, if

possible—of his family. When away from her, he
misses his mother with boyish forlornness. They all

share his life, and with them he is content. He adores
them. He watches over his sisters with vigilant devo-

Recently he set up two of his brothers in busi-
They devised a new coffee substitute, and he
backed and established them in offices in Los
Angeles. Whenever he goes out, some of his

family accompany him.

On a journey or in public, his family are
timid of the celebrity attached to them, because
they are Ramon's relatives. It is against their

wishes, and in considerable bewilderment, that

they are lined up and photographed or inter-

viewed. They are all of a most retiring nature.

Every No-
varro premiere
is a gala occa-

sion in the Sa-

maniegos house-

hold. Most ce-

lebrities, it must
be noted, order

seats and then

ask the publicity

department to

look after the

family, them-
selves preferring

to appear in

more glittering

company.

On Novarro
first nights there

is the row of

fifteen or twenty
seats for the

immediate fam-
ily and close

friends or visit-

ing relatives. And Ramon, glowing

with pride, shepherding his brood into

the seats with meticulous gallantry. The
brothers, thrilled and nervous, the sis-

sters—in ruffled white with broad
Continued on page 96

Ramon is never happier

than when in native
Mexican costume, he

sings in his own theater.
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Kb 67
The orchestra of the Roxy Theater numbers one hundred and ten men.

Music and the Movies
The transformation of the tinny piano that used to accompany

the heroics on the screen into a magnificent symphony orchestra.

By Harlow J. Peters

GIDDY-AP, giddy-ap, giddy-ap, whoa ! My pony boy !" The
itinerant pianist bangs out the popular melody on his tinny in-

strument, as the handsome hero of "The New Station Agent"

jumps on his bucking broncho

to go to the heroine's rescue.

Then comes some hurry music,

made up of any scale of notes

and, finally, "Hearts and Flow-
ers," as the two screen lovers

face the camera for the short

fade-out at the finish. Then
"One Minute, Please, to

Change Reels."

Yes, you've guessed it. The
scene above happened in the

not-so-dim past when any con-

verted store was a motion-pic-

ture palace, and art was un-

dreamed of in this despised

form of entertainment. The
tinny piano, the flickering

screen, and the badly ventilated

nickelodeon comprised the best

to be found in New York City

seventeen years ago, with the

same holding true for Chicago
and every other large city.

Photo by Wide
World Stadio

Photo © by Harold Stein

Samuel L. Rothafel was one of the first to

bring fine music to movie audiences.

Yet in those early days music
played an important part in the

showing of a picture. No "movie
fire-trap" owner would think of run-

ning a film without that wreck of a

piano to add the proper atmosphere
to the story, or at least to cover up
the grinding of the harassed projec-

tion machine. Motion pictures and
music have seemed to be natural af-

finities from the beginning.

They are still affinities. From the

battered uprights of 1910, motion-

picture music has risen as the silent

art has progressed from made-over
stores to marble palaces. The large

symphony orchestras of to-day still

aid the" hero to get his broncho
started in the right direction, but al-

though heroes are no braver and

horses no sturdier, they certainly appear to give more exciting per-

formances when a hundred men speed them along to the sound of

soaring violins and blasting trumpets.

Along with the development of the theater and the growth of film

orchestras, must be added the demand of the film-going public for the

best in music to go with their pictures. The audiences nowadays would

laugh at the efforts of the incompetent, albeit conscientious, key slam-

mer of yore. They want no "speeded-up" version of "Hiawatha" to

go with a troop of galloping horses
;
they would much rather hear the

orchestra play Wagner's "The Ride of the Valkyries," and enjoy the

horses and the music both.

And the film public is getting what it wants.
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, In all of the large theaters over the country you
a pioneer in motion- can find orchestras to compare with the best in

picture presentations. Continued on page 98

Photo by Apeda

David Mendoza brought the ideals of

a fine musician to his work as con-

ductorof the Capitol Theater orchestra.
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Nowadays it is nothing un

feminine sex to be tried for

the screen, and needless to

sympathy of the jury, the

Sometimes they even succeed

should have

Mary Pickford, left, contributes

one of her inimitable scenes to

"My Best Girl," when she takes

matters in her own hands, and dis-

turbs the dignity of the court, in

her efforts to win the discharge of

Carmelita Geraghty, as her way-
ward sister.

Ruth Taylor, below, as Lorelei Lee, in ''Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes," explains between babyish sobs, that somehow her mind
went blank and—the gun just shot Mr. Jennings. Two guesses

as to what the verdict will be.

{

. Olive Borden, above, in "Come To My House," gets awfully

i; wrought up over the serious charge preferred against her,

\ and enters an emotional denial and defense, while Cornelius

Kecfe registers close-lipped concern.
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on Trial
usual for members of the

murder and lesser crimes on

say they always win the

judge and the audience,
in making you feel the victim

been murdered.

"We both grabbed the gun, we
scrambled, and then it went off,"

explains Phyllis Haver, right, as

Roxie Hart, in "Chicago," as she'

practices her wiles upon a sus-

ceptible masculine jury, according

to the careful coaching of Robert

Edeson, as her unscrupulous attor-

ney.

Esther Ralston, below, at least shows what the well-dressed woman
on trial should wear, even if she shows little concern in what the

verdict which Lane Chandler, as the judge, will hand down, in

"Love and Learn."

Pola Negri, above, sadly and stoically relates the deplorable

events that led up to the tragedy in "The Woman on Trial,"

with such convincing results that she is of course acquitted.
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Nena Quartaro was discovered by Edith

Higgins, a players' agent, who brought her

to the attention of James Craze.

HE minute a girl or a boy be-

comes a success on the screen,

the line of people who step up
and claim to have discovered them,
promptly forms on the right. , Often the

argument as to who is the actual Colum-
bus waxes hot enough for a lawsuit,

and a good time is had by all—except

the unfortunate protege, who is ruled

out of work until the court settles the

thing.

In starting out to find the fellows

who really discovered the new gold

mines of talent, you've got to weed out

a lot of bogus contenders for the honor,
and settle at the beginning what is

really meant by discoverer.

The director who coaches them and
whose picture first puts them over in

a blaze of gloty?
The fellow who introduced them to

the director, who coached and starred

them ?

The fellow who introduced them to

the fellow who introduced them to the
director—and so on, and so on?
Working through all the necessary in-

troductions would get us back to the
stork—and then where would we be?
But starting with their careers, let's as-

They Had to
Never does an unknown player become an

among those who want credit for discover

whose faith and determination opened the

some little-known facts about well-

By Ann

sume for the sake of this story, that the fellows

who really discovered them are not necessarily

the directors, or the big-gun producers, but some
of the smaller-fry boys, who not only pointed

out a star in the making, but did everything in

their power to bring him or her to the attention

of some one who could really put them over.

Among this lesser chorus, who deserve so much
credit and get so little, are casting directors, pub-

licity men, newspaper men, friends and, yes, even

relatives.

When Marian Nixon first got the idea that

she would like to be a movie star, she was "go-

ing around" with a young fellow named Jimmy
Fidler. Jimmy was an up-and-coming young
press agent, who believed that stardom was one

tenth a photographic face and nine tenths pub-

licity.

It was a theory he had had for a long time,

and Marian's ambition gave him a chance to

demonstrate it. Jimmy set to work—and how

!

It isn't the easiest job in the world to get news-
papers and. magazines- interested in a totally un-

known screen aspirant, but Jimmy knew how.
He knew that editors always like to get pretty

pictures of pretty girls, so he had Marian photo-

graphed in the cutest costumes, doing the cutest

things he could think

of. There were pic-

tures of Marian as a

little farmerette, or

a Dutch girl, or a

Raggedy-Ann girl.
Because she was so

pretty and dainty, he
didn't have much
trouble in placing

them. His captions

were equally artistic.

He hinted that Mar-
ian was apt to break
out in big things at

any moment, and
that you ought to

keep your eye on
her. Every time he
sent out a publicity

note about some star

client of his, he al-

ways inclosed a little

squib about Marian,
hoping to catch the

eye of an editor

—

and get space in a

newspaper.

Ben Rothwell had so much

faith in Olive Borden

that he paid her a small

salary, until he could per-

suade a studio to do so.

Photo by Autrey
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Be Discovered
overnight success, without starting a fight

ing her. And there is always some one

way to opportunity. This story reveals

known players and their discoverers.

Sylvester

It wasn't long before Jimmy's work began to

bear fruit, and the first thing you know, Fox
had signed Marian on the strength of a bit she

did. That really gave Jimmy something to

work on, and from there on it was fairly easy

sailing. The little Nixon drew better contracts

and more and more money, and while she and
Jimmy don't go together any more, they're still

the best of friends and he's drawing a nice

salary as her press agent. Give the boy a hand

!

The boy who first spotted Sue Carol—even
before Douglas MacLean—was Joe Eggley, as-

sistant casting director at the Fox studio. Joe
met Sue at luncheon one day and asked her if

she would like to make a movie test. At that

time Sue had no idea of going in the movies.

She was in Hollywood from Chicago on a

visit, and when Joe proposed the test she was
very nearly packed up to go home. She told

Joe as much. He suggested that she take the

test, whether she was interested in the movies
or not. "You could take it home and show
your friends," he said.

More for the fun of it than anything else,

Sue took the test and the result was she stayed

in the movies. We've got Joe to thank for Sue.

A couple of years before the advent of Sue, a

meek little kid named
Janet Gaynor was en-

gaged to a young
newspaper man named
Herbert Moulton.

Janet was doing extra

work and Herb was a

big gun on a Los An-
geles paper. To be

specific, he was the

dramatic editor—and
a good one. He be-

lieved in the movies—
and he also believed

in Janet Gaynor. He
was about the only

one who did. Most of

the directors and pro-

ducers considered her

merely a rather color-

less child, whose am-
bition was her only

asset. But it was
Herb who insisted she

was an artist. He
used to tell people so.

He would talk about

her possibilities for

hours—if he got the

chance.

Marian Nixon's doubtful

future inspired Jimmy
Fidler, a press agent, to

make it a hi. one.
Photo by
Spun-

When Janet Gaynor was an extra, Herbert

Moulton, a young newspaper man, tried

vainly to convince producers that she was a

star in the making.

I was over at the Paramount stu-

dio one day, when Herb came over

with Janet. He wanted to introduce

her to the casting director as a can-

didate for the newly formed Para-

mount School. Everybody was nice

to Herb and yessed him, but when
the roll was made up in New York,

Janet Gaynor's name was not among
the students. In spite of Herb's ef-

forts, Janet drifted in and out of

considerable extra work before Fox
got hold of her and realized her

amazing possibilities.

About the happiest young fellow in

Los Angeles was Herb Moulton. He
was so proud of Janet, and so inter-

ested in her work, that he resigned

his job on the newspaper and went
in the movies himself. He is a good-
looking boy and Clarence Brown
gave him work, in "The Trail of
'98." If Herb gets along the way a
lot of people think he should, we
may have Janet to thank for Herb,
as well as Herb to thank for Janet.
By the way, they aren't engaged any
more—but then hardly any one stays

engaged long in Hollywood.
Continued on page 100
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Barbara Kent, above, in "The Lone
Eagle," is a trusting peasant maid of

war-ridden France who prays for her

aviator-lover's return.

Renee Adoree, right, is a tiller of the

soil, in "The Cossacks," a story of

Russia.

Estelle Taylor, above, as Olna, in "The
Whip Woman," her first picture since

her return to active work, portrays a

Hungarian peasant whose fiery temper is

not to be trifled with.

Yes, They're Peasants

The cycle of movie roles has turned to another

phase—that of glorifying the peasant girl.

Louise Brooks, above, is a decidedly

sophisticated version of the French
peasantry, as you would expect her to

be, in "Now We're in the Air."
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Pity the "Elusive" Face
Its owner is likely to become a great actor before the fans remember him

from one picture to another, just because his face eludes them. This

is the handicap that many gifted players struggle for years to overcome.

By H. A. Woodmansee

SOME faces are unforgetable. The fiery eyes of John Gilbert burn
into the consciousness of many a fan ; the saucer eyes of Harry
Langdon stamp themselves indelibly upon the mind. One never

forgets the big-boy grin of Wallace Beery, the pale face and goggles of

Harold Lloyd, the toothy, cynical smile of Roy d'Arcy, the piercing

glance of Henry B. Walthall, or the drooping lids of Greta Garbo. Once
seen, the faces of Marc MacDermott, George Fawcett, and Ernest Tor-
rence will always be recognized the next time.

Fortunate actors, those born with unforgetable

faces ! They are what are known as types, in

studio parlance. Even the humblest of the legion,

who are hopeless as actors, can get extra work
and bits in the studios on the strength of their

faces. Those who are good actors rise high in

the film world, some soar to the heights with

apparently little effort, and the public pays them
tribute in gold and adulation.

But. unfortunately, not all actors have
faces which stand out vividly in the pub-
lic mind. There are hundreds of actors

in the movies, whose faces are difficult to

remember. Some of them are excellent

actors with pleasing personalities.

Pity the actor with an elusive face ! It

is like a ball and chain about his leg in

the race for popularity. He is forced to

see other actors, no more talented than
himself, quickly forge to the top, while

he struggles to make headway along a

stony road, almost overcome by obstacles.

As a reward, he usually has to be

content with the knowledge that moyie-
wise Hollywood respects him as an ex-

cellent actor, and that producers depend
upon him to put across difficult roles.

Some of the greatest succeed in

Raymond
Hatton

spent

years

on the

screen

before he

attracted

attention.

Few fans to-day know Lucien Little-

field, because he submerges himself

in his roles.

Jean Hersholt, a nota-

ble example of the

elusive face.

Richard Dix has a face that

is anything but elusive.

struggling up to the emi-

nence of featured play-

ers—some even to star-

dom and popular acclaim

m —but few fans realize the great-

m ness of their achievement

!

Jean Hersholt is the outstand-

ing example of an actor with an
elusive face, who has scaled the

heights through sheer acting abil-

ity. For years, although he was
known by the insiders as one of

the best actors in the business, to

the general public he was less of a
vivid personality than dozens of

colorless, collar-ad juveniles. He iden-

tified himself so completely with each
role that he, himself, was forgotten—an
artistic achievement—but no stimulus

to fan mail. Now that he is being fea-

tured in outstanding pictures, popularity
and much fan mail are his. Not so long
ago, however, when the name of Jean
Hersholt was mentioned in a group of

fans, some one remarked, "Jean Her-
sholt? The name sounds familiar, but

I don't recall ever having seen him on
the screen."

"Why, you've seen him a dozen

times !" an observing friend of the

speaker protested. He ran over a list

of Hersholt characterizations—impor-

tant roles which covered several years

—and concluded, "You've not only seen

him. but Fve heard you say lots of

times, 'Wasn't that character great?'"
"You're right," the speaker admitted.

'T remember all those characters dis-

tinctly, but, odd as it seems, I don't re-

member Hersholt very clearly. I'd rec-

ognize and remember Lon Chaney in any role, but it's

much harder to place Hersholt."
Continued on page 100
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They Never Grow Up
So the stars take to roller skating, to prove it.

Clara Bow, above, hasn't mastered the art of skating

on rollers, but it doesn't matter if kindly Chester

Conklin is there to effect a timely rescue.

Marceline Day, upper right, can only manage to main-

tain her equilibrium on one skate, but there, there,

little girl, it won't be long before you can manage
both.

Marie Prevost, left, finds a spin on her rubber-tired

skates almost as stimulating as ice skating in Canada
in her childhood.

Doris Hill, right, skates to the studio every morning

—

so they say—thereby saving many minutes and avoid-

ing traffic jams on Hollywood Boulevard.



METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER brings great news to you for the coming year.

GRETA GARBO will appear in a great ro-

of Life", and JOHN GILBERT will be in

"GOOD NIGHT RADIO-WE
NEVER MISSAN M-G-M PICTURE"

And now see the wonderful array of

photoplays which Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer will bring you during 1928-29.

AT YOUR THEATER
NEXT SEASON!

(Be sure to ask your Theater Manager to make arrangementsnow)

JOHN GILBERT and

mance, "The Carnival

two other pictures and GRETA

GARBO in three. "Show People"

brings MARION DAVIES

and happy WILLIAM

HAINES together in a mar-

velous special production. MAR-

ION DAVIES has three additional

pictures and WILLIAM HAINES has

four. "The Loves of Casanova" is

a surprise special from M-G-M.

LON CHANEY will be in

f "While the City

eeps" and three other

films; RAMON NOVARRO
in "Gold Braid" and one more;

NORMA SHEARER in

"Ballyhoo" and three other productions, and LILLIAN GISH

in "The Wind". S3^jji* BUSTER KEATON appears in "The Camera

Man" and in another comedy. ^"5^ DANE and ARTHUR'S

plans include "Camping Out" and three "\ additional fun films.

CODY and PRINGLE offer the Broadway hit,"The Baby Cyclone" and

two more pictures. TIM \ \ McCOY has six adventure pictures*

That amazing dog, FLASH, has > ¥ two thrillers. There will also be three

COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS and three ELECTRIC LIGHT HITS with big,

absorbing themeSo Rounding out MrG-M's new offerings are its famous HAL
ROACH comedies: those rascals, OUR GANG ; the laugh artists

STAN LAUREL and OLIVER HARDY;^h^^ ^ and rib-tickling

CHARLEY CHASE and com-^OT\gir ical MAX DAVIDSON

Ute/ with HAL ROACH'S ALL- STARS. The M-G-M NEWS will again bring

you the world's happenings and, with M-G-M's GREAT EVENTS Series in TECHNICOLOR
and M-G-M's famed ODDITIES, there's the best entertainment in the world in store for you.,

K4 fTRO & OOLDWVN ® MAY Er *

Winners of the Ralph Forbes Memory Contest for May: Mrs. Berniece Jackson,
214 West Elm St., Ludlow, Ky., and Mr. Milburn Carl Smith, 520 South Rose
Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich. Autographed photographs have been sent to the next

fifty prize winners.
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Vacation Days
they're ^fj^ here again

"T^HOSE long, lazy days when you sit on

the beach or sail a boat around the bay,

walk in the woods—or do whatever fancy

dictates. But wherever you go, don't forget

to take along

Love Story Magazine
There are good serials on the way

by

Ruby M. Ayres
Amenia RosehiH
Mary Alden Hopkins
Evelyn Frankish Stroh
Millicent Moreland

Also short stories by all your favorites

Ask your news dealer 15c per copy
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Continued from page 71

when his ship sails back to New
England. But Joel and Prise ilia re-

turn for him, in the course of which
everything that ever happened at sea

happens again, until big brother is

killed, and Joel and Priscilla pre-

sumably settle down to peace and
quiet.

All this—the mutinies and fights

and storms—is effectively pictured,

but it's rather tiresome—and Ernest
Torrence, no less, overacts. Joan
Crawford, as Priscilla, is lovely to

the eye, but believe me, if a "nice"

girl had traipsed around in Miss
Crawford's decollete in 1857—and in

New England, too—she would have
been escorted to the pillory, or its

equivalent.

Whipped Cream and Kisses.

Unsubstantial as a meringue, "The
Play Girl" is about as important on
the menu. But it is pretty to the

eye, and rather sweet to the taste

—

familiarly so. For it is all about
Madge Norton, a girl in a florist's

shop, who is attracted by a wealthy
young man whom she meets- while

delivering flowers. On losing her
job, she takes the advice of Millie, a

mercenary friend, and decides to

start on the career of a gold-digger.

She flirts with one of those fellows

who answer to the call of "a wealthy
clubman"—or is it "a man about
town"? You know the kind. At
any rate, when things have gone just

so far, Madge freezes and becomes
stately. Then, not to be outdone by
Billie Dove, in "The American
Beauty," Clara Bow, in "Red Hair,"
and Corinne Griffith, in "The Garden
of Eden," Madge gets mad at the
wealthy clubman and tears off most
of her clothing. He can't talk to her
like that! Think of her pride!—and
don't forget her figure. It is exquis-
ite. Everything ends beautifully, so

why worry? Madge Bellamy's per-

formance is far more expert than
her role

; Johnny Mack Brown's
isn't. Walter McGrail and Anita
Garvin help a great deal.

More Sinned Against Than Sinning.

Pola Negri just escapes an excep-
tional picture. Or rather "Three
Sinners" misses being exceptional

through no fault of the star, who has

never been more alluring, nor has

ever presented such a beautiful fig-

ure. The fault lies with the story,

which is dull and stagy, though the

production is superb. Surely a con-

flict of yeas and nays. It centers

around the situation of a husband
who, after a separation of a few
years, meets his wife and falls in

love without recognizing her. If

you don't mind that you won't mind

anything else. If you do mind, you
may perhaps find compensation in

Miss Negri's glamorous appearance
in gorgeous gowns and a white wig,

and her highly effective performance
at all times.

She is seen as the "hostess" of a
magnificent gambling establishment

on the Continent, alternately rebel-

ling against her lot and longing for

a glimpse of the child she deserted

for an escapade—and at the same
time being the life of the party.

When she reencounters her hus-

band, it is to find him in the toils of

an adventuress
;
whereupon she re-

solves to win him away without, of

course, betraying her identity. Olga
Baclanova, as the wicked lady, is

quite the most interesting and accom-
plished exponent of the shady sister-

hood that I have seen in many a

month. My prayers are wafted to

Hollywood not to let her go back to

her native Russia. Warner Baxter,

Paul Lukas, Tullio Carminati, and
Anders Randolph are other compe-
tent players in the cast.

The Screen Premier Comedienne.

Marion Davies shines and sparkles,

dazzles, and delights.. All this in

"The Patsy," the best, I think, of
her comedies, despite its kinship to

the Cinderella yarn. But it has

warmth and. fun, a gay understand-
ing of human nature, and ironic

touches not usually seen in cinema
versions of the browbeaten younger
sister who wins beautiful, elder sis-

ter's beau. Undoubtedly this is be-

cause King Vidor directed it. In the

course of the picture, for no very
urgent reason, Miss Davies offers

impersonations of Lillian Gish, Pola
Negri, and Mae Murray. They are

clever, biting, and immensely funny.

Jane Winton is Grace Harrington,
the selfish sister, and is beautiful

enough to be forgiven anything.

Marie Dressier, as Ma Harrington,
who sides with Grace, plays with ir-

resistible gusto and, of course, her

usual skill, while Del Henderson is

poor, sat-upon Pa Harrington, who
champions Patsy. Orville Caldwell

and Lawrence Gray are the young
men involved, both apparently en-

joying their roles to the utmost.

Mustn't miss this, really.

Mr. Dix Steps Aside—Almost.

It matters less what Richard Dix
plays than any other star, because he

can always be depended on to be en-

tertaining to the limit of the material

provided. Some very good oppor-
tunities are found in "Easy Come,
Easy Go," and then some aren't good
at all. But the total is above the

average, so the picture rates as ex-
cellent. Mr. Dix begins his troubles,

as a radio announcer who is fired

for profanity, then unknowingly be-

comes the confederate of a bank rob-

ber. The episode of their flight on
a train, the sudden appearance of de-

tectives, and Mr. Dix's success in

outwitting them and restoring the

money to its owner, is a genuinely

delightful example of farcical act-

ing. Charles Sellon, as the crook,

a timid-looking, deprecating old gen-

tleman, gives a rare performance. It

is a tribute to Mr. Dix's generosity

that he allows him a rein so free that

the elder actor comes within an ace

of running away with the picture.

Nancy Carroll, with, alas, too little to

do, is nevertheless a piquant heroine.

Aren't People Mean?

An orgy of evil doings is displayed

in "Honor Bound," the like of which
recalls the dear, dead past of the

movies. Those responsible for the

picture evidently rejected all thought

of being in honor bound to observe

good taste or balance. Thus we have
John Ogletree going to prison for a

crime he did not commit, rather than

speak and spoil the reputation of a

lady, and the lady reappearing as the

wife of the warden, or rather the

owner of a coal mine, who leases the

prisoners to overwork and torture

them. She resumes her vampish tac-

tics on the prisoner when she has suc-

ceeded in obtaining his services as

her chauffeur, but he repulses her
with the statement, "There is no love
without honor," whereupon the lady
replies, "You fool! I hate you!"
But in spite of his virtuous resis-

tance, John Ogletree is put to work
by the vamp's husband into the lower
level of the mine, and at intervals is

forced to submit his torso—remem-
ber it is Mr. O'Brien's—to brutal
floggings. Finally the governor gets

wind of all the injustice going on,

suddenly appears with a pardon for

John Ogletree, and the vamp turns
the tables on her husband by giving
him a terrible beating. A marcelled
nurse, whose sympathetic smiles have
been the one bright spot in the pic-

ture, is paired off with John Ogle-
tree. She is Leila Hyams, while
Estelle Taylor is the wicked lady.

All for a Barefoot Girl.

Whatever else may be said of

"Kentucky Courage"—until recently

called "The Little Shepherd of

Kingdom Come"—Richard Barthel-

mess gives a fine, though not electri-

fying performance, of Chad, who is

supposed to be a fourteen-year-old

boy. And that is quite a feat, accom-
plished far more convincingly than if

it were only a matter of make-up.

Continued on page 116
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his ambitions, and his ego. He is

growing into his mounting wave of

popularity gracefully. He has one

runabout, one bungalow—which he

shares with his mother—and one dog.

He dresses carelessly, smokes cheap

cigarettes, loafs prodigiously be-

tween pictures, and cannot keep
away from the studio.

"Nothing interests me as much as

pictures," he says, "so why shouldn't

I put in my spare time here? I get

a kick out of it."

From the military academy in the

home town, Bill went to New York,
and decided that an up-and-doing
young man should be selling some-
thing, probably bonds to wealthy
bankers with distinguished goatees.

He saw himself accepting certified

checks in the morning, lunching at

the Union League, and devoting his

afternoon to golf.

"It all worked out perfectly," said

Bill, "except that I didn't sell any
bonds in the morning, I ate at one-

armed, feed-yourself joints, and
afternoons I spent looking for bet-

ter-paying jobs, or jobs that paid

anything. But they were practically

invisible."

According to legend, he was no-
ticed in the midday crowd in Wall
Street by an emissary of Samuel

Goldwyn—a lady—who was cap-
tivated by Bill's lazy stride. He was,
in the course of preliminaries, sent

to California at seventy-five dollars

a week.

If you think this is one of those

success stories, stop me. The Haines
advance was little more than a crawl.

Progress was so slow that he thought
that he was standing still. He hap-
pened to be given extra work now
and then, and he ate regularly, so he

was encouraged to stay.

Out at Culver City he made a

couple of appearances in succession

under Goldwyn auspices. Some one
took another test of him and was
mildly impressed, though at first he
had been handicapped by lack of sex
appeal. All this took many months
to transpire. At the end of a year,

Bill found himself still on the Coast,

with a job that at least paid steadily,

and vague prospects of advancement.
That was in 1922. The chance for

which he was literally holding his

breath didn't materialize until 1926.

In the meantime he had to heed,

hang on, and hope. He had to dis-

play patience, pluck, perseverance,

and other things highly touted by
Doctor Frank Crane, Gene Tunney,
and President Lowell. He had to

believe in himself. Personality

fades with pessimism. The Haines
smile had to be on exhibit at all

times. Then somebody saw it one
day, and suggested him for "Brown
of Harvard," and the rest was com-
paratively easy.

"That picture was a break in a

million," Bill says. "I was so happy
when I heard that I was to do it, I

went around for days singing 'Fair

Harvard' ! You know how pictures

are. One break is apt to follow an-

other. I had mine in Brown. They
gave me 'Tell It to the Marines' next.

Then they capped things with 'Slide,

Kelly,' a swell story with a swell

guy directing. It's fun working with
Eddie Sedgwick. All the laughs in

the calendar. We kid and clown,

then all of a sudden he'll say, 'Let's

take it,' and we do. And there it is.

He works fast, and he has a great

bean."

Following the golf comedy called

"Spring Fever," they did "West
Point." Joan Crawford lent sex

voltage to both pictures.

"She's a great girl," admitted Bill.

"Another lucky angle for me. I'm
beginning to believe in Santa Claus,

Will Plays, and National Smile
Week. Everything is hotsy-totsy,

and, "I'll put that in writing."

All that Haines needed to hit his

natural stride was a chance. He got

it and he hit it. To-day there is no
one swinging along quite so briskly,

quite so jauntily, quite so assuredly.

The Strange Case of Conway Tearle
Continued from page 45

from his own budget. Even these,

though producing independently, are

politically dependent on the bigger

producers, and must accept the

higher mandate.
These, though, were the bolder

spirits. Others have taken front-

office directions more meekly, and
do not venture any attempt to hire

the outcast, however much the script

may seem to call for him.

But even despite the hydra-headed
blow in the dark that knocked him
off the screen, his popularity with

the fans is taking an unduly long

time to die. His mail at present,

after two years of absence, averages

a hundred letters a day. And this

tabulation was made necessary by
the constant demand to know why
he does not appear. It would seem
that his long series of smooth, intel-

ligent performances—albeit in medi-

ocre roles and pictures—is outliving,

in popular recollection, several more
sensational comets that have flashed

evanescently across the film horizon.

But it is unlikely, even were the

improbable to happen, and the cel-

luloid deities to relent, that Conway
Tearle would regain an interest in

pictures—an interest so violently

blasted.

During a recent conversation with
him—an attractive gentleman, darkly
tanned from his daily golf and mar-
velously fit from his daily boxing—

-

he expressed himself without re-

serve. And, incidentally, with in-

gratiating humor, not to be expected
under the circumstances.

It is his intention to return to the

stage, since he must do something to

restore the family fortunes. The
cinema fiasco, he thinks, may have
been a very good lesson to teach him
that he had no business elsewhere.

His family have been famous on the

boards since 1712, and it is his right-

ful domain.
"Also," he says, "I used to think

I was an adequate actor. . Now,
however, I'm far from sure, and it

will take some bolstering of my cour-

age to regain any confidence. If I

can do that, it will be pleasant to be

back in a medium where it is my
work, and not the cut of my dinner

coat, that matters.

"I have always marveled at the

tolerance of the long-suffering public

toward me. How they stood it, I

couldn't understand; when I was al-

ways afflicted with nausea the few
times I went to see this face stalking

dismally about, expressing its emo-
tions in polite raiment.

"Except for the fact that I resent,

with all the fury of my chronically

bad temper, what I consider this vast

injustice against me and, as a busi-

ness man among business men, de-

nounce the lack of ethics displayed

;

except for this, there is no reason
why I should especially regret that

my picture career is definitely behind

me.
"I've never been identified with a

great picture, and not once has a

passably intelligent role fallen to my
lot. When they brought me to pic-

tures from the stage; it was probably

very innocent of me to think it was
because they considered me a fairly

good actor. God knows it wasn't

because I was beautiful. But that

conceited illusion died quickly under

the unbroken procession of the only

parts I was permitted—movie gen-

tlemen with copious wardrobes."
That he is an actor of the first or-

der, is doubted by no one who has

seen him on the stage, his Armand,
in Ethel Barrymore's "Camille" of

Continued on page 104
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Time Out
While the stars rush to the first available resting place

James Hall and William
Austin, right, lie right

down on the job.

May McAvoy, below, looks

as if she were daydream-
ing beneath a mushroom.

Raquel Torres, lower right,

rests right in the middle of

her scenes.
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CHAPTER VI.

"oh, you are so good to me,
MARCO !"

At Montparnasse there is an inter-

val, on the famous dancing nights,

when the orchestra fades out like a

scene in a moving picture, to take a

rest and sample a few bottles of near

beer—as near as possible. During
this interval, on the evening of Lady
Gates' first appearance at the res-

taurant, Marco Lopez snatched a

chance to go to a telephone booth.

He got the number of a Los An-
geles newspaper, and inquired for a

reporter named Jennings. "Tell him
it's Marco Lopez," he said. A few
moments later he was answered.

"Hello, Lopez ; this is Tom Jen-
nings," called a nice, Californian

voice. "What's the good news?"
"Maybe it is not so important, but

I promised you always to call, if any
one new and interesting came in,"

Lopez replied in his best English.

"Even if you do not so much care

about this lady I will speak of, it

will be a favor to me if you can
make her talk a little of herself, for

your paper. I have a reason, and I

have done you some favors. I speak
of a Lady Gates, from England
somewhere, who has come to stay, I

know not how long, at the Ambas-
sador. She is not young nor hand-
some, but she is dressed from Paris,

I think* and her jewels—if they are
real, they are worth a fortune."

"All right," said Jennings. "I can
always use a title, and maybe there'll

be something snappy in her motive
for coming to Hollywood. I'm run-

ning over there on another assign-

ment, and I'll drop in at Montpar-
nasse to give this lady the once-

over!"

"Better phone to her hotel in an
hour," suggested Marco, "I think

she will soon be going now. She
is with Mr. Allen, the writer, and he

has the air of wishing to finish. I

do not know if they are relations, or

for what motive he pays court to

her. Of course, do not mention my
name."
"Mum's the word!" was the re-

porter's assurance, as he hung up.

Lopez was right in imagining that

Lady Gates would soon be leaving

Montparnasse. She had become
thoughtful, partly because of her

nephew's confessed infatuation with

a mysterious cigarette seller, less

likely to turn out a princess than an
adventuress ; but even more reflective

on her own account. She hadn't

dreamed that seeing the youth and
beauty of Hollywood amusing itself

would depress her as it had done.

She felt so old, so plain to-night, so

out of the picture. And Malcolm

had given her no comfort at all.

He'd been thinking of another per-

son, a very undesirable person. Lady
Gates wanted to be alone, and plan.

Exactly what she could plan to im-
prove her situation, she hardly knew

;

but there must be something to do.

Back again at the Ambassador,
she didn't ask Malcolm in, and he

was glad of that, for he'd been coin-

ing excuses in advance. He left her
in the lobby, after arranging to fetch

her with his car the next evening,

for dinner at Montparnasse. Her
manner had made him regret, almost
fiercely, that he had mentioned Miss
Smith, and begged his aunt to help

the girl, but he couldn't now with-

draw the invitation.

Alone in her suite, Lady Gates
wasn't sure that she wouldn't in-

dulge in a good cry, as she took off

her jewels and the smart dress which
hadn't made her look even one week
younger. But before the first tear

fell, she was called to the phone, and
it was cheering to know herself of

enough importance in brilliant Holly-
wood, to be interviewed for a big

newspaper. She consented, of
course, and would have appointed
the next day for the talk, but the re-

porter—who said his name was Tom
Jennings—reminded her ladyship
that it was only ten o'clock. Could
he buzz round in his auto, and have
a few words with her to-night?

Then the stuff could come out in

the morning edition. Lady Gates
said "Yes !" and put on her pearls

again.

Next morning, in his little bunga-
low on what is called the "wrong side

of Hollywood"—the flat side

—

Marco Lopez read the interview with
Lady Gates of Leeds and London,
England. He learned that Lady
Gates was the "famous. Malcolm
Allen's aunt." She admitted that her

late husband had been a millionaire,

and confessed that, though her jew-
els had cost over a hundred thousand
American dollars, she had a weak-
ness for wearing them, and not shut-

ting them up in a safe.

"Everybody here seems to be rich,

and to have wonderful jewels," Mr.
Jennings made her ladyship remark.

"So I expect that I and mine will

seem just nothing at all. I'm of no
importance in Hollywood, compared
with my nephew. But I expect to

enjoy myself." To Marco Lopez,
Lady Gates seemed of far more im-

portance than Malcolm Allen.

When he had finished breakfast,

he went into the tiny kitchen of the

bungalow, which was servantless,

made some fresh coffee, and ar-

ranged a small, napkin-covered tray

with a glass of orange juice in ice,

and a covered plate containing thin

toast, to accompany a pot of steam-

ing coffee. With this tray in his

hand, and looking very handsome,
despite the disorder of his usually

sleek hair, he knocked at a closed

door.

"Come in !" answered a soft,

weary contralto voice, and Lopez,
pushing the door open, felt his way
through purple semidarkness to a

bedside.

Curtains of a deep rose-purple

were drawn across a wide window,
and the room was scented with the

perfume of Jaqueminot roses. Out
of the ruddy dusk a face glimmered,
white as pearl. It was almost like

the face of a ghost.

"Didst thou sleep, after all, a few
hours, dear one?" Lopez asked in

his own language. But the contralto

voice replied in English.

"Yes, two or three hours perhaps.

I dreamed of you! Oh, you are so

good to me, Marco !"

"I adore thee ! Thou knowest
that," Lopez answered warmly.
"Shall I pull back the curtains now,
and sit by thee to watch that thou
dost eat thy breakfast?"

"Not too much light," ordered the

woman resting among pillows. "I

don't like you to see me looking my
worst. I am bad enough these days

at my best. But I shan't trouble you
very much longer, I think, my
Marco."
"Do not say that, for the love of

God !" cried Lopez. "To me thou
art the most beautiful woman who
ever lived, and the dearest ! 'Trouble'

me ! What words ! And I have

come to thee this morning with the

news that thou canst help me again.

Together we will make something
from this English lady I spoke

about—and of her. But that last is

thy part."

"She's worth while, then?"

"She is immensely rich, and her

jewels are real. They are worth a

hundred thousand dollars."

"She has told your reporter this?"

"Yes. And I am sure she is not

one who would lie or boast. She is

too simple. Already she has called

me on the telephone this morning,

before I began my breakfast, ask-

ing me to come and see her at the

Ambassador about four in the after-

noon. I will go. And we will have

a talk, that lady and I, a talk about

many things. But—are you strong

enough for the task, my wonderful
one ?"

"Oh, quite !" promised the woman.
"It will amuse me. Such a long

time it has been since we worked to-

gether."

"I shall try to arrange for some
time to-morrow," said Lopez.

Continued on page 112
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Friends, Not Rivals

There are friendships among the

stars of Hollywood, even though

it is primarily a city of rivalry.

Car'mel Myers and Bessie Love,

above, are very often seen

together

;

and the sophistication and wit of

•both Dorothy Mackaill and

Aileen Pringle, upper left, help

to make them the best of friends.

Johnny Mack Brown and James

Murray, left, were discovered and

started in the studios about the

same time, and have developed a

very real friendship.

Dorothy Sebastian and Joan Crawford, above,

were in musical comedy in New York, until

the call came from Hollywood.

Pauline Starke and Mildred Harris, left,_ were

friends and coworkers in the old Triangle

movie days, and to-day finds them still the best

of pals.
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sashes—shy and excited. All the

family spellbound at every gesture
of this Ramon of theirs upon the

screen, dying to applaud, but that

Ramon has sternly forbidden. Dur-
ing intermission are elaborate intro-

ductions : "This is my mother—my
father—and this, my sister."

There have been rumors, at vari-

ous times, of Ramon's contemplated
retirement to a monastery. These
he denies. He has no intention of

becoming a priest, although he is

deeply religious. He has studied

every existing and extinct religion,

and is familiar with their every be-

lief and ritual. He remains a devout
Catholic, believing with immutable
faith. Never, however, does he
make conversation about it.

Much space has also been devoted
to his singing and his intentions of

deserting the screen for the concert

stage. He studies under Louis
Graveure, one of the "most famous
singers and teachers in the country.

Until recently Ramon sang every
Sunday in the choir of the little

church where the Samaniegos family

worship. His voice is a tenor of

extraordinary sweetness and power.
It is very possible that when he

wearies of the screen, concert work
will be his next field.

Music is the rhythm of the world
for Ramon. He is never satiated,

attending every recital, subscribing

to the operas and symphonies. He is

one of the few stars owning a box
at the Hollywood Bowl. Both tech-

nically and emotionally, his knowl-
edge of music is vast.

No story—indeed, no mention—of

Ramon is complete without reference

to his private theater. This is called

his hobby, but is really his passion.

To make it possible he had an ell

built onto his house. It seats barely

a hundred people, but the stage is

proportionally large and has every

facility, slightly modified, of a pro-

fessional house. It is called the

Theatre Intime Novarro. His own
orchestra of Mexican musicians is

under contract to him. The intricate

lighting arrangement was devised by
an electrical engineer, and is the most
elaborate of any amateur theater in

America.
In his theater Ramon presents

mostly old Spanish plays and
sketches. Some sketches he writes

himself. Many are musical. The
production is always faultless in de-

tail, beautifully costumed and skill-

fully presented. Often only Ramon
appears. At other times some of his

famity or friends participated. Only
close friends are invited to join the

family in the audience. The theater

is for their delectation and Ramon's
pleasure.

A naturally conservative person,

this is Ramon's one extravagance,

and here he spares nothing.

He is an unexpected revelation to

strangers who know nothing about

him. Joan Crawford, when cast op-

posite him in "Across to Singapore,"

was frankly apprehensive. She didn't

want to work with him ; would, she

was sure, be bored. The first day
on the set he taught her the new five-

step.

It is an anomaly that Ramon is

known among his confreres as being

"good fun." His sensitive, almost

aesthetic, cast of features—the aura
of romance that hangs over him

—

belie the coltish boisterousness which
indicates his high spirits. His humor
is not subtle—it is the broad comics

of an ebullient child. At such times

he plays hilarious jokes, and his an-

tics are as irresistible as the pranks
of a puppy.
He tells foolish, ribald stories with

such keen delight that you laugh,

even if you don't get the point. You
laugh really at him, rather than with
him. In such moods he is so naive,

so unconsciously absurd and lovable,

as to create dangerous stirrings in

any maternal instincts that happen to

be about.

He loves to teach his studio

friends remarkable Mexican card-

games. Games that require much
shouting, and the penalties for the

loser are such quaint forfeits as hav-

ing his eyelashes jerked, or his nose

tweaked by the winner. Just when
the novice is learning 'how, and be-

ginning to win, Ramon immediately

remembers another game to teach

him. With the naivete of a small

boy he likes to win, and his frank

hilarity in doing so is delightful.

His one streak of sophisticated

humor is his gift for mimicry. With
a lightning metamorphosis of ex-

pression and manner he gives un-

canny burlesques of whatever sub-

ject is requested. It is to be hoped
that this talent will some time be

presented on the screen.

He would like to write the story

of his life and use it as a picture.

There is a possibility that this idea

will materialize. He would also like

to do "Jennifer Lern," by Elinor

Wylie, playing therein the role of

the exquisite young prince who was
a pastry cook. In delirious visions

he dreams of this production, di-

rected by Ernst Lubitsch, with Lil-

lian Gish as Jennifer.

His admiration for Lillian Gish
amounts to reverence. To him she

is the supreme artist. Whenever pos-

sible he slips over to her set and
stands in a corner, watching her

work. Should occasion arise to

speak to her, he is bashful, almost

gauche. This the Ramon who can

be so contained and suave.

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 32

"Her Cardboard Lover," starring

Marion Davies. Perhaps obtaining

even this supporting role will upset

the jinx that has troubled Jetta ever

since she encountered perplexities at

the DeMille studio last summer. Not-
withstanding all the talk about her
temperament, any one as gifted as

Miss Goudal certainty should prove
an asset to a picture.

European Fever.

"Where will you spend your sum-
mer vacation?"

"Why in Europe, of course !"

Any one in Hollywood who can't

reply to the question of the first part,

with the answer of the second part,

will probably be met with a ritzy

raising of the eyebrows. You simply
aren't in the swim if you're not plan-

ning a trip abroad. It needn't go any
further than the planning, but a

player must think in terms of a voy-
age across the Atlantic to be au fait

this season.

Those on the grand tour list in-

clude Greta Garbo, Ernest Torrence,

Marion Davies, Clive Brook, Pola

Negri, King Vidor and Eleanor
Boardman, Ramon Novarro, Lars
Hansen, George K. Arthur, Marie
Dressier, Lillian Gish, and of course

Doug and Mary. A number of these

stars have already set out, and a few
are even now returning. But every-

body seems to be talking Piccadilly,

the Champs Elysees and other points

of geographic and, as regards Paris,

sartorial interest.

Sympathy Due Anna Q.

If anybody is in need of consola-

tion it is Anna Q. Nilsson. It is bad
enough to break one's ankle—that's

certain—but when this means losing

one of the best roles of the season,

it is nothing short of terrible.

Anna had a very bad accident

some time ago, while horseback rid-

ing in the mountains near Yosemite
Valley. She was thrown to the

ground when her horse stumbled.

She was on a vacation, with a party

of friends, at the time. They
Continued on page 105
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We Don't Believe It

But it looks like the real thing, doesn't it?

Edna Marion, above, would be an

ornament worthy of the finest kitchen,

whether she made anything or not.

Whose reflection is that we see in the

shininess of the container, Gwen Lee,

right, is holding?

Ramon Novarro, above, doesn't seem

displeased with the contents of the

frying pan, even though it isn't being

cooked by feminine hands.
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the world. Their programs are

painstakingly arranged to suit the

tastes of the most discriminating.

Many of them add soloists and bal-

lets as further adventures in the ar-

tistic. All hope to present something

to advance the quality of motion-
picture entertainment, and all feel

secretly that they are helping to edu-

cate the layman to some of the pleas-

ures found in good music. Yes, the

layman is being educated—but pain-

lessly. He is asking for it himself.

Who started this trend ? Who is

responsible for the extensive use of

good music in pictures ? Who car-

ries on the idea? These men have
done a big service and deserve the

recognition they do not always re-

ceive.

One cannot discuss motion-picture

music without considering the name
of Samuel L. Rothafel, the "Roxy"
who began the unit program idea,

and who has become nationally, even
internationally, known for his radio

activities. One of the newest thea-

ters in New York City is the Roxy,
this great showman's "Cathedral of

the Motion Picture." It seats five

thousand persons and employs five

hundred to entertain them. Of this

number one hundred and ten make
up the orchestra.

Roxy's orchestra is his pride and
joy. It is as large as any symphony
organization in the world, and larger

than most. It can play anything

—

and "anything" means a lot.

There is Nathaniel Finston, gen-

eral music director of the Publix
Theaters Corporation, who lays a

fatherly hand over all the musical

activities of this great chain of thea-

ters which includes houses in New
York, Chicago, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Louisville, Omaha, and al-

most any large city you care to men-
tion.

You must add Sid Grauman,
whose Egyptian and Chinese theaters

in Hollywood have gained fame for

their daring programs and equally

daring publicity. Mr. Grauman
makes a specialty of prologues, and
the glitter and beauty of them are

reflected even on Broadway.
Doctor Hugo Riesenfeld, once a

conductor for Oscar Hammerstein's
grand opera company, now stands as

one of the most important music-
movie personalities. His efforts to

bring good music to the Rialto and
Rivoli Theaters in New York did

much to raise the standard of film

presentations, and his work in sup-

plying scores to go with super-pro-

ductions has made him invaluable to

the industry. Mr. Riesenfeld has re-

cently taken over, under his personal

direction, the United Artists' Thea-

ters—in New York and all over the

country.

David Mendoza, until recently of

the Capitol Theater, New York, car-

ried on where Roxy left off when the

latter resigned to form plans for his

new cathedral. Mendoza kept up the

standard of the Capitol orchestra

despite many difficulties, not the least

being a strike of the musicians, when
it was necessary to break in many
new men.

Paul Ash, of Chicago, is one of

the newer luminaries of motion-pic-

ture music. He it is who has lifted

jazz to a dignified position on the

motion-picture program. His orches-
tras are versatile, so much so they
can be used as stage bands to form
individual units of the entertainment.

Just to show that he reveres the

classics, Mr. Ash recently offered

$10,000 toward paying "extra sal-

aries" of the Chicago Symphony Or-
chestra, thus helping to keep this old,

dignified organization intact.

To Erno Rapee goes the responsi-

bility of caring for the Roxy Orches-
tra. This is not so difficult for Mr.
Rapee ; he has been associated with
motion pictures ever since Mr. Rei-

senfeld had charge of the orchestra

in which he played, back in the old

Triangle davs of "two-dollar mov-
ies."

The question has been raised,

among the so-called intelligentsia,

whether these men have really been
trying to lift the level of the music
presented in motion-picture theaters,

or whether they are content to let it

go along at its own speed. In other

words, do they dare play anything
more intricate to hear than the "Wil-
liam Tell" overture?

Mr. Finston, who must needs cater

to a decidedly varied audience, main-
tains that he and his associates do at-

tempt to better the standard of music
offered to their patrons.

"We are confronted by the popu-
lar demand for light and easily un-
derstandable music, with still a cer-

tain place for the better things. Ac-
cordingly, we try to balance our pro-

grams so that both jazz and the

classics are available. We find they
like both," he says. "Educational?
Well, here is a sample of one of our
stage offerings this week. I con-

sider it not only good entertainment,

but good education."

The sample was a unit on the sub-

ject of "Faust," but not limited to

one "Faust." Three composers wrote
operas on this story, and excerpts

from the three were presented. There
was the prelude from Gounod's
"Faust," the selections from Ber-

lioz's "The Damnation of Faust,"

and Boito's "Mefistofele."

The audience ate it up, and it was

instructive. If this is not education
without pain, what is?

No one knows the vast strides

made in the quality of music offered

better than Erno Rapee.
"Ten years ago, when I joined the

ranks of young musicians eager for

the betterment of music in the mo-
tion-picture theater, it was practically

impossible to offer the public any-
thing better than 'Poet and Peasant'
or 'William Tell,'" he says. "To-
day these compositions are almost
oblivious—they have made room for

our symphonic and operatic reper-

toire of to-day. Not long ago, I had
the good fortune to present at the

Capitol Theater such a serious com-
position as 'Ein Heldenleben,' by
Richard Strauss, along with a short
explanatory lecture on the work.
The experiment was very successful,

and since that day compositions of
Strauss, Glazounov, Rimsky-Korsa-
kov, and others appear frequently on
the programs of the high-class mo-
tion-picture theaters of the country."
The next time you hear one of the

large symphony orchestras in your
favorite picture palace play a stan-

dard classic, think back to the hard-
working piano and its grim operator,

just to give yourself the thrill of re-

alizing that you are in on the dawn-
ing of a better day for film music.
Think of Roxy's first attempt at

"presentations" in his little nickel

theater, where even then he had the
"gang" idea of shepherding his solo-

ists. Here is his initial program :

EXTRA
SPECIAL FEATURE

To demonstrate the remarkable talent of
my musical staff, I take pleasure in pre-

senting them in solo work.

THURSDAY EVENING
Vocal Solo

"In the Shade of the Sheltering Palms"
from "Florodora"
Mr. Tom Earl

FRIDAY EVENING
Violin Solo

Hungarian Dance
Miss Irma Walter

MONDAY EVENING
Piano Solo

Rondo Capriccioso
Mendelssohn

Miss Mabel Rennie

TUESDAY EVENING
Vocal Solo
A Dream
Mr. Earl

WEDNESDAY
Violin Solo

Fantasy from "Faust"
Miss Walter

These solos will be rendered in addition

to our regular performance, and I promise
you a musical treat you won't forget.

5c."

S. L. ROTHAFEL
Owner and Mgr.

We have come along, haven't we?
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Everything Depends on It

Make-up is all important in a star's life, for it can enhance an indifferent performance as

well as mar a great one. That is why all the players take infinite pains to get it right.

So that her towel will always be handy,

Sally O'Neil, below, tucks it around
her neck.

Making up is a grim business' in the

routine of Conrad Nagel, left center/

Dorothy Sebastian, right, prefers to

apply the preliminary cold cream from
a tube.

Greta, the great Garbo, below, is hardly

recognizable with a stripe of cold cream
on her famous features.

John Gilbert, right center, uses the

camera man's tripod on which to rest

his make-up box.

Louise Lorraine, lower left, is pleased

with the fruits of her labors.

Aileen Pringle, lower right, dabs on the

finishing touch of a perfect make-up.

Joan Crawford, below, for some reason

uses a wind shield to protect her make-
up on location.
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Continued from page 87

Olive Borden was another of those

girls trying to get along in the movie
world—and not having much luck

—

when Ben Rothwell, a manager of

players, became so enthusiastic about

her future that he paid her a salary

of fifty dollars a week until he se-

cured a good contract for her. Olive

now asks about $3,000 weekly for

her services, so it wasn't a bad hunch.
George Webb performed the same

service for Esther Ralston. Esther

was doing bits in Westerns for Uni-
versal when George, who later be-

came her husband, recognized her
possibilities as a star and got her to

break her contract. George hustled

around and obtained a better contract

and followed it with an even better

one, until she was eventually made
a star by Paramount.

Robert Mclntyre, former casting

director for M.-G.-M., is responsible

for the discovery of Eleanor Board-
man and William Haines. Several
years ago Mr. Mclntyre was sent

East on a "new face" hunt, and
Eleanor and Bill are what he came
back with. He saw something in

Eleanor Boardman that no one else

was able to see—at first. In spite of
a test that certainly did not do her

justice, he brought her out to Cali-

fornia. Directors and supervisors

viewed Eleanor's test without enthu-

siasm. "You wait," advised Mcln-
tyre, who stuck stubbornly to his

story and his discovery. "This girl

has something that will put her

across." Any one who has seen

Eleanor in "The Crowd" can verify

Mr. Mclntyre's hunch.
Herbert Howe, who won his spurs

as a writer for Picture Play, may
not have actually discovered Ramon
Novarro, but he is directly responsi-

ble for his enormous advance in pres-

tige. Novarro might have achieved

stardom without Herb, but he would
never be the outstanding personality

he has become, without Herb's help.

James Cruze is hailed as the dis-

coverer of the little Spanish girl,

Nena Ouartaro, who first attracted

attention, in "The Red Mark," but

without lessening any of Mr. Cruze's

glory, it was really a girl named
Edith Higgins who found Nena for

Cruze. Edith had just started in

business as a players' agent. She is

nearly as new a manager as Nena is

a star.

Nena's Hollywood experience, un-

til the time Edith found her, had
been the same old story—making the

rounds of the studios, asking for

work and getting none. The casting

agents couldn't even see her for extra

work. One day, blue and discour-

aged, she wandered into the offices of

Higgins and McCullough. Not that

she expected anything to happen. It

never did. Managers were never in-

terested in unknowns, she thought.

They worked on a percentage basis

and were only "at home" to players

who command big salaries.

But there was something about

Nena that attracted Miss Higgins.

She had just returned to her office

from talking to Jimmy Cruze, and
Nena looked like what Jimmy said

he wanted. She took a test of Nena,
sent it out to Cruze and that is how
that happened.

In looking back over the whole
thing, it stands to reason that if Mar-
ian, Janet, Esther, Olive, and Nena
hadn't had a lot of talent the efforts

of these agents and friends would
have amounted to little, but on the

other hand, remember that "Many a

rose is born to blush unseen and
waste its sweetness on the desert air"

—unless some one calls your atten-

tion to it.

Let's give a big hand to the fellows

who really found them !

Pity the
44
Elusive" Face

Continued from page 89

Here is an actor whose deserved
popularity and prominence was with-
held for years, although he scored
with audiences in picture after pic-

ture.

Lucien Littlefield is another fine

actor, who has been severely handi-
capped in the race for fame and for-

tune by an elusive face. Littlefield

has contributed characterizations that

are gems to scores of pictures. But
the general public, although appre-
ciating them, seldom recognizes, in

each new role, the face of the actor
who has pleased them so many times
before. Littlefield recently posed for
a likeness of President Coolidge,
which was so remarkable that it cre-

ated wide interest. But how many
fans will recognize this actor as Law-
yer Marks, in "Uncle Tom's Cabin"?
How many of Douglas MacLean's

fans would instantly recognize Wade
Boteler ? Yet Boteler has played im-
portant roles in MacLean produc-
tions for years, usually without a
beard or any tricks of make-up, and
has pleased audiences with his char-
acterizations. Moreover, he has
played many roles for other com-
panies, and his work is in demand.
But here, too, an elusive face has
kept a deserving actor from the place
he should have in fan popularity.

Raymond Hatton is another actor

with an elusive face. At present

Hatton is getting a taste of the es-

teem and- popularity he has long de-

served, through his costarring with

Wallace Beery in comedies. But
for many years Hatton, though
known in Hollywood as an excellent

actor, who could always be depended
upon to put across big roles, didn't

get more than a small portion of the

popular acclaim he merited.

Like other players with elusive

faces, he scored in part after part,

but it was the faces of Wallace Beery
and Ernest Torrence that the fans

remembered. Now that he is more
or less fixed in one character in his

comedy series, he is making a big

impression on the public. At first

everybody thought that Wallace
Beery was the better half of the

Beery-Hatton team, but when Para-
mount tried to star Beery alone,

everybody realized that, although the

popular Beery was the head of the

team, Hatton was the neck that

moved the head—and turned little

laughs into big ones.

An actor playing character roles,

which require the wearing of beards

and the altering of features by make-

up, often finds that the fans have a

difficult time in forming a clear pic-

ture of him in their minds. Players

with such striking faces as Lon
Chaney and Bull Montana have no
worries on that score, disguise them-
selves as they may ; but others are

not so lucky. Some fans find the

faces of such distinguished charac-

ters as Warner Oland, William Pow-
ell, and Mathew Betz somewhat elu-

sive, and fail to recognize them im-

mediately in new pictures.

But even an actor who plays

straight parts finds an elusive face a

handicap. Many a leading man, who
is merely good looking, might get

farther if he had the unforgetable

face of Richard Dix.

Some may infer that because some
actors are remembered as them-
selves, rather than as the characters

they play, that they are therefore in-

ferior, as actors, to those who are

identified with the roles they enact.

But although this is sometimes the

case, it frequently is not. There is

the case of Emil Jannings. Jan-
nings is unquestionably one of the

very greatest of actors, yet, disguise

his face as he may, it is remembered
distinctly, once it is seen.

Alas for the actor whose face is

devoid of unforgetable characteris-

tics ! All credit to the actor with the

elusive face, who succeeds in fight-

ing his way to the top ! That is the

acid test of great acting.
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Clara Bow, above, puts "It" in front of her eye, and

laughs, just to show you she doesn't intend to keep

"It" there. Only a part in "Get Your Man."

Doris Hill, above, right, is really

pretty, but the glasses and head-

dress don't make her live'up to our

idea of the face behind "the voice

with the smile."

Irene Rich, left, in "Beware of

Married Men," adheres to the

warning even when talking to

them on the telephone, holding the

phone at "proper" distance.

Louise Fazenda, right, in "Five-

and-Ten-cent Annie," has a bar-

gain to offer you in noiseless teeth.

"Buy a set and entertain your

family," she invites.



AMISS.—What's amiss about you?
Thanks for sending me four cheers

;

that does make my cheers come out even,

and pretty soon I can be a cheer leader.

Wampas baby stars for 1924 were listed

in last month's Oracle. Those for 1925

were : Olive Borden, Dorothy Revier,

June Marlowe, Madeline Hurlock, Ena
Gregory

—

mow Marian Douglas—Anne
Cornwall, Duane Thompson, Lola Todd,
Natalie Joyce, Joan Meredith, Betty Ar-

len, Evelyn Pierce, arid Violet Avon. The
1926 baby stars all became more or less

famous : Mary Astor, Mary Brian, Do-
lores Costello, Janet Gaynor, Dolores del

Rio, Marceline Day, Vera Reynolds, Fay
Wray, Sally O'Neil, Joan Crawford,

Joyce Compton, Edna Marion, and Sally

Long. In 1927 the Wampas group didn't

guess so well : Helene Costello, Patricia

Avery, Rita Carewe, Barbara Kent, Fran-

ces Lee, Mary McAllister, Natalie King-
ston, Sally Phipps, Gladys McConnell, Iris

Stuart, Adamae Vaughn, Sally Rand, and
Jean Navelle. The 1928 baby stars are

:

Lina Basquette, Flora Bramley, Sue Carol,

Anne Christy, June Cpllyer. Sally Eilers,

Audrey Ferris, Dorothy Gulliver, Alice

Day, Gwen Lee, Molly 6'Day, Ruth Tay-
lor, and Lupe Velez. Louise Brooks is

already too well established to be a baby
star. As I understand it, the baby stars

are selected from promising newcomers
who, the Wampas thinks, will make good
in the future.

Pat.—Ah, more cheers for me ! After
a while, I'll have to get Picture Play to

build an annex for me to keep my cheers

in. Richard Dix was born in St. Paul in

1894; Laura La Plante, in St. Louis in

1904; Larry Kent was born at sea, of

American parents—he doesn't say when

;

Nick Stuart, in Roumania about 1906.

They are all unmarried but Laura.

Marilyn Rogers.—Sorry it takes so

long to answer your questions, but I

couldn't get the reply in any sooner. The
blond peasant girl in "Wings," whom you
asked about, was just an extra who isn't

mentioned in the cast. Nils Asther was
born in Sweden in 1900. No, I can't say
that I disapprove of women smoking;
they've a perfect right to, if they like.

However, you'll be pleased to know that

your favorite, Vilma Banky, does not
smoke. I've never met Doris Kenyon, so

I don't know whether she does or not.

Phyllis Haver has blue eyes. Esther Ral-
ston's hair is naturally blond ; I don't

know whether she touches it up. You see,

blond hair, unless it is very pale, often
photographs dark, and many stars have
to bleach their hair whether they wish to

or not, in order to put over their blond
personality on the screen. One sees stars

on the streets in Hollywood, of course,

but it's impossible for an outsider to get

into their homes.

Teddy Bear.—Mine till Picture Play
isn't printed, you say ! I do hope that's

not a wish ! With all this unemployment
and everything ! Patsy Ruth Miller uses
her real name, I think. Sorry, I don't

know what street in Bay Ridge Clara Bow
used to live on—she's not in New York,
or I'd ask her. Blanche Sweet and Ron-
ald Colman appeared together in "His
Supreme Moment." In "The Last Waltz"
Willy Fritsch was the hero ; Liane Haid
was the Princess; Suzy Vernon, the Count-
ess. The picture was made by Ufa with
a European cast. Willy Fritsch was born
in Berlin, January 27, 1900. He has brown
hair and blue eyes. He lives at Kaiser-
damm 95, Berlin. It was announced that

the Garbo-Gilbert team would be reunited
in "War in the Dark." Undoubtedly that

title will be changed.

Benjamin Taub.—There was no such
thing as "seeing that the answers appear
in the June issue." The June issue was
already in print and starting on its trav-
els to news stands all over the country.
Richard Arlen is about thirty; I don't

know his weight. He and Jobyna Ralston
were married January 28, 1927. Charles
Rogers has very dark-brown eyes and black
hair ; he is about twenty-three years old.

Norton B. Dodge.—Renee Adoree is

French, born in Lil'le, France. Her real

name is Renee de la Fento. Her eyes are

grayish blue. Her current pictures are

"Forbidden Hours," with Novarro, which
should be released by the time this gets

into print—I hope they don't change the

title again!—and "The Cossacks," fol-

lowed 'by "The Michigan Kid" (Univer-
sal). Patsy Ruth Miller, Laura La
Plante, Jane and Eva Novak were all born
in St. Louis. I don't know how you can
make sure that stars would autograph a
slip of paper and return it to you—

I

mean, how you would know whether the

star or his secretary had written the name.
A Reader of Picture Play.—Thank you

for taking the trouble to write and tell me
of stars born under the sign Aquarius.
Ben Lyon was also born in February

—

the sixth, the same day as Novarro.

Cynthia van Austin.—Aren't you
lucky to be such a traveler, coming from
England to visit New York ! Nils Asther
was born in 1900 in Sweden. United Art-
ists and Metro-Goldwyn, for whom he
has been working, were unable to tell me
what part of Sweden, or any more about
him, except that he worked in European
films and came to the United States in

February, 1927. See Marilyn Rogers.

Betty Bronson was born in Trenton, New
Jersey, November 17, 1906. I don't know
anything about Ralph Forbes' family in

England, nor of a director named Mc-
Kay. Leila Hyams' parents, John Hyams
and Leila Mclntyre, are a well-known
Irish-Jewish vaudeville team.

Clara Bow Fan.—Give you the life of

Clara Bow ! Surely, you wouldn't take

her life, would you? Clara Bow was born
in Brooklyn, July 29, 1905. Her film

career began about five years ago when
she won a beauty contest. Clara is five

feet three and one half inches tall. Her
next picture is "The Fleet's In." Clara
uses her real name; so do lots of film

players, if they have names that are easy

to remember and pleasant in sound. Rich-

ard Arlen, for example, is much easier

for the fans to remember than that young
man's real name, Richard van Mattimore.
Richard is about thirty ; Rod La Racque,
twenty-nine. Rod is American, of French
parentage. Esther Ralston is twenty-six;

Gary Cooper, a year older. They are both
American. Dorothy Alackaill's new pic-

utre is "The Whip"; Lew Cody's is "Beau
Broadway"; Joan Crawford, in "Dancing
Daughters" ; Renee Adoree, in "The Cos-
sacks"; George O'Brien, in "Honor
Bound."

Adrienne A.—Yes, indeed, you may
write again, though this department was
forced to discontinue the announcements
of new fan clubs. So many were asking

to be announced that we had scarcely

room enough left to answer questions.

I know of no Nancy Carroll club. Yes,
Continued on page 121
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"It has women's

enthusiastic approval"

The IMPROVED KOTEX

Combining correct

appearance, scientific

protection and

hygienic comfort

'-pHOUSANDS of women all over
A the country—in cities and villages,

from Maine to California—have written
praising the New and Improved Kotex.

Women doctors tell us it marks the

greatest and most important step in

intimate feminine hygiene since the

invention of Kotex itself.

By a unique process, perfected only
after long experiment, corners are now
scientifically tapered and rounded so that

the pad fits perfectly. Closest fitting

gowns retain smooth stylish lines.

And filler and gauze are now im-
measurably softer and fluffier — more
pliable—which means greater comfort
when wearing, and marks the end of

chafing and binding.

In, all other respects, Kotex is un-
changed. The features you have always
liked have been retained.

The filler, for instance, is adjustable.

Layers may be added or removed to

suit the individual's idea of proper
thickness. The same absorbent area

remains—complete deodorization—ease

of disposal—simplicity of purchase

—

all make the New and Improved Kotex
superior in every way.

Buy a box today, at any drug, dry
goods or department store. 45c for a
box of .twelve.

KOT8X
KOTEX COMPANY, ISO N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Continued from page 28

work his own way up," father

sternly said, and meant it.

To-day, Ian is very literary. He
desires to become a writer, and is

now preparing a story for posterity

—at least he hopes so. If he is suc-

cessful, Ian may become known as

a scenario writer.

Other boys with famous fathers

have done fairly well. Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., is one. It was a

well-known fact that Paramount,
some years ago, signed him, because

of his father's famous name. The
publicity connected with the event

would, it was thought, "sell" him to

exhibitors. Fairbanks, Jr., did ex-

ceptionally well. He has not yet be-

come famous, but he has every

chance to work up to that eminence.

Recently he has been playing with
considerable eclat on the Los An-
geles stage.

Flobelle Fairbanks has not been so

fortunate as her cousin, Douglas

Jr. Flobelle played on the stage in

New York. She got her first chance
in pictures with Gloria Swanson, in

"The Love of Sunya." She was
splendid, too. Yet Flobelle has done
little or nothing in pictures since.

As niece of the famous Doug, one
would expect strong influence in the

studios in her behalf. But one is

mistaken.

Richard Walling is another chap
with a well-established father. Will
Walling is a well-known character

actor. He got Richard a job as as-

sistant camera boy at the Fox studio.

Richard carried on the job for some
time, never thinking of acting. How-
ever, when Irving Cummings, the
director, was looking for a juvenile

for "The Midnight Kiss," he picked
out Richard, had a test taken, and
gave him the role. Thus the camera
boy came to play opposite Janet
Gaynor. Now he is well on the road

to fame. But is his father respon-

sible? No.
When Myrtle Stedman was work-

ing in "The Famous Mrs. Fair," her

son, Lincoln, like a dutiful son, used

to meet her with the car after work.
Fred Niblo, the director, saw him.

What was he doing? What was he

going to do when he left school ? He
offered Lincoln a bit in a picture. A
stout comedian is always good for a

laugh. Thus Lincoln prospered, but

through no help from his mother.

There is also Mildred Davis,

Harold Lloyd's wife. Mildred played

opposite her husband in his earlier

comedies, before she married him.

Mildred is evidently still ambitious,

or was until a short time ago. Being

Harold's wife possibly did help her

to get the lead in "Too Many
Crooks" for Paramount. Mildred

has plenty of money, a home like a

feudal castle, a daughter to look after

—so why should she bother about

pictures? She is best as Mrs. Harold
Lloyd, having J:he publicity pictures

taken with him and Daughter Gloria,

which we see so often in the maga-
zines.

As I have said, Mildred should

worry about pictures. Though wife

of one of the three most famous
comedians of the screen, Mildred
Davis remains in private life, and

not in the glare of the Kleigs.

Dolores Costello became famous
suddenly, but Sister Helene re-

mained at the bottom. When both

were under contract to Warner
Brothers, in spite of Sister Dolores'

influence, Helene was kept merely as

a player of small parts, with an oc-

casional lead at other studios. Re-

cently she married. Now, almost as

recently, she is separated from her

husband, and is back in pictures.

Helene works along on her own.
Sister Dolores' influence fails to

push her ahead.

At the independent studios you
will often see a bright, pleasant girl

by the name of Violet La Plante.

She plays leads, but gets little notice,

as the quickies have a way of sub-

merging all but outstanding players

in the quickness of their schedule.

Her sister, Laura La Plante, being a

star at Universal and being married
to William Seiter, the director, ought

to be able to see that Sister Violet

gets a good break once in a while.

But influence does little for Violet,

so she continues to bloom modestly
among the independents, waiting for

luck to signal her.

Jobyna Ralston's brother played

extra in one or two of Harold
Lloyd's pictures, when "Joby" was
Harold's leading lady. "Buddy" Ral-

ston is still unknown in pictures, in

spite of sister's influence and
Brother-in-law Richard Arlen's fame.

That's all there is to it, as hard-

hearted as Buddy's family connec-

tions seem.

Being married to a producer did

little for Lina Basquette. The late

Sam Warner might have made her

a star, but he didn't. Lina, for the

last two years, has been trying to

break into pictures. Her work in

"The Godless Girl" will prove

whether she is welcome. Of course,

her husband's friends were easy to

see, yet that means nothing in Holly-

wood. It gets you no work.
Almost every member of the

O'Neil family—I should say the

Noonan family, for that is their

right name—are in the movies. Sally

O'Neil started the plunge. Next
came Molly O'Day. There are now
two or three other members of the

family as extras. Molly O'Day got

on without Sister Sally's aid. She
is probably going to be famous as

a dramatic actress. Her work, in

"The Patent Leather Kid" and "The
Shepherd of the Hills," proves that.

The Strange Case of Conway Tearle
Continued from page 92

a few years ago, being still fresh in

the memories of theatergoers. He
hopes, this time, to center his activi-

ties in London, even though it in-

volves a reluctant abandonment of

his quiet life and charming home in

Hollywood.
Serving the double purpose of

acquiring some badly needed money
and accustoming him once again to

the footlights, a personal-appearance

tour of a chain of movie theaters is

in the offing. Much as he dislikes

the idea of being a sort of picture

prologue, he feels its necessity on

both the above-mentioned counts,

and will embark on it with a certain

amount of enthusiasm. Enthusiasm
to be at work again, and the inbred

eagerness of the actor for the "feel"

of the audience out front.

Because I have such a good heart,

I am moved to add a footnote to this

not very merry tale. It is in the way
of a caution to all screen-struck

young ladies and gentlemen.

You may be Thespian geniuses,

you may be as the gods for looks,

you may know how to be polite to

the right people, you may radiate

"It," you may be intellectual giants.

You become stars—and perhaps, as

here, you quite unwittingly try to

buck the cinema Titans on some

mysterious issue not wholly known
to yourself. And then what? Why,
then, as here, you take the count

and like it—though you really

wouldn't.

It adds a comforting luster to the

security of stenography and clerking,

doesn't it ?

[Editor's note—Since this was
written, Mr. Tearle has been en-

gaged by an independent producer

for two pictures.]
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Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 96

'brought her back by automobile to

Los Angeles, where she was confined

to a hospital for several weeks.

It had been decided, prior to the

accident, that she was to play in

"Craig's Wife," from the successful

stage play. The role was one of the

most promising that had ever been
offered her.

Unfortunately the company could
not hold production pending Anna's
recovery, and so Irene Rich was
chosen. Her performance is said to

be excellent, which we can well be-

lieve, considering Irene's capabilities.

However, one cannot help feeling re-

gret that Anna lost this excellent op-
portunity.

Must Be Pig Russian!

Retakes for "The Cossacks" were
on, with Clarence Brown directing,

and Jack Gilbert and Renee Adoree
acting. As you know, this is a Rus-
sian picture.

"Reshkeshna hushsnuftsna kazh-
nuftzchna," exclaimed Gilbert, while
the camera ground on, photographing
a make-believe conversation.

"Ulinievschenav gujuvschna," elo-

quently answered Renee.
"Cut," broke in Director Brown.
"My Lord," Gilbert cried, pre-

tending to sink weakly into a chair,

"we've spoken the wrong title."

Another Relative Succeeding.

If you should happen to want to

know how to win a chance in mo-
tion pictures, here's the answer

:

Just manage somehow to be closely

related to another star. Then every-
body will give you encouragement.
We've seen this work in many

cases, and the latest is that of Betty
Bronson's sister. She started as an
extra a few months ago, and recently

she has been offered parts in several

good independent films.

Betty's sister looks very much like

her. You could hardly mistake the

relationship.

She is determined to achieve her
career on her own initiative, and is

calling herself Eleanor Ames. She
is about two years younger than
Betty.

Lip Pantomime Latest.

Practically every company in the

movies will be producing talking pic-

tures before the end of this year.

Does this impress you? We know
it is impressing the players, because

a lot of them are debating just how
soon to take up voice culture. It

doesn't look as if anybody would
have a chance to be popular, unless

he or she can speak some sort of

piece while in front of the camera.

Some of the stars are even consider-

ing vocal instruction.

There's another angle too. Cer-

tain concerns, who are planning to

use sound devices, think they may
be able to double the voices. That's

to say, somebody will say the lines

or sing the song, while the star who
appears on the screen will only pre-

tend that he is doing it. This means
the study of a new art, and it is

called lip pantomime. So talking

pictures, after all, are going to mean
no end of worry.

Greta, Greta, Greta!

Three Gretas—and they're all from
Scandinavia. Greta Garbo and
Greta Nissen you already know, and
now Greta Grandstedt is an entrant

in the movies. Her first appearance
will be in "Excess Baggage."

Miss Grandstedt drew the atten-

tion of Metro-Goldwyn while playing

in a stage piece, produced by Joseph
Schildkraut, the actor. She did just

a small role, but performed it so well

that the officials believed they saw
possibilities in her talents, and signed

her for the picture.

Like her Swedish predecessors in

the studios, she is a blonde. She is

more petite than Miss Garbo, and
very pretty.

Mae Busch played the leading role

in the same stage .production in which
Miss Grandstedt was cast, and seem-
ingly it brought her good luck, too.

After nearly a year's absence from
the screen, she was signed for "While
the City Sleeps."

If you are curious about the stage

play, it gloried in the name of "From
Hell Came a Lady," and was nothing
short of awful.

Mae Murray Very Courtly.

Life for Mae Murray these days

is just one trip to court after another.

No sooner had she finished fighting

the suit over the house she bought
from Jack Donovan—often called

"the house that Jack built"—than she

had to face another legal tangle over

a picture that she planned, "Hun-
garian Rhapsody." She was sued

by Arthur Gregor, a director, who
asserted that she had engaged him,

and then changed her mind about

making the production. He averred

that his standing as a director, and
his personal feelings had been hurt

to the extent of more than $100,000!

Imagine' it

!

Miss Murray may soon appear in

another story. That's pleasant news,

for she is popular.

Continued on page 115

Before After

t

SO EASY to have

Beautiful Eyes!
TF^HEN instantly your eyes

%J\y can be like moonlit pools

—when they can hold

enchantment more overpower-
ing than music on a fragrant

summer's night, weaving a sub-

tle spell of mystery—why do
you wait?

Is it that you do not know
the simple secret?—that eyes

fringed in long, dark, lustrous

lashes have beauty, depth and
color they can have no other

way,? It is so easy to

have luxuriant, sweeping lashes

!

You simply apply Delica-Brow
and watch—and marvel—at a
transformation so startling it

will tatae your breath away!
Your eyes have become so glow-
ingly beautiful you will be close

to tears with joy. But that will

not matter: Delica-Brow is

waterproof— it

will not run or
smear, fade or
come off (until

you wish—then
easily!) And it is

harmless to the

eyes.

Free one

s

Supply

with

Instructions

We want you to try it—to see

what a warm, soft, natural lustre

it gives, how it stays on, how
easy it is to apply and remove—

-

but most of all, what irresistible

beauty it brings to your eyes!

At all drug stores and toilet

goods counters, 7Sc. or send

coupon NOW.

.———FREE—

.

KISSPROOF, INC., Dept. C 157
3012 Clybourn Avenue, Chicago

Gentlemen: Please send nie free sample
(enough for one week) of Delica-Brow.

City and State
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Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!

"V^OU can banish those annoying,
* embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it.

St ill man's Freckle Cream bleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of

natural coloring.

The first iar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money re-

funded. At ail druggists, 50c and $1.

Stillmans
Freckle Cream
Removes T Whitens
Freckles 1 The Skin

I The Stillman Co., 52 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, HI.

Send me your FREE booklet on akin
r. treatment.

Name

—

Address..

B City - State.

Keep Your
SKin Young'

Remove all blemishes and discolorations by
regularly using pure Mercolized Wax. Get an
ounce, and use as directed. Fine, almost in-

visible particles of aged skin peel off, until all

defects, such as pimples, liver spots, tan, freck-

les and large pores have disappeared. Skin is

beautifully clear, soft and velvety, and face

looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings

out the hidden beauty. To quickly remove
wrinkles and other age lines, use this face

lotion : 1 ounce powdered saxolite and 1 half

pint witch hazel. At all drug and dept. stores.

MTCanBeVours
So Easily!

Don't stand aside all

your life while others
know the joy of true
love and marriage. You,
too, can weave a spell of
enchantment that leads
to marriage, if you know
how! "Fascinating
Womanhood" is an

amazing book that reveals in plain language the
"Dont's" to observe and unfolds the secrets of
fascination. If you want to know these secrete,
write your name and address on margin and mail
to us with ten cents for a booklet outlining the
contents of this wonderful book. This booklet,
itself, contains amazingly beautiful information
which you have always craved. Address:

THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
4865 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo. Dept. 1G-H

Just a Hard-woiking Goil!
Continued from page 53

ress. All the costumes were per-

fect, even the extras', except hers.

Only the star had a misfit. She had
made a few remarks, I was told.

Then there was the practice to man-
age the overhead throw. I had been
kept waiting a long time, and un-
justly blamed her. My mad was go-

ing good, when some one told her
I was there, and the slim figure in

a jersey shirt sped across the gym.
A thousand apologies tumbled out,

all at once, and got twisted. When
Marion stutters, you capitulate. She
only does so when nervous. Her
face gets red and her eyes swim.
Her stuttering seems friendly.

She was tired that day, and grew
introspective. Marion is one of the

few publicity-made stars who have
buckled down to earnest work once
they realized their insecure footing.

"I shouldn't have been starred at

first. The glamour of it appealed.

From a simple home I went into the

'Follies.' With movie stardom, my
every whim wa's satisfied. I be-

lieved, actually, that all I had to do
was to walk across the screen in

lovely settings, and let the public get

an eyeful. They got it, stopped look-

ing, and started criticizing."

"Hurt? Fm human. At first I

was angry, and thought the critics

were fools. When it became wide-
spread, I had the unpleasant truth

impressed upon me.
"Then I got mad—not at them,

but at myself—and determined to

show them I could act, and that I

was not merely a prop. I pasted all

those criticisms in a book. Norma
Talmadge keeps a 'friendly book,'

many players keep favorable notices,

but Fll bet Fm the only one who
keeps an 'unfriendly book'! When I

saw the good- they were doing- me,
I began to look at it differently. Now
I seldom keep anything nice about
myself, because it may be publicity

sent out by the studio ; but I always
keep the unpleasant criticisms, be-

cause I know the ones who wrote
them weren't on the pay roll..

"People aren't malicious. They
really see faults which we, immersed
in our smugness, cannot see, and
want to help us to improve. There
is interest, sometimes love, back of

all criticism."

With comedy she found herself,

and prefers to make four light pic-

tures a year, instead of one or two
mammoth productions, though she

loved the gorgeous settings of the

spectacles she used to do.

"But it was just strut, strut, strut,

—a peacock girl. Now I have to

keep on my tiptoes all the time."

While her position as star is not
minimized during production, she
takes herself far less seriously then
do many players. She loves luxury,

yet in some ways is very practical.

Her beach home is a sprawling, white
palace with ells and wings. Report
credits it with having twenty-five

bedrooms.
"Surely, just a little shack." She

grinned when I mentioned that I ad-
mired her pathfinding skill in making
her way around the "cottage." "But
have a heart. It only has eight bed-
rooms."
Her parties are magnificent mobs.

When one orchestra tires, there are

two others for relays. Golden wealth
is spilled with largesse. Her dia-

monds glitter, her pearls are per-

fectly matched. Contrarily, she

makes many of her own clothes.

"Don't be a fool ; salt your money
away," is her unfailing advice. Her
clothes are never ostentatious. Nat-
uralness and sincerity are her main
traits. It means nothing to her
whom or what you are, if she finds

you interesting. At her home you
meet stars and executives, business

men, and nobodies. No one of

standing in Hollywood has ever

made less caste distinction. Her
chums are Jane Winton, Dorothy
Mackaill, Ruth Roland, and Norma
Talmadge.
Though I know I have opponents,

I don't think she is beautiful. But
I do like her wide, contagious smile,

and the sprinkling of freckles that

bridge her nose.

Sports do not particularly interest

her, and only when she must play at

one or another in a picture does she

practice.

Her special idols are air heroes.

She is proud of Findbergh's auto-

graph. As proof of her awe of him,

she has never been seen mimicking
him, nor has she made him the ob-

ject of her sometimes sharp humor.
Though seen everywhere at par-

ties, theaters, and cafes, though
known and liked locally, curiously,

she is seldom interviewed, in com-
parison with the articles written

about other stars for the magazines.

She is neither haughty nor humble
to the interviewer. She is not par-

ticularly reserved, nor does she gush
in revelation of secrets. She seems
willing to talk about any subject you
wish, and is earnest and sincere about

her work, without making a "career"

out of it. Tn short, she is as she de-

fines herself, but with this change

:

a kid not trying to get along in the

movies but, believe me, getting along

just the same.
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Over the Teacups
Continued from page 51

val of Life,' some time during the

year, and First National plans to

make a film version of 'The Jest'

abroad. Can you imagine anybody
but Barrymore making it?"

Obviously, no one could. But
curiosity will take a lot of us to see

the picture, regardless of who plays

it. After all, in spite of the number
of real fans in the world, I think it

is mainly curiosity, and not real ad-

miration, that fills the theaters. As
for me, it is practically always curi-

osity, and not real interest, that

makes me stay after the first reel of

a film. But I wouldn't mention that

to Fanny.

.

"By the way, have you heard of

any one selecting the most beautiful

women on the screen lately? It

must be all of a week since some-

body or other was elected to that

hall of fame. Well, before my voice

is drowned out, I'd like to go on

record as saying that Joan Craw-
ford is a strong contender for all

beauty honors. And if you don't be-

lieve me, come along to see 'Across

to Singapore.'
"

And that time it wasn't curiosity

that took me to the theater. I had

already seen the picture. But Joan

is worth a second look.

Manhattan Medley
Continued from page 63

Also by Mrs. Sam Goldwyn, the

former Frances Howard, who upon
her return to this country, in advance

of the "find," enthusiastically in-

dorsed the beauty and talents of

Mademoiselle Damita. Lili—let's get

intimate !—is very blond, rather pe-

tite, and is announced as Ronald Col-

man's new leading woman, to suc-

ceed the lately starred Miss Vilma
Banky. Mademoiselle Damita was
accompanied to America by her

mother, ten trunks, and a radiant

smile for the ship-news reporters and
photographers. She let it be gently,

but firmly known, that she does not

drink or smoke, and that she is in-

terested only in her work. What are

actresses coming to ?

Vaudeville's Gal Goes to Vitaphone.

The latest stage star to go Vita-

phone is Fannie Brice, who has left

Broadway for Hollywood, to act and
sing before the Warner Brothers'

cameras. No vehicle has yet been
decided upon for her debut, but the

chances are it will be a comedy-
drama. Audiences demand riotous

comedy from Fannie, while she is

said to prefer drama.
Continued on page 118

eminine hygiene is to

(Convenient Jlny<where
'HE modern American
woman is envied by the

women of all other
countries in the world today be-

cause of her independence. She

knows how to take care of her-

self. And she has learned that

the secret of a woman's charm
depends upon personal hygiene.

She knows that neglect of this

matter means broken homes and

blasted romances.

Heretofore feminine hygiene

has been maintained at great dis-

comfort. Seldom convenient,

under some conditions it was
impossible.

No Water Is Necessary

Now, however, through the use

of a harmless antiseptic in tablet

form, feminine hygiene is possible

at all times and under all condi-

tions, as no water is necessary.

These tablets have for a long

time been prescribed by the med-

ical profession. They are called

Pariogen tablets— pronounced

Par-i-ogen, with the accent on the

eye. Pariogen is not a poison and

contains no carbolic acid, cresol

or bichloride of mercury, yet it

destroys the most pernicious

germs in a few moments.

Carried In A Small Handbag

Twelve Pariogen tablets come
in a small tube 43^ inches by }/&

inch in diameter—about the size

of a fountain pen. The price at

any drug store is only $1. Pari-

ogen tablets make hygienic meas-

ures possible almost anywhere, as

no water or the usual accessories

are required.

Mailed Under Plain Wrapper

If you prefer not to ask your

druggist for Pariogen, just send

us a dollar bill with the attached

coupon. A tube of Pariogen tab-

lets with full instructions will be

sent you under plain wrapper.

If for any reason you do not

wish to keep them, just return

whatever remains and we will

promptly refund your dollar to-

gether with postage. Tear out

the coupon now.

•TEAR OUT HERE-

American Drug &. Chemical Co.,

420 South 6th Street, Minneapolis, Minn.

Enclosed find $1 for which please send me under plain
wrapper one package of Pariogen tablets together with full

directions for their use, under the money back guarantee
stated in your advertisement. /gg)

tPlease Print)

City. State_
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(An Antiseptic LiquidJ

NO WOMAN need suffer the

mental* distress and the physi-

cal discomfort caused by underarm
perspiration if she. will use NONSPI
(an antiseptic liquid).

NONSPI, used and endorsed by physicians
and nurses, does not actually stop perspiration
—it destroys the odor and diverts the perspi-

ration to parts of the body where there is

better evaporation.

NONSPI has more than a million users. It

is an old, tried, dependable remedy, used
the year around—spring, summer, fall and
winter by fastidious women everywhere. It

keeps their underarms dry and odorless and
protects their clothes from ruinous perspi-

ration stains. . „

Try NONSPI! Purchase^ a bottle

at your toilet goods dealer or drug-

gist for 50c (several month's supply)

or if you prefer

Accept our 10 cent Trial' Offer
(several weeks supply).

j The Nonspi Company,
j 2642 Walnut Street,
^Kansas City, Mo.

For the enclosed ioc (coin

or stamps) send me a trial

size bottle of NONSPI.

*-

iQty _—

-

cjbr brighter 'Times

HAVE BRIGHTER HAIR
One shampooing now gives hair

new youthful radiance!

Your hair—soft, fragrant, lustrous; alive with
that youthful sparkle that everyone admires;
you can achieve this charm tonight, with Golden Glintl

Rich, generous lather cleanses your hair. You rinse-
remove all trace of soap. Then you apply the extra

touch—the "plus" that makes this shampoo different!

Instantly—new gloss—new finish 1 All trace of dullness
gone 1 Now your hair is worthy of the face it frames !

Millions use regularly! Nothing to bleach or change
natural color of your hair. Just a wonderful sham-
poo— plus! At your favorite dealers', or if not, send
25 cents to J. W. Kobi Co., Dept. H, 616 Rainier Ave.,
Seattle, Wash. Money back if not delighted.

Golden Glint
the SHAMPOO/"4

MAGIC KEY TO YOUTHFUL "LOCKS'
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Stars that Rose in the East
Continued from page 58

of New York City. Her screen

career began by accident when she

went with a friend to a motion-pic-

ture studio. Her friend didn't get a

job, but the casting director looked

at 'May, and- she did

!

And now we cross Brooklyn
Bridge, into the City of Churches
and of movie stars. Clara Bow, who
won a 'beaut)'' contest ; Marion Davies,

once of the "Follies," and the Tal-

madges. Norma was born in Niagara
Falls, but Brooklyn was her home.
And when she was fourteen she used

to haunt the old Vitagraph studio in

Brooklyn, until one day they gave
her a job. Constance, being younger,

followed a few years later. Anita
Stewart's screen start was much the

same. Viola Dana and Shirley

Mason were child actresses on the

stage, as were Gladys Brockwell and
Clara Horton. Alice Lake was a

dancer before the movies lured her.

Allan Forrest, of Brooklyn, attended

the University School of Cleveland,

and then went on the stage. Robert
Ellis' history is much the same ;

stage

experience, after attending St.

Francis Xavier College in New York.
Anne Cornwall was once in musical

comedy. Virginia Brown Faire be-

gan her film career with Universal,

with no previous stage experience.

And then there's Irene Rich, of

Buffalo, whose movie career was
undertaken in order to support her

two daughters, Jane and Frances;

Bill Hart, of Newburgh, New York,

who was a leading man on the stage

before he ever thought of movies
;

John Roche , of Penn Yan—yes,

that's a place !—once in stock and

musical comedy; Doris Kenyon, of

Syracuse, who attended Packer Col-

lege Institute and Columbia Univer-

sity, and then went into musical com-

edy; Ward Crane, of Albany; Helene

Chadwick, of Chadwick, New York.

Tom Tyler was born in Port Henry,

Edith Johnson and Raymond
Bloomer in Rochester. Edith is an

alumna of Vassar, who became a

serial queen. Ray played in stock

and in Belasco's company for some
ten years before turning to the

screen.

It just seems that almost every one

who grew up in New York or Penn-
sylvania suddenly gave up whatever

other profession he had in mind, and

went out for a job on the stage.

Perhaps that's the answer to that

favorite old question, "How does one
get in the movies?" Well, it seems

that first you go on the stage and
become famous, or at least get "dis-

covered," and there vou are

!

The Stroller
Continued fr

ber of young girls as future possi-

bilities, because they are somebody's

sister, or the producer's girl friend.

Having been signed up, there is

virtually nothing for them to do. in-

asmuch as no director will give them

a part. Consequently, when the ad-

vertising manager for Ginsberg's

Nonsnappable Garters calls up the

.publicity director for Superhuman

Productions, Inc., and wants a star

to pose for an advertisement photo,

these girls get the break. The press

agent knows that the real stars

wouldn't pose for the ads in the first

place. In 'the second place the "bim-

boes" are always available, where

the stars are generally, busy.

Thus the "possibilities" get the

publicity, and one of two things hap-

pen. Either they become stars, and

then consider such advertising be-

neath their dignity, or they, do not

become stars, and hence remain mod-
els for Ginsberg's Nonsnappable

Garters.

Try and find Colleen Moore, Mary
Pickford, or Gloria Swanson in a

lingerie advertisement.

om page 67

Tarzan, fiery mount on whose
broad back Ken Maynard performs
heroic feats for the amazement of

his audiences, rides to and from
work in an $8,000 cabriolet, so I am
informed.

Inside, the truck is arranged like

George Fitzmaurice's idea of a so-

ciety matron's boudoir. Padded
with cotton, and lined with silk, .the

hoofs which carry the Western star

over rocky mountain and burning
sand, are carefully guarded from
each tiny bump and jar.

As a naive and artless contributor

to Picture Play two years ago, I

found* opportunity to wax facetious

with the several brothers Warner,
because they had advertised- the fact

that they were to build a theater at

the corner of Hollywood Boulevard
and Wilcox Avenue, and had never
done it.

In all fairness, I must announce
that the theater is completed and has

had its gala opening, with Al Jol-

son as master of ceremonies, arc

lights in front, radio announcers,

and all the Graumanesque features.
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The Little Girl Who Never Grew Up
Continued from p;ige 47

made him. one of the best loved of

Hollywood's sons.

When he kissed her, a shower of

apple blossoms drifted down on their

hair and upturned faces, and a wild

medley of song fell as softly on their

ears as a benediction.

And, behold, she stood once more
in her forgotten garden, and the

flowers called her name in ecstasy.

Hand in hand with the man she

loved, she entered the garden of lost

happiness, and miraculously it be-

came the garden of love.

"Welcome home, little playmate,"

cried the flowers and birds together.

"Welcome home," she whispered
shyly to the dark prince at her side,

"welcome home, my dear."

And they are still living happily

in the fairy kingdom of Hollywood,
where dreams come true when you
work hard enough and do not lose

faith.

Will She Make the Grade?
Continued from page 65

They had their make-up boxes under

their arms, and carried their best bibs

and tuckers in their suit cases. Some
were accompanied by anxious mam-
mas eager to know what it was all

about. Others, used to battling their

own way about New York, appeared

alone. They all eyed each other sus-

piciously, appraisingly.

Here a wizard in the art of screen

make-up. prepared their respective

countenances for the camera, and one

by one each girl filed out onto the set

where Mr. Rapf and a camera man
waited.

Here were girls from all walks of

life. There was a dentist's assistant

from Brooklyn ; Tillie the toiler who
had received a few hours' 'leave from
the hosiery counter in a Harlem de-

partment store ; a stenographer from
Wall Street; the daughter of a coal

heaver ; a high-school student playing

hooky for the day, each arrayed in

her best evening dress for the occa-

sion, which might be either the most
momentous or disillusioning of her
life!

There were party frocks, stage

frocks, and borrowed frocks, all

gracing trim, youthful figures and
eager, determined young hearts.

Each girl was given her chance to

do her stuff. One broke into the

Charleston, another sulked and
scolded, another laughed and taunted,

another flaunted and flirted, while

another gave her interpretation of

love. But for each Mr. Rapf re-

hearsed a carefully laid-out scene

before he called: "Music! Lights!

Camera! Go!" and the die was cast.

The girls hailed from all parts of

the country. There was Mary Price,

a sixteen-year-old hoyden in red vel-

vet, who six months before had been
living with her mother in Tulsa,

Oklahoma. When Gus Edwards
came to town, she responded to his

invitation to the youth of the com-
munity to come on the stage and do

a turn. She was given a job and
left home. There was Beatrice

Blinn, who one and one half years

ago came from Seattle, Washington,
to go on the stage. The Frivolity

Club sent its representative in the

person of Jean Murray, and Sally

Nye brought her stock experience .to

her screen test. Virginia Tyson was
the Wall Street stenographer who
divided her time between the key-

board and the movies. Jane Brewer,

from the play "Burlesque," and
Miriam Stuart, who has been play-

ing with Bert Lytell in vaudeville,

were among those present who did

their bit before the camera. It was
long after the dinner hour before

"finis" was written on the cans of

films, and Rapf called it a day.

This preceded hours in the projec-

tion room, where each test was care-

fully run, scrutinized, and tabulated.

The choice narrowed down to two

—

Dorothy Weber, the dentist's assist-

ant from Brooklyn, and Doree Leslie,

from "Manhattan Mary."
For some unexplained reason Miss

Weber's test joined the faces on the

cutting-room floor, while seventeen-

year-old Doree Leslie was given a

ticket to California and told to pre-

sent herself at the Metro-Goldwyn
studio and become, perhaps, a star.

In the words of Mr. Rapf, "Doree
Leslie has everything." That is to

say,' she has youth, she screens well,'

possesses intelligence, adaptability,

and purpose. She is the sort of girl

who is frankly interesting, yet is not

what you might call obvious. She
has grace and the subtle charm of a

winsome personality, and has already

mastered the important lessons of

poise and self-expression. Will she

measure up to the great demands her
J

new career will make of her?

Do\o{]
remove

cold cream
correctly?

MANY women still use unsightly "cold
cream cloths" t which only rub cream

and dirt further into the pores; some use
harsh towels that injure delicate skin. The
surface of a towel is not made to absorb cold
cream. Grease ruins towels. Laundry bills are

an extravagance.

Now, a new type of cleansing tissue takes
the place of these old ways. Kleenex — in

delicate, handkerchief size tissues—is made just

for removing cold cream daintily, thoroughly,
economically. It is discarded after using and
with it the dirt, grime and cream that is so
often rubbed back into the skin.

Lovely women of the theatrical world were
first to enjoy and recommend Kleenex. Beauty
specialists urge its use. Send the coupon below
for a generous trial package, and you'll see why.

Kleenex
P. P.-8

Kleenex Company, Lake-Michigan Building,
Chicago, 111. Please send sample of Kleenex to

Name..

Address..

City State..
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The Old
Reliable
Credit

Jawelers

Dent.C-927
108 N.

State Straet

I BROS.&CO.HT
sS

ct"c°go
-
"'•

{GenuineDiamonds GuaranteedDIAMONDS
CASH OR CREDIT

Buyat Importers' Prices!
Save big money by buying from Loftia, the Direct
Importer. Our Diamonds are world renowned for
beauty and brilliance; all are blue white, carefully
selected gems, set in mountings of solid 18-k white
gold, exquisitely hand engraved.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or money back. Goods sent for
your free examination on request. Credit terms: Pay one-
tenth down; balance weekly, semi-monthly, or monthly at
your convenience. Ail goods delivered on first payment.

SEND TODAY FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
Wedding Ringa

No. 824-The *YElite" $«y50
m solid 18-k white gold - *
fait. Set with 3 Diamonds. S22.50;
\t5 Diamonds, S32.50; 7 Dia-
monds, $42.50; 9 Diamonds,
' §52.50; 12 Diamonds, $67.50

19 Jewel Adjusted
Waltham No. 846-
14-k white goldfilled;

- assorted patterns,
$42. 60, $4.25 down
and

$2-75 down

No. 3S7-Ladies* Wrist Watcb. solid
l-'-k white gold, 1& Jewels.

$27.50- $£75
i month

Railroad Watches—Guaranteed
to Pass Inspection

HAMILTON NO. 992. 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
5 Positions. Gold Filled frCC
25-Year Quality Case

ELGIN'S LATEST RAYMOND. 21 Jewels,
Adj. Runs 40 hours one winding.
Gold Filled 20-Year Quality Case

Credit at Cash Prices
. . $55

Eyelash Beautifier

Instantly darkens eyelashes and brows,

Makes lashes appear longer and
more luxuriant. Gives depth,

brilliance, expression and charm
to the eyes. Harmless. Easily

applied. Approved by millions

of lovely women the world over.

Solid or water-proof Liquid
Maybelline, Black or Brown,
75c at all toilet goods counters.

MAYBELLINB CO., CHICAGO

DEVELOP BUST
14DayTreatmentFREE

My old original Three Part Treatment,
Standby of women for 21 years, has made thou-
sands happy. Only tested one that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing, massage, ex-
ercises, pumps or dangerous appliances.

Send 10c for 14-Day Demonstration

—

to cover postage. Why pay more when I give
bie. proof treatment FREE to all except mere
curiosity seekers. Dime back if not satisfied

Madame Williams, Pk-13. Buffalo. N. V.

rtCornerY>arPictures-Aibum
where you can keep tbem safe and
enjoy tbem always.

5 pt
... .S— ^ 5

Styles
| AwH Corners"} CoTors

ere on sale at Photo Supply and
Album counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic,

i *Xtf> N° Paste. No Fold way to mount
JOT Kodak Prints. A dime bringa 100

ftir\rf> Bad samples to try. WriteDUyy ENG.EL MFC CO.
£OODept.44H 4711 N, Clark St., Chicago

A*TO CALYI/ST pespair

ALMOSTIMtlEDMTELYf
DR.WALTER'S Special extrastrong

Ankle Bands, will support and
shape the ankle and calf while reduc-
ing them.

They fit like a glove. Can be worn un-
deranykindof hose without detection. /

You cannote thedifference inshapeof /
ankle at once. Can be worn at night / t

and reduce while you sleep, orduring y A
the day deriving then extra benefit
of the support.
Write for Dr. Walter's Special
Ankle Bands for $3.75. Pay by
check or money order (no cash) or
pay postman.

Send Ankle and Calf measure to

DR. JEANNE G. A. WALTER
3S9 Fifth Avenue New York

A Montana Ranch—England—Hollywood!
Continued from page 19

Gary Cooper is good looking, with
the kind of clearly defined features

that bespeak frank, open trustworthi-
ness. His eyes are dark blue—the
sort of eyes one sees in a man who
faces problems squarely and calmly.

He looks directly at one with a

gaze which, in others, might be found
disconcerting. But in Gary Cooper
this leveling of the eyes is sincere

and pleasing.

His voice is deep, and he speaks
beautiful English, with a surpris-

ingly varied vocabulary at his com-
mand. If you had occasion to talk

to other stars—as a class—3^ou would
understand why Gary Cooper's al-

most perfect speech surprised me.
His personality is preeminently

friendly. I had not expected it to

be. In truth, when we had been in-

troduced to one another and he
asked, "Are you hungry yet?" I was
surprised into the untruthful state-

ment that I was not. I had expected
him to talk conventionally of, say,

the weather. Instead, he told me
that he'd like to walk around the lot

for a moment—that he was nearly

freezing, due to having been par-

tially submerged in a tank of ice-cold

water during the scenes he had just

finished. His hands were blue.

So we walked around the lot and
talked. Then back to the tank, where
I was asked to touch the water and
give my verdict of its temperature.

I did, and it was frigid.

During luncheon I learned some
surprising things about the subject

of this interview.

One is, trivial things do not con-

cern Gary Cooper. His childhood

days with the simple-minded Indians

taught him a sort of beatific indif-

ference to praise and censure alike.

"If I let little things bother me,"
he said, "I'd be in a bad way. If I

attend a preview of one of my pic-

tures, and some one sits next to me
and pans the devil out of my work
and my appearance, I'd feel like go-

ing back to Helena and chasing coy-

otes—if I were to let his opinion

bother me. And, on the other hand,

if I hear some one raving about my
work, I'd get mightily swell-headed

if I didn't realize that, after all, his

opinion is probably worth nothing.

I would be glad the person liked me.
But that is all."

I had heard that Gary Cooper was
hard to talk to ; that he answered
questions in the usual monosyllables
of the Westerner. I was surprised

to find him so interestingly voluble,

and I told him so.

"It's true," he admitted. "Some-
times I am hard to talk to. Some
people ask silly questions, and when
I do not answer they form their own
ideas of what I should have said.

That's why several trivial, untrue
things have been printed about me.
One is that I graduated from college

with a lawyer's degree ; another is

that I had never faced a camera be-
fore 'Barbara Worth.' Neither of
them makes any difference. I'm
glad to have mistaken impressions
about me corrected. But people will

believe as they wish, one way or an-
other."

I like Gary's way of thinking. It

isn't at all like turbulent Hollywood.
And I like Gary's plans for his

future. He doesn't strike a theatrical

pose and spout about bigger and bet-

ter roles—he merely looks at one
with a happy glint in his eyes, and
talks about Sunnyside Ranch in

Montana.
He is planning to make a dude

ranch of it. Fix it up as a vacation

paradise for tenderfoot thrill-seekers,

you know. His dream, however, is

to make it a spot of real Western
beauty. He wants to have really

good horses for his guests to ride.

Horses like Buster, his own fleet,

gray gelding that has been waiting

for him to come home these four

years.

He wants to buy an airplane and
"run up" to the ranch whenever he
gets a day or two between pictures.

"It only takes twelve hours to get

there," he told me.
During the summer he plans to

pass a month or so at Sunnyside.

His mother, with whom he lives in

Hollywood, has not been back to the

Montana country for some time.

Gary knows that she will enjoy a

vacation there.

Don't let me give you the idea that

Gary Cooper doesn't like motion-
picture work. He most emphatically

does. But this taste of fame has not

made him forget that back near

Helena there is a ranch where he

was born, and where he passed his

boyhood, that his father is joyously

impatient for his return, and on that

ranch there is a horse named Buster,

who will be awfully glad to see him.

That Fred is there, and all the rest

of the old crowd, having the good

times that he can enjoy with them
when he goes back this summer.

Gary Cooper is that rare entity—

a

real person. Higher tribute than that

I could not pay.
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When Beauty is a Burden
Continued from page 43

Having found that she photo-

graphed as well, if not better, than
she had hoped, Billie came to Holly-

wood to try her luck in the movies,

in earnest.

Here she had the misfortune to

get into Westerns. It was beauty
again. Billie was inexperienced as

an actress, but in appearance she

was the "nice, wholesome American
girl" required for the outdoor epics.

"I thought I should never get out

of Westerns !" she moans, remem-
bering that depressing period. "No-
body would believe I could act. I

never had a chance to try."

But the break for which she was
waiting came finally when her hus-

bfnd, Irvin Willat. made "A Wan-
derer of the Wasteland," a Techni-

color picture for Paramount, and
used his wife in the leading feminine

role.

Douglas Fairbanks was looking

for a leading woman for "The Black
Pirate" and when he saw Billie on
the screen in color, he knew he had
found her. Soon afterward, she

signed a starring contract with First

National.

"But they won't let me act, everL

yet!" wails Billie, sadly. "I just

wear beautiful clothes and fix my
hair in coy little ringlets on my fore-

head, and walk around, showing my-
self off! I get so tired of it! And
Fm afraid the public will get tired

of seeing me do it.

"Did you see 'The Marriage
Clause'?" she inquired, anxiously.

"Oh, dear!" as I shook my head.

"I hoped you had ! There was a

scene in that, where I had to die.

And Lois Weber, the darling, let me
have my hair straggling around, and
let me take off all my make-up, and
pencil deep circles under my eyes.

I didn't look at all nice, but I did

look ill and I did arouse sympathy.
People in the audience actually

wept

!

"No one is going to weep over
you if you are all fixed up and look-

ing like a million dollars. They just

won't

!

"I had to play a sequence not long

ago where I was supposed to be in

jail. I wanted so much to wear reg-

ular prison garb and look discour-

aged and bedraggled.

"But," with a sigh, "they wouldn't
let me. They explained that I had
not been sentenced yet, and therefore

would be wearing one of my own
dresses. They said a girl like the

one in the story would take care of

herself and keep herself well-

groomed, even if she was in jail.

They said the cell was clean, even

comfortable, and that there was no
reason at all for my looking bedrag-
gled.

.
"So, of course, I had a pretty little

dress and a marcel and a manicure.
For all my appearance, I might have
been serving tea at home, in my
drawing-room ! It's very discour-

aging !

"I do so want to be something be-

sides a clotheshorse ! I do so want
to be something more than a charm-
ing, bisque figure having its picture

taken

!

"I want to play passionate gamins
—messy ones, who don't care how
they look. I want to wear rags and
a shawl over my head

!

"I'll tell you! I want to play a

part like Dolores del Rio had in

'Loves of Carmen.' That kind of a

girl—only more—more moral, you
know. A rough, untutored sort of

girl who doesn't care how she looks.

Only clean and decent, underneath,

in her heart.

"I feel just as I used to feel when
I was playing in Westerns. I used

to think J should never get out of

those things, and get a chance to

show what I could do. 1 did get

out of them. Maybe I shall get out

of this!

"I don't blame the people., at the

studio. They have to think about
box-office returns, and things like

that. And they probably . think I

make more money for them this

way. But if they wduld only try me
in a different sort of story—just

once.

"However," with a shrug, "I'm
not going to take it all too seriously.

Life is so short

!

"Maybe, if I try hard and hope
and wish for it, some day, just by
accident, I'll get a chance at a dif-

ferent sort of role—and they will

see.

"Look !" her hands were busy at

the back of her head. "I've let my
hair grow!" She let it down and it

fell to her shoulders.

"I'd give anything in the world
if they would let me look positively

ugly! Then the audiences would not

be too concerned with the way I

looked, to be interested in what I

was doing. I could make them cry
!"

So there it is. It is not enough
for Billie to bedeck her lovely self

to delight the eyes of the whole

world. She will never be happy
until she can destroy her beauty,

through the illusion of make-up, and

wring tears from those eyes.

Ah, me! It is a sad life for a

beautiful girl with ambition!

Ill

Discover the

"AMAZING
WHITENESS
of Your Own Skin/
I beg- to present one of the great
beauty discoveries of all time . . .

a three-fold skin-whitener. Ex-
pect results that will amaze you.
For now, in just three to six days,
you can triple the whiteness of your skin
. . . smooth it to soft, creamy' texture . . .

and clear it of every blemish.

New Natural Method
Whitens Skin in 3 days
Your skin is far whiter than you imagine, but
its whiteness is masked beneath years of ex-
posure to sun, wind, dust, etc. My new-type
lotion unveils it and multiplies it. In six days
this lotion undoes the havoc of years of exposure.
In a perfectly natural way, amazing whiteness
and smoothness are brought up from underneath
the darkened, weather-roughened surface.

Freckles, Blackheads Vanish
Blemishes, roughness and tiny imperfections are
erased from the skin surface. All trace of
freckles, tan, blackheads and roughness disap-
pear almost as if you had wished them away.
Vou actually see your skin grow clear, fresh,

ivory-white. . . and this beauty is in the skin
itself—smooth, delicate, flawless beauty that
powder can never givel

Now Used in 28 Countries
Never before have women had such a cosmetic.
In a few short months its fame has spread to
three continents and 28 countries. Now, in just
three to six days, you can have the glory of a
clear, milk-white skin.

Positive Guarantee
Will you try this amazing treatment? Test it

to whiten hands, face or neck. Apply in three
minutes at bedtime. See what a remarkable
improvement just three days make.
Send no money—simply mail coupon. When
package arrives pay postman only $1.50 for the
regular large -size bottle. Use this wonderful
cosmetic six days. Then, if not simply delighted,

return it, and I will refund your money with-
out comment. Mail coupon today to (Mrs.)
GERVAISE GRAHAM, 25 W. Illinois St.,

Chicago. (Canadian address: 61 College St.. Toronto)

GERVAISEGRAHAM
Jetton FACE BLEACH

»>.........•.....•.•• MAIL NOWMuninmnumHl
(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
bept.PM. 8, 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago

Send me, postage paid, one Lotion Face Bleach.
On arrival, I will pay postman only $1.50. If not
delighted after six days' use I will return it and
you will at once refund my money.

Name

Address

City and State -
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GRAY
HAIR

VANISHES
THERE is a marvel-

ous way to bring
back color to gray hair—-to restore faded
streaks to youthful
color—to regain gleam-
ing brilliance.

It's clean and color-
less as water. You sim-
ply comb it through the
hair. It will not wash
nor rub off. It's called
Mary T. Goldman's Hair
Color Restorer.

Test free if you wish.
Or go to nearest drug-
gist. A few cents' worth restores color perfectly.
Costs nothing if not amazed and delighted.

Test Free ---------
MaryT. Goldman, 150-K Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Send Free Outfit. Black dark brown medium
brown auburn...light brown. . .light red. . .blonde. ..

Name

Street

City.
Please Drint your name and address

I and Women Everywhere! Make Big Money t

ToT FREk BOOK Explains opportunitiea as
Motion Picture Camera Man, Portrait, News
or Commercial Photographer. You can learn

tit home or In our NewYork Studios. Spare or full time.

W.Y. Institute of Photography, 10 W. 33rd St., N.Y. Dept. 3

to beautiful
proportions—

while you sleep!

i/MITR HOSE rtPJUSTER
is SAFE, painless, comfortable.
Speedy, permanent results guar-

(

anteed. Doctors praise it. No
GoldSTdal metal to harm you. Small cost.

Won 1923 Write for FREE BOOKLET before -after

ANITA CO., 890 ANITA Bldg., NEWARK, N. J.

NASH
Sedan

14

19

S

19

Someone who answers thia ad will receive,
absolutely free, a fully equipped De Luxe
Model Naah Sedan, or full value in cash if pre-
ferred ($1,085.00). In addition to thia Nash
Sedan we give away, Absolutely free, a latest
model Chevrolet Coach or its cash value
($595.00), a Brunswick Panatrope Phono-
graph, a Six Tube, Single Dial Freshman
Radio, a Corona Portable Typewriter —
many other valuable prizes and Hundreds of
Dollars in Cash.

Solve This Puzzle
The numbers in the sauareB to the rightspell

two words. The alphabet is numbered. A is 1,
B is 2, C is 3, etc. Can you make out what the
two words are? When you do this, send me
your answer right away. It may mean winning
the Nash Sedan or $1,400.00 in cash.

$315.00 Cash For Promptness
In addition to the two automobiles, the

many other valuable prizes and Hundreds of
Dollars in Cash, we are also offering a Special
Pri2e of $315.00 in Cash for Promptness. First
prize winner will receive $1,400.00 in cash, or
the NaBh Sedan and $315.00 in cash. In case of ties
duplicate prizes will be awarded each one tying. Get
busy right away. Solve the puzzle andisend me your
answer together with your name and address written
plainly; EVERYBODY REWARDED- Address

M. L. BOEING, Dept. C 333
323 So. Peoria St.* Chicago, III.

14

A Girl Comes to Hollywood

'Why not this evening?"

"Evening- is not a good time for

thee, till thou art stronger. Thou
wouldst cough, and not sleep at

night. Besides, this Lady Gates

might have to put off an evening en-

gagement with her nephew to come
here, and I am sure it is better for

him not to know what is on. while

there is time for him to advise his

aunt against us."

"To-morrow, then," said the

Woman. "Ah, but this good coffee

you make for me is reviving, Marco !

It gives me life—for the minute.

How I thank you for everything!"

'How do you like

Malcolm came early to Montpar-
nasse, and claimed his table for

luncheon. He was in a horrible

mood, for he had been at the studio,

and had had the expected row with

Kerlin. He had asked to be re-

leased from his contract, and some-
what to his surprise the request was
granted, without a word of objec-

tion. So secretly, that the emotion
had hardly been recognized by him-
self, Malcolm had hoped that Kerlin

was merely bluffing. He had had
visions that, if he held out against

altering his scenario according to

suggestion, the president of Peer-

less would yield, or compromise.

But evidently Malcolm Allen, author

of a great best-seller, wasn't of the

supreme importance to these people

that he himself had imagined. They
had enthusiastically invited him to

come from England to California;

they'd provided him with a beauti-

ful bungalow to write in, and had

poured forth cataracts of expensive

publicity concerning him and his

work. Yet now it seemed a matter

of indifference to them that the

whole campaign, and thousands of

dollars, should be wasted. Malcolm
was furious, and had rushed to con-

sult an attorney, only to be told that

he ought to have had a different con-

tract. He had been too trusting. He
had been so dazzled by the offer, and
so innocent, that he'd simply signed

the attractive document he was asked

to sign, without showing it to a law-

yer, before sailing. Now he was
punished for his recklessness. But
nothing could be done.

Malcolm walked into the restau-

rant at noon, in a mood to throw
dishes, but at sight of a figure in

sequined, emerald-green gauze and

Continued from page 94

colm's heart,

me ?"

"More than I can say !" he eagerly
caught her up.

"Thank vou," said the girl, as he
looked over package after package of
cigarettes, purposely slow, to choose
from the contents of her tray. "I
hope I shall be a success, and that

Monsieur Pierre—I must tack on the
'Monsieur,' now he's my employer!
—will want me to stay."

"You'll be a success all right, no
fear!" said Malcolm.
What he feared was, that she

would be too conspicuous a success.

Every one who came in stared at the
slim figure in green, with its glorious
crown of red hair. Then heads drew
together, and eyes continued to stare,

as lips whispered.

"I may have to thank you, Mr.

satm, rage died.

The girl came to his table offering

her tray of

"Here I am,'

friendlv smile

cigarettes.g"ars and
she said, with a

that warmed Mal-

Allen," Pierre volunteered, hovering
beside the table when the girl had
moved away to sell her stock else-

where. "I shall not be surprised if

your Miss Smith turns out a good
investment, in which case you will

not have to open your pocketbook.
She looks as if she is going to be
worth her salt—and sugar, too. Oh,
yes, there will be sugar for her—as

much as she wants. Do you not
think so?"

As he spoke he threw a suggestive

glance from under raised brows to a
table where a fat, dark man was be-

ing slower than Malcolm had been in

choosing his smokes. He was gaz-

ing up at the figure in green with a
look which Malcolm burned to strike

off with his fist. There would be
many more men like that—many
more men every day and every night,

till closing time.

Em afraid Em going to

really love her !" The
thought branded itself across his

brain. "And Em less than nobody
at Hollywood now. Every one will

know, soon, how Eve failed. I can
do nothing for her at all."

Perhaps Malcolm Allen's ardent
thought touched her on the shoulder,

for she turned, glanced at him, and
had begun faintly to smile when her
look passed his face and was riveted

upon something or some one behind
him.

The girl's expression was so

strange that almost mechanically

Malcolm twisted round to see what
had stiffened her smile and frozen

its sweetness.

Marco Lopez had come in, for to-

day there was dancing at Montpar-

nasse in the luncheon hours.

[to be continued.]

"Gad!
love this girl
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted

Patents and Lawyers Male Help—Instructions—Continued

TIRED OF WORKING for other people?
Without experience, training or capital, I'll

show you how you can become financially in-
dependent. Easy, pleasant work. $100
profit every* week. Free automobile. Write
today for particulars. Albert Mills, Mgr.,
1950 Monmouth, Cincinnati, 0.

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for pre-
liminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references. Best results. Promptness as-

sured. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.

*.
_

MEN, Travel for Uncle Sam ; Railway
Postal Clerks get $158-$225 mo. ;

steady
;
paid

vacations; experience unnecessary; common
education sufficient. Further details, write
Norton Inst., 1545 Temple Court, Denver,
Colo.

AAlllii\iC.a. ft (jrKiliA JL Hjft 1 lAlLiOKlJNtj
Line Free. 130 large Swatch Samples—All
Wool— Tailored-to-Order — Union Made—
sensational low price. Get outfit at once.
Address Dept. 602, Goodwear, 844 Adams,
Chicago.

BIG MONET AND FAST SALES. Every
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy Write for particulars and free sam-
ples. American Monogram Co., Dept. 170,
East Orange, N. J.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Pat-
ented or unpatented. Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

MEN—Big pay working romantic, wealthy
South America. Fare, expenses paid. South
American Service, 14,600 Alma, Detroit,
Mich.

Art, Books, etc.

ART PUBLICATIONS, Books, Magazines,
in French, Spanish, English. Photo novel-

ties, samples, lists, etc., 20 cents stamps.
Villaverde Co., Dept. 214, Box 1329, Havana,
Cuba.

Male Help—Instructions

MEN QUALIFY FOR RAILWAY POSTAL
clerk, internal revenue, mail carrier and out-

door positions
;
steady work, particulars free.

Write Mokane Inst., Dept. B-16, Denver, Colo.

EARN $120 to $250 monthly, expenses
paid as railway traffic inspector ; we assist

you to a position after completion of three
months' spare time home study course or

refund your money. Write for free book-

let CM-28, Standard Business Training
Inst., Buffalo, N. Y.

MAIL CARRIERS—POSTAL CLERKS.
$1700-$3000. Steady work. Sample coach-
ing free. Write immediately. Franklin In-

stitute, Dept. E2, Rochester, N. Y.

Business Opportunities

WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
2860, St. Louis, Mo.

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS, REMU-
nerative, interesting. Little capital. Learn
privilege trading. Paul Kaye, 11 W. 42nd

St., New York.

AGENTS—WE START YOU IN BUSINESS
and help you succeed. No capital or experi-
ence needed. Spare or full time. You can
earn $50-§100 weekly. Write Madison Manu-
facturers, 564 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS, make your own products. Toilet
articles, Household Specialties, etc. 500%
profit. Valuable booklet free. National Sci-
entific Laboratories, 1994W Broad, Rich-
mond, Va.

Detectives Wanted

MEN—Experience unnecessary ;
travel

;

make secret investigations; reports ;
salaries ;

expenses. Write American Foreign Detective

Institute, 114, St. Louis, Mo.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great

demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience

unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George

Wagner, 2190 Broadway, New York.

pllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl

Sell Us Your
|

Spare
B Probably you can think of a score of things right

g now for which you would like to have some extra

B money—a home of your own, a car, a college educa-

B tion. Any of these is within your grasp if you

jj
simply follow the successful course of thousands

B of men and women, boys and girls, who are turn-

B ing their spare time into cash taking subscriptions

B for our magazines.

| EASY TO START
| The same plan that has made these folks prosperous

B is now offered to you. No experience, no capital

B necessary. Does not interfere with your regular

B duties. Try it out ! It costs only a 2c. stamp, or a

I penny post card to get full details and a complete

Time
money-making outfit FREE. You have nothing to

lose and may gain hundreds of dollars—here's the

coupon.

MAIL IT TO-DAY!

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79-89 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Please show me how I can profitably sell you my spare

time.

NAME .

.

STREET
I

I CITY STATE

IillillillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllH
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This new self-massaging
belt not only makes you
look thinner INSTANTLY
— but quickly takes off rolls
of excess fat*

T"\IET is weakening

—

-L' drugs are dangerous

—

strenuous reducing exer-
cises are liable to strain
your heart. The only safe
method of reducing is
massage. This method
sets up a vigorous circu-
lation that seems to melt
away the surplus fat. The
Weil Reducing Belt, made
of special reducing rub-
ber, produces exactly
the same results as
a skilled masseur,
only quicker and
cheaper. Every
move you make
causes the Weil
Belt to gently mas-
sage your abdomen.
Results are rapid
because this belt
works for you
every second.

Fat Replaced by
Normal Tissue

From 4 to 6 inches of flabby
fat usually vanish in just a
few weeks. Only solid, nor-
mal tissue remains. The Weil
Reducing Belt is endorsed by
physicians because it not only
takes off fat. but helps correct stomach disorders, con-
stipation, backache, shortness of breath and puts sag-
ging internal organs back into place.

Special 10-Day Trial Offer
Send no 'money. Write for detailed description and

testimonials from delighted users. Write at once. Special
10-day trial offer. The Weil Co., 4911 Hill Street,
New Haven, Connecticut.

The Weil Company, •

4911 Hill Street, New Haven, Conn.
Gentlemen: Please send me complete description

of the Weil Scientific Reducing Belt, and -also your I

Special 10-Day Trial Offer.

Name j

Address.

City State.

SHAPELY LIMBS
9.EGPADS" MAKE SHAPELY LIMBS;

DEFY DETECTION
Also, Rubber Busts with Shoulder Straps,
$6. Opera Hose, $3. Pr. ; 2 Pr. $5. ; finest
quality. $4.50; 3 Pr. $12.; Service Weight
Silk Hose. $2.25; 3 Pr. $6.50; finest qual-
ity, 3 Pr. $7.50; Reducing Rubber Gar-
ments; Wigs and Charm Braids; Tights;
Leotards; Theatrical Supplies.

CAMP, 235-237 Fifth Ave., New York

Develop Your Bust!
Our scientific method fiiyhly recommended

for quick easy development.

LA BEAUTE CREME
(or improvement of bust, neck, face,

arms and legs

Used with great success by thousands. In-
expensive, narmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded. Full particulars
and proof (sealed) free. Write for special
offer TODAY.

LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
S57-PB Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

GOOD NEWS FOR THOSE
WITH ILL-SHAPED NOSES

FREE BOOK
I transform ugly, ill-shaped,
unattractive noses into mod-
els of beauty and charm. I

do this in the secrecy of

your own home, safely,

quickly and permanently,
thru the use of my latest

improved patented Model
25, at my own risk—no
money if I fail. Write to-

day without obligation for

my free book on Personal
Appearance and learn the
details of my inimitable
method that may, without
exaggeration, guide your
foot-steps to undreamed of

happiness and fortune.

M. Trilety, Dept. 3128, Pioneer Noseshaping
Specialist, BingTiamton, N. Y.

The Foreign Invaders Repulsed!
Continued from page 17

Natli was left practically penniless.

Her husbands, as well as her father's

fortune had been wiped out.

Forced to earn her own living,

Miss Barr turned to the stage, first

as a dancer, later as an actress and,

finally, as a screen star. She went
to Paris where Richard A. Rowland,
of First National, in search of screen

material, found her and started her
toward the California studio.

Dainty, refined—looking more like

a Dresden doll or an oil painting

than a Russian actress—-her beauty
made even Hollywood gasp. Natli

played in just two pictures, and
passed on to other employment

—

somewhere.

Then there was Lady Peel, who,
as Beatrice Lillie, celebrated Eng-
lish musical-comedy actress, was
brought to Hollywood amid a blare

of trumpets. Here was to be a new
screen sensation, a personality which
would interest the entire world.

Lady Peel made one picture which,
paradoxically, was entitled "Exit
Smiling." Which is exactly what
she did.

But even at that, she did better

than Lil Dagover, the German star

brought to play opposite Emil Tan-

nings. She never got to make a pic-

ture in Hollywood, although in

Germany she was acclaimed as one
of its greatest actresses, both on the

stage and the screen. She could

play the feminine lead in "The Cap-
tive," "The Festival," and "The
World's Theater" for Max Rein-

hardt on the stage, and make such
pictures as "Destiny" and "Tartuffe"

on the screen, but she could not

"make the grade" in American films.

Miss Dagover is a striking beauty,

too, born at Pati, Java, in the Dutch
East Indies. She has eyes of a deep
emerald hue which, under some
lights, appear to be brown. While
on the way to America to begin pic-

ture work, she was married to George
Witt, assistant to Erich Pommer, the

director, who, by the way, did not
last long in the Hollywood studios,

either. He, too, returned to the Con-
tinent.

The list of 'departed or departing

European stars is long. There is

Arlette Marchal, "discovered" in

France by Gloria Swanson while

making "Madame Sans-Gene." Ar-
lette played a role in that picture so

well that Paramount brought her

here and gave her roles in numerous
other productions. She became very
highly regarded by the fans, but for

some reason she was allowed to re-

turn to France. And Ginette Mad-

die, brought from Europe by Para-
mount. She failed to make an im-
pression, and likewise returned with-
out appearing in a film.

From Paris came Ivan Mosjou-
kine, heralded as "another Valen-
tino." "Here," said Universal, "is

the greatest screen lover of France"
—signed by Mr. Laemmle after he
had seen his work in 'Michael Strog-
off.' He will be a sensation."

Ivan made just one picture, "Sur-
render," opposite Mary Philbin.

Then he, himself, was surrendered.

Universal made no protest against his

once more seeking life and gayety
somewhere— anywhere— along the

Champs Elysees. It is just possible

"Uncle" Carl helped pay the ex-

pense of the trip back home.
Yet Ivan fared better than Andre

Mattoni, whom Universal got from
Vienna. Andre warmed a seat at the

studio for six months after -his ar-

rival, without getting a chance even
to carry a spear in the mob. Worn
out by his vigil he chanted, "Vienna,
here I come!"

Hollywood's melting pot has given

many bitter experiences to young
men and young women who came
from foreign lands seeking careers

in films. At the Universal studio,

some months ago a small, brown-eyed
girl of nineteen, who spoke English

but slightly, stood in the executive

offices with tears streaming down
her cheeks.

"I want to go home !" she cried.

"Oh, s6 ver', ver' much. Please you
say I go

!"

Last summer this same girl was
romping on the Lido, just outside

Venice, happy, carefree, when espied

by Mr. Laemmle. She smiled sweetly

at the Laemmle party, exhibiting a

charming pair of dimples in her
cheeks.

"That girl has possibilities," the

producer said. "Let's talk to her."

Thus Joan "Dimples" Lido was
"discovered." She came with the

Laemmle party to the United States.

Properly heralded and fully pub-
licized, she arrived in Hollywood
near the end of last October. That
was all. November, December, Jan-
uary, and February passed without
Dimples having anything at all to

do. The ravages of homesickness set

in. So, in March, Dimples Lido, cry-

ing with joy, her contract scrapped,

headed for home. But it was noticed

too, that Dimples had grown con-

siderably more substantial, more
hefty. Her increasing weight no
doubt had a good deal to do with

Continued on page 119
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Hollywood High Lights

Continued from page 105

Colleen Must Prove It.

Colleen Moore has been to Mecca.
That seems a good name for Hawaii,
since every star at some time or other

feels impelled to go there—just as

does the faithful Mohammedan deem
it necessary to go to the sacred city.

There is nothing particularly sacred
about Honolulu, but it is one of the

greatest places in the world to have
a good time.

Colleen was filled with pride. She
thrilled over the fact that she had
learned to ride a surfboard—stand-
ing up. It's a feat, you know, when
there are only the breakers to carry
one along, though it may be compar-
atively simple when the surfboard is

being towed by a motor boat.

Cleye Moore listened to his sister's
ecstatic descriptions of the experi-
ence, and then he set about to find a
place near Los Angeles where the
breakers were just like those in Ha-
waii, and surfboard rides could be
engaged in with equal facility.

The last time we saw Colleen she
was living in fear and trembling, in
anticipation of the day when she
would have to give a demonstration
of her skill and prowess as a surf-
board rider, for the benefit of her
skeptical brother. "I know I'll be
so nervous that I'll lose my balance
and fall off," she said, "and I can
hear Cleve laughing at me now."

More Romantic Rumors
Will Janet Gaynor marry an ac-

tor, or an attorney?

Honestly we don't believe that
Janet has any plans regarding mar-
riage, but at various times her name
has been linked with that of Charles
Farrell, and more recently, we hear
that a San Francisco lawyer is very
attentive. His name is Lydell Peck.
What is most interesting about this

romance, if it be a romance, is that
Peck first became interested in Janet
on the screen. He talked enthusi-
astically about her to some mutual
friends, and they volunteered to in-
troduce them. This is the way the
story goes, at any rate. Janet re-
cently paid a visit to New York.
While in the East she was the sensa-
tion of a convention held by the Fox
corporation. Needless to say, this is
attributed to the success of "Seventh
Heaven," and in a measure, perhaps,
to "Street Angel," in which Janet
gave a very nice performance.

10 Minutes a Day
Will Improve

Your Appearance
r fjEAUTY is your most precious pos-

lj session, and you must guard it

against the toll of wear and tear.

Protect your skin from wind and dust.

It's the daily use of the right cosmetics
that counts. Use the best creams avail-
able to guarantee the healthy, soft texture
your skin should have and can have in
spite of exposure in the daily grind. And,
knowing you have done everything possi-
ble to cleanse the pores and preserve the
smoothness of your skin, use the powder
that will add delicate, subtle allure. You
owe it to yourself to present a dainty,
charming picture. I know the thrill that
only personal attractiveness brings and I
cannot place too much stress on the value
of treating your skin with utmost care.
Your appearance comes first. Make the
most of it.

Tlie two cosmetics upon which women rely daily
—cream and powder—have always, been ray greatest
concern. The frequency -with which you use cream
and powder makes their selection of vital importance
to your own youth preservation. The delicate skin
tissue must be safeguarded at all times.

All my toiletries are made in enormous quantities
and therefore 1 am ahle to place them at your dis-
posal for a nominal sum. With the best of ingredi-
ents the cost is still low enough to come within the
reach of the majority of women. Any toilet counter
can supply you. and each product is guaranteed. The
purchase price will be refunded if you are not happy
with results.

If you wish, however, to try in sample form the
two beauty aids most in demand, I will be glad to
send you a generous tube of my Youth Cream and a
Petite Boudoir box containing a thirty-day supply
of my Face Powder at the cost of wrapping and
mailing. Simply enclose a dime with the coupon.
I will include my Beauty Book in the package.

Big Value Coupon
Edna Wallace

Hopper,
536 Lake

Shore Drive,

Chicago, III.

Send me. prepaid, liberal Trial Tube of your
Youth Cold Cream, also Petite Boudoir box con-
taining a 30-day supply of your Face Powder, as

offered above and Beauty Book. I enclose a dime
~for mailing expenses.

S-PP White Flesh Brunette
(Chech shade of poivder desired)

Name

Street

City State

When Fat Departs
new beauty comes, new youth, new health

Excess fat is a blight to

beauty, to health, to longevity

and youth. Any man or woman
who fails to correct it limits

the joys of life.

But get the results in the
right way. Not by abnormal
exercise or diet, for such ex-

tremes are dangerous. Combat
(he cause. Modern science has
found that it often lies in a
gland deficiency—in a gland
which assists nutrition. And
physicians the world over now
treat obesity by supplying that

lack.

When this discovery was
made, a great American laboratory embodied
that help in Marmola prescription tablets.

They have now been used for 20 years

—

millions of boxes of them. Users have told

others, until the use has grown to nearly

5,000,000 tablets a month.
All can see the results in every circle.

Excess fat is disappearing fast. Almost every-

one has friends who will say
that the reason is Marmola.
There is no secret about it.

Marmola employs just what
the best physicians employ to

correct this abnormal condi-

tion. The complete formula
appears in every box. And a
book explains the reasons for

each good effect. This to prove
that the loss in weight is natural

and helpful.

Do not change habits in a
radical way. Simply take four
Marmola tablets daily until

weight comes down to
normal. The way is easy,

pleasant, scientific, real.

Start today, for your own sake, and
watch the results. Learn what others have
learned in the 20 years of Marmola. Your
whole life may be changed by this test.

Marmola prescription tablets are sold by
all druggists at $1.00 a box. Any drug-
gist who is out will order from his jobber.

1V/| A R 1VIOI A Prescription Tablets
1"ifll %i"M>\mS The Pleasant Way to Reduce
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The Brand of

a Good Book

Chelsea House

Popular Copyrights

The biggest and fastest selling

line of cloth-covered books. Ask

your druggist—your bookseller to

show you any of these latest titles.

There's something; doine all the

while in a "CH" book. These

books which have never before

been published were written for

men who love the sweep of the

great West, the mysteries of big

cities, the conquest of man over

his environment.

THE QUICK-DRAW KID
THE "GOLDEN DOLPHIN'
"LOOKOUT" LARAMIE
THE TUNNEL TO DOOM

George Gilbert

Joseph Montague

Paul Bailey

Roy W. Hinds
THE VALLEY OF THE MONQUIS Arthur Preston

THE BLACK SANDER Loring Brent
GUN GENTLEMEN David Manning
BLUNDELL'S LAST GUEST

Albert Payson Terhune
THORNTON THE WOLFER George Gilbert

THE COASTS OF ADVENTURE James Graham
OL' JIM BRIDGER Joseph Montague
THE SLEEPING COP

Isabel Ostrander and Christopher B. Booth
THE BAYOU SHRINE Perley Poore Sheehan
THE SILVER SKULL George C. Shedd
THE TRAP AT COMANCHE BEND

David Manning
HIDDEN OUT Howard Fielding
YOUNG LIGHTNING Charles Wesley Sanders
THE GLORIOUS PIRATE James Graham
SCHEMED AT SANDY BAR George Gilbert
THE HOUSE OF DISAPPEARANCES

Chester K. Steele
ISLAND RANCH Thomas K. Holmes
STRANGE TIMBER Joseph Montague
THE FLYING COYOTES Raymond S. Spears
THE THUNDERBOLT'S J EST Johnston McCulley
THE MUSTANG HERDER David Manning
MUTINY Frederick R. Bechdolt

75c
Per Copy

fHELSEA MOUSE

79-89 SEVENTH AVE.^—

'

79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK. CITY

The Screen in Review
Continued from page 91

The star is Chad all the way through.

It is rather a pity, though, that the

way is not more interesting, for the

picture is languid and the story old-

fashioned—but pleasing, I grant.

Chad forsakes his mountains to go

out into the world and improve him-

self, whereupon he attracts the at-

tention of proud, old Major Buford,
who discovers, by means of a handy
marriage certificate, that Chad is his

grandson. The outbreak of the Civil

War finds Chad marching away from
his Southern kin to join the Union
Army, and the end of his romance
with a Kentucky belle, the daughter
of a friend of Major Buford. Even-
tually he returns to the mountains,
where Melissa Turner, barefoot and
beautiful, awaits him.

All this is presented with care,

which means appropriate settings and
good direction, but it is curiously

without pulsing vitality. An impres-
sive cast, both numerically and his-

trionically, lends valiant aid, with
Molly O'Day, as Melissa, Claude Gil-

lingwater, as Major Buford, and
Doris Dawson, as Margaret, the

belle, taking first honors.

More Underworld Stuff.

The title of "The Escape" might
rell be changed to "The Rehash" in

the interest of strict accuracy, but
whoever heard of such conscientious-

ness among those who tack titles onto
pictures? It is all about a villainous

night-club owner, an ingenue hostess,

a tippling interne and some tene-

ment-house life—all of which at va-

rious times has been seen times with-

out number on the screen. Virginia

Valli is May Joyce, a beauty of the

slums who has intrigued Dr. Don El-

liott on one of his professional visits,

during which Dr. Don partakes fre-

quently from his pocket flask. Aver-
sity overtakes May and her sister, so

that May, just to make ends meet,

accepts the offer of Jerry Magce to

act as hostess in his underworld cab-

aret. She does so with the abandon
of a librarian, until she discovers Dr.
Don, down and out, working in the

cellar of the night club at the dubi-

ous task of manufacturing liquor.

Then she becomes imbued with the

spirit of Joan of Arc in her endeav-
ors to save him from himself. And
she does. With the villain killed in a

gang war, and little sister saved from
a fate worse than death, there is

nothing left for May but a close-up

in the country with Dr. Don. George
Meeker plays this role, while Wil-
liam Russell and Nancy Drexel have
the others.

If You Like Satire.

"The Big Noise" is a political sa-
tire, at times amusing and at other
times a bit lethargic, but always
shrewd and unusual. It tells the
story of John Sloval, a subway em-
ployee, who meets with an accident
and is pounced upon by fate and
made its butt. A mayoralty cam-
paign is on at the time, the big issue

of which is an attack on those con-
trolling the subway. Henchmen of
the candidate responsible for this,

seize upon John Sloval and, with the
help of the tabloid newspapers, make
a hero of him and an example of the

mercilessness of the subway barons.

John is exploited as a hero, photo-
graphed until he is dazed, and is even
given a speech to read at a campaign
meeting. When the reform ticket

wins, John goes to claim the political

job promised him, but is ignored and

thrust back into obscurity.

Chester Conklin gives a fine per-

formance as John, never once step-

ping out of his bewildered, credulous

character. Bodil Rosing is likewise

perfect as his wife, and Alice White
is his unsympathetic flapper-daugh-

ter. Sam Hardy, Ned Sparks, and

Jack Egan are also in the cast—with

credit.

Country Cut-ups.

Karl Dane and George K. Arthur

continue their clowning in "Circus

Rookies," and very good it is of its

kind. You know exactly what that

means, therefore it is only necessary

to tell you a little of what the story's

all about. Oscar Thrush, apparently

a half-wit, wanders into a circus in

quest of a job. He is refused one.

But by sheer, dumb luck he is en-

abled to transform Bimbo, a savage

chimpanzee, into a docile pet, so he

is gladly employed. Meanwhile

Francis Byrd, a reporter on a coun-

try newspaper, lies to the editor in

order to spend a day at the circus

and "interview" Belle, the fair eques-

trienne. With this start, Oscar and

Francis launch forth on a more or

less wild career of adventure, in

which the lumbering Dane is fre-

quently taken advantage of by the

nimble Arthur. Much of the pic-

ture is hilarious, and some of it is

not. But it is lively and rather

clever, and will please admirers of

the two comedians. Louise Lorraine

is pertly pleasing as Belle, and Fred

Humes is a terrifying Bimbo with a

sense of humor.
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What the Fans Think
Continued from page 12

Irish, and How!|
This is just to bring to your attention

one of the finest of our young players,

namely, Paddy O'Flynn. Paddy isn't very
well known just now, but those who do
know him feel confident that he is going
to be star material for the future.

Paddy used to play in Lloyd Hamilton
comedies, had the lead in the serial "Scotty
of the Scouts," "Face Value," and had a

small part in "Sweet Rosie O'Grady."
He also had a part in "The Chinese Par-
rot," but it was cut out, unfortunately.

His newest production is "Sweeping-
Winds," and the next will be "Bluff."

I'm quite sure that all his fans are going
to be pleased with him in these produc-
tions.

For those who do not know this attrac-

tive young man, it can do no harm to in-

troduce him through the medium of this

column. Paddy is undeniably Irish, with
a wonderful personality, a million-dollar

smile, and, all in all, he is just about' the

most attractive young man you could wish
to meet. He has had experience in vaude-
ville, is a great favorite with radio audi-

ences, and can play the ukelele as no one
else can. He is nearly six feet tall, has
curly brown hair, blue eyes, and, for the

benefit of those who haven't experienced
the thrill yet, Paddy writes charming and
interesting letters.

Unlike most young players, he takes a

personal interest in his club, writes to all

its members, and supervises the work of

the club. No one who knows him can
help but appreciate the talent and attrac-

tiveness of this young "comer," and I

can only hope that some time in the near
future Paddy will become one of our lead-

ing stars.

I feel so much credit is given to already
firmly established players that a few
words for this newcomer can't do anything
but help. Pearl H. McLaughlin.

137 Wilson Street,

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

Wants to Be Certain Who's Enter-

taining Her.

This is an inquiry and a complaint. I

would like to know why some film com-
panies have apparently adopted the prac-

tice of showing their pictures without giv-

ing the cast of players. Now, I'm a pretty

ardent fan and I see lots of pictures, but
I don't always know all the players by
just looking at them. I did not realize

that it was Theodor Von Eltz who was
playing opposite Florence Vidor in "One
Woman to Another," and I don't know yet

who played the vamp role. This same
thing happened in two other pictures I

saw recently. I think it is about time the

producers were tipped off that the fans

don't like it. I don't, anyway.
I read somewhere recently that one com-

pany was planning to give the cast at both
the beginning and end of the picture.

This is a very good plan, and it is cer-

tainly better to give the cast once than to

omit it entirely. One company gives the

names of the players as each one appears
in the picture. This is a good idea. Other
companies might do well to adopt it.

Marion L. Hesse.
54 Wall Street, New York City.

Meeting "America's Sweetheart."

There is one actress in particular whom
I shall always hold as my favorite—Mary
Pickford. I think it is her delightfully

human mannerisms and gestures which ap-
peal to me. She is always so sweet and
fresh, and her'smile' is so gloriously good.
There is no one else in the films like her,

and there never could be. I have had the
good fortune to meet her twice during her
visits to England, and to shake hands with
her. I can honestly say that her person-
ality is every bit as lovely as it is on the
screen. The first time I met her, I was
struck with her charm and grace of man-
ner. I was only an awkward, lanky girl

with a pigtail then, and terribly shy; but
she showed me as much courtesy as if I

had been a member of the nobility.

I am sure all you other Mary Pickford
admirers will join me in wishing the
sweetest woman in pictures the very best
of good fortune in her work on the screen
and in her private life.

Janet Esme Vernon.
High Wycombe, Bucks, England.

From Another Admirer of Aristocracy.

In answer to V. Keith Sutton's query,
I certainly believe "Miss Vidor could win
a man from Greta Nissen, et cetera."
Maybe to Mr. Sutton it seems very im-
probable, but opinions are varied, and not
everybody thinks alike !

Does he realize that the "lady villain"
in real life more often than not is "charm-
ing and beautifu'l"? It is just that type
which attracts and fascinates, but of which
man often tires very soon. Not that I am
prejudiced against Miss Nissen—far from
it. I think Greta Nissen one of the most
beautiful stars on the screen, but we really
could not do without the Florence Vidors.
Perpetual beauties would become very tir-

ing, and perhaps not seem so pleasing to
the eye if we had to see nothing else.

Whereas the less beautiful, but no less

charming, are always at least restful!
There has to be variety in everything

—even the movies—else the world would
be a very uninteresting place. I think
Miss Vidor an indispensable feature in
films, a type of which there are only too
few. I am sure I am not alone in my
opinion.

Here's good luck to Miss Vidor, and
may she continue to grace the screen for
many years to come. Let me also, before
I cease, wish Miss Nissen the best of
luck! Constance C. Suddards.

51 Blackpool Road, Lytham,
St. Anne's, Lancashire, England.

They Ain't Done Right by Dot.

Just what has happened to Dorothy
Gish? That excellent little actress de-
serves much better treatment from the
fans than she has been getting in the past.

She has a place among the foremost ac-

tresses of the screen.

Dorothy has all the qualities a good
actress needs. She is beautiful, though
not sweetly so. Comedy and drama she
can play to perfection. She is one of the

most versatile actresses -on the screen.

Consider her performance as the blind

Louise in "Orphans of the Storm" and
her performance as Nell Gzvyn.
Dorothy Gish's acting is never forced or

strained. She just seems to fit into what-
ever role she is playing.

.

Come on, fans, show some interest in

a first-class actress and let these extras

learn a little more about the art of screen

acting. Dorothy deserves lots and lots of
praise and good luck. She never fails her
fans with a bright and peppy perform-
ance. Samuel Block.

Sample
These Two Kinds of Face Powder

No one face powder blends with al!
types of skin, so Stillman has made
two kinds of powder.

One— "Stillman Oriental"— clings
wonderfully to the normal and ex-
cessively dry skin. It does not smart,
will not irritate or flake. Is distinc-
tively different from other powders.
An entirely new formula that soothes
the dry skin and keeps it soft and
natural.

For the oily type of skin—"Stillman
Bouquet"—spreads smoothly, and
clings too. Will not clog the pores,
which is most important for this type
of skin. Blends perfectly, removesall
Skin shine, making your complexion
flawless and irresistibly natural.

TWO FOR SIX CENTS
Six cents in stamps brings you the
popular Stillman Twin Packet, con-
taining generous miniature boxes of
these two kinds of powders.

Stillman
FACE POWDER

MAKERS OF STILLMAN FRECKLE CREAM
Stillman Co., 6! Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.

Please send Stillman Twin Packet. En-
closed find 6c in stamps to cover postage cost.

White Flesh Rachel

Name

Address.

City ^tate_

prestof

HAIRS— Gone
1V Forever!
Hundreds of hairs re-

moved with their roots in

less than a minute! NU-
ART, the new scientific
preparation, is far in advance
of temporary surface hair re-

movers. Permanently destroys

the growth by gently lifting

out the roots until they cannot
return. Safe. Rapid. Harmless.
Fragrant. Thousands are using it.

Guaranteed. Only $1.00. FREE with
each NU-ART a 50f* tube of Massage
Cream and a 25t tube of DELFIN
Deodorant. ASK YOUR DEALER.

nil-flRT sf
T/ic New Art of Destroying Embarrassing Hair. mttm

If your dealer can 't supply you, mail coupon

DELFIN, INC., Dept. 117 FREE
South Orange, N. J. OFFER

Send me FREE, as a special offer,

i-l S f a 50c - tubc °' DELFIN Massage Cream;
LJr 25c. tube of DELFIN Deodorant-

^ ^ and a six months supply of Skin Tonic.
Also the dollar package of NU-ART for

which 1 enclose $1.00. If you prefer
C. 0. D., place cross here.

Name
Address

ifsgonelt city & State
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A Volume of a

Thousand Wonders

Manhattan Medley
Continued from page 107

by

Georgette MacMillan

There is a recipe to suit every

one for every occasion in this re-

markable book. The favorite rec-

ipes of the leading stars of the

stage and screen are included.

There are

28 recipes for beverages

57
" a

breads

7i
u

cakes and cookies

31
tt candy

57
"

canning and preserving

11
" it

cereals

10
" a

chafing dishes

76
" tt

desserts

31 eggs and omelettes

20 famous people's dishes

17
" tt cooking fowl

26
" U frozen desserts

9
" tt

fruits

19 icings and fillings

10
" tt

invalid cookery

39
it

meats

12
a

one-dish dinners

18
"

oysters

41
tt

salads

10
tt

salad dressings

28
" a

sandwiches

28 "'

'

tt

sea foods

32 soups

79
tt

vegetables

9
"

vegetarian dishes

AND MANY OTHERS

This Volume Should he in

Every Home

Price, $1.00

CHELSEA HOUSE
Publishers

79 Seventh Ave. New York

Nancy Carroll Comes Home.

She used to be little, red-headed

Nancy La Hiff, of the Winter Gar-

den. She lived with her folks 'way

uptown, and rode to work in the

subway. Now she is Nancy Carroll, <

a full-fledged star, with a lucrative

five-year contract with Paramount.

But she is still red-headed, and she

hasn't forgotten her chorus days.

Nancy Carroll is one of Broadway's
favorite children, especially since she

has come back a star, and unspoiled.

Her uncle is Billy La Hiff, a well-

known Broadwayite and proprietor

of a restaurant—a rendezvous for

stage folk—just off the Main Stem.

Her mother and sisters still live up-

town.
"I feel like Cinderella!" cried

Nancy. "I can't believe it's true.

Any minute the clock may strike

twelve, and I'll be back in musical

comedy. Ever since I saw the Hud-
son River out of the train window,
I've been pinching myself to make
sure I'm not asleep."

Nancy and her costar, Buddy
Rogers, were greeted at Grand Cen-
tral by a barrage of cameras and
questions. Then Anne Nichols spir-

ited Nancy away to a shop on Fifth

Avenue, where' even successful stars

tread softly, and ordered her com-
pletely and elegantly outfitted, from
head to toes, for the luncheon at

which she was to meet the press. The
luncheon was a triumph for Nancy,
not altogether because of the clothes.

It was also a triumph for Miss Nich-
ols, a stunning and clever woman
whose "Abie" has earned for her
over a million dollars.

Nancy Carroll might never have
gone into pictures at all, if she had
listened to the wiseacres of Holly-
wood. They told her that her
piquant little face was too round to

screen well. Miss Carroll, fortu-

nately, is the kind of girl who likes

to find things out for herself. So
she submitted to screen tests when
asked, and as a result, Fox gave her

a part in "Ladies Must Dress." She
proved a small sensation, Paramount
signed her, and you know the rest.

Except, perhaps, you have not heard
that she is to be given the prize plum,
coveted by so many picture girls, the

lead in "Burlesque." It's a dancing

part, right up Nancy's street—and
her street is Broadway.

Bobby Vernon "Takes" New York.

You've heard of the sailors who
spend their shore leaves rowing boats

around Central Park lake? Well,

here is the movie version. A dapper
young man might have been seen, and

probably was, on the streets of Man-
hattan not so long ago, with a small

motion-picture camera, industriously

recording the tall buildings, the

crowds and other phenomena of the

great city. A tourist from the sticks,

on his first metropolitan visit? Not
at all. None other than Bobby Ver-
non, the agile and amiable comedian-

star of Christie comedies. Those
two-reelers that Bobby makes are

most profitable. He has a yacht, and
other appurtenances of stardom. But
his great, his real and absorbing pas-

sion is movie photography.

Camilla's Coming Back.

Camilla Horn seems destined to

create as much furore in film circles

as Greta Garbo did. Fraulein Horn
is considerably younger than Trader,

being barely nineteen. But she has

the self-possession of a character

woman, and the manners of a de-

butante. Not the shy, shrinking

Marguerite of "Faust," but a chic,

modern young woman. Other im-
portations have been quoted* copi-

ously in their quaint mutilations of

the American language, but not Ca-
milla. She makes no mistakes. Her
English is already very good. She
has poise. Right now she is sailing

for her homeland for a glimpse of

the folks, and then she will sail right

back again, to make other pictures

for United Artists. The company is

enthusiastic about the young Ger-
man "find," after her work opposite

John Barrymore, in "Tempest."
When some one asked her if she was
interested in our American men, she

smilingly replied* "They are very
nice, but I prefer my work." Hoch,
hoch, Camilla

!

Florence Vidor Gets What She Wants.

Florence and Suzanne Vidor sailed

away for a whole summer's vacation

in Europe. It's hard to tell which
of the two girls will have more fun.

In spite of her dignified demeanor
and aristocratic bearing in the films,

I always have the feeling that Flor-

ence Vidor is really just a little girl,

trying awfully hard to be grown-up.
For instance : you remember she said

some time ago that she would prob-

ably retire from pictures? Well, just

before she sailed I asked her about

that.

"I said that when I was dissatis-

fied with the stories they had been
giving me," she said, more or less

naively. "But I've changed my mind
since making 'The Patriot,' with

Emil Jannings. And I'm getting bet-,

ter roles, now." Little girls usually

get what they want.
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The Foreign Invaders Repulsed!
Continued from page 114

the fact that Universal could not use

her.

Miss Lido's experience was not

vastly dissimilar to that of the beau-

tiful Phyllis Gibbs, who came to Ce-

cil DeMille from Australia, under a

long-term contract. Miss Gibbs had

won a beauty contest in competition

with one thousand two hundred girls.

Had she chosen to become a model,

her likeness might have adorned the

covers of many magazines, and her
striking figure been an inspiration for

countless posters. But two months
passed without any breaks coming
her way. Then, one day, she ap-

peared at the studio trying to stifle

her sobs, and hold back the tears.

"I'm lonely !" she cried. "I—I

—

want—to—go—home ! I—I want my
—Australia

!"

Into bits went her contract, and
in a few days she walked up the
gangplank to a liner bound for the

antipodes. She wouldn't have traded
places, that day, with Pickford,

Swanson, or Talmadge. She was
going home!

There likewise departed from the

DeMille studio soon thereafter

Gloria de Cota, of Mexico City, who
six months previously had won the

title "Miss Mexico" in a contest

among the dark-eyed beauties of that

southern republic. Her contract

ended, she was leaving, not in tears,

but satisfied.

The success of Greta Garbo is en-

vied by the girls of Sweden. The
career of Pola Negri fires ambition in

the hearts of maidens who live in

Russia and Poland. The accom-
plishments of Vilma Banky have
made an impression on the young
women of Hungary, just as the re-

known of Dolores del Rio -and Lupe
Velez have affected young hearts in

Mexico. Young men of Italy en-

vision themselves in the place of

Valentino, just as lads in Spain dream
of becoming like Ricardo Cortez or

Antonio Moreno. But when they

get away from home into a foreign

environment, among people who see

life from different viewpoints, they

seldom achieve distinction.

So the foreign legion- is leaving.

Virtually all the new stars are Amer-
ican-born and American reared. In-

stead of Natli Barr, Lil Dagover,
Arlette Marchal, and Nathalie Ko-
vanko, we have Phyllis Haver, Janet
Gaynor, Esther Ralston, and Billie

Dove drawing the spotlight. And
instead of Mosjoukine and Mattoni,

we have Charles Farrell, "Buddy"
Rogers and Richard Arlen. It just

seems that very few of the foreign

stars can "click."

A Confidential Guide to Current Releases
Continued from page 72 , ;•

who attempts to disguise herself as a

soldier to be near her sweetheart, and
her discovery ty her father, who is the
colonel. John Harron.

"Garden of Eden, The"—United Art-

ists. Fairly entertaining film dealing
with difficulties of girl who comes to

the city to be a star and falls in love

with moneyed man, climax coming
when his family objects. However, the

finale is not a sad one. Corinne Griffith,

Charles Ray, Louise Dresser, and Low-
ell Sherman.

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"—Para-
mount. Fairly amusing version of the

famous book. Ruth Taylor's Lorelei

excellent, but Alice White, in the role

of the unrefined Dorothy, injects snap
into what otherwise might have been
a rather dull film.

"Girl in Every Port, A"—Fox. Lively

tale of a sailor who sets out to "get"

his rival, but both men discover the
unworthiness of the girl and end by
swearing eternal friendship. Victor
McLaglen excellent in his first star-

ring film—Robert Armstrong and Lou-
ise Brooks.

"Her Wild Oat"—First National. En-
joyable, though absurd, story of a girl

who runs a lunch wagon, falls in love

with the son of a duke posing as a me-
chanic, and what happens when she,

masquerading as a duchess, meets the

hero in white flannels. Colleen Moore,
Larry Kent, and Hallam Cooley.

"High School Hero, The"—Fox. Gay
comedy of high-school life, featuring
youngsters who really look like high-
school girls and boys. Nick Stuart and
Sally Phipps.

"Honeymoon Hate" — Paramount.
Amusing and deftly told tale of an
heiress, who antagonizes an impover-
ished nobleman. They eventually
marry, and amusing situations arise
when he attempts to tame her. Flor-
ence Vidor is her usual charming self

and others are Tullio Carminati and
William Austin.

"Jazz Singer, The"—Warner. Vita-
phone picture, featuring Al Jolson and
his voice, also May McAvoy. Story
of Jewish cantor's son who is disowned
for going into musical comedy, but
eventually returns to take his dead fa-
ther's place in the synagogue.

"Jesse James"—Paramount. Fred
Thomson in glorified chronicle of the
life of the famous bandit. Full of
thrills and suspense.

"King of Kings, The"—Producers Dis-
tributing. Sincere and reverent visual-

ization of the last three years in the
life of Christ. H. B. Warner digni-

fied and restrained in central role.

Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Ru-
dolph Schildkraut.

Now You Can Have

A NewSkin—3 Days
Blemishes Vanish!

GET THIS FREE
—and, learn that what was considered im-
possible before—-the banishing of pimples,
blackheads, freckles, large pores, tan, oily

skin, wrinkles and other defects—can now be
done by any person at home in 3 days' time,
harmlessly and economically.

It is all explained in a new treatise called

"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS'
which is being mailed absolutely free to read-
ers of this magazine. So, worry no more over
your humiliating skin and complexion or
signs of aging. Simply send your name and
address to MAR VO BEAUTY LABORA-
TORIES, Dept. 81-K, No. 1T00 Broadway,
New York, N. Y., and you will receive it by
return mail, without charge or obligation. If

pleased, tell your friends about it.

EYEBROWS & LASHES
Darkened Permanently

Unaffected By Bathing, Perspiration, Etc.

The vogue is for eyebrows and lashes

to be darker than your hair—like

stage and screen stars have theirs.

COLOURA darkens them perma-
nently, with one application. Easy to apply, safe and
harmless. Sold at drug and beauty shops. Box with
instructions (order black or brown) $1.25 postpaid.

P. Spiro, 26 West 38th St., New York

Beauty of Womanhood—

The Bust J
Developed Quickly

THIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN SAYS:
"I have proven , that any woman

can have a beautiful bust if she

will only use your method. It is

over 3 years since I used it. The
results are permanent. Friends envy
my perfect figure. " (Name on re-

qu
f6r FIFTEEN YEARS this

method has stood as the only safe,

sure, harmless way of developing a

woman's bust. Endorsed by physi-
cians of national reputation

—

praised by thousands who have
beautified their forms.

Write for information—surprising
photographic proof, showing as much
as 5 inches enlargement by this

method. Tour name and address on a post card brings
booklet under sealed postage. 'No obligation—write to-day.

THE OLIVE CO. Dept. 26 Clarinda, Iowa

BOW LEGS ANDKNOCK- KNEES
Corrected by use of the Morris In-
visible Limb Straightener for Men,
Women and Children—Worn with
Comfort either day or night or both
and is entirely invisible. Send Ten
Cents Coin or Stamps for actual
Photographs, sent in plain wrapper.

ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE
Ward 24 1032 Loew State Bldg.

Los Angeles, CaL

BUNIONS83
I end bunions forever with my new Pedodyne Solventtreat-
ment. Pain stops almost instantly. Actual reduction of the
enlarged growth starts so fast that your next pair of shoes
can be a size smaller — often two sizes smaller.

PROVE IT FREE
Just send your name and address, no money, and the full
treatment guaranteed to bring complete results may be
yours to try. No obligations — Address

KAY LABORATORIES, Dept. M304
ISO North Wacker Drive Chicago, Illinois
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Popular Copyrights

Tales of the West, of Love and

Mystery and Adventures on sea

and land—you can have them now,

fresh from the pens of your fa-

vorite authors. They are real

books, too—no reprints of old-

timers but new books bound in

cloth, with handsome stamping and

jackets and all for 75 cents. Ask

your bookseller to show you some

of the books listed below

—

The Brand of

THE QUICK-DRAW KID

THE "GOLDEN DOLPHIN"

"LOOKOUT" LARAMIE

THE TUNNEL TO DOOM

Good Books

George Gilbert

Joseph Montague

Paul Bailey

Roy W. Hinds

THE VALLEY OF THE MONQUIS Arthur Preston

THE BLACK SANDER Loring Brent

GUN GENTLEMEN David Manning

BLUNDELL'S LAST GUEST
Albert Payson Terhune

THORNTON THE WOLFER George Gilbert

THE COASTS OF ADVENTURE James Graham

OL' JIM BRIDGER Joseph Montague

THE SLEEPING COP
Isabel Ostrander and Christopher B. Booth

THE BAYOU SHRINE Perley Poore Sheehan

THE SILVER SKULL George C. Shcdd

THE TRAP AT COMANCHE BEND
David Manning

HIDDEN OUT Howard Fielding

YOUNG LIGHTNING Charles Wesley Sanders

THE GLORIOUS PIRATE James Graham

SCHEMED AT SANDY BAR George Gilbert

THE HOUSE OF DISAPPEARANCES
Chester K. Steele

ISLAND RANCH

STRANGE TIMBER

THE FLYING COYOTES

THE THUNDERBOLT'S JEST

THE MUSTANG HERDER

MUTINY

Thomas K. Holmes

Joseph Montague

Raymond S. Spears

Johnston McCulley

David Manning

Frederick R. Bechdolt

BLISEA HOUSE
iPlfflBlERv

179-89 SEVENTH AVE.
r NtW YORK. CITY

75c

"London After Midnight"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Excellent mystery film. Lon
Chaney, as Burke of Scotland Yard,
employs subtle and uncanny means of

finding a murderer. Marceline Day,
Conrad Nagel, and Henry B. Walthall
give expert support.

"Love"—Metro-Goldwyn. Superficial

and unsatisfying. However, the beauti-

ful sets and romantic situations will

make it a box-office attraction. The
principals are John Gilbert, Greta
Garbo, George Fawcett, and Brandon
Hurst.

"Love and Learn" — Paramount.
Esther Ralston clever in the role of

a girl who gets into amusing situations

to distract her parents sufficiently to

avoid a divorce. Lane Chandler is the
hero.

"Love Me and the World Is Mine"

—

Universal. Moderately interesting pic-

ture of Vienna before the war. Mary
Philbin, Norman Kerry and Betty
Compson.

"Man Power"—Paramount. Richard
Dix in implausible but interesting tale

of a tramp who arrives in a small town,
wins an heiress—Mary Brian—and
saves the town from a bursting dam.

- "Mockery"— Metro-Goldwyn. Lon
Chaney in realistic film of dull-witted
Russian peasant whose doglike devo-
tion to a countess leads to his death
at the hands of the bolsheviks. Bar-
bara Bedford and Ricardo Cortez.

"Mother Machree"—Fox. Maudlin
film of a sacrificing Irish mother who
does all for her son. Belle Bennett,
Neil Hamilton, and Constance Howard.

"My Best Girl"—United Artists. Mary
Pickford's latest, and one of her best.

Tale of stock girl in the 5-and-10 who
falls in love with a new clerk—Buddy
Rogers—without knowing: he's the
owner's son.

"Night Flyer, The"—Pathe-DeMille.
Simple, human railroad story of 1894,
having to do with struggles of the
president of a Western road to save
his company from bankruptcy. William
Boyd and Jobyna Ralston.

"Noose, The"—First National. Thrill-

ing story of Richard Barthelmess as a
bootlegger who commits murder to
save his mother's name, though he
doesn't know her. He is acquitted with
the aid of his mother—with neither of
them declaring their relationship.
Alice Joyce is the mother.

"Old San Francisco"—Warner. Old-
fashioned melodrama of girl who is

kidnaped by the Chinese, being saved
just in time by the San Francisco earth-
quake. Dolores Costello and Charles
Emmett Mack.

"On Your Toes"—Universal. Spar-
kling. Reginald Denny as a prize

fighter, whose grandmother thinks he
is an aesthetic dancing teacher. High
spot in film when grandma pays him
an unexpected call. Barbara Worth
and Mary Carr.

"Patent Leather Kid, The"—First Na-
tional. Richard Barthelmess in unusu-
ally good film of conceited little prize
fighter who tries to evade the war, is

drafted, proved a coward, but finally

redeemed by an heroic act.

"Private Life of Helen of Troy, The"
—First National. While the picture has
no connection with the book, it is funny
enough to stand on its own merits.
Lewis Stone and Maria Corda have
the important roles, others being Ri-

cardo Cortez, George Fawcett, and
Alice White.

"Road to Romance, The"—Metro-
Goldwyn. Ramon Novarro capital as

spirited Spanish courtier of the early
nineteenth century who, to save the
fair heroine, Marceline Day, disguises
himself as a pirate.

"Rose = Marie" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Flimsy, though beautifully produced,
yarn of an Indian maiden who loves a
man suspected of murder, marrying
some one else to save him from cap-
ture. Joan Crawford, James Murray,
and House Peters.

"Secret Hour, The" — Paramount.
Adaptation of stage play "They Knew
What They Wanted," with punch taken
out. Waitress arrives to marry
rancher, who offered her marriage by
mail, but she falls in love with his

foreman. Rancher nobly permits the
two to live with him. Pola Negri, Jean
Hersholt, and Kenneth Thomson.

"Serenade"—Paramount. Delightful
light comedy with Adolphe Menjou at

his best. Story of a musician who, on
becoming famous as a composer, de-
serts his home only to be deftly
brought back by his clever wife.

Kathryn Carver, Lina Basquette, and
Lawrence Grant.

"Show Down, The" — Paramount.
Convincing and well-acted film of two
oil prospectors in the tropics, both lov-
ing the sa.me girl. All ends happily.
George Bancroft, Neil Hamilton, Eve-
lyn Brent, Leslie Fenton, and Fred
Kohler.

"Silver Slave, The"—Warner. Irene
Rich gives sincere performance of
mother who sacrifices the man she
loves to give her daughter wealth.
When daughter encourages an adven-
turer, mother pretends to be interested
in him. Everything ends happily.
Audrey Ferris, Holmes Herbert, and
John Miljan.

"Soft Living"—Fox. Madge Bellamy
skillfully portrays a girl who declines
to go in for the heavy alimony racket,
and what happens when her husband
sees through her scheme. She comes
to her senses in time for a happy end-
ing. John Mack Brown.

"Smart Set, The"—Metro-Goldwyn.
Not up to the usual William Haines
standard. Smart Aleck polo player is

barred from final game, only to rush
in at crucial moment and thus save the
day, incidentally winning the girl. Alice
Day and Jack Holt.

"Sorrell and Son"—United Artists.

Adapted from the novel. Story of the
devotion between a Tather and son,
reaching climax when son gives father
death-dealing drug: to end his suffering.
H. B. Warner, Anna Q. Nilsson and
Nils Asther.

"Sporting Goods"—Paramount. Ex-
cellent film with Richard Dix his best
as a salesman for a sporting-goods
concern. Gertrude Olmsted, Ford
Sterling, and Myrtle Stedman.

"Spring Fever" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Very amusing golf-fiend farce. Wil-
liam Haines delightful as young office

clerk who suddenly finds himself hob-
nobbing with a wealthy country-club
set, including a rich heiress—Joan
Crawford.

"Tenderloin"—Warner. Full of sus-

pense spoiled only by the noisy Vita-
phone. The love of a girl for a crook
and his reform—but not until he goes
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to jail for five years. All ends happily.
Dolores Costello and Conrad Nagel.

"Texas Steer, A"—First National.

Will Rogers a cow-puncher elected to

Congress as a result of his wife's so-

cial ambitions. His wife -and -daughter

i

attempt to crash society with disas-

trous results. Louise Fazenda and Ann
Rork.

"Thirteenth Juror, The"—Universal.
Interesting yarn of an unscrupulous
criminal lawyer accused of murder,
who can save himself only by com-
promising the woman he loves. Fran-
cis X. Bushman is unique as the law-
yer and Anna Q. Nilsson and Walter
Pidgeon capably assist him.

"Man's Past, A"—Universal. Conrad
Veidt in somber melodrama of escaped
convict who tries to hide his pas* by
impersonating a friend whose sight is

failing. Barbara Bedford and Arthur
Edmund Carew.

"Spotlight, The"—Paramount. Un-
convincing, slow picture. Producer
trains an unknown girl, giving her a
Russian name and announcing her as
a sensation from Europe. Esther Ral-
ston, Neil Hamilton, and Nicholas
Soussanin are excellent.

"Three's a Crowd"—First National.
Harry Langdon is his usual plaintive
self in monotonous film of a boy who
rescues a runaway wife in a snowstorm
and develops a dumb devotion for her,

only to be deserted in the end.

"Two Girls Wanted"—Fox. Good
story ruined by too much slapstick.
Janet Gaynor in role of girl who takes
a job as maid in the home of her beau's
business competitor and aids him in

putting through a big deal.

"Vanity"— Producers Distributing.
Leatrice Joy in absurd film of high-hat
society girl who snubs a sailor and suf-
fers for it by being kidnaped by him on
the eve of her marriage. Charles Ray
and Alan Hale.

"Wizard, The"—Fox. Unskillful mys-
tery film. A "professor" grafts a man's
head on body of a chimpanzee, training
him to kill. Edmund Lowe, a reporter,

solves the mystery, with the help of

beast.

"13 Washington Square"—Universal.

A story with an original twist. The
outcome of the efforts of an aristo-

cratic .mother to save her son from
marrying the girl of his choice. Jean
Hersholt, Alice Joyce, and Zasu Pitts.

"Topsy and Eva"—United Artists.

Hilarious but too long. The well--

known Duncan sisters in a film version

of their musical-comedy burlesque of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin."

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"— Universal.
Exciting screen version of this old-time

favorite. Full of thrills, horrors,

laughter and tears. Arthur Edmund Ca-
rewe, Margarita Fischer and George
Siegmann.
"Underworld"—Paramount. Exciting

melodrama of master crook who kills

for the sake of his girl, is sentenced
to death, and makes a thrilling escape
only to find the girl in love with an-

other. George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent,

and Clive Brook.

"We're AH Gamblers"—Paramount.
Thomas Meighan in swift film of prize

fighter who, after being incapacitated

in an automobile accident, opens a

night club, with romantic results.

"West Point"—Metro-Goldwyn. En-
tertaining and lively. William Haines
at his best as the smart youngster who
pooh-poohs military authority, but is

finally subdued. Joan Crawford and
William 'Bakewell.

"Wild Geese"—Tiffany-Stahl. Poign-
ant drama of a miserly Minnesota
farmer, who keeps his wife in fear of

exposing an indiscretion in her youth.
The death of the farmer brings free-

dom to all. Eve Southern remarkable
as the rebellious daughter. Others are

Belle Bennett, Russell Simpson, Donald
Keith, Anita Stewart, and Wesley
Barry.

"Wings"—Paramount. Spectacular
picture of the heroism of the aviators
in the World War. Marred only by a

weak story. "Buddy" Rogers, Clara
Bow, Richard Arlen, and Jobyna
Ralston.

Information, Please
Continued from page 102

it would be quite all right to organize a

Rogers-Carroll Fan Club. First write the
stars in question, asking their cooperation,

then organize a group in your home town
and ask others to join you. I have no
official connection with fan clubs, but I

believe the members write to one another.

Some of the clubs publish little monthly
magazines, compiled by the members, paid

for by members' dues. Yes, I think Joan
Crawford's and Greta Garbo's fan mail is

answered for them by the Metro-Goldwyn
office.

Frank W. Leach.—I should like to an-
nounce your Richard Arlen Fan Club, but

I can't very well make an exception for

you without making other fans indignant.

See Adrienne A. However, I will keep
a record of your fan club in my list, and
refer to you any one who inquires about a

Richard Arlen club. The old version of

"Shepherd of the Hills" and ""Eyes of the

World" are both such old films I don't

know who were in the cast. Perhaps some
fan remembers who the principals were
—only the hero in "Eyes of the World"
is needed. Thanks for the information

that Harrison Hunter played opposite

Renee Adoree years ago in "The Strong-
est."

E. C.—See Adrienne A. Thanks for

the information that Gary Cooper was
christened Frank Cooper. I think the

Conway Tearle picture you refer to, in

which he was an artist and fell in love

with his model, was probably "The Com-
mon Law," a Robert W. Chambers story.

Perhaps some fan can tell you the name
of the film in which Conway, a man of

noble birth, went away to war, and upon
his return found his sweetheart unfaithful

and the head of a gambling place. I am
unable to identify it, as I didn't see the

picture, and in my files of old casts the

story is not always given.

N. Rochingham.—Thanks for the in-

formation about Gerald Fielding, which I

am filing for future reference.

Chico.—Ah, you've been seeing "Sev-

enth Heaven" ! And what a picture that

was ! Charles Farrell is brunet, five feet

ten. I think if you write him at the Fox
studio—see list below—he would send his

picture on request.

Home of the International Correspondence Schools

Go to High School

at Home
You can secure a high school education right at home

by studying the splendid new courses recently pre-

pared by the International Correspondence Schools.

These courses are equivalent to the courses given

in resident high schools. They have been specially

arranged for men and women who wish to meet

college entrance examinations, to qualify for a busi-

ness position, or to make up the education they

missed when forced to leave school too soon. A
diploma is awarded at graduation.

Mail Coupon for Free Booklet

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4560-E. Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me full par-

ticulars about the course I have checked below:

High School Course

English Civil Service

Bookkeeping Salesmanship

Accounting Advertising

Name ]

Address

THICK LIPS REDUCED!
FREE BOOKLET tells how to reduce
thick, coarse protruding lips with
"Cloree" Lip Creme. making them
thin, shapely, adorable. No facial

straps or astringents. A cooling,
harmless creme that absorbs 'the fatty

tissues. Praised by hundreds. Don't
hide your mouth. Use "Cloree" and
thrill with joy at results. Special
offer and booklet FREE.

CLOREE OF NEW YORK
57B West 42d Street, New York

DON'T MISS

"The
Millionaire

Girl"

By May Wynne
in the

JULY 7th ISSUE

She thought every man wanted

to many her for her money

—

until she met one who cared

neither for her or her money.

Love Story

Magazine
Ask your news dealer

15c per copy
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J>HEPAID FOR BEAUTYCUP ALONE

MTVCUP
THE FACIAL WOISfDER. WORKtK

T TAVE you heard about it? This

J- A amazing new aid to beauty? If

not, read every word of this announce-

ment. For it tells of a remarkable

device—made of rubber— that can

bring you youthful beauty!

Gives jMLarvelous Facial

Xreatment

Made for a Paris beauty specialist,

Beautycup gives a scientific facial in

just three minutes. By gentle suc-

tion. Draws imbedded dirt and

powder from the pores. Firms

weakened muscles. Tones
neglected tissue. Brings

fresh, nourishing

$1.00 offer

Send NOW!
For a short time
only, Mme. Vionay WM
send Beautycup with full

directions and a regular $2.00
jar of Beautycup Cream for

just $1.00. By ordering now, you
save $1.50! Fill in and mail the

coupon THIS MINUTE!

circulation. Smoothes out wrinkles

by reaching underlying causes

that costly hand massage just

passes over.

Brings Youthful Radiance
Beautycup may be used with your

own face cream, or with Mme.
Vionay' s Beautycup Cream—a fine

cold cream that cleanses like magic.

Or, if you prefer, with soap and

water. After your very first treatment,

you will hardly believe your eyes

!

You and your friends will marvel . tor

you will find yourselfrenewed . .

.

glowing . . . radiant ... as

you've never been before!

Mme. Arline

VIONAY,
Beauty Specialist^

Beautycup Inc.,

DEPT. P.P.

730 Fifth Ave., N.Y. C.

I herewith enclose 50c forthe

Beautycup, or $1.00 for both

Beauiycup and your regular

$2 . 00 jar of Beautyc up Cream

.

Address.

A Harrison Ford Fan.—No, indeed,

there is no conspiracy against Harrison
Ford in Picture Play, but I shall cer-

tainly give the editor a piece of your mind
because Harrison is left out all the time.

I'm afraid there is little popular interest

in your idol these days ; he is being sup-
planted by newcomers. Eve Southern is

being starred by Tiffany-Stahl. She has
auburn hair.

Addresses of Players.
Richard Arlen, Raymond Hatton, Pola

Negri, Esther Ralston, Mary Brian, Neil
Hamilton, Richard Dix, Adolphe Menjou,
Kathryn Carver, Wallace Beery, Florence
Vidor, Clara Bow, Chester Conklin, Clive
Brook, Charles ("Buddy") Rogers, Fred
Thomson, Gary Cooper, James Hall, Doug-
las Mac-Lean, William Powell, Bebe Dan-
iels, Louise Brooks, Noah Beery, Emil Jan-
nings, Evelyn Brent, Doris Hill, Ruth Taylor,

Nancy Carroll, at the Paramount Studio,
Hollywood, California.
Gwen Lee, Ramon Novarro, Norma Shear-

er, John Gilbert, William Haines, Lon Cha-
ney, Renee Adoree, Marion Davies, Lillian
Gish, Eleanor Boardman, Karl Dane, Dorothy
Sebastian, Lionel Barrymore, Tim McCoy,
George K. Arthur, Joan Crawford, Ralph
Forbes, Buster Keaton, Johnny Mack Brown,
Paul Ralli, at the Metro-Goldwyn Studio,
Culver City, California.

Vilma Banky, Ronald Colman, Douglas
Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Norma Talmadge,
Constance Talmadge, Gilbert Roland, Don
Alvarado, and John Barrvmore, at the
United Artists Studio, 7100 Santa Monica
Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.

Colleen Moore, Jack Mulhall, Doris Ken-
yon, Milton Sills, Billie Dove, Ken Maynard,
Richard Barthelmess, Dorothy Mackaill,
Harry Langdon, Mary Astor, Larry Kent,
Corinne Griffith, Donald Reed, and Molly
O'Day, at the First National Studio, Bur-
bank, California.

Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson, Mary Phil-
bin, Laura La Plante, Marian Nixon, Art

Acord, Barbara Kent, Barbara Worth, Eth-
lyn Claire, William Desmond, Edmund Cobb,
Jack Daugherty, George Lewis, Raymond
Keane, at the Universal Studio, Universal
City, California.

William Boyd, Rod La Rocque, Leatrice
Joy, Edmund Burns, Vera Reynolds, H. B.
Warner, Victor Vareoni, Elinor Fair, Jacque-
line Logan, Kenneth Thomson, Joseph Strik-
er, Joseph Schildkraut, Virginia Bradford,
and Lina Basquette, Marie Prevost, Harrison
Ford, Phyllis Haver, at the Cecil DeMille
Studio, Culver City, California. Also Julia
Faye.

George O'Brien, Edmund Lowe, Earle Foxe,
Janet Gaynor, Richard Walling, Barry Nor-
ton, Charles Farrell, Madge Bellamy, Victor
McLaglen, Lois Moran, Nick Stuart, Virginia
Valli, Sally Phipps, Farrell MacDonald,
Charles Morton, Ben Bard, Sammy Cohen,
Warren Burke, Davis Rollins, George Meeker,
Marjorie Beebe, Margaret Mann, Nancy
Drexel, June Collyer, and Mary Duncan, at
the Fox Studio, Western Avenue, Hollywood,
California.
Audrey Ferris, Dolores Costello, Louise Fa-

zenda, Monte Blue, May McAvoy, Leila Hy-
ams, at the Warner Studios, Sunset and
Bronson, Los Angeles, California.

Tom Tyler, Bob Steele, Frankie Darro,
Buzz Barton, Tom Mix, Martha Sleeper, at
the F. B. O. Studio, 780 Gower Street, Holly-
wood, California.

Bill Cody, Buddy Roosevelt, Walter Miller,
at the Associated Studios, Mission Road,
Hollywood, California.

Allcne Ray, 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.

Robert Frazer, 6356 La Mirada Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.

Patsy Ruth Miller, 808 Crescent Drive,
Beverly Hills, California.

Robert Agnew, 6357 La Mirada, Hollywood,
California.
Dorothy Revier, 1367 North Wilton Place,

Los Angeles, California.
Betty Francisco, 117% Gower Street, Hol-

lywood, California.
Julanne Johnston, Garden Court Apart-

ments, Hollywood, California.
Malcolm McGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,

Hollywood, California.
Ruth Clifford, 7627 Emelita Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Rosemary Theby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,

Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,

England.
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boule-

vard, Hollywood, California.

Anna May Wong, 241 N. Figueroa Street,
Los Angeles, California.

Eileen Percy, 154 Beechwood Drive, Los
Angeles, California.
Buddy Messinger. 1131 N. Bronson Avenue,

Hollywood, California.
Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,

Los Angeles, California.
Forrest Stanley, 604 Crescent Drive, Bev-

erly Hills, California.
Gertrude Astor, 1421 Queen's Way, Holly-

wood, California.
Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Building, Holly-

wood, California.
Virginia Brown Faire, 1212 Gower Street,

Hollywood, California.
Johnny Hines, Tec-Art Studio, 5360 Melrose

Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Theodor von Eltz, 1722% Las Palmas, Hol-

lywood, California.
Henry Walthall, 618 Beverly Drive, Bev-

erly Hills, California.
William S. Hart, 6404 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood, California.
Vivian Rich, Laurel Canon, Box 799, R.

F. D. 10, Hollywood, California.
George Fawcett, care of The Lambs Club,

West Forty-fourth Street, New York City.
Betty Blythe, 1361 Laurel Avenue, Holly-

wood, California.
Estelle Taylor, Barbara Hotel, Los Angeles,

California.

Pat O'Malley, 1832 Taft Avenue, Los An-
geles, California.

Gordon Griffith, 1523 Western Avenue, Loa
Angeles, California.

Ruth Roland, 3,828 Wilshire Boulevard, Los
Angeles, California.
Wallace MacDonald, 405 Laurel Lane, Hol-

lywood, California.
Marceline Day, 1337 North Sycamore Ave-

nue, Hollywood, California.

Gilda Gray, 22 East Sixtieth Street, New
York City.

Bert Lytell, P. O. Box 235, Hollywood,
California.

Alice Calhoun, 626 South Lorraine Boule-
vard, Los Angeles, California.

Kenneth Harlan, P. O. Box 235, Holly-
wood, California.
Ben Lyon, 1040 N. Las Palmas, Hollywood,

California.



It Was Mary's First Dance
at a Fashionable Restaurant

She was distinctly ill at ease. She
didn't 'know just what to do. For
one thing, she wasn't certain

whether she should have kept her
hat on. Other women were danc-
ing without hats, and Mary won-
dered whether she were making
a "bad break" by wearing hers.

All the time, little doubts as to the

correctness of her behavior kept
cropping up in her mind, so that,

on the whole, she spent a most un-
comfortable evening.

Now if Mary had only been one
of the "wise virgins" and had se-

cured a copy of

The Book of

ETIQUETTE
By

Laura Alston Brown
before going out that night, and
had read up the section devoted to

"Restaurant Dancing," she would
have enjoyed herself every moment
of the time, instead of being
harassed by a series of annoying
perplexities. She would have
known just how to proceed, what
to do regarding her hat, wrap,
gloves, and other belongings, what
to order at table

—

everything, in

fact, that would tend to make the
evening pass smoothly and pleas-

antly.

The dollar spent for THE
BOOK OF ETIQUETTE would
have been one of the best invest-
ments of her career.

No one can afford to be
without this book

Fashions in Etiquette Change

Good Form To-day is Different from

the Good Form of a Few Years Ago

The Very Last Word on the Subject of

Correct Behavior is

The Book of

ETIQUETTE
By

LAURA ALSTON BROWN
Every Possible Topic

dealing with the social relationships in which
human beings participate is covered in this

comprehensive volume of 244 pages. In

all, 176 topics are treated. These include:

The Etiquette of Accepting or Declin-

Christenings ing Invitations

Conduct of the Engaged funeral Etiquette

^ Girl

Conduct of the Engaged

Man
Entertaining Guests

Table Manners
Calling Customs
Letters of Introduction

Wording of Invitations

Courtesy to Servants

The Woman who
Travels

Automobile Etiquette

Public Dances

Street-car Etiquette

The Etiquette of Sport

OTHER VOLUMES OF ETIOUETTE
—MANY OF THEM NOTHING LIKE
AS COMPREHENSIVE AS THIS ONE
-ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50 TO $5

"The Book of Etiquette," by Laura Alston
Brown, the most complete, up-to-date and
authoritative work of the kind ever issued,

is priced at

ONE DOLLAR
In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding

Order from Your Bookseller or from

CHELSEA HOUSE, "Publishers

79 Seventh Avenue, New York



Personally, I smoke jor pleasure*
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